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Developments in Latin America

AdiustmentofProfitsforInflation
by Pedro Massone P. *

1. INTRODUCTION

Table of Contents
The President of the United States of America, Jimmy Carter, in a recent
economic message pointed out that virulent infltion has become a world- Introduction
wide problem: II. The dcision to adjust for inflation

The Organization for Economic Cooperationand Developmentpredicts that
Il I. Inflation rates in Latin America
IV. The scope of the adjustment of profitsduring the year 1980 the average infltion rate for industrializedcountries is V. Adjustnentmethods

going to be 12.5 percent.2 VI. Partial adjustment
Some developing countries, especially Latin Americancountries, suffer from

' A. Restatementof fixed assets

a much higher inflation. Recent data show Argentina leading the group with B. Restatementof inventories

123.5 percent infation in one year, followed by Israel with 121.4 percent
C. Occasional partial adjustment

and Zaire with 97.7 percent.3
D. Permanent partial adjustment
E. Accelerated depreciation

Inflation disrupts social life and economic development. Inflation also Vll. Partial adjustment in a number of
affects the legal system by distorting contracts, claims, debts, obligations, Latin American countries

liabilities, etc. A. Argentina
B. Bolivia

Taxation does not escape the undesirable effects of infiation. On the con- C. Brazil
trary, it seems that taxation is one of the fields of law which suffers most D. Chile
from those effects and where measures aimed at neutralizing them are or can E. Colombia
be complex and even risk, if not properly devised, creating new problems. F. Peru

G. UruguayThe effects of inflation on taxation and the possibility of introducing Vil. Global adjustment or the intermediarymeasures for eliminating the aforesaid effects were extensively studied
during the 31st Congress of the International Fiscal Association held in

system
A. The adjustment of net worth

Vienna in 1977. Many national reports appearing in the relevant Cahiers B. The adjustment of the working.
cover a wide range of valuable experiences from different countries. In the capital
general report uhe principal issues and different measures are clearly shown C. Argentina
and discussed. D. Brazil

E. ChileIt seems, however,worthwhile to review the Latin American experiencewith F. Mexicothe adjustment of taxation for inflation, or more specifically the adjustment G. Uruguayof taxable profits for inflation. This view is based on the following: IX. The integral adjustment
(i) several Latin American countries have suffered long periods f high A. Brazil

inflation and have been, somehow, forced by facts and reality to adjust B. Chile
law and taxation for inflation; X. Final remarks

() several Latin American countries have introduced measures to adjust V

taxation for inflation to an extent perhaps unknown in other areas of the
world;

(iii)the adjustment of taxable prots for inflation has been the subject of
several meetings held in Latin America and has also been discussed in
books and articles published in that area;4 * Professorof ''ax Law, Valparaiso.(iv) reports submitted to the Vienna Congress were limited to four Latin 1. TYme, March 31, 1980, at 28.American countries (namely, Argentina, Brazil, Mexico and Uruguay) all 2. Ibid.
of which introduced, after the Congress, important changes on the 3. Ibid.
subject; and 4. Some Argentine and Latin American

(v) the adjustment of taxable profits for inflation is both the most complex contributions in this area appear in the Bi-
area within the adjustment of taxation for inlation and an area where bliographical Appendix of the Argentine
several Latin American countries have enacted provisions which can be national report for the 1972 IFA Congress
of interest for countries faced with similar problems and circumstances. and are analyzed in: Fowler Newton, En-

rique, El Ajuste de estados contables por
inflacin (Adjustment of financial state-

The aforesaid considerations taken into account, this article covers and is ments due to inflation) (BuenosAires, Edi-
limited to the Latin American experience with the adjustment of taxable ciones Contabilidad Moderna, 1976). See
profits for inflation. also Bibliography at the end of this article.
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Il. THE DECISION TO ADJUST FOR INFLATION It is not, therefore, surprising that Chile was, at the
same time, a leadingcountry in introducingmeasures to

The review of the General Report of the Vienna Con- adjust law and taxation for nflation and to shift from

gress, and especially the consideration of the Latin partial adjustment of income to more sophisticated
American experience with adjustment of taxation for methods, nmely the global adjustmentand the integral
inflatin, shows some features and suggests some ideas adjustment.7

which should be taken into account when a country, Although lower than the Chilean inflation, the abrupt-
especially a developing one, considers the possibility of

ness of the Argentine one has also been astonishing,
adjusting taxable profits for inflation. especially in the last years. Argentina has experienceda

For many years, law and accountancywere based on the constant inflationary trend since the beginning of the

assumptiori that the acquisition power of money was 1940s with annual price increases generally ncreasing in
not subject to substantialchanges and that currency was multiple digit figures. During the period 1966-1975 the
therefore an accurate standard for measuringvalues. cost of living index increased by 2,106 percent and the

8

Nevertheless money is not really an effective and sure wholesale price index by 2,067 perent.
standard because n fact its own value changes, especial- Argentina has, accordingly, introduced djustment
ly when social disruptions occur. If under such circum- measures. Furthermore, inflation has prompted interest
stances money is used and accepted as a constant and n the subject both in meetings and publications. The
common unit of measurement, reported values and accounting profession has developed a bibliographyand
financial statements can be misleading because they are has continuously discussed the matter of adjustments in

expressed in units with different acquisitionpower. preparing the financial statements of business enter-

The problem of adjusting taxation for inflation and the prises. Many international and local congresses, business

coverage and degree of the adjustment is a matter of association meetings and government committees have

political decision. It is necessary to point out that this made recommendations to ntroduce these adjust-
9

decision is not always limited to taxation itself but is ments.

part of a broader set of issues involving the adjustment Other Latin American countries with permanent high
of law, claims, debts, liabilities, taxation, wages, salaries, nflation have al'so undergone similar developments (e.g.
social security benefits, social security contributions, Brazil and Uruguay).
etc. As regards specifically the tax field, measures taken by
When governments are first faced with the problem of governments have had at rst a temporarynature and a

nflation they are reluctant to take measures involving limited scope. When those measuresproved to be useful
the adaptation of law to take the results of nflation but at the same time ncomplete,subsequentsteps were

into account. The adjustment of law for inflation is taken, making the impact of the measures broader and
tantamount to admitting a deficient economic policy deeper.
and a renunciation of the principle of nominal value,5 It would be, however, a mistake to think that adapta-
The adjustment for nflation represents, to a certain tion measures are an exclusive product of government
extent, the recognitionthat inflation is going to stay for provisions. In fact, society and courts can create trends
a long period. Governments, however, are prone to whiCh influence governmentdecisions.

regard inflation as a temporary developmentwhich must When private enterprises and individuals become suf-
be corrected and not asa reality to which it is necessary ciently aware of the distorting effects of inflation, they
to adapt. ntroduce corrective measures in their contracts and
The decision as to whether adjustment measures must dealings. Likewise, Courts can realize more acutely the
be. taken is, however, strongly influenced by the rate of unfairness of certain effects of inflation and shift from
nflation and by the duration and persistence of the approaches based on the nominal value of money to

phenomenon. The higher the rate of inflation, the more views taking real values into account.

likely adaptation measures are requested, accepted and The approach of the Chilean courts is a good example.
taken. Even more commanding is when inflation, or

high inflation, is present for a long period. 5. Cahiers de droit fiscal international, Volume LXIIa (1977), at

93. The principle of nominal value can be defined as: The rule
The influence of the rate and permanence of inflation is that a monetary unit is always taken as equivalent to the same

well illustrated by the Chilean case. Historically, Chile monetary unit irrespective of changes in its purchasing power
seems to be one of the most, if not the most, serious over a period of time. Under the principle of real value a

victims of virulent and chronic inflation both in Latin monetary unit is not taken to be automaticallyequivalent to the

America and n the rest of the world. same monteary uit at a different point of time, but the
difference in their purchasingpower has to be taken into account

orne data are reall astonishing. The Chilean inflation in order to reduce them to a common denominator.

began at the end of the last century. Between 1930 and 6. Diario el Mercurio, Valparaiso,April 28,1980,at 5.

1940 inflation reached an aggregate 100 percent rate. 7. Developments in the tax field are found in Sections VII.D,

During the decade of the 1940s inflation accelerated to VIII.E and IX.B below. In other fields, measureswere taken even

earlier as shown, for instance, by Law 7,064 of. 1941 which
an aggregate 445 percent rate. During the last 30 years established annual adjustment of salaries for employees.an
inflation amounted, according to the American econo- 8. Cahiers de droit fiscal international, Volume LXIIa (1977), at
mist and monetary expert Professor Frank Pick, to an 181.

appallihg 56 million percent.6 9. Id., at 185.
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In fact, Chilean courts have gradually accepted the Argentine Courts later ruled that:
adjustment of compensations, debts and other items for (i) the adjustment of debt claims for late payments due
inflation, even in the absence of specific provisions or to fault of the debtor must be accepted on the basis
where it was previously understood that such adjust- of constitutional principles providing that justice
ment was forbidden. Thus Chilean Courts have ruled must be insured and property preserved, the absence

, that: of a specific provision on the subject being irrele-
(i) compensation for expropriationis to be adjusted for vant; and

\
inflation even in the absence of a specific provision (ii) amounts to be refundedmust be restated even in the
establishingsuch an adjustment,lo absence of a specific provision on the grounds that

(ii) the increase of debts derived from contractualprovi- nobody can without reason be enriched at the cost
sions devised to correct the effects of inflation does of another person, a rule which is also applicable to

19not represent interest above legal limits and the the government.
beneficiary of those provisions does not commit a

crime;11
(fit)compensation for damages is to be adjusted for IIl. INFLATION RATES IN LATIN AMERICA

inflation, a specific provision in. the law not being
necessary;12 Recent rates of inflation in Latin American countries

(tv) late payments are to be adjsted for inflation, a appear in the following charts, based .on the cost of
specific provision in the law not being necessary,

.13 living indexes.
(v) the adjustment of compensations is to be calculated

as from the very date on which the damage was LAFTA COUNTRIES
caused and not from the ling of the claim;14 and Cost,of Living Indexes20

(vi) the adjustment of debt claims for inflation is to be
over' awarded even if the relevant party has not requested (percentagechange previous year)

such an adjustment. s

Country and City 1976 1977 1978 1979
ARGENTINA

Brazilin courts make a distinction between liabilities Buenos Aires + 347.5 + 174.8 + 169.8 + 139.7

of value and liabilities of currency, consideringthat BOLIVIA
+ + + 13.4 + 45.7n the rst instance a certain acquisition power is in- La Paz 5.5 i0.5

volved (e.g. alimony,compensationof damages) while in
BRAZIL

R.io de Jareiro + 44.8 + 43.1 + 38.1 + 75.9the second instance only a certain amount f money is So Paulo + 38.0 + 41.2 + 39.9 + 67.1
due. The adjustment of liabilities of value in accordance CHILE
with .changes in the cost of living or in the value of. Santiago + 17.4.3 + 63.5 + 30.3 + 38.9

Adjustable Bonds of the National Treasury was accepted COLOMBIA
on the grounds of analogy or equity. The adjustmentof National Index + 25.9 + 29.3 + 17.8 + 29.8

liabities of currency instead was first accepted only ECUADOR

when specifically provided by law but was subsequently Quito + 13.1 + 9.7 11.7 + 9.0.

also accepted if provided for in a contract and for late
MEXICO

payments.16 Natinal Index + 27.2 + 20.7 + 16.2 + 20.0
PARAGUAY

Asuncin + 3.4 + 9.4 + 16.8 + 35.7
Moreover,. the Federal Supreme Court of Brazil has PERU
upheld the understanding that monetary restatemerts Lima and Callao + 44.7 + 32.4 + 73.7 + 66.7

(correo monetria) are deemed to be included in URUGUAY

claims for losses and damages and that such restatement Montevideo + 40.0 + 57.3 + 47.6 + 81.2
can be awarded in a court sentence even if not claimed VENZUELA
in the initial complaint.17 Caracas + 7.0 + 8.1 + 7.1 + 20.5

Likewise, the Argentine courts accepted corrective
measures allowing the traditional principle of the
nominal value to be put aside. Decisions of the courts 10. Fueyo Laneri, Fernando, Correccin Monetaria y Pago Legal
first referred to civil or commercial relations between (Bogota, Editiorial Temis, 1978), at 48.

contracting parties and recognized the right to adjust
11. Id., at 50.

the amount of the liabilities of value, distinguishing
12. Id., at 52, 54.
13. Id., at 56.thes from the liabilities of currency to which similar 14. Id., at 59, 62 and especially 65.

adjustment was not considered applicable. Later, this 15. Id., at 67.
distinction was gradually abandoned and in some cases 16. Revista Fiscal, Rio de Jaeiro, October 30, 1979, Editorial
updating of liabilities was admitted for both types.18

Page.
17. Lgal letter (Pinheiro Neto & Cia., Advogados, So Paulo)

Formerly, these decisions barely covered all types of April, 1.980, at 4.

credits and referred mainly to payments for services due
18. Chers de droit fiscal intrnational, Volume LXIIa (1977), at
183.

(fees, indemnities etc.) or for rentals derived from 19. Derecho Fiscal, No. 338, Ao XXIX, August 1979, at 173.
leases. For tax purposes only legislation was considered 20. Bnk of London & South America Review, Volume 14, No.
able to take the matter into account. 2/80, at 151, 152; Volume 14, No. 3/80, at 218, 219.
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CENTRALAMERICA, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC AND PANAMA on the composition of their assets .and liabilities. In fact

Cst;4of Living Indexes this kind of adjustmentbenefits to a higher degree those
industries using capital more intensively.

(percentage.change over previousyear)
This means that partial adjustmentcan promote capital-

Country and City 1976 1977 1978 1979 intensive industries, especially those using capital in the
COSTA R ICA form of fixed assets, and discourage labor-intesive in-

San Jos -- 2.7 + 5.3 + 8.1 + 13.1 dustries. This feature does ntmake much sense in areas.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC where labor supply s abundant and the need for em-
Santo Dpmingo + 7.0 + 8.5 + 1.9 + 26.2 ploymentstrong.

EL SALVADOR
San Salvador + 5.3 + 14.8 + 14.7 + 14.8 Infiation, however, not only can produce llusory or

GUATEMALA fictitious profits, but it can be the source of real profits
Guatemala City 4- 17.6 + 7.4 + 9.1 + 13.7 or losses for enterprises. This happens because inflation

HONDURAS affects all the accounts of a balance shet and particu-
Tegucigalpa + 5.6 + 7.4 + 6.5 + 17.7 larly monetary assets (claims and debts). Depending on

NICARAGUA whether the nterprise is: a net debtor or a nt creditor,
Managua + 6.3 + 10.1 + 10.5 + 58.9 it actualy benefit from inflation be damaged bycan or

PANAMA
Panama City + 3.3 + ,8.4 + .2.4 + 10.0 it, especially if correctionmechanisnsare not used.

Actual results are stronglynfluencedby the creditr or

debtor osition of th enterprise. If the enterprise'sIV. THE SCOPE OF THE ADJUSTMENTOF PROFITS
mnetary assets (e.g. cash, bank deposits, receivables,

Inflation changes the distribution of the tax burden as etc.) exceed monetary liabilities (e.g. debts, obligations,

originally intendedby the law and disrupts the equity of etc.), the enterprise is damaged by inflation and real
prots will be belw nominal profits. On the other

the tax system, producing negative effects on savings hand, if monetary assets are in exces of monetary
and investments. liabilities the enterpris will obtain a real benefit from
In the field of the personal income tax, inflation distorts nflation due to the fact that the real value of debts
the vertical equity because the tax burdn is changed diminishes as the level of prices increases. In other

differently for the particular bracket applicable toa words, in the absence of a special adjustment, enter-

single taxpayer. prises financing their activities with capital belonging to

As regards the corporate income tax, horizontal third parties derive a benefit from inflationwhile enter-

equity and neutrality are affected by inflation because prises with large equity will be damaged.
taxpayers cn be treated differently, depending on the The effects mentioned above can be remedied for taxa-

specic compositionof their assets and liabilities, tion purposes by means of an integral or complete
During inflationary periods, the corporate income tax adjustment. This adjustment can result n taxatin

can discourge savings and investments because the tax which is higher or lwer than that calclated without

is normally levied on nominal or illusory profits which the adjustment. In other words, this adjustment is not

do not represent real profits. In fact, under traditional solely aimed at reducingthe tax but can also result in an

accounting methods, current company receipts are com- increase of same.

pared with costs based on original or historic values Also a glbal or ntermediary adjustment can be so

which do not reflct subsequent changes in prices. In devised as to: cover profits produced by inflation. This
this way nominal or illusory prots may result which method has been, however, basiclly aimed at reducing
are above real profits, namely, above profits from which the taxabl income and protecting the net worth of
the distortingeffects of inflation have been removed. enterprises.
Moreover, where the income tax is levied on nominal or

illusory profits, the enterprise can be compelled to con-

sume part of its capital. If the effects produced on V. ADJUSTMENTMETHODS
income by inflation re to be taken into account it is
therefore necessary that the capital of an enterprise Inflation destroys the assumption that .money is stable
remain untouched by the ncome tax and the cmputa- which is the basis of classic accountancy. In such
tion of taxable profits be so devised as to prevent the circumstances, historic values registered in accountancy
possibility that the income tax be levied on capitl or books become heterogeneous amounts measured n dif-:
that its integrity be affected. ferent units. The .use of such data under traditional

In order to correct. the undesirable effects of inflation accountancy methds, without a previous correction,
and stinulate investment, the adjustrnent of profits has Inakes no sense and .leads to results which are void of

been firstl used to reduce income tax by restating: (i) meaning.
the value of fixed assets and/or depreciationallowances; Real profits exist only if the effective purchasingpower
and (ii) the cost of merchandiseand raw materials. of the enterprise is increased and a balance of receipts is

The aforesaid measures represent, however, a partial or left after deducting all expenses, such amounts being
limited adjustment aimed only at reducing income taxa- calculated in accordance with their real values and

tion. This partial adjustmentcan affect tax neutrality by measured with currency of the same purchasing power.

favoring some taxpayers more than others, depending No real profits exist if consumption of tangible assets
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during production is measured incorrectly and the enter- can be devised, the partial adjustment is obviously
prise is deprived of fixed assets and inventoriesand put the simplest one and has had widespread use in
into a position where it is unable to replace them. Latin American countries suffering inflation. Under
Neither will real profits exist if the use of monetary this method the book value of fixed assets is up-
assets to carry on the enterprise's business results in a dated, depreciation allowances are increased and
depreciation of such resources.21 taxable profits are reduced. Partial adjustment can

In fact tangible and monetary resources are at the enter- also cover nventories the value of which is usually
prise's disposal in order to be utilized but both must be corrected according to replacement costs. This

preserved and saved. Moreover, if the enterprise is method is, however, limited in scope in the sense

placed, as regards monetary items, in a net credit posi- that it only reflects changes in the value of certain
tion it will lose money with nflation. On the other items, usually fixed assets and sometimes inven-

hand, if the enterprise is placed, as regards the same tories. Moreover, partial adjustment can affect

items, in a net debit position, it will make a profit from neutrality because it favors taxpayers diversely
inflation. depending on the composition of their assets and

liabilities.
'

It therefore becomes necessary to use correction (ii) A global adjustment representingan intermediate or
measures in order to offset the effects of changes suf- eclectic approach aimed at correcting the owner's
fered by monetary unit and to reestablish in that way quity (capital propio) or the working capital (capi-theaccuracy of the information provided by account- tal de giro). This method is more complex than the
ancy. partial adjustment. It was first and mainly used to
The main components of profits which can or must be reduce taxable profits (e.g. in Chile and Brazil) but
corrected by adjustmentmeasures are the following: it has been subsequently so devised as eventually to
(i) The computation of depreciaton allowances calcu- reflect an increase in profits produced by inflation

lated with respect to fixed assets. Such allowances (e.g. Argentina and Uruguay). The global method
are, in fact, charged to the cost of the goods to be first introduced in Chile (1959) and Brazil (1968)
sold. If depreciation allowances are calculated on and replaced by an integral method in both coun-
values which are not current, then productioncosts tries, was recently introduced in Argentina (1978)
are artificially reduced; furthermore, results will and Uruguay (1979).
appear which do not reflect the value of money at (ti)An integral adjustment or price level accounting
the moment in which sales are concluded and in- aimed at correcting the nominal values of all items
come arises. involved and taking into account the fact that infla-

(ii) The valuation of inventory. Valuationmethods used tion not only can produce nominal or illusory
by enterprises or accepted by tax laws influence profits which exceed real profits but can also
business results, especially during inflationary produce real profits or losses representing disguised
periods. If during such period valuation is made transfers of wealth from creditors to debtors. The
under historical costs then nominal or fictitious starting point of the integral adjustment method is
profits may result. the assumption that the only way of both correcting

(tit)The monetcry assets and liabilities. If the enterprise the illusory or nominal income and including real
holds monetary assets during inflationary periods results derived from inflation in financial statements
the purchasing power of such monetary assets and in taxable profits is the adjustment of all
declines and a loss is incurred by the enterprise. On accounts of the balance sheet through a price index.
the other hand, if the enterprisehas monetary liabi- The integrl method is the most complex one. This
lities, the real value of such liabilities also declines method is aimed at correcting the effects producedbut in this case a real profit arises for the enterprise. by inflation on assets and liabilities; furthermore it

(iV) The value of the capital. The original value of the is not limited to the possibility of reducing taxable
capital is eroded by inflation. If the taxpayr is not profits but can eventually result in their increase.
given the opportunity to recover such value free The integral method of adjustment was introducedfrom income taxation, the very concept of income in Chile (1974) and Brazil (1977) and is currently in
as somethingdifferent from capital is distorted. force in both countries.

The different measures which have been devised and
used in the Latin American area in order to adjust VI. PARTIAL ADJUSTMENTtaxable profits for inflation can be grouped and in-
cluded within the following main adjustment methods:
(i) A partal adjustment aimed at protecting the initial Partial adjustment is aimed at neutralizing the effects of

capital through the computationof the replacement inflation on certain non-monetary assets. The method
cost of certain items, especially fixed assets, stock- allows for the revaluation of tangible fixed assets (e.g.
n-trade and raw materials. The protection of the buildings, installations, machinery,equipment, etc.) and
initial capital can also be achieved through correc-

inventories (e.g. merchandise, raw materials, etc.). As a

tion of the book value of the assets using indexes consequence of the revaluationof these items, deprecia-
specified by the law. The partial adjustment tion allowanes calculated on tangible fixed assets and

represents an incomplete measure aimed only at 21. Recamonde Capelo, Emilio, Analise da fidedignidade do
avoiding or alleviating taxation on nominal or illu- lucro em uma economa inflacionaria, Revista Economica do
sory profits. Among the different methods which Nordeste, Vol. 7, No. 2, at 234.
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the costs of sales are increased, the taxable profits being that sales are made out of the oldest purchases. On the
in this way reduced. other hand, if the LIFO method is followed and the

merchandise which is sold is assumed to be the last

A. Restatementof fixed assets purchased then costs are nearer replacement values and
the profits of the enterprise are less affected.

s regards fixed assets, partial adjustment may cover: The FIFO method, however, makes the problem of

(1) both the residual value of assets and depreciation inventory valuation worse because inventories will

allowances;or (ii) only depreciationallowances. appear more and more undervalued as compared with

In Latin America the adjustment has normally covered replacement costs. In fact, under the FIFO method the
oldest and lowest costs will be ref[ected in inventories.

both the residual value of eligible assets and deprecia- Moreover it must be pointed out that the FIFO method
tion allowances calculated thereon, but there are in-
stances where the correction has been limited to depre-

of inventory valuation is not accepted by most of the
Latin American countries.22

ciation allowances.
In order to neutralize the distorting effects of inflation

In order to avoid taxation on nominal or fictitious
and to avoid the disadvantages of having inventories

ncome and to make the replacement of fixed assets

easier, several Latin American countries hit by inflation ncreasingly undervalued, it is necessary that inventories
at the beginning and at the end of the period be valued

allow or have allowed the restatement of the residual
value of fixed aset as well as .the adjustment of rele- in monetary units having the same purchasing power,

vant allowances to the new value of these assts. namely according to the price level current at the end of
the period. The same criterion must be applied to

Under either approach depreciation allowances are in- changes which have occurred during the taxable period,
creased and thus taxable profits reduced making the and specifically.to the cost of goods sold during that
difference a formal one. However, if the residual value period. In this way, inventory valuation under old and
of assets is increased, th change is reflected in the outdated values is avoided and taxation of nominal or

enterprise's net worth and consequently net worth fictitiousprofits avoided.
taxes, inheritance taxes, business licences and similar
levies are increased. On the other hand, if the adjust-

In order to update the value of inventories, the price of

ment is only applied to depreciationallowances and not the last purchase or the replacement cost can be taken.
The amount of the correction (i.e. the difference be-

to the residual value of assets, the nominal amount of
the taxes mentioned aboe remains unchanged while tween the old book value and the new updatedvalue) is

taxes on capital gains and excess prots can be artificial- then deducted in calculating the taxable profits. It is

ly increased because fixd assets and capital remain necessary, however, to point out that a special tax has

undervalued. frequently been levied on the differenc.

The adjustment of depreciation allowances enables
enterprises to establish reserves for the replacement of C. Occasional partial adjustment
fixed assets. Enterprises can in this way recover the real
value of their capital and rplace fixed assets once their There are two kinds of partial adjustment, namely: (i)
service life is over. discretionary or occasional adjustment; and (ii)
By updating depreciation as mentioned above, taxable automatic or permanentadjustment.
profits become closer to the idea that income is an Partial adjustment of an occasional or discretionary
amount that car be withdrawn from the enterprise by nature is used from time to time during periods of high
the owner, without reducing the real value of capital. inflation and particularly the devaluationof the national
The adjustment of fixed assets and/or depreciation currency.
allowances can be linked to replacement costs or in- Discretionary adjustment is particularly useful to
dexes reflecting changes in the price of fixed assets. neutralize the effects produced by an inflation which is
Latin American countries use price indexes for capital present, or is assumed to be present, temporarily or
assets or for industrial products. Some countries, how- which is caused by extraordinary circumstances (war,
ever, use general price ndexes such as consumer price
ndexes. currency devaluation,etc.).

Discretionary or occasional adjustment can also prepare
and facilitate the introduction of permanent or other

B. Restatementof inventories more sophisticatedadjustments (e.g. global adjustment).
Discretionary adjustment has even been used when per-

If traditional inventory valuation methods are used manent adjustmet measures have shown themselves

during periods of inflationand, during the same periods, insufficient to correct accurately the distorting effects

the cost of sales is deemed to be the acquisition cost
without any adjustment, then nominal or fictitious

prots will result. These profits are higher than real 22. Ajustes del Impuesto sobre las Utidades de las Empresas

prots, because acquisition or historical costs are less Financiamiento del Desarrollo (O.A.S., Washington, 1977), at 5.

than replacementcosts. There are, however, some exceptions, e.g. the Uruguayan law has

permitted the use of the LIFO method since 1945 and the
The problem is particularly serious if the FIFO method Mexican Income Tax Law accepts any of the followingmethods:

is used and the cost is allocated under the assumptiofl identied cost, FIFO, LIFO and retail method.
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of a high inflation.23 Finally, in countries, where taxes D. Permanent partial adjustment
on extraordinary or excessive profits are levied, partial
adjustmentcan also be aimed at correcting the capital of Partial adjustment of a permanent or automatic nature
enterprises in order to calculate the pertinent tax. enables taxpayers to revalue regularly certain assets in

order to distill profits from the distorting effects pro-Discretionary or occasional adjustment is normally the
duced by inflation the value of eligible assets.first method used by countries affected by inflation. on

This approach is based on the assumptionthat inflation If it can be assumed that inflation is a permanent
is a temporary phenomenon and that in order to neu- phenomenon, then it is convenient to introduce per-
tralize its effects on taxation it is enough to take manent mechanisms to solve not only current distor-
measureswhich are applicable.only once. tions in values but also correct future discrepancies as

they arise.
The discretionary or occasional adjustmentwas used by Experience shows that when high inflation has become aEuropean countries after the war and lso in Latin chronic problem, Latin American cuntries haveAmerican countries affected by inflation. Nevertheless, finally replaced occasional or discretionary adjustmentsas high inflation became permanent in some Latin by permanent mechanisms. This trend has been en-American countries, adjustment measures became per- couraged by problems arising from occasionalor discre-manent as well.

tionary adjustments, such as administrationand control
Discretionary or occasional adjustments cannot neutral problems, inequalities arising from occasional adjust-ize the distorting effects produced by a high and per- ment, etc. In some cass, the revaluationof fixed assets
manent inflation, which has been the case of several has been compulsory. In other instances, taxpayers have
Latin American countries. Moreover the temporary had the opportunity to choose to have their fixed assets
nature of the method, and particularly the fact that revalued or not.
sometimes it assumes a voluntary nature, makes it diffi- When faced with high nflation of permanent nature,cult to administerand control. Furthermore, in order to a

implement discretionary adjustments, special assess-
Latin American countries have enacted provisions for
the permanentand periodicaladjustmentof the value ofments .are necessar, special inventories must be pre- certain items, especially fixed assets. As result of thepared (sometimes on dates other than closing dates), a

and a special tax is in some instanceslevied. adjustment of the value of fixed assets, depreciation
allowances have been corrected and the income tax has

Where revaluation of merchandise and raw materials is been reduced accordinly. Moreover, where net worth
allowed, auditing and controlling problems can be in- or capital taxes exist the updated value of fixed assets
creased by the lack of auditing resources to control all has been taken into account n calculating these taxes.
taxpayers. The auditing and control problems are Under the permanent adjustment of fixed assets, both
greater for inventory adjustments, where the replace- the book value of assets and the relevant depreciation
ment cost is normally used, than for fixed assets, which allowances are normally increased (Argentina, Bolivia
are corrected in coformitywith fixed indexes based on and Uruguay). There are, however, instances where de-
industrial prices, wholesale prices, consumerprices, cost preciation allowancesare adjusted but the value of fixed
of living, etc. assets is not increased (Ecuador). Finally, taxpayersmay

be allowed to revalue assets only in order to computePerhaps the principal reason why a special tax on r- taxes on gains derived from the disposal of assets, onvaluation of inventories is sometimes levied is the need extraordinary or excessive profits, and on net worth orto counteract the trend of taxpayers to unduly over- capital (Brazil up to 1964, and Colornbia).24value their nventories in order to reduce taxes.
The tax law usually provides for an index under which

From another point of view, discretionaryadjustments, the value of fixed assets is corrected. In Argentina,
being made on a one-time basis or from time to time, capital assets are updated according to wholesale prices
can worsen the neutrality problem arising from inflation for industrialproducts, while in Uruguay the tax author-
because of their partial nature. Being calculated on a ities are empowered to establish annual indexes based
certain date, they can favor some taxpayers to a greater on current prices of fixed assets. The tax law can also
extent than thers. In fact, those taxpayers who have provide that the value of fixed assets be increasedup to
more assets on the revaluation date do not pay income replacement cost (Ecuador).25 Some countries, e.g.
tax on the appreciation and are better off than those Bolivia and Peru, demand the payment of a special tax
who sold their assets before the revaluation and must on the increase, such tax being more frequentn case of
compute the receipts from the sale in calculating their partial adjustmentsof an occasionalnature.
taxable profits. The partial adjustmentof a permanentnature limited to

fixed assets is easier to administer as compared to re-All this means that partial adjustmentof a discretionary
nature can be discriminatory in a double sense: (i) their 23. A good example of this feature is found in'Chilean legislation
partial nature makes them more favorable to those who and specifically in Law 13,305 of 1959, Decree-Law110 of 1973
have more assets to be revalued; and (ii) the fact that

and Decree-Law 824 of 1974, all of which were enacted while
werethey are applicable only once, at a fixed date, makes

permanent adjustments in force. F.or further information,
see Section VII.D below.them more favorable to those taxpayers who have larger 24. Ajustes del Impuesto sobre las Utilidades.... at 12. Instocks on that date as compared to those who have sold Colombia, this rule was in force up to 1979.

inventories before that date. 25. Id., at 12.
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valuation of inventories. Such a partial adjustment,how- culated by means of supplementary rates provided in
ever, discriminates in favor of enterprises the capital of the law.
which is concentrated on fixed assets, and against in- In 1943 taxpayers were allowed by Decree-Law 18,229
dustrial enterprises with higher use of working power, to register an additional deduction representing 20 per-
commercial enterprises where inventories are more im- cent of the normal depreciation in order to constitute a
portant, and financial enterprises. fund for the replacement of industrial, commercial and

industrial fixed assets.
E. Accelerated depreciation Law 14,060 instituted a new and more liberal system of

extraordinary depreciation allowances the percentagesAn alternative to revaluation of fixed assets of a per- of which varied according to the year of origin of the
manent nature is found in accelerated depreciation relevant asset in order to take account of the different
which has been used in some developed countries (e.g. degrees of inflation affecting their values. Coefficients
Sweden and Great Britain) where a depreciation allow-

were updated and the coverage of the system extended
ance of 100 percent was established for plant and

by Law 14,343, Decree-Law 4610/58 and Law 15,273.machinery.26
A revaluation referring only t livestock was permittedAccelerated depreciation, however, does not eliminate
by Law 14,421 of 1954.

the distorting effects caused by inflation on profits. By
anticipating the timing of depreciation the effects Law 15,272 of February 15, 1960 allowed a general
caused by inflation on profits are alleviated because the updating of real property (unless specifically excluded)
tax burden is reduced during the first years of the useful and depreciable fixed assets under maximum coeffi-
life of asets but can be increased during subsequent cients provided by the law and varying in accordance

years. with the acquisition date of the asset. The updatingalso
covered cattle raising enterprises for which some specialThere is also a difference between revaluation of fixed rules were provided. The written up values, except for

assets and accelerated depreciation in the sense that the land, were depreciable at a 10 percent annual rate. The
former is more favorable to old enterpriss owning the total written up value was exempt from ordinary taxa-
oldest assets while the latter is more favorable to new tion but was subject to a single tax computed on half
enterprises orto enterprises the investments of which the written up value at progressive rates ranging from 3
are expanding. to 10 percent. The appreciation resuIting from the cor-

In this way, accelerated depreciation favors capital in- rection could only be used to increase the capital or to

vestment bcause it promotes the use of more capital offset losses.
and less labor. This feature is increased if the revaluation Law 17,335 of 1967 allowed another general revalua-
is limited to fixed assets. tion of assets and breedingcattle, the coverage of which
Accelerated depreciation has been used in Latin was similar to that of year 1960. Depreciation allow-
America as an incentive for investment but the distort- ances on the written up values were admitted in addi-

ng effects of inflation have been corrected, rather, by tion to normal depreciation based on a useful life of 25

specific adjustmentmeasures. years for depreciable real property and 10 years for
other assets. A tax similar to that of 1960 was applied
on the written up value.

Vll. PARTIAL ADJUSTMENT IN A NUMBER OF Since 1972, automatic annual revaluation of assets and
LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES correlative adjustments of depreciationhave been allow-

ed in accordance with official indexes. Law 19,409 of
Several Latin American countries introduced partial 1972 introduced a system of permanent automaticcor-

adjustment of an occasional nature. Some Latin rection of the value of fixed assets and depreciation
American countries have also used or are using partial allowances which since 1974 is governed by Law
adjustment of a permanent nature (Brazil and Chile in 20,628. The residualvalue of movable depreciableassets
the past; Argentinaand Uruguay currently). and of real property is adjusted under indexes
Partial adjustment of a permanent nature has normally established by the tax administration which reflect the
covered only fixed assets. On the other hand, revalua- variation of the general non-agriculturalwholesale price
tion of inventories has normally been granted on an index provided by the National Institute of Statistics
occasionalbasis. and Census. The relevant table includes average quarter-
Uruguay is the only country in Latin America where a ly calendar values for the four immediately preceding
partial adjustment of a permanent nature has been years and average annual values for the remaining
applied which not only covers capital assets but also periods, taking as a basis the average prices of the last

calendar quarter.corrects the book value of inventories at the beginning
of the period. This adjustment, however, is limited to a The annual depreciation allowance of fixed assets is
certain percentage of taxable income. adjusted by applying to the ordinary depreciation the

updating index pertaining to the date of.acquisition or

A. Argentina construction as indicated in the table prepared for the
quarter ending at the closing of the taxable period.

The first adjustment measures enacted in Argentina 26. Cahiers de droit fiscal international, Volume LXIIa (1977), at

referred to depreciation allowances on fixed assets, cal- 485,496.
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Depreciation allowances on the cost of buildings and assets), was subject to a 10 percent income tax and the
other construction are adjusted under the same pro- resulting surplus had to be applied to increase capital.
cedure and indexes. This tax was in effect a tax on inflation (or on capital).

For income tax purposes, however, depreciation allow-
ances were still to be calculated on the old values (i.e.B. Bolivia without taking the restatement into account).

Article 46 of the Company Income Tax Law27 provides As from 1964 (Law 4,357 of July 16), the restatement
that for the purpose of determiningdepreciationdeduc- became compulsory for legal entities (except for those
tions the Executive Power may authorize the revalua- specifically exempt) and for subsidiaries, branches,
tion of assets if fluctuations in international exchange agencies and representatives of foreign companies
rates, general prices, or prices of particular fixed assets operating in Brazil; furthermore, depreciation on mone-

exceed 15 percent over any period of time. Fluctuations tary restatements of fixed assets was permitted. The
are determined on the basis of prices in the previous tax original acquisition cost of fixed assets was restated in

year, the first of which is that ending on December 31, accordance with official ndexes reflecting the variation
in the purchasing power of the Brazilian currency be-1975. Depreciation allowances are calculatd on the
tween December of the previous and the annualrestated values of assets. year
average of each of the preceding years. From theWhile revaluations are generally exenpt from income restated value thus obtained, the original cost and none-

taxation,..the Executive Power may authorize a special tary restatements of preceding years were deducted in
tax of up to 5 percent of the ncrease in book value order to arrive at the increment of the year. The net
resulting from the revaluation. adjustment was subject to a 5 percent tax which was

According to the previously mentioned rules, Supreme abolished in 1966. The taxpayer could choose, instead
Decree 14,460 of March 25, 1977 provided that com- of paying the tax, to have an amount equal to 10
panies in general were obliged to revalue their fixed percent of the net adjustment invested in Readjustable
assets to December 31, 1976. The value of these assets Bonds of the NationalTreasury for ve years.
was to be adjusted on the basis of a multiplication Up to 1973, the annual increment of fixed assets result-
factor provided by the Law, according to their date of ng from the restatement of values was registered sepa-nclusion in the corporate assets, and a single tax of 5 rately and treated as if it were a new investmentwith
percent was applicable to the increase in value resulting the same useful life of the relevant original asset (i.e. as
from the revaluation,which tax was payable at one time expressed in the number of years). Depreciation allow-
or in installments. ances of these new nvestments were calculated
The capital increase derived from the revaluation is not separately taking into account a useful life starting on

subjct to any other national or municipal charge, and the date on which the new investmentwas registered
shareholders benefiting from a distribution originating and thus going beyond the end of the useful life of the
from the revaluation are not affected as concerns their original asset. This provision was aimed at avoiding a

personal income tax. loss of revenue but involved serious registration and
control complexities.

C. Brazil On December 31, 1973 a new procedure to account for
the monetary restatement of accumulated depreciation

Before 1958, revaluations of fixed, depreciable assets
was introduced by Dcree-Law 1,302 with a view to

were generally taxable as part of a legal entity's opera- computing depreciation of both the original cost and its
tional income. However, as an incentive to revalue fixed monetary restatement at the same rate and at the same

time. Under this new procedure the annual ncrementassets in accordance with the reduced purchasingpower derived from the restatement of the value of assetsof the currency, temporary tax benefits were granted in was

1944, 1951 and 1956 to taxpayers who adjusted the debited to fixed assets and credited to a capital reserve
if no depreciation on original cost had been accountedvalues of their fixed assets within prescribed limits.
for. If depreciation had been calculated and recorded,Law 3,470 of November 28, 1958 introduced the an amount sufficient to equalize, on a percentage basis,monetary restatement of values of fixed assets for the depreciation of original cst and depreciation of its

purposes of assessing the tax on excessive profits. A monetary restatements was recorded and then the
permanent distinction was made between voluntary, un- remaining balance was credited to a reserve for future
limited revaluations of fixed assets, and monetary capital increase. Such a capital reserve could, for tax
restatements, i.e. monetarycorrectionsof the original purposes, be utilized to offset accumulateddeficits. This
acquisition cost of xed assets in accordance with procedure was introduced with a view to computing
official indexes based on the actual currency inflation depreciation of both original cost and its monetary
rate that were issued by the Ministry for Economic restatement at the same rte and at the same time, so
Planning. From 1958 to 1964, monetary restatement that at the end of the service Iife of the related fixed
of the book values of fixed assets could be voluntarily asset t would be fully depreciated.
made every two years. The law prescribed that the net
increment derived from the monetary restatements of
fixed assets, after being offset against exchange losses or 27. Impuesto sobre la renta de Empresas: Decree-LawNo. 11,154
other monetary corrections (afterwards restricted to of October 26,1973, as amended by Decree-Law No. 12,853 of
those on loans to finance, or directly related to, fixed September 12, 1975.
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D. Chile replacement costs. In order to avoid any sharp loss of
revenue, depreciation allowances were limited to 40

Chile introduced several acts establishing partial adjust- percent of the net prots of the enterprise. Moreover if
ments which were sometimes of a temporary nature and accumulated depreciation of an asset exceeded its book
sometimespermanent. value, exces was subject to a single 6 percent tax,
An early reference to readjustments was made in Law placed into a reserve fund and used for replacement of

7,144 of January 5, 1942, which governed the tax on
assets.

excessive profits. This law specified that revaluation of Law 12,041 of June 26, 1956 provided that Chilean

machinery, installations and movable and immovable shipping companies were entitled to revalue boats and

property could be accepted by the tax administration other floating assets every year up to their replacement
provided the revaluation was justified and the income costs. This revaluation was exempt from the 4 percent
tax was paid. tax established by Law 11,575 and was recently revok-

ed.
Law 7,747 of December 24, 1943 subsequently estab-
lished that revaluation of immovable property made by Law 12,084 of August 18, 1956 provided that taxpayers
the tax administrationunder the Income Tax Law and included in the Third and Fourth Categories: of the

the Immovable Property Tax Law should be considered Income Tax Law could revalue assets not covered by
in calculating the excessiveprofits tax which was then in Law 11,575, namely, inventories. This revaluationcould

be made only and subject to the 4 percent taxforce Without paying the Third Category Income Tax.
and other

once

included
was

in Law 11.,575.rules
Law 9,040 of September 22, 1948 provided that tax- Law 13,305 of April 6, 1959 revoked the revaluation of
payers included in the Third and Fourth Income fixed assets governed by Law 11,575 and also the provi-
Categories28 could revalue assets appearing in their
balance sheets prepared after July 1, 1947. Raw mater-

sons for the omputation of depreciation allowances,
and introduced a global adjustment (this method is dis-

ials, merchandise, minerals and other values or goods cussed in Section VIII. E below).
were excluded from the revaluation if gains derived
from the sale of such values or goods were subject to tax Furthermore, Law 13,305 provided that taxpayers
under the Third or Fourth Categories. The anount of included in Categories Three and Four of the Income

the revaluation was ubject to the approval of the tax Tax Law could revalue assets not covered by Law

adrninistration. Moreover a single tax was levied on such 11,575 (i.e. inventories) up to their narket cost or

revaluation at 4 or 6 percent depending on the date on price. The revaluationcould be made only once and was

which it was paid (i.e. December 15, 1948 or December subject to a 6 percent tax.

3l, 1949). In order to avoid a major loss of revenue for the treas-

Corporations were permitted by the same Law 9,040 to ury, Law 13,305 provided that taxpayers taking
ncrease their paid-n capital by capitalizing reserves or advantage of the revaluation would pay on income

funds, even those derived from revaluations mentioned arising during the period n which the revaluation was

above. The capitalization was subject to a special tax at made a tax at least equal to that paid on income derived

the rate of 3 or 5 percent depending on the date on during the precedingperiod.
which it was paid (i.e.December15,1948 or December Decree-Law 110 published in the Official Journal of
31, 1949). The capitalization was free from personal November 2, 1973 established a new partial revaluation.
taxation provided it was made by increasing the par It is worthwhile to point out that this new partial
Value of shares. revaluation was enacted while the global adjustmenthad

The revaluations provided by Law 9,040 were only been in force for several years and was still in force.

temporary. Taxpayers could, however, take advantage Under Decree-Law 110 taxpayers of the First Category
f ether 1949) twice (in 1948 Tax29them once (in 1948 or or of the Income could revalue, only once, tangible
and 1949). fixed assets and stock in trade. Foreign currency and

Important measures were taken by Law 11,575 of gold coins were excluded from the revaluation. In-

August 14, 1954, which provided that taxpayers in- dustrial enterprises could revalue inventores only where

cluded in the Third and Fourth Categories of the they consistd of raw materials as such or raw materials

Income Tax Law could revalue, every year, tangible incorporated ir products in production or in finished

assets appearing in their balance sheets. Raw materials, roducts.
merchandise, minerals and similar goods or values were Under Decree-aw 110, revaluation of fxed assets was

excluded from the revaluatio if gains derived from the limited to replacement cost arid was to be made taking
sale of such values or goods were subject to tax under nto account the condition of the assets and their
the Third or Fourth Categories of the Income Tax. The possible useful life. Stock-in-trade could be revalued up
amount of the revaluation was subject to the approval to the average replacement cost on the date on which
of the tax administration. Moreover a single tax of 4 Decree-Law 110 was published. The aggregate value of
percent was levied on such revaluation,as. a consequence
of which the owner's equity (capital propio) was in- 28. Taxpayers deriving income from trade, industry, construc-

creased in the same amount. tion, miningand other similar activities.
29. Previously Third and Fourth Categories. Law 15,564 of

Law 11,575 also amended the Income Tax Law in- February 14, 1964 (Article 5) reshuffled the Catgories; the

troducing a permanent provision under which deprecia- change was maintained in the Income Tax Law (Decree-Law 824

tion allowances were calculated taking into account of December 31, 1974).
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inventories could not be increased above ve times the It is necessary to consider that all the rules mentioned
acquisition cost of such inventories. A single tax of 5 above had limited consequencesin that they only affect-
percent for fixed assets and 10 percent for inventories ed the calculation of:
was paid on the revaluation. (i) capital gains derived from the transfer of fixed assets
Decree-Law 824 of December 31, 1974 revoked the held by the taxpayer for a least two years;
global adjustment established by Law 13,305 (discussed (ii) the presumed income (8 percent of net worth);
in Section VIII. E. below) and introduced an integral (tit)the:

taxable net worth; and

adjustment (discussed in Section IX. B. below). (iv) the value of real estate.

Moreover, Decree-Law 824 provided that taxpayers of These rules had no effect on the calculation of amortiza-
the First Category of the Income Tax Law, who were tion, depreciation allowances, losses of goods, or losses

subject to the global adjustment rules then in force, resulting from the transfer of assets, all of which were

could revalue, only once, assets and liabilities specified calculated on the basis of historical cost. As to shares,
by the law. the rules mentined above applied only to the calcula-

tion of capital gains.
Tangible assets forming part of fixed assets were re-

valued in accordance with their replacementcost taking Lw 20 of April 16, 1979 established new ruIes which
into account their condition and useful life computed take inflationinto account and replace those of Law 54.
from the same date. Fixed assets revalued under Decree- The new law includes the followingprovisions:
Law 110 were excluded from the benefit of the new (i) The cost of personal and real property representing
revaluation. The restated vale was taken into account fixed assets can be annually augmented by the full
in calculatingsubsequentdepreciationallowances. increase in the consumer price index fr em-

ployees, as registered between September 1 of theInventories were revalued according to their replace- year preceding the taxable year and September 1 of
ment cost under rules similar to those included in the the taxable year. The possibility to restate the value
integral adjustment discussed in Section IX. B. below. of eligible assets must be exercised during the per-Foreign currency and gold coins were adjusted to their tinent year and cannot be deferred to subsequentquotation in the market. Shares were adjusted to their

years. If the taxpayer does not take advantage ofquotation in the stock exchange. The law providedalso this right in due time, such right is lost.for the revaluation of intangible temporary assets, in- (ii) Amounts received as a consequence of the adjust-cluding deferred charges, debt claims in foreign currency meit of debt-claims for inflation are exempt from
or subject to adjustment for inflation (e.g. linked to a income tax for that part which does not exceed 8
price index), contributions or rights in companies, and percentage points per year; taxpayers are subject todebts and liabilities in foreign currency or adjustable for capital gains tax on the excess.inflation.

The readjustment was subject to a single tax at the F. Peru
following rates: 10 percent for tangible fixed assets
other than real property, 5 percent for real property, 35 Decree-Law 21,694 of November 16, 1976 introduced
percent for inventories, foreign currency and gold coins, an djustmentsystem covering fixed assets and deprecia-15 percent for deferred charges, and 10 percent for tion allowances.
nominl assets (debts, etc.). Taxpayers whose income is classified under the third

category (income from commerce, industry and similar
income) are required to revalue periodically their fixedE. Colombia assets and respective depreciation in accordance with
the price index of new investments in similar assets and

Law 54 of December 23, 1977 introduced several rules to pay a tax on the net appreciationresulting from saidwhich took inflation into account, some of which pro- revaluation.
vided the following:
(i) The cost of real property and shares, if registered at Exemption from the tax is granted to: companieswhich

the end of taxable year 1977, could be increased are exempt from income tax and regulated public
under special rules which offered several alter- service companies that provide telephone, water, elec-

natives, the most signicant of which considered: tricity and transportationservices.
the cadastral value of real property; the value of real Revaluations governed by Decree-Law 21,694 are im-
property as assessed by the taxpayer; and the price plementedby means of Supreme Decrees as follows:
of shares in the stock exchange based on that of the (i) Supreme Decree 171-77-EF of December 20, 1977,
last transfer prior to July 1, 1977. as amended by Supreme Decree 20-78-EF of March

(ii) As fron the taxable year 1978, the cost of personal 14, 1978. This Supreme Decree establishes the re-
and real property representing fixed assets could be valuation of fixed assets in existence on December
annually argumented by 60 percent of the increase 31, 1977 provided they were acquired or construct-
in the consumer price index for employees as ed not later than December 31, 1976. The revalua-
registered between September 1 of the year preced- tion is made in accordance with the price index of
ing the taxable year and September 1 of the taxable new investments in similar assets and a tax of 4
year. (For the taxable year 1977 the augmentation percent is paid on the net appreciation resulting
in the cost of personal property was established at from the revaluation. The rate is 2 percent for
14 percent.) agriculture, cattle raising and forestry enterprises.
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The revaluation is not taken into account in calcu- coefcients determined by the Governmenton the basis

lating the income tax and the net worth tax for the of the cost of living index.
1977 taxable period. However as from January 1, As from 1974 the revaluation of fixed assets and their
1978 depreciation allowances are calculated on depreciation is updated annually. The law establishes
values resulting after revaluation made under Su- that movables and real estate (of the fixed assets) must
preme Decree 171; be revalued every year on the basis of coefficientsto be

(ii) Supreme Decree 175-78-EF of December 12, 1978 set up by the Executiveconsideringvariations occurring
asamendedby Supreme Decree 067-79-EFof May 8, in replacementcosts. In practice, the Executive has been
1979. This Supreme Decree establishes the revalua- utilizing coefficients emerging from the general index of
tion of fixed assets in existence on December 31, prices (index of inflation or of cost of living). The
1978 provided they were acquired or constructed resulting greater value of such revaluations is not con-
not later than December 31, 1977. The revaluation sidered taxable income. In spite of this, deductible de-
is made in accordance with the price index of new

preciationsmay be computed on revalued amounts.
investments in similar assets and a tax of 10 percent
is paid on the net appreciation resulting from the Law No. 13,420 dated December 2, 1965 established

revaluation. The rate is 3 percent for agriculture, that the Executive will fix the revaluation coefficients

cattle raising and forestry enterprises. for fixed assets every year in order to keep up with the

The revaluation is not taken into account in calcu-. variations in the replacement cost. Maximum and

lating the income tax and the net worth tax for the minimum coefficients will be fixed. It has also been

1978 taxable period. However, as from January 1, provided that a fixed asset's revaluationshoud be taken

1979 depreciation allowances are calculated on into considerationfor all fiscal purposes.

values resulting after revaluation made under Su- Coefficients were issued annuall for fiscal years be-

prem Decree 175. ginning in January of 1975 through 1980. The most

(ii)SupremeDecree 181-79-EF of December 27, 1979. recent coefficientsare discussed below.
This Supreme Decree establishes the revaluation of Coefficients were issued in February 1979 applicable to
fixed assets in existence on December 31, 1979. fiscal years beginning on or January 1, 1979. Minimum
provided they were acquired not later than De- and maximum percentages range between 3,807.8 and
cember 31, 1978, as well as the revaluation of 4,653.0 for assets purchased in 1958 or earlier to 1.1
accumulated depreciation of these assets, as and 1.3 for 1978 purchases. With respect to leased real
registered in accountancy records on December 31, estate the coefcients are 50 prcent of the above rates
1979. The revaluationof land is made in accordance unless for real estate purchased in 1977 or 1978 for
with values ncluded in official tariffs approved by which single coefficient of 1 is provided. For real
the govemment. The revaluation of other fixed

a

a
assets is made in accordance with percentages pro-

estate, however, value equal to 15 annual rents is
taken provided it is not above the value resulting from

vided in the same Supreme Decree, as follows: for
construction and for fixed and permanent installa- ordinary coefficients mentioned above nor below the

value resulting under the special rules provided for leas-
tions, 80 percent; for machinery and equipmentand

ed real estate.for othr fixed assets, 74 percent. The net apprecia-
tion resulting from the revaluation (i.e. the increase Coefficients were most recently issued in March 1980
in the value of assets minus the increase in the applicable to fiscal years beginning on or after January
amount of accumulated depreciation) is credited to 1, 1980. Minimum and maximum percentages range
a special account (Excedente de Revaluacin).A tax from 5,000.2 and 6,111.3 for assets purchased in 1959
of 5 percent is levied on this net appreciation. The or earlier to 1.2 and 1.4 for 1979 purchases.
rate of this tax is 2 percent for real estate enter- In 1967 the law gave facilities to the ExecutivePower to
prises, hotels and forestry enterprises and 1 percent authorize inventory revaluations and to grant full or

for agricultureand cattle raising enterprises.30 partial exemptions for the revaluation increment under
The revaluation is not taken into account in calcu- the condition that this increment be appropriated to a

lating the income tax and the net worth tax for the reserve that cannot be distributed, but can only be
1979 taxable period. However, as from January 1, capitalized. So far these inventory revaluation incre-
1980 depreciation allowances are calculated on ments, based on coefficients set by the Government,
values resulting after the revaluation made under have been considered as totally exemptprofits.
Supreme Decree 181-79. Likewise, the net apprecia-
tin resulting from the revaluationis included in the According to the above rules, Decree 175 of April 5,
taxable amount in calculating the net worth tax for 1978, published in the Official Journal of April 12,
the taxable period 1980. 1978, allowed a deduction from gross income in order

to calculate net taxable income derived from tax periods
beginning during the 1977 calendar year. The deduction

G. Uruguay represents 15 percent of the fiscal value of inventory
(merchandise, raw material and products in process) at

Uruguay has taken adjustment measures regarding both the beginning of the tax period.
fixed assets and inventries.

In 1955 an optional revaluation of fixed assets was

permitted. Later in 1961 this system became compul- 30. A special of 0.5 percent is provided for houses belonging to

sory and applicable every two years in accordancewith real estate enterprises when the rent of such houses is frozen.
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The amount of the deductioncannot exceed 10 percent Similarly, Decree 73/980 of February 6, 1980 published
of the fiscal value of the above goods at the end of the in the Official Journal of February 21, 1980 allows a
tax period, nor the net taxable income as calculated deduction from gross income in order to calculate the
before taking this deduction and the deduction of n- net taxable income derived: from tax periods beginning
come which is exempt under Articles 17 and 1831 of during the 1979 calendaryear. The deducton represents
the Income Tax Law (several items). Any sum which 25 percent of the fiscal value of stocks (merchandise,
exceeds one of the limits just discussed cannot be raw material and products in process) at the beginning
carried forward. The deduction must be used to estab- of the tax period.
lish a reserve fund for maintaining the working capital. The amount of deduction cannot exceed 15 percent ofThis reserve fund can only be used for capitalization. the fiscal value of the above goods at the end of the tax
Subsequently, Decree No. 748 published in the Official period nor the net taxable income as calculated before
Journal of January 12, 1979 allowed a deduction from taking this .deduction and the deduction of income
gross income in order to calculate net taxable income which is exempt under Article 23 and 24 of the Income
derived from tax periods beginning during the 1978 Tax Law: Any sum which is in excess of one of the
calendar year. The deduction represents 15 percent of limits just discussedcannot be carried forward.
the fiscal value of inventory at the beginning of the tax The deduction must be used to establish a reserve fundperiod. for maintaining the working capital. This reserve fund
The amount of the deductioncannot exceed 10 percent' can only be used for capitalization.
of the fical value of the above goods at the end of the
tax period, nor the net taxable income as calculated
before taking this deduction and the deduction of n- 31. Articles 23 and 24 in the current draft.

come which is exempt under ArtiCles 17 and 18 of the
Income Tax Law (several items). Any sum which is i
excess of one of the limits just discussed cannot be
carried forward. The deduction must be used to estab- [ Continued in next issue]
lish a reserve fund for maintaining the working capital.
This reserve fund can only be used for capitalization.
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RecentDevelopments
inChinasTaxSystem IFl
By Y.C. Jao * ',;-

' ' .*- ,1. I.
.

, *
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The purpose of this article is to report on recent developments-- specifically t'.
:,.; '-.' ,,,,-; , 7, -'J ;,.

the enactment of two tax laws on joint uentures and personal income -- in
the People's Republic of China, and to assess their economicsignificance. In :'-'f: :;: ,.', ,

j , '. ;. .'.,:-.:.::.-,
'

order to appreciate fully the importance of these developments, some dis- c- ,.. :, :;,cs =-: Le:' ,, '..

cussion of China's existing tax system and the economic backgroundfor the
introductonof the new taxes is necessary.

I. CHINA'S TAX SYSTEM
Contents

The last tax reform in China took place in 1958-59, when a number of

simplifications and rationalizations of the tax structure were carried out. 1 I. China's tax system
1. Agricultural tax

As a result, the tax system since then has comprised the following major 2. Consolidated industrial and com-

categories: mercial tax

3. Industrial and commercial incometax
4. Customs duties

1. Agricultural tax which is collected in kind, from crops of all kinds, 5. Salt tax
6. Local taxes and surtaxes

but mainly food grains, and assessed on a hypothetical normal yield of
each crop. The 1958 regulations fixed the tax rates for each province, Il. Economic background

ranging fron 13 percent to 19 percent. Exemptions and reductions were II1. Analysis of the new taxes

allowed for newly opened land, and disaster or distressed areas. IV. Concluding remarks

Appendix A
Income tax law concerning jintventures

2. Consolidated industrial and commercial tax which combined and super- Appendix B

seded four previous taxes, namely, commodity circulation tax, business tax, Individual income tax law

goods tax and stamp duty. The tax rates, whch are levied on total sales,
vary according to the commodities concerned, from 1.5 percent on un-

bleached cotton cloth to 69 percent on top grade cigarettes. The tax is pay-
able by all enterprises in state, collective, joint state-private, and private
ownership, but exemption is given to state banks, insurance companies,
agriculturalmachinery stations, medical and health institutions,and scientific
research institutes. It is not applicable, however, to ntermediate products
made by an industrial enterprise and used for its own productionpurposes,
except in the case of cotton yarn, leather and hides, wines and spirits.

3. Industrial and commercial income tax. In the early days of the People's
Republic, three types of income tax were provided n the tax regulations:
industrial and commercial ncome tax, income tax on nterest from bank

deposits, and income tax on salaries and wages. The tax on bank nterest -

income was suspended frm January 1, 1959, while the tax on salaries and

wages was suspended from June 1950 before it was even enforced. Thus * Reader in Economics, University of
only the first type, industrial and commercial income tax, has been re- Hong Kong.
tained. It is payable by non-state enterprises, both private and collective, l. For a detailed account of China's tax

on their net profits, but nt by state-owned enterprises, since the latter are system in the 1950s and 1960s, see A.

obliged to transmit all their prots to the State. The tax providesfr a pro- Donnithorne, China's Economic System

gressive scale with 21 platforms, the marginal rate varying from 5.75 t (London: Allen and Unwin, 1967),Chapter
14; Richard Diao, The Taxation System of

34.5 percent. The scpef the tax has diminished drastically,however, since CommunistChina (in Chinese) (HongKong:
the socialisationof the private sectr in 1956-58. Union Institute, 1969), Chapters 3-10.
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4: Customs duties. The rates on dutiable imported This mre pragmatic and subdued approach to mdern-
goods range from 5 to 400 percent. There are special ization has been accmpanied by a fundamental re-
regulationsgoverningdutiablepersonalgods brought in rientatin in econmic and nancial plicies. In the
by visitors or sent by mail, which are frequently changed area f macroeconomicpolicy, there has been a shift of
n an ad hoc basis. Export duties were abolished as emphasis from heavy industry to light industry and agri-
from 1959. culture, and within agriculture itself, a shift from food-

grain t cash crps and livestock, as well as from
5. Salt tax, like the agricultural tax, was ne f the mechanization to modern inputs (like seeds and ferti-
major sources of revenue befre the change of regimes lizers), and modern methods of farm management. The
in 1949, and has been retained as a distinct categryf need t raise the standard of livingf the populatin,
tax by the Cmmunistgovernmentfrhistoricalreasons. particularly the peasantry, and to provide material in-
It is levied in the frm f a specific tax per unit weight centives in order to stimulate prductivity, has been
f salt fr edible purpses, the rates varying according openly acknowledged.A greater role is now being given
to locality. Salt for industrial uses is tax-exempt, but t the price mechanism fr allocating resources and re-
salt used in primaryprductin is taxed at 30 to 40 per- gulating demand and supply, and more powers are also
cent of the rate on edibl salt. being granted t state-owned enterprises fr making

autonomusdecisins. Recognizingthat the imprtation
6. Local taxes and surtaxes. Accrdingt the 1958 tax of foreign equipment and technlogymust smehwbe
reform regulations, local taxes were to include stamp financed, tp pririty is being accOrded to the exprts
duty, interest tax, slaughter tax, cattle transactions tax, f light industrial gods, and a number ofspecialexport-
urban real estate tax, entertainment tax, and licence processing znes have been established,especially in the
fees for vehicles and boats. However, as stamp duty was suthem coastal prvinces of Guangdong and Fujian. *

merged into the cnsolidated industrial and ommercial In the sphere of financialplicy, which is of more directtax, and interest tax was suspended frm 1959, only the relevance to our discussion, the change has been no lessfive latter taxes now remain as taxes to be collected significant. Prir t 1976, the fcial attitude towardsby local authorities. Local surtaxes are a form of extra- finance in general, and foreign credit and investmentinbudgetary funds which local governmental authorities particular, was highly negative. The Sin-Soviet split in
may add on to the principal national taxes such as the early 1960s, during which China was forced to repayindustrial and commercial tax, agricultural tax, etc. The ts debt to the Soviet Union ahead of schedule,had un-surtax rates again vary from one locality to another, but doubtedlyals coloured the Chinese view, as epitmizedin general they range between 15 and 30 percentof the in the simple but frthright fficial guideline: nprincipal taxes.

foreign loans, no foreign. investment, no foreign aid/.
Until very recently, the main feature of the 1958-59 Soon after th repayment f Soviet lans, domestic
tax reforms have remained basically unchanged. Hw- lans in the form f national bnds floated during
ever, little quantitative information on the relative 1950-58 were redeemed onschedule. China therefore
mportance of the various taxes has been available rather prided itself on th fact that, by 1968, it had
since 1959, as neither the annual budgets nor the become a socialist country with no domesticr foreignfinal accounts provide for any breakdown of the tax debt.
revenue.

To achieve the declared goal of modernization of
agriculture, ndustry, defence, and science and tech-
nology by the end of the century, massive imports of

Il. ECONOMICBACKGROUND plants and technology frm abroad wuld be necessary.
China's new pragmatic leaders son realized that the

As is well-known, China is in the midst of a huge mod- cuntry's export capacity was limited, and exclusive
ernizatioh programme which hopefully will catapult reliance on export drive simply could nt generate the
China into the ranks of the ndustriallyadvancednation foreign exchange required. It fllws that alternative
by the end of this century. Although the modernization sources of finance would have to be tapped. Frm 1977
programme was formally announced in 1975, it never nwards, the official policy twards foreign credit and
got off the ground because of fierce oppsition and investment began to change perceptibly, and, by the
sabotage from the extremist faction f the Communist end f 1978, it had softened to the extent that all
Party. It was not until the death of Mao and the down- forms f international credit, including government-
fall of the Maoist Gang of Four in 1976 that the to-government lans, would be considered. Throughout
modemization drive was given a new lease of life, and 1979, China rceived one loan after nother from
an extremely ambitious ten-year (1976-1985)economic Western governments and the international banking
plan was unveiled in 1978. The plan in its original form community, and it is ofcially reprted that at the end
clearly under-estimated the damage to the economy of 1980 China's .utstanding foreign debt amountedt
after years of disruptions under the Maist era, parti-
cularly during the disastrous periods of the Great Leap
Forward (1958-61) and Cultural Revolution (1966-69). * Edtor's note: Also in the Shekou district; See 34 BULLETIN
The ten-year plan was therefore drastically scaled down FOR INTERNATIONAL FISCAL DOCUMENTATION 171
in 1979 and modified into a three-year plan (1979-81) (April 1980). A translation into English of the Regulations on

whse objective was to consolidate and readjust the Special Economic Zones in Guangdong Province was published
in 34 BULLETIN FOR INTERNATIONAL FISCAL DOCU-national economy. MENTATION516 (November1980).
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about US$3.4 billion. 2 In July 1979, the Joint Venture the tax on joint ventures - may have been introduced,
Investment Law was promulgated, marking another not only as additional surces of revenue, but also as

milestone in China's changing financial policy. For the a device for dampening nflationary pressures, which
first time since the establishmentfthe People'sRepublic have already becme apparent in China during the
in 1949, foreign cmpanies and ndividuals are allowed past year.
to own equity interests inside China. The investment
cde is cuched in general terms, th riginal intention
being that supporting regulations concerning taxatin, China's 1979 Year-end State Accounts and 1980 Draft Budget

arbitratin, labour management and s n wuld be (Rmb million)

worked out later. The new income tax on jint ventures
Items 1979 1980

represents therefore a sequel t the jint venture invest- _

ment code itself. Revenue 110,330 106,290

The new tax n joint ventures was also enacted at a time Expenditure 127,390 114,290
when refrmsf the econmic system werebeingcarried
out or experimented with in all spheres of ecnmic Deficit 17,060 8,000

activity. Basically, the refrmprogrammeis characterized Expenditure (breakdown)

by greater decentralization and liberalization of the Capital construction 51,450 37,350

ecnomic decisin-ma.king prcess. In particular, more Enterprise renovation 7,208 6,980

autonmy i being given to state-owned ecnomic units, Circulatigcapital and bankcredit 5,200 3,720 ,

a greater rle is being assigned to the marketmechanism, Agriculture 9,810 7,740
Culture, educatien, health and science 13,210 14,830

and permissin or even encouragement is being granted National defence 22,270 19,330
to small-scale private enterprises. In the nancial sector, Administration 5,690 5,780
even more thoughthas been given to the nfrcementf Subidy to under-developedareas 0 500

financial discipline for state-owned enterprises, so that General reserve fund n.a. 1,880

they will henceforthbe responsible for their wn profits Foreign debt service n.a. 2,170

and losses. Under the present tax system, all prots of Others* 13,360 14,010

such units are surrendered t the State, and, by the
same tken, all their losses are automaticallycovered by n.a. = not available

State subsidies or grants. It is obvious that this system,
* Including depreciation funds, retained profits, 'rural construction and

which des not distinguish between taxes and retained
relief funds, and agricultural loans.

profits, hardly provides any incentives for greater ef- Source: Finance Minister Wang Bingqian's Budget Spech to the National

ciency and productivity which is so badly needed for People's Congress, August 30,1980.
China's modernization and industrializatin. The

-

importance of taxation as a means of ensuring fiscal
discipline and accountability for state-owned enter- Ill. ANALYSISOF THE NEW TAXES
prises was recognized many years ago by Chinese
economists. 3 However, this line of thought was de- The English versions of the full texts f the joint ven-

nounced during the Cultural Revolutionas revisionist ture tax and personal income tax laws, as released by
heresy and it was not until very recently that the idea the ofcial New China News Agency, are reproduced as

of scal discipline has been revived. We will return to in AppendicesA and B.
this point later. The main features of the joint venture tax are:

The personal income tax has been officially justified on (a) The tax rate on the net prots of jint ventureswith

the grounds that scientific, technlgicaland managerial Chinese and foreign capital participation is 30 per-

staff engaged in the mdernization programme, parti- cent, plus a local surtax on the assessed tax, making
cularly thse of foreign origin, have to be paid nter- the effective tax rate 33 percent. 6 Tax rates on

natinally competitive salaries and wages, which are joint ventures exploiting petroleum, natural gas and

currently much higher than those of other domestic other resources will be stipulated separately (as
workers. 4 There are, however, other more fundamental yet undisclosed).
reasns for implementing this tax, which, as noted (b) An additional 10 percent is levied on that part of

earlier, was originally provided for in the tax structure net profitremittedabroad.

but hitherto has never been enfrced. Almost at the (c) Exemption from tax is provided in the rst profit-
same time as the tax was annunced, it was also dis- making year for ventures with a planned life-time

closed that China had incurred the largest fiscal decit of at least 10 years, together with a 50 percent
in 30 years. As shown in the Table below, the realized reduction in tax liabilities in the second and third

deficit in 1979 was Rmb 17.06 billion (about US$11.6
billion). 5 Moreover, the Finance Minister conceded 2. Finance Minister Wang Bingqian's budget speech to the

National People's Congress on August 30, 1980.
that 1980 and 1981 will be decit years as well, though 3. See Shen Yung, The substance, characteristics and system
the deficits are expected to be smaller (Rmb 8 billion in of socialist public nance (in Chinese), Jingi Yanjiu (Eco-
1980 and Rmb 5 billion in 1981). While the principal nomic Research), June 1965, pp. 12-20.

cause was said to be the sharp rise in defence spending, 4. See the exclusive interview with Liu Zhicheng, Director of

the higher state purchase prices for farm products and the General Tax Bureau of the Ministry of Finance, in China
EconomicNejs, Sept. 22,1980, pp. 2-3.

wages for urban workers were also contributingfactors. 5. Rmb is the abbreviation for Renminbi, the Chinese currency.
Thus the personal income tax -- and t a lesser extent 6. 30% + (30 x 10%) = 33%.
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years. For joint ventures in farming, forestry r in 45 percent of the gross output value of all state-owned
remote areas, a 15 to 30 percent reduction n in- industrial enterprises had been given autonomy n such
come tax for a furtherperidf 10 years is allwed. areas as production, pricing, supply and marketing. 11

(d) Carry-over of losses is allowed up to ve years. In return, these enterprises are expectedto be financially
(e) A rebate of 40 percent of tax paid on reinvested ndependent, i.e. inefficient enterprises which have a

profits for a period of not less than five years is record of chronic losses can no longer rely on State
allowable on applicatin. subsidies indefinitely. Under the present tax system,

This tax on the net income ofjoint ventures is said to state-wned enterprises are obliged to transmit their
have been the result of careful studies of tax systems profits to the State, and, by the same token, all their
in other countries. The effective rate of 33 percent losses are automatically taken care of by budgetary
(which will be higher if profits are remitted abroad), grants r subsidies. It is true that the State may re-

while lower than sinilar tax rates in most industrialized imburse part of the profits in the forn of budgetary
countries, is considerably higher than those in most grants to enable the efficient and protable enterprises
developing countries, especially low tax areas. It com- to expand, but such reimbursementsdo not necessarily
pares unfavourably, for exarnple, with the 17 percent bear any positive relationship to the performanceof the
corporation profit tax in Hong King, which is right on enterprises concerned, and are in any case subject to the
China's doorstep. The tax shuld also be compared cumbersome bureaucratic process. It is easy to see that
with the prevailing rate of 15 percent in thespecial such a fiscal system hardly provides any incentives for
economic zonesnside China, even though it is recognized initiative, efficiency and productivity. 12 A financial
that these zones specialize in processing goods for ex- reform programme is therefre being planned in China
port. 7 Given this discrepancy n tax rates, a foreign whereby the present system of State absorption of
investor will presumably nly prefer joint ventures if profits will be gradually replaced by a system f cor-

there are other offsetting factors (such as ready ac- porate income tax, so that enterprises can retain their
cessibility to the domestic market). own protsafterpaymentof taxes to the State. Similarly,

the present system of budgetary grants for fixed and cir-
In terms of ther provisions, the tax law, while reason- culating capital will be phased out by bank loans, so that
ably consistent with internationalpractices, is not parti- both the interest rate and the amortizationof loans can
cularly generous if its purpose is to attract foreign play their proper roles in allocating scarce capital funds.
nvestment. Thus tax holiday is limited t one year, The personal ncme tax cvers wages, salaries, cm-compared to ve years in most developing countries. pensation for services, royalties, interest, dividends,There is also no mention of any possibility for ac- bonuses, rents, but excludes prizes and awards forcelerated depreciation. Other greay areas include the scientific, technological or cultural achievements,lack of established rules on the valuation of inventry, interest on savings deposits, welfare benets, pensions,and the absence of standard accounting methods. Re- relief payments, insurance indemnities, severance orcalling that the objective of the joint venture law itself retirement pay, salaries of freign diplomats, and theris to attract foreign capital and technology in order to tax-free incomes as stipulated n nternational con-facilitate China's modernization, it may be questioned ventions to which China is a signatory. The new lawwhether the joint venture tax is really conducive to does not provide for a system of personal or family al-the realization of the declared aim. There are signs that
the Chinese Govemment is aware of the lukewarm re-

7. Thus Article 14 of the Regulations on Special Economic
sponse from foreign investors. Thus a leading Chinese Zones in Guangdong Province stipulates that the rate of
economist, Xue Muqiao, who is widely regrded as one income tax levied on the enterprises in the special zones is to
of the architectsf current economic reforms, recently be 15 percent. The English version of the full text is pub-
told a seminar in Hong Kong that the joint venture tax lished in Economic Reporter, August 1980, pp. 9-10, and also

in 34 BULLETIN FOR INTERNATIONAL FISCAL DOCU-rate of 33 percent would probably be reviewed and MENTATION 516 (November 1980). In the industrial zone oflowered in the light of overseas comments. 8 Sheltou, which is just opposite Hong Kong, corporate income tax
was fixed at 10 percent for contracts negotiated before the pro-One possible reason why the joint venture tax was fixed mulgationof the regulations for special economic zones.

at a relatively high rate may well be that attracting 8. Xue's remarks were made during a discussion session after

foreign capital and technology is not the only con- delivering a paper entitled China's Economy: Retrospect and
Prospect to the Seminar on China's New Econmic Develop-sideration for the Chinese Govemment, which may be ment Trends held in Hong Kong, October 8-9, 1980. Xue is

equally concerned with maximizing tax revenue from currently Advisor to the State Planning Commissionand Director
whatever sources to cpe with the rapid growth .of of the Economic Research Institute.

public expenditure and the emergent problem of fiscal 9. For a concisediscussion,see R.A. Musgraveand P.B. Musgrave,
Public Finance in Theory and Practice (New York: McGraw-Hill,deficit. Indeed a sound case can be made for designing 1973), pp. 743-747.

tax incentives carefully in the less developed countries 10. This was confirmed to me by Xue Muqiao in our recent
(LDCs) so as to avoid revenue loss, wastefulcompetitin, discussions in Hong Kong.
and distributionalnequity. 9 11. See Liao Jili, Structural Reform of Economic Management

in China, paper presented to the Seminar on China's New Eco-
The joint venture tax can also be seen as part of a frth- nomic DevelopmentTrends, HongKog, Oct. 8-9, 1980.
coning reforn of the tax structure. 10 As mentioned 12. The lacklustre nancial performance of public enterprises,
earlier, state-owned enterprises are now being given often attributed to their unrestricted access to the government
more autonmous powers of managementand decision- budget, is not peculiar to China, oteren centrally planned eco-

nomie. For a general discussion, see A. Premchand, Govern-
making. It has been reprted that by the end of June ment and public enterprises -- the budget link, Finance and
1980, about 6,600 establishments contributing some Development, December1979, pp. 27-30.
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ANNOUNCINGTHE PUBLICATIONOF THE NEW 3rd EDITION OF THE SURVEY-

Taxes and Investmentin the PEOPLE'S REPUBLICOF CHINA

(January 1981)

An excerpt from the major new loose-leaf work - Taxes and Investment in Asia and the Pacific

prepared at the. request of, and in close cooperation with, the U.N. Economic and Social Commission
for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP).

This indepth survey of the current situation in the Republic of China has been prepared in direct co-

People's Republic of China examines all questions operation witb many top Chinese governmental
which affect investment and taxation. It also sur- agencies. Earlier editions received wide acclaim

veys the various forms of undertakings (joint ven- throughout the world (even frm several autho-

tures, compensation trade, etc.), exchange control, rities in China itself). Amongst the many important
banking and ihsurance, licensing, etc. items included in the extensive appendix of this

new edition are severaj important agreements

Special emphasis has been placed on a detailed sur- between China and other countries; an updated
vey of all Chinese taxes, with relevant tax rates, in- ist of 'the precise ddresses of vittually all relevant

cluding those'ptmulatedduring the 5th National Chinese authorities (whre possible with telex
People's Congress in August/September,1980. and telephone numbers); and the text of the Joint

Venture Law of July 8, 1979 in English, French
This latest version of the survey of the People's and German.

Price: 95 Dutch Florins, including postage by air, and packing Residents of the Netherlands:

please add BTW (VAT)

N.B. Subscribers to Taxes and Investment in Asia and the Pacificwill receive the above survey as part of a forthcomingupdating
supplement, withoutfurther charge.

International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation

, Postal address: P.O. Box 20237, 1000 HE Amsterdam,The Netherlands
-

mi'inm
Visitors: 124 Sarphatistraat,Amsterdam-C.
Phone: 020-267726;Telex: 13217 intax nl; Cable: Forintax

lowances. However, a monthly exemption of 800 yuan The answer is again that the Chinese Gvernmentmay
is allowed for wgesr salaries, while in the case of com- have some pressing fiscal consideratins in mind. Al-

pensatin for persnal services a deductionof 800 yuan thugh it is true that at present the impact of the tax
is allowed for single payments under 4,000 yuan and a is likely to fall mainly n foreigners, the tax may well
flat deduction rate of 20 percent is allowed fr single have been designed in anticipationf the daywhenmore

payments in excess of 4,000 yuan. 13 These deductions and more Chinese will .be brought within the tax. net.
do not apply t interest, dividends, bonuses r ther Even now, former capitalists are receiving nteret and
kinds of ncome. Wages and salaries are subject to a dividends on their financial assets -- the payments f
sliding scale of progressive rats ranging from 5 to 45 which were sspended during the Cultural Revolution-

percent, but other forms f income are taxed at a flat and intellectuals like writers, inventors, artists, etc., wh
rate of 20 percent. The persnal ncome tax is to.be are now given greater freedom in their activities, may

paid by eligible individuals residing in China,butwhereas alS be receiving szeable royalties and fees. Mre im-
residents for lessthan a year are required to pay tax only portant, as indicated earlier, China is entering a develop-
on what they earn inside China, residents for a year or ment phase where the growth of public expenditure is
more have t pay tax on theirworld-wideincome. uttripping that of public revenue, and it makes sense

The general reacton to this new taxis that it seems to be to explore all possible sources of revenue to finance the

ainied primarily at foreigrers, since the present average
modernizationprocess. Apart frombalancingthe budget,

ncome of most Chinese is so low that the flat monthly another thrny problem looms n the horizon. For the

allowance of 800 yuan a mnth (about US$6,530 a
first time in 20 years, the Chinese Government has

year) virtually excludes all the wrking Chinese ppu- openly admitted that inflatin not only exists, but

lation from the tax. Foreign companies are als worried appears to be accelerating. The official nflation rate n

about the stipulation that their employees resident in 1979 was reported to be 5.8 percent. 14 Even this

China fr more than a year will have to pay ncme tax
on a global basis. Again the question is being asked 13. Yuan is the Chinese curreney unit, as opposed to Renminbi,

which denotes the Chinese currncy (see nte 5 supra).
whether the new law is conducive to China's md- 14. This gure was disclosed by the Deputy Directorof the State
emization if forign technolgists,managers and experts Planning Commission to the National People's Congress held in

are discourgagedby the ptentiallyheavy burden. Peking, September 1980. At the Congress many provincial and
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figure probably under-statesthe true extentf inflation: difficult period of readjustment after years of dis-
as is well-known to students of Communist-ruled eco-_ ruptins and mismanagement. The newly introduced
nomies, there is a great deal of suppressed inflation joint venture tax and persnal income tax can be seen

which manifests itself principally in the form of short- as an integral part of a comprehensive econmic and
ages and queues. The newly introducedpersonal income financial reform programme which provides the in-
tax may therefore serve also as a demand-reducingand stitutional basis fr China's mdernization drive. One
infation-dampening device. Significantly, the pre- very likely develpment in the near future is the enact-
Cultural Revolution concept of Comprehensive bal- ment of a dmestic corporateprot tax law whichhope-
ance -- roughly the equivalentof general equilibrium fully will enforce fiscal discipline for and increase
or absence of excess demand in Westem terminlogy- operational efficiency of all public enterprises. Over the
has been revived in theoretical discussions on economic longer run, the rationalization of other taxes (such as

policy in China. 15 the agricultural tax, which is at present assessed on a

hypothetical yield and is collected in kind} may also
be necessary if China's tax system is to carryutprperly

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS its fiscal and developmental functions.

Fr the first time in 22 years, the enactment of two local delegates had complained about sharp rises in the prices
important tax laws has ushered in a new era of develop- of commodities,especially food.

15. See Tuan Yun,, On Certain Problems in Fiscal, Credit and
ment for China's tax system. These changes took place Material Balances (in Chinee), Hongqi (Red Flag), No. 17,1980.
at a time when Cliina's economy was ging through a pp. 12-18 and p. 24.

APPENDIXA- INCOIVIE TAX LAW CONCERNINGJOINT VENTURES

(Adoptedat the third session ofthe Fifth National People's Congresson September 10, promulgatedby an orderof
Ye Jianying, Chairman of the NPC standingcommittee, the same day.)

authorities or deficiencies made good by
THE INCME TAX LAW OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLICOF CHINA CONCERNING the taxpayer.

JOINT VENTURESWITH CHINESE AND FOREIGN INVESTMENT Article 9. Joint venturesshall le their pro-
visional income tax returns with the local
tax authority within the period prescribedArticle 1. Income tax shall be levied in joint ventures engaged in such low-profit for provisional payments. The taxpayeraccordance with this law on the income operations as farning and forestry or shall file its final annual incone tax return

derived fron production, business and located in remote, econonically under- together with its nal accounts within
other sources by any joint venture with developed outlying areas nay be allowed three nonths of .the end of the tax year.Chinese. and foreign investment (here- a 15 to 30 percent reduction in income tax
inafter called joint venture for short) in for a period of 10 years following the Article 10. Income tax levid on joint
the People's Republic of China. expiration of the term for exemptions,and ventures shall be computed in terms of

Income tax on the income derived from reductions mentioned in the preceding renminbi (Rmb). Income in foreign cur-

production, business and other sources by paragraph. rency shall be assessed according to the
branches within or outside the territory,of exchange rate quoted by the State General
China of such joint ventures shall be paid Article 6. A participant in a joint, venture Administration of Exchange Control of the

by their head ofce. which reinvests its share of prot in China People's Republic of China and shall be
for a period of not less than ve years may, taxed in renminbi.

Article 2. The taxable income of a joint
venture shall be the net income in a tax

upon approval
led

by
by
the

the
tax

said
authorities

participant,
of an Article 11. When joint ventures go into

application operation r when they change the natureyear after deductionof costs, expenses and obtain a refund of 40 percent of the of their business, change their address,losses in, that year. income tax paid on the reinvested amount. close down, and make changes in or
Article 3. The. ncome tax rate on joint A participant which withdraws its re- transfer registered capital, such jointventures shall be 30 percent. In addition, a invested funds within ve years shall pay ventures shall register with the Generallocal surtax of 10 percent of the assessed back the tax amount refunded. Administrative Bureau for Industry andincome tax shall be levied. Commerce of the People's Republic ofThe incone tax rates on joint ventures Article 7. Losses incurred by a joint China, and, within 30 days of such regis-exploiting petroleum, natural gas and other venture in a tax year may be carried over tration, present tle relevant certificates to
resources shall be stipulatedseparately. to the next tax year and made up with a the local tax authority for registration.
Article 4. In the case of a foreign parti- matching amount drawn from that year's
ipant in a joint venture remitting its share income. Should the income in the sub- Article 12. The tax authorities have the
of prot from China, an income tax of 10 sequent tax year be insufficient to make right to investigate the nancial affairs,
percent shall be levied on the remitted up for the said losses, the balance may be account books and tax situation of anymade up with further deductions against joint venture. Such joint ventureamount. must

income year by year over a period not make reports according to the facts andArticle 5. A newly established joint venture exceeding five years. provide all relevant information and shallscheduled to operate for a period of 10
not refuse to cooperate conceal theor

years or mor may, upon approval by the Article 8. Income tax on joint ventures facts.tax authorities of an application filed by shall be levied on an annual basis and paid
the enterprise, be exempted from income in quarterly instalments. Such provisional Article 13. A joint venture must pay it:s
tax in the first prot-making year and payment shall be made within 15 days tax within the prescribed time limit. In
allowed a 50 percent reduction in the after the end of each quarter. The final cases of failure to pay within the prescribed
second and third years. settlement shall be made within three time limit, the appropriate tax authority,
With the approval of the Ministry of months of the end of a tax year. Excess in addition to setting a new time limit for
Finance of the People's Republic of China, payments shall be refunded by the tax tax payment, shall surcharge overdue tax
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for every day in arrears, starting from the handled by the local People's Courts Where agreements on avoidance of double
first day of default. according to Law. taxation have been concluded between the

government of the People's Republic of
Article 14. The tax authoritiesmay, acting Article 15. In cases of disputes with tax

Clina and the government of another
at their discretion, impose a penalty on

authorities about tax payment, joint ven-
country, income tax creditsshall be handled

any joint venture which has violated the tures must pay tax accordingto the relevant
in accordance with the provisions of the

provisions of Articles 9, 11 and 12 of this regulatins rst before applying to higher relatedtax authorities for reconsideration. If they agreements.
Law.
In dealing with any joint venture which do not accept the decisionsmade aftersuch

Article 17. Detailed rules and regulations
has evaded or refused to pay tax, the tax reconsideration, they can bring the matter

for the implementationof this Law shall be
authorities may, in addition to puruing before the local People's Courts.

formulated by the Ministry of Finance of
the tax, impose a penalty of not more than Article 16. Income tax paid by a joint ven- the People's Republic of China. ,

ve times the amount of tax unpaid or not ture or its branch in other countries may
paid, according to the seriousness of the be credited against the assessed income tax Article 18. This Law shall come into force
offence. Cases of gross violation shall be of the head office as foreign tax credit. from the date of promulgation.

APPENDIX B - INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX LAW

(Adoptedat the third session of the Fifth NationalPeople's Congresson September 10, promulgatedby an orderof
Ye Jianying, Chairman of the NPC standingcommittee, the same day.)

If they do not accept the decisions made
INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX LAW OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLICOF CHINA after such reconsideration, they can bring

the matter before the local people's courts.

Article 14. Detailed rules and regulations
Article 1. An individual income tax shall be (6) Severance pay or retirement pay for for the implementation of this law shall be
levied in accordance with the provisionsof cadres, staff members and workers; formulated by the Ministry of Finance of
this law on the incomes gained within or (7) Salaries of diplomatic ofcials of the Peple's Republic of China.
outside China by any ndividual residing foreign embassies and consulates in Article 15. This law shall come into force
for one year or more in the People's China; from the date of promulgation.Republic of China. (8) Tax-free incomes as stipulated in inter
Fr individuals not residing in the People's natinal conventions to which China is Article 5. The amount of taxable income
Republic of Chin or individuals residing a party or as stipulated in agreements shall be computed as follows:
in China less than one year, individual in- China has signed; (1) For income from wages or salaries,
come tax shall be levied only on that in- (9) Incomes approved as tax-free by the a monthly deduction of 800 yuan
come gained within China. Ministry of Finance of the People's shall be allowed; that part in excess

Article 2. Individual income tax shall be Republic of China. of 800 yuan shall be. taxed;
(2) For income from compensation forlevied on the following categories of in-

Article l. A commssion of 1 percent of personal services, royalties lease ofor
come:

(1) Wages and salaries; the tax amount withheld shall be paid to property, a deduction of 800 yuan

(2) Compensation for ersonal services; the withholdingagents. shall be allowed for expenses if the
amount in a single payment is less than(3) Royalties; Article 11. A withhlding agent or a tax-
4,000 yuan; for single payments in ex-(4) Interest, dividends and bonuses; payer ling personal returns must pay the

(5) Income from lease of property;and tax due within the prescribed time limits.
cess of 4,000 yuan a deduction of 20

shall be allowed. Thebal-(6) Other kinds of income specied as In cases of failure to pay within the pre- percent
taxable by the Ministry of Finance scribed time limits, the appropriate tax

ance remaining after deduction shall
be taxed;of the People's Republic of China. authority, in addition to setting a new (3) Interest, dividends, bonuses otheror

Article 3. Individual income tax rates: time limit for tax payments, shall sur kinds of income shall be taxed on the
(1) Income from wages and salries in charge overdue payment at one half of full amount received in each payment.

excess f specic amounts shall be 1 percent of the overdue tax for every

taxed at progressive rates ranging from day in arrears, starting from the first day Article 6. For individual income tax, the

5 to 45 percent (see appended tax of dfault. income earner shall be the party responsible
for paying the tax and the paying unit shallrate table). Article 12. The tax authoritiesmay, acting be the withholding agent. Taxpayers not(2) Income from compensation for per- at their discretion, impose a penalty on a covered by withholding requiredare per-sonal services, royalties, interest, divi- withholding agent or on a taxpayer ling sonally to file declarations of their incomedends, bonuses and lease of property, personal returns who has violated the pro- and tax themselves.and other kinds of income shall be vsions of Article 9 of this law. pay

taxed at a flat rate of 20 percent. In dealing with those who have concealed Article 7. Taxes withheld each month by a

Article 4. The following categories of in. income or evaded or refused to pay tax, withholding agent and those to be paid
come shall be exempted from individual the tax authoritiesmay, in addition to pur- each month by taxpayers filing personal
income tax: [ suing the tax, inpose a penalty not more returns shall be turned in to the State

(1) Prizes and awarcsforscientic,techno- than ve times the amountof tax underpaid Treasury and the tax return submittd to

logical or culturl achievements; or not paid, according to the seriousness the tax authority within the first seven

(2) Interest on savings deposits in the state of the offnce. Cases of gross violationshall days of the followingmonth.

banks and credit co-operatives of the be handled by the local people's courts Any taxpayer who earns income outside

People's Republic of China; according to the law. China shall pay the tax due to the State
a(3) Welfare benefits, survivors' pensions Article 13. In case of disputes with the tax Treasury and submit tax return to the tax

and relief payments; authorities over the payment of taxes, the authority within 30 days of the end of
each year.(4) Insurance indemnities; withholding agent or taxpayer filing per-

(5) Military severance pay, decommision sonal returns must pay taxes according to Article 8. All incomesshall be computed in
or dembilization pay for cadres and the relevantregulationsrstbefore applying terms of renminbi (Rmb). Income in foreign
fighters of the armed forces; to higher tax authoritiesfor reconsideration. currency shall be assessed according to the
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exchange rate quoted by the State General -

Administration of Foreign Exchange Con-
t:rol of the People's Republicf China, and Individual Income Tax Rates

shall be taxed in renminbi. (applicable to wages and salaries)

Article 9. The tax authoritieshave the right Grade Range of income Tax rate (%)to conduct investigations concerning the
payment of tax. Withholding agents and 1 Monthly income of 800 yuan exempt
taxpayers filing personal returns must re- and less

port according to the facts and provide all 2 Tht part of monthly income 5
relevant informationand shall not refuse or from 801 yuan to 1,500 yuan
cnceal the facts. 3 That part of monthly income 10

from 1,501 yuan to 3,000 yuan
4 That part of monthly income 20

from 3,001 yuan to 6,000 yuan
5 That part of monthly income 30

from 6,001 yuan to 9,000 yuan
6 That part of monthly income 40

fror 9,001 to 12,000 yuan
7 That part of monthly income 45

above 12,000 yuan
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IV. CONCLUSION

The 1980 Kenya Government Budget as presented in and defense, accounting for a combined total of nearly
the Budget Speech by Vice-President ahd Minister for 40 percent of such expenditure in 1979-80. The major
Finance Kibaki on June 19, 1980, is directed toward capital expenditure items are works, water development,
three major concerns: power and communications, and agriculture. It is
first is the need for revenue to finance government notable that the 1980-81 estimated capital expenditure
activities; total is scarcely higher than in the previous year, and
second is the balance of payments constraint on the represents a decline in real terms. Total budgeted recur-

Kenyan economy; rent expenditure for 1980-81 is increased by 10 percent
and third is the desire to modify the industrialstructure over the previous year. This may reflect a deliberate
in the direction of increased export production and decision to prevent an expenditure decline in real terms,
greater efficiency. This article discusses these three but may also reflect the fact that it is harder to cut back
concerns. on recurrent expenditure than on capital projects. The

incomplete data for 1980-81 in Tables 1, 2 and 3 is a

result of the government reorganization of Ministries
I. THENEED FOR GOVERNMENTREVENUE announced shortly after the Budget, and the consequent

re-printingof the BudgetEstimates. 2

Revenue is needed to finance any government's expen- The use of indirect taxation is intended to bring about
diture, and that expenditure is necessary for most gov-

a

number of effects; the effects actually caused may or
ernment programs. In less developed countries (LDCs) not always be the intended Let examine
in particular, revenue is often as vital a considerationas

may ones. us

six intentions and/or effects of indirect taxes.
are the economic effects of taxation such as the effects
on consumption, saving, and investment; or the equity
implications of the tax system; or the effects of the tax (1) Selective indirect taxation such as excise or import

duties rather than a general sales tax can bring about a
system on economic stabilizationand growth. There are

frequently conflicts between these various considera- change in the composition of items consumed. This is
the intention of the 1980 Budget's increases in mporttions or goals that governmentsattempt to pursue. duty furniture (from 50 to 100 percent), shampooson

Table 1 contains Kenya central government revenue (from 50 to 75 percent), glassware (from 30 or 40 to 50

data for several recent years. 1 The results of the govern- percent), and large petrol-poweredcars (up by one-third
to one-half the original rate of duty). 3

ment's decision several years ago to rely heavily on in-
direct rather than direct taxes is apparent in that table.
The amount of revenue derived from import duties, the (2) A general indirect tax discourages all consumption

in favor of saving, or all nports in favor of domestical-manufacturers' sales tax, and excise duties in 1979-80
amounted to 59 percent of recurrent revenue; that ly-produced items. In the case of the 1980 Budget's G 6 10

proportion is up from 50 percent in 1976-77. Over the percent add-on import duty, the effect may be even

same span, revenue from personal and company income -

taxation and export duties decreased from 36 percent * The authors are Snior Lecturer and Lecturer, respectively,
to 29 percent of recurrent revenue collected. The basic Departmentof Economics, University of Nairobi.
sales tax rate is 15 percent-- raied from 10 percent one 1. KSh2O KP 1. On August 28, 1980, KSh7.35 USS 1 and= =

year ago
-- but a number of intermediatemanufactured KSh17.62=£1 sterling..

goods re exempt and a number of items are taxed at 2'. The major changes include the division of the Ministry of

rates other than 15 percent, so that the sales tax rather Agriculture into 1) Agriculture and 2) Livestock Development;
resembles a set of excises. The excise system itself the division of the Ministry of Education into l) Higher Educa-

covers only tobacco products, alcoholic beverages, and tion and 2) Basic Education; and the division of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry into 1) Commerce and 2) Industry. A

sugar. The rates of mport duty range from zero to 200

percent.
new Ministry of Energy was created, as was a Ministry of Home
and Constitutional Affairs, while the Finance section of the

Ministry of Economic Developmeht and Finance was placed
Table 2 contains data for recurrent expenditure, while within the Office of the.Vice-President.
Table 3 shows total development (capital) expenditure. 3. See Table 5. Some other import duty increases entailed some

The major items of recurrent expenditure are education element of import protection.
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TABLE 1

Kenya government recurrent revenue

(K£ million)

1965-66 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81
Actual Actual Actual Rev.ised Estimate Estimate

Estimate

Total recurrent revenue 60.4 295.3 449.3 472.5 520.7 674.Oa
Sone details of total above:

Import duty 17.2 52.9 104.2 100.9 100.0 n.a.
Excise duty 7..5b 28.2 38.5 50.7 60.0 n.a.
Salestax on local manufactures d 30.5 46.0 55.0 80.0 n.a.
Sales tax on imported manufactures d 35.0 46.8 54.9 65.0 n.a.
PAYE income tax 15.9 30.1 35.8 38.0 42.0 n.a.
Other income taxc 15.9.-. ' 77.4 106.6 112.0 106.0 n.a.

Export duty .7 d 8.3 4.0 3.0 n.a.
Other taxes 0.7 5.6 6.8 6.9 8.2 n.a.

of which: Hotel accommodation tax d 1.4 1.8 1.7 2-5 n.a.

Stamp duty 0.7 2.5 3.1 3.3 3.3 n.a.

Traffic revenue 0.8 - 3.8 4.2 4.8 7.2 n.a.
I nvestment revenue n.a. . 7.5 14.7 16.5 17.5 n.a.
Loan interest receipts n.a. 6.2 9.4 9.4 8.8 n.a.
Tourist and wildlife revenue n.a. 1.8 0.8 1.1 1.2 n.a.

Source: StatisticalAbstract 1967; Estimatesof Revenue 1978-79 and 1979-80;1980 Budget Speech.
a) Grossrevenue, icluding local Appropriations-in-Aid.
b)

.
Includes petrol and diesel tax.

c) Includes individual and company income tax.

d) Item does not appear in source document.
n.a. indicates not available.

-

TABLE2 lrger than expected. This 10 percent add-on is basic-
Kenya government recurrentexpenditure lly a device to raise the effective rate of all import

(K£ million) duties. However, instead of being a 10 percent surcharge
on all existing rates of duty (i.e. 10 percent of the tax

1965-66 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 liability), it is such a surchrge only where the base im-
Actual Estimate Estimate Estinate port duty is levied on a specific (per unit of quantity)

basis. In the more common case where the import dutyTotal recurrent expenditure 63.3 485.9 502.1 551.0
is levied as a percentage of the value of the import -- adSome detailed heads'of above:
valorem the is stated 10 percent

--

aMinistry of Education 5.9 97.8 113.2 n.a. .new measure as

Ministry of Defense 3.9 99.2 74.9 n.a. increase in the rate of tax. In the latter case, the 10
Officeof the President n.a. 35.2 36.1 n.a. percent add-'on has the effect of raising the total rate
Ministry of Health 3.6. 30.9 33.1 n.a. of mport duty by the largest percentage where the
Ministry of'Agriculture 6.5 21.7 23.6 n.a. initial base rate was the lowest. For example, initialan

rate of 100 percent is raised by only 10 percent, bufanource: Estimates of recurrent expenditure, 1979-80, 1980 Budget initial rate of 10 percent is doubled. Such a system willSpeech,StatisticalAbstract 1967.
presumably raise more revenue and largercause an.a. indicates data not available. For 1980-Bl the unavailability is the
decrease n mports than would a lower rate of duty.result of the reorganization of Ministries.within the Kenya Gov-

ernmentand the consequentreprinting of th Estimates. However, it is not clear whether such effects are inten-
tional inasmuch as many of the items taxed at the lower
nitial rates are capital goods and manufacturing and
construction inputs such as electric motors, boilers andTABLE 3
machiner, tools and mplements,and metal rods/shapesKenya governmentdevelopmentexpenditure '. used in construction and fabrication. This seems to be(K£ million) inconsistent with the desired expansion of manufac-

1965-66 1978-79 1979-80 198-81 tured exports mentionedelsewhere in the Budget.
Actual Gross Gross Grss

revised estimate estimate (3) In addition to any other factors, heavy reliance on
estimate

indirect taxation may cause some increase n the price
level when such taxes are mposed or raised. Such anTotal Development Expen- ....

diture a 14.3 268.2 243.0 244.0 inflationary effect occurs when the prices of goods are

driven up by the tax wedge. If prices are rigid down-
Source: As for Table 2. ward, th accompanying fall in aggregate demand as

a Major items of development expenditure were Ministries of the tax is mposed may not lead to decreases in pre-tax
Works, Water Development, Power and Communication, Ari- pries of goods. If, of course, the government spends
ClJltUre. the revenue mmediately, aggregate demand may not

even fall. The Budget Speech estimates that an addi-
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tional K£ 74 million of revenue will result from in- ing compliance among higher-ncome self-employed
creased rates of import duty, K£ 3.65 million from individuals in Kena. 6 A significant advantage of in-
higher excises on tobacco, K£ 22 million from addi- direct consumption taxation, however, is that even if
tional sales tax, and K£ 4 million from the telecommu- some persons evade the payment of jncome tax, the
nications excise tax. Thus, there is a significant increase still pay some taxes. To the extent that such persons
in the total amount of indirect consumption taxes as are ignorant of the amount of indirect taxes that they
a result of the 1980 Budget. 4 An increase in the price pay, they may not even resent being taxpayers. The
level as a result of the use of indirect taxation illustrates administration of such taxes is accordingly relatively
the conflict that can arise between a government'sgoals eas. More generally, this point provides a strong argu-
of raising revenue, encouraging economic expansion, ment for a tax system that contains numerous types of
and stabilizingthe price level. taxes: on ncome, consumption, wealth. It will then be

. less likely that evasion of one type of tax means that an

(4) A major weakness of ndirect consumptiontaxation ndividualpays no tax at all.
is that the incidence of such taxation -- the effect on

income distribution in the society -- is quite uncertain
and is difficult to ascertain accurately. Such uncertainty Il. BALANCE OF PAYMENTSCONSIDERATIONS
makes it difficult.to predict the effects as to the equity
of the tax system and.the economic adjustments caused The second major concern of the 1980 Budget Speech is
by the taxes. Insofar as equity is concerned, it is diffi- the balance of payments constraint on the Kenyan
cult to relate such ndirect taxes to the ndividual's economy. Announcement was made early n 1980 of
ability to ay tax since the ncidence depends on the the relaxation of the advance import deposit scheme on

taxpayer's consumption pattern and the extent of most items that had been ntroduced a year earlier.
forward shifting depends upon the elasticity of supply However, the 1980 Budget contains a number of restric-
and demand for the taxed goods. Although it might tive measures. A major restrictive element is the 10
once have been so, it is no longer true that all manu- percent add-on increase in mport duties. This is, in
factured goods or even all mports are luxury goods (e.g. effect, a one-sided devaluation in that it serves to make
Hong Kong ready-made clothing). Therefore, mport all dutiable mports more expensive. Inasmuch as this
duties do not automatically tax luxury goods, and the measure does not reduce the prices of Kenya's exports
incidence is not automatically borne by high-income in foreign markets, it cannot be expected to stimulate
consumers. The economie effects of indirect taxes also exports. It may, in fact, dampen export ncentives by
depend on the pattern of ncidence, and prediction is raising the cost of mported nputs. 7

very difficult where that incidence is unknown. As an Central to any dscussion of Kenyan balance of pay-
example, is it high or low-ncome individuals in Kenya ments is the extremely large value of petroleumimportswho will pay the newly-introduced 15 percent tele- in recent years. The recent Sessional Paper 8 (No. 4) is
communications xcise tax In the case of residential quite candid on this matter, and the numbers are indeed
telephones, the tax will generally be paid by high-n- cause for concern. Whereas gross petroleum imports in
come consumers:who have telephones in their homes. 1973 amounted to 10 percent of total foreign exchangeHowever, this tax is also levied on business telephones; earnings, such imports amounted to 24 percent of such
it will presumably be passed on as one of the costs of

earnings in 1979. Stated alternatively, gross petroleumdoing business by firms to theircustomers.The buyersof mports amounted to 60 percent of total coffee exportsthe output of firms will in many cases be both high and in 1973 but had risen to 20 percent in 1979. Althoughlow-income persons. Therefore, the effects on the
more than half of Kenya's petroleum mports are re-

distribution of ncme cannot be determi:ned in exported, net imports for 1979 amountedto 11 percentadvance. of total foreign exchange earnings and 57 percent of

(5) In a country like Kenya there is an ever-expanding
demand for public-sector goods and services such as 4. These increases amount to about 5 percent of GDP.

schools, medical care, roads, water supplies, etc. In light 5. This should not be interpreted as an argument that only low-
income should tax. In most countries there is accept-of the relatively limited range of taxes available -- and persons pay
ance of the notion that one should pay taxes in accordancewith

the absence of painless revenues from oil or copper one's ability to and that high-income shouldpay, persons pay a
or diamonds - it is necessary for low-ncomepersons to greater proportion of income in tax than should low-income
pay some taxes as well as high-ncome persons.

5 Given persons. Tax systems do not always bring about this result, but
the Kenyan government's reliance. on ndirect taxes to the notion is widely accepted in 1980.
raise revenue, the 1980 Budget increases in the rates of 6. The need for higher effective levels of direct taxation on th
indirect taxation can be expected to cause some n- self-employed is suggested by G.K. Ikiara in A Look At Kenya's
creases in the prices of goods for low-income persons, Budget Proposals, The Weekly Reuiew (Nairobi), June 27, 1980,
particularly since there is relatively sparing use of direct pp. 27-29.

taxation on this. group. Of course, to fully assess the If direct income taxation of farmers is introduced, care should be

effect on low-ncome households and the equity impli- taken that marketing bord pricing policies are changed so that

cations, one should take into account the incidence of
farmers do not continue to bear significantlyheavier tax burdens
than do urban dwellers.

both taxes and government expenditure. In Kenya as in 7. Another sort of restriction is the ban on the re-export from
many other places, such studies are in short supply. Kenya of pharmaceuticalsand motor spare parts.

8. Kenya, Sessional Paper No. 4 of 1980 on Economic

(6) There is a need to secure a higher degree of taxpay- Prospects and Policies, Nairobi: Government Printer, May, 1980.
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TABLE 4

Petroleum motor fuel prices and taxation - Kenya

At June 20,1980
Retail price Sales tax Sa les tax Retail price Import Sales tax Importduty
prior to prior to June 20, June 20, Duty as percent as percent
June 20,1980 June 20,1980 1980 1980 of retail price of rerail price
(Sh/lIitre) (Sh/litre) (Sh/ltre) (Sh/litre) (Sh/litre) (O) (%)

Premium petrol 4.82 1.05 1.547 5.35 .60 28.92 11.21
Regu lar petrol . 4.30 .905 1.272 4.70 .60 27.06 .12.77
Diesel fuel 3.05 .20 .347 3.13 .40 11.09 12.78

Source: Kenya, The Finance Bills 1979 and 1980, The Customs and Excise Bill 1978.

total coffee export earnings. 9 There is good reason for concerted attention needs to be directed to such alter-
official concern with respect to the volume of pet- natives wherever they can be employed. In that regard,roleum imports; the proportin of net export earnings the budget is silent.
taken up by net petroleum imports now exceeds the The mportance of petroleum nports and measures toproportion for gross petroleum imports only six years curb them via higher prices will hve a number of Iago. In addition, the proportion of petroleum mports effects. Transport costs of goods can be expectedto rise Iretained in Kenya has increased from less thn one-third somewhat and ultimately passed on to consumers.in 1976 to nearly half (47.4 percent) in 1979. Pet- Diesel-powered railway transport should reeive a boostroleum consumption has increased at an annual average in comparison to road transport. There is pressure nrate of5 percent since 1974. 0 Given such trends, the the Budget toward greater dieselization of passengersituation is likely to become more serious rather than transport (large buses and large cars) and towardless so.

smaller, more fuel-efficient cars. Expanded public
The 1980 Budget provides a strong push toward con- transport may be necessary and wise to help economize
version to diesel vehicles via its continued taxation and on petroleum use. The mostly lower-ncome matatu 13

pricing policy for diesel fuel versus petrol. As shown in passengers were affected within hours after the Budget
Table 4, the price of premium petrol was raised from Speech by increased fares attributed to the increased
4.82 shillings per litre to 5.35, regular petrol from 4.30 cost of petrol; however, small trucks and .small buses
to 4.70, and diesel fuel was raised from 3.05 to only which are converted into matatu vehicles are not affect-
3.13. Nearly all the price increase was accounted for by ted by the higher differential rates of mport duty for
the increased sales tax on motor fuels. After the Budget petrol-fueled vehicles. Therefore, fares should rise by
sales and import duties made up nearly two-fifths of the less than they otherwise would. The operating costs of
price of petrol, but not quite one-quarter of the lower mechanized agricultural equipment will be increasedby
price of diesel fuel. The other major element of the the higher prices of refined petroleum products. Such
Budget that intends to encourage dieselization is the increases raise questions with regard to. the wisdom of
higher rate of import duty introduced on petrol-power- increased mechanization, particularly since the foreign-ed buses and private cars of engine size greater than exchange cost of petroleum-based fertilizers is likely1750 cc. Whereas the rates on diesel-powered vehicles to continue to rise.
remain at 75, 100 and 150 percent on progressively
larger engine sizes, the rates on petrol-poweredvehicles
are increased to 100, 150, and 200 percent, respective-
ly. 11

Although the shift to diesel fuel can only be regarded as 9. Kenya(Economic Survey 1980, Nairobi: Central Bureau of
an interim measure; it makesvery good sense due to the Statistics, 1980.
fact that the mileage per litre of diesel fuel is some 40 10. Kenya, SessionalPaperNo. 4 of 1980.

percent greater than for petrol. The combination of 11. Plus the 10 percent add-on import duty. The rate of sales tax

better mileage and lower price per litre means that the remains at 25 percent.
12. The price per litre of regular petrol (Sh. 4.70) divided by theoperating cost per kilometre of a diesel-fueledvehicle in price of diesel fuel (Sh. 3.13) means that one an purchase 1.5Kenya is only half that of a comparable petrol-fueled times as much diesel fuel per shilling. When the price differential12one. (1.5) is multiplied by the fuel efficiency differential in favor of

In the longer run, attentionmust be given in the strong- diesel (1.4), by product is 2.10. Thus, the expendituredifferential
est terms to the development of alternative non-pet- per kilometre (2.10) means that one can drive 110 percent

further per shillingby using diesel fuel rather than petrol.roleum energy sources. The prospects for such alter-
13. Matatus are vehicles for the transport of passengers. Theynatives are considerably better than average in Kenya, result from the modificationof small pick-up trucks or mini-buseswith possibilities for hydropower, geothermal energy, for ntensive passenger transport, and are the Kenyan equivalentsolar and wind energy. These are not always perfect of the nammy wagon. Fourteenpassengers is not an exceptional-substitutes for petroleum fuels for transport use, but ly crowded load.
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Ill. STRUCTURALCONSIDERATION were scheduled to be implemented as soon as practi-
cable. 15 Some observers questioned the likelihood of

quick action on these items. However, it appears that
A. Background the sceptics may be proved wrong as numerouschanges

became effective with immediate effect on BudgetThe policy measures contained in the new budget 16

constitute a potentially very significant step toward the Day.

implementation of a fundamentally changed, and long
awaited, development strategy within Kenya. If the B. Majorpolicychanges
Budget becomes fully operational and, more important-
ly, if the proposed subsequent actions are taken, then The most important provisions of the Budget vis--vis
the Kenyan economy will experience an incresing Kenya'S economic struture are:

degree of openness to the competitive forces of inter- () replacement of quantitative trade restrictions by
national markets. The rationale for a gradual reduction tariffs;
of the protectionist devices which have thus far largely (2) strengthening of the export promotion scheme; and
sheltered local producers has been discussed for several (3) continuation of the nport licensing system and
years. Before examining several of the budget measures foreign exchange quotas.
in detail, a brief review of the movement toward the
adoption of this new strategymay be of interest. Clearly, not all of these changes will increase the degree

of openness and competitiveness of local production;
More than two years ago, Mr. Kibaki delivered to a some act to preserve the previous protection levels while
National Leaders Conference a major policy speech changing the instrumentsof protection.
which focussed on the dramatically altered economic

Local manufacturers restricted from obtainingrealities facing Kenya in the econd half of the 1970s. 14 are now

either total bans on competing imported items or
In essence, Kenya was portrayed as having achieved Letters of No Objection. This is actually the second
some success via an mport-substitution (IS) approach
to development, but that export promotion (EP) and step toward the withdrawal of such protectionist

devices. In May 1980, the government prohibited the
greater efficiency in the utilization of domestic nputs issuance of Letters. These letters certifi-
by local producers would be the key to sustained future any new or

cates permitted the mportation of goods only after a
growth. He stressed that Kenyawas confrontedwith the

statement by the relevant local producer that he could
need to switch from the earlier set of soft options to

not supply the comparable item. However,a different array of harsher options.
same or a

the government is sensitive t the fact that the end of
The harcl options theme re-appeared in the current its protective trade regime should not be introducedtoo
Development Plan as a major issue. Ironically, it is the abruptly; threfre the quanttative restrictions were

good performance of the IS measures in the:past which supplanted b tariffs immeditely and anti-dumping
has restricted their potential future efficacy. By protect- devices are t be blsteredshortl.
ing and subsidizing the ocal production of consumer

goods, many new ndustries have been established in The 1980 customs duty changes affect a long detailed

Kenya, and this has helped provide employment and list of items and their. repective rates which are given
training. However, whereas final consumption goods
were 29.2 percent of total mports in 1964, by 1977
they constitutedonly 14 percent of total mports. Clear- TABLE 5

ly, further compression of imported consumer goods Amendmentsof rates of import dutywould be achievable only at a more modest pace. Hence,
the inevitable waning of the IS thrust. Rate of duty Rate of duty
What perhaps cannot be overemphasized is the crucial prior to June 20,1980

nature of Kenya's switch to her new development Jue 20,1980

orientation and the .inherent transitional difficulties. Commodity (percent) (percent)

Past growth has been obtained within a protected Shampoos 50 75
environment and has nurtured ndutries which are Wood and wooden products 30 50
accustomed and adapted to such a hothouse+'

arrange- Furniture 50
, 1 O0

ment. The transitional dilemma is the question of how Paper and paperboard 20 50
to remove the protective shield without causing undue Yarns 30 50

economic harm and disruption in the process. Synthetic fibres 30 100

In May 1980, the government announced its intention
Porcelain and glassware 30-40 50

to revise industrialpolicy in order to encourageexports. Source: Kenya, The Finance Bill, 1980, Second Schedule, and Budget
Past protection levels were judged to have resulted both Speech.
in nflated prices for locally manufactured goods for
Kenyan consumers and in the inability of such goods to
be price-competitive in world markets. Ekplicit refer-

14. The Conference was held in January, 1978, in Nairobi.

ence was made by the government to the slack manage-
Kenya Newsletter, July, 1978.
15. Kenya, SessionalPaperNo. 4 of 1980.

ment encouraged by past policies. Several policy 16. In retrosect one may speculate that the government used
changes -- most of which were subsequently ncluded Sessional Paper No. 4 trial balloon, i.e. of testingas a as a means

in the June 1980 Budget Speech -- were discussed and public opinion on planned policy alternatives.
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in Schedule II of the 1.980 Finance Bill. Some of the refund automatically ncreases producers'material costs
more significant revisions are listed in Table 5. The by 15 percent. Coupled with the 10 percent additional
Budget Speech mntioned several factors that nflu- duty applicable to all dutiable mports, these measures

enced the determination of these new rates. In some could easily negate the anticipated export ncentive of

cases, e.g. artificial yarns and synthetic fibers, Kenyan the 20 percent export compensation rate. 17 Second,
producers are capable of supplying these goods in suf- some Kenyanmportershave been told that their mport
ficient quantity and acceptable quality. For some other license applications cannot be proessed until the
goods, e.g. imported fumiture and glassware,Mr. Kibaki apropriate mechanism has been worked out and made
referred to the persistent inclination to import these public, 18 This ndicates that the government is ex-

items by people with misdirectedvalues. Such people periencing some difficulty in mplementing the new

should, in his view, pay higher prices in order to con- measures. In both cases, productive activity stands t
tinue their purchasinghabits. suffer due to the anomalies and the uncertainty. Dis-

cussions are taking place between the government and
Past efforts to stimulat exports of non-traditional leaders of the business community in an effort to

items, i.e. goods other than coffee, tea and other agri- resolve some of the difference.

cultural.products,have not proved to be potent enough. However, it is nevitable that the switch in protection
Under the Local Manufacturers Export Compensation instruments and the eventual reduction in levels of
Act of 1975, exporters could claim reimbursement of protectin -- and the openness to competition that
10 percent of the f.o.b. value of the goods exported. results -- will cause casualties among some firms n
This rate of compensation has been raised in the 1980 Kenya, particularly those with slack management. The
Budget to 20 percent, subjet to the requirementof 30 current measures are only an nitial movement toward
percent local input content in the product. Accordingto a reduction of the degree of protection. Under the new ,
Mr. Kibaki, a major drawback of the earlier compensa- tariff system the government can, and has stated that it
tion system was the administrativearrangementswhere- intnds to, proceed to standardize and reduce the
by the Customs Department had to approve all applica- levels of protection. 19 These new instruments of the
tions. The Central Bank of Kenya will now pay ex- 1980 Budget have been purposely designed as nter-
porters their20 percent rebate as soon as the exporter's mediate measures in a way that minimizes disruption
bank acknowledges receipt of the foreign exchange as and dilocation for existing firms. 2o What remains to
stated in the export documents. This re-organization be seen is how swiftly the government will be able to
should speed the compensation process and, together progress toward greater openness and efficiency.
with the higher reimbursement rate, induce greater
efforts and results on the part of Kenyan exporters.

IV. CONCUSION
Last, the Budget provides for the continued use by the

government of nport licenses and foreign exchange The 1980 Kenya government budget introduces a

quotas as means of regulating both the structure and number of measures ntended to bring about major
level of .mports. While these appear to contradict the shifts in the structure of the Kenyan economy. How-
pronounced ntentions for openness, their mmediate ever, a number of unanticipated side effects have
removal would probably cause an mport surge and emerged as a result of some of the changes in taxation
result in severe balance of payments problems. and nm the export compensationscheme. This is not sur-

prisingn the course of the attempt to bring aboutsuch
C. Structural impacts a re-structuring of the economy, particularly when,

simultaneously, there is the need to deal with severe

The mmediate product of these Budget Speech provi- constraints on the balance of payments and gvemment
sions has been criticism from the Kenyan business revenue.

community on two issues. First, Kenyanmanufacturers
have noted that the export incentivemeasures are offset

by the new higher duties on imported inputs and the 17. Sunday Nation, August 17, 1980, and The Standard, July
sales tax n manufactured inputs regardless of origin. 30,1980.
Previously, Kenyan manufacturers had been permitted 18. The Standard, August 14, 1980.
a refund of the 15 percent sales tax paid on materials 19. Kenya, Sessional Paper No. 4 of 1980.
used in the manufacturing process. The repeal of this 20. Ibid.

i

---
.
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Finance Bill. The imposition will result in

KENYA:BUDGET1980-81
the high premiums now enjoyed by im-

porters being transferred to the Exchequer.
However, to ensure that this liberalization
of trade does not result in undesirable
practices such as dumping of cheap goods

Extract from the Budget Speech pronounced on June 19,1980 by the Hon. Mwai in our market, and unnecessary over-im-

Kibaki, Vice-Presidentand Minister for Finance. portation, the items will still be subject to

import licensing and normal allocation of

foreign exchange quotas. In addition, new

rules will soon be published containing
A detailed discussion of the Kenyan appears in the Bureau's publications: various anti-dumping measures includingtax system

AFRICAN TAX SYSTEMS/SYSTEMESFISCAUX AFRICAINS possibly, setting up of minimum import
and export prices as well as anti-dumping
duties.

Hon. Members are aware of the wide range
of products that are now manufacturedby

NEW TAXATION PROPOSALS order to provide aternative but stiff and our industries. Notwithstandingmy earlier
prohibitive fines. The fines range between general comments on efficiency of local

In review of the expected clevelopmnts in fifty thousand and one hundred thousand industries, some of these goods are of
the economy next year, I have warned of shillings and would, of course, be in ad- reasonably high standard and compare well
the great difficulties that we shall ex- dition to any other penalties including with imported equivalent items. In spite of
perience in financing Government ex- forfeitureof the goods in question. this, many of us continue to despise these
penditure and the bulk of this expenditure The Act is further amended to provide products and to prefer inported sub-
will have to be nanced from our own clear definition of items which stitutes. It is my view that people with

more may
resources. I have also drawn the attention qualify for importation free of duty such misdirected values should expect toas
of hon. Members to the long-term struc- personal effects bona de change of pay more for these mports. Therefore,on
tural reforms which will be necessary to residence, in particular to exclude luxury duty on imported soaps, washing prepara-
put our economy on the right path for items and equipment which be used tions and shampoo which presently range
future growth.

may
for trade. between 30 percent and 50 percent will be

Mr. Speaker, the remaining part of my As hon. Members Kenya
increased to between 50 percent and 75

Speech will therefore be concerned with
are aware, was percent.

one of the first countries to prohibit trade
how I propose to close the gap of K£124 with Rhodesia when the latter declared Although Kenyan wood is of very high
million in Government spending, while at
the time pursuing the policy initia- Unilateral Independence from Britain in quality and our furniture is exported to

same 1965. With the attainment of indepen. many other countries, there are some

tives I have already mentioned. The
Finance Bill published today also contains dence by Zimbabwe in April this year, it people who will not accept locally made

s now necessary to amend the Act in order furniture in their homes and continue to
amendments aimed at both streamlining to remove these prohibitions and restric- insist on imported furniture. In order to
several existing fiscal measures and remov- tions. discouragesuch extravagant tendencies, the
ing existing anomalies, in addition to duty on mported wood and wooden
increasing the rate of collectionof revenue. Currently, diplomats accredited to Kenya articles will rise from 30 percent to 50 per-
As usual, I would ask that the rest of my and certain organizations are allowed to cent, while duty on importe furniture,
Speech shall be regarded as being Notie of purchase manufactured goods free of duty brooms and brushes will rise from the
a Motion to be moved before the Commit- from any supplier who is then allowed to current rarge of between' 331/ percent
tee of Ways and Means. claim refund from the Customs and Excise and 50 percent to between 50 percent and

Department. It has become increasingly 100 percent. Similarly, paper and paper-
difficult for the Department to monitor board which in the past attracted duty at

CUSTOMSAND EXCISE and control the various suppliers involved
and has been lost in this

the rate of 20 percent will now be subject
revenue way. to duty at 50 percent.

Many of the changes proposed today deal Consequently, the Act is being amended to

with Customs and Excise. Before drawing provide that duty on all goods other than As regards textiles, hon. Menbers will be

the attention of the House to the nost im- petrol can only be remitted if the goods are aware of our consistent past efforts to dis-

portant of these changes, let me first deal acquired from a manufacturer. courage importation of items which com-

with a few technical and procedurl pete unfairly with domestically produced
matters. The Finance Bill includes amend-

I would now like to turn to those amend- items. Our industries are now able to
ments which have direct revenue mplica-

ments to the Customs and Excise Act n- tons.
produce not only very satisfactory fabrics

tended to rectify previous typographical
but also articial fibres of reasonable quali-

errors and omissions. It also includes I have previously referred to the systen of ty. I therefore propose to raise duty on

amendments to the Customs Tariff arising industrial protection under which local artificial yarns and other man-made fibres

out of the decisions of the International manufacturers have been allowed to in- from the present range of between 30 per-

Customs Co-operation Council primarily fluence Governnent decisions on the cent and 40 percent to 50 percent. By the

intended to streamline and harmonize licensing of imports through Letters of No same token, imported sanitary towels

tariff numbers and descriptions. Objection and demahds for total bans on which currently attract duty at the rate of

competing items. between 10 percent and 30 percent will
Mr. Speaker, the Customs Act provides now be subject to duty at between 50 per-
that for a number of offences, only a sen- For the reasons stated earlier, I propose

that these privileges should be removed
cent and 100 percent.

tence of imprisonment may be imposed
without the option of a fine. The severity with immediate effect. In order, however, There are other items including ceramic

of this provision is intended to deter offen- to ensure that adequate and more equit- products, glass and glassware and jewellery
ders from taking calculated financial risks able protection is enjoyed by all the manu- of. all types which will have their duties

on the basis of inadequate fines. However, facturers who have enjoyed these facilities, raised' from the present level of between

these provisions make it difficult for the I propose to raise the customs duty on all 30 percent and 50 percent to between 50

Commissioner of Customs to deal with the items concerned to the level which, I percent and 100 percent.
petty offenders, particularly in dealing believe, will provide such protection. The Government has, on various occasions,
with technical infringements where the This measure, which will come into effect urged Kenyans to reduce consumption of
courts feel that it would be too harsh to at midnight tonight, involves a large list of petroleum products in view of constantly
impose a custodial sentence. It is therefore items and different rates of duty all of rising fuel prices. In spite of these appeals,
proposed to amend the relevant sections in which are listed in Schedule II of the companies and individuals continue to im-
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port saloon cars and paratransit vehicles measures, it is hecessary to re-examine the that on dividends from 15 percent to 20
propelled by high octane petrol. In order operations of the Local Manufacturers percent and that on interest from 12.5 per-
to discourage this practice, I propose to Export CompensationAct of 1975. Under cent to 20 percent.
increase duty on all petrol propelledmotor the Act, local manufacturers who export
vehicles with an engine capacity exceeding their products are entitled to claim a

These changes will bring an additionalK£3

1,750 c.c. by between 25 percent and 50 refund of 10 percent of the f.o.b, value of million in revenue.

percent. the goods declared for export, provided On a procedural matter, Mr. Speaker, I

In the context of the anticipated increase their exports meet the requirements of 30 propose to amend the Local Committee

in expenditure and the slower growth of percent local content. Rules to provide that an appeal to the

ordinary revenue, it is necessary to seek Although the Scheme has been in opera-
Local Committee will only be heard if the

additional revenue from new taxation tion for five years, its success has been appellant has submitted a Return of In-

measures. This is particularly necessary in limited and only a few manufacturershave come and Accounts to the Department.
view of the short-term problems of financ- made use of it. Last year, payments under This will eliminate frivolous appeals and

ing the high expenditure on food importa- the Scheme amounted to about £6 million. other appeals designed by taxpayers and

tion as well as strengthening of export in- We believe this has been the result of a
their professional advisers as tactics to

centives. To assist in this I propose to in- somewhat low level of the applicable rate delay payment of tax which is due.

crease taxation of imports in general. This as well as the lengthy and involved
is mainly to boost receipts and meet ex- operational procedures. Delays in payment
port compensation claims which I shall have been quite long and uncertainty has SALES TAX

deal with later. Consequently, all dutiable also been created by rejection of applica-
goods will carry an additinal 10 percent tions on mere technicalities. I would now like to turn to Sales Tax. The

duty over and above their present or House will recall that I raised the general
amended duties. It is my hope that in- I am, therefore, proposing changes in the rate of sales tax from 10 percent to 15 per-

proved economic performance will enable Scheme which should, I believe, overcome cent last year. It will also be recalled that
these problems. First, I intend to change the Government has committed itself to

us to review this imposition in the coming the administrative arrangements thatfinancialyear.
so continuously relying more on indirect

payment will be made by the Central Bank taxation as a major source of development
I estimate that these measures, which tak of Kenya, as agent of the Government, fiance. In view of this policy objective, I
effect as from midnight tonight, will rather than by the Customs Department. must express my serious concern that
provide the Exchequer with additional Payment will now be mde as soon as the effectiveness of the Act continues to be '
revenue amounting to K£74 million. exporter's bank conrms to the Central frustrated by deliberate and widespread
Finally under the Customs and Excise Act, Bank of Kenya the reciept of the full for- evasion and open disregard through
I propose to impose a ban on the re-ex- eign exchange value of the goods exported inadequate and at tiaes false documenta-

portation of two items, namely pharma-
, as stated in the Customs DepartmentCD 3. tion by both manufacturers and distribu-

ceuticals and motor spare parts. For some
This system will be quicker and will give tors.

time now, Kenya has been losing precious the exporter more certainty, without risk-

foreign exchange through the importation irg loss of revenue on fraudulent claims. Firstly, section 22(1)(b) of the Act

and subsequent re-exportation of these Second, I propose that the Scheme should requires the Commissioner to refund tax
paid goods to manufacturerafter he is

items under circumstances where we do not be restrictive but should be open to all on a

satified that such goods have been sub-
not obtain full reimbursement for our for- manufactured items of export provided

as raw

eign exchange costs. The practice has also they fulfil the requirement of 30 percent sequently used materials in the
of his manufacturing. The

tended to encourage irregular trade includ- local content. Thus, the Scheme would process pro-
vision has been grossly misused by

ing smuggling. For similar reasons, I also now cover items of non traditional exports, manu-

facturers with integrated production
propose to place a total ban on the expor- excluding horticultural and other agricul-

systems, thus becoming the largest single
tation of hides and skins. The latter should tural products. Major export commodities

have the further advantage of encouraging like coffee, tea, pyrethrum, sugar, sisal as
avenue for loss of revenue. The number of
claims under this section has increased

the rapid expansion of our leather industry well as petroleum products and soda ash
three-fld in the last four and the

which has lacked incentives and tended to would not be eligible. All products which years

lag behind. carry no import duty would not qualify. sales -tax staff have been occupied almost

Exceptions to this would be fertilizers, fulltime checking and approving claims

EXCISE pharmaceuticals, agricultural plant and instead of tracking down tax defaulters. I

equipment and educational supplies which therefore propose to repeal this section of

Although local production of tobacco has will continue to enjoy export compensa-
the Act. The effect of this is that there will

been increasing considerably in recent tion facilities. Third, I propose to raise the bea slight increase in the prices of final
still have to import substantial manufactured items but this should notyears, we rate of compensation from 10 percent to

quantities of cured tobacco. It is my view 20 percent.
exceed 3 percent calculation.' on our

that smokers should continue paying a Manufacturers will be required to submit
little nore for this privilege. I propose, This last measure will result in a major any proposed price revisions to the Price

therefore, to nake a change in the excise revenue concession and a loss of the Ex- Controller before introducing then. In

tariff on tobacco. The rates of excise duty chequer which, in the first year, is esti- viet# f existing arrangements between the
mated to .be about K£24 million. I hope Government and few basic industries, Ion cigarettes and tobacco will remain un- a

changed but the levels at which current and trust that our exporterswill now nake propose to exempt them from paynentof

rates of duty becorne effective will be nore use of this very generous offer of sales tax on their imported raw naterials.
raised by 9 percent. Allowing a small in- incentive and support from the Govern- These are the notor vehicle assenbly
crease to the manufacturer, this measure ment. plants and Kenya Wine Agencies Limited.
will raise the price of some popular brands Consideing that refund amounting to

of cigarettessuch as Sportsmanby 30 cents approximately £10 million are made by
p.er packet, Nyota by 25 cents per packet INCOME TAX ACT the Commissioner of Sales Tax under this
and Rex by 50 ents per packet. There provisin every year, I estimate that the
will be no increase in the prices of the The rates of income tax in this country are Exclequer will now benet to this extent,
more popular brands of Embassy and Ten reasonable for a developing country and I in addition to all the other gains to be
Cent. This measure on excise duty will do not propose any change. I do, however, achieved by intensified tax collection.

bring an additional K£3.65 million in propose to raise the rates of withholding
tax paid by non-residehts. The rates of While' still on the subject of sales tax, I

revenue.
withholding tax on management fees, woud like to take this opportunity to

royalties and fees paid t foreign artists warn hotelierswho have found it expedient
EXPORT COMPENSATIONSCHEME will be increased from 20 percent to 30 to exploit consumers of wines and spirits.

.As part of the restructuring programme percent. The rates of tax on rents will be Hon. Members will recall that the Govern-
and export promotion theme of today's increased from 30 percent to 40 percent, ment decontrolled the prices of wines and
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spirits last year. Since then, some hotels At this juncture, I am sure that the House who have acquired licences under the
have exploited customers by charging any- and the country will wish me to express disguise of members' clubs. I therefore
thing up to Sh. 250 for a bottle of wine our deep appreciation and gratitude to our propose to withdraw this exemption with
which costs less than Sh. 100 in the shops. beloved President for his constant efforts immediate effect. Similarly, in view of the
This is obviously unscrupulous and to seek, personally, a cheaper source of high administrative costs incurred on

hotelirs must act responsibly on this crude petroleum for our country. I believe collecting tax from small market hotels
matter otherwise the Government will be that as his efforts bear fruit, we shall be scattered throughout rural areas, I propose
forced to take correctiveaction. able to maintain reasonablestability in our to exempt hotels with less than 10 beds

petroleumenergy prices. from tax.
Secondly, it has come to light that some

manufacturershave found t convenientto I expect only minor increases inrefuse to pay tax because the Commis- Finally, on sales tax, Mr. Speaker, I would revenue

from these changes.soner has no powers to issue a distress like to draw the attention of buildingcon-

order as is the case with the Commissioners tractors who manufacture materials for
for Customs and Income Tax. I, therefore, construction of buidings on site that, for

propose to anend the law to provide the all ntents and purposes, they are manu-

Sales Tax Commissionerwith these powers.
facturers under the :Sales Tax Act. There-
fore, if a contractormanufacturesmaterials

Thirdly, although the law requires the worth more than Sh. 200,000 in one year, ESTTE DUTYmanufacturer to issue invoices on goods such materials are liable to tax. Such con-

sold on credit, it does not specify when tractors should therefore register them- On different subject, hon. Memberssuch invices should be issued to the selves with the Commissioner required
a may

as be aware that currently, estate duty be-
buyer. This has been exploitedb some un- by law. chargeable if the estate of the
scrupulous manufacturers who have sold comes

deceased exceeds K£5,OO0.. The Act has
goods and have no records of how much Taken together, the measures I have an- not been amended since its enactment. Atheir customers owe them in the form of nounced on sales tax will bring the Ex- hon. Membrs are also aware, the prices of
tax. I propose to seal this loop-hole bY chequer an additional K£22 million in propertieshave risen exorbitantly recentlyrequiring all registered manufacturers to revenue- and deceased who leaves behindissue invoices immediately on delivery of a person

the goods. only a small house now has his estate
chargeable to duty because its value ex-

Fourthly, I would now like to turn to ceeds K£5,000. I, therefore, propose to
specific amendments which have revenue HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONTAX raise the level at which estate duty be-
mplications. I propse to raise the rate of comes chargeable from K£5,000 to
sales tax on beer by 50 cents per litre. This Last year, I increased the rate of hotel K£25,000. The effect of this will be that
will raise the price ofTusker/WhiteCap by accomnodation tax fron 10 percent to estate duty will not apply to the najority
25 cents per bottle with pro-rata increases 15 percent. I do not intend to increase the of rural and urban peoplewho own ony a

in other brands. Tbere will be no increased rate of tax this year. I am, however, not small dwelling house or a family small-
revenue to Kenya Breweries on these entirely satisfied with the effectiveness of holding. Thus, a widow who is left with
products. However, consuners of stouts this tax and I propose the following one house in say; Buru Buru, will not have
will pay an additional 10 cents per bottle amendments intended to close loop-holes to sell it to pay duty.
of Guinness to enable Breweries to recover now used for tax evasion.
some of the increased costs arising out of
mported matured brew. Althoughwe have This amendment will cost the Exchequer

Firstly, the law allows tour agents to retain about K£250,000.had to increase the price of beer substan- tax for a considerableperiod before payingtially in the last few years, it still remains it to the hotels although the agents receive
reasonably low in comparison with prices pyment for accommodation from tourists
elsewhere for beers of lower quality. I do in advance. This delay in payment of tax is
not propose to increase tax on non-malt tantamount to giving nterest-free loans to
beers at this stage. tour operators. I, therefore, propose to TELECOMMUNICATIONSTAX
Mr. Speaker, I regret that I must now come amend the law to provide that the tax shall
back to the motorists. As I have already be payable not later than 30 daysafter the Mr. Speaker, telecommunication services
pointed out, there is urgent need for hirer vacates the hotels rather than at the absorb large amounts of capital and foreign
Kenyans to reduce the amount f pet- time the hotel receives payment from tour exchange but they are only readily avail-
roleum products they consume. Hon. Mem- operators. This provision will become able to the high income groups. There is,
bers will recall .that I had to increase the effective as from Ist October, 1980. The therefore, no sound reason why these
price of petrol early this year in order to onus will, therefore, be on the hotelier to services should not be taxed like other
enable the oil industry to recover the in- ensure that tax is paid promptly on the good --

e.g. electricity. Judging by the
creased crude oil prices and ensure that we departure of the hirer. Tax payable shall long waiting lists for connexions, it is
had adequate supplies of this mportant therefore not wait for the reconciliationof obvious that this is a very high demand
commodity. Since then, the prices of crude accounts between the hotelier and the tour item, the value of which the few privileged
oil imported by Kenya have ncreased by operators. By the same token, I propose to users do not always appear to appreciate.
another US$2 per barrel and further n- amend the Hotel Accommodation Tax I, therefore, propose to introduce a new
creases are mminent. I am afraid that (Accounts) Regulations to require man- tax on telecommunication services to be
these additional costs, which are obviously agers of hotels to keep daily/monthly called telecommunications tax. The tax
beyond our control, will have to be passed records of tax chargeable in lieu of tax shall be equal to 15 percent of charges on

on to the consumer. In addition, I propose received. telephone bills, telegraphs and telexes and
to maintain the tax/price ratio which pre- shall be collected by KenyaPosts and Tele-
vailed before the last price increase. I, Secondly, section 1(2)(b) of the Act communications Corporation on behalf of
therefore, propose to increase the price of exempt:s members' clubs from payment of the Exchequer. In order to allow the Cor-
Premium motor spirit by 53 cents per litre, hotel accommodation tax on the grounds poration time to prepare for its collection,
Regular motor spirit by 40 cents per litre that such clubs are operated purely for for the tax shall become effective on st
and Diesel by 18 cents per litre. These in- the benefit of members and not for com- August, 1980. All telephone subscribers
creases will take effect from midnight to- mercial purposes. Inspectionof these clubs, will have their August bills increased by the
night. All efforts will continue to be made however, has revealed that there are very tax element. To protect the ordinary
to protect industrial and agricultural users many clubs which provide accommodation mwananchi who only uses these services
of industrial diesel oil and the consumers to non-members who pay commercial when necessary, no tax shall be paid by
of illuminating kerosene, although minor rates. This exemption is, therefore, being users of call boxes. This tax brings an ad-
increases are inevitable. abused by some unscrupulous hoteliers ditional K£4 million in revenue.
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Before concluding my Speech, Mr. cial institution has an equity interest examine this law more carefully to estab-
Speaker, I wish to touch on a few addi- (directly or indirectly) exceeding 25 er- lish whether it is still relevant to our
tional non-revenue matters which are cent of the share capital. present-day circumstances, I am proposing
central to the continued sound manage- amendments to that Act to reduce the
ment of the economy and to realizationof As regards savings and credit, it must be maximum rate of interest to 24 percent
the goals set out in this Financial State- recognized that a system of low interest p.a. and to make it clear that it is illegal
ment. rates has its disadvantages, the most signif- for money-lenders to take deposits and to

icant being that savings are discouraged deal in foreign exchange. Other amend-
while excessive demand for credit is en- ments will be submitted to the House in
couraged. In addition, capital intensive due course.

BANKS AND FINANCIAL projects are encouraged in preference to

INSTITUTIONS
use of labour while foreign investors also Finally in this area of financial policy, I
prefer to borrow cheap local nance in- wish to mention the level of support which
stead of bringing in their own capital. For the Treasury expects from non-banknan-Mr. Speaker, in our efforts to promote this it is to introduce cial institutions.So far, the instituionshavesavings, investment and the use of credit, reason, necessary a

we have encouraged the growth of bank- gradual adjustment of deposit and lending reaped the benefits of our sound financial
rates n order to reduce these undesirable system without finding it necessary toing institutions and non-bank intermedia- anomalies. With immediate effect, there- invest in Government short-term paper.aries operating within fairly broad and
fore, commercial banks being instruct- The Central Bank is therefore beinggenerous guidelines issued from time to

are

ed to raise the interest rates on savings requested to devise an acceptable systemtime by the Central Bank of Kenya under deposits from 5 percent to 6 percent. Their which will enable these institutions to in-the Banking Act. This, together with a maximum lending rate will be allowed to vest at least 50 percent of their minimumsystem of low interest rates, has enabled rise from the present level of 10 percent to liquidity ratio requirements in Treasuryus to maintain considerable financial and 11 percent. Bills during the coming financial year.monetary stability at times of increased
pressures from external forces. In the cur- Non-bank financial institutionshave, in the I would now like to turn to those amend-rent situation, however, our system needs which have implications.to be flexible to cope with ever-changing past, operated without any specific guide- ments revenue

lines as to their maximum lending rates. Aseconomic conditions.
a result, they have been able to play the Last year, I increased licence fees payable
market for deposits at the expense of com- by banks to Sh. 10,000 for headquartersMr. Speaker, the value of money has de- mercial banks while also making higher and an additional Sh. 2,000 for each

preciated considerably since the Banking profits. I consider that their operations branch of a bank in a municipality. AfterAct was enacted in 1968. Notwithstanding would still be very profitable if their lend- further consideration of this matter, I havethis depreciation, the law still requires ing rates are fixed at 3 percentage points come to the conclusion that there are cases
locally mcorporated banks to be licensed above the commercial bank rates. With im- where banking business is more lucrativeif their paid-up capital is at least Sh. 2 mediate effect, therefore, the maximum in towns and in municipalities. Further,million. If we are to protect the interests lending rate chargeable by such institutions '

considering that I have raised the level ofof depositors, the banks must be required which are subject to Central Bank regula- interest that these banks may now charge,to have a higher paid-up capital than is now tions will be limited to 14 percent. I see no reason wy the Exchequer should
prescribed in law. I, therefore, propose to not share in the increased profits whichamend the law to provide that no locally I am concerned that the higher lending will accrue to the banks. I therefore
incorporated bank shall be licensed to con- rates should not inhibit agricultural credit propose to icrease annual licence fees toduct business if its paid-up capital is less by virtue of nancial institutionspreferring Sh. 50,000 for headquarters; Sh. 25,000than K.Sh. 10 million. In the case of for- to lend for easier and cheaper operations. for each branch in a municipality;eign incorporated banks, the law requires Although the new higher lending rates will Sh. 10,000 for each branch in a towntheir paid-up capital to be not less than apply equally to agriculture, certain steps council area and Sh. 5,000 for each branchSh. 10 million. I propose to amend the Act will be taken to ensure adequate availabili- in an urban council area. No fees will beto provide that foreign incorporatedbanks ty or credit to this sector. Firstly, com- paid in respect of branches in marketshall not be licensed if their paid-up capital mercial banks will be required to achieve centres.is less than Sh. 50 million. In addition, for- the existing requirementof 17 percent agri-
eign incorporated banks will now be re- cultural lending not later than 30th June, With regard to financial institutions, thequired to keep within Kenya an assigned 1981; this requirement has been in exist- fees shall be Sh. 30,000 for the head-newcapital of not less than Sh. 10 million as ence now for well over four years and yet quarters plus additional Sh. 15,000 foranopposed to the present Sh. 2 million. has not been fulfilled by the majority of each additionalbranch.

the banks, Secondly, the Central Bank will
Similarly, financial institutions incorpor- soon introduce and announce correspond- This measure will benefit the Exchequerated locally shall now be required to in- ing quotas for lending to agriculture by by an additionalK£160,000.crease their minimum paid-up capital from non-bank financial institutions which have
Sh. 500,000 to Sh. 1 million; while those so far not taken any interest in agricultural Taken Whole, the taxationincorporated outside Kenya shall increase credit. Thirdly, the Central Bank is examin-

as a new

measures introduced today will bring a nettheir minimum paid-up capital from ing the most effective way of giving addition to of £83 million. I shall,Sh. 2.5 million to Sh. 5 million and their favourable treatment
.

to commercialbanks' revenue

assigned capital from Sh. 500,000 to agricultural loan portfolios to provide therefore, still be left with a residual deficit
of some £41 million to finance from short-Sh. million. adquate liquidity and profitability. term borrowing. Althogh this level of
deficit nancing is much higher than IAs hon. Members are aware, the Banking In this context, I wish to draw the atten- would have wished to see, and will obvious-Act requires financial institutions not to tion of hon. Members to the Money4enders ly be inflationary, it is my belief that theadvance unsecured credits of more than Act (Cap. 528). Under this piece of out- higher level of Government spending isSh. 10,000 to their officers or members dated legislation, individuals may be
necessary to effect economic recovery andof their immediate family. It has come to licensed to lend money subject to a maxi- that the results of such economic growth

my notice that some financial institutions mum rate of interest of 48 percent. While will yield higher revenues than now fore-
take public deposits only to use them to there may be people in our society who cast.
finance their sister companies -- thereby wish to borrow at these extortionate rates
depriving the public the credit they are for their own reasons, I am also aware of
entitled to. I propose to close this loop- the many evil practices now being carried In effect, Mr. Speaker, my proposals today
hole by amending the Act to provide that out by these money-lenders including the are aimed at responding to the short-term
no nancial institution shall be allowed to taking of deposits and dealing in foreign challenges facing our country while at the
lend to any company in which the finan- exchange illegally. While it is necessary to same time creating the framework within
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which, in the medium term, we can return growth of the industrial sector and main- Mr. Speaker, our President has told us

to the path of accelerated economic taining the principles of sound inter- many times that the obligation t pay
growth outlined in our current Develop- national credit standing and management. taxes is the duty of every Kenyan who is
ment Plan. In short, the main objective of loyal and dedicated to his country. I be-
my proposais is to make first steps towards In recognize that the additional revenue lieve that all Kenyans will heed this advice
the major long-term restructuring pro- measures represent an increased burden on and demonstrate in action that they are

grammes indicated in the Development our tax-payer, but I am sure hon. Members true followers of Nyayo.
Plan and the Sessional Paper now before will agree that this is inescapable in view of
the House. The measures are . aimed at the problems facing our country. Indeed, Mr. Speaker, I beg to move.

making maximum foreign earnings and the ability and willingness to carry one's
savings, containing inflation while creating ownr fiscal burdens is the true meaning of
financial stability, stinulating further independenceand self-reliance.
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INTRODUCTION
N.M. Qureshi

Chairman of the Central Board of RevenueThe formulation of fiscal budgetary measures is always a difficult task for a and ex-officio Secretary to the Government
developing country because of the increasing requirement of nances for of Pakistan.

development programmes in the public sector on the one hand and the
conflicting compulsions of tax incentives for economic development in the
private sector on the other. Therefore, unlike that of a household, the
national budget document is not merely a statement of cold statistics; it
underlines the whole philosophy of economic measures designed to promote
certain well considered economic and social objectives consistent with the
hopes and aspirations of the people.

The fundamentalphilosophyof the economic policies of the presentGovern-
ment has always been to correct the course of the economy, to improve and
consolidate the finances of the country and to build its physical production
base on an even keel to achieve its objective of preparing the country politic-
ally for a well-functioning Islamic democratic system. Needless to say, these
objectives cannot be achieved in a single day; it requires dedicated effort,
sacrifice, cooperationof the people and long term planning.

The rationale behind the proposed budgetary tax measures has been to pro-
vide adequate protection to the local ndustry and to encourage gradual
import substitution without any inconvenience to the consumer, to provide
incentives to the desired industrial sectors of the economy, e.g. local capital
goods industry, small industrial companies and sick industries so as to im-
prove their financial health and profitability, to encourage industrialisation
in the backward areas, to give a necessary fillip to other essential sectors of
the economy, i.e. poultry and dairy farming, agricultural machinery, etc.,
to boost up exports, to maximise foreign exchange earnings, to improve the
investment climate with a view to promoting capital formation in the coun-

try, to stimulate production and productivity and to provide incentives to Contents
professionals. The new tax measures also aim at bringing about rationalis-
ation of procedures, removal of fiscal anomalies and plugging of loopholes. INTRODUCTION

I. INCENTIVES FOR THE INDUS-
In precise terms, the fiscal measures adopted in Pakistan's national budget TR lAL SECTOR

for the fiscal year 1980-81 highlight the following broad policy objectives: Il. CONCESSIONS TO AGRICULTURE

(i) accelerating the growth of the industrial sector with particularemphasis Ill. INCENTIVESTOENCOURAGEFOR-

on less developed areas; EIGN EXCHANGE EARNINGS

(ii) developmentof agriculture; V. INCENTIVES FOR NON-RESIDENTS

(iii)inducinggreater savings and investment;

(iv) encouragingexports of goods and services;

(v) attractingforeign capital and technology. -
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I. INCENTIVES FOR THE INDUSTRIALSECTOR flung areas on account of limited resources. Keeping this

factor in view, a new and more practical approach has

Like most other developing countries, Pakistan is been adopted this year by includingapproved industrial

anxious to step up the pace of industrialisation.Apart estates established in specified less developed areas in

from such tax concessionsas a tax credit for installation the tax holiday scheme. ndustries set up fn these

of machinery for balancing, 1 modernisation and re- industrial estates during the period from June 1980 to

placement, a tax credit to companies for nvestmentn June 1983 will enjoy exemption from tax for a period
other companies set up in specified less developed areas, of ve years fFom the date of commencementof com-

a tax credit for investment in shares and debentures of merical production. In addition, machinery mported
the Equity Participation Fund, liberal initial deprecia- for installationin the industries set up in these industrial
tion on industrial buildings and machinery, a continuing estates has been exempted from payment of customs

concessional rate of tax on intercorporate dividends, duty. Since it would be financially possible to provide
some further incentiveshave been provided this year. meansessential services like supply of water, electricity,

of communication and transport to the limited area of
As a result of certain adverse econmic factors in the

the industrial estates, it is hoped that the tax holiday
past, some ndustries (e.g. textile mills) have suffered

will to be effective nstrument in attractingserious setbacks and are still under great financial strain. prove an

industries to these areas.
In order to revitalise such sick ndustries, losses of

wholly owned subsidiary companies have been alowed Besides a tax holiday, ndustries set up in certain speci-
to be set off against the profits of parent companies if fied areas are allowed partial tax exemption on their

the parent companies are listed on the stock exchange profits up to 10 percent of the capital employed. This

and these companies prepare plans which are approved exemption, which was to expire on 30 June 1980, has

by specied financial institutions for reviving the sick now be extended up to 30 June 1983.

subsidiaries.

For development of export-oriented industries, an 1. CONCESSIONSTO AGRICULTURE
Export Processing Zone has been establishedat Karachi.
Industries set up in the Zone have been provided with In view of the fact that Pakistan is predominantlythe following tax concessions:

an

(i) income of the industrial undertaking and of its agricultural country and that developmentof this sector
is of paramount importance for the over-all economy of

foreign employees will be exempt for five years, the country, the Government attaches higha verywhich period is extendable in the light of the per- priority to sustained growth in agriculture.With this end
formance of the industry; in view, tax incentives, well otheras as measures, are

(ii) after the expiry of five years, a concessionalrate of
tax at 25 percent of the normal tax rates will be being widely used to achieve the desired objective. Agri-

cultural income is already exempt from tax. Exemptioncharged for the next five years;
on jncome from poultry farming, fishing, cattle and

(iii)capital gains on the sale of assets and shares will be
exempt from tax. sheep breeding and dairy farming, which was available

up to June 1980, has been extended for three more

The rebate in super tax to small and medium-sized years in order to develop these industries.

companies which was to expire on 30 June 1980 has As the use of modern and sophisticated farm mple-
been extended for a further period of three years with ments and machinery is very important for an economi-
the prime object of helping such companies to build up cal increase in production, income from the domestic
capital. manufacture of such implements and machinery which

Exemption from customs duties on importedmachinery enjoyed exemption up to 30 June 1980 will now be
for balancing, modemisation and replacement for the eligible from exemption up to 30 June 1983. Income

tanning, cutlery, surgical goods, leather garments and from renting out of agricultural machinery or from

glove industries has also been granted this year with a

view to making the products of these industries com- 1. The term balancing (of machinery) means installation of

petitive n the export market. This exemption will
additional machines in an industrial unit for the purposes of

achieving optimum efficiency of the various inter-related com-

apply only to such machinery as is not manufacturedin ponents of that unit. For instance, in the textile industry, if an

Pakistan. industrial undertaking has both yarn-producing and weaving

For the economic uplift of les developed areas, encour-
facilities, 25,000 spindles balance with 500 looms. Therefore,
if such an undertaking does not have the spindles and looms in

agement to establishment of industries in such areas has the appropriate proportion, either the spindles or the looms
been a major policy consideration. A tax holiday for would be working below capacity resulting in less than optimum
five years is available to ndustries set up in certain efciency. Installation of additional looms or spindles, as the case

economically backward areas. Experience from the past may be, to bring about the right proportion between the two

has, however, ndicated that this form of tax holiday has
would mean balancing of .the existing machinery. Similar
standards can be found for the ideal capacity of machines in-

not been of much help because of the lack of the neces- volved in intermediate stages of production from raw material to
sry infrastructure,which could not be provided in far- the end product. ,.
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providing pest cntrol services has likewise been ex- tion contracts executed abroad when such ncome is
empted from tax up to June 1983. repatriated to Pakistan. Similarly, non-company pro-

fessionals earning income from technical and consult-
anc services rendered abroad have been allowed a

III. INCENTIVESTO PROMOTE INVESTMENT rebate of 30 percent on the tax payable on such income
when repatriated to Pakistan. Income of a company

A low rate of capital frmation is a problem peculiar to from provision of technical and consultancy services
developing countries nd Pakistan is n exception. abroad is already exempt from tax.
Fiscal incentives have, therefre, been provided to en- As for export of goods manufactured in Pakistan,
courage avings and nvestment. The tax rebate on in- income from export already gets a rebate of 55 percentvestment in Government saving schemes or in shares

on the tax payable on such ncome. Mention has alreadyof approved ndustrialundertakingshas been liberalised. been made of tax concessions allowed this year to
Hitherto the limit of such nvestmentswas 30 percent of industries set up in the Export Processing Zone at
total income subject to a maximum of 35,000 Rs. This Karachi which would, hopefully, ncrease the produc-limit has been raised this year to one third of total in- tion of exportable goods and thus earn valuable foreign
come (i.e. 3313 percent) up to amaximumof 40,000 Rs. exchange for the country.
In order to encourage diversion of savings into the cor-

porate sector and to give a boost to the stock market,
exemption from the tax on capital gains which was to V. INCENTIVES FOR NON-RESIDENTS
xpire on 30 June 1980 has been extended for three
more years. Companies are liable to pay surcharge at the While the development of industry in the country based
rate of 10 percent of the tax payable on distributedpro- on ndigenous resources remains the cornerstone of
fits. This levy was introduced a few years ago in order to Pakistan's economic strategy, there is a strong cas for
encourage building up of corporate capital. However, as import of foreign capitl and advanced technology to
reasonable distribution of dividends is also necessary for accelerate the pce of industrialisation in a highly
attracting savings nto the corporate sector, a more competitiveworld.
rational approach has been adopted this year with a Tax holidays for a specied period to industries set upview to maintaininga balance between retained earnings in certain areas offer an attractive incentiv for foreignand dividends. Now, a company whose free reserves are investment as well. Highly liberal tax concessions
less thn 150 percent of its paid-up capital gets a rebate granted to industries in the Export Processing Zone are
in surcharge in the ratio of retained income to the after- primarily designed to attract foreign investors.
tax profits.

Reduction in the rates of customs duty on machinry
Tax concessions allowed to industries set up in the Ex- importd under the Non-repatriableInvestmentScheme
port Processing Zone are expected to attract foreign annunced this year is anther step towards providinginvestmentas well. an opportunity to non-residents for investment in the

country.

The salary of foreign technicians working for an indus-

IV. INCENTIVESTO ENCOURAGE FOREIGN trial undertaking in Pakistan is alredy exempt for a

EXCHANGE EARNINGS period f three years subject to approval of contract
of service.

Although Pakistan's exports chiefly consist of primary Perhaps the greatest advantage to non-residents lies in
products, export of finished goods and services con- the area of treties for avoidance of doubl taxation.
tributes significantly towards foreign exchange earnings. Pakistan's treaties with most of the developedcountries
In view of the international trend in prices, which tend offer liberal tax concessions, particularly for dividends,
to be in favour of finished goods, it is mperative to n- interest and royaltie. Since the flow of investment is
crease the export of manufactured products and, to invariably from developed to developing countries, the
the extent possible, of servies. To attain this objective, treaties which Pakistan has concluded with the devel-
domestic construction companies have been given ex- oped countries include favorable terms to these cun-

emption from super tax on their income from construc- tries in order to attract foreign investment to Pakistan.
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has, therefore, been decided that whereas
the interests of honest taxpayers will be

Pakistan:BUDGET1980-81 adequately protected, an organised cam-

paign against tax evasion would be laun-
ched. The Income Tax Department and its
affiliate agencies has been instructed to

Extract from the Budget Speech pronounced on June 26, 1980 by Mr. Ghulam spare n efforts in this behalf. In view of
Ishaq Khan, Finance Minister the tendency of large-scale evasion of

taxes, it is expected that the Department
should be able to collect rupees fty (50)

A detailed discussion of Pakistan's tax system appears in the International Bureau of Fiscal Crore through this campaign. I would,
Documentation's publication: TAXES AND INVESTMENT IN ASIA AND THE PACIFIC therefore, urge upon the taxpayers to fully

avail of the the Self-assessment Scheme by
declaring honestly the true particulars of
their income. In this way, they will be

I. INCOME TAX Revenue such case will also not be serving the nation and will also be saving
selected for scrutiny. These conces-

themselves of any unnecessary incon-

16. Collection of income tax. I now move sions will, however, not be available in venience.

to the taxationarea. Governmenthas made cases falling in any of these categories 23. Steps to encourage industrial develop- ,

all-out efforts during the current year to if the department possesses a positive ment. Some important steps taken to
make the system of collection of Income proofof concealmentof income. ncourage industrial development in the
Tax Revenues simpler, more pragmaticand 20. Association of experts/professionals, country are as follows:
more balanced. know export free hasetc. with assessment of selected cases. In (i) As you an zone

17. Self-assessment scheme. Under the order to restore the condenceof the pub- been established at Karachi for setting
self:assessment scheme more than 95 per- lic, it has been decided that wherever con- up export oriented industries. Such
cent of the returns of ncome have been sidered proper, experts/professionals or industries will be entitled to the

accepted. Even in the case of the returns representatives of Trade bodies will be following concessions:

set-apart for detailed scrutiny assessments associated with the assessment of cases (a) Income of the enterprise and of
were mostly made on agreed basis. The selected for scrutiny. Where the Depart- the foreign employees will be ex-

other bright aspects of the schemeare that ment differs with the opinion of such ex- empt from tax for five years
a record number of 55,000 tax payers for perts/representatives, the assessment order which period is extendableby th

the rst time filed retums of income will mention the opinion rendered and the Federal Government in the light
voluntrily and about 80 percent assesses reason for differing with it. Since the of the performance of the enter-

fjled returns of income in time against an assessment orders are appealable both the prise.
average of 50 percent in the past. Due to points of view will be before the appellate (b) After the expiry of full tax-holi-

Department's efforts to bring more tax- authorities. day period, a concessional rate of

payers on tax registers the number of tax- 21. Appeal against assessment under self-
tax at l th of the prevalent tax
rates shall be charged for next vepayers has gone up from about 5,000,000 assessment scheme -- Time4imit for re-

at the end of last year to about 7,000,000 opening such cases. Hitherto the assessee
years.

onnow. had no right of appeal against an assess-
(c) Capital gains sale of assets and

shares will be exempt from tax.
18. The results of all these efforts are ment made under the self-assessment (ii) In order to revive sick industries it has
manifest from the amount of tax collec- scheme, though the Income Tax Ofcer been decided to allow set off of cur-
tion. Against last year's collectionof about could make certain adjustments in the rent year's losses of a wholly owned
Rs. 334 crores, the expected collection this declared income. Now the taxpayer has subsidiary company against current
yar is over Rs. 500 crores. This increase of been provided with such a right. Further year's income of a listed holding com-
over 50 percent in the income tax revenues there was no time4imit for re-opening a The concession of set off of
can be attributed only to better perfor- case completed under self-assessment

pany.
losses will be available for 3 yars and

mance of the Department for which the scheme. A time-limit, of 10 years for will be subject to the condition tht
Central Board of Revenue and ofcersand re-opening such cases has now been fixed. the holding company gives a scheme of
staff of the Income Tax Department 22. The success of the self-assessment revival of the sickmill duly approvedbydeserve to be congratulated. scheme depends on two factors. Firstly nancial institutions namely: PICIC,
19. Salient features of tax proposals. I that the assessees declare correct particu- IDBP, NDFC or Bankers Equity and
now come to the salient features of the tax lars of income and secondly that the submits a yearly progress report to
proposals for the next financialyear. Department accepts such returns under such financial institution to show that
(i) The scope of the liberal self-assessment declared policy. If any one of these con- steps for rehabilitation of the Sick

scheme, as introduced last year, is ditions is not fullled, the success of the industry are being taken as planned.
being further enlarged to bring com- scheme will be jeopardised. Since the (iii) Initial dpreciation allowance to in-
panies as well into its ambit. Government is determined to make the dustrial machinery and building which

(ii) Another feature of this year's scheme scheme a success, such arrangements have is expiring on 30 June,1980 has been
is that if an assessee's declaredincome to be made as to identify the tax-evadors extended to 30 June, 1983.
for the year 1980-81 is more by at and to recover from them not only the (iv) A Telief of 5 percent in super-tax ad-
least 20 percent as compared to the evaded taxes but also to punish them for missable to small industrial companies
highest assessed income of the three having committed this offence. Evasion of which is expiring on 30 June 1980 has
preceding years, his case will not be taxes is a far graver offence than ordinary been extended up to 30 June, 1983.
selected for scrutiny.Further if a com- theft because it tantamounts to depriving Further this relief which was hitherto
pany furnishes a certicate from a the society of its rightful share. In these available to companies owning assets
Chartered Accountant as to the cor- circumstances, it is the legal and moral of the value of Rupees thirty (30)
rectness of the account version on the obligation of the Government to deal with lakhs will now be admissible to com-

lines prescribed by Central Board of. such unpatriotic elements effectively. It panies owning assets up to the value
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of Rupees fty (50) lakhs. comprising residential quarter for of non-professional writers and artists
24. Steps for development of backward industrial labour is presently allowed derived from literary or artistic work
areas. Steps that are being taken for devel- @ 5 percentof the written down value. has been raised from Rs. 5,000per an-

opment of backward areas are as follows: This allowance has been increased to num to Rs. 15,000. The exemption
(i) Presently all industries owned by com- 10 percent. will be over and above the normal tax

panies and set up to 30 June 1983 in 26. Repatriation of foreign earnings. In exemptionlimit of Rs. 12,000.
the Province of Baluchistan, or in order to encourage repatriation of foreign (iii) Law is being amended to provide that
D.I. Khan and Malakand Divisions earnings the followingfurtherincentivesare

where investment made by a minor
nd District of Mansehraand Kohistan beingprovided: child in a firm in which neither of his
of Hazara Division of N.W.F.P. enjoy a (i) A Pakistani construction company parents is a partner is from the money
tax-holiday for a period of 5 years earning ncome from constructioncon- gifted to him on which gift tax has
from the date of commencement of tracts abroad, shall on repatriation of been paid then his share income will
commercial production. This tax-holi- prots to Pakistan be entitled to a

not be clubbed with his parent's in-
day s being extended to industriesset rebate equal to the amount of super-

come.

up in industrial estates approved by tax payable on such income. The (iv) Hitherto, no income tax authorityhad
Central Board of Revenue and located present rate of super-tax is 25 percent powers to extend the time for filing of
in N.W.F.P., the districts of D.G. Khan of the total income. income tax returns, Income tax
and Minwali and Tehsil Khushab in the (ii) Non-company resident professionals

Ofcer has now been authorisedto ex-

Punjab and District of Dadu excluding arning income from consultancy ser-
tend the time up to 15 days on his

Kotri, districts of Jacobabad and vices abroad shall on repatriation of
own and for additionalperiodwith the

Shikarpur in Sind. such income be entitled to a rebate approval of the Inspecting Assistant

(ii) The existing law provides for partial equal to 30 percent of the tax payable
Commissioner.

exemption of ncome of an industrial on such income. (v) Inspecting Assistant Conmissioner is

undertaking set up between 1st July, 27. Steps to promote savings and invest-
being given powers to stay the tax

1975 and 30th June 1983 in under- demand or allow it to be paid in instal-
developed areas. The exemption is ments. Following steps are being taken to ments in suitable cases.

available from the year of commence- promote savings and investments: (vi) In respect of income from house pro-
ment of commercial production up to (i) Exemption on capital gains which ex- perty, repairs allowance has been
30th June, 1983. The existing pro- pires on 30th June 1980 has been raised from 162/3 percent to 20 per-
visions allowed exemption for less extended up to 30th June 1983. cent.
than 5 years to industries set up after (ii) Personal . investment allowance iat (vii) Depreciation is admissible only if the
1978. To make this exemption more present admissible at 30 percent of plant and machineryhas beenused for
effective it has now been made avail- the total income subject to a mdxi- two consecutive months during the
able to industires set up up to 30 June mum of Rs. 35,000/-. These limits income year. This allowance shall now

1983, for a minimum period of 5 years. have been raised to 331/3 percent and be available in full even if the assets
Rs. 40,000/- respectively. have been used for one day.25. Incentives to other essential sectors. (iii) At present companies,are liable to a (viii)I of recognised providendcase aTax incentives being provided to other surcharge at 10 percent of the income fund, the exemption limit on the rateessential sctors are as under: tax and super tax. A rebate is admiss- of prot the credit balance in theon

() Exemption of income from poultry ible in respect of the profits retainec1. account of employee is presentlyanfarming, dairy farming, fih catching To make this concession more effec- 12 percent whichper annum wasand cattle and sheep breeding which tive the rate of rebate is being en- fixed in 1975. Since the return ons expiring on 30 June 1980, has been hanced. Now the rebate shall bear the other nvestments has increased, thisextended up to 30 June, 1983.
(ii) Income derived during 1 July 1980

same ratio with the surcharge as the limit is, therefore, being raised from
retained profits bears to the atter-tax 12 ercentto 14 percent.and 30 June 1983 from poultry prots. In order to ensure that the

processing has also been exempted conpanies do not go on creating 29. Additional relief to doctors, lawyers,
from tax. unlimited reserves at the cost of share etc. Professionalssuch as doctors, lawyers,

(iii) Income derived from renting out of holder's dividends, it has been pro- chartered accountants etc. who are not
agricultural or pest control machinery vided that the rebate will be admissible entitled to any pension etc. on retirement
was exempt from tax up to 30 June only to such companies whose free re being provided an additional relief.
1980. This exemption has now been reserves do not exceed 150 percent of A sum equal to 5 percent of the income
extended to business set up up to the paid up capital. subject to a maximum of Rs. 10,000 per
30 June, 1983. annum invested by them in an annuity

(iv) Income from local manufacture of 28. Relief to taxpayers. Steps which are scheme the main object of which is to
agricultural implements was exempt being taken to provide relief to taxpayers provide life annuity to the assessee com-
from income tax up to 30 June, 1980. and to remove their difculties are as mencing after the age of 60 but before the
This exemption has now been ex- under: age of 70, shall qulify as investmentallow
tended till 30 June 1983. (i) In order to discourage the grant of ance in addition to the present invest-

(v) Following exemption for a period of unreasonably high perquisites to em- ment allowance.
5 years was available to houses or fats ployees, perquisites in excess of 30
constructedup to 30 June 1980: percent of the salary are disallowed 30. Simplicationof the provisionsof law.
(a) Where the annual letting value. is as expenditure in the hands of the In order to simplify some of the provisions

up to Rs. 12,000/- -- The whole employer. This percentage was xed of law and to make them more effective,
of such income. in 1972. Due to rising prices, em- the followingsteps are being taken:

(b) Where annual letting value ex- ployers are forced to allow more per- (i) A permanent National Tax Number
ceeds Rs. 12,000/--- Rs. 6,000/- quisites which has rendered this limit shall be allted to every taxpayer

This exemption has now been ex- un-realistic. It has, therefore, been which will enable the Department to
tended to houses and flats constructed raised to 50 percent of the salary of keep a better record of taxpayers. It
up to 30 June 1983. the employee. will also help in collecting and col-

(vi) Depreciation allowance on building (ii) Exemption limit in respect of income lating the information relating to an
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assessee business activities and in com- (iv) In order to make the working of the brought in line with the penaltiesprovided
puterization of this information to Department more effective Regional in the income tax Ordinance, 1979.
preclude evasion. Commissioners are being appointed.

(ii) In order to improve tax collection and (v) Any profit paid to any Mudarbaor on

to make the system of deduction/col- a Participation Term Certicate cre-

lection of tax at source more effective, ated under th Islamic Mudarba law Ill. CUSTOMS DUTY/SALESTAX

he provisions of withholding tax on has been made deductible business
contracts, supplies and imports have expense. 35. Industries in under-developed areas.

On the Customs side the main emphasisbeen made applicable to limited com- 32. These were some of the most mpor- on en-panies. tant amendments, hence these have been
during the present budget is the
couragement of the local industry with(iii) Advance tax collection on passenger mentioned in some detail. Apart from special references to under-developedareasvehicles was introduced last year but these, a few other provisions of law have

the measure was not made effective. been slightly amended. Besides this the
and export oriented sectors. As regards

This advance payment of tax shll amendment brought about during the
encouragement of industries in unde-

now be effective from 1st July, 1980 current firiancial year in the Ordinance
developed areas, Government has already

and shall be collected from every through notications issued under Sec-
exempted from duty machinery imported
for installation in Baluchistan and Azadvehicle with registered seating capacity tion 167 which were effective only for Kashmir. In future this exemptionwill lsoof 20 or more at 15 percent per an-

one year have been made part of the law.
num in case of vehicles plying on be available on the machinery for units

routes within a city and at 20 percent 33. Prospective tax proposals. The pro- located in the industrial estates in the

per annum from others. No tax shall spective enforcement of tax proposals is whole Frontier province, Districts of

be collected fron vehicles of nodels generally more convenient to the taxpayers Dera Ghazi Khan, Mianwali and Tehsil

older than 10 years. as it enables them to deal with their tax Khushab of the Punjab province, and

(iv) At present foreign shipping and air and other business matters in a better way. districts of Shikarpur, Jackababad and

enterprises are taxed on net-income Keeping this aspect in view it has been Dadu excluding Kotri, in the province of

basis computed on the basis of their decided that barring two proposals the rest Sind. In addition to this, industrial estates

world income. This is a complicated of the revnue relief proposals will be pro. located in other areas of the country ex-

method. Tax shall now be charged as spective. The proposals which will not be cluding the 13 notied developed areas

percentage of gross Pakistan billings. pospective are the ones relating to tax- will be chargeable to 10 percent rate of

The rate of tax in respect of air enter. ation of pugree or unadjustable advance duty.
prises shall be 3 percent of gross bill- and the taxation of air and shipping com- 36. Ship breaking. Ship breaking is an im-
ings and in respect of shipping enter- panies. On account of these two proposals portant industry of under-developed pro-
prises 8 percent of the gross billings. there will be a revenue gain of Rs. 5.5 vince of Baluchistan. In order to give

(v) In respect of income from property, crores. As against this the revenue loss on further boost to this industry the duty on

pugree or non-adjustable advances is account of tax relief on Wealth Tax and ships for scrapping is being reduced fron
not liable to tax under the present Zakat payment will be Rs. 11.5 crores. 50 percent to 30 percent and tle sales tax
law. Provision is being made to tax There will thus be a net loss of Rs. 6 crores of 8 percent is being abolished. In net
such advance or pugree by spreading which will be made good through better terms the incidence of taxes on the raw
the amount over 10 years so as to tax collections. The revenue loss on the materials of tlis industry is being reduced
treat 10 percent of the amount as rent concessions announced having prospective by more than half.
received in each of these years. This effect will be Rs. 19.94 crores which will 7. Ready-made garments, etc. Govern-
provision will also apply to cases be reflected in the budget for the year
where any such pugree, or advance was 1981-82. ment, in the budget of 1978-79, allowed

received at any time during the last exemption on machnery for ready-made
garments, towels and hosiery industry. In10 years. In such cases 10 percent of

Il. WEALTH TAX order to the modernization ofthe advance shall be treated as rent encourage
textile industry, necessary machinery forreceived for all the years which have

not expired. 34. Levy of Wealth Tax to continue on its BMR was also exempted from duty.
immovable property and certain assets. These exemptions were allowed to make
Wealth tax is the only other direct tax in the products of these industries com-

31. Surcharge on jewellers, date for filing the country besides income tax. This levy petitiv in the export market. Keeping
return and other measures. In the end, I has not only a redistributive impact on the same considerations in mind it has
shall briefly mention some other proposals: account of its incidence on the compara- been decided to give exemption to machin-
(i) At present jewellers are subjected to a tively richer class but it is effective also for ery for BMR of the tanning, cutlery,

surcharge of 6 percent on their in- removing allocative distortion in the surgical goods, sports goods and leather
come. This is being raised to 10 per- economy. Over the last one year this garments and gloves industry also- In order
cent. instrument has been successfully used to to ensure that this exemption does not

(ii) The last date for filing of returns in slow down the rampant trend towards adversely affect the locally manufactured
non-company cases whose incone heavy investment in urban immovable machinery, the exemption is being re-

years end after 31st Decemberis being property. With the introduction of Zakat stricted only to that machinery which is
changed to 1st of November. in the country, wealth tax is now no more not manufactured locally. For the same

(iii) Under the present law, the Inspecting leviable on such wealth as is subject to reasons while on the one hand the automa-
Assistant Commissioner and Commis- compulsory deduction of zakat under tic cone-winders, which are a substitute for
sioner of Income-tax are associated in the Zakat and Ushr Ordinance. However, it locally manufactured cone winders are

certain assessments. Appeals against would continue to be leviable on the value being excluded from the concession to the
such assessment are presently filed of immovable property and such other textile industry, on the other hand, the
with the Appellate Assistant Commis- assets as are not subject to compulsory scope of the exemption is being extended
sioner. It has been decided that deduction of Zakat. In order to ensure to looms of 72 inches width and above as

appeals against important assessments effective administration of this tax the well as shuttle-less looms as those are not
shall be heard by the Commssioner rates of penalties for various defaults manufactured locally and are a genuine
Appeals. under the law have been enhanced and requirement of the industry. Duty on
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hosiery needles is also being reduced from is free of all incidence of taxes. The local This exemption on raw materials is now

40 to 20 percent. manufacturers of baby milk food import being extended to all orthopaedic work-

38. Investment by overseas Pakistanis. their requirements of raw materials from shops.
In order to provide overseas Pakistanis abroad and have to pay taxes. In order to 51. Continuous efforts are being made to
with better opportunities of investment in provide proper protection to the local streamline the working of the Customsmanufacturers of baby milk food they arethe country, the duty on machineryunder Department. Keeping in view this objective
NRI Scheme is being reduced from 40 to being allowed repayment of duty and sales in mind Pakistan Customs Tariff has been
30 percent. In the areas of 20 percent duty

tax paid on their inputs i.e. sales tax on
revised in line with the latest international

NRI Scheme will now attract 15 percent imported milk and customs duty and sales
customs nomenclature and all notifica-tax on aluminium foils.

duty and in industrial estates eligible for tions and orders regarding customs duties
10 percent duty it will be 7 percent only. 44. Imported printing ink food. Imported are being consolidated. The most impor-
The areas eligible for total exemption are printing ink is chargeable to 40 percent tant step in this direction is the opening of
obviously free from duty. It is expected duty. The locally manufactured printing Customs Treasuries at important inland
that overseas Pakistanis will make effective ink cannot compete with the imprted ink customs stations. Thee treasuries will
use of these concessions and contribute to as the incidence of taxes on its raw mater- start functioning with effect from 1 July,
the developmentof the country. als is more than 40 percent. In view of 1980. This will eleminate the long out-

39. Capital goods. During the last budget this, it has been decided that the local standing complaints of the exporters
capital goods and allied industries were industry be allowed repayment of duty in regarding delays in the payment of export
given the concssion of 30 percent rate excess of 40 percent on its raw materials. rebates. As a further incentive to the
of duty on their raw materials. They are, 45. Napthalene balls. Napthalene balls exporters the rates of rebate on 87 items
however required to give a bank guarantee manufacturers are being allowed exemp- have already been standardised.The rebate
for the balance amont of duty and taxes tion on their raw materials i.e. crude rates on electric fans, artificial yarn and
till the production of consumption certi- napthalene. other products of artificial siik, bleached
cate for these raw materials. In order to 46. In order to encourage better utilisation

ready-mde garments, bleached hosiery
and leather footballs have beenreduce their financial burden on account of mlasSes in the country duty on the

now

revised and linked with F.O.B. value.of these bank guarantees the condition of
export of molasses is being increassed from

bank guarantee is being substituted by the 20 to 25 percent. Similarly in order to
condition of insurance guarantee. encourage the export of nished leather IV. CENTRAL EXCISE DUTY
40. Metalic res. Metalic Ores are charge- and leather goods which have a higher
able to 25 percent import duty at present.. added value, the duty on wet blue leather 52. In view of the harmful effects of
Previously there were no industries in the is being increased from 20 to 25 percent. tobacco-smoking on health, the President
country which could use ores. Now that has recently promulgated an Ordinance47. Buses and trucks in C.K.D. form. Inheavy industries requiring such ores as raw aimed at discouraging the consumption of
materials are being established, ores are

ddition to the above measures for en-
tobacco. The Ordinance, inter alia, requires

being exempted from duty as an incentive couragement of industry, Governmnt has
obligatory printing of appropriatetaken steps to improve transportation

an warn-
for these industries. ing on all cigarette packts. In furtherancefacilities in the country. In order to m-
41. Polyester fibre plant. One polyester prove transport facilities further the duty

of the aims of the sid Ordinance, it has
fibre plant will go into production next on buses and trucks in C.K.D. forn is been decided to enhance the rates of

year. Another unit is likely to go into being reduced from 40 to 30 percent.
Central Excise Duty on all cigarettes. Care

production by 1982. In order to make the This reduction will also provide better has, however, been taken to ensure that the

locally manufactured polyester fibre con- opportunities of investment to overseas consequential tax burden on manufacturers

petitive with the imported fibre, the raw Pakistanis and promote the proper utilis- as well as consumers does not exceed a cer-

materials for its local manufacture are ation of the local capacity. In order to tain limit. With this end in view, the recent

being exenpted fron duty. Further the encourage progressive assenbly of vehicles 71 percent enhancement in the price of

duty on the imported polyester and other in the country, duty on the raw materials leaf tobacco has been off-set by making a

fibres is being enhanced from Rs. 11.00 t for the local manufacture of autoparts is corresponding reduction, in the rate of
Rs. 15.00 per kg. In order to ensure that also being reduced from 40 to 30 percent. Central Excise duty applicable to the un-

this increse in duty on fibre does not manufactured tobacco. Now the un-manu-

adversely affect the local spinning units 48. Microfilming equipments. Microfilm- factured tobacco wll be charged to central
vis-a-vis the imported yarns the duty on ing equipment is an importarit develop- excise duty at 1.70 per kg. instead of

synthetic yarn is being increased by Rs. 10 ment of modem times for preserving and Rs. 2.25 per kg. As regards cigarettes, the

per kg. exhibiting the ever increasing store of prevailing rate of central excise duty con-

42. Calcium carbide, etc. There is suf- knowledge. For promoting its use for sists of two slab structure which is linked.

educationl purposes the duty on this with the retail prices. If the retail price ofcient capacity for the manufacture of
calcium carbides, PVC resins and polyeth- item is being reduced to 40 percent and cigarettes is less than fifty-two paisas per

elene granules in the country. Thes units sales tax from 20 to 10 percent. ten cigarettes, the rate of central excise
duty is Rs. 8/- per one thousand cigarettesare not in a position to compete with the 49. Graphic art films. The concessional
plus 50 percent ofthe retail price in

imported products in view of economies rate of 40 percent duty on graphic art excess

of Rs. 20/-. If the retail price of cigarettesof scale. As a result, a number of units set lms and plates is currently available only s
.

fifty-two paias or more, the rate of
up with huge amounts of foreign exchange to industrial consumers. As these films and central excise duty is Rs. 15/- per one
are lying idle. In order to effectively utilise plates are extensively used in printing thousand cigarettes plus 70 percent of the
the production capacity of these industries industry, this concession is now being retail price in excess of Rs. 30/-. The
the duty on calcium carbide is being in- made available to all importers. enhanced rate of duty will be as follows. If
creased from 40 to 70 percent and on PVC 50. Articial parts of human body. During the retail price of cigarettes is upto sixty.

resins, polyethelene granules and other the budget of 1978, Governmentexempted paisas per ten cigarettes, the excise dutyprimary plastic materials from Rs. 7.50 the raw materials required for the manu- will be Rs. 8/- per one thousand cigarettes,
per kg. to Rs. 11.00 per kg. facture of articial parts of human body plus 52 percent of the retail price in ex-

43. Baby milk. Baby milk food at present by Fouji Foundationworkshop from duty. cess of Rs. 20/-. In case the retail price is
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more than sixty paisas per ten cigarettes central excise duty as well as sales tax. ents/equipment to such assemblers of
the rate of central excise duty will be Containers which are made of 75 percent buses and trucks as are approved by
Rs. 15/- plus 72 percent of the retail price chipboard and 25 percent metal are also the C.B.R.
in excess of Rs. 30/-. considered metal containers for the pur- (iii) Steel wires. Locally manufactured

53. Central Excise duty on matches is poses of levy of central excise duty. Since steel wires of various specicationsare

being collected through a system of bande- such containers are manufactured pre- subject to sales tax at 20 percent

rolling whose cost has bee escalating from dominantly from indigenous chipboard, it whereas this tax is leviable on im-

year to year. Accordingly the cost of iS felt that such containers deserve prefer- ported steel wires at 10 percent which

collection has also been rising and has now
ential treatment. Besides, containers are makes the local wire industry uncom-

reached un-economical proportions. It has usually made from metals or plastics and petitive. It has therefore been decided
in both cases foreign exchange is spent on that the rate of sales on importedtherefore been decided to do away with

the banderolling system. The existing rate their imports. Taking these facts into con- wires be raised from 10 to 20 percent
of central excise duty has been converted sideration, it has been decided that the and the locally manufactured steel

aforementioned containers which are pop- wires be totally exempted.into pereentage ncidence and the same

has been linked with the retail price. ularly known as combi-cans, hould be (iv) Imported re-engining kits. Re-engining
exempted from central excise duty. kits imported by Pakistan Railways for

54. Services rendered by hotels and the 57. Wires and cables are presently charge- the purposes of re-engining/overhaul-
daily room rent of any room or apartment able to central excise duty as well as sales ing its fleet of locomotives,are subject
of which is upto Rs. 25/- are presently tax. There are numerous small scle manu-

to 10 percent sales tax. Since no sales

exempt from central excise duty. In facturers who braid the duty-paid wire tax is leviable on locomotives it has
1970-71 when this exemption limit was and the cable for different industrial pur-

been decided to exempt re-engining
fixed it could be justifiably presumd that

poses. Technically braiding is a process of kits as well from this levy.
guests available of the services renderedby manufacture as envisaged under the central (v) Desert coolers. Desert coolers are at
hotels where the daily room rent was more excise law and the braided wires and cables present subject to sales tax at the en-

than Rs. 25/-, were in a position to pay the hanced rate f 25 percent. In order to
central excise duty. Due to inationary

are liable to central excise duty once again. promote this industry, it has been
However, Since braiding is being done on

pressures, however, the said presumption cottage industry basis, it has been decided decided to withdraw sales tax from
has ceased to be valid and the raising of to exempt the braided wires and cables desert coolers. It is expected that

exemption limit seems called for. It has, from excise duty.
manufacturers would respond with a

therefore, been decided that services corresponding reduction in the prices
rendered by hotels the daily room rent of of desert coolers and improvement in

any room or apartment of which is upto V. SALES TAX the quality of their products.
Rs. 50/-will now be exempt from central (vi) Typewriters. The Telephone Industries
excise duty. The exemption relating to 58. The fiscal and economic objectives of Pakistan is manufacturingportable
restaurants has also been reviewed. It has and standard typewriters locally. Theoutlined earlier have been kept in view in
been decided to withdraw the benet of the measures relating to Sales Tax also. unit has sufficient capacity to meet

exemption from such restaurants as are In this connection, the following measures the local demand. It is already export-
situated within the building, premises or

are proposed to be taken in order to pro- ing its products to 22 countries. The
precincts of duty paying hotels and whose tect and promote local industry: locally produced typewriters are, how-
liability to pay or not to pay duty is (i) Artificial leather/rexine. At present ever, not competitive price-wise in the
determined ndependently because of their articial leather/rexine manufactured local market. It has therefore been
being distinct legal persons. It is pertinent locally, is subject to sales tax at 20 decided to raise the rate of sales tax
to mention here that such restaurants pro- percent whereas similar imported on imported typewriters, other than
vid services to the guests residing in the artificial leather/rexine is subject to electric typewriters, from 10 to 30
duty-paying hotel who can afford to bear 10 percent sales tax. The imbalance in percent. At the same time exemption
the incidence of central excise duty. the incidence of tax has adversely has been granted to the locally manu-

affected the local industry resulting in factured typewriters from sales tax of
55. Paper which is used as a raw material

the closure of a number of units. To 20 percent.
for the manufacture of corrugated paper reactivate this industry it has been (vii)Motor crs. At present sales tax at
and corrugated board is presently exempt decided to ncrease sales tax im- 20 percent is leviable on imported
from the levy of central excise duty if it

on
motor Keepingin view the prevail-cars.

is brought under bond to such factories. ported articial leather/rexine from
ing market prices of motor in the10 to 25 percent. At the same time cars

A large number of small scale manufac-
sales locally manufact:uredartificial country the rate of sales tax has been

turers cannot avail of' this exemption as
on

raised to 30 percent.
they cannot arrange supplies from paper leather/rexine has been reduced from

20 to 10 percent. 59. Decit financing.As mentionedearlier,mills under bond and are forced to pur- (ii) Bus and truck-engines and chasses. At the budgetary gap after accounting for the
chase duty paid paper from the market.

present bus and truck engines and balance of payments support and the relief
Thy, thus pay central excise duty twice

chasses imported in CKD condition by given to the Government servants comes
and consequentlycannot competeWth the

the approved assembler free from to Rs, 603 The which I
big manufacturers who manufacture both are cores. measures

sales tax. However, tax is leviable at have outlined above would yield an add-
the raw materials and the finished pro- 20 percent locally manufactured itional of Rs. 253 This
ducts. It has also come to Goverment's on resource cores.

notice that big manufacturers are usually components of bus and truck engines would still leave a gap of Rs. 350 cores. It
and chasses. To encourage substitution is proposed to cover the gap by resort to

reluctant or unable to supply the materials
of imported components of such deficit financing. The magnitude of the

to the smaller manufacturers under bond.
In view of these circumstances it has been engines and chasses by locally manu- anticipated decit nancing is within the

facturedproducts, it has been decided safe limits of monetary expansion. Its
decided to unconditionally exempt cor-

to exempt the locally manufactured dimensions have been determined after a
rugated paper and corrugated board from

bus and truck engines and chasses detailed and careful analysis of all the
paymentof central excise duty. components, other than tyres and relevant factors in this regard.germane
56. Metal containersare presently liable to tubes, supplied as original compon- Keeping in view the planned increase in
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domestic output, the comfortable supply dimensions of defict nancing would not would be 1.3 percent as compared to 1.6
position of foodgrains and other basic have any autonomous inflationary implica- percnt on this account in the current
comsumer goods and the expected pace of tions. As percentage of Gross National fiscal year and 3.9 percent in 1977-78.
monetization of the economy, it can be Product (GNP), the amount proposed for
confidently stated that the proposed deficit nancing in the next fiscal year -

-0
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The publications listed in this bibliography haue
recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which CANADIANTAX POLICY
wl gladly supply further information upon request By Robin W. Boadway and Harry M. Kitchen.Toronto, Canadian
(please quote the reference numbers). They should, Tax Foundation,1980. CanadinTax Papers, No. 63.305 pp.

however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct Study designed to explain the nature of the Canadian tax system
from the publisher indicated, and not through the and the effects of taxation on the economy. (B, 102.755)
Bureau. TAXATION IN CANADA

International Tax and Business Service. New York, Deloitte
Haskins & Sells, 1980.96pp..
Comprehensiveoutline of taxation in Canada. After an introduc-

AUSTRIA tion to the tax system, income taxes and other taxes are covered.
(B. 102.788)

STEUER-INDEXBER RECHTSMITTELENT-
SCHEIDUNGEN,ERLASSE UND SCHRIFTTUMDES TAXATION IN CANADAOF NON-RESIDENTS
JAHRES 1979 By Charles Albert Poissant. Don Mills, CCH Canadian,Ltd., 1978.
By Kurt Neuner and Oskar Zechmeister. Vienna, Wirtschafts- 300 pp., CS 22.

verlag Dr. Anton Orac, 1980. 281 pp., 690 S. Explanation of Canadian tax treatment of non-residents in their
List of case law, regulations, books, double taxation treaties and dealings and relationships with persons in Canada, whether by
essays on Austrian tax matters published in 1979. (B. 102.777) way of employment income, business income, property income

or capital gains derived in or from Canada. (B. 102.821)

BELGIUM

WAARDERINGVAN PARTICIPATIESEN PORTE- CYPRUS
FEUILLEWAARDENBESTEMDVOOR DE UITOEFENING
VAN DE BEROEPSWERKZAAMHEIDIN DE INKOMSTEN- USE OF OFFSHOREFINANCIALCENTRESCYPRUS
BELASTING;ARTIKEL 67,8 W.I.B.: OVERDRACHT

Conference Thursday, July 3, 1980, Royal Lancaster Hotel,VAN AANDELENEN DELEN BEHORENDTOT EEN
London. Produced by Company CommunicationsCentre. 110 pp.BELANGRIJKEPARTICIPATIE
Contributionsby various authors on business and taxationaspects

By Marc Lagae. 'Brussels, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, 1979. 160 pp. of the use of offshore nancial centres iR Cprus. (B. 102.834)
Thesis on the following two subjects: I: Valuation of participa-
tion and investment shares in business operations subject to
income tax; II: Transfer of shares and interest in major participa-
tions in a company. (B. 102.687) DENMARK

BULGARIA BUSINESS OPERATIONSIN DENMARK

By Aage Spang-Hanssen and Eskil Trolle. Washington, Tax
DROIT INTERNATIONAL,PRIVE ET PUBLIC Management, Inc., 1980.85 pp.

Revised edition discussing business and tax aspects of operationsRecueil d'tudes et de documentation. Edit en collaboration
avec l'Union des travailleurs scientifiques de Bulgarie. Sofia, in Denmark. (B. 102.838)
Association Bulgare de Droit International, Sofia-Presse, 1978.

OECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS: DENMARK413 pp.
Compilation of studies and documents on internationallaw, both Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operations and Develop-
private and public. (B. 102.844) ment, 1980.72 pp. (B. 102.831)
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FINLAND this context, avalable knowledge from university training and
research and specialized experts group is discussed. (B. 102.549)

INVESTMENTAND TAXATION:FINLAND

London, Touche Ross & Co., 1980.33 pp.
IRELAND

Booklet in the series Investment and Taxation providing basic
information in areas of taxation and investment legislation in IRISH INCOME TAX AND CORPORATIONTAX

specific countries for business enterprises planning to operate in Amendment sheets to the 10th edition. By K.S. Carmichael.
a particular country. (B. 102.835) London, HFL Publishers, Ltd., 1980. 146 pp., £ 8.50.

(B. 102.786)

FRANCE IRISH INCOME TAX AND CORPORATIONTAX

llth Edition. By K.S. Carmichael. London, HFL Publishers,Ltd.,OECD ECONOMICSURVEYS: FRANCE
1980.414pp.,£ 15.50.

Paris, Organisation for EconomicCo-operationand Development, Loose4eaf publication which deals with income tax and corpora-
1980. 80 pp. (B. 1'02.775) tion tax in: Ireland, excluding the six counties comprisingNorth-

ern Ireland. (B. 102.772)
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BUSINESS OPERATIONSIN GREECE

By George N. Stathopoulos. Washington, Tax Management, Inc., IL SISTEMADE TRIBUTIIN ITALIA

1979. 200 pp. By S. Gallo and A. Casertano. Rome, Editoriale Tributaria Itali-
Revised edition of portfolio on business operations and taxation ana, 1980. 744 pp.
in Greece. (B. 102.730) Handbook on Italian taxation in a broad sense, including the

texts of relevant Acts. (B. 102.783)
OECD ECONOMICSURVEYS: GREECE

Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development,
1980. 68 pp. (B. 102.848) JERSEY

JERSEYAS AN INTERNATIONALFINANCIALCENTRE

GUAM St. Helier, The Royal Trust Company of Canada (C.I.), Ltd.,
1980. 30 pp. (B. 102.764)

COMMUNITY/BUSINESSPROFILE

2nd Edition, 1980. Preared by Guam Growth Council at the
directionof the CoordinatingCommissionfor EconomicDevelop- MALTA
ment. Agana, GovernmentPrintr, 1980. 128 pp. (B. 102.814)

PLANNINGFOR PROGRESS
INVESTOR'SGUIDE Valletta, Chamber of Commerce, 1980. EconomicsSeries, No. 6,
Agana, Guam Economic Development Authrity, 1980. 10 pp. June 1980.36 pp.
(B. 102.819) Study on the role of the private sector n the economyfMalta

as anticipated in an economic plan by the government of Malta.
(B. 102.804)

INTERNATIONAL

MACROECONOMICS1979 THE NETHERLANDS

Readings on contmporarissues. Edited byPeter D. McClelland.
London, Cornell UniversityPress, 1979. 224 pp., £ 4.75. BELASTINGFRAUDE

Compilation of articles on contemporry economic topics in the Uitgebracht in april 1979 aan de Minister en aan de Staatssecre-
field of macroeconomics to be used as teaching materials. The taris van Financin door W.J. van Bijsterveld. Aangepaste versie
following subjects have been dealt with, inflation and unemploy- van het verslag van een onderzoeknaar de aard en de omvangvan

ment; monetary and scal policy;w.age and price regulations;tax de belastingfraude. The Hague, Staatsuitgeverij, 1980. 344 pp.,
revolts and constitutionalamendmnts. (B. 102.751) 45.67 Dfl.

Abridged version of the Bijsterveld Report on the nature and
REPORT OF THE CONFERENCEHELD IN CANNES amount of tax fraud in th Netherlands. (B. 102.776)
28-30 MAY 1980 CONVENEDBY THE INTERNATIONAL
TAX PLANNINGASSOCIATIN FISCAALMEMO

Monte Carlo, International Tax Planning Association, 1980. Januari 1980. Deventer, Kluwer, 1980.82 pp.
21 PP. Revised edition providing practical information concerning tax
Printed contributions include the following subjects: practical provisions and such related subjects as social security contribu-
considerations in establishing and conducting tax haveh opera- tions as of January 1, 1980. (B. 102.759)
tions; use of the U.S. Virgin Islands; doing business in and with
countries in the Far East. (B. 102.800) FISCAALMEMO

Juli 1980. Deventer, Kluwer, 1980.86 pp.TAX HAVENS AND THEIR USES Revised edition providing practical information in a nutshell
By Caroline Doggart. London, The Economist Intelligence Unit, concerning tax provisions nd such related subjects as social
Ltd., 1979. EIU Special Report, No. 61. 126 pp. (B. 102.829) security contributionsas of'July 1,1980. (B. 102.801)

TECHNOLOGIETRANSFERIN NTWICKLUNGSNDER FRANCHISINGIII

Rahmnbedingungen,Mechanismen,Probleme. By Karl W. Menek (Herzien Modelcontract)..The Hague, Raad voor het Midden-e
and Siegfried Greif. Munich, Weltform Verlag, 1977. Reihe Kleinbedrijf, 1980. Raad voor het Midden- en Kleinbedrijf,No. 1.
Weltwirtchaft und Internationae Beziehungen, Diskussions- 24 pp.
beitrge No. 15. 234 pp., 32 DM. Revised model contract for franchising with annotations, pre-
The authors evaluate traditional forms of transfer of technology pared by the Council for Small and Medium-scale Enterprises.
to developing countries and the impact in those countries. In (B. 102.792)
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MOTORRIJTUIGENBELASTING PRAXIS FISCAL

By Aertjan L.J. Grotenhuis. Arnhem, Noorduijn, 1980. 213 pp., Impuesto sobre sociedades. Conpiled and annotatedby Juan Jos
17.50 Dfl. Perulles Bassas. Barcelona,EditorialPraxis, 1980.
Explanationof the motor vehicle tax in the Netherlands. Loose4eafpublicationin two volumes on corporate income tax in
(B. 102.832) Spain, systematically compiled and annotated. Comprehensive

double taxation treaties concluded by Spain with other countries
SUBSIDIEMEMO1980 are dealt with. Texts of relevant statutes are appended on green

Deventer, Kluwer, 1980. 84 pp. pages. Changes are supplementedon pinkpages. (B. 102.773)
Reference guide containing practical informationcncerningsub-
sidies and financial assistance by the Dutch government to the REGLAMENTOY DOCTRINAINTERPRETATIVADEL

businessworld asf April 1, 1980. (B. 102.760) IMPUESTOSOBRE LA RENTA DE LAS PERSONAS
FISICAS

TOLVRIJEGEDACHTEN Madrid,TALE, 1980. 115 pp.

Groninger scaliteiten. Deventer, Kluwer, 1980. 304 pp., 55 Dfl. Individual income tax regulations and explanation per article.
Tollfree ideas -- Fiscal studies of Groningen is a jubilee publica- (B. 102.763)
tion on aspects of income tax/corporate income tax, preparedby
the Department of Tax Law of the University of Groningen on SWEDENthe retirementof professorH.J. Doelen. (B. 102.843)

SVENSK INTERNATIONELLBESKATTNINGSRTTWEGWIJSIN PREMIELAND

Subsidies, garanties en'belastingmatregelenvoor bedrijven 1980. By Nils Mattsson. Stockholm, P.A. Norstedt & Sners Frlag,
1978. 121 pp.The Hague, GovernmentPrinter, 1980. 62 pp. Fifth edition of monograph analysing the Swedish internationalBrochure explaining subsidies, guarantees and tax measures for

businessesgranted in 1980 by the Dutch government. tax law, both internal tax provisionsand double taxation treaties.
(B. 102.754)(B. 102.761)

WINST EN PENSIOEN

By M.P. Overbeeke. Deventer, Kluwer, 1980. 302 pp. SWITZERLAND
Thesis considering the determination of profit for taxation pur-
poses and the valuation of pension rights in connection with DROIT FISCAL SUISSE: L'IMPOSITIONDU REVENUET
changingprices and inflation. (B. 102.758) DE LA FORTUNE

By Jean-Marc River. Neuchtel, Editions Ides et Calendes, 1980.
507 pp.
Manual explaining Swiss tax law, in particular taxes on income

NORWAY and net worth, both for corporations and ndividals. Tax prin-
cipals of federal and cantonal taxes and the desire for harmoniza-

MERVERDIAVGIFTSLOVENAV 19. JUNI 1969 MED tion is considered. Referencesto tax cases are taken into account,KOMMENTARER administrative regulations are appended. A detailed list on tax
Del I. By Thor Refsland. Oslo, Norsk Skattebetalerforening, books is included. (B. 102.799)
1980. 549pp.
Second revised edition of Volume I f a two-volume set on the INTRODUCTIONAU DROIT FISCAL INTERNATIONAL
Value Added Tax Law of June 1969, as amended. Full textof the DE LA SUISSE

law, with annotations, bring the material up to date as of Decem- By Walter Ryser. Bern, Verlag Stmpfli, 1980. 277 pp., 65 Sfr.
ber 1979. Volume I deals with the first 28 sections of the law. Manual as an introduction to international tax law of Switzer-
(B. 102.780) land. (B. 102.771)
MERVERDIAVGIFTSLOVENAV 19. JUNI 1969 MED
KOMMENTARER UNITEDKINGDOM
Del II. By Thor Refsland and G.E. Thesen. Oslo, Norsk Skatte-
betalerforening,1976. 290 pp. LEASING
Volume II of a two-volume set on the Value Added Tax Lw of The accounting & taxation implications. 2nd Edition. By DavidJune 1969, as amended. Full text of the law, with annotations Wainman and Howard Brown. St. Helier '(Jersey), Guild Press,bringing the material up to date as of August 1975. Volume II 1980.267 pp., £ 12.
covers sections 26-76 of the law. (B. 102.781) Monograph describing the accounting and taxation implications

of leasingbusiesses. (B. 102.782)

PORTUGAL SIMON'S TAXES

Finance Bill 1980. The provisions relating to income tax, cor-

OECD ECONOMICSURVEYS: PORTUGAL poration tax and capital gains tax. London, Butterworths, 1980.
131 pp., £ 8.50. (B. 102.797)Paris, Organisation for EconomicCo-operationand Development,

1980.60 pp. (B. 102.809) TOLLEY'S TAXATIONIN THE CHANNELISLANDSAND
ISLE OF MAN 1979

By David Harrington.Croydon,Tolley PublishingCompany,Ltd.,
SPAIN 1980. 150 pp., £ 5.

Revised edition stating the law as of December 31, 1979 in
COMENTARIOSA LA LEY Y REGLAMENTODEL Jersey, Guernsey and the Isle of Man. (B. 102.779)
IMPUESTOSOBRE LA RENTA DE LAS PERSONAS
FISICAS TOLLEY'STAX CASES 1980

4th Edition. By Hermenegildo Rodriguez. Madrid, Editoriales de Fourth edition. By Victor Grout. Croydon, Tolley Publishing
Derecho Reunidas, 1980.600pp. Company, Ltd., 1980.381 pp., £ 8.25.
Text of the individual income tax law and regulations and com- Compilation of nearly 2,000 tax cases reported to December31,
mentaryper article. (B. 102.757) 1979 which are relevant to current legislation. (B. 102.778)
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1
U.S.A. INVESTING IN THE UNITED STATES

Tax and business considerations. New York, Main Hurdman &
AMERICANFEDERALTAX REPORTS Cranstoun, 1980. 76 pp.
Second Series, Volume 44, table of cases to vols. 41-44. Engle- Introductory booklet describing investment and taxation regu-
wood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1980. + 1200 pp. lations in the U.S. for.foreign companies. (B. 102.928)
This bound volume contains unabridged federal and state court
decisions arising under the federal tax laws (previously reported OECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS: UNITED STATES
in Prentice-Hall Federal Taxes) on income tax, estate and gift Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development,
tax and excise tax. (B. 102.756) 1980.91 pp. (B. 102.830)

DIRECT INVESTMENTAND DEVELOPMENTIN THE U.S.
PRACTICALREAL ESTATE: LEGAL, TAX AND
BUSINES STRATEGIES

A guide to incentive programs, laws and restrictions 1980-1981.
By Robert K. Lifton. New Yrk, Law & Business, Inc./Harcourt

By Raymond J. Waldmann. Washinton, 'Transnational Invest- Brace Jovanovich,Publishers, 1979. 693 pp.
ments, Ltd.; London, Kluwer Publishing, 1980. 443 pp. Monograph explaining in detail the interrelationshipsand intrica-
Revised and updated edition of guide which describes both the cies among the legal, nancial, tax and business spects of real
development programs and the legal constraints on new. invest- estate investment. (B. 102.811)
nent in the U.S.A. It compiles information on federal and state
lws, incentive programs and statistics. (B. 102.812) REPORTS OF THE UNITED STATES TAX COURT

April 1, 1979, to September 30, 1979. Volume 72, 1979.
FEDERALTAX GUIDE 1981 Washington,GovernmentPrinter, 1979. 1282 pp.

Bound volume containing U.S. Tax Court decisiohs. (B. 102.786)Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1980.
Volume I of 1981 Federal Tax Guide in loose4eaf, entirely 1980 SOCIAL SECURITYEXPLAINED
devoted to explanation and new developments of the federal in-
come tax. The other three volumes constitute the regular edition Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1980. 250 pp $6.
of the Guide series and contain ofcial texts of income, estate, (B. 102.798)
gift, and withholding tax regulations.
The material is updated weekly. (B. 102.929) TAX SHELTERS

Second edition. (Formerly Tax shelters after tax reform).
1981 GUIDE BOOK TO FAIR EMPLOYMENTPRACTICES Edited by Ruth G. Schapiro. Published by Practising Law Insti-

tute, 810 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019. 1980.
Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1980. 180 pp., $3. 425 pp., $ 40.
Guide providing general understanding of federal laws and regu- Revised updated manual examining tax shelters in such elds as

lations on employment, indicating how they apply to employers, real estate, farming, oil and gas, parterships,minimumand maxi-
labour unions and employmentagencies. (B. 102.903) mum tax on personal services, and motionpictures. (B. 102.837)

UNITED STATES TAXATIONAND DEVELOPING
THE GIFT TAX

COUNTRIES
By Frederick J. Gerhart. Published by Practising Law Institute, Edited by Robert Hellawell. New York, Columbia University810 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019. 1980. 215 pp., Press, 1980. 442 $ 37.50.
$ 30. pp.,

Studies on United States tax policy as it relates to investmentandThe major legislative changes wrought by the Tax Reform Act of other operations of multinational corporations in developing1976 and the Revenue Act of 1978, togetherwith the numerous

developments in case lw and rulings, have been included in this
countries. Contents include: Provisionsin tax laws of developed

revied editinof the gift tax. (B. 102.784) countries bearing upon private direct investment in developing
countries by Robert Anthoine; Crelitability of foreign taxes

by Harvey P. Dale; Effects of U.S. tax laws on the tax systems
INCOME TAX REGULATIONSAS OF JUNE 15, 1980 of developing countries by Carl S. Shoup; U.S. tax treaties

Final and proposed under Internal Revenue Code. Three with developing countries by Robert J. Patrick Jr. (B. 102.845)
volumes. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1980.
Annual three-volume compilation of nal and proposed UNTRNEHMENSERWERBUND BESTEUERUNG
income tax regulations, issued by the Treasury Department, IN DEN USA

explaining in detail the meaning and application of each section Unternehmenskauf, Grndung von Tochtergesellschaftenund Be-
of the Internal Revenue Code. (B. 102.36) triebsttten, Gewinnermittlungin den USA. By HildegardDreissig.

Herne/Berlin, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe, 1980. 348 pp.,
46 DM.NTERNALREVENUE CUMULATIVEBULLETIN 1979-2
Study on the various possibilities of acquisition of businesses,JULY-DECEMBER the establishment of a subsidiary and a permanent establishment

Washington,GovernmentPrinter, 1980. 619 pp. n the U.S.A. as well as the determinationof taxableprot under
Consolidation of all ofcial rulings, decisions, executive orders, U.S. federal income tax law with comparativereferenceto German
tax treaties and other items of a permanent nature published in tax law and the double taxation treaty between the U.S.A. and
the weekly Bulletins in the second half of 1979. (B. 102.833) the German Federal Republic. (B. 102.970)
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ApAc\2:7 _ _ Cl

of the February 1981 issue

1

Pedro Massone: Paulo de Pitta e Cunha:

ADJUSTMENTOF PROFITS FOR INFLATION TAX REFORM IN PORTUGAL IN THE CONTEXT 1
DEVELOPMENTS IN LATIN AMERICA OF ACCESSION TO THE EUROPEAN-

PART il ...................................51 COMMUNITIES..'............................75
Second part of an article discussing the adjustmentsmade The author discusses the guiding principles of the Portu-
in the tax legislations of the Latin American countries to guese tax reform tobe expected in the Eighties. These are

mitigate the impactof inflation on the taxation of business the awarenessof th progressive degradation of its tax sys-
income. tem and the need to overhaul the tax structure, the em-

bodiment in the Constitutionof a certain pattern of taxes

H.W.T. Pepper: and Portugal's involvemnt in the integrationprocess in the
EEC and the resultingadjustmentofits tax system.

TAX TREATMENTOF DONATIONSFOR
PUBLIC BENEFIT ............................. 62

79MALAYSIA: BUDGET 1981 .....................

The author compares various forms of tax relief for gifts to Extract from the Budget Speech pronouncedby the Min-
charities, politica/parties,churchesand the like offered in a

ister of Finance, Mu/ia Tengku Razaleigh Hamzah, on Oc-
number of countries. Hs conclusion is that .these reliefs tober 17,1980.
may take on more significance where .it is realised that

greatereconomicprogressmay be possible if direct taxation
is moderated and that the social benefit of tax relief for BANGLADESH:BUDGET 1980/81 84................

gifts may exceed its actual cost. Extract from the Budget Speech pronouncedby the Min-
ister of Finance, Mr. MohammedSaifur Rahman, on June
7,1980.CONFERENCEDIARY.... ..................... 66

G. Thimmaiah:
ZIMBABWE: FINANCIALSTATEMENT 1980 ......... 88
Extract from the Financiai Statement presented to the

PERSPECTIVES IN TAX DESIGN AND
House of Assembly by th Minister of Finance on July 24,TAX REFORM ........... , : ...... 67
1980.

The authorpresentsthe economcaspects o: tax design and
tax reform to show their economic-theoreticalfoundations
and to highlight the practical considerations to be taken CUMULATIVE INDEX . 90.........................

into account to make a tax structureoperate in the desired
manner. BIBLIOGRAPHY 91.............................

books 91--

I FA NEWS .................................74 loose-leafservices 95-
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Developments in Latin America

AdiustmentofProfitsfor Inflation
:)AR

m

by Pedro Massone P. *

Vlll. GLOBAL ADJUSTMENTOR THE INTER- principle, not corrected under this method, which in-
MEDIARYSYSTEM volves a great sinplification.

fhe fact that fixed assets and inventories are excludedIn order to overcome the shortcomingsof partial adjust- from the adjustment produces the effect that annualments and at the same time avoid the complexities results will not be equal to actual profits because verywhich are inherent to an interal or complete method, important elements are not corrected Nevertheless thecertain countries have used or are. using a global adjust- aggregate profits of successive periods will tend to be, inment or intermediarysystem. the long run, equal to real profits as calculated under a

The global adjustment covers a greater number of items complete adjustmentmethod.32
as compared with those covered by partial adjustments Although under this method (adjustment of net worth)but it does not adjust all the items appearing in a

a deduction from taxable income is normally allowednbalance sheet in a complete and detailed manner as is
an amount equal to the adjustment of net worth forthe case when an integral or complete mehod is used. inflation, it is also possible (e.g. Chile under the system

The scope of the global system is limited to the adjust- in force up to 1974) that the amount of the adjustment
ment of net worth or to the adjustmentof the working must be allocated or used to revalue fixed assets, in-
capital. The method assumes that income should reflect creasing in this way subsequentdepreciationallowances.
the real differences in net worth or in the working If under this approach the adjustment of net worth is
capital, as the case may be, between the beginning and higher than the correction of xed assets, then the
the end of the taxable period. In order to make the difference can be deducted directly from taxable n-
relevant correction the following items must be adjusted come (in Chile this deduction could be made up to a
t their value at the end of the period: certain percentage of taxable income). However, the

(i) net worth (or working capital) at the beginning of correction of fixed assets is limited by the amount of
the period; the adjustment of net worth. This means that if the

(ii) net worth (or working capital) at the end of the adjusted net worth is less than the adjusted value of

period; and fixed assets a deficit will result and the amount to be

(iii)changes in net worth which occurred during the allocated to the revaluation of fixed assets will be less

period and are not derived from results (prots and than the amount necessary to keep pace with price
losses). mcreases.

Moreover, the increase in the vlue of net worth result-
B. The adjustmentof the working capitaling from the global adjustment is excluded from profits

and is thus exempt from income taxation.
The adjustmentof the working capital is simplificationa

The global system waives the higher degree of accuracy of the adjustment of net worthnethod. This method
that could be achieved by an integral or complete assumes that capital assets are the oldest items of the
method in order to gain simplicity and facilitate im- enterprise and that depreciation, allowances calculated
plementation. The results of the global method are on them must be updated year by year. Thus, every year
therefore less accurate than those of a complete method deprciation allowances of fixed assets are updated
but they are obtainedwith fewer complexities. under coefficients reflecting the change in prices from
There are two main systems of global or intermediary the acquisition date up to the end of the period being
adjustment,namely: adjusted.
(i) adjustment of net worth accounts, as corrected by In addition to the adjustmentof the depreciationallow-depreciationallowances of fixed assets; and

every year(ii) adjustmentof working capital. anc, a globl deduction is allowed which is
related t non-fixed assets (e.g. inventories) and liabili-
ties. Thus the addition of non-fixed assets and liabilities

A. The adjustmentof net worth is adjusted in accordance with the increase in prices
which has occurred during the year.

The adjustmentf net worth (capital propio) covers net
worth accounts (i.e. capital, reserves and results) and * Professorof Tax Law, Valparaiso.allows for the deduction from taxable income of an 32. Macn, Jorge, Nivel de Precios y quidad el Impuestoamount equal to the increase in net worth derived from

en

sobre Ingresos Netos, mimeographedPh.D. thesis, Buenos Aires,the adjustment. Fixed assets and inventories are, in 1971.
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accuracy of its results as compared with those of more

ADDITIONAL INFORMATIONON COLOMBIA sophisticatedmethods.

(see the January 1980 issue of the Bulletin under Due to the complexities of integral djustments some

E. Colombia at p. 13) countries have preferred global or intermediary adjust-
ments which, although they have a wider scope than

Under Decree No. 2,595 of October 26, 1979, partial adjustments, do not adjust balance sheet
which contains regulations to Law 20, the adjust- accounts in detail as is the case with the integral
ment of the cost of fixed assets is calculated on the method.
value as registered on the last day of the year or pe- Some countries first used partial adjustments of a per-
riod preceding that which is being adjusted, as aug- manent nature and then shifted to a global or inter-
mented by previous adjustments. For property ac- mediary system (Argentina, Brazil, Chile'and Uruguay).
quired during the period which s .being adjusted, Those countries which introduced the global system
the adjustment is calculated on the acquisition earlier (Chile and Brazil), after several years of ex-
cost. The cost subject to adjustment is inceased perience, introduceda complete adjustmentsystem.
with the value of improvements introducedduring
the year and reduced by depreciation allowances.

C. Argentina
The cost of property acquired or transferredduring
the year is adjusted proportionally to the holding Law 21,894 of October 27, 1978 amended the
period. Likewise if the tax return covers only part Argentine income tax law ahd introduced the adjust-
of the year, the adjustment is calculated on a pro- ment of taxable profits for inflation. This adjustment is
portionalbasis. applicable to fiscal periods concluded on or after
For immovable property included in fixed assets, January 1, 1978. Taxpayers could choose to have the

the value resulting from the adjustment cannot be new method applied only to fiscal periods concluded on

below the cadastral value. Rights and shares in or after January 1, 1979.
limited liability companies are not adjusted separa- In the message attached to Law 21,894 the adjustment
tely; their adjustment is the result of the adjust- iS described as permanent, global, general and compul-
ment of the company's assets. sory. Nevertheless the scope of the adjustmenthas some

It s necessary to consider that all the rules men- limits as will appear in the following paragraphs. The
tioned above have limited consequnces in that same message states that in periods of inflation the

they only affect the calculation of: income tax must not be levied on nominal profits that

(i) capital gains derived from the transfer of fixed do not reflect a real increase in equity, if the value has

assets, held by the taxpayer for at least two remained equal or has even diminished. The message
years; also explains that although the global method is not as

(ii) the presumed income (8 percent of the net accurate as an integral method the first was chosen

worth); because its operation is easier fr both the taxpayers
(iii) the taxable net Worth; and and the tax administration.

(iv) the value of estates. The global adjustment is applicable to income derived
These rules have no effect in the calculation of by those taxpayers specified by the law, namely: cor-

amortization, depreciation allowances, losses of porations, limited liability companies, partnerships
goods or losses resulting from the transfer of assets, limited by shares and limited partnershipsestablished in
all of which are calculated on the basis of historical Argentina; civil associationsand fdundationsestablished
costs. As to shares, the rules mentioned above in Argentina;companies belongingvholly or partially to

apply only in the calculationof capitl gains arising the government; permanent establishmentsbelonging to
from their transfer. any entities, companies or enterprises established abroad

or to non-resident individuais; and any other company
established in Argentina or proprietorships located in

If the sum mentioned above is positivebecause non- that country.
fixed assets exceed liabilities, the amount of the adjust-
ment is deductible from taxable profits. If, on the The Argentine adjustment is also applicable to: tax-

contrary, the balance of the above sun is negative payers who carry out land subdivisions with urbaniza-

because liabilities exceed non-fixed assets then the tion (building) purposes; taxpayers who sell real

amount of the adjustment is added to taxable profits. property under a condominium system; and profession-
als who simultanously with their professionalactivities

Under the adjustment of the workin capital it is not commercial industrial undertakings.
necessary to update all the items ofthe balance sheet as carry on or

is the case with the integral method, nor is it necessary In order to compute the adjustment it is in principleto regulate in detail the valuation methods, because
normal methods used for tax purposes cn be adopted. necessary to establish the difference between assets and

liabilities at their values at the end of the period
The adjustment of the working capital is less advanced preceding that which is being corrected. There are,
as compared with the adjustment of net worth. It has, however, a number of items which are specifically
however, the advantage of simplicity and easy opera- excluded from assets or from liabilities qualifying for
tion, which features can compensate for the ack of this computation.
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The difference in value between qualifying assets and those current in the market for independent
liabilities computed under the rules is adjusted in the parties; and
same ratio as the increase of the wholesale price index (iv) in case of foreign controlled local enterprises, sums
between the end of the period preceding that which is owed to head offices, owners, related companies,
being adjusted and the end of the period which is being related branches, and controlling entities or in-
adjusted. dividuals domicileabroad for contracts concluded
The assets that are taken into account for the computa- under terms which are different from those current
tion of the Argentine adjustment must be inferred in the market for independentparties.
indirectly because the law follows the method of listing On the other hand, profits received in advance and
those assets which must be excluded from total assets profits representing benefits to be received in future
for computation purposes. Thus, in order to arrive at periods are includd in liabilities.
qualifying assets it is necessary to deduct from total

It is to stress that assets excluded from the 1assets several items, some of which are already protected necessary

from the distorting effects of inflation separately or global adjustment are not necessarily left unadjusted
because some of them are corrected separately underwhich are devoted to the production of non-taxable or

exempt profits. The same approach applies to liabilities. rules enacted before the introduction of the global
adjustment.

In order to calculate the adjustment, the following items
are excluded from qualifying assets (some of them are

As a result of the exclusion of specified assets and

adjusted separately under rules enacted before Law liabilities the starting point of the Argentine method is

21,894), namely: what has been called the monetary net worth (capital
(i) real property and personal property subject to monetario neto). The term, however, is not precise

depreciation (their cost is adjusted separately upon
because it includes not only monetary assets and

sale); liabilities but also stock-in-trade. Thus it rather '

(ii) investments in personal property which is not approaches the concept of working capital.
subject to depreciation (i.e. artistic works, yachts Changes in assets and liabilities which have occurred
and other personal property not producing in- during the period which is being corrected (e.g. increases
come); of paid-in capital, payment of dividends, purchase of

(iii) intangible assets (i.e. goodwill, trademarks,patents, fixed assets, etc.) are not taken into account for
concession rights, etc.) (their cost is adjusted adjustment purposes unless they are made to avoid tax.
separately upon sale); The amount of the adjustment is deducted from taxable

(iv) shares and participations in companies and pay- income if assets exceed liabilities (loss caused by
ments made on account of future contributionsof inflation) or added if liabilities exceed assets (gain
capital; caused by inflation). There are some other items which

(v) inventory of goods in the case of forestry exploi- must be added to taxable income, namely:
tations (their cost is adjusted separatelyupon sale); (i) interest and other income included in exempt

(vi) pending contributions to be made by shareholders; income.33 Income tax exemptions (Whether total
(vii) sums owned by the owner or partner for pending or partial), already established or to be established

contributions or for transactions cncluded under in special laws, regarding documents, bills, bonds
terms which are different from those current in the and other securities issued by the national,provin-
market for independent.parties; cial or municipal governments will not benefit

(viii) in case of foreign controlled local enterprises, sums taxpayrs subject to the global adjustment we are
owed by head offices, owners, related companies, discussing;
related branches, and controlling entities or in- (ii) gains derived from the transfer of securities other
dividuals domiciled abroad for contracts which are than shares; and
not concluded on an arm's length basis; (iii) any updating or increase in the value of debt

(ix) establishment, organization and reorganization ex- claims, securities and foreign currency which has
penses, as well as development, study and research occurred during the period which is being cor-
expenses, as far as they were allowed as a deduc- rected.
tion;

(x) non-deductible expenses and advance payments of The net increase of taxable income that may result from

non-deductibletaxes included in assets; and the adjustment made under the foregoing rules can be

(xi) investments abroad which produce foreign-source subject to taxation immediately or spread by the

income. taxpayer over three fiscal periods (including the period
which is being adjusted), provided the ncome increase
has previously been used to absorb losses, if any, and

Likewise, for adjustment purposes some items are providedalso distributionofprofits is postponed.excluded from liabilities, namely:
(i) provisions or reserves not allowed by the law or

which are above the limits allowed by the law; D. Brazil

Brazil was the second country in Latin America to
(ii) advance payments received on account of future

capital contributions; 33. See Corporate Taxation in Latin America (IBFD, Amster-
(iii) sums owed to the owner or partner for transactions dam), the chapter on Argentina, Section C.1.01.2.1, items (i), (v),

concluded under terms which are different from (ix) and (xiii).
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introduce a global adjustment for inflation, namely the the revised text of the Income Tax Law enacted by
adjustment of the working capital (manuteno do Decree-Law824 of December 31, 1974.
capital de giro prprio) which was used in addition to The Chilean adjustment of net worth (reajuste o
the restatementof the values of fixed assets. revalorizacin del capital propio) could originally be
Besides the monetary restatement of the book value of used on a voluntary basis by taxpayers of Categories
fixed assets already in force (see Section VII. C. above), Three and Four, that is to say, by taxpayers deriving
Decree--Law 401 of December 30, 1968 permitted the income from trade, industry, construction, mining and
deduction from taxable income of an amount reflecting some other similar activities. The method later became
the effects of inflation on a company'sworking capital. compulsory for these taxpayers.
For these purposes the working capital was defined as The Chilean adjustment of net worth assumed that
the capital plus reserves and non-distributedprofits, less inflation produces an erosion of net worth, an apprecia-
the net value of fixed assets. The net value of fixed tion of certain assets and a fictitious increase in nominal
assets is calculated by deducting from their updated rcome. Accordingly, the global adjustment provided
values, the updated amount of depreciationdeductions. for the restatement of net worth, tangible fixed assets
The computation of the wo.rking capital is based on the and securities, and possible reduction of the nominal

openingbalnces of the company's financialyear. profits arising in the period.
In order to avoid a loss of revenue the deduction from The Chilean adjustment of net worth took into account
taxable income of the adjustmentof the working capital the change in the purchasing power of the Chilean
was first limited to 20 percent of taxable profits, but currency between the month preceding the date of
this limit was revoked at the end of 1973. balance sheet closing the period and the same month of

Under Decree-Law 1,338 of July 23, 1974 the monetary the preceding year, such change being measured in
accordance with the cost of living index. However, therestatement of the value of xed assets and

the adjustment of the working capital were changed
decrease in the purchasing power of the Chilean

with a view to improving the basis of the calculation and currency was subsequentlymeasured in accordance with

eliminating some distortions. The new rules also moved
the consumerprice index.

towards an integration of the various adjustment For the purposes of the adjustment, the net worth was

measures. equal to assets less liabilities. Neverthelessadjustable net
worth did not include prots arising in the period.In 1974 it was also established that as from 1975 legal

entities must include positive differences due to mone- Moreover, in computing adjustable net worth, intan-

tary restatements in taxable income while negative gible, nominal, temporary, and other values which do
not represent effective investments were excluded fromdiffrencecould still be deducted as expenses. assets. As from 1964, cntributions to companies other

The statutory official indexes of inflation are applied to than corporations were excluded from assets and up-
the net amounts of their accounts and the result will dated separately. As from 1969 securities were also
indiCate whether the company had a loss or gain on its excluded from assets in computingadjustable net worth.
working capital. If the amount of net worth is greater
than the investment in fixed assets and in shares or Values belonging to owners or shareholders and used in

capital quotas of other companies, there is a loss, if less, the enterprise were computed in calculating adjustable
a gain, on inflation. In order to minimize the tax effect net worth even if they were not formally part of the
on the notional gain on inflation, regulations were capital. For such a computation the original provisions
issued stating that the gain was to be computed to the of Law 13,305 requred that the aforesaid values be
extent that, and only if, deductions were made in used in the enterprise for more than six months in the

computing taxable income, relating to exchange losses relvant period. The new text of the Income Tax Law
and/or monetary restatments on loans obtained to enacted by Article 5 of Law 15,564 specifically
financ fixed assets or investments in shares or capital provided that changes in the capital which occurred
quotas. during the taxable period were to be computed in

The global adjustment in Brazil was revoked by Decree- proportion to that part of the period during which they
were used in the enterprise.Law 1,598 which introducedan integral adjustment.
The difference between the old value of net worth and
its restated value was exempt from any income taxation

E. Chile and was considered as capital for all legal purposes as

from the taxable period following the date of the
Chile was the first Latin American country to provide balance sheet. The text of the Income Tax Law enacted
for a global adjustment of profits for inflation. In fact, by Article 5 of Law 15,564 further specified that the
Law 13,305 of April 6, 1959 amended the Income Tax above provision covered both the enterprise itself and its
Law then in force (i.e. Law 8,419 of April 10, 1946) partners or shareholders.
and introduced the restatement of net worth for The difference between the old value of net worth andnflation (reajuste o revalorizacin del capital propio). its restated value was successively used for:
The global adjustment, with some minor amendments, (i) the revaluation of tangible fixed assets which was

was maintained in the subsequent Income Tax Law calculated by applying to the net book value at the
enacted by Article 5 of Law 15,564 of February 2, beginning of the period the index used for the
1964 and later fully replaced by an integral method in restatement of net worth. The new text of the
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Income Tax Law enacted by Article 5 of Law (ii) the average of the financial assets (namely docu-
15,564 further specified that the revaluation of ments receivable in national currency under terms of
fixed assets was to be computed in proportion to payment that are over a year, including securities
that part of the period during which the asset was and deposits in credit institutions) at the end of
held by the enterprise; each month of the calendar year preceding that in

(ii) the revaluation of securities in order to adjust their which the tax return must be filed is multiplied by
value to their quotation on the stock exchange on the factor established in the Revenue Law; and
the balance sheet date. The new text of the Income (iii) the average of liabilities at the end of each month of
Tax Law enacted by Article 5 of Law 15,564 the calendar year preceding that in which the tax
further specified that if there was no quotation on return is filed multiplied by the factor established
the stock exchange the revaluation of securities was in the Revenue Law.
to be calculated under the index used for the This special deduction is the result of the calculationrestatement of net worth. The revaluationof securi- described in paragraph (i) plus the result of theties was subsequently eliminated by Law 17,073 of calculation described in paragraph (ii) minus the resultDecember31, 1968; and of the calculation described in paragraph (iii). However,(iii) tle deduction from the profits arising in the perioc if the result of the calculation described in paragraphof that part of net worth revaluation which could (iii) is more than the total amount of the calculationsnot be used under the rules discussed above. In described in paragraphs (i) and (ii), the special deduc-order to avid an excessive loss of revenue for the tion will not be available.
treasury this deduction was limited to 10 percent of
taxable income. This limit was subsequently in- The Mexican system is also expected to eventually
creased to 20 percent by the new text of the Income reduce the income tax burden, and thus to discourage
Tax enacted by Article 5 of Law 15,564. indebtedness.35

The text of the Income Tax Law enacted by Article 5 of G. UruguayLaw 15,564 of February 14, 1964 provided that the
whole increment of net worth derived from the adjust- Law 14,948 of November 7, 1979, published in thement was to be capitalized and used to increase the Official Journal of November 12, 1979, introduced aworking capital (capital de explotacin) of the enter- global adjustment of profits for inflation which is toprise. The distribution of such revaluation or its invest-

come into force gradually. As from January 1, 1981ment for purposes other than those of the enterprise only 30 percent of the adjustment is effective. As. fromwere specifically excluded. January 1, 1982 only 60 percent of the adjustment is
The global adjustment in Chile was revoked by Decree- effective. Finally, as from January 1, 1983, the full
Law 824 which introduced an integral adjustment, adjustment is effective.
which is discussed in Section IX. B. below. The Uruguayan adjustment is basically applicable to

ncome derived from the joint utilization of capital and
F. Mexico work as applied to regular profitabl activities.

In order to calculate the adjustment of profits for
A specific provision of the Mexican income tax law inflation, it is necessary to consider the difference
states that taxpayers cannot take into account for tax between assets and liabilities according to their book
purposes any revaluation of. fixed assets or capital. value at the beginningof the period.
The Law of December 22, 1978 published in the This difference between assets and liabilities is adjusted
Official Journal of December 29, 1978 amended the in accordance with the percentage of increase in the
Income Tax Law of December31, 1964 and established wholesale price ndex between the end of the period
a special deduction from taxable income. For all income preceding that which is being adjusted and the end of
tax returns to be filed during 1979 the special deduction this period.
Was calculated under special rules. In computing the adjustmentcertain items are excluded
The special deduction is available for enterprises. Devel- from qualifyingassets, namely:
opment companies (sociedades de fomento), credit (i) assets devoted to the production of non-taxable
institutions, insurance institutionsand auxiliary credit income;
organizations are not eligible for this special deduction. (ii) fixed assets (fixed assets are, however, revalued
The special deduction is calculated as follows: under rules discussed at the beginning of Section
(i) the depreciation allowance for goods acquiredup to VII. G. above); and

December 31, 1978 is multiplied by the factor (iii)investments in other enterprises (shares, however,
established in the Revenue Law enacted every are included in assets).
year.34 The depreciation allowance for goods If some assets are devoted to the production of
acquired after December 31, 1978 is multiplied by non-taxable income, then a proportional part of liabili-
the relevant factor appearing in a list established in ties is not included for adjstmentpurposes.
the Revenue Law and taking into account the

Changes in assets and liabilities which have occurrednumber of years elapsed from December 31, 1978
to December 31 of the year preceding that in which 34. The factor is established on the basis of price increases.
the income'tax return is filed; 35. Comercio Exterior, Vol. 29, No. 1, January 1979, at 36.
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during the period which is being corrected are not taken If, for instance, there is cash on hand or a one-year loan

into account for computation purposes. However, if is granted at the beginning of the period and during this

such changes are made to avoid tax, the tax administra- period the general price level increases by 50 percent,
tion can tret them as if they occurred at the beginning then, at the end of the period, the enterprisewill suffer

of the period. a loss equal to 50 percent of that cash or loan. On the

If eligible assets exceed liabilities the adjustment is other hand, if a one-year debt is incurred at the

treated as a loss caused by inflation and deducted from beginning of the period the enterprise will derive a

taxable income. If liabilities exceed eligible assets, the profit equal to 50 percent. Such results are not taken

adjustment is treated as a gain caused by inflation and into account under traditional accounting methods.36

added to taxable income. Under the integral adjustment, monetary items (assets
and liabilities) are not updated and remain unchanged
because nominal values and values current at the end of

IX. THE INTEGRALADJUSTMENT the period are the same. In fact, monetary iterns consist
of cash on hand or the contractual amount of rights to

Under the integral adjustment, also known as price level be paid or received which do not need adjustment for

accounting, taxable profits are calculated taking into tax purposes because at the end of the period their

account: (i) an adjustment of trade or business results nominal value is equal to their real value.37

for inflation; and (ii) the computation of results Although profits or losses producedby inflation derived
produced by inflation. from monetary items are included the balance sheet,
Trade or business results represented by the difference they are also reflected in the results (profits or losses)
between sales and costs are adjusted by means of through the adjustment of non-monetary assets and

ndexes reflecting changes in the price level between the liabilities. In fact, under the double entry technique, the

date of acquisitionof goods nd services forming part of real transfer of wealth is made through a counter entry
costs and the date on which income arises. in non-monetary assets and liabilities and the sum of

The results produced by inflation represent transfers of adjusted non-monetary items is necessarily equal to

wealth from the enterprise to its debtors and from its monetary items of the balance sheet.

creditors to the enterprise, which transfers arise in On the other hand, non-monetary items (e.g. foEed

inflationary periods in connectionwith claims and debts assets, inventories, deferred expenses, net worth

particularly if they are not linked to price level indexes. accounts, results accounts) maintain their intrinsic or

The integral method takes into consideration the two real value in inflationary periods but they are registered

types of results mentioned above in calculating real or
in accordance with the value that the currency had at

adjusted profits. The method Changes or corrects finan- the moment of their inclusion into financial records,
cial statements in order to have all items shown or

which value is different from the value of currency at

expressed in monetary units representing the same
the end of the period. Therefore non-.monetary items

purchasing power. The integral method therefore covers
are expressed in nominal values which do not reflect

not only the adjustment of fixed assets and inventories their real values and must therefore be updated or

but also other items of the balance sheet to keep pace adjusted to the value of currency at the end of the

with changes in the acquisitionpower of currency. period.

The integral method considrs that nominal results As shown above, the integral adjustment is aimed at

arising during inflation and calculated under traditional correcting all the distorting effects produced by infla-

accounting principles must be converted into real results tion on financial statements and is not limited to

(i.e. results adjustd for inflation) and that for this neutralizing those effects distorting replacement costs.

purpose it is necessary: (i) to restate costs; and (ii) to With the integral method,the corporate income tax is

include the results produced by inflation in taxable not levied on nominal or fictitious profits but on real

prots.
The integral method assumes that the items of the

36. Ajustes del Impuesto sobre las Utilidades.... at 14. Even

balance sheet (assets and liabilities)are out of date:
measures to adjust debts for inflation can produce profits whch

are in fact derived from inflation. For instance, in some countries
However a distinction is made between monetary and loans and financing can be linked to price indexes. In Argentina,
non-monetary items. The first group includes monetary Brazil and Chile the increase in the amount of claims due to their

assets (cash on hand, deposits in banks, receivables the adjustment for nflation under price indexes was not computed in

amount of which is established in contracts) and calculating taxable ncome or was exempted from income

monetary liabilities (short and long term debts). taxation. On the other hand, the adjustment of debts (liabilities)
for inflation and interest payable by the debtor was deductible

During inflation the holder of monetary assets which are for the debtor when calculatinghis income tax liability.

not linked to price indexes loses purchsingpower while It was, under these rules (which are no longer in force), very

debtors gain through the reduction of the ral value of protable to borrow money and to invest it in adjustable

their debts. Inflation hits holders of monetary assets
securities because the increase in nominal value of claims was not

taxable while the increase of debts and interest payable were

(e.g. creditors of debts not linked to price ndexes) even deductible in calculating taxable profits. An unreasonable reduc-
more heavily than owners of other assets because the tion of the income tax liability was in this way allowed. Moreover
nominal value of non-monetary assets increases with the system fostered indebtedness and investments in those

inflation. The monetary values which are not adjusted securities which were linked to price indexes.

are precisely those which produce effects from inflation. 37. Provided they are not indexed.
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profits which as a consequence of inflation can be corporations domiciled abroad. Individuals are also
higher or lower than nominal profits. deemed to be legal entities for income tax purposes if
The purpose of having the different items of financial they organize their business as a sole proprietorshipand
statements expressed in a homogenous currency is not in some other circumstances.

only to provide for the maintenance of the value of Open companies and legal entities, the net worth of
tangible assets as is the case with partial adjustments which exceeds a certain amount at the beginning of the
based on replacement costs, but also to restate or adjust taxable period (195 million Cruzeiros for 1980), shall
resources appearing there in order to take into account use an auxiliary record (razo auxiliar) where the values
changes in the purchasing power of currency and to subject to adjustment are not expressed in Brazilian
measure the real value or equity of an enterprise. currency but in the number of Adjustable Bonds of the

This means that the integral adjustment or price level National Treasury which represents such values. Other

accounting aims at using the monetary unit to make the taxpayers subject to adjustment for inflation can choose

value of balance items homogenous and to adjust the to use the auxiliary record or to correct directly the

original value of items to a current and single unit, i.e. amount of Cruzeiros appearing in their accounts. 1the value of the urrency at the end of the period. The new Brazilian system takes into account the
decrease in the purchasing power of Brazilian currencyUnder the integral method a taxable profit arises only between the last blance sheet and the balance sheet towhen there is an increase in the enterprise'snet worth as
be corrected, such decrease being measured inmeasured in currency of the same purchasing power.

accor-

dance with the variation in the par value of AdjustableResults arising in the taxable period are equal to the
difference between net assets at the beginningand at the Bonds of the National Treasury.
end of the period, both expressed in currency having the The Brazilian law assumes that inflation produces an

ame purchasingpower. appreciation of permanent assets and a loss in the value
The integral adjustment achieves a higher degree of of net worth. The adjustment for inflation therefre

equity as compared to partial adjustment because the applies to the following items appearing in the balance
first takes into account both losses and gains derived sheet:

from inflation (as shown above, real profits can be i) accounts representing permanent assets (ativo per-

higher than nominal profits) while partial adjustment is manente), namely, investments having a permanent
aimed only at reducing taxable profits. nature (investimentos), fixed assets (ativo imovi-

lizado) and deferred assets (ativo diferido);The integral adjustment can produce results which are (ii) depreciation, amortizatiori or depletion allowanees
higher or lower than nominal results, increasing or on permanent assets;
reducing taxable profits, while partial adjustments can (iii)provisions for probable losses on the disposal of
only benefit taxpayers by reducing their taxable profits. investment;
However, integral adjustmentor price-levelaccounting is (iv) immovable property held for sale by enterprises
more complex than partial adjustments and by being engaged in real estate trade; the adjustment of this
more accurate it can be less favorable to enterprises as property, however, is vOluntary for the taxpaer;whole. and

Moreover, if inventories are valued according to the (v) net worth accounts, namely, capital, capital reserves,
price level which is current at the end of the period, the profit reserves, revaluation reserves, accumulated
adjusted value of inventories can exceed replacementor profits or losses and other reserves.

market values. In this case the value of inventoriesmust
be reduced to such replacement or market values, in Changes in adjustable items during the taxable period
order to avoid excessive taxation. are taken into account for computing the adjusment

(the same approach is followed in Chile but not in
Argentina and Uruguay). Moreover, the taxpayer is

A. Brazil specifically allowed to adjust balance sheets prepared
during the taxable period.

Decree-Law 1,598 of December 22, 1977 introduced The adjustment for inflation does not apply to in-
new rules governing the adjustment of taxable profits ventories other than mmovable property held for sale
for inflation. As from taxable periods beginning in 1978 by enterprises engaged in real estate trade. Moreover,
the old adjustment of fixed assets and working capital technical reserves of insurance companies are not
(global adjustment) was replaced by the adjustment of affected by the adjustmentand bear no influence on net
permanent assets and net worth (integral adjustment). profits. Finally, profits shown in intermediary balance
The new system is compulsory for all legal entities sheets or in the final balance sheet cannot be adjusted
domiciled in Brazil, inclusive of firms and individuals for inflation durig the same taxable period in which
who for tax purposes are treated as legal entities (other they arise.

than exempt persons). The adjustment for inflation does not specificallycover
For the above purposes, it is necessary to take into monetary fluctuations (i.e. adjustments of a taxpayer's
account that all legal entities operatingwithin Brazil are credits and liabilities according to the applicable ex-
taxable as corporations domiciled in Brazil and are change rate or other correction coefficients, whether
subject to the corporate income tax. This rule includes required by legal or contractual provisions).However, a

subsidiaries, branches, agencies and representatives of gain made as a result of monetary fiuctuation, whether
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by adjustment of credits or liabilities or b realization sheet. The system does not cover, however, the value of

thereof, shall be included in profits. Moreover, any loss inventories. The Brazilian system is rather complicated,
resulting from such monetary fluctuatin can be de- especially for those enterprises compelled to use the
ducted from profits. auxiliary record. This complication, however, is an

The difference between the restated value of adjustable unavoidable price which must be paid in order to reach

items and their book balance is registered in the account a more accurate result.

where the relevant item is posted. Likewise, increases in
the net worth items derived from the adjustment for B. Chile
infiation are registered in a reserve fund which can be
used to offset negative balances. Chile was the first country in Latin America to

The counter-entries of the adjustments of permanent ntroduce an integral adjustment method. Decree-Law

assets and net worth accounts are registered in a special 824 published in the Official Journal of December 31,

adjustment account (conta de correo monetaria) 1974 replaced the adjustment of net worth (global
which is treated as a profit and loss account. The adjustment) by the adjustment of assets and liabilities

adjustment of permanent assets is registered as a credit (integral adjustment) for taxable periods ending in 1975

in the special adjustmentaccount and the adjustmentof and subsequentyears.

net worth ccounts is registered as a debit in the special The Chilean adjustment is compulsory for enterprises
adjustmentaccount. subject to First Category income tax on their actual

If the restatement of net worth accounts exceeds the profits as shown in a balance sheet. This means that the

adjustment of permanent assets, a loss produced by adjustment is applicable to corporations, legal entities

inflation is reflected through a debit balance in the and individual enterprises not specifically exempt on

special adjustment account. This debit balance can be their unearned income and business income.

deducted in calculating taxable profits. Values or amounts are generally corrected in accordance

If, however, the restatement of permanent assets ex-
with changes in the consumer price index during the

ceeds the adjustment of net worth accounts, a profit period covered by the adjustment or, more precisely,
derived from inflation is reflected through a credit between the last day of the second month preceding the

balance in the special adjustment account. The credit date opening the period and the last day of the month

balance of the special adjustment account is computed preceding the date closing the period. There are,

in calculating the taxable profits but the taxpayer can however, some deviations from this rule.

choose to defer taxation of that part of the credit The Chilean system assumes that inflation produces an

representingunrealized inflationaryprofits. appreciation of assets, an increase of debts in foreign
Inflationary profits are equal to the credit balance of currency or linked to price indexes, and a loss on the

the special adjustment account minus the negative opening value of net worth. The adjustment for nfla-

balance of monetary fluctuations computed in calculat- tion covers, therefore, all items appearing in the balance

ing net profits of the relevant period. If the balance of sheet closing the period, inclusive of those entered

monetary fluctuations is positive their inflationary during the period, and net worth.

profits are equal to the credit balance of the special The principal items covered by the adjustmentare listed

adjustment account. Monetary f[uctuations include by the law, which also specifies the adjustment
adjustments of the taxpayer's credits and liabilities standards, as follows:

according to the applicable exchange rate or other (i) the book value of tangible fixed assets whether in
correction coefficients, whether required by legal or existence at the beginning of the period or acquir-
contractualprovisions. ed during this period is corrected in accordance

Inflationary profits which are realized during the period with changes in the consumer price index during
must be subject to taxation therein and are calculated the whole period or during the period the asset was

by applying the percentage that the aggregate infla- held by the enterprise, as the case may be;
tionary prots bear on the value of certain assets (i.e. (ii) the amount effectively paid for goodwill, mining
on permanent assets and inventory of immovable property and concessions,production rights, trade-

property held for sale by enterprises engaged in real marks, patents and usufructs is corrected in accor-

estate trade) to the aggregate of specified items reflect- dance with changes in the consumer price index;
ing realization of the aforesaid profits (i.e. the value of (iii). the value of shares in stock corporations is cor-

assets owned at the beginning of the period and rected in accordance with changes in the consumer

disposed of during the period; depreciation, amortiza- price index. Stock dividends do not change the

tion and depletion allowed as a deduction during the aggregate value of shares held by the taxpayer in

period; and prots and dividends derived from invest- the issuing company; however, enterprises which

ments received during the period. The aggregate are not habitually engaged in the transfer of shares,

infiationary profits include inflationaryprofits derived bonds and debentures must exclude the above

from the relevant period and inflationary profits from items from their assets and exclude from their

earlier periods which have not yet ben taxed. liabilities any loan or financing used for the

acquisition of said securities;
The Brazilian system of adjustment of profits for (iv) participations in companies are corrected in accor-

nflation can be considered to be an integral method dance with changes in the consumer price index

because it reflects changes in most items of a balance but are subsequently adjusted in accordance with
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the net worth of the company where the participa- iS not easy to find instances where this supplementary
tion is held; prvision can be applied.

(v) the acquisition value or direct cost of tangible The restatement of the value f different items must be
property representing stock in trade held by the registered in the account where the relevant item isenterprise on the closing date is restated in registered. The counter-entriesof such adjustmentsmustaccordancewith replacementcosts;38 be posted in a special adjustment account (correccin(vi) the value of foreign currency and gold coins is monetaria) which reflects gains and losses produced bycorrected in accordance with the quoted price on inflation:
the date closing the period; (i) the increase in the value of assets is debited to the(vii) the amount of debt claims in foreign currency or account where the relevant asset is registered andlinked to price indexes is corrected in accordance credited to the special adjustment account on thewith the quoted price of the foreign currency or in assumptionthat such increase in value is a gain;accordance with the relevant index, as the case (ii) the increase in the amount of debts and obligationsmay be; is credited to the account where the relevant(viii) expenses and costs which must be deferred to liability is registered and debited to the specialsubsequentperiods are correctedin accordancewith adjustment account on the assumption that such
changes in the consumerprice index; increase in the amount of debts and obligations is a(ix) the amount of debts or obligations in foreign loss; and
currency or linked to price indexes which are (iii) the increase in net worth is credited to an account
pending on the date closing the period is corrected reflecting the adjustment of net worth (revalo-in accordance with the quoted price of the foreign rizacin del capital propio) and debited to the
currency or in accordance with changes in the special adjustment account on the assumption thatrelevant index, :as the case may be; it is necessary to proteCt the owner's capital from

(x) the amount of goods, rights, debts and obligations the distorting effects of inflation and avoid taxa-
the correction of which is not specified by the law tion on nominal increaseS of same.
must be corrected in the way to be establishedby
the tax administration;and

(xi) the amount of net worth (capital propio) t the
38. Unless the taxpayer can substantiate with documents and
other proof that the replacement cost is lower, the replacementbeginning of the period is corrected in accordance cost is establishedunder the following rules:

with changes in the consumer price index during for goods acquired in Chile:
the period. For these purposes the net worth is -- if goods similar to those to be corrected were acquired durig
equal to assets (exclusive of intangible, nominal, the second semester of the period, the replacement cost is
temporary, ordinary and similar values which do deemed to be equal to the highest acquisition price of the
not represent an effective investment) less liabili- period;
ties. Assets belonging to the owner or shareholder

-- if no such acquisition took place during the second semester

used for the purposes of the business are included of the period but during the firt semester of this period, the
in assets for calculatingnet worth. replacement cost is deemed to be equal to the highest

acquisition price of th first semester, as corrected in

In computing the adjustment, changes in net worth and accordance with the changes in the consumer price index

other items during the taxable period are normally during the second semester;
if such acquisition took place during the whole period the

--

notaken into account as from. the date on which they replacement cost is deemed to be equal to the book valu at
occur. the end of the preceding period, as corrected in accordance

Although the Chilean adjustment is very comprehensive, with changes in the consumer price index during the whole
there are, however, a few items which are not covered. period;
In fact, for adjustment purposes, individuals must for goodsacquredabrad

--

exclude from their accounting records goods and debts if goods similar to those to be corrected were imported
during the second semester of the period the replacementwhich do not relate to the production of profits subject cost is deemed to be equal to the value of the lastto the corporate income tax (First Category Income importation (i.e.: c.i.f, value plus customs duties and

Tax) or which do not pertain to the enterprise's clearance xpenses);
ordinary business, activities or transactions. -- if no such importation tookplace during the second semester

of the period but during the rst semester of this period, the
Moreover, enterprises which are not habitually engaged replacement cost is deemed to be equal to the value of the
in the transfer of shares, bonds and debentures must last importationas corrected in accordance with variations in
exclude the above items from their assets and exclude the exchange rate of the relevant foreign currency dUring the
fron their liabilities any loan or financing used for the second semester;
acquisition of said securities. -- if no such importation took place dring the whole period

the replacementcost is deemed to be equal to the book value
The value of goods, rights, debts and obligations the at the end of the precedingperiod as corrected in accordance
correction of which is not specifically provided by the with variations in the exchange rate of the relevant foreign
law nor specifically excluded by it under the rules just currency during the whole period;

for goodsproducedby the taxpayermentioned above must be corrected in the manner -- the replacement cost is deemed to be equal to the replacerestablished by the tax administration. The com- ment cost of raw materials (as establishedunder rules shownprehensive nature of the Chilean adjustment is well above) plus labor n accordance with their cost during the
illustrated by this provision as well as by the fact that it last month of production.
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If the increase in the value of liabilities and net worth introduction, its widespread use by taxpayers demands a

exceeds the increase in the value of assets then a net loss period of development, spreading and training because
from inflation is reflected through a debit balance in the in most developing countries it is known to a few

special adjustment account which must be deducted in experts only.
calculating taxable profits. Even in those countris where the integral adjustment
On the other hand, if the increase in the value of assets method is better known there are issues for which an

exceeds the increas in the value of liabilities and net agreement has not been reached or which are still being
worth then a net profit from inflation is reflected discussed. It is, therefore, jnconvenient to introduce
through a debit balance in the special adjustment directly integral methods in countrieswhere adjustment
account which must be added to taxable profits. In is just beginning to be used. In these countries the
Chile there is no possibility of deferring taxation on complete adjustment can be a nal target to be reached
these prots as is the case in other countries, namely gradually after going through partial and intermediary
Argentina, Brazil en Uruguay. levels of adjustment.

Finally, another feature that must always be kept in
mind is that adjustment measures are aimed at improv-

X. FINAL REMARKS ing equity and economic efficiency. They can, however,
create new inequalities and discriminations which can

The scope of this article has been limited to the encourage economic decisions similar to incentives (e.g.
adjustment of taxable profits for inflation and to show more intensive use of capital, indebtedness,etc.). This is

briefly the principal systems used and provisons enacted not an undesirable feature by itself but it can be so if
for that purpose in Latin American countries. Even so, those consequences are not taken into account when

the subject appears to bea very complex one. introducing a particular provision or system, especially
The introduction of adjustment measures has usually if that provision or system is not in line with political
been a slow process which in certain countries has not decisions of the government.
yet begun. In other countries adjustmentmeasures have
reached incipient stages and have a partial nature, while
in a few countriesmore sophisticatedmethods are being
used.

The extent and sophistication of adjustment measures
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TaxTreatmentof Donatons
forPublicBenefit
by H.W.T. PEPPER

1. INTRODUCTION

There are considerable differences between countries in the matter Of tax

relief for donations by taxpayers to good causes. Some countres have no Contents

relief provisions, perhaps considerng that charitable or public-sprited I. Introduction

impulses may assure the donor of an ultimat place in the paradise of his
particularreligion, and that he should not also require tax relief./

Il. Current trends

Ill. Restrictionsonrelief - Sponsorship
Until quite recently there has been a continuing trend in industralcountries IV. Political donations

for governments to take on ever-ncreasng liabilities n the educational, V. Maintenance of churches, mosques,

medical, amenity, and social welfare felds, at an ever-mountng cost in temples, etc.

taxation, and, some would argue, in the diminution of the self.reliance and VI. Fiscal soverignty
initiative of the average citizen. The inhabitant of a modern welfare state VI I. Position in certain countries:

was, in the view ofsome experts, likely to expect more and more to be done A. Britain

for him by the state instead of using the assurance that he would never be B. Ireland
C. U.S.A.

le to starve or his family to suffer whateverhis economc misfortunes, as a D. Canada, Japan, Europe
sold base from which to lead a more hard-workingand creative life. E. Malaysia & Singapore

One factor in the area of people doing things for themselves instead of VI l l. Respective merits of relief for outright

looking to governments, is the creation and support Of organisations which gifts and covenanted annuities

provide various socal benefits on a voluntay basis, usually nvolving
IX. Conclusion

donations by those able to provide cash, and servce by those willing to give
up some of their leisure hours.

The tax treatment of donations to bodies which exist to render public
service was the most generous in the U.S.A., which also, latterly, was a

world-leader in the fieldf industrial innovationand productivty. Curiously
enough, though the events are not necessarily connected, since tax relief for
charitable contributions was slashed by the Reform Act of 1976, the
economic growth rate in the US has shaply declined, and the tax burden,
taking into account Federal, State, and City and local levies, has increased.

Il. CURRENTTRENDS laws, has been to make legislature keep a more careful
watch on the ever-expandingcost of administration.

A revolt against the apparently inexorable rise in the tax A somewhat similar trend has commenced in the UK
burden came to a head in California, a State where with the accession in May 1979 of a onservative
legislation may be initiated by voters, in the shape of Government, which has materially reduced direct taxa-

Proposition 13, a proposal, eventually adopted, for tion and announced a 5-year plan which should en-

severely reducing the levy of property tax. The effect of courage people to do more for themselves and expect
Proposition 13 was to force the State Government to less from Government.The natural concomitantto such
take a serious look at its expenditures, reduce the a policy was the introduction, in the second (26 March,
number of its civil servants, and effect various econo- 1980) Budgt of the new Government,of improvements
mies. in the (previously very restricted) tax relief for dona-

A further attempt to reduce taxation, this time to halve tions to charity referred to later in this text, in contrast

the State income tax, in the shape of Proposition 9, to the restrictionsby the USA in 1976.

was recently voted down by the Californian taxpayers A government may reasonably encourage citizens pre-
who were evidently worried that basic services and pared to take on, at private sector expense, some of the
welfare expenditures by the State might be threatened. services that Government would otherwise have to
Nevertheless the overall effect of both propositions,not provide by granting tax reliefs, but there obviously have

only on California, but on other States with similar to be limitations.
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Ill. RESTRICTIONSON RELIEF the USA has also recently introduced modest relief for
political donations by individuals --

up to a maximum
Some countries limit tax relief to charities. These of $ 100 for an individual and $ 200 for a married
have been defined in UK case law- and the definition is couple -- to the political party of choice. This has some-

widely adopted in other countries -- as bodies estab- thing to recommend it in helping to preserve a demo-
lished for the advancement of education, or religion, oz cratic system of helping to keep alive various parties
the relief of poverty, or for other purposes beneficial to that might one day form an alternative government,by
the public. Bodies have to be officially approved as popular vote, when the governing party falls out of
charities under the law, and remain under some favour and is defeated at the polls when its legal term
jurisdiction to ensure that their activities are consistent has expired.
with their established aims. These bodies cover such a

vast field, and are to some extent in competition with,
or opposition to ech other, so that wastage must occur V. MAINTENANCE OF CHURCHES, MOSQUES,
and wholesale tax relief involve undue revenue loss. TEMPLES ETC.
Examples of conflict are the existence of bodies to
promote medical research alongside others which Although in the Middle Ages the Christian churches in
oppose the use of live animals for research, which the Europe used to levy tithes and other taxes, the
former bodies would consider essential; and societies for system has largely been discontinued.I the case of land
the promotion of family planning exist alongside others subjected to such levies in the past, the sums due have
which oppose articial birth control. sometimes been bought out or abolished by law.

Some of the levies made in Muslim countries still surviveThe problem is not a simple one and European countries
limit the revenue cost by restricting relief to a percen- (zacat, fitrah, ushr etc.) though they have less impor-
tage of turnover or income, rather than by attempting

tance than in the early days of their introduction.

qualitative judgements. On the other hand there is W. Germany is prominent among basically Christian
reasonable unanimity among nations in exempting from countries in levying a Church Tax upon all
income tax the income of approved charities, and these individuals -- the rate varies accordingly to the district,
bodies may also benefit from relief from local taxation usually it falls between 8 percentand 10 percent -- who
such as property taxes. are members of the Jewish, Protestant, and Roman

Catholic churches. The taxpayersmay indicate to which
church he wishes the money to go, and for non-church-

Sponsorship goers the money may go to social welfare. There is relief
from income tax in respect of the church tax paid byA very old method of business support for good the individual. Similar levies are made in.Denmark and

causes is that of sponsorship, whereby a conrercial in Liechtenstein, while in Switzerland there are
firm will bear the cost of some charitable enterprise Cantonal levies, the proceeds of which are divided by(including sporting events and art exhibitions), and in the governmentsamong the churches.
return look for some advertising benefit from the
resulting publicity. Sometimes the advertisingvalue may Although modern states ae much more secular than was

far outweigh the cost to the firm, but in any case such the case in earlier centuries, it is clear that a case nay be
costs are normally deductible, without restriction, made out for tax relief on donations for the benefit of

except for the usual tests of relevance and whether the orthodox religion of an established nature, if one

expense is capital or recurring in nature, in computing accepts that broadly speaking, such religions are an

the firm's taxable profits. influence for the upholding of moral values generally.
The matter is discussed at greater legth later in theseAt present the scope of commercial sponsorship seems notes.

to be extending widely and governments are coming to
realise that tax relief is less costly to them than
providing various things for the public good entirely out VI. FISCAL SOVEREIGNTY
of public funds.

One factor n the quantity or generosity of relief for
donations for charitabl causes, towards preserving or

IV. POLITICAL DONATIONS extending the National Heritage, is the factor of fiscal
sovereignty.

It is not usual for countries, to give tax relief for A democratic government which has a mandate from
business donations to, political parties, or the the voters to govern the country should have the right
campaigns of particular political candidates. There is, to apply tax revenues to public and social services as it
however, a tendency in some countries for politicians to chooses. If donations to good causes in the widest
try to raise substantial campaign funds from trading sense were fully tax-deductible, wealthier taxpayers
organisations in sympathy with their political aims, a might be able to erode unduly their tax base and in
tendency which may to some extent pervert the cause effect usurp the prerogative of the Government to the
of democracy if donors then expect some kind of extent that their donations took directions not deemed
pay-off. to be the most urgent or essential charge upon the
W. Germany and Holland, however, allow relief for the public revenue.

cost of individual membership of political parties, and As mentioned above, restrictions tend to be imposed
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somewhat unimaginatively by limiting total relief to a To a degree Ireland has followed the British system of

percentage of income etc. but otherwise allowed in allowing annual payments under deeds of covenant etc.

respect of a wide spectrum of charitable objects. Some in favour of certain institutions, but the covenantsmay
countries, however, restrict the objectives rather than be for 3 ears or more. The institutions are limited to:
the quantum of relief -- see notes on Ireland and (a)

,

universities or colleges for research or for teaching
Malaysia/Singapore.A new approach, for, e.g., a govern- the natural sciences; and
ment that deliberately set out to reduce its own grants (b) bodies connected with the U.N. Council ofor
for specic social purposes, and to encourage the

Europe in the eld of human rights.financing being taken over from the private sector,
could provide special relief for donations towards those In addition covenants for 7 year or more covering
purposes. annual payments to individuals for their own use, or to

named individuals qualify the payer for relief.

From 1973 direct payments to Irish universities for
Vll. POSITION IN CERTAIN COUNTRIES research or for teaching approved subjects (defined as

ndustrial relations, marketing, and any other subject
A. Britain approved by the Minister of Finance) qualify for relief

without the need for annualisationunder a covenant.
Relief for charitable donations in Britain had, until

1980, been restricted in two ways. Only donationsmade Although tax relief for donations in Ireland seems

by way of covenanted payments under a deed for a unusually restrictive, it is perhaps indicative of the

period of 7 or more years were admissible, and the tax enthusiasm of taxpayers to use and expand any relief

relief for an individual only extended to tax at the provisions that exist, that the term natural sciences n

standard rate, most recently 30 percent; if the taxpayer
the relief section has in practice been defined to cover

paid at higher rates, which had been as high as 98 two foolscap pages of subjects ranging from astronomy

percent up to the year 1978-79, he would still have to to zoology, from meteorology to paleontology, and

bear tax on his paymentsup to a top rate of 68 percent. mathematicsto parasitology.
In practice annual payments are made net of tax by the
donor and the charity claims a tax refund from the Tax C. U.S.A.
Department. No capital gains tax is claimed on gifts to
charities. Tax relief for donations in the USA has for long been

The changes introducedby the March 1980 Budget were
more lavish than that in W. European countries, a factor
which has handsomelybenefitted a number of American

a reduction of the minimumperiod for a covenant from
institutions. Before the Tax Reform Act of 1976,7 to 4 years, and an increase in the tax relief. For total

an

individual could erase the whole of his income tax
annual donations up to £ 3,000 per annum the recipient liabilityby sUitably timed donations.For example, work
charity will now be able to claim back tax up to the full

a

of art given to a public gallery would qualify the donor
rate incurred by the donor -- the current maximum tax
rate is 75 percent. As regards Capital Transfer Tax (= gift for a deduction equal to the current market value of the

tax on gifts inter vivos + succession tax on bequests) oeuvre, even though it had been bought originally for a

ther is now exemption on the first £ 200,000 of much lower price. Moreover, no gift tax liability would

bequests to charities (including gifts within a year of arise.

death) from C.T.T. and the tax also does not apply to There was a build-up of propagandaand public indigna-
gifts made to charities during the taxpayer's lifetime, tion against what was seen as over-generousrelief to the
whatever the quantum of those gifts. rich, which finally resulted in the complicated restric-

tion of the 1976 Reform lw. It seems possible that the
Where a business firm makes donations to charities in agitation was overdone in not paying sufficient heed to
the widest sense by way of sponsorship in such a way the fact that benefactions to art galleries etc., night
that the firm obtains a return for its money in the form consequentially decline, which might involve greater
ofadvertising,thecostofthesponsorshipmaywell qualify governmental subsidies involving greater tax liability on
for a deduction in computing profits as advertising taxpayers as a whole.
expenditure. Further it is established practice to allow
deductions of relatively modest amounts that a firm Tax relief in the US for donations, or contributions,
may be more or less obliged to make to local charities in is still more generous than in Europe, and is conceivably
its area of operations, and where gifts are made to a factor in the long-term movement of art treasures to

charities from whose operations employees of the firm the American continent. A deduction of up to 50

may benefit, such gifts also would probably qualify for percent of the income of the year is now available and

deduction. any surplus of contributionsmay be carried forward for
another 5 years. There are, however, marked changes in

B. Republic of Ireland the treatment of capital gains liability where an appre-
ciated asset is donated, and other ceilings limiting relief.

Although a great deal of charitable work in the medicl Ther are, of course, other material differences between
and educational fields has been done over the years by Europe and the USA in that more activities are in the

religious orders in Ireland, to the great benet of the private sector than, e.g., in Britain and some other
people and the Government, tax relief for charitable European countries. Public utilities (Electricity,gas, and
donationsin Ireland is curiously restrictive. water supply, collection of garbage) are almost totally in
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private sector hands in the US. Traders to some extent board set up under the tax law under the chairmanship
discipline members of their trade, in somewhat the same of the Minister of Finance, qualify their benefactors,
way as professionalbodies, by setting up Better Business whether individual or corporate, for a straight deduction
Bureaux to investigate complaints from the public etc., from ncome in respect of the sum contributed.There is
which tasks might in Britain, for example, be performed no restriction as to amount.
by the govemment's Office of Fair Trading and other Fund-raisers are thoroughly used to the need for
governmental agencies. The S.E.C. (Stock Exchange obtaining ofcial (tax) approval, because the first
Commission) also does more to control corporate ethics reaction of a would-be donor is to ask whether his
than private sector bodies in other western countries. donation would be tax-deductible, In practice the

governments have benefitted handsomely over the

D. Canada, Japan, Europe
decades from civic pride and local nitiative in the
construction of schools and other socially-beneficial

~

In Canada there is also an over-riding maximum deduc- buildings at a greatly reduced cost to public revenue.

tion from ncome for charitable contributions -- the Apart from the fact that the cost in tax relief is less than
the total cost if the government had to do the building,maximum is 20 percent, while in Japan the maximumis it is likely that the work will be executedmore cheaply15 percent. if done charitble enterprise by members ofas a a

In Europe, Spain follows the more usual pattern of communit who may well be personally acqainted
granting direct relief for charitable donations. Indivi- with the suppliers and building contractors. To finance
duals may obtain a credit of 15 percent of their gifts to the project the fund-raisersnaturally start by requesting
qualifying charities, or to certain public bodies. In each donations from the wealthier members of the commu-
case there is a ceiling of 10 percent of taxable income nity, but also collect a great deal from others in lower
for ranking donations. Companies may deduct from brackets.
income donations to qualifying charities up to a ceiling Religious bodies do not qualify when they seek fundsof 10 percent of taxable income. for the maintenance propagation of their particularor

Belgium gives tax recognition to gifts to universities, faith. The line taken is that to a large extent religions
Royal Academies, museums, charities, and for scientific compete with each other -- there are many functioning
research with a maximum of 10 percent of the total net in Malysia/Singapore including Buddhism, Confucia-
ncome of the donor, or B.Fr. 10,000,000,whichever is nism, Christianity, Hinduism and the various other
the less. Holland allows a maximum of 10 percent of religions of India, Islam, and Taoism, apart from the
total income for ndividuals, and of 3 percent of profits numeru sects and cults which seek adherents in the
for companies. modmworld.

Luxembourg has a maximum of L.Fr. 5,000,000, or 5 The general principle is that tax relief, and the sacrice
percent of income whichever is less, but France, of revenue which it entails, should not be affordedto a

Denmark, and Italy are more restrictive, the limit being taxpayer for what amounts to contributions to save his
0.5 percent of personl income in France for general own soul, but should be restricted to gifts ,made for the
donations plus another 0.5 percent for grants to benefit of his fellow man. Thus, where a religious, or
Fondations de France, while Denmark allows a maxi- ther, body sets up a fund to build an orphanage, a
mum of only D.Kr. 1,000 for donations for purposes home for the starving or homeless etc., donations are
beneficialto the community. deductible if the fund s approved.
Italy allows gifts of up to 0.5 percent of the wage-bill of
a company, and gifts for scientic research up to2
percent of business income. A further 2 percent of Vlll.RESPECTIVE MERITS OF RELIEF FOR OUT-
income froms the ceiling for gifts to universities while RIGHT GIFTS AND COVENANTEDANNUITIES
support for certain scientic research institutions in the

less-developed Mezzogiorno region is encouraged by An institutionis likely to be more economicallyrun if it

allowing a deduction for up to 2 percent of ncome has to raise its own funds, instead of being able to relax

donated to them. Germany llows deductions for gifts in the knowledge that government grants will.always be

to charitable organisations, applying a ceiling of 10 available to see it through. In one way the 7-year (or
percent of income of the donor -- the ceiling is 0.2 3-year, or 4-year) deed system is useful in ensuring a

percent of turnover for other benefactions. steady donation income for a few years, although
obviously it will be more difficult to sign up donors to
pay annuities for several years than to obtain an

E. Malaysia/Singapore outright, tax-deductible, gift. On the other hand also
success in obtaining a collection of, say, 7-year deeds

An example of a system of tax relief whch has after a particular intense fund-raisingexercise may result
encouraged private initiative and municence for in an institution relaxing its efforts until the period is
projects acceptable to the government is that applied nearing its end.
since the ntroduction of income tax in 1948 in

Malaysia and Singapore, and which has worked satis- The subject is a complicated one because even under a

factorily for some 30 years. Institutions,and particular- tax regime where relief is due for outright gifts, a

ly building funds for the erection of schools, clinics, charity may invit donors to give (cancellable)bankers'
hospitals etc., which are approved by an independent orders for annual donations without entering into any
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form of covenant. While smaller charities, or funds set about to be bought for export abroad, but is regarded a
up to meet short-term projects, may regard fund-raising part of the country's culturalheritage, or where there is
as an entirely separate operation less important than the an opportunity to purchase for public amenity some

work of the charity in fuIfilling its objective, the larger stately or anCient monument or beautiful tract of
charities may make fund-raising and the measuring of countryside, towards which objective the public might
the work possible to the amunt of funds attainable, a be willing to make an instant response.
constant and integral part of their operations.
For particular shrt-term objectives such as raising
money quicky to meet a disaster such as an earthquake,
flood, fire or famine, thre is obviously no purpose in IX. CONCLUSION
trying to sign up donors for 7-year deeds and tax

systems that allow relief for outright deductions, thus This particular area of tax policy is already important
encouraginggifts from the public which may absolve the but will become more so in countries where it is realised
government from itself having to find subsidies from that greater economic progress may be possible where
taxation, must be preferable. Ohe would think that in direct taxation is moderated and that greater participa-
such emergencies special relief ,setting aside the usual tion of the public in promoting good social causes and
restrictions would make sense. The same special consi- mproving public amenities may produce much more

derations might be applied where a work of art was. valuable results than the actual cost in tax relief.

- ----
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I. INTRODUCTION
The practice of tax design and tax reform has been with us for many ,

centures in one form or another. But they have not been properly
conceptualisedby experts in public finance. Even recentattempts to suggest
normative economic criteria for optimal taxation have ignored the close
logical as well as practical relation between tax design and tax reform. In
these recent attempts, economistshave gone on theorisingabout optimal tax
design,2 while tax lawyers haue concentrated their efforts mostly on tax
reform. But any useful exercise in tax reform should take into account both
the theory and practice of tax design. Since tax design and tax reform are

both concerned with the practical aspects of the operation of the tax
structure, they should be based on the theoretical foundationsas well as the
practical aspects nvolved in their actual operation. Their theoretcal
foundations are not merely rooted in economic theory but also in
jurisprudence. Furthermore, therpracticaloperationsare determined by the
legal acumen, administrativecapabiltiesand such other institutionalenviron-
ments as political and socal institutions and their bearing on the attitude
towards payment of tax. Thus the study of tax desgn and tax reform, in
order to be more useful in practicalapplication, should encompasseconomic,
legal and administrative aspects. Such a comprehensive approach to these
subjects needs to be emphasised in view of the dsconnected way n which
they have been studied and also because of the isolated attempts of
economists and tax lawyers to formulate general guidelines for tax design
and tax reform.
The primary aim of this paper is to present the economic aspect of tax Contents
design and tax reform for two reasons. First, though the theory of public
finance has developed to a desirable level of sophistication, it has not been
properly linked with the practice of tax design and tax reform. Second, n

I. Introduction

order to cover the legal and administrative aspects as well, one has to be Il. Tax design ard tax reform

proficient in all these disciplines which is beyond the reach of the present III. Evolution of tax structure design
author. Therefore, a modest beginning is made here to show the economic- IV. Characteristics of a well designed tax

theoretical foundations of tax design and tax reform and to highlight the structure

practical considerations which need to be taken nto account in order to A. Built-in elasticity of tax revenue

make the tax structure operate in the desired way. Thus, even in the narrow B. Progressivity of tax sructure

field of the economic aspect, an attempt is made to show the logical Co Planned non-neutralityof tax struc-
connection, if any, between theoretical foundations and ther practical ture

applications n both desgning a tax or a tax structure and formulating tax D. Simplicity of tax administration
reform measures.

V. Some neglected aspects of tax design and
tax reform

* The author is Senior Fellow in Econo- served that: Optimal taxation has attrac-
mics and Head, Economics Unit, Institute ted many people whose background is in
for Social and Economic Change, Banga- economic theory rather than in public
lore, India. nance, and public finance economists
1. See for a brief survey of this literature, have tended to question whether the recent
David F. Bradford and Harvey S. Rosen, flurry of articles has done any more than
The Optimal Taxation of Commodities formalize what was known already.
and Income, The American Economic Optimal Taxation and the Direct Versus
Review (papers and proceedings), May Indirect Tax Controversy, Canadian Jour-
1976, pp. 94-101. nal of Economics, November1977, p. 591.
2. In this context, A.B. Atkinson has ob-
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Il. TAX DESIGN AND TAX REFORM science and art of creating the structure of a tax and/or
the tax structure as a whole. This involves a choice of

Tax design is concerned with designing a tax or tax taxes, a choice of tax bases, a choice of tax rates, a

structure from its inception, whereas tax reform is choice of other elements of tax structure such as

concerned with adjusting an already existing tax or tax exemptions, making a tax or a tax structure satisfy
structure to changed circumstances.Tax design includes certain normative economic criteria which are consider-

(i) introducing an altogether new tax, (ii) replacing an ed necessary to achieve the objectives of the govern-
already existing tax by a new tax, (iii) abolishing an ment. Tax design is concerned with suggesting norma-

already existing tax and making appropriate changes in tive criteria for formulating the tax legislation. These

other taxes, and (iv) introducing a new tax bas, a new criteria embody economic, legal and administrative
rate structure, etc. Tax reform includes introducing norms. In order to design a tax or tax structure the tax

changes in the existing tax base, tax rates, exemptions, designers should find the empirical basis of these norms.

concessionsand administrativeprocedures. It is also necessary to understand existing economic

For the sake of clarity, we may classify tax design and interconnections.

tax reform into three categories based on the agency in However, it is quite possible that the empirical results

charge of designing the tax and suggesting tax reforms may not support the abstract theoretical economic

(1) tax designing and tax reforn by the legislature; (2) criteria suggested to guide tax design and tax reform. In

tax designing and tax reform by the executive; and (3) that case, econonic criteria will have to be modified in

tax designing and tax reform recommended by an the light of empirical results, assuming that such

expert commttee. empirical results are reliable. If reliable empirical results
are difcult to obtain in actual practice, normative

When a new tax is suggested..and its actual design is economic criteria remain abstract relations without
shaped in the legislative process based on public appropriate empirical methods and/or data to support
opinion, and/or the pressure of self4nterestgroups, it them. Therefore, circumstantial evidence, intuition and
becomes a tax design by the legislature. This includes practical wisdom should be combined to accept or reject
the tages of legislators initiating public discussion, the nrmative economic criteria.
pressuring the government to ntroduce the necessary

legislation based on such opinions, changes proposed in Once the tax or tax structure is designed on the basis of

the committees of the legislature, and the changes such criteria, it goes into operation as soon as it is

proposed in the legislature while passing the legislation. mplemented. From its practical operation,not ohly the
tax paying public but the government and the tax

Tax design and tax reform by the executive refers to the administrators learn about th merits and demerits of
nitiative taken by the bureaucracy to persuade the the tax structure, either on the basis of practical
government to accept its suggested tax design and

experience or from empirical tests or bth. The merits
reform based on its own thinking, review, experience, and demerits of tx tax structure examined anda or are

etc., or influencedby the experiences of other countries identified with reference to the major objectives which
or by independentexpert opinion. the tax or tax structure is supposed to achieve. These

Finally, tax design and reform suggested by an indepen objectives are nvariably the economic policy objectives
dent expert committee appointed by the government is or plan objectives which the government is attempting
the most important and desirable type, because the to achieve through the budget. While considering the

required necessary information and technical know- rationality of tax design and tax reform, we examine

how, which go with an expert committee, may be them with refernce to certain economic policy objec-
absent in the first two types of tax design and reform. tives of th government. Generally accepted objectives
Further, the required objectivity in identifying the nclude promoting a higher growth rate of national
desirable characteristics of tax design and tax reform, output, reducing wide nequalities of income and

evaluating dispassionatelythe existing tax structure, and wealth, and maintaining stability of the growth of

formulating more objective measures can be expected output, prices and balance of payments; these are

from an independent expert committee. It is plausible supporting objectives for the rst two. Though these are

that even this category of tax design and tax reform the broad objectives of a democratic society in normal

may be initiated by the legislators' demand and/or times, other objectives (e.g. winning a war, rehabilita-

bureaucracy's realisation of the need to seek the advice tion of the people and the economy after a war or after

of an independent expert committee. Therefore, in the another calamity) may emerge. However, such specifica-
ultimate analsis, all three processes of tax design and tion of objective functions is also necessary from the

tax reform are interrelated. viewpoint of the taxpayer. But in the ultimate analysis,
we proceed from individual welfare functions to soil
welfare functions. Social welfare functions are decided

Tax design Legislature by the government keeping in view the preferences of

by Executive the majority of the voters who are also the taxpayers.
Tax reform Expert committees Hence it may be asumed that the spectrum of

individual objective welfare functions is ultimately
reflected in the national policy objectives of the

Thus tax design refers to the tax engineeringaspect and government. The tax design is created to serve these

tax reform refers to periodical repairs to the structure objectives.
after it is designed and installed. Tax design is the If in the course of operation, that tax or tax structure is
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not found to be serving these objetives, then intro- government involved mostly police state functions.
duction of the required corrections into the tax design Such functions of the government did not require a
becomes necessary. This is the core of tax reform. It sophisticated design of the tax structure for the purpose
starts with a thorough examination of the operation of of raising revenue. Most of the required revenue was
the tax or tax structure in relation to the economic collected from land owners and from those who carried
policy objectives, discovering empirical facts about its on trade across borders. Even the early attempts to
defects, identifying the causes of defective operation, introduce income tax in the U.K., the U.S.A., nd India
examining alternative measures to set right the defects during the nineteenth century were motivated by
and recommending specific tax reform measures in reveue consideration only. The rate structure, exemp-
order to restore its effectiveness. It would be desirable tion and tax base were designed according to the
to enumerate the relative merits and demerits of capacity of the administration to identify the taxpayer
alternative tax Feform measures and leave the choice to and to reach the revenue target, rather than to promote
the policy makers.. any socio-politicalgoals.
Tax reform may also be necessitatedby the (1) changed
socio-economic and poIitical situations and (2) changed Reduction of inequalitiesbyobjectives. Changes in the economic structure may call taxation
for certain changes in the tax structure to achieve the
same objectives. Change in the governmentmay require
change in the priority of different objectives and/or However, as the society went from a feudal to a

addition of new objectives; hence, changes in the tax capitalist form, another objective of taxation (in
structure are nevitable. Thus tax design refers to addition to raising revenue), namely, the objective of 1
creation of a tax structure and tax reform refers to reducing inequalitiesof income and wealth generatedby I
changes in the tax structure to adapt to the changed capitalism in the process of its operation, came into
situations and objectives. prominence. This objective required some sort of tax

design. While the function of raising revenue could beIt has been rightly observed by Martin Feldstein that: performed by any tax, the function of reducing theAlthough there have been substantial contributions to inequalities of income and wealth required particularboth the theory and the policy analysis of optimal a
form of tax. Economists started developing a theoreti-taxation, all of these studies have dealt with tax design cally justifiable design of taxation to suit the socio-rather than tax reform. Discussions of optimal taxation political philosophy of reducing inequalities of incomeimplicitl assume that the tax laws are being written de and wealth: to begin with, proportionaltaxation (i.e. an

novo on 'a clean sheet of paper'. Such tax design s a equal proportion of tax payment from everybody'sguide for tax policy in the Garden of Eden, in Rawls, income above a certain limit) was justified to achieve'original position' in the social contracts of Locke, the objectives of raising revenue as well as reducingHume and Rousseau. Optimal tax reform must take as inequalities of income. This was rigorously proved byits starting point the existing tax system and the fact s
a

Dutch economist, Cohen-Stuart; later on John Ramsethat actual changes are slow and piecemeal.3 McCulloch,6 an English economist, took up its advocacy
on the grounds of its objectivity. But the range ofTax reforrn is a slow process inequalities created by capitalism wide thatwas so

proportional taxation could not achieve the objective ofThis statement underlines the fact that tax design and
tax reform are different and that any tax reform reducing such wide inequalities of income and wealth,

though it could raise revenue. Hence, proportionalattempt should take for granted certain realities of the
taxation questioned both its dubious objectivitywas onexisting tax structure, and any changes, if recommend-
and its ineffectivness. Then progressive taxationed, will slowly be injected into the existing tax came
to be justified, first on the basis of socio-politicalstructure. It also warns the tax reformers that it would

be difficult to sell radical tax reform measures in philosophy,7 then on theoretical grounds and also its
democratic countries, not only because of the operation
of the psychological law, viz., an old tax is a good tax,

3. On the Theory of Tax Reform, Journal ofPublic Econo-
mics, July-August,1976, p.77.but also because of the complex reactions which radical 4. Richard M. Bird, Optimal tax Policy for a Develpingtax reform measures might encounter from the self- Country: The Case of Colombia, Finanzarchiv, Vol. 29, 1970,interest pressure groups in democracies. Further, tax P.51

reform is a continuous process. Not only can no grand 5. On Progressive Taxation, in R.A. Musgrave and A.T.
once-for-all reform scheme be realistically expected to Peacock, Classics in the Theory of Public Finance (Macmillan.&
be adopted, but even if it were it wold never be Co., Ltd., London, 1958). Also see M.M. Metwally and G.
sufficient for very long. Circumstances change, and Thimmaiah, A Note on the Classical Utility Function for

policies must change with them.''4 Purpose of the Theory of Taxation, Finanzarchiv, Vol. 31,
1972-73, pp.441-455.
6. The Taxation and Fundng System (Longman, Brown, Green
and Longrnan, London, 1845), pp.142-143.Ill. EVOLUTION OF TAX STRUCTURE DESIGN 7. T.N. Carver, TheEthical Basis of Distribution and its
Application to Taxation, Annals of the American Academy of

Traditionally, taxation wa intended to rase revenue for Political and Social Science, Vol. 6, July 1895, pp.79-99, and
financing the expenditure requirements of minimum The Minimum Sarifice Theory of Taxation,Potcal Science
government. The expenditure items of minimum Quarterly, Vol. 19,1904, pp.66-79.
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effectiveness.8 But this theoreticaljustificationbased yielded results which cast doubt on the superiority of
on diminishing marginal utility of income came to be direct taxation in the allocation of resources. What is

questioned, both on the grounds of the impossibility of more, the empirical studies cast doubts on the very
its measurement and on the weakness of the assumption classification of taxes into direct and indirect taxes
of diminishing marginal utility f income in a world of based on the assumption of shiftability. The evidence
ever increasing desires, fashions and the resultant tendered before the Royal Commission on National
demonstration effect. Even then, its effectiveness in Debt and Taxationl2 in England and the theoretical

achieving the objective of reducing inequalities of work of Black13 showed that direct taxes, particularly
income, as well as its socio-politieal appeal, made it the business income tax, could be shifted. It was also
survive all the theoretical and political opposition, and proved by others that a comprehensive sales tax, when
with this the first major stage of tax design was shifted, leaves the consumers and the producers in the
achieved. same position as before, and therefore it was as good or

as bad as a direct tax. This conclusioncast doubt on the
distorting effect of indirect tax on resource allocation.

Direct taxes vs. indirect taxes By the time the technique of tax design reached this
stage, the role of taxation in capitalist economies

widened, particularly with the advent of the Great
Economists started identifying taxes on income and Depression, The use of taxation was advocated to
wealth as direct taxes and taxes on sales, consumption achieve stability, including price stability, employment
and other transactions as indirect taxes. The rst group stability, output stability, and balance of payments

the direct taxes was so named on the assumption stability. This multifaceted stability question required a-- --

that they were not shifted on to others and hence were more complicated design of the tax structure, requiring
borne by those on whom they were levied; the latter high as well as low tax rates, taxes on rich as well as on

group was assumed to ,be shifted on to other people by poor, taxes on profits as well as on consumption, all at
those on whom they were levied and hence the payment the same time. Price stability required high taxes during
of tax was indirect. This distinction was based on the inflation both on consumption and on profits which

shiftability of tax. When this basis of classifying taxes could cut into real demand and investment. During
acquired currency, economistsstarted putting these two depression periods, taxes were required which left more

types of taxes to intensive tests in terms f micro- money in the hands of consumers and more profits in

economic analysis. It was argued for a long time that the the hands of investors. This required the simultaneous
action of government should not diturb or distort the operation of varying types of direct and indirect taxes.

allocation of resources achieved by the market mecha- During inflation, the tax levers to achieve the stability
nism in a country, and from this it followed that the objective were consistent with raising revenue and

government should raise its required revenue through reducing the inequalities of income and wealth. But

such tax or taxes which did not distort allocation of during depression this did not happen. Hence, for the
resources effected by the market. In this argument was first time discriminatorytypes of taxes were required to

the implicit assumption that the market mechanism be combined and logically integrated and dovetailed. In

always allocated resources of an economy efficiently. It other words, tax design within the group of direct and

was proved by using Marshallian partial equilibrium indir.ect taxes was expected to make the effects of

analysis (later also using indifferencecurve analysis) that economic policy objectivesconsistentwith thei require-
indirect taxes distorted resource allocation as compared ments. Thus, the evolution of tax designing itself has
to a direct tax yielding to an equal amount and hence thrown up the desirable characteristics of a well

mposed an excess burden.9 A direct tax would not designed tax structure.

affect the price by virtue of the assumption that it
cannot be shifted. Accordingly, the direct tax was

adored as an ideal tax both for raising revenue and for
reducing inequalities of income and wealth. This was a

major triumph of economic theory, if it can be 8. F.Y. Edgeworth, The Pure Theory of Taxation, and Mini-
called one, in justifying direct taxation for achieving mum Sacrice Versus Equal Sacrice, in Papers Relating to

these twin objectives in the early stages of capitalism. PoliticalEconomy (MacMillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1925).
This economic justification was used by political propa- 9. See David Walker, The Direct-Indirect Tax Problem: Fifteen

gandists to justify a single tax, though the remnants of a Years of Controversy, Public Finance, Vol. 10, 1955,

single tax programme could be traced to the populist pp.153-176.

movement of Henry Georgelo whose main political 10. Progress and Poverty (Robert SchalkanbachFoundation, New

motive was to liquidate landlords in the new colonies. York, 1931). See also Tax Philosophers by Harold Grores, edited

by Donald J. Cuffan (The University of Wisconsin Press,
Madison, 1974).
11. See George F. Break, The Incidence and Economic Effects
of Taxation, in Alan S. Blinders et al. (eds.) The Economics of

Direct taxes can be shifted Public Finance (The Brookings Institution, Washington D.C.,
1974).

However, the developmentof economic theory provided
12. Report of the Royal Commission on National Debt and

Taxation, Cmd 2800 (HMSO, London, 1927).
better and more comprehensive tools for the analysis of 13. D. Black, The Incidence of Income Taxes (MacMillan & Co.,
the tax design question. The general equilibriumanalysis London, 1938).
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IV. CHARACTERISTICS OF A WELL DESIGNED sector,14 it is very difficult tohave anelastic taxsystem
TAX STRUCTURE only through a direct tax on income. It becomes

necessary to have taxes on commodities also. There
It has been maintainedby economists that the following again, in an attempt to inject an element of progress-
characteristics should be obtained in a tax structure as a ivity, certain essential commodities will have to be
whole in order to make it more effective for the purpose exempted and, in view of such narrowing down of the
of achieving the economic policy objectives mentioned scope of commodity taxation, high rates on commo-
in the previous sectin: first, built-in elasticity of dities of not-so-essentiala nature become inevitable.
revenue yield to meet the ever growing revenue needs of Income-elasticity of taxation also serves another pur-the government; second, progressivity in rate structure

pose. It acts as a built-in stabiliser, particularly in the
so as to make the distribution of the tax share of

case of commodity taxation. As the prices of commodi-individuals more equitable and also to reduce in- ties increase as a result of taxation, the consumer willequalities of income created by the market forces; third, have to pay more tax and real income will consequentlyplanned non-neutrality, in the sense that haphazardand be reduced. This reduces real demand and acts as anrandom distortion of resource allocation including automatic stabiliser of prices. Thus an elastic revenueconsumption, investment, saving, leisure, etc. is absent; system not only yields increasing revenue, but also actsand fourth, simplcity in administeringthe taxes so as to
minimise both the cost of collectionand the cost.of tax

as an automatic stabiliser to whatevermarginal extent is
possible.compliance. These characteristics should be injected

into each and every tax if possible. But in view of the
difficulty of creating such an ideal situation, the tax B. Progressivityof tax structure
structure as a whole should at least have these characte-
ristics. A progressive rate structure has been 'advocated in most

countries for reducing inequalities of income and
wealth. But onIy in recent years has it been recognised

A. Built-in elasticity of tax revenue that the progressive rate structure also serves the
purpose of revenue elasticity (and built-in fiexibility)

In view of the growing importance of the public sector which helps in achieving the stabilisation objective.
in both developedand developingcountries, the revenue Hence, the progressivity of the tax structure has been
requirements of the governments increase as the coun- considered as an important characteristic of the struc-
tries move from one stage to the next higher stage, for ture as a whole. Since progressivity is mainly intended
instance, from a primitive semi-feudalstage to a modem to aim at equity in the distribution of the tax burden,
capitalistic stage in the case of developingcountries,and attempts have been made to design taxes to achieve
from an advanced capitalistic stage to a post-industrial both horizontal equity (equal tax burden on people
stage in the case of developedcountries. This is more so whose economic positions are equal) and vertical equity
in developing countries where the governments are (unequal tax burden on people whose economic posi-
supposed to shoulder certain additional tasks, such as tions are unequal). However, such attempts have met
creation of social and economic infrastructure facilities with only partial success even with direct taxes because
and even undertaking entrepreneurial functions. As a of the administrative complexities they create. Though
result, it is argued that a tax structure should yield an commodity taxes have been designed to achieve some

automatically increasing revenue as the national income kind of vertical equity, it is very difficult to design them
increases, without requiring annual alteration in the tax for achieving horizontal equity. Therefore, the tax
rates, exemptionsand coverage. Though there is nothing designer has to be content with achieving both vertical
wrong in altering these, it should be rememberedthat an and horizontal equity through the tax structure as a

element of stability and certainty should be injected whole.
into the tax structure, particularly in regard to the tax
rates, exemption and coverage, in order to promote C. Planned non-neutralityof tax structure
saving and investment. Further, frequent changes in tax
rates, etc. invite political reactions which may result in For a long time the question of absolute neutrality of
tax revolts. Therefore, the democratic countries should taxation was considered an important virtue of a tax
have a long-term perspective regarding tax rates, tax and a tax structure. But after the Great Depressionexemption and the coverage of the taxes. At the same when the scope of the objectives of scal policy was
time, they should be able to raise more and more widened, this emphasis on absolute neutrality lost its
revenue automatically as the national ncome increases. mportance. Today what is relevant is the absence of a
Hence, the tax structure should be elastic during the
period when the rates, exemption and coverage of the
base are kept constant. It has beer proved tlat a 14. Undrganized sector refers to all private economic activities

progressive rate structure will have a higher yield (consumption, distribution ad production) which are not orga-

elasticity than other rate structures. Secondly, it has nised in the legal sense of obtaining licenses, registration, etc. It

also been proved that the tax revenue which is related to
also'includesthe now popular informalsector. Thus, within the
private sector there is a further division into organised andthe price, i.e. the value, of the commodities is more unorganised private sectors. This latter subdivision cannot be

elastic than that related to the quantity or volume of reached by direct taxes, but can be reached through commodity
the commodities. In any country where a large propor- taxation by taxing the commodities which are generally
tion of income is produced in the unorganised private consumedby all people.
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haphazard distortion of the allocation of resources, for those desired -- than a 'good' tax badly adminis-
it is now accepted that the market mechanism does not tered.,,15

necessarily allocate resources in an economicallyand/br An important reason for emphasising simplicity in tax
socially efcient way because of monopoly situations, administrations that a tax or tax structure designed to
market inperfections and many other institutional

possess the three characteristics, viz., built-in elasticity,
factors. Therefore, the government is supposed to progressivity and planned non-neutrality, becomes ne-
influence the resource allocation in the desired way: the cessarily complicated. Therefore, to put a check on any
way chosen by the government in the form of priorities further growth of complexity it is necessary to keep the
in . its econmic policy. Taxation should help the of administration simple it is physicallyprocess as as

government in influencing the flow of resources in the and legally possible.
planned way according to the prioritieS of the budget of
the government, instead of distorting resource allocation This requires that (i) the complexity of tax law be kept
haphazardly and creating the traditional excess burden. to the minimum and (ii) administrativeprocedures be as

The planned interference of taxation in influencing easy t follow and to implement as possible. These

resource allocation is considered a rational characteristic simplifications when achieved will, to a large extent,
of taxation, particularly in developing countries where fulfil Adam Smith's canons of convenience, certainty
market forces are distorted by various types of institu- and economy. The tax administration should suit the

tional factors In such countries taxation should change convenience of taxpyers to pay, and, in case of dispute,
the relative prices of commodities in accordance with appeal and to receive justice without undue delay.to

the priorities of the budget. Secondly, taxation should The tax administration should also be able to keep the

influence the choice between saving and investment, cost of tax collection and the cost of tax payment
between leisure and income, acrdingto the needs and within tolerable limits. The tax law should minimise

conditions of the country. This means that both direct arbitrary nterpretation of the coverage of the tax base,
and ndirect taxes should be used to reduce the demand application of the rates and allowance for exemptions
for scarce commodities and to discourage the flow of and concessions. Thus, simplicity of tax administration

scarce factors like capital nto the productionof luxury iS as mportant a the other three characteristics of tax

goods and socially undesirablecommodities.Thus discri- design and tax reform in order to create a more

minatory commodity taxes are required which fall desirable tax structure in democratic countries.

heavily on luxuries and exempt the basic necessities of
life. Further, income and corporate taxation should be
used to encourage saving in the household and corporate V. SOME NEGLECTED ASPECTS OF TAX DESIGN

sectors. This, in other words, means that we cannot AND TAX REFORM

achieve a socially appropriate allocation of resources

through the budget with only one type of tax; hence Though the above outlined four characteristics (or
both direct and indirect taxes, in whatever way we normative criteria) may be considered desirable for the

define them, become essential. tax structure of any country, one must design a tax

Thus in order to nject the characteristics of built-in system for the economic, political and administrative
conditions which. one finds in a particular country and

elasticity, progressivity and planned non-neutrality into
not for abstract hybrid of all

the tax structure, it should include a tax on income, a
some average coun-

tries.16 No two countries, whether developed or
tax on the value of property, a tax on consumption or

on sales of nal goods and services. Some times it even developing, have the same economic, political and
administrative situations; hence tax design and tax

becomes necessary to resort to certain benefit taxation
such as fees and user-charges evn though, strictly

reform should be dovetailed with specific country

speaking, they are not taxation. This is because they
situations.

help in influencingthe allocation of resources. Further, the old colonial practice of transplanting the
taxes of the developed cOuntries along with their tax

legislation and administrative structure to the former
colonies continued even during the post-war period

D. Simplicity of tax administration under the new label of providing technical assistance.
Tax experts, who were chosen from developed coun-

Even the best designed tax structure may fail to achieve tries, simply tried to transplant their country's tax
its objectives for want of proper administration. There- institutions to the client.country, ignoring the changed
fore, simplicity of tax administration is a safeguard, political situation and economic policy objectives. What
though not a panacea, against administrative failure to is more, some of the tax experts whose fiscal ideas could
implement a well-conceived tax design and tax reforms. not find ready acceptance in their own countries tried
In this context, Richard M. Bird has observed that, to experimentwith them on the client countries with all
Since the quality of tax administration is such an the disastrous consequences. A monumentalexample of
mportant constraint on the possibility of tax reform, it this kind of guinea pig treatment was Nicholas Kaldor's
would appear logical to suggest tax reform which can be attempt to sell his expenditure tax to India. The failure
administered by a poor administrator.Sound tax policy of expenditure tax in India provided easy evidence for
must be premised on a realistic understanding and even developed countries to reject the tax for ever. A
apprisal of the capabilitiesof the tax administration ....

A less than ideal tax designed for a poor administration 15. Spra, note 4, pp.50-51.
may work better -- its effects may be more in line with 16. Richard M. Bird, supra, note 4, p.31.
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similar experimentwas Carl S. Shoup's tax proposals for Professor Richard M. Bird has interpreted the positive
Japan which were considered impractical. theory f tax reform n the followingway: Since most

Furthermore, there are serious limitations in evaluating economic analysis is, in a sense, based on the assump-

the government'spolicies in general and its tax policies in tion that ndividual preferences differ, there should be

particular in terms of normative ecnomic criteria alone. nothing surprising to economists about this obvious

Such an analytical framework is considered inadequate proposition that 'tastes' for tax reform differ also .... It

to comprehend the more mundane forces which operate is thus most unlikely that there would be any readily
and influence the process of governmentpolicy formula- discernible widespread agreement (or 'consensus') on

tion. This is so especially in the case of formulation of the desirability of a particular set of reforms. It is the

tax policies in a democratiepolitical framework. function of politics to conciliate our differing interests
and to enable us to live with one another in a tolerable,

The political framework within whieh democratic if not perfect, fashion. The political system thus fulfils

governments operate is equally, if rot more, relevant in with respect to the 'buying' of tax reform the role of 1deciding about tax reforms. This has been increasingly the market system with respect to buying of applies.i'22

recognised in democratic developed countries. Accord- If this is so, then the mplications of this approacht
ingly, government policies and programmes have come tax design and tax reform are far-reaching. For instance,
to be analysed in terms of positive behaviour of if econmic theory justifies planned non-neutralityas an

governments, politicians, political parties and interest essential characteristic of a tax structure to achieve the

groups, whose operations are conditioned by the pre- economic policy objectives of the government, then the

vailing political framework and the economic system, politicians may not implement the required tax reforms

not to speak of many other factors. Here the economic if such reforms face opposition from pressure groups

incentives, e.g. protmotive, higher ncome, maximising and/or from the voters in general. If, in the calculation

satisfaction, etc. -= which are the major determinantsof of the Finance Minister, the government and the

economic behaviour of individuals aswell as groups of bureaucrats, such tax reforms are going to serve their

individuals -- are also applied to analyse the political own self-interest, they might take special nterest in
behaviour of politicians, governments, political parties implementing them. But such cases arise only by
and even bureaucrats. This application of economic coincidence. Thus if the required tax reforms to

theory to the analysis of political behaviour of people mprove the effectiveness of the tax structure are

and governmentshas come to be known as public choice consistent with the self-interests of the politicians, and

theory. Public choice theory analyses the behaviour of bureaucrats, they will be implemented. Otherwise they
governments, particularly the process of formulation will be throttled unless strong countervailing frces
and implementation of fiscal policies, so as to under- threaten the very existence of the government.
stand the actual behaviour and to predict future Thus, even if a government accepts a particular policy
behaviour in terms of this positive apprach. on the basis of its relvance for social welfare, it may

not mplement it if effective implementation would
The normative economic approach to tax design and tax make it lose or weaken its power. Therefore, if a
reform is based on the assumptionthat the general aim

government finds that a particular tax policy is good
of government is to maximise social welfare, or to

from the point of view f the country, but if its
achieve the objective functions mentioned earlier, and

mplementation results in loss of power because of its
all budgetary tools are intended and used to achieve this

mpact on certain influential sections of the society,
objective. This assumption relating to the ultimate then it may announce the policy on paper and imple-
motive of a democratic government implies that politi- ment it indifferently. Therefore, economists should not
cians, and political parties, are also motivatedby such a

stop at suggesting appropriate tax reform n
noble mission. In other words, human beings whose

measures

terms of normative economic criteria. They should
economic behaviour is mainly governed by their self-

analyse the political mplications of such to
interest, i.e. maximising income, satisfaction, etc., be-

measures

guide the political leaders who are to announce their
come selfless social welfare seekers as soon as they are

acceptance for implementation, to guide the politicalelected to political office and, whatever the cost of
party which has to own up to that policy and to guide

getting into and continuing in political office, their aim
the bureaucrats who have to mplement it, and suggestremains noble. But this objective of the governmentand

the basis of it are questioned by public choice theorists appropriate institutional changes as well as a practical
like Anthony Downs,17 James Buchanan,18 Gordon compromise to achieve the economic policy objectives.

Tullock,19 William Niskanan2o and others.21 They
have analysed the actual positive behaviour of politi-
cians, political parties, governments and even bureau- 17. An Economic Theory of Democracy (Harper & Row, New

crats in terms of the same self-interest theory which York, 1957).

governs their economic behaviour. According to the 18. The Calculus of Consent (University of 'Michigan Press, Ann

economic approach to political behaviour, the aim of Arbor, 1962).

the government is to continue in power by maximising 19. Ibid.
20. Bureaucracy and Representative Government (Aldine-

votes and the main aim of the politicians and even
Atherton, Chicago, 1971).

bureaucrats is to achieve higher income, higher status, 21. D.G. Hartle, A Theory of the ExpenditureBudgetaryProcess
more privileges and power: all government programmes (University of Toronto Press, Toronto, 1976).
and policies are formulated and implemented with a 22.The Tax Kaleidoscope: Perspectives on Tax Reforn in

view mainly to maximisingthese self-interestmotives. Canada, Canadian Tax Journal, September-October1970, p.52.
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This nay involve constitutional changes or formal but also in highlighting the political and administrative
agreement, or strongpublic opinion. problems involved in effective implementation of the

suggested tax design and tax reforms. This becomes a

Therefore, tax design and tax reform should not only self-imposed duty of the advisory committees whether
satisfy normative economic criteria but also should get or not they are specifically asked to do so through their
over political hurdles in rder to make the tax structure terms of reference. More often, such advice cannot be
achieve the normative objectives of a democratic govern- openly sought by democratic governments. Hence, it is
ment. This, in other words, implies that economists necessary to analyse the practical implications and to
should be able to guide the governments in democratic suggest appropriate alternative policy measures even if it
countries not only in designingan efficient tax structure is an embarrassingexercise.

- .-

5. The Jury will only accept original work making

IFA NEWS
either a theoreticalor a practiclcontributionto the
study of the effects of taxation, whether it concerns

internationaltaxation or comparative tax law.
6. Only papers written in on of the three official

languages of IFA (English, French and German) will
be accepted.

7. There is no restriction on the number of pages of

MITCHELL B. CARROLLPRIZE the paper. The choice of subjects is unlimited.
8. The Jury will consist of ve members, who are ap-

In order to further scientific work on the highest level pointed by the Executive Committee from among
among young lawyers, economists or accountants, IFA members of the PermanentScientific Committee for
has instituted the MitchellB. CarroUPrize in recognition terms of office of no less than two years andnot ex-

of the work of its first President, and now Honorary ceeding four years.

President, Dr. Mitchell B. Carroll, in the field of fiscal 9. The winner will receive a medal and an nvitation to
law. Ths Prize may be awarded to persons under 35 attend the Congressduringwhichthe prize is award-
years of age, for a paper, devoted to internationalfiscal ed. Upon application a contribution not exceeding .

law, comparative tax law or national tax law, hauing an USs 200.- will be granted towards travel expenses;
important relationship with fiscal law in foreign coun- IFA Congresses are held as a rule in September/Oc-
tries. tober.

10. The Jury's decision shall be made known at least
two months before the appropriateCongress.

Rules for Entry: 11. Papers entered for the Prize for a given year should
be submitted with eight copies on or before the 1st

1. The prize shall be awarded for typewritten or of May.
printed paper devoted to international fiscal law,
comparative tax law, or national tax law having an Addressof theJury:
mportant relation with fiscal law in foreign coun- General Secretariatof lFA, care of Erasmus University,
tries. P.O. Box 1738, Burg. Oudlaan 50, Rotterdam, Nether-

2. Persons. under 35 years of age on the 31st July of lands.
the year in which they send in a paper may compete
whether they are members of the Association or

not.

3. The paper must not have been published more than
2 years previously, and if it is a thesis for a doctor's ANGLO-DUTCH TAX SEMINAR
degree, the defense of it must not have taken place
more than 2 years previously, this period being The British Branch of IFA announces that an Anglo-
counted from the 1st of January of the year of pub- Dutch tax seminar will be held in Amsterdam on May
lication or defense of thesis. 7-8, 1981. The first sessions will start on Thursday after-

4. Papers may be entered by the authors themselves, noon and further sessions will be held on Friday morn-
but the national branches of IFA or even ndividual ing and afternoon. The program will include a session on

members, domiciled in countries where national the Netherlands-UnitedKingdom tax treaty.a new

branch does not exist, may submit papers riot direct-
ly submitted by its author.
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had attained, of introducing at the outset a sophistica-

TaxReforminPortugal
ted system of personal taxation, the tax legislator of
1963 did not fail to foresee a gradual reduction in the
number of schedular taxes, postulating the future

in: Con-ex:o-Accession-.o transformation of complementary tax int the one-

e single tax to be levied on the income of individual
persons.

.e EurooeanCommuni-ies* As to taxes on consumption,1966 saw the introduction-

of a single-stage sales tax levied on the wholesaler. The
choice of this category of tax was influenced by the

By Paulo de Pitta e Cunha **
need for it to be suitably in line with the principle of
taxation in the importing country (which operates
through eliminating the tax burden on exports, with

A tax reform normally consists of the introduction of countervailing taxation of import), the institution of a

qualitative policy measures involving modification of value-added tax being left till a later stage.
the tax structure. But it may also be that the reform is Developments in the Portuguese tax system as from the
carried out simply by means of quantitative policy end of the 1960s were marked by the introduction of
measures, as happens when there is an alteration in rates changes in the regulations governing various taxes,
of tax, with a view to making the tax system conform to which, not being in agreement with the principle of
significant changes in the order of priorities among the reform as a continuously evolving process, acted
objectivesbeing pursued. rather so as to weaken the concept that had served as

While from a certain viewpoint tax reform may be the basis for changes in tax structures and hindered or

considered as a process in constant change, in which delayed the introductionof categories of taxes intended
over a period of time improvementsand adjustments are to show that the Portuguese tax system had attained a

introduced into the tax system, it is certainly true that more advanced level.
at some periods a conscious effort is made to effect a Thus, with regard to taxes on income, there took place a

general overhaul of the system conceived as a coherent gradual generalisation among schedular taxes of
whole in accordance with certain guidelines. A tax systems of progressive rates, in a process whose
reform is thus spoken of with reference to a certin date haphazard operation resulted at a certain point in the
or a certain period: it was so in Portugal with the introductionof an undesirablequalitative discrimination
reforms of 1929 and of the early 1960s, and the same against labour incomes, at the same .time as, on the very
will surely be true of the reform being studied at subject of methods of determining taxable income,
presnt. there were growing indications of a return to forms of

taxation not calculatedon the basis of real incomes.
Portuguese tax reform

in the 1980s Increasingsignificanceof
schedular taxes

What then are the guiding principles of the Portuguese
tax reform of the 1980s We may divide them into The schedular taxes were thus more and more treated as
three groups: (i) awareness of the progressive degrada- fully independent tax categories, at the same time as the
tion of the tax system and the need to overhaul the tax relative importance of complementary tax was de-
structure; ii) the embodiment in the Constitution of a clining, whereas in the mixed system of taxation of
certain pattern of taxes; and (iii) the involvementof this income in force in Portugal, the predominance of the
country in the integrationprocess being followed by the schedularelement was increasing.,
European Communities and the adaptations of the tax

It should be added that improvement introducedsystem arising therefrom. no was

into the mechanlm by which schedular taxes were
As it stands at prsent, the Portuguese tax system is still consolidatedwith complementarytax, the practice being
based, with respect to income tax, on the major continued of deducting the amounts paid in schedular
principles laid down in the reform which, at the taxes against the income calculated for purposes of
beginning of the 1960s, was to be seen in the overall taxation, instead of progress being made towards
publication of legislative measures that made regulations the system of a principl tax, in which schedular
for the different kinds of tax. 1

taxes, operate integral contribution to overallas an

This reform, which in essence retained the existing tax taxation.
structure and tax categories by providing for a system of
schedular taxes on different categories of incomeplus a * Paper presented at the Closing Session of the Ninth Series of
complementary tax of a personal nature, concentrated Portuguese, Spanish and Latin-AmericanFiscal Studies, Oporto, 2
on mproving the methods of determining taxable October 1980.

income, which were henceforth based wheneverpossible ** Professor at the Law Faculty of the University of Lisbon,
on the principle of taxation of real income (as opposed President of the Scientic Council of the Portuguese Tax Asso-

to estimated income). ciation.
1. Editor's note: See for a brief discussion of the Portuguese tax

While recognising the difficulty, in view of the system Supplementary Srvice to European Taxation, Sections A
inadequate level of development to which this country and B, Portugal.
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This characteristic of the increasing importance in the only objective of the tax system, the egalitarian
system of the schedular element was not such as to distributionof income and of wealth.
facilitate the change to a single tax on income. And albeit this objective is to beunderstood in a merely
On the other hand, as from 1974 various changes were indicative sense, it is certain that the emphasis with
introduced in the rates of direct taxes in the way of a which it s laid down denies the tax structure the

systematic increase, without these changes being at all flexibility necessary if, as is justly stated in the Meade
related with the overall situation in the economy. At the Report of 1978, the various political choices are to be

end of the 1970s the highest marginal rates of taxation reconciled in a democraticsociety.
on personal income stood at some 90 percent, at the
same time as the level was progressively reduced, in Rationalisationof the
nominal terms, at which they became applicable. present tax system

The trend in sales tax also took the form of an ever

greater diversication in rates and the pattern of the Within the framework of a general orientation of

corresponding schedules of products became increasing- economic policy that aims at creating conditions more

ly complex, ho steps being taken towards the favourable to activities in the private sector, 1980 saw

adoption of a value added scheme. the introduction in the tax field of a number of
measures that represent a. first attempt to rationalise the

Defects of the Portuguese present tax system: a reduction in certain rates; partial
tax system updating of the nominal expression of the limits of

income brackets and of allowances, bearing in mind

At the beginning of the 1980s the Portuguese tax inflationary conditions; abandonmentof the progressive
system was far from satisfying the criteria by which a

nature of one of the schedular taxes; establishmentof a

good tax structure is normally judged. In fact: truc period for taxpayers to regularise their obligations,
with regard to the objectives of promoting as a point of departure in an effort to combat tax

effiCiency and maximising economic growth, the evasion.

existence of extremely high marginal rates was a The process of joining the European Communities will
signifiCant factor in discouraging private economic mply making the Portuguese tax system compatible
activity; with the rules and policies that in this field constitute
the continuingpreponderanceof indirect taxes (and, the acquis communautaire.
among these, the increasing importance of categories The Treaty of Rome did not provide for the setting-upof no .economic significance, as is the case with of Community fiscal policy; it included onlystamp duty) were a clear ndication of the

a

concrete rules regarding countervailing charges on
deficiencies in the field of vertical redistribution;
the introduction of progressive rates into schedular-- mports and remission and repayments in respect of

tax tables and the generalisedpractice of tax evasion exports as regards indirect taxation, and an attemptwas

made to confer a juridical basis on later efforts to
and fraud militated against principles of horizontal harmonise national legal systems within the limited
equity;
recourse to systematic increases in taxes without Market.

-- perspective of the smooth functioning of the Common

any effort to neutralise the effects of inflation
indicated the indifference of fiscal polcy to Until today its major achievements have had to do with

variations in the short-term economic situation -- or the introduction of the Community system of value

the rejection of the use of taxation as a stablilising added tax, with special reference to the 6th Directive on

instrument; this subject, which set up a uniform tax base related to

numerous alterations introduced for specific reasons the Community'sown system of resources.--

into th regulations governing various taxes had While one should not underestimate the difficulties in
contributed to an increasing obscurity in the tax replacing the resent sales tax by the Communityvalue
system, the point being reached of creating new added formula, the experience acquired during almost
fiscal categories as a way of providing for temporar 15 years of administration of a tax category
increases ir traditional taxes (such as the case of the qualitatively superior to the rudimentary forms of a

extraordinarytax in 1979); cumulative multi-stage system is a factor in its favour.
the tax administration revealed patent incapacity On the other hand, the specic difficulty of introducing

--

a

to ensure the effective collection of taxes and faced
VAT with respect to its:general application at the final

increased resistance from taxpayers. stage in the distribution chain is reduced by the fact
On the other hand, while it is certain that the that in the Community system itself special schemes
Constitution of 1976, by making express reference to a have been legalised applicable to small farmers and small
single and progressive tax on personal income and by retailers, which include situations of tax relief, tax
giving separate consideration to company taxation, exemptionand reduction in rates.
pointed towards a future tax system similar in nature to
that of modern industrial democracies, it is no less Autonomyof the tax system
certain that, in line with the politico-ideological after entry into the Common Market
concepts that are at the root of the collectivist tendency
in its provisions concerning the economic organisation If Portugal is granted a reasonableperiod for adapting to
of this countryt fixed, as the essential and almost the the acquis communautaire in this field, it may face
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with a certain tranquillity the change implicit in of taxation on personal income should not lead to

membership of the European Communities. unconscionablyhigh maximummarginal rates.

More serious problems may, however, arise if Commu- The convenience of practising a qualitative discrimina-
nity provisions with respect to VAT progress towards tion that particularly favours labour incomes leads to
uniformity in the number and the level of the rates (at the ntroduction of a limitation on the unitary
present there are considerable differences, from the character of the tax and to allowingcertain elements to
single rate operating in Denmark to the eight that apply remain that are a throwbackto the analyticalmethod of
in Italy). When this stage is reached, the problem of the taxation.
convergence of tax systems will directly present itself, On the other hand, there must be end to the useless:
and national autonomymay be questloedinmatters of

an

tax policy. In view of the present difculties in the complexity that results from an excessively large
number of ncome brackets. (Complementary tax,

process of integration with regard to the Nine, it is not, which at stage had 26 income brackets,however, probable that this will come to pass in the one as many as

1still has 11, with very lw starting rates.)next few years.
From the reform now in progress there may thus result

While the achievements of the European Communities

concerning tax categories are limited to matters of VAT a tax on personal income with six brackets and rates of

and of certain excise taxes (and one should note the between 10 and 60 percent; a companytax with a range
of rates from 35 to 40 percent; and a value added tax

little progress recorded with respect to the latter), with two three rates (in the latter hypothesis,proposals for directives neverthelessexist that should be or a

standard rate of 18 percent, a reduced rate of 6 percentborne in mind in outlining the future system for
and increased rate). These figures given merelycorporation tax, to the extent that they envisage not an are as

a personal view, nothing as yet being known concerningonly a certain scheme for reducing economic double
this aspect of the officialwork of reform.

taxation, but also concrete levels for the various rates
themselves. No insoluble technical problems appear to exist in

It may thus be concluded that, leaving out certain carrying out the reform: the single tax on personal
specific areas such as those of sales taxation and a

income does not exclude, as has been stated, the
existence of certain schedular elements resultingnumber of excise taxes, Portuguese accession to the

European Communities does not affect national essentially from the amalgamation of the present
independence as regards the Portuguese tax system. This professionaland complementarytaxes; the company tax

does not mean, however, that, with the exception of will be developed out of the present ndustrial tax; the

those area of taxation directly concerned in the value added tax will be the successor to a form of

membership process, the coming tax reform can
taxation in which there is already considerable

disregard the implications of membership. The fact is experience at wholesaler and producer levels, and with

that membership mplies making the various economies respect to this tax there is the possibility that simplified
more uniform, whether in the negative way of removing formulaswill be apped in the case of small retailers.

barriers to trade relations and to movements in the It is thus pertinent to ask why work on this reform is at
factors of production, or in the positive way of adopting a standstill and what is the motive for delay in
common policies; and in the specific case of the completing the respective projects and commencing a

European Communities there exists in addition a public debate on them,
political dimension that rsults from the sharing of a One of the reasons for the length of the preparatory
common destiny and from the adoption of a single stage stems from the fear of transitional risks in the
model of political society. change from a system which, notwithstandingits blatant
The dynamics of the process will thus not fail to defects, has been with us for a long time, to the still
involve in the long term a convergence in general terms little known territory of new tax categories.
of national tax systems.
Once the fundamental guidelines of the projected tax On the other hand, the profound disturbances that

assailed the Portuguese economy ifi the revolutionaryreform are set, it becomes possible to describe its details
in more precise terms and to point to those problems stage and the immediatelyfollowingperiod were not, as

is obvious, such as to provide that climate of study and
that arise as to its application. reflection indispensable to the pursuit of the reform

The essentials of a new process.

tax structure The obstacle of transition can be overcome. The

profound mbalances in the public accounts which have
The basic categories have already been defined; they been evident in Portugal certainly make particularly
consist of single tax individual incomes, acute the problem of ensuring certain levels of taxa on a company
tax and a value added tax, structured in accordancewith revenue.

the Communitymodel. It is thus an indispensable condition of the reform that
So as to allow the tax system to operate as smoothly as it should have a revenue target. But the recent working
it should within the framework of a mixed economy of the tax system, from this point of view, has not been
that includes a large private sector, such as Portugal brilliant: to the systematic increases (until very
continues to have despite the wide-ranging nationalisa- recently) in rates there has been as counterpart a low
tion measures of 1975, the structure of progressive rates level of elasticity in tax revenue, which denotes an
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increasing incapacity to ensure effective collection. This This discredit certainly stems in part from the
would thus seem the suitable moment to bring about a recogrition of the grave injustices in the tax system over

restructuringof the system. the years by reason of the premature and excessive
mportance attributed to objectives of vertical redistrib-
ution without attending to the priority need to ensure

Tax reform slowed down by the equitable distribution of fiscal burdens over the
uncertainty about future socio- population as a whole, which is an indispensableeconomicstructure condition for acceptance of the system.

But what has really been hindering the carrying-out of It is while taking steps to ensure an informed public
the tax reform has been the problem,political in nature, opinion concerning the characteristics of the system
that centres on the ends to be pursued and on their now in preparation -- which must be uniform,
respective scale of preferences. reasonable, fair, efficient and simple, as is any good tax

structure -- that it makes sense to introduce measuresIn fact, the conceptof the Portuguese tax structure, aimed at preventing and penalising tax evasion andwith particular reference to the level of the various fraud.
rates, is affected by the position that is adopted with
regard to the functions of the public and the private Possible transitional
sectors of th economy and to the attribution to one or

the other of responsibility for saving and for capital
measures

formation. From among the alterations that could soon be
In the case of Portugal there is thus a dimension introduced so as to facilitate transition to the new tax
additional to the technical question of tax reform: since structure may be mentioned:
the scio-economic structure has not yet been well -- the transformation of complementary tax into a

defined, it is difficult to outline the tax structure that principal tax and the simultaneous doing away with
should in a natural mannerharmonise with it. the progressivenature of schedular taxes;

--

a reduction in the highest marginal rates of taxationThe conflict between the project for economic
organisation as set out in the Constitution and the on personal incomes, the updating of the limits of

demands of the real situation regarding the socio- the brackets and the widening of the tax base, not

economic system of this country have not been only by the inclusion of areas not at present
resolved, which gives rise to a climate of natural covered, but also by the revision of the very

uncertainty not propitious to the introduction of treatment accorded to the concept of what

far-reachingtax measures. constitutes income;
the generalisation whenever possible of the taxation--

The nub of the question thus lies in the need to arrive at of real profits in the field of industrial tax;
a basic political consensuswhich will make it possible to --

a reduction in the number of rates of sales tax and
identifywithout equivocationa dual responsibility to be possibly a start with an experiment regardinggiven to the tax system: to serve as an instrument for non-cumulative multi-stage payments within the
correcting inequalities in income and wealth; and to framework of this tax;make possible the operation of a mixed economy -- the revision of the part played by starnp duty in the
system with the incentives necessary to the active context of a rationalisationof the tax system.participationof the private sector.

A concern for realism should thus predominate in the
In view of the distortions to which has been subjected work of reform: realism in the search for solutions,the tax system that resulted from the reform of the bearing always in mind the inevitable conflict between
1960s, the taking of measures intended to give renewed the degree of perfection and sophistication of possibleuniformity to the system and ensure its acceptance is an

imperativepreconditionfor the coming reform.
measures and the capacity for implementing them
effectively, attention being paid to the level of

Beyond the need to remodel the methods and practices development of socio-economic structures (these con-

of the tax administration, providing it with human siderations are concerned especially with the evident
resources and material means adequate to the proportions of an underground economy in Portugal
satisfactory accomplishment of its tasks, and so as to and the recognised difficulties of reaching the
avoid useless inconvenience to the taxpayer, the serious hard-to-tax groups); and realism in the care to be taken
socio-psychological problem has to be faced of with the suitable preparationof the machinery that is to
discrediting of the tax system, as shown in the attitude carry out the reform, since it would seem to be a wise
of the ncreasingrefusal of taxpayers to fulfil their fiscal saying that taxes are no better than the quality of their
obgations. administration':
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par with Malaysians in so far as the

Malaysia:BUDGET1981 application of declining rates of tax

(depending on duration of ownership), tax

exemption for one house, and other reliefs
is concerned. I; therefore, propose to in-
troduce two changes:Extracts from the Budget Speech pronounced by the Minister of Finance, Mulia

Tengku Razaleigh Hamzah, on October 17,1980. (i) the declining RPGT rate structure
(applicable according to the duration
of ownership) shall not apply to

A detailed discussion of the Malaysian tax system appears in the Bureau'spublication:TAXES foreign individuals or non-citizenswho
AND INVESTMENT IN ASIA AND THE PACIFIC are not permanent residents in respect

of real property bought by them from
today (17th October, 1980 i.e. Budget

11. RATIONALISATION relevant provision of the Income Tax Act, Da) and they shall be taxable at a flat

so that temporary absence due to (a) sevice rate of 40 percent on gains in respect
Revision of depreciationallowance matters (b) attending conferences, semi- of real property acquired by them

from today (17th October 1980 i.e.
The existing industrial incentives will also nars, or studies abroad connected with the

service in Malaysia (c) ill-health involving Budget Day).
be further rationalised to assist industries. (ii) the exemption on gains from disposalhimself or any immediate member of the
The current system of granting deprecia- family and (d) social visits, not exceeding of one owned house and the exemp-
tion allowanceson plant and machinery for 14 days, be accepted, rule, forming tion of $ 5,000 or 10 percent of theas a as
income tax purposes is based on the

part of the qualifying period of stay in gain per disposal whichever is the
reducing balance method which provides Malaysia. higher is to be restricted to Malaysian
for an initial allowance of 20 percent and individuals or permanent residents
an annual allowance at prescribed rates only.Surtax on shipsbased on the residual value of the asset.

Tax exemption for house ownersUnder this method it takes a long time The Government's objective is to develop
before the asset can be fully written off. In Malaysia as a maritime nation. In this In addition, I also propose to take this
order to encouragemodernisationof plants connection, I propose to provide a new opportunity, to grant exemption to a

and machinery, I propose that the present incentive for shipping. At present there is house owner who has previously enjoyed
method be substituted by a straight line no import duty on ships of more than 26 exemption of one house but subsequently
method under which depreciation tonnes but surtax of 5 percent is applic has to leave it for valid reasons, such as

allowances will be based on the original able. The 5 percent tax could constitute a when he is on transfer or has to take up
value. Therefore capital could be written large amount particularly for bigger ships new employment or to commencebusiness
off faster and over a predeterminedperiod. required for international transportation. I more than 20 miles away from his original
This would benefit industrialists who therefore propose to lift the surtax of 5 residence.
would now find it easier to undertake tleir percent on ships. However, for small We need to break the inflationary psycho-
planning and budgeting. In relation to this vessels namely those weighing 26 tonnes or logy on house prices, which in turn creates
the rates of allowances on plant and less, the surtax of 5 percent will remain. expectations that tend to be self-fulfilling.machinery will be revised. This is because the building of small ships Indeed, bankers have the responsibility to

could very well be undertakenby domestic assist in easing the present tight housingExcess profit tax shipbuilders who need to be given some situation by providing bridging nance
By way of further rationalisation, it is degree of protection. only to housing schemes that have already
proposed that dividends distributed by been approvedand are ready for implemen-Tax exemption for ships crewscompanies resident in Malaysia to share- tation. They should ensure that the houses
holders being companies (intercorporate To ensure that Malaysian ships will be they eventually nance are sold to genuine
dividend) should not be subject to excess manned adequately, tax relief will be owner-occupied home buyers. Bankers
prot tax. This is intended to mitigate the offered to trained seamen who work on should also monitor, as far as practicable,
effect of multi-stage levy of the excess ocean-going Malaysian vessels, as an incen- the cost of these houses to ensure that the.
prot tax on companies income distributed tive for them to remain working on these prices charged or the escalation rates de-
to shareholders. ships. I propose to exempt wholly from manded, bear a reasonable relation to

income tax, the emoluments of ocean- actual costs.
Residence test and the taxation of ex- going seamen, provided that they serve on

patriates Malaysian registered vessels and have been ...

As Malaysia expands its industrial base and away from the country throughout the
basis period for a year of assessment. Formodernises its industry we will need more
the purpose of this exemption., a stay in 2. CUSTOMSexpertise to help in the transfer of techno-
Malaysia of not exceeding60 days for eachlogy. However, the current provisions in

the Income Tax Act pertaining to the year will be regarded as part of the import duty on liquor
) crews are away From the health point of view at least,determination of the residence status of a qualifying period. For who

for only part of a year, their remunerationtaxpayer are rather rigid. As a result, there
will be exempted proportionately.

some consumption items should be dis-
are manycases of expatriate taxpayers who couraged. Current rates of import duty on

have been taxed as non-residents at a flat liquor are not appropriate because of the
Real Property Gains Taxrate of 40 percent when it would have been application of specic rates of duty. The

more justiable to tax them as residents at Another source of pressure on the price of result is that the more expensive brands of
scale rates. Sch a rigid requirement could houses emanates from purchases by non. liquor carry a relatively lower duty com-

therefore be a disincentive to the inflow of residents, many of whom do not occupy pared to the cheaper brands. Accordingly I
the necessary foreign expertise. To rectify them. The present provisions of the Real propose to introducean ad valorem import
this situation I propose to amend the Property Gains Tax Act treat foreigners at duty of 45 percent in addition to raising
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the existing specific rate by 10 percent excise duty local manufactured ciga- and to $ 10,000 in saving deposits withso on up
that wher the specic rates correspond rettes by 20 percent from $ 3.64 per the commmercialbanks and other nancial
to less than 45 percent ad valorem, the kilogram to $ 4.37 per kilogram. institutions will also be tax exempt. In

imported liquor will be subject to the ad addition I propose that interest derived
valorem rate of 45 percent. However, in Importduty on musical instruments from fixed deposits amounting to $ 10,000
raising the tariff I also have to bear in mind

Sports and cultural activities such as music be exempted from income tax provided
the danger that too high a duty may will help to keep our youth away from these deposits have a maturity period
encourage smuggling as well as illicit undesirable and wasteful indulgences. exceeding twelve months.

brewing of liquor. That is why I have Accordingly, I therefore propose to abolish ...

decided on a minimum duty of 45 percent. the import duties on musical instruments.

As some items of liquor are produced of 25 percent. The duties on loudspeakers
locally, it is only proper that an and ampliers will b reduced from 45 4. ROAD TAX
appropriate revision to excise duty be percent to 35 percent while that on micro-

made on them. I am accordingly raising the phones from 35 percent to 25 percent. Any inflationary programme is incomplete
exciseduty on beer, ale nd stout by 10 Opportunity is also taken to assist the film without measures to conserve enrgy in

percent from $1.14 per litre to $1.25 per industry by way of abolishing import order to 'moderate the impact of imported
litre. duties on basic items required by this inflation, particularl rising fuel costs.

as Since motor vehicles are mong the major
. .o..oooo.... industry such cinematograph films in

rolls, cameras, projectors, sound recorders users of fuel, I propose to introducea more

Importduty on tobacco and reproducers. progressive structure of road tax on motor
vehicles for private use. The proposal will

There is another imported item which however not affect owners of vehicles
should similarly be subjct to higher duty. whose engine capacities do not exceed
I am referring to tobacco. Unmanufactured 1,500 c.c. on which current rates of road
tobacco which is presently subject to a 3 Mobilisation of savings tax will continue to apply. Higher rates of
duty of $ 27.12 per kg will be raised by 20 road tax will therefore become applicable
percent to $ 32.54 per kg. Similarly ciga- In order to further mobilise savings, I above 1,500 c.c. with rates ranging from 30
rettes and other items of manufactured
tobacco will also have their import duties propose to raise the amount of tax exemp- cents per c.c. on the next 500 c.c., and

tion on interest derived from savings depo- rising to a maximum of $ 1.20 on engine
raised by 20 percent. A large number of

sits. The present tax concession capacities in excess of 3,000 c.c. Owners ofcorres-
small scale curers and about 60,000 ponds in the aggregate to total savings of private diesel vehicles will continue to pay
farming families or about 250,000 people about $ 30,000. The tax exemptionwill be times more. It should be noted thatve
could be expected to benet from this raised to interest derived from depo- this proposal will not affect buses, taxis
proposal.

cover

sits totalling $ 50,000. Of this amount, and hire cars, and commercialvehicles.
In view of the proposed increase in duty on interest on up to $ 30,000 in savings
mported cigarettes, I am also raising the deposits with th National Savings Bank

APPENDIX 1 on income (including the dividend) in excess of the franking limit. When
the recipient company in turn makes its distribution to its shareholders,

Changing the method of computationof depreciationallowance the sharholders are subject to E.P.T. on chargeable income exceeding the

franking limit. There s therefore a multiple levy of E.P.T. on the same

Under the present method of computing depreciation allowance for plant income once on the source company, then on the parent company and
and machinery, an initial (once and for all) allowance of 20 percent and an finally on the shareholders. Such multi-stage levy has deterrent effect on

annual allowance at the prescribed rates are applied based on the reducing investments inthis country.
balance method. The annual allowance is applied based on the residual or

In order mitigate the effect of multi-stage levy of the E.P.T.to on com-
written-down value of the plant. Thus, the plant can only be written off

panies' income distributed to shareholders, it is proposed that dividend
over a long period of time as the residual value diminishesgradually.

distributed by companies resident ,in Malaysia shareholders beingto

In order to encourage investments and renewal of machinery, industry companies (i.e. intercorporate dividends) should not be subject to the

feeling is that a faster method f write-off which s open to all industries E.P.T. The above proposal will take effect from the year of assessment

should be introduced to complement the accelerated depreciation alow- 1981.
ance which is currently restricted to the manufacturing and processing
industries over a limited period.

It is proposed that the method of computing the depreciation allowancebe APPENDIX 3

changed from the reducing balance method to the straight-linemethod and

be based on a revised rate schedule. Residence test and the taxation of expatriates

There is no revenue implication arising from this proposal. The present tests as provided under Section 7 of the Income Tax Act to

determine the residence status of a taxpayer appear npt to provide for anyThe above proposal will take effect from the year of assessment 1981.
flexibility and have led to certain taxpayers being taxed as non-residentsat

a flat rate of 40 percent when it would be more reasonable to tax them as

residents at scale rates, depending on the quality of the circumstancesAPPENDIX2
involved. The strictness of the present tests is traced to Section 7 (1) (b)

Rationalisationof excess profit tax
which provides that an individual can qualify as resident for a basis year
even if his stay in Malaysia in the basis year is for a period of less than 182

Excess profit tax is presently charged on the chargeable income (including days provided that period forms part of a period of more than 182

dividends) of a person exceeding the prescribed franking limit. The person consecutive or continuous days of his stay here either in the immediately
may be an individual or a company resident or not resident in Malaysia. preceding or following basis year.

Where dividends are distributed by a resident company to a non-resident The condition of continuity in stay is felt to be too strict on expatriates
shareholder residing in a country with which Malaysia has a Double espcially those arriving in the latter half of a year and are unable to

Taxation Avoidance Agreement, the dividend should not be liable to qualify as resident under the first residence test (requiring a stay of 182

E.P.T., in view of the provision in the Double Taxation Agreement to days or more in one basis year), or the other two tests under Sections 7 (1)
exempt the dividend from a further tax in addition to the company's tax. (c) or (d) which involve three or more basis years. This is so because
Further when the dividend is paid by a resident company to another expatriates serve in Malaysia for a period of about 2 years generally.
company resident in Malaysia, the recipient company is subject to E.P.T. Section 7(1) (b) which could be the only section available to them to
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qualify for residence as it presently stands does not recognise any leave of APPENDIX7
absence from the country for any reason including for business or official
duties even for a break of a single day. This is a discouraging feature of the Tax exemption for house owners unable to occupy own home
Act and may inhibit inflow of expertise from abroad into the country
which Malaysia requires. Under present provisions of the Income Tax Act, a house owner can be

exempted, on the imputed rental value of the house that he owns and
It is proposed that for purpose of Section 7 (1) (b), temporary absencedue occupies but there is no provisiont do so when he has to move elsewhere
to (i) service matters, (i) attending conference, seminar, or study abroad even on service matters and is uable to continue to occupy the house he
connected with the service in Malaysia, (iii) ill-health involving any owns. Upon transfer, he normally rents out his house for which he receives
immediate member of the family and (iv) social visits not exceeding rentals which are taxable compared to being exempted when he was an
fourteen days, be accepted, as a rule and not by discretion, as forming part owrier occupier. At his new place of work, he becomes a tenant-renterand
of the qualifying period of stay in Malaysia. has to make rental payments presumably out of the rent he receives from

The above proposal will take effect from the year of assessment 1981. the owned house that he has rented out. However, because of the
taxability of the rental income that he receives from rnting his house, the
net after-tax receipt is not sufficient to cover the rental payments at the

APPENDIX 4
new place of stay (or if he is still installing house payments), to pay for the
monthly instalment of his his house). The position can be quite harsh if the
house owner has to shift from a low rent area whre his own house is

Withdrawal of surtax on ships located to a high rent area where he has to be a tenant-renter.
At 'present ships that are registered in Malaysia have to pay 5 percent It is due to such circumstances that house owners unable to occupy own I
surtax and in thecase ofships weighing less than 26 tonnes, an import duty homes seek parity in tax treatment with their previous position as owner
of 25 percent. This is considered to be against the objective of the occupiers particularly where they have to vacate their houses due to
government to encourage the registration of ships in Malaysia. transfer on service matters.

It is proposed that in order to encourage registration f ships in Malaysia In view of the above, it is proposed that exemption be granted on the
and at the same time to protect local builders, surtax of 5 percent on ships rental income of a house owner who is unable to occupy his own house
exceeding 26 gross tonnes be lifted. due to transfer, (to a place beyond a 20 mile limit from his original

residence) on service matters or business.

The above proposal will take effect from the year of assessment 1981.
APPENDIX 5

Tax exemption for seamen serving on Malaysian registered vessels APPENDIX 8

Malaysia's policy of becoming a maritime nation is facing some difficulty
presently in respect of crew recruitment. Malaysians trained as seamen have Construction industry
been migrating to foreign vessels where better terms and tax privileges are In order to increase the supply of skilled labour within a short span of
offered. The migrtion reduces the number of Malaysian seamen available time, it is proposed to introduce a programme of on-site training of three
and cannot be easily replaced given that the supply of trained seamen is an months to be undertaken by a trainer provided by the contractor/
arduously slow process. Thus, it is necessary that incentivesbe Irovided to developer. This training will be based on guidelines to be prepared by the
encourage whatever available trained Malaysian seamen to stay back on Ministry of Labour and Manpower in consultation with the private sector.
Malaysian vessels rather than migrate and to attract back Malaysian seamen

who are currently serving on foreign vessels. The incentive package to support the above training programme will
consist of the following:

To provide the above incentive, it is proposed that:
() to the trainer, the government will provide an allowance of $ 23/dav;

(i) The emoluments of the foreign-going seamen shall be wholly and
exempted from income tax provided'he has been away from the (ii) a double deduction.for income tax purposes for all expenses ncurred
country serving aboard a Malaysian vessel in international waters by the developer or contractor in employing the trainees for the
throughout the basis period for a year of assessment. Return visits to approved 3-month training period.
Malaysia will be treated as not breaking the qualifying period of
absence from Malaysia provided the stay in Malaysia does not exceed The above proposal will take. effect from the year of assessment 1981.

60 days in each year. Also, leave spent outsde Malaysia will nt break
the qualifying period of absence from Malaysia.

() For other foreign-going seamen serving Malaysian vessels in interna- APPENDIX 9

tional waters who are away for only a part of the basis period for the
year of assessment, the statutory income from such employment Proposed changes in import duties
should be abated in the propotion of the period of stay abroad Import duty is imposed with the objective of raising revenue or to protect
duringthe basis period to the whole of the basis period. the local industry. The duties are reviewed every year in order to fit in with

The abov proposal will take effect from the year of assessment 1981. the objectives of the government.

For the 1981 Budget, it.is proposed that import duties on the following
products be reduced or abolished:

APPENDIX6

(i) Musical instruments
Proposal to amend the Real Property Gains Tax Act, 1976

In order to encourage our youths to take up music and thus keeping them
The present provisions of the R.P.G.T. Act are currently applicable to from undesirable activities it is proposed that import duties allaway on
every person whether or not resident in Malaysia. Thus foreigners are also musical items, except for pianos and organ, be abolished. It is felt that the
applied the declining rates of tax (depending on period property is held), import duties on pianos and organs be retained at the present level as these
the exemption for one owned house irrespective of occupation and other .instrumentsre mostly purchased by the rich.
reliefs allowed.

This made it attractive for foreigners to invest in real property in Malasia (ii) Microphones
and enjoy exemption without even having to occupy the house. A The import duty on microphones is 35 percent. As microphones are not
tightening of the R.P.G.T. Act is therefore necessary here to discourage musical instruments, it is proposed that this duty be reduced to 25 percent.
further investments in real properties by foreigners since such investments
are not desired by Malaysia. (iii) Loudspeakersand amplifiers
It is proposed that:

At present there is a protective import duty of 45 percent on loudspeakers
(i) the declining R.P.G.T. rate structure (applicable according to the and amplifiers. But the local manufacturers are not producing the

duration of the ownership) shall not apply to foreign individuals or loudspeakers and amplifiers that are used by musicians, or music bands. It
non-citizns who are not resident in respect of real property bought is proposed that the, import duty on these items be reduced to 35 percent.
by them after Budget Day and they shall be taxable at a flat rate of The local manufacturers have been enjoying the protective tariff for mor
40 percent on gains from disposal of property acquired by them after than 2 years.
Budget Day.

(ii) the exemption on gains from disposal of one owned house and the (iv) Cinematographic cameras and other equipment related to movie
exemption of $ 5,000 or 10 percent of the gain per disposal making
whichever is higher are to be restricted to Malaysians or permanent At present, duty on cinematograph film is imposed at the rate of 5 percentresidents only.

and duty on cinematographiccameras and other related equipment is at 20
The above proposal will take effect from the Budget Day. percent.
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With,' a view to encouraging the growth of local film industry, it is proposed APPENDIX 12
that import duty on cinematograph films, cinematographic cameras and
other relatedequipmentbe abolished. Proposal to increase road tax on private passenger cars

(v) :Weighingmachinery Presently the road tax payable on 1,000 c.c, car is $ 130, for 1,500 c.c. car
.

$ 205, for 2,000 c.c. Car $ 290, for 2,500 c.c., car $ 385, for 3,000 C.c. car
The duty on weiging machinery ranges from 15 percent to 50 percent. This $ 490 per year.
represents a protectiveduty but at present there are no local manufacturers
producing weighing machinery. In view of this and in order to encourage Towards the objective of conserving the use of petroleum products in the

business to switch to the metric system, it is proposedthat the duty on this face of current world crude oil supply problem, it. is proposed that the

item be abolished.The list showing the existing and the proposed rates of existing graduated scale of road tax structure be made more progressive on

duty is shown in Table 1.1 The estimated revenue loss is 5.0 million. private motor vehicles which consume more fuel. The higher tax will apply
to both petrol and diesel powered cars.

(vi) Increasesof importduty on liquorsand tobacco The proposed road tax structure for petrol powered cars is as follows:
At present the specific rate of duty has led to inequality of taxes on

liquor. In the case of cheaper type of wine of,beet, the duty element may Engine-capacity Present Proposed Present Proposed
exceed their value whereas for more expensive drinks such as brandy and

whisky, the duty element constitutes a small part of the value. 1. First 1000 c.c. 13c/c.c. 13 / c.c. $ 130 $ 130

It is' proposed tht liquor be subject to both specific and ad valorem rates 2. Next 500 c.c. 15c/c.c. 15 / c.c.. + 75 + 75
of import duty whichever is the higher. It is also proposed that the specific
rate be increasedby 10 percent and a minimum ad valorem duty at the rate $205 $205of 45 percent be introduced.

3. Next 500 c.c: 1 7c/c.c. 30 / c.c. + 85 + 150For tobacco and cigarettes, it .is proposedthatthe existing rate of duty be
increased by 20 percent. The new duty structure. for liquor and tobacco s
shownin TableII.2 $290 $355

4. Next 500 c.c. 19c/c.c. 50 l c.c. + 95 + 250

APPENDIX 10 $385 $605

5. Next 500 .c. 21c/c.c. 80 l /c.c. + .105 + 400
Proposal toincrease excise duty on liquor and tobacco

With the increase in th import duty on liquor and tobacco, the local $490 $1,005
manufacturersof these two products would be automatically given a higher
protective duty unless the excise duty on these products are increased in 6. On the balance 23c/c.c. 120 q / c.c. + 115 + 600
the same proportion.

$605 $1605One of the objectives of increasing the import duty on liquor and cigarettes .

is to discourage drinking and smoking arong the populace, irrespectivef
* Assuming 3500whether the products are imported or locally manufactured. a c.c. car.

it is therefore proposedthat the excise duty on loca'l liquor and cigarettes
be increased as follows: The above changes do not affect road tax for taxis, buses and other public

transport.

Present Proposed With regard to private diesel cars, the road tax payablewill remain at the
Item Description of goods Excise duty Excise duty prevailng rate, i.e. five times that of tax payable on petrol powered cars.

Beer made from malt

2.4 Beer and aie $ 1.14 per litre $ 1.25/Iitre
APPENDIX 13

2.5 Stout and porter $1.14 per litre $ 1.25/Iltre
Gazetted value for rubber

3.1 Cigarettes including
paper and filter tips $ 3.64/kg $ 4.37/kg

At present the gazetted value of rubber for duty purposes is based on the
average RSS 1 price over the preceding 4 weeks. Ehe smallholders,whose
rubber constitute about 50 percent of the rubber exported, are therefore at
a disadvantage. As export duty on rubber is calculated based on the price
of RSS 1, the smallholdersare in effect paying a higher rate of export duty
than what they should be paying based on the quality of rubber exported.

APPENDIX 11 It is therefore justified on equity gound, to change the present gazetted
value of rubber for duty purposes.

Tax exemption on interest The proposal to change the basis of calculating the gazetted value for duty
Consideration is given to the suggestion by the Association of Banks and purpose will lead to a loss of revenue..This loss depends on the grade of

Bank Negara that the tax exemption on interest be extended to the fixed rubber used for calculating the export duty. When the RSS 3, which is the

accounts and the exemption level itself be raised to a higher level. quality of rubber normally produced by the smallholders is used, the loss
would be $ 35.3 million per year. This loss could be minimised if the

Given that short-term fixed deposits of up to 1 year have grown government uses different prices for different grades of rubber for purposes
impressively over the years, there is little justification to extend the of duty
exemption to interest on such deposits. However, fixed deposits with
maturity exceeding 12 months have not been attractive to depositors so

In view of the above consideration it is proposed that the following values

fa. There is a case therefore to extend the exemption to interest on
be gazetted:

longer-term deposits in order to encourage greater locking-up of funds 1. RSS 1

which would contribute to the anti-inflation stance. At the same time by
2. RSS 2

not extending the exemption to short-term fixed accounts, the growth of 3. RSS 3 (to include other RSS)
deposits in savings account in National Savings Bank will not be adversely

4. SM R CV

affected. 5. SM R L
6. SM R 5

In order to further mobilise savings, it .is proposed to raise the amount of 7. SMR 10
tax xemption on interest derived from savings deposits. The present tax 8. SMR 20
concession corresponds in the aggregate to total savings of about $ 30,000. 9. SMR 50 (to include other SMR)
The tax exemption will be raised to cover interest derived from deposits 10. Latex - value based on RSS 1
totalling $ 50,000. Of this amount, interest on up to $ 30,000 in savings 11. Compounded rubber (Masterbatch).- value based on RSS 1
deposits with the National Savings Bank and up to $10,000 in savings 12. Other rubber -- value based on RSS 3
depsits with the cormercial banks and other financial institutions will
also be tax exempt. In addition, it is proposed that interest derived from
fixed deposits amounting to $ 10,000 be exempted from income tax

provided these deposits have a maturity period of exceeding twelve 1. Not included in this issue.
months. 2. Not included in this issue.
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APPENDIX 14 APPENDIX 18

Lower interest loan to small scale industries Stamp duty on agreementsfor lease
' At present even though there are many agencies giving financial assistance At present agreements for lease are subject to stamp duty at rates ranging

to small scale industries, small scale industries still face problems such as: from 0.4 percent to 1.6 percent, depending on the length of the lease.

() lack of collateral; To relieve small scale industries from this duty, it is proposedthat all
(ii) lack of guarantors; agreements for leases not exceeding $ 2,400/year be exempted from stamp
(iii) higher interest rate; and duty.
(iv) difficulty in getting initial loan.

There is a minimal revenue loss arising from this proposal.
In order to assist small scale industries, it is proposed that the interest rate

for unsecured loans not exceeding $ 50,000 by commercial banks to small This proposal will take effect from 1.1.1-981.

scale industries be at prime rate (7.5 percent). This low interest loan is to

be administeredb C.G.C.
APPENDIX 19

The loss of 2 percent suffered by commercial banks on the unsecured loans
to small scale industries will be reimbursed by government, through income Incentives for the developmentof small sca[e industries
tax rebate.

indirect taxation
The above proposal will take effect from year of assessment 1981.

Sales tax exemption
Sales tax was introduced in 1972 and was imposed on both locally
manufactured and imported goods. Local manufacturers are required to

obtain sales tax licence if the goods produced by them are subject to sales
APPENDIX 15

tax. To relieve the small manufacturers from levying and collecting sales

Double deduction for interest tax, manufacturers with sales turnover not exceeding $ 20,000 per year or

manufacturers receiving labour charges not exceeding $ 4,000 per year are

At present expenditure on interest is allowable for deduction if the loan exempted from being licenced under the Sales Tax Act.

secured is used for business purposes.. Small scale manufacturers are facing numerous problems regarding sales

With the object of giving further relief to the small scale industries, it is tax. Even though some small manufacturers are exempted from sales tax,

proposed that smal l scale industries be allowed double deduction on the many others are caught under the Sales Tax Act. An exemption limit of

interest paid on the unsecured loans under the C.G.C. scheme. $ 20,000 per year is too Iow. This means that only a manufacturer having a

sales turnover of about $ 70 per day is exempted.
The above proposall willl take.effectfrom 1.1.1981,

The small manufacturers are also facing the problem f getting raw

materials free from sales tax. Section 9 of the Act provides that a licensed
manufacturer can obtain raw materials without having to pay sales tax by
using Form C.J. 5. However, since their purchases are small, they are not

APPENDIX 16 able to benefitfrom this facility.

Proposal to reduce excise licence fee for bleaching disinfectant solution It is therefore proposed that manufacturers with sales turnover not

manufacturers exceeding $100,000 per year or receiving labour charges not exceeding
$ 20,000 per year be exempted from being licensed under the Sales Tax

The manufacture of bleaching, disinfectant solution is mostly carried out Act.

by small enterprises on family business basis. It is a backyard industry
involving very simple proess, industr.y is subject to excise licence fee of

$ 2,400 per year and an excise duty of 4 cents per kg: on the product. APPENDIX 20

To assist this group of small manufacturers it. is proposed.that the excise

licence fee for those producing less than 81,638 kg. per year be at $ 120 Revision of frnking limit of developmenttax

per year. Development tax is levied at the rate of 5 percent on ncome from a

development source which includes business, profession and rents. In

levying the development tax on individual, relief is provided at a level that
will hot burden the small income earners. The present exemption is

APPENDIX 17 $ 3,000. Due to the rising cost of living and given that persoal relief for
the individual income tax have been increased in the 1980 Budget, it is

Stamp duty on loan agreements appropriate for the exemption level of the development tax to be revised

The stamp duty on loan agreement' is at 0.5 percent of the value of the accordingly. An upward revision to the franking limit is also required to

loan. This is a relatively high rate and payment of stamp duty at this rte provide a form of relief t the smaller businessmenwho venture into small
scale industry.increases his cost of borrowing. For example an agreement for a loan of

$ 50,000 would attract a stamp duty of $ 250. It is proposed that the relief level for development tax be raised from

$ 3,000 to $ 5,000 for an individual. It is also proposed that a partner in a

It is therefore proposed that the rate of stamp duty for loans not exceeding partnership be afforded the same and the lower exemption level of $ 2,000
$ 250,000 by qualified small scale industries be reduced from 0.5 percent for a partner presently enjoyed be repealed so as to equate his position
to 0.1 percent. with that of an individual.

The above proposal will take effect from 1.1.1981. The above proposal will take effect from the year of assessment 1981.
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purpose of the house and the land or for

Bangladesh:BUDGET1980-81 personal purpose. This being contrary to

the basic principle of computation of
income for the purpose of the tax, it is

Extracts from the Budget Speech pronounced by the Minister of Finance, Mr. proposed to delete the provision from the
relevant law.

MohammedSaifur Rahman, on June 7, 1980.
98. It is found quite often that assessees

A detailed discussion of the Bangladesh tax system appears in the Bureau's publication: do not maintain proper and regular
TAXES AND INVESTMENT IN ASIA AND THE PACIFIC accounts which makes it difcult to make

a fair estimate of their incomes. In such

1. INTRODUCTORYREMARKS 2. CUSTOMS cases, particularly in respect of bigger
assessees, the assessments of income might

52. I would now submit tax policy and 56. Entire nation and the Governnentare be nore relistically based if the tax
proposals for the coming financial year. now engaged in intense efforts to develop returns are accompaniedwith the assessees'
53. But before that, it would be relevant agriculture and to boost up agricultural statement of assets. It is accordingly
to mention that Taxation Enquiry Com- production. In line with the national proposed that assessees, with total income
mission appointed by Government had objective, we have been pursuing a policy exceeding Taka 20,000 should be compul-
long and thorough deliberations and to extend duty and tax concessions to all sorily required to file their statements of
submitted report containing its recommen- input imports for agriculture. During the assets and liabilities annually along with
dations. Earlier recommendationsof year also, a number of steps have the returns of income.some current

the Commission made in the Interim been taken in this regard before the

Reports had been accepted at various formulation of budgetary measures started

stages. Some recommendations of the off. Pesticides used in agriculture can now

Commission which are consistent with the be imported free of duty and sales tax in
Tax compliance

nation's social and economic objectives any quantity and in any form of packing
have been incorporated in the tax propo- by any individual or organization. Shallow

99. The tax compliance in country isour
sals for the next financial year. tubewells agricultural sprayers have also

far from satisfactory. Returns and state-
been given concessionaryrate admissible to

54. As in other years this year also certain other agricultural equipmentsand these are
ments are not submitted in time nor the

fundamental principles have been followed sales tax free. Raw materials for agricultu- payment of taxes. As a result assessment
as the basis to formulate overall tax policy ral diesel engine and its spares have been

and collection of taxes get delayed. I
of the Government. These are: reduction Although the assessing officers have dis-

completely exempted from duty and sales
of tax burden on the poor and lower tax. The duty rate of 15 percent fishing

cretion to penalise the delinquency, such
on

income groups of the population, decrease trawlers has also been reduced to 22 discretion, 'however, is sparingly exercised.
in the prices of the essential commodities

percent.
It is, therefore, proposed to make the

of daily use, provision for increased imposition of penalty compulsoryboth for

employment opportunities by helping the 57. After fod cloth is the most important non-submission of returns and non-

growth and expansion of the local iten of necessity: The traditional hand- payment of taxes by due dates. In cases,
industries and, above all, widening of the loon industry of our country employs a however, where applications for tine are

tax base in the country so as to reduce the large section of the rural population in filed, time will be deemed to have been

role of foreign aid in our ceaseless struggle addition to producing fabrics. The cotton allowed unless inforned otherwise.

against poverty as well as to collect textiles industry is also one of the most
100. There is at present large number ofa

additional revenue in order to substantially mportant
persons who are evading tax wholly by

increase share of internal resources re- remaining outside the tax net. In order to
quired for the implementation of the identify such persons and brng them
Second Five Year Plan. Secial attention 3. INCOME TAX

within the tax-fold and in accordanc with
has, however, been given in formulationof 96. Our direct tax base is extremely the recommendation of the Taxation
tax proposals to ensure as far as possible narrow and needs to be widened. There- Enquiry Commission, it is proposed to
that new tax measures are borne by the fore, in accordance with the recommenda- provide for the licensing of all persons
comparatively well-to-doand richer section tions of the Taxation Enquiry Commission, carrying on business, profession or voca-
of the society rather than the poorer I propose to include in the definition of tion by paying rent or owning prenises in
section of the people. income such receipts as are in the nature of certain areas as may be' prescribed by the

55. Strengthening of the tax administra- compensation for termination of contracts National Board of Revenue. The fee for the
and licenses, salami or premia in respect of first licence will be Tk. 100, and fortion for improvement of tax collection is

an important objective of the government. leases, goodwill money, etc. The inclusion renewal Tk. 50. A failure to obtain a
of the tems will save a lot of litigationsThere was no office of the Central Board licence will be penalised by an amount not

of Revenue in Bangladesh. Although
and help simplify the tax system. With a exceedingTk. 500.

National Board of Revenue was established view, however, to reduce the incidence of
tax owing to the inclusion of salami inafter liberation this could not grow into an

effective organisation due to various lump sum in the year of receipt it is

handicaps. In the context of the need for proposed that the receipt would be spread Entertainmentexpenses
significant improvementin tax collection it equally over the lease period but not

is essential to take steps for strengthening exceeding five years. 101.There is provision in the income-taxa

revenue administration by providing ade- 97, At present where a residentialhouse or ct for prescribing a limit on entertain-
quate manpower, essential facilities like an agricultural land is subject to a mortgage ment expenses incurred by business houses
ofce accommodationand equipmentsand or other capital charge the interest thereof or professional concerns, but no limit has
by arrangement for intensive training and is allowed as a deduction in computing the yet been fixed. Based on the principles of
orientation of officials in order to build up income from the property or the land, as recommendation of the Taxation Enquiry
an efcient organisation. A crash program- the case may be, irrespective of whether Commission I now propose to set the
me would be undertaken in this direction. the money borrowed is utilised for the following limits in this behalf:
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(I) On the first Taka At the rate of 4 surcharge on tax payable by assessees trialisation of the country through a strong
5 lakhs of profits percent or having income exceeding Tk. 50,000. This private corporate sector particularly with
and 'gains of the Tko 20,000 which- has been widely viewed with disfavour. foreign participation, it is proposed to
business or ever is higher, irre- Besides, an additional duty of income-tax the existing distinction in the rateremove
profession... spective of profit called super tax on the income of compa- of taxation of intercorporate dividend, for

or loss.
nies, local authorities and registered firms which the nore favourable rate of 15

(I l) On the next Taka At the rate of 2 appears to be a relic of the past when this percent is proposed.
15 lakhs ... percent tax used to be shared between the Central

Since most of the companies are now in
(IIl) On the next Taka At the rate of 1 and Provincial Governments. It may be

the public sector, it is proposed to do away30 lakhs ... percent appreciated that in a unitary system of
with the preferential treatment to theseGovernment the continuanc of(IV) On the balance ... At the rate of as ours

matter of tax rebates. In
percent levy of the two taxes has lost its relevance. companies in the

order to encourage, however, the bringingI accordingly propose to merge both the
These limits will not apply in the case of surcharge and supertax into income-tax.

in of income from abroad, it is proposed to
allow tax rebate at the rate of 10 percentnew concerns for the initial two years. There will therefore now be only one tax,

a

on the foreign income of Bangladeshi
The arnount of entertainment expenses namely, the income-tax, for all persons companies not otherwise entitled to the
allowed in the hands of the employer in including companies, local authorities and benefit of export rebate scheme theiron

the above manner will include the enter- registered rms. This will simplify the
income brought into Bangladesh.

tainment allowance paid by the ernployer systen and procedure for the levy and

to any employee or other persons. paymet of tax. 109. In the rate structure for capital gains
there are anomalies. Whereas companies

102.It is found that business houses often 107. At present there is a multiplicity of
and registered rms taxed at fixedare a

incur lavish expenditures on account of incone slabs in the existing personal in-
rate of 25 percent the entire gains,on

frequent foreign travels of the employees come-tax rate structure with as many as 13
other taxed par.t of the 1assessees are on a

and their dependents for holiday and slabs in our schedule as against only 8 or 9
gains based the period of holding theon

recreation. It is proposed to restrict the in many other countries. Since there is
assets. In the present inflationary condi-

deduction of expenses on account of such hardly any justification for so many slabs, tions, when substantial gains made
it is proposed to reduce them to nine with

are as

foreign travels of the employees and their mere windfalls, any exemption of the gains
dependents to once in every two years.

the initial rate of 10 percent on the taxable
partially will only provide fuel to

income not exceeding Tk. 5,000 and maxi-
even

inflation and widen economic disparity.
mum marginal rate of 65 percent on the

Capital gains taxable income exceeding Tk. 100,000. It is accordingly proposed to withdraw the

This will make the rate structure more 'partial exemption of the capital gains and

103. Capital gains arising out of the dispo- rational. I similarly propose to simplify the tax them in th followingmanner:

sal of an assessee's capital assets acquired rate schedule for registered firms by inte- (a) Capital gains arising within 2 years of
befre 14th of August, 1947, are now grating the few initial slabs with the rate of the date of acquisition of assets are to
exempt fron tax. Since the gains are of an 10 percent, as in the case of other personal be taxed at the full personal rate of
windfall nature and the exemption does rates, while retaining the existing marginal the tax-payers as revenue gains of the
not serve any economic purpose it is rate of 30 percent on income exceeding of sale.year
proposed to withdraw the same. Tk. 1,50,000. (b) Capital gains arising between 2 to 5

104. A substantial evasion of taxes and years are to be added to other income108. The existing corporate rate structure
duties like the capital gains tax, wealth-tax, based on an articial income differential and taxed at the average rate or 35

estate duty and stamp duty takes place inhibits the growth of optimum sized percent, whichever is lower.

through widespreadundervaluationof capi- companies and penalises effort, initiative (c) Capital gains arising after 5 years are

tal assets like the land and buildings trans- and higher profit making. In a production- to be added to other income and taxed

ferred by sale or otherwise. In order to oriented economy as ours there is a far at the average rate or 30 percent,
counteract such evasion of taxes and duties whichever is lower.

greater need to provide fiscal incentives to
through underhand deals it is proposed to the manufacturingcompanies. It is accord- Companies and' registered rms will conti-
make legal provision reserving the Govern-

ingly proposed to revise the company rate nue to be taxed as at present.
ment's right to acquire such assets at a

structure providing for a unified income-
price 10 percent higher than that shown in

tax with merger of super tax and Surcharge,
the instrument of transfer. Tax incentives

as follows:
105. There is now considerable evasion of Rate 110. I turn the proposals for reliefs,now
tax by smaller traders and professional (a) In the case of industrial companies concessions and administrative stream-
persons who do not maintain proper wholly or minly using indigenous lining. The tax holiday scheme for indus-
accounts. In order to curb the evasion of raw'materiaIs. 50%

trial undertakings which expires by June,
taxes by such persons as well as simplify (b) I n the case of other industrial com- 1980 is proposed to be given a fresh lease
the assessment procedure it is proposed to panies 55% of life for the next five years upto June,
introduce a system of assessment of such (c) In other cases including banks, 1985 to be in conformity with the dura-
persons on presumptive income basis. Such financial institutions 60% tion of Second-Five-Year Plan. Similarl

, a presumptive income would be Tk. 15,000 the tax holiday scheme for residential
which will remain unchanged for the At present intercorporate dividend suffers buildings is proposed to be restricted only
following two years. tax at the rates of 15 percent and 20 to those under the low cost housing

percent depending mainly on whether theY scheme with plinth area upto 1000 sft., for
are public or private companies respective- the next ve years upto June, 1985. The

Tax rates ly. Such a differential treatment is pre- present exemption limit of Tk. 8,400 is,
judicial to the growth of a viable private however, proposed to be raised to

106. I would now like to address myself to corporate sector and particularly inhibits Tk. 12,000 in respect of the residential
the rationalisation and restructuringof our the inflow of foreign capital. In order buildings with plinth area exceeding 1000

existing tax rate schedules. There is now a therefore, to accelerate the pace of indus- sft., for the next five years.
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111. There is a great need to provide year and an assessment or re-assessment in 50%, for those who do not receive any
incentive to entrepreneurs engaged in the consequence of an appellate or revisional conveyance allowance from their employ-
production and supply of fish, meat, eggs, order within four years of such orders. ers, and (2) the limit of tax free convey-
fruits, etc. This is inextricably linked with Such a long period for completion of an ance allowance by Tk. 1,200 per year for
our programme of agricultural revolution. assessment occasions a host of problems to those who receive the conveyance allow-
Since investments in these areas are ex- the department as well as the assessee in ance from their employers. A similar en-

tremely shy, I propose to allow tax exemp- the matter of timely determination and hancement for the latter categories of
tion to all enterprises in fish farming, payment of tax. Based on the recommend- employees in respect of entertainment
poultry farming, duckery farming, cattle ation of the Taxation Enquiry Commission allowance is also proposed.
farming, dairy farming and hortculture for propse the limitation of the period for
10 years from 1st July, 1980. The facility completion of assessment to two years Miscellaneous
will be available to all persons engaged in from the end of the relevant assessment
these enterprises, irrespective of whether year and for an assessment or reassessment 120. A proposal is made to authorise the
tley are companies or not. In order, in consequence of an appellate or revision National Board of Revenue to disclose the
however, to make the scheme meaningful order to one year from the end of the year particulars of income-tax to the govern-and create a stake in the enterprises, it is in which such order is made. ment and non-government agencies in the
proposed to allow the benet to the 116. There is now no tine limit for de_ interest of tax recovery.
entrepreneurs investing Tk. 10,000 and csion of appeals before the Appellate Joint 121. In addition to the changes just dis-more. Commissionerof Taxes and the Income-tax cussed, amendments in law proposedare

Appellate Tribunal and revision petitions to:
Allowances before the Commissioner of Taxes. Conse-

quently there is a huge backlog of such (i) exempt capital gains arising from the

112. Under the existing law there is a appeals and revision petitions resulting in a
sale of Government securities and

discrimination in earned income allouance substantial locking up of taxes causing stocks and shares of approved public
as between the salaried and the non- serious concern for the administration as companies, if the sale proceeds are

salaried group of assessees. This has been well as the tax payers. In order to relieve re-invested within two years in the

widely criticised. It is accordinglyproposed the situation it is proposed to prescribe a acquisition of similar securities, stocks
to abolish the distinction between the two time limit for disposal of appeals before and shares. This will provide incentive

groups of asSessees in the matter of earned the Appellate Joint Commissionerand revi- to capital formation and investment;
income allowance which would now be sion petitions before the Commissioner of (ii) exempt the winnings from lotteries
available unifornly to all assessees quali- Taxes to one year from the end of the year upto Tk. 2,000 as for other windfall

fying for the purpose @ 20% of their total of their ling. The present pendency of gains;
income or Tk. 5,000 whichever is less. appeals and petitions would be required to (iii) raise the exemption limit of the in-

be decided within two years by June, come on non-professional writers,
113. Education allowance for children is at journalists artists from Tk. 5,000 to1982. And for the purpose the number of or
present admissible @ Tk. 800 per child Appellate Joint Commissioners would be Tk. 10,000 for artistic or literary
subject to a maximum of Tk. 2;400. I work;ncreased, if need be. Two more benches of
propose to raise the limit of allowance to the Income-tax Appellate Tribunal at (iv) raise the limit of furnishing the state-
Tk. 1,000 per child but restricted for two Dacca and Khulna will likewise be set ments of payment of interest, commis-
children only. This will be in conformity up.

sion, royalty, brokerage annuityor
with the objective of our national popula- 117. Representations have been received from Tk. 400 to Tk. 3,000;
tion control programme. In pursuance of from various associations against the prac- (v) extend the benet of the exemption
the same programme personal allowance tice of setting aside of assessment orders by of premia for insurances taken on the
for bachelors is also proposed to be different appellate authorities. The practice life of the minor children of the
brought at par with married persons at of setting aside of cases instead of solving assessee;
Tk. 3,000. the taxpayers' problems only complicates (vi) restrict the definition of a relative for

them. It is proposed to do away with the the purpose of appearance before the

Partnerships power of setting aside of orders by the income-tax authorities or the income-
appellate authorities who would hence- tax Appellate Tribunal;

114. Under the present law the income of forth be called upon to decide the cases as ,vii) require the appellants to pay the entire
an individual from a partnership firm in otherwiseprovided by law. amount of undisputed tax prior to

which the individual's husband or wife is 118. Delay in refunds of tax creates frus-
ling appeals before the Appellate
Joint Commissioners and the Tribunalalso a partner is assessed by clubbing tration in the minds of the tax payers. This and revisin petitions before thetogether the income of both the husband also impairs the department's public rela- Commissioners.and wife. This causes hardship to the tion and makes tax compliancedifcult. It

professional persons who are prevented by s proposed to provide for granting of
law from forming themselves into compa- refunds within two months of their be. 4. SALES TAX
nies and can work together only through coming due, failing which the assessee 122. The standard rate of sales tax is 20formation of firms. It is only fair and would be entitled to an interest @ 12% per Certain goods, however,equitable that such partners are assessed annum on the amount of due refunds from percent. are taxed
separately on their respective share income the third month upto the date of issue of

at enhanced rates of 25 percent and 30
from firms. The provision of the Income- the refund order. percent, while others at reduced rates
tax Act i accordingly proposed to be varying from 79 percent to 15 percent.
amended. Multiple rates of tax tend to be discrimi-

Conveyance expenses natory and create administrativycomplica-
tions. I, therefore, propose to merge theTime limits 119. Having regard to the hardship of enhanced rates into the standard rate of 20

115. An assessing Ofcer can now make an assessees of the salaried group in this percent and allow only one reduced rate of
assessment within three years from inationary days, it is proposed to enhance 10 percent for all items enjoying multiple
the end of the relevant assessment (1) the deductible conveyanceexpenses by reduced rates.
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5. URBAN IMMOVABLE PROPERTY 7. STAMP DUTY for the levy of such a tax on the foreign
TAX travel of the well-to-do section of our

125. The Taxation Enquiry Commission people as has been recommended by the
123. At present the valuation of land and examined the existing position of the Taxation Enquiry Commission. It is

buildings for the purpose of the tax is Stamp Duty and noticed various inequities accordingly proposed to levy a tax on

based on municipal valuation. Since such a and anomalies in the system. The rate foreign travel by air by Bangladeshi'natio-
valuation often does not reflect the current schedule was found to be old, archaic, nals, irrespective of the country of origin
rental of the holdings, it is proposed to regressive, and inadequate to meet the of the journey or the place of purchase of

change the basis of valuation of the needs of a developingeconomy. Occasional the ticket. The proposed rate is 5 percent
holdings to the annual rental as adopted bY changes in the rates were nade on ad hoc of the fares subject to a minimun of
the Tax department who administers the basis mainly to neet the exigencies of Tk. 100 and maximum of Tk. 750 per
tax. In order, however, to provide relief to revenue and no efforts were nade to ticket. Exenption from the tax will, how-
the poorer section of the people, it is rationalise the system as a whole. In ever, be made in respect of travel on

proposed to raise the limit of exenption keeping with the principles of recornmend- government/government sponsored I
frorn Tk. 1,000 to Tk. 6,000 of the annual ation of tle Taxation Enquiry Commission account, by Parliamentarydelegations, chil-
value. The rate schedule is at the sane time I now propose to simplify and rationalise dren below 18 years of age, and for

proposed to be simplified and revised at 5 the structure, integrate the additional and medical treatment and Hajj. Details in this

percent in respect of rented holdings and 3 norrnal duties into unified ad valorm behalf will be prescribed by the National

percent in respect of self-occupied rates, considerably reduce the outdated Board of Revenue.

holdings. slabs and apply thereon a few realistic rates

At present there is no provision for in keeping with the imperatives of our
9. LAND DEVELOPMENTTAX

vacancy allowance. In order to reliev the revenue, administrative cost and contain-

possible hardship of the tax payers it is ment of inflation. The proposed schedule is
127. Due to implementation of various

proposed to provide for a vacancy allow- annexed herewith.
development projects by the Government

ance at the rate of 3/4 of the tax due for
the value and income of urban and other

the vacant period if the vacancy exceeds 60
8. FOREIGN TRAVEL TAX non-agricultural land have greatly in-

days in the year. creased. It has, therefore, been proposed to

126. A tax like this is prevalent in quite a enhance the Land Development Tax of
number of countries. There is justication these lands at the rates shown below:

6. ADVERTISEMENTTAX

124. This tax has a rather narrow coverage
comprising of advertisements made Existing rate per Revised rate per

through cinema slides and films, radio and decima (in Taka). decimal (in Taka).

television. It is, therefore, proposed in Category of Used for Used for Used for Used for
.k

accordance with the rcommendation of Non-agricultura1 land Commercial residential Commercial residentil
the Taxation.EnquiryCommissionto extend Industrial purpose. Industrial purpose.
the tax also to charge for advertisements purpose. purpose.
made through daily newspapers excepting
for tenders and employment notices at the Certain areas of Dacca, 15.00 3.00 22.50 6.00

rate of 10 percent. It is also proposed to Narayanganj, Chittagong
revise the existing rates for advertisement and Khulna.

through cinema slides and lms, radio and Municipalitiesat District 3.00 1.50 7.50 .00

television to 15 percent. Details will be Headquarters.
Other Non-agricultural 3.00 1.50 5.00 2.25

provided by Rules to be made by the
area

National Board of Revenue.

CORRECTION

In the article: Economic Development,Foreign:Investment
and Taxation in the Trust Territory of the Pacificislands,
by Elizabeth S. Udui, published in the Bulletin for ln-
ternational Fiscal Documentation (Vol. 34 - 1980/11 at

501-507), the following two sentences on page 505, section
11. Treatment of losses, should be deleted:
Allowable losses incurred by a business arising out of

change of ownership may be taken in the same manner

as an additional tax liability.
Setting off refunds and additional tax liability may be

made provided that the refunds and the additional tax

liab.ilities have been determined using the appropriate
tax rate in the year incurred or otherwise accrued.
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Blind person 2,000

ZIMBABWE:
Blind spouse 2,000
Insurance premiums, contributions to benefit
funds: actual expenditure,not exceeding 360

FinancialStatements1980
Medical expenses in excess of $ 72, invalid appliances
and contributionsto medical aid societies actual

expenditure
Immigrants: family taxpayer: primary 8OO

each child 100Extract from the Financial Statement 1980
single person 4OO

presented to the House of Assembly Disabled persons expenses:
by the Minister of Finance onJuly 24,1980 taxpayer: actual expenditure, not exceeding 2,000

spouse: actual expenditure,not exceeding 2,000-

child: actual expenditure, not exceeding 2,000
Elderl abatement: (persons aged 60 more)persons years or

(a) in the case of a family taxpayer, at the rate of one dollar for
PART Il. TAXATION PROPOSALS each dollar by which the taxable income is less than $ 4,000,

and
I. INCOME TAX (b) in the case of a single taxpayer, at the rate of one dollar for

each dollar by which the taxable income is less than $ 3,000.1. Rates of tax
Married women's earnings allowance:

The exclusion of one-sixth of taxable income derived fromA. Persons other than companies the carrying of business from employment withon or a
The rates of tax are already fixed in the Finance Act and are minimUm of $ 300 (or the amount of the income if less than
shown below. No changes are proposed to the existing rates of $ 300) and a maximum of $ 1,800.
tax. A surcharge of 10 percent to the income tax so calculated in
the year of assessment ending March 31, 1980 and March 31, B. Disabledpersons expenses
1981 is payable. With effect from the year of assessment beginning on April 1,Marred Single 1980, it is proposed to allow certain capital expenditure incurredRates of tax Tax- Tax-

by disabled persons to rank for abatement.
payers payers
0%/0 0/%/0 3. Tax credit for blocked income diminished by currencyOn the-

devaluationsFirst $ 1 000 of taxable income 10 14
econd $1 000 of taxable income 12 16 It is. proposed to apply the formula for determiningthe credit in
Third $ 1 000 of taxable income 14 18 respect of tax assessed on any part of taxable income the ue of
Fourth $ 1 000 of taxable income 16 20 which is effectively lost to a taxpayer by reason of its having beenFifth $ 1 000 of taxable income 18 22

blocked in another country and Subsequently diminished, inSixth $1 000 of taxable income 20 24
Seventh $1 000 of taxable income 22 26 terms of the Zimbabwe dollar, because of a devaluationoccurring
Eighth $1 000 of taxable income 24 28 before the income is released by the other country in years of
Ninth $ 1 000 of taxable income 26 30 assessment following that beginning on April 1, 1979.
Tenth $ 1 000 of taxable income 28 32
Eleventh $ 1 000 of taxable income 30 34 4. Ex gratia payments to former employees, partners and
Twelfth $1 00Oof taxable income 32 36 dependants
Thirteenth $ 1 000 of taxable income 34 38
Fourteenth $1 000 of taxable income 36 40 It is proposed that, where former employees, partners or

Fifteenth $ 1 000 of taxable income 38 42.5 dependants are in receipt of pensions from a pension fund, there
Sixteenth $1 000 of taxable income 40 45 shall be a limit to the amount that may be claimed by the
Seventeenth $1 000 of taxable income 42.5 45 taxpayer in respect of further ex gratia payments to such persons.
Balance of taxable incme 45 45

5. Expenditureduring enforced cessation of businessB. Companies
It is proposed to allow as a deduction expenditure incurred by a

The rate of tax is already fixed in the Finance Act at 45 percent business during any period between April 1,1967, and March 31,and no. change is proposed. A surcharge of 10 percent in the years 1981, while the business was unable to earn any income for
of assessment ending on March 31, 1980 and March 31, 1981 is security or economic reasons beyond its control, where the
payable. business is recommencedbefore March 31, 1981.

2, Abatements 6. Expenditureon passenger motor vehicles
It is proposed to increase, with effect from April 1, 1979, from

A. Level ofabatements $ 7,000 to $9,000 the amount of expenditure incurred by a

The abatements are already fixed in the Finance Act and are as taxpayer on passenger motor vehicles which may be claimed for
follows- $ tax purposes.
Family taxpayer: primary abatement 3,000

each child 500 7. Exemptions fromincome tax

Single person: primary abatement 1,800 It is proposed to exempt from income tax the receipts ahd

Dependant: maintained to the extent of at least accruals of the Commonwealth Development Corporation, other
$ 120 and not exceeding $400 120 bodies and individuals entitled to exemption in terms of any aid
maintained to an extent exceeding or co-operation agreement entered into by Governmentwith any
$ 400 400 other government or international organization and extend the

Maximum of foregoingabatements: family taxpaer 6,000 previous exemption of the value for quarters granted to judges of
single person 3,600 the High Court to March 31, 1983.
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8. Staff housing $C
So much of the value as does not exceed $ 5,000-It is proposed to make provision for staff housing costing no
for $ 100 part thereof of the value 50

more than $ 5,000 per residential unit in place of the existing every or

So much of the value as exceeds $ 5,000 but does not
income tax deductions for African housing. exceed $ 15,000-

9. Transfer of assets from external companies to locally for every $ 100 or part thereof of the value 2 00

registered companies
So much of the value as exceeds $ 15,000-
for every $ 00 or part thereofof the value 4 00

It is proposed to provide that externally registered companies
that transfer their assets nd operations to locally registered IIl. LICENCE FEES
companies may do so without creating an unusual tax libility
which would not otherwise have arisen. 1. Copper dealers' licences

It is proposed to increase the fe for a copper dealer's licence
10. Depletion allowance from $ 2 to $10 with effect from January 1, 1981.

It is proposed to reduce with effect from April 1,1980, the

depletion allowance in respect of gold and silver production from 2. Moneylenders' licences

15 percent to 5 percent. It is proposed to repeal the provision dealing with moneylenders'
licences with effect from January 1, 1981, when these licences

11. Comments on the tabulated examples of tax liability will fall to be. covered by a proposed amendment to the Usury
General explanation: Act [Chapter 299].
For taxpayers, other than companies, rates of tax are xed for

successive segments of taxable income. There is a scale of these IV. SALES TAX

rates for family taxpayers and a separate scale for persons other
1. Sales commissionon

than family taxpayers. The gross income tax so ascertained is

then reduced by that part of it which is attributable to such It is proposed to make sales on commissionconductedby a trader

portion of the taxable income, beginning with the rst dollar liable to sales tax.

thereof as is equal to the total of the abatements available to the

taxpayer. In other words, a threshold -- called the abateable 2. Sales by motor dealers

anount and equal to the taxpayer's total abatements- is It is proposed to extend sales tax to all goods sold b a motor

established and tax is payable only on the segments of taxable dealer, and not only goods related to his normal business as such
income above this threshold at the appropriate rates fixed for as at present.
those segments.
Companies pay tax at the flat rate on taxable income and do not 3. Cancelled sales

qualify for abatements. It is proposed to confine the deduction in respect of cancelled

Marginal rate. sales to cases where the whole contract is cancelled.

The term marginal rate used in the following tabulation is the 4. Taxation of certain services
rate of tax which would be payable on the next segment of |
taxable income derived by the taxpayer. It is proposed to extend sales tax to the following services with .

For example, in the table where the taxable income of a family effect from October 1,1980-
taxpayer with two children increases from $ 10,000 to $ 11,000 Accommodationat an hotel or boardinghouse-

the marginal rate of tax applicable to the difference of $ 1,000 in (a) in Zimbabwe;or

taxable income is 30 percent, since the tax payable on a taxable (b) outside Zimbabwe if the contract therefor is entered into i

income of $ 11,000 ($ 1,680) exceeds the tax payable on a Zimbabwe.

taxable income of $ 10,000 ($ 1,380) by $ 300, which is 30 Air transport for a passenger-

percent of the difference in taxable income between the two (a) in Zimbabwe;or

segments ($ 1,000). (b) wholly or partly outside Zimbabwe if the contract therefor is
entered into in Zimbabwe.

Average rate: Transport for a passenger by contract car or taxicab-

The term average rate is the tax payable at a particular level of (a) in Zimbabwe;or

taxable income expressed as a percentage of that taxable income. (b) wholly or partly outside Zimbabwe, if the contract therefor

For example, the average rate of tax payable on a taxable income is entered into in Zimbabwe.
of $ 10,000 derived by a family taxpayer with two children is 14 'Iransport fr a passenger by road, rail or sea, otherwise than

percent (rounded to the nearestwhole number) (
1.380

'
x 100

)
.

that wholly within Zimbabwe, if the contract therefor is entered into

10,000 in Zimbabwe.
is, the tax payable on $10,000 ($ 1,380) expressed as a per- Telecommunications.services.
centage of $ 10,000. It is aJso proposed that the purchase of goods used in the

provisios of such services by the provider shall be taxable.

5. Refunds on sales tax on goods of a capital nature
11. STAMP DUTIES

It is proposed that purchases of goods of a capital nature after

1. Cheques October 1,1980, shall not qualify for a refund of sales tax except
those made by local authoritiesand statutory corporations.

It is proposed to increase the stamp duty on a cheque from 3

cents to 5 cents with effect from January 1,1981. 6. Additional exemptions
With effect from August 1,1980, it is proposed to exempt the

2. Registration of the acquisition of property following goods from sales tax-

It is proposed to introduce new rates of duty on the registration fish -- other than that in bottles or tins;
of the acquisition of property in the Deeds Registry with effect milk -'- in all its forms;
from October 1,1980, as follows- paraffin -- illuminating.
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V. CUSTOMS AND EXCISE: MOTOR SPIRIT AND MINERAL motor spirit (item 13 of the excise tariff) and diesel fuel (item
OILS 14(a) of the excise tariff) by suspending the increases to the

effective rates shown.
It is proposed to increase the tariff rates of customs and eicise It is also proposed to further reduce the excise duty on motor
duty on motor spirit and mineral oils but at the same time to spirit (item 13 of the tariff) when such spirit is-
limit the effect of the increase to the customs duty on motor produced from coal gas; or

spirit (item 195(1)(a) of the customs tariff) and diesel fuel (item produced from a mixture of ethyl alcohol and benzol.
200(b) of the customs tariff) and to the excise duty on certain

-

CJV A VE \ 3-:X98 \o.-

L ARTICLES II. REPORTSAND DOCUMENTS

China (People'sRepubc): Kenya:
Y.C. Jao: Kenya: Budget 1980-81 O
Recent developmentsin China's tax system 16

Pakistan:

Kenya: Pakistan: Budget 1980-81 38
Lawrence A. Rupley & Brendan P. Finucane:

Kenya's 1980 Budget 24
III. CONFERENCEDIARY 23

Latin America:

Pedro Massone: IV. BIBLIOGRAPHY 43
Adjustmentsof prots for inflation --

Developmentsin Latin America 3 -- Boks 43
Loose-leafservices 47--

Pakistan:

N.M. Qureshi:
Pakistan'sBudget for 1980-81 in
perspective-- Importantscal measures 35

V
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MARIA THERESIA

Zollordnung und Tarif fr das Land Tirol aus dem Jahre 1780.
By Alfons Pausch. Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag, 1980. 32 pp.
12.80 DM.

The publications listed in this bibliography have Reprint of the 1780 CustomsDutiesOrdinance for Tirol (Austria),
recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which issued under the reign of Queen Maria Theresia.

will gladly supply further informaton upon request
(B. 102.789)

(please quote the reference numbers). They should,
however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct BOLIVIA
from the publisher indicated, and not through the
Bureau. WIRTSCHAFTSSTRUKTUR:BOLIVIEN

By Dietrich Fezer. Cologne, Bundesstelle fr Aussenhandels-
information, 1980. 101 pp.
Economic set-up of Bolivia.AFRICA (B. 18.000)

AFRICASOUTH OF THE SAHARA1979-80

London, EuropaPublications, Ltd., 1980. 1325 pp. CANADA
Tenth edition of reference book providing a survey of African
countries south of the Sahara. It provides an ntroduction to the THE ACCEPTABLEMEAN: THE TAX RENTAL
African continent as a whole, deals with history and development, AGREEMENTS1941-1962
religions, etc. and lists all the major African regional organizations By R.M. Burns. Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation, 1980.with details of their officials and activities. Separate chapters,deal Financing CanadianFederation, No. 3. 285 pp., $ 12.with all the countries south of the Sahara including political Study describing the development of intergovernmental scalparties, banks, trade and industry, transport and education. relations under the tax rental agreements between the federal(B. 13.069) and provincial governments from 1941 to 1962, whereby the

provinces withdrew from levying personal and corporate income
ARGENTINA taxes and succession duties and rented them to the federa

government.
FOREIGNINVESTMENTIN ARGENTINA (B. 102.868)
By C. Langbehn. The Hague, Fenedex, 1980.23 pp.
Informative guide explaining business and taxation aspects of
investment operations in Argentina. CHINA (PEOPLE'SREPUBLIC)
(B. 15.996)

VOLKSREPUBLIKCHINA

ASIA Die neue Aussenwirtschaftsorganisation.Richtlinien fr Import
und Export; Handels- und Kooperationspraktiken;Investitionsge-

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SURVEY OF ASIA AND sellschaften. Cologne, Bundesstellefr Aussenhandelsinformation,
THE PACIFIC 1978 1980. Berichte und Dokumente zum auslndischn Wirtschafts-

und Steuerrecht,No. 1241124A. 96 pp.Biennial review and appraisal at the regional level of the inter- Monograph on the recent developments in international trade andnational development strategy for the Second United Nations cooperation in the People's Republic of China. German andDevelopment Decade, 1978. Bangkok, United Nations, 1979. Chinese texts of the statute of the China InternationalTrust and.167 pp. Investment Corporation, the statute of the Tianjin International(B. 51.628) Trust and Investment Cororation and other related statutes are

appended as well as English, Chinese and German versions of the
AUSTRALIA text of Measures for Preferred Treatment of Overseas Chinese

Investments in State-Operated Overseas Chinese Investment
COMMONWEALTHTAXATION Companies.

, Board of Review decisions. Editors: E.F. Mannix and D.W. Harris. (B. 51.641)
Volume 23. Chatswood,Butterworths, 1980. 980 pp.
Compilationof Australian tax cases concerning income tax.
(B. 51.646) COLOMBIA

TAXPAYER 1979/80 ANNUALTAXATIONSUMMARY COLOMBIA

Melbourne, Australian Taxpayers' Associations, 1980. 178 pp. The investor's guide. Bogot, Banco de la Republica, 1979.61 pp.
Extensive survey of the main aspects of income taxation in Revised booklet providing investors interested in Colombia with
Australia, together with summaries of payroll taxes, sales tax, basic facts and informationon foreign investmentand taxation in
land tax, gift and death duties and stamp duties. Colombia.
(B. 51.622) (B. 18.002)
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TAXATIONIN COLOMBIA employees, etc., the appropriate values to be used for the annul
accounts, the principle of realization and the principle of

Interntional Tax and Business Service. New York, Deloitte carefulness. An extensive index is appended.
Haskins & Sells, 1980.73 pp. (B. 102.795)
Paperback volume in the series International Tax and Business
Service prepared by Deloitte Haskins & Sells on taxation in DIE STEUERBELASTUNGBEI BETRIEBSAUFSPALTUNG
specic countries based on material available to the office. NACH DER KRPERSCHAFTSTEUERREFORMIM
It provides information on the tax system and describes the VERGLEICHZUR STEUERBELASTUNGBEI DER
income taxes in particular. PERSONENGESELLSCHAFTUND DER KAPITAL-
(B. 15.995) GESELLSCHAFT

Bonn, Institut Finanzen und Steuern, 1980. Finanzen und

FRANCE Steuern, Heft 119. 212 pp., 38.50 DM.
Study of the tax burden in the case of a split-up of enterprises
after the Corporate Income Tax Reform of 1977. The author

FOREIGN INVESTMENTSIN FRANCE draws a comparison between such split-ups in the case of partner-
Fiscal, legal and labour and social security aspects. Levallois, ships and other enterprises not falling under the Corporate
Nouvelles Editions Fiduciaires, 1980. 148 pp. Income Tax and in the case of corporations.
Quadrilingual compilation (French, English, German and Italian) (B. 102.858)
of four essays by various authors relating to foreign investments
in France. The topics are: The position for taxation purposes of GUAM
chargeable persons domiciled abroad and foreign companies
holding real property in France by Paul Puyraveau; The tax COMPILATIONOF GUAM TAXES
treatment of company acquisitions and some practical solutions

by Raymond Chuilon and Pierre Demazire; Takeover of a Title XX -- Government Code of Guam. Guam, Government

French firm by a foreign company, lbour and social security law Printer, 1970.67 pp.

aspects by Roger Descotte and Marguerite Gonnard; Abuse of Compilationof texts of Guam taxes contained in the Government

law by Raymond Chuilon and Jolle Rioux. Code of Guam by Manuel A. Chaco and Philipp L. Charles, Com-

(B. 102.863) missioners of Revenue and Taxation. The taxes covered are:

annual excise and admission taxes (tax on amusement devices,
FRENCHTAXATIONAND E.E.C. TAXATIONS admission tax, tax on recreation facilities);business privilege tax,

A short comparison. By Pierre Fontaneau. Nice, Cahiers Fiscaux gross receipts taxes, alcoholic beverage tax, liquid fuel tax,
tobacco tax, use tax, occupancy tax.

Europens, 1980.85 pp. (L. 52.388)
Study of the French tax system on income (individuals and cor-

porations) as compared to the other E.E.C. countries. A French
edition is available. HONG KONG
(B. 102.864)

TAXATION IN HONG KONG
THE FRENCHTAX SYSTEM International Tax and Business Service. New York, Deloitte

Practical questions concerning foreign enterpriseswith businesses Haskins.& Sells, 1980. 43 pp.
or interestsin France.Prepared by Claude Gambier. Paris, Editions Paperback volume in the series International Tax and Business
Francis Lefebvre, 1980. 128 pp. Service prepared by Deloitte Haskins & Sells on taxation in

Description of the French tax system (company tax, personal specic countries based on material available to the ofce. It

income tax, employer's payroll tax, value added tax and other provides information on the tax system and describes the income

taxes). Forms of doing business in France by foreign enterprises taxes in particular.
are dealt with. A French edition Le systme scal franais is (B. 51.590)
also available.
(B. 102.869) INDIA

LE REGIME FISCAL DES FUSIONSDE SOCIETESET AGRICULTUREAND DIRECTTAXES
OPERATIONSASSIMILEES

By Shyamsunder Mansinghka and R.S. Dani. Allahabad, Central
By Pierre Gastineau. Paris, Librairies Techniques Litec; Leval- Law Agency, 1977. 144 pp.
lois, Nouvelles Editions Fiduciaires, 1980. 780 pp.,.250 Fr.Frs. Monograph dealing with the possession of agriculture land and its
Monograph on taxation of corporate mergers and similar opera- tax aspects under the income tax, net wealth tax, gift tax and
tions from a theoretical as well as practical point of view. Related estate duties in India. Relevant texts of statutes are appended.
taxes levied are dealt with. (B. 51.618)
(B. 102.870)

ALL INDIA SALES TAX DIGEST
GERMANFEDERALREPUBLIC (1938 to March 1977). Being a complete digest of cases on sales

tax arranged alphabeticallyunder headings and sub-headings from
BILANZRECHT 1938 to 1977 March). Fourth edition 1977.3 volumes.
Handelsbilanz -- Steuerbilanz. By Jochen Thiel. Cologne, Peter By S.K. Agarwala.Allahabad,CentralLaw Agency,1977.2363 pp.

Deubner Verlag, 1980.182 pp., 34.80 DM. Manual containing a compilation of Indian sales tax cases re-

Systematical analysis of the commercial and scal law provisions ported from 1938 to March 1977 n alphabetical order in three

with regard to drawing up the balance sheet of a company, also bound volumes.

taking into consideration the reIevant aspects of the E.E.C. (B. 51.607)
Directive on balance sheets.
(B. 102.794) CLARIFICATIONSAND CIRCULARSON COMPANYLAW

DIE GRUNDSTZEORDNUNGSMSSIGERBUCHFHRUNG
With introduction by K.K. Ray. New Delhi, Ministry of Law,
Justice & Company Affairs, Department of Company Affairs,

5. vllig neubearbeiteteund erweiterteAuflage. By Ulrich Leffson. Governmentof India, 1976. 324 pp.
Dsseldorf, IdW Verlag, 1980. 488 pp., 85 DM. (B. 51.619)
Fifth revised edition of a handbook on the main principles of COMMENTARIESON THE FOREIGNEXCHANGE
accounting and preparing financial accounts, including a number REGULATIONACT, 1973
of relevant other aspects, such as publishing of the annal ac-

counts, protection of creditors, co-owners and shareholders, (Act No. XLVI of 1973) with Rules & Notifications and Allied
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Laws. By R.B. Sethi. Allahabad, Law Publishers, 1979. 306 pp. estate duty. Editor J.K. Sood. Volume 3, 1979. Jullundur, Intax
(B. 51.617) PublicationsPrivate, Ltd., 1979. 802 pp. B

Bound volume of the monthly law journal containingarticles, tax I
COMPANYRULES AND FORMS UNDER THE case digest and statutes, including 1979-80 Budget Speech and
COMPANIESACT 1956 the Finance Bill 1979.

(Brought up to June 1977). New Delhi, Ministry of Law, Justice (B. 51.611)
& Company Affairs, Department of Company Affairs, Govern-
ment of India, 1977. 665 pp.
(B. 51.625) INDONESIA

DIRECTTAXES DIGEST 1971-1976 INDONESIEN:MATERIALENZUM INVESTITIONS-
1977 Edition. By Ram Niwas Lakhotia. Calcutta, Asha Publishng RECHT

House, 1977. 759 pp. Cologne, Bundesstelle fr Aussenhandelsinformation, 1980.
Digest of all reported and unreported tax cases on income tax Berichte und Dokumente zum auslndischen Wirtchafts- und
(including corporate income tax), net wealth tax, gift tax, surtax, Steuerrecht, No. 127 a/c. 160 pp.
super prots tax and estate duty for the period 1971 to 1976. Introduction to German investment in Indonesia and the texts of
(B. 51.614) the Indonesian Foreign Investment Law and regulations, invest-

ment procedures and the double taxation treaty between the
THE LAW AND PRACTICE OF ESTATE DUTY German Federal Republic and Indonesia. 1
Second edition 1980. 2 Volumes. By S.K. Aiyar. New Delhi, (B. 51.645)
MetropolitanBook Co., Pvt., Ltd., 1980. 591 and 550 pp. PAJAK-PAJAKINDONESIASecond edition of manual on law and practice of estate duty in
India in two bound volumes. Volume I contains comments on Cetakan ke II. By B. Usman and K. Subroto. Jakarta, Yayasan
sections 1 to 33; Volume II comments on sections 34 to 85 and Bina Pajak, 1980. 201 pp.
text of relevant statutes (including forms) and a glossary of Secnd updated edition of guide describing taxation in Indnesia
important terms used in the act. An exhaustive index is also (including taxes levied by the Central Government and Local
included. Govermentas of amendmentsof 1979).
(B. 51.616) (B. 51.636)

THE TAX LAW REVIEW URIANDASAR PAJAK KEKAYAAN
Monthly law journal on income tax, wealth tax, gift tax and By B. Boediono. Jakarta, Berita Pajak, 1980. 154 pp.
estate duty. Editor J.K. Sood. Volume 2, 1978. Jullundur, Tax Monograph containing explanation and text of statutes con-
Law Review, 1978. 368 pp. cerning the net wealth tax levied in Indonesia.
Bound volume of the monthly law journal containing the October (B. 51.635)
to December 1978 issues. Articles, questions and answer sections,
tax case digest and statutes are included.
(B. 51.610) INTERNATIONAL

THE MONOPOLIESAND RESTRICTIVETRADE HET BRANDTRAPPORT
PRACTICESACT

Een overlevingsprogramma. The Hague, Government Printer,Rules and Regulations. Revised up to date. New Delhi, Ministry 1980.292 pp.
of Law, Justice .and Company Affairs, Department of Company The Brndt Report (Dutch language version) on a new economic
Affairs, Governmentof India, 1977. 243 pp. order.
Text of the Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act (as (B. 102.862)
amended by the Companies (Amendment)Act, 1974) and related
bylaws. INTERNATIONALINVESTMENTAND MULTINATIONAL
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INCOME TAX LAW Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development, 1980.
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Revised by D.D. Seth and S.C. Manchanda. 2nd Edition revised Study on the legal responsibility of parent companies for their
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TheUnitarySystemofTaxation

IdentificationoftheSourceof Income
by James C. Redmond*

I. INTRODUCTION
Table of contents

A sovereign, so the argument goes, has the right to levy taxes upon those
I. INTRODUCTION

individuals and business entities who derive benefit from activities carried
on within that sovereign'sjurisdiction. While this is taken as axiomatictoday,

Il. THEORY AND CONSTITUTIONAL
LIMITS OF STATE TAXATION

there are always disagreements about the scope of a sovereign's authority to
l. METHODS USED BYSTATESTO

tax, in what amounts and under what conditions. IDENTIFY SOURCEOF INCOME

IV. ALLEGED PROBLEMS CAUSED BY
As if it were not difficult enough t deal with the tax authorities of one THE USE OF THE WORLD-WIDE

sovereignwithin a given geographicalregion, the United States offers the tax- UNITARY SYSTEM

payer an added dimension of complexity due to its division of authority V. REBUTTAL

between the Federal government and each of the fifty state governments. VI. ATTEMPTS TO LIMIT THE USE OF

And since both are considered to be sovereign, each with some exclusive THE UNITARY METHOD

powers and some overlapping powers, the taxpayer will face a day of reck- Vll. CONCLUSION

oning with each.

While most foreign taxpayers are aware of the purpose behind the tax laws
of the Federal governmentof the United States, they often find dealing with
the state tax provisions confusing, costly and in conflict with what the tax-

payer sees as the interest of the Federal government. The unitary method of

taxation, used by some of the states to tax corporate income, is one of these

provisions. The purpose of this article is to describe the most common

methods of corporate incme allocation in use by the states, with particular
* J.D., University of California, Davis.

emphasis on the unitary and combined reportingmethods, and the problems
Mr. Redmond is a member of the Cali-
forna Bar and is in private practice in

which they have caused. Palo Alto, California, U.S.A.

1. U.S. Const. Art. 4.

Il. THEORY AND CONSTITUTIONALLIMITS 2. Congress shall have the power ... to
regulate commerce with foreign nations

OF STATE TAXATION and among the several states. U.S. Const.
Art. 1, Secs 8, cl.3.

The supremacy clause of the U.S. Constitution 1 provides that any state law 3. A state may not ... deprive any person
of life, liberty or property without duepro-which is in conflict with the Federal Constitution, a Federal law or a U.S. cess of law. U.S. Const. Amend XIV.

treaty is void. Two specific provisions of the U.S. Constitution which have 4. Mobil Oil Corp. v. Commissioner of
been construed to place limits upon a state's power to tax businesses engaged Taxes of Vermont, 445 U.S. 425, 443

(1980) citing Complete Auto Transit Inc.
in interstate or foreign commerce are the commerce clause, 2 and the due Brady, 430 U.S. 274, 279 (1977). Notev.

process clause of the FourteenthAmendment. 3 that more stringent requirements must be
met if a burden is placed upon the insfru-
mentalities of foreign commerce (such as

A state tax law which imposes a burden on interstate connercenust meet cargo containers). There the state law must

several requirements in order to be valid under the commerce clause. Such a not unreasonably increase the risk of mul-

tax will be upheld as long as it: tiple taxation on an internationallevel, and
it must not interfere with the federalpower
to regula.te commercewith foreign ntions.

1. is applied to an activity with a substantialnexus with the taxing state; Japan Line, Ltd. v. County ofLosAngeles,
2. is fairly apportioned; 441 U.S. 434, (1978). It is not clear if the

Supreme Court would apply these ad-
3. does not discriminate against interstate commerce;and ditional requirements to a state income tax
4. is fairly related to the services provided by the state. 4 which burdened foreign commerce but

dicta in Exxon Corp. u. Wisconsin Depart-
ment of Revenue, 48 U.S.L.W. 4687,The burden on interstate commerce that is often alleged in litigation is the (June 10, 1980) indicate that it would

risk of multiple taxation. not. See discussionof these cases infra.
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The due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment The types of ncome which have usually fallen into the
is the second broad restriction on state power. This pro- residual non-business incme category include in-
vision has been construed to prohibit a state from taxing tangible income such as dividends, interest, royalties
income which has its source in activities outside the and the like. These types ofincomeare then specifically
state. Two requirements, which overlap to some degree allocated to the state of commercial domicile on the
those under the commerce clause, must be met for a theory that the central management is responsible for

10state tax to withstand a due process challenge. There earning such income through its investmentdecisions.
must be:

Trying to locate the source of business inccome on the
1. a minimal connection or nexus between the other hand presents much greater difculties.When cor-

business activitiesand the taxing state; and porations began to operate across state boundaries to a

2. a rational relationshipbetweenthe ncomeattributed significantdegree, state tax authoritiesfoundit necessary
to the state and the ntrastate values of the enter- to devise some method of apportioning a corporation's
prise. 5 income among the states n which it operated, since

If a taxpayer wishes to challenge a state tax law on con- manufacturing, distribution and sales in addition to

stitutional grounds s/he must bear a substantial burden management all play some role in generating income,
of proof that the state method is wholly unreasonable and these activities ususally spread over several states.

and results in gross distortion. 6 The court has noted Formula apportionment was the method developed to

that any method of allocating income for State tax attempt to distribute the business income in a way that,
purposes is bound to be imprecise, so the method or ts hopefully, would approximate the distribution of

application must b shown to result n more than a activitieswhich earned it.
minimal amount of overtaxation. 7

When formula apportionment was first introduced in
the United States many states utilized one factor
formulae apportioning income based on such things as

Ill. METHODSUSED BY STATESTO IDENTIFY the ratio of instate sales to total sales. Over time most
SOURCE OF INCOME states imposing a corporate income tax have adopted a

three factor formula which considers sales, property and
In order for a state to determine how it will compute payroll of a corporation. 11 In 1957 an equallyweighted
the taxable income of a business, it initially must decide three factor formula was promulgated as part of the
three basic questions: Uniform Division of Income for Tax Purposes Act

12
1. the income of which corporation or crporations is (UDITPA), a model law which has been copied by

to be considered, i.e. what is the definedenterprise many stats.

2. what income f the defined enterprise is sufficiently
identiable with a given location to be specifically 5. Exxon, 48 U.S.L.W. at 4690.
allocable there, and what income is not allocable 6. See Butler Brothers v. McColgan, 315 U.S. 501, 507 (1942).
and must be apportionedamong the states where its 7. Moorman MFG. Co. v. Bai, 437 U.S. 267, 278(1978). Note

income generatingactivities occur; and that there has been only one case where a taxpayerhas succeeded

3. for ncome that must be apportined,what method in challenging a state's apportionmentmethod. Hans Rees' Sons.

most fairly divides the income among the states in-
Inc. u. North Carolina Ex Rel Maxwell, 283 U.S. 123,(1931).
8. Uniform Division of Income for Tax Purposes Act (UDITPA)volved. Sec. l(a).

The issues concerningallocationand apportionmentwill 9. UDITPA Sec 1(c).
be dealt with first and the more controversial issue of 10. Originally this income was allocated to the state of incor-
what constitutes the defined enterprisewill be saved for poration but since the practice of incorporating in one state and
last. operating out of another has become widespread, the allocation

of this income to the commercialdomicile became necessary. See
In trying to locate the activities which give rise to the Corrigan, Toward Uniformity in Interstate Taxation, Tax Notes,
generatin of income, the states face a problem which September15, 1980 at 508.
has yet to be resolved by economists and tax theorists. 11. 43 states and the District of Columbia use a three factor
While recognizingthat no theorywilladequatelyidentify formula. These states are: Alabama, Arizona,Arkansas,California,
the geographical source of income n all situations two Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii,
major methods have been developed to attempt to give Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine,
a situs to ncome for purpses of taxation. These are

Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi,
specic allocation and formula apportionment. Missouri, Mntana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey,

New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio,
Historically there has been a distinctionmade between a Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
corporatin's business ncome and its non-business Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, Virginia and Wisconsin.
ncome. Income which falls nto the first category is The equally weighted three factor formula is commonly known as

generally defined s .... income which arises from trans- th MassachusettsFormula.

actions and activity in the regular course of the tax- 12. Uniform acts are those drafted by the National Conference

payer's trade or business and includes income from
of commissioners on uniform state laws, for recommendation to

tangible and intangible property if the acquisition,
state legislatures, and are formulated after suggestions from legal
scholars, judges and lawyers have been considered. These re-

management and dispositionof the property constitutes commendationsar in no way binding upon the states, and may
integral parts of the taxpayer's regular trade or business be adopted in whole, in part, or not at all. One of the most suc-

operations8 Non-busineSs ncome is simply all other cessful of the uniform laws has been the uniform commercial.

than business ncome. 9 code, adopted in some form by mostf the states.
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The uniform act provides. that the property, payroll Most states have also adopted the business/non-business
and sales factors will consist of: income distinction of the UDITPA and thus use a

1. owned and rental real and tangible personal pro-
combination of specic allcation and formula ap-

perty used in the trade or business; portionment, allocating non-business income to the

t 2. wages, salaries and other forms of remuneration commercial domicile and apportioning the rest. The use

paid to the employees who are performing services of both methods has come under criticism by scholars

for the corporation in its regular business activities; and by the MultistateTax Commission,primarily due to

t 3. sales from general business transactions. 13 the complexity caused by combining both methds.

While the three factor formula is generally regarded as
Recommendationshave beenmade to simplify the system

providing a more realistic apportionment of income by eliminating the distinction between business and

to the states in which it i generatedthan othermethods, non-business income and using formula apprtionment
1 6

at least one state still uses a one factor formula and n all corporate income. To date this recommendation

this practice has been upheld by the United States has not been widely accepted despite the problems
Supreme Court. 1 4 caused by the combinationof the systems of attributing

mcome.

The general form of the three factor formula in use is
described by the equation F = oA + fiB + 7C, where F The final variable, and the focus of this discussion, is the

is the apportinmentfactor applied to the apportinable description of the defined enterprise whose income

income, A is the ratio of instate sales to total sales, B will be subject to specific allocation, formula apportion-
iS the ratio of instate property to total property, C is ment, or both. The most general form of the method

the ratio of instate payroll to total payroll, and the used by the states to determine taxable income can be

coefficients a, & 7 are the respective weights given to described by the expression:
the factors. The method is illustrated by the follwing taxable income = amount of defined enterprise in-

example. come which is specifically al-

Suppose that corporation X is a manufacturer and dis- locable + formula apportionment
tributor f a certain commodity through branch ofces factor (apportionable income of

within the United States. Its sales total $50,000,000, its the defined enterprise)
total owned and rented real and tangible personal pro- As we have seen, some states specifically allocate in-

perty is valued at $10,000,000 and its total payroll come, others apportion all income and a variety of
iS $25,000,000. If state Y determines that the sales, methods are used to compute the formula apportion-
property and payroll figures which relate to the cor- ment factor. The determination of the defined enter-

poration's activities within state Y are $10,000,000, prise is the area where there is the most diversity among
$8,000,000 and $20,000,000 respectively, and State Y the states and is currently the issue causing the most
uses the equally weighted UDITPA formula then the controversy.
computationsare as follows: The most common method used to identify the defined

enterprise is known as separate accounting. As the term
instate sales

= $10.,000,000 = 1 is most often used it describes a method whereby each
total sales $50,000,000 5 corporation is viewed as a defined enterprise for ap-

17
instate property _ $ 8,000,000 _

4 portionment purposes. Thus, if a corporation is the

total property $10,000,000 5
13. Unitary apportionmentand worldwidecombination:Hearings

instate payroll = $20,000,000 _
4 before the California Assembly Revenueand TaxationCommittee,

-

total payroll $25,000,000 5 November 13, 1979, vol. III at 12 (hereinaftercited as Hearings).
Note that the UDITPA formula was recommended for use in

Since the formula is equally weighted o ==7= 1/3, taxing manufacturing and mercantile firms. Many states have
thus 11,4,4 3 specialized formula for dealing with certain industries such as

F =5 (3 -'-5+5) =

-5 banks, airlines, commercial fishing, and mtion picture and
televisionproduction.

Therefore 3/5 of whatever state Y determines cor- 14. Iowa's formula was tested in Moorman MFG. Co. u. Bair,
poration X's apportionable income to be will be at- 437 U.S. 267(1978).
tributed to state Y and taxed there. 15. Florida, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New York and Wisconsin

all have unequally weighted factors.
16. See Corrigan, Toward Uniformity in Interstate Taxation,

Some states have deviated from the UDITPA formula supra note 10. Note that the Supreme Court in Mobil Oil rejected
and weigh the factors unevenly. is New York State, the argument that dividends had to be attributed to the state of

for example, uses a value of 25 percent for both the commercial domicile and thus proclaimed that specific allocation

property and the payroll coefficients and i:ncreases was not constitutionallyrequired. 445 U.S. at 445.

the sales coefficient to 50 percent. While some state 17. The term is also used to describe a system where divisions of

tax authorities feel that this unequallyweighted system one corporation are treated individually as dened enterprises

iS a more accurate assessment of where ncome is and the income of each is apportion.ed. See Oldman and Shoettle,

generated, it also has the effect of providingan incentive
State and Local Taxes and Finance 559(1974). This type of
functional separate accounting was at issue in the Exxon case.

for a corporation to locate its manufacturing facilities For purposes of simplicity, separate accountingas it is dealt with

(or other labor intensive operations) in such a state, as here will be discussed in terms of transactions between corpor-

long as the other states retain the equally weighted ations but the principles could be applied to clearly defined
formula. divisionswithin the same corporationas well.
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only part of a multistate or multinationalbusinesswhich What constitutes a unitaryenterprisehas ntbeenclearly
iS operating within the separate accounting state, then defined. In California, the leading proponent of the
only the income of that corporation will be considered worldwide application of the unitary system, 23 the
for allocationand apportionment. rough guidelines are provided primarily by case law. 24

Separate accounting, therefore, dictates that the cor- The basic characteristics of a unitary business there are

porate boundaries define the limits of taxable income. (1) that the corporation's operations are dependent
While this concepthas appeal it could lead to widespread upon or contribute to the business conducted by the

tax avoidance. Consider the followingexample. group, and (2) that there be at least a 50 percent

Corporation A, domiciled n state X, is engaged in
common ownership or control between the corporation
and the corporate group.

2 s

manufacturing and distributing a certain product. Its
manufacturing operations take place in state X and its In ordert determinethe income of the unitarybusiness
sales occur mostly n state Y where its sales personnel the California Franchise Tax Board requires that cor-

are located. Under the separate accounting system porations which are part of the unitary group file a

generally in use state X would allocate and apportion combined report in addition to separate returns for
the income of corporation A and arrive at a gure for all crporations doing business in California. 6 The
taxable income. report must contain the combined prot and loss state-

If state Y has a lower tax rate than state X, tax planning ments fr the unitary group, ignoring certain inter-

considerations might dictate the following course of company transactions,listing certain deductions claimed

action. If corporation A incorporates its sales division by the unitary group and providing information con-

in state Y, forming B corpration, then it would be cerning the total sales, property and payroll along with
the amounts of Califnia sales, property and payroll.possible for the manufacturingcorporation A to sell its

goods to its affiliate B corporation at cost and thus The effect of the unitary method is to concentrate on

corporatinA would show no profit (or even a loss) for the substance rather than the formf a business arrange-
its state X operations. When B corporationsells the pro- ment, and to treat an integrated business the same for
ducts it will derive all of the gain. Since we presumedthe tax purposes whether it is operated in the form of one

tax burden is smaller in state Y than X, the business, corporation with branches or through separate cor-

which now is split in two, will have an overall tax saving. porations. This method also shifts a substantial burden
ff state tax authorities since they need only determineTo prevent this type of artificial income shifting the

transfer pricing or arm's length method of evalu- what constitutes a unitary business rather than attempt
ating transactions between related corporations has t measure the arm's length value of the multitude
been developed. This system nvolves the auditing of f intercompany transactions. As has been pinted out

transactionsbtweenrelatedcompaniesto assure that the by one defender of the unitary system, while the deter-

value attached to the transfer f goods, services etc., mination of what constitutes a unitary business is in

accurately represents the value that would have been itself no easy task, especially with the complexity of

given to the same item in an arm's length transaction modern multinationals:

between two unrelated parties. The separateaccounting/ 18. I.R.C. Sec. 482; Treas. Reg. Secs. 1.482-1(a)(6).transfer pricing system is currently used by some of the 19. See Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises, report of
states, :by the Internal Revenue Service 18 and has the OECD Committee Fiscal Affairs, 1979.on

been endorsed by the OECD as the fairest method of 20. The California Franchise Tax Board claims that ... the
applying tax laws. 19

separate corporate entities of the group are not disregarded by

Although the separate accounting system is widely
use of the combined report approach. California Franchise Tax
Board, Guide for Corporations Filing a Combined Report, 3.accepted, some states have chosen a different method Despite this disclaimer, the very foundationof the unitary systemof determining the defined enterprise. This alternative would seem to require tax authorities to look beyond corporate

system, known as the unitary method, differs from boundaries.
separate accounting in that it does not recognize the 21. Note that a foreign corporation operating through a per-
integrity of corporate boundaries for tax purposes

20
manent establishment within state in theory, bea may, pro-

but instead defines a unitary business, which may tected if there is an applicable double taxation treaty. See Kaplan,
include parts of many corporations both within and Taxing Foreign Firms by Formula, Tax ManagementInternational

without the state. Once the scope of the unitary business Journal, September1979, 3-9.

has beendeterminedan apportionmentformulais applied 22. The states currentlyusing this method are California, Oregon
to its business income and the state taxes the portion or

an Alaska.

the income attributable to it. 23. Since California's use of the unitary method on a worldwide
scale appears to have caused the most controversy,examples con-

Mst of the states which use the unitary method confine cerning this method will refer to the California approach unless
its application to corporations perating within the otherwise indicated.

United States. Thus, as long as a foreign parent cor- 24. See Butler Bros. v. McColgan, 17 Cal. 2d 664, Aff'd 315

poration operates within the U.S. through a subsidiary, U.S. 501; Edison California Stores, Inc. u. McColgan, 30 Cal.

the foreign and domestic portions f the business will
2d 472; Superior oil Co. v. Franchise Tax Board, 60 CaL 2d

Honolulu O Corp. v. Franchise Tax Board, 60 Cal 2d 417;not be unified by those states for purposes of apportion-
406;
and Standard Register Co. v. Franchise Tax Board, 259 Cal.

ment. 21 A few states, however, do not limit a unitary App. 2d 125.
business to domestic oprationsand extend the reach of 25. Guide for Corporations Filing a Combined Report, supra
the unitary net to the worldwide activities of multi- note 20, at 4.
national corporations. 22 26.. Id. at 3.
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... it will generally not have to be performed de authorities' requests and face civil r criminal
novo every year. The informationneeded to deter- sanctions in the countries of operation. 32

mine the existence and scope of a unitary business 5. Another compliance problems faces corporatins
is likely to remain relevant for a period f years. with old assets. California requires that assets be
By contrast, the arm's length methd would in- valued at historical cost for purposes f applying
volve the states in examining literally thusands the apportionmentformula. Some corporationshold
of ntercorpratetransactionsevery year.

i, 2

assets for which there are no records of historical
On occasion the unitary methd may be more ad- cost either due to business practice or calamity. 33

vantageus to a multinational than the separate ac- The alleged result is that there is an overallocation
counting method. This would occur when the business of income to California since the value of the un-

activities in the unitary state are profitable but the documented assets cannot be established and the
total unitary business is registering losses. If separate assets in California will skew the formula applied
accounting is used, the tax authorities, once satised to apportion income. 34

that there was no ncome shifted out of the state, 6. The unitary method and combined report do not
would impose a tax on the profitablenstate operation. satisfactorily deal with currency conversion pro-
However, if the unitary system is used there wuld be blems created by the need to compile information ,
a net lss for the unitary business as a whole and thus from corporations which operate in countries whose
little or no tax owed. 28

fluctuate and thus create-articialcurrency may
gains (or losses) which distort the proper allocation
of income. 35

IV. ALLEGED PROBLEMSCAUSED BY THE USE
OF THE WORLD-WIDEUNITARYSYSTEM 7. The unitary system ignores genuine losses which

often occur during the startup period of a new

In spite of, or perhaps because of, the claims of more enterprise. Thus it is claimed that although a new

effective tax administration there has been widespread business beginning operation in a unitary state may
dissatisfactionwith the use of the unitary method. The be actually experiencing a los, the ncome frm
critics of the unitary system, which include ndividuals ther parts of the unitary business could be taxed in

36
from business, governmentand organizationssuch as the that unitary state.

OECD have a plethora of complaints abut both the 8. Profits earned by operations n high risk countries
theoretical foundation of the system and its practical should not be equated with prfits erned in low
application. risk cuntries. Since the high risk profits are really
The major arguments put forward against the unitary a contingency reserve or a compensation for the
method are as follows: risk, income is unfairly shifted to the unitary state

if this business reality is ignored.The same arguments
1. The unitary system allows the states too much

are made concerning the disparity of labor costs and
discretion in the determination of a unitary busi- productivitybetween differentcountries. 37

ness. This often results in alleged double taxation
since one state's decision to nclude a corporation 9. Information which is required by tax authrities
within a unitary business may result in taxation f could harm a corporation's competitive position if
that income under the unitary formula, and another the nformation were to be made public. This dis-
state or country may also tax the same ncome if its closure would most often occur when a tax assess-

method of apportionmentis different. 29 ment is appealed to the courts since the information
becomespart of the public record. Thusthe unitary2. The unitary system has the effect of taxing in- business must decide the relative disadvantages or

come earned outside the state and is thus unconsti-
tutional. 30 foregoing an appeal of a tax assessmentand the risk

of disclosure of harmfulnformationto competitors
3. Compliance with the reporting requirements is dif- if an appeal':*taken.38

ficult and costly at best, and mpossible at worst. The critics allege that the use of the unitary system acts
A multinational operatng in countries with vastly
differing accounting methods must adjust the n-

as a disincentive for corporations to lcate in the states
using, the method, and the corporations already presentformation from the books of all portions of the

unitary business and provide it to the state in the
required form. Multinational enterprises claim that
this nformation is not routinely prepared and thus

27. Church and Pomp, The Unitary Method:.Thirteen Questions

must be compiled specially at great cost. 31 and Answers, Tax Notes, June 16, 1980, 894.
28. See SuperiOr.OiL Co. v. Franchise Tax Board, 60 Cal. 2d 406.

4. The domestic law of countries where part of the 29. See Taxing Foreign Firmsby Formula, supra note 21, 7 n.24.

unitary business operates may prohibit disclosure 30. See Hearings, supra note 13, at 46, 85, 86.

of certain types of nformation. Fr example, 31. Id. at 44, 66,67.

information about corporations with military con-
32. Id. at 42.
33. Id. at 67,74.tracts or information concerning financial n-
34. Id. at 74.

stitutions may be restricted. This places the tax- 35. Id. at 91.
payer in the uncomfortable position of either 36. Id. at 95.
complying with the domestic law, with the resulting 37. Id. at 115, 174, 175.
increased tax burden, or complying with the tax 38. Id. at 77.
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attempt to reduce their activities in thse states. 39 A whse ncome was unfairly allocated culd appeal
fear is also expressed that the unitay system may be that determinationto the courts. 47

adopted by countries who will abuse the method by 6. Unitary method proponents dispute the claim that
manipulation of the definition of a unitary business multinational enterprises normally have problemsand thus exact unfair taxes. 40 Finally, the fear is ex- with currency conversions. On the contrary, the
pressed by American based business that other countries question is raised how a multinational could assess
may retaliate against the United States by enacting un- the prfitability of its various operations without
favorable laws in response t some states' use of the
unitary method. 41 some regular computations nvlving currency

conversion. 48

The OECD report, in its endorsement of separate 7. If the instate business meets the requirement that
accounting and transfer pricing, and rejection of so there be a relationship of dependency and con-

called 'global methods',states that: tribution between the portions of the business

Such methods wuld necessarily be arbitrary, within and without the taxing state, and thus

tending to disregard market cnditions as well as
there is a unitary business, then the fact that startup

the particular circumstances of the individual enter- losses occur will be taken nto account through
prises and tending to ignore the management's own

deductions to the income of the unitary business

allocation of resources, thus producing an allocation as a whole. As long as there is this nterrelation

f profits which may bear no sound relationship to among the members of the group then it is clear
that some of the total unitary income was generatedthe economic facts and nherently running the risk

of allocating profits to an entity which is in truth by the instate corporation's activities and shuld
49

making losses (or the contrary).i, 42 thus be taxed.

8. As in the case of other unique situations (e.g. theThus despite admitted drawbacks with the transfer
pricing system, the OECD feels that administration is particular disclosure problems in some countries)
easier, and the determination of corprate income is profits frm high risk countries, large differences in

fairer than with the unitary method. productivityof labr, etc., will be givenconsideratin
in apportioning ncome. The tax authorities again
reject the claim that they constitutionallycan, or do

V. REBUTTAL apply the formula as rigidly as is alleged, s 0

9. A taxpayer may chse not to appeal a tax assess-

The proponents of the unitary tax method (who con- ment for a variety of valid business reasns. The
sist primarily of the tax authorities of states usng that danger that such an appeal may result in disclosure
method) have attempted to counter these charges and f nformation is only slightly greater than the
have pointed out the substantial deciencies with the appeal of a tax assessment in a transfer pricing
separate accounting/transfer pricing approach as well. situation, and in any event serious damage to a

The response of the defenders to the previous points corporation's competitivie position is relatively
are: remote, s 1

1. While admitting the potential for error in. any In respnse to claims that the unitary method is a

system of income allocation, the proponents claim strong disincentive for business to locate elsewhere,
that the concept of a unitary business is sufficiently proponents cite a recent study to indicate that tax
definite and is consistently applied. The unitary
method is fair in that it accurately reflects where
ncome is generated, and although there are frequent at 57.39. Id.

charges of double taxation, no one has put forward 40. Id. at 120, 150.
a case where double taxation has iactoccurred. 43 41. Id. at 40.

42. Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises, supra note
2. There is no taxation of foreign income where the 19, at 14.

income does not have a connectionwith some instate 43. See the Unitary Method: Thirteen Questions and Answers,
activity. To tax ncome without the presence of supra note 27, at 893, A Point of View, Taxes International, Sep-
this nexus would be unconstitutional44 and the tember 1979, 6.

taxpayerwould have recourse to the courts, 45 44. See Discussion of the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth

3. Compliance costs are not prhibitive since often Amendment,supra.
45. See the Unitary Method: Thirteen Questions and Answers,the nfrmation is already prepared in a usable note 27, at 893.

form in intergroup financial reports. While admitting
supra
46. See Hearings, supra note 13, at 20, 129, 130; note that some

the problem caused by the variation in accounting tax officials claim that a full transfer price audit would be much
methods, the proponents claim that the conversion more costly than the preparation of the combined report. Id.
in most cases is not burdensome. 4 6 at 20.

47. See Hearings, supra noe 13, at 130; The Unitary Method:4/5.The tax authorities claim that problems such as
Thirteen Questins and Answers, note 27, at 893.dsclosure restrictions under local law and pro-

supra
48. See Hearings, supra note 13, at 23, 24.

blems of documentation are routinely dealt with 49. Id. at 130.
in an equitableway. They deny thataccmmodations 50. See The Unitary Method: Thirteen Questions and Answers,
are not made to adjust formulae which would other- supra note 27, at 893.
wise be skewed and point out again that a taxpayer 51. See Hearings, supra note 13, at 77.
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cnsiderations are not paramount in the decision on In Mobil Oil the court was.faced with a challenge to an

where to locate, and that California, at least, ranks apportioned Vermnt tax on the business and certain
high among chosen lcations n spite of its use of the non-business income of a New York based corporatin
unitary method. s 2 Evenif some business is discouraged operating n Vermont. The curt rejected a call by the
thrugh the use of the unitary system, state tax author- corporatin to rule that the nclusion of dividendsfrm
ities claim that the alleged gains to be made by reverting foreign affiliates within the apportionable tax base was

to a separate accounting/transfer pricing system are per se unconstitutionaland found that Mobil had failed
speculative and that there will be significant amunts to meet its burden of showing gross overallocatin,since
of revenue lost as a result. 5 3 its foreign and domestic operatins were part of a uni-

The unitary system defenders are as quick t pointut tary business.

the deficiencies f transfer pricing as their oppnents The Exxon case invoved a claim by Exxn corpration
are to praise its virtues. It is noted that the OECD that its three functional departments, exploration and
report recognizes the serious problem in estimating the production, refining, and marketing shuld be treated
fair market value for such items as patents and inter- as separate taxable entitites, and that since only the
corporate services, and even the InternalRevenueService marketing division had operatins in Wisconsin, only
uss a unitary system instead of separate accounting the income of that division could be apportioned and
in sme situations, s 4 taxed there. The court, noting that a company's internal

State tax officials claim that enfrcement of transfer accounting methods are not binding on a state for tax

pricing is not practical fr national tax authorities and purposes, held as in Mobil Oil, that the corporationhad

is much less so for the states, since extensive audits, failed to meet its burden of proof that its operatins
often in many different countries, would be required. were not part of aa unitary business, and thus rejected
The budget of a state tax administrator is relatively Exxen's cmmerce clause and. due process claims.

limited and they claim that what multinatinal enter- bserving that private litigationhas notbeenparticularly
prises really want (and expect) is no audit at all. s s fruitful, many governments,expressing concern for their

It ha been suggested that if the unitary states were to business enterpriss, have attempted t persuade the

accept separate accounting that their tax authorities federal governmentt place restrictions on the states'

could utilize information about taxpayers acquired
thrugh IRS transferprice audits. However, this presents

52. Facility Location Decisions, a Fortune Market Research

problems in practice. Due to the division of power
Survey, September 1977, Exhibit 30, Hearings, supra note 13,
at 133.

within the United States between the state and federal 53. The amount of revenue which would be lost has been esti-
governments, the states oppose ceding any authority mated to be as high as 20-25 thousand million dollars annually
to the federal government, especially in an area as central for the state of Oregon alone. States' Unitary Tax Method Spurs
to a government's operation as taxation. In addition, CongressionalDebate, Tax Notes, April 7, 1980, 511.
the states fear that the IRS may nt conduct a transfer 54. At least four situations exist in which the IRS applies some

price audit when asked or will cmprmise a claim fonm of the unitary method. First ... in those cases where the
in a way that works to the disadvantage of a particular arn's length method proves unsatisfactory, the IRS relies on

state, s 6 methods that comport with the unitary approach. Second, in
allocating crtain costs between foreign and domestic afliates,
the regulations under Sec. 861 of the Code view the ffiliated
corporations as a unit. Third, the formula apportionmentmethod
is used in allocating income between a parent corporationand its

VI. ATTEMPTSTO LIMIT THE USE DISC; ne of the reasons given for adopting this method was to

OF THE UNITARY METHOD avoid the complexities of the arm's length standard. Fourth,
the regulations provide for the use of a formula apportionment
uhder Sec. 863 of the Code if th circumstances make it im-

Pressure on the states t modify or abandon the uni- possible to determine an independent factory or production
tar system has increased in recent years with attacks price -- the regulations provide for a twofactor formula, using
coming from business, foreign gvernments and some sales and property. The Unitary Method: Thirteen Questions
American political leaders. The forum where the assault and Answers, supra note 27, at 896.
on the unitary method is most frequently launched is 55. See Hearings, supra note 13, at 20.
in the courts, and the number of cases attempting to 56. Delaware Tax Authoritieshad this fear realized in its attempts
have the use of the system struck down or modified to audit the Getty Oil Company. In response to this problem a

have been increasing. bill was introduced in the Delaware Legislature to adopt the uni-
tary method. However the chances of such a proposal being ap-

When the U.S. supreme court ruled in the Japan line 57
proved appear slim. State Survey, Investment/U.S.A., August

case that a California ad valorem property tax imposed 1980, 15.

on foreign cargo shipping continers did not meet the 57. Japan Line Ltd. v. County of Los Angeles, 441 U.S. 434.

stringent requirements necessary to assure that there (1978).
was no unreasonable burden on foreign commerce,

5 8 58. See Culp, A Look t the Limitations on State Power to Tax

there was optimism among business leaders that the Foreign Commerce, Bulletin for International Fiscal Docu-

unitary method might be the next to fall. 5 9 However, mentation, 1979, 550.
59. See Taxing -Foreign Firms by Formula, supra note 21, at 8.

hopes that the perspective of the court had shifted to 60. Mobil Oil Corp. v. Commissioner of Taxes of Vermont,
one more likely to put restrictions on state taxing 445 U.S. 425, (9180).
power were dashed with the opinions in the Mobil Oil 60

61. Exxon Corporation Wisconsin Department of Revenue,v.

and Exxon 61
cases. 48 USLW 4687, (June 10, 1980).
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use of the unitary system. 'The most recent diplomatic practical way for the states to police multinational
effort 62

was in conjunction with the United States -- enterprises, given the limited resources at the disposal
United Kingdom double taxatin treaty which was of state tax authorities. Many cngressionalleaders also
negotiated with the U.K. by the U.S. Treasury Depart- have sympathy for the states rights philosophy
ment. When the treatywas signedon December31, 1975, which resists any further nroads by the Federal govern-
it included a prvision, article 9(4) 43, which shielded ment into the autonomy of the states. These membrs
British corporationsoperating in the U.S. either through point out that the powert tax is a fundamentalgovern-
branches or controlled U.S. subsidiriesfromapplication mental power and that a restriction such as this would
f the unitary method by the Federal government or not only be a blw to states, already reeling from de-

,

the states. After considerationby the U.S. Senate,which creasing revenues due t recession and ther causes, but
must ratify U.S. treaties, the part of article 9(4) which that this type f law wuld set a dangerous precedent
would have prevented the states from utilizing the uni- which will accelerate the erosion of state authority.
tary methd in taxing U.K. cmpanieswas reserved. 64

These bills are only the latest in a series of similar pro-
Since the British had made concessions in the treaty posals considered almost annually by Congress for more
which favored certain U.S. business interests 65 partly than decade. But while previous legislative attempts, a

in return for the restrction or tate use of the unitary to limit the states have met with little success, the
method, there was an understandable feeling by the pressure on Congress to act does seem to be munting,
British that they were being treated unfairly. This and with the new Republican majority in the Senate
situationthreatenedapprovalofthe treatyby Parliament, the chances of some limitation appear more likely than
but after a prtocol was negotiated which removed ever.

70

some of the advantages of the traty for the U.S., the
treaty was ratified. 66

Although both the United States and Britain recognized Vll. CONCLUSION

the need for a new treaty, the British were particularly It remains fact f life that those wishing to d busi-
emphatic about obtaining protection from the use of a

the unitary method. After the reservation of part of ness within the United States will have to deal with state

article 9(4), discussions began with Members ofCongress
tax authorities in addition to the Internal Revenue

concerning possible Federal legislation to prohibit the Service. While uniformity among the,states as to the

use of the unitary method by the states. 67 Sme method used to tax corporatencome i'clearlyadesirable

Members of Parliament seemed to feel that there was

an implicit agreementwith Congressthat, in exchangefor
ratication of the treaty by Britain, Federal legislation

62. Opposition to the unitary method is voiced quite frequently

restricting the states would be forthcoming. 6 s during treaty negotiatiohs with the United States. See the quo-
tations from a letter to the U.S. Treasury Secretary from Canada's

H.R. 5076 and H.R. 5903, now pendingbefore the U.S. Minister of Finance in (September 30, 1980) 344 Tax Treaties

Huse of Representatives, and S. 1688, pending before (CCH) IP 1317 P. The same views were expressed by the French
Ambassador to the U.S. Department'ofState in a letter quoted in

the Senate, would achieve the objective sought by op- Hearings, supra note 13, at 78, 79.
ponents f the unitary method. 69 The effect of these 63. Compare article 9 of the Model Double Taxation Convention
bills, which are supprted by the business community on Income and on Capital, OECD, 1977.
and opposed by most state governments, would be to 64. The treaty was ratied by the U.S. Senate in Jun 1978,
prevent the states from using the unitary system to n- with the reservation.

clude foreign affiliates within the defined enterprise. 65. See U.K. Backs Down on Unitary Taxation. 1 Investment/
Additionally, the bills would exclude from the ncome U.S.A. 3, April 1979, at 3.

of domestic crporatins dividends paid to them by 66. The third protocol was signed on March 15, 1979 and ratified

foreign crporations. by the U.S. Senate on July 9, 1979. The U.S./U.K. treaty, as

modied, was approved by Parliament on February 18, 1980.
The arguments put frward both fr and against the 67. There is some uncertainty about the constitutionality of a

bills are mainly of the form nted before. The bills' provision such as the original article 9(4), which attempts to

supporters in Congress argue that without these re- place serious restrictions on the states through the treaty pro-

strictions there will be retaliation against all U.S. busi- cess. The power to limit the states is greater through Federal

ness by foreign countries and that the threats by the legislation, in part because both Houses of Congress must ap-

U.K. are only the most recent example. There is also the prove Federal legislation whereas only the Senate's approval is
needed to ratify a treaty.desire for a more uniform system of determiningincome
68. See Leonard, the Proposed Limitation to State's Power

and they feel that separate accounting/transferpricing
a

to Tax Foreign Source Corporate Dividends, Tax Management
is a mre realistic and more acceptiblemethd to other InternationalJournal, June 1980, 4.
govemments and internationalbusiness. The portionsf 69. AB 525, a bill which was introduced in the California legis-
the bills which would alter the treatment f foreign lature in 1979, would have placed a limitation on that state's
surce dividends deal more with the situation faced by ability to use the unitary method to tax all but certain types
Mbil Oil in its battle with the Vermont tax authorities. of foreign affiliates. Although the bill was approved by the

This problem is different than that posed by the world- California Assembly, it was defeated in the California Senate.

wide applicationf the .unitary method, and the support See Treasury Says That Tax Preferences for Foreign Invest-

of these parts of the bills is more qualified. ment Undesirable, Tax Notes, January 28, 1980. 100.
70. Note that Frank Church, one of the most influential op-

The opponents f the legislation argue, as before, that ponents of limitations on state use of the unitary method, was

the unitary system is theretically sound and the only defeated in his bid for reelection to the U.S. Senate.
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goal, the question still exists whethertheuniformsystem businesses, whoare already subjected to a mssive
should be onef separate accounting/transferpricing, or amount of federal regulation.
a unitary method. Unfortunately, neither method is

cmpletelysatisfactory. Thus, in order to achieve the desired uniformity among
A few of the arguments raised against the unitrysystem the states a choice will hve to be made between the

appear to be makeweight and some of the support of unitary system, which places added reportig burdens

separate accounting probably represents an effort by on business and on occasion results in overtaxation or

those who view taxation generally as an unsound eco- the separate accounting system which can result in
nomic practice to gain more flexibility for tax planning undertaxatinf businesses. It appears that the conflict
to reduce their tax burdens. Hwever the critics of the with the states on this issue will continue, but in view

unitary system do have some legitimate complaints.Fr of the troubled world ecnomic situation those who

example, the unitary method, as it is now applied, shifts favor giving tax relief to business both directly, through
most all of the work of gathering data for the tax reduced tax rates, and indirectly, by allowing more

authorities to the taxpayer. Although such a system is flexibility in tax planning, are gaining supprt, and a

bviously attractive to tax authorities with limited prohibition on state use of the unitary method is pro-
resources, it adds to the paper work problems facing bably not far off.

TeCouncilofthe \eterancsFederationof EmployersV\0anc

\CWon te LnitarySystemoflaxation
Ministry of Finance and the Dutch ndustry were

held to investigate the possibility of a slutin via
On March 26, 1980 representatives of the Council of the

tax treaty negotiations with the Goernmentof the
Netherlands Federation of Employers VNO and NCW

U.S.A. This plan, however, was suspended when it
(Raad van Nederlandse Werkgeversverbonden VNO en

became known that the United Kingdomwas alreadyNCW) i presented the Council's views on the application going to negotiate with the U.S.A. for a similar
of the unitary tax method in California and elsewhere and

protection. For us, this matter has now become
to submit evidence n support of the Hughes-Mori Bill,
AB 525. The following statement was submitted to the urgent again because of the decision of the U.S.

Senate not to act on this issue via a clause in double
California Senate Committee on Revenue and Taxation.

taxation treaties.

U.S. -NetherlandsFriendship Treaty
STATEMENT

3. We should like to mention that in the meantime
the Dutch ndustry reached the opinion that the

Scope of Netherlands interests application of the unitary tax method to sub-
sidiaries of Dutch parent companies should already

1. The Netherlands, although being a small country, be prevented by the Treaty of Friendship, Com-
is evertheless the largest direct foreign investor in merce and Navigation of 1956 between the United
the U.S.A. I may refer to the figures given as an States and the Netherlands. We refer in particular
annex to our written document. Accordingto these to Article XI, paragraph 4, of this treaty, which says
figures, derived from the survy of U.S. Depart- that both Parties shall not mposer apply any tax,
ment of Commerce, the ttal foreign direct invest- fee or chargeupon any income, capital or otherbasis
ment in the U.S.A. at the end of 1978 amounted to in excess of that reasonably allocable r apportion-
$ 40.9 billion, of which from the Netherlands able to its territories. In view of the generally
$ 9.8 billin, or nearly 24 percent. Of the increase accepted ntemational tax rules, such reasonable
during 1978, n total $ 6.2 billion, the Netherlands allocation or apportionment can nly refr to the
took $ 1.9 billion or about 31 percent. These figures permanent establishment and arm's length
show how involved the Netherlands is in the inter- rules. These rules have been incorporated not onl
national tax climate and especilly that in the U.S.A. in United States tax treaties, but also in the Model

2. Dutch business circles ar gravely concerned about Double Taxation Convention n Income and on

the problems of the unitary tax method, as applied
by the California Franchise Tax Board. When the 1. VNO stands for Verbond van Nederlandse Ondernemingen
present wide application of the unitary method by or Dutch Employers'Federation.
the California Franchise Tax Board made itself felt NCW stands for Nederlands Christelijk Werkgeversverbond or

around 1973, consultations between the Dutch NetherlandsFederation of Christian Employers. -
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Capital of the OECD, the United Nations Guide- burden on the subsidiary would be higher in the
lines for Tax Treaties between Developed and reverse case, which can easily happen in the starting-
Developing Countries and the tax laws of almost up period of a business or during a period of poor
all foreign nations. It is our belief that also ther profits. In this respect the unitary method seems to

provisions of the Friendship Treaty are being have a counterproductive result, because it would
violated by the application of the Californiaunitary likely give refunds of tax to highly profitable
formula to the worldwide income of certain Dutch Californian subsidiaries, whereas low-profitable or

parent companies. This belief is shared by the even los-making subsidiaries are penalized. In the

NetherlandsGovernment,which has recently ap- latter case double taxation is almost inevitable.
proached the State Department with regard to the
unfair treatment of certai American subsidiaries Practical difficultiesforNetherlandsparent companies
of one of our members by the California Franchise 7. In addition to these considerations of principle,Tax Board. there are many practical objections against the

unitary tax method as it is being applied by the
Internationalopinion California Franchise Tax Board. In the first place
4. Apart from this point the Dutch Federation would it is by no means clear how far the unitary principle

like t declare its full adherence to the arguments would have to be applied within a group. Among
and views put frward in Document No. 180/195, our members there are cases where sme eight
adopted by the ExecutiveBoard of the International different subgroups could be construed. Can the
Chamber of Commerce on 26th September, 1979. parent company then be resonably required to re-

In the Resolution contained in that document it is calculate the worldwide profits not only once,
stressed that the unitary approach could easily but even eight times on the basis of the Californian
become a most important threat to nternational tax accountingrules, in order to be sure that eventu-
trade. We assume that you are familiar with this ally it has got the right figure One must stagger at
document because it has been submitted by our the possibility that other American or non-American
U.K. sisterorganizationduringthe Assemblyhearings States would follow this example. Moreover, the
on Bill AB 525. In addition to ths we have learned Netherlands has always taken a very liberal attitude
that most recently a statement from all the nine to taxing foreign operations and gives in most cases

CommonMarket countriesendoring these views has a full tax exemption for dividends receivedby Dutch
been submitted to the Chairmen . of the Congress parent companies from their foreign subsidiaries.
Committees in Washingtonwho are dealingwith this This system avoids any necessity to recalculate for
matter and that Governor Brown of your State has tax purposes the profits of those subsidiaries. Dutch
received a copy of this statement. parent companies are not equipped to comply with

requirements from other States to make such a re-

Objectionsagainst applicationof the unitary method calculation.

5. Although we have the impression that all the main
The burden ofcomplyingwith demands for informationarguments against the international application of

theunitary method have already been submitted to 8. The cost of compliance with the demands for nfor-
the Califrnia legislature, we would like to sum- mation and accounting, taking into account all the
marize them here also from our pointof view. necessary adjustments, is devastatingly high and

could well surpass the taxes involved. In some cases

Considerationofprinciple to meet that demand, many hundreds of companies
6. As a matter of principle it seems inappropriate to belonging to a single group would be required to

translate and convert their accounts which are keptmeasure business profits arising in a certain country in Such companies bewith yardsticks applying under widely different numerous currencies. may
located in countries which place restrictions on thecircumstances to companies or branches in other
transmittal of financial and operating informationcountries. Such a yardstick may be defensible in
which would be needed to comply with the taxvery specific cases and then only between adjacent laws of jurisdiction other than the parenta companyjurisdictions -- for instance with regard to railroad
itself. In addition we are of the opinionthat, becausecompanies -- but a wider applicationof this method the attempt to tax subsidiaries of Dutch parenton an nternational scale may nt only lead to a

highly distorted picture of reality, but also to companies on a unitary basis is violating the Friend-

falsifying competition. One can easily magine a ship Treaty, it follows that also the demands for
information to that purpose are not allowed uidersingle Californian business with a profit of say that Treaty.$ one million competing with a comparable sub-

sidiary of a foreign group, als earning $ one million
profits. If the non-Calfornian profits of this group

Needfor adjustments
are on a substantially lower level, the Californian 9. Other objections to the international application of
subsidiary .would pay lower taxes on similar profits the unitary method are the incomparabilityof most
than its fully independent Californian competitor, factors used and the distortionscaused by exchange
even f thre were no further distortions through the differences. How for instance can wages in Africa
unequal relevance of the yardsticks for all countries and Asia be compared with Californian wages And
concerned. On the other hand the Californian tax what large differences are there not between de-
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preciation allowances in the various countries The member company appear to be the only Californian

problems involved in the translation of exchange taxpayers which are prejudiced by this exclusion.
differences are a chapter itself. Practice has learned We are allowed to mentin some gures which may
that enormous distortions are likely to result and illustrate the quixotic effects of the unitary method
that the specific elements of California's apprtion- in this case. One of our member's subsidiaries
ment formula often inflate the Calironia income of operating in Califomia is a nuclear energy research
a multinationalgroup. company,whichsufferedalossofabout$ 400mi]lion

during the years 1973 to and inclusive 1976. Never-

Extra-territorialapplcatonof the unitary methodshould theless this company, which is the only nuclear
be avoided energy cmpany within this group, is being assessed

10. For all those aforementioned reasons the Dutch for California franchise taxes at an amount of $ 4.3

Employers' Federation welcomes any step to curb million over that period. On the other hand we

the application of the unitary tax method. We do believe that the estimates of the total amounts

not say that within a country the unitary methd is involved in the energy exclusion as mentioned

abslutely nappropriate; this must be left to the during prir hearings, are highly exaggerated. Those

country's own discretion. We only stress that once amounts ranged upward from $ 20 million per year.

the system has been adopted, all measures should be In order to correct a wrong impression we would

taken to avoid its extra-territorial application, as like to mention that according to information re-

has been done for instance in Switzerland. ceived from our member company the annual
revenue nvolved in this exclusion is unlikely to

Discriminationofcertain busness sectors exceed an amount of $ 2.5 to 3 million per year.
This amount is based on the latest cmputations

11. Although it may be evident that we fully support made by the auditors of the Californi Franchise
the general objectives of the Hughes-Mori Bill AB Tax Board. The subsidiaries themselves believe
525, we still are very unhappy with the fact that that further downwardadjustmentsof these amounts
this Bill discriminates against certain inportant would be justified.
branches of industry by excluding them from its
application. In our view these exclusions would Exclusionsand sunsetprovisionsshould be removed
continue to present all the objections mentioned
above for a limited but important class of com-

13. For all the reasons mentioned above we hope that

panies. Morever, no compelling explanation has the Hughes-Mori Bill will be accepted, but without

been offered or can be found for these exclusions. th exclusions. The same applies to the sunset pro-

In particular, we d not understand the statement visions included in this Bill, for which we can see

in section 2 of Bill AB 525 with regard to the energy
n foundation either. Because of the intrinsic

exclusion and feel that it gives no justication for deficiencies of the unitary method,.at least on an

that exclusin. After all, the application of the international scale, we think that actions under-

arm's4ength principle to transfer prices protects taken by the legislators in the States themselves

California'sinterests in this respect. are very important,because they show a goodunder-
standing of the prblems caused by the method as

such. As we have said before, Dutch ndustry is very
Energy exclusion active on an internationalscale. Amongourmembers

12. The energy exclusion will hurt strongly one of our there are companies which already now hesitate to
members. In fact, the exclusionwillleavein existence invest in California. The enactment of Bill AB 525

problems of the member which brought about the without the exclusions and sunset provisions would
approach made by the Netherlands Government to be an important step towards greater economic
the U.S. State Department on the basis of the co-operation between Dutch business and that in

Friendship Treaty. The subsidiaries of this Dutch the State of California.

In the next issue we will publish the opinion of the International Cham-

ber of Commerce, Paris, or the unitary system of taxation.
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StucyGr,u onAsianTax,ministration
ano Research(SGATAR)

An Exaerimen-in. Reci0na -ax,000aera-i0n- Dar--

By Angel Q. Yoingco * and Sutadi Sukarya **

T

TOPICS DISCUSSEDAT SGATAR MEETINGS

1st Meeting (Manila, Philippines;14-21 February 1971) 2. The 'ncome tax collection machinery and techniques employed in
Chairman: Artemio AI. Loyola recovery of arrears

Secretary General: Angel Q. Yoingco 3. Administrationand enforcementproblems of sales tax

1. Fiscal incentives to promote domestic and foreign investments
5th Meeting (Bangkok, Thailand, 12-18 May 1975)(a) Incentives to enterprises: Chairman: Nukul Prachaybmoh(1) upon entry

(2) while operating Secretary General: Vid Tantayakul
(3) with respect to ploughing back of profits 1. Estate and inheritance taxes
(4) on remittances -- e.g., capital, profits, royalties, etc. 2. Fiscal measures to encourage export

2. Some aspects and/or problems of tax administration relating to 3. Developmentof personnel
the operation of fiscal incentives 4. The organization structure of an income tax office

3. .Exchangeof information 5. A common nomenclature
(a) Exchange of informaton or tax fiscal matters, including

statistics, economics and legal studies, etc. Gth Meeting (Singapore;25-30October 1976)
(b) The feasibility of conducting seminars and conferences on Chairman: Wan Fook Hoy

taxation in the future Secretary General: Tan Boen Eng
(c) The need for a permanent body to act as clearing house for

the exchange of information and to cond'uct seminars and
1. Scheme for effective income tax administration and experience in

increasing complianceof taxpayersconferences
2. Financial leasing

2nd Meeting (Jakarta, Indonesia:21-25 February 1972) 3. Property tax

4. G Iossary of tax termsChairman: Sutadi Sukarya
Secretary General: Sikwan Sutanto

1. The role f sales taxes in developing countries 7th Meeting (Canberraand Sydney, Australia;20-25 November 1977)
a) Developmentof sales taxes in developng countries Chairman: Trevor Boucher

b) Problems in the field of sals taxes Secretary General: John O'Reilly
c) Concepts of collection systems 1. Aspects of investigation and audit of a taxpayer's taxation affairs

2. Some aspects of income tax evasion or avoidance with particular reference to:
(a) Sttus principle (a) Criteria used in the selection of cases for investigation and
(b) Source principle audit
(c) Principle of economic activities (b) Ascertainmentand policing of values of trading stock

3. Some aspects of tax treaties between developing and developed (c) Practice regarding imposition of'penaltiesand other sanctions
countries to facilitate tax collection
(a) Fiscal domicile 2. The role of internal auditors in government in general, and in a
(b) Permanentestablishment taxation office in particular
(c) Shipping and air 3'.' Roles in taxation offices for computers, microfilming and other
(d) Dividends, interest and royalties modern of.fice facilities

4. Exchange of information -- reports of further study with regard 4. Review of the revised glossary of tax terms
to the proposed creation of an Asian Centerfor Tax Administration
and Research (ACTAR) 8th Meeting (Wellington, New Zealand; 13-17 November 1978)

Chairman: Ray P. Kellaway
3rd Meeting (Tokyo, Japan;28 May-1 June1973) Secretary General: Paul Spicer
Chairman: Michitaka Kondo ,

Secretary General: Torao Aoki 1. Practical problems in dealing with the taxation of ru ltinational
companies

1. Taxation of natural resource-based industries 2. Methods of dealing with increases in the volume of tax returns, e.g.
2. Relationship between taxpayers and tax authorities (a) Streamlining
3. Exchange information with special reference to the creation (b) Simple checking

of ACTAR (c) Tolerances
(d) Computerchecks

4th Meeting (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia;22-27 July 1974) (e) Legislative assistance
Chairman: Sallehuddin bin Mohamed (f) Delegation
Secretary General: Mohd. Ramili .Bin Mat Waib (g) Others

1. Taxation structure and problem of: 3. Problems and recent developments in dealing with tax avoidance

(a) Corporation and shareholders arrangements
(b) Royalty,.interestand rent 4. The organization and irnplementationof sta'ff training
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9th Meeting (Manila, Philippines;11-17 November 1979) 10th Meeting (Jakart, Indonsia; 17-21 November 1980) '..

Chairman: Efren I. Plana Chairman: Sutadi Sukarya
Secretary General: Angel Q. Yoingo Secretary General: Sikwan Sutanto

1. Problems in dealing with farily-ownedorclosely-heldcorporatins 1. Land taxation
(a) I nformation on the growth of such corporations (a) History of land taxation
(b) Tax avoidance practices among family-owned or closely-held (b) Eisting statutory laws and regulations.of land taxation

corporations (c) The roleof land taxation in the overall tax revenue picture
(c) Legal provisions directed against such tax avoidance practices (d) Relatonsof land taxation to other taxes in general
(d) Audit procedures introduced to determine the correct tax (e) Relatinship of administraton of land taxation to other

liabilities of such corporations governmentbodies administering land matters
2. Management practices in the enfocement of the income tax law (f) Problems of policy and administrationof land taxation

(a) Control of tax returns filed 2. Development of fiscal incentives to promote domestic and foreign
(b) Work assignments with regard to assessment and/or exam- investments

ination of income tax returns (a) Differences between the existing and previous 'laws and re-

3. Problems and recent improvements made in the tax collection gulations with regard to fiscal incentivesto promote domestic
machinery and foreign investments
a) Methods of collecting taxes (b) Results of changes in attracting domestic and foreign invest-
b) Control of taxpayers and tax payments ments in the 1970s and the overall assessment of the results
c) Problems related to tax receivables of the fiscal incentives vis-a-vis domestic and foreign invest-

4. Problems and recent developments in dealing with tax evasion ments since the adoption of fiscal incetives mesures
a) Tax evasion practices (c) Problems of policy and administration of fiscal incentives
b) Developmentof tax fraud cases 3. Reporting and statistical system for tax administration purposes
c) Methods of investigation used in fraud cases (a) Outline of the existing reportng and statistical system
d) Lega'i impediments in investigating tax fraud cases (b) Problems relating to reporting and statistical system

(c) Suggestionsfor improving the reporting system
4. Administrative implementationof income tax treaties

(a) Income tax treaties implementation
(b) Practical problems relating to the administration and' im-

plementation of income tax treaties
(c) Experiences in meetings between the competent authorities

in implementing income tax treaties
(d) Procedures of exchange of information and cooperation in

tax collection.and problems arising therefrom.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the multi-faceted diversity of conditions existing in Asia
and the Pacific, there have been increasing efforts through the Acknowledgement
years among the nations within this sphere to promote regional
solidarity and cooperation. Such efforts have become imperative
not only in the spirit of good neighborlinessbut more importantly Acknowledgement is hereby given to the fol-

in the face of challenges brought about by global interaction. lowing persons who helped prepare and review
the manuscript: Deputy Director Vicente G.Experience will show that a cohesive regional group in this era and
Quintos of the Philippine National Tax Re-in the future stands a better chance for survival and growth. search Center; Mr. Ahmad Din, Secretary of

The field of taxation is one area where cooperation can pave the the Indonesian Directorate General of Taxes;
way for the institution of more effective tax systems and efficient Mr. Sikwan Sutanto, Technical Adviser for In-
tax administration. Taxation being one of the tools in fiscal plan- .vestment Affairs of the Indonsian Ministry of
ning and control, it deserves the most serious attention and care- Finance; Ms. Lina D. Isorena and Ms. Erlinda C.
ful thought from governmentpolicymakers. Nicolas, both of the Office of the Executive

The Study Group on Asian Tax Administration and Research Director of the Philippine National Tax Research.

(SGATAR) has provided an appropriate mechanism for the ex.- Center.

change of views on tax matters and for the exchangeof information This paper is based substantially on a study by
on the fiscal activities of the region. In its ten year of existence, the same authors entitled: The First Decade:
it has discussed 39 major topics and issues all relating to taxation; A Brief History of SGATAR, published in
22 topics involving various aspects or problems in tax adminis- November 1980.
tration; five covering direct taxation (includingproperty taxation);
four covering tax incentives; one on indirect taxation; and seven
on the exchange of informationand others.

In addition, two group projects have been completed at the close
of the seventies. These are the Glossary of Tax Terms and Tax
Systems of SGATAR Member Countries. Two other group pro-
jects, namely, Tax Administraton Procedures and Property

* Executive Director, National Tax Research Center
(NEDA), Manila, Philippines.Valuation Methods, are scheduled for completion in 1981 and ** Director-General of Taxes, Ministry of Finance,

1982. Jakarta, Indonesia.
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I1. FOUNDING OF SGATAR tive Director of the Jint Legislative-Executive Tax

Commission,acted as Secretary-General.
The idea for the creation of a Study Group on Asian A total of 23 delegates representing eight countries
Tax Administration and REsearch can be traced to a (Indonesia, Japan, Laos, Malaysia,Philippines,Singapre,
prposl submitted by the Philippine delegationheaded Thailand and Vietnam) attended the meeting. In ad-
by Finance Minister Cesar Virata during the Fifth dition, the Khner Republic (Canbodia) sent an observer
Southeast Asian Ministerial Conference for Economic in the person of Mr. Long Boret.
Development (SEAMCED) held in Jakarta and Jog- The Philippines' Secretary of Finance, Cesar A. Virata,jakarta, Indonesia from 22-25 May 1970. As contained
in the proposal, the aim of the Study Group would be welcomed the delegates on behalf of the Philippine
to determine how countries could benet from each government. He spoke on the need for the members of

the Study Group to join hands and work in unison in
other reviewingtheir present tax structures, policies and

tax systems. He furtherpointed out that
administration as they affect national and regional improvingtheir

it is in a forum such as the Study Group that resolute
development. The Study Group would also look into
how tax systems could be harmonized to provide steps can be taken to ensure concertedand coordinated

action in the tax field.investment flow to pririty areas without much loss of
revenue on the part of the host countries. The meetingdiscussed three major topics, namely: fiscal

Recognizing the validity and significance of the pro- ncentives to promote domestic and foreign investments;
posal, the Conferene adopted the Philippine recm- problems of tax administrationrelating to the operation
mendation and Paragraph 20 of its Joint Communiqu of fiscal incentives; and the possibilities of exchanging
states: information on tax and other fiscal matters n a more

The Conferenceadopted the proposalof the delegation
or less permanent basis. The meeting was conducted
through round-table discussions and presentation of

of the Philippines to organize a study group for the wrking papers on each of the topics by the parti-
reuiew and exchange of information about the tax cipating delegations.
structure in the countries of Southeast Asiaand in-
vited the Philippines to host the study group and to

report to the Sixth Ministerial Conference. 1. Fiscal incentives to promote domestic and foreign
investments

Thus, the Study Group n Asian Tax Administration
and Research (SGATAR)was born.

On the first topic of fiscal incentives to promote dom-
estic and foreign investments, the delegates were unani-

Ill. OBJECTIVESAND MEMBERSHIPOFSGATAR mous n admitting that fiscal incentives contribute to
promting economic development by attracting invest-
ments int those areas which urgently need to beAlthough there is no frmal enumeration of the ob-

jectives of SGATAR, it is more or less clear to the deveIoped.
member countries tht the Study Group provides an However, it was also pointed out that tax ncentives,
opportunity fr their tax officials to get together and which entail costly sacrifice in terms of public revenues,
exchange information, ideas and experiences in the can be pushed to a point where they constitute a drag
eld of taxatin considering the increasingly important on economic progress. It is mportant, therefore, that an

role assumed by taxatin in promoting economic acceptable balance be reached whereby the development
development. of certain industries is not pursued at the cost oftremen-

SGATAR has likewise no formal membership require-
dous governemntrevenue loss.

ment other than that the country must be a member As can be expected, considering the unique circum-
of the Southeast Asian Ministerial Conference for Eco- stances that affect a particular country's policies and
nomic Development.The original participatingcountries decisions, the forms of fiscal incentives granted vary
in SGATAR included: Cambodia, Burma, Indnesia, from country to country. But the most common fiscal
Japan, Laos, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand incentives are in the form of ncome tax relief for a

and Vietnam. In 1974, however, the Study Group's limited number of years, investment tax credit and
membership was expanded t include the countries in exemption frm import and exprt duties. To en-

the Pacic, namely, Australiaand New Zealand. courage foreign nvestments, several of the SGATAR
member countries have concluded double taxation
agreementswith other countries.

IV. FIRST SGATAR MEETING IN MANILA
2. Problems of tax administration relating to the

Pursuant to theJint Communiqufthe 5th SEAMCED operation of fiscal incentives
the first meeting of the Study Group on Asian Tax
Administration and Research was heldin Manila, On the question of tax administrationproblems relating
Philippines, 15-21 February 1971. Elected Chairman to the operation of fiscal incentives, the delegates noted
of the meeting was Cngressman Artemio Al. Loyola, that using tax concessions as an avenue for tax evasion
Chairman of the Joint Legislative-ExecutiveTax Com- has been their major problem. Organizational problems
mission (now National.TaxResearchCenter)whoheaded in the tax administration agency have also led to pro-
the Philippine delegation. Dr. Angel Q. Yingco, Execu- blems in assessment and collection. Inability on the
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part of the governmentt monitor the activities of the Indonesian Finance Minister Prf. Dr. Ali Wardhana
grantees of tax exemptions has further aggravated the welcomed the delegates on behalf of his government. In
problem. The delegates, however, reported that steps his pening address, he stressed the fact that in the desire
have been taken to minimize these problems and to of developing countries to hasten their economic
develop an effective incentives system that wuld call development, there has been a heightened awareness, of
for the least amount of sacrifice in terms of revenue the vital role that tax reform plays. He therefore con-
losses n the part f the government without com- siders the idea of discussing problems and experiences
promising the objectives for which the ncentivessystem in the eld of taxation as highly contributory to that
has been developed. heightened awareness.

Mr. Frans Seda, IndonesianMinisterofCommunications,3. Exchangeof information
also addressed the meeting and told the delegates that
he was convinced of the necessity for holding SGATARThe third topic discussed was the need for the ex-
meetings which he said would have far-reaching resultschange of information and ideas n tax and other that could affect the shaping of the economic futurefiscal matters. It was pointed out that such an ex-
of the various member countries.

chan.ge of information will enable countries whose tax
systems can still bear some improvement to learn from The meeting discussed three topics, namely: (1) the

th,e',bxperiences and practices of thers. The Philippine role of sales taxes n developing countries; (2) some

dlegation then discussed the possibility of creting a aspects of income tax evasion or avoidance; and (3)
aspects of tax treaties between developing andpermanent body, the Asian Center for Tax Admin- some

developed countries. In addition, the meeting alsoistration and Reseach (ACTAR), to act as the clearing-
house for the exchange of nformation to cnduct tok up the report of the Philippine delegation on

seminars and conference. Due t the varied reactions the further studies it made regarding the proposed
to the proposal, the Philippinedelegatinwas requested Asian Center for Tax Administration and Research.
to make a further study on the subject.
The Study Group then stressed the need for acontinuous 1. The role of sales taxes in developingcountries

exchange of nformation, and realizing the successful
result of this first meeting, was of the opinion that On the first topic discussed, it was learned that only
meetings of this nature should be encouraged. It was Indonesia, the Philippmes and Thailand were imposing
on this note that the first SGATAR meetingended. a general sales tax. Singapore did not have a sales tax;

Vietnam used to have a multi-stage sales tax but it was

abolished in 1957 and was replaced by what they call
a production tax; Japan had Consumption taxes levied
on special articles like liquor and tobacco and on

V. SECOND SGATAR MEETING IN JAKARTA certain other commdities;and Malaysiawas.only about
to pass a sales tax law. For those imposing a sales tax,

After the first SGATAR meeting held in Manila, a however, many similarities'were noted. For one, the tax

report was submitted to the Sixth Ministerial Con- was levied at a single stage in all three countries. For
ference for Economc Development of Southeast another, it was highly productive, contributing a size-
Asia which was held in Kuala Lumpur from 3-5 May able amount to total revenue. It was pointedout further-
1971. The Conference noted the report of the Study more that developing countries rely more on indirect

Grup and agreed that further meetings could use- rather than n direct taxes because of the former's

fully be held to exchange information and views on relative ease in administration, wide coverageandhidden
tax matters and accepted with appreciationthe offerf nature.

the Indonesian Delegation to host the second meeting
of the Study Group. 2. Some aspects of income tax evasion or avoidance

Thus, the second meeting of the Study Group on Asian On the second topic, income tax evasin and avoidance,Tax Administration and Research was held in Jakarta, all the participating countries agreed that this was in-
Indonesia 21-25 February 1972. A total of 23 delegates, deed a serious problem faced by all tax agencies and
eight observers and seven Indonesian consultants at- that it was imperative that remedial steps be taken to
tended the meeting. With the exceptionof Laos and the curb it. On the issue of domestic tax evasion and avoid-
Khmer Republic, all the countries present at the first

ance, it was learned that all the participating countries
meeting were again represented. have more or less taken steps to minimize the problem.
Due to the demise of Mr. Artemio Al. Loyola, Chairman It was, however, in the area of intemationaltax evasin
of the first meeting of the Study Group, DrectorAngel that the delegates felt that the Study Grup could play
Q. Yoingco, Secretary-General of the first meeting, a more significant role. It was pointed out that the in-
presided over th secondmeetingas temporarychairman. flux f foreign nvestmentsnto the develpingcountries
The Study Group then unanimouslyelected Drs. Sutadi and the attendant outflow of investmentincome almost
Sukarya, Director General of Taxes, Ministry of Finance always lead to internationaltax evasion; to cmbat this,
of the Republicof Indonesia,as Chairmnof the meeting. the developing countries need to band themselves to-
Mr. Sikwan Sutanto, Director for LegalAffairsand Inter- gether and agree on ways to slve it. During the dis-
national Tax Relations of the Ministryf Finance, acted cussions, two methods by which the problem may be
as Secretary-General. solved surfaced: the exchange of nformation and the
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use of tax treaties. Due to certain problems spawned 1. Taxation of natural resource-based industries
by both methods, hwever, the delegates agreed to give
this matter more thorough study. As background to the first topic, it was noted that the

developmentplansofmostSGATARcuntriesare geared
3. Some aspects of tax treaties between developingand to a large extent on the maximum utilization and ex-

developed countries ploitationof theirvastnaturalresourcesandthepotential
revenue returns these would bring to their respective

With the exception of Vietnam which did not have tax economies. This objective, however, is hamperedby the

treaties with other countries, all the other participating lack f ndigenous capital that is needed to finance the )
cuntries believe in the importanceof tax treaties in the requirements of capital intensive natural resource-based

development process of the SoutheastAsian region. The ndustries. Thus, Asian countries have been compelled
most common reasons cited for the conclusion f tax to adopt ncentive policies for development in order to

treaties were the avoidance f nternational double attract substantial foreign investments, and one way of

taxatin, facilitation f smoother ecnomic trans- attracting these foreign investments is through the grant
actions and promotion of ecnomic cooperation and of tax ncentives.

cultural exchange. In this connection, the Indonesian Most of the SGATAR countries have adopted tax n-
delegation proposed the setting up of an Ad Hoc Sub- centive plicies to develop their natural resource-based
Wrking Group that will have the task of drafting com- ndustries. These ndustries enjoy preferential tax treat-
mon guidelines for Southeast Asian countries in tax ment and the tax concessions given vary from country
treaty negotiations. The majority of the delegates were to country. Programs designed to attract foreign-invst-
favorably disposed towards the proposal but since they ments have likewise been implemented. It was noted,
were not in a position to decide n the issue, they pro- however, that although these policies and programshave
mised to make a reportt their respectivegovernments the primary aim of exploiting the natural resources:fr
to seek guidance on the matter. economic development, a rational and coordinatedpro'-
Finally, as agreed uponduring the firstSGATRmeeting gram of conservation and utilization is also being fol-

in Manila, the Philippine delegation reported on its as- lowed to ensure that these resources are wisely used.

signment to conduct further studies regarding the pro-
posal to create the Asian Center for Tax Administration 2. Relationshipbetween taxpayers and tax authorities
and Research (ACTAR).

On the second topic, the delegates agreed that t is the
goal of the tax administratin to establish an environ-
ment in which taxpayers file the proper returns and pay
their taxes voluntarily. Taxpayers shuld be made to

VI. THIRD SGATAR MEETING IN TOKYO understand the significance of taxation so that they
are nduced to pay their taxes honestly and willingly.

In pursuance of Paragraph 16 of the Joint Communiqu To attain this objective, the SGATAR countries have

of the Seventh SEAMCED, the third meeting of the taken more or less similar steps which may be broadly
Study Group on Asian Tax Administration and Re- classified under either of the following two categories:
search was held in Tokyo, Japan, from May 28 to June (a) measures taken to improve the level of compliance
1, 1973. All the participatingcountries of the Ministerial of taxpayers through public information, tax
Conference which are also mmbers of SGATAR, education and constant consultation between the
namely, Indonesia, Japan, Laos, the Khmer Repblic, tax authoritiesand the taxpayers;and
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and (b) measures taken to promote the integrity and com-

Vietnam, were representedat the meeting. A totalf 41 petence of tax officials through the appropriate
delegates, observers and advisers attended the meeting. education and training and the enforcement of

Mr. Michitaka Kondo, chief delegte of the Japanese self-disciline.
delegation and Commissioner of the National Tax
Administration Agency, was unanimously elected 3. Exchange of information with special reference to
Chairman of the meeting. Mr. Torao Aoki acted as the creation of ACTAR
Secretary-General.
Mr. Kchi Aichi, Japan's Minister of Finance, delivered After a thorough discusionof the proposal to create an

the opening address and welcmed the delegates. He Asian Center for Tax Administration and Research
told the participants that much of value can be ac- (ACTAR), the Study Group decided not to endorse it
complished by the Study Group through the exchange in view f the existence of SGATAR and other organ-
of nformation on the tax problems confronting each izations which already serve the same purpose for which
member country and the discussion of their possible ACTAR was to be created. It was hoped that the Inter-
solutions. national Seminar on Taxation for Asian Countries

There were three items on the agenda, namely: (1) tax- (ISTAC) which Japan was sponsoring and the National

ationofnatural resource-basedindustries;(2) relationship Tax Research Center of the Philippines would expand
between taxpayers and tax authorities;and(3) exchange their present activities t include fully or partially the

of nformation with special reference to the creation of functionsenvisionedunder the proposed ACTAR.

ACTAR. Finally, since there was no objection and considering
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the usefulness of and the benefits derived from the three ncomes from this source as practiced by New Zealand.
SGATAR meetings, all delegatins agreed to continue Japan uses the split rate systemwhichallowsshareholders
the practice f meeting annually. Thus, the delegates a tax credit of ten percentwhile Malaysiaand Singapore
were told that they would be nformed of the next

use the imputation system where the sharehlder re-
SGATAR meeting as soon as one of the member coun- ceiving a dividend is given full credit fr the tax paidtries has offered to host it.

by the company.

On the need to avoidr reduceeconmicdoubletaxatin
Vll. FOURTH SGATAR MEETING IN of ncme at the corpration and individual levels, a

KUALA LUMPUR number f delegates were of the view that some form
of ntegration f the tax n corporate ncome with

The fourth meeting of the Study Group n Asian Tax personal income tax is needed. They agreed that the

Administrationand Research was held in KualaLumpur, problems which need to be considered in choosing the

Malaysia, 22-27 July 1974. For the first time, Australia appropriatesystem are:

and New Zealand sent representatives to the meeting (a) the effect on corporate financingpolicy;
while, for ne reason or another, Laos, the Khmer (b) budgetary and administrativecnsiderations;
Republic, Vietnam and Burma were unable to attend. (c) the fairness with which the propsed system re-
A total of 30 delegates representing eight countries moves the additional tax burdens at various levels
attended the meeting. Since then, these eight countries, of income; and
namely: Australia, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, New (d) the extent f other anomalies and inequities in the
Zealand, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand, are the system which may need to be remved before relief
ones who have actively taken part in SGATAR'sannual can be given to shreholders.
meetings.
Mr. Sallehuddin bin Mohamed, leader f the Malaysian 2. The income tax collection machineryand techniques
delegation and Tax Division Undersecretary of the employed in recovery of arrears

Ministry of Finance, was unanimouslyelected Chairman
of the meeting while Mr. Mohamed Ramli bin Mat On the second topic of income tax collectionmachinery
Wajibs, Principal Assistant Secretary f the Treasury's and techniques employed in the recovery of arrears, it
Tax Division, discharged the duties of the Secretary- was the consensus of the delegates that the tax con-
General. sciousness of the public ha an mportantbearing on the
Datuk Mohamedbin Rahmat,Malaysa'sDeputyMinister methods emplyed for tax cllection and also on the
of Finance welcomed the delegates on behalf of his effectiveness of the collection machinery. The case of

governmentand the Malaysianpeople. Japan, which has a relatively high level of public tax
consciousness and therefore fewer difficulties in tax

The meeting tackled three major topics, namely: (1) the collectin, was cited.
taxation structure and problems of the corporationsand
shareholders and of royalties, interest and rent; (2) the As gleaned fron the reports and discussions, there are

income tax collection machinery and techniques em- several methods of collecting taxes that the SGATAR

plyed in recovery of arrears;and (3) the administration countries have adopted and the most common of these
and enforcement problemsf the sales tax. The Philip- are-

pine delegation withdrew the tpic of ACTAR from the (a) the PAYE system;
agenda in view of the general consensus from thelast (b) annual assessments and installment plan for em-
three meetings that it did not yet seem to be the proper ployees;
time for the creation of a permanent body such as (c) annual assessment for self-employedpersons;
ACTAR. (d) provisionsalassessmentsand payments;

(e) withhldingof tax; and
1. Taxation structure and problems of the taxation of (f) self-assessment.

corporationsand shareholders
On the recovery techniques for tax arrears, most coun-

Regarding the first topic, the meeting discussed the tries start recover roceedings with the serviee of

various systems adopted by the member countries in notices of demand. All countries have legal provisions to

taxing corporate and dividend income as well as the counter failure to pay taxes; in some, the tax authorities

administrative and technical problems relating to these bring criminal actions to court. Resortingto seizure and

systems. With some modifications,each of the SGATAR sale of properties is also a common action among the

member countries uses ne of the three major systems
SGATAR countries.

of taxing dividend income, namely: the classical system,
the dual or split rate system and the imputationsystem. 3. Administration and enforcement problems of the
New Zealand, Australia and the Philippines use the sales tax
classical approach whereby dividend income is taxed
twice -- at the company level and in the hands of the The last topic concerned the administration and en-

individual shareholder. Economic double taxation is forcement problems of the sales tax. Except for
somewhat eased up by the implementation of certain Singapore which hs no sales tax, all the rest of the
relief measures such as the preferential tax treatment SGATAR countries impose sales tax or a modified
of dividends in the hands of sharehldersderiving lower version of the sales tax. In Australia and New Zealand,
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the sales tax is a single-stage tax imposed at the whole- 1. Estate and inheritance taxes
saler's level, while in Indonesia, the Philippines and

Malaysia, the sales tax is imposed at the manufacturer's On the topic of estate and inheritance taxes, it was
level. Each country has adopted different rates f taxes found that there is no commn levy of death duty
to different types or classes of goods or services. But among the SGATAR countries. Sme countries favor
certain policies are observed to be common among the an inheritance tax while others opt for estate duty.
SGATAR countries with regard t the imposition of Despite the use f different systems, however, the
the sales tax: essential gods such as foodstuffs are objectives are always the same, namely, the redistributin
exempt and luxury goods are subjected to a higher rate of wealth and the raising of revenue. In administering
of tax. Thus, in mest countries, goods are classified the tax, most of the SGATAR countries seem to be
nto three or four brad categories, namely, essential facing problems, the most common of which are tax
goods, raw materials, luxury items and others. Pre- avoidance, lack of skilled personnel, difficulty in deter-
ferential rates are, of course, given to the essentialgoods. mining the rates of tax and the absence of criteria in

Problems of tax evasin are observed to be the most fixing limits and magnitudes of exemption and ex-

common among the participating countries. The basic clusions. All the participating countries, however,
preventive measure practiced by most of the countries reported that they have taken measures t more or

is a system of periodic investigation and inspection less combat these prblems and ne of these measures

carried out n a taxpayer's accounts and this is found is the impositionof a gift tax.

to be highly successful in preventingevasion.

The fourth SGATAR meeting ended on the note that it 2. Fiscal measures to encourageexport
should be repeated in view of the following:
(a) mmeasureable benefits were derived from the ex- On the topic of fiscal measures to promote develp-

change of infrmation among the participating ment, the meeting discussed the various forms of con-

countries; cessins and ncentives to encurage exports some of

(b) the meeting presented an opprtunity for the which are as follows:
member countries to discuss problems and tleir (a) duble deduction f export pronotion expenses;
possible solutins; (b) refund of payroll tax paid by exporters;

(c) it presented opportunitiesfor participatingcountries (c) full relief (for varying lengths of tire) or delayed
to keep abreast of new tax legislation and develop- payment of income tax;
ments in the other countries; (d) investmenttax credit;

(d) it gave a chance t the participating countres to (e) lcation incentive tax relief;
share their experiences;and (f) export allowance;

(e) there were still a gret many subjects on taxation (g) accelerateddepreciationallowance;
yet to be discussed. (h) exemption from customs duties, excise duties and

sales tax;
Vlll. FIFTH SGATAR MEETING IN BANGKOK (i) tax relief for expansionof approved industry.

It was generally recognized that all concessions and
The fifth meeting of the Study Group on Asian Tax incentives should be open to review and possible change
Administration and Research was held in Bangkok, with clearly stated time limits on measures such as tax
Thailand, 12-18 May 1975. In attendance were 42 holidays and dferred tax payments. It was also recog-
delegates representing SGATAR's eight member coun- nized that if all countries in the region were to promote
tries. exports, a conflict of interest nay arise where two

Elected Chirman of the meeting was Mr. Nukul countries are manufacturing and exporting the same

Prachuabmoh, head of the Thai delegationand Director- product, particularly if the countries invlved are ex-

General of the Revenue Department. porting intra-regionally and are competing for foreign
investments. The Conference noted, therefore, the

Mr. Vid Tantayakul, Deputy Directr-General, also of imprtance of bearing in mind that developingcountries
the Revnue Department, acted as Secretary-General. should not compete excessively with one another in
Mr. Amnuay Viravan, Undersecretary of State for their export concessions.
Finance, read the address of Finance Minister Boonchu
Rojanastien wh was unable to come. The address 3. Developmentof personnel
emphasized the importance of exchangingviews, parti-
cularly on such a vital issue as tax collection. Minister The third topic discussed was the development of tax
Rojanastien's message was that there is much to learn personnel. From the papers presented and the dis-
from each other considering that tax administration cuSsins that followed, it was learnedthatmostcountries
proceduresand techniques.trespassnational boundaries. have both frmal and on the job training for their tax

people. In some countries, hwever, formal training is
The meeting discussed five topics, namely: (1) estate hampered by lack of facilities and lack of trained
and inheritance taxes; (2) fiscal measures to encourage instructors.Prblems in recruitmentare also encountered
export; (3) development of personnel, (4) the organ- due to the relativelyhigher salariesthat the privatesector
ization structure of an incme tax ofce; and (5) a offers. In proposals for future improvement, the heed
commonnomenclature-- a glossaryf tax terms. for increased use ofcomputers was agreedupon, notonly
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for routine tasks which will free persons for more eld 1. Scheme for effective income tax administration
work but also for the more sphisticted techniques of
tax administratin. On the first topic, ofeffectiveincometax administration,

the delegates agreed that the distinguishingfeature of an

4. The organizationstructure of an income tax office effective tax system is voluntary compliance and this
calls for a sense of civic and social responsibilityon the

The fourth topic cncerned the. organization structure part of the taxpayers. On the part of the tax admin-
of an income tax office. It was learned that with the istratrs, meanwhile, greater efficiency is demanded

exception f Singapore, the ncome tax offices of all which would require the nstitution of such prgrams
the SGATAR countries consist of a head office with as staff training and measures to improve staff motiv-
numerous district offices. The role of the head office ation and productivity; decentralization of admin-

and the degree of its control over the district ofces istration; and the use of computers and modern manage-

vary frm country to country. In most countries, how- ment techniques where these are practical and cost-

ever, the district offices have a high degree of inde- effective.

pendence in dealing with local matters. The possibility It was recognized, however, that no matter how ef-
of differing nterpretatins of taxation laws among the ficient a tax administrationmay be, anti-avoidance and
district offices is avoided thrugh the training of staff anti-evasion measures are needed. It has been generally
personnel, circulation of information and instructions agreed that there should be provisin for substantial
by the head office to the district offices and holding penalties for tax evaders, ncluding possible terms of
of meetings for directors of district ofces at the head imprisonment in extreme cases of fraud, to achieve
office. This aspect, therefore, poses no problem among the necessary deterrent effect. It was learned that in
the SGATAR countries. The issue, however, of whethr sme countries, the publication of the names of tax
the functions of assessment and collection should be evaders has a deterrenteffect.
handled by the same office was raised and the delegates
differed in their opinions regarding this. In some coun- 2. Financial leasingtries both functions are performed by the same office
while in others the functions are done by different With the exceptionof Australia, Japan andNew Zealand,bodies. Despite the differences in practice, it was the the second topic of financial leasing is relativelya new
consensus of all the delegates that whateversystem their concept to SGATAR's member countries. Briefly,countries may have adopted seems to be the most financial leasing invlves using the legal form of a leasesuitable for them. in an arrangementwhich is in essencedesignedto finance

the acquisition f an asset to be used in a taxpayer's
5. A common nomenclature-- Glossary of tax terms business. In such cases, deductions are allowed t the

lessee for the rentals paid and receipts are taxable
The last topic discussed in the meeting was the subject in the hands of the lessor. What mst member countries
of common nomenclature. Indonesia presented a pro- of SGATAR are concerned about n this kind ofarrange-
posal requesting the Philippine National Tax Research ment is the possible manipulation that would result in
Center (NTRC) t compile a glossary f commonly the cost of an asset beingwritten off at a faster rate than
used tax terms with definitions as used by the individual the normal depreciationallowance.
member countries. The Philippine delegation agreed to Australia and New Zealand have solved this problem bythe proposal and all members promised to cooperate in

enforcing a set of guidelines on what is acceptable in a
supplying materials and information to the Philippine financial lease transaction and these guidelines fol-
NationalTax Research Center.

are

lowed by the leasing companies. In the other SGATAR
member countries,some rules andguidelinesdiscouraging
the abuse of financial leasing have also been laid down,
the most common of which are:

IX. SIXTH SGATAR MEETING IN SINGAPORE (a) that the rate of write-off each year shuld not be
very much higher than the normal rate of dep-

The sixth SGATAR meeting was held in Singapore, reciation of the asset,
25-30 October 1976. The eight member countries (v) that there should not be an option for purchase of
of SGATAR were all represented with a total of 44 the asset by the lessee at the end of the lease or, if
delegates attending. this were impossible, the sole price should not be

Mr. Wan Fook Hoy, the chief delegate of Singapre very much lower than the marketvalue based on the
and Acting Commissionerof the Inland RevenueDepart- durable life of the asset; and

ment, was unanimously elected Chairman of the sixth (c) that financial leasing should not be used for fixed

meeting while Mr. Tan Boen Eng, Acting Deputy assets such as elevators and silos for, by their n-

Commissioner, also of the Singapore Inland Revenue herent nature, it s mpossible t retum them t

Department,acted as Secretary-General. the lessor after their lease has expired.
The meeting discussed four topics, namely: (1) scheme
for effective income tax administration and experience 3. Property tax
in ncreasing compliance of taxpayers; (2) financial

leasing; (3) property tax; and (4), glossary of tax terms. The third topic discussed was the prperty tax which
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has varied connotations among the member countries of cases vary from country to country. It was agreed,
but whse more common concepts are those of taxes however, that the success of nvestigation and audit
on land, on net Wealth, on the usage f land and/r action wuld rest to a large degree on the skill and ex-

buildings, en the profits on sales of land, and on n- perience of the investigatr. It should, therefore, be the
heritances r gifts. Most member countries impose the aim of all tax administratorsto upgrade the standards of

property tax to raise revenue for local development,t their nvestigation staff. In addition, all delegations
redistribute wealth, to discourage property speculation acknowledged the importance of having the right n-
and to promote better utilization of land. formation in the selection of cases for investigationand

It was learned that the property tax is usually mposed audit. Thus, all membercountries reported that they are

at progressive rates, althugh differential rates are continuallystriving to improve their data collection.

smetimes applied based on the location and usage of The discussion n the ascertainment and policing of
each lot or property. Exemptins are also usually pro- values of trading stock was necessitatedby the generally
vided for land or building used exclusively for religious, recognized possibility of manipulating stock values in
educationand charitablepurpses. order to avoid or defer the payment of tax. This is made

The problems encuntered by most member countries possible since even if in all the participating countries

in the administrtion of the property tax nclude the trading stock valuations are based on generally accepted
non-availability of information, lack of trained valuers, accounting principles, these are not always explicitly
inadquate land surveys and titl recrds and a lack written into the taxation laws. Thus, the taxpayer has

f civic consciousnesson the part of the prpertywners. certain options regarding the valuation of stock for as

long as he is consistent and his method is not contrary
to law. It was agreed that policing is made difficult

4. Glossary of tax terms where stock records are not held or are inadequateand
that the best stockrecordsare generallythose maintained

Finally, the Philippine delegation presented it report by larger businesses.
on the Glossary of Common Tax Terms, a project
agreed upon during the Fifth SGATAR meeting in On the third sub-topic, it was learned that all parti-
Bangkok. It was agreed that the Glossary may be cipating countries mpose various types of penalties and

used as reference by the member countries and made surcharges for a wide range of taxpayer defaults. Pen-

a continuing project of SGATAR with periodic modi- alties are acknowledgedby the delegates as a necessary

ficationsand updatingby the Philippines. supplement to taxation laws because they serve as a

deterrentagainst non-compliance.
The amunt of the penalty or surcharge to be imposed
is generally affected by the degree of culpability of the

X. SEVENTH SGATAR MEETING IN CANBERRA taxpayer. Other factors taken into account in some
AND SYDNEY countriesnclude whetherornotthe taxpayervoluntarily

disclosed an omission or uhderstatement,personal hard-
The seventh SGATARmeeting was held in Canberra and ship, ability to pay and age or health of the taxpayer.
Sydney, Australia, 20-25 November 1977. A total of
36 delegates representing SGATAR's eight member

2. Role of internal auditors in taxation officecountries attended the meeting. a

Mr. Trevor Boucher, Secnd Commissioner of the On the second major topic, the role of internal auditors
Australian Commission of Taxation, was unanimously in a taxation office, it was agreed that auditors are an
elected Chairman of the meeting. Mr. John O'Reilly, ndispensabletool of managementin its efforts to ensure
Executive Officer of the Head Office, A.C.T., dis- that the organization's objectives are met. The taxation
charged the duties of the Secretary-General. offices of all the participating countries are subject to
The meeting discussed three topics, namely, aspects of both external and nternal audits of some form.

investigation and audit of taxpayers' taxation affairs, In most of the participatingcountries, the audit role has
the role of internal auditors in a taxation office and the from the traditional role of verifying ofgrown accuracy
roles of computers, microfilmingand other modern financial and other records to one of active assistance
office facilities in taxation offices. to management. As reported by some delegations,

auditing has led to the detection of defective or weak
1. Aspects of investigation and audit of a taxpayer's controls which could have given rise to fraud and mal-

taxation affairs practice. Also, auditing has helped in the supervision
f work performance and conduct of personnel and the

For facility of discussion,the rst topic, the nvestigation detection of inefficientand uneconmicpractices.
and audit of a taxpayer's affairs, was divided into three

sub-topics, namely, (a) the criteria used in the selection
of cases for investigationand audit, (b) the ascertainment
and policing of values of trading stock, and (c) the

practices regarding the impositionof penalties and other
sanctions to facilitate tax collection.

On the rst sub-topic, it was learned that the methods
and procedures for selectionand investigationand audit

to be continued
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1 ncia: \ew-xAmnesy
Our correspondent,Mr. Kailash C. Khannafrom Calcutta, Rs. 12,000 for every bond on maturity.
reports that the Indian Governmentrecently decided to (ii) The Bonds will be available for subscriptionat the ofces of

grant tax amnesty to persons investing black money the Reserve Bank of India in the specied cities and in any
in certain State Bonds. He writes: branch of the State Bank of India in India or abroad.

On 12th January 1981, the President of India has (iii) The subscription to the Bonds outside India will be made in
foreign exchange. However, the repayment in all cases will

promulgated 'The Special Bearer Bonds (Immunities be made in India in Indian rupees.
and Exemptions) Ordinance 1981'. A Press Note dated (iv) There will be no limit on investment in the Bonds.
12th January issued by the Ministry of Finance, Depart- (v) There will be immunity for the original sbscrber or the
ment of Revenue, giving the salient features of the possssor of the Bonds from being questioned about the pos-
Ordinance, is attached herewith for your nformation. session of the Bonds or about the source of money from

which the Bonds have been acquired. As a result, the mere
This is the second time during the last five years that the fact of being in possession of the Bonds will not make the
Government of India has come out with tax immunity person liable to tax, penalty or prosecution under the direct
in an endeavour to unearth unaccounted black money tax laws.
and wealth. In the year 1975, a Voluntary Disclosure (Vi) The premium payable on the redemption of the Bonds will
Scheme was announced which met with partial success. be free from income-tax and the value of the Bonds will be

The decision to issue the Special Bearer Bonds has, by exempt from Wealth-tax. Transfer of the Bonds on resale
will not attract liability towards capital gains tax. Likewise,and large, met with adverse criticism. The Press and the transfer of the Bonds by way of gift will be free from gift-

Opposition have condemned it as 'a surrender to tax tax.
dodgers, profiteers and smugglers'. Some economists (vii)The Special Bearer Bonds scheme will be completely in-
have said that the Bonds will prove a flop since un- dependent of the tax system. No holder of the Bonds will
accounted black money is not lying idle but is being accordingly be entitled to claim any set off or relief in any
actively used with very high and lucrative returns; proceeding under the direct tax laws on the ground that he
others have opined that the Bonds will meet with some has subscribed to or otherwise acquired the Bonds. Further,
success from the weaker and smaller sections of the he vill not be entitled to demand reopening of any of his

parallel economy. The President of the Federation of completed assessments on the ground that he has subscribed

Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industry 'is not to or has otherwise acquired these Bonds. It will not be per-
missible for any taxpayer to claim in his wealth-tax assess-enthusiasticabout it' and feels that itmay lead to further ment proceeding that any asset owned by him has been con-

proliferation of black money which has undoubtedly verted into the Bonds. Further, it will not be competent for
assumed considerablemagnitude in recentyears. any person to claim at any time before the date of maturity
The Press Release, which is entitled The Special Bearer of these Bonds that any sum credited in his Books of account

Bonds (Immunities and Exemptions) Ordinance 1981, or otherwise held by him, represents the amount received by

gives the followingdescriptionof the new measures:
him on the transferf these Bonds. It will, however, be open
to investors to bring the moneys received on redemption of
Bonds in their books of account without attracting any tax

The Government today announced the scheme of Special Bearer liability.
Bonds, 1991 through a PresidentialOrdinance. (viii)No holder of the Bonds will be liable to any penalty or pro-

secution for any offence under the Indin Penal Code or any
The scheme offers an opportunity to persons who have un- other Central Act for the time being in force on the groundaccounted moneys to invest the same in these Bonds. This will merely that such,a person has subscribed to or otherwise
enable the canalisation of such moneys for productive purposes acquired the bonds or is in possession thereof. This immunity
in the overall interest of the economy. The broad features of the Will not, however, extend to offences under Chapter IX or
scheme will include an assurance that the source of moneys in- Chapter XVII of the Indian Penal Code or under the Pre-
vested in the Bonds will not be questioned. The scheme will be vention of Corruption Act, 1947, that is to say, offences by
completely independentof the Tax Administration. public servants and those relating to property theft, ex---

tortion, robbery and dacoity, criminal mis-appropriatonof
PERIODOF OPERATION property, criminal breach of trust etc.
The Special Bearer Bonds are expected to be available from the (ix) Commercial banks will be authorisedt give advances within
1st week of February, 1981 and will remain on tap until such the frameworkof credit control against the collateralsecurity
date (not being a date before 30th April, 1981) as the Central of the Bearer Bonds.
Governmentmay notify in this behalf. (x) The banks will, however, not be permitted to purchase the

Bearer Bonds and thus such Bonds will not form part of the
SALIENT FEATURES Governmentsecurities statutorilyrequiredto beheld by them.

(i) The Special Bearer Bonds, 1991 of the face value of The Central Government has been empowered to remove,by an

Rs. 10,000 will be issued atparwith a mat:urityperiod of 10 order, not inconsistent with the provisionsof the Ordinance, any
years. The holders of the Bonds will be entitled to receive difficulty in giving effect to the provisionsof the Ordinance.
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FiscalPolicyand GovernmentSavings
ina DevelopingEconomy

Some Emoirica Evicenceinte ncian Economy*
by N. R. Vasudeva Murthy **

I. INTRODUCTION

It is almost widely accepted by many economists, statesmen and planners
that eapital formationplays a crucil role in a developing econom'sgrowth.
Economic theorists have amply illustrated through their mathematicalexer- TABLE OF CONTENTS

cises, .as in the famous Harrod-Domar theory [1, 2], that in the labor-
affluent economies, increasing savings ratio, which finances capital forma- I. Introduction

tion, will accelerate economicgrowth. The recognitionof this direct relation- I IA. Savings structure

ship between savings ratio and economic growth in the context of a develop- I IB. Tax structure and tax ratios

ing nation which is aspiring for higher living standards for both economic. IIl. Specifications of the relations, dataand
and pOlitical reasons, has resulted in many econometric explorationson the methodology

supply sides of savings and nvestnient. A considerable number of nsights IV. Empirical results

nto the savings behavior in the developing economies are presented by Mike- V. Conclusions

sell and Zinser [3] in their pioneering survey. The crucial significance of
household savings affecting such paramount economic issues as economic
stabilization and growth are extensively discussed theoretically and present-
ed with some empirical evidence in development literature. (Singh, [4],
Houthakker [5] ). With regard to government savings and the scal role of
the government in economic growth, we have studies by Cutt [6], Heller

ReynKoladldsoIr13[8]1t,hatsKuriharat[h9e],imMpoarcsts [o1f0f]is,cBalrothwello[n11elc,oRnoamnisicId1e2vlelop-and

j
-

-==--:/.--:.i:.
-

stress policy
ment. The role of government savings as a source of public investment in in- -. . ,,.,-L,- -TL, 'j' 1, ,.

frastructure and social overhead capital in a developing economy necessitates - L.

*::...a detailed empirical analysis. In addition to this emerging need, the available . .

F.
evidence, for 1953-1971, presented by Chelliah, Baas and Kelley [14] and .,-.-

most recently, for 1972-1976, by Tait, Gratz and Eichengreen [15], shows - -.- :

that in most of these countries tax ratios have been ncreasing. Although the j, .: - \:.,-:. .,_-.

average level of taxation in developing countries is still below that in devel- {' ',
' -

', .,- ' ., rf- ' j. ,:.

oped countries, the observed ncreasing tax-ratios and tax efforts in modern : :.: . -I . . . -.' ''. :,

.

developing countries, along with changes in their structure, point out that as ., Ui':. ' A:. ,'
.

greater proportions of national product and resources are transferred from -/f':T -

-: , f.,=ju-,-.

the private sector to the public sector, the division of responsibilities be- --' ,-.,;-:
'

*f*j-,-,2YYj-3-'%'J..i'.'(i...i.
tween these two sectors becomesapparent.Concurrently,thegovernmenthas )f,f-,,, -,:*If,' *4,. ,

to assume a greater role in the task of effecting economic development.Mus-
,

, .

grave [16, p. 439] alludes to this contention when he remarks that tax t:'.:h.*::f.4},.''. -, l , . ,,-
revenue must be looked on as a precious and scarce resource, hard to come L t,r--,..n: ,

by, and many a development plan has come to grief as a result of the profli-
gate spending policies of the government, which in turn was often acting
under political pressure. In the words of Ranis [17, p, 338], one cannot

say that high tax effort is essential to rapid economicgrowth. But should it
in any case be regarded as helpful Rising tax revenues permit government
to direct more resources toward growth acceleration, but they do not en-

sure that resourceswill be directed in this way.
* This is a revised version of a paper pre-
sented to the Southern Economic Associ-
ation Meeting on November 9, 1979, in

However, empirical studies, based on time-series, dealing with government Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A.
** Associate Professor of Economics,savings and the effect of fiscal policy, i.e. taxation on. differential saving --

saving by households, government and overall saving are limited in number Creighton University, Omaha, Nebraska.
1. The figures between [ ] refer to litera-

and scope. ture listed at the end of this Article.
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This paper has two major objectives:
(1) To tst for a direct influence of direct, indirect and TABLEI

,,%overall taxation and general total government revenue

on government saving behavior in the Indian economy,
The saving structureof the Indian economy, 1960-76

during the sample period, 1960-1976.
(1) (2) (3)

(2) To determine the extent of nfluence of taxation- Household Corporate Government
direct, ndirect taxation and government revenue -- on Years savings savings savings
household and overall saving behavior in the Indian eco-

nomy during the sample period. (Percentageshare of total netdomesticsavings)

The present study differs from earlier studies, pertaining 1960-61 67.90 8.82 23.28
to this aspect of the Indian economy, by Diwan [18], 1961-62 61.12 10.54 28.34
Krishnamurthi [19], Murthy [20], National Council of 1962-63 64.44 9.13 26.43

Applied Economic Research [21], Singh [22], and 1963-64 62.30 8.17 26.43

Thimmaiah [23], [24], [25], in terms of data coverage,
1964-65 64.61 5.19 30.20

quality of data, and specicationof the estimated func- 1965-66 73.03 3.86 23.11

tions. The justification for conducting this empiricaln-
1966-67 83.48 3.44 13.08
1967-68 85.54 2.38 12.08

vestigation emerges from two observed phenomena in 1968-69 80.11 2.55 17.34
the Indian economy, viz., its savings and tax structures.

.

1969-70 80.82 3.56 15.62
ri 1970-71 78.04 4.55 17.41

1971-72 79.85 5.42 14.73
1972-73 81.86 4.70 13.44

IIA. SAVINGSSTRUCTURE 1973-74 78.22 6.70 15.08
1974-75 66.54 8.75 24.71

Table I presents the savings structure in the Indian eco- 1975-76., 71.21 3.74 25.05

nomy for the sample period 1960-1976.Total domestic Average 73.69 5.72 20.59

savings in India originate from three sectors: the house-
hold sector, the corporate sector and the government Sources: [26, pp. 32-33] and [27, pp. 22-23].

Note: Columns (1), (2) and (3) are computed using the data in currentsector. In the Indian economy, the governmentsector is

comprised of the central government, state and local prices.

governments and public enterprises. The household sec-

tor includes ndividuals, non-corporate businesses, edu- TABLE II

cational and charitable nstitutions. Finally, the corpo- The Governmentsavings in the Indianrate sector sovers joint-stock companies, corporations, structure economy,
1960-76

industrial credit and investment corporations. It is evi-
dent from Table I that in the Indian economy, on the (Current prices: Rs. Crores)

average, over the period 1960-1976, households con-

tributed nearly 74 percent to total net domestic savings. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Net Govern- Central Gov- State Gov- Local Au- Savings of

Next to the household savings, in mportance, govern- ment ernment ernment thorities' publicen-
ment savings form a major source of savings. Govern- Years savings svings savjngs savings terprises
ment savings account for nearly 20 percent of total net
domestic savings. Corporate savings representan average 1960-61 309 113 121 64 11
of 6 percent. Although the share of governmentsavings 1961-62 363 236 49 81 - 3

in total nt domestic savings has been declining,govern- 1962-63 408 202 117 89 0

ment savings still form a sizable portion of total savings 1963-64 539 242 177 94 26

and have been growing at an annual rate of 3 percent. 2 1964-65 611 312 175 111 13

Therefore, it is clear that the government contributes a 1965-66 592 .376 97 69 50

significant proportion to the supply of real savings. 1966-67 407 148 190 70 -- 1

Table II reveals that central government savings form a
1967-68 355 59 217 84 -- 5

--

substantial portion of government savings. Whle state
1968-69 522 196 251 96 21
1969-70 645 338 221 67 19

and local authorities do contribute an appreciable 1970-71 804 364 324 43 73
amount of savings, public enterprises save almost an in- 1971-72 739 197 483 40 19

significant amount and have been net borrowers rather 1972-73 719 317 334 11 57
than savers. Further research is needed to explore vari- 1973-74 1080 410 523 31 116

ous aspects of the public sector savings structure in the 1974-75 2190 809 991 41 459

Indian economy. 1975-76 2506 864 1319 40 283

Sources: [26, pp 52-53] and [27, pp. 4041] .

lIB. TAX STRUCTUREAND TAX RATIOS 2. SG R2=.25.77 0.61t 0.21-- =

Table III shows the tax structure and tax ratios in the ST (2.00)
Indian economy during the period 1960-1976. These lnS = 6.2905 + 0.030t R2

= 0.17
ratios are expressed in constantprices. The tax'ratio, i.e. G

(1.66)
ratio of taxes to Gross National Product, has ncreased Where SG = government savings, ST = total net domestic savings,
during this period from 9.72 percent in 1960-61 to ln = natural logarithm, t = time and t-values are in the parentheses.
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15.54 percent in 1975-76. This increase may be attri-
TABLE 111 buted to increased tax effort on the part of the central

and local governments. Also this increasing tax ratio
The tax structure of the Indian economy, 1960-76 provides some evidence to the fact that in the Indian

economy during the sample period a significantpropor-
(1) (2) (3) (4) tion of income and resources are transferred from the

Ratio ofdirect Ratio of indi- Ratio of taxes Ratio of indi-

taxes to rect taxes to to rect taxes to private sector nto the public sector. The average ratio

Years GNP GNP GNP direct taxes of ndirect taxes to GNP is 9.30 percent whereas the

average ratio of direct taxes to GNP during the same pe-
1960-61 2.80 6.93 9.72 247.50 riod is 3.02 percent. It s clear that ndirect taxes bring
1961-62 2.92 7.45 10.37 255.14 in a higher percentage of GNP as revenue to the govern-
1962-63 3.86 8.23 11.59 244.94 ment. In addition to this phenomenon,relatively speak-
1963-64 3.60 8.72 12.32 242.22 ng, ndirect taxes as a percentage of GNP have been
1964-65 3.31 8.38 11.69 253.17 growing more rapidly as it is evident from the follow-
1965-66 3.21 9.43 12.64 293.77 ing estimatedequations:
1966-67 3.01 9.38 12.39 311:63

1967-68 2.66 8.61 11.27 323.68
T

1968-69 2.73 9.06 11.79 331.87 = 10.2570 + 0.243t B2 = 0.69 [l.11Y1969-70 2.83 9.10 11.93 321.55 (5.68)*
1970-71 2.72 9.61 12.33 353.31
1971-72 2.95 10,43 1'3.38 353.56

1972-73 3.08 10.83 13.91 351.62 Tid
7.1593 + 0.252t R2 0.85 [l:2]- = =

1973-74 2.81 9.98 12.79 355.16 y
1974-75 2.82 10.72 13.54 380.14 (8.97)*
1975-76 3.55 11.99 15.54 337.75

Td
3.1000 0.009t R2 0.02 [l.31--- = - =

Sources: [26] and [27] . Y
.Note: Ratios are computed using the figures in constant prices. (--.55)

Where:
TABLE lV T = total tax revenue

Tid = ttal ndirect taxes
Compositionof tax revenues in the Indian economy, Td = total direct taxes

1951-1976 Y = gross national product
t = values are present within the parentheses

1951-52 1961-62 1971-72 1975-76 * = significantat the one percent level.
Taxes (%) (%) (%) (%)

Table IV throws some light on the composition of tax
I. ,Direct taxes 28 27 21 22.56

(a) Crppration tax 17 33 37 33.40 revenue and the diversificationof revenue sources in the

(b) Other income taxes 62 48 56 58.33 Indian economy during the period 1951-1976. The table
(c) Land revnue 21 19 7 8.27 reveals that there have been signicantchanges in regard

Il. Indirect taxes 61 69 74 76.22 to some major taxes within the category of ndireCt
(a) Customsduties 44 18 15 16.28 taxes. While the ratios of stamp duties and other indi-
(c) Exicise duties & rect taxes and duties have fallen, the ratio of excise

sales tax 25 61 69 71.04 duties and sales tax has ncreased to a considerable ex-
(c) Stamps 5 4 3 2.46 tent. The ratio of direct taxes to total taxes has decreas-
(d) Other taxes & duties 26 17 13 10.00

Il I. Miscellaneoustaxe 11 4 5 1.22 ed, except for a small ncreaseduring1975-76, indicating
that the structure of taxation in the Indian economy is

moreSources: [27], [29], [30] and [31 ] .
tending toward ndirect taxes, which, at least

Note: Ratios are computd using the figures in current prices. theoretically under certain assumptions,should increase
savings.

TABLE V As revealed in Table V, the tax effort index, which is
defined as the ratio of actual to predicted tax ratios, has

Indices of tax efforts: India, 1966-76 been increasing steadily in the Indian economy. Accord-
ing to a recent study, relative to her tax efforts, India

Years Index of tax efforts
can be categorized and high and rising tax efforts
(ITC index). 3 The study observes that if an evaluating1966-68 1.052a

1969-71 1.093b comment were made solely on the basis of charts 3 and

1972-76 1.252c 4, it would be that if the objective of tax policy is to
mobilize resources for the public sector, then the coun-

Sources: For a, [28, pp. 254-327] ; b, [14, pp. 187-205] ; and c, [15, p. tries in the 'low and falling' category should be most
130]. concerned about their failure to improve theirposition,

Note: For 1972-76, the preferred term is index of internationalcom- whle those in the 'hgh and rsing' category should be
parison (ITC Index). For details see [15] .

3. See [15].
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seen as following successful tax policiesworthy of emu-
lation. If the objective were to minimize governmental

TABLE VI interference with the prvate sector, precisely the oppo-
site view shouM be taken [15, p. 1341. In addition

Marginal tax rates and tax rate elasticities, 1961-1976 to this finding of a high tax effort which is presented in
Table V, it is discernible from Table VI (the values ofTaxes Marginai tax rate Elasticities
income elasticities of total taxes) that indirect and taxesAT/Y A(T/Y)AT/T+ indicate that the government has been able to divert a

T/Y
significant proportion of additional national output to.

total taxes 0.21 1.68 its sector. Here, in the table, tax revenue time-series are

I ndirect taxes 0.17 1.84 not adjusted for the effects of discretionary tax mea-
D irect taxes 0.03 1.03 sures. The size of elasticity of tax. revenue is influenced

by m.any factors. 4 High income elasticities place more
Sources: Computed at the mean, based on the following regression ecua- tax resources in the hands of the government in the

tions using CSC data [26] and [27] . future, withou increasing tax rates, as economic
Td =- 10.7866 + 0.031y R2 = 0.68 [1.1'] growth. Thus, the available evidence shows that with the(5.502)*

growth and diversification of its economy and increased
Tid =- 2747.10 + 0.174y R2 = 0.93 [1.2'] tax productivity, India has been relying more on sales

(15.168)* and excise taxes.

T = - 2757.89 + 0.205y R2 = 0.93 [1.3']
(13.19)* Ill. SPECIFICATIONOF THE RELATIONS,DATA

Note: * Significant at the one percent level. AND METHODOLOGY

Economic theory, earlier related studies, simplicity and
- the availability of reliable and revised data on variable

relevant to the analysis dictated the choice of variables
included and the form of the equation specified in this

TABLE Vil paper. The linear statistical versions of the following re-

lations are specified for estimationpurposes:
Savings, taxation and Government revenue in the

Indian economy, 1960-76: Regression results ST = f(YG) [2.1]
2 =

[4.1] ST 793.7490 + 0.915YG R = 0.92 ST f(T) [2.2]= -

(12.46) * DW = 1.65 ST = f(Td, Tid) [2.3]
2 SH = F(YG) [3.1][4.2] S

T
504.2359 + 0.974T R = 0.94=-

=
(14.273) * DW = 1.75 SH F(T) [3.2]

=

2 SH F(td, Tid) [3.3]
[4.3] ST 184.035 0.656Td + 1.28 Tid R = 0.94

SG (YG) [3.4]
= --

=

(-0.871) (8.289)* DW 2.01=

F= 131.23 SG = 0 (T) [3.5]
2 SG = (Td, Tid) [3.6][4.4] SH = -- 753.29 + 0.71 Y

G R = 0.82

(8.26) * DW = 1.15

Where: ST = total net savings2[4.5] SH 517.4395 + 0.758T RR 0.84
=

=-- =

(8.579) * DW = 1.19 SH household savings
SG = governmentsavings

2[4.6] SH = 749.27 -- 2.24Td + 1 .33 Tid R = 0.93 YG = total governmentrevenue
(-2.897)**(8.345) * DW = 2.47

=

F = 81.51 T total taxes
Td = total direct taxes2[4.7] S = 120.3638 + 0.1760Y R = 0.46 Tid total indirectG G = taxes(3.481) * DW = 0.57

The theory behind all these specifications lies in the no-2[4.8] S = 66.9172 + 0.188T R = 0.60 tion that the government, in the context of economicG
-

(3.571) * DW = 0.60 development, supplement the savings of the house-may
2 holds by appropriate fiscal policy and promote private[4.9] SG = - 675.2719 + 1.628 Td - 0.763 Tid R = 0.66

(2.984) * (-0.763) F = 12.62 savmgs.
DW = 1.37 The Planning Commission in India did justify the in-

creases in indirect taxation, especially commodity taxa-
Note: * Significantat the one percent level. tion, the grounds that indirect taxes bring abouton a

* Significant at the five percent level.

4. For a rigorous and highly enlightening analysis of this prob-
lem, see [ 32] .
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reduction in the level of conspicuous consumption of proportion saved. Our time-series results are consistent
the rich [33, p. 72]. Musgrave, for nstance, underlines with a recent theoretical analysis by Afexentiou [38]
the role of tax policy when he contends that practical and empirical studies by Morss [10] and Brothwell

policy must therefore make do with a less perfect ap- [111.
preach, i.e. a set of excise taxes which impose higher Equations [4.4], [4.5] and [4.6] portray the savings
rates on items that weigh more heavily n the outlaysof behavior of the households in the context of fiscal po-
hgh-ncome households. To this may be added a pro- licy. In all these equations, the independent variables,
gressiveproperty tax on residences to deal with housing total taxes, total indirect taxes and the total government
consumption. In this way, revenue can be obtained by revenue explain an increasing proportion of the varia-
drawing on the pool of luxuy consumption, thereby re- tions in the dependent variable, household savings.
ducing consumption inequality while stimulating rather While ndirect taxes bring in increases in household
than depressing saving [16, p. 745]. The same view is savings, direct taxes reduce household savings. The ob-
shared by an Indian tax authority, Chelliah, who ob- served role of indirect taxes, as found jn this empirical
serves that taxation, if well conceived, is also the best analysis, is consistent with the a priori notion that in an

means of raising the increasingsaving ratio, which is one underdeveloped economy commodity taxes increase
of the crucial determinantsofgrowth [34,35] . Thus, savings through changes in efficiency, incentives, factor
the coeffcients of the linear specicatins of [2.1] proportions and chice of technique, curtailment f
through [3.6] should have positive signs. consumption of the rich whose consumptionand spend-
The most recent, extended, revised and consistentdata, ng patterns are subject to the nternational demonstra-
used for estimation.purposes on household savings, gov- tion effect.
emment savings, total taxes, direct taxes, ndirect taxes, The estimated equations, in the government sector,
and total government revenue are gathered from two [4.7], [4.8] and [4.9] mply the existence of a positive
sourcespublishedby the CentralStatisticalOrganization relationship between government savings and taxation.
[26, 27]. In this present study, total government reve- Total government revenue, total taxe.s, and direct taxes
nue includesdrect and indirect taxes, income from pub- increase government savings. The relevant regressionco-

lic sector undertakings and property and miscellaneous efficints are statistically significant at the one percent
governmentreceipts. All these relevantvariables are con- level. Indirect taxes seem to exert no nfluence on gov-
verted to 1970 prices by using the consumerprice index ernment savings. The presence of auto-correlation,as in-
obtained from InternationalFinancialStatistics [36, pp. dicated by the observed Durbin-Watson statistics, in
204-5]. The simple and multiple regressions of the or- equations [4.7] and [4.8], despite their good fit, ren-

dinary least-squares (OLS) type are employed to esti- ders hypotheses-testing and statistical inference diffi-
mate the linear statisticalversionof specifications [2.1] cult. Therefore, [4.9] is the preferred equation in terms
through [3.6]. It is assumed that the error terms of the of statistical and econometric criteria. The overall evi-
specified relations stisfy the assumptions of the clas- dnce presented in this paper shows that taxation,
sical regression model and they are not related across especially ndirect taxation, promotes government
equations. 5

savings. While this finding s consistent with Houthak-

IV. EMPIRICAL RESULTS ker's study on a cross-sectionof underdevelpedecono-

mies [5], National Council of Applied Economic Re-
The estimated equations are reported in Table VII. The search's study [21] ad Diwan's investigation of gov-
conputed t-values, in all equations, are presented be- ernment savings in the Indian economy for the period
neath their respective regression coefficients within the 1951-1963 [18] it contradicts the Please thesis [49]
parentheses. With regard to the overall savings, it is evi-

,

that there is a negative relationshipbetween savings and
dent from equations [4.1], [4.2], and [4.3] that, in the tax revenues.
Indian economy, during the sampleperiod, total govern-
ment revenue, total taxation and ndirect taxes influ- V. CONCLUSIONS
enced the savings behavior. In terms of t-values, coeffi- From the empiricial findings and discussions presented .

cient of determination and the computed Durbin-Wat- in the previous sections, the following conclusions
son statistics, barring the statistical nsignicance of

emerge:
direct taxes, [4.1], [4.2], and [4.3] indicate that fiscal (1) The estimated results denote vividly that in the In-
policy has contributed, basd on the specifications m- dian economy, during the period under empirical
plied in the analysis, significantly to the process of capi- observastion, fiscal policy has brought in more re-
tal accumulation in India. One mplication of our re-

sources into the hands of the government. The gov-
sults is that the overall savings ratio in the economy will ernment, through its tax and revenue policy has en-
inrease as a result of economic growth in light of the
observed higher elasticities of taxes and government re-

couraged overall savings, household savings and gov-

venue with respect to income. 6 Our empirical results
ernment savings. Our results confirm the hypothesis
that the tendency for government to save a portion

provide some statistical evidence on the relative impact of its additional transferred from the pri-of ndirect taxes on savings in the Indian economy.The revenue,
vate sector, enables the economy to pursue its ob-

statistical significance, sign and magntude of the re-

gression coefficient of indirect txes in equation [4.3] jective independentlyof deficit financing.

conrm, at least for this sample, the line of reasoning (2) Of all the measures of revenue, indirect taxes play

that ndirect taxes do not act as a disincentive to pro-
greater roles in financing capital accumulation. The

duce monetary ncome and they raise the costs of con- 5. See [37].
srmption relative to saving leading to an ncrease in the 6. See Table VI.
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changing structure of the Indian economy in favor 19. KRISHNAMURTHI, K. International Comparisons of Do-
of ndirect taxes and the higher value of income. mestic Savings Rates-- A Rview, InternationalBank of Re-

elasticity of indirect tx reveal that with a proper construction and Develojment, Economics DepartmentMi-

tax policy indirect taxation acts as an effective meo (January 1968).
means of furtheringeconomic growth. 20. MURTHY, N.R.V. Taxation and Savings: Some New Em-

pirical Evidence in the Indian Economy, 1960-76 Bulleti(3) It is suggested that further research be conductedon ,

the effects of various forms of taxation, on overall for InternationalFiscalDocumentation (November 1979).

savings and sectoral savings, in the Indian ecnomy 21. NATIONAL COUNCIL OF APPLIED ECONOMIC RE-

brought about by changes in ax efforts, efficiency,
SEARCH. Saving in India, 1950-51 to 1961-62 (New Delhi:
1965).

choice of techniques, incentives and distribution.
22. SINGH, S.K. DevelopmentEconomics (Toronto: LexingtonOur results also indicate that tax revenues and gov- Books; D.C. Heath and Co., 1.975).

ernment revenues are not the only variables that
23. THIMMAIAH, G. Taxation and Savings in India: An Empi-

account for saving behaviorn the economy. rical Study, Indian Economic Journal, No. 23 (Conference
Number 1975).
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An indispensableaid for American businessmen, investors and

corporationsengaged in or planningforeign operationsand for those
in foreign countries planningor doing business in the United States --

TAX TREATIES
This denitive guide is indispensable for any businessmanor corporation that sells,
buys, manufactures, or invests in the United States - as well as for any American
businessmanor corporation that does business in foreign countries. It tells you:

How and where to handle your investments while eliminating the chance of
double taxation.

o How much of your investment income will be protected by tax treaty exemp-
tions.

How much business Americans can carry on in a foreign country and vice versa

without becoming taxable as a permanentestablishment.
How to protect your employees who are temporarily at work abroad from a

double tax burden.

In Tax Treaties,you'11 also find:
1. The full ofcial text of every existing treaty, supplementarytreaty, or protocol

relating to income taxes and estate and gift taxes between the United States and
each of its tax-treaty countries, including model treaties showing the latest
trends.

2. Annotated editorial text arranged in a Uniform Paragraph Plan... makes for

easy direct comparison of provisions of one tax treaty country with another...
permits a single unied index which works hand in hand with this unique setup.
You'11 make sure, speedy decisions at the flip of a wrist.

3. Ofcial reports on each treaty givingyou the backgroundbehind the provisions;
why particular treaty articles were included; and what each provision means to

you.
4. A Special Finding List at the beginning of the editorial summary for each

country... speeds you quickly to explanatory ahd ofcialmaterial that affects

To order a one-year introductory YOU.
5. Monthly REPORT BULLETINS, analyzing the latest treaties, decisions and rul-

subscriptionto this unique
publicationat the low rate of ings, keep you right on top of today's fast breaking tax treaty developments...
only $156, address (plus Current Matter containing the most recent U.S. court decisions and IRS

DepartmentS-TT-103. rulings givingyou the latest judicial and official word on tax treaties.)

PRENTICE-HALL,INC. In today's constantly expanding international commerce, expert tax-managing or

EnglewoodCliffs, tax-counseling of business activities between the United States and each of its
New Jersey 07632 treaty countries is a must -- so keep up to date with Prentie-Hall's TAX
U.S.A, TREATIES.
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O.E.C.D.Reporton

TaxandSocialBenefitPaymentsand
theDisposableIncomeof Households*

Between 1974 and 1978, real purchasing power at the level of Average rates of income tax paid by one-earner families at the

average earnings in manufacturing industry increased in almost Average Production Worker's income level in 1978 are shown in

all OECD countries. Chart 1. Between 1974 and 1978, countrieswith low income tax
One component of disposable income, however, cash transfers rates tended to raise them and those with high rates to lower

given to families with two dependentchldren, grew in most coun- them.
tries by less than gross earnings, and jn jut over half the OECD Employees' social security contributions proved to be roughly 1

area, they grew more slowly thah the price index, so that their proportional to gross income up to average earnings or some-

real buyingpwer fell. what above, then to become regressive in varying degrees. Over
The system of taxing the incomes of husband and wife together the period, these contributions tended to increase by more than
does not entail discriminationagainstwomen in paid employment. gross earnings in all courtriesexcept Fin]and and Japan.
These are among the nain points made in the latest in a seriesof
biennial reports published by the OECD Fiscal Affairs Commit-

tee, showing the income taxes and social security contributions * The Tax/Benefit Position of Selected Income Groups in
paid, and the family allowances received, by typical family units OECD Member Countries 1974-1979, OECD, Paris, 1980. ISBN
at different levels of income. 1 A companionvolume updates the 92-64-12132-3.

position of a typical taxpayer to 1979.2 1. The comparisons are based upon the average production
worker (APW), who is defined as a male full-timemanual worker

Trends between 1974 and 1978 with earnings equal to the average for all such workers in the
manufacturingsector and various multiples of this earning level.

Some of the other main findings of the report are summarised 2. The two reports are published together under the title

below, and in the one table and ve charts attached. Tax/BenefitPosition of Selected Income Groups 1974-1979.

Indics of gross earnings, after-tax pay, take-home pay,

disposal income and consumer prices

Case of a one-earner family with two children at APW's income level (19.78)

Gross earnings After-tax pay Take-homepay DisPosal income Consumer prices
Country () (2) (3) (4) (5)

1974 = 100 1974 = 100

Australia 147 148 148 153 161
Austria 138 127 124 135 127

elgium 155 151 1.50 150 138
Canada 154 160 160 158 140
Denmark 153 164 165 162 146
Finland 164 167 169 172 162
France 164 163 160 159 146

Germany 132 131 128 137 118
Ireland 201 197 196 194 174

Italy 247 239 236 22O 181
Japan 140 139 138 138 133

Luxembourg 141 145 144 145 134
Netherlands 137 137 137 137 133
New Zealand 159 157 157 154 172
Norway 155 160 162 159 143

Portugal 225 213 210 200 197

Sweden 143 140 144 142 148
Switzerland 122 125 124 123 11.1

United Kingdom 172 169 167 177 177

United States 142 141 141 141 132
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The proportion of earnings left at the disposal of one-eamer

households with two children varies markedly between countries
CHART 1

(Chart 2), and the same is true for single people and childless
couples. In all countries, however, the proportion of earnings Income tax as percentageof gross earnings
retained by households falls as income rises; this shows that the One-earner families atthe APW'swage 1 1974-1978
progressivity of income tax and family benets outweigh the
regressive effects of social security contributions as they are Effective rate of income tax (%)
generally levied.
Chart 3 shows that countries are more or less evenly divided 051015 20 25 30 35 40 45

between those where average earnings grew by more than dispos- Sweden l.'.'.'.v.':.v.v:.'::.:.v.v:.:.:.:.:.v.v.v:., ,, ......

.-.'.-
--

-- -:'.

able income and those where the contrary ccurred. The attached
table shows the relationship between disposable income and con- L

sumer prices. Denmark !:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:i:i:ii:i:iii!!:i:!:.:i:ii!i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
I

Finland :.: !.::i:

New ealand :k: AV.A

Taxation and married wmen

Despite the trend toward separate taxing of husbands and wives,
the report casts doubt on the view that pooling ofspouses'earn- Norway :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

ings for tax purposes necessarily entails higher tax burdens for
two-earner married couples. Chart 4 shows that pooling or non-

U.K. ::::::::::::::::::::f:s::::::::::::
pooling plays a subsidiary role to other factors -- such as tax I

rates, the shape of the tax schedule, the amount and nature of
allowances -- in determining tax burdens. The analysis also shows Australia :-,:: :::::--::

that, in most countries, tax liability of a two-earner couple re- I

mains roughly unchanged on marriage and that, once married, a

couple can normally increase its joint earnings at a lower tax cost Ireland f'*'**'
if the wife enters the labour market than if the husband increases
his work effort.

Belgium

U.S.A.

Assistancefor families Netherlands ::.X

The various factors likely to influence the choice between using
the tax system (tax allowances and credits) or the social welfare Canada

system (cash payments), or some mix of the two, to assist parents I

with dependentchildren are discussed.
These include income distribution and equity effects: the visibil-. Germany

J
::

ity of the amount of aid; whether the mother or the father should
receive the aid; and the different sorts of administrativeproblem Austria

|
:::

arising under the two systems. Between I974 and 1978, a move __l

from tax relifs to cash transfers is noted and quantied.
Italy

Portugal -1

The typical worker in 1979 Switzerland

Chart 5 shows the disposable income as a percentage of gros
earnings of a typical worker from 1972 to 1979. 1974

Japan
1978

Luxembourg :::

France 2 3

O 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Effective rate of income tax (%)

1. Countriesare ranked by the rate of income tax paid in 1978.
2. No incometax was payable at this ificome level in 1974 and 1976.

Source: Table 25.
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CHART 2 CHART 3
Disposal income as percentageof gross earnings

The relationship between the growth of gross earningsand
One-earner families at APW's wage level 1,2 1974-1978 disposable income

Disposable incomeas %f earnings One-earner families at the APW's wage level 1974-1978

50 60 70 80. 90 100 110

I t ' ' r 1

France i::!:!:::::::;::!.:::::::;:;:.:::'
T

'

Austria :!:!::::::::::::::!:!:::!:!:!:!:i:i:i:i:i:i:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i::i:i:iiii!:!i:i;!Fi::!:i:::i:::::i:i:ii:i:i:i Percentagepointdifferences in indices 1.

30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 +5 +10
I I 1 I I ILuxem- ..,.-:-::-:: -- Denmark

bourg J

Finland
Canada :::::::::*::K+:$**:*:j$:::::+::::

Australia
...

Italy :i:i:::i:::::!:!:!:::::::::: :: ::: ::: :: :: ::: :: ::::::::::::k::::::::kSSS::k:::::k:::|:: :: :: ::: :: ::::: Germany

United Kingdom
Portugal :::::::::::::*:i:;

1
Canada

IBelgium !:!:i:i:i:i:i:i:!:!:!:!:i::i:i:i:i:!:!i!i!i;i!:.:.::!::!:i::-: LuxembourgJ -1

Norway 7-'

Japan

Switzerland
m

Austra- Netherlands
lia

Sweden
Switzer- -

leuoou!i:i:i:i:::i:i:i:::!:i:;::!:!:!:!:!::::::::!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:::i:i:::!:::!:!:::::::1 oland J. United States o
_

Ireland :kik:k:i:i:::::;!:!:k:S:: Japan Index of

epossqed
epxu

I

uedisposable
Austria income grew

.aeusuU.S.A.
by than ass:!k$i:!:i:!:!:::::i:::ii:; more

Belgium index of gross .... Jo
q

earnings XU.K.
-+.'.- France :- :

.....................t::::::t::::::: .sosS1 E
New Zealand

Finland ::!:!::::::::::i:!:!:!:!:!:!:i:i:!:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i::::::-
-..I.I.-..

1
Ireland 1

Nw Portugal:!:!:!:i::i:.;!!i!i!iiii:!:i:!:!!!:!:!:!:!$i:::i:i:i:!::i:i::!:::i:::i::
Zealand

r--- .iItaly t.
Norwy 1974

]1 ' 11976 I I I I J
,

1

1978 30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 +5 +10

Germany i
1:::::: Percentagepointdifferences in indices

Nether-
lands

Sweden :::::::::::::::::::s:::::
]

Denmark ::::

I I i 1 1

50 60 70 80 90 100 110 1. These figures reresent the difference between the 1978 index of gross
earnings (1974 = 100) and the 1978 index of disposal income (1974=Disposable incomeas %of earnings 100). A positive figure indicates that the index of disposable income

1. Disposable income equals gross earnings minus income tax and em- grew by more than that of gross earnings; a negative figure indicates
ployees' social security contributions paid plus cash transfers received. that the index of disposable income grew by less than that of gross

2. Countriesare ranked by the percentages relating to 1978. earnings.

Source: Table 35.
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CHART 4 CHART 5
The additional income tax paid when the wife enters the

labour force at different levels of gross earnings as a percentage Disposable income as percentage of gross earnings 1

of the wife's earnings 1 One-earner families at APW's wage level
Family with two children 1978

Effective rate of income tax (%) 2 50 60 70 80 90 100 %
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
111,III1I11

Denmark* ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::Y:::::::::':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I France :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::
I

: I
I

1 Luxem-
Ireiand** i:!:.:!:!:!:!:!::i::i:.:!:.:::!:!:!:!:!:i:i:ii:i:!:i:.:!:!:i:!:!:i:i:i::;':i:i:i:i::' bourg ::::{:$**t****$:

Il I

Sweden* :::::::::::::::::k::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
I Belgium :k:.

PortugalNew Zealand* :!:.::.::::.:::.:!:.:;::;:!:::!::::::::::i::i::;::i:!:!:!:
I ::!::!:::i:i:i::K:::::::::::t:::::::::::::::::'::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::j:::}:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!I

I
Austria ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!:!::::::;:::!:!:!::;::;:!:K:Ki:i:::!::i:ii:i:ii:i:i:!:!:i:!:i:!!:!:i:.i:iiU.S.A.** .

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::l
I

I

i
.

, I
'

:::!:!:!:!:!:!:!::i!iiiiiii!iii!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!iii!::!:!:!:!:!!:::'.::;::!::!::!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!|
Finland* ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I Japan

I
I

Norway** BB:r:::::::s
I Canada i i!!iiiii:i:i:i:i:i:i:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:i:i:ii:i:i:!:i:i:ii:i:i:i:i:i:i:i::i::::::

IIII
':il...........

I Italy i::!XiX!:!XX:!:!:-XX:i:XX-:-XXXiX-XiXXiXi:XXXi:i:i:i*iXi:iXX:::.:.Australia* ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
i ,

I

I Greece i
Belgium** .:k:;:: J

I J

I Switzer-U.K.* -..': I 4=8-*$**!@'**:-
land

s
I

Germany** .::**:K.:.:.:3
New i

i ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::k:::::::::::::::::::::::::::X:X:::::::::::::::i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:!2!:!:!:!:!:i:i:i:i/
Zealand I

Austra- Il
Netherlands* ::::::=::1 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::X:::::::::::::k:::::::::::::::

lia -I
; 1

l IrelandCanada* ,-:.: : i:i:i:::::!:i:i:i:!:!::!:!:;:!:!:!:::::::;:!:!::!,!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:i:i::i:i:i:i:i:!::i:!:::i:i|
- I

i 1
I U.K.

Luxembourg** ;
:!;!i:i:i:i:i::!::i:i:ii:i:ii:i:ii:ii:i:ii:!:i:i:i:i:i:i:::ii:i:::i:i:.:!:i|
-

I
I

l i
1 U.S.A. i:i:i:::Switzerland**

,

:: 1 1
]

I Earnings as a percentage of APW's Norway :i:i:i:::;:::!::!:!::i:ii:i:i::i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:!:!:i:!:ii:i:i:ii:i!:i:!:'!Japan* I earnings: J

; ' --= Husband: 100 Wife: 100

Austria* r I Germany
.: Husband: 100 Wife: 66

France** Husband: 100 Wife: 33 Finland iiii:i::!:::!:!:i:i:!:!:ii:i:i::i:.:i:i::!::.:.:.:!7i!:!:.::iii:i:!:!:!ii:
1 I

1972
Unweighted (100/100) 976---

average

Italy* Nether- 1979

Unweightedaverage(100/66) lands---.--

E i

---.-

Portugal** :4..
I -- Unweighted average (100/33) Sweden

i 1 I
III1IIIIII

O 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Effective rate of income tax (%) 2

Denmark :-::
I

* Individual taxation (the United Kingdom is classified as an individual I I I I 1 I

taxation country). 50 60 70 80 90 100 %

** Joint taxation.
1. Contries are ranked by the figures which relate to the case where the 1. Countries are ranked by 1979 figures

husband earns the APW's wage and the wife 66% of this amount. Note: Disposable income equals gross earnings minus income tax and
2. The change in tax paid by the family divided by the wife's earnings. employees' soCial security contributions paid plus cash transfers
Source: Table 48. received.
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TAX GLOSSA'RY
its total working or service life, and
the through-put actually achieved in
the accountingyear is 25,000 tons, the
basic depreciation allowance on a

straight4ine computation would b
25,000/200,000= 12.5%.

UNIT TRUST -- An institution in the
U.K., broadly similar to a closed-end

f by H.I.T. PEPPER * REGULATED INVESTMENT COR-
PORATION (q.v.) or mutual trust in
the U.S.A., which invites investors to
buy units, or part shares, in the

UNEARNED INCOME -- Income derived tween the two countries, but where no total invested funds of the trust. The
other than from personal exertion (see such treaty exists the country of resi- income of the trust is normally fully
also EARNED INCOME RELIEF) dence may provide the relief unilater- distributed to the unit-holders as it
which in ome income tax ystems is ally so as to preserve domestic tax arises. For tax purposes, the tax
taxed more heavily than earned in- equality by avoiding an extra tax department looks through the trust

come, either by applying higher rates burden on those with foreign income and taxes the unit-holders, but where
to the former or granting deductions compared with others whose income is capital gains are realised by the trust
or abatements in respect of the latter. derived locally. there may be, s in the U.K.ja provi-
The term unearned income is now sional tax on the trust in respect of
somewhat out of favour and such UNIMPROVEDVALUES TAX- A tax on such gains which will be credited in
income is usually referred to instead as land values (either on the basis of the due course to the unit-holderwhen he
G6nvestment income because tax- capital value or annual, or rental, realiseshis holding of units.
payers object to having income which value) without regard to structures
iS derived from the investment of thereon and improvements that may UNIVERSAL VALUES -- The system
savings they have made from their have been made to the land by the whereby assets, generally land and real
earned income described as un- owner or occupier. (See also SITE property, are valued for taxation pur-
earned, which may be thought to VALUE TAX.) poses at a figure which may then be
have the connotationof undeserved. adopted for other purposes. For
(See also PASSIVE INCOME.) UNITARY TAX -- A new system of taxing example, the capital value adopted for

the profits of multinationalcompanies a property tax on capital values may
UNFRANKED INVESTMENT INCOME- operating in the U.S.A. has been in- also be used in calculating the capital

See FRANKED INVESTMENT IN- troduced by three states, Alaska, gains tax (as the excess of disposal
COME. California and Oregon, and is being price over the taxed value), death

contemplated by about 20 other states duties, and also the figure at which
UNIFIED TAX -- The system of personal in the U.S.A. The idea is to decide compensation would be fixed if the

taxation, from scal year 1973/1974 what proportion of a multinational government decided to acquire the
in Britain, to replace the system of company's world-wide operations fall property for public purposes under its
income tax and surtax. Unied tax within the state and then tak that requisition powers. (See also DROIT
applies a single schedule of graduated proportion of its world-wide profits. DE PREEMPTION.)
rates of tax to aggregated income, the There seem to be indications, however,
system which is generally adopted in that where such a calculation pro- UNREMITTABLE FOREIGN INCOME-
other countries which apply graduated duced a gure less than the profits Where a taxpayerhas income arising in
income taxation. arising in the state by ordinary a foreign country, which because of

accounting methods, a way would be the laws of that country (e.g., x-
UNIFIED TRANSFER TAX -- Th tax found to tax the latter gure. The change control restrictions) he is not

imposed in the U.S.A. from 1976 on issue also arises in the U.S.A. and able to remit to his country of resi-

gifts inter vivos and bequests on death, other federal states where a large dence, it is usual to allow any tax

formerly comprising two separate tax corporation trades within several liability on the foreign income to be
levies. On death, however, the tax is different states with various levels f suspended until remittance restrictions
still broadly the same as Estate Duty, profitability arising from the different are removed.
the only relief in respect of heirs being operations. In double taxation treaties
the mrital deduction from the there is usually a proviion to prevent UNTAGELSE FRA SKAT --- (Denmark)
value, f the estat passing to a sur- profits being manipulated by transfer Exemption from tax.
viving spous, limited to one half of pricing and many countries have anti-
the total estate or $ 250,000, which- avoidance sections for the same pur- UPLIFT -- A feature of the purchase tax
ever is the greater sum, and the exclu- pose. (See also TRANSFER forrmerly levied in Britain, and of
sion of gifts to charity. (See also PRICING.) wholesale and retail sales taxes in
ESTATE DUTY.) general, where the tax base is thpie

UNIT OF PRODUCTION METHOD OF or value at which goods normally are

UNILATERAL RELIEF- Where residents COMPUTING DEPRECIATION -- sold, at either the wholesale or retail
of one country are subjected to tax in This method may be appropriate for level, but the transactions to be taxed
that country on income from a foreign plant and machinery used in mining, have been made at the ex-factory
country, the country of residence may or in producing goods measured in price. The price where a sale has,
grant relief for foreign tax where the units such as tons, gallons, litres. For exceptionally,been made at ex-factory
income is taxable in both countries. example, if. an article of mining equip-
Such relief may be granted under a ment could be expected to handle a * With the assistance of the staff of the Interna-
mutual double taxation treaty be- total through-put of 200,000 tons in tional Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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level has to be adjusted upwards or a misnomer because the tax not only tend to his income from the country

uplifted to bring it to the level at bears on the value added by each visited (which tax would arise even if

which the tax is imposed. In Britain trader but also on the initial or basic he did not visit the country) and not

the rate of uplift to be applied in value of the raw materials or ingre- to his foreign income.

certain cases is often agreed between dients, or components, from which the In the U.K. (and the positin is broad-

the Customs and Exise Department finished products are made. V.A.T. ly similar elsewhere), a visitor who

and the relevant trade associations. differs from single stage taxes in that makes annual visits of over three
the tax is payable fractionally, i.e., months per annum on average, or who

UPSTREAM DIVIDENDS -- A term used each trader pays that part of the total maintains a residence in the country
in referring to dividends in the case of tax which is proportionateto the value for his use on visits, would be regarded
parent/subsidiary company relation- he has added, except that initially the as resident and liable to U.K. tx on

ships. Dividends received by the parent rst producer or trader must pay tax world income. (See also RESIDENCE,
from a subsidiary company (sub- on the raw material besides the added FISCAL; TOURISTTAX.)
sequently re-distributed as dividends value. Accordingly, V.A.T. has been
of the arent) may be termed UP- defined, with some validity, as a re- VOlD RELIEF -- Relief from property
STREAM DIVIDENDS to distinguish tail sales tax, collected by install- taxes or rates is given in some

them from the parent's dividends, e.g., ments. countries in respect of property which
in a tax law. is empty, e.g. bcause the property is

VARELAGER-- (.Denmark) Stock-in-trade being reconstructed, or because it can-

USEFUL LIFE -- A term sometimes used or invehtory of goods o merchandise. not be let profitable owing to eco-

(also service life, working life) to refer nomic recession. Relief is usually given
to the perod it is expected that a VASTE INRICHTING - (Holland) Per- as a proportion on a time basis for the

depreciable asset will continue to be manent establishment. period the property is void.

employed by the taxpayer using it in
his business. VEHICLE TAX

--

A tax vehicles, VOLUNTARY PRINCIPLE IN TAXA-- on

usually in proportion to the size, TION -- It has sometimes been sug-
USE TAX -- A tax on goods which are weight or engine capacity, where the gested as a somewhat Utopian notice

used within the taxing area, although vehicle makes use of public roads, etc. that taxes at the higher rates on

the purchase has been made outside Vehicles re also commonly subjected incomes should be replaced by a

the territory of the tax administration. to customs and excise duties and/or scheme where the wealthy might be

(See SALES AND USE TAX.) sales taxes in the same way as other invited to make voluntary contribu-
machiner. tions in addition to their basic income

USHR -- A tax imposed on agricultural tax. Some tax systems which combine

prduce under Koranic law. VENNOOTSCHAPSBELASTING -- (Hol- very high top personal income tax

land) Corporate income tax. rates with provisions for tax deduc-
UTILITY TAX -- See PUBLIC UTILITY tions in respect to voluntary donations

TAX. VERBRAUCHSTEUER -- (Germany) to charity, including social welfare and
Excise tax. other expendture of government,

come near to adopting a voluntary
V VERDRAG TER VOORKOMING VAN principle, since the taxpayer is able

DUBBELE BELASTING -- (Holland) to dispose of income, perhaps at
Treaty for the avoidance of double some social credit to himself,

VAERDIFORRINGELSE -- (Denmark) taxation. most of which would otherwise have
Depreciation,depletion. been payable to the government in

VERLUSTVORTRAG-- (Germany) Loss taxation. In addition, death duties
VALUATION, ELEMENTS IN -- Se carry forward. often be avoided by the taxpayermay

ELEMENTS IN VALUATION. making distributions of his wealth
VERMOGENSBELASTING -- (Holland) during his lifetime which notare ne-

VALUATION OF STOCK-IN-TRADE, IN- Net wealth tax. cessarily contrary to the intention of
VENTORY-- See STOCK-IN-TRADE, death duties where these regardedare

VALUATIONOF. VERMGENSTEUER -- (Germany) Net re-distributive taxation. Toas a some

worth tax. extent, there is a voluntaryelement

VALUE-ADDED TAXATION (V.A.T.) -- in the taxation of the income from

The sales tax system which imposes VERMOMD DIVIDEND- (Holland) Dis- bearer securiies in the income tax

tax on the value added by each trader guised dividend. systems of countries which levy extra

involved in the productionand distrib- taxation by deduction or withholding
ution of goods and services. The value VERSCHMELZUNG (also FUSION) -- at source where the owner of the

added may also be defined as the grossi' (Germany)Merger. bearer securities is not prepared to

profit, or mark-up or margin between disclose his ownership to the tax

the trader's purchase and selling price, VERTICAL INTEGRATION TAX- See authorities.

which factor represents the amount he ZUSATZSTEUER. In a number of sales tax systems a

is charging for the services he has trader may have the option of being or

rendered. The services may merely VI RKSOMHED -- (Denmark) Establish- not being taxed on his sales. If he

b the purchase, with or without ment, enterprise, undertaking chooses not to be taxed, however, the

temporary storage of goods, and their consequence is normally that his pur-

distribution in unchanged form to VISITOR -- A visitor to a country is not chases of goods will have already been

another trader, or may include an normally regarded as resident there for subjected to tax. Indirect taxes on

element of manufacturing, processing, tax purposesunless he is present in the luxuries may be regarded as voluntary

mixing, blending, assembly, etc. tax year for six months or more. A in the sense that one may avoid the

The term value-added tax is strictly visitor's tax liability would only ex- tax on whisky by not drinkingany.
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That a tax is a voluntary one is WASTING ASSET -- The term ws former- asking employers with large labur
sometimes a jibe at the inadequate ly applied mainly to mineral deposits, forces to take on a small percentageof
efforts of a tax administration to but is now more widely used for most partly disabled workrs, whose earn-
combat legal avoidance and illegal types of asset which depreciate in use ings, however, will in practice be
evasion. (See REGISTRATION FOR for the purposesof a trade nd qualify augmented by a state disability allow
SALES TAX.) for CAPITAL ALLOWANCES (q.v.). ance.

Special rules may be made for such
VOLUNTARY TAX -- See VOLUNTARY assets in computing capital gains tax WESENTLICHE BETEILIGUNG (Ger--

PRINCIPLE IN TAXATION on their disposal. many) Participation by a shareholder
of more than 25% of the capital of a

VOORRAAD, IJZEREN -- (Holland) Base WEALTH, EXTERNAL SIGNS OF -- See resident or non-residentcompany.
stock (method of valuation). EXTERNAL INDICIA OF WEALTH.

WESTERN HEMISPHERE TRADE COR-
VOORRAADWAARDERING-- (Holland) WEALTH TAX An annual tax the PORATIONS Under Section 931 of--

on
--

Inventoryvaluation. wealth or net worth of a taxpayer, the U.S. Income Tax Code the status
usually at a modest rate percent, and of Western Hemisphere Trade Corpo-

VRIJSTELLING -- (Holland) Exemption. sometimes advocated alternative ration is granted to domesticas an a corpo-
to the impositionof the higher rates of ration which carries oi business
income tax in a graduated scale. wholly in North, Central, or South
Wealth taxes are employed in some Americaand the West IndieS, and

W European countries and some develop- (1) 95% or more of its gross income
ing countries but usually involve a of the previous three years was

certain lack of equity in that although derived outside the U.S.; and
WAIVER, (of DIVIDENDS, REMUNERA- the annual valuations of wealth are (2) 90% of its gross income was

TION) -- The waiving, or foregoingof necessary to determine the tax accu- derived from the active conduct
dividends or remuneration by an in- rately, the correspondingly high of a trade or business.
dividual in a sense constitutes a trans- administrative costs would normally Where the corporation qualifies for
fer of assets (cash), but, e.g., in the preclude such valuations being made, Western Hemisphere Trade Corpora-
U.K., is exempt from CAPITAL so that further inequity or illogicality tion (W.H.T.C.) treatment, it is grant-
GAINS TAX (q.v.), a tax which in- results from the fact that assets tend ed relief which effectively reduces the
corporatesGIFT TAX (q.v.). to be taxed on out-of-datevalues, high tax rate applicable to its taxable in-

yielding fixed interest securities usual- come by 14 percentagepoints (so that
ly have a lower market value than if the total combind rate of corpora-WAR DAMAGE CONTRIBUTION- A

a
levy upon the annual value of real growth stocks which return low tion tax and surtax amounted to 52%,

yield but are likely to appreciate in a W.H.T.C.'s income would be taxableproperty in Britain imposed during
so tax falls more heavily, at 38%. The relief is to be phased out.World War II as a form of compulsory value, that

relative to the income derived, on the by 1980.insurance against war damage, the
latter than the former although it

yield from whih was eventually used may
be in the national interest to encour-in meeting claims by those whose WHOLESALE BRANCH, UNLICENSED--

property had suffered damage. age investment in equities. (See also A concept adopted in connectionwithCAPITALTAX.) the Canadian manufacturers' sales tax
WAR TAX -- A tax imposed in Belgium which applies to sales by manufactur-WEAR AND TEAR -- It is usual in anafter World War II on wealth made in ers. Where the manufacturer sellsincome tax system.to allow deductionsthe war (see, also, EQUALISATION

in calculating the profits of business
direct to a retailer or a consumer the

OF BURDENS TAX). a
price level for the sale would be aboveusing buildings, plant, and machinery that to which the tax meant towaswhich are subject to wear and tear in

WAR WOUNDS, EXEMPTION --Where the curse or producingthe goods and apply (in effect, sales by manufactur-

pensions are granted to members of services which the business supplies.
es to wholesalers) and, accordingly,
manufacturers allowed to create, inthe Armed Forces of a country in The allowances grantd are usually

are

form if not in substance, unlicensedrespect of disability caused by wounds calculated as a percentage of the cost
incurred in war, it is fairly usual to or value of the qualifying assets. (See

wholesale branches through which

grant income tax exemption for such also CAPITAL ALLOWANCES, DE-
sales can be made (often as mere paper

pensions. This is the case, e.g., in the PRECIATION, WRITING DOWN transactions) to which the tax would

U.K., which also grants exemption ALLOWANCES.)
then apply. In effect, the process is

fjom the pension attached to the one of allowing an ofcial mark-
down of the selling price for taxaward for bravery in war known as the WEHRSTEUER -- (Switzerland) The

Victoria Cross. Federal Defence Tax. purposes, in contrast to the UPLIFT
(q.v.) applied in the case of wholesale
and retail sales taxes in certain circum-WASH SALES -- A tax avoidance device WELFARE RECIPIENTS, TAX CREDIT
stances.

whereby a dealer in stocks and shares FOR HIRING -- Under the U.S. Tax
/

claims a loss on disposal of securities Code a tax deduction may be claimed
but has, in fact acquired (or con- of 20% of the salary paid to persons WHOLESALE SALES TAX -- A tax levied
tracted to do so) substantially the taken into employment who are reci- on sales by wholesalers to retailers.
same securities. Where the contract to pients of welfare relief. In the U.K., in Although the yield at a fixed per-
reacquire is entered into during a contrast, a cash grant is made to centage rate of tax is less than a similar
period from 30 days before the sale to employers who take on extra em- tax levied on retailers' sales to con-

30 days afterwards, the loss is dis- ployees in order to reduce un- sumers, the administrativeadvantage is
allowed (U.S. Tax Code, Section employment. A somewhat similar that there are far fewer taxpayers from

1091). measure is taken by some countries in whom to collect the tax.
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WHOLE TIME SERVICE DIRECTOR -- WINDOW TAX -- A tax imposed in Britain U.K., along with initial and balancing
See FULL-TIME WORKING DIREC- in 1696 on the windows in a building, allowances. See CAPITAL ALLOW-

TOR. the rate of tax initially being £ 0.10 ANCES.
for less than 10 windows, £ 0.30 for

WHOLLY, EXCLUSIVELY, AND from 11 to 20 windows and £ 0.50 for WRITTEN DOWN VALUE -- The value of

NECESSARILY -- That an expense more than 20 windows. Apart from an asset which is depreciable for in-

should be wholly, exclusively, nd evasion of th tax through the tem- come tax purposes, determined by
necessarily incurred in the perfor- porary closure of windows when the deducting from the total cost includ-

mance of the duties is the somewhat tax collector was reported to be in the ing installation, etc., the allowances

stringent test applied under U.K. tx vicinity, legal avoidance was also that have been made for wear and tear

law before the item can rank as a practised by the permanent block- or depreciation in previous tax years.

deduction from remuneration for tax ing of windows to bring properties
purposes. In the case of businessesand into a lower category of charge. The

professions, the test is whether the tax was combined with INHABITED

expense is incurred wholly and ex- HOUSE DUTY (q.v.)in 1798. Y
clusively for the purposes of the Although window tax eventually pro-

trade, etc. duced material revenue the levy is

nowadays regarded as a historical

WIDOW ALLOWANCE -- Some tax codes example of what not to tax. YUGEN KAISHA (Japan)Private-- com-

provide additional tax relief for pany. A private company in Japan
widows compared with other single WIRTSCHAFTSJAHR -- (Germany) must not have more than 50 members

women. In the U.K.' a widow may Financial year. nor less than 110,000 yen issued capi-
claim a deduction if she employs a tal. A private company is taxed as a

housekeeper, and in Japan there is an WITHHOLDING TAX -- An income tax corporation (joint stock company) but

extra allowance for widows under 65 imposed by withholding a certain per- with special provision for FAMILY

with incomes below a certain level -- centage of the income at source, the CORPORATIONS(q.v.).
after 65 they receive the same extra amounts withheld or deducted being
allowance as that afforded to other old payable to the tax department.
persons.

WOBBLE TAX -- See REGULATOR ZWIDOWER ALLOWANCE -- In the U.K. TAX.
and some other countries an extra tax

allowance is granted to a widower who WOODLANDS TAX -- In Britain, tax

employs a housekeeper. under Schedule B is imposed on the ZAKAT -- A wealth tax which used to be,
occupation of woodlands, which also and in some cases still is, imposed on

WIDOWS' PENSIONS -- In some tax the liability profits Muslims in respect of their Amwale-covers on any
regimes exemption from tax is accord- arising from the exploitation of the Zahirah (visible assets) according to

ed to widows' pensions arising from timber. Where the income from timber Koranic law, for the benefit of the

the death of the husband on war iS less than the ScheduleB assessment, poor. (See also RELIGIOUS TAXES,
service. a claim may be mad to have the EXTERNAL INDICIA OF WEALTH).

In Saudi Arabia the tax is charged at
WIFE ALLOWANCE -- See SPOUSE profits assessed Under Schedule D in-

ALLOWANCE. stead of under Schedule B in order to 2.5% on Saudi nationals, and on Saudi

reduce the tax due. firms on capital employed.
WINDFALL EXEMPTION -- Canadian

capital gains tax provisionsspecifically WORKING :DIRECTOR -- See FULL- ZERO BRACKET AMOUNT -- Under the

exclude from liability windfallssuch TIME WORKING DIRECTOR. U.S. Tax Code a comprehensive basic

as sweepstake and gamblingwins. Such allowance for federal income tax pur-

exclusions are also common to other WORKING STUDENT -- In Japan a xed poses is now granted to individuals at

countries' income tax and capital gains special deduction from tax is granted the rate of $ 3200 for married couples

tax laws, with the corollary that to a working student whose total submitting (filling) joint returns,

gambling losses are non-tax-deductible. income is belowa certain maximum. $ 2200 for singl individuals, and

Governments normally prefer to col- $ 1600 each for married persons filling
lect revenue from gambling as a per- WORKS OF ART -- Various countries separate returns.

centage of stake money, admission provide exemption frm capital gains
charges to casinos, etc. See also tax where works of art are donated for ZERO RATE -- A concept used in connec-

TALENTTAX. the public benefit, and the exemption tion with V.A.T. whereby an exempt
often extends to gift taxes and capital person may be permitted to opt for

.

WINDFALL TAX -- A tax that has been transfer taxes. In the U.K. exemption taxation at a zero rate which, where he

projected in the U.S.A. as an extra also extends under certain conditions has borne V.A.T. on goods and ser-

lev on oil companies in respect of to works of art, historical buildings, vices supplied to him, may be more

their enhanced prots arising from the etc. passing at death. In general, there favourable to him than exemption

large price increases of oil products is a growing realisation amongtaxing since he may be able to obtain refunds

decreed by OPEC combined with the authorities that specil tax provisions if he is subjected to V.A.T. rather thn

decontrol of domestic crude oil prices are necessary if works of art, etc. are excluded from taxation. Particular

in the U.S.A. While there appears to be to be retained within the countr for goods or services may also be zero-

strong support for extra tax, there nationalheritage reasons. rated and the seller of those may claim

seems also to be feeling that the a refund of any relevant INPUT TAX

companies should have an opportunity WRITING DOWN ALLOWANCES-- These (q.v.).
to use some of the windfall prots to allowances represent the annual allow-

stimulate domestic production. ances for depreciation granted in the ZOLL -- (Germany) Customs duty.
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ZOLLVEREIN -- The customs union into FLAG OF CONVENIENCE See PASSIVE INCOME Income in respect of--
--

which the German states entered and SHIPPING CENTRE. which, broadly speaking, the recipient
which led to some economic co- plays only a passive role, merely sitting
ordination before political unity was LAFFER CURVE -- A graphical illustra- back and waiting for it to come to
achievedunder Bismarck. tin by its inventor, Prof. Arthur of him, e.g., dividends, interest, rent, etc.

.

the University of Southern California, The distinction is usually drawn with
ZUSATZSTEUER -- A tax operated in of his proposition that there the object of providing forare a reason

Germany to counteract tax avoidance always two tax rates that yield the taxing such income at higher rates.
under the cascade tax (UMSATZ- same revenue. The curve is a simple The recipients would probably argue
STEUER) by vertical integration in parabola drawn to demonstrate that if that their role was considerably more
the certain industries. The tax applied, the income tax rate were 100% re- than passive! (See also UNEARNED
for example, (a) to retail sales by venue would be zero, while a tax rate INCOME.)
manufacturers and (b) to internal of 0o would also produce zero re-

transfers of yarn from the spinning venue. The former proposition cannot
department to the weaving deartment be sustained (see SPECIAL CHARGE, PATENTS -- The inventor of a new article
of the same firm. (See, by contrast, SPECIAL CONTRIBUTON) and is or process usually registers his inven-
ORGANSCHAFT.) merely an extreme way of setting out tion with a Government Department

A the argument that as .tax rates rise, which confers on him the sole right
revenue increases also, but only up to (known as patent rights) to use the
a point where tax avoidance and eva- invention, or license others to do so,
sion expand, people prefer leisure and generally for a xed period, e.g., 16

Addenda
unemploymentto work, and economic years. The inventor may usually claim
growth slows or stops. At that point capital allowances or writing-down
tax revenues may also decline (see also allowances to write off his research
DIMINISHING RETURNS) and a and development costs against his in-

BOWS AND ARROWS TAX -- See country may find that cuts in taxes come from exploiting or licensing the
SPORTINGTAX. result in increased revenue. (See also patent. The licnsee of a patent nor-

PROPOSITION13.) mally pays ROYALTIES (q.v.) for the
CLAWBACK -- In the U.K. the term was privilege and may deduct these from

used to refer to the additional tax levy MULTIPLE ASSET ACCOUNT- The U.S. his income from using the patent. See

upon individuals with higher incomes term for grouping or pooling for de- also RESEARCH.
who were entitled to and received the preciation calculation purposes assets
standard cash child allowances under of the same category instead of itemis-
the National Health Insurance scheme, ing them. The method also simplies PAY AS YOU GO -- See PAY AS YOU

but who were discouraged from claim- computations. See also POOL BASIS. EARN.

ing the allowances as having no real
need of them. The term was als used OFFSHORE FUND -- In the U.S.A. a PIGGY-BACKING See REVENUE--

regarding deductions made from pay- REGULATED INVESTMENT COM- SHARING.
ments due under a life assurance PANY (q.v.) or Mutual Fund which

policy cancelling tax relief already is operated overseas, and the resources

given in certain circumstances. See also of which are invested overseas but PREFERENCES, TAX -- See TAX PRE-
RECAPTURE. controlled by U.S. residents. FERENCES.

In next issues:

Some aspects of tax laws in Bangladesh
by K.A. Gofran-

Structural features of sales taxes in ASEAN countries

by Mukul G. Asher-

Foreign nvestors and the United States estate, gift and generation-skippingtaxes 1
by Sanford H Goldberg---

Iran: Tax Structure changes: a time series analysis
by Sohrab A bizadeh and Mahmood Yousefi--

Japan: Medium term tax policy and the tax increases in fiscal year 1981
by Makoto Miura--
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HANDBOOKFOR EMPLOYEESTRANSFERRING

s TO BELGIUM

New York, Ernst & Whinney, 1980. E&W International Series,
April 1980. 11 pp. (B. 102.884)

INLEIDINGTOT HET FISCAALRECHT

The publications listed in this bibliography have By A. Tiberghien. Antwerp, Kluwer, 1980. 442 pp.

recently been acquired by the Bureaus library which Introductory textbook on Belgian tax law. Apart from the consti-
tutional and juridical principles, the definition of taxation and

will gladly supply further information upon request the description of the tax system, it deals with tax fraud, tax
(please quote the reference numbers). They should, administrationand professionalsecrecy and relevant subjects.
however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct (B. 102.989)
from the publisher indicated, and not through. the
Bureau. BOLIVIA

INFORMATIVOECONOMICODE BOLIVIA

ARGENTINA By Rene Gonzalez. La Paz, Editorial Los Amigos del Libro,
1979, 200 pp.

BUSINESSOPERATIONSIN ARGENTINA Survey of the economic situation of agriculture, cattle raising
and industry. (B. 18.007)

By Adolfo Atchabahian. Washington, Tax Management, Inc.,
1980. 110 pp.
Guide Containing information for doing business in Argentina CANADA
viewed from taxation and legal business points of view.
(B. 102.733A) UNTERNEHMENSGRNDUNGIN KANADA

COMO EXPORTARO IMPORTAR Montreal, Deutsch-Kanadische Industrie- und Handelskammer,
1980. 90 pp.

By Aldo Fratalocchi. Buenos Aires, Editorial Cangallo, 1980. Guide to establishing a business enterprise in Canada, prepared
572 pp. by the Canadian-German Chamber of Indstry and Commerce.
Handbook on import and export, tax and other relief on exporta- Forms and examples are appended. (B. 102.972)
tion, exchange control, export credit, the role of banks, etc.
(B. 18.011)

COMMONMARKET (EEC)
IMPUESTOA LAS GANANCIAS

By Dino Jarach. Buenos Aires, Editorial Cangallo, 1980. 491 pp. L'IMPOSITIONDES SUCCESSIONSET DES

Monograph on the taxation of capital gains in Argentina. Intro- DONATIONSDANS LA C.E.E.

ductory background information is included. (B. 18.010). Nice, Les Cahiers Fiscaux Europens, 1980.
Loose-leaf publication in two binders of the series Collection

MANUALDE AJUSTESPOR INFLACIONDE impts sur le revenu et sur les socits (Individual income tax
LOS ESTADOSCONTABLES and- corporate income tax) which assesses and compares the death

By Mario Wainstein. Buenos Aires, Editorial Cangallo, 1980. duties and gift taxes in countries of the European Economic
580 pp. Community (Belgium, France, German Federal Republic, United
Handbookon the consequencesof inflationon financing, taxation, Kingdom, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands). (B. 102.962)
bookkeeping. (B. 11.009) LA NOTIOND'EVASIONFISCALE INTERNATIONALE
MANUALPARA LA FORMACIONDE DANS LA C.E.E.
SOCIEDADESCOMERCIALES Nice, Les Cahiers Fiscaux Europens, 1980.

Constitucin -- Transformacin -- Fusin -- Escisin. Buenos Loose-leaf publication in two binders in the series Impts sur

Aires, Editorial Cangallo, 1980. 435 pp.
le revenu et sur les socits (Individual income tax and corpor-

Handbook on the establishment of corporations and other ate income tax) assessing international tax evasion in the Euro-

companies, and on mergers, and demergersof companiesunder pean Economic Communities (Belgium, France, German Federal
commercial law. (B. 18.012) Republic, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom) and the

measures adopted by the countries of the E.E.C. against inter-
national tax evaison. (B. 102.964)

BELGIUM

HANDBOEKVAN BELGISCHHANDELSRECHT CYPRUS

By Sinon Fredericq. Tweede herziene en vervolledigde druk.
Volume III. Brussels, EtablissementEmile Bruylant,1980. 639 pp.

DOING BUSINESS IN CYPRUS

Second revised, updated edition of handbook describing Belgian By Kypros Chrysostomides. Reprinted from Common Market
commercial law, with emphasis on sales, leasingand transportation Reports.
on land, air and sea, including internationalagreements. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1980. 70 pp.
(B. 102.919) Description of business law and taxation in Cyprus. (B. 102.915)
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HANDBOOKFOREMPLOYEESTRANSFERRINGTO FRANCE
BOOK REVIEW New York, Ernst & Whinney, 1980. E&W International Series,

March 1980.11 pp. (B. 102.885)P. Fontaneau:
Fiscalit franaise et fiscalitsdes paysde la C.E.E. IS FRANCEPREPARINGTO ABANDONITS

une brve comparaison PRINCIPLEOF TERRITORIALITY--

Cahiers Fiscaux Europens, 51 av. Reine Victoria, Congs IFA: Paris, 16 septembre 1980. Paris, GRAF (Groupe
Nice, France. d'AvocatsFiscalistesdu Barreau de Paris), 1980. 80 pp.

Printed papers on this special subject, delivered during the Inter-(Price until July 31, 1981 -- 100 Fr.Frs.) national Fiscal Association's Paris, September 16,congress,
1980. (B. 102.967)

In 85 pages the author sets out the main character-
istics of the French tax system followed by brief SEPT ETUDES DE CAS D'AUDITET DE

CONTROLE INTERNE
notes for each of the EEC couhtries except Greece.
The treatmentby subject thus makes this compara-

Avec corrigs dtaills. By Laurent Herve. Paris. Economica,
1980. 123 pp.tive survey comprehensiveand practical for the tax Seven practical exercises and solutions on audit cases and internal

practitiner who wants, to find quick information administrativecontrol cases. (B. 102.950)
on individual and corporate income taxes and on

V.A.T. Each chapter is subdivided into a large TAXES IN FRANCE

number of sections; each section gives first the Third edition. By LionelHalpern. London, Butterworths, 1980. I
French situation and then that of the other coun- 233 pp., £17.50.

tries. The analytical approach makes it possible to Third revised edition describing French taxation (including in-
come tax, company tax, value added tax and registrationduties)supply a great deal of information in a succinct in force on April 1, 1980. (B. 102.905)

form.

GERMANFEDERALREPUBLIC
EUROPE

DER JAHRESABSCHLUSSNACH DEM VORENTWURFCOMPANYTAXATION IN WESTERNEUROPE AND EINES BILANZRICHTLINIE-GESETZESTHE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
By Karl-Heinz Forster and Wolf Dietrich Gelhausen. Dsseldorf,9th Edition, August 1980. Amsterdam, Bank Mees & Hope, IdW Verlag, 1980. 128 pp., 35 DM.1980. 109 pp. Synoptical compilation of materials regarding the nancial state-Ninth revised edition describing company taxation in Au'stria, ments and annual accounts of joint stock corporations, limitedBelgium, France, German Federal Republic, Ireland, Luxem- liability companies and other enterprises, as well as a reprint of a

bourg, the Netherlands, the NetherlandsAntilles, Portugal, Spain, provisional bill of a new law proposing to adapt German legis-Switzerland, United Kingdom and the United States of America. lation in accordance with the requirements of the 4th E.E.C.(B. 102.920) Directive on company law. CB. 102.796)
TAX CALENDARYEAR 1980 LEASING IM STEUERRECHT
The Hague, Ernst & Whinney, 1980. 57 pp. 2., erweiterte Auflage. By Manfred Neuhof. Cologne, PeterTax calendar per country by due date, covering taxes in Belgium, Deubner Verlag, 1980. 102 pp.Denmark, France, German Federal Republic, Greece, Ireland, Survey discussing the various tax aspects of leasing in Germany.Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, The author discusses, inter alia, German case law in this respectSweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. (B. 102.927) as well as the treatmentby the tax authorities in practice.

(B. 102.872)TAX SYSTEMS OF WESTERNEUROPE

A guide for business and the professions. By C.J. Platt. DAS NEUE GMBH-RECHT-- GMBH-NOVELLE1980
Hants, Gower Publishing Company, Ltd., 1980. 166 pp., £15. By Karl F. Deutler. Dsseldorf, IdW Verlag, 1980. 224 pp.,Brief introductions to the taxation of income and capital gains 40 DM.
in countries of Western Europe: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Text of the new German law on limited liability companies, with
Finland, France, German Federal Republic, Gibralter, Greece, the reasoningbehind the originalbill, otherparliamentarymaterials
Guernsey, Republic of Ireland, Isle of Man, Italy, Jersey, Luxem- and annotations. (B. 102.875)bourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Romania,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,United Kingdom. (B. 102.878) DAS NEUE ZOLLWERTRECHT

FRANCE By Gerhard Koschel. Cologne, DeutscherWirtschaftsdienst,1980.
143 pp., 19.80 DM.
Booklet explaining the new principles for determining the valuesDROIT DES AFFAIRES for purposes of customs duties, worked out within the scope of

Droit commercial gnral et socits. By Yves Guyon. Paris, GATT, and effective as per July 1, 1980. The new principles,
Economica, 1980. 868 pp. which will be applied in both the countries of the E.E.C. and in

j Monograph on business law in France describingbusinessactivities the United States, no longer use terms like usual competitive
by private persons, soleproprietorships,partnerships,corporations price and normalprice. The author discusses the consequences
as well as joint ventures, civil companiesand other specialpurpose thereof for German enterprises. Relevant E.E.C. Directives and
companies. (B. 102.951) German ministerial rulings are appended. (B. 102.871)

17 ETUDES DE CAS DE FISCALITE PRAXIS DER STEUERBEGNSTIGTENKAPITALANLAGEN
APPLIQUEESAUX AFFAIRES

Band II: Zivilrechtliche Haftungsfragen, Veflustzuweisungsgesell-
Avec corrigs dtaills. By Thierry Lamorlette.Paris, Economica, schaftenundBauherren-Modelle,Aussenprfungbei Verlustzuwei-
1980. 185 pp. sungsgesellschaften,steuerbegnstigteKapitalanlagenim Ausland,
Seventeen practical exercises and solutions on business taxation mit Materialien. By Dieter Quast, Heinz RiGhter and Karl-Heinz
prepared for examinationpurposes. (B. 102.952) Schmider. Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag, 1980. 194 pp., 98 DM.
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Practice-oriented analysis of the basis and the tax consequences prepared by various contributors. (B. 102.883)
of tax-favorable capital investments, such as: questions with

respect to liability under civil law, loss-creating companies and TAX EVASIONAND AVOIDANCE
tax audits, tax-favorablecapital investmentsabroad, etc. A report by the OECD Committee Fiscal Affairs. Paris,(B. 102.876)

on

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development,
WERTERMITTLUNGBEI GESCHFTS-UND FABRIK- 1980. 100 pp.

GRUNDSTCKEN Report providing information on the views of the governments
of the OECD member countries on tax evasion and avoidance.

Steuerbilanzwert, Einheitswert, Verkehrswert. By Max Troll and It sets out the scope of tax evasion, the attitudes of the courts
Jrgen Simn. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1980. 439 pp., 78 DM. as well as individual country denitions of tax evasion and
Handbook explaining the principles for determining the value avoidance in Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada,Finland,France,
for purposes of the balance sheet, the assessed value and the German Federal Republic, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway,
marketvalueofimmovablepropertyand factoriesheldforbusiness the Netherlands, New Zealand, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
purposes, includinga chapter concerning the determinationof the Turkey, United Kingdom and United States of America. A French
value according to insurance-mathematicalstandards. (B. 102.874) version of the publication is available. (B. 102.918)

WP-VERZEICHNIS1980

Stand: 31. Mrz 1980. Dsseldorf, IdW Verlag, 1980. 1154 pp. IRELAND
List of names and addresses of chartered accountantsand auditors

practicingin Germany as per March 31, 1980. (B. 102.873) TOLLEY'STAXATIONIN THE REPUBLICOF IRELAND
1980-81

GUAM By Glyn Saunders and Eric L. Harvey. Croydon, Tolley Pub-
lishing Company, Ltd., 1980. 164 pp., £6.50.

GENERALINFORMATION A detailed guide covering income tax, corporation tax, resource

tax, capital gains tax, capital acquisitions tax, wealth tax and
1. Licenses and registration;2. Taxes; 3. Insurance - securitiesand

value provisions of the Finance Act, 1980added tax. The are
banking. Guan, GovernmentPrinter, 1979.14 pp. also included. (B. 102.982)Survey describing company law and the tax structure in Guam.
(B. 102.917)

HUNGARY ITALY

INFORMATIONON ECONOMIC ASSOCIATIONSTHAT MAY EVOLUZIONELEGISLATIVADAL 1974 AL 1979
BE ESTABLISHEDAND MAY OPERATEIN HUNGARYWITH

--

FOREIGNPARTICIPATION Milan, Editrice Il Sole 24 Ore, 1979. 464 pp.
The development of the individual income tax legislation from

Budpest, Ministry of Finance, FinancialResearchInstitute,1980. the introductionof the law up to 1979. (B. 102.976)
47 pp. (B. 102.971)

INTERNATIONAL JAPAN

1980 ADVANCEDINTERNATIONALTAX PLANNING GUIDE TO JAPANESETAXES 1980-81
Multi-choice symposium. International Hotel Zurich, 8, 9 and 10 By Yuji Gomi. Tokyo, Zaikei Shoho Sha, 1980. 282 pp.
October, 1980. 2 Volumes. Annual revised and updated guide describing taxes levied in Japan
Lausanne, Seminar Services International,1980. 480 + 85 pp. as of April 1, 1980. (B. 51.637)
Two volumes containing materials dealt with in Seminar Services'
multi-choice symposium on advanced nternational tax planning
in Zurich, October 1980. (B. 102.925) THE NETHERLANDS

INFLATIONAND THE PERSONALINCOME TAX: BELASTINGFRAUDEIN NEDERLAND
AN INTERNATIONALPERSPECTIVE Het rapport van Bijsterveld; Feiten en meningen. By A.L.J.
By Vito Tanzi. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1980. Grotenhuis. Arnhem, Gouda Quint, 1980. 127 pp.
176 pp., £12.50. Assessment containing extracts from the Bijsterveld report (a
Study analyzing the effect of inflation on income tax systems in study on tax fraud in the Netherlands)containingsome facts and
many countries. (B. 102.947) opinions. (B. 102.939)

MANUEL DE NEGOCIATIONDES CONVENTIONSFISCALES FISCALE VOORRAADWAARDERING
BILATERALES ENTRE PAYS DEVELOPPES ET PAYS EN Vierde druk. By D. Brll. Deventer, Fed, 1980. Fed's FiscaleDEVELOPPEMENT

Brochures, IB: 3.42.44 pp.
New York, United Nations, 1980. 219 pp. Fourth edition of monographexplaining the valuation of stock in
French version of the United Nations Model Double Taxation trade for tax purposesunder Dutch tax law. (B. 102.937)
COnvention between Developed and Developing Countries. An
English version of the same publication isavailabIe. (B. 102.990) INLEIDINGTOT DE INKOMSTENBELASTING,VERMOGENS-

BELASTING,VENNOOTSCHAPSBELASTING
OECD ECONOMICOUTLOOK: OCCASIONALSTUDIES

By M.A. Snijder. Deventer, Fed, 1980. Fiscale Studieserie,
Fiscal policy simulations with the OECD International Lankage No. 19. 117 pp.
Model; incomes policy in theory and practice. Paris. Organisation Introductory textbook on the individual income tax, net wealth
for Economic C0-operationand Development, 1980. 50 pp. tax and corporate income tax in the Netherlands. (B. 102.940)
(]B. 102.877)

INLEIDINGTOT HET NEDERLANDSBELASTINGRECHT
RECOURSETO TAX HAVENS--- USE AND ABUSE

5th Edition. By H.J. Hofstra. Deventer, Kluwer, 1980. 405 pp.,
Anti-tax haven legislation. IFA Seminar Paper, Thursday, Sep- 65 Dfl.
tember 18, 1980. Deventer, Kluwer, 1980.91 pp. Fifth revised edition of handbook designed as an introductionto
Seminar Paper discussing the anti-tax haven legislation measures tax law in the Netherlands. The theoretical concept of tax law
taken by the U.S.A., Canada, German Federal Republic, France, has been rewritten and the tax law materials have been updated
the Netherlands, Japan, the United Kingdom and Switzerland, as of May 1, 1980. (B. 102.930)
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PRAKTIJKBOEKGEMEENTELIJKEBELASTINGEN landskatteloven,13. utg. av byskatteloven.6th Edition.
By Harald Ajer and K.L. Bugge. Oslo, Sem & Stenersen, 1976.The Hague, VUGA, 1980. 443 pp.Loose-leaf publicationdesigned to provide in brief all the relevant Sixth edition of Volume III of Norwegian Taxes Act containingtexts of statutes concerning municipal taxes for practitioners. annotated texts of various specil tax acts and other statutes(B. 102.899) as a complement to the NorwegianTaxes Act of August 18, 1911
contained in other bound volumes. This volume includes a sum-DAS SOZIALVERSICHERUNGSSYSTEMIN
mar discussion on concluded double taxation treaties and textsDEN NIEDERLANDEN of tax treatiesconcludedwith otherNordiccountries. (B. 102.988)

Stand 1. Januar 1980. Dsseldorf, Deutsch-Niederlndische
Handelskammer,1980. 29 pp. SKATTERETT1980
Description of the social insurance system in the Netherlands as Hndbok for naeringsliv og studier. 6th Edition. By Harald Ajer.of January 1, 1980. (B. 102.932) Oslo, NKS Forlaget, 1980. 322 pp.

Handbook explaining taxes on income and net worth in Norway,UITSPRAKENEN LITERATUURWIJZER updated to the end of December 1979. The publication is designed
Gemeentelke onroerend-goed belastingen. By K.F. Walboom. as a course book on taxation. (B. 102.987)
Deventer, Kluwer, 1980. 320 pp., 60 Dfl.
Compilation of case law and literature list concerning municipal
real property taxes in the Netherlands followed by texts of rele-
vant statutes. (B. 102.938) PAKISTAN
VUT EN FISCUS THE LAW OF SALES TAX IN PAKISTAN
2nd Edition. The Hague, VNO (Verbondvan NederlandseOnder- (Act III of 1951) (As amehdedup to the 15th May, 1979).nemingen), 1980. 43 pp. Containing section-wise exhaustive commentary, covering caseReport discussing tax aspects arising from regulationswhich grant law, departmental instructions,rules, noticationsup to the 15thallowances to employees and associates by companies/entities May, 1979. Ninth revised edition. By S.M. Raza Naqvi. Lahore,in case of early retirement (vervroegde uittreding -- VUT). Taxation, 1979. 1010 pp. (B. 51.653)(B. 102.904)

MULLA ON THE STAMP ACT, 1899 WITH COMMENTARYWAT BEDOELENWIJ EIGENLIJKMET
DUBBELEBELASTING By Sarda Mohammad Iqbal Khan Mokal. Lahore, Law Pub-

lishing Company, 1979. 730 pp.By J. van Hoorn. Deventer, Fed, 1980. Serie Belastingcon- Revised and updated section-wise comment the Stamp Act ofsulentendagen,No. 25. 62 pp.
on

Pakistan. Notes and administrativ instructions are appended.Printed text of talk and ensuing debate on the subject: What do (B. 51.654)we actually mean by double taxation Proceedings of the 1980
Tax ConsultantsDay on May 2, The Hague. (B. 102.898) THE WEALTHTAX ACT (XIV OF 1963) WITH

WEALTHTAX RULES;1963WIR; EEN PRAKTISCHETOELICHTING
Amended up-to-date with latest case law. By Mian Zahur-Ud-Din.By M.C. van der Harst and J.A.M. Klaver. Deventer, Kluwer, Lahore, Mansoor Book HoUse, 1980. 1781980. 194 pp. pp.

Third revised edition of practical guide describing the WIR in- Updated, revised section by section annotated text of the Wealth
Tax Law with reference to case law as amended by the Incomevestment incentive premium scheme for businesses. (B. 102.975) Tax Ordinance 1969. Texts of wealth tax rules appended.are

(B. 51.652)
NORWAY

WEST PAKISTAN LAND REVENUE ACT, 1967 AND WEST
SKATTELOVFOR LANDET PAKISTAN LAND REVENUE RULES, 1968 WITH PRO-

VINCIALAMENDMENTSAND COMMENTARYAv 18. august 1911 med tilleggslover. 17. Kommentarutgave.
By J.E. Thomle. Edited by K.L. Bugge and Harald Ajer. Oslo, 4th Edition. By Sardar Mohammad Iqbal Khan Mokal. Lahore,
Sem & Stenersen, 1974. 967 pp. Law Publishing Company, 1978. 600 pp.
Annotated text of NorwegianTaxes Act of August 18, 1911 with Section by section comment on the West Pakistan Land Revenue
additional statutes concerning taxes on income and net worth. Act with references to case law. Texts of Land Revenue Rules are
The publication is designed to provide updated comment on the appended. (B. 51.655)
Taxes Act in its seventeenth1977 edition. (B. 102.984)

SKATTELOVENAV 18. AUGUST 1911 MED SENERE PHILIPPINESENDRINGSLOVER

Kommentarutgave 1977. By K.L. Bugge and Harald Ajer. Oslo, 1976 & 1977 B.I.R. RULINGS
Sem & Stenersen, 1977. 1031 pp. Compled and edited by Marina Caparas Mamangun. Quezon City,Annotated text of NorwegianTaxes Act of August 18, 1911 with Vibal PublishingHouse, Inc., 1978. 230 pp.later amendment acts concerning taxes on income and net worth.
The publication is designed to provide updated comment on the Compilation of texts of Bureau of Internal Revenue Rulings

issued in 1976 and 9177. (B. 51.666)Taxes Act in its 1977 edition. (B. 102.985)

SKATTELOVENAV 18. AUGUST 1911 MED SENERE PHILIPPINECUSTOMSADMINISTRATIONAND RESEARCH
ENDRINGSLOVER Introductory edition. Volume I, 1978, by Tax and Tariff Center

Kommentarutgave 1979. By Harald Ajer. Oslo, Sem & Stenersen, of the Philippines, Inc. and Data Resources and Development
Network. Manila, Central Lawbook Publishing Company. Ltd.,1979. 913 pp.

Annotated text of Norwegian Taxes Act of August 18, 1911, as
1978. 622 pp.

amended, with respect to taxes on income and net worth. The Multi-volume handbook containing all the pertinent legal
publication is designed to provide updated comment on the provisions, implementing rules and regulations, interpretative
1979 edition of the Taxes Act. (B. 102.986) opinions, court decisions, etc. Volume I covers customs laws and

customs rules and regulation,s, while customs rulings and juris-
SKATTELOVENE prudence, customs documentation and procedure, miscellaneous

forms and terminologies will be dealt with in further volumes.
Bind III. Forskjellige Saerlover m.v. Tilleggsbind til 17. utg. av (B. 51.663)
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PUERTO RICO SOME DATA ABOUT SWEDEN 1979-80

PUERTO RICO: CRITICALCHOICES FOR THE 1980s Stockholm, SkandinaviskaEnskilda Banken, 1980. 84 pp.
Country profile on Sweden prepared by Skandinaviska Enskilda

Prepared and published by Business International Corporation, Banken. The material is updated as of 1979-1980 and includes an

New York, 1980. 172 pp. outline of corporate taxation. (B. 102.946)
Research report describing the future political, economic, social
and taxation developments in the 1980s facing Puerto Rico if
it alters its existing Commonwealth relationship with the U.S.A. SWITZERLAND
(B. 18.008)

OECD ECONOMICSURVEYS: SWITZERLAND

SENEGAL Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development,
1980. 60 pp. (B. 102.968)

CODE GENERALDES IMPOTS DU SENEGAL

Code gnral des impts et annexes; Code des investissements;
Conventionsscalesinternationales.Paris, EditionsJuridis, 1980. TAIWAN
Loose4eaf publication containing text of Senegalese tax laws,
investmentlaw and concludeddouble taxationtreaties. (B. 13.074) WIRTSCHAFTSDATENUND WIRTSCHAFTS.

DOKUMENTATION:TAIWAN
SINGAPORE Cologne, Bundesstelle fr Aussenhandelsinformation, 1980.

INCOME INEQUALITYIN SINGAPORE
36 pp.
Economic data and documents concerning Taiwan. (B. 51.640)

Impact of economic growth, and structural change 1966-1975.

By V.V. Bhanoji Rao and M. Ramakrishnan.Singapore, Singapore
UniversityPress, 1980. 161 pp., S$30. UNITED KINGDOM
Study analyzing changes in income distributions in Singapore
during the period 1966-1975 and its impact on economic growth BUTTERWORTHSORANGETAX HANDBOOK1980-81
and structural change. (B. 51.648) Fifth edition. Setting out the amended text of the Acts relating

to capital transfer tax, development land tax, stamp duties and
SOUTH AFRICA value added tax (including VAT Statutory Instruments)as opera-

tive on 6 August 1980. Provisions which are not operative on 6
INCOME TAX IN THE SOUTH AFRICANLAW August 1980 are omitted. London, Butterworths, 1980. 3215 pp.,

By A.F. van Niekerk. Durban, Butterworths, 1977. £13.50. (B. 102.969)
Loose4eafpublicationof textbook on income tax in South Africa
with reference to case law. The present publication is an updated BUTTERWORTHSYELLOW TAX HANDBOOK1980-81

English version of the African text of this book entitled In- Nineteenth edition. Setting out the amended text of the Taxes
komstenbelasting in die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg. The book is Acts relating to income tax, corporation tax and capital gains
available from Butterworths, London, at. the price of £19.20. tax as operative for 1980-81. Provisions which do not relate to
(B. 13.072) the year 1980-81 are omitted. London, Butterworth, 1980,

1230 pp., £13.50. (B. 102.969)
SPAIN

CORPORATIONTAX REFORM: IN LIGHT OF THE MEADE
ERLUTERUNGENZUM SPANISCHENARBEITSRECHT REFORM ON EXPENDITURETAXES

Normas reguladorasdelas relacioneslaborales en Espaa. By A. Bretton Cooper. Sydne, Taxation Institute Research and
7. neubearbeitete Auflage. Barcelona, Deutsche Handelskammer Education Trust, 1980. 75 pp., £15.
fr Spanien, 1980.39 pp. Part one deals with the personal tax, income versus expenditure
Seventh revised edition of publication containing explanation of tax. Part two deals with corporation tax, true profits versus

the labor law in Spain. (B. 102.916) flows of funds. (B. 51.658)

THE FINANCE ACT 1980
SRI LANKA

London, Touche Ross & Co., 1980. 63 pp.
SRI LANKA'S INVESTMENTPROMOTIONZONES Description of the tax changes effected by the 1980 Finance Act

The Greater Colombo Economie Commission offers you a rare
(excise duties, value added tax, income tax and corporation tax,
capital allowances, capital gains tax, capital transfer tax, stamp

opportunity to earn more prots, 100 percent tax-free. Colombo, duty, petroleum revenue tax, development land tax and de-
The Investment Promotion Division, Greater Colombo Economic mergers). (B. 102.882)
Commission,1979.30pp.
Prole on Sri Lanka as an investmentcenter. (B. 51.657) KEY TO CORPORATINTAX

SWEDEN
Finance Act 1980 edition. By T.L.A. Graham. London, Taxation
Publishing Company, Ltd., 1980. 380 pp., £6.75.

SKATTEFRGORKRING 1979 RS BOKSLUT Revised annual publication on the corporation tax as amended
by the Finance Act 1980. (B. 102.973)

Stockholm, Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken, 1979. 112 Pp.
Discussion of various tax aspects illustrated with examples of PARTNERSHIPLAW AND PRACTICE IN ENGLAND
importance to 1979 income tax returns of enterprises. Prepared AND SCOTLAND
by the SkandinavianEnskilda Bank. (B. 102.945) By RobertBurgessand GeoffreyMorse. London, Sweet & Maxwell,

SKATTEPROBLEMFR FRETAGEN 1980. 273 pp., £12.50.

Fjrde omarbetade upplagan. By Bertil Af Klercker and Erik Monograph explaining partnership law in England and Scotland.

Eklund. Stockholm, IndustrifrbundetsFrlag, 1980. 155 pp.
(B. 102.974)

Fourth revised edition of monographn tax problems of enter-

prises with e.mphasis on commisioncompanies, shifting of profits
TAX PRACTITIONER'SDIARY 1980-81

through improper pricing policies between affiliated corporations London, Butterworths, 1980. 75 pp., £5.20.
and investment allowances. Texts of relevant statutes are ap- Pocket agenda 1980-81 (7 days per page) with appended data on

pended. (B. 102.944) taxation including double taxation agreements. (B. 102.979)
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TOLLEY'S CAPITALGAINS TAX 1980-81 TOLLEY'SU.S./U.K. DOUBLE TAX TREATY

By David R. Harris. Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company, Ltd., A detailed commentary on the treaty which became effective in
1980. 221 pp., £6.95. April 1980. Prepared by Arthur Andersen & Co., Croydon,
A comprehensive detailed guide to capital gains tax including Tolley Publishing Company,Ltd., 1980. 211 pp., £8.25.
the legislationand relevantcase law to 1 August1980. (B. 102.908) (B. 102.911)

TOLLEY'SCAPITALTRANSFERTAX.1980-81 U.S./U.K. DOUBLETAXATIONTREATY 1980
By Eric L. Harvey. Croydon, Tolley PublishingCompany, Ltd., London, Touche Ross & Co., 1980. 35 pp.
1980. 160 pp., £6.75. Salient features of the comprehensiveincome tax treaty signed on
A comprehensive detailed guide to capital transfer tax including December 31, 1975 between the United States of America and
the legislationand relevant case law to 1 August1980. (B. 102.909) the United Kingdom, followed by the full text of the tax treaty

and the Inland Revenue forms. This booklet has been prepared
TOLLEY'S CORPORATIONTAX 1980-81 for the exclusive use of clients and staff of Touche Ross & Co.

By David R. Harris and John W. Sutcliffe. Croydon, Tolley (B. 102.934)
PublishingCompany, Ltd., 1980. 260 pp., £6.
A comprehensive detailed guide to corporation tax including
the legislation and relevantcase law to 1 August1980. (B. 102.910)

TOLLEY'S INCOME TAX 1980-81
U.S.A.

65th Edition. By Eric L. Harvey. Croydon, Tolley Publishing
Company, Ltd., 1980. 434 pp., £8.50. FEDERALTAX GUIDE 1981A comprehensive detailed guide to income tax including the
legislation and relevant case law to 1 August 1980. (B. 102.907) Explanation -- Current reports -- Index. Englewood Cliffs,

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1980.
Volume I of 1981 Federal Tax Guide, in loose-leaf, is entirelyTOLLEY'S STAMP DUTIES devoted to explanation, current reports, and index. The other

Second edition. By Sheila V. Masters. Croydon, Tolley Pub- three volumes constitute the regular edition of the Guide series
lishing Company, Ltd., 1980. 136 pp., £5.95. and contain ofcial texts of income, estate, gift, and with-
Second edition of guide explaining the stamp duties legislation holding tax regulations. The material is updated weekly.
as of August 1, 1980. (B. 102.983) (B. 102.991)

Loose-Lea- Services
Received between November 1 and December31, 1980

AUSTRALIA CANADA CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills.

AUSTRALIAN INCOME TAX -- LAW CANADA INCOME TAX GUIDE FOREIGN INVESTMENTIN CANADA
AND PRACTICE: REPORTS

Report Bulletin
Bulletin and 73-- releases 145,146 and 147 releases 72
releases 27-34 CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. Prentice-Hallof Canada, Ltd.,
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Commissioner of Inland Revenue should be given power In short, the Hong Kong Government ha either de-
to increase the amount taxable in respect of the value of ferred or rejected those tax reform recommendations
quarters by referenee to the net assessable value of such that are likely to arouse strong opposition from vested
quarters.19 The Government'sview is that the estimated interests or are administratively difficult to enforce and
yield from these two sources is too trivial to justify the unpromising in terms of revenue yield. Only in the case

administrativecosts involved. of the working wife's allowance is the argument for

Recommendation H n resident shipowners' tax liabili- rejection based on possible horizontal inequity.
ty has been rejected by the Government. The recom-

mendation would add little to the revenue yield from IV. CONCLUSION

this source, according to the Government. The amend- As may be seen from the above account of tax changes
ing legislation would be, on the one hand, controversial and reforms, since 1976 there has been further simplifi-
and, on the other hand, still open to avoidance devices cation and rationalization of Hong Kong's tax system,
unless steps were taken to go considerably beyond the Which n balance has resulted in a lower burden of
Review Committee's recommendations. personal taxation, higher tax yield and hence largera

Recommendation I, that the existing rules regarding fiscal surplus. The past five years have also been notable

deductible expenditures and allowances for capital ex- for their double-figure growth, the average growth rate

penditure should not be altered, has been accepted. The of the economy in real terms being an astounding 11.3

Government has also accepted the Review Committee's percnt. While no facile correlation can be established

suggestion to adopt a system of pooling of capital between tax developments and economic growth in this

expenditure as a means of sirnplifyingthe calculationof short period, over the longer span of the post-warperiod
depreciationallowance. It has however rejected a related there can be little doubt that Hong Kong's tax system
recommendation that relief should be granted for pre- has provided a highly conduciveand stable environment

miums, akin to rent in advance, for certain short leases. for entrepreneurial activity. At a time when supply-
side economics, with its emphasis on the reform of

One other relatively minor recommendation,not classi- punitively high tax rates, is attracting more attention
fiable under the above major headings, js that nn- and allegiance from economists, tax experts and policy-
trading clubs should not pay property tax on club makers, Hong Kong's experience in this regard will be of
premises. This has been accepted by the Govemment

more than local interest.
and the Inland Revenue Ordinancehas been amended to

give effect to it froni April 1, 1979. By analogy with 19.In Hong Kong, the valuation of free or subsidizedaccommo-

clubs, the exemption has been extended to trade and dation is xed at 10 percent of an employee's salary. Therefore,
business associations, clans and families, provided that if a person's remuneration is artificially Iow, he may derive sub-
in all cases, the property is not exploited commercially. stantial benefits in kind from his employer.

APPENDIX I - Concessionson Personal Taxation, 1976-80 (Hong Kong dollars)

Category Remarks Percentagechange
12,500Personal allowances Increased from $ 10,000 to $ for single 50 percent increase in two consecutive years

persons and $ 20,000 to $ 25,000 for married

persons effective fiscal year 1979-80; further

increased from $ 12,500 to $ 15,000 for single
persons and from $ 25,000 to $ 30,000 for

married persons effective fiscal year 1980-81

Supplementaryallowances Supplementaryallowances subject to a claw- more than 200 percent increase in four years

back introduced effective 1976-77 at $ 2,500
for single persons and $ 5,000 for married

persons; further increased to $ 7,500 for single
persons and $ 15,000 for married persons
effective fiscal year 1980-81; claw-back rate

reduced from 15 percent initially to 10 percent
and finally to zero

Child allowances- Increased from $ 3,000 to $ 4,000 for the 1st more than 130 percent increase for 1 st child,
child, from $ 2,500 to $ 3,000 for the 2nd child, and 100 percent for 2nd child onwards to

and from $ 1,500 to $ 2,000 for the 3rd child 9th child in 4 years
effective 1976-77; further increased from $ 4,000
to $ 5,000 for the 1 st child, from $ 3,000 to

$ 4,000 for the 2nd child, from $ 2,000 to $ 3,000
for the 3rd child, from $ 1,000 to $ 2,000 for the

4th, 5th, and 6th child, and from $ 500 to $ 1,00
for the 7th, 8th and 9th child effective 1979-80;
then further increased from $ 5,000 to $ 7,000
for the 1st child, and from $ 4,000 to $ 5,000
for the 2nd child effective 1980-81

Dependent parent allowances Reintroducedwith effect from 1978-79 at $ 4,000 75 percent increase in two consecutive years
for each parent; inreased to $ 5,000 each 1979-80;
further increased to $ 7,000 each 1980-81
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The Government's decisions on these reeommendations does accept however two relatively mihor recommenda-
up to February 25, 1981 are summarized in Appendix tions relating to interest tax. One is that relief should be
V. As may' be seen, the Govemment has on the whole granted to trustees who become subject to withholding
accepted three recommendations, rejected three, partly tax on interest received and thereafter are obliged to
accepted one, and deferred decision on the remaining deduct interest tax a second time from interest paid to
two. The reasons for these decisions may be briefly ex- beneficiaries of the trut fund. The other is that a

plained as follows. possible lacuna in legislation in regard to the chargeabili-
On recommendation A, that some form of a compre- ty to tax of surpluses arising from the redemption or

hensive income tax be introduced to replace the present realization of certificates of deposit and other similar

schedular system, the Government's view is that the entitlements should be rectified. This recommendation

legislative and organizational changes implicit in a
has become even more topical now than when t was

first proposed four years ago, as many banks and finan-transition to a mandatory system of aggregate assess-
cial institutions, in their keen competition for depositment would be very considerable, and hence further

consideration should be deferred for the time being, funds from the public, have devised various monetary
instruments that may appear to exploit the existingespecially as the Inland Revenue Department is cur-

rently in the throes of a major computerizationpro- loophole. The relevant legislation is now being amended

gramme which involves the implementationof an inte- to implement these two recommendations.

grated data base system. Since recommendation G, On recommendation E, that profits tax should extend
that the existing property tax be abolished by treating to profits made by a business actively carried on in
actual rental income as part of aggregated income, is Hong Kong without the substantial intervention of any
interlocked with recommendation A, decision on this branch elsewhere, the Government'sconclusion, reached

should, according to the Govemment, also be deferred. reluctantly, is that this recommendationis uncertain in

purpose and limited in effect and would, incidentally,
RecommendationB, that a special allowance be granted give rise to pmctical difficulties n administration;
to a working wife against not only her salary but also, rather, in the context of modifying the scope of the
where appropriate, her trading or professional income, profits tax charge, specific targets, should be selected
has been categorically rejected. Prior to 1973 there was and defined'. One of such targets is nterest income
in fact a modest allowance against a working wife's derived by a bank or financial institutionbased in Hong
salary which was repealed in that year. The Government Kong from funds lent or invested overseas. The Govern-
is opposed to the re-introduction of working wife's ment accepts the argument that the net ncome from
allowance in an augmented form because such an such business can be brought within the profits tax net
allowance offends the principle that to vary allowances without violating the territorial source criterion.
according to the conditions of, and the standard of Accordingly, the recommendation with regard to the
liuing expected or enjoyed by, different classes of tax- tax liability-of banks and financial nstitutions was
payers s inequitable. To give relief for expenditure carried into effect in the scal year 1978-79. As noted
which is domestic and private, specifcallydsallowedas in a previous article by the presentauthor, this piece of
a deduction by the Inland Revenue Ordinance, is also reform met with strong opposition from nternational
inequitable'. banks with branches and subsidiaries in Hong Kong,
Recommendation C, that the 1975 plan.to introduce a many of whom at that time threatenedto transfer their
dividend withholding tax be abandoned and that the business elsewhere.18 Initially there was indeed a drop
present surcharge on corporation profit tax be retained, in the volume of loans and advances abroad, but this
has already been accepted and was implemented in decline proved only temporary. From 1979 onwards
1977. As stated in the earlier section, the surcharge ha offshore loans have resumed their rapid growth, so that
recently been reduced from 2 to 1.5 percent. such loans made by the licensed banks and deposit-

taking companies rose sharply from HK$ 37,576 million
With regard to recomInendation D on the widening of at the end of 1978 to HK$ 68,806 million at the end of
the ambit of interest tax, the Governmentaccepts the February, 1981. Thus both the Review Committee and
argument that all significant flows of income which are the Government have been vindicated in their conten-
the result of economic activity carried on in Hong Kong tion that a significant loophole can be plugged without
should be taxed. The Government Working Party was endangering Hong Kong's status as a financial centre.
concerned, however, that the lenderwould not be able
to calculate his tax liability, if any, until the use of the Recommendation F, that the existing treatment for

funds by the borrower had been established; and that, salaries tax purpose of benefit in kind should, with

when the lender is not a bank or a corpomtioncarrying certain minor exceptions, be maintained, has been ac-

on a trade or business in Hong Kong, the borrower cepted in general by the Government. However, the ex-

would be, under the Reuiew Committee'srecommenda- ceptions mentioned by the Review Committeehave not

tion, responsible for deducting tax at source. Thus com-
been accepted. The Review Committee suggests that

plicated questions of apportionmentof funds usedpart- where an employer meets the utility bills or the wages
r ly to generate Hong Kong profits and partly .for other of domestic servants, these benefits should be included
,

purposes would arise. In principle, a supplementary as remuneration from employment for tax assessment

source test related to the activities of the borrowercan purposes, and that where a director's remunerationfrom
be justified, but the Government finally takes the view a director-controlled company is artificially low, the

that the implicationsof applyingsuch a test (i.e. of such 18. See Y.C. Jao, Hong Kong's New Tax on Offshore Banking
a deemingprovision) are unacceptable.The Government Prots, this Bulletin, Vol. 33,1979, pp. 1-5-18.
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Even in the remaining three areas of commercialactivity Review Committee,made a total of twenty-three recom-

on which stamp duty is still chargeable, it has been mendations under the following headings: voluntary
thought necessary to make further concessions. In order aggregation under personal assessment, the taxation of
to encourage home ownership, stamp duty on con- husbands and wives, dividends and corporate profits,
veyances of low value propertyhas been reduced thrice, interest and relief for interest paid, ambit of the charges,.
in 1977, 1980, and 1981. Space precludes any detailed benefits in kinds, property tax, specific classes of tax-
description, suffice it to say that in the latest change, payers and relief for expenses.

i6

the limit for the fixed concessionaryrate of HK$ 20 has
After the submission of the Committee's report, the

been raised to HK$ 250,000 while that for the con- Gvernment in turn appointed a working party con-
cessionary ad valorem rate of 1 prcent, to HK$ sisting of government officials to study the feasibility500,000. In 1978, stamp duty on contract notes in and mplementation of the recommendations. Of the
respect of share transactions was reduced from HK$ 8 twenty-three recommendations, the Govemment con-
to HK$ 6 per mille when the stock market was relatively siders nine of them to be major ones. These are as
inactive.15 follows:

1

While most business sectors and individuals have ben- A. The existing system of voluntary personal assess-
efited from these concessions, one exception is the fund ment should be replaced by a mandatory system of
management ndustry. This arises from the attempt by assessment on total income from salaries, business
the Inland RevenueDepartmentto apply stamp duty on profits, interest and rent.
the redemption and purchases of shares in unit trusts, B. The existing system of aggregating a wife's ncome
mutual funds, and other forms of open-end investment with that of her husband should continue, but a
fund, as well as to impose corporationprofit tax on the special allowance should be granted to a workingsurplus from habitual trading in Hong Kong securi- wife.
ties. These proposals have aroused strong opposition C. The plan to ntroduce a dividend withholding tax
from the representatives of foreign nvestment funds should be abandoned but the tax rate on corporatebased in Hong Kong, numbering about 80, who clain profits should continue to be one or two percentagethat the proposed application of stamp duty will result points higher than the standard rate.
in double taxation, since holders of shares in unit trusts D. The charge to nterest tax should be extended to in-
or mutual funds which invest on the Hong Kong stock clude in its ambit interest paid by carryinga personmarket have already paid stamp duty on the first buy
and sell of Hong Kong securities by their funds. Many

on a trade or business in Hong Kong on money
borrowed by him or employed or expended in or in

of them have threatened, therefore, to leave for other connection with the production of the assessable
centres like Singapore which is now actively wooing for-

profits of that trade or business.
eign investment funds in its effort to become a fund

E. In broad terms, the existing restriction of the
management centre. At the time of writing (May 1981), various charges in the Ordinance to income having a
the Government has agreed to reconsider the matter
and it is understoodthat some relief will be provided by Hong Kong source should be maintained but busi-

amending the relevant sections of the new Stamp Duty
ness profits accruing toa trade or business exer-

cised in Hong Kong, which ar not substantiallyBill before it is enacted.
caused by the action of a branch outside Hong Kong
should also be brought to charge, includingbusiness

(f) Miscellaneous profits taking the form of interest derived by banks
and allied institutions.

One minor tax concession not classifiable under any of F. The existing treatment for salaries tax purposes of
the above categories concerns the tax liability of credit benefits in kind should, with certain minor excep-
unions which, as is well known, are thrift institutions tions, be maintained. 1

that receive savings from their members and make loans G. Property tax, based as it is on estimated rental
to them exclusively for provident or productive pur- values supplied by the Commissioner of Rating and
poses. In 1980 interest income earned by a credit union Valuation, should be completely abolished and re-
on loans. to its members was exempted from interest placed by including the actual net rent in the aggre-
withholdingtax. gated return and assessment mentioned in recom-

Other minor tax changes during the past three years mendationA above.
have beenthe increases in two consecutive years (1978- H. Resident shipowners should be charged tax on all

79) in the initial registration tax on motor cars, an in- charter hire with the limited exception of charter
crease in the excise duty on imported cigarettes in 1978 hire receivableunder general charters (trip or voyage

charters) without demise.and an increase in the business registration fee in 1979.
I. The existing rules regarding deductible expenditure

and allowances for capital expenditure should not

Ill. THE TAX REFORM COMMISSION be altered. 17

15. In 1973, when the stock market boom approached its peak,In 1976 the Hong Kong Government appointed a com- stamp duty was increased from HK$ 4 to HK$ 8 per mille to
mission of experts to examine the tax structure covered check rampant speculation.
by the Inland Revenue Ordinance with a view to recom- 16. See Report of the Third Inland. Reuenue Ordinance Review
mending suitable reforms. This tax reform commission, Committee, Hong Kong1977.
officially called the Third Inland Revenue Ordinance 17. The 1977-78 Budget Speech, Annex 8, pp. 2-7.

-
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(c) Depreciationallowances donations) to HK$ 50,000. Both these changes were

made in 1979.11
The Hong Kong economy is highly dependent on its

export-oriented industries, which are now facing the (e) Stamp duty
twin problems of rising protectionism in the industri-
alized countries and competition from newly industri- The present Stamp Ordinance in Hong Kong was first
alized nations like Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan. enacted in 1921 and as a tax on legal documents it has
A government-appointed committee to examine the always been regarded, in the words of the Fina:ncial
prospects for the economy and the appropriate policy Secretary, as an esoteric and antiquated revenue law.
responses in the 1980s and beyond has stressed the In 1978, a najor surgical exercise was carried out,
need for broadening the industrial base and diversifying whereby the ambit of. the duty was drastically re-

Hong Kong's products and markets. On fiscal policy duced.12 To understand the rationale of this operation,
the report of the committee makes the point that one can do no better than to quote the Financial
although Hong Kong's existing fiscal systen has no Secretary in extenso: Statute law cannot keep pace
features which provide a positive incentive to entre- with commercial practice and economie reality in a

preneurs to diversify their investments, its inherent rapidly changing world. Our Stamp Ordinance has been
neutrality -- as regards its impact on the internal cost/ amended no less than 21 times in the last ten years
price structure and on investment decisions -- is such alone, but it remains, I fear, somewhat archaic piecea

that we do not consider that it operates in any way as of tax legislation. Some of its provisionsare arbitrary in
a dsincentive to the process of diversificaton within their effect, some are difficult to interpret in relation
the economy;quite the contrary when considered in the to present-day documents and some are quite unen-

context of the Government's general attitude towards forceable. This latter point has been recognised else-
industry andcommerce

9 here (e.g. in the UnitedKingdom)here the stamping.

Nevertheless, in an environment of rising inflation and of documents is largely voluntary. Here stamping has

rapidly changing technology, there is a clear need for always been compulsory, but now that there, is such a

accelerating depreciation allowances in order to induce multiplicity of different documents -- and literally
entrepreneursto replace and upgrade their capital equip- millions of documents are stampable -- the application
ment, machinery and plant. Accordingly,in the 1981-82 and attempted enforcement of the provisions of the

Budget it was proposed that the existing depreciation Ordinance are complicated and expensive tasks. As I

table, under which 33 categories of machinery and plant doubt whether a wholesale redrafting of the Ordinance

attracted annual depreciation rates ranging from 5 to would be worthwhile, and as it is axiomatic that a

30 percent, be replaced by a simpler one whereby the revenue law should not, if at all possible, impede
same 33 heads are regroupedunder three rates of annual economc development, I have concluded that its ambit

allowance of 10, 20, and 30 percent respectively. The shouM be drastically reduced. That is to say, I think the

net outcome of this change is to add another 5 per- Ordinance should, in future, apply only to three major
centage points to the rate applicable to most relevant sources of duty, namely, contract notes on shares and

assets. Furthermore, the initial allwance has also been marketable securities, assignmentsof immovableproper-
ncreased from 25 to 35 percent. In effect, a capital ty and, because of the peculiar position in Hong Kong
asset ranking for the annual allowance rate of 30 per- where almost all property is held on a leasehold basis,
cent can now have over half of its value written off for leases and assignments of leases.13 Although the im-
tax purposes in the year of purchase,lo medate loss to revenue was not inconsiderable, it was

thought that in the long run this would most likely be
more than offset by administrative savings to both the

(d) Estate duty Government and private sector (especially banks and
financial institutions). Moreover, the abolition of ad

In Hong Kong, estate duty (or inheritance tax) is levied valorem stamp duty on foreign exchange transactions
on the value of the net assets of a deceased person, over and the issue of marketablesecurities is required by, and
a certain exemptionlimit, at graduate rates ranging from will in turn facilitate, Hong Kong's development as an
7 to 18 percent. Over the years the exemption limit has international financial centre.14
been raised on several occasions: from HK$ 200,000 to
HK$ 400,000 in 1977 and further to HK$ 600,000 in
1980. In recognition of the inflationary impact on asset 9. Report of the Advisory Committee Diversication 1979,on
values, the exemption limit has now been raised again to Para. 549.
HK$ 1 million following the approval of the 1981-82 10. 35% + (65% x 0.3) = 54.5%.
Budget. 11. The 1979-80BudgetSpeech, Paras. 178-183.

Two other relatively minor changes regarding estate 12. Although this operation was technically a reform, it did not

duty during the past five years may also be mentioned emanate from the deliberations and recommendations of a tax
reform committee. Hence it is treated part of tax changesin passing. One was the plugging of a loophole in the as a

controlled companies provisions of the Estate Duty
in this paper.
13. The 1 978-79 BudgetSpeech,Para. 215.

Ordinance that enabled a wealth person to escape the 14. Readers interested in the background and significance of
duty. The other was the raising of the duty-free limit of Hong Kong's emergence as a major financial centre may like to

HK$ 5,000 on gifts inter vivos made less than three consult Y.C. Jao, The Rise of Hong Kong as a Financial Centre,
years before death (or one year in the case of charitable Asian Survey, July 1979, pp. 674-694.
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(a) Personal taxation ranges from 10.2 percent for a single person to only
0.14 percent for a married person with two children and

Under the Hong Kong tax system, personal taxation two dependent parents. Note that a sliding scale of

covers salaries tax and personal assessment, the latter progressive rates is applicable to net chargeable income

being an option open to a resident taxpayer to have his though the top marginal rate of 30 percent, as mention-

income from different sources aggregated for taxation ed earlier, was scrapped with effect from the fiscal year

purposes. Because of the acceleration of inflation in 1978-79. For details the reader is referred to Appendix
recent years, personal taxation has always been a III. It can be demonstratedthat, had there been no con-

favourite target for various pressure groups clamouring cessions described above for the period under review,
for higher personal and family allowances. Faced with then for the same income level appropriately corrected

these pressures, the Government has made a series of for inflation(i.e., $ 72,000/(1 + 44 percent) = $ 50,000),
concessions designed especially to benefit the lower- a much higher tax burden would have resulted. As may
income groups. Thus, with effect from 1976-77, supple- be readily seen from Appendix IV, the effective tax

mentary personal allowances subject to a claw-back rates for all categories of taxpayers are higher than those
mechanism were introduced and child allowances were in Appendix II. Thu, contrary to widespread belief,
increased;5 with effect from 1978-79, the claw-back inflation has not pushed people in Hong Kong into
rate was reduced from 15 to 10 percent, a dependent higher ihcome tax brackets and subjected them to

parent allowance was reintroduced, and the 30 percent heavier taxation. Indeed, if anything, the reverse seems

marginal rate was abolished; with effect from 1979-80, to be true due to the successive adjustments in allow-

personal allowances themselves were increased, the ances.

claw-back mechanism was abolished, and child and

dependent parent allowances were further increased. (b) Business taxation

The latest concessions announced in the 1981-82 Bud-

get Speech require fuller description. First, the level of The standard rate of tax on the profits of all forms of

personal allowances has been. increased again from business used to be 15 percent. In 1975, pending the

HK$ 12,500 to HK$ 15,000 for single persons and from introduction of a dividendwithholdingtax, the Govern-

HK$ 25,000 to HK$ 30,000 for married persons. ment added a surcharge of 1.5 percent to the standard

Furthermore, supplementary personal allowances have rate on the profits of ncorporatedbusinesses. The 1976

also been increased from HK$ 2,500 to $ 7,500 for tax reform committee, however, rejected the dividend

single persons and from HK$ 5,000 to $ 15,000 for withholding tax proposal, but recommended nstead

married persons without any claw-back. In other that the surcharge on corporation profits be retained at

words, personal allowances and supplementary allow- one or two percentage points higher than the standard

ances now total HK$ 22,500 and $ 45,000 respectively, rate.7 In 1976, in order to raise additional revenue, an

representing a 50 percent upward adjustment over the extra half percentage point was added on to the sur-

previous fiscal year. Second, child allowances have been charge, thereby resulting in a 17 percent tax rate on cor-

increased from HK$ 5,000 to HK$ 7,000 for the first poration profits. Subsequently, tax revenue has grown

child (or by 40 percent) and from HK$ 4,000 to at such a healthy rate that the Government has been

HK$ 5,000 for the second child (or by 25 percent). able to record substantial fiscal surpluses for five con-

Third, the dependent parent allowance has been raised secutive years.8 The extra half percent surcharge has

from HK$ 5,000 to HK$ 7,000 (or by 40 percent). This clearly become unnecessary and accordingly, in the

package of concessions takes effect retroactively from latest 1981-82 Budget, the Government abolished this

the beginning of the 1980-81 fiscal year. According to half percent loading, thus returning the effective rate on

the Financial Secretary, these concessionsexempt some corporation profits to 16.5 percent. The reduced rate is

140,000 existing or potential taxpayers from tax pay-
to take effect from the final profit tax assessments for

ment. Of the 255,000 remaining in the tax net, sme 1980-81.

237,000 will benefit by way of reduced liability. Only
18,000 persons, or 7 percent of the total number of tax-

payers, will not benefit, for their incomes have already
reached the level where they are required to pay the
standard rate of 15 percent (i.e., the maximum effective 5. By claw-bck is meant a tax device whereby the supple-

rate) on their total income. mentary allowance is, by the application of a percentage reduc-

tion, progressively withdrawn and eventually eliminated when
Details of the concessions over the period 1976-80 are assessable income exceeds a specified limit.

given in Appendix 1. As may be seen, the increases in 6. There are three consumer price indices in Hong Kong, each
various allowances range from 50 to more than 200 per- being based on the expenditurepattern of a representativehouse-

cent. Inasmuch as the consumer price indices increased hold within a certain income group.
on average by about 44 percent during the same period, 7. For a fuller account, see Y.C. Jao, Tax Reform and Fiscal

it can be said that the adjustments have more than Policy in Hong Kong, this Bulletin, April 1977, pp. 178-179.

offset the inflationary impact.6 Appendix II gives a
8. The estimated deficit of HK$ 355 million for the scal year

hypothetical example of tax payable under salaries tax/
1976-77 eventually turned into an actual surplus of HK$ 903

personal assessment by various taxpayercategorieswith
million. The surpluses for subsequent years were: HK$ 1,235.7
million for 1977-78, HK$ 1,466.9 million for 1978-79, and

the same annual income of HK$ 72,000 (approximately HK$ 2,923.8 million for 1979-80. For 1980-81, the latest revised
USS 13,200), which is fairly typical of a middle-class estimate i for a staggering surplus of HK$ 9,323 million. The

family in Hong Kong. As can be seen, the effective rate 1981-82 BudgetSpeech, Para. 66-67.
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AXCHANGESAND -ORMS
l

IN HONGKONG
by Y.C. Jao* '

1

I. INTRODUCTION
i

The tax system of Hong Kong is noted for its relative simplicity and low
level of tax rates. Although Hong Kong is by no means a tax haven, as often
alleged in the tax-planning literature, the combination of simplicity and
low taxation, to the extent that it minimizes the adverse effects of taxation
on work effort, saving and risk-taking, has played its part in Hong Kong's
remarkablepost-wareconomic growth and development.
The Hong Kong Government has always stressed that for an externally-
oriented and free enterprise economy like Hong Kong's, the tax system must
be able to meet certain basic requirements. The latest version of these
requirements is contained in the 1981-82 Budget Speech by the Financial Contents

Secretary, Sir Philip Haddon-Cave, on February 25, 1981. The first require- l. Introduction
ment is to help to generate sufficient recurrent revenue to finance a major I I. Tax changes resulting from discretionary
proportion of a given level of total expenditure and to maintain our fiscal fiscal policy dcisions
reserves at a satisfactory level. The second is that the tax system is as (a) Personl taxation

neutral as possible as regards the internal cost/price structure, the supply of (b) Business taxation

human effort and private investment decisions:'. The third is that the laws (c) Depreciation allowances

governing the tax system are adapted from time to time to make them com-
(d) Estate duty
(e) Stamp duty

patible with changing commercial practices. The fourth is that each and (f) Miscellaneous
every levy -- be it direct and indirect -- is simple and easy to administer for

Il I. The tax reform commission
both the Government and the taxpayer and does not encourage evasion .

The fifth is that the tax system is equitable as between different classes of
IV. Conclusion

taxpayers or potential taxpayers and between different income groups. Appendices

Only in exceptional circumstances should another requirement be added,
namely, that the tax system must be capable of being used to achieve non-

fiscal (economic and social policy) objectiveswhen necessary
2

.

It is said that tax changes introduced in the past five years have all been
consistent with one or more of these requirements. Apart from these dis-

cretionary fiscal measures, certain recommendations of a tax reform com-

mittee apointed in 1976 have also been mplemented.3 Some of these

changes and reforms have been noted in previous articles in this Bulletin by
the present writer.4 The -purpose of this article is to review the latest devel- * Reader in Economics, University of
opments since 1978, ending with the 1981-82 budget proposals. Section II Hong Kong.
summarizes tax changes during the past few years, while Section III deals 1. For a comprehensive treatment up to

1976, see H.C.Y. Ho, The FiscalSystem -of
with tax reform proposals that have either been accepted or rejected, or are Hong Kong, London, Croom Helm, es-

still under considerationby the Government. pecially chapter 4.
2. The 1981-82 Budget, Speech by the
Financial Secretary, Feb. 25, 1981, Para.
93-100.

Il. TAX CHANGES RESULTING FROM DISCRETIONARYFISCAL 3. The recommendationsare contained in

POLICY DECISIONS Report of the Third' Inland Revenue
Ordinance Review Committee, Hong Kong,
1977.

Tax changes resulting from discretionary fiscal policy decisions during the 4. See Y.C. Jao, Tax Reform and Fiscal

past three years may be treated under the following categories: personal Policy in Hong Kong, Vol. 3.1, April
1977, pp. 175-184, and Hong Kong's New

taxation, business taxation, depreciationallowances, estate cluty, stamp duty Tax on Offshore Banking Profits, Vol. 33,
and miscellaneous. Jan. 1979, pp. 15-18.
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Royalties paid to non-residents are subject to withhold- taxation of world-wide ncome of its nationals r-

ing tax on gross receipts at different rates as follows: respective of their place of residence, as the United

(i) royalties for the use or temporary use of copyrights States of America still does. In addition, the new law

on literary, artistic or scientific work ncluding includes a definition of the concept f permanent es-

movie films and tapes for radio and television: 10 tablishment similar to that in the OECD Model Con-

percent; vention as well as more comprehensive rules for defin-

() royalties for the use or temporary use of patents or ing the concept of Mexican-source ncome. Also the

rights on discoveries or improvements, trademarks foreign tax credit has been extended in order to allow

and for advertising: 42 percent; and an indirect credit on dividends for the proportionalpart
(i) royalties for the use or temporary use of designs of the corporate tax paid on them.

or models, plans, formulae or processes and indus- It can therefore be expected that all these rules will {

trial, commercial or scientic equipmentand sums constribute to a better handling of nternational prob-
paid for informationrelated to industrial, commer- lems related to income taxation.
cial or scientific experiences and, in general, for As regards companies, the corporate income tax is now
technical assistance or transfer of technology: 21 applicable to business companies nly. Moreover,
percent. several rules are ntroduced which contribute to al-

Payments for professional or technical services related leviate the taxation of business companies, e.g. the
to items referred to above are considered to be royalties. period for the deduction of losses extended, inter-

corporate dividends are fully exempt, the adjustmentof
profits for inflatin is maintained and mproved, and the

X. FINAL REMARKS calculation of capital gains is made taking inflation into
account.

In conclusion, it is useful to stress, once again, that the
As regards foreign enterprises it to be

discussion has been limited to the corporate income tax,
seems more con-

venient to do business in Mexico through a subsidiarythe taxation of particular items representing investment which is organized business entity rather thanas a
incme, and the taxation of ncome derived by non- through branch office, because in the first the
residents.

a case

withholding tax will be levied only on those profits
Within these areas, the relevant rules have not been actually distributed or remitted abroad. In addition,
covered in full due to the need to adjust to the normal certain benefits are granted by the new law to foreign
limits of an article. For nstance, deductionsallowed by investors: (i) gains derived from the transfer of.shares
the law in computing taxable income have been discuss- sold publicly through the stock exchange under general
ed only to the extent important changes have been in- rules established by the government (Secretara de
troduced by the new law. The same applies to other Hacienda y Crdito Pblico) are exempt from tax

subjects included in the article. and (ii) income from bonds, acceptances, debt and

Moreover, there are areas of the ncome tax law which other securities in foreign currency placed abroad

have been only occasionally referred to, if at all, as is publicly under rules established by the government or

the case with advance payments, taxation of non-busi- from financing granted to the Federal government are

ness entities and sole proprietorships, and the personal exempt from tax.

income tax of resident individuals.

After having discussed the new legislation within the Finally, a personal impression acquired upon the direct
limits stressed above, it is usefulto referbriefly to certain study of the new law as comared with the old one
signicant features of the new Mexican income tax law indicates that the new law seems to be more systematic
and to some implicationsof its provisions. and its provisions can be more easily studied and dealt
As regards the tax jurisdiction, with the enactment of with, all that said, of course, in the relative sene proper
the new law, Mexico has abandoned the principle of to that comlex subject which is income tax.
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come and are subject to a 20 percent tax on gross interest, except if certain conditions established
receipts (no deductions may be taken). If the acquirer in regulationsto the law are complied with;
is a resident of Mexico or a non-residenthaving a per- (fit) if the creditor has a right to intervene in the man-

manent establishment in that country, the tax must be agement of the debtor in case the debtor fas to
withheld at source. pay; and

If the non-resident taxpayer has a representative in (iV) if the interest is dependent on or related to the

Mexico who complies with certain requirements provi- debtor's profits.
ed in -the income tax law, s the taxpayer can elect to

pay 30 percent on gains calculated under the same F. Taxation of interest paid to non-residents
rules available for resident ndividuals (see Sections
VIII. B.2. and 3. above). The election is available only if Interest on capital placed or nvested in Mexico is
the transfer is made through a public deed (escritura considered to be Mexican-source ncome and taxed
pblica) or refers to non-amortizablecertificates of par- accordingly, even if paid to non-residents. Capital is
ticipation in immovableproperty (certificadosde partici- deemed to be placed or invested in Mexico if the payor
pacin inmobiliaria no amortizables). However, the of the interest is a resident of Mexico or has a perma-
deduction of losses is not allowed for non-residents. nent establishment in that country, with the right of
The tax must be paid either by the notary within one rebuttal.
month from subscription of the public deed or by the As regards the taxation of non-residents, the term
representative of the taxpayer within 15 days from .interest is deemed to include income from claims of
receipt of the gain, as the case may be. When the time
limit in which the price of a transfer made through a

any kind, whether secured by mortgage or not and
whether carrying a right to participate in profits or nt;

public deed must be paid exceeds 18 months, payment income from public debt, bonds or otherdebts, inclusive
of the tax may be delayed until collectionof the install- of discounts and premiums; commissions paymentsor
ments and then paid on a pro-rata basis, provided made upn the granting of nancing; and the premiumsecurity is given to the Treasury. or loss derived from sales of foreign curreny on future
Gains derived from the transfer of shares in Mexican dates.

companies are deemed to be Mexican-source income. Interest paid to non-residents is subject to withholding
The same gain is subject to a 20 percent tax on gross tax at different rates, as follows:
receipts (no deductionsmay be taken). If the acquirer is
a resident of Mexico or a non-residentwith a permanent (i) interest paid to financial institutions which belong
establishment in Mexico, the tax must be withheld at to foreign states, to foreign banks registered with

the Mexican government or through foreign estab-
source.

lishments of nancial nstitutions authorized to
If the non-resident taxpayer has a representative in operate in Mexico: 15 percent;
Mexico who complies with certain requirements estab- (ii) interest not subject to the 15 percent rate men-
lished in the income tax law, 6 the taxpayer can choose tioned in (i) above paid by credit institutions or
to pay 30 percent on gains calculated under the sane on any kind of bonds, certificates issued by credit
rules available for resident individuals (see Section institutions, debts, mortgage bills, and participa-
VIII. B. 2 and 3. above). However, the deduction of tion certificates: 21 percent; and
losses is not allowed for non-residents. The tax must be (iii) interest not mentioned n (i) and (ii) above: 42
paid by the representative within 15 days from receipt percent.
of the gain.

If the interest is paid on bearer securities or through
Gains derived from the transfer of shares sold ublicly establishments located abroad belonging to credit in-
through the stock exchange under general rules estab- stitutions authorized to operate in Mexico, the with-
lished by the government (Secretara de Hacienda y holding tax is a final tax.
Crdito Pblico) are exempt from tax.

Income from bonds, acceptances, debts and other
securities in foreign currency placed abroad publicly

E. Taxation of dividends paid to non-residents under rules established by the government (Secretara
de Hacienda y Crdito Pblico) or from financing

Dividends and profits distributed by resident companies granted to the Federal government is exempt from
are considered to be Mexican-surce income and taxed tax.
accordingly, even if paid to non-residents.

Dividends and distributed profits paid to non-resident G. Taxation of royalties paid to non-residents
individuals, non-resident legal entities or branches of
foreign corporations are subject to a 21 percent with- Royalties for property or rights utilized in Mexico
holding tax which is final. are considered to be Mexican-source income and taxed

Interest paid by a resident enterprise to a non-resident accordingly, even if paid to non-residents.The property
connected company is treated as dividend for incme or rights are deemed to be utilized in Mexico if the

tax purposes, in the following instances: payor of the royalty is a resident thereof or has a perma-
nent establishment therein, with a right of rebuttal.

(i) if the debtor is under written obligation to pay his
debt in full or in part, at the creditor's will; 5. See note 4.

(fi) if the debt is convertible nto Shares or equity 6. See note 4.
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Income derived by individuals from the leasing of real price in the domestic or foreign market or, if that is

property, the rent of which is frozen by law, is exempt not possible, the lowest of the invoice, official or assess-

from income taxation. ed prices.
Remittancesmade by a permanentestablishmentlocated
in Mexico to the head office or other establishments

IX. TAXATION OF INCOME DERIVED BY located abroad are disallowed as a deduction even if
NON-RESIDENTS they represent royalties, fees or similar payments for

patent or other rights, commissions,or interest.
A. General rules for the taxation of non-residents The profits of branches of foreign companies which

are engaged in business activities in Mexico are subject
As stated above, non-residents even if theyhave Mexican to the corporate income tax and additionally to a 21
nationality, are taxed on income arising from Mexican percent withholding tax whether or not the profits are
sources only. actually distributed or remitted abroad. This 21 percent
Income from Mexican sources derived by non-residents tax on after tax profits is levied on the amount remain-
is subject to a final withholding tax at different rates, ing after the corporate ncome tax and profit distribu-
the principal of which are: tions to employeeshave been deducted.

(i) for salaries and in general for income from depen- Consequently, it is generally consideredmore convenient
dent personal services: 30 percent on gross receipts; to do business in Mexico through a subsidiary which is

() for fees and in general for income from indepen- organized in Mexico as a business entity rather than
dent personalservices: 30 percenton gross recceipts; through a non-business entity or branch ffice so that

(iii) for rents frQm the leasing of immovable property: the withholding tax will be levied only on those profits
21 percent on gross receipts; actually distributed or remitted abroad.

(iV) for gains from the transfer of immovableproperty,
shares or company interests: 20 percent on gross C. Income from constructionservices and spectacles
receipts; and

(v) for that part of the income of a non-businessentity Income derived by non-residents from construction
belonging to a non-resident: 42 percent of the services and related activities and public spectacles is
entity's ncome, irrespective of actual distribution. subject to income tax under special rules.

Rates for the taxation ofdividends,interestand royalties In fact, income derived by non-residentsfrom construc-
derived by non-residentsare discussed in Sections IX.E., tion, installation, maintenance, assembly or nspection
F. and G. below. services performed in Mexico on immovable property

iS deemed to be Mexican-source income. This= income
B Taxation of incomederived thrugh branches is subject to a 30 percent withholding tax on gross

receipts.
Non-residentswith a permanentestablishmentin Mexico

However non-resident having representative ina a
are taxed both on income which is attributable to the Mexico who complies with certain requirements estab-
establishment and on income otherwise arising from lished in the income tax law 4 elect to 42
Mexican sources.

can pay
percent of net ncome. In calculating net ncome,

Income which is attributable to a permanent establish- ordinary deductions relating directly to the income can

ment includes both ncome from business activities be taken, irrespective of the place where they are n-
(actividades empresariales) carried on by the permanent cufred.
establishment and income derived from sales of mer-

In addition, income derived by public entertainment
chandise carried out in Mexico by the final head office

directly or by any of its branches. enterprises from spectacles performed in Mexico is
deemed to be Mexican-source income. This income is

Business companies not resident in Mexico that have taxed at a 30 percent rate on gross receipts (no deduc-
one or more permanentestablishmentsin Mexico must, tions may be taken).
in calculating taxable profits, compute all receipts which
are attributable to those establishments. D. Capital gains derived by non-residents
The same companies are allowed to take deductions
under general rules, even for expenses incurred abroad. Gains derived from the transfer of immovable property
However, the deduction of expenses incurred abroad is located in Mexico are deemed to be Mexican-source in-
disallowed if they are allocated on a proportional basis
between the Mexican branch and head office or other 4. The requirementsto be met by the representativeof the noh-

establishmentslocated abroad. resident in Mexico are:

The cost of merchandisereceived by branches of foreign (i) to be a residnt of Mexico and keep for a period of five years ,

enterprises from their head offices is established accord- from the payment of the tax the documentation related

ing to the price appearing in the invoice used for cus-
thereto;

(ii) to secure the rights of.the Treasury under general rules enact-
toms clearance provided it corresponds to the market ed by the Finance Ministry (Secretarade Hacienda Crdito
price. If the price appearing in the invoice differs from

y

Pblico); and
the market value the tax administration determines (iii) give notice of the ppointment to the tax administration,
the deductible amount taking into account the current togetherwith the filing of. the first return of the non-resident.
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(ii) . specified transactions representingdisguised distri-
butions of profits; TABLE 2

(i) unreported receipts or incorrectly registered pur-
chases from the company; Medium (effective) income Creditable percentage

(iv) global income assessed or estimated by the tax tax rate (percent) of the distributing of the medium

uthorities; corporation, between (effective) rate

(v) -profits arising in periods for which the corporate 41.5 42.0 77
income tax was paid on an estimated basis; 40.5 41.5 74

(vi) payments to shareholders or interest holders that 39.5 40.5
'

71'

non-businessentities;are 38.5 39.5 68

(vi) payments to minors unless they can prove that the 37.5 38.5 65

investment from which the dividend is derived was 36.5 37.5 62

financedwith resources other than gifts; and 35.5 36.5 59

(vii) payments on bearer shares, other than shares 34.5 35.5 57

publicly sold under general rules establishedby the 33.5 34.5 54

tax administration (Secretara de Hacienda y
32.5 33.5 51

Crdito Pblico).
31.5 32.5 49
30.5 31.5 47

Where the first system (21 pe.rcent tax) is not compul- 29.5 30.5 45

sory, dividends paid and profits distributed to individ- 28.5 29.5 42

uals can be included n the personal income of the re- 27.5 28.5 40

cipient who is granted a tax credit for the corporate tax 26.5 27.5 38
25.5 26.5 36

paid on the same income.
24.5 25.5 34

To include dividends and distributed profits in the per- 23.5 24.5 32

sonal income of individuals, it is necessary to gross them 21.5 23.5 30

up with the credit. 19.5 21.5 27
17.5 19.5 24

In calculating the credit -- due to the fact that the cor- 15.5 17.5 21
porate tax is a progressive one -- it is necessaryt arrive 13.5 15.5 17
at the medium or effective rate paid by the corporation. 11.5 13.5 14
The tax redit rate 'is then calculated as a percentage of 8.5 11.5 11

that medium (effective) rate (partial credit). The credit 5.5 8.5 8

iS variable (from 2 to 77 percent) and increases along 3.5 5.5 5

with the medium (effective) rate paid by the corpora- 0.1 3.5 2

tion, as shown in Table 2.

Provision is made by the law in order to deny the credit income and are normally included in the taxpayer's
for that proportional part of dividends or distributed gross income.
profits representingnon-taxablereceiptsof the distribut- Mexican enterprises, however, may choose either to in-
ing corporation. clude tchnical asssistance fees and royalties received
If profits are distributed by means of stock dividends or from abroad in their gross income or exclude them and
bonus shares through an increase of company capital, pay a separate tax at the rate of 10 percent of the
the tax is due upon refund of capital. The same rule amount received. Whether or not the taxpayerexcludes
applies where distributed profits are reinvested in the the technical assistance fees and royalties from abroad,
same distributing company by subscribingto new shares costs and expenses related to the fees and royaltiesmay
or payment of a capital increase, provided this is effect- still bededucted from the taxpayer's gross receipts.
ed within 30 days of the distributiondate.

F. Taxation of rentals paid to residents
D. Taxation of interest paid to residents

Income from immovable property is taxed as ordinary
Interest paid to resident business companies is not sub- income and must be included in the income of business
ject to withholding tax but is included in the taxable companies.
income of the recipientcompany. Individuals receivingrental payments from real property
Interest paid to resident individuals is subject to a 21 may deduct certain actual expenses and nvestments
percent withholding tax which is nal. Nevertheless, from the rent or take a deductionequal to 50 percent of
resident individuals who are duly registeredmay choose the rent as estimated expenses. Sublessors can deduct
to include nterest in their personal income tax return only the rent actually paid.
and have prepaymentwithheld at source at a 15 percent Individuals are subject to prepayments of 20 percent of
rate. This prepaymentis creditable against the final liab- net income from immovable property, to be offset
ility to the personal tax. against the final liability to the personal income tax,

Moreover, individuals must include income from real
E. Taxation of roylaties paid to residents property in their personal income which is taxed accord-

ing to rates of the personal income tax ranging from 3.1
Royalties paid to residents sbject to tax ordinary to 55 percent.are as
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and company shares is reduced by 10 percent (20 (i) above is then dividend by the taxpayer' income
percent for transportation vehicles) for each year in order to arrive at an average or effective rate;
elapsed between acquisition and transfer dates. If (i) the average or effective rate just mentioned is then
more than ten years (ve years for transportation used to tax the remaining 80 percent of capital
vehicles) have elapsed between the acquisitionand gains which are not taxed under the rules mention-
transfer dates, the cost of personal property shall ed in (i) above;
not be deductible. The balance is further adjusted (iV) the final liability of the individual is the aggregate
under rules mentioned in (iv) below. In case of of the taxes mentioned in (i) and (iii) above.
personalproperty, the value of which is not subject
to depreciation, the taxpayercan be authorizedby In addition to the personal ncome tax calculated as

the tax adninistration to deduct the full acquisi- mentioned above, capital gains of individuals are subject 1

tion cost without any reduction but adjusted under to prepayments that can be set off against the finalliab-
rules mentioned in (iv) below. ility.

(iv) The cost of land, buildings, securities, company
shares and other personal property, as reduced 5. Exemptcapitalgains
where appropriate under rules mentioned above,
is subsequently adjusted by a factor which is cal- Capital gains arising for individuals are exempt from

culated in an adjustment table established every
income tax in several instances discussed below.

year by the Congress and which is a function of Capital gains arising from the transfer of property are

the length of time the property was held. not taxed if the transfer occurs through nheritances,
In addition to the adjustment mentioned above, where legacies, gifts or company mergers. In these case special
more than six months have elapsed between acquisition rules are provided for the computation of costs in the

and transfer, the cost of shares and company interest is acquirer's hands (see Section VIII. B.2. above). How-

further adjusted as follows: ever, gifts can be subject to income taxation in the
acquirer's hands.

(a) the cost ofeach share, as adjustedunder the rule men-

tioned in (iv) above, is increased (or reduced) by A special exemption is available to individuals who sell

that part of profits derived (or losses incurred) by the house where they have lived for at least two years

the issuing company in each year elapsed between and invest the sale proceeds in Mexico in a new house

acquisition and transferwhich can be proportionally for dwellingpurposes, or for leasing purposes in develop-
ment zones. The investment must be carried out withir,allocated to the share.
one year from sale but this may be extended to a second

For this computation each part of profits (or losses) year. It is also possible to use the sale proceeds to pay
which must be added to (or subtracted from) the cost a debt incurred to buy a house for dwelling purposes
of the share must first be multiplied by the relevant provided the purchase was carried out during the year
factor calculated under the rules mentioned in (iv) preceding the sale of the old house.
above; and

Likewise, capital gains realized by ndividuals on sales
(b) the cost of each share as adjusted under the rules of shares carried out in Mexico are exempt provided

mentioned in (iv) above is reduced by profits the shares are sold publicly through the stock exchange.
actually distributed on each share. For this compu-
tation the profits actually distributed on the share Capital gains realized by individuals from the transfer

of personal property other than company shares andmust first be multiplied by the relevant factor cal-
securities exempt from income taxation providedculated under the rules mentioned in (iv)above.

are

the gains arising in the relevant year are not above a

If more than five years have elapsed between acquisition certain sum (minimum salary for the year). If capital
and transfer of the shares and company interests, the ad- gains so realized are above the aforesaid sum, only the
justments mentioned in (a) and (b) above are calculated excess is taxable.
taking into consideration the last five years only.
Under the foregoing rules it can be said that the taxable C. Taxation of dividends paid to residents
capital gain is representedby the transferprice or assess-

ment value, less adjusted cost and allowed deductions. Dividends and profit shares paid by any kind of resident
Individuals transferring real property acquired before business company to another resident business company
January 1, 1973 may choose to compute taxable are not subject to income tax either upon distribution

capital gains under rules mentioned above or under or in the hands of the recipient.
somewhatdifferentrules. Dividends paid and profits distributed to individuals

are taxed under either one of two different systems.
4. Computationof the tax Ordinarily the taxpayer may choose one of the systems

but in certain instances he is compulsorily subject to
The computation of the income tax on capital gains of one of them.
individuals is governed by the following rules:

Firstly, dividends paid and profits distributed to individ-

(i) 20 percent of the capital gain is added to other uals can be subject to a 21 percent withholding tax
taxable income of individuals in order to calculate which is final. This system is compulsory for:
the personal income tax on the aggregate income; (i) profits arising in periods ended before January 1,

(ii) the personal income tax calculated as explained in 1979;
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2. Computationofcapitalgains (adjustmntofcosts) prperty shall also be used for real property acquired
before January 1, 1973 where the taxpayer chooses to

In calculating gains from the transfer of land, buildings, compute the capital gains under special rules provided
company nterests, registered shares and bearer shares by the law for such property.
publicly sold, costs can be adjusted under the following
rules: 2. Computationofcapitalgains
(i) the cost of Iand, shares and company interests is

multiplied by a factor which is calculated in an The items that can be deducted from the consideration

adjustment table established every year by the or assessed value in calculating the taxable capital gain
Mexican Congress and which is a function of the are the following:
length of time the property was held; (i) the acquisitioncost as adjustedunderrulesdiscussed

(ii) the cost of buildings, as reduced by depreciation below;
allowances, is multiplied by a factor calculated (ii) amounts invested n construction of buildings,
under the rules mentionedin (i) above. improvements and expansions, exclusive of main-

In addition to the adjustment mentioned above, where tenance expenses, and adjusted under rules discuss-

more than six months.have elapsed between acquisition ed below;
and transfer, the cost of shares and company interests is iii) taxes and notary fees paid by the transferor for the

further adjusted as follows: acquisitionand transfer of the property;
(iv) commission and brokerage fees paid by the trans-

(a) the cost of each share, as adjusted under the rule feror for the acquisition and transfer of the prop-
mentioned in (i) above, is increased (or reduced) by erty; and
that part of profits derived (or losseS incurred) by (v) losses incurred in the transfer of real property,
the issuing company in each year elapsed between shares .and company interests carried out during
acquisition and transferwhich can b proprtionally the last three years (for shares and similar company
allocated to the share. interests, certain conditions established in regula-

For this computation, each part of profits (or losses) tions to the law must be complied with).
which must be added to (or deducted from) the cost of As a general rule, the acquisition cost is the considera-
the share must first be multipliedby the relevant factor tion paid for the acquisition exclusive of interest and
calculated under the rules mentioned in (i) above; expensesmentioned above.

(b) the cost of each share as adjusted under the rules For securities and simar company interests the acquisi-
mentioned in (i) and (a) above is reduced by prots tion cost is the actual contributionor the value of shares
actually distributed on each share. For this compu- representing capitalization of profits. A greater cost can
tation the profits actually distributed on the share be accepted only if, upon acquisition, a withholdingtax
must first be multiplied by the relevant factor cal- was paid on the excess.
culated under the rules mentioned in (i) above.

For share issues upon mergers, the acquisition cost is
If more than five years have elapsed between acquisi- the cost of the shares of the old company.
tion and transfer of the shares and company interests,
the adjustments mentioned in (a) and (b) above are

For property acquired by means of inheritances, legacies
calculated considering the last five years only. and gifts, the date of acquisition and the acquisition

cost to the deceased or donor are carried over (this rule
For holding and real estate companies, the amount of does not apply to certain gifts which are subject to per-
the adjustment of costs mentioned above is reduced in sonal income tax in the hands of the person receiving
accordance with the degree of indebtednessof the com- the gift). /

pany, under special rules provided by the law.

Under the foregoing rules it can be said that the taxable 3. Adjustmentofcosts

capital gain is represented by the transfer price or

assessment value less adjusted cost and allowed deduc- The acquisitioncosts and investmentsmentioned above

tions. are adjusted under the following rules:

(i) The cost of land is deducted from the acquisition
B. Taxation of capital gains (resident individuals) cost of real property in order to arrive at the cost

of buildings. If the actual calculation is notpossible
1. Taxation rules it shall be deemed that the cost of the land is 20

percent of the total cost of the real property.
Capital gains derived by individuals from the transfer of The cost of land is adjusted under rules mentioned
real property, securities and personal property are taxed in (iv) below.
according to special rules discussed below. In certain (ii) The cost of buildings (exclusive of the cost of land)
instances, capital gains arising from the acquisition of and improvementsis reduced by 3 percent for each
property may also be taxed under ordinary rules for
personal income taxation.

year elapsed betweenacquisitionand transferdates.
The balance is further adjusted under rules men-

Taxable capital gains of ndividuals are calculated by tioned in (iv) below. If more than 33 years have

deducting several items from the considerationreceived elapsed between the acquisition and transfer dates
for the transfer or, if there is no consideration,from the the cost of the building shall not be deductible.
assessed value of the property. The assessed value of the (i) The cost of personal property other than securities
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F. Estimation of income tion is also equal to 25 percent of the normal tax

liability.
The tax administrationis authorized to estmate a tax-

payer's taxable income in the following instances:

(i) if tax returns are omitted; Vll. MEASURESTO AVOID DOUBLE TAXATION

(ii) if accounting books, documents and sustaining
tax returns, or reports are not produced by the In order to avoid double taxation, the income paid in

taxpayer;
a source country other than Mexico can be credited

(iii) if accounting records are not properly kept; against the Mexican ncome tax liability of a resident.
The credit is limited to the Mexican income tax calcu-
lated separately on the income to which the credit

VI. TAX RATES relates.

This foreign tax credit has been extended by the new

The rates under which corporate ncome is subject to law in order to allow an indirect credit for dividends,
taxation are the same as those of the repealed law and i.e. the credit covers that proportional part of the in-
are shown in: come tax paid by a non-resident company on profits

out of which dividends or prot shares are distributed
to a resident of Mexico, provided the recipient has in

TABLE 1
the paying company an equity interest of not less than

Taxable income Fixed amount on Percentage levied 10 percent.
between lower limit on excess over However, the tax sparing credit allowed by the previous
(in pesos) (in pesos) lower limit income tax law has been eliminated by the new law.

0.01 2,000.00 --

2,000.01 3,500.00 ---- 5.00

3,500.01 5,000.00 75.00 6.00 VIII.TAXATIONOF PARTICULARTYPES
5,000.01 8,000.00 165.00 7.00 OF INCOME
8,000.01 11,000.00 375.00 8.00

11,000.01 14,000.00 615.00 9.00

14,000.01 20,000.00 885.00 10.00 It is worthwhile to discuss separately the taxation of

20,000.01 26,000.00 1,485.00 11.00 some particular items of income representing capital
26,000.01 32,000.00 2,145.00 13.00 or non-business income, that is to say, income derived

32,000.01 38,000.00 2,925.00 16.00 from transactions or nvestments other than those
38,000.01 50,000.00 3,885.00 18.00 carried out by an enterprise in the ordinary course of
50,000.01 62,000.00 6,045.00 19.00 its business. This group includes capital gains, dividends,
62,000.01 74,000.00 8,325.00 20.00 interest, royalties and rent, all of which have special and
74,000.01 86,000.00 10,725.00 21.50 distinctive features and are covered by special provisions
86.000.01 100,000.00 13,305.00 22.50 of the law. Moreover, they are of interest for both enter-

100,000.01 150,000.00 16,455.00 24.10

150,000.01 200i000.00 28,505.00 26.76 prises and investors.

200,000.01 300,000.00 41,885.00 29.64

300,000.01 40,000.00 71,525.00 34.00 A. Taxationofcapital gains (business enterprises)
400,000.01 500,000.00 105,525.00 38.00

500,000.01 --- 210,000.00 42.00 1. Taxation rules

Capital gains derived by business enterprises from the
If the taxable income is between $ 500,000.01 and $ 1,500,000.00 the transfer of their fixed assets and capital gains resulting
amount which results from applying a 6.65 percent rate to the diference frm mergers, liquidations or capital reductions of
between $ 1,500.000.00 and the taxable income is deductible from the

fixed rate of $ 210,000.00 companies of which the enterprise is a partner or share-
holder are normally included in gross receipts and are

subject to the corporate income tax.

The normal rates applicable to corporate income are Capital gains resulting from the sale of immovable

reduced when applied to ncome from agriculture. properties representing fixed assets will be exempt if

The reductions are as follows: the sale price is invested in regions to be developed. If
only part of the sale price is so invested, the exemption

(i) for taxpayers devoted to agriculture, cattle breed- will be available in the same proportion.
ing or fishing the reduction is equal to 40 percent Capital losses can normally be deducted from gross
of the normal tax liability; receipts according to general rules. Nevertheless there

(ii) for taxpayers mentioned in (i) above who submit are sme capital losses that cannot be deducted, namely:
their products to industrial processes the reduction (i) losses sustained by the taxpayer if they arise from
is equal to 25 percent of the normal tax liability; mergers, capital reductions or liquidationsof companies
and in which the taxpayer is a shareholder or partner; and

(i) for taxpayers mentioned in (i) above who addition- (fi) losses arising from the sale of shares, debts and other

ally derive up to 50 percent of their gross receipts transferable securities whose purchase and sale do not
from commercial or industrial activities the reduc- comply with rules established by the Government.
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percentage points over LIBOR. 3 However, the taxpayer from taxable income was introduced at the end of 1978
can choose to deduct 91 percent of the interest actually which was amended in December 1980 by the new In-
paid and in this case there is no limit for the deduction. cme Tax Law. The special deduction is currently
The new law also provides that operating losses can be available for business companies and government
deducted in the preceding year and in the four years agencies performing business activities. Development
following the year in which they arose. However, a companies (sociedades de fomento), credit institutions,
deduction not taken in the relevant year cannot be nsurance institutions and credit auxiliary organizations
carriedTorward. are not eligible for this special deduction.

On the other hand, losses incurred before January 1, The special deduction is calculated under the following
1981 can only be deducted within four years following rules:

the year in which they arose. However, losses arising in (i) The depreciation allowance of goods acquired up
the taxable period starting during the year 1980 may to December 31, 1978 is multiplied by an adjust-
also be deducted in the preceding period (carry-back). ment factor which is calculated on the basis of

Any distribution of profits nvolving a postponement factors established every year by the Mexican Con-

of the amortization of losses will reduce such amort- gres (Congreso de la Union), taking nto account
the number of years elapsed from December 31,ization up to the amount of the aforesaid distribution.

In case of mergers, pending losses can be deducted 1978 to December 31 of the year preceding that

only from prfits earned in the same field of activity in which the income tax rturn is filed.

in which the loss was incurred. (ii) The depreciation allowance of assets acquired
after December 31, 1978 is multiplied by an

Losses incurred upon payment of a debt or collection adjustment factor which is calculated on the basis
f a debt claim in foreign currency as a consequence of the factors established every year by the Mexi-
of a fluctuation in the exchange rate are deductible can Congress, taking into account the number of
upon payment or collection, as the case. may be. The years elapsed from the acquisition year up to
taxpayer can choose to amortize the loss in four periods December 31 of the year preceding that in which
starting with the period in which it was sustained. the income tax return is filed.
As regards depreciation allowances, maximum rates of iii) The average of the nancial assets at the end of
annual depreciation are authorized, depending on the each month of the calendar year preceding that

type of assets, the use made of them or the type of n which the tax return must be filed is multiplied
undertaking utilizing them. The new law makes some by the factor established every year by the Mexi-
minor changes to the maximum rates. can Congress.

For this purpose financial assets include only:The percentage selected by the taxpayer are in prin- -

ciple fixed, i.e. constant, and must be applied within securities, exclusive of shares and non-amort-
izable participationcertificates;the maximum rates providing by the law, the taxpayer --

can change depreciation percentages, giving notice of receivables, exclusive of those from partners and

the change to the tax administration. However, if less shareholders;and
--

than five years have elapsed since the last change, the deposits in credit institutions.

new change must be done under the authorization Company holdings are not included in financial
assets.of the government.

(iV) The average of liabilities at the end of each month
At the request of the taxpayer and provided certain of the calendar year preceding that in which the
requirements are met, the government (Secretara de tax return is filed is multiplied by the factor
Hacienda y Crdito Pblico) may authorize accelerated established every year by the Mexican Congress.depreciation. (v) This special deduction is the result of the cal-
Under the new law, the deduction of expenses incurred culation described in paragraph (i) or (ii), as the
abroad is disallowed if they are allocated on a pro- case may be, plus the result of the calculation de-
portional basis between the Mexican branch and head scribed in paragraph (i), minus the result of the
offices or other establishmentslocated abroad. Likewise calculationdescribed in paragral5h (iv).
the deduction of entertainment expenses is also dis- Assets and liabilities belonging to establishmentslocated
allowed. abroad are not taken into account in calculating the

special deduction discussed herein. On the other hand,
D. Adjustment of profits the special deduction can be used either to reduce tax-

able income or to increase business losses.
To arrive at taxable profits, net profits must be adjusted The book value of assets, which is used as the basis for
as explained in Section IV.A. above. calculating depreciation allowances, is not directly
As regards such an adjustment, special enphasis should changed by the special deduction. Nor is the special
be placed on the adjustment of profits for inflation dedution taken into account n calculating profit
(discussed in the followingsection). shares belonging to workers.

E. Adjustmentof profits for inflation
3. London Interbank Offered Rate, i.e.' rate of interest charged

In order to compensate for inflation, a special deduction by leading London banks to each other.
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A taxpayer selling property on an installmentbasis can Items that are not considered to be receipts include:
choose to report the whole price in the year a sale

(i) capital increases;
occurs or to report only sums actually received, provid- (ii) payments made by shareholders to cover losses;
ed he receives less than 50 percent of the price during (iii) premiums received upon the sale of shares or upon
the period in which the sale occurs.. However, if the t-x- revaluationof fiked assets nd capital; and
payer selling property on an installment basis receives (iV) the value added tax shifted by the taxpayer to
at least 50 percent of the price during the period in anther person.
which the sale occurs, the taxpayer must compute the
entire price in that period. A similar choice is granted C. Deductions
to taxpayers transferringproperty by means of financial

leasing. Taxpayerssubjectto the corporateincome tax are allow-
ed to take the following deductions in calculting net

profits:
V. THE COMPUTATIONOF NET PROFITS (i) restitutions, discounts and bonuses;

(ii) costs;
A. General income concepts (iii) businessexpenses;

(iv) depreciationallowances;
As explained above, in order to calculate taxable profits (v) in the case of taxpayers engaged in cattle .raising,
(resultado fiscal) it is necessary to establish the amount deficit of inventory value, on the final inventory
of net profits (utilidad scal) which in turn are com- for the financial year, as compared with the value

puted by deducting from gross receipts (ingresos acu- at the beginning of the year;

mulables) the allowed deductions. (vi) losses of property due to.force majeure;
(vii) losses arising from transactions in foreign currency

and bad debts;
B. Gross receipts (viii) contributions representing up to 1 percent of the

In ealculating taxable profits, resident taxpayers subject taxpayer's jncome, made under the provisions of
the income tax law to special funds in order to

to the corporate income tax must compute all income finance research and technological development;whether in Cash, kind, services or debt claims, inclusive and
of those derived through establishmentslocated outside

(x) contributions to reserve funds in order to finance
Mexico. pensions to be granted to employees in addition
Gross receipts include: to those payable under the official social security

(i) gross income as computed or estimated by.the tax system.
administrtion,where appropriate;

(ii) for payment in kind, the difference between the Deductions are normally allowed only if they comply
book value of the assets (initial value less accumu- with the followinggeneral conditions:
lated depreciation or amortization) and the assess- (i) they are strictly necessary for the business activity;
ment value stated by a credit institution at the date (ii) they are substantiated with documents or other
of transfer of ownership; proof specified in the regulations to the law;

(iii) in the case of taxpayers engaged in cattle raising, (iii) they are duly registered;
excess of inventory value, on the final inventory (iv) the taxes on the deducted item have been paid
for the financial year, as compared with the value when withholdingis providedby the law;
at the beginning of the year; (v) if the deductible item is paid to a person who

(iv) construction, installations or permanent improve- should be enrolled in the Federal Taxpayer Regis-
ments made to immovable property by the tenant ter, the relevantnumber is provided; and
which under the relevant contract belong to the (Vi) if the transaction is subject to VAT, the tax is
owner of the property. The income is deemed to specifically and separately indicated in the relevant
accrue at the end of the contract and to be equal document.
to the value of the investment on the same date;

(v) gains derived from the sale of fixed assets of the The new income tax law specifically refers to some

enterprise, as well as those deriving from merger,
other items which are allowed as deductions in the

liquidaton or reduction of capital of companies computation of taxable profits. Most of these rules are

in which the taxpayer is a partner or shareholder; similar to those included in the repealed income tax law.

(vi) sums collected from bad debts which were pre- However, the new law introduces some cha.nges in this

viously allowed as a deduction; field, especially as regards the deductionof interest and

(vii) sums received as a compensationfor losses; losses. The following discussion shall be limited to the

(viii) sums received as a compensation for a loss in deductible items that have been amended by the new

productivity derived from death, injury or illness law.

of techniciansor managers; and The deduction of interest paid to financial institutions

(ix) gains arising upon the payment of a debt or the which belong to foreign states, to foreign banks register-
collection of a debt claim in foreign currency, as a ed with the Mexican government or paid through
consequence of the fluctuation in the exchange foreign establishments of financial institutionsauthoriz-
rate. ed to operate in Mexico is limited to a sum equal to two
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which are similar to those used in the OECD Model which is related to such an establishmentis deemed
Convention. to be Mexican-sourceincome;
For income tax purposes the term permanent estab- (v) rent arising from immovable property located in

lishment means any place of business in which business Mexico;
activities are wholly or partly carried on. The terme'per- (vi) rent arising from movable property devoted to

manent establishment includes, especially, branches, trade, industry, agriculture, cattle raising and

agencies, offices, factories, workshops, installations, fisheries if the property is utilized in Mexico.

mines,_ quarries and other place of exploration or
, The property is deemed to be utilized in Mexico

.

extraction of natural resources. if the tenant is a resident thereof or has a perma-
nent establishment therein, with right of rebuttal;

An individual, other than an agent having an indepen- (vii) rent arising from movable property not mentioned
dent status, acting in Mexico on behalf of a nn-resident in (vi) above if the property is delivered to the
iS deemed to be a permanentestablishmentas regards all lessee in Mexico;
the activitiesperformedn behalf of the non-resident, if (vi) gaind arising from the transfer of immovableprop-
he has and exercises an authority to conclude contracts erty located in Mexico;
in the name of the non-resident. (ix) gains from the transfer of shares issued by, or

Construction work or installation, maintenance, as- equity interestheld in, Mexican companies;
sembly or inspectionservices connectedwith immovable (x) dividends and profits distributed by resident

property are deemed to constitute a permanent estab- companies;
lishment when they exist for more than 365 days. (xi) interest on capital placed or invested in Mexico.

The capital is demed to be placed or invested in
The law further prvides for the following activities Mexico if the payor of the nterest is a resident
that do not constitute a permanent establishment: thereof has permanent establishment therein,or a

(i) the use r maintenance of facilities solely for the with right to rebuttal;
purpose of storage or display of goods or mer- (xii) royalties for property or rights utilized in Mexico.
chandise belongingto the non-resident; The property or rights are deemed to be utilized in

(ii) the maintenance of a stock of goods or merchan- Mexico if the payor of the royalties is a resident
dise belonging to the non-resident solely for the thereof or has a permanent establishment therein,
purpose of storage or display of the aforesaid with right to rebuttal;
goods or merchandise or for processing thereofby (xf)income from construction, nstallation, mainten-
anotherperson; ance, assembly or inspection activities related to

(i) the maintenance of a place of business solely for immovable property, when these activities are

the purpose of acquiring goods or merchandise or conducted in Mexico; and
for collecting information for a non-resident; and (xiv) ncome derived by a public entertainment enter-

(iv) the use of a place of business solely for the purpose prise from public spectacles presented in Mexico.
of carrying on, for the non-resident, any activity
of a preparatory or auxiliary character suchas E. Registrationor allocation rules
advertising, supply of nformation, scientific
research, preparationof loans and similar activities. Under Mexican law, ncome is taxable whether it is

received in cash or in kind, or in the form of services

D. The concept of Mexican-source income rendered to the taxpayer or if he acquires a debt claim.

For business, the taxable period isnormaily 12 months.
Under the terms of the new income tax law, Mexican- In special cases (e.g. the starting period), the taxable
source income includes the following items: period may be shorter but not longer than 12 months.

(i) income from exports; The closing date is the last day of the calendar month

(ii) salaries and other income derived from dependent chosen by the taxpayer.
personal services rendered in Mexico exclusive of The closing date can be anticipated by the taxpayer
those paid by non-residents. However, the salary giving notice to the tax administration.However, if less
or income paid b an establishment 1

a non-resi- than ve have elapsed from the last change in theyears
dent has in Mexico, or which is related to such an closing date, the date cannot be moved without prior
establishment, is deemed to be Mexican-source authorizationof the tax administration,
income;

(i) fees paid by resident companies to members of A special rule provides that in case of mergers or liquida-
boards of directors, control and other boards, as

tions the taxable period is closed on the date on which

well as fees paid to managers and controllers;
the merger occurs or the liquidation begins. The entire

(iV) fees and other ncome arising from ndependent liquidation period is treated as a single taxable period
personal services rendered in Mexico exclusive of

but a calculation of profits arising during the liquidation
and a prepayment of income tax must be made everythose paid by non-residents. When any part of a'

professional service is rendered in Mexico, the total
six months.

fee is deemed to be Mexican-sourceincome, unless 1. Even if it is not a permanentestablishmentunder the rules
the taxpayercan prove that a portion of the ervice discussed above.
is rendered abroad. The fee or income paid by an 2. Even if it is not a permanentestablishmentunder the rules

establishment2 a hon-resident has in Mexico or discussed above.
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Ill. TAXABLE PERSONS (v) fiscal ncentives granted by the Federal Executive
Branch.

The corporate income tax is applicable only to business

companies (sociedades mercantiles) and to government B. Tax.jurisdiction
agencies engaged in businessactivities. Incomederived by
individuals from business activities is longer subjectno Individuals and legal entities are subject to the Mexican
to the corporate income tax but instead to the personal income tax under the following rules:
income tax levied on individuals. Likewise, all income (i) residents are taxed on a wrld-widebasis;
derived by civil partnerships, cooperative societies and (ii) non-residents, even if they have Mexican national-
non-business companies is subject to personal income ity, are taxed on Mexican-source income only;
taxation in the hnds of partners or members, irrespect- thus Mexican nationals residing abroad are no

i ive of actual distribution. However, the income of the longer taxed on their foreign-source income;
aforementioned entities is also subject to prepayments (fit) non-residents who have a permanentestablishment
to be made by the entity on accountf the personal n- in Mexico are taxed both on ncome which is
come tax levied on its members. attributable tothe establishment and on ncome

Under the Fiscal Code of the Mexican Federation, the otherwise arising from Mexican sources;

followingpersons are exempt from income tax: (iv) employment income is exempt from taxation if -

it is derived by:
(i) the State, Federal District and the Municipalities; foreign diplomatic agents;--

(ii) public service enterprises belonging to the gover- foreign consular agents in the discharge of their--

ment; duties, provided the same treatment is granted
(iii) legally recognized political parties and workers' by their country to Mexican agents;

unions; -- foreign embassy and consulate emplyees,
(iv) commercial, industrial, agricultural, cattle breeding provided they have the nationality of the

and fishery unions (cmaras); country for which they work and the same

(v) employers' unions and professional associations; treatmentis granted by their country to Mexican
(Vi) teaching establishments belonging to the govern- employees;

ment; - foreign representatives of foreign countries;
(vii) teaching establishments, approved by the govern- foreign members of scientific and charity del--

ment, belonging to private ndividuals or institu-
egations,

tions; -

(viii) charities approved by law; foreign reresentatives, ofcials and employees

(ix) institutions with scientific, political, religious,
of nternational organizations having a seat or

ofce in Mexico, provided it is so established
cultural, or sporting aims; and in treaty;

(x) certain cooperativesand mutual societies.
a

foreign technicians hired by the Federal govern- ---

ment, provided it is so established in an agree-
ment concluded between their country and

IV. THE CONCEPTOF INCOME Mexico.

Income which is attributable to a permanent establish-
A. General income concepts ment ncludes both income from business activities

(actividades empresariales) carried on by the permanent
The corporate income tax is levied on taxable profits establishment and ncome derived from sales of mer-

(resultado fiscal). In order to calculate taxable profits chandise carried out in Mexico by the head office
it is first necessary to establish the net profits (utilidad directly or by any of its branches.

fiscal), computed by deducting from gross receipts For the above-mentioned business activities
(ingresos acumulables) the allowed deductions. purposes,

cover the followingactivities:

(i) commerce;
To establish taxable profits, net profits must be sub- (ii) industry;
sequently adjusted by deducting the following items: (iii) agriculture and forestry, including the first sale of

(i) operating losses incurred in other periods; non-processedproducts thereof;
(fi) a special deduction representing an adjustment of (iv) cattle and poultry raising, including the first sale

ncome for nflation which shall be discussed in of non-procesedproducts thereof; and
Section V.E. below; (v) fishing, ncluding the first sale of non-processed

(iii) capital gains resulting from the sale of immovable products thereof.
properties representing fixed assets, provided the In defining tax jurisdictionrules, the exclusive economic
sale price is nvested in regions to be developed zone located adjacent to the territorial waters is deemed
under requirements to be specified in regulations to be part of Mexican territory.
to the income tax law. If only part of the sale price

I is invested, the exmption will be available in the
I same proportion; C. The conceptof,permanentestablishment

(iV) dividends and profit shares paid by any kind of
resident business company provided the recipient The new income tax law provides several rules for

is a shareholderor partner thereof; and defining the concept of permanent establishment
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At the end of 1980 Mexico enacted several laws introducingvarious amend-
E. Adjustment of profits for inflation

F. Estimation of ncome
ments to direct and indirect taxation. The changes cover different tax laws
and include the followngmeasures:

Vl. TAX RATES

(i) enactment of a new income tax law which contains important changes Vll. MEASURESTO AVOID DOUBLE

concerning tax jurisdiction,extent of the corporate income tax, taxation TXATION

of business .income of individuals and taxation of income of non-resi- VlII.TAXATION OF PARTICULAR TYPES

dents; OF INCOME

(ii) amendments to the value added tax which include the introductionof a A. Taxation of capital gains (business

zero rate for food and for some other items which were previously enterprises)
.

exempt from the tax; 1. Taxation rules
2. Computation of capital gains(iii)introductionof a Special Tax on Production and Services which is an

excise tax that replaces previoustaxes on soft drinks, alcoholic beverages, (adjustment.ofcosts)
B. Taxation of capital gains (resident

beer, gasoline, processed tobacco, life insurance and telephone services; individuals)
and 1. Taxation rules

(iv) introduction of other changes concerning the Customs Code, customs 2. Computation of-capital gains
value, registration of vehicles, the tax on new cars, the tax on holding 3. Adjustmentof costs

and use of vehicles, the tax on the acquisition of sugar, cacao and other 4. Computation of the tax

goods, the tax on urban unimproved land, and some other minor charges. 5. Exempt capital gains
C. Taxation of dividends paid to

residents
The most important development is the enactment of the new income tax D. Taxation of interest paid to
law which is effective as from January 1, 1981 and shall be the subject of residents
this article. We will not, however, refer to the new ncome tax law in its E. Taxation of royalties paid to

entirety; it shall focus only on the principal features of the new law and residents

especially on those areas where important changes have been introduced or F. Taxtion of rentals paid to residents

which have special interest for enterprises, investors and non-residents.This IX. TAXATION OF INCOME DERIVED
means that the discussionshall refer principally to the corporate income tax, BY NON-RESIDENTS

taxation of nvestors and specific rules for the taxation of non-residents. A. General rules for the taxation of

non-residents
B. Taxation of income derivedthough

branches

Il. HISTORICALBACKGROUND C. Income from construction services

and spectacles
D. Capital gains derived by non-

The Mexican income tax was first introduced in 1921 under a schedular residents
I system. In 1964, a global income tax system was established for enterprises E. Taxation of dividends paid to non-

and individuals whose income was abve a certain limit. The schedualr sys- residents
tem was maintained for individuals whose income was below that limit and F. Taxation of interest paid to non-

for certain capital income such as interest and dividends. residents
G. Taxation of royalties paid to non-

residents
The global .feature of income tax was then strengthened by subsequent

I reforms until the recently enacted income-tax law which contains basically X. FINAL REMARKS

two taxeS: a corporate income tax and a personal income tax. In addition,
the new income tax law contains a special and separate set of rules for the * Professor of Tax Law at the University
taxation of non-residentsas well as other rules. of Valparaiso.
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question (most taxpayers do not answer the question) (e) isolating abusive tax havens from which the U.S.
and because the reporting requirement is not com- receives little orno cooperation.Optionswith respect
prehensive. The report recommends changing of the to these tax havens could include: increasing the tax
placement of the question and requiring that the bene- imposed on amounts paid from the U.S. to foreign '

cial ownership of assets acquired or managed by ndividuals or corporations from 30 to 50 percent;
foreign intermediary be reported. A follow up to taxing as ordinary income proceeds from loans not

taxpayers who fail to file and penalties for tax return proven to be bona fide loans; deeming that, for pur-
preparers are also suggested. poses of Sec. 902 (which concerns the payment of

and credit for taxes paid by foreign corporations
3. Penalties with U.S. shareholders), foreign corporationsorgan-

With respect to reporting requirements generally, the ized in designated tax havenshaventpaid any taxes,
report recommends that penalties for failure to file or and treating their income from tax havens as U.S.

adequately complete forms be so significant in amount source income; disallowing deductions for transac-

i as to be meaningful. tions connected with tax havens unless they are
-

i established by clear and convincingevidence, includ-

4. Gatheringof informationfrom abroad ing records in the hands of third parties;prohibition
of U.S. airline service and other direct service to

A number of unilateral changes to make international designated tax havens; and prohibiting U.S. banks
information more accessible are suggested, including: from conducting business in designated tax havens.
asserting the taxpayer's burden of proof in establishing
the tax consequences of a transaction (see V.A.1,
above); amending existing regulations to require that Vll. ADMINISTRATION
books and records of foreign subsidiaries of U.S. tax-
payers relevant to tax liability in the U.S. be maintained With respect to IRS administration of tax haven and
within U.S. territorial jurisdiction; amending the venue nternational transactions, the report recommends im-

provisions to establish venue in a particular U.S. district proved coordination within the IRS, and between the
where the party summoned is subject to the summons other federal agencies involved in international trans-

jurisdiction of the IRS but resides abroad; amending the actions (e.g. Commodities Future Trading Corporation,
Federal Rules of Evidence to exempt foreign business Drug EnforcementAdministration).The report also sug-
records received by the IRS from existing adnissibility gests: ncreased audit coverage of tax haven cases

requirements which make it difcult to admit such especially in the nternational trust, partnership and '

records in court, while maintaining safeguards for the shelter areas; a step which would decrease the chnces
reliability of the evidence; and streamlining the IRS for successful taxpayer abuse in these areas; the ex-

review process for exchange of informationrequests. pansion of training of IRS international examiners to
include non-corporate issues; the expansion of trainingTreaties and other bilateral agreements, however, are of IRS agents in the general program, to make them

often the best way to overcome the exchange of in- aware of tax haven issueS, providing additional technical
formation and the conflict of laws problems that arise and legal expertise to IRS agents; the expansion of the
between the U.S. and other jurisdictions. The report Simultaneous Exchange Program (a program involvingsets forth a number of bilateral approaches to these the coordinated exchange of information) between the
problems: U.S. and its treaty partners with respect to designated
(a) entry nto mutual assistance treaties in which the taxpayers; and, the appointment of an attorney as the

U.S. and its treaty partner agree to provide assis- internationalevidence gatheringexpert for the IRS chief
tance in criminal investigations. Efforts should be counsel.
made to nclude fiscal crimes and tax offenses with-
in the treaty provisions;

(b) limited tax treaties might be negotiated with tax IX. CONCLUSION
havens which would include exchange of informa-
tion articles overridingbank and commercialsecrecy The report provides a good overview of tax haven use

laws; and control efforts, and presents a number of options
(c) Congress can empower the president to enter into for IRS action in response to problems created by the

bilateral executive agreements with foreign jurisdic- abuse of the U.S. tax system through the use of tax
tions for the exchange of tax information; havens. The options, which are presented from a tax

(d) revision of the model exchange of information policy standpoint, should be+considered by tax plan-
article to require countries to use their best efforts ners as an example of current thinking on tax havens.
within the framework of their internal systems, even Should the report be adopted by the IRS and treasury
if the requesting country does not have or cannot as its position on tax havens, it may serve as the basis
use similar procedures; and for future action in this area.
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with persons not entitled to this exemption by a tax of informationrequested from taxpayers; the poor qual-
treaty. ity of information supplied by taxpayers; an overlap

among forms requesting information; ambiguity in
7. Clearly define the typeofincomeearned by personal filing requirements; and IRS processingdifculties.The

services companies in order to clarify how it is to be following options are presented in the report for rem-

taxed. edyi.ng the existing shortcomings: revising IRS forms,
the primary source of taxpayersupplied information,to
fill existing reporting gaps;

12 streamlining the forms;C. Legislativeapproaches combining existing forms into fewer forms; and com-

bining all existing IRS forms for reporting foreignA number of legislative options to deal with treaty pro- related items into single clear and concise form. Ana
blems are set forth in the report. These legislative alternative suggestion is the creation of all-encom-an
changes couldapply to all tax treaties or to tax haven

passing IRS internationalform for taxpayers engagedtransactionsonly. in international transactions or having an interest in a

foreign account or entity.1. Reduction of the rate of tax on fixed or determin-
able income The report also suggests imposing additional reporting

requirements. For example, the report recommends:
Legislationcould be used to decrease the current 30 per- requiring indviduals engaged in international trans-
cent tax on fixed or determinable income paid to actions to submit a balance sheet identifyingassets held
foreigners in response to criticisms that the current rates

overseas if the individual'stotal positive income is above
are, too high. These rates could be brought down by new

a certain level; requiring individuals to report anytreaties or legislation which would then either override internationaltransactionswith foreign entities; requiringtreaties or establish a maximum rate of tax with treaties U.S. partnrs n foreign partnerships to report require-still taking precendence. With respect to tax.havens, the ments similar to those used by U.S. shareholders of
present 30 percent rate (or another high rate) could be controlled foreign corporations; and amending regula-continued. tions so that stock owned by a foreign trust will be con-

sidered as being owned proportionately by the trust's2. Anti-treaty abuse provisons beneficiriesor grantors.
Inclusion of anti-trety abuse provisions in the IRC
could take the form of a provision denying treaty 2. Bank Secrecy Act Forms
benefits to persons not contemplated beneciares of

The Bank Secrecy Act of 1970 authorizes the Secretarytreaties. The provision would enable the IR to deny of the Treasury, to require the reporting of: transactions
treaty benefits to persons coming within the literal

with domestic financial institutions; the transport of
language of the treaty which were not anticipated by
negotiators. currency nto and out of the United States; and relation-

ships with foreign institutions. Thus, the Act provides
the IRS with an additional source of information with3. Impositionof a branchprofits tax
respect to tax haven related transactions.

This option is ntended to eliminate the problems arising The report recommends the following steps to increasefrom the second withholding tax (see VI.B.5). Legis- the usefulness of the Bank Secrecy Act: improving thelation could provide for the impositionof a branch pro- processing of information submitted in the Currencyfits tax equal to the withholding tax on the fixed and
Transaction Reports (reports by financial institutionsofdeterminable U.S. source income of a U.S. branch of a

foreign corporation when the branch remits income to currency transactions of greater than $10,000); verifica-
tion of addresses in tax haven related transactions andthe foreign corporation. Thus tax could be waived in

increased of existing computer printouts;use
appropriate treaties with countries which were not tax reports;
havens. and, obtaining the assistance of the Comptroller of the

Currency in improvingreporting.
The Bank Secrecy Act also requires persons who trans-

Vll. INFORMATIONGATHERING port or cause to transport more than $5,000 in Currency
or bearer instruments into or out of the U.S. to report

A section of the report examines the information the transaction on Treasury Form 4790. The report
gathering practices of the Treasury department. Special recommends changing the legislation to make it illegal
problems exist with respect to the gathering of informa- to attempt to import or export currency and to give
tion. U.S. tax laws governing international transactions Customsgreater authority to conduct searches.
are among the most complex in the IRC. The acquisi- Taxpayers filing an income tax return are required to
tion of nformation is difficult or impossible. Distance answer a question on the return form whether they at
and language difculties exist. Internal laws and prac- any time during the taxable year had an interest in or

tices may prevent or procedurally complicate the signature authority in a foreign bank, securities or

, acquisition and material. Investigative needs often clash other financial account. The report states that the use-

with political interests. fulness of the question is limited by the placing of the

1. Reporting 12. See 31 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation 7

Problems associated with reporting include: inadequacy at 313 (July 1977).
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5. Improving the quality of routine information re- 3- Anti-holding company and anti-conduit approaches
ceived from treaty partners. Presently, Article 16 of the U.S. Model Treaty nn and a

number of existing treaties contain provisions which
6. Takingan aggressiue stancewith respect to tax haven seek to limit the use of treaties through investmentand

treaties in rulings holding companies. However, the report states that
The report recommends using the rulings to impress these provisions do not.appear to be effective in pre-
upon taxpayers that the IRS does not condone treaty venting the abuse of treaties through the use of holding
shopping. 9 For example, the IRS could issue a ruling companies. The report suggests the following options to
that back-to-back royalties paid by corporations in a help eliminate third country use of treaties:
treaty country are U.S. source income and are therefore
not exempted by the treaty language. io This rulng (a) amendmentof the holding company provisions (Art.
would result in treating as U.S. source ncome royalties 16) to deny reduced rates of taxation of companies

that are either:
paid by a U.S. licensee to a company in a treaty country (i) owned 25 percent by non-residents of
which are then paid to a third company.

or more

the treaty partner; or

The report also recommendsthe use of rulings to inform (ii) whose income is subject to tax in another state
investors that certin transactions will be scrutinized to at a rate substantially less than the normal ap-
determine whether parties are entitled to get the benefit plicable corporate rates;
of treaty provisions. (b) amendment of Art. 16 to deny treaty benets to a

company if more than a certain percentage of its

gross income is passive income; and
7. Closer coordination between the International Tax (c) a direct approach, denying treaty benefits to tax-

Counsel, the IRS and the Tax Divisin of the
payers structuring certain activities (i.e. royalties)

Departmentof Justice. solely to take advantageof reduced tax rates.

4. Extensionof anti-abuseprovisionsto active

B. Changes in treaty policy businesses

This proposal would expand Art. 16 and other treaty
To linit the use of tax haven treaties by third country shopping provisions, such as the anti-holding company
residents, the report suggests several policy changes. rules, to all activity carried on by corporations owned

by third-countryresidents.
1. Changes in the treaty network

The strongest suggestion set forth by the report to limit 5. The second withholding tax

treaty abuse is for the U.S. to terminate treaties with The U.S. inposes a tax on dividends and interest of
tax havens. Treaties specifically mentioned as abused are foreign corporations earning a certain percentage of
those with the Netherlands Antilles and former U.K. their income in the U.S. This tax is waived in some

territories. Recognizingthat non-tax cnsiderationsIay treaties.
prevent such an anti-treaty stance, the report recom-

mends that treaties with tax havens be limited, as
The report recommends requiring the imposition of
this tax when the treaty partner does not mpose a tax

possible, and that the treaties include provisions over-

riding local secrecy laws. on payments out, a move which would prevent the in-
come from being paid by the treaty country to the

To prevent countries from becoming tax havens, the owner of the ncome free of tax (see VI.C.3.).
report recommends that limited treatiesbe entered nto
with potential tax havens. Such treaties should contain: 6. Insurancepremium exemption
provisions with procedures for dealing with transfer
pricing and allocation problems by competent author- The U.S.-U.K. treaty exempts payments of insurance

ities; non-discrimination provisions; strong exchange of premiums to a U.K. enterprise from the excise tax on

information provisions; and termination provisions insurance premiums paid to foreign jnsurers. To elimin-

which would allow either party to terminate the treaty ate abuse of this provision, e.g. through payments of

if anti-abuseprovisionswere not being enforced or other premiums to residents of treaty partners to companies

obligationswere not met. located in tax havens, the report suggests eliminationof
this exemption. Another option is to limit this exemp-

2. Change to source cbuntry.taxation tion to those foreign insurers who do not reinsure risks

The report recommendsa move from the present system 9. One such ruling is Rev. Rul. 80-362, which is reproduced in

which gives primacy to tax to the income earner's coun- 35 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation 4 (1981) at

try of residence (except for business income nd income 178.

from real property, which are taxed at the source coun- 10. Back-to-back royalties are royalties paid through a tax haven ,

try). This policy should be reexamined in light of the entity (i.e. froma U.S. entity to a Netherlands Antilles entity

abuse of the provisions by tax haven jurisdictions and and then to another entity) in order to take advantage of a tax

reductionprovided for in a tax treaty.
jurisdictions with the potential to become tax havens. 11. The report recommends, for example, requiring U.S.
The report suggests a policy giving the source country

persons
doing business overseas to report the nature of their transactions

the rimary right to tax income, as well as a restriction in order to enable the IRS to identify returns where audits would
of income that s considered business profits. be appropriate.
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and audited. The report set forth several technical After a discussion of the U.S. treaty network, the forms
options for eliminating the use of straddles, but does of use of tax treaties, the use of treaties for the evasion

i . not address the problem of straddles in tax havens of U.S. tax, the problems which result from treaty
specifically. shopping, and the administrationof the treaty network,

the report gives several reasons as to why the effective
11. Requiring documentary evidence with respect to administration of tax treaties and their anti-abuse pro-

tax haven deductions visions is limited:
The specific disallowance of tax haven related deduc- (1) effective enforcement is dependent upon the full
tions unless clear and convincing evidence establishing and willing cooperation of the treaty partner's tax
the occurrence and substance of the transaction,and its administration, including a commitment of re-

amount, would emphazise that the burden of proof with sources and availability of expertise;

'f,
respect to such transactionsis on the taxpayer. (2) a meaningfulexchange of information,necessary for

the proper administration of treaties, depends upon
12. Adoptionof a no-faultpenalty the scope of the exchange of information article of
The report states that adoption of a no-fault penalty the treaty. These articles do not override local com-

(i.e. a penalty in which the fault or reason for the mercial secrecy laws or customs,with the result that

deciency need not be decided) of 50 percent of any the U.S. cannot get information to determine
substantial tax haven related deficiencywould place the whether the treaties are being used improperly;
taxpayer at some risk in respect to questionable tax (3) greater resources must be devoted to administration;
haven transactions and would curb the use of abusive and

deductiongenerating transactions. (4) practical considerations, such as the attitude of
countries towards auditing tax haven entities.

13. Amendment of loopholes n the foreign trust The report also states that IRS .rulings have been incon-
expatriationand resdenceprovisions sistent with respect to treaty shopping, a reflection of

The report recommendseliminatingthe sale or exchange the nconsistent attitudes of Treasury and Congress, and

exception (in Sec. 679 of the IRC) with respect to that there is a lack of adequate coordination between

foreign trusts, consideration of provisions to minimize Treasury's Office of InternationalTax Counsel, the IRS,
the use of foreign trusts by persons who later become and the Tax Division of the Departmentof Justice.
residents, and elimination of .the exceptions for testa- To limit the abusive use of treaties, the report suggests a

mentary transfers. number of administrative, legislative and treaty policy
changes.

VI. TAX TREATIES A. Administrativechanges

A major section of the report is devoted to a discussion 1. Move to a refund system ofwithholding
of the use of tax treaties to decrease U.S. tax liability. The report suggests replacement of the existing with-
While the use of tax treaties is often not fraudulent, the holding system by a refund system. After the withhold-
report states that some of it is abusive and counter to ing of taxes normally due, the reduced rates allowed by
U.S. tax policy and provides a number of examples to a treaty would be available only upon application for a
this effect. Despite the abuse of treaties, a number of refund by the investor. As an alternative to or part of
treaties -without any legitimate economic purposes are the refund procedure, certification that the investor
still in effect. The abuse of the treaties takes place qualifies for the treaty benefits could be required from
through transactions within the literal language of the the treaty partner. The certification system is used
IRC and the treaties,becauseof the followingconflicting today by several European countries to verify the
policy objectives: encouraging foreign investment in the applicabilityof treaty benefits.
U.S. and the free flow of investment capital; not treat-
ing foreign investment differently from investment by 2. Expansion of audit coverage of foreign investors
U.S. persons; and not providing incentives for foreign claiming treaty benefits
investmentby U.S. companies.

Increasing audits and clearer directions to revenue
One of the areas of abuse with which the report is agents are recommended.
concerned is treaty shopping: the use of tax treaties
by residents of third countries.While the benefits of tax 3. Periodicreview of treaties
treaties are in principle intended to inure to residents of
treaty countries and treaties often limit their benefits to This option could include providing notice of termin-

residents, the term resident is broadly defined in ation of treaty partners with whom existing treaties are

treaties. As a result, treaty advantages often inure to abused, coupled with priority reneogtiation of the

third country residents. Third country residents then treaties.

minimize U.S. income tax on U.S. investmentsby taking
advantage of the reduced rates of tax on income paid 4. Strengthening the exchange of information article

from the U.S., the low tax rates in the tax haven, and to override local bank secrecy provisions.
the low rate of tax on distributions to the investors This would ensure that information necessary for effec-
from the tax haven. tive tax administrationis available.
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or managed and controlled in a haven. Another ap- ation by controlled foreign corporations as subpart
proach would be to treat income of controlled foreign F income. This proposal has the advantage of being
corporations not taxed above a certain level as subpart easier to administerthan (a); and
F income. The addition of such a targeted approach (c) addressing. the issues of whether service and con-
to the Code would provide a clearer focus to the IRC, struction ncome should be left alone for competi-
give more certainty to foreign transactins, and elimin- tive reasons and whether the export of technology
ate some of the technical issues encountered in tax without the taxation thereof should be continued.
haven transactions. This approach would require defini-
tion of the term tax haven. 5. Merger of the foreignpersonalholding company and

i subpartF prouisionsAn alternative approach would be to target subpart F so

that it would apply exclusively to tax havens. However, The report recommends the merger of the foreign per- ,

the report recommendsexpandingsubpart F rather than sonal holding company provisions nto subpart F to
narrowing it, so that non-tax havens used in a manner simplify and rationalize their application and to elimin- :

:similar to tax havens will be subject to subpart F. ate the avoidance of investment in U.S. property rules
of subpart F by structuring nvestment through a

2. Adoption of a management and control test for foreign personalholding company.
asserting United States taxing jurisdiction over

foreign corporations 6. Income of foreign banks
This proposal would subject to U.S. taxation those As an alternative to the regulatory solution offered n
foreign corporations which under present law are taxed V.A.8, above, the report suggests amending the code to
only on their U.S. source income. If used in addition taxpayers irrevocable election to treat incomegive an as
to the present rule, it would facilitate IRS taxation of effectively connected or not. If the election is made to
foreign source income and eliminate the need to use treat income as effectively connected, any treaty bene-
Sec. 482t allocate income from tax havens. fits with respect to the nterest payments would also

have to be waived.
3. Change in control test

To decrease attempts to decontrol tax haven corpora- 7. Captiue insurance companies
tions (thus avoiding subpart F treatment), the report Two legislative changes are proposed to decrease the use

suggests reducing the percentage ownership test for of captive insurance companies. First, subpart F could
foreign controlled corporations to 50 percent (at pre- be extended to include premiums received by a con- (
sent, ownership of more than 50 percent is required), trolled foreign corporation for nsuring related persons.
and to reduce to one percent (from 10 percent) the level An alternative would be to clarify the application of the
of stock ownership used for determining when a U.S. foreign base company services ncome provision to cap-
person is a U.S. shareholder. Consideration of a 25 per- tive insurance companies.
cent control threshold for corporations formed in tax
havens is also suggested. Here, as with the administrative 8. Shipping income
proposals, the report recommends amendment of the Existing provisions exempt shipping income reinvestedtreatment of paired stock (i.e. when shares of two n the shipping business from subpart F ncome: the
corporations can only be transferred as a unit) so that report recommends consideration of measures to taxstock of one corporation pairedwith the stock of a this ncome directly.second corporation will be considered as owned by the
second corporation (see V.A.5, above). This change 9. Amendmentof the IRC de minimusexclusion fromwould subject the corporationto subpart F treatment. foreign base company income

Present IRC provisions exempt from taxation as foreign4. Seruice and construction income
base company income all income of controlled foreign

The common use of tax havens by these industriespre- corporations with less than 10 percent of their ncome /

sents unique problems. The report's concern with en- as foreign base company income. To eliminate the use
forcement and resource limitations is evident through of this exception by large companies sheltering signifi-
the report's discussion of taxation of these industries. cant amounts of income, the report suggests amendment
The report suggests: of the de minimis exclusion to include a dollar limita-

(a) with respect to servicesncome, adding a branch rule tion on the exception.
to the foreign base company services ncome pro-
visions. Such a provision, already found in the sales 10. Adoption of provisions to eliminate commodity
provisionsof subpart F, would result in treatmentof shelters using tax straddles
the services ncome of a branch as though it was Tax straddles are paper transactionsmotivated solely by
derived by a wholly owned subsidiary of a con- tax considerations, used to defer income by producing
trolled foreign corporation. This would subject to ordinary losses in one year and capital gains in the next
subpart F treatment any such services income, thus year. The taxpayer benefits by the difference between
resulting in U.S. taxation of undistributed profits the tax saved on the ordinary loss and the tax paid on
from tax haven activities; the capital gain. Straddles can exist as either domestic or

(b) with respect to services income, to treat services in- tax haven situs transactions, the latter being used to
come performed outside the country of incorpor- decrease the chance of the transaction being discovered
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Two problem areas specifically mentionedby the report poses which assume the full risk of insuring can realize

are the allocation of income from the performance of income free of tax. The IRS has ruled, and the Tax

services and the transfer of intangibles. Court has upheld, in Carnation Co. v. Commissioners,7

that premiums paid by a domestic corporation and af-

3. Subpart F regulations filates to a captive insurance company or to an ndepen-
dent insurance company with reinsurance by a captiveThe subpart F sections of the IRC tax U.S. shareholders

of controlled foreign corporations on their proportion- are not deductiblebecause there is no shiftingof the risk.

ate share of certain activities of undistributed profits The ruling and case also held that these companies are
8

from tax haven and certain other activities. Existing not nsurance companiesfor tax purposes.

regulations require subjective judgements to determine The report states tht captive insurance companiescon-

whether a transaction falls within subpart F. The report tinue to exist, despite the results of the ruling and Tax

recommends reviewing the regulations with a view to Court case, and that they are beginning to underwrite

eliminating the need for these re4uirements. In particu- unrelated risks in an effort to avoid the Carnation hold-

lar, the report recommends clarifying the regulations ing. According to the report, the IRS should considr

interpreting foreign base company service income (i.e. publishing a ruling that a captive insurance company can

income subject to subpart F). be fragmented for purposes of determiningdeductibility
of premiums. If this is done, premiums paid by related

4. Sec. 269 and the accumulatedearnngs tax companies would not be deductible even if a certain

Sec. 269 of the IRC allows the IRS to disallow a tax amount of premiums was paid by unrelated companies.
benefit if the rincipal purpose of the acquisition of In a case decided after the publicationof this report the
control of one corporation by another is the evasion or Ninth Circuit has upheld the Commissionerin an appeal
avoidance of tax by securing a tax benefit. The accumu- by Carnation, rejecting the company's claim that it was

lated earnings tax imposes a penalty tax when a corpor- entitled to deductions for the portion of an insurance
ation unreasonablyaccumulatesearnings for purposes of premium ceded by an independent insurance company
avoiding the income tax on the shareholdersby accumu- to.Carnation'scaptive insurance company.
lating instead of distributing the earnings. The report
indicates that the extent to which Sec. 269 and the 8. Foreign bank income
accumulated earnings tax could apply to tax havens has To prevent the avoidance of U.S. tax by foreign banks
not been explored and recommends a review of these through the booking of loans at tax haven branches, the
provisions and the publication of a series of rulings to report recommends the amendment of regulations so
show their applicability to tax haven transactions. that income of any foreign bank loans negotiated is

deemed effectively connected with the U.S. regardless
5. ReconsderationofRvenueRuling54-140 of where booked. Effectively connected income is sub-

Rev. Rul. 54-140 4 held that a distributionof the stock ject to U.S. tax.
of a subsidiary to the shareholders of the parent is a

dividend which results in a brother/sister relationship B. Options requiring legislation
and not a parent/subsidiaryrelationship.Taken together
with Rev. Rul. 80-213, which applied the ruling to the The report states that the levels of use of tax havens and
pairing of stock, 5 the ruling enables corporations to the potential for eroding th U.S. tax base through the
avoid controlled foreign corporation status, and there- use of havens merit consideration of legislative changes
fore to avoid subpart F treatment. The report encour- in the way the U.S. taxes tax haven income. It sets forth
ages the IRS to reevaluate its position in Rev. Rul. the following options.
54-140.

1. Expansioiof subpart F.
6. RevocationOf acquiescence in CCA, Inc.

The report recommends the expansion of subpart F by
In CCA, Inc. v Commssioner6 the Tax Court held that a adding a provision which would tax all of the tax haven
foreign cororation in which 50 percent of the voting ncome of controlled foreign corporations. Two sug-
rights were held by U.S. shareholdersand 50 percent by gested provisions are mentoned. First, the report sug-
non-U.S. shareholders was not a foreign corporation.As gests inclusion, in subpart F, of income of controlled
a result, such corporationsare not considered controlled foreign corporations formed or resident in tax havens,
foreign corporations. The IRS acquiesced to this result.
The report encourages the IRS to review its position,
stating that, in this case, the powers held by foreign 4. 1954-1 C.B. 116.

'

shareholders in the company did not differ significantly 5. 1980-28 I.R.B. 7. The pairing of stock occurs when the

from those held by foreign shareholdersin cases won by shares of two companies are tied together and can be transferred

the IRS. only as a unit.
6. 64 T.C. 137 (1975), acq: 1976-2 C.B. 1.

7. Captive nsurance companies 7. Rev. Rul. 77-316., 1977-2 C.B.53,71 T.C. 400 (1978);

Captive insurance companies are wholly owned sub- affirmed, No. 79-7218 (9th Cir., Mar. 6,1981).
8. There is a U.S. tax advantage to being taxed as an insurance

sidiaries formed to insure risks of the parent and its
company. One result of this case. is that premium payments by

affiliates. These insurance companies are formed be- subsidiaries to captive insurance companies are treated as con-

cause while no deduction is allowed for self-insurance, structive dividends to the parent and contributionof capital to
companies considered insurance companies for tax pur- the captive.
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(2) tax motivatd transactionswhich are consistentwith the report comments on the difculties which may be
the letter and spirit of the law (e.g. to increase the encountered in bringing about changes in this area.

amount of foreign taxes paid and credited against Thus, if the options set forth in the report are adopted,
U.S. taxes); additional resources must be devoted to international

(3) use (through aggressive tax planning) that takes enforcement efforts. Conflicts between fiscal and other

advantage of an unintended or administrative loop- policies must be reconciled: the options'set forth by the
hole (e.g. using captive nsurance companies and report are presented purely from a tax administration
investmentcompanies);and standpoint.

(4) use of tax havens for tax evasion, where the tax-

payer tries to escape legal obligations through fraud- A. Administrationoptions
ulent means. The followingoptions could be pursuedwithout changes

The report states that decisions to not tax transactions in legisltion.
or to attempt to attract offshore business are legitimate
policy decisions of foreign governments. The U.S. tax 1. Burdenofproof
advantage from using tax havens is providedbecause the

The taxpayer has the burden of proof to establish
low tax rates are used together with the U.S. system of

now

the tax consequences of a transaction. To encouragedeferral of earnings of foreign corporationsand the U.S.
system of consolidation of world-wide foreign tax cre-

agents to ensure that this burden has been met, IRS

dits. agents could be given instructions, and taxpayers given
notice through a series of regulations or rulings, to den

Several reasons for the use of tax havens in addition to deductions or reallocate income when the taxpayer has
low tax rates are given: confidentiality; freedom from not established entitlement to a deduction or when
currency and banking controls; the receipt of higher valuations or proper pricing methods have not been
interest rates and the ability to borrow at low nterest established.
rates; an the protection of assets of companiesoperat-
ing in potentiallyunstable countries. 1

2. Section482 regulations
Sec. 482 regulations empower the IRS to ensure that

IV. OBJECTIVES IN U.S. POLICY TOWARDS TAX transactions between related parties are conducted at

HAVENS arm's length by allowing the IRS to make allocations to
determine the true taxable ncome of group members if

In summarizing U.S. policy towards tax havens to date, taxable ncomes are understated. Problems exist with
the report points out a conflict between a U.S. tax respect to the present Sec. 482 regulations because of
policy against tax haven use and other policy objectives, dependence on comparable uncontrolled prices as a

such as maintaining the competitive position of U.S. measure for arm's length prices and because of the sub-
businesses exporting and nvesting abroad, maintaining jective judgementswhich must be made.
tax equity as between investment in the U.S. and invest-
ment abroad, the need for fair rules for taxing foreign

The report recommendsthat the Sec. 482 regulationsbe

investment, administrative efficiency, foreign policy. analyzed with a view toward amending them to ease

administrative burdens on taxpayers and on the IRS,considerations,and the promotion of investment in the
and to achieve greater certainty in pricing international

U.S. These conflicts, the report continues, are reflected
transactions. The report does not suggest specificin the ambiguities and compromises found in the pre-

any

sent U.S. legislation ntended to deal with international solutions, but rather recommends that a major study be

taxation in general and tax havens in particular. undertaken, with the nvolvement of the business com-

Throughout the report, references are made to the com-
munity, to identify and resolve problems. Several ex-

plexity of the legislative provisions that apply to inter- amples of approaches that might be taken to Sec. 482
2

national transactions in general and to tax haven trans-
are given. New regulationsmight take a profit-splitting

actions in particular. approach where the IRS would look at the functions of
the related entities and attempt to split the prots
between them. Another approach would be based on

the unitary tax system nw used by several states. 3

V. OPTIONS FOR CHANGE
1. The report limited its study to those countrieshaving low tax

After an extensive discussion of the patterns of use of rates and high levels of bank or commercial secrecy. .Additional
tax havens and the provisionsof U.S. tax law that apply characteristics of tax havens often include: the importance of

to tax havens, the report presents a number of admin- banking and other nancial activities, modern communication

istrative and legislative changes which might help in facilities; lack of currency controls on foreign deposits of foreign
curtailing tax haven use and easing the government's currency,and self-promotionas an offshore nancialcenter.

administrative burden in this area. The options presen-
2. The report cites as a problem with adopting new Sec. 482

ted are directed toward restricting the legitimate, i.e. regulations a report by the OECD describing acceptable transfer

legal, use of tax havens. While recognizing that fraud- pricing practices very similar to the present Sec. 482 regulations.
The OECD report was intended to encourageuniformity in trans-

ulent uses of havens would not be preventedby changes fer pricingpractices.
in substantive rules, the report states that additional 3. For a discussion of the unitary tax, see Redmond,J.: Iden-
administrative effortsand rational tax rules might dis-

. tifiaton of the Source of Income - The Unitary System of Tax-

courage. fraudulent use and make.it easier to detect. ation, 35 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation 3

Throughout the discussion of the options for change, (1981) at 99.
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Hich ichtso-theU.S.TreasuryDepartmentReporton

Tax Havensand theirUse by U.S.Taxpayers
by V. Tkachenko *

I. INTRODUCTION

On January 12,1981, a report entitled Tax Havens and Their Use by
United States Taxpayers - An Overviewwas released by the Departmentof
the Treasury. Written by Richard A. Gordon, then Special Counsel for Inter- Contents
national Taxation in the Internal Revenue Service, the report contains an ex-

tensive discussion of tax havens, with sections on the characteristics of tax I. INTRODUCTION

havens, statistical data on the use of tax havens, the U.S. provisions for the Il. LEVELSOF USEOFTAX HAVENS
taxation of international transactions and the anti-avoidance provisions, III. TYPES OF TAX HAVEN TRANS-patterns of use of tax havens, includingan examinationof tax haven uses to

ACTIONSfacilitate evasion of U.S. taxes and the use of tax treaties to facilitate the use

of tax havens, and existing United States information gathering and admin- IV. OBJECTIVES IN U.S. POLICY TO-

istrative practices. Options for administrative, legislative and treaty changes WARDS TAX HAVENS

are set forth in the report. This article summarizes the material in the report, V. OPTIONS FOR CHANGE

with particular emphasis on the options it presents for decreasing the use of A. Administrativeoptions
tax havens by United States and other taxpayers. B. Options requiring legislation

VI. TAX TREATIES
A. Administrativechanges

Il. LEVELS OF USE OF TAX HAVENS B. Changes in treaty policy

Vll. INFORMATIONGATHERING

Treasury's concern with the use of tax havens is based, at least in part, on VIll.ADMINISTRATION
data that activity through tax haven entities is increasing. Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) data indicate that in 1976, the total of assets controlled by

IX. CONCLUSION

U.S. corporations and formed in tax havens equalled $55.4 billion (17.6 per-
'

cent of the world-wide assets of U.S. controlled foreign corporations),up
from $11.7 billion (12.1 percent) in 1968. Data from the Department of
Commerce indicate a five-fold increase in direct nvestment levels in U.S.
controlled tax haven business in the period from 1968 to 1978 (from $4.7 to $23 billion), and a nine-fold ncrease
in the earnings of tax haven entities (from $0.5 to $4.4 billion). These increasesn tax haven related investmentout-
stripped increases in non-tax haven business investment during the same period, which experienced an increase from
$57.2 to $145.2 billion, an increase of two and one-half times. Earnings of non-tax haven entities increased from
$6.0 billion to $21.3 billion, an increase of three and one-half times. Additionaldata indicate that tax haven entities
are used more in certain industries, such as transportation, contract construction, finance, msurance, real estate and
banking, than in other industries.

Though more difficult to measure, foreign investment through tax havens is also increasing.The study cites IRS data
n non-resident alien gross income paid by U.S. payors and incomplete data from the Commerce Department on
direct investment in the U.S. The figures ndicate that the level of foreign investment in the U.S. from tax havens is
high. Payments of U.S. gross dividends, interest and other income payments to recipients in havens increased by $1.9
billion in 1978. Expressed as a percentage, this amount equals 42 percent of all payments to non-resident aliens.
The report als notes that, in 1978, nearly 80 percent of U.S. gross ncome paid to tax.havenswent to foreign corpor-
ations.

The report was also concerned with the levels of use of tax havens to further non-compliancewith U.S. tax laws.
However, in this area, the lack of informationmade reliable estimates mpossible to develop. Problemsin measuring
this type of tax haven use include the launderingofmoney and the protectionof anonymity of accounts in tax havens.

Ill. TYPES OF TAX HAVEN TRANSACTIONS

The study loosely categorizes tax haven use into four groups:
(1) uses that are not tax motivated and may have no United States tax mpact (e.g. to avoid currency and control

requirementsor to minimize the expropriationof business assets)

* Staff member of the InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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This valuation will require that costly valuations must or business from thedefinitionof a US. realproperty
be undertaken each year (perhaps more than once a interest- See II above.
year) by reason of its gain on fair marketvaluation. The
formula will require expensive appraisals from indepen-
dent parties of the corporation's realty holdngs, both V. NON-RECOGNITIONRULES
domestic and foreign (if any) and f all its other trade
or business assets (presumably including goodwill). The The Act provides that (subject to regulations yet to be
burdensome nature of this determination is compound- published) gains covered by the Act can enjoy the
ed by the statutory language which indicates that if the benefit of the Non-Recognition Rules, provided that
corporation meets the RPHC test at any time within the this does not result in their escapi:ng tax at any later
specified five year period, it so qualifies. This rule could stage. It is important to ensure that Non-Recognition
virtually require daily calculations and appraisals which should apply in the case of a disposal of the shares of a
would constitute an immense burden in terms of effort RPHC by a foreign corpration to a second foreign cor-
and expense. It is suggested that, by statutoy amend- poration within the same group, in the course of an

ment, or by regulation, the determination process intemal reorganisationwhere the shares involved remain
should be substantiallysimplified. within the same ultimate beneficialownership.
The additional costs describedin this sectionwill put an

undue and costly burden on the industrial investments
of foreign enterprises in the U.S. and threfore discrimi- VI. DEFINITIONOFASUBSTANTIAL INVESTOR
nate thm in comparison to U.S. owned enterprises.
Such a discriminationis clearly contrary to the principle The compliance requirements,relatingto a substantial
of free trade. and equal treatmentstrongly advocatedby investor are expect.ed to involve major corporate
the ICC. groups in exceptionaly heavy compliance responsibili-}

ties. They are expected to identify shareholders whse
pro-rata share of U.S. real property nterests exceeds 1

Ill. DETERMININGCONTROL U.S. $ 50,000 n fair market value. The ICC believes
that this requirement will be unworkable in practice

The legislation contains special rules for the treatment because many corporations issue bearer stock, which is
of controlling interests where a RPHC is involved. Con- transferable on delivery. They cannot maintain records

trolling interest means 50 percent or more of the fair of the holders of this stock and the information is not
market value of all classes of stock of a corporation. In made available to them. Even where this serious obstacle
cases where there is no market quotation,and where the does not exist,, it s essential to reduce the heavy com-

capital of the corporation:comprises two or more classes pliance costs by increasing the above-mentionedprorata
of stock, it may be necessary to arrange for frequent share to a fair market value of a minimum of U.S.
valuations of each class in order to ascertain whether $ 250,000per inuestor.
and when a controlling interest existed. Heavy addi-
tional costs and compliance requirements would arise
and would be increasedin those cases where values were Vll. RESPECT FOR INTERNATIONALTREATIES
challenged by the Internal Revenue Service. A more

workable statutory formula shouM be devised. The ICC believes that the provisions made in the legis-
lation for overridingconicting international tax treat-
ies are extremely l-advised. International nvestment

IV. DEFINITIONOF REAL PROPERTY can only take place in a stable legal environment n
which enterprises can assume that the rules of the

The concept of real property for the purposes of the gaime will not be unreasonably changed by the host
Act includes, nter alia, Other personal property country. Even though a four year period is proided
associated with the use of real property. It is the view for renegotiation of conflicting tax treaties prior to the
of the ICC that these terms are much too broad and overriding taking effect, experience has shown that
could lead to the result that assets (such as machinery) there will be many treaties not renegotiatedin that time
situated within land or buildings but purchased for th period. Additionally, the negotiators will in effect be
furtherance of an activity which is not connected with presentedwith an unfair fait accompli by the U.S.
investment in or development of real estate, would Furthermore, by disallowing a stepped-up basis in
contribute towards placing a corporation within the respect of a disposition made to a related party which
category of a RPHC. We therefore recommendthat such is not taxable under existing treaties, the U.S. is, in
assets should be specificay excluded from the defini- effect, unilaterally abrogating those treaties. The ICC
tion of real property. strongly urges that this provision of the Code be
Our main recommendation remains however to exclude amended to accord due respect to international treaty
any real property used in the actual conduct of a trade obligations
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Il. DEFINITIONAND DETERMINATIONOF A

CC S-A-EVE\-
UNITED STATES REAL PROPERTYHOLDING
CORPORATION (RPHC)

The statutory definitionof a RPHC is much too broad,
ON TAXATIONOF FOREIGN INVESTMENT with the result that the scope of the capital gains tax

IN UNITED STATES REAL PROPERTYTAX ACT imposed by the new legislation stretches beyond the

legislative intention to tax only pure gains from invest-

OF 1980 ment in real estate. The following situations can arise:

(A) A U.S. subsidiary of a foreign corprationmay own

U.S. real estate for use in the actual conduct of that
Note to National Committees and Members of the business (e.g. a factory to produce goods for sale, an

Taxation Commission* office building to house the employees of the business,
etc.). Depending upon the ratio of the fair marketvalue

Please find enclosed a copy of the ICC's critiqueof of the real estate, which forms an integral part of the

the U.S. Foreign Investment in Real Property Tax trade or business, to the fair market value of the sub-

Act of 1980 (Doc. No. 180/212 Reu.). The docu- sidiary's total assets held for use in the business, that

ment has been revised in lght of comments re- subsidiary could qualify as a RPHC. The ICC recom-

eived by National Committees and Members of mends that the Internal Revenue Code should be

the Taxation Commission. amended to provide an exception from the term U.S.
Real Property Interest for such real estate, regardless

On April 1, 1981, the ICC ExecutiveBoardgranted of its value in proportionto the total assets of the enter-
advance authorization for the document to be sub-

mitted to the appropriate U.S. legislative and ad- prise.
ministrative officials through the intermediary of (B) If a U.S. subsidiary of a foreign enterprise qualifies
the U.S. Council as a RPHC, by reason of an nvestment motivated

The reason for ths expedited procedure is that ownership of U.S. real property, it could meet the test
of RPHC status, even though separately engaged in a

proposed regulatons under the Act are expected U.S. trade business unrelated to its real estate inter-
within the next two to three months and there is or

normally a sixty day period for comments on the ests, in the event that the value of its real estate equalled
50 percent of the value of all its assets. Accordingly, the

proposed regulations prior to their taking effect. entire gain the shares the sale of the U.S. sub-on on
Additionally, it should be forwarded as soon as

possble to the legislative authorities who will be sidiary would be taxable as a gain on the dispositionof a

U.S. real propety interest, despite the fact that as little
consideringamending legislation. as half of the gan (or possibly no part of the gain at all)
Thus, for the informationofNational Committees, was related to U.S. real property holdings. It is suggest-
the document as will be forwarded to the US. ed that the Code be amended to provide that only a

authorities is enclosed. portion of the gain or disposition of the shares of a

RPHC be taxed, such portion to be calculated by apply-
* DocumentNo. 180/212 Rev. Bis, Original. ing the ratio of the subsidiary's real estate assets to its

totalassets.

Moreover, the taxation by the U.S. of the capital gain
arising out of the disposal of the shares of a U.S. sub-

ISSUES CALLING FOR FURTHER EXAMINATION sidiary engaged in an industrial and/or a commercial
activity in the U.S. by its foreign parent company is

AND APPRAISAL2 contrary to the O.E.C.D. Model Convention (Sect. 13).
The statutory formula for making the annual test to
determine RPHC status of a U.S. corporation is as

I. INTRODUCTORY follows:

As a matter of principle the ICC does not oppose the
Fair market value of U.S. realty

main object contained within the legislation in that it
Fair marketvalue of U.S. Realty + Foreign realty + Trade/business assets

seeks to tax capital gains made by certain foreign per-
sons from disposals of U.S. real property. This object is
not in conflict with the structure of the O.E.C.D. Model 1. In the May 1981 issue we published the article: Foreign In-

Agreement. The effects of the legislation do, however, vestment in Real Property Tax Act of 1980 by Messrs. Herbert

extend much further than this and the compliance re-
H. Alpert and Fred Feingold giving an overview of the new

quirements can be expected to prove extremelyonerous
legislation subjecting foreigners to U.S. tax with respect to gains
from the disposition of interests in U.S. real estate.

to many of the taxpayers involved and, in some cases, We now take pleasure in reproducing Documents No. 180/212
unworkable. Regulations to the Act have yet to be Rev. and 180/212 Rev. Bis, both original versions, in which the
determined and will need to be closely examined by International Chamber of Commerce, Paris, sets forth its opinion
taxpayers during the exposure period. Amendment to on the subject.
the Act itself will also be essential. 2. DocumentNo. 180/212 Rev., Original.
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services bancaires, fiduciaires et comptables disp- dont l'investissements'effectue pourra tre affecte.--

nibles Il demeure toujors, jusqu' prsent, deux lments in-
bonnes communications tlphoniques, tlex et

connus. D'ne part l'administration amricaine,
--

fiscle
ariennes

en l'occurrence le Internal Revenue Service .(I.R.S.)
anonymat dans les rapports avec les investisseurs doit prparer les prescriptions administrativesd'appli-

--

pouvant tre assur. cation sous forme de rglements (regulations). En effet,
L'existence d'une convention fiscale avec les Etats-Unis le lgislateur a laiss l'I.R.S. un certain nombre de pro-
constitue un lment favorable bien que dans certains blmes rsoudre. Il faudra un certain laps de temps
cas l'article se rapportant l'change de renseignements pour que les propositions de la part du fisc soient ren-

entre les deux pays peut faire hsiter certains nves- dues publiques.
tisseurs. D'autre part, la nouvelle convention fiscale entre les
L'investisseur devra selon les donnes conomiques de Etats-Unis et les Antilles Nerlandaises influencera cer-

son placementdcider si la socit trangre investira di- tainement la manire d'effectuer les investissements
rectement aux Etats-Unis ou si, par contre, elle consti- passant par cette juridiction. On connatra sans doute
tuera une filiale amricaine pour entreprendre l'opra- prochainementle rsultat des ngociations.
tion en question. Les nvestisseurs devront tre fort attentifs aux disposi-

tions concernant les renseignements dclarer au gou-
vernement amricain non seulement dans le cadre de la

5. CONCLUSIONS lgislation fiscale mais galement en raison des autres
lois qui peuvent ventuellement leur tre applicables. 50

Les placements immobiliers aux Etats-Unisprsentent
juste tire un trs vif intrt de la part des investisseurs
trangers. Toutefois, les possibilits pour viter toute 50. Deux ois distinctes seront souvent pertinentes: Agricultural
imposition aux Etats-Unis lors de la vente du placement Foreign InvestmentDisclosureActof 1978,7 .U.S.C. 3501-3508et
ont diminu suite au FIRPTA. Dans la plupart des cas, International Investment Survey Act of 1976, 22 U.S.C. 3101-
cette impositiondemeureramodeste et n'influencerapas 3108. Il est vident que d'autres lois peuvent jouer un rle selon
la dcision d'investir aux Etats-Unis. Par contre, la faon la nature e l'oprationenvisage.

0
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en question a t conserv dans le patrimoinedu contri- En outre, certaines convetions fiscales permettent aux

buable pendant moins d'un an il sera considr comme investisseurs de raliser leurs objectifs de faon avanta-
tant une plus-value court term (short-term capital geuse pendant la priode transitoireprenant fin en prin-
gain) et imposable au taux ordinaire. cipe au 31 dcembre 1984. 49 Par exemple[la conven-

tion scale entre le Etats-Unis et les Pays-Bas prvoitSi le contribuable a des bnces mais aussi des pertes,
iI doit tout d'abord solder ses profits et pertes long dans son Article XI(l)la non-mpositionpar les Etats-

terme et ses profits et pertes court terme, 4o Le mon-
Unis de la vnte de titres dans une socit amricaine

tant net des pertes court terme peut tre dduit des par un ressortissantdes Pays-Bas.

plus-values netts long terme. 41 Si les pertes excdent Il en rsulte-qu'un investisseur, rsident ou non aux

les bnfices, des rgles particulires sont applicables Pays-Bas, pourrait envisager la constitutiond'une socit

pour dterminer d'une part leur dductibilit et d'autre nerlandaise qui son tour serait propritaire des titres

part leur report aux annes antrieures et postrieures d'une socit mmobilire amricaine. Les avantages fis-
l'exercice fiscal en cours,

42 caux dont les investisseurs peuvent bnficier aux Pays-
Bas sont bien connus des spcialistes.Il faut galement savoir que les biens pouvantbnficier

de l'imposition spciale sont en gnral limits ceux

qui ne figurent pas dans l'inventaire du contribuable 4. JURIDICTIONSOU L'INVESTISSEUR
comme biens destins la vente la clientle. 43 Chaque ETRANGERAURA INTERET A CONSTITUER
opration doit tre value selon les critres prvus par SA SOCIETE ETRANGERE
la loi et par la jurisprudence.

Antilles Nerlandaises

(ii) Taux d'impositiondes plus-values Il est clair jusqu' l'anne passe, les Antilles Ner-que
En principe, les personnes physiques calculent le mon- landaises et dans une certaine mesure les Iles Vierges
tant de l'impt sur les plus-values long terme en appli- Britanniques offraient les plus grands vantages aux n-
quant les taux normaux sur quarante pour ent de ces vestisseurs trangersdsirant constituerune socit pour
plus-values. 44 Puisque le taux d'imposition le plus lev investir dans l'irnmobilier Etats-Unis. Les avantagesaux

est actuellement 70 pour cent, cela mplique que le taux taient attribuables plusieurs lmentsdont le plus im-
maximum sur les plus-valuesest de 28 pour cent. 45

portant tait l'existence de conventions fiscales lesavec

En ce qui concerne les socits, elles seront gnrale- Etats-Unis contenant des dispositions particulirement
ment imposes au taux de 28 pour cent sur les plus- favorables aux nvestissements mmobiliers. Il en rsul-
values long terme, moins que les taux ordinaires ne tait que ces deux juridictions n'mposaient pas, ou trs

produisentun rsultat plus favorable. 46 peu, les revenus en provenance de biens immeubles aux

Etats-Unis ni les distributions aux actionnaires. En plus,
il y avait diverses mthodes permettant d'viter les m-

(iii) Impositiondes plus-valuesdans le chef des pts amricainssur les plu-values.
contribuablestrangersdisposantd'un intrt Depuis la nouvelIe lgislation amricaine, ces avantagesimmobilieraux U.S.A. ont fort diminu. En outre, le lecteur se souviendraque

La nouvelle lgislation (FIRPTA) tablit le principe que les conventions entre les Etats-Unis et les AntillesNer-
toute vente d'un intrt immobilier, telle qu'elle at landaises et les Iles Verges Britanniques, sont en train
dfinie par la loi par une personne physique non-rsi- d'tre modifie. 49 a

dente ou par une socit trangre est considre Il semble toutefois que les Antilles Nerlandaises con-
comme tant dans le cadre d'une activit commerciale serveront certains avantages et par consquent conti-
aux Etats-Unis et ce partir du 18 juin 1980. Bien que nueront d'tre favorises par les investisseurs. Ces avan-
le fisc amricain n'ait pas encore mis de dispositions tages peuvent tre rsums comme suit:
administratives en la mtire, plusieurs conclusions -- systme fiscal particulirementfavorable
peuvent d'ores et dj tre tires de la nouvelle situa- -- structure et fonctionnement de socits semblables
tion. En supposant que l'investissementatralis par ceux des Pays-Bas
une socit trangre, il ne sera plus possible d'viter -- stabilit conomiqueet politique
l'mposition amricaine par la mise en liquidation de

celle-ci, par un simple change d'un bien immobilier en

Amrique pour un bien situ l'tranger ou par la vente 40. I.R.:C. Para. 1222.

des biens avec paiements diffrs. Ces trois techniques 41. Idem.

ont, jusqu' tout rcemment, souventt employespar
42. Voir notamment I.R.C. Paras. 1211 et-1212.
43. I.R.C. Paras. 1221 et 1231.

des nvestisseurs trangers pour viter l'imposition des 44. I.R.C. Para. 1202.
plus-values aux U.S.A. 47

45. I.R.C. Para. 1.

Par contre, la vente de titres d'une socit trangrepar 46. I.R.C. Para. 1201.

des investisseurs non-rsidents, ne sera pas soumise la 47. Voir Senate Finance Committee Report on H.R. 1212, CCH

nouvelle imposition. 48 Cela pourrait tre considr par
Standard Federal Tax Reporter, Vol. 10 (1980), Para. 6159A.
48. Conference Committee Report l'gard du FIRPTA, P.L. 96-

certains comme une porte chappatoire. Bien entendu, 499, CCH Standard Federal Tax Reporter, Vol. 6 (1981), Para.
cette exemption n'est applicable que dans le cas de ven- 4199E.
deurs, personnes physiques ou morales, tant vraiment 49. Voir note 32 supra.
des non-rsidentsdu point de vue fiscal amricain. 49a.Voir note 12 supra.
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maximum sur les plus-values est actuellement tabli afin de permettre la rconciliation d'une nouvelle
28 pour cent. convention fiscale et la loi, le dlai peut tre port

3. Tombent sous le coup des dispositionsde la loi, non jusqu'au ler janvier 1987. :33 a

seulement les biens immobiliersdtenus par des per-
sonnes et socits trngres, mais aussi ls socits (c) Revenuseffectivementlis un activit commercialeamricaines dont les avoirs en biens mmobiliers

aux Etats-Unis
situs aux Etats-Unis dpassent 50 pour cent de la
totalit des biens meubles et mmeubles. 24 Il en Toute socit trangre considre comme ayant une ac-
rsulte que la vente par un tranger des titres d'une tivit commerciale aux Etats-Unis est impose sur une
telle socit dnomme Real Property Holding Cor- base nette en ce qui concerne son revenu provenant de
poration en abrge

' 66RPHC, est une opration im- cette activite.
' 34 Dans ce cas, la socit trangre tablit

posable mme si le vendeur et l'acheteur sont tous sont revenu imposable de la mme manire qu'une so-
les deux des trangers non-rsidents. cit amricaine. 35 En outre, les taux d'impositionsont

4. Toute distribution effectue par une socit tran-
ceux applicables aux socits amricaines. 36 Il en est de

gre d'un intrt dans un bien mmobilier aux mme pour les socits trangres qui ont opt pourU.S.A. (U.S. real property interest),y compris les cette faon d'imposition selon les principes repris ci-
distributions faisant suite au rachat de titres ou de la dessus 3(b)(i).liquidation de la socit, est imposable. 25 Cette dis-

no.

position a pour objet l'limination de certaines Evidemment, les conventions fiscales peuvent jouer un

techniquesqui auparavantservaient viter l'imposi- rle dans le sens que les socits trangres( part celles
tion des plus-values mme si la socit trangre qui ont volontairement opt pour un traitement fiscal
tait considre comme engage dans une activit sur revenus nets en provenancede biens immobiliers)ne

commercialeaux U.S.A. seront mposes aux U.S.A. sur leurs activits commer-

5. La loi prvoit l'obligationde fournir des dclarations ciales que si elles ont un tablissement stable dans ce
37 Tous les attribuables cet tablisse-au fisc concernant les nvestissements immobiliers pays. revenus

viss dans plusieurs cas et notamment: ment seront mposables aux Etats-Unis.
(a) toute socit dnomme RPHC qui a un ou plu- Puisque toute plus-value ralise lors d'une disposition

sieurs actionnaires trangers. Cette obligationne de certains ntrts immobiliers amricains dtenus par
s'applique pas aux socits dont les actions sont des trangers sera dornavant impose comme si la so-
cotes en bourse. La dclaration, fournir an- cit effectue des oprations commerciales aux Etats-
nuellement, ndiquera les noms et adresses des Unis, il faut examiner en premier lieu la dfinition en
actionnaires trangers; 26

droit cal amricain du terme plus-value (captal(b) toute socit trangre ainsi que les associations gain) et ensuite dterminer les consquences qui en d-
(partnerships), trusts et successions dont un ac- coulent.
tionnaire, investisseur ou bnficiaire a un in-
trt indirect dans le bien mmobilier amricain (i) Dfinitionde plus-value(capitlgain)dpassant $50,000.27 La dclaration, fournir
annuellement,ndiquera les noms et addresses de Normalement le bnfice sur la vente ou l'change d'un

38
toute personne ayant un tel intrt indirect dans bien est imposable au taux ordinaire. Mais si le bn-
un nvestissement immobilier. Le dclarant en

fice provient de la ente ou l'change d'un bien en capi-
informe les actionnaires, associs ou bnfici- tal (capital asset) qui at dans le patrimoinedu contri-

aires. 28 Une exemption est prvue quand la buable pendantune priode d'au moins un an, il sera im-

valeur des biens immobiliers en question ne d- posable au taux rserv aux plus-values long terme

passe pas $50,000. 28 a (long-term capital gains).39 Dans la mesure o le bien

(c) toute personne trangre n'exerant aucune ac-

tivit commerciale aux Etats-Unis et propri- 24. I.R.C. Para. 897(2).
taire direct d'un bien immobilier amricain non 25. I.R.C. Para. 897(d).
couvert par la disposition prcdente, moins 26. I.R.C. Para. 6039C(a).
que la valeur du bien ne dpasse pas $50,OOO. 29 27. I.R.C. Para. 6039C(b).

28. I.R.C. Para. 6039C(b)(3).Il est noter que le fisc est autoris substituer 28a.Idem.
l'obligationde fournir des garanties appropriesdans 29. I.R.C. Para. 6039C(c).
le cas o les personnes cites sub 5(b) ne peuvent 30. I.R.C. Para. 6039C(b)(2).
fournir les renseignements exigs. 30 Les personnes 31. I.R.C. Para. 6039C(g).
qui ne fournissentpas les dclarations requises par la 32. FIRPTA Sec. 1125(a).
loi paieront des amendes qui peuvent aller jusqu' 33. FIRPTA Sec. 1125(c).
$25,000. 31 33a.Idem.

6. En principe et sauf disposition contraire dans une
34. I.R.C. Para. 882(a)(1).

convention fiscale, la loi s'applique toute disposi-
35. Idem.

tion ayant lieu aprs le 18 juin 1980. 32 36. Idem; voir I.R.C. Para. 11.
37. I.R.C. Para. 894 tablit le principe de l'exonration de reve-7. Aprs le ler janvier 1985, la loi prvaudrasur toute
nus pour le calcul des montants imposables dans la omesure

convention fiscale en vigueur. 33 Cette date a t cette exonration est prvue par une convention fiscale avec les
choisie afin d permettre au fisc de rengocier les Etats-Unis.
conventionscontenantdes dispositionsen contradic- 38. I.R.C. Para. 61(a)(3).

l
tion avec la nouvelle lgislation. Dans certains cas 39. I.R.C. Paras. 1201, 1202 et 1223.
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comme constitutives d'une activit commerciale, cette cette possibilit et notammentdans le chef d'une socit
rgle gnrale connait plusieurs exceptions. Par ex- rsidant dans un pays conventionne est vident: tout

emple, l'acquisition d'un immeuble bti dans un but moment elle peut souhaiter revenir au statut suivant le-
essentiel d'investissement ou l'achat d'un bien immo- quel elle n'est pas considre comme exerant un com-

bilier pour le donner en location n'est pas ncessaire- merce aux Etats-Unis. Dans ce cas, les revenus locatifs
ment constitutif d'une activit commerciale aux de ses biens immobiliers relatifs l'anne pour laquelle
U.S.A. 16 il aura t fait recours cette possibilit seraient im-

La notion fiscale amricaine d'mposition sur une base poss au taux de 30 pour cent sur leur base brute. Par

nette signifie que le contribuableest en droit de dduire contre, toutes les plus-values provenant de la ralisation

de ses revenus bruts les dpenses encourues en vue de de biens mmobiliers pouvaient chapper aux impts
produire ou de conserver les revenus concerns, c'est-- amricains.

dire, titre d'indication et non de faon limitative, les
intrts d'emprunts, les frais d'entretien, les taxes im- (ii) Impositiondes plus-values:
mobilires locales et, bien sr, les amortissements. Situationaprs le 18juin 1980

Pendant quelques annes plusieurs membres du Congrs
Amricain se sont plaints du fait que, dans certains cas,

(b) Revenus n'tant pas effectivementlis une des trangers pouvaient effectuer des oprations immo-
activit commercialeaux Etats-Unis bilires aux Etats-Unis chappant totalement aux im-

pts, ou tout au moins en partie, dans des conditionso
Si les revenus d'un bien mmobilier amricain ne sont des rsidents amricains seraient plainement imposs. En
pas effectivement lis une activit commerciale dans 1978 le Congrs a ordonn au Ministre des Finances
ce pays, ces revenus seront imposs sur une base brute (Department of the Treasury) de prparer un rapport
au taux de 30 pour cent, ventuellementrduit en cas sur les revenus provenantde ventes de biens mmobiliers
d'applicabilit d'une convention fiscale tendant viter par des trangersnon-rsidentset socits trangres. Ce
les doubles impositions. 17 La base brute de taxation rapports, transmis Congrs le 4 mai 1979, concluau a

signifie que l'imposition amricaine s'applique aux re- que ces personnes taient rarement imposables l'im-
cettes sans diminutions pour frais y affrents. Il est pt sur les plus-values lors de la disposition de leurs
noter que la convention fiscale actuellement en vigueur biens immobiliers.
entre les U.S.A. et les Antilles Nerlandaises ne permet
pas la rduction de l'imposition un taux nfrieur Plusieurs projets de loi ont ensuite t dposs auprs
30 pour cent pour ce genre de revenus. des deux chambres du Congrs. La loi vote la fin du

mois de novembre at un compromisentre les diverses
(i) Impositiondes plus-valueset revenus ordinaires: thses en prsence. 21 Le but poursuivi, l'impositiondes

Situationavant le 18 juin 1980 plus-values sur la dispositionde biens mmobilierspar les

Jusqu' la toute rcente lgislation amricaine relative personnes physiques et socits non-rsidentes, a t

l'imposition des plus-values ralises par les trangers largement ralis. Les dispositions principales de cette

sur la vente de biens immobiliers, le principal avantage loi peuvent tre rsumesde la manire suivante:

pour un investisseur tranger d'avoir recours une so- 1. Tous les gains et pertes se rapportant aux disposi-
cit trangre qui n'tait pas engage dans des activits tions de biens immobiliers amricains par des per-
commerciales aux U.S.A. rsidait dans le fait que les sonnes physiquesnon-rsidentes(non-residentaliens)
plus-values ralises par celle-ci l'occasion de la vente et par des socits trangres seront considrs fis-
de biens immobiliers situs aux U.S.A. souvent n'y calement comme si le contribuable avaitt en-

taient pas imposables. Ce rsultat provenait du fait que gag dans un commerce (trade or business) aux

les personnesnon-rsidentesy compris les socits tran- U.S.A. et que ces gains et pertes avaientt effec-
gres n'taient pas mposables sur les plus-values rali- tivement lis ce commerce. 22

ses aux Etats-Unis dans la mesure o leurs contacts 2. Les personnes physiques trangres seront imposes
avec ce pays taient limits, 18

un taux minimum de 20 pour cent. 23 Le taux

Suivant les dispositions des Sections 871(d) et 882(d)
du I.R.C., une personne physique ou une socit tran-

16. I.R.C. Para. 871(a)(1).gre n'exerant pas d'activits commerciales aux U.S.A. 17. I.R.C. Para. 1441(a).
peut en ce qui concerne ses revenus en provenance de 18. I.R.C. Paras. 871(a)(2) et 882(a)2.
biens mmobiliers choisir d'tre impose sur une base 19. I.R.C. Paras. 871(d)(1) et 882(d)(1).
nette plutt que brute. Cette disposition permet la 20. Convention fiscale U.S.A. -- AntillesNerlandaises,Art. X.

personne trangre, bien que n'exerant pas d'activits 21. Voir note 1 supra.
commerciales aux Etats-Unis, de dduire de ses revenus 22. I.R.C. Para. 897(a)(1).
bruts provenant de biens immobiliers amricains toutes 23. I.R.C. Para. 897(a)(2). Le taux de 20 pour cent est appliqu
les dpenses s'y rapportant. Une fois ce choix effectu, sur le moins lev des trois chiffres suivants:

il ne peut tre normalement rvoqu sans autorisation
-- le revenu alternatif minimum (alternative ninimum taxable

de l'administration fiscale. 19 Toutefois, plusieurs con- income) qui reprsente essentiellement le revenu imposable aug-
ment de certaines charges personnelles et la dduction de 60

ventions fiscales conclues par les Etats-Unis, y compr.is cent autorise les plus-values. I.R.C. Para. 55.
la Convention conclue ave les Antilles Nerlandaises,

pour pour
les bnfices nets disposition de biens immobiliers-- sur aux

permettent la personne trangre d'effectuer ce choix Etats-Unis durant l'exercice en question.
pour n'importe quel exercice fiscal. 2o L'avantage de $60,000.--
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indirectementest constitue unjquement bien im- tion fiscale la matire l'tranger. Actuellement, lespar un en

mobilier situ aux U.S.A. 5 Antilles Nerlandaises et jusqu' prsent les Iles Vierges
Britanniques paraissent offrir le plus grand chantillon-

(b) Les trusts nage d'avantages, bien que d'autre juridictions puissent
galement en offrir quelques uns. L'atout principal de ,

deux juridictions tient fait qu'elles bnficient
Du point de vue de l'impt sur les successions, l'investis-

ces au

de conventions fiscales favorables avec les Etats-Unis et
seur tranger peut tre tent d'acqurir un bien immo- elles-mmes des impts rduits
bilier en Amrique par l'intermdiaire d'un trust de qu'elles sont pays ou

nuls. 12

droit amricain ou tranger. 6 Une distinction doit tre
faite entre un trust qui exclut dfinitivement le bien
immobilier du patrimoine du fondateur de ce trust et (a) Les impts sur les revenus d'une socit trangre.

un trust qui ne procde pas l'exclusion de ce bien de aux U.S.A.: Gnralits
son patrimoine.

Examinons premirement comment seront imposs
Lorsque le fondateur maintient une partie substantielle les revenus provenant d'un bien immobilier situ aux
de ses pouvoirs de propritaire tels que, par exemple, le U.S.A. o l'investissementest effectu par le biais
droit de recouvrir une partie de la proprit des biens

au cas

composant le trust, 7 la dtention vie de son bien, s le
d'une socit de droit des Antilles Nerlandaises. On

pouvoir de modifier la dsignation des bnficiairesdu
note tout d'abrd, la lecture du trait existant entre

trust, 9
ou le droit de rvoquer le trust pendant une

les U.S.A. et les Antilles Nerlandaises, que les revenus

ne pas
priode de moins de dix ans dater de sa fondation, 10 d'un bien immobilier amricain sont imposables
les biens composant le trust continueront faire partie

aux Antilles Nerlandaises. 13 Ceci constitue le premier
de la succession du disposant. Un trust constitu et non l'unique avantage de recourir une socit des

l'tranger serait, ce point, trait de la mme manire Antilles Nerlandaises.

qu'un trust amricain, 11 L'imposition amricaine d'une socit des AntillesNer-
revenus

Un trust rrvocable, amricain ou de droit tranger, qui
landaises retirant des d'un bien immobiliersitu

ne souffrirait d'aucune des restrictions mentionnes ci-
aux U.S.A. dpend du point de savoir si cette socit
est engage ou non dans des activits commercialesaux

dessus, peut se rvlerutile afin d'viter l'impositionsur U.S.A. Si cette socit y exerce de telles activits, tout
les successionset les donations;par contre, son usage en- qui s'y rattache effectivement est imposable
trane une diminution importante de souplesse et de

revenu

dans le chef de la socit, sur une base nette, l'mpt
contrle et peut galement comporter un certain

sur les socits s'levant actuellement un taux maxi-
nombre de dsavantages en matire d'impts sur les 14

mum de 46 pour cent. L'expressiontre engag dans
revenus. des activits commerciales aux U.S.A. ne peut donner

Nanmoins, un trust constitu en dehors des Etats-Unis lieu une dfinition simple. Si la socit trangre dis-

peut tre envisag par l'investisseur pour la dtention pose d'une succursale aux U.S.A., elle sera considre

des actions d'une socit trangre. S'il est constitu comme y exerant des activits commerciales. Cepen-
correctement, le trust peut permettred'viter les impts dant, il est possible qu'une socit trangre soit con-

sur le patrimoine ou sur les successions dans la juridic- sidre comme exerant des activits commerciales aux

tion de l'investisseur et peut galement simplifier les U.S.A. mme si sans y disposer d'une succursale, ses ac-

questions de dvolution successorale. Il y a lieu cepen- tivits aux U.S.A. atteignent une densit de rapports
dant d'tre prudent dans ce domaine relativement in- commerciaux qui autoriserait l'imposition de ces acti-

explor en matire de conflits de lois. vits, 15

Bien que la plupart des transactions immobilires aux

U.S.A. d'une socit trangre y seraient considres '

3. CONSIDERATIONSEN MATIERE D'IMPOTS 5. Reg. Para. 20.2105-1(f).
SUR LES REVENUS DE SOCIETES 6. Le trust est normalement constitu par un settlor ou grantor

qui transmet un bien une deuximepersonre, le trustee qui de-

Un investisseur tranger prfrera souvent possder des vient le propritaire du bien mais qui est oblig de l'administrer

biens mmobiliers aux Etats-Unis par l'intermdiaire pour un ou plusieursbnciaires.

d'une socit trangre investissantdirectementdans les 7. I.R.C. Paras. 2033 et 2038.

biens immobilierssans passer pas une socit amricaine, 8. I.R.C. Para. 2030.

celle-ci perdant certains des avantages actuellement ac-
9. I.R.C. Para. 2041.
10. I.R.C. Para. 2038.

corde une socit trangre. De plus, les actions d'une 11. I.R.C. Para. 2103;voir notammentReg. Para. 20.2103-1.
socit amricaine peuvent donner lieu une imposition 12. Les deux conventions vont tre modifies prochainement.
sur la succession et sur les libralits comme cela at Le texte de la nouvelle convention avec les Iles Vierges Britan-
dit prcdemment. Dans d'autres cas l'investisseur ac- niques a dj t rendu public; des pourparlers sont toujours en :

querra ses biens immobiliers amricains par le biais cours avec le gouvernemntdes Antilles Nerlandaises.

d'une socit amricaine qui son tour serait dtenue 13. Convention,Art. V.

par une socit constitue l'tranger. 14. I.R.C. Para. 871(b).
15. I.R.C. Para. 864(b); la loi n'tantpas prcise, il faut se rfrer

Le choix de la juridiction trangre est dterminerpar la jurisprudence;voir Rhoades and Langer, Income Taxation of
une tude simultane couvrant, entre autres, l'imposi- Foreign Related Transactions, Matthew Bender, N.Y., Vol. 1,
tion sur les revenus en vigueur aux U.S.A. et la lgisla- Para. 2.31(3).
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InvestissementsImmobiliersRalissauxU.S.A.
pardes Etrangers-CertainAspectsFiscaux
par Eric Osterweil *

1. INTRODUCTION Les diverses considrations fiscales amricaines dont il
faut tenir compte au sujet des impts sur les successions,

Une varit de choix est offerte aux trangers dsireux les donations et les revenus, de mme que les raisons de
de tirer profit de placementset d'investissementsimmo- porter son choix sur l'une ou l'autre juridicton tran-
biliers aux Etats-Unis d'Amrique. La faon dont ces gre sont tudies ici. En outre, cet exposcommentera

placenents ou investissements seront effectus devra la rcente lgislation fiscale aux Etats-Unis intitule
tre dterminepar des facteurs la fois fiscaux et non- Foreign Investment in Real Property Tax Act of 1980
fiscaux. D'un point de vue strictement fiscal, l'investis- (FIRPTA) qui aura un impct considrble sur les in-
seur tranger sera guid par un ensemble de considera- vestissements immobiliers aux Etats-Unis effectus par
tions comprenant le dsir d'viter l'imposition amri- des trangers. 1

caine sur le patrimoine telle que les impts sur succes-

sions et donations et de rduire ou mme liminer les
impts amricainset trangerssur les revenus et les plus- 2. CONSIDERATIONSEN MATIERE D'IMPOTS
values sur capital. SUR LES SUCCESSIONSET LES DONATIONS

En outre, l'investisseur recherchera la scurit juridique
et politique et, dans la mesure du possible, un certain (a) Gnralits

anonymat. Il souhaitera galement rduire les frais et
Un bien immobilierdtenu U.S.A.le tempsncessaire la gestionde ses avoirs aux par une personne
physique trangre peut tomber sous le coup des dispo-

Un certain nombre de solutionspermettent d'atteindre sitions de l'Internal Revenue Code (I.R.C.) concernant
ces buts dans une large mesure bien que la rcente lgis- les successions et donations et notamment dans les cas
lation fiscale amricaine mposant les plus-values ral- de biens de non-rsidents non citoyens des Etats-Unis
ses par des trangers sur leurs uentes de biens immobi- d'Amrique. 2

liers ait considrablementmdifi les possibilitsen la
Non seulement bien immobilier situ Etats-Unismatire. Ces investissementssont souventaccomplispar

un aux

l'intermdiaire d'une socit trangre ressortissant est considr comme inclus dans les biens imposables
d'une personne physique trangre non-rsidente, maisd'une juridiction comme celle des AntillesNerlandaises

ou des Iles Vierges Britanniques. galement les actions dtenues par elle dans des socits
amricaines sont comprises dans ses biens taxables au

titre de l'impt sur les successions. 3 Sur la base de dis-
positions fiscales analogues, les personnes physiques
trangres non-rsidentes peuvent tre imposables sur

TABLE DES MATIERES la donation d'un bien situ aux Etats-Unis, y compris
les biens immobiliers et les actions de socits am-

1. INTRODUCTION ricaines. 4

2. CONSIDERATIONSEN MATIERE D'IMPOTS SUR LES Afin d'viter cet obstacle, un bien immobilieramricain
SUCCESSIONSET LES DONATIONS

ou ventuellement les titres d'une socit amricaine,
(a) Gnralits peuvent tre dtenus par une socit trangre qui sera
(b) Les trusts

son tour directement ou indirectement dtenue par
3. CONSIDERATIONSEN MATIERE D'IMPOTS SUR LES une personne physique trangrenon-rsidente.Engn-

REVENUS DE SOCIETES ral les actions d'une socit trangre sontne pas com-

(a) Les impts sur les revenus d'une socit trangreaux prises dans les biens soumis l'impt sur la succession
U.S.A.- Gnralits d'un tranger non-rsident et n'entranerontaucune im-

(b) Revenus n'tant pas effectivement lis une activit position sur une donation ventuelle mme si l'actif de
commercialeaux Etats-Unis la socit dont l'tranger est actionnaire diretementou

(c) Revenus effectivement lis une activit commerciale

aux Etats-Unis
* Oppenhimr, Wolff, Foter, Shepard and Donnelly; Bru-

4. JURIDICTIONSOU L'INVESTISSEURETRANGER
xelles.

AURA INTERET A CONSTITUERSA SOCIETE
1. Foreign Investment in Real Property Tax Act of 1980, ci-ETRANGERE
aprs dnomme FIRPTA, P.L. 96-499,5 dcembre 1980. Cette

Antilles Nerlandaises loi apporte plusieurs nouveaux articles l'Internal Revenue Oode
5. CONCLUSIONS et modifie certaines autres dispositionsdu Code.

2. I.R.C. Paras. 2103 et 2104.
3. I.R.C. Para. 2104.
4. I.R.C. Para. 2511.
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ABUSE OF BUREAU'S NAME

It has been brought to our attention that a Danish company by the name of
Carlton Press (Valkendorfsgade19, D-1151 Copenhagen K), with a subsidiary
in London of the same name, has been sending out brochures in envelopes
on which the Bureau's name appears both in (large) print and in the stamp
of their franking machine.

We want to make it very clear that the Bureau has never given permission
to anyone to use its name in whatever context. Moreover, the Bureau does
not have, and does not wish to have, any connection with the company or

companiesconcerned.

ml ,I,m Bureau members and subscribers are advised that the Bureau does not carry
any responsibility for the materials advertised by these companiesand that it
considers the use of the Bureau's name as an abuse againstwhich appropriate
steps will be taken.

15th General Assembly of the

Inter-AmericanCenter of Tax Administration (CIAT):

THE CHALLENGEOF TAX ADMINISTRATIONUNTIL THE END OF THE 20TH CENTURY

The challenge of tax administration until the end of the 20th revenue from direct and indirect taxes were equal, z In 1980,
century was the main theme at the 15th General Assembly of t10 of these countries collected.more revenue through indirect
CIAT held from June 29 - July 3, 1981 in Mexico City. Eighteen taxes, although Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela continue to
of the 26 CIAT Member countries were represented as well as collect more revenue via direct taxation.
observers from 19 non-member countries. The following 8 sub-

The following tax reforms foreseen by countrieswithin thejects were discussed: were

next years:
I. The future of the economy and government revenue sys- -- Argentina will reduce the number of taxes and their econ-

tems, by Mr. D. Ibarra, Vice-ministerof Finance of Mexico. omical disadvantages.
II. The evolution of tax administration from 1961 to the -- Colombia will denitely abolish the inheritance tax.

present, by Prof. R. Hoyo, General Coordinator with the -- Ecuador will amend the income tax, the sales tax and the tax
Mexican Federal Entities. on services rendered.

III. The optimization of human resources in tax administra- -- The U.S.A. will reduce gradually the tax rates applicable to
tion, by Dr. D. Baraano, I.L.O. individuals, by 30 percent for 1984, reducing to 50 percent

IV. Future developments in technologyand their impact on tax the marginal rate applicable to the entire income. The dis-
administration, by Prof. R. Curnow, London University. tinction among items of income according to source will be

V. The future of important functions in tax administration also abolished.
which was subdivided into three sub-topics: -- Mexico will simplify the tax structure, as well as the scope
(a) Collection,by Prof. P. Pavesi, former General Director and form of each ne of the taxes currently in force; it will

of Taxes, and Prof. H.B. Wencelblat, both from Argen- codify the various taxes into a Federal Tax Law which will
tina; include the applicable tax rates;it will finally globalize the

(b) Management information, by Dr. J.B. Hom, Director individual income, without making any distinction among
of the Institute for Tax Administrationat the University the items according to source.
of Southern Californa, U.S.A.; Paraguay will implement an individual income tax that will--

(c) Audit, by Mr. A. Strassl, Ministry of Finance, German be global and universal and will transform the sales tax into a
Federal Republic. VAT.

VI. Systems for measuring tax evasion, by Prof. O. Oldman, -- Costa Rica will shortly implement a structural tax reform.
Harvard University, and Prof. D. Holland, Massachusetts -- The DominicanRepublic will reform import duties.
Institute of Technology,U.S.A. -- Venezuela will establish proportional rates for enterprises;

VII. Harmonization at dometic level of tax administration create new taxes on luxury items and capital gains; establish
functions, discussed by Prof. L. Illanes, O.A.S., Washington, a comprehensive VAT with few tax rates and levy a special
U.S.A. tax on rural real property, affecting mainly large .and un-

VI[[.Voluntary compliance of the taxpayer: myth or realty, productiverural land.
by Prof. Dr. E. Danzig, Mexico. The next CIAT General Assembly will be held in Asuncion.(Para-

The InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentationhas been given guay)in June 1982,under the presidency of Mr. G. Prieto Fortn,
permission to publish the official papers of this Assembly. Vice-Minister of Finance of Mexico, newly elected CIAT Chair-
From a survey of 18 CIAT member countries it appeared that in man. The main theme will be Tax evasion and tax compliance.
1961 9 of thesecountriescollectedmore revenue via indirect taxes
than through direct taxation while Colombia, Mexico and Vene-
zuela collected more through direct taxes; in Paraguay the 1. Five CIAT members did not participate in the survey.
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particularly real estate and shares of private corpora- signed to equate the Canadian tax burden imposed on a

tions, from a non-resident to ensure that the vendor has resident investment corporation owned wholly by non-

obtained a certificate from Revenue Canada, Taxation, residents and that imposed on non-residents who invest
before the purchaser acquires the property-failingwhich directly in Canada. To help achieve this result, these cor-

the purchaser becomes liable to pay a certain portion of porations are entitled to pay special capital gains divi-
the purchase price as Canadian tax on behalf of the non- dends out of their total net capital gains, after tax,
resident. To obtain a certificate, the non-residentmust from dispositions of Canadian property. The corpora-
pay a certain potion of the price on account of the tax tion is required to file an election to that effect at or

that he will owe or provide security for payment of the before the time when it pays such a dividend, which is
tax that is satisfactory to Revenue Canada. then exempt from Canadian withholding tax. The new

The new rules require certificates to be obtained on a
rules permit a non-resident-owned nvestment corpora-

non-resident's disposition of a Canadian resource prop-
tion to file a late election to designate a particulardivi-

erty and give separate treatment to the disposition of dend that it has paid as a capital gains dividend, subject
depreciable real property and other depreciable assets to paying a penalty depending on the amount of the

17
used in carrying on a business in Canada. Unlike the delay in filing.
existing rules, these rules do not prescribe a percentage
of the price, or of the taxable gain, that must be paid to XI. WITHHOLDINGTAX
the Canadian tax authorities in order to obtain a cer

tificate that will' protect the purchaser: in these cases, The normal Canadian withholding tax on nterest paidthe amount that must be paid is in the discretion of the by a resident to a non-resident is not mposed on in-
tax authorities -- s always has been the case with terest payable by a resident corporation on an arm's-
respect to the alternative of providing adequate securi-

length obligation issued after June 23, 1975 and before
ty, which is allowed here as well. Presumably the re-

1983 f, under the terms of the obligation, the issuer
quired amount for the non-resident vendor to pay on

cannot be required to than 25 percent of the
account of his tax will be measuredhaving regard to the pay more

principal amount of the debt issue within the first five
amount of the taxable gain, or recaptureddepreciation,

years that it is outstanding, except in the event of
that will be realized on the sale and on any other rel-

failure default under the terms of the obligation. Theor
evant factors. If a certificate is not obtained in these

new rules add a further exceptin if the terms of the
cases, the purchaser may be liable to pay as much as 50

obligation or of any related agreementbecome unlawful
percent of the purchase price on account of the non-

resident's tax, whereas the maximum liability of the
or are changed by legislation or by a court, statutory
board, or commission. These events, too, may permitpurchaser in the case of non-depreciable capital proper- the lender to demand early discharge of the obligationty is 15 percent of the purchase price,15 without prejudicing the exemption of the nterest pay-

These totally discretionary provisions and severe penal- ments from Canadianwithholdingtax.18
ties re unfortunate and, in the event of a disagreement
with the Canadian tax authorities,may make it difficult
for a non-resident to complete a sale of depreciable
property in Canada or of a Caadian resource property. Xll. THE BOUNDARIESOF CANADA

In those cases it may become necessary for the non-resi-
dent first to roll over the assets in question to a private The new rules extend the geographic limits of Canada,
corporationand then to sell the shares. for purposes of the Canadian Income Tax Act, to n-

clude the seas and air space above submarine areas

where natural-resource exploration or exploitation is
being carried out under license from the federal govern-

IX. FOREIGN TAX CREDIT OR DEDUCTION ment or a provincialgovemment.19 The submarine areas

themselves were included in Canada under the Act as it
The rules relating to foreign taxes have been changed read before the recent amendments. This definition is
to deny a credit or deduction for any tax relating to relevant, for example, in applying the rules in the Act
income from Canadian sources that is imposed by an- relating to source of income and differentiatingexplora-
other country on a taxpayer because he is a citizen of tion and developmentexpenses incurred within and out-
that country.16 This change will prevnt United States side Canada.
citizens who are resident in Canada from claimingcredit
against their Canadian tax, or a deduction in computing
their income under the Canadian Act, for U.S. taxes
that they must pay, because of their citizenship, on n-
come arising in Canada.

X. NON-RESIDENT-OWNEDINVESTMENT 15. Section 116.

CORPORATIONS
16. Subparagraph 126(7)(c)(iii). See also subsection 20(12).
17. Subsections133(7.3)-(7.6).
18. Clause 212(1)(b)(vii)(D). See also Paragraph 212(1)(s), sub-

The rules in the Canadan Income Tax Act relating to sections 214(3), (3.1), 215(5).
non-resident-owned investment corporations are de- 19. Section 255.
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Certain technical changes have also been made to the before the migration, and a new taxation year com-

rules applying the branch tax to non-resident insurance mences at the time of migration, and the corporation is

corporations.9 deemed to have reacquired each of its assets immediate-
ly afterward at a cost equal to its fair marketvalue. The
resulting tax is in lieu of the departure tax that- nor- ,

V. TERMINATIONOF NATURAL-RESOURCE mally applies to the capital properties, only, of a person
BUSINESS who ceases to be resident in Canada. As well, the cor-

poration will never again be regarded as a Canadian
The amendments provide that where a non-resident corporation and will therefore not qualify for a num-

ceases to carry on the busi:ness of producing, refining, ber of tax preferences that are granted to Canadian cor-

or processing natural-resourceproducts at a fixed place porations, to taxable Canadian corporations, or to
of business in Canada and either does not recommence Canadian-controlledprivate corporations.11
a business of this type at a fixed place of business in To deal with the retained earnings of the migratingcor-
Canada within the same taxation year or, before re- poration, the new rules extend the application of the
commencing any such business, disposes of a Canadian Part XIV tax, which previously had been strictly a
resource property, there will be a deemed realization,at branch tax. A 25 percent tax is mposed on the fair
fair market value, of the non-resident's Canadian r- market value (whether realized or deemed realized) of
source properties as of immediatelybefore the cessation the retained earnings of the migrating corporationas of
of business. For this purpose the non-resident'staxation inimediately before the migration. This tax is therefore
year is deemed to end at the cessation of business, and in substitution for the Canadian withholding tax that
a new taxation year commences immediatelyafterward, would normally have been imposed on distributions of
at which time he is deemed to have reacquired his retained earnings if the corporation had not migratedCanadian resource propertiesat a cost equal to their fair from Canada. Because of the circumstances in which
market value. Similar provisions apply where a non- this rew Part XIV tx i imposed, it is unlikely that the
resident s a member of a partnership that carried on 25 percent rate will be reduced by any treaty, and it is
such a business in Canada.10 unlikely that the corporationwill be able to claim credit
The term fixed place of business in Canada is new to for this tax in computingany tax that it must pay to its
the Income Tax Act, and no definition of it is given. new jursidiction.12
The term has presumablybeen borrowed from Canada's
experience in negotiating tax treaties, particularly with Vll. FOREIGN AFFILIATES
the United States.

The new rules seem intended to ensure that royalties Some further changes have been made to the rules that

from, and gains on dispositions of, resource properties attempt to impose appropriate levels of tax on Canadian
in Canada, when realized by a non-resident after ter- residents with respect to passive ncome (known as

minating any business in Canada, will not escape Cana- foreign accrual property income) earned by non-

dian taxation under an applicable treaty, or be entitled resident corporations that qualify as their controlled
to more favourable taxation, because there is no per- foreign affiliates. Under the new rules, the foreign
manent establishment, or fxed place of business, in accrual property income of a controlled foreign affiliate
Canada at the time that the income in question is con- will not include a foreign-exchange gan or loss on the
sidered to be realized. redemption or cancellation of shares of the controlled

foreign affiliat or of another foreign affiliate of the
Canadian resident or on the non-arm's-lengthtransfer of

VI. CORPORATEMIGRATION the shares of another foreign affiliate,13 The new rules
also ensure that the inclusion of the relevant portion of

For some time, the Canadian tax authorities have been accrued capital gains or capital losses on a foreign affili-

concerned about the possibility that a Canadian cor- ate's assets in the computation of foreign accrual prop-

porati0n can cease to be resident in Canada, or can shift erty income on the ultimate disposition of those assets

its corporate jurisdiction outside Canada, and thereby, is not cut off by a non-arm's length transfer of the

under shelter of an applicable tax treaty, escape Cana- shares of the foreign affiliate or by its amalgamation
dian tax on its accrued gains and on the distributionof with another corporation.14
its retained earnings. Consequently new rules are

provided for when a corporationincorporatedin Canada

(except a corporationthat was never resident in Canada) Vlll. NON-RESIDENT'SDISPOSITIONOF

(1) has been continued under a corporate jurisdictin CANADIAN PROPERTY

outside Canada or (2) has become resident outside
Canada and as a result has become exempt under a

Since 1972 the Canadian Income Tax Act has required
Canadian tax treaty from Canadian tax on its business a purchaser of certain kinds of Canadian property,
or property or natural-resource income eamed outside

9. Subsections219(4)-(8).Canada. Here too there is a deemed realization at fair 10. Subsection 115(4). See also subsections 66.2(7), 66.4(7).market value immediately before the corporate migra- 11. Section 88.1. ..

tion, but in this case the deemed realization applies to 12. Section 219.1.
'

all the corporation's assets. Again the coporation's 13. Paragraph 95(2)(h)..

taxation year is considered to terminate immediately 14. Paragraph95(2)(f).
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Ill. EMPLOYEETRUSTS AND EMPLOYEE IV. BRANCH TAX
BENEFIT PLANS

For some years, what is now Part XIV of the Canadian
The new amendments attempt to deal with ases where Income Tax Act has imposed an additional tax at.a rate
deferred compensation is provided for employees in a that is now 25 percent (or such lesser rate as is provided
form other than a deferred-income plan -- such as a for in an applicable tax treaty) on the profits earned by
registered pension plan or a deferredprot sharing plan an unincorporated Canadian branch of a non-resident

of type that is specifically recognized in the Income enterprise, to the extent that these profits cannot be- a

Tax Act. Under an employee trust, an employernow regarded as having been reinvested in Canadian business
obtains a current deduction as amounts are contributed assets. This tax was designed to equate, approximately,
to the trust, and the employee-beneficiaries are im- the total Canadian tax burden to a foreign enterprise of

mediately taxed on those contributions, as well as on carrying on business in Canada through a branch with
investment income currently earned by the trust, even that of carrying on business in Canada through a sub-

though the employees' enjoyment of these amounts is sidiary corporation incorporatedin Canada; in the latter
deferred. Under an employee benefit plan, the em- case, Canadian withholding tax would apply on divi-

ployees are not taxable until they receive benefits from dends remitted to the non-residentowner.

the plan, but the employer is not able to deduct his con- The recent amendments address the effect on the
tributions to the plan until that time. Thus in each case branch tax of the subsequent ncorporation in Canada
the timing of the employer's deduction is matched to of such a branch and the transfer to. a new wholly own-
the .timing of recognition of benefits as income to the ed subsidiary corporation, on a rollover basis in ex-

employees. change, or partial exchange, for shares of the corpora-
The rule postponing the deduction of employer con- tion, of Canadian business assets (other than real estate)
tributions to employee benefit plans does not apply, that had been used by the branch. In that case the non-

however, where a contributionis made to such a plan in resident parent will be subject to the branch tax on

respect of an employee who is not resident in Canada any excess of the total far market value of any boot
and is regularly employed outside Canada nd does not received on the transfer plus the paid-up capital of the
relate to services that the employee has performed, or shares received on the transfer over the price (probably
will perform, while he was or will be resident in Canada. tax values) that was elected to apply to the transfer of
The rule also does nt apply if the custodian of the plan these assets for tax purposes.

7 If unrealized .growth in
is not resident in Canada and the contribution in ques- the value of business assets can be repaid to the non-

tion is made in respect of an employee who either (1) resident owner in the form of boot or a return of the
was not resident in Canada at the time or (2) was resi- paid-up capital of the subsidiary's shares, what other-
dent in Canada for. not more than 36 out of the 72 wise would be subject to branch tax (if the branch had
months preceding the date of the contribution and was not been incorporated)on realization,or to withholding
a beneficiary under the plan before becoming resident tax on dividends (if the realization had occurred after
in Canada -- providing that, in either such case, the incorporation of the branch and if the total of the
contribution does not relate to services that the em- boot and of the paid-up capital of the shares issued in

ployee has performed, or will perform, while he was or exchange had not exceeded the tax value of the trans-
will be' resident in Canada otherwise than during the ferred assets) would be transformed into a capital gain
temporary periodjust referred to.2 on disposition of the redeemed shares, which might
As well, the rules requiring a person to inclde in his escape Canadian tax because of an exemptionof capital
employment ncome any current benefits that he re- gains under an applicable tax treaty.
ceived under an employee benefit plan do not apply to On the other hand., where the total of the boot and
a pension benefit relating to services performd by an paid-up capital of shares issued in exchange is less than
employee when he was not resident in Canada.3 Pension the elected value of the transferred assets for tax pur-
benefits paid by a resident in Canada to a non-resident poses, the deficiency is deducted from what otherwise
are not subject to Canadian withholding tax to the would be the bae for paying branch tax for the year in
extent that they. relate to services performed by an in- question and .is also deducted from what otherwise
dividual whe he wasnot resident in Canada and when would be the cost base of those shares to the non-resi-
he was not employed, or. was only occasionally em-. dent owner. If the non-resident enterprise is subject to
ployed, in Canada.4 Canadian tax on capital gains, the latter deduction will

Payments by a Canadian resident to a non-resident limit the amount of any capital loss, or increase the
under an employee benefit plan or an employee trust amount f any capital gain, on the subsequent disposi-
are not subject to Canadianwithholdingtax;s contribu- tion of the subsidiary's shares.8

tions to, and investment income earned by, an employee
trust would already have been taxed to the emplyee-
beneficiaries; and benefits to a non-resident under an

employee benefit plan, if not exempt under the rule 2. Subsection18(10).

previously mentioned, would be taxed to him as income 3. S.ubparagraph6(1)(g)(iii).

from employmentin Canada, which would be subject to
4. Paragraph 212(1)(h).
5. Subsection 212(17).

graduated rates of Canadian income tax in accordance 6. Paragraphs 2(3)(a), 6(1)(g).
with the same tax rate table that applies to resident in- 7. Paragraphs 219(1)(a.4), (k).
dividuals, rather than a flat-rate withholdingtax.6 8. Subsection 52(7).
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RecentCanadianIncomeTax
Amendments:InternationalAspects
by Edwin C. Harris * 1
-

I. INTRODUCTION

The enactment by the Canadian Parliament early in 1981, of Bill C-54, amending the federal Income Tax Act, finally
put nto effect the efforts of two successive governmentsto update and alter the Act. The amendmentsnclude, with
some important modifications, tax changes proposed by the Progressive Conservative government in its budget of
December 1979 as well as by the Liberal government in its budget of October 1980. Dependingon when the amend-
ment in question was first announced or was last significantlymodified, the effective dates of the changes vary (with
some exceptions)between October 1979 and January 1981.

The main thrust of these changes affects the purely domestic aspects of the Cnadian income tax system. Neverthe-
less, there are some significant changes to the rules relating to international transactions, and these changes will be
briefly summarizedn this article.

Il. EMPLOYMENTOF CANADIANSABROAD

In recent years the Canadian tax administrationhas extended its view of the
scope of the residence of an individual under the Income Tax Act. When an

individual is found to be resident in Canada, he is subject to Canadian tax n

his world income. In a revision issued in May 1980 to its Interpretation
Bulletin IT-221, Determination of an Individual's Residence Status Contents

Revenue Canada, Taxation, administrativelyadopted the view that 66[wihere
a Canadian resident is absent from Canada (for whatever reason) for less than I. Introduction

2 years, he will be presumed to have retained his residence status while I I. Emp.loymentof Canadiansabroad

abroad, unless he can clearly establish that he severed all residential ties on Ill. Employee trusts and employee benefit

leaving Canada. This administrativechange meant that many Canadian who plans
moved to other countries for periods of between six months and two years IV. Branch tax
to work on international development contracts would continue to be sub-
ject to Canadian tax on their entire income earned during the period of their V. Termination of natural-resource busi-

stay outside Canada. It was claimed that this administrative attitude put
ness

Canadian engineers and other consultants at a competitive disadvantage in VI. Corporate migration

bidding for contracts of this nature. Vll. Foreign affiliates

The new amendments offer some limited relief. A resident individual who VI ll.Non-resident's disposition of Canadian

works outsid Canada for more than six consecutive months will now be property

exempt from Canadian tax, in certain cases, on up to $50,000 per annum IX. Foreign tax credit or deduction

(reduced proportionately where the qualifying employment is for less than
X. Non-rsident investment

the full calendar year in question) or 50 percent of the qualifying employ-
owned corpora-

tion
ment income earned in the year while resident in Canada -- whichever is
less. To qualify for this exemption, an ndividual must be employed by a

Xl. Withholding tax

Canadian resident, a partnership in which one or more Canadian residents XII. The boundaries of Canada

have more than a 10 percent interest, or a non-resident corporation that
qualifies as a foreign affiliate of a Canadian resident. The contract must
relate to exploration of natural resources or a construction, installation,
agricultural, or engineering activity or any other activity to be prescribedby
Regulationto the Act.

Thus a Canadian resident jndividualwho worked on such a contract for a full
calendar year and was paid $100,000 or more for that year would be exempt
from Canadian tax on $50,000 of that ncome. It will still be worthwhile,
however, for individuals working on contracts of this type in countries that

* Partner, Daley, Black & Moreira;impose little or no tax on this employment income to attempt to establish Professor of Law,, Dalhousie University;
that they have ceased to be resident in Canada. In that case the major Halifax, Canada.
obstacle will be the nev views of Revenue Canada, Taxation,. on the scope 1. Income Tax Act subsections 6(10),
of the concept of residence in the case of individuals. (11).
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F. The Foreign Tax Law (Aussensteuergesetz) the taxation of the ncome and net wealth of certain
foreign-based family foundations in which German

This law was introduced in 1972 and aims at safegllard- taxpayers have an nterest.

ing a German tax claim in specific nternational situa-
tions.

It provides for: FINAL REMARK
the applicationof the dealing at arm's length prin---

ciple in the ase of internationallyaffiliated compa- The tax system (plus the social security system) of the
nies; Federal Republic of Germany is one of the most com-

the introduction of extended limited tax liability plex schemes that can be found. But there is substantial--

for individuals that emigrate from the Federal Re- ground for doubt whether it actually provides, in all n-
public of Germany to low tax countries but main- stances, the appropriate tools the Government needs to
tain substantial economic nterests in the Federal cope with the economic and social problems the coun-

Republic of Germany, i.e. those ndividualsare sub- try is facing these days. Indeed, it appears that its com-

ject to a greater tax burden than in the case of nor- plexity and scope constitute major obstacles to achiev-
mal non-residents; ing the desirable policy goals. It will be necessary in the

- the taxation of individualswith major stockholdings future to keep the door open to fresh ideas which, al-
in German corporations in the event of emigration; though they may lead into areas which were previously
the taxation of the income of German-dominated taboo (and also outside the scope of the article), will--

foreign-based companies based in low-tax countries; ensure the accessibility of otherwise unavailable reason-

and able possibilities for solutions.

HANDBOOKON THE U.S.-GERMANTAX CONVENTION/
HANDBUCHZUM DEUTSCH-AMERIKANISCHEN

DOPPELBESTEUERUNGSABKOMMEN

U.S. tax law described from the e Darstellung des Steuerrechtsder USA
German point of view aus deutscher Sicht

e German tax law described from th e Darstellung des dutschen Steuer-
U.S. point of view rechts aus amerikanischerSicht

o In-depth commentary, per article, on AusfhrlicherKommentar zu jedem
the provisions of the convention Artikel des Doppelbesteuerungs-

abkommens

* Loose-leaf * Regularly updated,by air * Bi-lingual (English/German)
Loseblattausgabe Regelmssige Ergnzungs- Zweisprachig (Deutsch/Englisch)

lieferungen (mit Luftpost)

Further details from/Weitere Informationen sind erhttlich von:

i.. INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION

-- Sarphatistraat 124- P.O. Box 20237 -

1000 HE Amsterdam --the NetherlandsIilllil@ Tel.: 020 - 26 77 26 Telex: 13217 intax ni Cables: Forintax
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of the premium ranging from 10 to 40 percent, depend- (ii) Considerationof losses of foreign-basedpermanent
ing on the kind of nvestment). establishmentsor partnerships
As far as the individual/corporate income tax is con- Where a tax treaty provides for the exemption of the in-
cerned, a tax rebate of up to 30 percent is available. Em- come of a foreign-based permanent establishment or

ployees may claim specic allowances in addition to the partnership of a German taxpayer from tax, no conside-
rebate. ration of its losses (i.e. negative income) would normally

be possible n Germany. However, this law enables the
German taxpayer to request that such losses be taken

B. The Border Area Promotion Law
(Zonenrandfrderungsgesetz) into consideration.

Investments in commercial activities that are carried on (iii) Considerationof losses of foreign-basedsubsidiary
in the area of the Eastern frontier of the Federal Repub- companies
lic of Germanymay, for the purpose of taxes on ncome

Where German taxpayer holds certain percentage ofa a
and profits, benefit from a special depreciation, the

th equity capital of foreign corporationwhich suffersa
rate of which is 40 or 50 percent dependingn the kind
of investment (see also C. below). losses, a reserve may be created for these losses.

(iv) Transferof hidden reserves as contained in a

C. The Investment Premium Law shareholding

(Investitionszulagengesetz) The Law Promoting Investment Abroad also provides
enterprises with the possibility to transfer hidden re-

Investments in commercial activities may benefit from serves as contained in their share to the equity capital
an nvestment premium if the nvestments are made in of a corporation-- in the case of disposal -- into a newly
an area which is defined as a promotion area, and if they acquired share in the equity capital of a foreign corpora-
are regarded as being beneficial for the national econo- tion.

my. Investment premiums are also available for certain These reliefs are available only if a large number of con-
investments in the fields of: ditions are satisfied.

research and development;or--

energy productionor redistribution.--

The actual premium amounts to:
10 percent for nvestments in border areas (see B. E. The Developing Countries Tax Law

--

above); (Entwicklungslndersteuergesetz)
8.75 percent for nvestments in other promotion--

areas; In order to encourage German enterprises to nvest in
20 or 7.5 percent, as the case may be, for nvest- developingcountries, the DevelopingCountries Tax Law

-

ments in the fields of research and development; has been introduced offering certain relief measures.
8.75 percent for nvestments in the field of diversifi---

cation of energy production. Basically, where a German-based enterprise invests in a

developing country, it may create a reserve which is cal-
culated as a percentage of the capital nvested. The ac-

tual amount of the reserve depends on various factors,
D. The Law Promoting InvestmentAbroad including the status of the developing country in

(Auslandsinvestitionsgesetz) which the nvestment takes place. In least developed
countries it is calculated as 100 percent of the capital

In order to facilitate nvestmentsby German enterprises invested; in the remaining developing countries it is 40
in foreign countries, the Law Promoting Investment to 60 percent.
Abroad provides a number of relief measures.

The law further provides that the reserves must be dis-
The following is a very brief description of some of the solved, beginning with the sixth year after their crea-

major provisions. tion, in annual nstallments of generally one-twelfth of
the reserve. Since the amount resulting from the dissolu-

(i) Creation ofprofit-deductiblereserves in case of the tion of the reserves must be added to domestic West
transferof certain items German income, this measure represents a rather gen-

Where a taxpayer transfers items that belong to the erous tax respite for German enterprises. Moreover, a

fixed assets of this German-based enterprise nto a cor- benet can be reaped where certain business assets, par-

poration, partnership or permanent establishment ticularly self-developed intangible assets containing
abroad, he may create in the year of the transfer a hidden reserves, are being transferred. \

reserve up to the amount that represents the profit re- As far as the taxes which are unrelated to profits are

sulting from the dissolution of hidden reserves contain- concerned, the law prescribes that for the net wealth tax
ed in the item being transferred. (Vermgensteuer) and the relevant part of the business
After a dissolution free period of five years, the reserve tax (Gewerbekapitalsteuer) the amount of the created
must be dissolved, i.e. added back to the profit in equal reserve may be deducted from the taxable base (net
annual installmentsover five years. worth).
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(iii)Tax rates (iii)Tax rates

The tax rates also depend upon the degree of consangui- The tax rate is 0.1 percent in the case of debt instru-
nity of the heirs/donees, as follows: ments, and 0.25 percent in the case of shares (general

rule).
Applicable rate of tax

Taxabletransaction Category (4) Other registration taxes and license duties(taxablebase) i II III IV

up to 50,000 3 6 11 20 The West German tax system ncludes a large number of
75,000 3.5 7 12.5 22 registration taxes and license duties which may be levied

100,000 4 8 14 24 at the Federal, State, District or Municipal level. The
125,000 4.5 9 15.5 26 following is a list of the better known ones, but it must
150,000 5 10 17 28 be emphasized that this list is not complete and that
200,000 5.5 11 18.5 30 these taxes and duties may not be levied in certain
250,000 6 12 20 32 states, municipalities,etc. They include:.

300,000 6.5 13 21.5 34 motorvehicle tax (KFZ Steuer);--

400,000 7 14 23 36
bill of exchange tax (Wechselsteuer);--

500,000 7.5 15 24.5 38
insurance tax (Versicherungsteuer);--

600,000 8 16 26 40

700,000 8.5 17 27.5 42
-- racing and lottery tax (Rennwett- und Lotterie-

800,000 9 18 29 44 steuer);
900,000 9.5 19 30.5 46

-- fire protection tax (Feuerschutszsteuer);
1,000,000 10 20 32 48 -- entertainmenttax (Vergngungsteuer);
2,000,000 11 22 34 50 -- hunting tax (Jagdsteuer);
3,000,000 12 24 36 52 -- dog tax (Hundesteuer).
4,000,000 13 26 38 54

6,000,000 14 28 40 56

8,000,000 16 30 43 58

10,000,000 18 33 46 60 Il. THE 'DIVERSIFIEDTAX LAWS
25,000,000 21 36 50 62

50,000,000 25 40 55 64 The ordinary tax laws described in Section I above
100,000,000 30 45 60 67 are all concerned with the levying of a certain type of

above 100,000,000 35 50 65 70 tax.

Note: Taxable transactionscarried out within 10 years are cumulative. In addition to these laws, the German tax system con-

tains another type of tax law which is referred to here as

a diversified tax law.
(3) Capital taxes (Kapitalverkehrsteuern) The most significant feature of these laws is that, broad-

(a) Capital duty (Gesellschaftsteuer) ly speaking, they do not constitute a separate liability to

tax, but do affect the ordinary tax laws in one way or

(i) Scope another. In other words, their provisions influence the

Subject to this tax are the acquisition of shares in do-
tax liability, the taxable base, the tax rate, the amount

mestic corporations (Kapitalgesellschaften) on the of tax due, etc. of the taxes levied under the ordinary
occasion of their creation, or an increase in capital at tax laws.

later stages. Certain exceptions exist, mainly with re- The following is a very brief description of the most im-
spect to pblic companies. portantdiversifiedtax laws:

(ii) Taxable base
A. The Berlin Promotion Law (Berlinfrderungsgesetz)

The taxable base is the consideration paid or the value
of the shares acquired. The Berlin Promotion Law offers a wide range of ncen-

(iii) Tax rate tives to Berlin-based enterprises/individualswhich affect
many ordinary taxes. As regards the turnover tax, a

The tax rate is 1 percent, reduced in certain specific Berlin-based entrepreneur may claim a reduction in the
cases to 0.5 percent. applicable tax rate for the supply of goods and the

rendering of services to entrepreneurs in Wes Germany.
(b) Stock exchange turnover tax (Brsenumsatzsteuer) Entrepreneurs based in West Germany may also claim a

reduction in turnover tax for items receivd from a Ber-
() Scope lin-based entrepreneur.
The transfer of securities, such as shares and debt nstru- As regards taxes that generally concern income and pro-'

ments, is subject to this tax. Certain exceptions exist. fits, a great variety of relief measures is offered. They in-

clude, for example, accelerateddepreciationfor specific(i Taxabe base fixed assets of an enterprise, accelerated depreciation
The taxable base is the consideration paid or the value for the construction of dwellings, a tax rebate for the
(usually fixed at the stock exchange) of the securities granting of specified loans to Berlin-based debtors, and
transferred. an investmentpremium for certain investments (the rate
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Note: It must again be emphasized that this is only a (1) Real property transfer tax Grunderwerbsteued
general presentation. In actual fact, the German
social security system is extremely sophisticated (i) Scope
and littered with exceptions and specific provi- Transactions in real property are subject to the real
sions. property transfer tax (Grunderwerbsteuer). It must, 1

however, be noted that there are many exceptions,
B. Indirect taxes which differ from State to State. 1
In the Federal Republic of Germany, two categories of (ii) Taxable base

indirect taxes are levied: the turnovertax (Value Added The taxable base is the consideration paid for or the

Tax) and a great number of excise taxes. value of the real property being transferred.

(1) Turnover tax/ValueAdded Tax (Umsatzsteuer) (iii)Tax rate
1

The real property transfer tax is generally levied at the
Since 1968, the Value Added Tax has been levied as the rate of 7 percent.
German turnovertax; the underlying law (Umsatzsteuer- 1
gesetz) has been adapted in accordancewith the various (2) Inheritanceand gift tax (Erbschaft-und
directivesof the EC. Schenkungsteuer)
(i) Scope (i) Scope
The turnover tax is a non-cumulativetax which is levied Transfers (acquisitions) of property by cause of death
whenever a taxable transaction takes place. and inter vivos gifts are subject to inheritance and gift

'

An entrepreneur is entitled to a credit for the amount of tax (Erbschaft- und Schenkungsteuer). Also, the capital
tax shown in hi suppliers' invoices or paid at importa- of a family foundation is subject to this tax once every
tion. The tax is levied on the supply of goods, on the 30 years.
rendering of services, on private use, and on importation The person liable to th tax is the recipientof the trans-
of goods. Small enterprises may benefit from special ferred property. A distrinctin must be made betveen
treatment. resident and non-resdent recipients. For purposes of

(ii) Taxable base this law, the term resdent is more broadly defined than
in the individual income tax law. Tax liability arises

The taxable base is the consideration paid (supply of where either the deceased/donor or the recipient is a

goods; rendering of services), the value of the with- resident at the time the taxable transaction occurs, and
drawal (private use), and the customs value (inporta- the entire property is subject to tax wherever it is situ-
tion), all excluding the turnover tax. ated. Non-residentsare subject to the tax if the property

transferred is situated in Germany (see also net wealth
(iii)Tax rates

tax, supra), and the tax is imposed on the share which
Standard rate: 13 percent. each recipient receives.
Reduced rate (for essentials): 6.5 percent.

(ii) Taxable base
(2) Excise taxes The taxable base is the value of the property as deter-

mined in accordance with the principles of the Valua-
The West German tax sytem includes a large number of tion Law (see also net wealth tax, supra).excise taxes. For practical reasons, they are usually
levied at the producers' level. The recipient of the reve- Debts, etc. are considered in the calculation of the tax-

nue from excise taxes is the Federal government (except able base. Numerous and varying exempt amounts are

the beer tax, which is levied by the States). Excise taxes provided for specic items, such as household items,
include the following: etc., as well as certain personal exemptions.

mineral oil tax (Minerallsteuer); The actual exempt amounts depend on the degree of
--

tobacco tax (Tabaksteuer); consanguinity of the heirs/donees. In this regard, a dis-
--

coffee tax (Kaffeesteuer); tinction is made between the following four categories:
--

tea tax (Teesteuer);--

spirits tax (Alkoholsteuer); Category Consanguinity Exempt (DM)
--

amount

sparklingwine tax (Schaumweinsteuer);--

bear tax (Biersteuer); I spouses 250,000
--

sugar tax (Zuckersteuer). children 90,000
--

C. Registration taxes and license duties I I grandchildren 50,000

There is a great variety of registration taxes and license I1I parents; brothers/sisters;
duties in the Federal Republic of Germany, which are nephews and niees; 10,000
either levied by the Federal Government, the States or parents-in-law;divorcees,
the Municipalities. The following list contains only etc.

those levies which are of some significance in terms of IV others 3,000
their revenue yield.
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(ii) Taxabe base own multiple (Hebesatz), so the actual tax burden
varies from municipalityto municipality.The trade tax is based upon two factors:

the business yield (Gewerbeertrag);and--

the business capital (Gewerbekapital). (6) Church tax (Kirchensteuern)--

The business yield is calculated according to the prin- Individuals who membersof ofcially recognizedciples of the Individual/Corporate Income Tax Law,
are an

subject to certain adjustments. The business capital is religious community are subject to the church tax.

calculated according to the principles of the Valuation The church tax falls under the legislative competenceof

Law (assessed value), but subject to certain adjustments. the individual States of the Federal Republic of Germa-

After the adjustments have been made, the uniform ny. The taxable base is usually the ncome of an indi-
vidual; it is, however, possible that another base can be

assessment amount (einheitlicher Steuermessbetrag) is
chosen (e.g. net wealth; real property).calculated as follows:

the adjusted business yield is multiplied by the as- As a general rule, the usual burden of the church tax (on--

sessment rate of 5 percent; income) is between 8 and 9 percent of the amount of in-
the adjusted business capital is multipliedby the as- come tax due. Relief is provided for individuals with--

sessmentrate of 0.2 percent. children.

Businesses which are carried on by individuls or part- The church tax is usually levied together with the indivi-

nerships are entitled to an exempt amount of 36,000 dual ncome tax.

DM with respect to the business yield, and 120,000 DM
with respect to business capital; the latter exempt (7) Social securiy contributions(Sozialabgaben)
amount also applies to corporations. (Until 1979, a Although in the Federal Republic of Germany social
third factor had been employed in determining the basis security cntributions are not regarded as taxes, they
for the trade tax in a number of municipalities,namely, are very briefly described here since their payment is, in
the payroll trade tax. This tax was, however, abolished most instances, requiredby law.
as of January 1, 1980.) The most importantcontributionsinclude the payments
(iii)Tax rate to the statutory employee pension insurance (gesetz-

liche Rentenversicherung),to the statutory health insur-
Since every municipality is more or less free to deter-

(gesetzliche Krankenvrsicherung) and to the sta-
mine its own multiple (Hebesatz), there is no uniform ance

trade tax burden in the Federal Republic of Germany. tutory unemployment insurance (gesetzliche Arbeits-
losenversicherung).

The actual tax rate is arrived at by multiplying the uni-
form assessment amount by the multiple. (i) Common features are as follows:

It appears that, generally speaking, the average trade tax -- generally speaking, all ndividuals who receive in-
burden amounts to about 15-20 percent, depending come from dependent employment are subject to
upon the multiple chosen by the municipality. these contributions;

the contribution is borne by the employer and the--

employee equally;(5) Real property tax (Grundsteuer)
certain part-time employments and low salary em---

(i) Scope ployments are exempt from social security contribu-

Real property (land and buildings) situated in Germany
tions.

iS the subject of the real property tax (Grundsteuer). Individual features of the different insurances (ratesCrtain exemptions are provided, sometimes for a limit- (ii)
and figures applicable for 1981, possibly subject toed period of time only, in the case of real property

owned by the public, and of real property that serves change) are as follows:

specific purposes (dwellings). -- Statutory employeepension insurance
The rate is 18.5 percent on gross salary; the maxi-This tax is a municipal tax, although it is assessed ac-

cording to Federal legislation (see, however, tax rates
mum amount subject to this contribution is fixed at

below). The amount of tax due is a deductible expense
4,400 DM per month (52,800 DM per annum).

for purposes of the corporate/individual income tax.
-- Statutory health insurance

Since the statutory health insurance is/organized
(ii) Taxable base regionally, there is no uniform rate. However, it

This tax is levied upon the value of real property as de- amounts in general to between 10 and 13 percent of

termined according to the rules of the Valuation Law. gross salary; the maximum amount of income sub-

This value is multiplied by the assessment rate (which ject to this contribution is fixed at 3,300 DM per

depends upon the kind of real property; generally be- month (39,600 DM per annum).
f tween 0.26 percent to 0.6 percent); the result is referred -- Statutory unemploymentinsurance

to as the assessmentamount (Steuermessbetrag). The rate is 3.0 percent on gross salary; the maxi-

(i)Tax rate
mum amount of income subject to this contribution
is fixed at 4,400 DM per month (52,800 DM per an-

Every municipality is more or less free to determine its num).
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EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATINGTHE IMPUTATIONSYSTEM OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLICOF GERMANY

A German-basedcorporation receives and distributes income
simplified survey-- -

(I) Taxation of the German carporation (1 I) Taxation of the shareholder

(a) Foreign-sourceincome (after foreign taxes) 100 (A Shareholder is a residentof the Federai

(b) German corporate tax thereon
' RepublicofGermany

(assumption made: income is exempt by (1) Net dividend 96

virtue of a tax treaty, thus no German tax) 100 (2) lus dvidend withhoiding tax (m) 32

(c German-sourceincome 100 (3) p/us imputation credit (i.e. refund of tax

(d) German corporate tax thereon on distribution;9/16 of () 72

(56 percent of (c)) 56 (4) Grss amount of dividend 200
-

(e) German-sourceincome after tax 44 (subject to individual/corporateincome

(f) Distributionof the maximum amountof tax in the hands,ofthe resident share-

income possible holder)
(the tax rate for distributed income

amounts to 36 percent): (B) Shareholder is,not a residentof the

(g) -- foreign-source income 100 Federal Republicof Germany
(h) minus tax.on distribution (36 percent (assumption made: there is a tax treaty be-

on (g)) 36 64 tween the non-resident's home country and

(i) -- German-sourceincome (net of tax) 44 the Federal RepublicofGermany)
(k) plus tax refund due to the loweringof (i) Net dividend 96

the tax from 56 percent down to the (ii) plus refund of German dividend withhold-

36 percent 56 ing tax according to the tax treaty * (dif-
tax on distributions 36 20 64 ference between 25 and 15 percent= 10

---

(I Gross dividend,((h) plus ()) 128 percent of (I)) 12.8

(m) Dividend withholdingtax (iii) refund of corporate income tax * (h) 36

(25 percent of (I)) 32 (iV) minus 15 percent dividend withholding
(n) Net dividend ((I) minus (m)) 96 tax .(from (iii); proceduresee (ii)) 5.4 -30.6

(v) Gross amount of dividend (after
German taxes) 139.4

* Note. The underlying philosophy of West German tax law is holding tax at the .rate of 25 percent, which may be

that German-source income should be taxed once in the lowered to 15 percent by virtue of a tax treat. (The as-

Federal Republic of Germany. Consequently: -- the impu- sumption that there is such a tax treaty has been made in
tation credit is not granted to non-residentsfor the corpo- theexampleabove.)
rate income tax on German-source income; however, -- The address of the competent authority for the refund of both the
the German corporate income tax levied on foreign-source dividend withholding tax (see (i) above) and the corporate income

income, which is either exempt by virtue of a tax treaty tax (see (iii) and (iv) above is:

or which has borne a foreign tax burden, that is equiva- Bundesamtfr Finanzen
lent to -the West German tax burden, is refundable. The Koblenzer Strasse 63-65

refund itself is, however, subject to the dividend with- D 5300 Bonn 2

(iii)Tax rates Nevetheless, taxation of a non-resident'sdomesticprop-
Net wealth tax is levied annually at the following flat erty will take place only if it amounts to at least 20,000
rates: DM (for both individuals and corporations). The tax

(a) in the case of corporations: 0.7 percent. rates are identical to those for residents, i.e. 0.5 percent
(b) in the casef individuals: .5 percent. for individualsand 0.7 percent for corporations.

Non-residents (4) Trade tax (Gewerbesteuer)
Non-resident individuals and corporationsare subject to
limited tax liability (i.e. taxation of domestic (Ger- (i) Scope
man) property). It should be noted that the taxation of All domestic establishments, regardless f their legal66domestic property in the case of non-residentS is not status, are subject to the trade tax (Gewerbesteuer).
100 percent identicalwith that of net wealth in the case This tax is basically a municipal tax, although it is

,

of residents. Inparticular, no exempt amounts are avail- assessed according to the Federal legislation (see, how-
able for non-residentndividual. tax rate below). The amount of trade tax due isever,
Debts may be deducted only if they are directly related a deductible expense for purposes of the corporate/in-
to domesticproperty. dividual income tax.
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plce of management within the German domestic ter- not entitled to the imputation credit for dividends.
ritory are subject to unlimited tax liability (i.e. taxa- Where, however, dividends are fully or partly paid out
tion of world-wide income). The existence of a seat or of profits the origin of which is foreign rather than Ger-
place of management is determined according to the man, the German corporate ncome tax levied thereon
principles of the Fiscal Code (Abgabenordnung1977). (i.e. the distribution burden of 36 percent) is refund-

able (see box Example).(i Taxable base

In theory, the ncome of resident corporations is calcu- (3) Net wealth tax (Vermgensteuer)
lated according to,the principles that apply to individu-
als. In practice, the ncome of corporations consists Similar to the concept of ncome taxation, West German
basically of income from business (see box Determina- tax law provides for the separate taxation of the net
tion of ncome). In addition, the following expendi- wealth of individuals and corporations.
tures may b claimed as business expenses: The amount of tax due is not a deductible expense for

certain costs incurred in the of issue of--

course an
purposes of the corporate/individualincome tax.

stock to the extent that the expenses exceed the
premium; Residents
expenditures for the advancementof charitable, reli---

(i) Tax liabilitygious, and scientic purposes or for the general pub-
lic welfare, up to a maximum of: Individuals and corporations resident in the Federal Re-

10 percent of income for scientific purposes; public of Germany are subject to unlimited tax liabili---

5 percent of income for other purposes; or ty (i.e. taxation of world-widenet wealth).--

0.2 percent of total turnover plus wages and same as purposes
--

The principles those established for of
salaries paid. the individual and corporate ncome tax are used to

Non-deductibleexpenditures include: determinethe residence of the taxpayer.
payments of corporate income and net wealth tax;--

one-half of any payments made to members of the-- (ii) Taxable base

supervisoryboard. Residents are subject to net wealth tax on their world-

(Regarding losses, see box Determinationof income.) wide net wealth as determined in accordance with the
rules of the Valuation Law (Bewertungsgesetz).

(iii)Tax rates The valuation law distinguishes four types of prpert:
The general corporate income tax rate is 56 percent. -- agriculturaland forestryproperty: the value is deter-
Where profits are distributed, the rate is reduced to 36 mined by capitalization of the average yearly earn-

percent (distribution burden). This rate constitutes ings;
at the same time the imputation credit, i.e. it is -- realproperty: the value is determinedon the basis as-- --

creditable against the income tax liability of resident established for January 1, 1964 plus an additional
shareholders after having been included in their taxable 40 percent;
base (see also box Example). There are, however, cer-

-- business property: the value is determined on the
tain exceptions to this rule. basis of gross capital minus debts. A special capital

balance sheet must be prepared which is not iden-
Non-residents tical with that for income tax purposes. In certain

Corporations that have neither their seat nor place of cases, a relief is granted for business property
management within the domestic territory of Germany abroad;
are subject to limited tax liability (.e. taxation of

-- other property (e.g. assets such as shares, bonds, ca-

German-source income). To determine whether or not pital claims, etc.): the value is usually determined

there is a corporation in the sense of the Corporate In- according to the market price. With respect to a

come Tax Law, the criteria of German law must be em- great number of items, exempt amounts are pro-

ployed. vided for and/or they are taken into consideration
only if their value exceeds a certain amount.

As far as the determination of the taxable base is con-

cerned, it must be noted that the classification of in- Taxation of net wealth will take place only where the

come takes place by following the individual income calculation of the total net wealth is:

tax rules (isolating approach). In other words, a non- (a) in the case of resident corporations, at least 20,000
resident corporation may have income from the various DM;
sources as defined in those rules (see also the sections on (b) in the case of resident individuals, thejemainder

the taxation of non-resident individuals). after the deduction of exempt amounts. The basic
exempt amount is 70,000 DM for a single person,The applicable tax rates for non-resident corporations 140,000 DM for married persons and, generally,

are as follows:' 70,000 DM for each child under the age of 18.
' income from a domestic (German) branch: 50 per- Further exempt amounts granted in specific

--

cent;
are

' cases.
income taxed by way of withholding tax: see under--

individual income tax, subsections (c) and (d) supra;
income taxed by way of assessment: 56 percent.

1. With respect to the net wealth tax, family assessment is
--

the general rule (as opposed to the individual income tax, where
It should be noted that non-resident corporations are children are taxed separately).
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(c) Capital yield tax (Kapitalertragsteuer) point of view --

a final tax unless a refund may be
claimed due to a tax treaty.

The capital yield tax is a withholding tax levied at
source under the individual ncome tax law rules. Divi- (d) Coupon tax (Kuponsteuer)
dends and similar prfit distributions made by corpora- The coupon tax is a withholdingtax levied at source ac-
tions are subject to this tax. The rate of the taxis 25 cording to the individual ncome tax law rules. Pay-percent; where the payor bears the tax, it anounts to ments of nterest for debentures and loans to non-resi-
33 1/3 percent. dents from a resident payor (debtor) are subject to this

Resdent taxpayers may credit the capital yield tax tax. The rate of the tax is 25 percent.
against their ndividualor corporate income tax liability, From the German point of view, the levying of this tax
whichever is appropriate. For non-resident taxpayers, constitutes a final tax unless the taxpayer can claim a

the levying of this tax constitutes -- from the German refund under a tax treaty.

Determinationof income

German tax law provides for two methods that may be ap- The following are some basic principles as regards the com-

plied in the determinationof income: putation of profits:
business expenses can only be deducted if they arise in--

(a) The excess of receipts over expendituresmethod,to the course of the business;
be applied with respect to income from dependentem- - every item in the business must be valued separately
ployment, income from capital, income from rental (certain exceptions exist);
and leasing, and income from other Income -- items acquired be valued their acquisitionsources. must at cost

(i.e. excess of receipts over expenditures) is determined (i.e. total costs, including indirect costs);
by making a comparison of receipts on one side and ex- -- the acquisition cost of capital assets forms the basis for
penditures (i.e. income-connected expenses, such as the deduction for depreciation; the following are the
maintenance costs, etc.) on the other. Hwever, capi- most importantdepreciation methods:
tal expendituresare not as such deductible,.but may be - straight-linedepreciation (general rule);

in cases provided for by the law amortized by way declining balance depreciation (mustnot exceed- - -

of depreciation. 2.5 times the straight-line method; maximum de-

preciation rate in any case.is 25 percent);
(b) The profit method, to be applied with respect to in- (Note: Where it is found that the value of any asset is

come from agriculture and forestry, businss, and self- lower than that established in the balance
employment. Profit is determined by making a compa- sheet under general rules, depreciation down
rison between the capital at the beginning and at the

to the going concern value Teilwertab--

end of the year. schreibung may be claimed.)-

Liberal profssions (= self-employment) and certain
a tax-free reserve may be. created for extraordinary-

small businesses may opt for the excess of receipts price increases or wide price fluctuationson world mar-
overexpendituresmethod described undet (a) above. kets for certain current assets;
For businesses that are registered in the German Com-

in the course of a business, capital gains are included in-

mercial Register this exception does not apply, since
ordinary business income, although certain relief mea-

they are required by the Commercial law to keep re-
sures are provided for in certain cases;

cords and regularly prepare balance sheets.
losses may be carried forward for five years (no limita---

As regards income from agriculture and forestry, speci- tion with respect to the amount) and carried back for
fic rules exist for the computationof income. The rules one year (limit 5,000,000 DM).
that are established for the computation of profits
from business under the Individual Income Tax Law

also apply to corporations, since the Corporate Income Note: For specific incentives etc. available, see Sec. Il,
Tax Law has adopted these rules. The diversified tax laws, infra.

(2) Corporate income tax (Krperschaftsteuer) Residents

Although the Federal Republic of Germany has applied (i) Seat and tax liability
a full imputation system since 1977, the corporate in- Corportions (i.e. companies such as stock corporations
come tax (Krperschaftsteuer) is levied independently (AG); partnerships limited by shares (KGaA); limited
from the individual inome tax on the profits of corpo- liability companies (GmbH); as well as various other
rations. legal and economic formations) that have their seat or
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(married persons) are tax exempt (Grundfreibetrag); supervisory board (42.85 percent if the payor bears
the income exceeding these figures to 18,000 DM--: up the tax);
(single persons) and 36,000 DM (married persons) is -- 25 percent on royalty payments (33.5 percent if the
taxed at a uniform rate of 22 percent; payorbears the tax).
the income exceeding 18,000 DM to 130,000 For the taxation of dividends and nterest, subsec-

--

up see
DM (single persons) and 36,000 DM up to 260,000 tions (c) and (d) nfra, respectively.DM (married persons) is taxed at a progressive rate
that ranges from 22 to 56 percent; Note: With the ntroduction of the Aussensteuerge-
the income exceeding 130,000 DM (single persons) gesetz of 1972, a third kind of tax liability has--

and 260,000.DM (married persons is taxed at a uni- been created; see Sec. II. below.
frm rate of 56 percent.

(b) Wage tax (Lohnsteuer)
Thus the following tax burdens apply to the following
amounts: The wage tax is actually the ndividual income tax on in-

come from dependent work. The major difference be-
Taxableamount Tax due from single per- Tax due from married tween the taxation of. wages and that of other income
of income sons (basic rate table) persons(splitrate table) items is to be seen-n the method of collection,, i.e. the

wage tax is deducted at source by the employer rather
DM DM % DM % than by assessment.

5,000 166 3.3 .... Residents
10,000 1,271 12.7 332 3.3

Since for many taxpayers income from dependentwork
20,000 3,496 17.5 2,542 1:2.7

50,000 15,096 30.1 9,748 19.5 constitutes their only source of ncome, deduction of

100,000 41,236 44.2 30,138 30,1 the wage tax represents a final tax, except where the n-
200,000 97,141 48.61 82,472 44.2 come exceeds a certain amount (generally, an annual in-
300,000 153,146 51.1 138,278 46.1 come of 24,000 DM in the case of single persons and
400,000 209,150 52.3 194,282 48.6 48,000 DM in the case f married persons), or where

1,000,000 545,147 54.5 530,310 53.0 there is ncome -- other than income from dependent
work -- which exceeds, as a general rule 800 DM. The
-- --

It should be noted that a special rate may apply (e.g. for usually final character of the wage tax means that

certain kinds of extraordinaryncome). most of the relevant tax-free amounts, etc. have been
included in the tax tables that are used to calculate the

Non-residents deductions. (Note, however, that each resident taxpayer
can apply for a special kind of assessment (Lohnsteuer-Individuals who do not maintain their domicile or jahresausgleich) if he wishes to do so.).Furthermore,the

habitual place of abode within the domestic territoryof categorization nto wage tax. classes also takes int ac-
Germany are subject to limited tax liability (.e. taxa- count factors such as e.g. marital status (i.e. basic rate
tion of German-sourcencome). table or split-rate table, etc.). All relevant data concern-

It must be noted that the definition of the source of n- ing an employed ndividual are ncluded in a wage tax
come in the law is not 100 percent identical as far as sheet (Lohnsteuerkarte) which is issued annually by
unlimitedvis--vis limited tax liability is concerned. the municipality in which the individual s resident.

Business expenses and income-connected expenses may
be deducted only if they are directly related to the n- Non-residents
come in question.

Individuals who do not maintain their domicile or
As far as special expenses are concerned, non-resi- habitual place of abode in the Federal Republic of Ger-
dents cannot claim the same deductions that residents but obtain ncome frm depender/twork there are
are entitled to (although certain reliefs are provided for many

also subject to the wage tax. They are, however, entitled
in the case of income from dependentemployment;see to a number of personal reliefs (in comparisonwith
under wage tax below).

non-

resdents who obtain income from other sources; see
The deduction of extraordinary expenses is likewise above) which nclude, for nstance, the considerationof
not possible. Nor are non-residents eligible for the same the old age exemption and of ncome-connected ex-

personal exemptions as residents. They may, however, penses, as well as certain reliefs that take into considera-
deduct a special exempt amount of 840 DM, provided tion the marital status of the ndividual. In calculating
that the tax is not paid by way of withholding, but the actual wage tax burden the basic table nust be ap-
rather by way of assessment at the ordinary rate (i.e. plied.
basic table). In the case of non-residents, however, In any case, a non-resident individual who receives n-
the usual method of levying the ndividual income tax is

come from dependent work in the Federal Republic of
by way of a flat rate withholding tax which represents, Germany is required to apply on a prescribed form for a
from the German point of view, a final tax (unless a confirmation(Bescheinigunggem. 39d Einkommen-
refund may be claimed under a tax treaty). steuergesetz) at the ffice of the tax authority which is
Some important examples of the flat rates of withhold- competent for his employer's area (Betriebstttenfinanz-
ing applied to non-residentsare: amt). The confirmation basically contains the sam

30 percent on payments to members of a corporate data as th wage tax sheet of a resident ndividual.--
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ircome from dependentemployment;--

income from capital;--

THE TAX LAWS OF THE income from rental and leasing;--

--

sources asFEDERAL REPUBLICOF GERMANY
income from other nsofar they do not

belong to another type of ncome, including:
income of recurrentnature;--

a

income from certain support payments;--

I. THE ,.ORDINARYTAX LAWS -- income from speculativetransactions;
income from occasional activities;--

Although there is room for controversyover this kind of -- ' emolumentsof membersof parliaments.
classification, the various German taxes are nevertheless
categorized n this survey as direct taxes, indirect taxes The calculation for each source of income is made

and registration taxes and lcense duties separately. Actual costs (i.e. business expenses in the
case of agriculture and forestry, business, and self-em-
ployment ncome; and jncome-connected expenses

A. Direct taxes (Werbungskosten.) in the other cases) are deductible for
these calculations. With respect to certain sources of in-

The most important direct taxes are the individual in-
come, lump sum deductions are also provided for.

come tax and the corporate income tax. Although there
is a separate Iaw for each of those taxes, there are many

The total income from all the different sources (less
provisions in the latter that refer to those in the first, some minor adjustmentsand reliefs) is referred to as the

for instance with respect to the computationof taxable total amount of gross income (Gesamtbetragder Ein-
income. Furthernore, through the ntroduction of the knfte). If one source of income yields a loss, this may
full imputation sstem for dividends in the case of resi- generally be set off againt ncome from other sources.

dent recipients as of January 1, 1977, there s necessari- From the total amount of gross ncome, the following
ly a direct link between both taxes. items can be deducted:
The mputation system has not been extended to the - special expenses (Sonderusgaben) are expenditures
net wealth tax; consequently, the capital of a corpora- which fall outside the ncome-producing activity,
tion is subject to this tax both as a corporation as such such as: maintenance payments, premiums for sick-
and in the hands of the shareholder. ness, accident and liability insurance, statutorypen-
The major features f the various direct taxes can be sions, unemployment nsurance contributions, etc.

For some items there is no limit on the deductiblesummarized as follows:
amount, whereas for other items maximum amounts

(1) Individual ncome tax (Einkommensteuer) or fixed lump sum amounts are provided for, some-

times dependingupon marital status and the number
(a) Assessed individual income tax; general principles of children.

--

The concept of German tax law provides for the sepa-
extraordinary expenses (aussergewhnliche Belas-

rate taxation of the income of individuals vis--vis the tungen) are expenditures which are unavoidably in-

taxation of legal entities and equivalent bodies (:herein-
curred by the taxpayer. Such expendituresmay only
be deducted insofar as they exceed the burdenafter referred to as corporations). Partnerships are
which the taxpayer is expected to bear himself. Fornot subject to the Crporate Income Tax Law but, in-

stead, their profits are taxed, on a proportionalbasis, in certain commonly occurring situations, lump sum

deductions are provided for.the hands of the partners according to the rules of the
Further items which deductible from the totalIndividual Income Tax Law. are

amount of gross income include a tax free amount
for liberal professions, and losses carried back orResidents
forward (the carry-back is limited to 5,000,000DM

(i) Domicileand tax liability and one year, the carry-forward is limited to five
Individuals who maintain their domicile or habitual years but there is no limitation with respect to the
place of abode within the domestic territory of Ger- amount).
many are subject to unlimited tax liability (i.e. taxa- The result, fter the deduction of these amounts, is
tion of world-wide income). The nationality of the in- called simply income (Einkommen). From this-- --

dividual is not relevant in this context.
income, the following personal exemption can be de-

The determination of whether a domicile or habit-. ducted:
al place of abode exists follows the priniples of the -- old age exemption;
Fiscal Code (Abgabenordnungof 1977). -- housekeeping exemption for certain single persons.

The figure resulting after all these deductions is the
(ii) Taxable base taxable amount of income (zu versteuerndes Einkom-
In the case of residents, there are seven sources of in- men).
come:

incme from agriculture and forestry;
rates

-- (ii)Tax

income from business; Individuals are taxed at rates which are calculated ac---

income from self-employment (mainly from liberal cording to the following rules (for taxable year 1981):--

professions);
-- the first 4,212 DM (single persons) and 8,424 DM
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TheTaxSystemofthe CONTENTS

FederalRepublicofGermany-
Introduction

The tax laws of the Federal Republicof

Germany
I. The ordinary tax laws

A ShortSurvey security contributions)
A. Direct taxes (including social

(l) Individual income tax

(a) Assessmentindividual in-

cometax;general principles
by Eugen Jehle *

(b) Wage tax

| (c) Capital yield tax

(d) Coupon tax

(2) Corporate ihcome tax

(3) Net wealth tax

INTRODUCTION (4) Trade tax

(5) Real property tax

Although the FederalRepublicof Germany is a federation in which the legis- (6) Church tax

(7) Social security contributions
lative institutions of the individual States have their own areas of ,com-

petence, in the area of taxation the actual practice yields a situation where B. Indirect taxes

tax
most of the important taxes are governed by Federal law. However, this situ-

(1) Turnover

(2) Excise taxes
ation does not say anything regarding the right to the receipts. Indeed, the

C. Registration and licensetaxes
reuenueof the major taxes is sharedas follows (1980): duties

Federation States Municipalities (1) Real property transfer tax

(2) Inheritanceand gift tax
(1) Individualincome tax: 42.5 percent 42.5percent 15 percent (3) Capital taxes

(2) Corporate income tax: 50 percent 50 percent -- (a) Capital duty
(3) Tumovertax: 67.5percent 32.5percent -- (b) Stock exchangeturnovertax

(4) Other registration and license

The Federation is also entitled to the receipts derived from excise taxes duties

(with the exceptonof the beer tax) and customs duties. I I. The diversified tax laws

A. The Berlin Promotion Law

The States' income consists mainly of receipts from the net wealth tax, the B. The Border Area Promotion Law

beer tax, and the inheritance and gift tax (apart from the.sharesmentioned C. The I nvestment Premium Law

aboue).
D. The Law Promoting Investment

Abroad
E. Developing CountriesTax Law

The Municipalities are entitled to the receipts from the trade tax (although F. The Foreign Tax Law

there is a certain readjustment, referred to as Umlage, of the total trade Final remark

tax reuenue)and a numberof registrationand license duties.

AS far as the competence to enter into agreements with other States is con-

cerned (e.g. the right to conclude conventons for the avoidance of double
taxation), it is the exclusive right of the Federation to be active in this field.
At present (January 1, 1981), there are 48 comprehensiveconventionswith
respect to taxes on income and capital inforce.

In addition, there is a number of conventions in existence with respect to in-
heritance taxes, to taxation of income from shipping and air transport, and
to adminstrativeand legal assistance.

The following article is confined to a short description of the national tax
laws of the FederalRepublicof Germany.

* Senior research associate, International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation,Amsterdam.

i
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An indispensableaid for American businessmen,investors and
corporationsengaged in or planning foreign operations and for those
in foreign countries planningor doing business in the United States --

TAX TREATIES
This denitive guide is indispensable for any businessmanor corporation that sells,
buys, manufactures, or invests in the United States -- as well as for any American
businessman or cooration that does business in foreign count;ries. It tells you:

e How and where to handle your investments while eliminating the chance of
double taxation-.

How much of your investment income will be protected by tax treaty exemp-
tions.

How much business Americans can carry on in a foreign country and vice versa
without becoming taxable as a permanentestablishment.
How to protect your employees who are temporarily at work abroad from a

double tax burden.

In Tax Treaties,you'11 also finEI:
1. The full ofcial text of every existing treaty, supplementarytreaty, or protocol

relating to income taxes and estate and gift taxes between the United States and
each of its tax-treaty countries, including model treaties showing the latest
trends.

2. Annotated editorial text arranged in a Uniform Paragraph Plan... makes for
easy direct comparison of provisions of one tax treaty country with another...

permits a single unified index which works hand in hand with this unique setup.
You'11 make sure, speedy decisions at the flip of a wrist.

3. Ofcial reports on each treaty givingyou the backgroundbehind the provisions;
why particular treaty articles were included; and what each provision means to

you.
4. A Special Finding List at the beginning of the editorial summary for each

country.., speeds you quickly to explanatory and ofcial material that affects
you.To order a one-year introductory 5. Monthly REPORT BULLETINS, analyzing the latest treaties, decisions and rul-

subscription to this unique
publicationat the low rate of ings, keep you right on top of today's fast breaking tax treaty developments...
ony $156, address (plus Current Matter containing the most recent U.S. court decisions and IRS

DepartmentS-TT-103. rulings givingyou the latest judicial and ofcial word on tax treaties.)

PRENTICE-HALL,INC. In today's constantly expanding international commerce, expert tax-managing or

EnglewoodCliffs, ta-cunseling of business activities between the United States and each of its
New Jersey 07632 treaty countries is a must -- so keep up to date with Prentice-Hall's TAX
U.S.A, TREATIES.
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that up to now the Supreme Tax Court has not yet pro- promising -- form of exchange of nformation was

nounced on problems regarding the Aussensteuergesetz, agreed upon in 1979 between the United States and the
with the exception of two unpublished decisions, one Federal Republic. The two countries will carry on co-

concerning a provisional directive and one concerning a ordinated simultaneous audit programs examining the
request to suspend collection of the tax, although the financial records of associated enterprises during which
Aussensteuergesetz.entered into force on September 13, the auditors of the two countrieswill transmittheir con-

1972. clusions and exchange informationon a reciprocal basis.

One of the possible reasons may be that that authorities A fast solution of tax problems may also work in the
and lower tax ourts encounter serious difficulties in interest of the taxpayers. In addition, entrepreneurswill
evaluating facts abroad. The extension of international only reluctantly start proceedings against the tax
administrative assistance could be helpful to expedite authorities since they are aware that the final decision
the procedures. A particular -- and in my opinion may be arrived at only after many years.

.

[contined from page 347]

important change in her tax system with the reform of this area. From the German point of view, harmoniza-
the corporate ncome tax. Due t the introduction of tion ought to take place n such a manner that we do
the full imputation system, the profits of corporations not have to return to the double taxationof distributed
are subjected to a tax on income only once. The corpo- corporate profits, but that we can retain our full im-
rate income tax amounts to 56 percent of non-distrib- putation system.
uted profits; this rate is reduced to 36 percent as far as Our fiscal policy will continue to focus on simplifyingdistributed profits are concerned. It is this 36 percent our tax system and on decreasing red tape. The Federalwhich can be claimed by the shareholder as a credit Government continues to work towards this goal stepagainst his income tax liability. by step, since ideas for implementing a comprehensive
In order to make sure that profits are taxed at least simplication of the tax system have proved to be un-

once, it is necessary to exclude from the imputation sys- realistic. The scope of action is rather narrow since any
tem thse shareholders whose dividends are not fully government embarking on a simplication of its tax
subjected to individual or corporate income tax in the system must take the following aspects into considera-
Federal Republic of Germany. This type of shareholder tion:
includes, in particular, domestic public-law entities, do- it is necessary to subject all citizens to taxes that are

--

mestic corporations that are exempt from tax, and non-
socially just and equal, and take into account the

residents.
economic potentialof the taxpayers;

But the danger exists that exclusion from the imputa- -- it must be recognized that the tax system also serves
tion system can be avoided by way of using unorthodox non-fiscal purposes that are essential for a modern
legal arrangements. Thus, action has been taken with interventionst state (e.g. social policy, housing, eco-.

respect to cases in which shareholders who are not en- nomic policy, influencing the business cycle, energy
titled to the imputation credit dispose of their shares to policy, protection of the environment);
taxpayers who are entitled to this credit and in which -- European law and international economic relations;
the amount to be credited forms part of the considera- -- the procedures for tax collection on a broad scale;
tion for the sale. Another legal provision will prevent -- the budgets of the FederalGovernment, the Laender
taxpayers from avoiding the taxation of domestic Governments and the municipalities, as well as thea cor-

poration's profits by arranging for the corporation to. financial adjustments among the various levels of
rly too heavily on borrowing. In specific cases, pay- government.
ments in respect of borrowed funds are to be treated as

constructive dividends rather than deductible business In addition, the competenceof the FederalGovernment

expenses and subject to the corporate income tax ac- in this area is limited since administrationand organiza-,

cordingly. tion of taxation is largely controlled by the Laender.
For most tax laws, the assent of the Bundesrat is re-

The problem of the imputation of corporate income quired.tax on an international level can only be satisfactorily
solved through the harmonization of the various corpo- Nevertheless, we have been able to achieve a number of
rate income tax systems. The commission of the Euro- successes in our efforts, and it is this that encouragesus

pean Community has done some preparatory work in to continue our policies.
' 1981 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation -- BULLETIN 355



sufficient if the base company --without carrying on The facts were: a domestic subsidiary corporation (A)
any other business activities -- merely manages one sub- received notice from its foreign parent corporation (B)
sidiary company or if it merely holds shares of one or that another foreign subsidiary (C) had opened a credit
more subsidiary company(ies) and if it limits itself to in favor of (A) and the latter had entered this credit in
the exercise of the rights embodied in the shares. The its financial records. Shortly after, when the financial
Supreme Tax Court believes the resulting difference in director of the parent (B) made an equiry with respect
taxation between a domestic portfolio holding company to the tax consequences of the credit, nstructionswere

which is used as an intermediaryfor investmentin shares given to cancel this credit.
and a foreign company used for the same purposes to be The Supreme Tax Court held that the question --

justified, since in the former case taxation will in general whether the service (by granting the credit) rendered by
only be deferred whereas in the latter case the lower for- foreign associated corporation (C) to domestic corpora-
eign tax will result in a definite tax saving. tion (A) was disguised dividend distribution made by
The question of the appropriate set of circumstances, (A) to its foreign parent (B) -- had to be decided in ac-

or, in other words, how tax should by virtue of Section cordance with German tax law. For this purpose, the

6(2) of the Steueranpassungsgesetzbe imposed in a case Supreme Tax Court used the so-called triangle-con-
of abuse of law, is in the above decision solved by ndi- struction for disguised dividends in case of associated

cating that taxation should be based on the real facts companies, i.e. it assumed a disguiseddividend distribu-
thus disregarding the presentation which is considered tion made by the subsidiary corporation (in this case

to be abusive; i.e. taxation should be based on the whole (A)) to its parent corporation (in this case (B)) and it as-

of the circumstances which the taxpayer attempted to sumed that the parent (B) made a disguised capital con-

disguise through the abuse of the law. In the case under tribution to its other subsidiary corporation (in this

litigation this meant that the distribution of profits case (C)). This rule is also applicable if one of the asso-

which had been effected by the base company could not ciated corporations is subject to German tax, whether
be disregarded. However, it was held that German taxes as a resident corporation (subject to German ncome tax
should be levied as if the distribution had taken place, on world-wide income) or as a non-residentcorporation
but not through the base company. Thus, when at- (subject to German tax on German-sourcencome only).
tempting to establish the proper set of circumstancesin German ncome tax law is therefore also applicable to
the sense of Section 6(2) of the Steueranpassungsgesetz the foreign parent corporation with respect to its
it could specifically not be assumed that the domestic German-sorce income in the form of a disguised divi-

company had accumulated income, because it was not dend distribution.
the distributionof ncome as such which was considered However, the preliminary question which had to be
to be abusive, but rather the dstribution of income solved in the case under litigation was a question of civil
through an intermediary foreign company. law, i.e. whether the opening of the credit by associated
In all cases in which the SupremeTax Court assumed an corporation (C) in favor of domestic corporation (A)
abuse of law in the sense of Section 6(2) of the Steuer- constituted for the latter a legal right to use this credit.

anpassungsgesetz (currently Section 42 of the Abgaben- The law which governed this question would in this case

ordnung) there existed between the foreign base com- be either German or English civil law, and which one

pany and the domestic taxpayer a Gesellschaftsrecht- this Should be was decided by internationalprivate law.
licher Verflechtung, meaning that the domestic tax-

payer,had ownership rights as a partner or member of
the company. A different situation existed in the case IV. CONCLUSION
decided by the Supreme Tax Court of May 9, 1977. 42

In this case a GmbH (limited liability company) estab- The majority of the recent decisions on nternational
lished in Switzerland, whose sole shareholder was a tax problems which are discussed in this article concern

Swiss AG (corporation),acquired a silent nterest in a taxable years dating more than ten years back. In some

German GmbH (plaintiff). The Supreme Tax Court ex- cases the adoption of new laws, the amendmentof exist-

plained that its decisionsunder which foreign base com- ing laws and the conclusion of new tax treaties have

panies were for tax purposes disregardeddo not apply if meanwhile changed the situation. It should be noted

there is no GesellschaftsrechtlicherVerflechtungas in
the case of a silent interest. In such cases the tax im-

trolling parent corporation and taxed in the hands of the latter, ,plications of any legal act can only be judged in confor- provided that a number of conditions have been met. The parent
mity with the general principles of civil law regarding must, inter alia, exercise financial, economic and organizational
the abuse of law with a view to tax evasion. control over its subsidiary. The parent corporation, however,

must be engaged in business activities. That is to sy, it will
qualify for the Organschaft treatment if it is a holding compa-

3. Which law is applicable ny carrying on general management functions over a number of
subsidiaries by issuing directives, instructions etc. to its subsidi-

In situations with nternational aspects the question
aries. However, a mere token managementwill not be sufcent.
42. No. I R 126/77 published in BFHE 128,61 and BStB1 II

which law -- German or foreign -- must be applied is (1979) at 586.
often of prime mportance. This was made particularly 43. No. I R 183/75 published in BFHE 122, 102 and BStB1 II
clear in two cases of disguised dividend distributions (1977) at 571. (See for a discussion in the English language: 17
made to foreign shareholders which the Supreme Tax European Taxation (1977) at 277; No. I R 184/75 published in
Court had to decide upon on April 6, 1977. 43 BFHE 122, 105 and BStB1 II (1977) at 574.)
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quired that the hidden reserves also be taxed even if the not constitute a permanentestablishmentsituated in the

taxpayer after many years leaves the Federal Republic. Federal Republic of Germany. Therefore, if the lessor

However, it should be noted that this landmark decision moves abroad and thus has limited liability for pur-
does not consider the termination of the taxpayer's poses of German income tax 37 the rentals can no longer
unlimited liability to German ncome tax 30 to be be taxed as business income since the essential prere-
decisive but rather the earlier contribution of his sole quisite for taxing business income of a non-resident-

proprietorship for shares, which under the provisions of i.e. a permanent establishment-- is lacking. They will in
Section 16(1) of the Einkommensteuergesetzis deemed such a case be subject to German income tax as Ein-
to be a transfer of a busines which may benefit from a knfte aus Vermietungund Verpachtung (income from
tax deferral. The change in the taxpayer's tax status, rentals) under Section 49(1) No. 2 of the Einkommen-
from unlimited to limited liability to German in- steuergesetz. 38 This change jn the status of the tax-
come tax, is merely the occasion which makes a further payer's rentals means that no German tax can be im-
deferral of the realization of the hidden reserves im- posed on any profits derived from the sale'or other dis-
possible, since a later taxation of such reserves may be position of the business and, therefore, the change of
frustrated. residence is deemed to result in the simultaneous termi-

This decision has been criticized, inter alia, by Professor nation of the taxpayer's business in the sense of Section

Dr. Horst Vogel and Dr. Helmut Krabbe 31 since the 16(3) of the Einkommensteuergesetz. However, the

Supreme Tax Court computes the taxable transfer pro- primary cause of the taxation of the hidden reserves in

fit at the moment that the taxpayer becomes a non- such a case is not the change of the taxpayer's resi-

resident and thus has limited liability to German n- dence but rather the termination of the business which

come tax. It is true that one may wonder whether it is is assumed because of the change in status of the income

legitimate to (i) reason that the transfer of a business by from business income to mere rentals.

way of a contribution for shares is essentially subject to
tax and (ii) subsequently use the value of the shares at 2. Base companiesthe moment the taxpayer leaves the country for the

computationof the taxable base, in other words, to take
The Supreme Tax Court has in its decisions expoundedinto account any ncreases or decreases of the value of
that it will consider the creation of base

such shares subsequent to the transfer of the business.
a company

abroad by a domestic taxpayer as an abuse of law if
The former privilege which the courts have granted there economic other important forare no or reasons
the taxpayer -- that he is not required to realize any the creation of such a base company and also if the base
hidden reserves at the moment of transfer of the busi-

does not on proper business activities.
ness --

may turn into a disadvantage if the taxpayer is company carry
The decision of the Supreme Tax Court of December 9,obliged to pay tax on hdden reserves which have arisen

after the transfer. The decision of April 12, 1978 32 1980 39 focussed on the business activities of a base

contains a number of important statements with re- company, In this decision the Supreme Tax Court also

spect to the emigration taxation. One of its crucial had to establish on which fictitious taxable event Ger-

dicta reads: The procedureunder which ncome, which man taxation should be based if an abuse of law is as-
40

has been treated as business income, falls nto another sumed.

income category as a result of a change of a taxpayer's The Supreme Tax Court finds that -- similar to its doc-

tax status under which he has limited liability to Ger- trine vis--vis the organschafti, 41 _ for the recognition
man income tax 33

_ which is usually caused by the of the existence of qualifyingbusiness activities it is not
relocation of a business or of a taxpayer's residence
abroad -- will generally lead to the realization and taxa- 30. See note 14 above.

tion of hidden reserves as provided for in the termina- 31. Wohnsitzverlegung in die Schweiz und Besteuerung stiller

tion of a business (Section 16(3) Einkommensteuerge- Reserven in Anteilen und Kapitalgesellschaftenby H. Vogel in

setz). 34 50 Der Betrieb (1977) at 1717 and Zur Steuerentstrickungbei
Wohnsitzwechsel ins Ausland by H. Krabbe in 32 Betriebs-Be-

This statement of the Supreme Tax Court is based on rater (1977) at 431.

the decision of its Great Senate 35 with respect to the 32. No. I R 136/77 published in BFHE 125,157 and BStB1 II

change of the business structure of a market garden (1978) at 494.

(Decision of October 7, 1974),36 holdingthat a business 33. See note 14 above.

is also deemed to be terminated if through any event or
34. The Einkommensteuergesetzis the Individual Income Tax

legal act, and notwithstanding it remains in existence as
Law.
35. The Great Senate consists of the presidentsof the divisions

an economic entity, its income tax position is altered in of the Supreme Tax Court who lay down guiding prnciples to be
such a manner that the taxation of its hidden reserves is observed by the individualcourt divisions.
no longer guaranteed. This leads -- if one disregards the 36. No. GrS 1/73 published in BFHE 114, 189 and BStB1 II

problem of having a domestic permanent representative (1975) at 168.
to the following chain of reasoning. 37. See note 14 above.--

The rentals which a lessor of a business having his resi- 38. See note 34 abov.
39. No. VIII R 11/77 published in BFHE 132, 198 and BStB1 II

dence in the Federal Republic of Germany receives are
(1981) at 339.

under German income tax law deemed to be business in- 40. Cf. Section 6(2) of the Steueranpassungsgesetz.
come if the lessor does not notify the tax authorities of 41. The term Organschaft (cnsolidated balance sheet) de-
the termination of his business. However, the courts scribes a situation under which the entire profits and losses of a

have decided that such a lease of business property does controlled subsidiary corporation are pooled with those of a con-
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facts and circumstances which are of substantial constitute part of the domestic territory of the coastal
commercial significance and which have a certain State but must be considered to be a ship at sea and
practical value. Knowing the names of non-residents thus to constitute part of the territory of the state
having a security deposit with a German bank is not whose flag they fly.
a business secret in this sense.

The significance of the decision lies in its interpretation
of the concept of business secret, since the reasoning in Ill. DECISIONS ON NATIONAL PROVISIONS
this judgement clarifies that this nterpretationmay also DEALING WITH INTERNATIONALTAX
be applied to similar provisions in othr agreements for ASPECTS
administrative and judicial assistance as well as to the
term cmmercial, industrial, business or professional 1. Transfer of current assets to a foreign
secret in the of Section 117(3), fourth sentence, establishmentsense permanent
of the Abgabenordnung1977.

26
The decision does not constitute a violationof banking The decision of July 16, 1969 of the Supreme Tax

secrecy since German tax law does not protect, such Court established the principle that in case of transfer

banking secrecy. The tax administration has, however, of current business assets from a domestic enterpriseto
in the so-called bank ruling imposed a certain restraint its foreign perrnanentestablishment,any lilden reserves

on itself with respect to the collectionof infrmation in contained in the book values of such assets shall be
order not to place too heavy a burden on the confiden- added to the taxable income of the enterprise if they
tial relationship between credit nstitutions and their would otherwise escape German taxation (Gewinnver-'

clients. 23 However, the bank ruling expressly permits wirklichung durch SteuerentstriCkung). In two recent
and permitted the tax administration to carry on speci- cases, th issue was whether these hidden reserves must
fic investigationswith banks in particular cases. also be taxed where the sole proprietor or the person

having an interest in an enterprise takes up residence
abroad. In one of these cases, i.e. the decision of Janu-

2. General rules of international law 27
ary 26, 1977, the taxpayer had contributed his sole
proprietorship to corporation receiving shares in the

There exist very few general rules of international law corporation as a consideration. He availed himself of
which affect taxation. One of them is the exemption those provisions of German income tax law under which
from direct taxation of diplomaticrepresentativesin the he could transfer the assets of the sole proprietorshipat
country where they have been accredited, a provision book value, thus deferring income tax at the terrnina-
which has been included in the Treaty of Vienna con- tion of the business. Fourteen years later -- 1968 -- the
cerning diplomatic relations. This rule was the subject of taxpayer moved to Switzerland. In that year neither the
a decision of April 26, 1978 24 rendered by the First provisions of the Urnwandlungsteuergesetz1969 (Corn-Division of the SupremeTax Court. pany Reorganization Tax Law 1969) nor those of the
However, in international tax cases general rules of in- Aussensteuergesetzwere effective.
ternational law which have no direct tax implications The Supreme Tax Court held that the taxpayer, by ac-
may play a decisive role. An example taken from recent quiring a residence abroad, had become non-residenta
case law is the case of a ship's officer who was employed
on board a Liberian ship, which during a long period of taxpayer with limited liability to German individual

income tax. 28 In such a case the hidden reserves con-time was stationed off the Nigerian coast to take in
tained in the shares held by the taxpayer deemedcrude oil. The officer's opinion was that his wages earn-

were

ed during that time were not liable to German ncome
to be realized by him and therefore subject to German
individual ncome tax. The Supreme Tax Court thustax, since by virtue of Article 15 of the German-Liberian
confirmed its earlier decisions regarding the contribu-tax treaty, Liberia-thecountrywherehe had performed tion of sole proprietorships to corporations. In its de-his duties -- had the exclusive right to tax his income.
cision of April 30,1975,29 the Supreme Tax CourtThis case was dealt with in the decision of October 15.

1977 25 of the Supreme Tax Court which applied two
ruled that if the taxpayer is a non-resident the hidden

general principles of internationalmaritime law:
reserves must already be taxed at the moment of con-

tribution. The above decision of January 26,1977 re-(i) Ships at sea are deemed to be parts of the State
whose flag they are flying.

(ii) Territorial waters are part of the territory of the 23. See the Circular Letter of August 31, 1979 No. IV A 7-

coastal state bordering on these waters and are sub-
S 0230 - 11/79 which was then effectiveand which was published

ject to its jurisdiction. (The extent of these territori-
in BStB1 (1979) at 590.
24. No. I R 97/76 published in BFHE 125,375 and BStB1 (1978)al.waters, however, is still an unsolved problem.) at 628.

The adjacent area over the ContinentalShelf borders en 25. No. I R 250/75 published in BFHE 123,341 and BStB1 II
the territorial waters and, by virtue of the Convention (1978) at 50.

of Geneva concerning territorial waters and adjacent
26. No. I 266/65 published in BFHE 97,342 and BStBI II (1970)
at 175.

areas, a coastal state possesses certain rights with respect 27. No. VIII R 109/75 published in BFHE 121,63 and BStBl II.to the control and exploitation of such adjacent areas (1970) at 283.
but not full sovereign rights. Ships which are located in 28. See note 14 above.
such an adjacent area cannot, therefore, according to 29. No. I R 41/73 published in BFHE 116, 118 and BStB1 II
the opinion of the Supreme Tax Court be deemed to (1975) at 706.
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to be found in the treaties concluded with Switzerland tive and judicial assistance between the countries also n-

and Spain. By virtue of Article 24 of the German-Swiss creases in significance.
tax treaty and Article 23 of the German-Spanish tax The Federal Republic of Germany long ago began to
treaty, a credit for foreign tax imposed in the situs conclude agreements for administrativeassistancen tax
country is granted by the country where the taxpayer matters with other countries, whether through an ad-
resides. ministrative assistance or exchange of nformation

In conformitywith this last rule the Supreme Tax Court clause in a tax treaty or through a separate agreement
held in its decision of December 4, 1979 16 regarding for administrative and judicial assistance. However, it

the German-Swiss tax treaty that the plaintiff who re- was not before 1979 that the SupremeTax Court had to

ceived rental income from a dwelling house situated in deal with problems of nternational exchange of nfor-

Switzerland had to pay German income tax on this mation.
income. The taxpayer had not stated that he paid any A decision whose major significance lies in the fact that
income tax in Switzerland. it reveals in which manner similar cases may be decided

The decision of January 22,1980 17 with respect to the upon in the future is the decision of the Supreme Tax

German-Spanish tax treaty states in the first sentence of Court of February 20, 1979 22
on the German-Swedish

the summary preceding the decision, and containing the Agreement on administrative and judicial assistance in

essential arguments on which the decision revolves: tax matters of May 14, 1935 (hereinafter 1935 Agree-
The annual rental value of an owner-occupieddwelling ment). In this case the Court held that a domestic bank

house situated in Spain is subject to domestic income requested by the German tax authorities to give nfor-

tax. 18 No tax was imposed in Spain. mation on the identity of certain deposit holders within
the framework of the administrative assistance provi-

All recent tax treaties concluded by the Federal Repub- sions between the Federal Republic of Germany and
lic of Germany contain -- in conformity with Article 9

rea-
of the OECD Model Convention-- a provision regarding Sweden, is obliged to render such information.The

soning of the Supreme Tax Court essentially upheld the
associated enterprises. Under this provision profits de-

as
rived from commercial or financial relations between opinion of the tax authorities to the extent and the

limits of the supply of information. Its main arguments
associated enterprises established in the two contracting were:
states may (can) be adjusted, if they have been derived
under conditions which ndependent enterprises would

-- The 1935 Agreement is still effective, although the

not have agreed upon. German-Swedish tax treaty of 1959 contains in its
Article 24 an exchange of informationclause. Since

The tax treaties concluded by the Federal Republic of the 1935 Agreement is more extensive it must be
Germany with the Netherlandsand France prior to pub- assumed that it was the Contracting States' wish
lication of the final text of the OECD Model Conven- that the two treaties shuld exist independently of
tior contain jn Articles 6 and 5, respectively, a similar each other.
provision. With respect to these provisions the Supreme
Tax Court pronounced in its decisions of March 12, - Business secrets in the sense of the provisions for ad-

1980, 19 and January 31, 1981.20 These two decisions ministrative and judicial assistance are only those

are signicant, since they terminate the controversy
which has been aired in various tax journals whether the 16. No. VIII R 125/78 published in BFHE 125, 165 and in BStB1

contracting states may or can adjust the profits of II (1980) at 97.

associated enterprises. The SupremeTax Court supports 17. No. VHI R 134/78 published in BFHE 130,261 and BStB1 II

those persons who belive that the authority which has (1980) at 447.

been expressed in both terms is not granted to the tax
18. The Federal Republic of Germany, as well as some other Eu-

administration but rather to the legislature. Therefore,
ropean countries like Belgium,Luxembourg and the Netherlands,
subjects a presumptive income from owner-occupied dwelling

the provisions in tax treaties for the taxation of associ- houses to individual income tax.
ated enterprises do not constitute an independent legal 19. No. I R 186/76 published in BFHE 130, 296 and BStB1 II
base for the tax authorities under which they may ad- (1980) at 531.

just the profits of associated enterprises. The situation is 20. Not yet published.
rather that such an adjustment is only possible if the 21. The Aussensteuergesetz(Foreign Tax Law) of 1972 seeks to

case which is to be decided upon is covered by adjust- preserve tax equality in internationalrelationshipsby measures to

ment provisionsexistingunder German national tax law. eliminate legal international tax avoidance and illegal tax evasion.
Articles in the English language which were published in Euro-

Such national adjustment provisins are, in particular, Taxation inter alia, Foreign Tax Law Aussensteuerge--

those with respect to disguised profit distributions, dis- pean are,
setz by E. Mittendorf-Snaas in 14 Eur. Tax. (174) at 237;

guised capital contributions, abuse of the legal forms Foreign Tax Law: Aussensteuergesetz Change of residence to--

governed by the Bundesgesetzbuch (General Law Code) low tax countriesby E. Mittendorf-Snaasin 14 Eur. Tax. (1974)
and --

as of 1972 -- Section 1 of the Aussensteuergesetz 346; The foreign base in the West German tax lawat company

(Foreign Tax Law). 21 Of course, for the applicationof by E. Jehle in 17 Eur. Tax. (1977) 364, 400 and 18 Eur. Tax.at

these provisions no authority based upon a treaty provi- (1978) at 22; Treatment of major shareholding in the case of
sion is required. emigration -- Taxation of the appreciation in the value of stock

according to the Aussensteuergesetzby E. Jehle in 18 Eur. Tax.

(1978) at 368.

b. Agreementsfor administrativeand judiciaassistance 22. No. VII R 16/78 published in BFHE 127, 104 and in BStB1
II (1979) at 268. See for a discussion in English, 19 European

With the increase of international business, administra- Taxation (1979) at 189.
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that country. These national provisions apply since to public of Germany. In reaching this decision the Su-
date no tax treaty has been concluded between the preme Tax Court's reasoning was again based upon the
Federal Republic of Germany and Mexico. The Federal meaning of the word herrhren (derived) in Article
Republic meanwhile concluded tax treaties with Roma- 4(1), first sentence, of the German-Swiss tax treaty of
nia and Brazil and under the provisions of these treaties 1959. This reasoning also means that mere causality be-
assembling activities also constitute a permanent estab- tween income and the performance of activities is suf-
lishment. ficient for the Federal Republic of Germany to exer-

Two recent decisions of the Supreme Tax Court deal cise its taxing rights.
with taxation in conformity with the place of work However, this decision is therefore problematic since --

criterion which was laid down in Article 4 of the Ger- as the Supreme Tax Court itself states -- the payments
man-Swiss tax treaty of 1959. Article 4(1), first for the waiting period did not constitute a considera-
sentence, of this treaty provides that income from per- tion for work performed in the past but rather a com-

sonal services shall only be subject to tax in that coun- pensation for the observance of the waiting period.
try where the services are performed. 12 The service thus rendered by the former employee in

The decision of October 12, 1978, 13 deals with a per- the form of abstaining from any activities competing
son who had carried on a profession in the Federal Re- with those of hi former employer was, however, per-

public of Germany and who aftersellinghis businesshad formed by the employee in Switzerland. It is, therefore,
moved to Switzerland.As had been agreed, his successor possible that Switzerland will not agree with the Su-

remitted part of the fees connected with the cases which preme Tax Court's interpretation of the German-Swiss
had not been completed at the time of the transfer of tax treaty. Any resultingdouble taxation of this ncome

the business. The German tax authorities of the district must in such a case be eliminated in a mutual agreement
where the Swiss resident had carried on his professional procedure between the German and Swiss tax author-

activities before moving to Switzerland assessed him to ities.

income tx on those deferred payments from ndepen- Irrespective of the philosophywhich two countries con-
dent personal services as having limited liability to cluding a tax treaty use as a basis for the attribution of
German ncome tax. 14 The Supreme Tax Court con- the incorne which they subject to tax, regardingn-
firned that the Fedral Republic of Germany is author-

may
come from real property they will always respect the

ized to impose its income tax in such a case. The fact primacy of the situs criterion without an restric-
that the taxpayer had in the past performed services tions. The tax treaties concluded by the German Federal
through a fixed base located ir the Federal Republic Republic generally prevent double taxation in such a
and that the payments were directly connected with case through the xemption method, therefore, as it is
these services was considered to be decisive. The Su- usually expressed in those treaties, they shall be ex-
preme Tax Court based its opinion on the use of the cluded from the basis upon which the Federal Republic
word herrhren (derived) in Article 4(1), first tax is mposed. .. Exceptions to this general rule are.

sentence, of the German-Swisstax treaty of 1959. Since
the Supreme Tax Court found that the deferred pay- 12. A non-official translation of this article published in Supple-
ments constituteda considerationfor the transfer of the mentary Service to European Taxation reads:

1. Income from dependent independent persnal servicesbusiness it denied that these payments were to be con- or

idered as support payments. The Final Protocol to the shall, subject to the provisions of Para. 2 of this article or of

German-Swiss tax treaty supplementing the provisions
Article 5, be taxed only in the State in which the personal ser-

vices from which the income is derived are carried on. Indepen-of Article 4 of this treaty and providing, nter alia, that dent personal service is only deemed to be carried on in either
retirement pensions and other support payments shall of the two States, if the professional activity is performed
only be taxable in the country where the taxpayer re- through a xed center in that State. Theatre, radio, motion pic-
sides was, therefore, not applicable in this case. ture, or television performers, athletes and artists working in-

dependently, shall be taxable for income derived from public per-
This situation was not changed by the new German- formances only in the State in which the activities are carried o,
Swiss tax treaty of 1971. Article 14 of this treaty is also irrespective of whether these activities are carried on through a

based on the place of work criterion and Article 18 fixed center or not.

gives a different rule only for certain support payments . Income from dependent services carried on by persons who
limited to those connectedwith dependentwork. are domiciled in one of the States near the frontier and are em---

ployed in the other State near the frontier (frontierworkers)shll
Some doubts may exist with respect to the second de- be taxed only in the State in which the taxpayer.isdomiciled.
cision which dates from November 9, 1977 dealing with 13. No. I R 69/75 published in BFHE 126, 209 and BStB1 II
Article 4 of the German-Swiss tax treaty of 1959.1s In (1979) at 64.
this case the Supreme Tax Court had to decide on the 14. Residents of the Federal Republic of Germany are subjectto
taxation of payments made by a former employer as income tax on their world-wide income, i.e. they have according
compensation for a waiting period during which the to German terminology unlimited tax liability (unbeschrnkt
former employee had committed himself not to carry steuerpflichtig). Non-residents of the Federal Republic, however,

on any activities competing with his former employer's
have only limited liability to tax (beschrnkt steuerpflichtig),

business activities after leaving the latter's service. The meaning that they are only subject to German income tax with
respect to certain German-source income indicated ir German in- ,

former employee had meanwhile emigrated to Switzer- come tax law.
land. The Supreme Tax Court held that such payments 15. No. I R 254/75 published in BHFE 124, 35 and BStBI 11
were liable to German incme tax because the recipient (1978) at 195: see also the commentary in Hchstrichterliche
had carried on his former activities in the Federal Re- Finanzrechtsprechung(1978)at 88.
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and payment of the German wages .tax by a non-resident
Professor Dr. Heinrich employer.
List (61) started his
career in taxation in This case is becoming more and more important be-

1949 as an officer in cause of the increasingnumber of contracts under which

the customs depart- employees are placed at the disposal of German enter-

r' ment. In 1955 he be- prises by non-resident employers. When deciding this
came a legal clerk case the Supreme Tax Court pointed out that such em-

with the SupremeTax ployers should in case of doubt call upon the German
Court and in 1959 tax authorities using the procedure of Section 56 of the
was appointed judge Lohnsteuer-Durchfhrungsverordnung(Wages Tax Im-

- X,u'-Iy I./////I,/.,/, on the Lower Tax 8

* 3r Court of Munich. On plementation Decree) in order to avoid being held

June 1, 1962 he re- responsible for the payment of wages tax at a later mo-

turned to the Su- ment.

5* ' preme Tax Court but Another case, the decision of March 7, 1979,9 concern-
now as a judge. Ten ed the taxation of profits which a domestic enterprise
years later he became made in 1968 through the assembly of machinery in
Chairman of a division

of the Supreme Tax Court, in 1974 the Court's Vice-Presi- Romania, Mexico and Brazil, i.e. these, profits were

dent and in 1978 its President Professor List obtained his made befor the Federal Republic had concluded tax

doctor's degree in 1960 (thesis: Self-denunciation in crimi- treaties .with Romania and Brazil in 1973 and 1975,
nal law) and in 1964 was offered a position as lecturer in respectivel, and before the Abgabenordnung1977 be-

tax law and financial law at the University of Erlangen- came effective. 10 The Supreme Tax Court held that

Nuremburg where in 1967 he was made adjunct professor these prfits were not derived through a permanent
(Honorarprofessor). establishment located abroad so that no unilateral relief

Professor List has published numerous articles and is co- for the prevention of double taxation was available. It

author of an authoritative handbook on German turnover reached this decision since for the interpretation of the

tax law entitled Kommentar zum Umsatzsteuergesetz , term Betriebsttte (permanent establishment) only
a handbook on the German Fiscal Code (Abgabenord- the rules of the Germah national law were decisive and
nung) entitled Kommentarzur AO and the famous Ger- not thos laid down in tax treaties and the OECD Model
man tax encyclopedia Handwrterbuch des deutschen Convention. Under the definition of the term perma-
Steuerrechts. nent establishment contained in Section 16 of th
The International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation wishes Steueranpassungsgesetz1 which was then applicable,
to thank Professor List, who is a member of its Advisory assembly activities could not be deemed to constitute a

Council, for contributing to this special issue of the Bulle- feste rtliche Einrichtung (fixed local establishment)
tin. in the sense of Section 16(2) No. 2 of the Steueranpas-

sungsgesetz nor a Bauausfhrung (construction pro-

ject) in the sense of the same Section of the Steueran-

passungsgesetz.
Consequently, the tax authorities held the U.K. com-

pany liable for the pyment of the wages tax. The However, Section 12 f the Abgabenordnung 1977,
which became effective on January 1, 1977 and which

Supreme Tax Court upheld the opinion of the tax au-
replaced Section 16 of the Steueranpassungsgesetz,men-

thorities. tions in the Second sentence, in addition to construction
It is true that the obligation to withhold wages tax is projects, also assembling activities as an example of a

only placed on domestic employers, i.e. those employers permanent establishment. This means that under the
who are established in the Federal Republic. A domestic current national German legal provisions the taxpyer in

employer is defined as any employer who has a perma- the above case would have had a permanent establish-
nent establishment in the Federal Republic (this defini- ment in Mexico as a result of his assemblingactivities in
tion is currently also in conformity with the definition
in Section 38(1) of the German Einkommensteuergesetz
(Individual Income Tax Law) in its amended form of

7. The term Steueranpassungsgesetzliterally means Tax ad.-

1975). The Supreme Tax Court considered the office
justment law. Its function was, inter alia, to give general defini-
tions applicable to a number of tax laws. The Steueranpassungs-

which was used by the U.K. employer's German em- gesetz was abolished as of January 1, 1977 and the general defi-

ployee as a permanentestablshmentof the U.K. compa- nitions are currently to be found in the Abgabenordnung (Fiscal
ny, since by virtue of Section 16(2) of the Steueran- Code) 1977. See The new fiscal code -- First tax reform law of

passungsgesetz 7 offices or similar business establish- March 16, 1976 by W.G. Kuiper in 16 Eur. Tax. (1976) at 292.

ments are demed to be permanent establishments.The 8. This is designated as the Lohnsteuer-Anrufungsauskunft
fact that the German-UnitedKingdom tax treaty gives a procedure meaning that the employer and the employee are en-

more limited definition of the term permanent estab- titled to request information from the tax authoritieswhether the

lishment was considered to be immaterial by the wages tax is due in a particular case. The reply of the tax author-

Supreme Tax Court, since this definition only applies
ities is not nal and may be revoked at any time, but not retro-

actively.
for purposes of the tax treaty. The decision of the 9. No. I R 145/76 published in BFHE 127, 517 and BStB1 II

Supreme Tax Court was further supported by the fact (1979) at 527.
that the German-United Kingdom tax treaty does not 10. See note 7 above.

contain any provisions with respect to the withholding 11. Id.
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1 . Treaty law

on InternationalTax Law a. Treaties for the prevention of
double taxation

b. Agreementsfor administrativeby Prof. Dr. Heinrich List
and judicial assistance

.

2. General rules of international law

I. INTRODUCTION Ill. DECISIONSON NATIONAL PROVI-
; SIONS DEALING WITH INTER-

The cncept of international tax law encompasses on the one hand legal NATIONALTAX ASPECTS
tules :of. international law, which either through transformation 1

or in the 1. Transfer of current assets to a

frm of general rules of international treaty law 2 have become part of Ger-
-

foreign permanent establishment
man law, and on the other hand legal rules embodied in German national tax 2. Base companies
law which deal With facts having an internationalcharacter. 3. Which law is applicable

German scholars and practitioners often designate the latter aspect of inter- IV. CONCLUSION
national tax law as Aussensteuerrecht, i.e. nationalrules for international
tax law as opposed to, for nstance, treaty provisions. 3 These two aspects of
international tx law are also designated as international tax law in a broad
sense.

Il. DECISIONSON TAX TREATY LAW

1. Treaty law

a. Treaties for the preventionofdouble taxation
The taA policy of the Federal Republic of Germany when concluding tax
treatie is -- as is the case n most industrial countries -- to give primacy to
the reidence principle over the source principle. However, since the Federal
Republi also accepts as a guiding principle that business must be able to
compee, it recognizes the source principle as well, although mostly in only
a limited form, with respect to income which is derived from direct and per-
manentparticipation in business activities.

1. Article 59(2) of the German Grundge-
This is the case for: setz (Constitution), hereinafter cited as

business ncome, with the restriction, however, that the income must be GG). This article transforms treaty law--

into domestic law.derived through a permanent establishment situated in the source coun- 2. GG, Art. 25.try (i,e. the permanentestablishmentcriterion); 3. See Prinzipien des internationalen
income from dependent and independent actiuities, with the respective Steuerrechts by O. Bhler (1964); Vol. III

--

requirenents, however, that it Inust not concern temporary activitiesnor of Einfhrung in das besondere Steuer-
must the activities be carried out through a fixed base (i.e. the place of recht, entitled Das internationale Steuer-
work criterion); recht der Bundesrepublik, by V. Kluge

(1976), and recently the article Das Vl-incnie from real property, generaIly without any restriction (i.e. the kerrecht in der Rechtsprechung des Bun-
situs criterion). desfinanzhof, by H.W. Bayer in 58 Steuer

und Wirtschaft (1981) at 61.The German Supreme Tax Court must take these three attribution criteria 4. Hereinafter designated as tax trea-into account in its recent decisions with respect to treaty law. In its decision ties.
of October 5, 1977 5 the concept of permanentestablishmentwas crucial in 5. No. I R 90/75 published in Bundesfi-
establishing the liability to tax wages

6 of non-resident taxpayer acting as nanzhof-Entscheidungen (hereinafter cited
an employment agency. The case concerned a company established in the

as BFHE) 124, 29 and in Bundessteuer-
blatt (hereinafterBStB1) II (1978) at 205.United Kingdom which had contracted with a German enterprise to com- 6. Under Gernan law employers are

plete a certain project in the Federal Republic of Germany and which for obliged to withhold wages tax (Lohnsteu-
this purpose placed a number of its employees at the disposal of the German er) from the wages they pay to their em-

enterprise. The United Kingdom company hired a German employee to assist ployees. This tax either replaces the in-
come tax (in case of low incomes) or mayits British workers in Germany, using an office set up in Germany. This em- be credited against the ernployee's income

ployee, inter alia, paid the wages remitted from the United Kingdom to the tax liability. The employee is the taxpayer
British employees. The German tax authorities found that the United King- but the employer is obliged to withhold
dom company should have withheld German wages tax from the wages paid the tax and to pay the tax over to the Trea-

The employer is severally liable forto its employees working in Germany and should have paid this tax over to . sury.
the payment of the wages tax in case hethe German Treasury. does not meet his obligation.
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there is a built-in tendency towards structural changes
within the tax system. The share of direct taxes tends to

HAPPY BIRTHDAY increase, while that of indirect taxes is decreasing ac-

cordingly. This dynamic is particularly manifested with
On September 25, 1981, the last day of our Congress, respect to the wage tax, due to the connectionbetween
Mr. Hans Matthferwill celebrate his birthday. the progressive tax rates and nominal wage increases.
The Editors of the Bulletin for International Fiscal
Documentation wish him many happy returns of the Until the mid-1970s, this tendency continued nearly

day and will toast to his health at the fnal banquet. without restriction. The share of direct taxes increased
from 51.6 percent in 1952 to 62.1 percent in 1977. The
share of the wage tax in respect of the total tax revenue

nearly tripled from 11 to 30.3 percent. As a result, the

European Community as a pillar of its foreign policy wage tax ratio (i.e. the relationshipof wage tax revenue

and, because of this, will make its contributionas the in- to total gross wages) increased from 7 percent in 1960

tegration process continues. However, it will strive to to 15 percent in 1974.
bring about a fair balancing of interests as well as to As from 1974, the Federal Governmenthas tried to stop
avoid situations in which conflicts are solved to the this trend. Through number of tax relief the
unilateraldetrimentof individualmember states.

a measures,

government has stabilized the wage tax burden. The
Cooperation with the member states of EFTA will be wage tax as a percentage of the total tax revenue has

expanded continuously. Indeed, the EFTA member since levelled out at about 30 percent. The wge tax
states are connected with the European Communityby ratio has also been stabilized at around 15 percent. Like-

way of a free trade agreement; this relationship has de- wise, the ratio between direct and indirect taxes has
veloped into a widely uniform European market that Stabilized at 5.7.4 : 42.6 percent (1981). One of the con-

consists of 17 countries with more than 300 million in- tributing factors has been a moderte increase in some

habitants. excise taxes, such as the mineral oil tax, the spirits tax,

After many years of huge surpluses, the German current the tobacco tax as well as the turnover tax. In the long
account has moved into the red. One important reason run, our policy is to maintain a balanced tax pattern and

for this is the increased oil bill of the Federal Republic to stabize the share of direct taxes; it is fr this reason

of Germany. Despite lower quantities of imported oil, that we cannot exclude the possibility that some excise

we have been forced to spend 100 percent more for taxes may have to be adjusted in the future.

these imports in 1980 than in 1978. Additionalreasons Further developmentof the turnover tax will depend on

for this deficit include an earlier revaluationof the DM, tax harmonizationwithin the European Community.At

the effects of which are being felt only now, and the n- present, no spectacular progress can be expected that

creased deficit in the field of services (e.g. tourisn) as would bring about the abolition of the tax borders be-

well as capital transfers. In the long run, the Federal Re- tween the various member states of the European Com-

public of Germany must strive to return to a balanced munity. Instead, we have to expect an extendedperiod
external position. This is to be achieved by lwering the of consolidation durjng which must be solved those

on problems that remained after the Sixth Directive for thedependency inported oil, encouraging investment
and nnovation, as well as strengtheningthe competitive harmonization of turnover taxes of May 17, 1977. One

position of German businesses. In this process, the still important problem is the question whether specfic
rather high degree of price stability in the Federal Re- common procedures should be introduced for second-

public of Germany in comparison to other countries is hand goods (in particular second-hand cars). In addition,
one of the most prominent positive features. The ear- there are some 40 transitional regulations contained in

lier there is an improvement of the West German cur- the Sixth Directive that have to be eliminated n due

rent account situation, the earlier there will be more course. It is still too early to predictwhen the harmoni-

scope for a monetary policy which is not all that tainted zation of tax rates (with regard to number, percentages,
by pressures due to the disequilibrium in our balance of and classification of transactions) will take place. There

payments. Indeed, this will enable us again to pursue a are strong signs that this last stage of the trnover tax

more domesticallyoriented monetary policy. harmonizationwill not be achieved in the 1980s.

Our fiscal policy is guided by the necessity of perma- The turnover tax s the most important indirect tax,
nent adption and long-term dvelopment.The total tax contributing slightly more than one quarter of total tax

burden must be designed in such a manner that desirable revenue. In the course of time, the share of the turnover

public services can be financed without adversely affect- tax as a percentage of total tax revenue w! diminish

ing the individual capacity and motivation of taxpayers. slightly if tax rates remain unchanged. If one accepts
For some 30 years, the so-called taxation ratio has been that the relative importance of this tax within the

remarkably stable in the Federal Republic of Germany framework of the entire tax system is to be maintained,
(approximately24 percent). According to our estimates, an idea that corresponds with the harmonzation

this ratio will be 24.13 percent in 1981 and will amount attempts of the European Community, then one also

to 24.16 percent in 1982 and 24.15 percent in 1983. has to take into account the progressivelydecreasing in-

Thus, there will be virtually no change in this ratio, and cidence of this tax.

the Federal Government has no ntention to effect any In 1977, the Federal Republic of Germany witnessed an

increase in the future.

Although the total tax burden is thus basically stable, [continued on page 355]
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THE OBJECTIVESOF THE FISCAL POLICY OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLICOFGERMANY
IN THE 1980s

by H. Matthfer

The picture of the world economy shows grey spots: The Government of the Federal Republic of Germany
economic growth has been slowing down notceably; in- devotes great attention to the mprovementof its econo-
ternal and external imbalances of most economies nar- mic relations with the countries of the Third World. On
row the scope of governmentalmonetary and fiscal poli- January 1, 1981, the Second Convention of Lom con-

cy; and, despite some hopeful signals of stabilization, in- cluded between 59 African, Caribbeanand Pacific states
flation remains a serious problem. and the European Communityentered into force; it pro-
What we are experiencing these days is a unique ac-

vides for a number of improvements as compared with
the previous Convention. At about the same time, thecumulation of world-wide recession, structural crises

and high interest rates. system of general preferences in favor of developing
countries entered its second decade. Further improve-There are neverthelessprospect of a resurgence of inter- ments in the EEC Scheme are being implemented in

national economic activity. The propensity to invest 1981. The Federal Governmentwill continue to supportcould prove to be relatively constant. The pressure to further material improvement,particularly for the poor-
adapt in a period of scarce and expensive energy pro- est of the developingcountries.
duces positive elements in creating a cnsiderable in-
vestmentpotentialwhich should be capable of maintain- Within Europe, international cooperation is manifested

ing growth for an extended time period. The consump-
in the realizatoh of the customs union. Since the foun- I

tion of oil in a number of oil-importing countries has dation of the European Community slightly less than 25

dropped considerably. Nevertheless, periods of relative years ago, a uniform economic area has been created

quiet in the oil market must not lead to a less stringent that has opened new dimensions for trade, business and
agriculture and that has by become establishedpolicy of energy saving or to a slackening of efforts to- now an

feature in this part of the world. At present, however,wards developingalternative sources of energy. the European Community finds itself in phase wherea
At a time when all industrial and developing countries it is more and nore difficult to continue the process of
are fighting fiercely to maintain their competitiveworld integration in a consistent.way; this is primarily due to
position, the rejection of protectionist tendencies is es- increasing economic difficulties all over the world. In-
pecially important. Free world trade, which alone pro- deed, the Federal Government continues to regard the
vides access to economic and social progress to all parti- membership of the Federal Repblicof Germany in the
cipants, is not a spectacle for sunny days but rather a

crucial test for difcult times.

The economic situation of many oil-importing,develop-
ing countries is a mattr of concern. Since 1971, their Hans Matthfer (55), the present Federal Minister of Finance
foreign indebtedness has more than quadrupled, their joined the Social Democratic Party (SPD) in 1950. He studied
debt service requirements have increased six-fold and economics and socal sciences in Frankfurt/Main, Germany and

their debt structure has deteriorated due to an increase Madison (Wis.) U.S.A. and graduated in 1953 as Diplomvolks-
wirt. In 1953 he entered the employmnt of the IG Metallin the share of hard commercial loans. The gulf be- (Metal workers' union) member of the Economics Depart-as a

tween the poor and rich of this world has become great- ment of the Executive Committee where he speciazed in
er. problems connected with automation, mechanization, economtc

But one should not be too pessimistic. Not only has the growth and employment From 1957-1960 he served as a mem-

indebtedness of developing countries increased; their ber of the O.E.E.C. Mission in Washingtonand Paris. In 1961 he

economic potential has increased as well. On the other became head of the Training and Education Department of the
Executive Committee of the IG Metal, as well as a Member ofhand, the ability to achieve economic improvements as Parliament. As a MemberofParamenthe served on the Commit-well as the ability to adapt differ tremendously from tees for Economic Affairs, Economic Cooperation, Legal Affairs

country to country. Some 20 developing countries that and Foreign Affairs. He became a Vice-Presidentof the German-
are statistically recorded as non-oil countries have Latin Group of Parliamentarians. President of the Patronage
emerged in the meantime as minor oil-exporting coun- Committee of the German Section of Amnesty Internatonaland
tries (on a net basis) or have become largely self-suffi- Editor of the periodical Express Espaol (until the end of
cient as regards their energy consumption. 1972). From 1971-1973 Mr. Matthfer acted as Presidentof the

Board of Trustees of the German Foundation for DevelopingIt is at home that adaptation begins. This is true for in- Countries. In 1971 he was appointedParliamentary State Secre-
dustrial as well as for developing countries. Neverthe- tary in the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation. In 1974
less, the efforts of developingcountries will continue to he became the.FedemlMinisterfor Research and Technologyand
need the support of outside aid. This is not to say that in 1978 the Federal Minister of Finance. Mr. Matthfer is a

only development aid to the poorest countries must be prolific author who wrote a number of books on economic and

increased, but, rather, that there must be free access to political problems as we as numerous articles on questions
the markets of the industrialized countries for the ex- regarding trade unions, developmentand researchpolices.

port commoditiesof developingcountries.
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die Beteiligung an einer nlndischen Krperschaft an

anrechnungsberechtigte Erwerber verussem und sich
Herzliche Glckwnschezum Geburtstag das Anrechnungsguthaben im Preis mitbezahlen lassen.

Durch eine weitere Gesetzesregelung soll vermieden
Am 25. September 1981, dernletzten Tag unseres Kon- werden, dass die Gewinne inlndischer Krperschaften
gresses, kann Herr Minister Matthfer seinen Geburtstag durch bermssige Fremdnanzierungder Besteuerung
feiern. entzogen werden. In bestimmten Fllen sollen Ver-
Die Herausgeber des Bulletin for International Fiscal gtungen fr Fremdkapital nicht als abziehbare Be-
Decumentation mchten es nicht versumen, ihm dazu triebsausgaben, sondern al verdeckte Gewinnausscht-
die besten Wnsche zu bermitteln und bei der Ab- tungen behandelt und der Krperschaftsteuer unter-
schiedsveranstaltungauf sein Wohl anzustosse. worfen werden.

Das Problem der Anrechnung von Krperschaftsteuer
wann mit einer Harmonisierung der Steuerstze (nach ber die Grenze hinweg lsst sich nur zusammen mit

Zahl, Hhe und Zuordnung der einzelnen Umstze) einer Harmonisierung der Krperschaftsteuersysteme
gerechnet werden kann, erscheintderzeit noch verfrht. zufriedenstellendlsen. Die EG-Kommissionhat hierfr

Vieles spricht dafr, dass diese letzte Stufe der USt- bereits Vorarbeiten geleistet. Aus deutscher Sicht sollte

Harmonisierung in der 80er Jahren nicht erreicht wer- die Rechtsangleichung so erfolgen, dass wir nicht zu

den kann. einer Doppelbelastung der ausgeschtteten Krper-
schaftsgewinnen zurckkehren mssen, sondern unser

Die Umsatzsteuer ist mit einem Anteil von etwas mehr
Vollanrechnungsverfahrenbeibehaltenknnen.

als einem Viertel am Gesamtsteueraufkommen die

wichtigste indirekte Steuer. Der Aufkommensanteil Ein Schwerpunkt unserer Steuerpolitik bleibt die Ver-

nimmt im Zeitverlauf bei gleichbleibendenSteuerstzen einfachung und Entbrokratisierung unseres Steuer-

leicht ab. Wenn man -- in Ubreinstimmungmit dem systems. Die Bundesregierung fhrt diese Aufgabe
Harmonisierungsbestrebender EG --- als Zielvorgabe an- schrittweise fort, weil Vorstellungenvom grossen Wurf

erkennt, dass die relative Bedeutung dieser Steuerart einer umfassender Steuervereinfachung sich als nicht

innerhalb des Steuersystems erhalben bleiben soll, muss realisierbar erwiesen haben. Der Handlungsspielraum
allerdings auch deren regressive Belastungswirkung be- ist leider eng begrenzt, den Steuervereinfachungmuss

achtet werden. Rcksichtnehmen auf:

Eine entscheidende Wende hat die Bundesrepublik1977 -- die unverzichtbare sozialgerechte und gleichmssige
mit der Reform der Krperschaftsteuer vollzogen. Besteuerung aller Brger nach ihrer Leistungsfhig-
Durch die Einfhrung eines Anrechnungsverfahrens keit,
werden die Gewinne von Krperschaften seitdem nur

-- ausserfiskalische Zielsetzungen, ohne die ein moder-

einmal mit einer Steuer vom Einkommen belastet. Die ner Interventionsstaatnicht denkbar ist (z.B. Sozial-,
Krperschaftsteuer,die fr einbehaltene Gewinne regel- Wohnungsbau-, Wirtschafts-, Konjunktur-, Energie-,
mssig 56 v. H. betrgt, ermssigtsich fr ausgeschttete Umweltschutzpolitik),
Gewinne auf 36 v. H. Die verbleibenden36 v. H. werden -- das europische Recht und die internationalenWirt-

auf die Einkommensteuerder Anteilseignerangerechnet. schaftsbeziehungen,
die Technik der Steuererhebung im Massenver---

Um die Einmalbesteuerung sicherzustellen, ist es er-

forderlich, alle Anteilseignervon der Steueranrechnung fahren,

auszunehmen,deren Dividenden im Inland nichtvoll der
-- die Haushalte von Bund, Lndern und Gemeinden

Einkommensteuer oder der Krperschaftsteuer unter- und den Finanzausgleich unter den Gebietskrper-

liegen. Zu diesen Anteilseignern gehren insbesondre schaften.

inlndische Krperschaften des ffentlichen Rechts, Der Bund hat zudem nur begrenzte Zustndigkeiten;
inlndische steuerbefreite Krperschaften sowie Ausln- Verwaltung und Organisation liegen in erster Linie bei

der. den Lndern. Die meisten Steuergesetze bedrfen der

Es besteht allerdings die Gefahr, dass das Anrechnungs- Zustimmungdes Bundesrates.

verbot durch ungewhnliche Gestaltungen unterlaufen Dennoch haben wir einige Erfolge aufzuweisen, die uns

wird. Deshalb sind Massnahmen dagegen getroffen ermutigen, den eingeschlagenen Weg beharrlich weiter

worden, dass nichtanrechnungsberechtigteAnteilseigner zu schreiten.
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Die Bundesregierungmisst dem Ausbau der Wirtschafts- Gesamtsteuerbelastung so-zu gestalten, dass die wn-
beziehungen mit den Lndern der Dritten Welt grosse schenswerten Staatsaufgaben finaziert werden knnen,
Bedeutung bei. Am 1. Januar 1981 ist mit einer Reihe ohne die individuelle Leistungskraft und Leistungs-
von Verbesserungen das zweite Abkommen von Lom motivationdes Steuerzahlerszu schwchen.
zwischen der Europischen Gemeinschaft und 59 Die sog. volkswirtschaftliche Steuerquote bewegt sich
Staaten des afrikanischen, karibischen und pazifischen in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland seit 30 Jahren mit
Raums in Kraft getreten. Etwa zur gleichen Zeit ging bemerkenswerterStabilitt auf dem gleichen Niveau und
das allgemeine Prferenzsystemzugunsten der Entwick- schwankt nur mit relativ geringen Ausschlgenum 24 v.
lungslnder in das zweite Jahrzehnt seiner Anwendung. H. Auch in den nchsten Jahren wird sie nach den Vor-
Das Schema der Gemeinschaft fr 1981 ist emeut ver- ausschtzungenmit 24,16 v. H. (1982) und 24,15 v. H.
bessert worden. Auch in Zukunft wird die Bundes- (1983) nach 24,13 v. H. (1981) praktisch unverndert
regierung fr weitere materielle Verbesserungen, ins- bleiben. Die Bundesregierungstrbt eine Anhebung der
besondere zugunsten der rmeren Entwicklungslnder, Steuerquoteauch fr die Zukunft nicht an.
eintreten.

Bei hiernach insgesamt gleichbleibender Gesamtsteuer-
Im europischen Raum steht die intemationale Zu- belastung wohnt unserem Steuersystem gleichwohl eine
sammenarbeit im Zeichen der Verwirklichungder Zoll- starke Dynamik zur Strukturverschiebunginnerhalb der
union. Seit Grndung der Europischen Gemeinschaft Steuerarten inne. Der Anteil der sog. direkten Steuern
vor weniger als 25 Jahren ist ein heute nicht mehr weg- nimmt tendenziell laufend z, der Anteil der indirekten
zudenkendes einheitliches Wirtschaftsgebietmit neuen Steuern nimmt dementsprechend ab. Durch das Zu-
Dimensionen fr Handel, Gewerbe und Landwirtschaft sammenwirken des progressiven Steuertarifs mit Nomi-
geschaffen worden. Zur Zeit befindet sich die Gemein- nallohnerhhungen ist die Dynamik besonders deutlich
schaft allerdings in einer Phase, in der es angesichts zu- bei der Lohnsteuer.
nehmender weltweiter wirtschaftlicherProbleme immer
schwieriger wird, den Integrationsprozess konsequent Bis Mitte der 70er Jahre lief diese Entwicklungnahezu

fortzusetzen. Die Bundesregierung, die in der Mitglied- ungebremst. Der Anteil der direkten Steuern erhhte
schaft der BundesrepublikDeutschland in der EG einen sich von 51,6 v. H. (1952) auf 62,1 v.H. (1977). Der

Eckpfeiler ihrer Aussenpolitik sieht, ist auch weiterhin Anteil der Lohnsteuer am Gesamtsteueraufkommen

bereit, ihren Beitrag zur Fortsetzung der Integration zu verdreifachte sich beinahe von 11,0 v. H. auf 30,3 v. H.
leisten. Sie wird aber darauf drngen, dass ein gerechter Entsprechend stieg die Lohnsteuerquote, das ist das

Interessenausgleich stattfindet und Konflikte nicht auf Verhltnis des Lohnsteueraufkommenszur Bruttolohn-
Kosten einzelnerMitgliedstaatenausgetragenwerden. summe, von 7 v. H. (19.60) auf 15 w. H. (1974).
Die Zusammenarbeit mit den EFTA-Staaten, die durch Ab 1974 hat die Bundesregierung dieser Entwicklung
Freihandelsabkommen eng mit der Europischen Ge- bewusst entgegengesteuert.,Siehat durch eine Reihe von

meinschaft verbunden sind, wird kontinuierlich ausge- Steuerentlastungsmassnahmen erreicht, dass die mass-

baut werden. Die Staaten der EFTA und der EG bilden gebenden Schlsselzahlen fr die Belastung der Lohn-
inzwischen einen weitgehendeinheitlicheneuropischen steuerzahler nicht mehr weiter angestiegen sind. Der
Markt von 17 Lndern mit mehr als 300 Millionen Be- Anteil der Lohnsteuer am Gesaitsteueraufkommen
wohnern. liegt weiterhin bei rd. 30 v. H. Die Lohnsteuerquote
Nach vielen Jahren hoher berschsse ist auch die wurde bei 15 v. H. stabilisiert. Auch das Verhltnis

deutsche Leistungsbilanz in die roten Zahlen geraten. direkte/indirekte Steuern hat sich mit 57,4 v. H. zu 42,6
Eine wesentliche Ursache ist die hhere leinfuhrrech- v. H. (1981) wieder etwas eingependelt. Dazu beige-
nung der Bundesrepublik. Trotz gesunkener leinfuhr- tragen haben auch mssige Verbrauchsteueranhebungen

bei der Minerallsteuer, Branntweinsteuer,Tabaksteuer
mengen haben wir 1980 um 100 Prozent mehr fr O1-
importe ausgeben mssen als im Jahr 1978. Daneben

und Umsatzsteuer. Wir wollen die Steuerstruktur lang-
spielen andere- Grnde eine Rolle, z.B. Sptwirkungen fristig im Gleichgewicht halten und die Grenzen der

direkten Steuerbelastung nicht weiter hinausschieben;der frheren DM-Aufwertung und der Anstieg unseres

Defizits bei den Dienstleistungen (Reiseverkehr) und deshalb knnen Anpassungen der Verbrauchsteuern
auch fr die Zukunft nicht ausgeschlossenwerden.bertragungen. Auf Dauer muss die Bundesrepublikzu

ausn-vschaftlichem Gleichgewicht zurckfinden. Die Weiterentwicklung der Umsatzsteuer wird weiter-
Der Weg dorthin fhrt auch fr die deutscheWirtschaft hin von der Steuerharmonisierungin der EG abhngen.
ber eine Senkung der Oleinfuhrabhngigkeit sowie Spektakulre Fortschritte, die eine .baldige Aufhebung
ber Investitionen, Innovation und Strkung der Wett- der sog. Steuergrenzen zwischen den Staaten der EG
bewerbsfhigkeit. In diesem Prozess ist die im nter- ermglichen wrden, zeichnen sich dabei zur Stunde
nationalen Vergleich weiterhin hohe Preisstabilitt der nicht ab. Eher ist mit einer lngeren Konsolidierungs-
Bundesrepublik eines der wichtigsten Aktiva. Je phase zu rechnen, in der die Probleme gelst 'werden
schneller sich eine Besserung der deutschen Leistungs- mssen, die in der 6. EG-Richtlinie zur Harmonisierung
bilanz abzeichnet, um so eher werden sich die aussen- der Umsatzsteuern von 17. Mai 1977 noch offen ge-
wirtschaftlichen Zwnge unserer Geldpolitik lockern blieben sind. Dazu gehrt insbesondere die Frage, ob
und wird sich neuer Spielraum fr eine mehr binnen- fr Gebrauchtgegenstnde (vor allem Gebrauchtwagen)
wirtschaftlicheAusrichtungder Geldpolitikergeben. eine gemeinschaftliche Sonderregelung vorgesehen wer-

den soll. Ausserdem mssen im Laufe der Zeit mehr als
Unsere Steuerpolitik steht im Zeichen stetiger Anpas- 40 bergangsregelungen abgebaut werden, die in der
sung und langfristiger Entwicklung. Es gilt dabei, die 6. Richtlinie enthalten sind. Eine Prognose darber,
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in den80erJaren
Hans Matthfer (55), der Bundesminister der
Finanzeh, trat im Jahre 1950 der SPD bei. Er
absolvierte das Studium der Wirtschafts- und von Hans Matthfer -- Bundesministerder Finanzen
Sozialwissenschaften ih Frankfurtam Main und
in Madison (Wisconsin, U.S.A.) und schloss
dieses 1953 als Dplomvolkswirtab. 1953 nahm Das Bild der Weltwirtschaft ist mit Grautnen durchsetzt. Das Wirt-
er eine Ttigkeit in der Abteilung Wirtschaft schaftswachstum hat sich fhlbar abgeschwcht. Innere und ussere
beim Vorstand der IG Metall auf; Schwer- Ungleichgewichte der meisten Volkswirtschaften schrnken die Mg-punkte seiner Aufgaben stellten gewerkschaft-
liche und soziale Probleme der Automation und lichkeiten fr staatliche Geld- und Fiskalpolitik ein. Die Inflation bleibt

Mechanisierungdar. Von 1957 bis 1960 war er trotz erfreulicherStabilisierungsanstzeein ernstes Problem.
als Mitged der O.E.E.C.-Mission in Washington Wir erleben in dieser Zeit eine bisher einmalige Kumulation weltweiter.wie auch am Sitz der O.E.E.C. in Paris ttig
1961 wurde er Leiter der Abteung Bdungs- Rezession, strukturellerKrisen und hoher Zinsen.
wesen beim Vorstand der IG Metall; ferner Aussichten, dass sich die internationale Wirtschaftsttigkeit wieder-
wurde er zum Mitglied des Deutschen Bundes-
tages gewhlt, wo er im Ausschuss /r Wirt- belebt, sind aber durchaus vorhanden. Die Investitionsneigungknnte

schaft, im Ausschuss fr wirtschaftliche Zu- sich als relativ robust erweisen. Der Zwang zur Anpassung an eine Zeit
samenarbet, im Ausschussfr den wirtschaft- knapper und teurer Energie hat auch eine positive Seite in Gestalt eines
lichen Besitz des Bundes, im Rechtsausschuss erheblichen Investitionsbedarfs,der fr lngere Zeit ein Wachstunsollte
sowie im Auswrtigen Ausschuss ttig war. sttzen knnen. Der lverbrauch in vielen leinfhrenden Lndern ist
Ferner war er Vizeprsidentder lateinamerika-
nischen Parlamentariergruppe und Mitgled des z.T. bereits deutlich gesunken. Phasen relativer Ruhe am lmarktdrfen

Ehrenprsidiums der deutschen Sektion von keinen Anlass geben, in der konsequentenPolitik der Energieeinsparung
Amnesty International. Darber hinaus war er und des Weg voml nachzulassen.
bis Ende 1972 Herausgeber der Zeitschrift
Exprss Espaol'. Von 1971 bis 1973 war Gerade in einer Zeit, da alle Industrie- und Entwicklungslnderschwer
Herr Matthfer Prsident des Kuratoriums der um ihre Behauptung im weltwirtschaftlichenWettbewerb ringen, ist es

Deutschen Stiftung fr Entwicklungslnder; wichtig, protektionistischenTendenzen entgegenzutreten.Der freie Welt-
1972 wurde er zum Parlamentarischen Staats- handel, der allein eine Teilnahme aller am wirtschaftlichenund sozialen
sekretr beim Bundesminister fr Wirtschaft- Fortschrittermglicht, ist keine Schnwetterveranstaltung,sondernliche Zusammenarbeit berufen. Im Mai 1974 muss

wurde er Bundesminister fr Forschung und sich gerade auch in schwierigen Zeiten bewhren.
Technologie und seit 1978 ist er Bundes- Sorge bereitet die wirtschaftliche Lage vieler leinfhrender Entwick-
ministerder Finanzen.

lungslnder. Ihre Auslandsverschuldunghat sich seit 1973 mehr als ver-
Publikationen:

Der Unterschied zwschen Tarihnen vierfacht, der Schuldendienst versechsfacht, und die Schuldenstruktur

und den Effektivverdiensten in der Metall- hat sich durch einen hheren Anteil harter kommerzieller Kredite ver-

industrie der Bundesrepublik,Frankfurt/ schlechtert. Die Kluft zwischen Arm und Reich in dieser Welt ist grsser
Main 1956, geworden.
Technological change in the Metal In-
dustries(zweiTeile),Paris1961/62, Vor verallgemeinerndem Pessimismus ist jedoch zu warnen. Nicht nur

Der Beitrag politischerBildungzurEman- die Verschuldung der Entwicklungslnder, auch ihre wirtschaftliche
zpation der Arbeitnehmer -- Materialien Leistungskraft ist gestiegen. Andererseits sind Ausgangslage und An-
zur Frage des Bildungsurlaubs,Frankfurt/ passungspotential von Land zu Land sehr unterschiedlich. Ewa 20 sta-Main 1970,
Streiks und streikhnliche Formen des tistisch als Nicht-l-Entwicklungslnder bezeichnete Lnder sind in-

Kampfes der Arbeitnehmer im Kapitalis- zwischen kleinere Netto-lexporteure oder weitgehend Energieselbst-
mus'l Frankfurt/Main1971, versorger geworden.
Fr eine menschliche Zukunft. Sozial-
demokratische Forschungs- und Techno- Anpassung beginnt zu Hause. Dies gilt fr Industrie- wie fr Entwick-
logiepolitik,Dsseldorf/Wien1976, lungslnder. Die Eigenanstrengungen der Entwicklungslnder bedrfen
Humanisierung der Arbeit und Produkti- jedoch weiterhin der Hilfe von aussen. Das bedeutet nicht nur ein Mehr
vitt in der Industriegesellschaft, Kln/ Entwicklungshilfe besonders fr die rmsten dieser Lnder. Offener
Frankfurt/Main1977.

an

Femer zahlreiche Artikel zu Fragen der Ge- Marktzugang fr die Ausfuhren der Entwicklungslnder auf den In-

werkschafts-, Finanz- und Entwicklungspolitik. dustrielnder-Mrktenist noch wichtiger.
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There are two seminars scheduled for Berlin, the first scribers to what is one of the important tax journals of
on Taxation of income arising from the nternational the world, and is ncidentally the official.organ of the
sea-bed. In view of the controversy which has bogged International Fiscal Association. It should be in the
down progress on the proposition for a Law on the n- library of every member.
ternational sea-bed, it will be nteresting to see how the
seminar develops. The second seminar is on Principles
of German tax law, which should attract the same con- I hope that the Berlin Congress will be very successful at

siderable nterest as seminars on the domestic tax laws the working and professional level. I.wish participants a

of the host country always have in the past. happy time in Berlin and hope they will be able to re-

new professional and personal friendships. At the end
Thenature of the two subjects for discussion at Berlin, of the Berlin Congress I will end my period of office as

and the high level of the two Cahiers on the subjects your President. It has been an interesting four years,
will, I hope, lead to an equally high level of discussionat during which we have voyaged to Sydney, Copenhagen,
the working sessions. In the recent past, the level of dis- Paris and Berlin. The support of the Secretary-General
cussion at Congress has not nearly matched the quality and the General Treasurer, and the small but dedicated
of the prepared papers. staff of central 'IFA has ensured efficiency in the con-

duct of the affairs of IFA. Both the Executive Commit-
This number of the Bulletin contains articles on some tee and the Permanent Scientific Committee have been
interesting areas in the German tax system, as well as a assiduous in their work between Congresses, and our

range of other erudite contributions. May I suggest that warm thanks are due to all members who have given
members of IFA who participants in the Berlin Con- their time and their energies to the work of IFA, notare

gress, and who will receive an advance copy of this only at the centre, but in the national branches, from
Bulletin as part of their Congress kit should, if they are which IFA draws its energy and its vigour for a pros-
not already subscribers to the Bulletin, become sub- perous future.

............

IFA NEWS
- IIIIIIIIII IIIII II IIIIIIIII [ i i TI

.

FEDERAL REPUBLICOF GERMANY in Basle. Dr. Max Widmer, who has been the Director
of the International Tax Division of the Swiss tax ad-

The German Branch of IFA announces that it will or- ministration for many years, talked on the development
ganise on September 17 - 20, 1981 a joint German- of nternational taxation and its prospects for the
United States Tax Seminar in Rothenburg o.d.T. future. Dr. Widmer who has often been a member of
(Bavaria) immediately prc-eding the Annual IFA Con- Swiss delegations negotiating tax treaties and who has
gress which will be held September 21 - 25 n West been the Chairman of the OECD Working Group for
Berlin. The German Branch urges its members to join Double-Taxation in Paris gave a survey of the problems
the U.S. IFA members who will proceed by train from which the Swiss economy with its manifold interna-
Rothenburgto West Berlin. tional connectionshas to solve.

Subjects which will be discussed include: The next meeting was held on June 20, 1980 in Zurich.
the principal differences between the German and--

All members of the Swiss Branch's Board of Directors
United States tax systems; were reelected. Dr. Heinz Weidman submitted a paperloan financing of corporations by foreign share- on owner-

--

the taxation of the annual rental value of
holders; occupied dwellings and the furthering of the construc-
the inheritance tax treaty between the Federal--

tion of such dwellings.
Republic of Germany and the United States;
rulings for transfer pricing between associated The fall meeting held October 31, 1980 in--

was on

enterprises; Neuchtel where Dr. Kurt Stocker reported on the
the repercussions of the differing concepts of in- proceedings of the Paris Congress of IFA 1980. The--

come in the Federal Republic of Germany and the members of the Swiss Branch found that those persons
United States; who chair the IFA meetings should be better prepared
limits of the exchange of nformation including and should apply the rules adopted strictly.

--

more

those imposed by accountingpractice; A suggestion to this effect was sent to the Secretary-
tax treatment of investment, inter alia, in oil and General of IFA.--

natural gas resource and real property. At the fall meeting the reports for the Berlin Congress
of IFA (1981) were submitted and discussed. The
reporter on the subject Mutual agreement procedureSWITZERLAND and practice is Mr. Daniel Lthi, notary public, and Dr.
Charles Constantin reported on The unilateralmeasures

The Swiss Branch of IFA sent us a report on its activities to prevent double taxation. Mr. Jacques Bgulin re-
durig 1980. ported on the situation with respect to Swiss federal
Its first 1980 meeting was held on February 8, 1980 finance.
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exists in the United Kingdom should surely be a matter
of record.

e Conc ress It is certainly true that the use of mutual agreementpro-
cedure in double tax agreements is increasing, and is

o- 3err bound to increase further, governmentsgive andas more

more attention to the problem of transfer pricing be-
tween associated companies in the field of international
trade and commerce. The choice of this subject for the
Berlin Congress is timely.

=.

: .,:/,',;:- .-.,.q i The General Report of Dr. Karl Koch and his 17 colla-
. , -. , .., ,

, --. , .. borators in the national reports, is a substantial and

,f ' ...'., '-.'.,-: - i- :'. 3...' valuable contribution to the sparse professional litera-
-r ''t: ture on the subject of mutual agreement procedure. The
,:. . :..=..:., : ; Cahier on this subject will form the basis for most in-4

Beresting discussions in the working sessions of Congress.
1 j: :' ,U;;.. ! ' It provides evidence that the present mutual agreement

procedure is protracted and unwieldy,and that they give
taxpayers very little protection. Procedures which do
not allow taxpayers the right to initiate proceedings,
which do not give taxpayers the right to require the eli-

ALUN G. DAVIES mination of taxation contrary to the treaty, and which
President of l FA. refuse taxpayers the right to obtain details of the pro-

gress of discussions between governments on a specific
issue, are clearly unsatisfactory. Governments may not
be hostile to the implementation of mutual agreementThe Congress of 1981 will be held at the International procedures, but there are few governments who show

Congress Centre in West Berlin. This is a custom-built
any enthusiasm to help the taxpayer achieve some help-comple.x with every conceivable facility. Our host will ful answer to his problems. The fate of the EEC propo-be the city of West Berlin, separated territorially from sal for a Council directive (dated 29 November 1976)the Federal Republic of Germany, but tied to it by -- it seems to be moribund -- shows that in this area of

every bond except the legal one. West Berlin, isolated mutual agreement procedures, governmentsare marked-
in the midst of East Germany, and separated from East ly unenthusiastic.
Berlin by the formidableWall, will be a fascinatingplace
to visit. The city seems almost shy and ntrovertedcom- The second subject to be discussed at the Berlin Con-
pared with the Berlin which was the capital of pre-war gress is also closely connected with treaties for the
Germany, but its spirit, bold, stubbornand courageous, avoidance of double taxation, or rather with the need
also has its appeal. for the supplementationof tax relief where such treaties

are not available, or whether their scope is less than
During the Congress week in Berlin, we shall be discuss- total. The general report of Dr. D. Juch, supplemented
ing two subjects which are very central to the interna- by 20 national reports, shows that internationaldouble
tional tax problems which IFA is dedicated to study. taxation is only partially prevented by bilateral treaties,The first subject has the rather dull title Mutual agree- most of which have been concludedbetween developedment -- procedure and practice. Behind this unexciting countries. There is still great need for unilateral reliefa
exterior lies one of the most important and problema- measures to deal with relationships between developedtical of the question which the huge network of bi- and developing countries and also between the develop-
lateral treaties for the avoidance of double taxation ing countries. As the network of double tax treaties ex-
has left unsolved. What happens in the still unresolved pands, the need for unilateral measures may well de-
areas of these treaties which still leave the taxpayer crease, although they will always be necessary for situ-
without any remedy for double taxation In these areas, ations not wholly covered by treaty arrangement.s.
the taxpayer may still find himself in the jaws of the
nutcracker between two competing tax jurisdictions. Throughout the Cahier on unilateral tax measures, there

is evidence of the considerable variety that exists in the
There is considerable ignorance, even amongst tax speci- kinds of unilateral relief granted in the various coun-

alists, of this relatively new area of controversy. It is un- tries. The general reporter suggests that as the U.N. and
charted and unmapped, and there is very little published the O.E.C.D. have now succeeded in producing draft
material or precedent. It has even been suggested that conventions for bilateral relationships, they might now

there is a conspiracy of silence in governmental circles, consider the productionof draft documents for unilater-
and certainly a lack of encouragement to the taxpayer al tax measures, especially vis--vis the Third World. He
to exercise such rights as he may have. As an example of makes the point that while such drafts would not int-
the paucity of information on the subject, the only grate the basic and conficting principles of exemption
source of information in the United Kingdom on how and credit, they might provide a bridge between them.
to commence mutual agreement procedures is published Dr. Juch modestly disclaims any aim to produce such a

in the United States. The fact that no formal procedure model, but then goes on to do so, at least in outline.
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Y. C Jao: Y.C. Jao:

Steuernderungenund Reformen in Hong Kong 401 Amendementset rformes fiscales Hong Kong 401...I......... .............

Untersuchung der nderungen des Steuerrechtsseit 1976. Die dabei Examen des amendements fiscaux introduits depuis 1976 montrant

eingefhrten Vereinfachungenund Rationalisierungenresultierten in une simplification et une, rationalisationdu systme fiscal applicable
einer niedrigeren Belastungsquote bei den Personalsteuern, einem Hong Kong qui a conduit une charge fiscale plus faible quant
hheren Steueraufkommen und folglich einem grsseren Finanz- l'imposition des personnes physiques, un rapport fiscal plus lev et

berschuss. Diese bemerkenswerten Ergebnisse verdienen es, dass l'avenir un surplus fiscal. Ces rsultats impressionnantsmritent
ihnen ber den lokalen Bereich hinaus Beachtng geschenktwird. plus qu'un intrt local.

Veranstaltungskalender . , ............... 408 Carnet des conventions 408...........................

Sylvain R.F. Plasschaert: Sylvain R. F. Plasschaert:

Die Strukturder Einkommensbesteuerungnach dem Schedulen- Etude des systmescdulaireset globaux dimpositionsur

und dem Globalsystm -- die internationaleDimension 409 le revenu: retentssementinternational 409......... ................

Untersuchung des Schedulen- und des Globalsystems der Besteue- Examen des systmes fiscaux cdulires ou globaux et de l'impact
rung sowie die Auswirkungen auf unilaterale und bilaterale Mass- des dispositions unilatrales ou conventionnelles de dgrvement
nahmen zur Vermeidung der Doppelbesteuerung im internationalen pour viter la double imposition internationale. D'autres sujets trai-
Rhmen. Weitere Themen, die hier behandelt werden, sind die Be- tent de' la diffrence d'imposition entre les socits et les personnes

steuerung von Krperschaften vis--vis natrlichen Personen sowie physiques et d'une alternatve ventuelle d'imposition des entre-

eine mgliche Alternative zur Besteuerung der multinationalen prises multinationales.
Unternehmen.

Indien: Steueranreizefr Energie und Umweltschutz .......... 416 Inde: Encouragementaux investissementspour l'nergie
Einfhrung eines gewogenen Abzugs fr Ausgaben fr Forschug et l'environnement. . 416

' und Entwicklung, die eine hhere Produktion und eine wirtschaft- Introduction d'une dduction investissementdans le cadre dpour
lichere Nutzung des Verbrau.chs von Energie sowie einen verbesser- la recherche et du dveloppement permettant une plus grande Dro-

ten Umweltschutzfrdern sollen. duction et une utilisation plus adquate de l'nergie et un contrle
amlior de l'environnement.

CatherineS. Salomonsund Leesa M. Stern:
Catherine S. Salomonset Leesa M. Stern:

Be'ch.berdas britisch/niederlndischeSteuerseminar
(7.-8. Mai 1981) . .. .............................

417 Rapportsur le sminairefiscalanglo-hollandas(7-8 mai 1981) .... 417

Ber.icht ber das Steuerseminar der britischen und der niederln- Rsum des discussions du rcent sminaire fiscal anglo-hollandais
dischen IFA-Gruppe, das sich insbesondere mit komplexen Fragen portant en particulier des dispositionsfiscales complexes applicables
der Dividendenbesteuerung unter dem Doppelbesteuerungsabkom- aux dividendes d'aprs la nouvelle convention fiscale nerlando-
men zwischen Grossbritannien und den N iederlanden befasste. Wei- britannique. D'autres discussions ont port sur l'changed'informa-
tere Diskussionspunkte betrafen den nformationsaustausch sowie tions, les problmes de rsidence,de domicile des contribuablesper-

Fragen der risssigkeit bei natrlichen Personen u nd Krper- sonnes physiquesou socits.
schaften.

Bibliographie .................................425

Bibliographie ..................................425 -- Livres 425
Bcher 425 -- Priodiques feuilles mobiles 428-- sur

Loseblattausgaben 428--

Fortgeschriebenes Inhaltsverzeichnis....................431 Index rcapitulatif . . ......... .. .'............... 431

In next issues:

Internationaltax avoidance; the impact of legal systems
by Nathan Boidman--

Attempts to restructure the Philippine income tax and recent developments
by Angel Qo Yoingco--

Taxation of ndividuals in the People's Republic of Yemen
by Ahmed Abdulla Al-kadi--

Sore problems of tax policy in developing countries

by Nizar Jetha--

Indonesia: Anti-tax avoidance measures

by Jap Kim Siong--
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EugenJehle Eugen Jehle:

Das Steuersystemder BundesrepublikDeutschland . 357 Le systme fiscalapplicableen Rpublique
Gesamtdarstellung des deutschen Steuersystems. Behandelt werden Fdraed'Allemagne ........ ........ ......... 357

-

u.a. die Einkommensteuer, Krperschaftsteuer, Umsatsteuer sowie Description du systme fiscal allemand, y compris les impts sur le
eine Reihe von spezielen Steuergesetzen,die grsstenteilssteuer- revenu des personnes physiques et des socits, la taxe sur le chiffre
liche Anreize fr bestimmte Investitionen vorsehen, z.B. in Berlin d'affaires (T.V.A.) etc., et commentaires sur un certain nombre de
(West), im Zonenrandgebiet sowie im Ausland. Es wird auch kurz lois fiscales prvoyant des encouragements aux investissements
auf das Aussensteuergesetz eingegangen, dessen, hauptschlicher Berlin-Ouest, le long de certaines rgions frontalireset l'tranger.
Zweck in der Bekmpfungder Steuerumgehungzu sehen ist. Une attention particulireest galementporte sur I' Aussensteuer-

Gesetz, dont l'objectif principal est de combattre la fraude fiscale.
Edwin C Harris:

Edwin C Harris:Krzlichenderungenim kanadischenSteuerrecht;
internationaleAspekte.........................., , . 368 Nouveauxamendements l'impt sur le revenu canadien;
Der Gesetzentwurf C-54, der Anfang 1981 Gesetzeskraft erlangte, aspects internationaux 368. ... . . . . .

enthlt eine Reihe von wichtigen nderungen,die sich mit interna- La loi C-54, promulgue au dbut de 1981, contient un certain
tionalen Transaktionen beschftigen. Dieser Artikel untersucht die nombre de modifications importantes aux rgles portant sur les
Auswirkungen, die diese nderungen haben, und zwar fr im Aus- transactions internationales, modifications tudes dans cet article.
land lebende Kanadier, fr Mitarbeitertrusts, fr Mitarbeiterfonds, Ces modifications affectent l'imposition des Canadiens l'tranger,fr die Erhebung der Zweigstellensteuer,fr die Beendigung von les structures sociales .en faveur des employs, l'introduction d'un
Rohstoffrderungsunternehmen,fr die Verlegung .des Sitzes und impt sur les filiales, la cessation d'entreprises d'exploitation de
der Geschftsleitung einer Krperschaft, fr auslndische Tochter- ressources naturelles, l'migration des socits, les affilis trangers,
gesellschaften, fr die Verusserung kanadischer Vermgenswerte une dispositon applicable aux non-rsidents en matire de propri-
durch Auslnder, fr die Anrechnung auslndischer Steuern oder t canadienne, crdit fiscal tranger ou dduction,des socits d'in-
deren Abzug von der Bemessungsgrundlage, fr Investmentgesell- vestissement dtenus par des non-rsidents, la retenue la source et
schaften in auslndischem Besitz, fr die Quellensteuer sowie fr les frontiresdu Canada en matire fiscale.
die Besteuerungdurch die Festiegungder Grenzen Kanadas.

XV Generalversammlungdes InteramerikanischenZentrumsder XVe AssembleGnraledu Centre Inter-amricaindes
Steuerverwaltungen(C I.A.7-.): AdministrateursFiscaux (C. l.A.T) ....................372
Die Anforderungenan die Steuerverwaltungenbis zum Ende Le dfi de l'administration fiscale jusqu' la fin du XXe siecle. Rap-

port de la dernire confrence du C.I.A.T. qui a eu lieu du 29 juindes XX Jahrhunderts ..........................372
Bericht ber die jngste C.I.A.T.-Konferenz, die vom 29. Juni bis au 3 juillet 1981.

3. Juli 1981 stattgefunden hat.

Eric Osterweil: Eric Osterweil:
Die Besteuerungdes Erwerbsvon U.S.-Grundbesitzdurch Investissementsimmobiliersralissaux U.S.A.Auslnder-- steuerlicheAspekte 373 destrangers certains fiscaux 373

. .....................

par aspects-

................Untersuchung der den Erwerb von U.S.-Grundbesitz betreffenden Examen rdig en langue franaise de la nouvelle loi fiscale de 1980Vorschriften des Real Property Tax Act 1980, durch das die Mg- sur les investissements immobiliers qui rduit les possibilits delichkeiten einer steuerfreien Verusserung von Grundbesitz einge- ventes immobiliressans imposition.schrnktwerden (erscheint in franzsischerSprache).

InternationaleHandelskammer: Chambre de Commerce Internationale (C.C.1.):
Auslndische Investitionen in U.S.-Grundbesitz ............. 379 Investissementstrangersdans l'immobilieramricain 379..........

Die Kritik der Internationalen Handelskammer am U.S. Foreign La critique de la C.C.I. sur la loi fiscale amricaine de 1980 sur les
Investment in Real Property Tax Act 1980 richtet sich hauptsch- investissements trangersdans l'immobilierporte essentiellementsur
lich gegen die Begriffe United States Real Property Holding Corpo- la dfinition de United States Real Property Holding Corporation,
ration, controlling interest, real property sowie substantial controlling interest, real propertyet substantial investors. Le
investors. Ferner bringt die Internationale Handelskammer ihre dpassement des conventions fiscales par la nouvelle loi est gale-
Missbilligung darber zum Ausdruck, das Vorschriften dieses Ge- ment dsapprouvpar la C.C. l.
setzes Vorrang vor Bestimmungen der Doppelbesteuerungsabkom-
men haben sollen. V. Tkachenko:

V. Tkachenko: Points essentielsdu rapportprsentpar le Dpartementdu
Trsoramricain sur les refuges fiscaux et leur utilisationpar

Schwerpunktedes Berichtsdes U.S.-Schatzamteszu Steueroasen les contribuablesamricains 381...-...............

und deren Ntzungdurch UoS.-Steuerzahler ..... 381 Article rsumant le rapport prsentpar le Trsor sur les refuges fis-
Dieser Artikel fasst die Schwerpunkte des Berichts des U.S.-Schatz- caux et leur utilisation par les ontribuablesamricains. Ce rapport
amtes zu Steueroasen u nd deren Nutzung durch U.S.-Steuerzahler est fond sur une tude des oprations ralises par les refuges fis-
zusammen. Dieser Bericht basiert auf einer Studie ber Transak- caux, les lois fiscales nationales amricaines applicables en la ma-

I tionen mit Steueroasen, den relevanten Bestimmungen des natio- tire; les conventions fiscales amricaines tendant viter la double
nalen U.S.-Steuerrechts, den von den U.S.A. abgeschlossenen Dop- imposition sur le revenu et les tentativesdes administrateursfiscaux
pelbesteuerungsabkommen u nd den Versuchen der U.S.-Steuerbe- pour venir bout de ces oprations.
hrden, diese Transaktionen in den Griff zu bekommen.

'

Pedro Massone: Pedro Massone:

Entwicklungen in Lateinamerika- Das Mexikanische Dveloppementsen Amrique latine - L'imptmexicain
Einkommensteuergesetz1980 .................389 1980 sur le revenu ..............................389
Ende 1980 trat in Mexiko eine Reihe von Gesetzen in Kraft, die Fin 1980 le Mexique a introduit un certain nombre de lois modifi-
Vernderungen bei den direkten und indirekten Steuern zum Inhalt ant les impts directs et indirects. Le plus important de ces amende-
haben. Die wichtigste nderung stellt die Einfhrung eines neuen menls a t l'introduction d'une nouvelle loi sur l'impt sur le reve-

Einkommensteuergesetzesdar, das seit dem 1. Januar 1981 anzu- nu applicable partir du ler janvier 1981. L'article insiste sur les
wenden ist. Dieser Artikel beschftigt sich mit den wichtigsten points les plus importants de la loi et en particulier dans les do-
Merkmalen des neuen gesetzes, insbesondere mit den Vorschriften, maines o des modifications importantes ontt introduitesou qui
die fr Unternehmen, Investoren und Nichtansssige Bedeutung prsentent un intrt spcial pour les entreprises, les investisseurset
haben. les non-rsidents.
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Pedro Massone: tion of international double taxation. Other subjects dealt

with are the taxationofcorporationsversus individualsand
DEVELOPMENTSIN LATIN AMERICA-

a conceivable alternative for taxing multinational enter-
THE MEXICAN INCOME TAX 1980 .....'......... .. 389

At the end of 1980 Mexico introduceda numberof laws prises.

amending direct and ndirect taxation. The most important
of these changes was the introductionof a new income tax INDIA: TAX INCENTIVESFOR ENERGY
law which is effective as of January 1, 1981. The article AND ENVIRONMENT 416.........................

focuses on the main featuresofthe new law and in particu- Introduction of a weighted deduction for research and
lar on those areas where importantchanges have been ntro- development aiming at higher production and more effi-
duced or which are of special interest to enterprises,nves- cient use ofenergy and improvedenvironmentcontrol.
tors andnon-residents.

Y.C. Jao: Catherine S. Salomons and Leesa M. Stern:

TAX CHANGES AND REFORMS IN HONG KONG ....... 401 REPORT ON THE ANGLO-DUTCHTAXSEMINAR
Discussion of the tax changes since 1976 showinga simpli- (MAY 7-8, 1981) 417.............................. .

fication and rationalization of Hong Kong's tax system, Summary of the proceedingsof the recentAnglo-Dutchtax

which on balance has resulted in a lower burdenofpersonal seminar dealing in particularwith complex tax measures for
taxation, a higher tax yield and hence a greater fiscal sur- dividends under the new Netherlands-UnitedKingdom tax

plus. These remarkable results deserve more than local in- treaty. Other areas of discussion were the exchange of in-
terest. formation and residenceand domicileofindividualand cor-

porate taxpayers.
CONFERENCEDIARY .........................408

Sylvain R.F. Plasschaert: BIBLIOGRAPHY .............................425

THE DESIGN OF SCHEDULARAND GLOBAL -- Books 425

SYSTEMS OF INCOME TAXATION:THE -- Loose-leafservices 428

INTERNATIONALDIMENSION ..................409

Discussion of schedularand global tax systems and the im-

pactofunilateraland treaty reliefprovisions for the preven- CUMULATIVE INDEX .........................431

INHALTSVERZEICHNIS SOMMAIRE

Der Kongress in Paris -..-........................341

Alun G. Davies, der Prsident der IFA, steilt die Themen vor, die an-
Le Congrsde Paris .............................341

Isslich des 35. IFA-KongressesinParis diskutiert werden. Alun G. Davies, Prsident de l'l FA, introduit les sujets tudier au

cours de 35me Congrs de l'IFA Paris.

IFA Mitteilungen.... I......................... 342

Hans Matthfer (Finanzministerder Bundesrepublik Nouvellesde l'IFA ..............................342

Deutschland):
Hans Matthfer- Ministredes Financesde la

Aufgabender deutschen Finanzpolitik in den 80erJahren ....... 343
RpubliqueFdraled'Allemagne:

ZU den Zielen der Regierung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland im

Bereich der Finanzpolitikgehrt u.a. die Erweiterungder internatio- Objectifsde la politique fiscale de la RpubliqueFdrale

nalen Zusammenarbeit auf der Basis verschiedener Vertrge, insbe- dans les annes 1980 ............................343

sondere des Vertrages von Rom, auf den die Europische Gernein- Les objectifs fiscaux de la Rpublique Fdrale visent entre autres

schaft begrndet ist. Die Finanzpolitik im nationalen Rahmen l'amlioration d'une coopration internationale par l'intermdiaire

reflektiert die Notwendigkeitstndiger Anpassung sowie die Bestim- des diffrents traits, particulirementdu trait de Rome sur lequel
mung langfristiger Entwicklungen. Eine wichtige Entwicklung stellt repose la E.E. A l'intrieur, la politique fiscale allemandereflte une

z.B. die Einfhrung des Vollanrechnungssystems im Bereich der adaptation permanente et un dveloppement long terme. Une vo-

Krperschaft-/Einkommensteuerdar. Die Bundesregierung ist indes lution importante en matire d'imposition d'actionnairesde soci-
nicht bereit, einen Missbrauch dieses Systems zwecks Steuervermei- ts est, par exemple, t'introduction d'un systme d'imputation

dung hinzunehmen. Eine schrittweise Vereinfachung des Steuer- totale. Toutefois le Gouvernement n'accepte pas l'abus de ce sys-

systemsgehrt ebenfalls zu den Zielen der Bundesregierung. tme des fins d'vasion fiscale. Une simplification progressive du

systme fiscal est galement l'un des buts du Gouvernement.

Heinrich List:
Heinrich List:

Die neuere Rechtsprechungdes Bundesfinanzhofszum

internationalenSteuerrecht ....................... 348 Arrts rcents de la CourSuprme Fiscale allemande

Prof. Dr. List, der Prsident des Bundesfinanzhofs,untersucht eine en matire de droit fiscal international ................ . 348

Reihe von neueren Entscheidungen zu Doppelbesteuerungsabkom- Monsieur le Professeur Dr. List, Prsident de la Cour Suprme Fis

men sowie zum Aussensteuerrechtder Bundesrepublik Deutschland. cale allemande, tudie un certain nombre d'arrts rcents portant

Allerdings betreffen die meisten der zitierten Entscheidungen Flle, sur les conventions fiscales et les dispositions nationales se rappor-

die mehr als 10 Jahre zurckliegen;der Bundesfinanzhof hatte bis- tant aux aspects fiscaux internationaux. Nanmoins, la plupart de

lang keine Gelegenheit, sich mit Problemen, die nach dem Inkraft- ces arrts concernnt des annes fiscales remontant plus de 10 ans

treten des Aussensteuergesetzes im Jahre 1972 aufgetaucht sind, zu lorsque de la Cour Suprme Fiscale ne s'tait pas enore prononce
beschftigen. Einer der Grnde dafr knnte in den Schwierigkeiten sur les problmes lis au droit fiscal international, prise de position

gesehen werden, mit denen die Finanzmter und Finanzgerichtebei qui a eu lieu en 1972. Cette situation peut tre due, entre autre, au

der Aufklrung von Sachverhalten, die z.T. im Ausland spielen, zu fait que les autorits fiscales et les cours de justice rencontrrentde

kmpfen haben. nombreusesdifficultsdans l'valuation des biens l'tranger.
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THE CONGRESSOF PARIS .......................341 Edwin C. Harris:
Alun G. Davies, Presidentof IFA, ntroducesthe subjects to RECENT CANADIAN INCOME TAX AMENDMENTS;be discussedat the 35th Congressof lFA in Paris. INTERNATIONALASPECTS 368...................

Bill C54, which was enactedearly in 1981, containsa num-
IFA-NEWS ber of significant changes of the rules relating to interna-
German Branch/SwissBranch .....................342 tional transactionswhich are discussed in this article. These

changes affect the taxation of Canadiansabroad,employee
trusts and employee benefit plans, the imposition of a

Hans Matthfer, Minister of Finance of the Federal branch tax'; the termination of a natural-resource busi-
Republic of Germany: ness, coporatemigration, foreign affiiates,a non-residens
THE OBJECTIVESOF THE FISCAL POLICY OF disposition of Canadian property, foreign tax credit or de-
THE FEDERAL REPUBLICF GERMANY IN duction, non-resdent-ownedinvestmentcorporations,with-

holding tax and the boundariesof Canada for taxTHE 1980s ................................ 343 puposes.
Fiscal objectivesof the governmentof the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany include the improvementof international XVth General Assembly Inter-AmericanCenter

cooperation through various treaties, notably the Rome of Tax Administrators (C,I.A.T.):
Treaty on which the EEC is based. Internally, German fiscal THE CHALLENGEOF TAX ADMINISTRATION
policy is reflected by permanentadaptation and long-term UNTIL THE ENDOF THE 20TH CENTURY ......... 372
development. An important development in German cor- Report on the latest C.I.A.7-. Conference held from June
porate/shareholdertaxation is, for instance, the introduc- 29 - July 3,1981.
tion of a full imputationsystem. However, the Government
does not acept abuse of this system for purposes of tax Eric Osterweil:avoidance. A gradual simplificationof the tax system is also
one of the goals of the Government REAL PROPERTY INVESTMENTREALIZED IN

THE U.S.A. BY FOREIGNERS- CERTAIN
TAX ASPECTS ............................. 373

'

Heinrich List: Discussion in the French languageof th new Investmentin
Real Property Tax Act 1980, which reduces the possibili-RECENT CASES OF THE GERMAN SUPREME
ties to sell real propertywithout incurring tax.TAX COURT ON INTERNATIONALTAX LAW ...... .348

Professor Dr. List, President of the German Supreme Tax
Court, discusses a number of recent cases conceming tax International Chamber of Commerce:
treaty law and national provisionsdealing with internation- FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN UNITED STATES
al tax aspects. However, most of these decisions concern REALPROPERTY...........................379
taxable years dating back more than ten years as the Su- The ICC's critique of the U.S. Foreign Investment in Real
preme Tax Court has not yet pronounced itself on prob- Property Tax Act 1980 is mainly directedat the definition
lems connected with the Foreign Tax Lawwhich was intro- of the United States Real Property Holding Corporation,duced in 1972. One reason for this situation may be that controlling interest'', real property and substantial
the tax authorities and courts encountermany difficulties investors' Also the override of tax treaties by the new law
n evaluating facts abroad. is diapprovedof by the ICC.

Eugen Jehle: V. Tkachenko:
THE TAX SYSTEM OF THE FEDERAL HIGHLIGHTSOF THE U.S. TREASURY DEPART-
REPUBLICOFGERMANY ..................... 357 MENT REPORT ON TAX HAVENS AND
Description of the German tax system, including the indi- THEIR USE BY U.S. TAXPAYERS ................ 381
vidual and corporate income taxes, turnover tax (VAT), Article summarizing the Treasury Report on Tax Havens
etc., and a discussion of a numberof diversifiedtax laws and their Use by U.S. Taxpayers. This Report is based on a

providing tax incentives for investment in West Berlin, study of tax haven transactions,the internal tax laws of the
along certain border areas as weil as abroad. Attention is United States applicable thereto, .U.S. income tax treaties
also paid to.the Foreign Tax Law whose main purpose is and the attempts of tax administratorsto deal with these
combattingtax evasion. transactions.
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H.W.T. Pepper: U.S.A.:
Tax glossary 131 A new blow to tax treaty shopping 178

Kenya:
Residence and intent to remain in the U.S.A. 164

Kenya: Budget 1980-81 30 U.S. model estate and gift tax treaty 161

Malaysia Zmbabwe:

Budget 1981 79 Financial statement 1980 88

Netherlands:
The council of the NetherlandsFederation of III. CONFERENCEDIARY 23,66,144,192,201,271
EmployersVNO and NCW on the unitary system
of taxation 107

OECD: IV. IFA NEWS
OECD report on tax and social benetpayments
and the disposal income of households 127 Mitchell B. Caroll Prize / Anglo Dutch Tax

Seminar 74

Pakistan: French Branch 213

Pkistan: Budget 1980-81 38

Sri Lanka:
Sri Lanka: Budget 1981 221 V. BIBLIOGRAPHY

United Kingdom: Books 43,91,136,186,234,282
United Kingdom: Budget 1981-82 230 Loose-leafservices 47,95,141,190,237,285

ConferenceDiay
FEBRUARY 1982

Business Perspectives. Ltd.: 7th Inter-
national Tax Conference (includingf devel-

opments in legislation and practice in

U.S.A., U.K., Canada, Aust;ralia and the
AUGUST 1981 OCTOBER 1981 Far East as they affect companies and in-

dividualswith world wide interests;and tax

Managenent Centre Europe: Leasing Managenzent Centre Europe: International problems involved in investmentin Mexico
Seminar (including: tax aspects of leasing), Tax Management (including: inter-compa- and the Caribbean area). Mexico City
Brussels (Belgium),August 26-28 (English). ny pricing, licensing, service fees) (Semi- (Mexico), February 1-5 (English).

nar), Brussels (Belgium), October 15-16
(English).

SEPTEMBER 1981

35th Annual Congress of I.F.A.: 1. Muual

agreement procedure and practice: II. Uni-
lateral measures to prevent double taxa- NOVEMBER 1981
tion, Berlin (German Federal Republic), FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

September 21-25 (English, French, Ger- PLEASEWRITE TO:
,

man, Spanish).
ManagementCentre Europe: Managingand
DevelopingForeign Subsidiaries(including:

Management Centre Europe: Foreign Ex- tax in international operations), Brussels

change and International Money Manage- (Belgium), November4-6 (English). Business Perspectives Ltd., 11 Alexan-

ment (including: foreign exchange impli- der Place, London SW7 2SG, United

cations of European tax laws), Zrich Management Centre Europe: Leasing (in- Kmgdom.

(Switzerland), September 23-25 (English). cluding: tax aspects of leasing), Brussels

(Belgium), November 23-25 (English).
International Bar Association --Buda-

International Bar Association -- Budapest
pest Conference. Byron House, 7/9

lEE,
St.

'

James's Street, London SWIA

Conference: Fifth Conference of the ec- United Kingdom.
tion onBusiness Law (including: principles
of taxationof Western business activities in InternationalFiscal Association(I.F.A. ) ;

CMEA countries (exemptionand tax credit DECEMBER 1981 General Secretariat, Woudenstein, Bur-

systems); tax conventions between CMEA gemeester Oudlaan 50, P.O. Box 1738,

and Western countries; taxation of joint Management Centre Europe: International 3000 DR Rotterdam (the Netherlands).

ventures; review of major recent develop- Cash Management (including: international

ments in national tax laws), Budapest tax aspects in cash management), London ManagementCentre Europe, Avenue des

(Hungary), September 28-October 2 (Eng- (United Kingdom), Decmber 7-9 (Eng-
Arts 4, B-1040 Brussels (Belgium).

lish). lish). .

,
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UNITEDKINGDOM Watlington, The Tax Lawyer Publishing Company; Croydon,
Tolley PublishingCo., Ltd., 1980. 734 pp., £17.50.

COSTS AND BENEFITS OF VAT Revised edition to which three new chapters have been added:
offshore companies for inward investment, private residenceBy C.T. Sandford, M.R. Godwin, P.J.W. Hardwick and M.I.

Butterworth. London, Heinemann Educational Books, 1981. reliefs and traded options. (B. 103.225)
248 pp., £ 18.75.

UNITED KINGDOMOFFSHORELEGISLATIONThe results of a study on cost incurred by taxpayers.or by third
GUIDE 1980parties in meeting the requirement of the tax system over and

above the tax liability itself and the cost incurred by the revnue By Harry Whitehead. London, Kogan Page, Ltd., 1980. 231 pp.,
authorities in the taxationprocss. (B. 103.198) £ 25.

Reference book for United Kingdom offshore legislation, up to
INTERNATIONALESSTEUER-LEXIKON date as of 1979. It is a guide to those requirementsaffectingoff-

shore operations set out by the Department of Energy, theBy Ernst K. Briner. Zusammenfassende Darstellung der Steuer-
systeme von 19 Staaten der OECD. Bank 9: Vereinigtes Knig- Department of Trade and other authorities. It also serves as a

onreich -- Irland. Zrich, Verlag Organisator, 1981. 188 pp. catalogue with all relevant information the offshore industry.
Monograph on the tax system of the United Kingdom and (B. 103.157)
Ireland in the series InternationalesSteuer-Lexikon .

USING BANK SERVICES IN THE UNITED KINGDOMGeneral description of economic structure, banking law, kinds of
business form followed by income taxation of companies and Types of bank; money transmission and other current account
individuals. Texts of income tax treaties with German Federal services; borrowing from banks; placing funds short-term; foreign

are pp.Republic, Austria and Switzerland appended. (B. 103.155) business. London, Touche Ross International,1981. 45
(B. 103.192)

PUBLIC EXPENDITUREAND TAXATIONIN THE U.K.
REGIONS

By John Short. Farnborough, Gower Publishing Company, Ltd.,
1981. 110 pp. £ 12.50.
Study on public expenditure in the regional dimension and URUGUAY
revenue raised by the general government in each region in the
United Kingdom (B. 103.112) DICTAMENES

Tomo VII, Montevideo, Comisin de Consultas de la DGI, 1980.
REVISEDPLANNINGFOR CAPITAL TRANSFERTAX 52 pp.

By Geoffrey.Newmanand Raymond Godfre. Third edition, t. Compilationof opinions issued by the tax administration.
Helier, Guild Pres, 1980. Ready Reference Series. 178 pp. £ 15. (B. 18.051)
The reference guide is designed to explain the system of capital
transfer tax as at August 1980 with reference to case law.
(B. 103.085)

U.S.A.SIMON'S TAX CASES 1980

Editor Rengan Krishnan. London, Buttterworths, 1980. 742 pp. AMERICANFEDERALTAX REPORTS
Bound volume of 1980 Simon's Tax Cases to replace the 1980
loose parts, reporting on case law in taxation in the United King- Second Series, Vol: 45. EnglewoodCliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
dom. (B. 103.144) 1980.+ 1300 pp.

Bound volume containing unabridged federal and state court

SIMON'S TAX CASES decisions arising under the federal tax law (previously reported
in Prentice-Hall Federal Taxes) on income tax, estate and gift tax

Cumulative tables and index 1973-1980. London, Butterworths, and excise tax. (B. 103.160)
1981. 126 pp. (B. 103.145)

FOREIGN INVESTMENTIN THE UNITED STATES
TAXATIONAND SOCIALPOLICY

By Bruce Zagaris. Nev York, Praeger Publishers, 1980. 323 pp.Edited by Cedric Sandford, Chris Pond and Robert Walker. Introductory textbook to provide an overvi.wf basic legal and
London, HeinemannEducationalBooks, 1980. 242 pp. business questions relating to foreign invesmet in the United
Anthology of essays by various authors on taxation and the wel- States. Taxation aspects are included. The mteral is up to date
fare- ervices, inter alia, Taxation and Socil Securityby David 03.202)Piachaud;Taxationand Pensionsby Mike Reddin. (B. 103.109)

as of January 1979. (B.

1981 GUIDEBOOKTO LABOR RELATIONSTAXATION-- INCOME TAX MANUAL

By A.L. Chapman. 1980 Supplement to fourteenth edition by Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1981. 39 pp. $ 9.50.

F.G. Dandison. London, Taxation Publishing Company, Ltd.;
Annual guide explaining nd summarizing the general principles
of labor-relations laws and the important rules developed underWatlington, The Tax Lawyer Publishing Company, 1980.32 pp., the statutes and decisions. (B. 103.123)£ 1.

This supplement deals with the income tax changes made by the A GUIDE TO EARNINGSAND PROFITS IN INTER-Finance Act 1980 and with other developments (case law etc.) NATIONALTAX PLANNINGand brings the material up to date as of August 31, 1980.
(B. 103.087) By Nicasio del Castillo and Robert J. Henrey. Washington,

Coopers & Lybrand, 1980. 23 pp.
TAXATIONOF COMPANIES Succinct but detailed survey of the determinationof earnings and

profits of foreign affiliates of U.S. multinational companies. TheBy Richard Bramwell and John Dick. British Tax Encyclopedia. booklet can be used to complement the computerized time-
, First cumulative supplement of the second edition. Up to date sharing systems developed by Coopers & Lybrand. (B. 103.125)to October 31,1980. London, Sweet & Maxwell/Edinburgh,

W. Green & Son, 1981. 40 pp. (B. 103.115) INTERNALREVENUECODE INCLUDING1980
AMENDMENTS

TOLLEY'STAX PLANNING1980-81 Income, employment, estate and gift tax provisions. Chicago,
A practical guide to tax planning, including the legislation and Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1981. 2500 pp., $12.
relevant case law to 31 October 1980. Edited by A.L. Chapman. (B. 103.193)
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Definition of Value. Brussels, Customs Co-operation Council, NORWAY
1980.
Loose4eaf publication containing examples illustrating the ex- NORSK SKATTELOVSAMLING
planatory notes to the Brussels definition of customs valuation,
prepared by the Customs Co-operationCouncil. A French version For inntektsaret 1980; forskuddet 1981. By Jacob Jary. Skien,
is also available. (B. 103.152) Jacob Jary, 1981.++ 1000 PP.

Compilation of relevant statutes of Norwegian tax laws concern-

DRAFT CONVENTIONON THE LAW OF THE SEA ing filing of 1980 income tax returns (individualsand companies)
and of 1981 advance tax payments. The former loose-leaf

(Informal text). United Nations Third Conference on the Law of publicationhas been replaced by this bound volume which will be
the Sea, August 1980. Geneva, United Nations, 1980. 180 pp. published annually. (B. 103.200)
Full text of the Draft Convention. (B. 103.162)

OECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS:NORWAY
THE WORLD OF LEARNING1980-81

Paris, Organisation for Econmic Co-operationand Development,
31st Edition. 2 Volumes. London, Europa Publications, Ltd., 1981.69 pp. (B. 103.195)
1980. 2110 pp., £50.
31st Edition of reference book in two bound volumes containing
up-to-date directory of educational,cultural and scientic institu-
tions all over the world. Volume I covers international educa- ROMANIA
tional, scientic and cultural organizations, and the countries
from Afghanistan to Qatar, while Volume II covers the countries RUMNIEN: GESETZBER WIRTSCHAFTSVERTRGE
from Romania to Zimbabwe. (B. 103.156) Cologne, Bundesstelle fr Aussenhandelsinformation,1981. Be-

richte und Dokumente zum auslndischen Wirtschafts- und
Steuerrecht,No. 138.25 pp.

THE NETHERLANDS Consolidated text in German of the law concerning economic
agreements which is also of importance to foreign enterprises. A

DE DIRECTEUR-GROOTAANDEELHOUDER short introductionis ppended. (B. 103.203)
Verslag van een seminar over dit onderwerp,gehoudenop 31 ok-
tober 1980 te Amsterdm. By W.E. de Vin, P.J. Dortmond and
E. Aardema. Deventer, Kluwer, 1981.77 pp., 25 Dfl.
Report of a seminar on directors-major shareholders of a com- SWEDEN
pany held on October 31, 1980 in Amsterdam. Legal and taxa-
tion aspects are viewed by different contributors. (B. 103.196) SKATTE- OCH.TAXERINGSFRFATTNINGARNA

Sdana de lyder den 1 januari 1981. Stockholm, Liber Frlag,
DE EENMANS-BV 1981. 655 pp.

Civielrechtelijke en scaalrechtelijke beschouwingen. By M.J.A. Annual tx manual containing Swedish text of Swedish tax laws

van Mourik and A.K.P. Jongsma. Deventer, Kluwer; Amsterdam, as of January 1, 1981. (B. 103.201)
Stichting tot Bevordering der Notrile Wetenschap, 1980. Serie
Ars Notariatus,No. XX. 104 pp., 27,50 Dfl. SURVEY OF ACCOUNTINGPRACTICESIN LARGER

Monograph discussing private and tax laws issues on the prvate SWEDISHCOMPANIES1980

limited compahy in the Netherlands with emphasis on business Stockholm, Freningen Auktoriserade Revisorer (FAR), 1980.
and tax aspects arising from that form used as a sole proprietor- 306 pp.
ship. (B. 103.164) English version of survey of the official printed annual reports of

100 Swedish companies designed to give the reader an easily as-

EIGEN WONINGEN FISCUS similated account of Swedish accounting standards and of the

By Kees Oranje. Deventer, Kluwer, 1981. Serie Kluwer Belas- accounting practices followed by major Swedish companies.
tingwijzers,No. 1. 125 pp., 17,50 Dfl. (B. 103.168)
Own home and taxation is in the series Taxpointers (Belas-
tingwijzers)explaining the tax aspects of owning a house. THE SWEDISHBUDGET 1981/82
(B. 103.186) A summary published by the Ministry of the Budget and the

Ministry for EconomicAffairs, Stockholm,1981. 161 pp.

ERVEN, SCHENKENEN FISCUS (B. 103.194)

By H. Schuttever. eventer, Kluwer, 1981. Serie Kluwer Be-

lastingwijzers,No. 2. 99 pp., 17,50 Dfl.
To inherit, to give and taxation in the series Taxpointers
(Belastingwijzers) explains all tax aspects arising from inherit- SWITZERLAND
ances and gifts including reference to legal aspects. (B. 103.187)

INFLATION,NOMINALWERTPRINZIPUND EINKOMMEN-
SCHEMATISCHOVERZICHTVAN DE SOCIALE STEUERRECHT.UNTER BESONDERERBERCKSICH-
VERZEKERINGSWETTEN TIGUNG DES GEWINNSTEUERRECHTS

By T. Boersma and G.F. Fortanier. 41e druk, januari 1981. By Peter Gurtner. Bern, Paul Haipt Verlag, 1980. Schriftenreihe
Deventer, Kluwer, 1981.12 pp., 8.30 Dfl. Finanzwirtschaftund Finanzrecht, Band 29.334 pp., 48 Sfrs.
Brief survey of social insurance legislation in the Netherlands. Study on the problems arising from inflation connected with in-
(B. 103.175) come taxation considered from a Swiss point of view.

(B. 103.169)
VALT ER NOG IETS AAN HET ONTGAANVAN
INKOMSTENBELASTINGTE DOEN PERSONENGESELLSCHAFTENIM INTERKANTONALEN

Rede uitgesproken bij het aanvaarden van het ambt van gewoon UND INTERNATIONALENSTEUERRECHT

hoogleraar in het belastingrecht aan de Universiteit van Amster- By Kurt Alig. Bern, Paul Haupt Verlag, 1980. Schriftenreihe
dam op maandag 9 maart 1981. By J.W. Zwemmer. Deventer, Finanzwirtschaftund Finanzrecht, Band 30. 412 pp., 48 Sfrs.
FED, 1981.34 pp., 14.50 Dfl. Monograph analyzing the taxation of partnerships and similar
Text of speech on the subject whether there is still something to entities in intercantonal and international tax law under Swiss
be done against avoidance of individual income tax, delivered law with reference to case law. Interpretation and qualification
upon accepting the office of general professor of tax law at the problems arising from current national and tax treaties law are

University of Amsterdamon March 9, 1981. (B. 103.197) considered. (B. 103.161)
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TAX SAVINGS FOR THE EXPATRIATEEXECUTIVE
AND MANAGER IN WESTERNEUROPE

By David Phillips. London, The Economist Intelligence Unit,
Ltd., 1981. EIU Special Report, No. 92,94 pp., £40.
Report explaining to the layman the various systems in Belgium,The publications listed in this bibliography have France, German Federal Republic, Italy and the Netherlandswith

recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which respect to individual income tax for expatriate executives and
will gladly supply further informaton upon request managers. (B. 103.166)
(please quote the reference numbers). They should,
however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct FRANCE
from the publsher indicated, and not through the
Bureau. DROIT FISCAL

Troisime dition. By Gilbert Tixier and Guy Gest. Paris, Li-
brairie Gnrale de Droit et de Jurisprudence,1981. 557 pp.

BELGIUM Third revised edition of introductory textbook on general fea-
tures of tax laws in the world as viewed from various angles.

L'AIDE DE L'ETATAUX ENTREPRISES (B. 103.173)
Synthse et commentaire. By Patrick Derom. Brussels, Etablisse- DROIT PENAL FISCAL
ment Emile Bruylant, 1980.
Loose-leaf publication providing detailed information on the By Gilbert Tixier and Jean-Marie Robert. Paris, Dalloz, 1980.
regulations concerning all kinds of state aid to enterprises, in- 136 pp.
cluding tax incentives. (B. 103.213) Monographon the penal law on taxes emphasizingtax fraud, with

reference to case law on the issue. (B. 103.170)

COMMONMARKET (EEC) LAMY FISCAL

Tome I: taxes sur le chiffre d'affaires; enregistrementet timbre;VALUE ADDED TAX IN THE EEC fiscalit immobilire; impts directs locaux. Tome II: impts
By Dennis Parkinson. London, Graham & Trotman, Ltd., 1981. directs d'Etat;cohtrle, contentieux, pnalits. Paris, Lamy S,A.,
227 pp. 1981. 804 + 1058pp.
Basic principles of value added tax as applied within the countries Annual publication in two volmes containihg an explanationof
of theEUropeanEconomic Community. (B. 103.205) French tax legislation. Supplements are issued regularly in order

to keep the two volumes up to date. (B. 103.214)

DENMARK LA TAXATIOND'OFFICEA L'IMPOTSUR LE REVENU

(Actes des Journes d'Etudes organises par la Socit FranaiseSKATTEMAESSIGEAFSKRIVNINGER de Droit Fiscal Strasbourg les 3 er4 mai 1979). Paris, R.
4. udgave. By Peter Taarnh$j. Copenhagen,A/S Skattekartoteket Pichon, R. Durand-Auzias,1980. 165 pp., 60 Fr.Frs.
Informationskontor,1979. 374 pp. Text of the proceedings of a study conference convened by the
Fourth edition of monograph explaining the depreciation allow- Socit Franaise de Droit Fiscal in Strasbourg, 3-4 May 1979
ances granted under Danish tax law. (B. 103.159) on the work of the control office on income tax returns.

(B. 103.174)
SOCIALINDKOMST

LES TAXES D'URBANISME
By Stren Hess, Karen Klinkvort, Aksel Meyer, Poul Erik Pedersen
and Ebbe Willumsen. Copenhagen,A/S SkattekartoteketInforma- By Pierre-Jean Ciaudo. Paris, EditionsSirey, 1981. 144 pp.
tionskontor, 1980. 142 pp. Monograph designed as a guide to and study of the levy and ad-
Monograph explaining the concept and computationof social in- ministration of taxes for purposes of urban areas. (B. 103.163)
come effective as of January 1, 1981. The texts of statutes are

appended. (B. 103.158)

INTERNATIONAL
EUROPE

CUSTOMSVALUATION
EUROPEANREGIONALINCENTIVES: 1980 Convention, recommendations, opinions, notes and studies.
A survey of regionl incentives in the countries of the European Fourth impression (October 1980). Brussels, Customs Co-opera-
Commuity. Edited by Douglas Yuill and Kevin Allen. Glasgow, tion Council, 1980.
Centre for the Study of Public Policy, Uniersityof Strathclyde, Loose-leaf publication of compendiumcontainingthe convention
1980. 382 pp.,£ 17.50. on the valuation of goods for customs purposes, recommenda-
Study on past changes, the current position and future trendsad tions, opinions, notes and studies. The material is updated by
issues in regional incentives granted in European countries, viz., supplements. (B. 103.154)
Belgium, Denmark, France, German Federal Republic, Ireland,
Italy, Luxembourg, the NetherlandS, United Kingdom. CUSTOMSVALUATION

(B. 103.165) Examples illustrating the Explanatory Notes to the Brussels
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The moststrikingly differentnew tax guide ever published for taxpayers
with income rom foreignsources.

U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS

ContinuouslySpplemented.........Always Up to Date-

Ths otltstandingnew Service is created specically to help save money for:

U.S. INDIVIDUALS U.S. CORPORATIONS
with investments and/or eaied income with income from foreign sources

from a foreign source

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS NONRESIDENTALIENS

with income earned or taxable in the receiving income from.or.taxable in the

U.S. U.S.

If you t any of these categories -- or if you counsel, advise, or in any way service

any of these categories -- U.S. TAXATION OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS

will be an invaluablenew tool foryou.

Itwill delivermanagementbehefits -- operationsbenefits -- tax benets.

In clear, direct language, backed up by practical, tested practices of acknowledged
experts in international business operations, the new work spells out how the tax-

payer can best take full advantage of every popular,every sophisticated,and every
little-known tax-savingdevice.

Authoritative, specic guidance from one source devoted exclusively to this kind of

vital help has been non-existent-- until now.

Addressyour request to Dept. S-RR-103, With the rst 1972 publication of the.innovative U.S. TAXATION OF INTER-
Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NATIONAL OPERATIONS this important need is now fullled. And bi-weekly
N.J. 07632 and specify U.S. TAXATION '.'Report Bulletins will keep the guide as new and up to the minute as the day you
OF INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS, re'ceive it.

1-year introductorychartersubscription.

Annual payment is not due until 20 days Personal response to this new publicationhas been even mre enthusiastic than our

after receipt of the new, ready-for- most optimistic projections. Subscriptions are now .being-accepted by mail for

referencevolume. * 21 a year.
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9. Influence of the tax law on general law (September
9, 1980; speakerDr. Alcides Jorge Costa). COLOMBIAN BRANCH

'

,,10. Competence conflicts between the ICM and the
ISS 2 (Octobr 21, 1980; speaker Dr. Geraldo Ata-

On April 7, 1981 the Colombian Branch held a lunch-liba).
11. Consolidation of the rules of the ICM of the State eon meeting n honor of Dr. Alba Lucia Orozco de Tri-

ana who has recently been appointed a director of theof Rio de Janeiro- controversialaspects (December national tax service. During the lunch Dr. Luis Ignacio2, 1981; speaker Dr. Joo Gabriel de Mello Brando, Becerra Fadul talked on the tax aspects of technical er-superintendentof the State Tax Service). vices and their intrnationalrepercussions.12. Aspects of the implementationf tax rules (Decem-
ber 9, 1981; speaker Dr. Gilberto de Ulha Canto). On May 22, 1981 a seminar was organized during vvhich

13. Economic aspects of the computationof social secu- papers on the following subjects were presented:
rity contributions (December 19, 1980; speaker (i) Tax ncentives ir developed and developing coun-
Prof. Fernando Atonio Rezende da Silva). tries, by Dr. Carlos Ramirez Guerrero and by Dr.

The Brazilian Branch co-sponsored the First Internation- Eduardo Laverde Toscano.
al Congress for the Study of Taxation (I Congresso In- (ii) Inflation and taxation: internationalexperiences, by
ternacional de Estudos Tributarios) as well as the Dr. Armando Parra Escobar and by Dr. Alfredo
Fourth Inter-AmericanTax Congress (IV Congresso In- Lewin Figueroa.
teramericano de Tributao) which wre held in 1980. (iii)ProVisions regarding branch offices of foreign com-
In 1980, 39 new members were admitted so that the panies, by Dr. Luis Ignacio Becerra Fadul and Dr.
total number of Brazilian IFA members is currently Gabriel Sarria Olcos.
271. A circular letter was distributed inviting members of the

Colombian Branch to contribute to a series of articles
under the heading Letters from IFA (Carta de la IFA)BRITISH BRANCH
which will deal with international aspects of taxation.
The list of subjects to be discussed is as follows:The British Branch held its Annual General Meeting on

May 28, 1981. The Chairman's report for that meeting 1. Income tax treatmentof technical services and tech-
shows that the number of members is currently 478 (a nical assistance.
net ncrease of 25) made up of 387 ndividuals and 91 2. Structure of the tax on remittances and reform of

this structure with respect to new projects.corporate members. The Manchester sub-branch has 56
3. Refundable costs and fees with respect to technicalmembers.

service contracts and technical assistance contracts.
During 1980-81 eight discussion meetings and a wine- 4. The tax treatmentand the provisionswith respect to
tasting evening were organized. In addition, the Man- commercial law and exchange control regultionschester sub-branchorganized five technical meetings. On applicable to branches of foreign service companiesMay 7-8, 1981, a joint Anglo-Dutch tax seminar was set up in Colombia.'

held in Amsterdan. 3
5. Taxation in the countries of the Andean Pact.
6. Double taxation treaties.

London Congress 1985 7. The tax treatment and the accountancy and ex-

The British Branch has been selected to host the 1985 change control regulations applicable to the liqui-
IFA Congress and arrangementshave been made to hold dation of Colombian branches of foreign compa-
this at the Barbican Centre. nies;

8. Tax treatment of leasing.
It i possible to add to this list within the frameworkof

2. Imposto sobre Servios (Tax on services). the general theme. Articles submitted should number
3. See the next issue for a report on this meeting. between 4 to 10 pages.
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DealingatArm'sLengthunderDanishIncomeTaxLaw
Decision of the Special Tax Tribunal of December 15, 1980 re: A/S Dansk Esso. 1

The August/September1979 issue of the Bulletin contained

The Special Tax Tribunal considers that where the
an article by Mr. J. Mazanti-Andersen,M.C.J. dealing with
the arm's length provisions in anish income tax law which

greater share f the marketn question s controlled by were enacted in 1960.2 It may be recalled that Section
multi-nationalgroups and where there are no indepen- 12(1) of the Danish Corporate IncomeTax Act, 1960 reads:
dent enterprises of importance with which a compari-
son can be made, there may be such circumstancial If a company....residentin Denmark, which is control-

evidence that an estimated assessment is considered led by a foreign enterprise, is subject in its commercial

warranted under section 12 of the Cmpany Tax Act, or financial relations with the latter to conditionsother

although there are no demonstrable facts. On the basis than those which would apply in the case of an inde-

of the informationpresented, includinginformation on pendent enteiprise, the profits whch it must be assum-

the amount ofgrossprofit shown n the financialstate- ed that the company....would have received if it had

ments pubshed, on the adjustment to be made when been an independententeprise dealing at arm's length
compared with the gross profit of other companies, with the foreignenterprise in questionshall be included

and on the uncertaintyattending the calculationof the in the taxable income of the company....
gross profit estimated by the Inland Revenue Depart- Until 1978 the Danish tax authoritiesapplied this provision
ment, the Special Tax Tribunal considers, however, only to a limited extent. However, in 1978 the taxable in-
that the basis for applying section 12 of the Company come of a number of companies which were or had been
Tax Act has not beenproved to be sufficentlyclear in resident in Denmark and which were or had been controlled
the present case. by foreign oil companies was arbitrarily increased by the

The assessment complained of shall therefore be re- Danish tax authorities. '

duced to the amount filed with the tax authorities. One of these cases was brought before the Special Tax Tri-
bunal which held in that case that the tax authoritieswere

It is ruled not entitled to apply Section 12(1). Mr. Mazanti-Andersen
that the assessment of the taxable income for A/S kindly sent us a translation of the ruling of the Special Tax
Dansk Esso (with jointly taxed subsidiaries) made by Tribunalwhich reproduced in the adjacent column.
the Special Commissioners of Direct Taxes in the
amount of Dkr. 18,749,000 shall be reduced to Dkr.
1,749,594. 1. File No. 4-76-971/3-000/73.

2. Danish rules for dealing at arm's length in 33 Bul-
letin for InternationalFiscal Documentation (1979) at 347.

lFA NEWS
i er Dr. Heitor Brandon Schiller, Finance Secretary of
BRAZILIAN BRANCH the State of Rio de Janeiro).

4. The decree-law and legislative power of the execu-

In 1980 the Brazilian Branch continued its tradition of tive (May 29, 1980; speaker Dr. Mairo Caldeira de

organizing luncheon meetings during which a paper was Andrada).
read by a distinguished tax expert followed by lively dis- 5. The constitutionalityof compulsory loans (June 30,
cussions. These papers dealt with the following subjects: 1980; speakerDr. HamiltonDias de Souza).

6. Accountancy and the lawyer (July 8, 1980;speaker1. Changes in the law on Federal tax collection (Janu- Dr. Carlos Alberto Alvahydo de Ulha Canto).
ary 15, 1980; speaker Prof. Francisco Neves Dor- 7. The compulsory loan: procedure and calcuIation
nelles, secretary of the Federal tax collectiondepart- (August 4, 1980; speaker Dr. Fernando Cicero).
ment). 8. Collection of the outstanding debts of the Federa-

2. The tax system and fiscal federalism (March 17, tion Bill for Act (August 26, 1980; speaker Dr.--

an
1980; speaker Prof. Joo Luiz da Silva Junior, secre- Ives Gandra de Silva Martins).
tary of General Planning and Coordination of the
State of Minais Gerais).

3. The ICM, its administrative difficulties and the re- lo Imposto sobre Circulao de Mercadorias (Tax merchan-on

sulting economic distortions (April 30, 1980; speak- dise traffic).
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ANNEX (7)
COMPARISONOF TAX PAYABLEAND EFFECTIVETAX RATE OF TAXPAYERS'0FSIMILAR

CIRCUMSTANCESAND INCOME LEVELS UNDER TAX LAWS OF
FOUR DIFFERENTADMINISTRATIONS*

Tax payable in:

Hong Kong Singapore Malaysia U.K.
Status / Income (**) (HK$2.50=S$1) (H K$2.30 = R 1 ) (HK$12.50=£1)

($) ($) ($) ($)
Singleperson .

(annual income) ($)
36,000 850 2,427 3,037 5,644

(2.4%) (6.7%) (8.4%) (15.7%)
60,000 4,500 6,337 8,892 12,843

(7.5%) (10.6%) (14.8%) (21.4%)
120,000 18,000 22,937 31,072 30,844

(15.0%) (19,1%) (25.9%) (25.7%)
Marriedperson, with no children
(annual income) ($) .

48,000 150 3,772 4,517 6,356
(0.3%) (7.9%) (9.4%) (13.2%)

72,000 2,550 8,332 11,147 13,556
(3.5%) (11.6%) (15.5%) (18.8%)

120.00 13,750 22,137 29,232 27,956
(11.5%) (18.4%) (24.4%) (23.3%)

162,500 24,375 36,287 47,917 40,706
(15.0%) (22.3%) (29.5%) (25.1%)

Note: *) Not including such other compulsory levies as the U.K. national insurance contributin, payroll tax.in Singapore, and capital gains
taxes in the U.K. and Malasia.

**) After proposed increases in persnal allowances.

Percentage figures in brackets are the effective rates of tax.

ANNEX (8)
PROPOSEDANNUAL DEPRECIATIONALLOWANCES

Rate of 10 percent 22. Eectric cookers and kettles.
23. Electronic data processingequipment.1. Air-conditioningplant excluding room air conditioning units.
24. Electronics manufacturingmachinery and plant.2. Bank safe deposit boxes, doors and grills.
25. Motor vehicles.3. Broadcasting transmitters.
26. Plastic manufacturingrachinery and plant including moulds.4. Cables (electric).
27. Shipping Outboard motors.5. Lamp standards (street) -- gas or electric.

-

28. Silk manufacturingmachinery and plant.6. Lifts and escalators (electric).
29. Sulphuric and nitric acid plant.7. Mains (gas or water).
30. Tank lorries.8.

'

Oil tanks
31. Textile and clothing manufacturingmachinery and plant.9. Shipping -- Ships, junks and sampans.
32. Tractor- bull dozers and graders.Lighters.
33. Weaving, spinning, knitting and sewing machinery.Tugs.

10. Sprinklers.
Rate of 10percent

Rate of20percent 34. Machinery or plant, not specified in items 1 to 33, and used for the

11. Domestic appliances. purposes of a transport, tunnel, dock, water, gas or electricity under-

12. Furniture (excludingsoft furnishings). taking or a public telephoner public telegraphicservice.

13. Room air-conditioningunits.
Rate of20percent14. Shipping -- Launches and ferry.vessels.

Hydrofoils. 35. Any other machinery or plant, not specified in items 1 to 34.
15. Tax i meters.

16. Type and blocks (if not dealt with on renewals basis). Note: The effect of these proposals is thus:

to increase from 5 to 10 percent the annual depreciation allowance

Rate of 30percent for items 4,5,7 and 8;

17. Aircraft (including engines). to increase from 15 to 20 percent the annual depreciation allowance
for iterns 11,12,13,14,15,16and 35;18. Bar syphon apparatus.

19. Bicycles. to increase from 25 to 30 percent the annual depreciation allowance
20. Bleaching and finishing machinery and plant. for items 18, 19, 20, 21,22, 23, 24, 25,26,27,28,29, 31,32 and
21. Concrete pipe moulds. 33.
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GZ+bO TABLE (13)

GENERAL REVENUE BY MAIN SOURCES1971-72 TO 1981-82

(Adjusted for analytical purposes)
1981-82

1980-81 1981-82 (After
(Revjsed (Draft revenue

1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 Estimates) Estimates) proposals)

($mn) ($mn) ($mn) ($mn) ($mn) ($mn) ($mn) ($mn) (Smn) ($mn) ($mn) ($mn)

RecurrentAccount:
DIRECT TAXES

Earnings and profits tax 929 1,083 1,680 2,144 2,234 2,699 3,357 4,115 5,724 8,035 10,005 8,923

INDIRECTTAXES
Duties 451 472 442 473 558 681 734 830 883 908 943 943

General rates 314 291 369 408 534 618 723 807 890 985 1,061 1,061

Internal revenue:

Bets and sweeps tax 51 53 62 96 161 265 336 509 658 840 1,020 1,020

Entertainmenttax 32 34 4 4 19 23 27 29 37 44 50 50

Hotel accommodation tax 4 5 6 6 9 15 20 24 33 42 51 51

Stamp duties 214 713 463 303 382 428 490 762 934 1,925 1,300 1,145

Motor vehicles taxes 44 57 46 32 49 102 148 259 360 395 435 435

Franchises 26 35 34 40 51 51 63 74 83 106 117 117

OTHER REVENUE 968 1,167 1,444 1,650 1,846 1,968 2,253 2,737 3,871 5;094 6,860 6,860 .

Total Recurrent 3,033 3,910 4,550 5,156 5,843 6,850 8,151 10,146 13,473 18,374 21,842 20,605

Capital Account:

DIRECT TAXES
Estate duty 27 40 50 42 64 85 110 128 200 245 250 237

@
INDIRECTTAXES

o6L8Loe Taxi concessions -- 39 85 112 250 266 288 86 86

eu!ijn-e=euoeuen,
= OTHER REVENUE
- Land Sales 269 669 318 287 346 557 1,008 1,893 2,845 10,077 1 ,498 11,498

B Others 19 13 13 108 2 2 2 25 12 16 98 98

Total Capital 315 761 466 437 412 644 1,232 2,296 3,323 O,626 11,832 11,919

Total Revenue 3,348 4,671 5,016 5,593 6,255 7,494 9,383 12,442 16,796 29,000 '33,774 32,524

o
-

oJ

77

osle
TABLE (16)

E

noouuee
o

BALANCE OF THE FISCAL SYSTEM 1971-72 TO 1981-82
1980-81 1981-82

3 Guideline (Revised (After revenue

Ratio 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 Estimates) proposaIs)

-!ou Direct taxes
I. 55:45 45:55 39:61 54:46 61:39 56:44 55:45 57:43 56:44 60:40 61:39 65:35

O3 Indirect taxes

11I-f3Nn8
CE
f-
F Direct and indirect taxes
m 70:30 68:32 70:30 68:32 68:32 68:32 71:29 72:28 73:27 71:29 72:28 67:33
-4 All other recurret revenue



TABLE (9)
03L86

i[IUeJeUoUe
5- GROWTH RATES OF CONSOLIDATEDACCOUNT EXPENDITURE (ADJUSTED) AND TRE RELATIVESIZE

OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR 1970-71 TO 1981-82

Revised
Estimate Estimate

1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-Z8 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82

enJnac ConsolidatedAccount
o
Jo Expenditure (Adjusted),

OllOeS!:
33

at Current Prices ($mn):
O Recurrent 1,914.5 2,163.7 2,718.7 3,547.2 4,647.4 4,934.1 5,786.4 6,933.8 8,183.7 9,969.9 13,346.8 16,941.1

IUio#Oel3uoaOnl-+
El (a) 1,790.4 1,986.1 2,472.1 3,273.6 4,320.1 4,583.0 5,407.7 6,366.3 7,623.6 9,232.9 12,380.0 15,779.1o

# (b) 124.1 177.6 246.6 273.6 327.3 351.1 378.7 567.5 560.1 737.0 966.8 1,162.03 Capital 588.5 788.4 1,156.1 1.513.8 2,044.9 1,642.3 1,568.7 2,234.4 3,937.9 5,649.2 9,170.3 11,326.7
(C) 508.3 703.8 941.1 1,378.6 1,897.1 1,477.0 1,411.1 2,061.8 3,666.6 5,230.0 7,797.7 10,539.4I-+

' (d) 42.5 48.1 . 58.5 57.7 98.7 105.0 92.7 94.5 195.5 219.7 998.6 541.2
(e) 37.7 36.5 156.5 77.5 49.1 60.3 64.9 78.1 75.8 199.5 374.0 246.1I

[33 Total 2,503.0 2,952.1 3,874.8 5,061.0 6,692.3 6,576.4 7,355.1 9,168.2 12,121.6 15,619.1 22,517.1 28,267.8

N3InZ Relative Size of the Public

I- Gross Domestic Product at
F
Fn Current Prices ($mn) * 19,214.0 21,873.0 25,854.0 33,964.0 38,786.0 40,574.0 51,973.0 59,615.0 69,491.0 86,113.0 106,088.0 126,430.0-4

Sector (%) 13.0 13.6 15.0 15.0 17.3 16.2 14.2 15.4 17.4 18.1 21.2 22.4

ConsolidatedAccount Expenditure.
(Adjusted), at Constant (1973)
Prices ($mn):

Recurrent 2,614.4 2,779.1 3,053.2 3,547.2 4,024.5 4,155.2 4,569.8 5,071.1 5,532.3 5,937.3 6,611.8 7,621.0
.

(a) 2,393.6 2,536.5 2,749.8 3,273.6 3,730.7 3,831.9 4,244.7 4,660.5 5,189.7 5,572.1 6,193.1 7,175.6
(b) 220.8 242.8 285.4 273.6 293.8 323.3 325.1 410.6 342.6 365.2 418.7 445.4

Capital 870.9 1,018.5 1,329.3 1 ;513.8 1,742.0 1,490.6 1,368.3. 1,789.6 2,768.3 2,948.4 4,180.1 4,549.3
c) 771..3 921.2 1,095.6 1,378.6 1,618.7 1,360:0 1,251.0 1,668.1 2,593.1 2,701.4 3,451.8 4,165.8
d) 49.2 50.7 59.6 57.7 80.9 80.2 66.2 64.3 123.6 126.6 541.2 271.6

(e) 50.4 46.6 174.1 77.5 42.4 50.4 50.9 57.2 51.6 120.4 187.1 111.9
Total 3,485.3 3,797.6 4,364.5 5,061.0 5,766.5 5,645.8 5,937.9 6,860.7 8,300.6 8,885.7 10,791.9 12,170.3

Growth rates of Consolidated
Account Expenditure (Adjusted) (%):

In money terms:

Recurrent -- 13.0 25.7 30.5 31.0 6.2 17.3 19.8 18.0 21.8 33.9 26.9
Capital -- 34.0 46.6 30.9 35.1 -19.7 - -4.5 42.4 76.2 43.5 62.3 26.6
Total -- 17.9 31.3 30.6 32.2 -1.7 11.8 24.7 32.2 28.9 44.2 26.8

In real terms:

Recurrent -- 6.3 9.2 16.9 13.5 3.2 10.0 11.0 9.1 7.3 11.4 15.3
Capital -- 16.9 30.5 13.9 15.1 -14.4 -8.2 30.8 54.7 6.5 41.8 1 .9
Total -- 9.0 14.9 16.0 13.9 -2.1 5.2 15.5 21.0 7.0 21.4 12.8.

Notes:*) Calendar year figures. The figure for 1979 is provisional,thatfor 1980 is preliminaryand that for 1981 is a forecast.

Legend: (a) Salaries and other recurrent.

(b) Maintenance.

(c) Major capital works and land acquisition.
(d) Purchase of plant and equipmentand major capital works.

bO (e) Other non-recurrent.
bO=b0



excess of the guideline of 15 percent of expenditure in 1982-83; 1980-81 (not entirely by design) and, although it will slow down
and probably even more so than at 1st April 1981 when our to 12.8 percent in 1981-82, it will be well in excess of the fore-
free reserves will stand at about 42 percent of budgetted for cast growth rate of G.D.P. in 1981 f 8 percent. Thus the relative

expenditure in 1981-82.264 size of the publc sctor will further increase from its historical
high of 21.2 percent in 1980-81 to 22.4 percent in 1981-82,269

(b) Budgetary guidelines reflecting the fact .that the growth rate of expenditure on Con-

251. An analysis of the Draft Estimates of Expenditure and the solidated Account i higher than the growth rate of the economy,

Revenue Estimates (amended to allow for the cost of the five tax rather than a serius slow down in the latter. An increase in the

concessions) in terms of our budgetaryguidelines25s dramatically relative size of the public sector of this order in 1981-82 is, I

illustrates the effect of the enormous increase in capital expendi- think, just about acceptable on macro-economic grounds.
ture on Guideline (3), which requires that the surplus on recur- Although the public sector surplus will be smaller than in

rent account should be sufficient to meet 60 percent of capital 1980-81, it will still be substantial, representing a further net

expenditure; and on Guideline (1), which requires that at least draining off f spending power. Further, my forecast of the.state

88 percent of total expenditure should be nanced by recurrent of the economy, which incorporates this increase in public sector

revenue. Both guidelines will be breached but, fortunately, this expenditure, is for a growth rate of total final demand which

does not matter because capital revenue is no less than 126 per-
does not exceed that of the G.D.P. (excluding the effect of re-

cent of capital expenditure. In other words, the financing of the exports) and a rate of unemploymentat least as high as in 1980,

capital account in 1981-82 is in no way dependenton the surplus suggesting that there is room for the growth rate of public sector

on recurrent account (a repeat of our experience in 1980-81); expenditure proposed. However, the scope for further enlarge-
and, therefore, the fact that recurrent revenue is meeting too ment of the public sector is very limited indeed.

small a proportionof total expenditure is acceptable. The obvious
conclusion to be drawn is that the original purpose of the guide- (b) Net balance of the public sector

lins, namely, to secure the financing of the capital account has 256. On General Revenue Account the budgetted for surplus is
been, at least for the time being, overtaken by events. I shall $7,881 million and on Consolidated Account it is $7,381 mil-
return to this subject shortly. lion.270 As in the last two years, to ensure that the surplus on

General Revenue Account has a constraining effect on domestic
(c) Balance of the fiscal system demand by the private sector, and hence on total domestic

252. As regards the balance of the fiscal system,266 although the demand, the increase in the Government's Hong Kong dollar

cost of my ve tax concessions largely affects. the yield from balances will be invested so as to prevent it feedingback into the

direct taxes, the ratio of direct to indirect taxation will further financial sector's credit base, with unwanted consequences for

deteriorate to 65:35 in 1981-82 from 61:39 in 1980-81, which inflation. That is to say, the increased balances271 will be either

iS some distance away from the guideline ratio of 55:45. The placed by the Exchange Fund short term (on demand, at Call or

ratio of direct and indirect taxation taken together to all other at short notice) thus attracting the 100 percent liquid assets

recurrent revenue will be 67:33 in 1981-82, compared with requirement, or switched by the Exchange Fund into foreign
72:28 in 1980-81, the guideline ratio being 70:30; but this im- currencieswhen suitable, opportunitiesoccur.

provement is much more apparent than real inasmuch as the con-

tribution of interest earnings n the General RevenueBalance to 264. See StatisticalAppendix, Table (15). [Not included-- Ed.]
265. ($mn) (%) Ratio

all other (non-tax) recurrent revenue will be as high as 45 percent (1) Recurrentrevenue 20.605
'

in 1981-82, comparedwith 33 percent in 1980-81. Total expenditure
=

24,643
= 84 At least 88%

(2) Recurrentexpenditure 15,188
. more

(d) Steady progressionguideline
' Recurrent revenue

=

20,605 74 No than 80%

(3) Surplus on recurrent account 5.417
253. As regards the steady progression guideline of 10 percent, Capital expenditure

_=

9,455
= 57 At least 60%

the (adjusted) provision in the Draft Estimates of Expenditure (4) Recurrentexpenditure 15,188= = 62 No than 70%
implies a growth rate in real terms of 12.5 percent, compared Total expenditure 24,643 more

with 20.1 percent in 1980-81 and an average annual growth rate (5) Capital revenue ,
= 11,919 = 126 At least 20%

for the five post-recessionyears of 12.7 percent. Capital expenditure 9,455
266. See StatisticalAppendix, Table (16).
267. See Paras. 151-159 above. [Not included- Ed.]
268. See StatisticalAppendix, Table (9).
269. ($mn)

8. THE PUBLIC SECTOR AND THE ECONOMY
ConsolidatedAccount expenditureat current

28.268prices = x 100=22.4126,430
270. ($mn)

254. Finally, I must assess the likely impact of the public sector, Revenue 35,649
dened in terms ,of the Consolidated Account, on the economy, Expenditure 28,268
which I argued earlier would enjoy growth with a fair measure of Surplus 7,381 *

stability in 1981.267 Note: *) The difference of $500 million between this surplusand the sur

plus on General Rvenue Account of $7,901 million is made up

(a) Growth and the relative size of the public sector268 as follows:
($mn)

255. The average annual growth rate of expenditure on Con- UrbanCouncil -- 39
--

solidated Account, in real terms for the ve post-recessionyears
Housing Authority 169
DevelopmentLoan Fund 135

was 13.8 percent, which exceeded the growth rate of G.D.P. at Lotteries Fund -- 30

11.3 percent over the same period. After accelerating from 5.2 Home Ownership Fund -- 112

percent in 1976-77 to 15.5 percent in 1977-78 and to 21 percent
StudentLoan Fund -- 15

- 500
in 1978-79, the growth rate of expenditure was slowed down to 271. But the present ceiling of $20,000 million borrowings by theon

7 percent in 1979-80. It then accelerated again to 21.4 percent in Exchange Fund will have to be increasedshortly.
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241. But I think this is an opportune time to remove the half 246. In recognition of the even higher level of prices of domestic
percentage point loading levied with effect from the year of flats now prevailing, I propose that the limit for the fixed cn-
assessment 1976-77, thus returning the effective rate to 16.5 per- cessionary rate of $20 be raised to $250,000 and for the con-

cent. The cost to the revenue in 1981-82 will be $206 nillion, or cessionary ad valorem rate of duty of 1 percent to $500,000.The
3.5 percent of estimated revenue from corporation profits tax as cost to the revenue of raising these limits will be no less than
reflected in the prihted Revenue Estimates for 1981-82 of $5,900 $155 million in 1981-82, or about 22 percent of estimated
million.255 In 1981-82, both final rofits tax assessments for revenue from stamp duty on asignments reflected in the printed
1980-81 and provisional profits tax for 1981-82 will b affected Revenue Estimates for 1981-82. The usual marginalreliefarrange-
and the calculation of the cost to the revenue allows for the two ments will, of course, continue to apply to these new limits.
instalment system for the payment of provisionalprofits tax. The About 48,000 purchasers of flats will benefit from these higher
cost in a full (i.e. an ordinary) year will be $139 million. Lest limits (and, remember, it is the purchaser who, in practice, pays
it be thought that this proposal will only benefit a few large cor- the duty on the assignment).
porations, may I remind Members that the number of limited 247. The new platforms of $250,000 and $500,000 will have to
liability companies paying corporationprofits tax is presently of be extended also to Head 53(1) voluntary dispositions inter vivos.
the order f 18,000; may of which are small family-owned busi-
nesses. (vi) Implementation

248. As Your Excellency this morning signed the necessary
(iii) Depreciationallowances Order under the Public Revenue Protection Ordinance, the new

My third concession is designed to offer encouragement to limits for the concessionary rates of stamp duty on conveyances242.
manufacturers and others to re-equip and upgrade their plant and of low value propertieswill be effective from the opening of busi-

equipment as our economy faces up to the challengesof a chang- ness tomorrow morning. Bills to amend the Inland Revenue

ing world trading environment. The average annual growth rate Ordinance to provide for my proposals in respect of personal
of private sector expenditure on .the plant, inachinery andequip- taxation, corporation prots tax, the initial depreciation allow-
ment component of gross domdstic fixed capital formation was ance for plant and machinery and estate dut will be introduce'd
30 percent in money terms and 22 percent in real terms for the into this Council as soon as possible.
five post-recession years. As a proportion of G.D.P., private
sector expenditure on plant, machinery and equipment increased
steadily from 10 percent in 1975 to 14 percent in 1980. I would 7. OUTTURNAND ASSESSMENT
like to see both the growth rate of such expenditure and its (a) Outturn and state of fiscal reserves
relative importance higher.even

249. The cost to the revenue of my ve tax concessions is
243. As a result of new Table made by the Board of Inland $1,250 million2s9 and thus my estimate of total revenue becomes
Revenue under the Inland Revenue Rules on 9th April 1979, the $32,524 million. The difference between this figure and the
existing 20 percent annual rate of depreciation allowance was estimate of ttal expenditureof $24,643 million, namely, $7,881
absorbed into the 25 perent rate and this now applies to 15 out million, is the surplus I am budgetting for on General Revenue
of 33 heads, the other 18 heads attracting rates of 5, 10, 15 and Account in 1981-82.260 This represents 24 percent of revenue as
30 percent. More recently, a pooling system for capital ex-

now estimated and, whilst it is about twice the relative size of the
penditure on two or more assets ranking for the same rate of surplus in the first three years of the post-recessionperiod, it is
annual allowance was introduced. I now propose that the 33 below the relative size of the expected surplus for 1980-81 of
heads be re-grouped under three rates of annual allowance of 32 percent.261 The reason is, of course, that the increase in ex-
10, 20 and 30 percent.256 Additionally, by way of offering penditure in 1981-82 on 1980-81 is 25 percent, but the increase
further encouragement, I also propose that he initial allowance in revenue is only 12 percent, compared with the increase in ex-
should be increased from 25 to 35 percent.257 Thus, for example, penditure in 1980-81 on 1979-80 of 42 percent and the increase
for an item of equipmentranking for the annual rate of allowance in revenue of 73 percent.262
of 30 percent, the write-off allowed for profits tax purposes in
the year of purchase will be 54.5 percent. The cost to the revenue 250. Should this budgetted for surplus materialise our free
of these more generous allowances will b $203 million in fiscal reserves at 1st April 1982 will be of the order of $18,100
1981-82, after allowing for the two instalment system for the million.263 Obviously, therefore, at that date we shall be well in

payment of provisional prots tax. Again, both nal prots tax
assessments for 1980-81 and provisional prots tax for 1981-82 255. See also f.n. 206. above.

256. The Board of Inland Revenue will, accordingly,be invited to make awill be affected..The cost will be $119 :illion in a full (i.e. new Table under Rule 2 of the Inland Revenue Rules, but Annex. (8) is
ordinary)year.258 indicatveof what the new Table will look like.

257. This proposal will require an amendment to the Inland Revenue

(iv) Estate duty
Ordinance itself.
258. In the long term, the cost will be nil for the effect of increased

244. My fourth concession concerns estate duty: in response to depreciationallowancesis simply to accelerate the rate at which allowances
are granted, although the beneficial cash flow effect is important to the

rising asset values I have, on three occasions, increased the limit business community.
below which duty on the estates of deceased persons is not pay- 259. Classifyjng the five tax concessionsin terms of our tax requirements
able, from $200,000, the limit prevailing between 1970 and (se.Paras. 94-99 above):
1974, to $600,000 for the estates of persons dying after Ilth Proposal Requirement

July 1980. On reflection, and with the benefit of hindsight, I do Personal taxation Fifth (& converse of First)
C.P.T. Fifth (& converse of First)not think I went far enough last year. So, I now propose the limit Depreciation Sixth

should be raised to $1 million for persons dying after the enact- Estate duty Fifth
ment of the necessary legislation. The cost to the revenue will Stamp duty on conveyancesof Iow

be approximately $13 million in 1981-82 and perhaps $17
value properties Fifth & Sixth

260. $mn $mnmillion in 1982-83. Reuenue:
Recurrent 20,605
Capital 11,919 82,524

(v) Stamp duty on conveyancesof low value properties Expnditure ..........

Recurrent 15,188245. Last year, a new platform was introduced-fr the conces- Capital 9,455 24,643
sionary rate of ad valorem duty on conveyances of low value Surplus on recurrentaccout

'

5,417-

properties provided for under Head 19(1) of the Schedule to the Surplus capital-account - 2,464on
,

Stamp Ordinance. While the limit for the fixed concessionary Overall-surplus - 7,881
26. See f.n. 77. above. [Editor' note: this f.n., inter alia, states that in

rate of $20 remainedat $100,000, the limit for the concessionary- year 1980-81 total revenue was $mn 29,000 and the suplus $mn 9,323.]
ad val.orem rate of duty of 1 percent was raised by $75,000 to 262. See StatisticalAppendix, Table (11). [Not included-- Ed.]
$250,000. Thus, the full ad valorem rate of duty of 2.75 percent 263. That is, $10,300 million being our free fiscal reserves at st April

became payable on properties above $250,000, compared with 1981 (see Pargraph112 above)plus $7,826 million (.e. the expected cash
. book balance at 31st March 1982 without the adjustments made for
$175,000 previously. analyticalpurposes) say, $18,100,million.=
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allowance from $5,000 to $7,000 (or by 40 percent). The criteria their tax liability is, in percentage terms, very modest compared
for the,grantingof this allowance, now claimed by some 65,000 with their other personal liabilities.
taxpayers in respect of some 80,000 dependent parents, will
continue to apply;247- although this will mean that, in certain 238. At the same time, to those Members and taxpayers and

circumstances, a taxpayer contributing only the minimum quali- potential taxpayers who keep arguing that allowances under our

fying annual contribution of $1,200 to a dependent parent will system of personal taxation have not kept pace with inflation

enjoy tax relief in excess of this gure. and who fail to remember that elsewhere in the world the real
burden of taxation. has steadily increased,251 and who choose to

231. This package of proposals will be effective for nal salaries ignore that in Hong Kong we have a scal system designed to do
tax assessments for 1980-81 (and for personal assessments also) no more than produce sufficient revenue for our growing needs,
and provisional salaries tax for 1981-82. The cost to the revenue without recourse to debt, I would say this: between.the years of
in 1981-82, after allowing for the two instalment system for the assessment 1973-74 and 1979-80, the personal allowance for a

payment of provisional salaries tax,248 will be $673 million249 single person increased from $10,000 to $15,000 (personal
or no less than 32 percent of estimated revenue from personal allowance of $12,500 and supplementary allowahce of $2,500)
taxation (salaries tax and personal assessment) as reflected in the and the personal allowance for a married man from $20,000 to
printed Revenue Estimates for 1981-82 of $2,090 million.250 $30,000 (personal allowance of $25,000 and supplementary
The cost in a full (i.e. an ordinary) year will be around $408 allowance of $5,000), that is to say, an increase of 50 percent in
million at present levels of chargeable incomes. each case. Without conceding, for one moment, that there is a

need to ne tune allowances in accordance with changes in the
232. The effect of this package of proposals will be to exempt purchasing power of money incomes generally, this 50 percent
85,000 persons previously liable to salaries tax, and a further increase in personal allowances almost exactly offset the effects
55,000, who would have become liable in 1981-82, will remain of the ncreasejnprices over the period as measuredby the C.P.I.
out of the tax net. Thus the number of salaries taxpayers for the Yet this year's proposls alone lift personal allowances by yet
year of assessment 1982-82 will be 255,000, as opposed to the another 50 percent, or by more than three times the rate of in-
395,000 presently envisaged in the net without this package of flation, in 1980. So, obviously, I do not believe in ne tuning!
concessions. Additionally,237,000 of these taxpayerswill benefit
by way of reduced liability. The remaining18,000 or 7 percent of 239. Before leaving personal taxation I feel bound to comment

the total number of taxpayers left in the net will not benet for on the somewhat vociferous claims heard recently to the effect

they will remain on the standard rate of 15 percent and this that our direct tax system is one wherein the rich are sub-

group will continue to contributewell over half of the total yield sidised by the poor. The respective contributins to the

from salaries tax. So much for the claim that the less weil paid revenue of salaries tax and profits tax just do not support such
subsidise the better off. claims. On the contrary, over the years, the contribution from

profits tax has consistently, and significantly, outstripped that
233. For the record, a further 45,000 persons who elect for the from salaries tax. Thus, in 1979-80, for example, the contribution
advantages available under personal assessment will benefit from from profits tax amounted to 67 percent of total collections of
this package of concessions. earnings and profits taxes compared with only 22 percent from
234. Examples of the effects of the new allowanceson personsat salaries tax; in 1980-81, the contribution from profits tax is no

various income levels and in various personal circumstances less than 69 percent, while that from salaries tax, despite fiscal

appear at Annex (4) (not included -- Ed.) to the printed version drag, has declined to 18 percent. If the package of concessions
of this speech. A table showing the present and future effective I have just proposed is approved by this Council, the contribution
rates of tax at different income levels for persons in various from profits tax will increase to 70 percent of the estimated total
personal circumstancesis at Annex (5) (not included-- Ed.). And collections from earnings and profits taxes in 1981-82,whilst that
I have set out at Annex (6) (not nctuded -- Ed.) the income from salaries tax will further decline to no more than 15 percent.
levels at which persons in various personal circumstances will
become liable at the standard rate in future. (ii) Business taxation

235. I would plead that these annexes be examined with care,
240. Against this bckground, I come to my second and third

For example, just consider the very considerable relief which concessions which relate to business taxation: my second conces-

sion will benet all corporate businesses. When I was seekingot
persons in various personal circumstances at different income
levels will enjoy if my package of proposals is implemented: a ways and means of raising extra revenue in 1976 (unnecessarilyas

it turned out252), I proposed,253 and it was subsequentlyagreed,single person on an annual income of $23,500 will pay $50, a
that temporaryloading of extra half percentagepoint should

reduction of $375 on his present liability of (only) $425. A a an

mrried person on an annual income of $46,000 will pay $50, a
be added on to the 1.5 percentage points (or 10 percent)sur-

reduction of $1,050 on his present liability of (only) $1,100; a charge on the standard rate of corporationprots tax. The sur-

married person with two children on an annual income of charge concept itelf was introduced in 1975 as a device pending
the introduction of a dividend withholding tax:254 that idea

$58,000 will pay $50, a reduction of $1,350 on his present
liability of (only) $1,400; while a married person with two came to an untimely end and so the surcharge concept has re-

mained with us.
children and two dependent parents on an annual income of

$72,000 will pay $50, a reduction of $1,900 on his present
liability of (only) $1,950.

247. B.S., 1979, Annex (10).
236. At the same time, a single person will now pay at the 248. Provisional tax and, therefore, the two instalment system, does not

standard rate of 15 percent on an annual income of $106,250, apply to personal assessment.

compared with $87,500 at present. A married person will now 249. Full
1981-82 year

pay at the standard rate of 15 percent on an annual income of ($mn) ($mn)
$162,500, compared with $125,000 at present; a married person Under salaries tax:
with two children will now pay at the standard rate of 15 percent Personalallowancesand

on an annual income of $192,500, compared with $147,500 at supplementaryallowances 536 298

present; and a married person with two children and two Child allowances 44 25
Dependentparent allowances 18 10

dependent parents will now pay at the standard rate of 15 per- Underpersonalassessment:
cent on an annual income of $227,500,comparedwith $172,500 Allowances _75 _75-

at present. Total 673 408

237. I would earnestly suggest, Sir, that this package of proposals 250. See also f.n. 206. above.

will meet the claims of those who argue that the low income 251. For a variety of budgetary and non-budgetary reasons: for a com-

parative analysis of personal taxation in Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia
earner is in dire need of relief from his tax burden,although I and the United Kingdom,see Annex (7).
would' deny that the low income earner is significantly affected 252. For the budgetted for deficit of. $491 million (or $355 million

by ur salaries tax system at alL The package will also afford after taking out various revenue proposals) turned into a surplus of $917

considerable relief for those who clim to belong to the sand-
million.
253. B.S., 1976, Paragraph 177.

wiched society; and to middle income earners as well for, even 254. B.S., 1975, Paras. 90-94.
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public finances generally, even though it could be argued that, to 227. So, notwithstanding the complete failure of most com-
do so, would be justied on macro-economicpolicy grounds. mentators to look at the actual tax liability of persons in various

circumstances, I need no persuading,frst, that the thresholdsare

(c) Managementof public utility-typeundertakings now too low; secondly, that the impact of effective rates of tax

220. But, in the case of our six public utility-type undertakings needs to be stretched out over a broader spectrum of incomes;
the importance of observng the no-subsidy principle cannot be and, thirdly, that the levels of gross income at which the standard

overlooked, that is to say, the charges set must cover the full rate of 15 percent is applicableneed to be lifted.

costs of operation and earn a required return on capital em- 228. Any adjustments to our system of personal taxation involve
plOyed. It is clear from the latest operating accounts of our technical difficulties, to a greater or lesser extent, and have finan-
several undertakings236 that only in the case of the airport and cial implications for taxpayers and the revenue, which are accept-the Post Ofce237 is the return on average net fixed assets satis- able to a greater or lesser extent. But, after examining various
factory. options with the Commissioner of Inland Revenue over the past
221. I should just mention hre that the Postmaster-General four months, may package of proposals is as follows: first, I
intends to make certain adjustments to postal charges during the propose an increase in the level of personal allowances from
coming year. Essentiall these adjustments will be designed to $12,500 to $15,000 for single persons and from $25,000 to
meet international obligations and to rationalise part of the $30,000 for married persons. At the same time, I propose an in-
system of postal rates and fees. A few services will become more crease in the present supplementary personal allowances from
expensive and a few slightly cheaper. I expect the consequences $2,500 to $7,500 for single persons and from $5,000 to $15.,000
will be neutral in terms of the revenue and thus will result in no for married persons; and I further propose that the claw-back245
change in the protabilityof the Post Ofce.238 continue to be zero rated, meaning that taxpayers at all levels of

income will enjoy the full benefit of the supplementarypersonal222. But it is equally clear that the Kowloon-Canton Railway allowances, save those on high incomes to which the standard rateand waterworks undertakings are making losses and over the next aplies. Thus, if my proposals are agreed, the personalallowancefour years, 1981-82 to 1984-85, the position of each will worsen, and supplementary allowance for single persons will together be-
particularly as further substantial capital investment is being $22,500, compared with $15,000 at present, a very sub-made in both undertakings. I fear, therefore, that their fare/tariff

come

stantial increase of no less than 50 percent; and for married per-structures will have to be looked at again closely before very long sons they will become $45,000, compared with $30,000 at
(but this will be coupled with a re-examination of the assump- present, again an increase of 50 percent.tions underlyingtheir operatingaccounts).

229. Secondly, I propose an increase in child allowances from
$5,000 to $7,000 for the first child (or by 40 percent) and from(d) Tax concessionsproposed for 1981-82 $4,000 to $5,000 for the second child (or by 25 percent). A two-

(i) Personal taxation (i.e. salaries tax and personal child family is fairly typical nowadays246 and, as I regard the
assessment) present allowances of $3,000 for the third child, $2,000 for the

fourth to the sixth child and $1,000 for the seventh to the ninth223. So I come to my ve tax concessionsfor 1981-82: my first child adequate, for various I do not they beas reasons, proposeconcessior, and it is really a package of concessions, stems from
my oft-repeated, but generally ignored, undertaking to review changed.
the system of personal taxationperiodically,having regard to our 230. Thirdly, I propose an increase in the dependent parent
current budgetary situation, and to the need to maintain equity
as between different income groups239 at a time when the growth
of money incomesis leading to scal drag.240 236. S Annex (3). [Not included -- Ed.J

237. The return on average net fixed assets was 31.2 percentin 1979-80.
224. As regards our current budgetary situation: it is no part of It will be around: 16.5 percent in 1980-81, but will fall to 1 percent at

this Government's policy to contemplate, let alone plan for, a today's prices in 1981-82. In other words, if there are no changes to postal
rates further to those mentionedhere, the rate of retum could well become

growth rate of total revenue in excess of budgetary requirements negative during 1981-82. The profitabiity of the Post Ofce in terms of
unless considerations of macro-economicpolicy apply241 as they individual services is variable. Losses are particularly marked for the local

do this .year.242 But I aept .that the level of our free fiscal inland services and the rates for these services cannot remain at their

reserves, at $10,300 million or 42 percent of budgetted for ex-
present low levels for much longer.
238. As regards the main prvately owned public utility-type under-

penditure in 1981-82 of $24,670 million,243 is well in excessf takings the Government exercises a degree of control over their charges to
the guideline of 15 percent, and estimated revenue in 1981-82 ensure that they do not make excessive profits as a result of their monop-

is no less than 137 percent of estimated expenditure. Yet the olistic position in the market. At the same time, they are allowed to make
profits sufcient to encourage their shareholdersto remainin that business

difference between the Draft Estimates of Expenditure and the and to expand sufficiently to keep up with demand. Within this constraint,
Revenue Estimates of $9,131 million is largely due to the absence and provided the Govermnentis satisfied the undertakingis run efficiently,
of a deficit on capital account -- indeed a surplus has emerged-- charges sufficient to recover costs and to earn an acceptable rate of return

and it would be clearly imprudent, despite the healthy state of
are -- for they must be -- permitted. Incidentally, increases in charges
raised by all public utility undertakings (public as well as private) account

our free scal reserves, to dissipate this overall surplus on tax for a very much smaller proportion of the increase in the cost of living as

concessionswhich are, by their very nature, recurring. measuredby the C.P.I. than generally imagined:
Rate of increase due

225. As regards the implicationsof fiscal drag for equity: money Rate of increase to increase in price
incomes per capita increased by 19 percent in 1980. Taxpayers Year in C.P.I. (A) of public utilities

are thus being pushed up the scale of effective rates of tax244 and (%) (%)
1976 3.4

this means that their tax liability in relative terms is tending to 1977 5.8 O.1
increase; although, let me hasten to add, this does not mean they 1978 5.9 0.1
cannot afford any additional burden at all, if necessary, for real 1979 11.6 0.5

incomes per capita have increased also, albeit at a slower rate (at
1980 15.5 1.4
239. In accordance with the fifth requirement of the tax system: see

5.5 percent and this is an average measure only). But, in present Paragraph'98 above.
circumstances, there is no need for the tax burden to be in- 240. See Paras. 224-226 below.

creased. 241. As envisaged in the sixth requirement of the tax system: see Para-
graph 99 above.

226. Further, the growth of money incomesper capita over time 242. See Paras. 254-256 below.
243. See Paragraph 112 above.

means that the tax net tends to embace an ever growingnumber 244. Tax payable as a percentage of gross chargeable income minus ex-
of economically active persons. Given the Government's revenue penses, but before the deductionof any eligible allowances.
requirements, this is not necessarily unreasonable to the extent 245. The device whereby the supplementaryallowance is, by the applica-,

that the growth of money incomes per capita is associated with tion of a percentage reduction, progressively withdrawn and eventually
eliminated when assessable incomesexceeda specifiedlimit(see Section42B

improvements in real terms. But it has always been our policy to ()(aa) and (bb) of the Inland Revenue Ordinance and B.S., 1977, Paras.
pitch the levels of the entry points into the tax net, the so-called 211-212).
thresholds, high and to keep out of the tax net those who might 246. In 1978-79 there were 291,000 salaries taxpayers of whom 170,000
otherwise be brought to charge solely because of the effects of

were single, 26,000 were married with no children, 55,000 were married
with one or two children and 20,000 were married with three or more

inflation on money incomes. children (and there were 20,000 persons on the standardrate).
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because our excise duties are specific and not ad valorem and rates (as opposed, for example, to simply restoring the incidence
rates have not been updated to maintain incidence. The contribu- in the case of excise duties) or widening the ambit of some of
tion of bets and sweeps taxes to total recurrent revenue, after our revenue laws (as opposed, for example, to reform measures

peaking at 5 percent in 1977-78, has steadily declined since then designed to reinstatean original intention or. to respond to chang-
to 4.6 percent in 1980-81 and to an estimated 4.1 percent in ing commercial practices), it is apparent that we have various
1981-82. options at our disposal to nance any necessaryad desirable tax

215. Finally, of the other indirect taxes, the only one that is concessions and to correct the falling trend of recurrent revenue

worth worrying about in terms of equity between classes of tax- to total expenditure. However, I do not intend to invoke any of
these options at this time in view of the present state of our

payers is First Regisfration Tax on motor vehicles223 which is
estimated to contribute 2 percent to total recurrent revenue

in 1981-82, compared with 2.2 percent in 1980-81, having 223. Levied on all motor vehicles other than enfranchised public om-

peaked at 2.6 percent in each of the two previousyears 1978-79 nibuses.
and 1979-80. Whether this represents a reasonable contribution 224. Just for the record, the number of private cars increased by 68 per-

to the revenue is debatable. I do not wish to be drawn into cent to 175,000 between 1976-77 and 1980-81, whereas goods vehicles
and all other vehicles increased by only 37 and 26 percent respectively (to

arguments about whch of the three imposts borne by private 51,000 and 40,000).
motorists,224 namely, First Registration Tax, annual licence fees 225. ,Partilarly when account is taken of the recent increases in the

for vehicles and drivers and excise duty on hydrocarbon oils, before-taxprices of petrol and automotivediesel ojl.
226. Vehicleswould be the weapon most likely to be effective in any attempt and Total as %

to ensure that available road space is usedas effectively as Hydrocarbon drivers' of recurrent

possible as our public transport services are diversied and im- Year oils licences F.R.T. Total revenue

proved or, indeed, into an argument as to whether any of thse ($mn) ($mn) ($mn) ($mn)
weapons should be used.225 But it is also debatable whether the 1976-77 188 168 102 458 6.7

1977-78 212 183 148 543 6.7
toral contribution of rad users to total recurrent revenue is as 1978-79 242 218 259 719 7.1
high as it should be, having fallen from an average of 6.8 percent 1979-80 261 265 360 886 6.6

in the first four post-recession years to 5.3 percent in 1980-81 1980-81 288 298 395 981 5.3

and being estimatedat only 4.8 percent in 1981-82.226 1981-82 311 300 435 1,046 4.8
227. Royalty-loaded fees are. payments for permission to engage in cer-
tain activities and trades, viz.: licences required for various regulated

(b) Sources of additional revenue activities and trades (e.g. bank licences). The level of fees imposed is not
directly related to any costs which may be incurred in their regulation.

216. Now, because I have five tax concessions to propose at a 228. Tax-loaded fees and charges are levied for services rendered or per-
substantialcost to the revenue, I had to considernot only tapping missions given. They are set above the level necessar to recover full costs

the reserves of taxable capacity indicated in the present inequit- specifically for the purpose of raising revenue.
229. Cost-related charges fall into three groups:able distribution of the burden of taxation between different (a) those which do not cover the full cost (including the cost of capital)

classes of taxpayers, but also restoring the loadings on royalty- pf the services provided, becue there is a case. on poliy ground
loaded fees227 and tax-loaded fees and charges228 to the extent for part of the cost of the services concerned being borne by
that they have been eroded by nflation and updating cost-related General Revenue;

(b) those which are designed to cover the full cost (including the cost of
charges includng those raised by our various public utility-type capital) of the services provided. These eharges may, from time to

undertakings.229 time, be set at a level above that necessary to recover full cost to
deter usage for policy reasons;

217. As regards our reserves of taxable capacity: I warned last (c) those which are set for the public utility-typeundertakingsoperated
year that, in the absence of a revaluation of rateable values the by the Government and which are designed to recover the full costs

of operationand to earn a required return on capital employed.General Rate percentage could be - and in terms of equity be- 230. That is, the second requirement of the tax system referred to at
tween different classes of taxpayersshould be -- raised to increase Paragraph 95 above.
revenue from rates. Stamp duties on contract notes and assign- 231. Incidence of duties (examples only):
ments of property could be raised, I think, without discouraging Effective Incidence Present

date of last immediately incidence
commercial transactions and, therefore, breaching the neutrality duty change thereafter (January
principle.230 Without necessarily arguing that declining incidence 1981)
means that the point of diminishing returns has not yet been (%) (%).
reached, some adjustments to some rates of duty on dutiable Liquor:
commodities ought to be productive of more revenue, albeit Brandy (V.S.O.P.) 3rd December 1975 40 26

Whisky (Ordinary) ditto 58 41
carrying a possible risk of adding to inflationary pressures (but Gin ditto ditto 59 45
wholesalers' and retailers' absolute prot margins must have ,

Beer: imported 24th July 1980 14 14

widened).231 Certainly, there is scope for raising extra revenue local ditto 14 14
Chinese type spirit:from bets and sweeps taxes because I cannotbelieve that punters imported 3rd December 1975 28 25

as a class of taxpayer should be contributingless than, say 5 per- local ditto 26 20

cent, to total recurrent revenue232 particularly when totalisator Tobacco:
turnover has increased from $2,580 million in the (financial year) Cigarettes:

1976-77, to well in excess of $8,200 million in 1980-81 and is mported (U.K.) 1st March 1978 34 24
inported (U.S.) ditto 30 21

predicted to be about $10,500 million in 1981-82. Finally, there local 3rd December 1975 37 25
is scope for some innovations in the taxation of motorists- Hydrocarbonos:

F.R.T.,233 annual licence fees for vehicles and drivers234 and Motorspirit * 25th February 1976 35 20

duty on hydrocarbon oils -- again on the grounds of equity be- Diesel oil for road

tween classes of taxpayers and likely price elasticities.
vehicles * ditto 34 16

Note: *) Metrieation was ntroduced on 1st January 1981, but this was

218. As regards royalty-loaded fees and tax-loaded fees and not considered a duty change. The calculationshere are inclusive

charges: many of these fees and charges should be increased by
of the increase in prices announced by the oil companies in
January 1981.

up to 100 percent and more to restore the original loadings;and, 232. A new rate of tax of 11 percent for exotic bets was introduced in
as regards cost-related charges, many of these are, for one reason 1975 (see C.S., 1975, Paras. 41-42), but the rate for traditonal bets has

or another, up to ve years or more out of date. Phase III of the remained unchanged at 7.5 percent since 1931. The average on-coursebet
per punter per daytime race meeting has increased from $570 in the

Financial Information System means that we shall have available, (financial year)1976-77 to an estimated $1,174 in 1980-81 and is pre-
in due course, up-to-date information on costs, thereby enabling dicted to be well over $1,400 in 1981-82. Even having regard to the m-

us to make adjustments to all fes and charges on a routine basis portance of discouraging illegal off-course bookmakers, there is obviously
for increasing the yield from betting taxes by reducing the Jockey

any time during a year as a purely management exercise. I em-
scope
Club's commission (at present 9.25 percent) and, perhaps, even the propor-

phasise on a routine basis, because not to keep them up to date tion available for prize money (83.25 percent).
means that users are cross-subsidised from General Revenue or 233. Rates of F.R.T. were last raised on 1st March 1979 (see B.S. 1979,
cross-subsidised to a greater extent than intended (and this is Paras. 193-197).

234. Licence fees for vehicles were last raised on 1st March 1979 (see
particularly objectionable in principle in the case of fees and B.S., 1979, Paras; 202-210). Fees for drivers' licences have remained un-

charges payable by business enterprises).235 changed since 1st March 1974 (see B.S., 1974, Paras. 168-169).
235. For example, the present fee payable for textile export licences now

219. So, even ignoring the possibility of increasing some tax covers only 50 percent.of the cost of issuing quotas.
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been substantial out of hours trading as well) and to the fact that 214. As regards indirect taxes: rates are timated to contribute
the consideration on assignments of property, at some $2,800 only 4.9 percent to total recurrent revenue in 1981-82, com-

million per month, has exceeded original expectations. pared with 5.4 percent in 1980-81 and 8.9 percent in 1977-78,
204. The estimate of $1,061 million for rates (up by 8 percent when the new lists of rateable values come into effect. The only
on the revised estimate for 1980-81) assumes that interim valua- way that this trend can be reversed is by an increase in the

ions of new premises will be about the same as this year, and General Rate percentage, because a revaluationof rateable values
is not possible so long as rent controls extend to all residential

takes into account the completion in 1980-81 of the rating of all
a

rateable premises in the developed and developing areas of the premises.222 Apart from 1980-81, when they will contribute

New Territories and allows for the phased increases in the per-
remarkable 10.5 percent to total recurrent revenue, stamp duties

centage rates charged.210 contributed between 6 percent and 7.5 percent (an average of
6.8 percent) in the first four post-recession years and are esti-

205. I have assumed that the yield from bets and sweeps taxes mated to contribute 6 percent in 1981-82.Dutiabie commodities
will be $1,020 million, or 21 percent up on the revised estimate are estimated to contribute only 4.3 percent to total recurrent
for 1980-81,which is 17 percent up on the original estimate. revenue in 1981-82, compared with 4.9 percent in 1980-81.The

206. The estimate of $943 million for dutiable commodities is contribution of dutiable commodities has, in fact, been declining

nearly 4 percent up on the revised estimate for 1980-81 which is, steadily since 1976-77, when it was 10 percent, partly because

however, down by 3.6 percent on the original estimate. earnings and prots taxes are so income sensitive and partly

207. As regards all other recurrent revenue at $6,860 million: of 210. Year in which area Rates charge

this, no less than 45 percent, or nearly $3,100 million, is became rateable for 1981-82

estimated to be interest earnings on the General RevenueBalance (%)
TshingYi 1974-75 11

and on the balance in the Mass Trahsit Fund which, remember, Yuen Long 1976-77 11
also accrues to General Revenue until equity in the Mass Transit Tai Po 1976-77 11

Railway Corporationis boughtand paid for. Sha Tin 1976-77 11
Tuen Mun 1976-77 11

(c) Capital ClearwaterBa Road 1976-77 11
Luen Wo Market 1976-77 11

208. My estimate of capital revenue in 1981-82 is $11,932 mil- Shek Wu Hui 1976-77 11

lion, which is an increase of $1,306 million, or 12.3 percent, on
Sai Kung 1977-78 10
Cheung Chau 1980-81 7

the revised estimate for 1980-81 of $10,626 million. Peng Chau 1980-81 7
Lantau 1980-81 7

209. Within this estimate of $11,932 million, land transactions Lanma 1980-81 7
are expected to bring in $11,498 million2 (as opposed to the Note: The total rateable value of rated premises in the New Territorieswil

revised estimate for 1980-81 of $10,077 million), taxi conces- have increased from $390 miionat 1st April 1975,t an estimated

sions a modest $86 million212 and estate duty a not uphelpful $1,911 milion
Willhave

at
increased
1st April

from
1981,

20,748
while

to about
the number

86,000
of rated

lepremises over

$250 million. same period.
211. The estinate of $11,498 million is based on an assessment of the

210. Within the estimate of $11,498 million for land trans- prices likely to be realised for the individual lots making up the land sales

actions, land sales by public auction and tender213 are expected programme for 1981-82. That is to say, a view has been taken of the

to yield $9,855 million from the sale of 196 acres, comparedwith premia likely to be realised -- and this view is, of necessity, subjective --

the revised estimate for 1980-81 of $8,777 million from the sale
and takes accountof the change in the terms of sale for industrial purposes
which requires payment of the full premium in a single lump sum. The

of 156 acres;214 priuate treaty grants are expected to yield estimate also includes instalments of premia payable to the Treasury in

$1,087 million,215 compared with the revised estimate for 1980- respect of commercial/residentialand industriallots sold in previousyears.

-81 of $876 million; and modificationsand regrants are expected For sales in the New Territories, a provisionalassessmenthas been made of
the number of lots to be sold by auction and by Letters A /B tender, the

to yield $556 million, compared with the revised estimate for revenue from the latter being particularly difficultt assess as it depends
1980-81 of $424 million. on the age of theLettarsA/B offered by successful tenderers.

212. For 331 licences only which will bring the total number of taxi
211. In the five post-recessionyears, land sales by public auction licences in the urban areas up to the limit mposedunder presentpolicy of

and tender have been 38 acres, 34 acres, 58 acres, 76 acres and 10,000.
156 acres respectively. The fact that, in I981-82, a further sub- 213. Land sales being defined so as to include land disposed of by tender

in exchange for Letters A/B, the lots themselves being either drawn from
stantial area will be sold, namely, 196 acres, is a reflection of the newly fomed and serviced land or from areas released from other uses

build up of expenditureon developmentworks recently.216 (e.g. open storage let on short term tenancies).

212. I gave earlier a forecast of land productionin the new three 214. Industrial Non-industrial Total
1980-81 1981-82 1980-81 1981-82 1980-81 1981-82

year forecast period, 1982-83 to 1984-85.217 The outlook for (Acres) (Acres) (Acres)
land sales should, therefore, be mentioned here: the forecast is Urban areas 25.3 34.9 47.2 46.4* 72.5 81.3

for about 300 acres to be sold in each of these three years.218 New Terr-

Together with private treaty grnts and modifications and tories 14.3 40.3 69.2 74.8 83.5 115.1

regrants, the revenue yields implied in these figures are such as
Total 39.6 75.2 116.4 121.2 156.0 196.4

to suggest that the nancingof the capital account in the forecast Note: *) This estimate couZd be on the low side for there are several large
sites in the Victoria Barracks area which may be sold in 1981-82

period will continue to be much less dependenton the surplus on pending on when planning processes can be brought to finality.
recurrentaccount than hitherto. 215. It has been assumed that only one site of 12 possible sites wil be

ready to be granted in 1981-82 to the M.T.R.C. for joint developmentwith
property developers.
216. The gross figures for landproductionin f.n. 109. and Paragraph190

6. FISCAL POLICY above are, of course, inclusive of large areas appropriated for public hous-
ing, Government, institutional and community use, open space and roads.

(a) Equity of the tax system [Editor's note: f.n. 109., inter alia, states that gross areas of land formed
and serviced in 1980-81 amount to 1,264 acres. Para. 190, inter alia, states

213. I said earlier that our tax system is no longer as equitable that land productionin 1981-82 is expected to amount to 1,562 acres.]
217. See Paragraph 191 above. [Editor's note: Para. 191 states that over

between different classes of taxpayers as it should be and I im- the forecast period 1982-83 to 1984-85 land production will be about

plied, accordingly, that it needed to be improved.219 I am afraid 1,400 acres per annum.]
that, according to the Revenue Estimates as printed, the equity 218. A Land Disposal Sub-Committeeof the Special Committee oh Land

Production was set up during 1980 to monitor the six-monthly land sals
of the system will further deteriorate with one exception: programmes and to forecast likely sales eighteen months ahead. This
revenue from property tax in 1981-82 is estimated to double arrangement is desgned to provide early waznng of any difficultieswhich

compared with 1980-81, partly as a result of the addition of new may prejudice the fulfilmentof the land sales programmes.

buildings, but mainly as a result of the reassessmentof assessable 219. See Paragraph100 above.
220. See Paragraph202 above.

values now in train.220 Thus the contribution of property tax to 221. Contributionof property tax to total recurrent revenue:

total collections of earnings and prots taxes will increase to (%)
6.4 percent in 1981-82 from 4 percent in 1980-81 and may be 1976-77 3.7

compared with 9.4 percent in 1976-77, the year of assessment in
1980-81 1.7
1981-82 2.9*

which the list of assessable values was establishedas a by-product Note: *) On the basis of the Revenue Estimatesas printed.
of the 1976 revaluationof rateable values.221 222. B.S., 1980, Paras. 262-266.
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will enable us to blend grants from General Revenue with debt out of equity investments into deposits with banks and deposit-
finance for such large, lumpy and expensive works projects as a taking companies.
new airport or fixed harbour crossngs which we may eventually 202. The estimate of $640 million for property tax (up by 100
decide to embark upon in the 1980s outside the Public Works

percent the revised estimate for 1980-81) reflects the higher
Programmeitself.

on

assessable values likely to be established by the reassessment
112. Our (total) scal reserves at 1st April 1976 represented exercise now in hand,. 09 and the application of these higher
39 percent of budgetted for expenditure in 1976-77.129 A year assessable values will go some way towards correctingthe present
later, I decided that we had to make specic provision to secure inequity of treatment between non-corporate and corporate
our significantly larger contingent liabilities,130 on the basis of a property owners (including, in effect, non-corporate business

gearing of three. So our free fiscal reserves at 1st April 1977 proprietors), the latters' actual income from property being
were reckoned to be $1,213 million,131 or nearly 15 percent of brought into profits tax charge.
budgetted for expenditure in 1977-78 of $8,143 million. This 203. As regards indirect taxes: I have assumed that the yield
was equal to the guideline ratio I then selected. By 1st April from stamp duties will be $1,300 million, which is $625 million
1980, the positionhad improved to $5,716 million,132 or 31 per- less than the revised estimate for 1980-81 of $1,925 million. This
cent of budgetted for expenditure in 1980-81 of $18,332 million; latter figure is, in turn, almost three times the original estimate,
and the position will show a further improvement at 1st April thanks to the fact that turnover recorded on the stock exchanges
1981 to $10,300 million,133 the equivalent of 42 percent of the

averaged nearly $8,000 million per month in 1980 (and there has
expenditure I am budgetting for in 1981-82 of $24,670 mil-
lion.134 This is distinctly better than the guideline of 15 per-
cent.135 129. Fiscal Budgetted

Year reserves * expenditure** (1) as % of (2)
($mn) ($mn)
(1) (2)

5. REVENUE ESTIMATES204 1st April 1976/1976-77 2,810 7,212 39
1st Aprjl 1977/1977-78 3,713 8,143 46
1st April 1978/1978-79 4,949 10,144 49

(a) Total revenue 1st April 1979/1979-80 6,416 12,446 52
1st April 1980/1980-81 8,916 18,332 49

195. Total revenue in 1976-77 was only $7,494 million. The Notes: *) From 1st Aprjl 1976 the General RevenueAccount's foreign

revised estimate of revenue in 1980-81 is $29,000 million. curency assets were transferred to the Exchange Fund
against interest bearing debt certificates thus insulating the

196. The Revenue Estimates as printed anticipate that total Government's fiscal reserves from differences in exchange

revenue collections will be $34,138 million but, on an adjusted
values and in the bookvalues of fixed interest bearing assts:
see B.S., 1976, Paras. 75-84. As explained in Paragraph 110

basis, this figure becomes $33,774 million,205 which is an in- and f.n. 125. above, the Hong Kong dollar balances of the
crease of $4,774 million, or 16.5 percent, on the revised estimate General Revenue Account over and above the Treasury's
for 1980-81. current cash requirements are also now held in the Exchange

Fund against the issue of interest bearing debt certicatesin
accordance with the concept of the Exchange Fund being

(b) Recurrent effectively banker to the Government.
**) Including, for this purpose, debt repayments.

197. M estimate of recurrent revenue in 1981-82 is $21,842 130. B.S.,1977, Paragraph 106.

million, an increase of $3,468 million, or 19 percent, on the 131. Fiscal reserves at ist April 1977 = $3,713 million, minus $2,500
revised estimate for 1980-81 of $18,374 million. Within this million being one thirdf contingentliabilities at 31st March 1981 (i.e. the

end of the then forecast period) - free fiscal reserves of $1,213 million.
estimate, direct taxes are estimated to contribute $10,005 mil- 132. Fiscal reserves at 1st April 1980 = $8,916 million, minus $3,200
lion, or 46 percent, of. total recurrent revenue, indirect taxes million being one third of contingent liabilities at 31 March 1984 (i.e. the

$4,977 million, or 23 percent, and all other recurrent revenue end of the then forecast period) = free fiscal reserves of $5,716 million.

$6,860 million, or 31 percent.
133. Fiscal reserves at 1st April 1981 = $15,339 million, minus $5,000
million being one third of contingent liabilities at 31st March 1985 (Le.

198. As regards direct taxes: at $10,005 million, the estimate is the end of the next forecast period) = =free fiscal reserves of, say,

an increase of $1,970 million, or 24.5 percent, on the revised $10,300 million.
134. Inelusiue, for this purpose, of public debt repayments of $27

estimate for 1980-81 of $8,035 million, which was $2,311 mil- million.

lion, or 40 percent, up on actual collections in 1979-80 of $5,724 135. In fact, the relative size of our free fiscal reserves is now nearly

million,206 such has been the growth rate of money incomes in three times what it was in 1977-78.
204. See StatisticalAppendix, Table (13).

recent years, particularly in the financial and related business 205. That is comprising $21,842 on recurrent account and $12,296 on

services and property sectors.207 capital account. All the adjustments are on capital account. Thus the un-

adjusted estimate of capital revenue of $12,296 may be reconciled with
199. The assumptionsmde in calculating the estimate of $6,675 the adjusted estimate referred to in Paragraph 208 below as follows:

million for profits tax in 1981-82 (up by 20 percent on the $12,296 million minus $332 million, being payments for land premia from

revised estimate for 1980-81) is that total profits assessable to
the Home Ownership Fund minus $32 million, being a reimbursement
from the Special Coin Suspense Account for the Jubilee Sports Centre =

tax in 1981-82208 will be around 25 percent higher than prots $11,932million.

assessed to tax in 1980-81; and that there will be an increase in 206. 1980-81

hold-over orders from 12.5 percent in 1980-81 to 15 percent in 1979-80 Revised 1981-82
Actual Estimates Estimates

1981-82. However, if there were to be a sharp downturn in the

economy, the effect on protability of businesses could lead to
(Smn) ($mn) ($mn)

Profits tax 3,832 5,565 6,675
the hold-over provisions of the prvisional tax system being in- Salaries tax 1,275 1,480 1,950
voked on a larger scale than this and actual collectionsin 1981-82 Personal assessment 103 120 140

being down on the estimate. Furthermore,in a situationin which Interest tax 216 550 600
Property tax 298 320 640

the growth rate of profits eases back, the difference between Total 5,724 8,035 10,005
final tax and provisional tax diminishes and so does the balance [Prors tx:
colleetible in the followingyear. Corporations 3,364 4,935 5,900

200. The estimate of $i,95-i mlllion for salaries tax (up by 32
Other Businesses 468 630 775]

1

207. These now contribute around 45 percent to total collections of
percent on the revised estmate for 1980-81) altows for the fact profits tax (c.f. 15 percent for the manufacturingsector).
that prvisional tax in 1980-81, being based on 1979-80 assess- 208. Tax payable in 1981-82 equals final tax for 1980-81 in respect of
able incomes, will be less (probably much less) than 1980-81 profits in 1980-81 minus provisional tax already paid plus provisional tax

final tax collectiblein 1981-82. This is because money incomes ih for 1981-82 based on prots in 1980-81 plus second instalment of 1980-81
provisional tax payable in 1981-82 minus second instalment of provisional

1980-81 were on a fast rising trend and, therefore, there will be tax for 1981-82payable in 1982-83.
substantial balances to be collected in 1981-82. The estimate 209. As explained in B.S., 1980, paras. 268-276. Property tax at the

envisages that the number of salaries taxpayers in the net will be standard rate of 15 percent is levied on all non-corporateproperty owners,

around 395,000 in 1981-82, as opposed to 340,000 in 1980-81. other than ownetoccupiers and other speeial,eategoriessuch s charitable
institutions and clubs, on assessable values._les.s 20.percent for repair.s and,
outgojngs. Assessable values.are, essentially,.hypotheticalfigures, estimted201. The estimate of $600 million for interest tax (up by 9 per- in the rateable values, except where the rent is controlledsame way as

cent on the rvised estimate for 1980-81) assumes double-digit when assessable values are equal to the peznitted rent or authorised rent
interest rates for some time to come and some diversion of funds under the Landlord and Tenant (Consolidated)Ordinance.
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ty and share transactions.117 The new ordinance will, both in Treasury's current cash requirements, the bulk of-the financial
language and in intent, reflect the realities .and practices of assets are held in the Exchange Fund, and placed by the Fund in
present day commerciallife. bank deposits in Hong Kong dollars and foreign currenciesand in

various interest bearing instruments in foreign currencies. 125 The

(e) Managementof the General RevenueAccount
Fund transacts its business through 87 banking. safe custody and
security accounts located in 13 countries, 126- reflecting the ex-

(i) Budgetary guidelines tensive programme of diversification, in terms of both currencies
102. So much for the relationship between the public sector and and management, of our financial assets over the past seven years
the economy, trends in the pattern of cash disbursementson Con- since the end of 1974.

solidated Account and fiscal policy in the ve post-recession 111. Our fiscal reserves have several roles:127 first, provision
years. I turn now to an assessment of the management of the must be made for cover for our contingent liabilities, which also
General Revenue Account, the underlying theory of which is secures, of course, our credit rating in international capital
that, taking one year with another, we should achieve at least markets. Secondly, unexpected and unavoidable commitments
a balance between revenue and expenditure, having regard to and situations involving a short lived tendency for expenditure to
the need to make additions to our fiscal reserves in line with the exceed revenue, or for revenue yields to fall below expectations,
growth of expenditureand our contingent liabilities. should not affect the implementionof the Government'son-going
103. To begin with, an appropriate relationship had to be deter- policies and programmes or involve adjustment to tax rates and
mined between the recurrent and capital accounts, because the charges.128 Such situations are best dealt with by having avail-
rate at which our recurent commitments grow in relation to able adequate free fiscal reserves; and, happily, they are ad-
recurrent revenue must be limited in order to secure the financing equate. Thirdly, to the extent that our free.scal reserves

of the capital account; and we must not delude ourselves into exceed the minimum guideline ratio of 15 percent of budgetted
believing that this is not true,, simply becaus itis not the case

for expenditure in the following year, they are available for such

just now. purposes as the purchase of equity in trading enterprises (such as

the M.T.R.C.) and the placing of statutory funds, such as the
104. The guidelines adopted in the 1970s were that recurrent Development Loan Fund, in a position to meet their commit-
revenue should meet at least 88 percent of total expenditure, ments, for there is no reason why annual revenues should
that recurrent expenditure should absorb no more than 80 per- necessarily have to meet these particular calls. In addition, theycent of recurrent revenue, and that at least 60 percent of capital
expenditure should be inanced by tbe surplus on recurrent
account and at least 20 percent by capital revenue,118 In addi- 117. B.S., 1978, Paras. 214-218.

tion, an upper limit was set to recurrent expenditure of 70 per-
118. In other words, the view was taken that net capital expenditure,

cent of total expenditure.119
after applying the surplus on recurrent account, should be financed in a
certain way, that s to say, at least half by capital revenue and no more

105. Taking each of the five guidelines in turn:120 the ratio of than half by debt.
119. In summary:recurrent revenue to total expenditure (Guideline (1)) fell from Guideline Ratio104 percent in 1976-77 to an average of 95 percent in the next (1) Recurrentrevenue

four post-recession years, because the growth rate of total ex- Total expenditure
At least 88% (*)

penditure exceeded the growth rate of recurrent revenue, except (2) Recurrent expenditure
in 1979-80;121 but the ratio nevertheless remained well above Recurrentrevenue

No more than 80%

the guideline of at least 88 percent. (3) Suplus on recurrent account
At least 60%Capital expenditure

106. Throughout the ve post-recession years the ratio of re- (4) Recurrent expenditure
current expenditure to recurrent revenue (Guideline (2)) never Total expenditure

No more than 70%

exceeded the guideline of 80 percent. Indeed, it has been well (5) Capital revenue
At least 20%below it in the last two years at 66 percent. The fact is that the Capital expenditure

prolonged post-recession upswing of our economy has meant Note: (*) This ratio is derived from Guidelines (4) and (2), viz.:

that, in no year, did the growth rate of recurrent expenditure ex-
70%+ 80% = 88%.

120. See StatisticalAppendix, Table (15). [Not included-Ed. ]ceed the growth rate of recurrent revenue, which was influenced 121. Growthby the growth rate of G.D.P. in money terms after allowing for
rates of:

leads and lags.121 Total Recurrent Recurrent G.D.P. in
Year expenditure expenditure revenue money terms

107. Again, throughout theperiod, the ratio of the surplus on (%) (%) (%) (%)
recurrentaccount to capital expenditure (Guideline (3)) exceeded 1976-77/1976 9 17 17 28

the guideline of at least 60 percent: it recorded an average of 1977-78/1977 . 24 19 19 15
1978-79/1978 34 18 24 17108 percent in the first two years of the period and 85 percent 1979-80/1979 26 21 33 24

in the last three. The surplus on recurrent accunt and flushing 1980-81/1980 42 35 36 23

capital revenues (Guideline (5)),12.2 combined in 1976-77 with 122. In 1977-78, 1978-79 and 1979-80 capital revenue financed, on

under-spending on capital account,123 resulted in overall sur- average, 65 percent of capital expenditureand in 1980-81 was sufficient to

pluses on General Revenue Account.
finance all of it (being 138 percent of expenditure).
123. In relation both to the Approved Estimates and actual expenditure

108. Finally, the success with whch the growth rate of recurrent
in 1975-76.
124. For example, the Development Loan Fund, the Special Coin

expenditure has been contained in relation to recurrent revenue, Suspense Account and the Mass Transit Fund.
combinedwith a new and, in my view, very appropriate,emphasis 125. The Exchange Fund's liabilities are the sum of the value of non-

on capital expenditure, has meant that the balance between re-
interest bearing Certificates of Indebtedness issued to'the two note issuing

current expenditure and capital expenditure (Guideline (4))
banks, coins in circulation and interest-bearingdebt certificates issued to
the Treasury in respect of sums deposited with the Fund on behalf of the

shifted over the period: in the two years 1976-77 and 1977-78, General Revenue Account.
the average ratio of recurrent expenditure to total expenditureat 126. The 87 accounts include 5 accounts with central banks and 16

78 percent exceeded the guideline of no more than 70 percent
accounts with various financial institutions managed on a discretionary
basis within guidelines laid down by the Secretary for Monetary Affairs

but, in the last three years, the ratio fell steadily from 67 percent who is also the Secretary (and a member) of the Exchange Fund Advisory
in 1978-79 to 61 percent in 1980-81. Committee.

127. Quite apart from providing such cover as is necessary for seasonal

(ii) Fiscal reserves
deficits. In the past, these have peaked in October after which E.P.T.
receipts began to flow in; and, simply because capital revenue has distorted
this pattern recently, there is no reason to suppose that this will be the case109. So much for the management system devied to force us to indefinitely.

think through the consequencesof particular courses of action by 128. Of course, a sudden change of pace is inevitable in a situation in
reference to certain guidelines. which the world trading environment shifts adversly; or when, perhaps

through failure to exercise proper control over expenditure, a risk of
110. In support of this management system are our fiscal re- persistent deficit emerges; or when the growth rate of expenditurehas been

serves. These fiscal reserves, together with the balances in various accelerating and a period of consolidationis desirable (for instance, on ad-

funds'124 and the Exchange Fund's surplus, represent the net
ministrative grounds); or when a persistent situation of demand-pullinfla-
tion threatens the ability of the economy to maintaininternal and external

financial ssets of the Hong Kong Government. Apa_t from the equilibrium.
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HONGKONG:Budget1981/82
Extracts from the Budget Speech which was pronouncedon February 25,1981 by the Financial Secretary,Sir Philip Haddon-Cave.

See for a detailed discussion of the Hong Kong tax system the Bureau's

publication: TAXES AND INVESTMENT IN ASIA AND THE PACIFIC

between different income (and this inter alia,.

groups means,
(d) Fiscal policy setting relatively high thresholds for personal taxation and

(i) Balance of the fiscal system
111 generally ensuring that the system rests as lightly as possible on

the disposable incomes of those at the lower end of the income
92. I turn now to the subject of fiscal policy. In our externally- spectrum, or leaves them untouched).
oriented econmic circumstances, there is no alternativeto a rela-
tively high dependence on direct taxation112 for the financingof 99. Exceptionally, and this is the sixth requirement, the ,tax

recurrent services within the General Revenue Account and to system must be capable of being used to achieve non-fiscal (that
help nance the decit on capitalaccount.However,s theyields is to say, economic and social policy) objectiveswhen necessary.

from earnings and prots taxes are related to the growth rate of I stress the word exceptionally, because I believe that such policy
the economy n money terms, if that rate is sustained at, say, 20 objectives should be pursued directly through public expenditure,
percent as it has been recently, then high yields will be enjoyed. programmes and by appropriate legislative measures, and not in-

The yield from earnings and profits taxes increased by .5 times directly by adjustments to tax rates and amendmnts.to tax laws.

over the five post-recession yearsl12 whereas the G.D.P. (at Once a government starts to tread that path the consequencesare

current prices, of coure) increased by 2.5 times only. But yields unpredictable, and probably irreversible, and the economic costs

from indirect taxes113 (excise duties, for example) are more unquantifiable.
closely related to the growth rate of the economy in real terms. 100. The tax changes introduced in the past five years have all

93. The thesis that there will be a tendency for the relative im- been consistent with one or more of these requirements. But, as

I said last year, I am none too happy with the present distribution
portance of earnings and profits taxes to increase is borne out by of the tax burden between classes of taxpayers and there
our experience during the five post-recessionyears as seen in the as some

context of the guideline ratios I bear in mind when assessing the is evidence that some correctionneeds to be made again for fiscal
116

balance of the scal system, namely, that the ratio of direct to drag.
indirect taxation should be 55:45 and the ratio of direct and (iii) Tax reforms implemented recently and in handindirect taxation taken together to all other recurrent revenue

should be 70:30. The average ratio for direct to indirect taxation 101. I should record here the state of play on several reform
shifted from 56:44 in the rst three years of the period to 60:40 measures put forward in previous years and which are still in
ih the last two; and the ratio of direct and indirect taxation taken hand: a bill was published on 20th February last to grant relief to

together to all other recurrent revenue averaged 72:28 over the trustees who become liable to withholding tax on interest which
ve years. But the fact that we are not adhering to these ratios they receive and are thereafter obliged to deduct interest tax a

does not mean that they no longer serve a purpose, which is to second time from interest paid to beneciaries of. the trust fund.
remind us of the importanceof trying to maintain the yield from The bill also makes provision to bring to charge surpluses thrown
indirect taxes and fees and charges.114 up on the redemption or realisationof certificatesf deposit and

similar entitlements to stated sums of money which, under the
(ii) Requirementsof the tax system present law, escape liability to tax. Another bill will be published

on 27th February next to replace the existing Stamp Ordinance
94. At the same time, our tax system has been designed to meet
six requirements all of which I believe to be compatiblewith our

now that the ambit of the charge is limited to transfers of proper-

externally-oriented circumstances and our free enterprise
economy: the first requirement is to help to generate sufficient 111. See StatsticalAppendix, Table (16).
recurrent revenue to finance a major proportion of a given level 112. There were no major tax increases 'during these years and the system
of total expenditurel5 and to maintain our fiscal reserves at a

of personal taxation was adjusted on three occasions to allow for fiscal
drag. Several reform measures, such as the bringing into charge of'profits

satisfactory level. earned in Hong Kong from offshore borrowing and lending transactions

95. The second requirement is that the tax system is as neutral arranged by banks and other financial institutions in Hong Kong, and im-
proved administrative efficiency, have also increased the productivity of

as possible as regards the internal cost/pricestructure, the supply the system. But the income sensitivity of our direct tax system is self-
of human effort and private.investmentdecisions (and this means, evident.

inter alia, that apart from a degree of progressivity for personal 113. Direct taxes are defined as earnings and profits taxes. (Estate duty
is regarded as capital revenue.) Indirect taxes are defined as excise duties,

taxation, the emphasisshould be on proportionality). General Rates, bets and sweeps taxes, entertainnent tax, hotel accommo-

96. The third requirement is that the laws governing the tax dation tax, stamp duties, motor vehcle taxes and franchises: (Premiapaid
for taxi concessionsare regarded as capital revenue.)

system are adapted from time to time to make them compatible 114. In a low tax environment, and particularly one which is character-
with changingcommercialpractices. ised by high thresholds, public service which can be related to individual

needs must be charged for in full, provided adequate remission arrange-
97. The fourth requirement .is that each and every levy -- be it ments are available when required, except where, as is frequently the case,
direct or indirect -- is simple and easy (and, therefore, inexpen- a policy decision has decreed that the cost of those services should be

sive) to administer for both the Government and the taxpayer borne, in whole or in part, by General Revenue. In some instances, charges
may be pitched above the level necessary to recover full costs, for the pur-

and does not encourage evasion, for a narrowly based tax system pose of raising revenue or for deterring usage; and fees which are set for
with low rates of charge cannot afford to finance costly over- permission to engage in certain activities are not cost-related at all. See

heads (and, in this situation, arguments about equity being sacri- further f.n. 229. below.
115. That is, Guideline (1): recurrent revenue should finance at least

ficed for simplicity have a very doctrinairering to them). 88 percent of total expenditure.
116. For a summary of the corrections made since 1976-77, see B.S.,98. The fifth requirement is that the tax system is equitable as 1980, f.n. 264. and Paras. 281-288. [These Paras. have not been included

between different classes of taxpayers or potential taxpayers and --- Ed. ]
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strictly controlled. His need for protection from unfair evident that there is an overemphasis on taxatin at
treatment and all the related questions are not enough source and that the Model Treaty is aligned too much
appreciated in this part of the UN reports. Such an with the fiscal interests of the states and not.with the
international tax atmosphere created by mistrust n- needs for investment. The ICC expects governments to
volves the risk of gross injustice. keep a better sense of proportion. If, instead, States

In short, the ICC would have preferred a much more becme involved in an even more-detailedstruggle over

balancedpresentationof the whole subject. the distribution of total tax revenue,all participants, in-

cluding the States and their economies, would suffer.
The ICC therefore urges gvernments to negotiateTo sum up: efficient and reasonable treaties for the avoidance of

The UN Model Treaty and Manual show promise but double taxation between developed and developing
also give rise to some regrets. Despite all the good in- countries, treaties which serve as a prerequisite for the

tentions and search for common interests, it becomes desired international nvestment and economic growth.

In next issues:

The design of schedular and global systems of ncome taxation: the internationaldimension
by Sylvain Plasschaert--

Tax changes and reforms in Hong Kong
by Y. C Jao-

The Mexican incometax
by Pedro Massone--

Attempts to restructure the Philippinencome tax and recent developments
by Angel Q. Yoingco--

Taxation of individuals in the People's Republic of Yemen

by AhmedAbdulla Al-kadi--

Some problems of tax plicy n developingcountries

by Nizar Jetha--

Rcent Canadian income tax amendments
by Edwin C. Harris--

Internationaltax avoidance;the impact of legal systems
by NathanBoidman--

Report on the Anglo-Dutchtax seminar (May 7-8, 1981)
by CS. Salomonsand L.M. Stern-

The tax system of the Federal Republic of Germany
by E. Jehle-

-
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circumstances of the individual case and, thus, produce need to strike a balance between the preservation of
a totally arbitrary allocation of profits among the the developing countries' taxing rights (source taxation)
affiliates in the group. and the measures required to attract foreign nvest-
The real dangers of double r even multiple taxation ment. States need to realize that (1) a treaty cannot
and heavy administrative burdens which would arise come nto existence unless both states are willing to
from such taxation methods would be substantialdeter- compromise and (2) even if a treaty is concluded, if it
rents t international trade and nvestment which any results in an unreasonabl tax burden as perceived by
double taxationconventionseeks to foster. potential investors, the treaty will be of little aid to
The ICC, as well as other Intemational Organisations, fostering the economic progress of developingcountries,
has taken a firm stand against any such global or unitary nor n ncreasing their tax revenue from foreign enter-
methods in its Document No. 180/195 Rev., to which prises.
the reader is referred.

7. INTERNATIONALCOOPERATIONBETWEEN
5. LEGAL CERTAINTY TAX AUTHORITIES

Investments are the result of long term planning pro- Treaties for the avoidance of double taxation always
cesses. Within an enterprise, plans t invest in develop- contain provisions on cooperation between the fiscal
ing countries have to compete with investmentprojects uthorties,most notably:
in other developingcountries and in industrialisedcoun-

tries including the home country of the investor. Since
-- the mutual agreementprocedure, and
--

the resources available for investment are restricted by the exchange of informationon taxation.

the economic success f the enterprise and its financial Under the mutual agreement procedure, the two fiscal
resources, only the best and most promising investment authorities are able to contact each other directly and
plans are put in hand. without complications. Thus they are able to resolve

Evaluation of an investment and its likely success
cases f double taxation, doubt, or differences of

demand that reliable figures be used, including the taxes opinions. It is then often possible to work out a reason-

in the host country. This can only ccur when there is able solution. This, of course, is also greatly to the ad-

clarity and stability f national policies, laws, regula- vantage of investors. Over the years the fiscal authorities

tins, and administrative practices. Consequently,when frequently acquire , a better understanding of the

investments are being planned, legal certainty, depend- economic processes which it is their job to tax. How-

able tax forecasts and reasonably stable tax terms for ever, the ICC feels that the UN Model on mutual agree-
investors rank high in importance. Accordingly, enter- ment is deficient in the following respects, in order to

prises prefer to invest in a countr with which a treaty arrive at a fair and equitable procedure:
exists with clear provisions for the avoidance of double (i) the taxpayer should be allowed to participate in the
taxation. Thus, the ICC feels that in the Model Conven- process;
tion and Manual, the idea of legal certainty and of (ii) the taxpayer should be allowed toapproach both
whether the tax burden that might actually be expected the governments involved in the process;
by investors can be calculated in advance, has been (iii) the two governments concerned should be required
pushed too far nto the background. This is especially to arrive at an agreed solution;
true as a result of the many far-reachingdeviationsfrom (iv) the taxpayer should have facilities to appeal against
the traditional principle of only taxing business profits the agreed solution, if it is unacceptable to him.
in the country of source where they are clearly attribut- The exchange of nformation on taxation under the
able to an effectively existingpermanentestablishment. treaties assists the ContractingStates' efforts against tax
Governmentsshould give this poi:nt further thought. evasion and indeed tax fraud.

However, the UN Manual and Commentaries lack a

balanced perspectiven this point. Once again -- though6. REASONABLE FISCAL COMPENSATION it is not expressed in these terms the question is--

treated on the assumption, which is as common as it is
Negotiations on the conclusion of a double taxation

wrong, that international operations and intemational
treaty are and remain negotiationswithin the context of tax evasion are synonymous. The ICC agrees with
the natural desire of states to insure their fair share of governmental efforts to combat fiscal fraud and tax '

the total taxes levied upon the investing enterprises. evasion. However, it believes the extent of such fraud
Naturally, contracting states may have very different and tax evasion to be greatly and often willingly ex-
ideas about this. The difference of opinion between aggerated. As recognized in the UN ECOSOC Secretarythe developed and developingcountries is unfortunately General's Report (p. 17), reliable estimates are scarce
especially great. and the so-called evidence is mpressionistic.Further-
Whether tax in the home country of the enterprise or more, home countries of investors normally already
tax in the source country of income should take priority have efficient tax legislationand administrationsdealing
is an ancient issue. Rather naturally, developing coun- with this problem, as ,do many developing countries.
tries have come out as strong supporters of taxation at The investor, whose contribution to the economy is
source. However, as stated by the Secretary General's what after all makes taxation possible, should nt be
report (p. 9), such countries should beaware of the regarded only as one who needs to be permanentlyand
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for assessing the withholdingtax and for the creditingof Tax exemption generally is not applied in the case of
this tax in the country of residence of the investor. If revenues such as portfolio dividends, nterest or royal-
this is accepted, it will ensure the avoidance of double ties, the taxes on which are normally shared between
taxation. the States. This is true in particular where the with-

However, it is to be considered as a major failure that holding tax in the host country is limited to a certain

the.UN Model Convention contains no limits on the level. There exists the alternative method, already in-

withholding rate of tax on dividends, interest and royal- corporated into many treaties, of the tax sparingcredit,
ties. The ICC fears that future treaty negotiations will a method which the ICC would like to see improvedand

give rise to even more disputes concerning these much more widely applied.
amounts than in the past. The final effect might well be Despite the discussions in the UN Group of Experts,
a failure to conclude any treaties or simply an excessive unfortunately a considerable amount of elucidation is
rate of withholding tax at the source. The ICC believes still required n the subject. Governmentsf developed
that States engaged in negotiations should give more countries which take economic cooperation with
thought to the consequences of excessive tax expecta- developing countries seriously should resolve to devote
tions and to the mpediment to desired nvestment careful thought to a better channelling of such n-

resulting therefrom. centives.

The ICC also does not share the opinion that gains from
the alienation of a substantial participation should be

4. NON-DISCRIMINATIONBETWEEN DOMESTICtaxed in the host country. This could result in double
AND FOREIGN ENTERPRISEStaxation as the host country could not take into ac-

count losses and depreciationon related transactions.
It is generally accepted and firm principle of inter-a

national treaty policy that any double taxation treaty
should guarantee the nvestingenterprise equal tax treat-
ment with enterprises in the country where it is invest-

3. CHANNELLINGOF TAX INCENTIVES ing. Today provisins in this sense are an established
feature of any treaty on double taxation and every

Incentives to investment based on tax concessions, state acknowledges the principle of non-discrimination.
offered by a developing country to assist its economy, But, if a closer lok is taken at the treaties, it is son
often run the risk of benefiting the wrongparty. Coun- discovered that some treaties with developing coutries
tries in which the investing enterprises have their head- provide specific clauses which perpetuate discrimination
quarters often apply credit methds under which only between domestic and foreign enterprises. The result,
the taxes actually paid are available for credit so that then, is not parity but disparity of treatment, guaran-
the host countries are in effect subsidising the treasuries teed by treaty. One example is the practice of making
of the industrialised countries and not the nvesting the arm's length principle inoperative if a foreign n-

enterprise. In certain countries, the national legislation vestor holds 50 percent of more of the shares of an

already contains certain provisions for channelling at enterprise in a developing country. In such a case, cer-

least some of the tax concessions back to the investor, tain developing countries refuse to allow deduction of
but these provisions are not sufficient. A coordinated interest, licence fees and other expenses from taxable
taxation procedure which gives priority to the effective income. No enquiry is even made to ascertain whether
channelling of the developing country's tax incentives these expenses are economically reasonable.
can be achieved only through a treaty. This practice is ndefensible, at least when there is a

Tw methods are available: treaty presenting all possibilities for bilateral coopera-
exemption of the investingenterprise from tax in its tion between the fiscal authorities. For the investor such--

home country, and a treatment represents a heavy and unfair burden. In
tax sparing credit in the home country of the n- many cases it has the effect f halting the investments--

vesting enterprise for the taxes which the host coun- and the associated transfer of technology, so vital to

try has foregone in order to encourage investment. developing countries. It is therefore extremely disap-
The tax exemptionmethod whichmany countries apply pointing that the UN comments concentrate on tax-

especially to business profits from permanent establish- payers' possible abuses of transfer pricing policies, but

ments and dividends from direct investmentis one good do not provide for the firm application of the arm's

and advisable method. It is based on the assumption length principle by the States themselves to all foreign
that the investor should be enabled to oeprate in the investors, merely leaving the question open to bilateral

developing country under the tax system prevailing in negotiations. This situation must change if parity of tax

that country. It is therefore considered the prerogative treatment and the encouragementof investmentare not

of the developing country to fix the terms of tax ad- t remain mere phrases.
vantages under which the enterprise may operate. The ICC understands that some governments may be
Whether it is a good idea to offer these incentives to considering the application of various so-calledglobal
investment should not be a matter for the judgment of or unitary methds of determingan enterprise's local
the industrialisedcountry, but should be left to the host tax base. Such methods reject the long apprved arm's

country's policy. Therefore, as far as business profits are length approach to intra-group transferpricing, which is
concemed, governments should give the exemption also strongly advocated by the UN Model Treaty. They
method priority in treaties with developingcountries. disregard market conditions well the particularas as
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As a result, and in recognition of the principle of inter- the States concerned to be so adapted that it is always
national comity, countries accept the necessity for an possible to avid double taxation. In this respect a

agreed procedure for dealings between them on tax treaty can be most useful.
matters. The most commonmethod for achieving this is One significant example is the taxation f business
through treatmentfor the avoidance of double taxation. profits attributable to a permanent establishment. It is
These treaties have already progressed far beyond with concern that the ICC notes that the UN Model
providing mere technical measures for the avoidance of Convention advocates a marked extension of the con-double taxation and have become an instrumentfor the cept of permanent establishment, most notably in the
improvement of international economic relations. treatment of the furnishingof services and n the extentEvidence of this fact is the large number of tax treaties to which an independent representative can be con-which contain specific provisions to foster foreign in- sidered as a permanent establishment. Furthermore, investment by the removal of tax curbs on such invest- the case of insurance cmpanies, shipping, certain
ment by the channellingof tax incentives for investment assembly deliveries or services the undermining by--

granted by one state, usually a developing country, various means of the establishedcriteria of a permanentback to the nvestor and by redcing the risks of such establishment will give rise t extraordinary difcultiesinvestment and insuring certainty in the legal environ- and heavy double taxation. Moreover, the envisagedment. return to the force of attraction of a permanent
Because treaties for the avoidance of double taxation establishmentcan only be regarded, from the tax view-
are an important means for fostering international point, as a regressionto outdatedpractices. Further, it is
economic investment and developmentthe ICC appreci- completely unacceptable to treat the mere purchase of
ates the efforts of the United Nations' preparation of a goods as a permanentestablishmentas it is impossiblet
Model Double Taxation Conventionbetween Developed establish the profit which should be imputed to such a
and Developing Countries and its associated Manual for purchase.
Negotiations. The ICC is also aware of the enormous The ICC is aware that some existing bilateral treatiesamount of deliberations and compromise which went between developed and developing countries may con-into the UN Model and the Manual. tain one or more of the above-mentioned provisions
Given its mportance upon the negotiations of future dealt with in the UN Model Convention or the Com-
bilateral double taxation treaties, it is mperative that mentaries; however, the ICC also notes that many of
governments of both developed and developing coun- these provisions have appeared only sporadically in a
tries judge the Model Convention, like any other bilat- few treaties and are now taken out of the context of the
eral tax treaty, in terms of how well it encourages inter- total framework in which such treaties were negotiated.
national economic investment and developmentand at They are not commonly accepted principles in double
the same time extracts a reasonable, but not excessive, taxation treaties. The accumulation of such provisions
amount of taxation revenue from foreign invetors n in the UN Model Treaty is effectively to dilute and
each State. More specifically, the ICC believes that gov- ultimately abandon the concept of permanent estab-
ernments should judge double tax treaties by the extent lishment.
to which they achieve the followingobjectives:

2. REMOVALOF TAX CURBS ON INVESTMENT
1. EFFECTIVEAVOIDANCEOF- DOUBLE

TAXATION IN INTERNATIONALOPERATIONS Among the generally accepted purposes of a treaty to-

day is the removal of tax curbs on investment, mainlyNational legislation normally includes provisions for the in the growing field of withhldingtaxes levied on grssavoidance of double taxation. However, the limit of payments. Any double taxation treaty must therefore
such provisions is always set by the tax on foreign in-

ensure that such taxation is reduced to a scale which at
come levied for itself by the State concerned. The pro- least makes excessive taxation mpossible.visions therefore necessarily fail if one country taxes an

investor in a way or at a level which the investor's home On this subject some of the Commentaries to the UN

country considersunjustified. Model Convention contain interesting proposals. For
example, as regards interest and royalties, they stress the

Thus under national law a double burden may continue, necessity of basing the source tax on actual net returns
since and on the normal tax rates applied in the host country.
- the taxation in the host country is not recognised as The Commentaries give informative explanations of the

tax on income in the home country of the investor, very high expenses connected with such income. These
or highexpenses must be taken into account when deter-
the income taxed in a developing country is not mining the withhldingtax. Otherwise tax will be levied--

regarded as a foreign one, e.g. profits from deliver- on gross receipts, not net income.
ies, in the respective developedcountry, or Another idea which deserves to be welcomed is the
the host country rnputes profits to a permanent proposal that the home country of the jnvestor, n

--

establishment or affiliated company,which have not assessing taxes, should for the purposes of the applica-been made by it. tion of a tax credit, deduct at least not more expen-
The effective avoidance of double taxation in inter- diture than the host country. This should be effected so

national operations therefore requires the tax systems of that the same expenses have to be taken as a basis both
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THE INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Commentson the.U.N.ModelTaxConventionbetween

Developedand DevelopingCountries*

The ICC has followed with great interest the activities of the UN Group of

Experts in their deliberationson the preparationof a Model Tax Convention The ad hoc Group of Experts on Tax Treat-

between Developed and Developing Countries and its related commentaries ies between Developed and Developing

and manual ver the last several years. Now that the proposed Model Con- Countries of the Economic and Social Coun-

vention has been adopted by ECOSOC and published, the ICC wishes to
cil of the United Nations (ECOSOC)
approved the United Nations Model Double

present its views to governments concerning the Model Convention in the Taxation Convention between Developed
context of future negotiationsof bilateral double taxatin treaties. and Developing Countries in its meeting

from December 10 to 21, 1979 and the .

Convention was subsequently approved by
In giving its views the ICC emphasizesthat it is consideringthis matter from ECOSOC on April 22, 1980. It was pub-
the point of view of fostering international trade and investment. The ICC lished in a book entitled United Nations

does not take any position on the appropriate apportionment of the tax Model Double Taxation Convention be-

Developed and Developing Coun-
. talie between the States concerned. However, i the ICC's view, the- tween

(1980) (ST/ESA/102).tries
sharing of tax revenues should always be resolved in a manner so that both
excessive and double taxation are avided and the development of inter- This Convention is also the subject of a

national investmentis encouraged. book published jointly by the Harvard Law
School International Tax Program and the

International Bureau of Fiscal Documenta-

As a startingpoint, the ICC wishes to express its convictionthat the progress tion entitled United Nations Model Con-

of the world economy depends on the evolution of the national economies vention for Tax Treaties between Developed

and the relations between them. Enterprises in both developed and develop- and Developing Countries by Professor

ing countries are dependent upon each other for markets, financial and
Stanley Surrey (1980).

material resources, and commercial and technical how-how. Cooperation at The International Bureau of Fiscal Docu-

nternational level between nations and enterprises is therefore a vital mentation is proud to publih in this issue

requirementfor a flourishingworld economy. of the Bulletin the opiniori of the Inter-

national Chamber of Commerce on this im-

portant subject. The Executive Board of the

Among the important determinants of the level and directions of inter- I CC, gave its approval for distribution on

national investment is the taxation legislation of the respective States. Each April 1, 1981.

state, exercising its sovereignty, levies taxes in accordance with its own

criteia, and the resulting taxation system, being national in scope, often
clashes with the tax systems of other nations.

These differences in taxation legislation among States are generally recog-
nized to be a great mpedimentto internationalinvestmentand thus come at

the expense of economic progress of both developed and developing coun-

tries. As stated in the Report of the Secretary General of the UN Economic
and Social Council of 12 February 1980 (UN Doc. No. E/1980/11,p. 5):

The growth of investment flows from developed to developing countries

depends to a large extent on what has been referred to as the international
investment climate. The prevention or eliminaton of international double

taxation, i.e. the imposition of similar taxes in two or more States on the

same taxpayer in respect of the same base, whose effects are harmful to the

exchange of goods and services and to the movemen'tofcaptaland persons
constitutesa significantcomponentofsuch a climate. * Doc. No. 180/206.Rev. 2 - Original.
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finished products and includes the assembling of inputs into developmentof domestic technology;
nished or semi-finishedproducts but does not includemining or (f) Promoting industrial developmentin rural areas.
the recovery of minerals. Section 18(3) of the Industrial Development Act states that an
Under Section 18(1) of Part IV of the Industrial Development enterprise which in the opinion of the Minister satises any two
Act, the following will be the criteria by which an enterprisemay of the criteria described in the first three paragraphsad an two
be classified as a priority enterprise: of the criteri described in the last three paragraphs may be
(a) Maximumutilisationof domestic raw materials; classified as a priority enterprise.
(b) Production of intermediate goods which are used by other

industries; An applicationhas to be made to the Minister in writing stating
(c) Diversificationof its industrialstructure; the criteria and the particulars on which such an application is
(d) Creation of.substantial opportunities for permanentemploy- made. The Act does not specify the ministry to which application

ment; should be made but we presume it to be the Ministry of Com-
(e) Improvement of domestic industrial skills or fostering the merce and Trade.

GUIDANCECONCERNINGJOB CREDITS 1979/80

Section 9 of the Income Tax Amendment Act of 1979 Whole time service director means a director of a com-
introduced a new Section 90A to the Income Tax Act to pany who is required to devote substantially the whole of
provide for job credits to Limited Companies,partnerships his time to the service of such company in a managerialor
or ndividuis engaged in manufacturing activities (see technical capacity and is not the beneficialowner or able to
definition below). To qualify for job credits, the claimant control alone or with his nominee five percentum or more
should be a manufacturer and the business should have of the issued share capital or voting powers in such com-
been in operation for two years at least prior to 31 March pany.
1980. For 1979/80 a credit of K500.00 will be allowed Qualifying employee each individual full timemeans em-against the tax of a qualifying employer ie a manufacturer

ployee employed by the business for the whole of thefor each qualifying employee (see denition below). In charge year who was not employed by it for the whole ofother words, employees in respect of whom job credits the previouschargeare being claimed for 1979/80must be those only in excess
year.

of the total number of qualifyingemployeesat 31 March The Department of Taxes has already commenced to issue
1979. A job credit cannot be claimed in respect of a forms ITF90A for job credit claims for 1979/80. These
drector of a company who is not a whole time service forms are issued in duplicate, one to list all persons em-
director (see denitionbelow). ployed during the year ended 31 March 1980 and the other
Job credits are allowable against the tax charged on the to supply details of all persons employed during the year
qualifying employer for the charge year 1979/80 onl to ended 31 March 1979. The forms are in four parts but the
the extent of the tx charged. Where there is no chargeable three importantparts are as follows:
income for 1979/80 and the job credits cannot be used up, Part I -- Employees under the nrmal P.A.Y.E.
they may not be carried forward and allowed in a sub- Scheme.
sequent year. Part II -- Employees within the N or non-chargeable
Where the business is a partnership the credits will be scheme.
allowed against the tax charged on each partner in propor- Part III -- Employees earning K42.00 or less per month.
tion to such partner's income from the partnership. Part IV is a summary of gross pay. These forms ITF90A

should be sent together with all forms P20 A prepared inManufacturing means subjecting any-physical matter to
any processs which materially changes such matter in sub- respect of employees listed in Part II.

stance, character or appearance therebymaking it an article These regulations and notes apply to 1979/80 only since
after such process but excludes the assembly of vehicles. for 1980/81 this Section has been substantially changed.

ITALY: The program will be administered in close cooperation
with the law faculties of principal Italian universities,

Post-graduateprogram in internationaland with the Universities of Ghent, Nice and Munich, and
comparativetax law (research) with the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.

The Law of July 11, 1980 created the possibility of in- During its first year, Prof. V. Uckmar will act as the
stituting a post-graduate program at universitiesin Italy coordinatorof the program.
for the acquisition of a doctorate in research in the
various academic disciplines. Acting upon proposals by Inquiries for additional nformation regarding the Uni-
Professrs V. Uckmar, S. Carbone and G. Marongiu, the versity of Genoa post-graduate program in international
University of Genoa has decided to institute such a and comparative tax law should be directed to: Prof.
three-year post-graduate program in international and Avv. Victor Uckmar, Universit degli Studi di Genova,
comparative tax law, which will be established within Faccolt di Giurusprudenza,Via Balbi 5, 16126 Genoa,
the university's law faculty. Italy.
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4. Subsidies initially for five years, after which a further period of relief will

There will be a very big cut in subsidieswhich categorieshave not
be considered dependingon its performanceand fulfilmentof the
conditions which in the rst place gave it priority enterprisebeen named. The cut will be from K208 million to K125 million.
status;

5. Increase in game fees 2. Dividends declared and distributed or distributable during
the tax relief period will be exempt from tax in the hands of the

(i) Natural game licence to cover one animal only. The fee
recipients;remains at K50.00.

(ii) The district licence up approved priority enterprise asset which continuesgoes from K7.50 to Kl0.00.
3. Capital expenditure ncurred during the tax relief period by
an on any

(iii) Fee for elephant goes up from Kl50.00 to K300.00 for to be used for the purpose of that same trade or business after
Zambiansand Kl,000.00 for non-Zambians. the end of the tax relief perid shall be deemed, for depreciation

(iv) Bird licence goes up from Kl5.00 to K30.00. purposes, to have been incurred n the day following that on

which the tax relief period ends;
(v) Hunting safari companies to pay K500.00 area fee per 4. Losses incurred by a priority enterprise in th course of

annum.
carrying on its trade or business during the tax relief period

6. Exchangecontrol shall be deemed as having been incurred, for income ax purposes,
in the charge year following that in which the tax relief period

No changes have been proposed. ends; and

5. The priority enterprise will be exempt from selective em-

IV. INCENTIVES ployment tax during the period of the tax holiday.

6. DepreciationA. Agricultural sector
,

In the cases where a tax holiday nay not apply, the Ministerhas
The following are the incentives proposed which affect the agri- made provision for accelerated depreciation:
cultural sector: (a) Assets of up to the acquisition cost of K500 may be ex-

pensed fully in the year of acquisition instead of being deprecia-
1. Farming income tax rates ted regardless of whether their useful lives extend beyond the

(a) Companies: year of acquisition;
Companies carrying on farming activities will be taxed at a flat (b) Accelerated depreciation on a straight-line method over a
rate of 25 percent. period of three to ten years may be allowed in respect of speci-
(b) Individuals: fied assets to enable a priority enterprise to completely de-

Farming income received by individuals will be taxed at the preciate its assets before the end of their useful lives;
normal rates for individualsbut the maximumrate pplicablewill

(c) The carry-over of any unutilised depreciation allowances
be 25 percent. may be allowed to be set-off against future income whn the

2. epreciation
prots of a priority enterprise are insufcient to absorb them
during a given charge year; and

Farming machinery, equipment and implements will be allowed
to be depreciatedat 50 percentper annum of the cost of the asset (d) An initial investmentallowance of say (sic) 15 percent of the

cost of machinery and plant used by selected industries may be
on a straight4ine basis. This accelerated rate of depreciation is an

allowed and above the normal depreciation allowance. This
incentive to farmers to utilise agricultural maChinery etc. with a

over

view to improvingfarming on modern lines.
will be a once only allowance.

7. Suspensionof importduties
3. Developmentallowance

A Development allowance of 10 percent of the total expen- Duty on the following items has been suspended:
diture incured in a charge year by a grower for planting cash (a) Barbed wire, bulldozers, eld movers, including spares,

crops such as tea, coffee, bananas, citrus fruits will be given as an
tractor engines (diesel) including spares, as well as aluminium

incentive to encourage such cash crops. This proposal takes into couplingsand ttings.
account the gestationperiod of about three years before the trees (b) The 30 percent duty on fertilisers.
bear fruit. For a new grower the allowancs can be carried for-
ward up to the first year of production. 8. Researchcosts

4. Suspensionofduties (a) Expenses incurred in the conduct of scientic research will
be fully deductible, for tax purposes of a priority enterprise,

(See notes on Incentives to industrialsector, Para. 7.) providedsuch research relates directly to its business;and

Notes (b) Capital expenditure incurred in the provision of scientific
research facilities for a priority enterprise, including capital

According to the Income Tax Act, a farmermeans any person expenditure, incurred two years prior to the commencementof

who, with a view to prot engages in husbandry, or pastoral, or its business, will be deductible in the first year of commencement

agricultural activities or in forestry, or in the raising of planta- as an expense instead of being written off over a number of years.
tions or who lets any property for any such purposes. The unabsorbed balance, if any, will be written off in the normal

way.
B. Industrial sector

9. Locationofnewindustriesin rural areas

When the Industrial DevelopmentAct was passed on 30 August A credit of 10 percent of net protwill be allowed in computing1977 to supersede the Pioneer IndustriesAct, the prime idea was

to encourage the establishment of new industries, to diversify
the taxable income, for a period of five years, of new industries
that are opened in rural areas. This applies to hotels, lodges, and

the economy of the country, provide new avenues for employ- motels well.
ment and act as an incentive for the investment of capital. How-

as

ever the reglations needed to provide clear guide lines for in-
Notes

vestors hav not yet been issued. The Honourable Minister has

proposed a few selected incentives as an encouragement to the Under the prvisions of Section 2 Part I of the Industrial Devel-
business community. These incentives will be administeredunder opmentAct, an enterprisemeans a manufacturingindustry.
the Industrial DevelopmentAct. They are: Manufacture the commercial transformation ofmeans raw

1. A Priority enterprise will be exempt from income tax, materials or semi-processed raw materials into finished or semi-
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first year in which a loss is incurred.
-HIGHLIGHTSOF THE 1981 BUDGET

At presnt a loss incurred in a year is allowable against any
income of the same year but a loss carried forward or back is
allowable only against the income from the same source as thatI. PERSONAL INCOME TAX in which the loss was incurred in the first place. It ma be noted
that source is not dened in the Income Tax Act. We will havePersonalallowances: to await further details and clarificationof this amendment.

Single allowance increased from K500 to K6OO. Married allow-
ance increased from Kl,000 to Kl,500. Life Insurance Premium
Relief increased from K300 to K400. (5) Taxation of branchesof multi-nationalcorporations:

Foreign .companieshaving a branch in Zambia at presentpay onlyPersonal tax rates: tax.on prots and the after-tax profits not subjectcompany are

Although.the maximum rate has been raised to 80 percent, the to withholding tax as they do not declare dividends. The
tax slabs have been so distributed as to give relief to the low and Honourable Minister of Finance proposes to deem a presumptive
middle income tax payer. Below we give details of the old and dividend available for withholdingtax purposes.
new tax rates: As this proposal is vague and fairly broad it is not possible to

make any denite suggestions. However it may be noted that the1980/1981 withholding tax on dividends is 20 percent. There is however
Chargeable Rate Tax Cumulative Cumulative relief available under the provisions of the respectiveDouble Tax
income chargeable tax Agreements provided certain conditions stipulated there-are-ful-

income filled.
% K K K Under the provisions of the Income Tax Act, the Commissioner

First 1000 5 50 1,000 50 of Taxes has the authority to deem a dividend. He is given the
Next 1000 10 150 2,000 150 authority to use his discretion keeping in mind the welfare and
Next 2000 20 400 4,000 550 growth of the company concerned. He will have to await further
Next 2000 30 600 6,000 1,150 regulations to see how the Commissioner of Taxes will quantify
Next 2000 45 900 8,000 2,050 the deemeddividendand the rate of withholdigngtax.
Next 2000 55 1 ,:100 10,000 3,150
Next 2000 65 1,300 12,000 4,450 (6) Capitalallowances:
Excess 70 The deemed cost of motor vehicles for the purpose of wear and

Proposed 1981/82 tear allowance will be raised from K6,000 to K9,000.
It is not known from which charge year the above proposalswillFirst 1000 5 50 1,000 50 take effect but it is probable that they will come into force on

. Next 1500 10 150 2,500 200 1 April 1981.
Next 1500 15 225 4,000 425
Next 2500 20 500 6,500 925
Next 2500 30 750 9,000 1,675
Next 3000 45 1,350 12,000 3,025
Next 3000 60 1,800 15,000 4,825 lII. OTHER FISCAL MEASURES
Next 5000 70 3,500 20,000 8,325
Next 5000 75 3,750 25;000 12,075 1. Excise duty
Excess 80 (i) Clear beer:

Zambia Breweries to pay an extra 2ngwee per bottle inUnder the old rates any taxpayerwho had a chargeable income of excise to the Government.
K12,000 per annum paid K4,450 as tax, whereas under the
proposed rates he would pay K3,025, a reduction of Kl,425, in A price increase to the consumer of lngwee per bottle.
addition to the extra relief on the personal allowances. (ii) Tobacco:
A person who earns a chargeable income of K25,000 at present, Increase of 2ngwee to 5 ngwee per packet of 20 cigarettes.
pays K13,550 as tax, whereas under the proposed new rates he (iii) Petroleumproducts.will pay only K12,075. There is therefore an equitable distribu- Increase of 3ngwee per litre for premium and 0.8 ngwee fortion of the tax burden on the low and middle income groups. diesel.

(iv) Sugar:
II. CORPORATE INCOME TAX Increased by 6 ngwee per kilo.

(1) Company tax: 2. Sales tax

The rate has been increased from 48 to 50 percent. () Dutiable imports raised from 10 to 12 percent.

(ii) Locally produced domestic products up between 2.5 to 5(2) ducation levy: percent with the exemptionof:
This lvy which is imposed on companies incorporated or Tyres and tubes
registered in Zambia carrying on business or deemed to have a Blahkets
source of income in Zambia, has been increased from Kl20 to Electricity
K200 per annum and will no longer be allowed as a deduction for Footwear
tax purposes. Furniture

Paints

(3) Selectiveemploymenttax: Car batteries
Clothing

The rate remains at 20 percent but S.E.T. will not be allowed as a Sales tax of 20 percent on baby napkins now removed.
deduction for tax purposes. (This is a tax on the salary bills of All these increases are effective from midnight 30 January
non-Zambianemployees.) 1981.

(41 Losses; 3. Parastatalorganisations
The Minister intends to amend Section 30 of the Income Tax Those parastatals which make profit but are not subject to tax
At, so as to make the 'Same Source Rute' apply right from the will now be liable to tax.
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(c) The carry-over f any unutilised In addition, I have also decided to suspend 106. Mr. Speaker, Sir, under the proposed
depreciation allowances be allowed to duty on those types of fertiliserswhich are tax structure the objective is to reduce the
be set-off against future income where put up for retail which, hitherto, are effective tax rates. For instance, in the case

the prots of a priority enterprise are dutiable at 30 percent. Mr. Speaker, Sir, I of a taxpayer whose chargeble income
insufficient to absorb them during a expect our farmers to avail themselves of attracts tax at the high rate of 75 percent,
given charge year; and this generous incentive to agriculture. his effective tax rate would, in fact, be

(d) An initial investment allowance of, 103. Mr. Speaker, Sir, the incentivesI have only 48.3 percent.
say, 15 percent of the cost of machin- just announced are intended to the
ery and plant used by selected in- spur (ui) Pensions

business and agricultural communit into
dustries be allowed over and above the effort and production. I have done 107. Mr. Speaker, Sir, in order to provide
normal depreciation allowance. This, greater

so in full recognition of the high priority relief to persons in receipt of fixed incomes
therefore, would be a once and for all

accorded to the agricultural sector by the I have decided that all the handicapped,
allowance and will not affect the

depreciableamount but it will be some Party and its Government. In particular, and also pensioners, aged 60 or more,

form of credt. the pivotal role of agriculture in Zambia's ordinarily resident in Zambia, should
future and self-reliant development receive their pensions tax free.
demands and deserves practical and pro-

(c) General gressive incentives. Mr. Speaker, Sir, I
should like to believe that this package of

(i) Research incentives incentives will serve to maintain the mo-

99. Mr. Speaker, Sir, in order to encour- mentum and to provide additionalimpetus CONCLUSION

age research for improvingtechnical know- in our efforts to create firm foundations

how or invention, the following incentives for the Sustained and endogenous develop- 108. Mr. Speaker, Sir, this afternoon, I

are proposed: ment of our country. have tried to review progress achieved in

(a) Expense incurred in the conduct of
1980 and the prospects for 1981. I have

scientific research be fully deductible, (iu) Personalallowances done so against the grim background and

for tax purposes, of a priority enter- 104. Mr. Speaker, Sir, for some time now
apprisal of the prevailing international

prise provided such research relates I have given serious consideration to
economic situation, particularly those

directly to its business;and representationsrelating to the incidence of aspects which have, in one way or another,
conditioned or are likely to influence the

(b) Capital expenditure incurred in the tax on personal incomes, particularly of performance of I hope that
provision of scientific research facili- those in the low- and medium-income

our economy.
I have succeeded in drawing due attention

ties for a priority enterprise, including groups. I have given sympatheticconsidera- to the continued impact of external forces
capital expenditure, incurred two tion to these submissionsand have, accord-
years prior to the commencement of ingly decided to make modications in the

on Zambia's development efforts and
achievements. At the same time, I expectits business, be deductible in the first personal tax system as follows: Honourable Members and the nation at

year f commencementas an expense (i) Married allowance should be raised
instead of being depreciated. The un- from Kl,000 to Kl,500; large to draw the necessary lessons in terms

absorbed balance, if any, should be (ii) Single allowanceshould be raised from
of strengthening the spirit of self-reliance

depreciated in the normal way. K500 to K600;
in order to minimise the degree of depen-
dence on exogenous factors.

(iii) In order to ecourage savings the
(iO Location of new industries in rural ceiling on life insurance premiums 109. It is evident from my Address that

areas should be raised from K300 to K400. while the nation my have cause to be

100. Mr. Speaker, Sir, in order to attract proud of some progress, however modest,

the location of new industries in rural (v) Personal tax rates during a most difficult year, much more

areas, includinghotels, motels and lodges, a 105. Mr. Speaker, Sir, the present per-
remains to be accomplished. Indeed, the

credit of 10 percent of net profitb allow- sonal tax structure is characterised by the turnaround from the economic decline of
a

ed in computing their taxable income for a rather narrow bands and a steep progres-
8 percent in 1979 to positive growth rate
of 0.8 percent in 1980, s quite encourag-

period of five years. This facility shold be sion of marginal rates. In order to ease the
extended to other priority industries burden of taxpayers, particularly, those in ing. However, there are still serious

regardless of location. the low- and middle-income brackets and problems confrontingus, more formidable
bstacles in our path towards progress

ensure an equitable distribution of the tax
are even

(iii) Capitalallowance-- Motoruehicles burden while minimising loss to tax
which capable of dissipating those

we

101. Mr. Speaker, Sir, I recognise the fact revenue to Government, I propose that gains have made in the recent past.

that motor vehicles have become very cost- personal earnings be taxed at the following 110. Mr. Speaker, Sir, I need not stress

ly in Zambia. For this reason, I propose
rates: that the price of inaction or half-hearted

that the deemed cost of motor vehicles for
measres in the face of serious problems is,

depreciation purposes be raised from Chargeable Percent ultimately, too high for the nation to
income tax rate afford. On the other hand, the cost of bold

K6,000 to K9,000. K decisions and decisive measures com-

102. Sir, I have outlined some of the in- First 1,000 5 mensurate with the situation is, in the long
centives given to farmers. Some of these Next 1,500 10 run, minimal. I believe that the choice for
relate to income tax. In order, therefore, Next 1,500 15 the nation is clear and that the nation is
to provide relief to categories other than Next 2,500 20 ready to adhere religiusly to the regime of

farmers, I have decided to suspend duty Next 2,500 30 discipline, dedication, hard work, and a

on the following items: barbed wire; bull- Next 3,000 45 heightened sense of unity and patriotism.
dozers; eld mowers including spares; Next 3,000 60 These attributes, in an atmosphereof peace
tractor engines (diesel) including spare Next 5,000 70 and stability, are indispensable to the
parts; as well as aluminium couplings and Next 5,000 75 success of our efforts to achieve a decent
fittings. Excess 80 standard of livingof our people.
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undertakingand where losses in one can be f) Contribution to govemmentrevenue- ance' to encourage the planting of such
written off gainst profits of nother. This Parastatalorganisations trees. Sir, this proposal takes into account

arrangement has still left a loophole for tax the gestation period of about three years
avoidance. Mr. Speaker, Sir, I propose 92. 1VIr. Speaker, Sir, the parastatal sector's before they bear fruit. For this purpose,
sealing this loophole by amending Section contribution to tle economy over the Mr. Speaker, Sir, I propse a 10 percent
30 of the Income Tax Act so as to make years has been negligible. The parastatal allowance of the total expenditure incurred
the 'Same Source Rule' applicable right organisations have increasingly depended in the charge year. For a new planter, the
from the first year in which a loss is in- on the Government to bail them out of allowance can be carried forward up to the
curred. Mr. Speaker, Sir, it is not easy to financial problems. It was in an attempt to first year of production.
estimate the amount of additional revenue stem frequent demands for financial assist-
to be earned as a result of sealing this loop- ance that the Government introduced a
hle. guarantee fee of 1 percent and increased (b) Industrialsectorrates of interest chargeableon new loans to
d) Taxation ofbranchesofmulti-national parastatal organisations. Althoughmany of () Income tax incentives for priority

corporations them are making losses attributable to a industrynumber of and varied reasons there are,
89. Mr. Speaker, Sir, at present, foreign however, a few that are viable and ought to 97. Mr. Speaker, Sir, HonourableMembers

companies having a branch in Zambia pay contribute to Governmentrevenue. Certain are aware that regulations under the In-

only company tax on profits and the after- parastatal organisationswhich make profits dustrial Development Act are still under
tax profits are not subject to withholding but, for one reason or another, are not sub- preparation. However, pending the finalisa-
tax as they do not declare a dividend like ject to tax as other companies should be tion of these regulations, I propose to offer
a subsidiar company. I propose therefore liable to tax. This should be so, particular- the business community a few selected in-
that a presumptive dividend be deemed to ly, now that they have been allowed to centives to be administered under the In-
be available for withholding tax purposes. charge economic prices. dustrial DevelopmentAct. These represent

part of the package to be announced sub-
sequently. I therefore propose as follows:

(e) Game licence fees INCENTIVES
(a) An approved enterprise should be

90. Mr. Speaker, Sir, Zambia is endowed (a) Agriculturalsector exempt from income tax, initially for
five years, after which a furtherperiodwith plentiful natural resources. However, of reliefshould be approved dependingour own policies and actions can either 93. Mr. Speaker, Sir, from time to time,
on its performance and fulfilment of

destroy or conserve our valuable natural the Party and its Government has en-
the conditions which in the first placeheritage. Zambia has copper and other phasised the importance of the'agricultural made it approvable priority enter-as a

minerals --

a non-renewable resource --we sector in the nation's development efforts.
prise;have land which we utilise for agriculture; The importance of this sector has been

(b) Dividends declared and distributed or
abundant supplies from which we can tap boosted by the launching of the Ten-Year

distributable during the tax relief
hydro-electricity for irrigation,lighting and Food Production Programme by His Ex-

period be exempt from tax in the
industrial purposes. We have forests for cellency the President, Dr. K.D. Kaunda.

hands of the recipients;timber and, above all, wildlife resources for Sir, in the middle of last year, I also issued
(c) Capital expenditure incurred during

some of our basic needs and recreation. Sir, a Press release outlining incentives to the
the relief period by approvedtax

wildlife is now in danger and we need bold agricultural sector. Mr. Speaker, Sir, I now
priority enterprise

an

asset whichon any
policies and effective measures to safeguard wish to give the cntents of my Press

continues to be used for the purposewildlife. In consultation with my colleague release the force of law in the following
of that trade business after the

in the Ministry of Lands and Natural Re- areas: same or

end of the tax reliefperiod be deemed
sources it has been agreed to introduce as having been incurred on the day
measures to protect wildlife. In order to (i) Depreciation

following that which the tax reliefon
conserve certain animal species I have 94. I propose that farming machinery, period ends for depreciationpurposes;decided to effect certain changes and equipment and implements be depreciated in other words, the allowable recovery
propose as follows: at 50 percent of the cost of the asset on a of the cost not utilised during the
(i) That the practice of selling several straight-linebasis, that is, over two years. reliefperiod should be postponeduntil

animals on one licence be abolished. the end of the tax holiday;
Instead only one animal will be shown (ii) Farming income tax rate (d) Losses incurred by a priority enter-
on a game licence; 95. Mr. Speaker, Sir, I propose that for prise in the course of carrying on its

(ii) That the cost of a District Game companies carrying on farming activities, trade or business during the tax relief
Licence presently at K7.50 be raised their income should be taxed at a flat rate period be deemed as having been in-
to KlO.0; of 25 percent. I furtherpropose that farm- curred, for income tax purposes, in the

(iii) 'That the Bird Licence be increased ing income receivedby individualsbe taxed charge year following that in which
from Kl5 to K30; at normal rates except that the maximum the tax relief period ends; and

(iv) That the basic fee fK50.0 per annum rate applicable should be 25 percent. For (e) The priority enterprise should be ex-

for the National Game Licence be re- example, in the case of a farmer whose empt from selective employment tak
tained, but each licence will be issued chargeable income is, say, K9,000 per during the period of the tax holiday.
in respect of one animal only; annum, his tax will be computed as 98. Mr. Speaker, Sir, 'in order to provide(v) That separate Supplementary Game follows: for accelerated depreciation in cases whereLicences issued to both Zambians and 1st Kl,000 at 5 percent the tax holiday may not apply, I proposenon-Zambians will cover one single Next Kl,000 at 10 percent the following:animal per licence; Next K2,000 at 20 percent (a) Assets of up to the acquisitioncost of(vi) That the fee for an elephant be raised Balance at 25 percent.
from Kl50 to K300 for Zambiansand Mr. Speaker, Sir, the loss to Government

say, K500, be expensed fully in the
year of acquisition instead of beingKl,00 for non-Zambians;and revenue will certainly be compensated by depreciated regardles of whether their(vii) That the hunting safari companiespay the benefits the nation is likely to gain in useful life extends beyond the year of

an area fe of K500 per annum. terms of increased food production. acquisition;
91. Mr. Speaker, Sir, I seek the indulgence (b) Accelerated depreciation on a straight
of the House as the comprehensive scope ,(iii)

--

DevelopmentAllowance line method over a period of three to
of the changes proposed do not permit me 96. Mr. Speaker, Sir, I propose that those ten years be allowed in respect of
to delve into greater detail at this stage. Sir, who grow cash crops such as tea, coffee, specified assets to enable a priority
the changesproposed take effect from mid- bananas and citrus fruits be granted an in- enterprise to completely depreciate its
night tonight. centive known as a 'Development Allow- assets before the end of its useful life;
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Zambia and the mining companies, respect- yield wil be about K2.4 million. These order to nance the services it provides to

ively. In addition, capitalisationwas under- measures will take effect from midnight its citizens. I have accordingly decided to

taken in Indeco Milling and National tonight. increase sales tax n such local products
Mmng companies amounting to K5.6 by between 2.5 percent and 5 percent. Sir,
million and Kl3.0 million, respectively. (iii) Petroleum, os and motorspirits I should like to inform the nation through
60. Mr. Speaker, Sir, the estimated decit 80. Sir, petroleum, oils and motor spirits

this House that I have not increased tax on

for 1980 amounted to K224.2 million as imports claim a sizeable portion of the the following items: tyres and tubes,

compared to Kl00.4 million in 1979. This country's foreign exchange earnings. In blankets, electricity, footwear, furniture,

deficit was met by short-term borrowing 1979 the country spent about K97.1 cement, paints, car batteries and clothing.
from the banking system. million and it is expected that the bill for Sir, the House will be pleased to know that

1980 might reach Kl30.0 million. One dis- baby napkins which in the past were liable
.............................

turbing factor is that the producers of this to 20 percent sales tax have beennow com-

REVENUE MEASURES commodity constantly increase prices. As pletely exempted from sales tax. I wish to
76. Mr. Speaker, Sir, in my earlier re- a result, it is difficult to estimate accurate- emphasise that manufacturers of these
marks, I have discussed the difficulties the ly the amount to be spent each year. These items shouls pass on this benet to the
economy has gone through and the likely constant price increases exert pressures on nursingmothers.
out-turn for 1981. Sir, I have also indicated our balance of payments. Sir, in the face
that total expenditure should be fixed at of soaring oil prices it is incumbent upon c) Income tax
Kl,184.7 million, while the recurrent reve- the nation to explore alternative and
nue likely to be available is set at K887.0 cheaper energy sources. This, however, is a 84. Mr. Speaker, Sir, I now wish to elab-
million. long-term strategy. Meanwhile the nation orate on the new revenue measures I in-
77. Mr. Speaker, Sir, the recurrent revenue needs to adopt measures aimed at conserv- tend to take in the income tax area.

figure of K887.0 million includes about ing energy ard eliminatingconsumption. In
K49.8 million which I hope to raise view of the foregoing, I propose to increase (0 Education levy
through new revenue measures. Sir, excise duty on this commodityas follows: 85. Mr. Speaker, Sir, presently, this levy
Honourable Members would have wished Premium 2ln to 24n per litre is payable only by incorporated or
this gure to be slightly higher, but due to

.....

on
the constraints facing the economy, the Regular..... 20n to 23n per litre registered companies carrying business

Diesel 12.2n to 13n per litre or deemed to have a source of income in
scope for a widened taxation base is very

....

Zambia. I propose to increase the levy
limited. Mr. Speaker, Sir, I now wish to I estimate to raise additional revenue of

from K120.00 to K200.00 and disallow it
elaborate these new measures which, in my K7.0 million. The United Bus Company of

as a deduction for income tax purpose. I
view, are aimed more at discouraging con- Zambia (UBZ) will continue to receive

hope to raise Kl80,000 in additional
sumption of luxury goods, preserving the supplies of diesel at concessionary rates.

revenue.
scarce foreign exchange we so badly need These measures will take effect from mid-
for our development and also conserving night tonight. () Company tax
our natural resources for posterity while
at the same time raising the revenue neces- (iu) Sugar 86. Sir, under the present tax system, in-

sary for the accomplishment of this ob- 81. Mr. Speaker, Sir, in 1979 the Govern-
dividuals in employment bear a relatively

jective. ment decided to suspend Excise Duty on
heavier tax burden than companies in busi-
ness. Due to effects of inflation on real

(a) Excise duty sugar to assist Zambia Sugar Company personal incomes, it is desirable to readjust
(ZCS) n resolving their liquidity problems. the spread of tax burden between individ-

(i) Clear beer Sir, Government has foregone this source ual tax and companies in business.
for too long and I have now decided to re-

earners

78. Mr. Speaker, Sir, the House will recall voke this suspension so that the effective Secondly, in light of the various incentives
to companies given elsewhere, there is a

that in my previous budget address I in- rate of duty becomes 6 ngwee per kilo. It
creased excise duty on clear beer by 2 should further be noted that this is the

case for an increase in company tax. I
therefore propose that the rate be in-

ngwee per bottle which I subsequently very rate which was being charged by Gov- creased from 48 percent to 50 percent. I
suspended in order to ease the financial ernment prior to the suspension. As in the
problems which the Zambia Brewerieswere case of Zambia Breweries, arrangements expect to collect additional revenue of

K5.5 million.
experiencing at the time. Since then, the have been made for an appropriateprice in-
company has made a modest profit. It is crease. I expect to collect about K5.0
therefore my intention, Mr. Speaker, Sir, million in revenue. This measure will take (iii) Selective employmenttax

to lift suspension so that Government can effect from midnight tonight. 87. Mr. Speaker, Sir, at the time when this
once again avail itself of part of these re- tax was introduced the underlying objec-
sources. Sir, this action will not affect their tive was to encourage employers to train

profitability as arrangements will be made (b) Sales tax Zambians in order to facilitate effective
to award them an appropriate price in- Zambianistion. The tax is borne by em-

crease of one ngwee. Mr. Speaker, Sir, I (i) Imports ployers who engage non-Zambians, and is

expect to raise from this source additional 82. Mr. Speaker, Sir, in 1972, the Govern- allowed as a deduction for income tax
revenue of K2.6 million. This measure will ment introduced a surtax on dutiable im- purposes. It has been proved that this
take effect from midnight tonight. ports at the rate of 5 percent. This was sub- arrangement does not, in fact, .effectively

sequently repealed and substitutedby sales encourage training for Zambianisation. It

(ii) Cigarettes tax in 1975. The rate at which taxable actually removes, the tax burden so that an

79. Mr. Speaker, Sir, HonourableMembers goods were levied was also raised from 5 income supposed to be taxed at 48percent
of thi House will agree with me that ciga- percent to 10 percent. The rate has is taxed only at 20 percent. Sir, in order to

rettes in Zambia are still lowly priced com-
remained unchanged over the past ve seal this loophole, I propose that the tax be

pared to other countries. In certain coun- years. It is, therefore, desirable to increase disallowed as a deduction for income tax

tries cigarette manufacturers are required
the rate by 2.5 percent. In view of the large purposes so as to remove this unintended

by law to advse the public of the dangers
volume of dutiable imports. I estimate to tax reduction spect and make job-related
raise additional revenue of KlO.0 million training of Zambians be taken seriously byof smoking. In these countries, the duty from this This becomes employers. Sir, I also that the tax

charged acts as a deterrent. In Zambia we
source. measure propose

effective from midiight tonight. rate be set at 20 percent. This measure will
have as yet to enact such laws.
However, I propose a modest increase in

raise an additional revenue of K9.0 million.

duty of 5 ngwee on the most expensive (ii) Domesticproducts
brands, 3 ngwee on the middle brands and 83. Mr. Speaker, Sir, Government feels (iv) Sourcerule-losses

2 ngwee on the lowest brands, per packet that certain locally produced goods should 88. Mr. Speaker, Sir, this rule applies in
of 20 cigarettes. I estimate that the revenue attract a. slightly higher rate of sales tax in situations where there are more than one
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The growth in the industrialsectorhad been disappoint- become a very heavy burden on the economy of the
ing. The manufacturing industry showed hardly any n- country and the Government has now decided to cut
crease in 1980, the construction industry showed a down on these subsidies. In 1969 they totalled K20.9
steady decline rather than progress. Much of this was million, in 1975 they were K82.8 million, in 1980 they
due to the lack of foreign exchange on which many rose to K208 million. For 1981, the Governmentwill
industries depended for their sustenance. Added to all cut the subsid bill to K124.7 millin so that certain
these was the -fact that the Governmentexpenditure on categories of subidies will be withdrawn and the full
capital projects had been restricted. However, for the price of the commodities will be met b the consumers.

year 1981, the Government has decided to increase its The parastatals have now been given the green light to
capital expenditure from K191.3 million to K225.8 charge economic prices and requested to reorganise
million. Out f these K98.7 million is expected to be themselves to reduce waste, inefficiency and bad man-
from foreign loans. agement so that not only would they be self sufficient
A very large percentage of the industrial activity of the but also deliver the goods to the consumersat a reason-

country is run by the parastatals which are state con-
able price.

trolled. Their contributin to the economy of the
country has been negligible. Many of them are running
huge losses and have become increasingly dependnt.on

Conclusion:

the Government to pull them out of their financial
The budget is looked at by some as hopeful and en-

difficulties. Ther are allegations of waste, inefficiency, couraging, while others, look at it as a wait and see

bad management and bad planning. Whatever the causes budget. While there is encouragement given to the

may be they have become a liability to the country. agricultural and industrial sector, yet subsidies have
been withdrawn and now everyone wonders how muchMost of them do not pay tax due to the heavy losses, the commodity prices will Prices of milk, bread,the few others who make some profit too do not pay go up.

for some reason or other. The Government has decided meat, to name a few have already gone up. Will the
incentives offered by the Government increase the out-to tax those who make a profit and reorganise the

so asothers in such a way as to cut down waste and inef- put in the agricultural and industrial sector to

ficiency. offset the loss in revenue, and will the expansion be
such as to bring down the prices of foodstuffs which

The prices of vriouscommoditieshave been kept down have hitherto been heavily subsidised We will have to
by the Government by granting subsidies. These have wait and see.

ZAMBIA: BUDGET 1981

estimate of K144.6 million. The increase
On January 30, 1981 Zambia's Finance Minister, Mr. K.S.K. Musokotwane pro- in external financing is represented, in part,
nounced his Budget Address. We publish below those parts of his speech which by Government's assumption from Indeco

of loan obligations amounting to K161.0have a direct bearing on taxation. million in respect of the expansion of
See for a detailed discussion of taxation in Zambia our publication African Tax NitrogenChemicalsof Zambia Limited.

Systems (also in French: SystmesFiscauxAfricains)
(c) Expenditure
58. Mr. Speaker, Sir, total recurrent ex-

creases awarded to the public and para-.. .......

penditure authorised by the House forstatal sectors during the year under review.GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL OPERA- On the other hand, the improved collection
1980 was Kl,107.5 million of which sup-

TIONS under compan tax is attributable to the plementary estimates accounted for

53. Mr. Speaker, Sir, I now wish to discuss enhanced performance of companies in
K269.2 million. Th actual recurrent ex-

the nancial operationsof the Government general. pehditure in 1979 was K791.2 million. The
higher level of expenditure in 1980 asfor the year ended 31st December, 1980. 56. For three years up to 1979, no mineral against that of 1979 due to numberSome f the figures I will be quoting are was a

provisional and, therefore, subject to revi-
revenue was received from the mining com- of factors, such as the cost of importation
panis due mainly to accumulated losses of maize in the sum of K35.2 million, sub-sion when the accounts are finalised. whch had to be written off in 1980. The sidies amounting to K208millionaswell as

(a) Revenue
revenue collected from this source in 1980 salary and wage awards. Subsidies showed
amounted to K41.7 million. In 1981, the a sharp increase over the budgeted figure

54. Sir, the revised total recurrent revenue mining industry's contribution to Govern- of K90.6 million.
was K766.7 million as compared to the ment revenue is estimated only at K2
Budget estimate of K758.0 million. This million. The industry is not expected to d) Capital Budget
represented a modest increase of 1.2 per- make much profit in 1981.

59. Sir, the House approved capitalcent or K2.7 million over the estimat. expen-

(b) Financing diture of K649.5 million of which K458.2
55. Receipts from income tax accounted million was by way of supplementary
for K271.1 million with a large portion 57. Mr. Speaker, Sir, the non-banking in- estimates. According to preliminary esti-
coming from PAYE and company tax. The stitutions provided K52.0 million and mates, capital expenditure in 1980 by
revenue from this source was originally K25.0 million in long- and short-term ministries and departments was K249.6
estimated at K237.5 million, an improve- loans, respectively. Total internal borrow- million. Part of the balance was used to
ment of K33.6 million over the budget ing, therefore, amounted to K77.0 million. meet the Government take-over of Kl61.0
estimate. The large increase in PAYE is On the other hand, external borrowing to- million and K178.0 million loan obliga-
accounted for by the salary and wage in- talled K289.2 million as against the budget tions on behalf of Nitrogen Chemicals of
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Maize production hardly showed an increase, in fact

ZAMBIA'S:
maize had to be imported during the year. This was

partly due to the poor rainfall in the year. Tobacco out-
: put had declined and the output in sugarcane, sunflower

- ..

. .- and seed cotton showed slight increases. On the whole

1981BUDGET
the performance in the agricultural sector was unsatis-
factory. To give effect to the emphasis placed on the

importance of agriculture in the nation's development
: i

.

..
- efforts the Honourable Minister of Finance in his....

. .- incentives the agricultural...

Budget proposals offered toi - . .. .' . -. -..
.

- .

.
.

. ............... .............irlrllrlrTTfTT TTT

sector.

by A.B.C. Emmanuel * The incentives offeredhave been set forth in the extract
of the Budget Speech, below.

The Budget was received with considerablerelief by the As regards industrialisationHis Exellency the President

people who, in view of the serious economic.situationin Dr. KennethKaundasaid:

Zarnbia, caused primarily by the liberation wars, ex- While the emphass is on agriculture, nevertheless n-.

pected a harsher one. The depressed price of copper, creasing agriculturalproduction alone will not be suffi-
the increasing balance of payment deficits, the growing cient. Care must be taken of the need for industrial

inflation rate and unemploymenthad broughta general development. It is well known that our industrialdevel-

idea that a tough budget with further belt-tightening opment has been lopsided, most of the industries that

was forthcoming. Although there were slight increases have been set up are heavily dependanton the importa-
in the price of beer cigarettes, petrol etc. by a few tion of raw naterials and other essentialproductionn-

ngwee (100 ngwee = 1 kwacha) yet they were not puts. The industries are also hghly consumption

prohibitive and on the other hand, the lower and middle oriented. There are very few industries that produce
ncome groups received considerable tax relief. On the capital goods. As soon as there is a shortage of foreign
whole the Budget was an encouraging one granting in- exchange these industries are affected. We must set up

centives to agriculture and industry and aimed at cutting industries which will use local raw materials. We must

dwn waste and inefciency in the parastatals (semi- also diversify the location of industries by identifying
governmentalbodies). industrial projects that will be appropriate to the rural

environment.
To understand this attitude in the Budget one has t
look into the eConomic backgroundof the country. This The progress in the industrial sectorhad been slow. The

has been aptly sunned up by His Excellency the Presi- capital expenditure by Government had decreased and

dent Dr. Kenneth Kaunda when he addressed the it had slowed down investment in the private sector as

NationalAssembly at its opening on 16 January 1981: well. Added to this, the lack of foreignexchange affect-

We have depended a lot on copperand other minerals, ed the ndustrialsector that needed foreign exchange for

we have now to diversify and move away /rom this their very existence let alone expansion. The Industrial

dependence to the most uiabte alternative, which is our Development Act was passed on 30 August 1977 to

land. We must turn to land for our survival. We must encourage the establishment of new industries, to

aim at land to produce abundance of food not only for diversify the economy of the country, provide new

consumption but also for export and get the much avenues for employment and act s an incentive for the

needed foreign exchange. A country that has no food investment of capital. Except for a few industries there

cannot hope to progress satisfactorily in industriasa- was no significant growt at all. Although the regula-
tion let alone be respected. tions did exist in the IndstrialDevelopmentAct, there

were no positive ncentives or reliefs that attracted in-
His Excellency the Presidenthad even earlier stressed on vestors. So the Honourable Minister of Finance in his
the need for self-sufficiencywhen he opened the Opera-
tion Food Production on 23 May 1980, We have to Budget speech offered tax reliefs and other incentives

with a vew to attracting local and foreign investors to
feed ourselves and also become the grainery ofAfrica invest in various sectors in the Zambian economy. See
and the World. To this end there were to be large state the extract of the Budget Speech, below.
run farms in each Province covering an average of

20,000 hectares. Each farm would be technically In addition to these incentives, there was an incentive

equipped in terms of organisation, planning, farming offered to employers for each additional job creted in

methods and machinery. There would also be coopera-
the manufacturing ndustry. This job credit facility

tive society farms and peasant and family farms cooper-
was introduced in the 1979 budget and modified in the

ating through common funds, common marketing 1980 budget. In short, for every new job created the

facilities, common water tanks and common machine qualifying employer was to receive a credit of K500.00

centres. The private commercial farmers who were well against his tax for the year 1979.

established and contributed a lot to the agricultural For the year 1980 this relief has been modified, granting
economy were to mpart more agriculturalknow-howto credits of certain percentages of the basic salariesf the
the cooperativesand peasant farmers. qualifyingemployees. The method of claiming this relief

Although this operation Food Drive and other food for 1980 onwards is being worked out by the Revenue

drives like the Lima food campaign were at work, yet Authrities (see note on job credits, below).
the output in the agricultural sector did not increase. * Tax Manager, Price Waterhouse& Co., Lusaka.
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justment no distinction should be made as to the origin Vill. INDEXATIONOF PAYMENTS
of credit claims and debts since they do not lose their
main character for such adjustmentand are totally inter- Argentine laws also provide for a system under which
changeable. taxpayments are indexed. The purpose of indexing is to

introduce coefficientsbased upon the price index chang-
Therefore, the Tax Court was correct in deciding that ing the nominal amount of each payment in order to
the liability consistingof the directors' fees to be paid is restate the originalvalue.
not a liability for purposes of inflation adjustment, be- For instance, there is a method of indexingadvance tax
cause it is not a debt entered at the end of the ac- payinents based upon the tax debts of the preceding
counting year, although as an expense it is deductible year with results similar to the United States pay as
from the income of that year. And it may further be you go system. Also there is a system indexing late
concluded that the law is wrong where it denies the payments, where the delay is more than two months.
deduction in connection with assets representingfuture This measure has contributed to the reduction f tax
non-deductible expenses and also when restricting the evasion based on taxpayers' speculations that payments
deduction to receivables connected with deductible ex- at a later date using cheapermoney would eventually
perses. be profitable.

IX. SUMMARY
Vll. CORRECTIONSCONNECTEDWITH VERTICAL

EQUITY RULES Due to persistent inflation, the Argentine tax system has
adopted, especially in the field of income tax, but not

The preceding sections discussed the very mportant exclusively so, a complex system of inf[ation correc-

subject of the adjustment of prots shown by conven- tions. In doing so it was realized that traditional tax

tional accounting methods, designated under the systems are based on the implicit assumptionthat price
assumption of a stabl price level but which lead to in- levels are stable, an assumption, however, which would
correct results under inflationary circumstances. How- be absurd for countries situated in the South Cone, i.e.

ever, inflation also introduces changes which affect Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay, which havebeen
vertical equity as it has been expressed in the law as more concernedwith inflation than other countries.

being the will of the community. The method which was adopted -- established for the
Argentine tax system as a whole and.not ohly for the

For instance, it changes the real value of basic deduc- income tax tried to solve three diffrent kinds of--

tions and exemptions to which taxpayers are entitled problems:but which are expressed in the national currency and
which as inflation progresses become less and less signifi- (1) Distortion of horizontalequity with respect to taxes

cant. Moreover, underArgentine tax law -- as is the case on income and capital based on the fact that con-

in tax laws in other countries -- there exist several ventional accounting does not correctly value the

formulae expressed in the national currency which lead assets of enterprises and does not correctly establish
to the same result. their income. Thus there is a substantial divergence

between profits and capital computed according to
On the other hand, as ncome normally ncreases in conventional accounting methods and real accretion
nominal terms -- even if it remains equal in real terms -- of wealth and real wealth itself.
due to progressive taxation the average tax rates con- (2) Methods of correction of amounts expressed in

stantly increase and thus conflict with vertical equity national currency and the range of the tax brackets

expressed by the tax laws. of progressive income tax in order to maintain
vertical equity as the underlyingprinciple of the tax

In order to remedy this situation the Argentine tax law laws.
has introduced a system under which -- either annually (3) A system of correction with respect to late pay-
or monthly -- practically all amounts stated in nominal ments of tax and to advance payments of tax in
terms re increased as well as the breadth of the tax such a manner that the taxpayer is paying the real
brackets of its progressive income taxes. amount due.

i
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However, there is still an area of doubt since the inter- are connected with exempt ncome or exempt
pretation of the law is to date not very clear. Also, the operations
law leads in a number of cases to unintended results (2) Must debts originating from non-deductible ex-

caused by exceptions, loopholes and deficiencies of the penses and from exempt operationsbe considered as

law itself. liabilitie and thus result in an increase of income

An example is the case of fees paid to members of a If the problem is phrased in a somewhat different way
company's Board of Directors. According to Argentine the questions can be formulated in the following man.

commerciallaw and the usage in the country, the annual ner:

fees to which the members of the Board of Directorsare
(1) Must all taxed income have its counterpart in assets

entitled do not appear as debt in the balance sheet, since
to be adjustedtheir amount is decided upon at a later moment when

(2) Must all deductible expenses have their counterpart
the assembly of shareholdersconsiders the balance sheet in liabilities to be adjustedand the results of the preceding accounting year. How-

ever, although these fees do not appear on the balance The decision of the Tax Court concerningdirectors' fees
sheet they are a liability of the company. Some dis- seems to indicate that the answer is negative because the
tinguished authors state that they must be considereda Court decided that these expenses do not mply a liabili-
liability to be entered into the balance sheet. This ty even when they are deductible, mainly because they
question is undoubtedly significant,since in conformity are not a debt at the balance sheet date. Also, if the
with the working capital system adopted, the inclusion Court were consistent, it should rule that credit clains
of this liability in the balance sheet implies a substantial and debts, irrespective of their connectionwith exempt
increase of taxable profit. income or non-deductible expenses, should affect tax-

The view that these fees are not a liability appearingin able income.

the balance sheet is based on the fact that at the end of However, the law is not consistent with this view, since
the accounting year the fees were not yet establishedso it provides that advance payments of expenses when
that there is no debt yet. Other persons feel that, not- they are not deductible should not be entered as an

withstanding this situation under the law, the fees can asset in the balance sheet. This inevitably leads to a

be deducted from the income of the year to which they discussionof the advance paymentof income tax, which
pertain and this is the reason why they should be con- is not a deductible item, and, because accordirg to this
sidered to be a liability. rule it is excluded from the assets, it will not lead to a

The first decision rendered by the Ta.x Court adopted reduction of taxable income.
the first point of view, i.e. that directors', fees are not a The law, however, has followed different approacha
liability and that they therefore, do not lead to an in- with respect to debts which must always be entered as a
crease of income through inflationadjustment. liability but a similar approach for ccruals (i.e. esti-
The problem connected with directors' fees is not only mates of unpaid expenses) which may only be entered
interesting in itself but also because it seems to be one as a liability if the correspondingexpenses are deduct-
case out of a more general family of problems. For ible.
instance, assume that an enterprise buys shares issued Iri the author's view, for purposes of inflation adjust-
by a corporation with the purpose of selling these at a ments, it is mmaterial whether a distinction can be
later date. Earnings from the sale of shares are exempt made between assets and liabilitieswhich are connected
from income tax under Argentine tax law and they are with expenses which can be deducted ornot or with in-
excluded from the assets qualifying forinflationadjust- come whether exempt or not. The very purpose of these
ment. Thus no income tax is assessed on these earnings adjustments is to include profits originating from the
and the shares do not give rise to any further adjustment loss of purchasing power of the currency when it con-
so that the whole operationcan be carried out unaffect-

cerns liabilities e.g. loans and to deduct losses-- --

ed by income tax as is the purpose of the law. resulting from such loss of purchasing power when it
However, the situation will be different if it is assumed concerns cash and credit claims, because loans will be
that the enterprisecontracts a loan to buy the shares. In repaid with money which has a quite different value in
that case the debt is included in the labilitiesand it will, terms of purchasing power than the money originally
through the inflation adjustmentprocedure, result in an borrowed. Ultimately the horizontal equity principle
ncrease of taxable income and thus the operation is n- underlies the theory of the inflationadjustmentwhich is
directly taxed. meant to nclude those earnings and losses which con-

The situatiohwill again be difcult if the enterprise sells stitute real accretions and reductionsof wealth. Income

the shares with a view to cashing in the proceeds in the tax provisions may exempt certain earnings or not

future. The credit claim originatingfrom this sale will be permit certain deductionswith a view other than that of

listed as an asset and thus will result in a deduction from horizontal equity but this should not result in an exclu-

profits. sion of profits or losses originatingfrom the application
of the inflation adjustment on credit claims and debts.

Both cases seem to violate the horizontal equity prin- Such income whether positive or negative is of a-- -

ciple and they are in particularunder discussion because different kind and must be included in income if hori-
they lead to two more general problems, i.e.: zontal equity is to be respected. The connection be-

(1) Must credit claims be included to be adjusted so that tween exempt transactions and the resulting credit

they result in a deduction from prots when they claims is only ncidental. For purposes of nflation ad-
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thus r= Z (Ii- ) (Ai -- Ci) [8] Where:
or r = 2; (Ii--) (Pi -- Mi) [9] r is the amount to be deducted from, if positive, or

added to, if negative, the:profit computedaccordingr is the result of inflationwhichmust be added or de- to the conventionalaccountingnethod.ducted from earnings computed on the basis of conven- I is the price index based on the beginning of the ac-tional accountingmethods countingyear.
(Ii -- 1) represents the increase of the price index. Af represents the fixed assets.
E (Ii -- 1) (Pi -- Mi) reflects that the results of inflation n is the useful life of the assets.

Aj represents inventories.
whether benefits losses result of transfer of as

--

or -- are a M represents monetary assets defined earlier in this
wealth from the enterprise creditors to its debtors; it article.
reflects a benefit when P M. P represents monetary liabilities as defined earlier n
E (Ii -- 1) (Ai -- Ci) reflects the method of balance sheet this article.

adjustments used by accountants in price level account- A number of enterpriseswith large amounts of liabilities
ing. objected to this approach because taxable income was

When assumption (ii) is abandonedthe problem arises of radicall ncreased and it was, therefore, decided to

selecting the proper price index,s This will not be fur- make the system optional,during the first year after the
ther discussed in this article since it is not essential for legal provisionsbecame effective. In fact, such an option
an understanding of the basics of the price level ac- is -- curiously enough --

a permanent feature of Bra-
countingsystem. zilian law. Of course, the optin means that the system

will only work when it reduces taxable income and notWhen assumption (i.) is abandoned this merely implies when it would ncrease such income. It obviouslythat the adjustment must be made starting from the ad- reduces the amount of tax collected but it is now im-justed figures of the preceding balanc sheet -- properly possible to ascertain whether reduction inany revenueadjusted-- instead of the first balance sheet. is caused by the option or by the working capital system
itself.

IV. THE ADOPTION OF THE WORKING CAPITAL
APPROACH V. ASSESSMENT

Upon being confrontedwith increasingrates of inflation There is little doubt that the capital goods approach
and with a clear need of some kind of adjustment does not solve the problem of horizontalequity since it
system, the Argentine tax authoritiesdismissed the draft does not restate profits computed through conventional
bill based on price level accounting on the grounds that accounting methods into real accretion terms. Also,
it was too. complicated and that it required a funda- there is little doubt that the price level accounting
mental reform of Argentine income tax. This would be a method does obtain such results.
time consuming and risky task since it mplies that al- However, with respect to the working capital approachmost fty years experience in applying thefax would there are among experts some doubts as to the equival-be abandoned.

ence of its results and those of the price level account-
Although this argument has some meits, it is the ing method. In other words, do the corrections applied
author's opinion that it is highly exaggerated.However, under the working capital approach show the real
on these grounds the so-calledworkingcapital approach accretion of wealth It is beyond doubt that the op-
was enacted, an accounting procedure which had been tional character during the first year is a clear violation
used for internal purposes by a number of mportant of the horizontal equity rules. However, doubts remain
enterprises in Argentina and which has for several years for the future application of the law and this subject
been used in the Brazilian tax systm. will require extensive further research.

The fundamentalsof this system are:

(1) To continue the use of the capitalgoodsapproachas VI. SOME PRACTICALPROBLEMS INHERENT IN
'

it was enacted in 1971. THE ADOPTEDSYSTEM6
(2) To aggregate the values of inventories,credit claims,

bank deposits and cash at the beginning of the year The workng capital system has achieved its purpose of
and to establish the amount representing the in- not fundamentally changing Argentine income tax,
crease of the price level during the year. The result since it was only enacted as a new appendix to the law
must be deducted from profits. providing for a new correction among existing ones to

(3) To troat debts owed by the enterprise in a similar be appliedwhen filing the annual ncome tax return.
manner but increasing, nstead of reducing, the
amount of profits. 5. As staticians state, if there were no changes in relative prices,

the increase in the price of any single good would represent the
In algebraical terms the system works in the following index and noweighingproblemwould exist.
way: 6. The author is indebted to Dr. Isaac Rechter and Dr. Angel

Schindel for providing him with cases analyzed in this article.
r = (I-)(Af + Aj +M--P) [10] However, he carries the sole responsibility for any mistakes in

providingsolutions for these cases.
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that the owners of the enterprise are entitled to preserve accounting system is clearly the best system in that it

the same amount of purchasing power as they invested offers results under inflationarycircumstanceswhich are

before they can be considered to have made a profit. similar to those of conventional accountingsystems at

Preserving the nominal value of the capital only would stable price levels. For this reason -- althoughperhaps at
lead to a continuous reduction of the initial and later the risk of some repetition -- the price level accounting
investments. Liabilities in foreign currencies can also be system is also presented in algebraic terms. The basic
included in adjustable liabilities'. equation underlying any accounting system and in

Follwing the same logic as for the distinctionof assets particular an enterprise's balance sheet can be expressed
it is also possible to distinguish monetary liabilities as:

which consist of debts and accrued interest in national A+M+C+P [1]
currency owed by the enterprise. Where

The price level accounting system in its most simple
A is adjustable assets

form consists of two components. In the first place the M is monetary assets

value of adjustable assets is increased for inflation with C is adjustable liabilities
P is monetary liabilities

the use of th price level index, thus reflectingprice in-
creases at the end of the accounting year and thus in-

creasing the profits by the same amount. Secondly, In order to group the monetaryand adjustable itms to-

adjustable liabilities must also be increased with use of gether it is permisseble to write this formula as follows:

the price level index, thus reducing the profits by the A-C=P-M [2]
same amount.3 Let us further assume that:

There are a great many problems connected with the (i) the above symbols refer to the firt balance sheet;
application of the price level accounting system, too () relativeprices do not change;
complex and too technical to be discussed in this article, (iii)debts are paid back with the sme purchasingpower

but two importantconclusionsmay be drawn. as at the moment of concluding the loan contract

In the first place, this system also covers the capital (as would be logical in economic terms althoughnot
in civil law terms).

goods approach since fixed assets would be valued at

their present value and the depreciation reserve would Then the formula underlying the balance sheet would

be sufficient to cover the financing of gods to be re- be:

placed. The price level accounting system would also Z Ii (Ai -- Ci) = Z Ii (Pi -- Mi) [3]
solve the problems connected with inventories which

Where:
would be particularly mportant to trading enterprises. is the date when an asset or liability was entered in

Secondly, the fact that profits computed in conformity the balance sheet
with the conventional accounting system must be n- Ii is the price index on a unity basis. It is possible to
creased by increasing the value of the adjustable assets use one single price level coefficient since we..

shows there is a possibility that the real accretion of assumed that there would be no relative price
wealth may exceed the results under the capital goods changes; the price index is based oni and estab-

approach, a result which s clearly in conflict with the lished at the date of the balance sheet.

principles on which the capital goods approach is based.
If drop assumption(i), i.e. if it is assumedwe now now

In order to apply the pce.level accounting approach, that debts are not repaid with the same purchasing
the Argentine tax authorities towards the end of 1975, power as they had at the nonent of contracting the

prepared a draft bill which was presented to Parliament loan but at their nominal value, as civI law demands,
but hich never passed the committee stage. In the the equationwould read:
author's opinion, the draft bill would have mportant - - -

advantagesalthough it would require several corrections. Z Ii (Ai Ci) - Z (Pi Mi) + Z (Ii 1) (Pi-Mi) [4] ,

Surprisingly, the general public -- not even the member The residue E (Ii -- 1) (P -- Mi) represents the results

of the accounting profession -- had not beom ac- of inflation - profits or losses :- and can be expressed
quainted with the importance of this draft bill. in the symbol :'r. A rewrite of the above formula

Its main characteristicscan be described as follows: results in:

(1) It establishes new adjusted values of every tangible Z Ii (Ai -- Ci) = k; (Pi -- Mi) + r [5] 4

asset by the end of the accounting year using co- or r = 2; Ii (Ai -- Ci) -- Z (Pi -Mi) [6] 4

efficients based on price indexes, increasing the

profits by the difference between nominal and ad- and because of formula [2] (P -- M) = (A -- C) [7]

justed values of the assets at the beginning and at 3. For a detailed analysis of this system see: Jorge Macn, Nivel
the end of the accountingyear. de precios y equidad en impuestos sobre ingresos netos (Price

(2) It increases the values of the net wealth accounts, level and equity in taxes on income (doctoral thesis, 1971).
also by using price index coefficients, adjusting the 4. In fact P and M can lose here their subscriptsi and

nominal values at the begmning of the accounting sigma signs because there is no need of them;i means the date

year to adjusted values at the end of the accounting when the item was entered in the accounting system and its im-

year thus reducing the amount of'profits by the portance is based on the fact that it determines the size of the

difference between the nominal and adjutedvalues. index Ii. When Pand M are not indexed the date of origin
loses its meaning. However they can be kept for the sake of

According t the accounting profession the price level formal rigour and brevity.
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Of course, it is possible to introduceprovisionsadjusting of taxpayers, since it favoured only those who possessed
the values of inventories to solve the particularproblem substantial nvestments in depreciable capital goods. In
of traders. But, if this is done, a third problem remains other words, this system was very favourable for n-
to be solved, i.e. that of the holders of credits. For a dustry. It should be noted, however, that by 1971 tech-
credit holder inflation during a certain period of time nical literature on price level accounting adpting a

means a loss, since the currency loses its purchasing more complte and non-discriminatory view was well
power. This also holds true for cash. On the other hand, developed.
for a debtor inflation means an effective earning since
the real value to be paid back diminishes. To use

Musgrave's terminology, the problem really is one of Ill. THE PRICE LEVEL ACCOUNTINGAPPROACH
horizontalequity, meaning that equals are not treated
as equals. Price level accountancy methods reveal that During the early 1960s the accountingprofession in the
conventional accounting shows profits which are some- United States began to develop systematic methods of
times higher and sometimes lower than real accretions price level accounting. Almost at the same time research
of wealth. In addition, in those cases where the result is in Argentina developed similarmethodsunder the name
a higher profit amount, the nagnitu.de of the difference of inflation accounting.2 This systen of inflationad-
shows a wide variation. Thus if the tax rate is applied to justment starts from the presumptionthat there are two
profits computed in conformity with conventional ac- kinds of assets and two kinds of liabilities if considered
counting methods the amount of tax due related to real from a point of view of general price level changes.
accretion of wealth will show diffrent effective rates

The first kind of asset is designated adjustable andwhich also have a large variation, thus clearly vilating
horizontal equity principles. An extreme example is the comprises, generally, tangible goodS, such as capital

assituation where there is an effective reductionof wealth goods (fixed assets), inventories and similar assets
well as credit claims in foreign currencies. The mainbut where conventional accounting leads to the assess-
characteristic of this category of assets, if viewed fromment of income tax.
the conventional accounting method, is that if asst
are acquired some time before the closing of the ac-

Il. THE CAPITAL GOODS APPROACH counting year they will probably be entered at a lower
value than their market value at the end of the account-
ing year, which is why its value must be adjusted at theIn the first development period Argentine tax laws end of the accountingyear.followed a course probably inspired by the French laws

prior to the 1960s, based on the assumption that con- The second kind of asset i the monetayassets, such
ventional accounting methods invariably lead to prot as credit claims, bank deposits and cash in national
figures which exceed real accretion of wealth. In addi- currency, whose main characteristic is that they are ex-

tion, it was believed that the problem exclusively --

or pressed in their values at the end of the accountingyear.
at least mainly -- was rooted in the valuation of capital However, it is noted that under inflatirnary conditions
goods. These ideas were in confornity with prevailing they will nost probably have lost some of their pur-
theory in the United States where the Government- chasingpower fron the date they were registered.
although experiencing a lower rate of inflation- intro- Liabilitiesare also split in two categories.
duced accelerateddepreciation. The first group is the adjustable labilities which in
As a result, in 1960 and 1967 two so-called revaluation effect are not liabilitiesat all but are those entries in the
laws were promulgated.The main characteristicof these balace sheet which are normally called net wealth or
laws was that they authorized business to adjust the capital comprising statutory capital, reserves and
value of -- mainly -- capital goods with the use of co- accumulated earnings reflecting the accounts of the
efficients bas0n the price level index. This revalua- owners of the enterprise. These liabilities must also
tion -- which was optional-was only made for income be adjusted for inflation in accordance with the price
tax purposes and had no consequences for accounting level ncrease from the date the money was invested in
methods. the enterprise to the end of the pertinent accounting
From a tax point of view these revaluation laws offered year. The reason for this adjustment is that when

enterprises a higher depreciation deduction to be taken owners invested their capital in the enterprise the value
against taxable profits, thus reducing the overall tax of the money in the sense of its purchasing power was

burden. On the other hand, they were obliged to pay a higher. Indeed, this adjustmentis at the very core of the

special tax on the revalued amount but its reate was price level accounting method since its basic principle is
rather low in comparisonto the advantages to be gained
through the increased depreciation deductions so that 2. One of the rst studies published on the subject was: The
almost every taxpayeropted for revaluation. Financial Effects of Price Level Changes (American Institute of

In 1971 this system was permanently incorporated in Certified Public Accountants, New York, 1963).. However, there

income tax law, without, however, the mposition of exists an earlier publication on this subject, strangely enough

any special tax on revalued amounts. Under this system ignored for almost 30 years: Stabized Accounting by Henry
W. Sweeney (Harper, New York, 1936). Among the first Argen-taxpayers were permitted to take depreciation deduc- tine works on the subject are: Contabilidade Inacin by Lazzatitions based on historical prices increased by cofficients Santiago (Edicon, Buenos Aires, 1969) and La Contabilidad y la

based on a price level index. As indicated above, this Inflacin by Arturo Lisdero and Luis E. Outeiral (Buenos Aires,
system discriminated clearly between various categories 1968).
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ARGENTINA:
Adjustmentforlnflationin ArgentineIncomeTaxLaw
by Dr. Jorge Macn *

I. INTRODUCTION

Argentina, like its neighbourcountriesBrazil, Chile and Uruguay1 boast, can

of a long experience coping with inflation; not so long as Brazil and Chile,
but longer than Uruguay.
Starting in the 1940s, Argentine infltion -- with very few exceptions-- has Contents
run nto two digit figures, and more recently inflationhas risen to even three

digit gures. I. Introductio

Given this extensive experience, it is small wonder that in Argentina and in I I. The capital goods approach

its neighbour countries with similar problems, the governmentshave become I I I. The price level accounting approach

aware that conventional accounting only offers acceptable results for pur- IV. The adoption of the working capital

poses of income tax where.prices are stable. They have also alized that in- approach

flation must be taken into account so that earnings or losses computed in V. Assessment

conformity with conventional accounting methods must be corrected in VI. Some practica problems inherent in the

order to approximatethe real accretion or reductionof wealth. adopted system

Until recently, with the systematic development of methds of price level Vl l. Corrections connected with . vertical

accounting, conventional accounting was considered to show higher profits equity rules

(or smaller losses) than the real ones so that there wa a general consensus Vlll. Indexation of payments

that business profits were overtaxed. The main reason for this onclusion Ix. summary
was that depreciation methods based on the historicalprices of assts do not

result in sufficient funds to replace the assets when they have become obsol-

ete, since under conventional accountingmethods depreciation reserves are

smaller than they should be and consequentlyprofits are too high.
However, it has become clear that the conclusionthat conventionalaccountr

ing methods lead to a general overtaxation is incorrect. It is true that inad-

equate depreciationpractices based on historical prices do create a problem
but this is only part of the truth. Should overtaxation be the only cause of

problems arising under the conventional accounting methods, the best and

simplest policy measure would be to decrease the general rates of the taxand
thus put taxation at its proper level. Unfortunately, things are much more

complicated.
The problem is that if proper legal measures are provided.whichadjut de-

preciation, they reduce the amount of ncome tax due b, for instance,
manufacturers, because a large part of their capital is nvested in fixed de-

preciable assets. However, it would leave practically unchanged the income
tax assessments of traders because their assets consistmainly of inventories.
The turnover rate of inventories is much higher than that of fixd assets and
under a situation of ncreasing prices they appear in the balance sheet at

more updated prices. However, the problem remains essentially the same:

the financial result of every sale of a trader is composed of the trader's real

profit margin and the difference in cost due to inflation. This cost difference
must be taken into accountexactly as manufacturersdo with the cost which
is also a cost elemententering the cost price of products sold by them. In the
latter case the cost differences tend to be nuch more spectacularbecause the * Doctoren sciencias econmicas.

price ncreases for fixed assets are much higher than for nventory, but the 1. These countries are internationally

som total of price increases for fixed assets and inventory tends to be the
known as the South Cone.

same. However, in the latter case they are disguisedby the much higher turn-

over rate of inventory. -
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provides a 6 percent subsidy rate. Hwever, Table 5 corresponding rate of any industrial country for each
shows that enactment of the Reagan Administration asset group, xcept buildings where it would be a close
proposal would raise the U.S. subsidy rate above the second to the Italian rate.

TABLE 4

Tax subsidy rates on non-residentialfixed investmentby asset group, 19801

(As percentage of asset price)

Other
Country Non-residential Other Transport Non-electrical Electrical producer

buildings construction equipment machinery machinery durables

Belgium -7.0 -4.9 0.6 1.7 4.2 2.4

France -5.1 3.3 0.7 2.4 2.8 -0.9

Germany, Federal Republic -16.8 -1.3 1.1 1.1 -0.3 1.9

Italy 5.8 12.6 4.8 4.9 7.4 5.6

Japan -11.3 -7.5 -1.8 0.8 1.1 -0.1

Netherlands 1.7 0.8 -0.2 2.6 -0.1 2.8

United Kingdom -2.8 13.6 5.4 11.2 11.8 12.4

United States -8.4 9.7 5.3 8.4 8.7 10.7

1'. A positive value indicates a subsidy; a negative value represents a tax. It is assumd that the income tax rate is 46 percent, the nominal discount rate is
10 percent, and the inflation-adjusteddiscount rate is 5 percent.

TABLE 5

Tax subsidy rates by asset group, 19811

(As percentage of asset price)

Other
Contry Non-resi;dential Other Transport Non-electrical Electrical producer

buildings construction equipment machinery machinery durables

Belgium -7.0 -4.9 0.6 1.7 4.2 2.4

France -4.9 3.3 5.1 6.8 7.2 1.8

Germany, Federal Republic -16.8 -1.3 1.1 1.1 -0.3 1.9

Italy 5.8 12.6 4.8 4.9 7.4 5.6

Japan -11.3 -7.5 -1.8 0.8 1.1 -0.1

Netherlands 3.3 3.5 1.5 5.6 2.9 5.8

United Kingdom2 0.9 15.9 5.4 11.2 12.8 12.4

United States
2

5.6 17.6 12.5 13.8 15.6 16.0

1. A positive value indicates a subsidy; a negative value represents a tax. It is assumed that the income tax rate is 46 percent, the nominal discount rate is
10 percent, and the inflation-adjusteddiscount rate is 5 percent.
2. Calcu lated on the basis of legislative proposal.

: ..'
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In view f the variety of determinantsf each cuntry's
tax subsidy rate, to highlight the quantitative mport- TABLE 3

ance,of scal incentives, all elements other than the in-
vestent credit and depreciation allwances must re- Tax subsidy rate on manufacturingfixed investment

main constant. Thus, the tax subsidy rate was recalcu-
lated fr selected years, assuming the existing 46 per-

(As percentage of asset price)

cent U.S. income tax rate (which is about the average.of
the eight, countries' rates), a 10 percent nominal dis-

Country 1973 1980 1981
count rate, and a 5 percent inflation-adjusteddiscount
rate for all countries. The 1981 estimates for the United Belgium -2.4 -2.4 -2.4

Kingdom and the United States are based on the legis- France 1.2 1.2 4.4
lative proposals discussed above.

Germany, Federal Republic -6.7 -5.5 -5.5
According t Table 2, between 1973 and 1980 capital
cst recovery allowances have been liberalized in five Italy 4.1 5.0 5.0

countries -- most markdly in the Netherlands -- and Japan -3.4 -3.4 -3.4

have remained unChanged in the others. In 1980 the Netherlands -4.3 4.2 6.2
most generous treatment was provided in the United Kingdom2
Kingdm, followed by Italy and the United States, with

United 9.8 10.9 13.1

7 percent, 5 percent, and 4 percent subsidy rates, United States2 1.3 3.3 12.8
Z

respectively. Meanwhile, the least advantageoussystems
are found in Japan and the Federal Republic of Ger-

1. A positive value indicates a subsidy; a negativevalue represents a tax.

It is assumed that the income tax rate is 46 percent, the nominal discount
many, showing 5 percent and 4 percent tax rates, rate is 10 percent, and the inflation-adjusteddiscount rate is 5 percent
respectively. This year the relative psition of some 2. The 1981 rate is calculated on the basis of legislative proposal.
cntries is expected t change significantly. Notably,
the United States (assuming full implementationof the
10-5-3 system) would move to the top of the list among the share of each asset category within total investment
the industrialcuntrieswith a 12 percentsubsidy, ahead in these assets for each country. As presumably these
of the United Kingdm and Italy. In France and the assets enter rnore directly in the productionof tradable

Netherlands, the subsidy rates ncrease from zero by goods, the resulting tax subsidy rates should have a

about 3 percentagepoints. more direct influence on the relative internationalcom-

petitiveness of these countries. The ranking of several
countries is affected by the concentration of fiscal in-

TABLE 2 centives in the rnanufacturing sector. Upon enactment
of legislative proposals, in both the United Kingdom

Tax subsidy rate on non-residentialfixed investment and the United States the subsidy rate would climb to
13 percent, while the French, Italian, and the Nether-

(As percentage of asset price) lands rates are clustered around 5 percent. At the other

extrme, the German tax rate remains at more than 5

percent. Interestingl, the tax subsidy rates on manu-
Country 1973 1980 1981

facturing assets exhibit wider variation countriesacross

and a larger average ncrease between 1973 and 1981
Belgium -2.5 -2.5 -2.5

than the rates on all non-residentialfixed assets.
France -0.1 -0.1 2.9

Tables 4 and 5 present a more detailed measure of tax
Germany, Federal Republic -6.1 -4.2 -4.2

subsidy rates cuntrie by of assets. Al-across group
Italy 4.6 5.2 5.2 though it appears that capital cost recovery rules are

Japan -4.6 4.6 4. generally biased in favor of machinery and equipment,
reflected in 1980 by subsidy rates of up to 13 percent inNetherlands --5.2 0.2 2.7
the United Kingdom, and against non-residential build-

United Kingdom2 6.5 6.9 7.8 ings, with a maximumsubsidy rate of 6 percent in Italy,
nited States2 1.1 3.9 11.8 comparisons among asset groups within each country

may 'be distorted by the assumed rates of economic
1. A positive value indicates a subsidy; a negativevalue represents a tax. depreciation for particular types of assetS. Thus, it is
It is' assumed that the income tax rate is 46 percent, the nominal discount appropriate to observe cross-countryvariations for given
rat is 10 percent, and the inflation-adjusteddiscount rate is 5 percent. asset rather than to consider only the
2. The 1981 rate is calculated on the basis of legislative proposal. groups, summary

comparisonsin Table 2.

It is worth noting in Table 4, for example, that until
this year for transportation equipment both the United

V. DISAGGREGATEDRESULTS Kingdom and the United States, and now France, offer
the highest subsidy rate of.5 percent, as gainst Japan's

Table 3 lists the tax subsidy rates on fixed assets used 2 percent tax rate. As for buildings, the Federal Repub-
'

predominantly in manufacturing (industrial buildings, , lic of Germany imposes the heaviest tax rate of 17 per-

metal-working machinery, other special industry ma- cent, followed by 11 percent and 8 percent rates in

chinery, and general ndustry machinery), weighted by Japan and the United States, respectively, while Italy
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price, yields the tax subsidy rate on the asset. fr the United Kingdom, although one halff the coun-

The average tax subsidy as a percentage of the market tries had tax rates between 4 and 8 percent. Notwith-
price of non-residential fixed assets for eight major in- standing the trend toward mre liberal capital cost re-

dustrial countries in 1973 and 1978 (which reflects covery allowances, taken as a whole, nvestors in the

present tax treatrnent) is shown in Table 1. Tax subsidy eight countries experienced over this perid a doubling
rates were actually calculatedfr each of 29 major asset in the tax rate from an average of aboit 3 percent in

categories that account for non-residential fixed capital 1973, mainly because of the rise in the expected rate of
formation in each country.2 For any given asset cate- inflation, accompanied by an increase in the nominal

gory, the basis of the calculationwas nformationon the cost of finance. In more precise terms, the present
rate of investmentcredit, the stream of tax depreciation value of economic depreciation (calculated with an n-

deductions, the stream of economic depreciation, and flation-adjusted discount rate) rose faster than the
relevant financialdata (proportionof debt and equity in present value of tax depreciation (discounted at the
th apital structure of nonnancialcorporations,yields nominal cost of finance), as illustrated particularly by
on corporate bonds and equity, income tax rate, and the dramatic rise in the estimate of the Italian tax rate.

price ndices). Further, the tax . subsidy rates thus ob- An additinal factor that tends to accentuate the value
tained were aggregated into groups of asset categoriesor f the tax or the subsidyunder a given tax depreciation
into country ttals by taking the weighted arithmetic system is an ncrease in the incme tax rate, which c-
mean of those rates, where each weight is the share of a curred in Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany,
given asset category in the country's gross non-residenti- Japan, and the United Kingdon. The U.K. case shows
al fixed capital formation (by asset group or total). The that when tax depreciation is faster than economic
corporatin income tax rate used in the calculations is depreciation, a rise in the income tax rate raises the
the tax rate averaged over retained and distributedearn- value of the subsidy n fixed assets to the investor. In
ings, assuming a before-taxdividendpayout ratio of one contrast,

-

the income tax increase in the ther three
half. The principal data source is a study by G.F. cuntrieshad the effect of raising the tax on assets.
Kopits,3 revised, updated and complemented with ad-
ditional information from various IMF, OECD, and 1. The tax subsidy rate on an asset is given by
UN sources. As for economic depreciation, the com-

k+u xt(l+r)'t-u E (1-)t(1+r*)tmonly made assumption of a geometrically declining
s=

pattern is adopted here.4 t=0 t=0

where k is the investment credit or grant (as a percent of the
asset's value), u is the marginal corporation income tax rate, x is
the depreciation deduction (as a percent of value) in year t is-
counted by r, the nominal discount rate, over the asset's life, and

TABLE 1 is the declining balance rate of economic depreciation subject
to r*,the inflation-adjusteddiscount rate. For corporations,r can

Tax subsidy rate on nn-residential fixed investment be defined as

+- -

(As percentage of asset price)
r = (1 f)re f(1 u)rd
where f/(1-f) is the debt-equity ratio, r is the nominal rate of

Country 1973 1 978 return on equity (dividendplus anticipateed capital gain), and rd is
the noainal interest rate on debt. Under a tax system that is

Belgium -0.6 -5.9 neutral under inflationary conditions, the taxpayer would be
allowed to deduct economic depreciation indexed each year byFrance -1.1 -7.6
the rate of inflation, and interest payments net of inflation, so

Germany, Federal Republic -5.9 -4.0 that the stream of depreciation is discountedby the inflation-ad-

Italy -12.8 -18.4 justed rate

Japan -1.4 -1.4 r* =r+ fui -i

Netherlands -5.0 -7.7 where i is the expected rate of ncrease in the price of the asset.
The conditions for neutrality are discussed, by T.N. Tideman,

United Kingdom 2.4 4.4 Measuring the Cost of Capital Services, OTA Paper No. 4, U.S.
United States 3.0 0.6 Treasury Department(April1975).

2. The following buildings and construction are excluded: edu-
1. A positive value indicates a subsidy; a negativevalue represents a tax. cational and hospital buildings; buildings for cultural, religious,

sports and social purposes; roads, streets and highways; and land
improvementand plantation,and orchard developments.
3. International Comparison of Tax Depreciation Practices/

IV. OVERALLCOUNTRY RESULTS Comparaison Internationale des Mthodes d'Amortissement
Fiscal (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-

Table 1 indicates that in 1973 tax subsidy on non-resi- ment, Paris 1975).
dential fixed investment ranged from a tax rate of 13 4. See, for example, the method of computing the rate of

percent for Italy to a subsidy rate of 3 percent for the replacement of fixed assets used in L.R. Christensen and D.W.

United States, while a number of countries (Belgium, Jorgenson, The Measurement of U.S. Real Capital Input,

France, Japan) were surprisingly close to neutrality,
1929-67, Review of Income Wealth (December 1969), pp. 294-
97. The underlying service lives are taken from H.A. Young and

indicated by a zero tax subsidy. In 1978, a much larger J.C. Musgrave, Estimationof Capital Stock in the United Sates,
variance was reflected by such extreme values as an, 18 The Measurement of Capital, ed. by D. Usher (University of
percent tax rate for Italy and a 4 percent subsidy rate Chicago Press, 1980), pp. 25-26.
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Il. CURRENTPOLICY CHANGES

FISCALINCENTIVES The present inflationary environment, coupled with the
slowdown in economic activity, has generated renewed

FORINVESTMENTIN pressures in industrial nations for stepping up the sub-
sidization of nvestment this year. This policy effort n-
volves mainly the introduction of various forms of

-

accelerated tax depreciation and increases in investment

INDUSTRIALCOUNTRIES tax credits or cash grants, thus sustaining the trend to-
ward further liberalizationof capital cost recovery.

by George F. Kopits* France has adopted a 10 percent additional first-year
- - tax deduction for investment undertaken since October

1980 in new assets depreciable under the declining
balance method. The Netherlandshas raised permanent-

I. INTRODUCTION:BACKGROUND ly the basic rate of cash grant (refundable investment
tax credit) prvided for most machinery and equipment

For more than a decade, several industral countries purchases from 7 to 10 percent, following temporary in-
have been increasingly concerned about the sagging creases t 10 percent in June 1980 and to 12 percent
growth in productivity of labor and the concomitant between October 1980 and June 1981. In February, as

decline in competitiveness of their products in world part of its Social and Economic Recovery Program,
markets. Insufcientproductivity gains are at least in Belgium introduced an exemption of up to 5 percent of
part attributed to the shortage and obsolescence of taxable corporate income for reinvestedearnings. In the
capital. Following this reasoning, it is almost routinely United Kingdm, the budget submitted t Parliament
recommended that capital accumulation be encouraged in March contains a propsal to raise from 50 percent
by proVidingsubsidies through the tax system, and tax to 75 percent the initial deduction for industrial build-
preferences offered to investors in trading partner ings purchasedsince then.
countries are cited as an argument for introducing tax

subsidies. However, the most far-reaching change has been pro-
posed in the United States under the Program for

Indeed, on the basis of the general fiscal measures (as Economic Recovery, unveiled by the Reagan Admin-
distinguished from those for particular regions, econ- istration in February. In broad terms, the proposal en-
omic activities, or enterprises, or on a temporary bass) visages replacing the existing asset lives by the so-called
affecting private capital formation adopted since the 10-5-3 accelerated cost recovery system nd applying a

early 1970s in major industral countres -- virtually all combination of double-declining-balance and sum-of-
of them favorable to investment- there is an implica- the-year-digits methods of depreciation theover new
tion that some of these countries may be engaged in lives. These lives are three years for motorvehicles, ve
competitive use of such pocy instruments. However, years for other machineryand equipment, and ten years
this implcation can have only limited validity, as gov- for most industrialbuildings. The proposal also provides
ernments have sought to offset the impactofhigh rates for an extensionof the 10 percent investment tax credit
of ination on investment through liberalzed capital to some structures and to all equipment except motor
cost recovery allowances, quite independentlyof similar ehicles, which would qualify for a 6 percentcredit.
measures introduced in other countries.

In 1971, the United States reinstated the investment
tax credt and allowed a 20 percentshorter tax deprecia- Ill. MEASUREMENTOF TAX SUBSIDIES
tion period for machinery and equipment than had been
requred previously. In 1972, the Untied Kingdom A relatively simple and objctive assessment of the
adopted the current dduction of most machinery and quantitative importance of capital cost recovery pro-
equipment purchases from taxable income, while visions for the investor in each country may be obtained
Canada introduced a two-year wrteof7 on manufactur- by comparing the actual tax reduction resulting from
ing equipment. In 1974, Italy raised the additional the purchase of a plant or a piece of equipment under
depreciation granted over the first three years of an the country's tax system, with the tax reductonunder a

asset's life from 40 to 45 percent. In 1975, the United truly neutral system. Specifically, actual tax saving is
States increased the basic rate of investmentcredit from comprised of the investment credit, or cash grant, plus
7 to 10 percent. Since 1977, the Federal Republic of the. present value of depreciation deductions over the
Germany has provided a declining-balancedepreciation asset's life multiplied by the income tax rates, whereas
rate on all machinery and equipment to two and one neutral tax saving is equivalentto the product of the tax
half times the straight-line rate (subject to a 25percent rate and the present value of economic depreciation.
ceiling), replacing the former rate of twice the straight- The difference, expressed as a proportion of the asset
line rate (subject to a 20 percent ceiling) permitted
previously. In 1978, the Netherlandsreplaced a number
of specialized subsidies wth a general investment tax * Senior Economist, European Department, International
credit (or cashgrant in the euentof a loss), rangingfrom Monetary Fund. This paper draws heavily on material published
7 to 18 percent according to the type of asset pur- in the IMF Survey (October 27, 1980 and April 20, 1981). The
chased. views expressed do not necessarily reflect those of the Fund.
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TAX INFORMATIONRELEASE Switzerland. (B. 103.101)
A survey of new measures in force as of January 1, 1981. The

Hague, Ernst & Whinney Nederland, 1981. 4 pp. (B. 103.146)
TRUST TERRITORYOF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS

DE TELEGRAAFBELASTINGGIDS1981

By J.L. van Hedel. Amstrdam, Teleboek, 1980. 320 pp., 16.50 32ND ANNUALREPORT OF THE TRUST TERRITORYOF

Dfl. THE PACIFIC ISLANDS, OCTOBER 1, 1978 TO
Annual guide providing infornation for filing 1980 individual SEPTEMBER30, 1979 '

income tax and 1981 net wealth tax returns. (B. 103.107) New York, Bureau of International Organization Affairs, Office
of United Nations Political Affairs, 1980. 230 pp.

DE VERVANGINGSRESERVE Annual report for the 1979 scal year prepared by the Depart-
By H.J. Kat. Tweede druk 1980, Deventer, Fed, 1980. Fed's ment of the Interior. Activities in the economic, social, edu- I

fiscale brochures, IB: 3.48.93 pp., 22.50 Dfl. cational, political and taxation fields are covered. (B. 51.678) 1
.
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THE CONSUMERGOODS MARKET IN CHINA: GERMANY (FEDERALREPUBLIC)PRESENT REALITIESAND FUTUREPROSPECTS

By DanielTretiak.HongKong, Business InternationalAsia/Pacific, ERLUTERNGENZUM DEUTSCH-SPANISCHENDOPPEL-
Ltd., 1980. 101 pp. BESTEUERUNGSABKOMMEN
Studydealingwith spendingpatterns,attitudesof Peking residents, ACLARACIONESSOBRE EL ACUERDOHISPANO-ALEMAN
strategies for selling consumer goods and advertising. (B. 51.704) DE DOBLE IMPOSICION

6. aktualisierteAuflage, Stand September 1980.
A NEW LOOK AT LEGAL ASPECTS OF DOING BUSINESS arcelona. Deutsche Handelskanmer fr Spanien, 1980, 16 pp.WITH CHINA Sixth revised edition of explanation of the Germany-Spaincom-

Developments a year after recognitin. Editors Howard M. prehensive income tax treaty as of September 1980. (B. 103.124)
Holtzmannand Walter Sterling Surrey.
Published by Practising Law Institute, 810 Seventh Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10019. CommercialLaw and Practice, Course GREENLAND
HandbookSeries, No. 226, 1979. 788 pp., $ 21.
Textbook comprising reprints of articles by various contributors SKAT I GRNLANDOG DE NYE RELATIONERTIL DA
on different issues including: Taxation in the People's Republic DANMARKEFTER HJEMMESTYRET
of China by Richard D. Pmp and Stanley S. Surrey. Texts of By E. Bahl and J. Hinze. Copnhagen, G.E.C. Gads Vorlag, 1980.
agreements, protocols nd reprints from other documents are 170 pp.
appended. Other subjects are: Finance sales to China, China's new Explanation of the taxation in Greenland (corporateand individ-
joint venture law, the development of China's formal system, ual income taxes) and the new relations with Denmark after selfUnited States laws and treaties affecting China trade. (B. 51.709) rule in Greenland. The text of the comprehensive income and

capital tax treaty betwen 'Denmark and Greenland (signed Oc-
COLOMBIA tober 19, 1979) is appended. (B. 103.090)

MEMORIADE LAS CUARTASJORNADASCOLOMBIANAS INTERNATIONALDE DERECHOTRIBUTARIO,BOGOTA, FEBRERO 1980

Bogot, Institut Colombiano de Derecho Tributario, 1980, 201 CHECKLISTS
265 pp. Decision making in international operations. Prepared andReports of the Fourth Conference held in Bogota (Colombia) pu-

blished by Business International Corporation, New York, 1980.on Fiscal Law, February 1980. Subjects covered include: new tax 260 pp.on occasional income; economical development and fiscal in Research report on checklists how to consider and assess inter-centives;cattle tax, withholdingtax, etc. (B. 18.057) national operations as compiled by the Staff of Buiness Inter-
national Corporation. (B. 103.119)

DENMARK
CURRENTISSUES AND FISCAL POLICY

SKATTETABELLER1981 Edited by S.T. Cook and P.M. Jackson, Oxford, Martii Robertson
& Co., Ltd., 1979. 227 pp.37. rgang. By V. Spang.Thomsen. Copenhagen, A/S Skattekar- Compilation on current issues in scal policy by various contribu-toteket Informationskontor,1981. 131 pp. tors, including: The measurementf fiscal influene by G.K.Income and net wealth tax tables for 1981 with annotations. Shaw; Endogenou government behaviour: Wagner's Law(B. 103.122) or

Gtterdmmerung by A. Chrystal and J. Alt; Policy simu-
lations and model characteristics by G.R. Lewis and P.A.
Ormerod. (B. 103.133)DOMINICANREPUBLIC
INTERNATIONALACCOUNTINGLEXICONINVESTORSHANDBOOK
Special edition, 1980. Dusseldorf, IdW Verlag, 1980. 192 pp.Santo Domingo, American Chamber of Commerce of the Do- 25 DM.minican Republic, 1979. 218 pp. Supplement to the 2 editions of Lexique UEC (InternationalAc-Information on foreign investment and taxation. (B. 18.048) countingLexicon)containing120 termswith definitionsin French,
German, English, Spanish, Portuguese, Danish, Itilian and Dutch.

EUROPE (B. 103.092).

OORSPRONGVAN GOEDERENSTATEMENTS-- EMPFEHLUNGEN-- RECOMMENDATIONS
By W.P. van den Berg, F.J. Bekinkand E.R.F. Hgenholtz. Deven-Munich, Union Europennedes ExpertsComptablesEconomiques ter, Kluwer/The Hague, Fenedex, 1980. Fiscale en juridischeet Financiers, 1980.
documentatie voor internationaal zakendoen, No. 9. 92Loose4eaf publication containing compilation of draft recom- pp.
29.50 Dfl.mendations (in German, French and English) of the statements Monograph on the origin of goods concept used in internationaldrafts, etc., prepared by the Auditing Statements Board of the

(B. 103.131)U.E.C. (Union Europennedes Experts ComptablesEconomiques
trade.

et Financiers) to improve the annual financial statements of an REFLECTIONSON THE INTERNATIONALMONETARY
enterprise by an independent auditor in Eurpe. (B. 102.774) SYSTEMS

By Guillaume Guindey and Charles A. Coombs. Basle, The
FRANCE Auditorium Bank for International Settlements, 1980, 28 pp.

The 1980 Per JacobssonLecture (B. 103.140)
STEUERNIN FRANKREICH

JAMAICA
By F. Lefebvre, R. Pollath, A.J. Rdler and W. Tillmanns.

Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, 1980.64pp., 18 DM. JAMAIKA;INVESTITIONSFRDERUNGSPROGRAMME
Ergnzungsheft zur erweitrten deutschen Fassung von Les im- Cologne, Bundesstelle fr Aussenhandelsinformation, 1981.
pts en France, editions FrancisLefebvre, Stand Juni 1980. Sup- Berichte und Dokumente zum auslndischen Wirtschafts- und
plementary booklet to' update the German edition of the French Steuerrecht, No. 139.21 pp.
book Taxation in France, updatingthe materialas of June 1980. Introduction describing the government incentive programmes.
(B. 103.147) An English translationof theprogrammesis appended. (B. 18.053)
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CANADA

i
BILL C-54

An Act to amend the statute law relating to income tax and to
i provide other authority for the raising of funds, received rst

The publications listed in this bibliography have reading on January 13, 1981. Toronto, Richard de Boo, Ltd.,
recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which 1981. 141 pp.
will gladly Supply further informaton upon request Text of Bill C-54 followed by notice of Ways and MeansMotion

(please quote the reference numbers). They should, to amend the income tax act. (B. 103.116)

however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct CANADAESTATE PLANNINGSERVICE
from the publisher indicated, and not through the Editors Arthur B.C. Drache and Sidney W. Goldstin. Toronto,Bureau. Richard de Boo, Ltd., 1981.

Loose4eaf volume of a comprehensive guide dealng with estate
planning in the context of federal and provincial estate and in-

BOTSWANA come taxes levied in Canada. (B. 103.142)
A GUIDE TO INVESTMENT CANADIANMASTER TAX GUIDE 1981

Prepared and published by the Ministry of Commerce and In- A guide to Canadian income tax. 36th Edition. Don Mills, CCH
dustry, Gaborone, 1980. 20 pp. (B. 13.079) Canadian, Ltd., 1981. Canadian Tax Reports, Extra edition, No.

464, January 5, 1981. 725 pp.
Guide to assist taxpayers in the preparation of 1980 income tax

BRAZIL returns and to serve as a handy reference source on federal taxa-
tion (income tax, excise duties and business fees) alongwith sum-

A CORREAOMONETARIADE DEBITOS FISCAIS maries of the Canada-U.S. and Canada-U.K. income tax treaties.
PERANTE O ORDENAMENTOJURIDICOBRASILEIRO (B. 103.134)
By Ives Gandra da Silva Martins and Bernardo Ribeiro de Moraes.
Sb Paulo, Editoria ResenhaTributria, 1976.52pp. A REVIEW OF THE TAXATIONOF CAPITAL GAINS IN
Adjustmentof tax liabilities for inflation. (B. 18.016) CANADA

An examinationof the Canadianexperienceand of issues involvedESTUDOSJURIDICOSSOBRE INVESTIMENTOINTER- in proposals for change. Ottawa, Minister of Supply and Services,NACIONAL 1980. 58 pp. (B. 103.141)
By Ives Gandra da Silva Martins and Alberto Xavier. So Paulo,
Editoria Revista dos Tribunais, 1980. 200 pp. TAX PLANNINGFOR THE CANADIANBUSINESSMAN:
Collection of articles on foreign investmentcovering: taxation of CRADLE TO GRAVE
multinational corporations, foreign loans, taxation of capital
gains derived by non-residents, transfer of technology, the con- Papers presented at the 1980 British Colombia Tax Conference,
cept of resident, etc. The articles focus principallyon Brazil, but May 22 and 23,, 1980, Vancouver, British Columbia. Toronto,

Canadian Tax Foundation, 1980. 330 pp. (B. 103.120)some of them cover the law of other countries. (B. 18.017)

CHINA (PEOPLE'SREPUBLIC)ICM CONVENIS

By Francisco das Chagas Mariano. Fortaleza-CE., Thema Publici- BUSINESSSTRTEGIESFOR THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
grca, Ltda., 1976. 369 pp. OF CHINA
Updated taxation agreements on trade with goods within Brazilian
federal states signed during 1975 and 1976. (B. 18.036) Prepared and published by Business International Asia/Pacic,

Ltd., Hong Kong, 1980. 486 pp.

IMPOSTODE RENDANA FONTE 1981 Report on how to invest on or do business with the People's
Republic of China. Th material is up to date as of October 15,

So Paulo, Revista Imposto Fiscal, 1980. 192 pp. 1980. The appendix includes text of ncome tax law of joint
Publication including the rates of withholding taxes on income ventures and the individual income tax, investors handbook of
arising from the rendering of dependent personal services and in- Shekou industrial zone in Shenzhenand the Regulationsonspecial
dependent persnal services. A practical breakdownof the rates is economic zones in Guangdong Province. Some joint venture con-
also included. (B. 18.054) tracts are alSo printed. (B. 51.674)
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APPENDIX 111 (b) a person who is resident in India, except where the royalties are

payable for the purposes of business carried on outside India or

Withholding tax rates on Indian-source royalties and fees for of earning any income from any source outside India; or

technical services paid to non-residents (c) a person who is a non-resident, where the royalties are payable
(including those of tax treaties countries not in connectionwith a for the purpose of business carried on in India or of earning any

permanentestablishment in India) in percentage income from any source in India;
and the ratesfor deduction of tax at source would be 40 percent on

the gross amount.

Royalties Fees for technical 2, On so much of the amount of such income as consist of lump sum

consideration for the transfer outside India of, or the imparting ofservices
information outside India in respect of any data, documentation

drawing or specification relating to any patent, invention, model,
secret or process, or or property,

National Law of India 202-401 401 design, formula trade mar similar
the rates for deduction,of tax at source would be 20 percent on the

Austria 202-40 03-40 gross amount.

Belgium 202-40 03-40 3. If the contract for such fees for technical services is entered into out-

Denmark 202-40 40 side India and the payment is received outside India it is not taxable

Egypt 202-40 40 in India except in so far as such amounts are attributableto activities
Finland 202-40 03 -40 performed in India. In computing the income so subject to tax, there
France 202-40 40 shall be allowed as deduction the expenses incurred in India in con-

German Federal Republic 202-40 40 nection with the activities performed in India.

Greece 202-40 40

Japan 202-40 40

Malaysia 202.40 40

Norway 202-40 40

Sierra Leone 202-40 40 Note: The Finance Bill, 1981 has proposed a change in the rate of sur-

Sri Lanka 202.40 40 charge in the .case of companies from 7.5 to 2.5 percent and the non-

Sweden 202-40 40 corporate rate schedule has been restructured. The readers may refer to

the proposed changes in the report on the Indian Budget in 35 Bulletin

for International Fiscal Documenationat 215 et seq.

. Income by way of royalties and fees for technical services shall be

deemed to accrue or arise in India if it is payable by:
(a) the Government;or

1
supplementary' information on european taxes

and tax treaties
sen,ito

Q CORPORATE TAX RATES

to INDIVIDUAL TAX RTES

TAX TREATY TEXTS

eumpoan ABSTRACTS FROM OFFICIAL REPORTS

WORLDWIDE TAX BIBLIOGRAPHY

taxati updated monthly

j, Furtherdetailsand free samples from:

INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION

Sarphatistraat 124 - P.O. Box 20237 -

1000 HE Amsterdam- the Netherlandsil Tel.: 020 - 2677 26 Telex: 13217 intax nl Cables: Forintax
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Income tax
APPENDIX I

Rate of Rate of

Rates of income tax income surcharge
(Assessmentyear 1981-82) tax

% %
Income slabs Rates

Rs. %

Up to 8,000 nil (b) where the agreement is made

after March 31,1976:8,001 -- 15,000 15
on so amount15,001 -- 20,000 18 (1) much of the of
such income as consists of lump20,001 -- 25,000 25

25,001 -- 30,000 30 sum considerationfor the trans-

30,001 - 50,000 40 fer outside India of, or the im-

50,001 - 70,000 50 parting of information outside

70,001 - 100,000 55 India in respect of, any data,
Over 10,OO 60 documentationdrawing or speci-

fication, relating to any ptent,

Provided that (i) no income tax shall be payable on a total income not invention, model, design, secret

exceding Rs. 12,000,(ii) where the total income exceeds Rs. 12,000 but formula or process, trade mark

does not exceed Rs. 16,250, the income tax payable thereon shall not or similar property. 20 nil

exceed 30 percent of the amount by which 'total income exceeds Rs. (2) on the balance, if any, of such

12,000. income 40 nil

Surcharge on income tax iO% of such income tax (iii) on income by way of fees for tech-
nical services payable by an Indian
concern in pursuance of an agreement
made by it with the Indian concern and
which has been approved by the
Central Government:
(a) where the agreement is made after

February 29,1964, but before the

April 1,1976 50 3.75
APPENDIX 11 (b) where the agreement is made after

March 31,1976 40 nil
Schedule for withholding tax rates on royalties and fees for
technical services

(Financial year 1980-81) (iv) on income by way of royalties or fees
for technical services f the agreement

Income tax is:not approved by the Central Govern-
ment 70 5.25

Rate of Rate of
income surcharge
tax

% % 2. Non-residentperson other than aforeign
company

1. Foreign company On the whole of such income income tax at 30 per-
(i) on incone by way of royalties payable cent and surcharge at 3

by an Indian concern in pursuance of percent of the amount

an agreement made by it with the of such income,
Indian concern after March 31,1976, or

where such royalty is in consideration income tax and.sur-
for the transfer of all or any rights (in- charge onincome tax in

cluding the granting of a licence) in respect of the income

respect of copyright in any book on a at the rates prescribed
subject referred to i n the proviso to in Sub-Paragraph I of
Sub-section (lA) of Section 115A of Paragraph A of Part 1 II
the Income Tax Act, to the Indian of the Schedule (.e.
concern 40 nil Appendix I as given

(ii) on income by way of royalties (not above), if sch income

being royalty of the nature referred to had been the total in-

in (i) above) payable by an Indian con- come,

cern in pursuance of any agreement whichever is higher.
made by it with the Indian concern and

which has been approved by the Central

Government:
(a) where the agreement is made

after March 31,1961, but before

April 1,1976 50 3.75
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ance for deduction of expenses. If, however, the agree- missible under the appropriate head of income applic-
ment was made after March 31, 1961 but approved able to the assessee.
before April 1, 1976, the deductions admissible would

If the recipient is foreign and the agreementbe limited to 20 percent of the royalties and the tax- a company
is not approved by the Central Government, it would beable income would be taxed at 53.75 percent. taxable at 75.25 percent and there would be allow-no

Further, a lump sum considerationwould not necessari- ance for deduction of expenses. If, however, the agree-
ly mean payment made once and for all. Any considera- ment was made after February 29, 1964 but approved
tion decided in the beginning, even though if it is a pay- befre April 1, 1976, the deductionadmissiblewould be
ment made annually over a period of years, would also limited to 20 percent of such fees and the taxable in-
amount to a lump sum consideration.The Finance Act, cme would be taxed at 53.75 percent.
1976 has provided such a benefit because the Gvern-
ment seeks to encourage the transfer of technology.The
rate of tax in such cases would be 20 percent only on Treatmentof payment for technical knowhow by
the gross amount as compared to 40 percent in other Indian assessee

cases.

Broadly speaking, the payment for technical knowhow
is classified as revenue or capital expenditure. Any ex-

Ill. INCOME BY WAY OF FEES FOR TECHNICAL penditure made for acquiring or bringing into existence
SERVICES an asset or advantage for the enduring benefit of the

business is properly attributable to capital and is of the
According to Section 9(1)(vi) of the Income Tax Act, nature of capital expenditure. If, on the ther hand, it
1961, income by way f fees for technical services will iS not made for the purposef bringing into existence
be deemed to accrue r arise in India if it is payable by: any asset of enduring advantage but fr running the

(a) the Government;or
business or working it with a view to producingprofits,

(b) a person who is resident in India, except where the
it is a revenue expenditure.

fees are payable for the purposesf business carried Further, if it is a capital expenditure, it is considered
on outside India or of earningany income from any whether depreciation is permissible or not. If the ex-

source outside India; or penditure can be described as plant, it would be
(c) a person who is a non-resident, where the fees are entitled to depreciation and investment allowance. If,

payable for the purposes of business carried on in however, it does not fall in the category of plant or any
India or of earning any ncome from any source n other depreciable asset, it would neither be allowed as

India. revenue expenditure nor will any depreciation be per-
missible. In that case it would be a dead capital loss.The Explanationt Section 9(1)(vi) states that, for the Care must, therefore, be taken to draft the agreementpurposes of this clause, the term fees for technical in such that the relevant expenditure bea manner canservices means any consideration (including any lump claimed expenditure, but if it is treated

sum consideration) for the rendering of any managerial
as revenue as

sotechnical or consultancy services (including the pro-
capital expenditure it should be attributable to plant
that over a period of years the amount is chargedt thevision of services of technical or other personnel) but

does not include consideration for any construction, profit and loss account and, in some cases, investment
allowance over and above the cost of the asset is alsoassembly, mining or like project undertaken by the

recipient or consideration which would be income of
claimed.

the recipient chargeableunder the head Salaries''.

IV. COUNTRIESWITH WHICH AGREEMENT FOR
AVOIDANCEOF DOUBLE TAXATION EXISTS

Agreemententered into and payment received
outside India The above provisions are applicable to those countries

with which India has no agreement for avoidance of
If it is assumed that (i) the recipient is a non-resident double taxation in respect of ncome by way of royal-
foreign company, (ii) the agreement is approved by the ties and income by way of fees for technical services.
Central Government, (iii) it is entered into outside India However, India has comprehensiveagreements for avoid-
and (iv) payment is received outside India, fees for ance of double taxation on ncome with Austria, Bel-
technical services would be deemed to accrue or arise in gium, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France, German Fed-
India under Section 9(1)(vi) and would be taxable at eral Republic, Greece, Japan, Malaysia, Norway, Sierra
the rate of 40 percent of the gross receipts as provided Leone, Sri Lanka, and Sweden. In all such cases, tax
under Section 115A without deductionof expenses. liability of the nn-residentis determined in accordance

with the relevant provisions of the agreement and the
If the recipient is a non-resident non-corporate tax- aforesaid provisions of the Income Tax Act stand

,

payer, whether the agreement is approved by the Cen- suspendedby such agreements.
tral Government or not, the fees for technical services
would be taxable at progressive rates as applicable to lo The full text of the comprehensive double taxation agree-
individuals as given in Appendix I, below and after ments on income have been printed in: Taxes and Investment
allowing deduction in respect of the expenditure ad- in Asia and the Pacific, Part Treaties.
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In brief, a business connection involves a relation be- On analysing the above provision, it is clear that in cases
tween business carried on by a non-residentwhich yields where royalties do not actually accrue or arise, they will
prots or gains and ome activity or opratin in India be deemed to accrue or arise by virtue of these pro-
which contributes directly or indirectly to the earning visions. Thus any payment made by the Govemmentas
of those profits or gains. It predicates an element of royalties would betaxableunder the Indian Income Tax
continuity between th business of the non-residentand Act, 1961. Royalty payments made by a residentwould
the activity in India. be taxable in all cases except where they are for the
The concept of income by way of royaltiesr by way of purposes of a business or professionoutside India or for

fees for technical services as introduced by the Finance the purpose of making or earning any income from any

Act, 1976 is of particular importance to non-residents source outside India. Where the royalties are payable by
because income accruing or arising outside India is a person who is a non-resident, they would be income

fictionally deemed to accrue or arise in India and the by way of royalties if used for the purpose of business
non-resident would become chargeable in respect there- or for earning any income from any source in India.

of, by virtue of Section 5(2)(b) read with Section 9(1), Further, if the consideration for the royalty represents
which otherwise would not have been ncluded in his consideration which is of a capital nature in the hands
total income. of the recipient it wouldnot be taxed as income by way

of royalties nor as capital gains under certain circum-
stances. Circular No. 21 of 1969, dated July 9, 1969,
for Foreign Technical Collaboration clarifies whether
the amount received is a capital receipt or a revenue

Il. INCOME BYWAYOFROYALTIES receipt, referring to the case of Evan Medical Supplies
Ltd. v. Moriarty 35 ITR 707. In the United Kingdom,Income by way of royalties will be deemed to accrue or it has been held by the Courts that a receipt from the

arise in India by virtue of Section 9(1)(vi) if they are sale of knowhow would be a capital receipt only when
payable by: the sale f technical knowhow or the mparting of
(a) the Government;or technical knowledge and information results in the
(b) a person who is resident in India, except where the transferor parting with the property or asset or any

royalties are payable for the purposes of business special knowledge which would ripen into a form f
carried on outside India or of earning any income property and that after such transfer the transferor is
from any source outside India; or deprived of using the asset. In other cases, where no

(c) a person who is a non-resident, where the royalties capital asset or property is parted with and the trans-
are payable for the purpose of business carried on action is merely a method of trading by which the
in India or of earning any income from any source recipient acquires the particular sum of mney as

in India. prots and gains of that trade, the consideration re-

Explanation 2 to Section 9(1)(v) defines the term ceived for the sale of technical knowhow will be on

royalty and states that, for the purposes of this clause,
revenue account.

royalty means any consideration (includingany lump
sum consideration but excluding any consideration Agreemententered into and payment received
which would be the income of the recipient chargeable outside India
under the head Capital Gains) for:

(1) the transfer of ali or any rights (including the If it is assumed that (i) the recipient is a non-resident

granting of a licence) in respect of a patent, inven- foreign company, (ii.) the agreement is approved by the

tion, model, design, secret formula or process or
Central Government, (iii) it is entered into outside India
and (iv) payment is received outside India, income bytrade mark or similar property;

(2) the mparting of any information concerning the way of royalties would be deemed to accrue or arise in
India under Section 9(1)(vi) and this would be taxableworking of, or the use of, a patent, invention,

model, design, secret formula or process or trade
at the rate of 40 percent of the gross receipts; but if the
income by way of royalties consists of lump sum con-mark or similar property;

(3) the use of any patent, invention, model, design, or
sideration for the transfer of technologyoutside India it
would be taxable at the rate of 20 percent of the grosssecret formula or process or trade mark or similar

property; receipt (Section l15A).
(4) the mparting of any information conceming tech-

nical, industrial, commercialor scientific knowledge,
If the recipient is a non-resident non-corporate tax-

experienceor skill; payer, whether the agreement is approved by the

(5) the transfer of all or any rights (includingthe grant-
Central Government or not, income by Way of royalties

ing of a licence) in respect of any copyright in
would be taxable at progressive rates as applicable to

asliterary, artistic or scientic work including films or
individuals given in Appendix I, belw and after

video tapes for use in connection with radio broad- allowing deduction in respect of the expenditure ad-
missible under the appropriate head of income applic-casting, but not includingconsiderationfor the sale, able to thedistribution or exhibition of cinematographic films;

assessee.

or If the recipient is a foreign cmpany and the agreement
(6) the rendering of any services in connectionwith the is not approvedby the Central Government,it would be

activities referred to in (1) to (5) abve. taxable at 75.25 percent and there would be no allow-
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I. INTRODUCTION

When an entrepreneur decides to take a plunge into a commercial or indus-
trial venture operatingin two or more countries, he must know the vortex of
tax risks to which he is exposing himself; otherwise, what coUld have been

lawfully retained as profits would be unknowingly swallowed up by tax

imposts in several countries. Each country has a legal system, including taxa-
tion laws, as sophisticated and worldly wise as that of any one else and tax

planning is as important as business planning, perhaps even more important.

The basic rule of taxation of non-residents in India is that they are liable to Contents

tax on income which:
I. INTRODUCTION

(a) acCrues or arises or is deemed to accrue or arise in India during such year,
II. INCOME BYWAYOFROYALTIES

or

(b) is received or is deemed to be received in India by or on behalf of such Agreement entered into and payment
received outside India

person. I Ii. INCOME BYWAYOFFEESFOR
TECHNICALSERVICES
Agreement entered into and payment

The Finance Act, 1976 brought about a few fundamental changes in the received outside India

relevant provisions of Sections 9(1), 44C, 44D and l15A of the Income Tax Treatment of payment for technical

Act, 1961. The fundamentalchangesmay be summed up as follows: know-how by Indian assessee

(1) extension of the ambit of the source rule in India (Section 5(2)(b) juncto IV. COUNTRIESWITHWHICHAGREE-

9(1));
MENT FOR AVIDANCEOF DOUBLE

(2) introduction of certain provisions which provide certain limits n respect
TAXATIQN EXISTS

of a claim for deduction of head office expenditure in the case of non- Appendix I: Rates of income tax

:. residents (Section 44C); Appendix 1: Withholding tax rates on royal-

(3) special provisions for computingincome by way of royalties and fees for ties and fees for technical services

technicalservices in the case of foreign companies (Section 44D); Appendix Ill: Withholding tax rates on

(4) special income tax rates on royalties and fees for technicalservices in the Indian-source royalties and fees for

technical services paid to non-residents
case of foreign companies (Section l15A).

Prior to amendment by the Finance Act, 1976, income of a non-resident

consisting of royalties and fees for technical services was not taxed in India
unless the income accrued, arose or was received in India or was caught in

the terminology of business connectionin India under Section 9(1)() of the
Income Tax Act, 1961. The ncome accrued, arose or was received in India
if the agreement was made in India or the payment was received in India.

Further, according to Section 9(1)(i) all income accruing or arising, whether

directly or indirectly, through or from any business connection in India, or

through or from any asset or source of income in India shall be income
deemed to accrue or arise in India. The Income Tax Act, 1961 has not

defined business connection, but the corts have given arious interpreta-
tions to this term in a large number of cases and Circular No. 23 of 1969

(F. No. 7A/38/69-IT (A-II)) dated 23 July 1969 illustrates nstances of
* Chartered Accountant,Department of

Accountancy, Universtyof Rajasthan,
business connectionin India. Jaipur, India.
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Once a loan is treated as having been made directly to

the shareholder, the regulations treat the proceeds in the Example 17
hands of the corporation as a contribution to capital
from the shareholder without considering whether the F is a large, stable, and consistently profitable corporation. On

deemed transfer of the funds might be viewed as a loan March 21, 1985, F issues 50,000 shares of $100 par value, 9 per-

from the sharehlderto the corporation.
cent sinking fund preferred stock. Dividends and sinking fund

payments, which begin five years after issuance, are mandatory

Example 14
to the extent of retaned earnings. In addition, dividends are

cumulative, but they are payable only out of retained earnings.
On September25,1982, J, the sole shareholderof corporation N, Based on these facts, the preferred stock does not provide for

guarantees a note for $600,000 issued by N. Assuming that under fixed payments in the nature of either principal or interest.
the principles set forth above the note is properly treated as an Therefore, the preferred stock is treated as stock.

obligation of J, J will be treated as makng a $600,000 contribu-
tion to the capital of N. Example 18

If N later pays $33,000 in interest and $100,000 in principal on H, a closely-held corporation, issues 1,000 shares of $109 par
the note, the total $133,000 in payments is treated as a d ividend value, 12 percent preferred stock on January 1, 1984. Dividends
from N to J to the extent of N's earnings and profits. Thus, N are cumulative but are payable only out of earned surplus. The
would not be allowed an nterest deduction, but J would be en- preferred stock is subject to mandatory redemption after 9 years
titled to deduct the $33,000 as interest paid. at a redemption price of $1.00 per share plus accrued but unpaid
Assuming N subsequently defaults and J is required to pay dividends. However, the accrued but unpaid dividends are pay-

$500,000 in principal on the note, because J is treated as the able, upon redemption,only out of earned surplus plus unrealized

primary obligor on the note (and not merely as a guarantor), the application of H's assets (but not out of capital or capital sur-

$500,000 payment will in no circumstances be treated as a loss pius). Based on these facts, the preferred stock does not provide
from a loan or as a contribution to the capital of N. for fixed payments in the nature of interest but des provide for

fixed payments in the nature of principal. Therefore, the pre-

Example 15 ferred stock is treated as an instrument.

Assume the same facts as in Example 14 except that J does not

guarantee the note issued by N until September 25,1983. If the

note is properly treated as an obligation of J under the principles X. CONCLUSION
set forth bove, and on the date of the guarantee a principal
balance of $400,000 is due on the note, J will be treated as The foregoing was intended merely to highlight the

making a $400,000 contribution to the capital of N on that date. major provisions of the regulations. Many of the rules
- are subject to a number of exceptions and modifications

IX. CERTAIN PREFERREDSTOCK depending on the circumstances. In addition, there are

other provisions dealing with locked interests' (e.g. a
The regulations also prescribe rules under which certain

bond with non-detachablewarrant).preferred stock with traditional debt features (such as a
a

fixed term and mandatory payment schedule) will be The regulations appear to take into account to a limited

classified as debt for tax purposes. In general, if the degree only the special problems that can arise where

preferred stock provides for fixed payments in the the shareholder or the corporation is foreign. The heavy
nature of principal or interest, its status as debt or stock emphasis placed on original issue discount, for instance,
will be tested under the rules applicable to hybrid n- may provide planning opportunities where funds are

struments discussed earlier. For this purpose, conven- loaned by, for example, a foreign parent to a U.S. subsi-

tional preferred stock Whose dividends and redemption diary under a note or other debt instrument, since such

payments are payable only out of earnings or in the dis- discount gives rise to an interest deduction by the sub-

cretion of the board of directors are nbt considered to sidiary. Where the 3:1 maximum inside debt-equity
provide for fixed payments in the nature of principalor ratio lmits the amount of indebtedness that can be in-

interest and are treated as stock under the regulations. cufred for this purpose and U.S. withholding tax may
ultimately be imposed, there still would likely be a

Example 16 timing benefit of substantialvalue.

On August 8, 1985, corporation D issues 500 shares f $100 par

value, 6 percent preferred stock. Dividendsn the preferred stock Example 19

are cumulativei and D may not pay dividends on its common Foreign parent corporation P pays $40,000 to its U.S. subsidiay
stock or repurchase shares of common stock so long as dividends (S) in consideration for a non-interestbearing promissory note in
on the preferred stock are in arrears. However, dividends on the the face amount of $100,000, payable in ten years. Assume that

preferred stock are payable only if declared by D's board of direc- the fair market value of such note is $40,000 and that the debt
tors. In addition, the preferred stock is callable after August 8, is within the 3:1 inside debt-equity ratio. In such case, the note
1990 for $100 a share at the discretion of D's board of directors. would carry with it o.riginal issue discount of $60,000, entitling
Thus, the holders of the preferred stock cannot compel D to re- S to a $6,000 per annum deduction. For U.S. purposes, however,
deem or purchase the stock. Based on these facts, the preferred P would not be taxed on the discount until it was paid, in this
stock does not provide for fixed payments in the nature of prin- case at the expiration of ten years, at which time U.S. tax with-

,

cipal or interest. Therefore, the preferred stock is treated as holding would likely be required on the discount, assuming that
stock. an exemption for interest is not provided by treaty.
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Assume that the fair market value of the 6 percent subordinated vances. However, like advances, demand obligations will
income debentures is $1,000 each. The debentures without their be reclassified as stock if the corporation fails to pay in-
equity features would provide for the payment of $4,000 (total terest at that rate.
principal and interest) on March 1, 2038 and would be $265
each. Based on these facts, the incore debentures are treated as Vll. INSTRUMENTSISSUED FOR PROPERTY
stock because the fair market value of each income debenture

As noted above, where the consideration paid for awithout its equity features (i.e. $265) is less than 50 percent of
its actual fair market value (i.e. $1,000/2 = $500). straight debt nstrument is not equal to its fair market

value, the regulations treat the difference as a distribu-
tion or capital contribution, depending on whether theExample 11
'consideration is adequate or excessive. The rules under

On August 1,1983, Corporation U issues debentures in the prin- which original issue discount and amortizable premium
cipal amount of $1,000 each. The debentures pay interest at a are imputed, however, generally do not apply to instru-
fixed rate of 8 percent, are due on August 1, 1993, and provide ments issued for the purchase of property.
for the payment of principal and interest in German marks. Based

Thus, to ensure that such nstruments bear nterest at
on these fats, the debenturesprovide for fixed payments ofboth

the market rate, the regulationsgenerally treat an instru-
principal and interest.

ment issued in exchange for property as stock if there is
The debentures are treated as indebtedness because they are a substantial identity of interest between the owners of
stright debt instruments. these instruments and the holders of the corporation's

shares, unless the instrumentbears interest at a rate that
would be paid to an unrelated seller, or, for corpora-Example 12
tions whose debt-equity ratio does not exceed 1:1, at a

On September 1,1984, corporationW issues floating rate notes in rate coming within the range applicable to advances.
the principal amount of $100,000. The notes pay interest at 3
percentage points above the prime rate and are due on Septem- Example 13
ber 1, 1994. Under the regulations, a variable rate of interest,
which is determined according to an external standard that is not On January 1, 1987, individuals A, B, and C transfer a tract of

subject to the borrower's control and that is not related to the undeveloped land and $4,500 in cash to a newly formed Corpo-
success or failure of the borrower's business or activities, is treat- ration X. In exchange, each receives 100 shares of stock and a

ed as a fixed rate of interest. Therefore, because the notes provide two-year, 10 percent promissory note for $110,000. Assume that

for fixed payments of both principal and interest, they are con- 10 percent is not an acceptable rate of interest.
sidered straight debt instruments and classified as indebtedness. Based on these facts, the promissory notes are treated as pre-

ferred stock for all purposes of the Code. In particular, all pay-

V. ADVANCES ments of interest on the instrumentare trated as dividendsto

the extent of the corporation's earnings and profits, and all pay-
The regulations provide special rules for cash advances ments of principal are treated as distributions in redemption
to a corporation (other than one made by an indepen- of stock.
dent creditor and other than those repaid within six
months and not exceeding $25,000) where the obliga- Vlll. GUARANTEED LOANS
tion is not reduced to writing. Unless the corporation One problem that has long existed in the of classi-has excessive debt, cash advances will be treated as debt area

so long as they bear interest at a rate close to one which fying instruments as debt or equity hs been the diffi-
would be paid to an unrelated lender on a similar type culty in determiningunder what circumstancesa loan to.

of indebtednss. An equally acceptable rate for corpora-
a corporation guaranteed by its shareholder would be

tions whose debt-equity ratio does not exceed 1:1 is a
viewed as a loan from the creditor to the shareholder
followed by a contributiont the capital of the corpo-rate within a prescribed range which includes the rate of

interest payable on tax deficiencies (currently 12 per-
ration. The regulations do nothing to resolve the prob-

cent), the local prime rate, a rate determinedby the Sec- lem but make it clear that the rules established under

retary of the Treasury, or any intermediate rate. The existing case law will continue to govern. In this regard,
local prime rate includes the rate charged at any bank the courts have focused primarily on the question of

(including any non-U.S. banks) where the corporation whether, at the time the loan was consummated, the
ordinarily does business. If for any year the corporation creditor essentially was looking to the guarantor for
fails to pay interest within this range, the advance will payment. Some of the factors considered by the courts
be reclassified as stock beginning in that year.

in answring this question include: (1) whether, at the
time of the loan, there was a reasonable expectation
that the business would succeed on its own; (2) whether

VI. DEMAND OBLIGATIONS the issuing company was adequatelycapitalized;(3) sub-
ordination of the instrument; (4) the ability of the cor-As in the case of advances, the rules for classifyingobli- poration to obtain the loan n the absence of the guaran-gations payable on demand are largely a function of the tee; and (5) whether the loan proceeds are expended for

' rate of interest charged. 3 In general, unless the issuing capital assets.
company has excessive debt, a demand obligation that is
held in substantiallythe same proportion as the holdings 3. The rules do not apply to obligations that repaid withinareof stock will be regarded as debt so long as it bears a six months if their total amount, when added to the amount of
rate of interest described earlier n connection with ad- outstanding.advances,does not exceed $25,000.
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Under the regulations, the debentures held by M are treated as

Example 6 stock beginning on January 1,1990, whereas the debentures held
by independent creditors are not affected. It is conceivable thatCorporation N, a corporation organized under the laws of coun- this adverse result could be mitigated if X paid the interest to M

try Q, owns all the stock of W, a U.S. company. On January 1, who then contributed the same to the capital of X.1987, W issues a $100,000, 28 percent debenture to N in ex-

change for $100,000. Under provision P of the debenture, an ac-
Example 8

tion to enforce the terms of the debenture can be maintained
only in the village court of village V in country Q. Assuming that The facts are the same as in Example 7 except that X does not
the principal purpose of the nclusion of provision P is to reduce pay interest to either M or the other debenture holders. Addi-
the fair market value of the debenture, the I RS may disregard the tionally, the debenture holders as a group decide not to bring
1erm in determining the debenture's fair market value. su.it against X in the hope that business conditions will improve,

and that X will be able to meet its obligations. The debenturesStraightdebt instruments (other than those issued for property or
held by M continue be treated indebtedness because M hasaspayable on demand) ordinarily are classified as debt if the corpo-

to

not failed to pursue available remedieswith the ordinary diligenceration's capital is more than nominal. For this purpose, a corpora-
of an independentcreditor.tion's capital is considered nominal only if there exists a substan-

tial identity between the owners of these instruments and the
holders of the company's shares, and the corporation is regarded as Example 9

hav.ing an excessive amount of debt. A corporation'sdebt will On January 1,1985, Z Corporation issues $200,000 of ten-year,
not be consideed excessive if, after taking into account the cor- 10 percent unsecured notes to L, its 80 percent shareholder. Z
poration's financial strength, the terms of the instrument would pays all interest accrued on the notes semiannually until 1990,
be satisfactory to a bank, insurance company, or similar lending when, because of adverse business conditions, Z stops paying in-
institution making ordinary commercial loans. In addition, the terest on the notes. On February 1, 1991, L agrees to postpone
regulations create a safe harbor underwhich a corporation'sdebt $10,000 of the accrued interest in 1990 until the notes mature on
will not be considered excessive if: (i) its debt-equity ratio is less January 1,1995. In addition, Z agrees to pledge certain collateral
than or equal to 10:1, its equity being determined by the ad- as security for the debentures. Taling into acount Z's prior re-

justed basis of its assets (at the end of the year), and (ii) the cor- cord of paying all interest accrued until 1990 and the pledge of
poration's inside debt-equity ratio is less than or equal to 3:1, collateral, it is assumed that L has exercised the ordinary dili-
computed in the same manner as the 10:1 ratio, but including gence of an independent creditor, and therefore the notes will
liabilities to independent creditors only for purposes of comput- continue tobe treated as indebtedness.
ing the corpany's equity. The use of the inside ratio is intended There is a seeming inconsistency in the approach the regulationsto discourage foreign shareholders from issuing themselves large take to straightdebt instrumentswhere no interest is provided for
amounts of debt at high, non-commerciai interest rates, there- and to those where it is stated but not paid. In the former case,by generating large deductions for interest at the corporate level where n interest payments are actually made, the regulationswhich is not taxed to the shareholdersat the full U.S. rate. will impute interest and treat the instrument as debt. In the latter
A straight debt nstrument issued substantially in proportion to a nstance, where interest is stated but not paid, instead of imput-
shareholder's stock hold.ings that is initially classified as debt will ing interest, the regulations reclassify the instrument as stock.
be reclassified as stock upon the issuing company's non-payment
of interest when due and, in many instances, upon the non-pay-
ment of principal when due, where the shareholder fails to pur-
sue available remedies with the same diligence as an ordinary cre-

ditor. In those instances where a reclassification occurs, the in-
strument is treated as stock as of the beginning of the year during IV. HYBRID INSTRUMENTS
which a failure to pay occurs. In addition, where there is a sub-
stantial change in the terms of an instrument that is held.in sub- Hybrid instruments are treated as stock if their equity
stantial proportion to the holdings of stock, the instrument will features account for more than 50 percent of their fair
be treated as newly issued in exchange for property, and its status market value on the date they are issued. In addition,
as debt or equity will be governed by the rules applicable to such hybrid instruments automatically are treated as stock if
instrumentsd iscussed below. there is a substantial identity of interest between the

owners of these nstruments and the holders of the cor-

poration's shares. Otherwise, the rules for Classifying
Example 7 these instruments as debt rather than equity are much

the same as those for straight debt instruments.M is the sole shareholder of Xi a corporation that uses the calen-
dar year as the taxable year. On January 1, 1985, X issues
$100,000 of ten-year, 9 percentdebentures. Of these debentures, Example 10

$10,000 are issued to M ad are treated as indebtedness.The re- On March 1, 1988, Corporation M issues 6 percent subordinated
maining debentures are issued to independentcreditors. income debentures in the principal amount of $1,000 due on

X pays all interest accrued on the debentures semiannually until March 1, 2038. Annual payment of interest is mandatory if net

1990. Because of adverse business conditions, X does not pay the income is available and optional otherwise. Accumulated interest
interest accrued in 1990 on the debentures held by M. X con- must be paid in all events at maturity.
tinued to pay interest on the debentures held by the independent Based on these facts, each debenture provides for fixed payments
creditors, but M does not bring suit against X for non-paymentof of $1,000 in principal and $3,000 in simple intereston March 1,
interest. 2038.

.
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A straight debt instrument is a debt instrument other must be determined. Where the amount of money paid
than a hybrid instrument, and a hybrid instrument is for the instrument exceeds its fair market value, the
one containing an equity feature, such as a conversion excess is treated as a contribution to capital. On the

privilege or a right to contingent payments. Whether a other hand, where the fair market value of the instru-
creditor is independent is determined by looking at all ment exceeds the money paid for it, the difference is
the relevant facts, with a presumption of independence regarded as a distribution of either cash r stock-cie-
if: (i) the creditor owns, actually and by.attribution, less pending upon whether the instrument is treated as debt
than 5 percent of the corporation's outstanding stock, or equity. There is a limited safe-harbor rule under
and (ii) the creditor's holding of stock and debt are not which an instrument's face amount will be considered

substantially proportionate. The classification of an in- to equal its value if the instrumentbears a rate of inter-
strument as stock or indebtednessis made at the time it est described below in connection with advances, and
is issued. In certain cases, however, an instrument initial- the instrument is issued for consideration equal to its

ly classified as debt may be reclassied as stock at a face. In other cases, troublesomeissues of valuation may
later date. But once an instrument is classified as stock, be encountered.
it may not thereafter be reclassified as indebtedness. In If the instrument is classified as debtand its face amount
most cases, the ultimate determination will depend on is greater than its value, the excess will constitute origin-
whether the holdings of stock and debt of the issuing al issue discount and will ,be deductible ratably by the
cmpany are substantially proportionate taking nto ac- corporation over the term of the loan and correspond-
count all relevant facts and circumstances, including ingly ncludable in income by the holder much like n-
holdings by certain family members and other entities. terest. If the face amount is less than the value of the
Proportionality will not exist, however, if the compa- instrument, the difference will constitute amortizable
ny's stock and debt nstruments are widely held and the premium and essentiallywill be accorded converse treat-
instruments are separately traded and readily market- ment.
able.

Example 1 2

Example 5
A, B, and C each own 10 shares of common stock in corporation
Y. Y has no other Stock of any class outstanding. However, Y Corporation S is organized in 1985 for the purpose of construct-

does have outstanding subordinated 8 percent debentures in the ing, owning, and operating an office building. Fifteen Canadian

principl amount of $100,000. A owns $40,000 of the deben- residents (ten of whom are U.S. persons) subscribe for the capital
tures, B owns $30,000, C owns $20,000, and an independentcre- stock of Corporation S at $100 a share. On January 1,1988, he
ditor owns the remaining $10,000. Under the regulations, hold- shareholders agree to loan $400 to Corporation S for each share

ings of the debentures and holdings of stock in Y are substantially of stock subscribed. These loans are represented by 19-year, 7

proportionate. The result would be the same if the debentures percentdebentures in the principal amount of $400 each.
owned by B were owned by B's spouse. Note that the substantial- Assume that the debentures are treated as indebtedness ahd that
ly proportionate holdings of stock and debentures do not affect the fair market value of each debenture is $328. Based theseon
the treatment of the debentures held by the independent credi- facts, $72 of each $400 advance is treated as a contribution to
tor. capital. Therefore, the shareholder's basis in each debenture is

$328 and there is an original issue discount of $72 on each deben-
Example 2 ture. This discunt is deductible ratably by Corporation S over

The facts are the same as in Example i, except that A, B, and C the term of the loan. Each shareholderwho is a U.S. person is re-

each own $10,000 of debentures, and the independentcreditor quired to include the discount in income as interest ratably over

owns $70,000. Based on these facts, the holdings of stock and de- the term of the loan. The other shareholderswould generally not

bentures are not substantially proportionate. be subject to U.S. tax on the discount until paid.
In each year there would be $28 of interest paid on each deben-

Example 3 ture upon which, with respect to the debentures owned by Cana-

A and B each own 50 percent of the common stock of corpora- dian residents who are non-U.S, persons, there would be a 15 per-

tion W. In addition, W has outstanding $100,000 of 6 percent cent withholding tax due. In addition, the Canadian resident

debentures owned entirely by A. Here, the holdings of stock and would be deemed to have received discount of $3.79 (i.e. 72 +

debentureswould not be substantially proportionate. 19) upon which a further withholding tax of $.56 would be due

(i.e. $3.79 x 15 percent). Thus, the Canadian residents who are

Example 4 not U,S. persons would receive anrually $23.24 net of U.S. with-

holding tax. Compare the result in Example 19, below.
Corporation P owns all the stock of corporations S and T. In ad-

dition, S owns 85 percent of a class of debentures issued by T. It should be noted that in determining an instrument's fair mar-

Based on these facts, holdings of the T stock and debentures are ket value or the reasonablenessof an interest rate, the IRS has the

substantially proportionate. autho'rity to disregard a non-commercial term of an instrument
where the principal purpose of the inclusion of the term is to in-

' crease or decrease the fair market value of an instrument.

Ill. STRAIGHT DEBT INSTRUMENTS

Where a straight debt instrument is issued to a sharehold- 2. The examples contained herein are based on those set forth
er for money, the market value of that instrument first in the final regulations.
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Summaryo- --ina Reua-ionson -rea-men-o-

Cer-ain n-eres-s in Coroora-ionsasS-ocorDeo-
by Stanley Weiss and Phillip A. McCarthy *

-

There is a certain irreduciblecore ofdifficulty in making
the debt-equity distinction, and some exercise of

judgment is ultimately required. The final regulations
present this judgmentas a relatively straightforwardexercse

in valuation, and this is quitepossibly the most that
can be done. --Preamble to FinalRegulations,

FederalRegister, December31, 1980.

I. INTRODUCTION

Under Code 385, the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to prescribe
regulations setting forth the factors to be taken into consideration in classi-

fying corporate nstruments as debt oi equity. The recharacterizationof a CONTENTS

debt instrument as equity may have significant tax consequences, the most
I. INTRODUCTION

important of which are that the corporate obligor is not allowed a deduction
for interest paid, but nterest and principal payments made by it are treated Il. INGENERAL

as distributionsto the recipient and taxable as dividends to him to the extent Ill. STRAIGHTDEBT INSTRUMENT

of the corporation's earnings and profits. The recasting of a loan as equity IV. HYBRID INSTRUMENTS

could create special problems where the issuing corporation has foreign V. ADVANCES

shareholders, since the issuing corporation would be required to withhold at
VI. DEMANDOBLIGATIONS

the dividend rate on payments of both nterest and principal. While the regu-
lations primarily are concerned with the treatment of debt as equity, rules

Vll. INSTRUMENTS ISSUED FOR PROPERTY

also are provided for recharacterizingpreferred stock as indebtednessunder Vill, G UARANTEED LOANS

certain circumstances. IX. CERTAIN PREFERRED STOCK

On March 24, 1980, the Treasury issued proposed regulations under Code X. CONCLUSION

385 that contained a detailed set of rules for distinguishingbetween corpo-
rate debt and equity. Thereafter, in response to comments it received from
the public, the Treasury made a number of amelioratingchanges to the pro-

posed rules, and, on December 31, 1980, published the regulations in final
form. The final regulations have an effective date of April 30, 1981 and

generally will apply only to preferred stock, bonds, notes, or similar evi-
dences of indebtedness issued, and certain cash advances and guaranteed
loans made, after that date. All other interests (such as trade accountspay-
able, claims for wages, bank deposits, etc.) are outside the scope of the regu-
lations and their status as stock er debt will continue tb be governed by
existing law.

Il. IN GENERAL

The regulations prescribe different rules for the characterizationof a straight * Roberts and Holland, New York City,
debt instrumentand a hybrid nstrument;debt instrumentswhich are held in WashingtonD.C. and Miami, Florida.

substantially the same proportion as stock holdings and debt nstruments is-
1. An exception is made for interests cre-

ated pursuant to a pre-existing commit-
sued to ndependent creditors; debt nstruments issued for money and those ment in effect on December 29, 1980, and
issued for other property; and demand obligations, advances, and sharehold- at all times thereafter.

er guarantees.
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tion with the individual income tax is no doubt a rel- appears appropriate to keep the tax burden at the cor-

evant variable in designing tax policy for development. porate level comparatively low and to accentuate the
But the rate level of such taxes -- which by the nature tax bite when profits are distributed. As a matter of
of our enquiry is not extensively covered here -- is of fact, the chances are that the dividends thus received
even more fundamentalrelevance.Amongst other things, will largely spill over into consumption instead of being
governmentsmustdecidewhetherthey want to stimulate recycled through (undeveloped)capitalmarket channels.
the adoption of the corporate vehicle and whether, in Ploughed-back profits sustain a high nvestment ratio,
order to foster business savings, tax rates at the cor- which is a major engine f economic growth. The risk
porate level should be set at a rather low level. The that profits may be retained t shelter high-bracket
answer to these two questions, in the view of this writer, shareholders from the comparatively higher personal
iS, as a matter of principle, an affirmative one. The taxes and would nt give rise to investmentoutlays can

practice of several developing countries, as Colombia, be countered by measures against the personal holding
for example, consists in taxing the corporation at type corporation, discussed above, and by granting
harsher rates than partnerships and unincorporated some preferential treatment to the act of actual invest-
business units. This implies a hidden subsidy to forms ment instead of to creditingprofits to reserves.

of business which are less sophisticated and which,
because of loose accounting standards, already tend 21. See, for example, Richard M. Bird, Taxation and Develop-
to be less effectively assessed. This writer also supports ment: Lessons from Colombian Experience (Cambridge, Mass.,
the view of several well-known tax eperts 21 that it Harvard UniversityPress, 1970).

-
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tively large, open companies, and to differentiatesome- do not employ modern management and accounting
what amongst various forms of business organisations. techniques and have a small turnover; their reach is

Third, impersonal corporate taxes are rather incongruous often restricted to the local market. The artisanal sectr
in personalized glbal type systems. The steps taken to and petty commerce are still sizeable in number and
remedy this basic incompability contribute towards even in economic signicance in many developing.coun-

better adapting tax forn to economic substance, but tries, whereas in developed economies they have almost
they remain somewhatpatchy. disappeared.
Fourth, the answer to the vexing policy question The above-mentioned features f the typical socio-
whether dividends should be taxed once or twice is not economic environment in developing countries throw
given by the inner logic of either the schedular or the light on some actual tax practices in those countries.

global paradigm, but by policy-maker's views about The enterprise tax appears fairly well suited t the
economic nd distributionaleffects. As a matter of fact, country's needs, as long as the modern corporate sector
forImulas of single and of dual taxation of dividends can has not expanded substantially. One must recall that, in
be operated within systems that are either schedular or many cases, developing countries have frcibly or freely
global. taken over the main lines of the tax systems of an in-

dustrial country, mst often the metrpolis. Thus, theAnd, finally, we noticed some broad shifts over time enterprise tax was part and parcel of the traditionalin the structural design of corporation taxes. This sug- French schedular system. Spurred by the advance ofgests that the rational choice of alternative formulas for global systems in many countries, personalizing taxcorporate taxation may be shaped, t an extent, by the parameters, included graduated rates, were also intro-characteristics of different stages of economic develp- duced in developingcountries. Smce most busmess unitsment. We turn to this interesting query in the next still have a family profile, such parameters were justifiedsection, in which the problems of developing countries
on distributional grounds. Progressive rates, however,will hold pride of place. nhibit the growth of modern enterprises and of the
corporate business form.

In other words, the uncritical transplantation of taxIV. SPECIFIC PROBLEMSOF BUSINESSTAXATION models of ndustrial countries is not at all warrnted.IN DEVELOPINGCOUNTRIES This is particularly true of the American corporate tax
which is based on the separate entity philosophy.On a priori grounds, one would xpect that the use f In this respect, it is nteresting t not that, in thethe corporate legal vehicle will spread as development corporate tax eld, developing countries often deviateprceeds. This sequence has occurred in Western Europe from the technical features that implied in theand in the UnitedStatessince the second half of the 19th are

architecture of the income tax in the industrial country.century. Amongst other factors, the relative shift of
Colombia, for example, although it has global personalecnomic activity from agriculture to industry greatly a

tax, features a sort of business tax which differentiatescontributed to that phenmenon.An empirical study by between various legal forms of ding business. NeitherErnst-Albrecht Conrad supports that hypothesis. In- would it be wise to experiment with, say, the dividend-terestingly, he found in a crss-sectionexercise that the
received integrative methods in the absence of well-aratio of corporate tax revenuet GNP was higher in the

1965-67 period in 35 developingcountries covered than developed capital market. Less sophisticated methods
will de as well. Moreover, as suggested by the survey ofin 12 industrialones. Thishigherlevel, however, was sub-
altemative formulas in III, it would be mistaken tostantially influenced by a few mineral-exportingcoun-

onetries. Time series also displayed a higher elasticity of cor- posit that only single scheme is acceptable. For
orporate tax revenue to GNP for the set of developing example, whether not dividends to resident share-

holders should be taxed twice appears to be a decisioncounties than for developped ones. The corporate sector
which largely trancends the postulates of schedularand the associated tax revenues are expanding particu- a

larly rapidly in countries with high growth ratios. In de-
or global prototype.

veloped countries, the relative role of the corporate But as a country develops, modern domestic businesses
vehicle within the business sector may also be somewhat will spread and many amongst them will adopt the cor-

growing. 20 prate form. As suggested in the previous section, special
provisions for corprate bodies which become open toDefinitive answerswould requiremoreextensivedata and
widespread shareholding would have to be devised.a further differentition between domestic and foreign Within the schedular system, the undifferentiatedenter-owned enterprises; it is also unclear whether Conrad's prise tax may have to be abandoned as regards incorpor-concept f corporate taxes also encompasses partner- ated businesses. Where global tax principles alreadyships,and individual businesses; this would be a highly govern the individual income tax, the introduction ofadvisable procedure if the data cover countries which
some form of separate, mpersonal corporate tax wouldapply what we have called the enterprisetax. also become desirable.

Although, relative to GDP, and especially in mineral-
Finally, another mportant consideration is in order.based ecnomies, the corprate sector may be larger The structural form of corporate taxation and its rela-than in industrialized countries, there can be no doubt

that, on the whole, business units in low-income coun- 20. Ernst-Albrecht Conrad, Trends in the level of Corporatetries are smaller, in absolute terms, than in industrial Taxation, paper, Fiscal Affairs Department, International Mon-
countries. Many business units are porly equipped, etary Fund, November 1972.
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resources. Admittedly, these can be mitigated to quite running the business. To treat them fiscally in the same.

sme extent by the integrative schemes discussed way as ne does open cmpanies (i.e. with a separate
above. But, even then, the separate imposition f re- tax n corporate profits, possibly amended by partial
tained profits is inevitable, as, n large corporations, integration schemes -- see the previous section), has

the attribution of non-distributedprofits to the under- denite drawbacks. It opens avenues for tax miriimis-

lying shareholders is administratively almost unachiev- ation, to the benet of top-bracket shareholders, over

able -- as discussed above. the prot-retention reute. It follws that the symbiosis
In other wrds, whatever technical arrangements are

between the closed company and its shareholders war-

adopted, mpersonal taxes on the corporation cannot rants the adoption f tax formulas that wuld achieve

qualify as a congenital ingredient in the essentially full integration.

person-centered global tax architecture. In fact, when This has prompted many countries with global type sys-

corporate-source profits are singled out for separate tems to take some steps to redress those anomalies.

treatment, they ntroduce a schedular component in Several legislations allow the possibility fr specified,
a tax which should be based on total income from closed companies to opt for the tax treatment appli-
whateversource derived. cable t partnerships. Elsewhere, tax avoiding ma-

In this connection, the cntention that the capacity
vouers are combatted by enabling the fisc to pierce

to pay principle, which is the time-honored justifi- throug the corporateveil of so-called director-controlled

cation for progressive taxation and which is predicated companies and to allocate the retained profits over the
shareholders, Such companies, typically, are of the

on the declining marginal utility of income, als applies
to large corporations is not at all cnvincing. But if holding-type variety and are not directly engaged in

industrial or commercial activities. One must add that
the same expression is vested with a different meaning,
whereby emphasis is laid upon the corporate economic

commercial legislation in many countries, such as

life proper, it could be solidly asserted that such com-
Germany and France, contains a legal form which is a

panies do have the capacity to pay taxes, in their own
hybrid between the socits de personnes and the
socits de capitaux. 19 The legal statute for busi-

right. Anyhow, politicians have cme to treat corpor-
ations as a convenient target for mobilizing revenue.

nesses can thus be betteradjustedto the economiccharac-
teristics f the business units. But such wider optins as

In ne category of corporate units, impersonal features regards the legal form for doing business do not, as such,
have become even more prevalent.Most large companies, solve the fiscal problem, as one must still determine

headquartered n the United States, European Market which tax arrangement should apply te the hybrid.
ecnomies or Japan, have nowadays largely become Such measures facilitate the adjustment of formal tax
multinationalized n the sense that they perform pro- statutes t economic reality, but this welcome flexi-
ductive activities n subsidiaries located abroad. These bility occurs as the cost of a more complex tax legis-
subsidiaries in the hst countries are even less related to lation; and furthermore,corporate tax legislationcannot
ndividual shareholders. They are wholly or partially adequately accommodatethe tremendousvariet in size,
owned by a foreign crporation, which usually itself is sector of ctivity and motivationsin settingup corporate
a large and open company.In ether words, taxes on the units. Only the smaller corprations, which clearly dis-
sUbsidiaries of freign companies are bound to be play a family profile, can be segregated nto a separate
designed in an impersonal fashion. 18

tax category in which the impersonalcorporateapproach
The corporate legal cloth is availed of not only by large is amended or replaced by the partnership method.
enterprises, but also by the numerous small, closed This section, in our view, leads t several interesting
companies. Entrepreneurs and businessmen may want conclusions.
to adopt the corporate vehicle for various reasons. First
and foremost, the limitedliability feature greatly reduces First, the application of the same formal tax statute

the risk factor. Second, the conversion of an individual to all corporate bodies is inappropriate, cnsideringthe

unit into a corporate body allows businessmen to obtain wide variety n the size of corporations and in the in-

a formal wage fr their labor inputs, thus making them volvement of their shareholders in management de-

more fully eligible for social security benefits. And final- cisions.

ly, high-income recipients may use the corporate con- Second, an mpersonal tax with flat rates appears suited
struct to avail themselves of tax savings which result to the large, open company; yet, in view of undesirable
from the twin facts of (a) a lower rate on retained allocational and distributional effects, procedures for

earnings at the company level than the applicable alleviating the double taxation of dividends appear jus-
marginal rates in the individual tax, and (b) the wide- tified. Although schedular systems, in accordancewith

spread exemption or preferential treatment of capital their underlying lgic, would postulate an enterprise
gains. tax applicable to all forms of doing business, they also

The economic role of closed companies, particularly have been led to recognize the emergence of compara-

n industrial countries, does not match that of large,
open corporatins. But their number is much larger. 18. The impersonal nature of the tax on the subsidiary in the

' They aiso raise a difcultproblem for the policy-maker.
host country does not eliminate the need to reconcile the claims
of the host and of the home countries, through unilateral rules

Formally, the organisational pattern of the closed com- and bilateral agreements.
pany is similar to that of open companies, but their 19. Such as the French socit de personnes responsabilit
economic reality is clearly different. The closed com- limite and the German Gesellschaft mit beschrnkter Haf-

pany is characterized by shareholders who are actively tung.
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not quite complete and pen to additional variants, is often with considerable power to affect the economy
impressive and filled with much technical detail. But, in which not only shareholders but also other group-
beynd the thick wood of technicalities, one discovers ngs of people hold a stake.
alternative pathways for tax policy and is faced with The large, open corporationacts as an mpersonalentity
options about mportantmatters of substance. in the sense that, usually, and despite the formal at-
In this connection, and without repeating the extensive tribute of ownership attached to shareholdings, the
literature on the subject, a few important remarks are decision-making organs of the corporation largely act
worth making. First, as already stressed, it is misleading independently frm the shareholders. Hence person-
to look only at the level at which prot or ncme taxes alization of profit taxes on large companies would not
are formlly applied. The relevant consideratin is make any sense; neither would graduated rates: to
whether the taxes levied are meant to burden the cor- penalize the size of corprate bodies (as measured in

poration or the shareholders. Thus, the use f the with- terms of taxable profits) is a questionable policy. In

holding technique, while applied by the crporation, sum, the personal nature of the large, open corporation
hits the shareholder. Second, for purposesf exposition calls for it to be taxed in an impersonal or objective way.
we have, in the precedingsection,gauged the combined
tax burden that results when in several of the above- The object-centered features of a schedular tax system
mentioned formulas taxes are formally operating at suit this prescription. But such systems, if consistently
the two levels. Such an approach presumes that the structured, do not discriminate between ncorprated
company has no economic life or substance apart from and other legal forms of business. Such unifrm treat-
its shareholders and that, accordingly, the taxes levied ment is rationalized by referencet the qualitative dis-
on the corporation should be viewed as burdening only crimination theory, in which all business profits, as they
the shareholders. stem from the combination of labr and capital, should

be located in the schedule of mixed income. One may
Such symbiosis, which provides the backdrop for the wonder, however, whether such principle can be upheld
conduit or corprateveil theory, however, must be with respect to large corporations to which capital and
seriously questioned with respect to modern, large cor- labor are cntributedby differentpersons.
porations. Although far less numerous than tiny corpor-
ate bodies, large corporations account for the lion's Hence, it comes as no surprise that, in a large number of

share of profits in the corporate sector. The major de- historical schedular tax systems, the originally intended

cisions in most large companies are taken by prfes- uniform treatment of all types of business has fallen

sional managers, whose possession of shares of the cor- apart. We mentioned already that some countries have

poration which employs them is most often quite limit- added a flat-rate schedular tax on dividends as received

ed, Most of the world's giant corporations were started by shareholders, thus instituting a dual4evel, un-inte-

by daring entrepreneurs as family businesses. Their grated tax on dividends. Elsewhere, business units could

rapid expansion necessitated tapping the capital market not be shielded from personalizing features, such as al-

s that, typically the foundingfamilyeventually retained lowances fordependents;the pull of the ability to pay

only a small part of the outstanding shares. The main principle and the associated tendency to tailor tax liab-

exception, which is more prevalent in Europe, consists ilities according to the economic circumstances of n-

of the holding company situation, in which families dividual taxpayers have been powerful. As already
or financial groups are in a position to control the com- noticed, n several cuntries, and especially in Latin

pany with a comparatively small portin of the shares America, progressive rate frmulas have been ntro-

issued (e.g. only 20 percent),as the other stcks are scat- duced, smetimes even n corporations. In other cases,

tered over a very large nunber of shareholderswho view tax rate differentiations according to the forn of busi-

their capital contribution as a reversible investment, ness have been adopted, with limited liability enter-

subject to arbitrage against a more promising financial prises being more severely taxed. One might add that,
asset. Most ndividual shareholders als tend to be almost unavoidably, the severity of the assessment

apathetic with respect to the exercise of the rights of process also tends to diverge: compliance obligations
ownership and control that are attached to their shares. often are more stringent, in fact if not in law, for cor-

In ther words, the bulk of the shareholders in such porations than for unincorporated units, since the

open companies des not view itself as ntimately former nvolve a more sophisticated form of business

wedded to the corporation. As cntrastedwith partner- organisatin and are, on the average, larger. As the

ships and closed corporations, the shareholders in open
number of large-sized and open companies in a growing

companies only contribute capital, not labor services. economy ncreases, the tendency towards a more im- ,

Today, and especially in the United States, a large part personal form of taxing them and towards severing
of shares is held by nstitutionl nvestrs, such as

the links with the tax treatmentof the individual share-

private pension funds, acting n behalf of their mem-
holders has also gathered strength.

bers. This results in. even more tenuous allegiance of This mpersonal mde of taxing profits, however, is ill
ndividuals with the corporations. The ownership at- suited to the global system, which aims essentially at
tributes of shareholders are also constrained by the apportioning tax burdens in accordance with the com- ,

actin of other groups, such as unionized workers. parative capacity to pay of individuals. As illustrated in
It is fair to say that, at present, large companies can the preceding section, this almost unavoidable juxta-
no longer be viewed as contractual constructs in which position of a tax at the corporate level as distinct from
sharehlders enjoy sovereign pwers of decision, but that on individuals creates distortions in the vertical tax
rather as living rganisms acting in their own right, and burden distribution and in the allocation of nvestible
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of firms and of income originatingwithin them. 13 This pletely eliminating the double scal attack on dividends
persistent preference given to the corporatevehicle sug- with a complex combination of the dual-rate formula
gests that tax drawbacks may well be offset by advan- and the dividend-received deduction. The latter is
tages, such as the limited liability. And finally and granted to the shareholder and amounts to the second
obviously, one should expect that the absolute level f main integrationistformula.
tax rates exerts a.deeper impact on the ability and the In the dividend-received formula, corporate profits are
propensity to save of companies and shareholders than taxed in full and a flat rate is withheldby the cmpanythe structural characteristics of corporate tax designs. on the gross amount of dividends. This scheme differs

from the classic system in that the sharehlderbenets
F. Integrative schemes to mitigate the double frm a credit against his liability n his global ncme

taxation of dividends for part (typically, one half) of the corporation tax paid
on distributed profits. In France, this relief is called

In recent years, a signicant number of highly indus- the avir scal. To benefit from it, the shareholder,
trialized countries have adopted corporate tax for:mulas when submitting his income tax declaration, must aug-
in which the double taxation of dividends is alleviated ment the dividends received 16 with the amount of the
or even eliminated. As mentioned in a survey by the avoir fiscal. France adopted the avoir fiscal for-
OECD, the governments have been mtivated much mula in 1965; similar tax relief on dividends received
more by the adverse allcational effects just mentioned was enactedin Belgium (1963) and Great Britain (1973)
and by the need to arrive at a system which better fits (where, as mentioned earlier, the classic methd had
the needs for nternationalcoordinationof tax claims -- been ntroduced as recently as in 1965).
in a world in which business is ncreasingly inter- One should mention that, at the limit, the dual r split-natinally involved -- than by the distortions in inter- rate system will merge into undistributed prots tax
personal ncome tax burden distribution analyzed whenever at the corporate level disributed profitsabove. 14 Yet, although the desire to soften the s-

remain exempted, i.e. carry a zero rate. Contrary to
cal burden on the sharehlders n account of tax

the split-rate system, the tax relief alleviation is grantedalready discharged by the corporate body apparently to the shareholder,not to the company.has not been the decisive consideration, these schemes
have become known as those seeking integraton Depending on the variables in use (rates, pay-out ratio,
between the two levels of tax. Upon inspection, how- marginal rates on individuals, etc.) there are bound to

ever, the (re)integratin achieved remains incomplete, be variatins in the combined tax burden and in the
on two counts. Contrary to the full integratin, which distribution of that burden when the two formulas of
is inherent in the partnership approach, nly the dis- dividend relief and the classic system are compared.
tributed part of profits is affected by the moves towards But a discussin of those complex matters would

ntegratin. And besides, only partial removal of the stretch this chapter beyond what is needed for our

double tax on distributed profits has been granted. specific enquiry. 17

Today, out of nine member states, seven countries in
the EEC have adopted such integrative schemes. The Ill. SOME UNDERLYINGSUBSTANTIVE
EEC Commission itself has come out in favor of tax har- ISSUES
monisation on the basis of the French method of relief
for dividends received. 15 Only the Netherlandsand the The previous sectin surveyed alternative patterns for
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, as yet, stick to the classic designing the tax treatment of corporate bodies -- and,
system. As already mentioned, the issue is under active more generally, of multiple-owner enterprises- and
discussin in the United States. their links with persnal income taxation. The list, while
Two main schemes have been adopted to this effect,
although various technicalities make for variants. A

13. See William E. Cullison, Trends in Federal Taxation since

1950, Economic Review, Federal Reserve Bank ofRichmond,first approach, the split-rate system, reduces the rate May, June, 1980, p. 16.
applicable at the corporate level n the distributed 14. Company Tax Systems in OECD Member Countries,
portion of taxable profits. The system otherwise func- Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development,
tions as in the classic mode]. The difference is that the (Paris, 1973), pp. 13-4.
lower rate on the dividends paid out is not offset by a 15. The EEC submitted its directive in 1975. See also the study
commensurate upwards adjustment of the tax on the commissioned by the EEC by A.J. van den Tempel, which ex-

undistributed portion of corporate profits; hence, the presed a slight preference for the classic system.
actual flow of dividends to the shareholder is enlarged. 16. France does not apply a withholding tax on dividends paid
Whether the combined burden of the two-level to residents.

antaxes is lower or higher than under the classic system
17. For excellentcomparison in algebraic terms of the inte-

see

depends on the marginal rate applicable in the indi-
grative and of the classic schemes, The Structure and Reform
of Direct Taxation (The Meade Report) (The Institute for Fiscal

vidual tax; at given pay-out ratios, the split-rate system Studies, London, 1977), pp. 265-8. It can also be shown that,
' becomes more brdensome for shareholders in the under the assumption of equal revenue yield and of unaffected

upper-incomebranches. pay-out ratios, the split-rate and the dividend received are equiv-
alent in terms of relief for corporate distribution. See, Mitsuo

l West Germany installed such a twe-rate system in 1953. Saito and Richard M. Bird, International Aspects of the Tax-
A major objective consisted in reactivatingstock market ation of Corporations and Shareholders, IMF Staff Papers,
activity. In 1977 West Germany moved towards com- Vol. XXII, no. 2, July 1975, pp. 392-3.
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TABLE I I

Comparisonof the tax burden under the classic and the partnershipsystems

Marginal Partnership
rate system Classic.system

No distributionof 50% pay-out rates of Full distributionof
dividends dividends dividends

Absolute Percentage Absofute Percentage Absolute Percentage
difference difference difference difference difference difference

Tax Tax with Il with Il Tax with Il with Il Tax with Il with Il

I Il iII IV V VI VII Vlll Ix X XI

10% 10 50 +40 + 300. % 52.5 + 42.5 +325 % 55 +45 + 350 %
30% 30 50 +20 + 66.7% 57.5 +27.5 + 91.7% 65 + 35 +116.7%
50% 50 50 - - 62.5 + 12.5 + 25 % 75 +25 + 50 %
70% 70 50 -20 -- 40 % 67.5 -2.5 -- 3.7% 85 +15 + 21.4%
90% 90 50 . -40 80 % 72.5 -17.5 --24.1% 95 +5 + 5.6%--

Source: Author's computations.
-

shown in the second column of Table I. This comparison not deductible; furthermore, they are tapped a secnd
is rendered in Table II, which shows the extraburden time in the hands of the shareholders. At a 50 percent
due to the corporation tax, both in absolute and in corporate tax rate, the corporation must secure US $ 2

ensurepercentage terms. To continuity in the examples, of earnings for every US $ 1 of dividends, whereas
we assume, as in the upper panel of Table I, a corpor- US $ 1 of interestpaid only requires US $ 1 f earnings.
ate tax rate of 50 percent. Within a given column, the Hence, the separate entity system nvolves an incen-
extra burden is quite high at low levels of overall tive for corporations to raise the debt/equity ratio in
individual income but declines as we move up the in- their nancing policies. At a time when, in most highly
cme scale. At some point in the upper income brackets, industrialized countries, the part of national incme
the classic system becomes more favorable than the accruing t profits has been dangerously declining, this
hypothetical partnership approach. Rich taxpayers, fiscal discrimination has become the object of more
provided they control the prfit allocation policies f stringent criticism. It also claimed that the double tax-
the corporate bdy, could minimize their tax liabilities ation of dividends, by lowering the return on invest-
by increasing profit retention and bnefiting from the ments in equities, adversely affects the stock market and
capital gains on the outstanding shares that result from the issuing of new equity capital.
the profit retention. As share ownership is highly con-

That the very structure of the classic system exertscentrated in the high income brackets, sheltering by some influence in the directions just mentioned isway of driving up the retention ratios threatens to
highly plausible priori grounds. Quantitativeundermine the intended progressive distribution of tax on. a

evidence on this issue, however, is scarce and not im-burdens.
pressive. The tax variable is only one, albeit an import-

It also follows that the overall progressivity of the n- ant, consideration in shaping financial ratios. Thus,
come tax system would be enhanced if the classic sys- many corporations adopt a policy of dividend stabiliza-
tem were replaced by the partnership approach and if tion over lean and fat years. Growth companies, ih need
the intermediate corporate level between the tax auth- of large investible funds, typically plough back the lin's
orities and the shareholderswere bypassed. As just men- share of their earnings, whereas more mature companies
tioned, the classic system distorts the intendedprogres-

cater more to the desire of their shareholders for cash
sive distribution of intr-personal burdens, which is an dividends. The combined load on dividends reduces
essential ingredientof aglobalincometaxon individuals. the shareholder's return and, on this count, his propen-

sity t buy shares. As against this, however, as CharlesIn itself, the very formula of the classic system entails McLure and Stanley Surrey notice, shareholdersbenefitSome biases with respect to the allocation of resources. from the fact that capital gains are nurtured by theUnder the assumption made earlier that taxes levied at retention of profits and are taxed quite leniently, if atthe corporate level are to be viewed as taxes on the all. 12 In a similar vein, it is also noteworthy that, de-shareholders themselves, and are not shifted to con- spite the higher overall burden inherent in this system,sumers or employees, this system discriminates in favor the corporate sector has continued to grow, faster thanof retained as against distributed profits. It fllows that the non-crporate sector, as evidenced by data fr thethe tax differential may be expected to induce corpor- United States, in terms of total receipts, of the numberations to operate a lower pay-out ratio of dividends than
otherwise would be the case. The system also discrimi-
nates against equity financing as compared to debt
nancing. Whereas interest on bonds and other borrow- 12. Charles E. Me Lure, Jr., and Stanley S. Surrey, Integration
ings can be deducted by the corporation, dividends are of Income Taxes: Issues for Debate, Harvard Business Review.
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ed to the sharehlder are chargeable to the latter's tax Table I illustrates the impact of the first two factors.
on global income. Fr collection purposes, the corpr- The upper section assumes a 50 percent flat rate on

ation usually withholds a flat tax on the prots made corporate prfits. In other words, out of 100 (monetary
available for distribution. units) realized by the corporatin, the corporate tax

When we look at the distributional effects of this nl leaves 50 available for distribution and/or reten-

scheme, a two-step analysis is n order. First, we inves- tion. The data clearly show that the combined tax load

tigate which factors determine the resulting tax burden in absolute terms ncreases, in each row, as one moves

on taxpayers at different levels f overall income. In a from full retention to fulldistributinofprfits.Besides,
secnd stage, we examine to what extent the combined the combined tax burden rises as one ascends, in each

tax liability in the classic system compareswith the one column, from the lower to the upper brackets of indi-

that would result from the application f the partner- vidual tax, with the notable exception of the cases in

ship approach. (In both cases, it is assumed that the which no dividendswhatsoeverare paid out.

combined burden resulting from the taxes levied at We have added a second section to Table I which fea-
the corporate and at the individual level can properly tures a 30 percent corporate tax. When compared with
be viewed as borne by the shareholders. The validity the corresponding entries in the columns and rows of
of this assumptionwill be questioned later.) the upper section, ne readily concludes that, as already
The aggregate tax burden resulting from the cmbi- mentined, the combined tax liability increases as the

natin of the corporate and of the individual ncome corporate tax is higher. As a matter of fact, the extra

taxs under the classic approach depends n three burden on dividends, on accountf the higher corporate
factrs -- under otherwise equal .assumptions as to tax rate, is the algebraic sum of (a) the additional liab-

the prevailing distribution of ncome amongst persns ility at the corporate level and (b) the tax 'saving at

and households and the scope for shifting the corporate the ndividual's level, resulting from the fact that the

tax, etc. higher corprate tax narrows the flow of distributable
profits and, accordingly, on this count, reduces the

Obviously, the combined tax burden on the shareholder sharehlder's liability on the dividends received. The
is higher than if nly the corporate profits tax were in two parts of the sum would only be equal and wash
operation. (Admittedly,if profits were entirely retained, out if the profits were fully distributed and subjected
shareholdersWould notbe liable to tax on any dividends; to a 100 percentmarginal rate.
1but, in the longer run, the hypothesisf no distributioh

/whatsoever/ is unrealistic.) We als nvestigate whether and to what extent the cor-

porate tax affects the distributin of the incme tax
The combined tax burden rises, in absolute terms, as: burdenamongstthevarius layersfthe incomepyramid.
(a) the flat crporate tax-rate rises; To that effect, the classic system is compared with the

(b) the pay-out ratio f dividends out of earnings n- partnership approach, in which each sharehlderwuld

creases; be liable to tax on his part in ttal corprate earnings.
(c) the (marginal) tax rate to which the shareholder is We assume a global system, so that the individualshare-

submitted on his total income rises. holder would be subject to one of the marginal: rates,

TABLEI

Combined tax liabilities in the classic system under alternative assumptions

50% pay-out rate of Ful/ distributionof

Statutory rates No distributionofdividends dividendsafter tax dividendsafter tax

Tax due Tax due Tax due

Corporate Personal Corporate Individual Total Corporate Individual Total Corporate Individual Total

(A) Corporate tax at 50%

50% 10% 50 -- 50 50 2.5 52.5 50 5 55

50% 30% 50 -- 50 50 7.5 57.5 50 15 65

50% 50% 50 -- 50 50 12.5 62.5 50 25 75

50% 70% 50 -- 50 50 17.5 67.5 50 35 85

50% 90% 50 -- 50 50 22.5 72.5 50 45 95

(B) Corporatetax at 30%

30% 10% 30 -- 30 30 3.5 33.5 30 6 36

30% 30% 30 -- 30 30 10.5 . 40.5 30 18 58

30% 50% 30 -- 30 30 17.7 47.5 30 30 70

30% 70% 30 -- 30 30 24.5 54.5 30 42 82

30% 90% 30 -- 30 30 31,5 61.5 30 63 93

Source: Author's computations
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prach to corprations has been waged primarily in the only at the corporate but also ai the ndividual level;
United States and in Canada. These are countries n one should then expect that, according to the doctrine
which shares are held in registered form. The introduc- of qualitative discrimination, the rate on dividends
tion of the partnership formula in jurisdictionsin which deriving from pure capital would exceed that on

crporate shares are held in bearer form, as in Continen- the corporation, whose prots derive from the com-
tal Europe, is almost unthinkable, since the scheme binatinof labr and capitl inputs.
involves the need t identify the sharehlders. Yet.

In this respect, recall that, until the introduc-one mayadmittedly, the partner-ship approah, as lust outlined, tion of a persnalized surtax, in 1910, the British n-could be applied to clsed corporations, which typi- come tax displayed a schedular architecture, although acally are small n size, comprise few shareholders nr uniform flat rate (called the standard rate) was appliedare the shares publicly listed. But the system wuld t the various schedules.
readily break down,even in the UnitedStatesofAmerica,
indeed, for the many giant corpratins, which have The divergence in the rates applicable to the undistribut-
millions f shares outstanding that are actively traded ed profits (at corporate level) and the dividends (as
on the stck exchanges. received by the sharehlders) is likelyt encourage rich

shareholders with . adequate control over corperate af-
fairs to artificially inflate the portinf prots retained.

E). The undistributedprofits tax at the corporate Obviously, retained profits could also be used as a
level shelter, within a global set-up, by.high-incomerecipients

whose marginal rate on dividends received exceeds the
The formulas discussed so far have n common that the rate on crprate undistributedprofits. If the rule-book
tax burdens only ne level; the obligation to withhold of the schedular system is respected, the tax rate n
tax at source is essentially a device t hit the share- dividends -- pure capital income-- would exceed that
holders indirectly. We should now briefly tum to a n undistributed profits -- mixed income- thus also
system n which taxes are formally levied at the two involving a stimulus to retain profits.
levels, but in such a way that, n substance, dividends

It is also revealing to ntice that in Great Britain this
are only taxed once. In line with the psition defended
a moment ag, but cntrary to sme authrs, we dnt original undistributed prots tax at the corprate

level has not been preserved as the sole apprach to tax-view this system as an integrationist scheme, although ing the corporation. As matter of fact, in 1947, itthe utcome is largely equivalent.
a was

complementedby the profits tax, which was operated
The formula under discussin appears in variants. The quite independently frm the undistributed profits tax.
rst one would impse the undistributed profits at the The base of the profits tax consisted of ttal profits, but
corporate level and subsequently tax the shreholder ihe rate on the profits retained was lowr than that on
when dividends are distributed out f current income or dividendS. The juxtapositin of these two taxes resulted
out of previously accumulated reserves. Abstracting in a hybrid arrangement, which involved amongst other
frm differences in tax rates at the crporate and share- things, a two-level taxation of dividends. In 1965, Great
holder levels, this system ensures that the corporate Britain introduced the separate corporate tax which
profits are taxed only once; tax duplicatin on divi- is the next in our list f alternative arrangements.
dends is thus removed.

Such tax on corporate undistributed prots could E. The classic system or the separate entitycoexist with either a schedular flat rate tax or with a
approachglobal tax on total net income at the shareholder level.

In modern tax practice, the corporatin wuld anyhw The furth system in list has Until recently beenbe expected t withhold a flat rate upon distribution our

usef the dividends. But, whereas in a schedular system widely in in developed economies. Van den Tempel
calls it the classic system. 11 In our view, this epithet,this withholding tax would act as a final tax, in a global while a uSeful shorthand expressin, is misnomer. AsSystem it wuld be creditable against the final liability a
a matter of fact, nowadays, there is an unmistakableof the shareh_olderon his overall taxable income.
tendency towards eroding this system through various

The system here discussed has historically been of .integratinist schemes, to be discussed subsequently.
major significance. It provided the traditional way of And, in the history of tax systems, the corporate tax
taxing the corpration in Great Britain, which was the n undistributed profits, along the lines of the tra-
rst country to intrduce a modern income tax. That ditional British system, has preceded the system we now
practice has been transplanted into British colonies analyze.
and members of the Commonwealth. T that effect, The mechanics of the classic system rather simple.the system just described was laid dwn in the 1922 are

British Colnial Model Income Tax Ordinance. While First, total profits of the corporation are taxed at a

today several important LDCs such as India have moved flat rate; no distinction is made between the retained

away from this British formula, others, e.g. Malaysia, and the distributed portion of the profits. The rate,
have essentially maintained it. 10 The system in Belgium nowadays, in developed economies, frequently reaches

the 45-50 percent range. The (gross) dividendsdistribut-previous to the 1962 tax refrm also displayed the same

basic features.
10. G.E. Lent, op. cit., p. 726.

As already mentioned, this system is cmpatible with a 11. A.J. van den Tempel, Corporation Tax and IndividualIncome
schedular set-up, provided a flat rate would apply not Tax in the European Communities (Brussels, 1970).
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formula prevails, not nly on sole prprietorships but First, in the partnership approach, the corporation,
frequently also n partnerships and corporations..4 even if it is called upon to perform as a collector-at-
In the last section, we will ponder the interpretatinto source, fundamentally is not meant to be the taxpaying
be given to that phenomenn. subject. The tax law looks through the veil of the

In his 1977 survey of corporate tax structures in devel- juridical cnstruction and identifies the shareholders as

oping countries, George Lent mentions that in former the true and final taxpayers. In the jargon f another,
French colonies and also in several Latin American quite common expression, this approach adopts the

countries as well the enterprisesystem still prevails, in
66conduit theory, whereby the crporation is not
considered to form a separate entity for tax purposes.

ene or another of the variants outlined. s This comes as

no surprise consideringthe transplantationor the strng Treating the corporation as if it were a partnership,
impact of the originally schedular, French system in would amount t an integrated system, whereby
those countries. Alongside the shift of schedular (or, crprate profits would be taxed only once. But we

mre often, mixed) systems t global contours, the prefer to apply the expression integrationto schemes
enterprise tax disappeared in high-ncome countries in that alleviate the two-level taxation of dividends which

Europe. This, as yet, diverging fate of the schedular is nherent in the classic system, t be discussed

system, and, more particularly, of the tax on business hereafter. In fact, there is no genuine ntegratin, since

prots in the two groups of cuntries, also deserves the tax is effectively levied only on the shareholders.
some comment in the last section. The partnership approach would also have the merit

of ending the discrimination between distributed and
retained earnings of the corporation and between the

C. The partnershipapproach corporate and non-corprate forms of doing business.
The taxable base would indeed solely cnsist of ncome

The second system under discussion derives its widely attributed to the individualSharehlders.
accepted apellation from the Way partnerships are tax-

ed in most countries. The partnershipcannot be magin- The very fact that the one-level imposition nw oc-

ed as carrying out activities in isolation from its part- curs at the personal level of the shareholders,not at the

ners -- except in a purely formal sense. Hence, it would mpersonal level of the corporation, would allow an

not-be correct t tax both the partnerships and the easy insertin of the partnership apprach into a global-
partners n the same items f ncome. Such double type ndividual ncome tax, equipped with personaliz-
taxation of (distributed) incorne is avoided if the ing features. As against this, in a strictly schedular sys-

enterpriseprofits approach, just mentioned, is applied tem, there would be n need to apply the partnership
in pure form. The predominant way of taxing ncome approach to the corporation; as a matter of fact, the

originating within a partnership consists in taxing that object-related schedular system hits the profits of enter-

incme in the hands of the partners and in disregarding prises, in whichever form constituted, in an identical
the partnership as a taxable subject. fashion. Hence, to hit the wners of the enterprise

taxwise would be unnecessary; a schedular tax focuses
A similar approach is theoretically conceivable for cor-

n the productin of taxable profits, not on their dis-
porations. But, as will be stressed in a moment, its

posal.implementation runs into ntractable obstacles. In the
pure partnership scheme, each shareholder would We have alluded to the very serious problems of im-
have attributed to him a pro rata share in the earnings plementability which the partnership formula would
of a corporation during the part of the year he owns a encounter. In this respect, two considerationsappear in
stock. 6 The partnership formula, however, has nt, order. The recent debate about the partnership ap-
so far, been put nto practice anywhere as the basic
statute for corprate profits. 4. A recent study by the Organizationof American States men-

In order to find a Workable solution to a host of tech- tions that in Latin America 12 countriesout of 22 apply progres-
nical problems raised by the pure version of the partner- sive rates of business profits. See, Analisis comparativo del im-

ship recipe, a compromise variant has been proposed puesto sobre las utilidades de las empresas en los paises de Amri-

in two official documents: the Royal Commission on ca, Comercio Exterior, Vol. 27, no. 1, 1977, p. 66.

Taxation in Canada (1967) and the Blueprints for
5. See George E. Lent Corporation Income Tax Structure in
Developing Countries, IMF Staff Papers, November 1977,Basic Tax Reforms (1977) of the United States Treas-
pp. 724-5.

ury. 7 In the complex mechanism proposed, a corpora- 6. Charles E. Mc Lure, Must Corporate Income be taxed twice
tion tax, in the formal sense, would be maintained as a (The Brookings Institution,Washington, 1979), p. 154.
collection instrument,but this would be credited against 7. Report of the Royal Commissionon Taxation, Vol. 4: Tax-
the tax liablitiy on the ndividual's overall ncome. This ation of Income (Queen's Printer, Ottawa, 1966), pp. 3.-98; and

compromise version apparently has minimal changes f Blueprint for Basic Tax Reform, U.S. Departmentof the Treasury
being considered for adoption and would run into stub- (GvernmentPrinting Ofce, Washington, 1977).
born administrative problems, as shown in Charles Mc 8. Mc Lure, op. cit., mainly chapter V.

Lure's detailed analysis. 8 Accordingly, we will no
9. A method equivalent to the partnership approach would

/ longer dwell on its mechanics but on the deeper sig-
consist of taxing the shareholders on (a) dividends received, and
(b) on capital gains, evenunrealizedones. This system cannot pos-nificance which the partnership approach, if it were ef- sibly exist, since non-preferential taxes on non-relized capital

fectively implemented, woulc hold for corporations. We gains defy effective implementation. See, Richard A. Musgrave
naturally also look into the compatibilityof this scheme and Peggy B. Musgraue, Public Finance in Thery and Practice
with the schedular or global paradigms. 9 (McGraw-Hill, 1973), pp. 282-3.

'
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Within this framework, we proceed with a brief discus- the corporation, the partnership and the individualpro-
sion of the main alternative methods that are actually prietrship are uniformly taxed on their net business
used or which are conceivable as to the tax status of the profits. This is why we feel justied in calling this ap-
crporationand ofthelatter'sunderlyingshareholders. proach the enterpriseprofits tax.
Fortunately,it appears possible to establish immediately Some major characteristics of this formula are obvious:
some conclusions as to the degree of their compatibility there is no tax discrimination accordingt legal frmswith the schedular or global prototypesof income taxa- of business, and the corprate sector is not singled outtion. In the final section of this paper, we ascertain for specific treatment. Also, the verall prots of thewhether the circumstanesin which business operates in

business units assessed and distinction is madeare nothe developing world entail sme preference for one or
between retained and distributedprots.another f the alternative schemes of taxing business

prots. This type of tax, in its pure form, suits well the philos-
ophy of schedular systems, in which not the legal form
of the buiness but the nature of its activities and the

II. ALTERNATVESTO TAXING NET CORPORATE factrs of production employed is the major consider-
PROFITS ation. Business profits stem from the combination of

labor and capital inputs. 2 The schedular tax focuses
A. In general on the object of the tax or on the ncome produced.

It does not primarily relate to the persons to whom
It proves impssible to catalgue alternative crprate the income flows.
tax designs, or architectural styles, by reference to a It follows that, in strict schedular logic, once profits
Single criterion. The alternatives depend n the answers have been taxed at the business level, there is no need
given to the fllowingnormativequestions: subsequently to reach income that is distributed. The
(a) should the corporationbe taxed at all on its prts (former) Italian ricchezzamobile,fr example heeded

Could not the profits be apportionedover the share- that principle. As dividends were already taxed as part
holders and, accordingly, be mposed within the of the overall profits of the corporation (in category B),
ndividualncme tax they were not held taxable in category A, which covers

income from capital.(b) should the corporate form of business be treated
taxwise in the same way as non-corporate bodies, Variants of and deviations from this pure schedular
r differently system are quite frequent. Thus, under the French

(c) should the crporate profits tax proper discriminate schedular system, which existed from 1917 to 1948, the
betweenretained and distributedearnings enterprise tax did not preclude the subsequenttaxing of

(d) even if the corporate profits tax exists formally, dividends in the hands f the shareholders, which was
alongside the individual income tax, should divi- effected by way of a flat rate. Such a contaminated
dends be taxed twice, i.e. first at the corporate level schedualr system resulted in so-called economicdouble
as a component of earnings, and afterwards as an taxation of dividends and re-introduced a differential
itemf the taxable income of individualsOr should treatment of corporate as against ther forms of doing
ways be devised to alleviate or to eliminate such business. 3

double taxation of dividends
(e) what is the concrete structural form and what is the Other differentiations between types of business may

rate structure at the corporate and at the persnal
occur. Thus, since 1951, the rates f the ricchezza

level, and, if they are simultaneouslylevied, hw do mobile on corporate profits diverged from those on

they interact unincorporated units while individual proprietrships
were eligible for personal deductins. In this connec-

The. answers t these questions already pregure the tion, one should remember that historical schedular
eight alternative systems nw coming up for discussion. systems have not remained mmune to personalizingFor eachf those formulas, we intendto describe briefly devices, although the latter are structually incongruous.
the mechanics and their theoretical underpinnings. Once such personal elements are granted to individual
Without attempting a full survey, some important allo- persons, it makes sense to provide them equally fr
cative, distributive and administrative implications are individual businesses. Another deviation, encounteredin
mentioned. We may illustrate a given formula by refer- several Latin American schedular systems, concerns the
ence t actual historical systems and we give some rates emplyed: instead of a flat rate, a progressive rate
indicatins abut the geographicl spread of that for-
mula. In the process; some inferences in terms of the
compatibility of that system with the schedular or 2. One difficult .question concerns whether business receiptsglobal rchitecture f income taxation can already be from movabl or immovable capital must be taxed separately, indrawn. One should add that, often, in actual practice, the appropriate schedule, or as part and parcel of overall prots.
a given formula may be enacted in more than one Practice appears to differ, but the second option makes for more
variant. simplicity. See J. van Hoorn, Taxation of Business Organis-

ations, International Encyclopedia of Comparative Law, Vol.

B. The enterpriseprofits tax
XII. ch. 11 (The Hague/Paris 1972).
3. Within some mixed systems, in France and elsewhere, divi-
dends have even been subjected to a triple tax as they were partIn this system, all business units, irrespective f their of the overall, income of well-to-do taxpayers, liabl to the global

legal form, are submittedt the same tax. In principle, complementarytax.
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TheTreatmentofEnterpriseProfits
n Schedularand GlobalFrameworks

of IncomeTaxation
by S. R.F. Plasschaert**

I. INTRODUCTION
TABLE OF CONTENTS

Apart from the individual or sole proprietorship in which the business coincide, legally
and economically, with the owner, there are other forms of doing business in which a . INTRODUCTI'ON

plurality of physicalpersonscontributeequitycapitl to a business unit and pursue a com-
II. ALTERNATIVESTOTAXINGNET

mon, profit-geared goal. Broadly speaking, company legislation distinguishes two legal CORPORATE PROFITS

forms of multiple-ownerunits, which are perhaps most appropriatelycharacterizedby the A. In general
French expressions socits de personnes and socits de capitaux. The partnership B. The enterprise profits tax

(French la socit en nom collectif) is the major representative of the rst category; C. The partnership approach

the partners remain liable, with all their personal property, for the debts incurred by the D. The undistributed profits tax at

partnership.
the corporate level

E. The classic system or the

In the corporation, or, in its British equivalent, the limited liability company (French; separateentity approach
socit anonyme), the owners or shareholders are committed only to the extent of F. I ntegrativeschemes to m itigate

their equity stake in the corporate body. In modern capitalism, the corporation has be- the double taxation of dividends

come the foremost legal vehicle for conducting business, and all large enterprises adopt IlI. SOME UNDERLYINGSUBSTANTIVE

that form. The corporation is also endowed with legal personality;in other words, the ISSUES

corporation can act in its own right and commit itself wthout the shareholdersbecoming iV. SPECIFIC PROBLEMS OF BUSINESS

directly involved. As regards the partnership, on the other hand, some countriesgrant it TAXATION iN DEVELOPING

legal personality,others do not. 1 COUNTRIES

The existence and the spread of multi-owner business units confront the tax legislatr
with an exceedingly complex web of problems, both substantive and technical. Stat:utory
provisions vary considerably amongst countries, although some general trends can be

identified. A voluminous amount of literature notwithstanding,several important issues

have remained controversial; frequent shifts to other structural typesf corporate taxes

are not uncommonand suggest that no structural mould for corporate prot taxationhas
as yet been evolved that fully satises the criteriawhich public nance usually applies in

assessing the comparative merits of various tax formulas. Those general yardsticksare (a)
the allocation effects and, in the case of the corporate profit taxes under review, the im-

pact on corporate nancial structures and practices (such as the debt/equity and the

dividend pay-out ratios); (b) the effects on the horizontaland vertical aspects of fairness

in the nter-personaldistributionof tax burdens; and (c) administrative feasibility.

Full treatment of the host of intricate tax issues which are raised by the operations of

collective business units is not feasible within the compass of this article. Nor is it

necessitatedby our specic purpose,viz. to establish possible links between the respective
schedularor global paradigmsand alternative designs of corporate taxes. Accordingly,and

in order to concentrate on the basic issues, we neglect some factors which would cause

additional complexity.Thus:
we onlv examine the tax status of the corporation,not of other legal forms of doing * This forms of broader

--

paper part a en-

business, except where our subject matter, thus restricted, leads us to discuss the so- quiry into the design and policy aspects of
called partnershipapproach; schedular, global and mixed systems of in-

we assume that all shares issued by the corporation held by domestic, individual come taxation. Other parts of the study-- are

shareholders. Hence, we do not delve into problems deriving from so-called inter- have been published in this Bulletin discus-

corporate dividends and with shareholdings by non-resident individual or corporate sing first principles (1976/3), the defi-
nition of gross taxable income (1977/12),

persons; the denition of statutory net income
there is n discussion about the proper way of dening the taxable base. The many (1978/5) and the equity dimension--

problems related to the taxable base apply to all business units, irrespectiveof their (1980/7).
legal form;

** Professrat the UniversityFaculties St

we nally assume that the burden of any corporateprot txes is bomeby the owners
Ignatius, Antwerp.

--

Whereas partnerships are legally inde-
of the corporate capital and is not shifted (either backwards into lower wages or

1.
pendent in some countries (e.g. Belgium),

forward into higher prices to consumers). While this traditional tenet has become but are not legal persons elsewhere (e.g. the
.

subject to criticism, the opposite thesis has not been convincingly proven either. Netherlands).
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valid in the territory f the sci-plitical com- IV. CONCLUSION
munity in which they carry on their activities;
or Only recently have problems invlving a double taxation

(b) in cases where they are subject to tax in a socio- in Yugoslaviabegun to appear. Problems of international

political community other than that in which doubl taxation have become more numerous as Yugo-
they carry on their activities, they fail to prvide slavia has expanded the extent f its internationalcom-

the required informationregardingtheirnancial mercial relations. As in the case of most other cuntries.
tax status to the competent tax authorities;r the Yugslav approach towards resolving these prob-

lems has been the conclusion of Conventions for the
(c) with respect to the amunts withheldby wayf Avoidance of Duble Taxation. Problems of nternal

personal income from remuneration paid out to duble taxatin have become more widespread due to
their employees, they calculate such amounts in- the recent trend towards greater decentralizationof the
correctly or fail to submit payment thereof in Yugoslav plitical and economic systems. These prob-
due time. lems have been dealt with by the enactmentof relevant

cnstitutionaland legislative measures.
(2) The physical person (individual) in the OAL r

other legal entity who is responsible for any of the Double taxation problems n connection with juridical
violations described in (1) above is subjct to a fine persons (i.e. legal entities) are much more prminent
of between 500 and 5,000 dinars. than thse nvlving ndividual citizens. Althugh the

measures enacted to date for the avidance of double
(3) Citizens who fail t calculate, deduct, or submit taxation may be sufficient as thy apply t citizens, in

payment of their taxes in accordance with appli- many instances they have prved nadequate for deal-
cable regulations,r who fail to do so in due time, ing with such problems in cnnection with OALs and
may be subject to a fine of between 500 and 5,000 ther legal entities. And if the current trends in the
dinars. development and expansion f the nation's political

and economic systems continue t fllow the same

(4) Competent authorities of a scio-political com- course, there is no question that double taxation prob-
munity who are responsible for and fail to fulfill the lems can nly multiply and worsen. The Yugoslav
legal obligation to submit the excerpts from their authorities should nt only recognize this situation,
taxation regulations for ofcial publication are sub- but should take the necessary steps to prevent it from
ject to a ne of between 500 and 5,000 dinars. becomingmre complex.

TAXTREATYGUIDES
HANDBOOK ON THE U.S.-GERMANTAX CONVENTION/

VOI.1 HANDBUCH ZUM DElJTSCH-AMERIKANISCHEN
DOPPELBESTEUERUNGSABKOMMEN

U.S. tax law described from theGerman point of view

. Gerrhan tax law described from the U.S. point of view

0 In-depth commentary,per article, on the provisions of the convention

* Loose-leaf, by air * Regularly updated * Bi-lingual

i
Further details from:

m
INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION

.= Sarphatistraat 124 -- P.O. Box 20237 --
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is respnsible for the payment of the tax debts of and non-economic (e.g. hospitals, educational and
the partner leaving the country. cultural nstitutins, etc.) activities must be paid
The tw most important questions which arise in according to the regulations of, and in favor of, the
connection with the taxation of personal income soci-plitical community in which such activities
are: are performed. Thus, for example, if an OAL locat-
(i) To which socio-political community should the ed n Zagreb (Croatia) engages in activities in both

revenue from such taxes be paid Zagreb and Belgrade (Serbia), then the income at-
(fi) According to the regulations f which scio- tributable to such activities will be taxed according

political community should such taxes be to the regulations of, and in favor of, the Republics
levied of Croatia and Serbia, respectively.

Due to the large number of citizens who reside, or The supplementary legislation dealing with double tax-
whose families reside, in one socio-political com- ation problems also cntains a number of rules cncern-
munity and work in another, 14 finding a suitable ing procedural requirements the part of both the tax-on
olution to these questins is a very signicant payers and the tax authorities. For example, in specified
aspect of the efforts to prevent the double taxation situations taxpayers are obliged to provide the com-
of citizens' income. petent authorities with nformation regarding their

residence or the residence of the families.
(2) The taxes levied against the incme of foreign juridi-

cal persons (i.e. legal entities) must, as a rule, be One very significant obligatin assigned by the law to

paid according to the regulationsof, and in favor of, the tax authorities of the various socio-political com-

the socio-political community in whose territory munities is that they enter into compacts with their
such income was realized. The taxes on the income counterparts in other socio-political communities re-

of freign physical persons (i.e. foreign citizens) garding the mannr for announcing their respective tax-
must be paid according to the regulations of, and in atin regulations. Such compacts are necessary in order
favor of, the socio-political community in which that such information be easily accessible to authorities
such freign citizen (temporarily) resides. in one socio-political community who are required by

virtue of the relevant Constitutional or legislative pro-(3) The normal rule with respect to the taxation of
visions to levy (i.e. calculate and/or collect) taxespersonal income from agricultural activities is that assess,
according to the regulations of another socio-politicalsuch taxes must be paid according to the regulations

of, and in favor f, the scio-politicalcommunity in community. The law requires that such information be

which the taxpayer resides. The logic underlying this published in the Official Publications of each socio-

rule is the fact that a large number of taxpayers in political conmunity, and that sufficient excepts of
the regulations be included so as to enable the tax auth-Yugoslavia own agricultural land both in the terri-
orities of other socio-politicalcommunitiesto determinetry of the socio-politicalcommunity in which the exactly matters in connection with the withholdingand

reside, and in the territory of another socio-political of taxes. The publiShed becomepayment excerpts so
community. In exceptional cases, e.g. where a tax-

effective in other socio-plitical cmmunities 20 dayspayer owns agricultural land only in the territory of
from the date of their official publication.a socio-plitical community other than the one in

which he reides, the taxes levied n income derived
frm agricultural activities engaged in such land E. Enforcementof the measures concerningmust be paid to the socio-political community in internal double taxation
which such land is situated.

(4) One majr area which was not dealt with in Art. 266 Enforcement of the measures cncerning the avoidance
of the 1974 Federal Constitution was the taxation of internal double taxatin is regarded by the Yugoslavof property and of the income from property. This authorities as essential to maintaining the stability of
problem was resolved in Art. 14 of the supplemen- the Yugoslav economy, as well as to preventingdisputestary legislation, s which sets forth the following between the varius socio-olitical communities and torules:

avoiding dissatisfaction and complaints on the part of
(a) Taxes on immovableproperty and related rights, the taxpayers involved. Consequently, very strict sanc-

on income from immovable property and related tions are imposed on taxpayers (i.e. both juridical and
rights, and on the sale of immovable property physical persons) who fail to comply with these
and related rights must be paid accordingto the

meas-

ureS. These sanctions are normally administered in the
regulationsf, and in favor of, the socio-political form of a fine, and can be summarized as follows:
community in which such immovable property
is located. (1) Juridical persons (i.e. OALs and ther legal entities)

(b) Taxes on movable property and related rights, are subject t a ne of between 5,000 and 50,000
and on income from movable property and relat- dinars if:
ed rights, must be paid according to the regula- (a) they fail to comply with the taxation regulations
tions of, and in favor of, the socio-politicalcom-

munity in which the taxpayer-owner of such 14. This is often the case, for example, with respect to citizens

movable property or related rights resides. employed by work organizations in the spheres of the building,
' tourism, and forestry industries.

(5) Taxes levie-d against the income of Organizationsof 15. Official Gazette of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugo-
Associated Labor which engage in both economic slavia, No. 33, Art. 14, July 23, 1976.
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ated Labor and other Organizations of Associated of the tax year, he is regarded for purpses of that
Labor which are co-founders of that bank shall be year's tax liability as having resided in the socio-
taxed as the income of the recipients thereof in ac- political community in which he spent the greater
cordance with the regulations of, and in favor of, part of the tax year. In cases where the residencef
the socio-political communities to which the tax on the citizen and that of his family (i:.e. his spouse,
the other income of such taxpayers must be paid parents and childresn, includingadptedor legitimiz-
(see rule (1) supra). ed children whom it is the citizen's legal responsi-

(3) Taxes levied n the personal incomes and revenues bility to support) are not located in the same socio-
of wrkers and other citizens, with the exception of political community, 12 then taxes must be paid ac-
taxes on property and on income from property, cording to the regulations of, and in favor of, the
shall be paid, in conformity with federal law, ac- socio-political community in which the citizen's
cording to the regulations of, and in favor of, the family resides. 13

socio-political communities in whose territory the If a taxpayer moves abroad and does nt settle his
workers or citizens concerned reside. tax debts before leaving the country, the authorities

are entitled to seize the taxpayer'sproperty situated
Similar rules to those set forth in Art. 266 of the Federal in Yugoslavia in payment of his debts. Should the
Constitution can also be found in the Constitutions of taxpayer have donated his prpertyt relatives, the
all of the Republics and autonomous Provinces, as fol- latter are responsible for the ayment of the tax-
lows: payer's tax debts. If the taxpayer -- with a view t

--

(a) Art. 295 in the Constitution of the Republic of evading tax sells his property to a third person,
Bosnia -- Herzegovina; th latter will be responsible for the payment of the

(b) Art. 41 in the Constitution f the Republic f taxpayer's tax debts if the tax authorities are able to

Montenegro; demonstrate that the purchaserknew about the tax-

(c) Art. 83 n the Constitution of the Republic of payer's intentions to evade tax. In case of partner-
ships it will be the partner staying in YugoslaviawhoCroatia;

(d) Art. 87 in the Constitutin of the Republic of
Macedonia; 9 (a) first, to cover the bank's business (operating)costs;

(e) Art. 111 in the Constitution of the Republic of (b) second, to finance the requirements (e.g. salary, etc.) of bank
employees;and

Slovenia; (c) third, the remaining prot is pooled in the bank's funds and(f) Art. 100 in the Constitution of the Republic of then distributed as common income to the bank members in
Serbia; proportion to their contributions towards the realization

(g) Art. 99 in the Constitution of the Autonomous of such income.
Province of Kosovo; and The criteria used to determine what constitutesa contribution

(h) Art. 98 in the Constitution of the Autonmous toward the realization of the bank's inCome are established: in a

Province of Vojvodina. separate agreement adopted by the bank members at the general
assembly.
9. The Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia differs more

D. Legislative measures widely from the Federal Constitution in respect of its provisions
concerning double taxation than do the Constitutions of the

It soon became evident that the rules set frth in Art. other socio-politicalcommunities.
266 of the 1974 Federal Constitution, although they 10. Official Gazette of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugo-
provided a basic fundation for the solution of internal slavia, No. 36, July 25, 1975.

double taxation prblems, were not sufcient standing 11. Official Gazette of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugo-
alone to prevelnt such problems. It was therefre neces-

slavia No. 33, July 23, 1976.
12. These legislativeprovisions regarding the taxation of personalsary to supplement Art. 266 with the enactment of.ad- income differ from the rules which existed in this duringareaditional legislative measures containing more specific earlier periods in the development of Yugoslavia's tax systems.guidelines with respect to taxation matters involving a Previous methods utilized for the taxation of personal .incomedefinite or potential risk f double taxatin. Such a (i.e. income from wrking relatins, including salaries, wages,Federal lw-Was passed in May 1975 10 dealing with the etc.), were:

regulation and slution of conflicts among the various (a) such taxes were paid in accordance with the regulations of,
Republican and Provincial tax authorities in connection and in favor of, the socio-political community in which the
with taxes, contributions and fees. It is nteresting to taxpayer's employer (i.e. work organization) maintained its
note that this law was to be applied retroactively to any headquarters;or

such conflicts which arose as from January 1, 1975. The (b) such taxes were paid in accordance with the regulations of,
provisions of this law Were altered and supplemented and in favor of, the socio-political community in which the

ne year later. 11 As they exist today, the principal taxpayer resided (without regard to the location of the resi-
dence of the taxpayer's family); or

components of this law can be summarized as follows: (c) such taxes were paid in favor of the socio-political com-

(1) Taxes on the personal income of citizens. (including munity in which the taxpayer's family resided, but according
incme derived from working relations, e.g. wages, to the regulations of the socio-political community in which
from agriculture, from econmic and non-economic the taxpayer's employer (i.e. work organization)maintained

activities, from copyrights,etc.) mustbe paid accord-
its headquarters.

13. Such a situation might arise since, for personal income taxng to the regulations f, and in favor of, the socio- the citizen's residence is considered to be the socio-political community in which the citizen resides.
purposes,
political community in which the citizen actually liues, regardlessIf a taxpayerchanges his residence during the course of where his family resides.
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munities now have the voice of authority in this slavia, AmendmentXXVIII was added to the Cnstitu-
area. tin in June, 1971. This amendmentintrducesan obli-

Under this system, the nly aspect of taxation which gation n the part of the Republics and autonomous

remains exclusively in the hands f the Federal auth- Provinces, should it be necessary in ordert ensure the

orities under the current Cnstitution is matters in con- unity and stability of the Yugoslav market, that they
enter int common compacts among themselves con-

nection with the collection of customs duties. In a

purely legal sense, the sales tax also remains under ex- cerning the coordination of their taxation systems and

clusive control of the Federal authorities, since they are policies.

empowered to either regulate and administer the sales The thrust of this Amendment was incorporated into
tax themselves, or to delegate this responsibility by the body of the 1974 Constitutionitself. Art. 265, Para 1
Federal law to the Republic, autonomous Provinces, of the current Constitutionstates:
and Communes. And in practice the Federal authorities

The Republicsand autonomousProvincesshall
have elected to undertake such delegatins, and the sales cooper-

ate in the pursuit of tax policies and shall, by entering
tax is now levied at three different levels: Federal, into compacts, formulate alter the basic prnciplesof
Republican (Provincial), and municipal.

or

their tax systems andpolicieswheneuer this is necessary
inorder to ensure the unity andstabilityof the Yugoslav

B. The nature of the problem market.

The second paragraph of the same Article goes on to
Absent the enactment of any provisions to counter the

state:
effects of the expansionof fiscal sovereignty on the part
of the Republics, the autnomous Prvinces, and other In order to preuent and eliminate disruption in the

socio-political communities, two basic types of prob- market, Federal agnecies shall have the right and the

lems might arise in the tax arena: duty to propose to the Republics and autonomous

(1) It is possible, and even probable, that the tax Provinces, in conformity with mutual compacts, that

measures and policies adhered to by the various they: increase or decrease taxesand contributionsfixed
socio-political cmmunities would differ. Such dif- by the socio-politicalcommunities;temporarilypostpone
ferences might exist, for example, in the numberf planned spending of a part of the reuenue of the socio-

types f taxes imposed, the (juridical and physical) political communities; and establish common founda.
tions for the tax policies of the Republicsand/or auton-

persons who are subject theret, the manner in
which these taxes are assessed and collected, the omous Provinces. Non-exstence of compacts shall not

levels at which they are levied, etc. These differences, prevent the Republics and autonomousProvinces from
whether large or small, would most likely resultin a

adopting regulationsand other enactments in the area of
their tax systems and policies within the framework ofvariance in the level of the tax burden among the their rights and obligations.various socio-political communities. Such a lack of

uniformity in the taxatin system is pent charges These provisions represent an effort to curb any prob-
of discriminatorytreatmentof taxpayers. lems which might arise as a result of the lack of uni-

(2) The lack of uniformity in the tax systems of the formity in r coordination of the tax systems of the in-

various socio-political communities also gives rise dividual socio-political communities. They do not, how-

to double, and even multiple, taxation problems in ever, deal with the second basic prblem, .e. the possi-
the sense that, in the absnce of any agreementt bilities of double taxation. In fact, the last sentence of

the contrary, the same taxpayer may be subjectt Art. 265, Para. 2, ndicates that the absence of compacts
tax on the same revenue r income in two or more among the Republics and autonomousProvinceswill not

soci-pliticalcommunities. prevent them frm independentlyestablishingtheir own

taxation systems and plicies, which might ultimately
result in double or even multiple taxation.

C. Constitutionalmeasures
To preventthesepossibilitiesof internal double taxation,

The Yugoslav authorities have recognized the dangers Art. 266 of the 1974 Federal Constitutioncontains the

inherent in the decentralizationof the country's political following rules:

and economic systems, and have taken a number of (1) Taxes imposed on the incomefBasic Organizations
steps to circumventthese dangers. The two avenues they of Associated Labor shall be paid accrding to the
have followed to accomplish this end are: first, to in- regulations of, and in favor of, the socio-political
clude built-in safeguards within the constitutin itself communities in whose territory such rganizations
and, second, to supplementthese safeguards, if required, regularly perform their acitivities.

.

with the passage of any relevant legislation (as discussed (2) The resurces which, as part of a bank's income, 8

in Section D. infra). Constitutionalprvisionshave thus are distributed amongBasic Organizationsf Associ-
been enacted which are aimed at avoiding each of the
two basic problems discussed above. 7. Nine, i.e. including the Federal tax system, the tax systems

In order to remedy the lack of uniformity in the tax of the six Republics, and those of the two autonomousProvinces.
i 8. Banks in Yugoslavia are founded (membered) by the various

systems and policiesf the various scio-political com- Organizations of Associated Labor, including those engaged in
munities and, in essence, to prevent the simultaneous economic, as well as non-economic,activities. Incomerealized by
existence of nine 7 different and poorly coordinated tax the bank via the performance of its activities is allocated in the

systems within the FederalSocialistRepublic of Yugo- followingway:
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this conventin was, however, limited to firms engaged time gave to the Republics and autonomous Provinces
in air and sea transport activities. the right to decide, in cnjunction with the Federal

In 1967 and 1968 Yugoslaviaconcluded cnventionsfor authorities, matters in cnnection with the objects and

the avidance of double taxtion with Norway and typesf taxes (and othersourcesf budgetary revenues).
Denmark, respectively. The scope of application f AmendmentXVI, Point 4 stipulates that resourcesand

these two conventins was limitedt a small number of types of revenue of socio-politicalcommunities6 are es-

firms engaged in a limited number of specificallydefin- tablished by law. Under the Yugoslav system of juris-
ed activities. prudence the enactment of laws falls under the jint

authrity of the Federal, Republican and Provincial
Yugoslavia's first, and to date only, comprehensive governments.
treaty for the avoidance of double taxation was con-

cluded with France in 1974. s This convention is essen- This provision, therefore, represents the abandonment

tially patterned after the O.E.C.D. Model Tax Treaty. It of the previous centralized and uniform system for the

applies to the taxation of the income and net worth of regulation of taxes in Yugoslavia, and its replacementby
both physical and jurididicalpersns.

a system under which control over taxation methds
and policies to be applied to the revenue of socio-politi-Yugoslavia is currently engaged in negotiations for ad- cal communities rests n the hands f the respectiveditional cnventions for the avoidance of double tax- soci-political community. The amendment, however,ation with a number of other countries, ncluding reserved to the Federal government control over the

Austria, Canada, Germany, the Netherlands and the taxation f the funds of the OALs, as well as the taxa-
United States. The Yugoslav authrities anticipate that tion of revenue derived from the trading of goods and
these tax conventions will serve t accomplishnot only renderingof services.
their mmediate purpose, i.e. the avoidance of inter-
national duble taxation, but they will als facilitate The fiscal sovereignty which was thus extended to the
the achievement of a number of ther goals, including Republics and autonomous Prvinces was not, howevr,
the stinulation, expansion, and eliminationf barriers put int practice until 1973. In that year, the majority
n connection with ecnmic cooperation between of the independentRepublics and autnomousPrvinces

Yugoslavia and other cuntries, as well as the decrease passed their own laws regulating most of the types of
of Yugoslavia'sbalance of payments deficit. income taxes levied against citizens.

The force of AmendmentXVI was further expanded in
the 1974 Federal Constitutin. Article 264, Point 2,

Iil. AVOIDANCEOF INTERNALDOUBLE stateS: All knds of revenue realized through the tax-
TAXATION ation of the sale of goods and services which are in

commerce throughout the entire territoryof the Socialist
A. The cause of the problem Federal Republic of Yugoslava, as well as the manner

and rates of this taxation,shall be defned by the Federal

Internal double taxatin problems in Yugoslavia arise Statute, except for goods and serices whose manner

primarily as a result f the lack of uniformity and c- and rate of taxation are to be established by the lower

operation between legislators and the tax authorities in socio-poIitical communities under the authority of a

the various Republics and autonomous Provinces. The federal statute. This provision, as does Amendment
trends described abve in Sections I.B. nd C. towards XVI, dictates that the regulation of tax matters is t

greater decentralization of governmental authority and be shared between the Federal authorities and thse of
economic (enterprise)managementand control began in the lower socio-political communities. However, Art.
1968 with the adoption of the XVIth Amendment to 264 goes even further than Amendment XVI in the
the 1963 Constitution, and were carried even further following two significantrespects:
with the enactment fthe 1974 Constitution. These (1) The new Constitution grants to the lower socio-pol-
developments necessarily demanded a complete over- itical communities authrity nt only to determine
haul of Yugeslavia's political and economic systems, the nature of the revenue to be generated, but also
such that it is fair to say that the new Constitutin the manner by which t is to be collected, and the
wrought fundamentalchanges which, in turn, demanded rates to be applied.
a correspondingmajor reform f the country's taxation (2) Art. 264 eliminates the express reservation of auth-
system. ority to the Federal government over the taxation
Prior to 1968, internal duble taxation problemswere of OAL funds, such that the socio-political com-

rarely encountered in Yugoslavia, either n theory or in
practice. Accordingto the 1963 Constitution(Art. 125), 5. The Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxationcon-
as well as under earlier Constitutions, rules governing cluded between the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslaviaand
the objects and types of taxes could only be established the Republic of France was signed with Protocl in Paris on

by Federal statute. The Republics and autonomus March 28, 1974, and was ratified in Yugoslaviaby the law of May
Provinces, as well as the lower territorial (local) auth- 30, 1975. For the English text: see Supplementary Service to

orities, had only limited taxation rights, which consisted European Taxation, Sec. C.

primarily f the authority t grant certain tax exemp- 6. Socio-political communities can best be described as the dif- ,

tions and other facilities and, to a certain degree, the ferent levels of governmentexistingthroughouta nation. In Yugo-

power t influence the establishmentf tax rate levels. slavia, these levels are, in order of importance, the authritiesof
the Republics and autonomous Provinces, the local (municipal)

Constitutinal Amendment XVI of 1968 fr the first authorities, and the communalauthorities.
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Beginning in 1952, developments headed in the direc- join together under the direction of a Workers' Cuncil
tion of the decentralization of governmental authority. in order to manage and contrl economic (enterprise)
Under the provisions of the 1974 Federal Constitution activities for the purpose f realizing both their com-

(which is still currently in force) the transfer of power munal and ndividual socio-economic interests and re-

from Federal to Republican and Provincial govern- quirements.
mental bodies is virtually complete. Each of the Re- Outside of thestrictly economic sphere, the working
publics and Prvincesi accorded far-reachingautonmy, people are also granted authority with respect to the
which is xercised within a smaller-scale structural regulationf matters in the fields of education, science,
framework paralleling that found at the Federal level. culture, health, welfare, etc. This authrity is exercised

Thus, each Republic and Province has its own Assembly, via the frmation of s-called self-managing com-

its own Executive Council, and its own Presidency, as
munities of interest.

well as its own Constitution. The Federal State auth- This mvement away from centralized control f the
orities and the Federal Constitution, although they still economy and in the direction of widespread economic
reign supreme in certain areas (e.g. internatinalaffairs, autonomy on the part of the various self-management
as well as for purposes of attaining national uniformity groups may understandably result in a conflict of views
when the situation so demands, or in the event of an im- when it comes t formulate economic policy. Wht is

passe between the various Republican and Provincial considered the proper policy by each group, and for

governments), have otherwise tken a back seat in the that matter by each individual, will be a function of a

political arena and left the driving to the Republican number of different factrs, viz. economic consider-
and Provincialauthorities. ations (e.g. what branch f the ecnomy is nvlved),

individual situations (e.g. marital status, family size,
The scope of authority extended to Republican and etc.), geographic factors, etc.
Provincial governmental bodies encompasses not only
political and administrative matters, but also extends to
the direction and cntrol of economic, including finan- ll. AVOIDANCE OF INTERNATIONALDOUBLE
cial and tax, developments within their respective ter- TAXATION
ritory. When formulating Republican (Provincial) legis-
latin and policy, it is not surprising that the competent The mst frequently encountered methd utilized for
authorities are nclind to direct their efforts twards the avoidance of nternational double taxation is the
protecting the best interests of their own territory. This conclusion of bilateral or multilateral cnventions fr
approach has logically led, albeit unintentionally, to that purpose. Yugoslavia is not a party to any such
conflicts among, infringements of, or mere lack of co- multilateralconventions,but has concluded a number of
ordination between the legislation and policies adopted bilateral conventions and is currently engaged in nego-
by the competentauthorities in the ndividualRepublics tiations to this end with several other countries.
and Provinces, and taxation legislation and policies are

The first agreement concluded by Yugoslavia fr the
no exception. In sum, the current structure of the Yug- avoidance of internationalduble taxation the 1965slav government, based as it is primarilyn the principle

was

convention with Switzerland. The applicable scope ofof decentralizationof governmentalauthority, it is a sig-
nificant factor underlying the recent appearance f
nternal double taxation problems in Yugoslavia. 3. 1974 Constitution, Article 9. See foran unofcial English

translation of this article: Foreign Investment in Yugoslavia
C. The current structure of the Yugoslav economy (1971), published by the Committee for Invisible Transactionsof

the OECD (Paris) at 57. Bogoev (note 1) at 204.
4. Organizatins f Associated Labor in Yugoslavia can have

An analysis of the Yugoslav economy reveals that it too, one of three forms:
s in the case of the country's political system, has de- (i) A Basic OrganizationofAssociatedLaborisa componentpart
veloped in such a way as to provide an environmentcon- of an Organizationof Associated Labr (see (iii) infra) which
ducive to the creation of internal double taxation prob- constitutes a technological entity which is complete in itself
lems. The principle of decentralization which sets the and which is an independent and self-managing economic
scene in the political arena for the appearance of in- unit and which can have the character of an economic unit

ternal double taxation in Yugoslavia has its counterpart (it was formerly referred to as work unit or plant of inde-

in the economic arena: the so-called self-management pendent departments in non-economicorganizations);

system. 3 Under the auspices of the self-management (ii) A Composite (Joint) Organization of Associated Labor is a

system, the bulk of authrity in terms of econmic
form of Organizationof AssociatedLaborestablished through'

the merger of several Work Organizations of Associated
(enterprise) regulationand contrl is placed in the hands Labor or Basic Organizations of Associated Labor operat-
of the working people. The scope of this authority ex- ing within the Composite Organizatin of Associated Labor
tends beyond the mere managementf production and (for example: railways, postal and telecommunication
other related activities, and encmpasses the right to services and other integratedentities);
decide matters in connectionwith the generation, appli- (iii) An Organizaton of Associated Labor is a general term fr

; cation and distribution of income, as well as a number those economic and non-economicorganizationswhich carry

of other rights. on activities with socially owned resources and which are

organized on a self-managementbasis. This kind of organiza-
This authority is exercised via the frmationof Organ- tion was formerly referred to as an enterprise (for the
izations of Associated Labor (OALs), 4 which can es- economic sector) and institution (for the non-economic

sentially be described as an association of workers who sector).
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RulesfortheAvoidanceof Internationaland
InternalDoubleTaxationinYugoslavia
by Prof. Dr. BozidarJeli*
|

I.
'

THE ROOTS OF THE PROBLEM

A. Identifying the problems TABLE OF CONTENTS

nt recently, Yugoslav literature, legislation and financial theory had not directed any I. ROOTS OF.THE PROBLEM
particular emphasis .towardsproblemsin the area ofdouble taxation. The basic reason fot A. Identifying the problems
this lack of attention was that such problems have only recently begun to arise in Yugo- B. Structure of the Yugoslav Govern-
slavia. This article wl discuss the factors and developments which have caused the crea- ment

tion of double taxation problems n Yugoslavia, the nature and extentofsuch problems, C. The current structure of the' Yugo-
slav economyand the measures that the Yugoslav authorities have undertaken in order to eliminate or

control them. l1. AVOIDANCEOF INTERNATIONAL
DOUBLETAXATION

As is the case in most other countries, double taxation problems in Yugoslavia can be I. AV01DANCEOF INTERNAL DOUBLE
divided into two major types: intemationaldouble taxation and intemal doubte taxation. TAXATION

International double taxation can be described as the taxation of the same taxpayer
A. The cause of theproblem
B. The nature of the problem(whether a juridical or a physicalperson) wth respect to the same income by two separ- C. Constitutionalate nations, in which the vald legislation of both nations grants them the right to levy

measures

D. Legislative measuressuch taxes. Internaldoubl taxation, on the otherhand, involves the taxation of the same E. Enforcement of the measures con-
taxpayer (whether a juridical or a physical person) with respect to the same income by cerning ihternal double taxation
two different competent administrations (govemments) within the same country, in

IV. CONCLUSIONwhich the authority to ley such taxes is granted pursuant to vad domestic legislation.

An analysis of the first type of problem (i.e. internationaldouble taxation) tends to be
rather straightforwardand is essentiay compamble to parallel situations in the majority
of other countries. In other words, given the recent trend towards an increase in the level
of commercial and economic relations between Yugoslaviaand other nations, it naturally
foows that such an increase is accompanied by a conspondgincrease ofproblems in n__*rkconnection .with international double taxation. The solution that Yugoslavia has em- toe - _z .*ployed to deal with these problems lkewseparallels the tradtonal method, .e. the con-

clusion of conventions for ze avoidance of internationaldouble taxaton. These conven-

/81tions form the basis for the discussions in Sec. II below. .:

*.k BOSNIA6

Not so easily summarized are those problems arising in the area of internal double tax- t -] r,Go ',NA t33

aton in Yugoslavia. In fact, owing to the unique structure of the Yugoslavpoliticaland oteconomic systems, a discussion of suchproblemsas they exist in Yugoslavia may even be +e.0 N{ ]=7
.more complex than in the context of most other countries. To reay understand the

.

cause, nature and impact of intemal double taxation problems in Yugoslavia, one must
(9

O'A

first have a basic knowledge and understanding of the structure and operation of the
e

Yugoslav governmentaland econome systems, and the nterrelatonshp they bear to the
country's tax system. These backgroundmatters 1 are dealt with briefly in the remainder
of this section. Sec. III below then deals specifcally with the problems involved in the
area Of internaldouble taxation in Yugoslaua -- why they have arisen, what they are lke, .

and what is beingdone about them.
* Professor of Science of Finance and

B. Structure of the Yugoslav Government Financial Law at the University of Zagreb.
1. For a more detailed discussionof these

One look at the current structure of the Yugoslav govemmentgives an immediate clue matters see Bogoev, K., Trends in Fiscal

that problems of intemal double taxation might easily be fostered under such a system. Federalism, BULLETIN FOR INTER-
NATIONALFISCAL DOCUMENTATION,Yugoslavia is Socialist Federal Republic consisting of six independentRepublicsand two May 1977 at 201.

autonomousProvinces. 2 This form of government was first estabshed in Yugoslavia in 2. 1974 Federal Constitution of the
1943; however, under this earer version the bulk of govemmental.powerwas placed in Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
the hands of the Federal authorities, the principaladmnstrativeorgans beng the Federal (hereinafter 1974 Constitution), Article
Assembly,. the FederalExecutiue Council, and the Presidency. 1.
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APPENDIX 111

Summaryof tax changes and tax concessions

A. TAX CHANGES

1. Domestic and Airport tax will be raised to S$5/- and
international S$12/- for domestic and international

passenger service flights from S$4/- and S$10/- respective- Singapore personal income tax
changes w.e.f. 1.4.81. Old & new rates compared

2. Duty on bets Duty on bets will be raised from 10 per- Y/A 80-'81 Y/A 82.onwards
cent to 15 percent w.e.f. 1.4.81.

Chargeable New Tax New Tax

3. Entertainments W.e.f. 1.4.81 entertainment duties for income rate pavabfe rate payable
duty cinemas, amusement parks, trade fairs $ % $ % $

and exhibitions will be at ad valorem
rate of 35 percent against an aver- On the first 2;500 4 100 4 100

age of 34.2 percent; and the present On the next 2,500 7 175 4 100

graduated duty rates for open-air cine-
mas and liveshows replaced by ad valo- On the first 5,000 275 . 200

On the next 2,500 9 225 7 175
rem duties of 15 percent and 25 percent
respectively. On the first 7,500 500 375
The present two lower admission classes On the next 2,500 11 275 9 225
of cinemaswill be merged. On the first 10,000 775 600

4. Duties on petrol Duties on premium and regular petrol
On the next 5,000 14 700 12 600

will be replced by an ad valorem duty O.n the first 15,000 1,475 1,200
of 40 percent, based on pump prices. On the next 5,000 17 850 14 700

(New duty will be implemented after
nthe Cutoms Act has been suitably the first 20,000 2,325 1,900

amended).
On the next 5,000 21 1,050 17 850

New prices for premium are expected to On the first 25,000 3,375 2,750
be S$1.20 per litre (up from S$1.08) On the next 10,000 26 2,600 21 2,100
and for regular S$1.09 (up from

S$1.00). On the first 35,000 5,975 4,850
On the next 15;000 32 4,800 25 3,750

B. TAX CONCESSIONS On the first 50,000 10,775 8,600
On the next 25,000 34 8,500 30 7,500

1. Separate assess- Married women with unearned incomes On the first 75,000 19,275 16,100
ment on unearned derived from their own earned incomes On the next 25.,000 36 9,000 32 8,000
incomesof in the past will be asssessed separately
married women w.e.f. Year of assessment 1982. On the first 100,000 28,275 24,100

On the next 100,000 40 40,000 35 35,000
2. Relief for dis- Earned income relief for handicapped

abled persons persons is increased from S$1,000/- On the first 200,000 68,275 59,100

to S$2,000/- w.e.f. Year of assessment On the next 200,000 45 90,000 40 80,000

1982. On the first 400,000 158,275 139,100
On the next 20,000 50 100,000 43 86,000

3. Personalncome i. Every resident taxpayer will be grant-
tax ed a tax rebate of 10 percent on his On the first 600,000 258,275 225,100

total income tax liability for the On the next 750,000 55 45

Year of assessment 1981.
ii. For Year of assessment 1982, the

personal income tax rates will be re-

duced by an average 13 percent.
(See Appendix II and also the .table
showing old and new rates compared)

4. Estate duty The exemption ceiling for estate duty
on residential pr0perties is 'ncreased
from S$200,000/- to S$600,000/-w.e.f.
1.1.81.
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land, and maintain desirable levels of in- should be fully involved in the planning resources for industrial development.
tensity. For major projects such as the decision. The Ministry of National Devel- Whilst industry will continue to be the
MRT, Marina City, Raffles City, Pulau opment must work in close collaboration catalyst for Singapore's economic growth,
Ubin and Pulau Tekong projects, and size- with the JTC to ensure adequate allcation our future appears brighter as a services
able reclamation, the economic agencies and development of land and physical and informationcentre.

APPENDIX 11

Individual income tax reduction under revised SCHEDULE
rates schedulefrom year of assessment 1982

Effectivetax
Distribution of tax burden in 1980

rate at end

points
Taxpayers Tax assessed

8 b :3
Chargeable '

,, Average reduc- . .' Chargeable Percentage Cumulative Percentage Cumulative
incomegroup LU 2 2 tionin tax lLIu '

incomegroup distribution distribution distribution distribution
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ % % % % %

1 - 2,500 4 4 45 - - 4.0 4.0 1 - 2,500 37.2 37.2 1.4 1.4
2,501 - 5,000 7 4 178 33 18.5 5.5 4.0 2,501 - 5,000 24.1 61.3 3.7 5.1
5,001 - 7,500 9 7 377 98 25.9 6.7 5.0 5,001 - 7,500 12.3 73.6 4.0 9.1
7,501 - 10,000 11 9 629 148 23.6 7.8 6.0 7,501- 10,000 7.1 80.7 3.8 12.9

10,001- 15,000 14 12 1,086 219 20.2 9.8 8.0 10,001- 15,000 7.3 88.0 6.8 19.7
15,001- 20,000 17 14 1,859 342 18.4 11.6 9.5 15,001- 20,000 3.6 91.6 5.8 25.5
20,001 - 25,000 21 17 2,817 517 18.4 13.5 11.0 20,001- 25,000 2.1 93.7 5.0 30.5
25,001- 35,000 26 21 4,545 846 18.6 17.1 13.9 25,001- 35,000 2.5 96.2 9.6 40.1
35,001- 50,000 32 25 8,112 1,584 19.5 21.6 17.2 35,001 - 50,000 1.7 97.9 11.5 51.6
50,001- 75,000 34 30 14,919 2,652 17.8 25.7 21.5 50,001 - 75,000 1.3 99.2 16.4 68.0
75,001 - 100,000 36 32 24,593 3,750 15.3 28.3 24.1 75,001- 100,000 0.3 99.5 7.2 75.2

100,001 - 200,000 40 35 41,194 5,765 14.0 34.1 29.6 100,001 - 200,000 0.4 99.9 15.8 91.0
200,001 - 400,000 45 40 92,875 11,893 12.8 39.6 34.8 200,001 - 400,000 6.1 97.1
400,001 - 600,000 50 43 193,561 24,198 12.5 43.0 37.5 400,000 - 600,000 0.1 100.0 1.5 98.6
600,001 - 750,000 55 43 300,097 44,508 14.8 45.4 38.6 600,001 - 750,000 0.7 99.3

750,000 55 45 652,714 117,067 17.9 -- -- 750,000 0.7 100.0

---
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One of the most effective ways to get more 59. When we started our industrialisation, provide the necessary on-the-job
women to work is to site factories in or the Government had to act as the pioneer training.
close to HDB housing estates. HDB should or leader by investing in or providing loans
allocate more land in housing estates for to industries, as manufacturingwas a new

the clean industries which should have and untested eld. Moreover, it paid lower R. Energy
higher priority over backyard factories. returns than entrepot trade. Businessmen
The Ministry of Social Affairs should im- were therefore reluctant to invest alone, if 63. We have become more effiCient in the
plement promptly and cost-effectively the at all. As we want to restructure and up- .use energy as indicated by the decline
recommendations of the Study Team grade our economy quickly, the state must in the energy-growth ratio from 1.74 in
which was formed to examine ways and resume its role as an entrepreneur, not to 1976 to 1.45 in 1977 and 1.37 in 1978.
means to retain female workers in the supplant private enterprise but to encour- However our ratio is still high compared
workforce. These recommendations cover age and assist entrepreneurs to venture with Japan and EEC countries' ratio of
child-care facilities, leave for child-care, re- their capital on new machineryWith labour between 0.8-0.9 for 1978. The uncertainty
training scheme, part-time employment saving devices. over supply, together with the preference
and income tax incentives. of oil producers to hold back output, will

lead to rising oil prices in the Eighties. We
56. Our retirement age is lower than many
industrialised countries facing labour short- Q. Research and Development

must ensure that our economic growth is

ages and ageing population. Labour force not disrupted by energy shortages. At the

surveys show that our workers begin to 60. Singapore has identified specic areas
same time, we must reduce our energy-

stop working after 50-55 years old, perhaps of promising industrial upgrading and our growth ratio. We must encourage interest

because of contractual forced retirement, R&D policy should reflect this perspective. in, discussion on, and dissemination of

reluctance of employers to continue em- Without experience in the field of R&D, energy-saving methods found effective in

ploying older workers at senior levels of we should adopt a pragmatic approach to industry, office, shopping centres and

salaries or wages, or unwillingness of R&D planning, guided by the experience of hotels. We shall use a combination of in-

retired workers to want to continue work- those who have pioneered R&D in other ducements and punitive measures to

ing. As life-expectancy in Singapore has developing countries, mainly the govern-
conserve energy. Tax incentives will en-

increased significantly, premature retire- ments and the multinationals who have courage and speed up investment in newer

ment is an economic waste. Our labour- established R&D facilities in South Korea, energy-efcient equipmentto replace older

short economy needs every worker still Taiwan and other such rapidly industrialis- energy inefficientmachines, just as SIA has

capable of productive work, especially ing countries. found it economic to sell off older aircraft
which wer fuel guzzlers and to buy newwhen they have long experience in special- 61. Trained R&D manpower (engineers, aircraft with fuel efficient engines. Fuelised skills. That their productivity may scientists and technicians) is the critical stndards should be set toeconomy en-not be as high as when they were at their

factor. The best to train R&D
prime can be reflected in adjusted salary or

way man- courage use of smaller cars. Taxes will be

wage rates for the older workers. Moreover, power is by immersion in R&D environ- used to encourage the use of fuel efficient

where prematurelyretired workers tend ment. We should expand and improve our cars. Improved public transport system
to degenerate physically, Government will higher engineering education, build a good should slow down the growth rate of car

research tradition in the University as well owners. As the implementation of energyhave to spend more for their social and
health needs. The Government will en-

as nurture a pool of R&D workers, man- policies falls under various industries, an

courage employers to retain retired agers and leaders. Energy Coordination Committee has been
formed to ensure consistencyn our energyworkers and the retired workers to con- 62. Besides offering scal incentives for policies. The Ministry of Trade and In-tinue working through concessions on cmpanies undertaking R&D, Government dustry has set Energy Unit toreduced CPF contributions of the over- must also invest in supporting R&D infra- up an co-

ordinate conservation policies and to deal60's. Regular retraining of workers before structure. While we should preferably rely with energy-relatedmatters.
retirement could solve the problem of on private initiative, some Government
technological or skill obsolesence in retired funding in public research is necessary to 64. Every consumer must pay th world
workers. We may need to modify tax stimulate private research. The question is market price of oil. Only when domestic
olicies, besides graduated reductions of hw to decide on the minimum amount nergy prices reflect world prices can we

CPF contributions for workers over 60 f Government funds needed to produce be assured of adequte supplies. We are

years. the right conditions for private industrie trying to procure oil through more stable
to undertakeR&D. The followingmeasures sources such as Government-to-Govern-
are being examined: ment purchases in case oil supplies through

the oil companies disrupted forP. Finnce a. Developing a Science. and Technology
are

political reasons. We are also diversifyingPark adjacent to the Kent Ridge Uni-
57. As we must upgrade and restructure

versity to stimulate university-industry
our sources of crude oil. In addition, we

our economy, we should divert less funds
interaction;

must explore other ways of generating
rather than rely solely oil. Infrom and make availablemore liquidity for

b Developing a Competence Laboratory energy on

the private sector. We must capitalise on
in Material Scienc in SISIR. A knowl- Singapore, coal is the most feasible alter-

native to oil for generatingelectricity.our comparative economic advantage of a
a

strong nancial position to maximise our edge of materials is prerequisite for

growth potential. This can be done by manufacturing. This laboratory will

liberalising our tax policy (eg reducing in- be aimed at servicing industries' needs,
S. Landsuch as in the choice of technology,

come tax rates and allowingmore generous
depreciation allowances for capital equip- testing of manufacturers' claims and

65. Land in Singapore is and cannotother extensionservices;
scarce

ment) and reviving the role of the State as be increased by further reclamationexcept
an entrepreneur to pioneer and stimulate c. Developing the Engineering Develop- at great cost. There should be optimalment Division of the Applied Research
investments in new industries and brain utilisation of land not only to improve the
services. Corporation as a resource centre for

social well-being of the people but also tothe application of microprocessor
58. Other tax proposalsare: revised depre- technology;

achieve economic growth. We must there-

ciation schedule to encourage automation d. Setting up our own patent ofce to fore ensure that guidelines for the alloca-

and mechanisation and accelerated enable patents to be directly registered tion of land are clear and consistent with

depreciation for computers and research as it will be a great source of technical the prevailing economic and social objec-
,

and developmentequipment, tax incentives informationfor industries;and tives.

to promote research and development, e. Developing a suitable course in Tool, 66. Government must continue to direct,
, removing or reducing certain stamp duties Die and Mould Design at the Singapore guide, coordinate and control all physical

which impede economic growth, and in- Polytechnic involving collaboration development activities in Singapore to
centives to promote offshore leasing. with private cmpanies which will ensure compatible and optimal usage of
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service will be reviewed and adjusted regu- Where local firms do not have th capacity 491 More students must make it to the
larly. or expertise, joint ventures with less than higher ranges of education in the Eighties
43. We must have good quality medical 50 percent foreign participation will also by increased intakes and offering econd
facilities to sell our services. Tax incentives enjoy the concession pro-rated accordig chances to those who fail their entrance,
should be considered for investment in to the local equity share. Other incentive and by part-timeand full-timeprogrammes
private hospitals and in medical equiment. measures include vertical integration by for those already in employment. Only

professionals and contracting firms, tax thus can we catch up with the backlog of44. We can promote our medical services incentives and nancial assistance through earlier years, as well as meet the largerthrough greater publicity of our services performancebond guarantee facilities. demands for professional and technicaland facilities, holding of medical conven-
Failure to do this will under-tions, and publicising locally developed 47. The Ministry of National Development manpower.

mine our efforts to upgrade and restructureR&D work in medicine. plans to beef up INDECO. The plan
includes the restructuring of INDECO's our economy, unless we allow freer immi-

capital diversification of projects, setting gration of high level professional and tech-
nical manpower.of revenue targets, manpowerN. Constructionconsultancyservices . export

deployment, and pooling of public sector 50. We must maintain standards of higher
45. During the last ten years our construc- expertise. education and the quality of graduates,
tion industry has built up substantial ex- whilst we widen the range of courses to

pertise and capacity. Potential markets for suit students of varying inclination and
exports of construction consultancy serv- ability. Those who reach top grades must
ices exist in neighbouring countries: the O. Resources for growth be measured against the graduates of the
Middle East, Sri Lanka and Pacific econ- best universities in Britain like Oxford and
omies. Our reputation and record in (a) Manpower Cambridge. We must, however, have a

development and urban renewal are strong 48. The critical resource that we need to larger base, of graduates to drive our

credentials for our construction expertise achieve high growth in the Eighties is the economy forward in the Eightis and
in planning and construction. We must do supply of skilled, technical and profes- beyond, and to do this our general degrees
the following: build up track records of sional manpower. We need many more pass students must be given second chanes
our local firms; moderniseour construction engineers, graduates, technicians and skill- to make it.
industry by integrating the professionals ed workers, to achieve economic upgrading 51. Training of skilled workers must also
with the contractors; provide nancialand and restructuring. We will develop .the full be stepped up. Besides expanding the in-
tax incentives to local construction firms potential of our Talent Pyramid to maxi- dustrial training institutions, we should
exporting their services overseas; and beef mise our manpower contribution to our encourage employers to use the Skills
up INDECO. restructuring. Development Fund to upgrade and retrain

the skills of their workers. We should also
46. A 5 percent preferential margin has (b) Forecast of demandl and supply of encourage nd provide for continuous
been given to local contractors in Govern- professional, technical and skilled retraining of managers and workers to up-
ment tenders to help them to get track manpower1979-1990 (annual grade their skills because of the faster
records to sell their services overseas. auerage) changes in technology in our upgrading

economy.

52. The Council on Professionaland Tech-
nical Education had deliberated on theReal GDP Real GDP
issues and examined the need for trainedGrowth: 8% Growth: 10%
manpower to support our economic re-

Prodctivity Productivity structuring programme. Its recommenda-
Growth: 5-7% Growth: 7-8% tions have been adopted by the Govern-

ment.
1979-80 1981-90 1979-80 1981-90

53. University educationprovidesoly the

Engineers basic training of professionals. They will
need work and commercial experienceand-- emand 590 770 620 820
exposure to competition to sharpen their

-- Planned output 350 420 350 420 skills. They must also measure up to inter-
-- Shortfall 240 350 270 400 national standards of professional com-
-- Required enrolment 1,090 1,410 1,140 1,530 petence if we were to achieve the objective

of developing Singapore as a centre ofOther graduates
higher technology manufacturingand brain

-- Demand 2,600 2,930 2,780 3,150 services. Protectionis,t and Close-shop-- Planned output 2,330 2,100 2,330 2,1'0 practices of professional cartels will dis-
-- Shortfall 270 830 450 1,050 courage overseas talerts from coming to
-- Required enrolment 2,950 3,290 3,130 3,630 Singapore and therefore deprive us of a

necessary source of better and changingTechnicians I
technology. Such practices make our-- Demand 2,630 3,560 2,850 3,850 professionals comlacent and lethargic:-- Planned output 2,170 2,940 2,170 2,940 they lead to inbreeding and the exclusion

-- Shortfall 460 620 680 910 of fresh ideas. As they are protected from
-- Required enrolment 4,430 5,300 4,770 5,960 the pressure of competition, the best in a

Skilled workers person is never brought out.
-- Demand 7,640 11,190 8,160 12,060 54. We must remove close-shop practices--

Planed output 4,470 10,080 4,470 101080 by liberalising registration requirements.-- Shortfall 3,170 1,110 3,690 1,980 The authority to decide on application for
- Required enrolment 15,160 21,545 16,Q80 23,630 registration should not be with the profes-

sional bodies. These professinal bodies
must bear the onus of justifying their re-

1. Projections include requirements for new services, viz promotin of commendationto reject an application.
R&D activities, medical services and computerservices. 55. We can also optimise our scarce man-

power by encouraging more womn and
prematurely retired persons to work.

-
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H. Trade to perform well if we are not to lose out as L. Financial services
a major communicationscentre.

25. In the Eighties, we will export more 38. We should further expand nancial
higher value added and technology goods. 32. The targets set by the Ministry of services have laid the foundation inas we

The Multinational Corporations (MNCs) Communications for sea, air and tele- the Seventies. We must develop Singapore
can export such products successfully. By communication services for the Eighties financial supermarket, offering theas a

successfully promoting the better in- appear Iow when compared with the
widest of financial services. Werange

dustries, we will have achieved our export achievements in the Seventies. MinCom
should continue to sharpen cmpeti-our

target. Trade development is therefore should review the targets regularly. Such
tiveness, through higher productivity.

dependent on our industrial development. services must continue to be one of our

growth pillars. Moreover, they provide 39. Insurance servicesshould be aggressive-
26. The Department of Trade should con- essential services on which the growth of ly promoted especially non-traditional
tinue to assist the better local manufac- other sectors will depend. We must not services such as specialised risks and off-
turers to develop their export markets to lower our economic ambition, especially shore business. We should adopt a more

upgrade their operations. It can provide after we have sunk in the large investments liberal policy to admit new insurance com-

supporting services without interfering in the port, airport and telecommunication panies.
with our liberal trade policy. The Trade exchangesand equipment.
Development Section in the Departmentof 40. We should develop Singapore as a

Trade will carry out this task. Annual ex- K. Computerservices regional fund management centre. We

port targets for regions and priority should liberally allow reputable inter-

markets will be set. Its operational plan 33. The computer services industry is national and regional companies to list in

should be reviewed and improved annually. desirable for Singapore because it is know- the Singapore Stock Exchange and the

27. We will expand the re-export and ledge-intensive and non-polluting and trading of securities of companies not
listed in Singapore. In addition, we should

transshipment of non-traditonal products. requires less manpower and energy. Com-
promote the developmentof the Singapore

Local manufacturers and traders will be puters can raise the technology and
Gold Market well other promisingas as

encouraged to make more use of trading productivity of other sectors. We have the
markets, such futures.as currency

houses or to group together to form larger following advantages to develop computer

trading companies. We will encourage
services: a growing domestic and Asian

trading companies to venture into inter- market; many of our young people are M. Medical services

national marketing and to develop Singa- literate in English and Mandarin and are

pore as a major warehousing and distribu- numerate; good infrastructure, especially 41..We have not been realising the

tion centre. Incentive schemes should be telecommunications;and strategic location. potential of selling high skill and high
valu'-added medical services despite having

modied where appropriate to encourage 34. We must step up computer manpower the best medical facilities in the region.
local traders to form larger companies and training. Students in our schools, Poly- There concerted efforts to
ventre into new areas of trade. technic and universities should have easier

were no

promote such services as a growth area.

28. In domestic trade, the Department of access to computers. To step up com- The potential of developing Singapore as a

Trade will pursue the twin objectives of puterisation and develop a computer soft- regional medical centre exists because there

security of essential supplies and stability ware industry, we must train more pro- is a large catchment of patients in the
in their prices. We will maintain our open grammers and system analysts (we will region and in our tourist and expatriate
trading policy to obtain essential supplies need 5,800 senior staff by 1990). National population. We should therefore develop
from the most economicalsources. We will University of Singapore should expand and the Medical Centre of theSingapore as

encourage more competition and educate upgrade its Computer Science Course, and region by selling high skill and high value-
consumers. We will continue to attack EDB should proceed with plans to establish added medical services. This can be

proteering and cartel practices by trade computer training centres. We should give achieved without sacricing standards of
associations. training grants and scholarships, through health services for our own people. Indeed,

the Skills Development Fund to encourage specialist skills in Singaporewill increase in
29. Trade documentation procedures will companies to send their staff for training standards and widen in of specialisa-be continually simplied. The processing in computer software.

range

of export and import declarations and the tion with spin-off effects on our Govern-

collection and compilation of trade stat- 35. We must stimulate computerisation in ment or University specialists, and medical

istics will be computerised where appro.
the public and private sectors. To encour- students.

priate. age more use of computers, the Ministry of
Finance has allowed accelerated deprecia- 42. We msut train more doctors. Universi-

I. Tourism tion on computers and peripheral equip- ty enrolment must increase. More special-
ment for all sectors of the economy. Com- ists should be trained by sending our

30. World tourism will continue to grow. puterisation of public administration doctors for postgraduate traning. The

We should target for 12 percent growth in should be accelerated. The Ministry of success f a medical centre, in large
tourists to induce more hotels. More hotels Finance should organise and implement a measure, depends on the reputation of the

will keep room rates competitive and in- programme to computerise the Govern- foreign doctors we can attract to Singa-
duce hoteliers to employ staff more ment administration. pore. We must allow more foreign doctors

efficiently. New hotels with better design 36. We must attract internationally
to practise here. Our medical registry

can lower staff-room ratio. We must en- reputable software companies by intensive
should be opened to foreign doctors with

courage tourists to stay longer and spend promotion and through tax incentives. recognised qualications without demand-

more. We must promote high yield traffic Beside granting the International Con- ing reciprocity. The problem of Govern-
ment doctors leaving for the private sectorsuch as conventions, exhibitions and trade sultancy Services Incentives, we should should be solved by increasing the outputfairs. We should develop SingaRore as a consider giving a 10 percent concessionary of doctors and correcting the unattractivetourist junction like London for tourists tax rate for more desirable projects and

to the region. pioneer status for highly sophisticated pay in the Government service.. Doctors
leaving for the private sector are not net

software industries. losses to Singapore. So long as the best are

J. Transportand communications 37. A high level Committee, chaired by ready to pass on their knowledge and ex-

Dr. Tony Tan, the Minister of Education, pertise to younger doctors training to be
31. The transport and communications has been formed to lead, plan, implement specialists, they can be given use of Gov-

sector grew rapidly in the Seventies to be- and coordinate policies on computerisa- ernment and University hospital equip-
come the third largest sector (share of tion, computer manpower training and the ment, supporting medical staff and beds in
GDP -- 1970:12 percent; 1979: 18 per- growth of the computer services industry. return for trainingpostgraduateand under-

cent). This was due to the high growth of Its report on the developmentof computer graduate students as consultants and visit-

air, sea and telecommunication services. services has been adopted by the Govern- ing professors. For those who remain in the

For the Eighties, the sector must continue ment. public sector, terms and conditions of
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b. Attract foreign investment and tech- their labour-intensive industries. a. Manufacturing
nology; we cannot reserve nor demar- Others will restructure their economies b. Trade
cate areas for local businessesnor com- from medium to higher technology c. Tourism
pel foreign companies to combinewith industries. We can attract the medium d. Transport and communications
local companies. technology industries only if we step e. Brain services: computer, financial,

c. Attract professional, technical and up training. medical and consultancyservices.
industrial skills and talents from over- b. Oil prices will continue to rise in the
seas to lead us into higher growth and eighties. The impact will not be dis-
new businesses;we cannot adopt close- astrous for the world economy, as it G. Manufacturing
shop practices to protect the interest has adjustedwell to the quantum jump
of local professionalsat the expense of in 1973/74. Alternative energy sources 18. We shall transform the manufacturing
the wider economic interests. will become viable as oil prices in- sector into a more dynamic prime mover

9. We must continue to diversify our
crease. Only if we upgrade can we for high and sustained rates of economic

economy to achieve the economic security afford to pay for higher energy costs. growth. It will set the pace for high pro-

objective as well as to make our economy
c. We face keener competition from ductivity increases in other sectors and

South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and provide better-payingjobs for our workersmore competitive both within and in the
export market. We must diversify: unless we restructure our economy we and more opportunitiesfor our local entre-

will face graver pressure in labour in- preneurs to participate in better industries.
a. Our economic activities; e.g. many tensive products from other develop-

international integration pyramids ing countries with abundant labour, 19. As a prime mover, manufacturingmust

rather than few national integration especially China. On the other hand, as
increase its share of GDP from 23 percent

pyramids in manufacturing; new brain these developing countries expand and now to 31 percent by 1990. Its value-
services: computer, medical, con- diversify their economies, they will im- added should increase by 11 to 13 percent
sultancy and warehousingservices. port higher technologyproductswhich annually. Value-added per worker must

b. Our markets: to get around the prob- we may help to supply. catch up with other higher value-added
lem of protectionism and to expand sectors, to attract skills to industry.
our export to developingcountries. D. Targets 20. We must manufacture more parts and

components and assemble less end
13. We must aim to. achieve the following products. Parts and components are lessC. Scenarios in the eighties broad economic targets: visible than end productsand lessare prone

10. The Plan takes into account both a. Real GDP growth of 8-10 percent per to protectionism.
domestic and external factors in the annum to reach present Japanese per 21. We should expand industrial servicing
eighties. capita GNP by 1990.

such maintenance of sophisticated n-b. Productivity increase of 6-8 percent
as

11. The domestic factors are as follows: per annum.
dustrial and agricultural machines, aircraft,
etc. We must exploit our strategic location

a. Domestic labour supply will grow c. Full and better paid, higher skill em-
at the centre of international waterways

more slowly in the eighties (32,000 ploymnt. and air-routes by developingmore sophisti-
now; 24,000 yearly in 1981-85; d. Lower than world inflation.

cated services for vessels and aircraft. There
16,000yearly in 1986-90). e. Healthy balance of payment. is large market for other types of in-a

b. Rising expectations for better wages, dustrial services.
which we can afford to pay only if we

E. Strategies
22. Our local manufacturers who cannotcan create many higher skilled jobs. 14. We shall upgrade and restructure the market will relocate to otherExpectations for better housing, re-

our pay wages
creational facilities and more com- economy to achieve higher skill and value- countries. As raw materials and semi-manu-

added manufacturingand services. We will factures are key inputs for our future in-fortable living standards which can be
then realise the full economic potential of dustries, must these hanu-realised only if they get much higher we encourage

income from better paying jobs. We our people. We will also be in stronger facturers to process raw materials and

must respond by stepping up training position to pay for higher oil prices, over- manufacture simple components in rel-

and creating skilled jobs to realise the come protectionism and remain competi- evant countries by exempting their
tive in the export markets. remitted profits from our income tax. Ourfull potential of our people who will

earn their living by marketing their 15. We must first break the vicious circle industries can concentrate on the higher
skills, brains and talents. of low wages sustaining too labour4nten- value-added production, using these

c. We do not have a strong base of local sive activities, which lead in turn t poor
materials and components. On the other

entrepreneurs and will therefore have productivity growth, an overtight labour hand, we can export our higher value-

to continue to depend on foreign in- market and slower economic growth. Cor- added parts and components for assembly
vestment for skills, technology and rective wage increases over 3 years will in the other countries.

market. force employers to save labour. Under- 23. We must improve and expand our sup-
d. With inflation and rising incomes and employed labour will be released for more porting industries to link up with the high-

the growing importanceof the middle- productive employment in the better in- er value-added industries. Our local entre-
income groups, our income tax rates dustries and services. After the transition preneurs should be encouraged to invest in
will become over-progressive and dis- period of 3 years of corrective wages to these supporting industries, which do not
courage the more enterprising from untighten the labour market and bring it require much capital and can find ready
exerting more effort and saving and back to normal, we must continue to.have market in the Multinational Corporations
investingmore. market-orientedwage increases. (MNCs) operating in Singapore. Howeyer,

12. The external factors which will affect 16. Wage increase alone is not enough to they must be upgraded to provide reliable
us in the eighties are as follows: achieve economic restructuring. We must and precision parts and services. The Gov-

ernment can assist them with loans and
a. The slower growth of the industrial- step up training at th universities, tech-

incentives.
ised countries in the eighties will nical and industrial training institutions.

prevent us from achievinghigh growth We must also provide tax incentives to en- 24. Our industries will require more land
only if we do not upgrade and re- courage automation, mechanisation and as they become more capital intensive. On
structure our economy. It only means

research and development. the other hand, the large claims for land
that to achieve high growth, we have for social and recreational purposes will
to sharpen our competitiveedge to get F. Pillars of growth in the eighties continue unabated. The Ministry of
a bigger share of the world market. We National Development must accord higher
must export higher skilled products. 17. The achievement of our plan objec- priority to industrial land and set aside
Some developed countries will adjust tives, targets and trategies will depend on more land in or near housing estates for the
to the slower growth by protecting the followinggrowth pillars: clean and higher value-addedindustries.
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plant and machinery, equipment and other assets, ratio- powers. The political equibrium in the world is pre-
nalisation of stamp duties, investment allowances and carious. The people must be prepared for the worst but
incentives to encourage research and development. the orst must hold no fear for the people. Recession,
Individuals are encouraged to excel through periodical unemployment, higher oil prces, protectionism,
adjustmentof the income tax rates to take into account regional conflict, securty threats, international turbu-
inflationand growth in the economy. lence -- they threaten livelihood. The people cannot
Singapore belongs to all Singaporeans. It is our niche in avoid getting wet n bad weather, but if they have made
the world. The people face difficult times. It is an un- adequate preparations, they can put their raincoats on,
certain world. There is disharmony between the super-. and when they get indoors, change into dry clothes.

APPENDIX I

Highlights of Singapore'seconomic developmentplan for the eighties
lowered our ecoomic ambition and the eighties. The main lessons are in the

Contents resigned ourselves to a lower growth target followingparagraphs.
of 6-8 percent. On the growth momentum 6. Our wages must be related to the
built up in 1966-73, our economymanaged labour market. In full employmentA. Stock-taking of achievements and short- to weather the recession sooner and faster

a

low will lead tofails in the seventies than we expected. (Growth rates exceeded economy, wages an over-

B. Lessons for the eightis target in 1978:8.6 percent, 1979:9.3 per-
tight labour market. Inefcient businesses,
which have no place in a fully-employed,

C. Scenarios in the eighties cent, 1980:10.2 percent). Moreover, with
D. Targets the advantage of a headstart in export-

open competitive economy, will continue
to hoard labour which should be more

E. Strategies oriented industrialisation, we did not feel productively employed by more efcient
F. Pillars of growth in the eighties the pressure of competition from labour- firms. The efficient businesses, squeezedabundant developingcountries.G. Manufacturing for labour, will be hindered from expand-
H. Trade 3. On hindsight, we were overcautiousin ing and upgrading. Even they will find it

I. Tourism our response to the oil crisis and the world comfortable not to introduce new tech-

J. Tansport and communications recession. We were content with merely nology and to .automate and mechanise.

K. Computer services reacting to events, and not responding The efficiency;of every firm from the most

enough to the challengesand opportunities efficient to the least efcient, will be
L. Financial services ahead. It was understandable that the lowered. In an overtight labour market,
M. Medical services popular wisdom was one of caution and with excessive job hopping, employers
N. Construction consultancy services resigned acceptance of slower growth, as find it cheaper to employ excess meh, asJczO-r-O. Resources for growth the four-fold oil price increase was a trau- the holding cost of idle or unproductive

(a) Manpower matic experience. However, South Korea, workers is less than the cost of new and
(b) Forecast of demand and supply of Taiwan and Hong Kong pressed ahead with better machines or of introducing better

professional, technical and skilled high growth. Their real GDP per capita nanagement and work system and the in-

manpower growth after the oil crisis (8.0 percent) was convenienceof displaing inferior managers

1979-1990 (annual average) higher than before (6.6 percent). Before by better managers.
the oil crisis, our growth (11.4 percent)P. Finance 7 Low wage does not bring out the,best
was higher than theirs. After that, it was in worker. It discourages training. In theirQ. Research and development lower (6.0 percent). Their businessmen

a

efforts to get workers for industrialR. Energy were compelled to be more efficient to
more

S. Land survive the world recession, protectionism
training, while wages are Iow, training in-
stitutions such as VITB and EDB are com-

and higher domestic wages (23 percent pelled to us expedient methods such as
compared with our 11 percent wage in- paying and increasing the allowances to get

A. Stock-taking of achievements and crease, 1976-78, in terms of US dollar). workers to attend training courses. When
Their productivity increased faster than the allowance is not much different fromshortfalls in the seventies
ours. the wage, training is wasted as the trainee

1. Growth in the Seventies was slightly 4. The Economic Strategy Programme of does not put in his best efforts or is not

higher than in the Sixties (Real GDP the seventies has however beneted us. Our employed in the skill for which he is

growth -- Sixties: 8.7 percent; Seventies: economy is more diversied. We now have trained.
9.4 percent). However, the first half of the a stronger infra-structure to develop finan-
Sixties was a period of slow growth (5.5 cial, telecommunication, port and air 8. Another lesson is that we must con-

percent) because economic activities were services further. Although it is still too tinue with our economic philosophy of

predominantly traditional, with low labour-intensive, our manufacturingbase is open and free competition. It is a harsh but

growth potential. Foreign investment in now wider. We have been liberalising our effective approach of rewarding the

manufacturing was negligible. In the immigration policy to a.tract skills and capable and punishing the incapable. We
second half of the Sixties, after our in- talents. We have been expanding: profes- have no choice, given our small domestic

dependence, growth accelerated (12.9 per- sional, technical and industrial training. In. market, lack of natural resources and

cent). vestors' confidence in Singapore has limited leverage in the world market. We

strengthened. If not for the Economic cannot follow a self-sufficiency or self-
2 Double-digit growth rates continued
int the Seventies until the oil crisis and Strategy Programme, our growth would reliance economic ideology. Our philo-

have been slower. sophy must be to:
world recession of 1974-76 interruptedthe
Economic Strategy Programme. Economic a. Import from the cheapest reliable

upgrading slowed down as we shifted to B. Lessons for the eighties source for raw materials, machinery,
economic activation to get as many jobs as parts and components; we cannot

possible. We became less selective of the 5. We must draw lessons from our ex- close up our domestic market to shel-
industries we wanted to promote. We perience in the Seventies to plan ahead for ter local industries.
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ment was studying the possibility of presumptive taxa- S$2,500/- will not benefit from any tax reduction. For
tion of hawkers, restauranteurs, taxi-drivers, property the Year of Assessment 1980, there were 141,843 tax-
brokers and other freelancingcommercialintermediaries paers or 37.2 percent of the total number of taxpayerswho did not keep proper accounts. Under this scheme, in this bracket. Together they contributedonly 1.4 per-the Department would take sample investigativesurveys cent of total personal income tax collections. The
to determine what these groups were earning. All those average tax assessed was S$45/- which is not enerous. In
in these groups would be deemed to have chargeable contrast, the top 14,547 taxpayers, constituting onlyincomes based on the findings. The onus of proofwould 3.8 percent of the total number, paid S$266.8 million
then be on them; it would be up to any one of them, or 59.9 percent of total tax collections of S$445.5
hawkers, restauranteurs, property brokers,

'

etc. to rebut million. A large prportion of the tax incidence was
presumed taxable income by accounts which would therefore borne by this small group of taxpayerswhose
show his true incme to be lower. chargeable incomes exceeded S$35,000/-. The table
The Minister said that Singapore was restructuringher which is attached to the Schedule shows the distribution
economy. For this to succeed, Singapore must make it of the tax burden among the various income groups.
wrthwhile for workers, especially the young, to spend The Minister said he had decided to. give substantial
time and effort in acquiring skills and knowledge. They reductions in tax as the objective was to encoufge,not
Would find it worthwhile if they could earn more and to smother, individual drive and enterprise. The highestretain more of their incomes. A worker's effort must marginal rate of 55 percent would be reduced to 45 per-not be penalised throughto steep a tax. While tax rates cent and on chargeable income exceeding S$750,000/-.must be progressive and linked to abilityt pay in rder With the proposed change, very few individuals would
to lighten the burden on the lower income groups, they be paying tax at more than 40 percent effectively on
must never be so high as to suppress the will to strive their chargeable incomes.
and to excel. Last year, every taxpayer was given a re-

The Minister explained that except for the first taxduction in tax ranging from 6.8 to 19.9 percent depend- bracket the reduction granted varied from 12.5 to 25.9ing on his tax bracket. The average reduction in tax was
percent and the overall average reduction was 13.0 per-16.1 percent. cent. The revenue loss was estimatedat S$78 million.For Year f Assessment 1981, the Minister proposed to

retain the existing tax rates. He explained that inflation, (iv)Estate dutyhowever, had pushed many wage-earners into higher in-
come tax brakets. To take account of the pernicious The Minister recalled that in the 1979 Budget, an addi-
effect of inflation on tax burdens, and to give Singa- tional exemption of up to S$200,000/- was granted in
poreans furtler incentive for thir effort, the Minister respect of residential houses in an estate. That was in
proposed to give a tax rebate of 10 percent to every tax- addition to the S$100,000/- exemption which was

payer on his total tax liability. granted for assets other than residentialproperties.
In other words, if a resident taxpayer is assessed to have To ensure that the concession continued to give relief
a tax liability of S$5,000/- on the exiting rates, he will to beneficiaries in the lower and middle income groups,
be given a tax rebate of S$500/- or 10 percent of his it was proposed to raise the exemption ceiling for resi-
assessed tax. If his tax liability is S$300/-, he will get a dential properties from S$200,000/- to S$600,000/-.
tax rebate of S$30/-. This was to take account of the rise in property prices

in the last two years and to protect the dependants ofThe Minister said he was not revising the tax rates for the deceased who might otherwise have to dispose fthe Year of Assessment 1981 because tax returns had their family homes to pay estate duties.already been sent out and computer assessments based
on the existing programmed rates had begun. Any The new exemption ceiling will apply to all deaths
change in tax rates for this year would delay the work occurring on or after January 1, 1981. The loss in
of the Inland Revenue Department inordinately. revenue is estimatedat S$23 million.

The Minister sid he proposed to make the following (v) Concludingremarks
changes to tax rates but applicable only from the Year
of Assessment 1982, .e. on incomes earned this year.

In this concluding remarks the Minister said, The tax

(See Appendix II.) changes this year are a continuationof the liberalisation
of the tax system begun in financial year 1978, whenIn the revision of tax rates, the Minister said he had paid the Minister for Finance reduced personal ncome taxspecial attention to the senior clerical, superviory and rates substantially. Further changes in the tax systemskilled grades, and the middle-income group. These are including income tax, may be expected in the next twothe groups whose chargeable incomes generally fall with- or three years. We shall adjust our tax regime as incomein S$5,000/- and S$75,000/-. They will enjoy the largest patterns change, as spending habits change, and asreduction in tax in percentage terms, a reduction investment behaviour changes. Our taxes are designedranging from 17.8 to 25.9 percent. not to punish effort both collective and individual

The Minister said in changing the Rates Schedule, he effort. They are also designed to encourage investments
had decided to merge the lowest two tax brackets and in order that we can enjoy a moreproductive future.
levy a cmmon tax rate of 4 percent for this new first Business enterprises have been encouraged to investandtaxable bracket of up to S$5,000/- chargeable income. expand, through uarious tax concessions introduced inTaxpayers in the existing lowest tax bracket of S$1/- to previous Budgets, e.g. realistic captal allowances for
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Il. THE FINANCIALYEAR 1981 BUDGET of 35 percent. The present graduated duty rates for

open-air cinemas and live-shows, such as stage-plays,
On the financial year 1981 Budget, the Ministerquted variety shows and circuses, will also be replaced by ad

figures for total estimated expenditure and expected valorem duties of 15 and 25 respectively. The existing
revenue for the financialyear. rates of 15 percentfr professionalboxing and wrestling

and 10 percent for games.and sport other than trial of

speed of animals, vehicles, mtor vessels or aircraft, will

Ill. REVENUEAND TAX CHANGES remain.

A. Some figures (d) Duties on petrol

The duties on premium and regular petrol have not been
For financial year 1981, total revenue was estimated to increased since January 1976. The specific duties of
be S$6,335 million. Below are some of the figures premium and regular petrol amounted to 47.6 and 51.0
quoted by the Minister: percent of pump prices respectively in 1976. Since then,

million million prices of petrol have gone up signicantly without any
(a) Recurrentexpenditure S$4,579 adjustment in duty. As a result, the specific duties of

(b) Developmentexpenditure S$5,044 premium and regular petrol form ohly 33.3 and 34.5
Total budgetedexpenditure S$9,623 percent of pump prices tday.

(c) Income tax S$,460
Other taxes S$3,875 It is proposed to adopt an ad valorem duty for premium

Total estimated revenue S$6,335 and regular petrol. The presentmport and excise duties

Deficit S$3,288 are specific in nature, being S$3.60 per dal (decalitre)
for premium petrol and S$3.45 per dal for regular

B. Tax changes petrol. Thse will be replaced by an.ad valorem duty of

40 percent, using pump prices as the basis of assessment.

After quoting figures for the total budgeted expenditure
and revenue, the Minister propsed the following tax C. Tax concessions

changes for the new fiscal year: The Minister then proceeded to annunce the following
(a) Revision of domestic and nternatinal passenger tax concessions:

service charges;
(b) Duty on bets; (i) Separate assessment on unearned incomeof married
(c) Entertainmentsduty; and women

(d) Duty on petrol. Option for separate assessment on earned ncmes was

first given to married women in 1963. It is clear tday
(a) Revisionof domesticand internationalpassenger that many married women are capable of deriving un-

service charges earned incomes in their own right. This, however, has

The existing rates of domestic and internationalpassen- not been given due recognitionby the tax laws. Amend-

ger service charges are S$4/- per passenger for flights to ment was therefore proposed by the Minister to reflect

Malaysia and Brunei and S$10/- per passenger for flights the current ncome position of married women. From

to other destinations. the Year of Assessment 1982, all married women who

With effect from April 1, 1981, the domestic and inter- can satisfy the Comptroller of Income Tax that their

national passenger service charges will be raised to S$5/- unearned incomes are derived from their own earned

and S$12/- respectively.
income in the past shall be allowed to- have these un-

earned incmes assessed in their names.

(b) Duty on bets This will reduce the combined tax burden of husbands

At present, the duty on bets is 10 percent of the and wives. It should encourage married women to

amount of bets. This duty has not been rased since remain in the work force, particularly those with ter-

1947. It may be one reason why the amount of bets has tiary or professionalqualifications.
increased from S$7.3 million in 1950 to S$320 million The loss in revenue is estinated at S$3 million.

in 1979. The Minister has, therefre, decided to raise

the duty on bets from 10 to 15 percent of the amount (i) Relief for disabledpersons
of bets. The Minister said that 1981 being the InternationalYear

of Disabled Persons, as a contribution,he proposed to

(c) Entertainmentsduty increase the earned income relief for handicapped
In September 1980, the CinematographFilm Exhibitors persons from S$1,000/- to S$2,000/-. This is in recogni-
Association applied for approval to merge the present tion of the contributionof disabled persons in the work

two lower admission classes of cinemas and to do away force and to encourage more active participation from

with the lowest class. The Ministerhas decided to allow the disabled population.This relief will take effect from

the merger of the two lower class seats. Year of Assessment1982.

At the same time, the entertainmentsduties for cinemas

including drive-in cinemas, amusementparks, trade fairs (iii)Personal income tax rates

and exhibitions, will be changed to an ad valorem rate The Minister disclosed that the Inland RevenueDepart-
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To help local industries to upgrade, the Economic The promotion of the computerservices industry would
Development Board (EDB) encouraged them to have form an integral part of Singapore's economic restruc-
joint ventures or licensing arrangements with foreign turing programme in the 80s. The public sector would
companies with the necessary technical know-how and take the lead in computerisation.A National Computer
access to exprt markets. Board would be established. Tourism would also con-

tinue to be an importantgrowth sector for Singapore in
D. Research and development (R&D) the 80s.

Recalling his previous,year's Budget Statementin which
he announced five tax incentives for the benefit of G. Energy policy
manufacturers conducting Research and Development,
the Minister said in addition to these incentives, the On energy policy, the Minister said energy would be-
EDB would consider extending the tax exemption come an ncreasingly more critical resource for Singa-
period to pioneer cmpanies which would nvest or pore's economic development.
expand R&D activities. He added that the twin objectives of the Singapore's
Other measures to promote R&D activities would n- energy policy were, firstly, to ensure that the econmic
clude the development of a Science and Technology growth in the 80s was not disrupted by energy short-
Park and the expansion of the material science labora- ages, and secondly, as oil was scarce and expensive, to
tories at the Singapore Institute of Standards and. In- maximise efficiency in the usage of energy.
dustrial Research. Energy cnservation would be pursued through Cam-

paigns and a system of incentives to encourage energy
E. Trade development saving. S far, accelerateddepreciationwas allowed only

for plant and machinery in industrial enterprises. TheOn trade development, the Minister said that protection- provision accelerated depreciation wuld beism wuld continue to plague Singapore exporters. The
on ex-

tnded to cver approved energy-saving capital expen-long term solution would be for Singaporemanufactuers diture incurred by non-industrialenterprises.to restructure and produce highervalue-addedproducts,
less vulnerable to protectionism. Local companies are The Minister disclosed that both the Ministry of Finance
now becoming more active promoting their products and the Ministry of Trade and Industry would study the
overseas. criteria, guidelines and mechanics of implmenting this

scheme. They would also extend the investment allow-Along with the need to improve and upgrade the quality
of Singapore-made products, the Minister urged the

ance scheme administered by the EDB, to include cover

management in industry to increase their international capital expenditure incurred by manufacturing com-

marketingskills substantially. panies to save energy. The EDB would work up specic
guidelines on this.

The Departmentf Trade would assist by engagingcon-

sultants and experts to conductmarketingseminars and H. Manpowerdevelopment
workshops.

The Minister recalled that in his 1980 Budget State-

F. Services developrent ment, he had dwelt at length on the critical need to
train enough manpower for the higher skilled industries

In his previous year's Budget Statement, the Minister and the brain services Singapore wanted to promote in
had annunced that in the 80s, Singapore would be the 80s.
developed nto a financial supermarket offering a wide
and sophisticated range of financial services. As part of The efforts to prepare workers, employersand managers

its perational plan te advance this objective, the Mone- for a difficult task of economic restructuring would

tary Authority of Singapore (MAS) is reviewing the have to include the inculcation of proper work and

structure and operations of the financial sector. management attitudes. So far, Singapore had concen-

trated on workers' attitudes. Singapore must now ex-
MAS is reviewing in particular, the Insurance Act, the tend her focus to includemanagers and employers.
Banking Act and the Finance Companies Act. It would
continue to promote new foreign financial institutions
to open up branches and ofces in Singapore. It would I. Concluding remarks on economic policy
encourage existing local and foreign banks to expand
the scope and .depth of their business. Banks were

In his concluding remarks on Economic Policy, the

responding tO the call to expand and improve their Minister said 1981 would bea difficult year for Singa-
services by introducing new schemes such as the gold pore and 1982 even more so.

and silver passbook accounts and by nstalling more Singaporeans could not wish the depressing outlook
automated teller machines (ATMs). The ingapore away. They must, as before, assess the problems re-

Clearing Huse Association was formed to enable auto- alistically and respond accordingly.They would survive,
mated cheque clearing. This is in line with the Govern- work together and press on intelligently with economic
ment's emphasis on increased productivity and com- restructuring, plus a change in work attitudes. If Singa-
puterisation and is expected to result in even better poreans developed new cooperative habits on the
services for bank customers. Fixed rate Singaporedollar factory oor, complete with Quality Circles and a close
bonds were issued for the first time last year giving worker-management relationship, Singaporeans would
banks another avenue for tappinglong term funds. make it.
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SINGAPORE'S1981BUDGET

SUMMARY

by Lee Fook Hong, FCIS, FAIA

On March 6, 1981, the Minister for Trade and Industry, Mr. Goh Chok Tong, '-'

presented his 1981 Budget to the Parliament of the Republic of Singapore. T '
This is the third and last of Mr. Goh's Budgets.
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:j,
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'f:: jFrom recent press repovots, Dr. Tony Tan will take over from Mr. Goh Chok .- .'. . ' ..

Tong as Minister for Trade and Industry sometime in June 1981. The pre- k
'

,,w/- '--1'* 7

.:': ..''.f'...*
: 1sentation of the next Budget seems tobethe responsibilityof Dr. Tony Tan '

'::
. . -,-... .

in 1982.

I. ECONOMIC POLICY

A. Singapore'seconomy in 1980 A:'...-.' ':.'

Before dealing with revenue and tax changes, the Minister made a brief .=:
review of the Singapore's economy in 1980. He said Singapore's economy
grew robustly in 1980, achieving a double digit rate of growth of over 10
percent since the oil crisis of 1973/74.
Growth in Singapore's economy was evenly spread. Manufacturinggrew by
12 percent, financial and business services by 17 percent, and transport and
communications by 12 percent. Singapore's external trade expanded by 34
percent in dollar terms. In volume terms, it increased by 15 percent, much Contents
higher than the growth in world trade of 3 percent.

I. ECONOMIC POLICYThe key to the long term success of Singapore's economic restructuring A. Singapore's in 1980economy
strategy was not higher wages nor fiscal incentives. It was manpower B. Economic Development Plan in the 80s

development. C. Industrial development
D. Research and development

B. Economic DevelopmentPlan in the 80s E. Trade development

On economic development for the 80s, the Minister said his Ministry had
F. Services development
G. Energy policy

prepared an indicative 10-year Economic Plan for the Eighties. Highlights of H. Manpower development
the Plan are summarised in Appendix I. Briefly, the prime objective of the I. Concluding'remrks on economic policy
Plan is to develop Singapore into a modern industrial economy based on II. THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1981 BUDGET

science, technology, skills and knowledge. III. REVENUEANDTAXCHANGES

The Minister then proceeded to touch n the specific growth factors of the A. Some figures

economy of Singapore. He spoke on industrial development, research and B. Tax changes

development, trade development, services development, energy policy and
(a) Revision of domestic and inter-

national passenger service charges
manpowerdevelopment. (b) Duty on bets

(c) Entertainmentduty
C. Industrial development (d) Duties on petrol

On industrial development, the Minister said that Singapore continued to
C. Tax concession

(i) Separate assesshent on unearned
attract good quality ndustries. New investment commitments in 1980 income of married women

reached a record high of S$1.4 billion excludingpetrochemicals. (ii) Relief for disabled persons

Most gratifying, many existing internationalcompanieswere upgradingtheir (iii) Personal income tax rates

(V) Estate duty
manufacturingoperations. They were investing in new capital equipmentand (v) Concluding remarks

technology to increase output and labor roductivity. -
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retariat, 1979. 538 pp. taxation applicable to trade of goods, to services of any kind and
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recent developments in dealing with tax evasion; the countries By Francisco das Chagas Mariano. Fortaleza-CE, Thema Publici-
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tions of the most important states of the Brazilian Federation,
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pines. Manila, National Tax Research Center, 1980. 397 pp.
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i, will remain half that on death: at the top it on the discounted price that the buyer ac- subject this summer, with a view to legis-
' but only at the.bottomof the scale. tually pays and not on some higher gure. lation in next year's FinanceBil.

As a result people are deterred from trans- Last year I introduced a number of Fifth, I intend to extend the venture

ferring their property during their lifetime. measures to help small rms. In addition to capital scheme introduced last year. This

ip This is undesirable. Business property, in the major new initiative to establish Enter- scheme encourages investment in small
, particular, should be permitted to pass prise Zones,these includedaventurecapital businesses by allowing capital losses on

more freely fromone generationto another. scheme, improved tax relief for small work- shares in unquoted trading companies to

I propose therefore to recast the lifetime shop, and a reduction in the rate of cor- be set off against income.

scale. At the bottom the charge on gifts poration tax for small companies. At present, it is conned to investmentby
will remain half that on death: at the top it All these measures have been widely wel- individuals. I propose to extend the scheme

will become two-thirds. I also propose comed. The 11 proposed enterprise zones now to investment by companies, some of

limiting cumulation to 10 years and ex- have stimulated intense interest among in. which may be able to provide funds for ex-

tending the capital gains tax roll-over relief vestors and the private sector has begun to panding small.firms. -

to gifts into trust, to avoid a double charge. respond even before the zones are formally
established. Business start-up scheme

I hope that, by encouraging gifts, the Ex-

chequer will benefit as well as the taxpayer. Meanwhe provision of private finance for One of the biggestproblemsfaced by people

il I also propose to increase the annual small factory units has rapidly. The thinking of starting their own business is
grown

exemption to £ 3,000. continuing strong demand for snall work. the difficulty of attracting sufcient risk

Capital transfer tax is also holding back the shops shows the strength of the small capital to finance it during its critical early
business sectr. years.

supply of land for new entrants to the

farming industry. Tax is not the only fac- But we can and must doeven more to help The amounts of additional money needed

tor, of course. But is is important to main- existing small businesses to grow, and to can be modest -- at least as compared with

tain a proper balance between owner-oc- encourage new businesses to start up. This the sums which the big financial institu-

cupied and let land, allowing for their dif- remains an essential key to new jobs. tions commonly deal with. But they can be
crucial in the individual cases.

ferent value. First, VAT. I propose that, as last year, the
I :have in mind the unequal treatment of registration thresholds should be increased The individual private investor has for

let land. At present, no relief is normally in line with prices -- on this occasion from many years had little encouragement to

given on let land. In future relief will be £ 13,500 to £ 15,000. This change will help fill this gap in the capital market. I

vailable at 20 percent. Agricultural land take effect from midnight tonight. propoe to change this.

not subject to a lease will continue to re- The private investor can often contribute
ceive relief at 50 percent. Corporation tax not only risk capital, but also direct per-

The difference in the rate of relief recog-
sonal business experience. The oppor-

nises the lower value that let land com- Second, I propose to increasefrom £ 70,000 tunities are certainly there.

mands and the lower tax burden it attracts to £ 80,000 the limit up to which the
What is needed is to nake it attract-more

as a result. The facility to pay CTT by in- lower 40 percent rate of corporationtax is
ive and rewarding for private in-more

terest-free instalments will be extended to payable by small companies. I also intend
vestors to seize them.

let agricultural land and the limit of £ 1/4m to respond to one of the longstandingcom-

will be removed. plaints from small companie, which is the I am, therefore, introducing an entirely
relativel high marginal rate of tax which new tax incentive to attract individual in-
they have to pay when profits exceed this vestors to back new enterprises. It is de-

Avoidance limit. signed for the outside or minority investor

The limit at which the full crporation tax
in certain new small trading companies, as

Next, trusts. I am grateful to all who re- rate of 52 percent becomes payable will be
distinct from the owner of the business, his

sponded to our consultative paper. I pro- raised from £ 130,000 to £ 200,000. This
close family and associates.

pose to tackle some matters this year: but
will make for gentler progression from I calling it the Business Start-up

on discretionary trusts draft clauses will be a am

the small companies' rate to the full cor- Scheme. Under the scheme an investor will
prepared for further discussions and we

tax rate. The cost of these changes be able to obtain relief against income tax
shall legislate next year. Meanwhile, there poration

will be £ 12m in 1981-82 and £ 21m in a on up to £ 10,000 invested in any one year.
will be a final extension of the transitional full year.orperiod to March 31, 1983, March 31, The relief will be given in addition to the
1984 where an application has to be made Third, new businesses depend on ready range of tax reliefs already available to the
to a Court. access to fresh the capital. Last year I re- company itself, provided the investment is

laxed the conditions governing tax relief maintained for at least five years.I also propose dealing with crtain avoid- for interest borrowed to invest
ance devices which centre on the market

on money The Scheme wll relate only to genuine
in close companies. That was good for

value rule for capital gains tax purposes, new business enterprises of the kind I have
and aligning the capital gains tax rules with smaller companies. in mind. There will be strict rules to ensure

the new income tax rules developed fol- This year I am relaxing the conditions for that it is not used for investment in finan-

lowing the Vestey case. industrial co-operatives and partnerships. cial or passive operations. Nor, of course,

The net effect of all these roposals in the Fourth, as the House knows, the Govern- for tax avoidance.

capital tax eld will be a cost of £ 5m this ment will shortly introduce new clauses at I am introducing the new scheme in the

coming year but a gain of £ t5m in a full committee stage of the Companies Bill, to rst instance for a three year period, begin-
year

-- the saving from the anti-avoidance enable companies to purchase their own ning with the coming nancial year 1981-

measures exceeding the cost of the reliefs shares.. Corresponding changes are needed 82.
I have proposed. in the present tax tructure to help with a This Business Start-up Scheme will be

number of problems arising in small and
I intend to include one stamp duty pro- family businesses. unique, not only in this country, but
vision in the Finance Bill which will help among our main trading competitors. It

those buying council houses. This will en- I am, therefore, asking the Inland Revenue. will be a striking new incentive to channel

sure that stamp duty will be'.payable only to issue a consultative document on this investment into small businesses.
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Last year I referred to the growingpractice with a group of measures that will have the credit restriction, of about £ 75m in the
of employers providing free petrol and said disagreeable but necessary effect of increas- first full year. Only a part year cost --

that I should be bound to contemplate ac- ing the revenue, about £ 180m -- will fall in 1981-1982. '

There a continuing revenuetion if it continued to spread. This warning In order to secure the reduction in nterest will be cost
has largely been ignored. for some time to come and equally a sub- Irates, most of that revenue must go to re- stantial benet to industry.I propose therefore to take action which ducing the PSBR. But some cn go, as it
will ensure that tax is chargeable in all should, to lighten directly the tax burden I also propose a limited extension of con-
cases where petrol is provided for private on business and enterprise. sortium relief to enable consortium mem-
use of a higher paid employee or director. There is not enough for across-the-board bers to pass relief downwards to a consor-

The Inland Revenuewill consultemployer' measures. It is important to concentrate re-
tium cmpany.

organisations over the administrative im- lief where it will be most effective. I can-

plications of the arious possible methods not, for example, find room for a reduc- Development land tax
of achieving this. tion in the National Insurance Surcharge,

at a fll year cost to the PSRB of £ 700m First: under the present law, if industrial
for each percentage point. Nor would a development is undertaken by the ownerTravel expenses general reduction n corporation tax be ap- for his use, tax is deferred until theown

help com- or use. pro-Most people have to py for their own
propriate, since it would not property is sold put to other I
panies who are so hard-pressed that they pose that for two years this relief should betravel to work, whether by rail or by road. making prot. I therefore extended to other types of developmentSome people have their travel costs met by
are no propose
to bring help to business and to encourage for the owner's use, including commercialtheir employers. Most of these pay tax on
enterprise in the followingways. and hotel develoment.that benefit. There is, however, one small,

but growing, group -- not more than ne If a development is begun by April 1, 1983
commuter in 10 -- who get their travel Stock relief there will be no DLT for an owner to pay
costs tax-free. on any part intended for his own use until

The first measure is one announced, sub- the property is sold or otherwise disposedWhen an employer contracts with a trans-
ject to further consultation on the details, of.

port authority for provisions of a season last November: the reform of the stockticket to his employee, the benet is not, relief scheme. Second: where property is extended there
under the present law, within the general will in future be no charge if the extension
liability to tax. This is a clear anomaly. This reform will tackle certain abuses of does not increase the size of the building
And it is plainly right to bring this group the old scheme which have att:racted legit- by more than one-third. The current limit
into line with everyone else. imate concern. It will also lift the threat of is ne-tenth.

clawback -- the withdrawal of tax relief
Similarly, a minority of employees are pro- when businessesreduce their stocks. My third proposal will reduce the burden
vided with credit cards which they use to of DLT on builders who acquire land for
obtain a wide range of goods and services This was jeopardisingthe financial position residential development and will be of par-
which are charged to the employer. The of industry in the current recession. It was ticular benefit where land is released by
employee may thus avoid paying tax on above all this problem of clawback that local authorities and others for building
part of what is truly his income. This, too, made it essential for the details of a new hmes. The cost., of these measures is put
is quite wrong. I shall ensure that all em- scheme to be announced as they were in. at up to £ 5m in a full year, but the benefit
ployees pay tax on benefits of this kind. our ConsultativeDocument last November. to the ecnomy could be much greater.

I have considered very carefully the rep-

Fringe benefits resentations which have since been made in Taxes on capitairesponse to my original proposals. As a re-
'

Following consultations which took place sult I propose to make certain detailed

last year, I have decided for now to leave changes, including mprovements in the The measures I have just announcedwill in

in place the earnings threshold below transitional arrangements, total be worth bout £ 300m next year.
And the tax measures alone will be worthwhich the taxation of fringe benefits does In particular, I have considered very care-
over £ 40m in 1982-83.not, in the main, apply. Company cars and fully the concern which has been expressed

other such benets will therfore continue to me by many businesss about how they But if we are to build a strong and vigorous
not to be taxed in the hands of those earn- would be affected by the proposed credit economy we must do more to encourage
ing less than £ 8,500 a year. restriction: that is, the arrangementsunder and reward the creation of new enterprises,
Consistenly with this approach, I propose

which relief should be restricted to the ex- nw wealth and new jobs. I turn, therefore,
to remove the charge to tax on medical in- tent that a business may finance its stocks to the subject of capital taxation, which

surance premiums paid by employers for by trade credit or other borrowings. bears especially heavily on the owners of
small businesses.the benefit of their employees earning less I have sought to balance the case in prin-

than this amount. ciple for the credit restriction against the In a year in which we can give no income
fact that the other changes which I am tax relief, I cannot make major changes in

The Vestey case making will in themselves reduce the scope capital taxation. I do, however, propose to
for abuse under the old stock reliefscheme. continue the process of making more sense

of the structure of capital taxes.One pre-war anti-avoidance measure needs In the light of the severe dfficultieswhich
to be brought up-to-date, following the de-. many businesses are now facing, I have de- First, Capitl Transfer Tax. One new con-
cision in the Vestey case. This has shown cided not to legislate for the credit restric- cept introduced as a feature of this tax was

that, among other imperfectins, the rules tion. This will be reviewed in the context the idea of cumulating gifts made at any
dealing with avoidance of tax by way of of other possible changes n the promised time in a person's life. Some allowance was
transfers of assets abrad do not affect an CorporationTax Green Paper. made for the earlier payment of tax on
individual who benefits from such a trans- These changes will increase the cost of the transfers during life than on death, but
ferbur did not make or procure it. nly at the bottom of the scale.new schemes to the Exchequer. The fall in
I propose changes n these complex and the rate of inflation wold by itself have As a result people are deterred from trans-
technical rules, to take effect from today, reduced that cost. But as a result of the fe*ing their property during their lifetime.
which will ensure that the individual pays changes I now propose, the cost in respect This is undesirable. Business property, in
tax on any benefit he receives. I also pro- of profits earned in the present calendar particular, should be permitted to pass
pose to amend the rules governing the taxa- year (1981) -- tax on which will mostly be more freely fromonegenerationto another.
tion of capital sums paid by trusts. paid in 1982-83 -- will be £ 450m. I therefore to recast the lifetimepropose
So far I have been dealing almost entirely This includes the cost of dropping the scale. At the bottom the charge on gifts
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' fits is the direct consequence of high in- to increase the duties on drinks by amounts trading sector of the economy has to

j terest rates in the last two years: this ap- which, including VAT, represent about 4p operate.

,{
plies in particular to the so-called endow- on tle price of a typical pint of beer, 12p Inflation raises the real burden of income-
ment profit on current accounts on which on a bottle of table wine, 25p on a bottle tax. This is because allowances and rate,

no interest is paid. of sherry, and 60p on a bottle of spirts. bands are fixed in money terms. As the

J Recent levels of bank prots are partly, of On tobacco, I propose from midnight on value of money falls so too does the value

course, a cyclical recovery from the low Friday to increase the duty by an amount of these allowancesand bands.
,

level to which they fell in the mid1970s. which, including VAT, will represent 14p It was in order to counteract this effect
Also, the banks have needed to make pro- on a packet of 20 cigarettes. that this House in 1977 carried a measure
vision against the effects of inflation and to

There will be consequential increases for which required Governments to raise the
rebuild the reserves needed to underpin the

other alcoholic drinks and tobacco tax allowances by each year's inflation
valuable support they give to businesses in pro.

unless Parliament explicitly decided theducts. But a .little less for pipe tobacco
difficult times. That is why I took no ac- which is used particularly by pensioners. contrary.
tion last year.

I estimate that the increase on alcoholic To implement this formula now would
However, I undertook to keep develop- drinks will yield £ 500m in 1981-82 and mean increasing allowances by about 15
ments under review. The last year has seen £ 515m in a full year. The increases percent. In the circumstances of this year,on
further high banking prots, probably at a tobacco will raise almost exactly the same. that simply is not possible. The incomes of
level not very different from the record most people have been rising in both
prots of 1979. The duties on matches and mechanical and real terms: but

lighters, which have not been raised since money many com-

Certainly the contrast with the sharply re- panies have seen their prots virtually dis-
-

with serious implications for jobsduced prots of industrial companies is if 1949, will be increased substantially to
appear,raise an extra £ 15m a year. and investment.anything more striking. In present difcult

circumstances, I cannot avoid the con- In these circumstances it will not be pos-
clusin that I should require the banks to Car owners pay their shares sible this year to make any increase in the
make a special fiscal contribution. income-tax allowancesor rate bands.

Road fuel must also make a substantial
This will take the form of a specil one- contribution. The duties on petrol and The House will be asked to approve a Res-
for-all tax on depositsof bankingbusinesses. derv will be increased from 6 pm tonight olution to this effect. A Treasury Order is
which are in operation today. The tax will by the equivalent, including VAT, of 20p also being made today, following the pro-
be charged by reference to non-interest

a gallon. cedure laid down in the 1980 Finance Act,
bearing sterling deposits in excessof £ 10m, setting out what the increases have been in
averaged over the final three nonths of These increases should yield an additional the thresholdsand allwancesif indexation
1980. £ 910m from petrl and £ 270m from derv had been possible. The Huse will wish to

in 1981-82 and the same in a full year.The rate of tax will be 216 percent. It know that full indexation of the allow-
I to increase the Vehicle Excise and rate bands would have reducedwill not be deductible against corporation propose ances

tax. Duty on all vehicles by about 15 percent. the full year yield of income tax by £ 21
The annual duty on cars will thus increase bn.

I estimate that the clering banks will be by £ 10 to £ 70. As the duty derv ison This decision has not been lightly takenthe source of about 90 percent of the rev- being increased in line with that petrolon and I share the disappointmentenue but the tax will apply to bankingbusi- I do not propose any differential increse everyone
nesses generally. Altogether an estimated heavy lorries. The VED increase should

will feel. It does enable us to avoid, as I am

£ 400m vill be raised in three instalments
on

sure is right, the need for any change in the
yield £ 225m in 1981-82 and the same in

over the second half of 1981-82. This rev- basic or other rates of income tax. And it
a full year.

enue will make it possible for me to giv does enable me to tell the House, as I am

some help to the rest of industry this year Finally, I propose extending the car tax to glad to be able to do, that we propose that
which otherwise I culd not afford. motor-cycles, scooters and mopeds. This Child Benet, and one-parent family ben-

tax is charged at 10 percent on the whole- efit, will both be fully price-objected in
Even so for the reason I have already ex- sale value and is in addition to VAT. There line with the forecast of inflation. Next
plained t is necessary to look principally is no longer any reason why these machines November child benet will, therefore, goto the personal sector for the additional should be treated any differently from up by 50p a week per child, to £ 5.25. The
revenue needed. People in employment motor cars. The change is .estimated to one-parent family benet will go up byhave in general had more money to spend. raise about £ 10m in 1981-82 and £ 15m in 30p to £ 3.30 per week.
Extra tax will have to be levied on that
expenditure.

a full year.

In all, these changes to the indirect taxes Company car
r

should raise about £ 2,400m in 1981-82 At a time when the real burden of income-No VAT increase but excises go up and about the in fullsame a year. tax has to be increased, it is all the more

I do not propose any increase in the 15 With the partial exception of the road fuel important that it should be fairly shared.

percent rate of VAT. As last year, most of and Vehicles Excise Duties, the increases The benet of a company car is already
the extra revenue needed must come from fall on those productswhich are bought by subject to tax, but the tax scales fall well
the excise duties. Increaseswould be neces- private consumers. Had all these excise short of the true value.
sary again this year simply to keep the duties simply been increased in line with The amouhts assessed to tax less thanare
rates of duty in line with the general move- inflation this Would have added 1 percent- half the AA's estimate of the annual costs
ment of prices. age point to the RPI. The increases I pro- of running Last prescribeda car. year we

Even when that had been done, however,
pose could add up to a further point. This increase of 20 percent in the scales fromanis the maximum impact effect on prices.

ntany of the duties would be lower n real But in the longer run, by reducing public
this April, just about enough to keep them

terms than they used to be. For example, borrowing, they will help to bring inflation rising in line with the costs of motoring.
since pril, 1975, the beer duty has risen down and ensure that it stays down. I now propose they should be increased by
by only about half as much as prices ge-
nerally.

a further 20 percent in April, 1982. For

Income tax: no adjustment for inflation company cars which have little or no busi-
I am proposing to increase the excise duties ness use there is a higher schedule of taxa-
to produce, in total, about twice as much I come now to income-tax. Once again I tin.
additional revenue as would be required to must have the main priority in mind the I propose to raise the business mileage be---

compensate for one year's inflation. need to contain public borrowing, low which this charge applies from 1,000so as to
First, the duties on alcoholic drinks and make it possible to secure lower interest to 2,500 miles a year with effect from this
tobacco. From midnight tonight I propose rates and ease the conditions in which the April.
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I intend to introduce a new tax -- the Sup-
plementary Petroleum Duty -- broadly as

UnitedKingdom:BUDG- '81-82 outlined last November. The new tax will
be at a rate of 20 percent on the total value
of oil and gas produced, after deduction of
an allowance of lm tonnes a year for each
field.

A tough budget: It will be deductible in computing liability
no adjustmentof income tax; petrol, drink and tobacco taxation up; to Petroleum Revenue Tax and Corpora-

tion Tax.
windfall tax on oil and bank profits. In response to representations by the in-

dustry, gas supplied to the British Gas Cor-
poration from earlier North Sea elds will

Extracts from the Budget Speech pronouncedon March 10, 1981 by the Chancellor be exempted. And there will be provisions
of the Exchequer, Sir Geoffrey Howe. for the new tax to be refundedwhere fields

do not fully recover their initial develop-
ment expenditure.

Relief for social purposes refer. I announced last year that w plan- The new tax will be payable in monthly in-
ned to bring into tax the invalidity, sick- stalments. This will make a useful contri-

There is one group to whom we should pay ness'and other incapacitybenets. tion to achieving a smoother public-sector
special attention this year

-- despite the cash ow through the year. I shall also in-
We had expected that this might be fromeconomic constraintswe face. I refer to the vite the industry to consider with the In-

disabled. For this is the InternationalYear April 1982. In part because of pressures on land Revenue how a broadly similar pat-
of Disabled People. The Secretary of State Civil Service staff numbers, we propose to tern of payments might be introduced for
will be announcing tomorrow an increase postpone this. I confirm however, that PRT.
n Mobility Allowance. I shall mention when InvalidityBenetdoes come into tax,

I also annunced in November last
some other measures now.

the 5 percent deduction made from the year
November 1980 uprating will be restored. that the special reliefs devised for PRT

The special income tax allowance for the were under review. I now have proposals to
blind has stood at its present level since make involving some restriction of these
1975. I propose to double it to £ 360. I More revenue: increase of oil taxation reliefs. I hope that the Minister of State,
hope this will be of some help to blind Treasury will have the opportunity . of
people in tackling the very real problems I come now to the range of measures that covering them in more detail in the debate.
they have to face. are necessary to raise the extra revenue for

this year. First the North Sea. In deciding There are a number of other minor changes
Many representations have been made to on particular measures I have had to take to improve the oil taxation regime -- partly
me for relief from VAT on all purchases into account recent developments and fu- made in response to the industry's own

nade by charities. I have regretfully con- ture prospects for North Sea oil, and the views.
cluded that such relief would be impossible implications these have for Government The tax, together with changes to thenew
to administer fairly or economically and revenues. PRT reliefs, will raise an extra £ lbn inwould in any case cost too much.

In 1980 production in the North Sea at 1981-82. There will be a substantial con-

However, I do propose to extend existing 80m tonnes of oil was less than predicted tinuing yield in later years.
VAT reliefs for the disabled and the chari- -- only four-fifths what had been expected The oil companies have urged that my ob-ties serving them. For example, the present two years before. jectives of and ef-more revenue, a more
zero-rating for articles given to hospitals The production difculties experienced in ficient and economicalpattern of tax relief,will in future cover ambulancesand wheel-

the past year have led to a major revision could be better secured by a thorough-chairs. The benet of this zero-rating will
of output levels the next few going reform of PRT, which would make italso be extended to institutions caring for over years.
The Secretary of State for Energy has just unnecessary to introduce a permanentnewthe handicapped. Car adaptations for dis-

abled drivers will also be relieved from published reduced forecast ranges for tax.
North Sea production in the years to 1984.VAT. The necessary Treasury Order s Officials have over several months given

being laid today. While oil production is likely to be lower exhaustiv considerationto this possibility,
than once expected, oil prices are much but without success, and no other pro-I am also proposing changes which will

widen the scope of .the reliefs from capital higher. Increases since 1978 in the real posals which I could regard as satisfactory
taxation for' trusts for the disabled. And to price of oil have brought substantial ben- have been put forward from any other

encourage unemployed people to work for ets to the oil companies, which face a source. But I do not close my mind to the

voluntary bodies, the amount a person can very different prospect to that when the possibility that modified proposals produc-
earn without affectingunemploymentben- present tax regime was introduced. ing a broadly similar yield might be forth-

efit will be increased from 75p per day to Such has been the rise in the oil price in re-
coming.

£ 2 per day. cent years that I believe that the Exchequer I propose, therefore, that the new tax, SPO,
should properly look to this area for ad- should in th first instance have legislativeThe total cost of these measures is rela-
ditional revenue beyond what will accrue effect only for the 18 months ending ontively modest. But if put alongside the tax
from existing taxes. June 30, 1982. This will allow ample timereliefs I announced last year in respect of

for further study and consultation beforecovenanted gifts to charities, the overall However, even aftr the measures I am

amount is substantial. about to announce the increase over the permanent arrangements are introduced in
next year's Finance Bill.medium term in Government revenuesThe House may like to be reminded that

tax relief on covenants at the higher rates from the North Sea will be smaller than

of tax becomeseffectivefrom April 6, 1981 was once expected. Bank tax
at a revenue cost of £ 20m. In my statement last November, I fore-

These reliefs should greatly improve the shadowed the measures I had in mind for Apart from oil, one other business sector

fund-raising ability of charities. I shall be increasing the Government's share of these has lrgely been protected from the effects

arranging to publicise these reliefs, and the revenues while maintaining incentives for of the recession, and that is banking. In-

opportunities they offer, much more
further exploration and development. Con- deed bank prots in recent years have in-
sultations with the oil industry have taken creased sharply, both absolutel and bywidely. place and I can now announce detailed pro- contrast with the experienceof most other

There is one othermatter to which I should posals. businesses. A substantial part of these pro-
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C. Time of filing income tax returns The withholding tax already withheld by the employer

1
shall be deducted from the first half of the income tax

A resident alien whose income is derived solely from liability and. only the balance shall be payable as the

wages, salaries, interest, dividends, allowances, commis- first installment.

sions, bonuses, fees, pensions, or any combination there-

of, is required to file his income tax return n or before E. Tax treaties
March 18 of each year, covering the income of the pre-
ceding calendar year. A non-resident alien engaged in The Philippines has effective tax treaties with Sweden,
trade or business must file his return on or before April Denmark, Singapore, Canada, France, United Kingdom,
15 of each year. Autralia, Japan and Belgium. Treaties with the United
Married persons are required to file a joint or consoli- States, Finland, Pakistan, New Zealand, Malaysia, Italy
dated return that includes the income of the husband have been signed and are awaiting ratification by the
and the wife. The spouses are not allowed to file separ- respective governments.
ate returns except if it is impractible for the spouses to The tax treaties containprovisionsregarding tax exemp-
file a consolidated retum and, in such cases, the income tion of dependent personal services. By way of illustra-
declared in both retums is consolidated and the tax is tion, under the Philippines-Australiantax convention, a

computedon the joint ncome. resident of Australiawho has been in the Philippines for
When the due date of the filing of the return falls on a a period of not more than 183 days in a taxable year is

Saturday, Sunday or holiday, the return may be filed on not subject to Philippine tax or compensation for per-
the next business day. sonal services if: (a) the remuneration is paid by or on

behalf of an employer who is not a resident of the

D. Paymentof tax Philippines, and (b) the remuneration is not deductible
in determining the taxable profits of a permanentestab-
lishment which the Australian employer has in the

Any tax due must be paid at the time the return is filed. Philippines. 20

If the tax exceeds P 2,000, this may be paid in two
equal nstallments. The first installmentis payable upon
filing of the return and the second installmenton or be-
fore July 18 following the close of the calerdar year. 20. Article XV (2), Philippines-AustraliaIncome Tax Treaty.

THE UNITED STATES- ISRAEL INCOME dends and, under certain conditions, is reduced to 12.5
TAX TREATY: AN AMENDING PROTOCOL percent when the recipient is a corporation. The Proto-

col increases the Israeli withholding tax to 15 percent
By Dr. YitzhakHadari* when the Israeli subsidiary has been subject to reduced

corporate tax under Israel's Encouragement of Capital
A Protocol to the Income Tax Treaty between Israel InvestmentLaw.
and the United States was signed in Washingtonon May That tax incentive law provides for corporations qual-
30, 1980. The Protocol amends the Income Tax Con-

ified in 1978 and later for 30 percent Israeli corporate.
vention which was signed on November 20, 1975, but

tax instead of the normal 61 percent tax retained
has not yet entered into force. The treaty and the

on

amendingprotocolare waitingfor the advice and consent earnings. Because the United States refuses to provide
of the United States Senate, and thereafter for the tax-sparing for this specially reduced tax the Israeli

proper decree of the Israel Minister of Finance, before withholding tax is designed to prevent the result that

they will enter into force. upon distribution of dividends the United States will
collect part of the taxes that Israel waived. Such part is,

The Protocol adds a New Article 15-A which provides, generally, the difference between the United States cor-

subject to certain 4imitations, that charitable contribu- porate tax rat and the reduced Isreli effective rate
tions by a citizen or resident of the United States, or a after the United States foreign tax credit for Israeli
resident of Israel, to charitable organizations of the taxes.
other contracting country will be eligible for deductions Other provisions of the Protocol nclude ncome
or credits for the purpose of the income tax laws of the

an

tax treatment concerning the tax on profits levied on
country of the contributor. financial nstitutions under Israel's Value Added Tax
The Protocol changes the Israeli withholding tax upon Law.
distribution of dividends by an Israeli subsidiary to its
United States parent corporation. Under the Treaty the * Senior Lecturer in taxation, Tel Aviv University Law Faculty
general withholding tax is 25 percent of the gross divi- (Ramat-Aviv, Tel Aviv, Israel) and International Tax Consultant.
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cludes that received by his wife -- is available. The stan- Vlll. ADMINISTRATIVEMATTERS
dard deduction for a workingwife may be takenwhether
the taxpayeruses the itemized deduction or the optional
standard deduction. A. Withholdingtax on wages

To facilitate the collection of income taxes, the Tax
B. Optional standard deduction Code provides for a withholding tax on wages system

which is primarily applicable if:
In lieu of itemizing deductions, a citizen or resident in- (1) there is an employer-employeerelationship;(2) there
dividual may elect a standard deduction of ten percent iS payment of wages; and (3) both the employer and
of gross incomewithoutneedf substantiatingthe same. employee are within the taxing jurisdiction. Under this

scheme, the employer is mandated to deduct and with-
C. Personal exemptions hold from this employee's wages actually or construc-

tively paid on the basis of the withholding tax tables
A single person, or a married person legally separated prepared by the Minister of Finance for various payroll
from his or her spouse, is allowed a personal exemption periods. The withholding tax depends on the amount of
of P 3,000. A married person is entitled to a personal wages and number of dependents. The amount withheld
exemption of 6,000; however, a husband and wife is creditable. against the final income tax liability of the
who are not legally separated are allowed to deduct only employee.
one such exemption from their aggregate ncome. A
head of the family 19 is entitled to a personal exemp- Wages include all taxable remunerationsfor services per-tion of P 4,500. formed by an employee for his employer, including the
In addition, a married person or head of a family is al- cash value of all remunerations paid in any medium
lwed an exemption of P 2,000 for each legitimate, other than cash. As indicated earlier, certain no-cash
recognized natural, or adopted child wholly dependent benefits are not includible in the employe's gross in- [
upon and living with them. The child must be 21 or come and, hence, are not subject to withholding tax.

under, unmarried, and not gainfully employed, or must The Withholding Tax on Wages Regulations exemptbe incapable of self-support because of a mental or certain payments to employees from withholding tax,physical defect. The number of dependents for whom to wit:
additional exenptions nay be clained cannot exceed -- facilities or privileges of relatively small value of-
four, except for dependents who otherwise qualified as fered or furnished by the employer merely as a
dependents prior to January 1, 1980 in which case they means of promoting the health, goodwill, content-
are allowed onl P 1,000 as additional exemption. No ment or efficiency of the employee;additional exemption is allowable for parents (whether -- amounts given to employees, either as advances or
or not residing with the taxpayer), parents-in4aw, or reimbursements for travelling or other bona fide
dependents of a married resident alien whose depen- ordinary and neceassary expenses incurred or
dents continuouslyreside outside the Philippines. reasonably expected to be incurred in the business
A taxpayer who marries or has additional dependents of the employer, subject to certain conditions.
during the taxable year generally may claim such per-
sonal exemptions for the entire year. If a taxpayer, Failure of the employer to deduct and withhold the
spoue, or any dependent dies or a dependent reaches taxes due will render him liable for the paymentof thethe age of 21 during the taxable year, personal exemp- deficiency withholding tax plus a surcharge at the ratetions may be claimed as if the death or attainment of of 25 percent of the amount of taxes that should have
age 21 occurred at the close of'the year, and the per- been withheld and interest rate of 20 percent per an-
sonal exemptions may be taken for the entire year. num. However, if the income has been reported by the
Under certain conditions, a non-resident alien engaged employee and the income tax paid thereon, the tax shall
in trade or business may claim an exemption equal to no longer be collected from the employer but the em-
the exemption allowed by the income tax law of his ployer may still be held liable for penalties for filure to
country of origin to citizens of the Philippines,but such withhold. In addition, the salaries paid to employees
exemption cannot exceed that allowed under Philippine will not be allowed as a deduction from the employer's
law for citizens or residents of the Philippines. The gross income.
Bureau of Internal Revenue has recognized the United
States, Switzerland, Spain, and the United Kingdom as B. Who are required to file income tax returns
granting exemptions to citizens of the Philippines.
Citizens of these countries who are non-residentsof the A resident alien who has a gross income of at leastPhilippines are entitled to both personalanddependent P 3,000 for the taxable year is required to file ar in-
exemptions. come tax return. Regardless of the amount earned, a

19. A head of family includes an unmarried man or woman with one or non-resident alien engaged in trade or business in the
both parents, or one or more brothers or sisters, or one or more legitimate, Philippines is also required to file an income tax return.
recognized natural, or legally adopted children-livingwith and dependent On the other hand, a non-resident alien not engaged in
upon him or her for their chief support where such brothers, sisters or chil- trade or business and from whom the approriatewith-dien are not more than 21 years of age, unmarried, and not gainfully em-

ployed or where such children are incapable of self-supportdue to mental holding tax has been withheld by the withholdingagent
or physical defect. need no longer file an income tax return.
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only allowable deductions are those expenses paid or in- bery, theft and embezzlementcan be deducted. The tax-
curred in carrying on any business or trade conducted in payer is required, however, to submit a declaration of
the Philippines. loss within 45 days from the occurrence of the casualty

or event that caused the loss. Failure to comply with
2. Personal expenses this requirement precludes the taxpayer from claiming a

deduction.
In addition to business expenses, an individual taxpayer Non-residents are allowed deductions from losses sus-
may deduct certain expenses or payments even if incur- tained in the Philippines.red for a personal purpose. Some of these deductions
are: .

(d) Bad debts

(a) Interest Bad debts (whether business or non-business) ascertain-
ed to be worthless and charged off within the taxable

Interest paid within the taxable year on indebtednessof
be deducted. Bad debts must be shown to bethe taxpayer is deductible unless the debt was incurred year may

worthless in fact and in law. Reasonable steps to collect
or continued to purchase bonds or other securities, the the debt must be taken, although the taxpayerdoes notinterest of which is tax-exempt. This deduction applies have to institute legal action if it that such ef-
even if the interest is on a personal indebtedness. appears

fort will prove useless.
A cash basis individual taxpayerwho incurs an indebted-

Non-residents allowed bad debt deductions for those
ness on which interest is paid in advance through dis-

are

that have arisen in the conduct of trade or business incount or otherwise shall be allowed to deduct the in-
the Philippines.terest in the year the indebtedness is paid. However, if

the interest is payable in periodic amrtizations, the
amount of the interest which correspondsto the amount (e) Charitable contributions

of the principal and which is amortized or paid during Gifts made to certain qualified Philippine organizations
the year shall be allowed as a deduction in such taxable within the taxable year are deductible up to an aggre-
year. No interest shall be allowed as a deduction if both gate amount not to exceed six percent of the taxpayer's
the taxpayer and the person to whom the payment has net income computed without the benefit of the chari-
been made or is to be made are related parties. 1 7 table contributiondeduction. However, there are contri-

butions to certain institutions which are deductible inFor non-residents, the interest allowable as deduction is
full and not included for of computing thethe proportion of interest paid within the year which are purposes

gross.incomefrom Philippinesources bears to total gross
six percent limitation.

income from all sources.
(f) Medical care expenses

(b) Taxes These expenses can be claimed only by citizens and
resident aliens.All taxes paid or accrued during the taxable year are de-

ductible except: (1) income tax; (ii) foreign income and Medical care expenses ncurred and paid in the Philip-
excess prots taxes for which tax credit is claimed; (iii) pines during the taxable year for the diagnosis, cure,
estate and gift taxes; (iv) taxes assessed against local nitigation, treatment or prevention of diseases (exclud-
benefits; (v) taxes paid on articles imported by the tax- ing amounts for medicines) of the taxpayer, his spouse
payer where such mportation is not connectedwith his or his dependents are deductible. The deduction shall
trade or business; and (vi) excess electric energy con- not exceed 500 each for the taxpayer and his depen-
sumption tax. dents, and may not exceed P 2,000 in the aggregate.

Premiums for medical or life insurance are not de-Customs duties, business, occupation, license, privilege, ductible.excise and stamp taxes and any other taxes of any name

or nature paid directly to the Philippine Governmentor

to any political subdivision thereof are deductible. (g) Basic tuition fees
Automobile registration fees are considered as taxes. Again, only citizens and resident aliens may avail them-
But, the term taxes means taxes proper and no deduc- selves of this deduction.
tion shall be allowed for surcharges or penalties which Expenses incurred and paid in the Philippines duringresult from delinquency. 1 8

the taxble for basic tuition fees of taxpayer'syear
Non-residentsmay claim deduction for taxes only to the dependents who are studying in high school are deduct-
extent connected with income from Philippine sources. ible. The deduction shll be limited to P 250 for each

of the taxpayer's dependents and may not exceed
(c) Losses P 1,000 in the aggregate.
As a general rule, only losses which are incurred in trade
or business or in a transactionentered into for profit are (h) Deductionfor workingwife
deductible. Moreover, losses incurred by an individual in Standard deduction of ten percent of the gross income
one line of business cannot be offset against income receivedby the taxpayer'sworkingwife -- but not to ex-

from another line of business. ceed 500 if the gross income reportedin the return in-

The exception is the so-called casualty loss. Losses from 17. Section 30 (b)3(B), Tax Code.
fires, floods, storms and other casualties, and from rob- 18. Section 80, Revenue Regulations No. 2.
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building of the corporation in the Philippines did not come of representation expenses incurred by the of-
constitute ncome to the taxpayer since no part of the ficers because they were not based on the receipts issued
allowance redounded to the benefit of the taxpayers. by the entity to which payment was made but upon the
Neither was a part of the allowanceretained by the tax- receipts issued by the officers entitled to representation
payer and his wife. expenses.

Following this principle, the cost of air tickets and other
traveling expenses given to the expatriate for head ofce

Vll. DEDUCTIONSconsultations and other bona de business purposes
shouldnotbe treated as additionaltaxable compensation. An ndividual taxpayer claim either the itemizedmay

deduction or optional standard deduction (OSD) from
D. Moving expenses his gross income. Itemized deductions must be substan-

tiated with supporting receipts or documents and are
On the same principle as in the case of travelling ex- subject to examination. On the other hand, the OSD
penses, moving expenses actually ncurred by the ex- may be claimed without need of supportingdocuments.
patriates and paid for by the company -- and which did If taxpayer does not signify in his tax return the elec-a
not redound to the personal benefit of the employee--

tion of the OSD, he is presumed to have chosen the
need not be included as part of gross taxable income. itemized deductions. The OSD can be claimed only by

citizens or residnt aliens.
E. Medical expenses

A. Itemized deductions
Ordinarily,facilitiesorprivileges,such as medical services
or so-called courtesy discounts on purchases furnished 1. Unreimbursedbusiness expenses
or offered by an employer to his employees generally,
are not considered as wages subject to withholding if Normally, expenses incurred by the expatriate in the
such facilities or privileges are of relatively small value pursuit of the business of the company such as enter-

and are offered or furnished by the employer merely tainment and travelling which are paid and reimbursed
as a means of promoting the health, goodwill, content- by the company presentno real problemo long as they
ment, or efficiency of his employees. 1 5 are properly supported. However, if these expenses are

not reimbursed by the company, the executive may
claim them s deductions from his gross income subject

F. Entertainmentand representationallowances to certain conditions.

An executivewho on account of the nature of his duties
The WithholdingTax on Wages Regulationsdo not con- is expected to entertain clients, prospectivecustmersor

sider as wages, and therefore not subject to withholding company guests may claim entertainment expenes as

tax, amounts paid specifically -- either as advance or deductions from his gross income. The present tax rules
reimbursements-- for travellingor other bona fide ordi- require, in general, that such expenses be directly relat-
nary and necessary expenses incurred or reasonably ex- ed to the active conduct of the taxpayer's business. A
pected to be incurred in the business of the employer, taxpayer clai:ming entertainmentexpenses must substan-
provided they are specially identied. In a ruling dated tiate his deductions with',ppropatesupporting docu-
January 30, 196, the Bureau of Internal Revenueheld ments and indicate the followingelements for each such
as follows: expenditure:
Under the pertinent provisionsof Section 2 (c) of Rev- (a) amount, time and place of entertainment;
enue RegulationsNo. V-8, as amended, fixed lump sum (b) person entertained;
allowances in the form of representation and transpor- (c) the business purpose thereof; and
taton given to an officer of a corporation are not con- (d) business relationship to the taxpayer of the person
sidered as wages, hence, not subject to the withholding entertained.
tax on wages if they are ordinary and necessary ex- A salaried individual cannot deduct more than 10 per-
penses reasonably expected to be incurred in the bus- cent of his gross compensation income as.r0presenta-
ness of the employer and they are properly accounted tion expenses.
for and specially identified as such in the books of ac-

countsof the corporation. Amounts spent for business travel while away from
home are deductible as business expenses. The basic re-

If the above conditions are met, allowances for rep- quirement for the deduction is that the amountmust be
resentation and transportation are not considered as ad- directly related to, the pursuit of a trade or business. The
ditional wages. deduction for travelling expenses includes travel fares,
The company should consistently require employees to meals and lodging, and expenses incidental to travel
submit the receipt issued by the entity or person to such as expenses for telephone and telex, secretarial
whom payments were made and not those issued by the service, baggage charges, tips, fares, and other transpor-
employees in order to be able to take a business deduc- tation costs.
tion other than as additionalcompensation.Thus, in the For non-resident aliens engaged in trade or business,the
case of Collectorof InternalRevenue v. Goodrich Inter-
national Rubber Co., 16 the Supreme Court disallowed 15. Section 2; Revenue RegulationsNo. V-8-A, as aniended.
the deduction from the corporate taxpayer's gross n- 16. G.R. No. L-22265, December 22, 1967.
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Failure on the part of the employer to withhold the house guests n their apartments. That is why his em-

proper tax will result n the disallowance of the pay- ployer had to grant him allowances for rental and util-
ment which is otherwise deductible as a business ex- ities, in addition to his basic salary, to take care of those
pense. extra expenses for rental and utilities in excess of their

personal needs. The fact that the taxpayerhad to live or

Some of the ususal fringe benefits are: did not have to live in the apartments chosen by the
employer was of no moment, for no part of the allow-

A. Company-providedhousing ance redounded to their personal benefit. Their bills for
rental and utilities were paid directly by the employer

As a general rule, housing allowances furnished to em- to the creditors. Thus, the Court ruled only the amount

ployees n addition to cash salary must be included as of P 4,800, the reasonable anount they would have

part of compensationsubject to withholding tax. 0 spent for house rental and utilities such as light, water,
telephone, etc., should be the amount subject to tax and

However, if living quarters are furnished to an em- the to be considered of theexcess was as expenses cor-
ployee for the convenience of the employer and as a

poration.ncessary ncident to the proper performance of his

duties, the value thereof need to be considered as com- In a ruling dated December 4, 1975, the Bureau of In-

pensation subject to withholding. 1 If the nature of the ternal Revenue, applying the principlesof the Henderson
service requires the furnishing of lodging for its proper case, held that the amount reimbursedby the corporate
performance -- and without it the service may not prop- employer to its expatriate-president equivalent to the

erly be rendered -- and in lieu thereof the employer cost of house rental and utilities n excess of that need-

gives a housing allowance, such allowance should not be ed for personal purposes was not subject to income tax.

treated as part of the employee's gross amount but it is Conversely, if the employerdirectly pays forthehousing
to be regarded merely as a business expense on the part and utilities and the expatriate contributes to or reim-
of the employer. burses the employer for a sufficient amount allocable

to his personal or family needs, there is no need to
Normally, the convenience of the employer rule is

reflect in his income additionalcompensationused as the basis for non-Lnclusion of the value of the any on ac-

count of the company-providedhousing.
quarters furnished at actual job-site.

While the rule that the housing allowance or rental n-
The tax treatmentofhousingnotprovided at work site is

cluding utilities must be pro-rated n accordance with
illustrated n the case of Collector of Internal Revenue the above principles, there is no administratively fixed
v. Henderson. 12 In this case, the taxpayer was the

or accepted percentage as to how much in the use of the
president of a large Philippine corporation. The tax- house should be attributed to the personal needs of the
payer and his wife entertained officials and customers of executive. This is basically a factual issue.
his employer-corporation in the apartments furnished
by the latter and successively occupied by him as presi-
dent thereof. The taxpayers were childless. The apart- B. Company-providedcar

ment that they first occupied consisted of a large sala,
three bedrooms, dining room, two bathrooms, kitchen Key employees are usually provided with cars. If the

and a large porch, and the quarters in which they sub- company-providedcar is used n the pursuit of the em-

sequently lived consisted of a kitchen, sala, dining room, ployer's business, no income should be attributed to the

two bedrooms and a bathroom. These quarters exceeded executive by reason of the car. If the car is used also for

their personal needs. The apartments were big but they personal reasons, there is, strictly speaking, some risk

had to live in apartments of a size beyond their personal that the tax authorities might attribute a value to the

needs, because, as president of the corporation, he and personal use and consider it as additional taxable com-

his wife had to entertain his company's officials and pensation to the executive. There is no hard and fast

guests. rule on this matter. In Jamir v. Collector of Internal
Revenue, 13 the Supreme Court allowed the taxpayer to

Were it not for the fact that he was required by his em- deduct three-fourths of the car's depreciation and the
ployer to live in those apartments, he and his wife could driver's salary since the car was used by the taxpayer
have chosen an apartment only large enough for them more for business than for personal purposes.
and spent from P 300 to 400 as monthly rental. The
taxpayer claimed that of the allowances for rentals and C. Travel expenses to head office
utilities granted to him, only the amount of P 4,800 an-

nually, the maximum they would have spent for rental, In the Henderson 14
case, the Court held that allow-

should be considered as his taxable income and the rest ances for travel expenses granted by the corporate em-
treated as expense of the company. ployer to the taxpayer'swife in connectionwith her trip
The Philippine Supreme Court sustained the taxpayer to New York at the behest of the corporationto help n
since it observed that the exigencies of the taxpayers' drawing up the plans and specificationsof the proposed
high position, not to mention social standing, demanded
and compelled them to live in more spacious and pre- 10. Ibid.

tentious quarters, like the ones they occupied. Although 11. Section 2, Revenue Regulations No. V-8-A, as amended, otherwise

entertaining and putting up guests of the employer-cor- known as WithholdingIncome Tax Regulations..
12. G.R. Nos. L-12954 and 13049, February 28, 1961.

poration was not his predominant occupation as presi- 13. G.R. No. L-16552, March 30, 1962; SCRA 718.
dent, he and his wife still had to entertain and put up 14 Supra, footnote 12.
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Section 5. Definition. subject to a final withholding tax of 15 percent. Gross
income includes salaries, wages, annuities,A non-residentalien individual means an individual - compensa-

(a) Whose residence is not within the Philippines;and tion, remuneration or other forms of emoluments for

(b) Who is not a citizen of the Philippines. performingservices.

An alien actually present in the Philippineswho is nota

mere transient or sojourner is a resident of the Philip-
pines for purposes of the income tax. Whether he is a

IV. SOURCE OF INCOME RULE AS TO

transient or not s determined by his intentions with re-
COMPENSATION

gard to the length and nature of hs stay. A mere oat- As stated, a non-resident alien is taxed only on hising intention indenite as to time, to return to another
country is not sufficient to constitute him a transient Philippine-sourceincome.

If he lives in the Phippines and has no definite inten- The rule is that compensation is Philippine-source n-
tion as to his stay, he is a resident. One who comes to come if paid for servicesrenderedin the Philippines irres-
the Philippines for a definitepurpose which in ts nature pective of the place of payment, of the place where the
may be promptly accompshed is a transient. But f his contract for service was made, or of the residence of
purpose is of such a nature that an extended stay may the payor. If the services are performed outside the
be necessary for its accomplishment,and to that end the Philippines, the compensation is foreign-source.The de-
alien makes his home temporarily in the Philippines, he cisive factor is therefore the place of performanceof the
becomes a resident, though it may be his intentionat all services.
times to retum to his domicile abroad when the purpose When the services are performed partly within and
for which he came has been consummatedorabandoned. partly without the Philippines and no accurate segrega-
The above guidelines are vague and have remained tion can be made for services performed in the Philip-
practically the same since they were first adopted. It is pines, the amount to be included in the gross Philippine-
to be noted, however, that the aforequotedRegulations source income shall be determinedby an apportionment
frequently refer to the intention of the alien as to the of the time spent in rendering the service, that is, there
length and nature of his stay. Since the intention must shall be included in the gross income an amount which
be shown by facts and circumstances surrounding the bears the same relation to the total compensationas the
alien's stay in the Philippines, the question of whether number of days of performance of services within the
an alien is a resident or not is basically factual. However, Philippines bears to the total number of days of per-
the Bureau of Internal Revenue, in a 1958 ruling, held formance of services within and without the Philippines.
tht a holder of a pre-arranged employment visa who
worked in the Philippines for a period of more than one

year was a resident. V. DEFINITIONOF THE TERM GROSS INCOME

Philippine court decisionsdening residence for non-tax

purposes are of no help since they prescribe somewhat
In general, gross income includes compensationfor per-
sonal and professional services, business income, profitsdifferent standards. Thus, a person is deemed a resident
from sales and dealings in property, interests, rents,of the place where he has his abode, and lives perma- dividends and gains, profits and income derived from

nently, and to which he intends to return after a tem-
porary absence. 6 For tax purposes, the lack of a defi- any source whateverunless exemptby law. 8

nite intention as to his stay in the Philippinesmakes an Where services are paid for in kind, the fair market value
alien a resident. thereof is generally includible in gros income. 9

If an alien is a non-resident, his status is either one en- Thus, overseas premium, hardship allowance, bonus,
gaged in trade or business in the Philippines or not so cost of living and educational allowances for the ex-

engaged. patriates' children are subject to tax. Moving expenses
The criterion used by the Tax Code in determining (which are paid or incurred for the convenience of the

whether or not a non-resident alien is engaged in trade employer) are not taxable. In the same manner, reim-

or business in the Philippines is the length of his stay. 7 bursed bona fide business expenses which are covered

Thus, if the aggregate stay of a non-residentalien in the by adequate expense reports are not taxable.

Philippines is more than 180 days during any calendar
year, he is considered as engaged in trade or business
even if he did not perform any personal services or VI. TAXATION OF NON-CASH BENEFITS

transact any busness during his stay. On the other hand,
a non-residentalien is not considered as engaged in trade It is customary to extend non-cash or fringe benets to

or business in the Philippines if his total stay was for expatriates. It is important to examine the taxation of

180 days or less during the year, even if during such stay these fringe benefits for two reasons: to determine their

he actually performed personl services or engaged in inclusion in the employee'sgross income, and their liab-

business activities. ility to withholdingtax on wages.

The gross income received by alien individualsemployed 6. Caraballo v. Republic, G.R. No. L-15080, April 25, 1962; 4 SCRA

by regional headquarters established under Presidential 1055.

Decree No. 218, or by OBUs under Presidential Decree 7. Section 22 (a), Tax Code.
. Section 39, Revenue Regulations No. 2, otherwise known as Income

No. 1034, or by alien employees of subcontractors or Tax Regulations.
service contractors engaged in petroleum operations is 9. Section 41, Revenue RegulationsNo. 2.
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by Cornelio C. Gison* and Serafin U. Salvador, Jr.** B. Company-providedcar

C. Travel expenses to head office
D. Moving expenses
E. Medical expenses
F. Entertainmentand representation

allowances
I. INTRODUCTION

Vil. DEDUCTIONS

An alien accepting employment in the Philippines should be aware of the A. Itemized deductions

Philippine rules governing ncome taxation of alien individuals. This article
B. Optional standard deduction
C. Personal exemptions

will generally discuss some basic rules. Its primary objective is to apprise
multinationals of the tax problems affecting their Philippine expatriates.

Vlll.ADMINISTRATIVEMATTERS
A. Withholding tax on wages

An awareness of these problems may aid a foreign investor in its tax plan- B. Who are required to file income

ning to minimize the impact of Philippine taxation on its expatriate em- tax returns

ployees and ultimately on the company. C. Time of filing income tax returns

D. Payment of tax

E. Tax treaties

Il. CLASSESOF ALIEN TAXPAYERS

The tax status of an alien taxpayer is important n determining his tax
base and rate. For Philippine income tax purposes, there are four types of
alien taxpayers:
1. Resident aliens.
2. Non-resident aliens engaged in trade or business in the Philippines.
3. Non-resident aliens not engaged in trade or business in the Philippines.
4. Aliens belonging to special categories:

(i) Aliens employed by regional headquarters of multinational cor-

porations. 1

(ii) Alien employeesof Offshore Banking Units (OBUs). 2 * Tax Principal, SyCip, Gorres, Velayo & Co.
** Tax manager, SyCip, Gorres, Velayo & Co.

(iii)Aliens employed by subcontractors or service contractors engaged 1. Presidential Decree No. 218, Prescribing
in petroleum operationsunder PresidentialDecree No.87.3 Incentives for the Establishment of Regional or

Residentaliens are taxed like citizensat graduatedrates (range: 3-70 percent)
Area Headquarters of Multinational Companies
in the Philippines,June16,1973.

on their net ncome from world-widesourcesalthoughany foreign tax paid on 2. Presidential Dceree No. 1034, Authorizing
foreign-source income can normally be claimed as a foreign tax credit subject the Establishment of an Offshore Banking
to the per country and overall limitations. 4 System in the Philippines, September 30, 1976.

3. Presidential Decree No. 1354, Imposing
Non-resident alien ndividuals are taxed only on income fron Philippine Final Income Tax on Subcontractors and Alien

sources. If a non-resident alien is engaged in trade or business in the Philip- Employees of Service Contractors and Subccon-

pines, he is taxed on his net Philippine income at the same progressive tax tractors Engaged in Petroleum Operations in the

rates as applicable to resident aliens. If a non-resident alien is not so en- Philippines under Presidential Decree No. 87,

gaged, he is taxed at a flat rate of 30 percent of his gross Philippine n-
April 21, 1978.
4. The credit for taxes paid to a foreign

come. country is subject to two limitations: per
country and overall limitations. Therefore,
the credit for taxes paid to any foreign country

Ill. DETERMINATIONOF RESIDENCYOR NON-RESIDENCY
cannot exceed that percentage of Philippine in-
come taxes which taxable income from sources

STATUS within that foreign country bears to entire tax-

able income from all sources. The total credit al-

The Tax Code merely defines a ron-residentalien as an individualwhose lowed is further limited to that proportion of

residence is not within the Philippines and who is not a citizen thereof, s Philippine income taxes which a taxpayer's net

The guidelines prescribed by Section 5 of the Philippine Income Tax Re- income from sources outside the Philippines
bears to his entire net income from all sources.

gulations for determining whether an alien is a resident or not are of no 5. Section 20 (g), National Internal Revenue

practical use since they are too general. They state as follows: Code of 1977 (hereinafter cited as Tax Code).
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1979/80 continues to be subject to a maxi- (e) Cigarettes tea and coconut exports, and abolished
mum penalty of only 25 percent. Mr. Speaker, the BusinessTurnoverTax on

those on minor agricultrual exports. To
I am of the view that the penalties levied cigarettes is being increased from 30 to 35 promote exports in the lng term, re
should bear some relation to the prevalent percent with effect from midnight. There planting subsidies have been substantially
rates of interest. Otherwise, even taxpayers will also, at the same time, be a small up-

enhanced. Schemes such as the revamped
who can well afford to pay the tx due will ward revision in the Tobacco Tax. These Duty Rebate Scheme and the provision of
postpone tax payments and utilise such two measures will have the effect of liberal tax incentives to the export sector
funds for further investment. I, therefore, puttng up the retail price of all brands of have created the necessary climate for a

-

propose that where tax in respect of any cigarettesby 3 cents per cigarette. successful export drive.
year of assessment prior to 1979/80 is un- The additional revenue expected is about Mr. Speaker, you will thus observe that all
paid on 1st April, 1981, or goes into de- Rs. 110 million. possible incentives and facilities are beingfault subsequently, the maximum penalty provided for ur exports. As a further
should be raised to 50 percent. incentive for production and export of
I am giving an opportunity to taxpayers 4. Excise duty on liquor rubber, I have decided to increase the
who have not paid their taxes for years replanting cess of 35 cents per kilo Which
prior to 1979/80 to settle all their tax I propose to increase the excise duty on all is currently levied on the export of rubbr
liabilities before 1st April, 1981, without varieties of liquor with effect from mid- to 50 cents per kilo. The rubber replantingincurring the higher penalty of 50 percent. night. The duties will be as follows: target now is about 17,500 acres per

annum. It is necessary to augment the
Cess Froid which finances this programmeRso c. if this target is t be kept..In order to com-

3. Business turnover tax Molasses arrack 38 40 per proof itre pensate for the increase in the cess,. I pro-Coconutarrack 4450 per proof itre to reduce the duty rubberpose export on

(a) The bankingsector Processed arrack 67 0 per proof itre by 15 cents per kilo by adjusting the
Country-madeforeign sliding scale of export duty on rubber. TheMr. Speaker, the increase in banking liquor 78 0 per proof litre loss to and the consequentgain torevenueactivity in the past 3 years has resulted in a Malt (Beer) 12 50 per litre Replanting Funds, would be around Rs. 20considerableincrease in the volume of busi-

millionin 1981.ness and prots of banks. These prots are
Mr. Speaker, the rubber industry over thenainly a reection of the increase in in- Import duties on foreign liquor are also has been engaged chiefly interest rates and the external transactionsof being correspondingly revised in keeping
years pro-

the banks. with the higher excise duties. ducing and exporting rubber in its raw
form. It is very essential that this patternI, therefore, propose to inpose a B.T.T. of Mr. Speaker, the new retail prices of arrack be changed. You wi]l recall, Mr. Speaker,2 percent on the gross receipts of banks, sold by the Sri Lanka Distileries Corpor- that the Governnent has already ensuredexcluding capital receipts. Receipts of the ation will be Rs. 34 per bottle for Coconut that in the of tea, incentiveshave beencaseFoeign Currency Banking Units will, arrack and Rs. 28 for Special arrack. These provided to encourage the export of tea inhowever,be exempt. The revenue from this new prices will also compensate for sub- a processed form such as tea bags and teasource is expected to be Rs. 35 million. stantial, cost increases which the Corpor- packetS. In the recent past, certain manu-ation has to incur in respect of its raw facturers have embarked on producing(b) Contractors materials. I have already directed the a semi-pocessed product out of rubber

The increase in building and contruction Corporation to increase tle price for toddy known as Camel Back which contains
activity has resulted in a number of persons paid to producers fron Rs.4.50 to Rs.6.00 60 percent rubber and 40 percent carbon
entering into large contracts. In order to per gallon. black and other additives. At present, the
ensure that the revenue realisable from The additional revenue expected from this export duty leviable on this processed pro-such activities is promptly collected, I proposal is around Rs. 85 million. duct is the same as that of natural rubber.
propose to introduce a withholding tax in In keeping with our policy of encouraging
respect of contracts when the value of such 5. Postal rates the exportof traditional products in more
contracts exceeds Rs. 500,000. The person processed forms, I propose to levy export
making the payment will be required to Mr. Speaker, my collegue, the Minister of duty Camel Back at 50 percent of theon
withhold 2 percent of the gross amount Posts and Telecommunications intends duty leviable on natural rubber. The same
payable and to remit the amount so with-

revising the foreign postal rates to conform duty rate will apply to master-batch,which
held to the Inland Revenue Department. to certain international obligations arising

does not now pay any exort duty.
The contractor will get credit for such from Sri Lanka's membership in the The additional revenue that accrues as a
withholdings in the assessment of the

Universal Postal Union. There will also be result of these changes would be around
B.T.T. payable by him.

some consequential changes in the inland Rs. 10 million.
All the above tax and revenue proposals are

(c) Cement postal rates. He also proposes to change the
estimated to yield Rs. 605 million. Mr.telephone tariffs. The details of the revised

I propose to increase the B.T.T. rate on the rates which will come into effect from Speaker, you will see that this does not go
local manufacture of cement (other than 1st January, 1981, will be announcedlater very far in bridging the deficit. This is
bagging) from the present rate of 1 percent by my colleague. because, we are more or less at the limits

of taxation in this country. In 1979 ourto 10 percent. The additional revenue s The additional receipts are expected to be
around Rs. 50 million. This will not lead to around Rs. 160 million. revenue was 26 percent of Gross Domestic

Product. It was not possible to sustainan increase in the price of cement.
this level of because of the fall inrevenue

6. Export duties tea prices leading to a reduction in export(d) Ship chandlersand air-line caterers
duties. It must also be realised that theThere has been a significant increase in the Mr. Speaker, the revitalisation of our ex- sectors of the economy which are growingturnover of ship chandlers and air4ine port sector and the export drive which our as a result of our tax and other incentives,caterers in recent years owing to the Government has launched is of crucial im- do not, in the initial years, contributeliberalisation policy of this Government. portance to our balance of payments. You anything to revenue. The expected revenueAs these are services which cater to the are aware that my budgtary proposals in 1981 will amount to 22 perent of

affluent, I propose to increase the B.T.T. during the last three years have been so estimated GDP. This too is quite high.on these businesses from 2 to 5 percent. devised as to ensure the attainment of this Hence, Mr. Speaker, the additional revenueThe additional collections are expected to objective. The Government hs at much which I can raise cannot contribute more
be Rs. 25 million. cost to revenue reduced export duties on than marginally to bridging the deficit.
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cise tariff entry and the rate structure re- amendments to certain tariff entries as also evident. I attach great importance to ex-

lating to tyres with a view to making the the insertion of a separate tariff item for panded supplies as the critical element in

legislative intent clearer and minimising the polyester film have been proposed. The de- keping inflationary pressures in check.

scope for disputes in classification and tails of these changesmay be seen from the

assessment, particularly in regard to off- budget papers. The package also contains important in-

the-road tyres used in bulldozers, scrappers centives to savings which will undoubted-

and other earth moving equipment. While ly help in this regard. Furthermore, mon-

proposing the necessary amendments, I tary and credit policies will be so designed
have taken care to maintain the existing I had earlier stated that the resources gap as to ensure that government recourse to

rates of duties and duty concessions in re-
estimated at existing rates of taxation is deficit financing takes place within a bal-

spect of tyres both for agricultural trac- 1,810 crores Rs. The various tax measures anced and measured overall expansion of

tors and their trailers. I have presented, together with the reliefs credit in the system.
offered, will yield net additional revenue of

Non-ferrousmetals 271 crores Rs. to the Centre. This leaves Mr Speaker, Sir, the economic situation re-

an uncovered deficit of 1,539 crores Rs. mains difficult and yet full of great oppor-
This deficit may appear large, but taking a tunities for development and growth. I

The other major area where rationalisation
of the tariff entries has,been proposed is in total view of the economic situation I be- have tried to present a budget which gives

regard to non-ferrous metals under the lieve it is within the limits of fiscal pru- maximum support to forces that can move

respective entries in the central excise dence. The inflationary potential of the us forward on the path of growth with

tariff. There has been considerable debate budget must be viewed in the context of stability and social justice. It sets the stage
the full package of policy measureswhich I for all for us to work towards the achieve-

and dispute on the question of assessment have outlined. This package contains ment of economic and social goals
of waste and scrap of these metals. To set many our so

incentives for higher production and in- clearly laid out in the Sixth Plan. Econo-
these at rest it is proposed to specifically creased utilisation of capacity. This should mic polcy only do this much. Hardcan

cover waste and scrap of these metals stimulate a considerable supply response work, discipline and the innate good sense

under the respective tariff ntries. during the coming and, I have of the people of this ancient land must doyear as men-

In addition to the above, a few other tioned, signs of this upturn are already the rest.

Sri Lanka: BUDGE 1980
visions have not been incorporated in the
Chapter dealing with the liability of com-

panies. I propose to rectify this omission
with retrospectiveeffct.

Reproduced below is an extract from the Budget Speech for 1980 presented on (c) Tax holiday for exports

November 5, 1980 by Mr. Ronnie de Mel, the Minister of Finance and Planning of Under Section 7A of the old Inland
Revenue Act, export-oriented industries

the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka. The extract only covers the pro- which were in existence prior to 1st

posed tax changes. See for a detailed discussion of the Sri Lanka tax system our April, 1972, were eligible for a tax holi-

publication: Taxesand Investmentin Asia and the Pacifc. day for 5 years based on the increase in

exprt prots over the standard profit.
The standard prot was the average export
prot for 3 years preceding a date to be

1. Surcharge on income tax 40 percent on the balance. In terms of the selected by the industries called the rele-
Amendment Act, No. 24 of 1980, small vant date.

It is my intention to allow the tax struc- companies which are also quoted public Representations have been made to the
ture which has been n operation during conpanies may pay tax at 40 percent on effect that certain industrieshave not been
the last three years to remain undisturbed their taxable income, in which event they able to obtain the tax holiday for the
without major changes. I, however,believe are not liable to pay dividend tax at 20 per- full period of 5 years as the new Inland
that at a time when the ordinary man is cent. In the alternative, small companies Revenue does not cover their case.

called upon to bear cosiderable burdens, can continue to pay tax at the concession- I, therefore, propose to provide that an

due to the rise in the cost of living, those ary rate of 20 percent going up to 40 per- undertakingwhich --

who can well afford to make some con- cent, in which event they will be liable to (i) commenced to carry on a trade or

tribution to Governmentrevenue should be pay dividend tax at 20 perceht. business prior to 1st April, 1972, and
called upon to do so. I propose to impose a Since the formationof snall quoted public (ii)

..

is approved under Section 7A(2) by
once and for all surcharge of 10 percent on companies should receive every encourage- notice published in the Gazette prior
the income tax payable by all persons ment, I propose to amend the Inland to 1st April, 1981,
including companies for the yea of assess- Revenue Act to enable a small companY will be eligible for the tax holiday for the
ment 1980/81. This measure will bring in a which is also a quoted public company to full period of 5 years.
revenue of Rs. 150 million. pay tax retrospectively from the Year of These industries will, however, be required

Assessment 1980/81 at the concessionary to select a relevant date not later than 1st

2. Changes in the Inland Revenue Act rate of 20 percent going up to 40 percent April, 1974, as it is not the intention of the
and also be exempted from paying tax on Government to allow these reliefs to be

There are also a few anomalies that have the dividend declared. claimed in perpetuity.
arisen as a result of the changes introduced
by the Inland Revenue Act, No. 28 of (b) Maximum rate of tax on capitalgains (d) Applicabity of maximum automatic

1979 and the Amendment Act, No. 24 of The maximum rate at which is penalty for tax in default
1980 which need to be rectied.

any person
liable to tax on capital gains is 25 percent. Mr. Speaker, in terms of the Inland Rev-

This rate should apply to corporate and enue (Amendment) Act, No. 24 of 1980,.
(a) Lability ofsmall companes non-corprate taxpayers alike. In the In- the maximum automatic penalty .on tax

Mr. Speaker, small companies are liable to land Revenue Act, No. 28 of 1979, the in default has been raised from 25-percent
income tax at a concessionary rate of 20 maximum rate of 25 percent on capital to 50 percent. But this increase is effective

percent on the first Rs. 50,000 of tax- gains has been specifed in the Chapter only in respect of the year of assessment

able income, at 30 percent on the next dealing with the rate of income tax for 1979180 and subsequent years. Any tax in

Rs. 100,000 of taxable income and at non-corporate taxpayers, but similar pro- default for the years of assessmentprior to
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Auxiliary duties of customs are now levi- effective customs duty of 15 percent ad simplificationand greater clarity.
able on imported goods broadly on a three- valorem on mported newsprint. I expect Hon'ble members would be thataware
tier basis. Items subject to a basic duty up this measure to yield an additional revenue there is graded structure of duty mat-a on
to 60 percent ad valorem, for example, of about 21 crores Rs. ches, the mechanised sector paying 7.20
basic raw materials, bear an auxiliary duty Rs. pe boxes, the middle sectorgross pay-of 5 percent ad valorem; on items such as Steel products ing 4.50 Rs. and the ottagesector1.60 Rs.
semi-processed goods and intermediates, In the light of the report of the Dande-
where the rate of basic duty is 60 percent Imports of stainless steel bars and wire rods

kar Committee and special study made
ad valorem or above but less than 100 per- now attract a duty of 75 percent because a

cent, the rate of auxiliary duty is 15 per- they have industrialapplications. But there by the government, it has become neces-

cent ad valorem; and where the rate of is reason to believe that some of ports are sary to discourage a tendency of middle
sector units towards mechanisationof cer-

basic duty is 100 percent ad valorem or being diverted for rerolling into strips and
tain labour-intensive According-above such as on finished and consumer sheets used in the manufacture of utensils. processes.

goods, the rate of auxiliary duty is 20 per- I, therefore, propose to raise the effective ly, I propose that the concessionalrates of

cent ad valorem. In other cases the rate of customs duty on stainless steel bars and duty, i.e. 4.50 Rs. for middle sector units

auxiliary duty is 5 percent ad valorem, ex- wire rods from 75 percent to 175 percent
and.1.60 Rs. for cottage units, will not be

cent crude petroleum on which the rate is ad valorem. I have, however, taken care to available if power is used in the labour-

9.50 Rs. per metric tonne. There are also see that this increase does not affect im- intensive processes of frame-filling,dipping
some items which are fully exempt from ports of stainless steel wire rods which are splints in match composition, box making,

box filling, labelling and band rolling and
auxiliary duty. My proposal is to increase used for the drawing of wires. This measure

th rate of auxiliary duty to 10 percent is expected to yield an additional revenue packaging. If such units use power for any
of the above processes, they will be liablead valorem wherever the rate of auxiliary of five crores Rs.
to a duty rate of 5.50 Rs. per gross boxes,duty is, now 5 percent; to 20 percent ad I also propose to raise the basic customs which would be intermediate between thevalorem wherever the rate is now 15 per- duty n plain shaft bearings from 60 per- rate of 7.20 Rs. applicable to the fullycent; and to 25 percent ad valorem where

cent to 100 percent ad valorem. This in- mechanised sector and 4.50 Rs. now ap-the rate is now 20 percent. I do not, how- creaseshould help to restrict large-scale plicable to the non-mechanisedmiddle sec-
ever, propose to increase the auxiliarydut imports of bearings such as thin-walled tor. I would like to stress that this is not in-n crude petroleum. bearings, which have been affecting the n- tended s It is ntndeda revenue measure.

In line with the approach I have explained, digenous industry. This proposal is ex- only to protect through the excise mecha-
I propose to withdraw the present full ex- pected to yield and additional revenue of nism, the employment potential of the
emption from auxiliary duties of customs 2.75 crores Rs. On similar considerations non-mechanisedsector.
in respect of certain items of capital equip- it is proposed to raise the basic customs
ment and subject them to auxiliary duty of duty on computers and computer per-

With a view to preventing the possible in-

customs at the rate of 5 percent ad valo- pherals from 40 percent to 50 percent ad filtration of the middle sector into the cot-

rem. This increase would cover, among valorem. The likely revenue gain from this tage sector and in order to ensure that th

other things, importsof machinery as pro- increase would be one crore Rs. benefit of the lowest rate of duty accrues

ject imports as also items of machineron
to genuine cottage sector units, it is pro-

to reimpose a ceiling on the clear-which the concessional rate of 25 percent Textiles
posed

ad valorem is applied. This measure would, ances by cottage sector units at conces-

apart, from yielding additional revenue, af- I will now come to excise duties. The sional rates. The new ceiling, which is pro-

ford some additional protection to the in- House will recall that in 1978 the Addi- posed to be fixed at 120 million matches

digenous machine building industry which tional Excise Duties (Textiles and Textile per unit per annum, is much more liberal

has, of late had to face a significant esca- Articles) Act was passed, in terms of which than the ceiling of 75 million that existed

lation in input costs. an additional duty of excise was levied on prior to the 1980 budget. The patternf
certain textiles and textile articles at ten production and clearance will be kept

I said earlier that I would exclude sone percent of the basic excise duty leviable. under watch and this ceiling will be re-

items from the proposed increase in the The revenue from this excise levy was in- viewed if circumstances so warrant. The
auxiliary duties of customs. Imports of tended to meet the expenditure incurred changes I have proposed are fair to all seg-
essential items like edible oil will be ex- by way of subsidy on cotton-viscosecloth. ments of the industry and are designed to
empted from the proposed increase. Bulk The production of cotton-viscose cloth is promote both employmentand production
petroleun products such as kerosene and being stepped up, with enphasis on larger in the best possible manner.

high speed diesel oil and steel inported for production of dhotis and saris which are of
buffer stock operations will also not at- special significance to the poorer sections Job work
tract the increased levy. Items on which of society, particularly in rural areas. As
inport duty rates have been changed in the result, the provision for subsidy under

Another rationalisation measure relates to
a the concession available to manufacturersrecent past with a view to naintainingpari- this scheme would rise to nearly 100 crores of goods falling under tariff items 68, whoty with prices of domestic products have Rs. in the coming year. The revenue at the undertake work job basis. Under thealso been kept out of the purview of the in- existing rate of additional excise duty

on

creased levy. Further, keeping in view our is only about 66 crores Rs. I, therefore, present scheme, duty is being effectively
collected only on the job charges paidcommitments under the General Agree- propose to raise the rate of additional ex- by the principal manufacturer the jobnent on Tariffs and Trade, I propose to cise duty fron 10 percent to 15 percent

to
workers. In the operation of the scheme,give up the auxiliary duty in respect of of the basic excise duty on all the items

three items involving a small revenue sacri- which are now covered by the levy. This however, several difficulties have been ex-

fice. Further details of the proposals are would yield.an additionalamount of about perienced, particularly on the question of
what is job work. There have beenavailable in the Budget papers. 33 crores Rs. and help finance the n-

cases

where some manufacturers have taken un-
These proposals are expected to yield an creased outlay on controlled cloth. due advantage of the concession. I, there-
additional revenue of about 250 Rs. crores. fore, propose to replce the present scheme

Special excise duties by one in which, nstead of levying duty se-

Foreign newsprint As regards special excise duties, I propose parately on the job charges paid to the. job
only to continue them at the existing rates. workerthe duty will be paid by the prin-

My next proposal relates to levy of import The exemptions in force are also being con- cipal manufacturer on the value of the fin-

duty on newsprint. At present this item is tinued. ished goods. This step should be generally
fully exempt. There is a large foreign ex-

welcomed by ancillary units which under-

change
'

outgo mports of newsprint.
take work on job basis.

on Protection of labour
There is no reason why this commodity
should not bear a moderate rate of customs My remaining proposals under Union ex- Tyrs
duty. I, therefore, propose to impose an cise duties are mainly designed to achieve I also propose to rationalise the central ex-
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Oil exploration and production in any new area or on any land which has ject to an overall ceiling equal to the
been previously abandoned is allowed in amount of the paid-up share capital. In

Earlier in my speech, I have referred to the computing the income from tea business. order to enable such corporationsand com-

prospective participationof foreign compa- For this purpose, the expenditure qualify- panies to build up such reserve further, I
nies in the field of oil explorationand pro- ing for development allowance is restricted propos to double the present ceiling.
duction, it is necessary to take several to 12,500 Rs. per hectare of land situated
steps relating to tax matters. Firstly, it is in hilly areas and 10,000 Rs. per hectare in Sick dependentpersonsproposed to extend the Income-Tax Act other areas. Having regard to the increase
and the Companies Surtax Act to the off- in the cost of planting in recent years, I Under the existing law, resident individualsshore areas. Secondly, it is proposed to propose to raise these ceiling limits to

and Hindu Undivided Families entitledinsert suitable provisions in the Income- 40,000 Rs. per hectare of land situated in are

Tax Act and the Companies (Profits) Sur. Darjeeling district, 35,000 Rs. per hectare to a deduction in respect of medical treat-

tax Act to enable the Central government in respect of land situated in other hilly
ment of physically or mentally handi-

to provide, by a notification in the official areas and 30,000 Rs. per hectare in plains. capped dependents. I propose to double
the amount of this deduction to 4,800 Rs.gazette for an exemption,reduction in rate Under Section 35B of the Income-TaxAct, in respect of dependent who is hospital-a

or other modification in respect of income- domestic companies and non-corporate ised for a period of :182 days or moretax or surtax in favour of any lass of per- taxpayers resident in India are entitled to a dring the relevant accounting year and
sons engaged in the business of mineral oils weighted d'eduction in the compution of 1,200 Rs. in other cases. The House willand gas in associationwitl the Central gov- the taxable profits at the rate of one and doubtless welcome this concession beingernment or any person authorised by it. one-third times the amount of qualifying given in the International.Year for Dis-

.

Notifications under the new provisions expenditure incurred b them on develop- abled Persons.when made will be placed on the table of ment of export markets. The scope of this
both the Houses of Parliament. It is also provision was curtailed last year as it had
proposed to amend Section 42 of the In- been misused for claiming a weighted de- Estate duty
come-Tax Act relating to special provisions duction in respect of expenditure incurred
for deductions in the case of business of in India on activities which had no direct I propose to give some significant conces-
the prospecting for, or extraction or pro- relations with the basic objective of devel- sions under the Estate Duty Act. The pre-
duction of mineral oils so as to extend its oprnent of export narkets. In order to sent limit of 50,000 Rs. for estate duty was

scope to cover cases vvhere the government guard against such nisuse, while at the fixed ih 1958. I propose to raise it to 1.5
itself does not participate in such business same time protecting all legitimate effort lakhs Rs., the same s under the Wealth
but does so through any person authorised at export market development, the govern-

Tax Act. I also propose to provide that one

by it. ment is framing rules which will identify a
residential house or part thereof will be

number of specic activities to be allowed valu for estate duty purposeson the same

Renewable energy resources under Section 35B. The necessary notifi- basis as for the purposes of wealth-tax.
cation in this behalf will be issued shortly. Since the Estate Duty Act can be amended

only with the concurrence of state legisla-While the search for additional quantities Electronics is both a labour-intensive and tures, bill for giving effect to thesea pro-of oil should contnue with unabated vi- export-oriented industry. I, therefore, pro- posals will be introduced later.gour, there is also an urgnt need to accele-
pose to nclude the electronic componentrate the development and use of renewable industry in the Ninth Schedule to the In-

energy resources and to promote their utili- come-Tax Act and provide that iividends
sation. The renewable energy- sources derived by a domestic company from an

Indirect taxation
which have already been brought to the Indian company engaged exclusively in the
threshold of commercial use by our scien- mnufacture of electronic componentswill I now turn to my proposals on indirect
tists and engineers include solar, biomass be completely exempt from income-tax. taxes. My basic approach is that additional
and wind energy. Some fiscal incentives to revenue should flow largely from increased
promote use of these non-conventional production. However, there is need to
forms of energy are called for. I, therefore, mobilise additionalresources to finance the
propose to enhance the depreciationallow- Small-scale industry Sixth plan. While seeking to raise addition-
ance on machinery or plant nstalled for al resources I have nevertheless kept in
manufacturing renewable energy devices Snall-scale industrial undertakings enjoy nind the rnperativeneed to avoid hardship
and systems from 10 percent available at certain tax concessions under the Income- to the middle and poorer sections of con-

present to 30 percent. Depreciation on re-
Tax Act. For this purpose, ,an industrial sumers and to provide a larger measure of

ewable energy devices and systems used undertaking is regarded as a small-scale relief to the small-scale sector of our in-
for business or profession will also be al- industrial undertaking if the aggregate dustry.
lowed at the enhancedrate. Othermeasures

value of the machinery and plant installed

under contemplation by the government therein as on the last day of the previous Auxiliary duties of customs
include loans to the relevant industries on year does not exceed 10 lakhs Rs. I now

suitable terms from financial institutions propose to raise this limit to 20 lakhs Rs.
Taking customs duties first, principalin line with the new definition of a small- my

and exemption from certain taxes and proposal relates to auxiliary duties of cus-scale industry,duties. toms. This duty has been levied on an an-
Under the existing law, in computing tax- nual basis since the 1973 budget.
able income, a deduction equal to 20 per-

Incentives for exports cent of the profits and gains derived from While continuing this levy I also propose to
raise the rates of auxiliary duties as a mea-the business of publication of books s

I had earlier in my speech referred to the allowed. I propose to extend this conces-
sure of additionalresourcemobilisation. In

imperative need to promote our exports in sion for a period of five years with effect recent years we have been following a fair-
view of our difficult balance of payments from assessment year 1981-82. ly liberal mport policy. The difficult bal-
situation. To encourage establishment of ance of payments outlook points to the

need for conserving foreign exchange. Theexport-oriented industries in the free trade
Finance companies tariff mechanism,judiciously used helpzone, the government proposes to allow can

conserve foreign exchange and also raisecomplete tax holiday in respect of units
At present, approved financial corporations I, therefore, to in-some revenue. proposeset up in these zones for an initial period of
and public housing finance companies are the rates of mports withfive years in lieu of other concessions. crease a purpose
entitled to a deduction in respect f the to increase the rates of auxiliary duties by

Tea is one of our important export-orient- specified percentage of income carried to 5 percent ad valorem, on all categories of
ed industries. At present, development al- special reserve, subject to certain condi- imports with a few well-merited excep-
lowance equal to 50 percent of the expen- tions. The aggregate of the amountsquali- tions. This will obiate a sharp increase in
diture incurred on plantationof tea bushes fying for such deduction is, however, sub- the landed cost of any particular aticle.
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vance tax on pay-as-you-earnbasis. Surtax

\ D \:
is, however, not payable by companies in
advance. I propose to remove this anomaly
and provide that surtax will also be payable
in advance during the financial year preced-

Bucge
N S oeech198- ing the relevant assessment year.

Tax concessions

Opinions range from not bold and disappointing The eleventh schedule to the Income-Tax
Act contains a list of industries which do

to a fine job has been done not qualify for specified investment related
tax concessionsunder the Income-TaxAct.
For example, nvestment allownce or tax

Extracts from the Budget Speech 1981 pronounced on February 28,1981 by the holiday is not admissible in respect of these
Finance Minister Mr. R. Venkataraman. industries unless they are in the small-scale

sector. Industries included in this schedule
were originally considered to be of low

A detailed description of Indian taxation appears in our publication:Taxesand ln- priority. However, on reviewing the list, I
vestmentin Asia.and the Pacific. do not find any justification for treating

many of the listed industries as of low
priority. Accordingly, 14 groups of n-
dustries will be removed from this schedule
and will now become eligible for the speci-

With respect to the taxation proposals the come-tax exemption and/or reduction to fied tax concessions. These industries in-
Finance Minister said the following: over 25 lakhs of income-tax assessees out clude electric fans, pressure cookers, glass

of about 40 lakhs of assessees in the coun- and glassvre, pigments, colours, paints,
Individual income tax relief

* try. enamels, varnishes, blacks and cellulose
At present, salaried tax-payers are entitled lacquers, chinawareand porcelainware,mo-

Income-tax and other direct taxes are im- to a standard deduction in an amount.equal saic tiles and glazed tiles, synthetic deter-
portant instruments for raising resources to 20 percent of the salary up to 10,000 gents, amplifiers or any other apparatus
and reducing disparities. We propose to Rs. and 10 percentf the balance subject used for addressing the public, vacuum

achieve these objectives by plugging of to an overall ceiling limit of 3,500 Rs. flasks and other vacuum vessels, etc. These
legal loopholes and effective administration These limits were fixed in 1974. In view industries, some of which have export po-
rather than by enhancementof rates which of the subsequent rise in prices, and as a tential, will now become eligible for Lhe
often leads to tax evasion and generation means of relief to salaried tax-payers, I specified tax concessions.
of black money. My proposals are also de- propose to enhance the rate of standard de-
signed to further our party's avowed policy duction to 20 percent, subject to a higher
of affording relief to the middle classes in ceiling of 5,000 Rs. Hon'ble Members will Tax avoidancethese difficult times. be happy to know that this benefitwill be
Hon'ble Members will recall that last year applicable to pensioners also. At present, Hon'ble Members will recall that the gov-
the exemption linit for incorne-taxon per. employees in receipt of conveyance allow- ernment had taken several measures last
sonal income was raised to 12,000 Rs. But ance are entitled to a standard deduction year to curb the use of private discretiona-
the Nil slab rate was retained at 8,000 Rs. of 1,000 Rs. only. It is now proposed that ry trusts as a device for tax avoidance. An-
The House will be glad to know that I pro- they should be given the benefit of full other tax avoidance device that has come

pose to raise the exemption limit for in- standarddeduction. to the notice of the government is the crea-

come-tax in the case of non-corporatetax- In view of the urgent need to raise the level tion of oral trusts. With a view to checking
payers other than registered firms and of savings in the economy, I propose to this abuse, I propose to subject oral trusts
Hindu Undivided Families with one or continue the compulsory deposit scheme to income-tax at the maximum marginal
more members having separate incones ex- for income-tax payers for another two rate and to wealth-tax at the flat rat of 3
ceeding the exemption limit, from 12,000 years. percent, or at the appropriate rate applic-
Rs. to 15,000 Rs. With a view to providing able in the case of an individual, which-

is beneficial to thesignificant relief to middle income groups, Relief for the corporate sector
ever course more reve-

I further propose to raise the Nil rate slab nue. This proposal,will take effect from the
assessment 1981-82.from 8,000 Rs. to 15,000 Rs. and also re- The corporate sector has crucial role to

year
astructure the rate schedule up to 30,000 play in the growth of the national econo- Another device being used for avoidingRs. The rate of income-tax on the slab of I have earlier in speech referred to proper tax liability is the creation of asso-

15,001 Rs. to 25,000 Rs. will be 30 per-
my. my

ciations of without defining thethe various steps taken for mproving the personscent and on the slab of 25,001 Rs. to climate for investment in industry. I now shares of members. This enables the crea-
30,000 Rs., 34 percent. The rates of in-

to reduce by ve percent the tion of a large number of taxable entities
come tax o higher slabs will remain un-

propose sur-

which, under the existing law, will beonchanged. As a result of these changes, charge income-taxpayable by all classes
chargeable income-tax separately, Iof companies, i.e. from 7.5 percent to 2.5 to

about 14 lakhs of tax-payerswill go out Of that such associations ofthe income-tax net, I venture to claim that percent. This will add to the internal avail- now propose per-
be charged to income-tax at the maxi-

never have so many people been freed from ability of funds in the corporate sector and sons
and to wealth-taxat theshould improve the scope for investment murn marginal ratethe burden of income taxation at one flat rate of 3 percent, at the appropriatestroke. Apart from this, another 11.5 lakhs financing from their own resources. This or

rate applicable in the of individual,of tax-payers in the income brackets of step will reinforce the impact of the mea- case an

whichever is higher. This proposalwill also15,001 Rs. to 30,000 Rs. will also get vary-
sures which I have indicated earlier for

ing degres of relief. The reduction in the mobilising financial resources for industrial take effect from the assessment year 1981-

tax liability at incme level of 15,000 Rs. investment. 82.

will be 990 Rs.; at 20,000 Rs., 495 Rs. and
at 25,000 Rs., 220 Rs. There will be no Advance paymentof surtax
change in the tax liability in the case of
tax-payers having income exceeding 30,000 As hon'ble members are aware, all catego- * 1 crore= 100 lakhsRs. Thus I have provided in one year in- ries of tax-pyers are required to pay ad- 1 lakh = 100,000.
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practically untouched in this year's budget, except for 2. Excise duty
the enhancement in the rate of additional excise duty
on specified textiles and textile articles. (a) Revenuemeasures

' It is proposed to raise excise duty on specified textile
1. Customs duty articles from 10 to 15 percent of the basic excise duty

rates to meet the additional expenditure anticipatedon
(a) Revenuemeasures subsidy for productionof controlledcloth.

It is proposed to effect an across-the-board increase in

auxiliary duties of customs by five percent ad valorem (b) Concessions
on all imported goods. The rate of auxiliary duty is to

(i) It is proposed to raise the existing limit for dutybe raised to ten percent ad valorem whereverthe rate of
free clearances from Rs. 5 lakhs to Rs. 7.5 lakhs

auxiliary duty is now five percent, to 20 percent ad per

valorem wherever the rate is now 15 percent and t annum for excise duty exemptionsavailable to small
scale manufacturers of 72 specified commodities.

25 percent ad valorem wherever the rate is now 20 per-
cent. Further, the existing exemption from auxiliary Further, in accordancewith the revised definition of

small scale units, the eligibility limit for investment
duties in respect of certain items of machinery and cap-
ital equipment is being withdrawn and they will gener-

on plant and machinery for availing excise duty cn-

cessins available to small scale manufacturers of
ally attract auxiliary duty at ve percent. However, the

certain goods is being raised from Rs. 10 lakhs to
increase in auxiliary duties will not apply to import of

Rs. 20 lakhs.
essential commodities such as edible oils, crude petro- (ii) It is proposed that the presentduty exemption avail-
leum products such as kerosene, high speed diesel oil. able to cotton and cotton-viscose blend hosiery
It is also proposed to raise the iport duty on plain articles be extended to all hosiery articles falling
shaft bearings from 75 to 125 percent ad valorem and under item 68 of the Central Excise Tariff.
the basic customs duty on computers and computer (iii) It is als proposed to give substantial duty con-

peripherals from 40 percent to 50 percent ad valorem, cession to wollen fabrics produced on handlooms in
and on stainless steel bars and wire rods from 75 to the processing stage along the same lines as the
175 percent ad valorem. Further, it is also proposed to concessions available to cotten fabrics produced on

levy customs duty of 15 percent ad valorem on m- handlooms.
ported newsprint.

(b) Proposedconcessions

(i) Import duty (basic plus auxiliary) on certain speci- D. SPECIAL RELIEF
fied intermediates for the manufacture of drugs is
being reduced from 75 to 25 percent ad valorem. In this international year of the disabled, the Finance

(ii) Import duty on certain raw materials and com- Minister has proposed concessions to the disabled in
ponents for the electronics industry is being reduced Income Tax, Customs Duty and Excise Duty. The
to 50 percent ad valorem. relief in Income Tax has been mentioned in Direct

(iii) Import duty on certain items of capital equipment Taxation. On the customs side, mport duty on hearing
and testing instruments for the electronics industry aid appliances,Braille watches and Braille one-day alarm
is being reduced to 30 percent ad valorem. clocks for personal use is being reduced from 120 to

(iv) Import duty for colour scanners for the printing 10 ercent ad valorem. It is also proposed to exempt
industry is being reduced from 100 to 60 percent fuI[y frm excise duty Braille watches and Braille
ad valorem. paper which is used by the blind.
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priate rate applicable in the case of individuals, which- (v) Book publishingindustr
ever course is more benecial to the revenue. At present, in computing taxable income, deductiona

equal to 20 percent of the prots and gains derived
from the business of publicatin of boks is allowed

3. Corporate taxation under section 80 QQ. It is proposed to extend this
concession for a period of five years with effect from

(a) Rate of tax assessmentyear 1981-82. '

At present surtax is not payable by cmpanies in ad- (vi) Small scale industrialundertking
vance. It is proposed that surtax be payable in advance
during the financial year preceding the relevant assess-

It is proposed to liberalise the definition f small-
scale ndustrial undertaking for the purpose of taxment year. concessions under the Income Tax Act. An industrial

No change is proposed in existing corporate tax rate, undertaking will qualify for treatment as a small scaIe
but it is proposed to reduce the rate of surcharge from ndustrial undertaking if the aggregate value of the
7.5 to 2.5 percent of such income tax in cases of all machinery and plant installed therein as on the last
classes of companies. day of the previous year does not exceed Rs. 20 lakhs as

against Rs. 10 lakhs at present.
(b) Tax concessions

(vii) Energy resources
(i) The EleventhSchedule to the Income Tax Act

It is prposed, with a view to promoting the develop-It contains a list f industries which do not qualify for ment and us of renewable energy resources, to allowinvestment-related tax concessions under the Income depreciation on renewable energy devices and systemsTax Act. It is proposed to remove 14 groups of indus- at the enhanced rate of 30 percent as against 10 percenttries from this schedule and these industries will now at present.become eligible for specified tax concessions. These
industries include electric fans, pressure cookers, glass (c) Participation of foreign companies in the field ofoland glassware, pigments, colours, paints, enamels, explorationand productionencouragedvarnishes, blacks and cellulose lacquers, chinaware and
porcelain ware, mosaic tiles and glazed tiles, synthetic Firstly, it is proposed to extend the Income Tax Act
detergents, amplifiers or any other apparatus used for and the Companies (Profit) Surtax Act to offshore
addressing the public, vacuum flasks and other vacuum areas. Secondly, it is proposed to insert suitable pro-vessels etc. visions in the Income Tax Act and the Companies

(Profit) Surtax Act to enable the Central Government
(ii) Tax holiday to provide by notification in the Official Gazette for
To encourage the establishnent of export-oriented in- an exemption, reduction in rate or modication in
dustries in the free trade zone, it is proposed to allow a respect of income tax or surtax in favour of any class
complete tax holiday in respect of such units set up in of persons engaged in the business of mineral oils and
these zones for an nitial period of five years in lieu of gas in association with the Central Government or any
other concessions. person authorised by it. Notifications under the new

provisionswhen made will be placed before both Houses
(iii)Developmentallowance of Parlianent. Lastly, it is also proposed to amend

Section 42 of the Income Tax Act relating to specialAt present, a development allowance equal to 50 per- provision for deduction in the of businessfcent of the expenditure incurred on planting of tea case pros-
bushes in any new area or on any land which has been pecting fr or extraction or production of mineral oils

previously abandoned is allowed in computing the in-
so as to extend its scope to cover cases where the
gvernment itself does not participate in such businesscome from tea business. For this purpose, the expendi- but does so through any person authorisedby it.ture qualifying for development allowance is restricted

to Rs, 12,500 per hectare in respect of land situated
in hilly areas and Rs. 10,000 per hectare in Other areas.

B. ESTATE DUTY
It has been proposed, having regard to the ncrease
in cost of planting in recent years, to raise, the ceiling It is proposed to raise the exenption limit of Rs. 50,000limits to Rs. 40,000, Rs. 35,000 and Rs. 20,000 per to Rs. 150,000 for estate duty purpoSes. It is also pro-hectare of land situated in the Darjeeling district, hilly posed that one residential house or part thereof will be
areas and in plains respectively. valued for estate duty purposes on the same basis as for

the purposes of wealth tax.
(iv) Electronic industry
It is proposed to include the electronic components
ndustry in the Ninth Schedule to the Income Tax Act C. INDIRECTTAXATION
and provide that dividends derived by a domestic com-

pany from an Indian company engaged exclusively in A substantial ortion of this year's additioal resources
the manufacture of electronic components will be is sought to be raised through an increase of five percent
completelyexempt from income tax. in auxiliary customs duties. Excise levies have been left
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two years of the plan period. Does this mean that bud- A price rise of 13 percent has already occurred up to

gets for the next three years f the Sixth Plan period 17 January 1981 for 1980-81. By the middle of Feb-
will be free of deficit This question remains unans- ruary this rise is estimated to be about 17 percent and
wered. by 31 March 1981 it is expected to pass last year's mark.

This steep rise in the general price level may lead to
8. The price rise during 1979-80 was about 21 percent. substantialdemand for more wages.

Highlights
The following are the main proposals of the 1981 Bud- (b) Enhancementofstandarddeduction
get presented by the Union Finance Minister, Mr. R.
Venkataraman, on February 28, 1981 before the Lok At present, salaried taxpayers are entitled to a standard
Sabha: deduction of an amount equal to 20 percent of the

salary up to Rs. 10,000 and 10 percent of the balance,
subject to an overall ceiling limit of Rs. 3,500.

A. INCOMETAX It is now proposed to provide standard deductin at a

uniform rate of 20 percent in the case of all salaried tax-

1. Personal taxation payers, subject to an enhanced overall ceiling limit of
Rs. 5,000. The benefit of the enhancedstandard deduc-

(a) Raising ofexemption limitand restructuringofrats tion will be availablen the case of pensioners and also
of tax in respect of employees in receipt of conveyanceallow-

ance.
The exemption limit in the case of non-corporate tax-

payers (other than registered firms and Hindu individual (c) Relief in respect of medica/treatmentofphysicall
families with one or more members having separate n- and mentally handicappeddependents
come exceeding the exemption limit) is proposedt be
raised from Rs. 12,000 to Rs. 15,000. The nil rate At present, resident individuals and Hindu undivided
slab will also be raised from Rs. 8,000 to Rs. 15,000 families are entitled to a deduction in respect of medical

concurrently with the restructuring of the rate schedule treatment of physically and mentally handicapped
up to Rs. 30,000. The new rate schedule in the case of dependents.
individuals, etc. (with the existing rates) is shown It i proposed to double the amount of this deduction
below: to Rs. 4,800 in respect of the dependentwho is hospital-
Income range Proposed Existingrates ised for a period of 182 days or more during the relevant

(in rupees) (%) accountingyear and Rs. 1,200 in other cases.

Up to 15,000 Nil (at present the rate on the (d) Compulsorydeposit (income tax payers) scheme
Rs. 8,001 -- 15,000 slab
is 15% provided that no It is proposed to continue the compulsory deposit
income tax shall be pay- scheme in the case of income tax payers for another two
able on income not ex- years. Individuals attaining the age of 70 years will, at
ceeding Rs. 12,000) their option, be entitled to receive back the entire

15,001- 25,000 30 (at present the rate on the amount standing to their credit in the compulsory de-
Rs. 15,001 -- 20,000 posit account.
slab is 18% and on the
Rs. 20,001 -- 25,000 slab
is 25%) 2. Associationsof persons and trusts

25,001- 30,000 34 (as against 30% at present)
30,001- 50,000 40 (a) for plugging loopholes for avoidanceMeasures tax
50,001- 70,000 50

same a at prert70,001 -- 100,000 55 It is proposed to subject associations of topersons a

Over 100,000 60 maximum marginal rate of income tax in cases where
the shares of members are not defined. Such associa-

The gestures in individual income tax at one sweep re- tions will also be subjected to wealth tax at the flat rate

lieve an estimated 1.4 millionmiddle incomeearners.from of three percent or at the appropriate rate applicablen

income tax liabiltiyand are in consonancewith the ruling the case of individuals, whichever course is more bene-

party's avowed policy of giving relief to the middle ficial to the revenue.

classes in these difficult times. Further, about 1.15 mil- In the case of t.rusts, it is proposed to subject oral trusts
lion taxpayers in the Rs. 15,001 -7 30,000 income brac- to ncome tax at the maximum marginal rate and to
kets will also get varyingdegrees of relief. wealth tax at the rate of three percent or at the appro-
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Commentsonand Highlighlisoflihe
IndianCentralBudgelifor1981/82
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Comments
1. Income tax concession for middle income earners price to fetch Rs. 325 crores and the increase in freighthas been widely welcome. This relief was long overdue and fares across the board in the railway budget to fetchin view of the fall in purchasingpower of the rupee due an extra Rs. 356 crores, all prior to the presentationofto inflation. Thus in one year the Finance Minister has the Central Budget, will lead to a price rise of a veryprovided income tax exemption and/or reduction to serious nature.
over 2.5 million assessees out of the total 4 million
assessees. This measure has also reduced the burden on 5. The tax effort has been mainly confined to increas-the tax collecting machinery of collectingvery little tax ing customs levies by five percent. Considering the im-from a large number of low income taxpayers. It is perative need to minimise the budgetary deficit andfelt that these concessions are not oriented towards also conserve foreign exchange reserves, the strategysaving and investment because no relief has been pro- appears to be sound. But his proposal to impose importvided in the marginal rate of tax in the high ncome duty of 15 percent ad valorem on newsprinthas come inslabs. for wide criticism. Mr. Nani A. Palkhivala,eminent con-

stitutional lawyer and taxation expert, said that the2. The proposed reduction in the rate of surcharge imposition of a levy on newsprint amounts to placingfrom 7.5 to 2.5 percent of such income tax in cases of tax on public informationand knowledge.all classes of companies is also welcome. The relief in
absolute terms works out higher for foreign companies 6. The budgeted deficit of Rs. 1,539 crores is higher(3.5 percent)than for domestic companies, 3 percent than the budgeteddeficitof Rs. 1,445 crores in 1980-81.if closely held or 2.75 percent if widely held. The The revised figure of the deficit for 1980-81 is placedhighest rate applicable to foreign companies is 75.25 at Rs. 1,975 crores, after a record deficit of Rs. 2,700percent including surcharge; this will be reduced to crores in the previous year. This indicates the extent to71.75 percent includingsurcharge.This measure has not which money supply has grown in the last two years.been considered enough by industry which has been Further, credit has been taken in this year to the extentexpecting more forceful measures to promote invest- of Rs. 800 crores on account of a bearer bond scheme.ment at a time when this is crucial for achievement of This appears to be a gross overestimate in view of therapid industrial growth. Further, this concession has poor collection till now. The experts thus feel that thebeen offset to a large extent by payment of surtax in actual deficit for 1981-82 may turn out to be muchadvance. more than Rs. 2,000 crores.

3. In framing his other proposals for the corporate sec- 7. The budget has also demolished the hope that objec-tor, the Finance Minister has kept in mind the need for tives of the Sixth Plan can be achieved within the speci-export promotion. The introduction of a five-year tax fied fiscal limits. The official budgetary deficit for theholida for industries established in free trade zones will Sixth Plan was Rs. 5,000 crores not taking into accounthelp attract more new units in these zones. The ex- the projected realisation of Rs. 1,000 crores fromtension of the provision relating to investment allow- special bearer bonds. Thus the budget gap during theance to more industries, increase in developmentallow- five years of the Sixth Plan worked out to Rs. 4,000ance for the tea industry and concessionsfor the electric crores. Of this, the current year -- the first year of thecomponent industry will stimulate the flow of funds to plan -- is expected to end up with a deficit of Rs. 1,975these industries, many of which have considerable ex- crores as per revised estimate. The estimate of theport potential. deficit for 1981-82, as made in the budget, is Rs. 1,539
crores which may again go much higher than the4. The fact that there is no significant increase in ex- Rs. 2,000 crores mark when the revised estimates arecise duty has been very welcome by the common man, prepared. Thus the budgetary deficit taken into accountsince taxpayers account for an insignificantly small in the Sixth Plan has already been reached in the rstportion of the population. However, the steep rise in

the tax of petroleum products to mop up an additional
Rs. 1150 crores and the increases of 20 percent in * Chartered Accountant, Department of Accountancy,Univer-the case of steel and almost 40 percent in the price of sity of Rajgsthan, Jaipur, India.
pig iron to contribute Rs. 400 crores, the revised coal 1. 1 crore = 100 lakhs; 1 lakh = 100,000.
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cent.21 In the Philippines, in the fiscal year 1976, tensive gods as one of the objectives of its rate

luxury and semi-luxury goods categories accounted for structure. However, only one item, soft drinks bottled

only 1.4 percent of the sales tax revenue frm domestic by automatic processes, attracting the highest sales tax

goods.22 While no such data are available for Thailand, rate, is covered under this objective, so it does not seem

they are expected to follow the pattern for Indonesia very important.
and the Philippines. As nted in the section on methods of avoiding
Apart from the low revenue derived from the items multiple taxation, an additionalaim of rate differentia-

attracting higher sales tax rates, the use of rate differen- tion in Indonesia and Thailand is to mitigate the cascad-

tiationt impart some degree of progressivityhas other ing and multiple taxation effects by applyinglower rates

limitations. The first concerns the disincentive effects of tax on many raw materialsand intermediateinputs.
which are likely t occur if high sales (or excise) taxes To conclude, the discussion in this paper has shown that
on consumer durables increase their price to such an in spite of the surface similarities in the sales tax struc-
extent that they are beyond the reach of even profes- tures of ASEAN countries (excluding Singapore),
sional salaried classes. The above consideration may various structural features show many dissimilarities.As
have been responsible for the incentive gds cate-

result, not only the economic effectsf sales taxesa are

gory in the new Indonesian sales tax structure. Second- in these cuntries likely to be different, but such diver-
l, as these countries are trying to ndustrialize, high
sales (or excise) taxes may create excess capacity and gence also increases the difficulty of achieving fiscal

unemployment by reducing demand for domestically harmonizationin the ASEAN countries.

produced cnsumer durables and ther manufactured
items. Thirdly, very high rates of sales tax on particular
items (e.g. watches or perfumes)may provide incentives 21. These figures are based on the data supplied by the Direc-

fr smugglingand evasion.
torate General of Taxation, Jakarta.
22. Based on the data supplied by the National Tax Research

Only Indonesia lists discrimination against capital in- Center, Manila.

1
I

Albert-Hensel-Preis I IFA
I

Im Andenken an Albert Hensel (1895-1933), den bedeutendenWegbe- I NEWS
reiter der modernen Steuerrechtswissenschaft, unter der Schirmherr- I
schaft von Prof. Dr. Heinrich List, Prsident des BFH, schreiben die I FRENCHBRANCHOF IFA
Herausgeber der Buchreihe Steuerwissenschaft,Prof. Dr. Wolfgang i
Freericks, Prof. br. Karl Heinrich Friauf, Prof. Dr. Paul Kirchhof, On March 11, 1981 the Board of the
Prof. DDr. Georg Ruppe, einen Preis zur Frderung des steuerrecht- I French Branch of IFA met in Paris

lichen Nachwuchses aus. Mit dem Albert-Hensel-Preissoll eine heraus- under the Chairmanship of Mr. Max

ragende, bisher noch nichtverffentlichiewissenschaftlicheForschungs- Laxan.

arbeit eines jngeren Verfassers ausgezeichnetwerden, die sich mit dem

Steuerrecht aus rechtswissenschaftlcher, betriebwirtschaftlicher oder
It was, inter alia, decided that on June

22, 1981 the subjects to be discussed
finanzwissenschaftlicherSicht befasst (z.B. eine Dissertationoder Habili- at the Montreal Congress will be dealt

tation). Die Auszeichnung umfasst einen Geldpreis von DM 5.000,-- with (see for these subjects 34 Bulletin

und die Verffentlichungder Arbeit in der im Dr. Peter Deubner Verlag for international fiscal documentation

erscheinenden Buchreihe Steuerwissenschaft.Die Jury wird von dem 514 (November 1980)).
Schirmherrndes Albert-Hensel-Preises,den Heraugebern und derwissen-

schaftlichen Gesamtredaktion der Buchreihe teuerwissenschaft ge-
On November 23, 1981, the evening
will be devoted to the study of the

bildet. Bewerbungen und Vorschlge werden erbeten an die wissen- avoir fiscal (imputation credit), its
schaftliche Gesamtredaktionder Buchreihe Steuerwissenschaft,z.Hd. technical implementation, its econ-

Herrn Dr. Heinz Msbauer, Drener Str. 320, Postfach 410 268, Kln omic impact and its merits in com-

41. parison to other methods to further
investmentin corporate shares.
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the sals tax. The presumption is that, in many develop- 40.0 percent on mported passenger cars, with nine
ing countries, there is a sharp distinctionbetween differ- differentrates in between. The sales tax rates n services
ent classes in their consumptinpatterns. Since income vary frm 0.1 percent on sale r transfer of securitiest
taxes are difficult to levy effectively, higher sales tax 10.5 percent on gross profits from exchange of curren-

rates on goods consumed by the rich may compensate cies, with seven different rates in between.
for the deficiencies of the income tax and may also One of the main objectivesf the rate differentiatinin
impart a degree of progressivityto the tax structure. Indonesia, the Philippinesand Thailand is the protection
Thirdly, rate differentiationmay aid economic develop- of domestic industries. This is evident frm the earlier

ment and improve the balance of payments. The rate discussion on discriminatin against treatment of m-

differentiation may aid economic developmentby trans- ports as compared to domestic goods in the sales tax

ferring the purchasing power from the higher income structures. In addition, in Indonesia during the 1970s,
groups to the government wh would presumably sales tax on dmestically assembled goods was levied at

allocate it to needed nvestment. However, since taxes a specially designated price which had the effect of

would in part come out of saving, and since higher in- reducing the effective rate. Thus, only Malaysia (and, of

come groups are likely to have a relatively high marginal course, Singapre) des not attempt to use the sales tax

propensity to save, total saving would ncrease only if rate differentiatin as a device to protect domestic

government has a higher marginal propensity to save industries.

than those paying taxes. The possibility that higher The objective ofimparting a degree of progressivity to
taxes need not necessarily be translated nto higher the tax system is also evident n the sales tax rate
government saving and investment has been recognised structures of ASEAN countries. Thus, the rate
and has cme to be known as the Please effect.17 The structures of Indonesia, the Philippines, and Thailand
sales tax can also be structured to divert resources from rughly follow essentiality criteria,19 with the luxury
the luxury goods sector and from goods with a large category attracting the highest rates of tax. In Indo-
import content, thus aiding the balance of payments. nesia, however, there is a separate categry of incen-
However, care must be taken not to divert demand to tive gods which includes most of the consumer
untaxed goods or services with as highr higher mport durables. These are txed at a rate of 7.5 percent com-

content, e.g. foreign travel. pared to the 20 percent rate on the luxuries. In the

Fourthly, rate differentiation has been justified on the Philippines, the sales tax rates f some items, e.g. pens,
grounds that it is necessary to bring about a better watches, T.V. sets, vary psitively with the gross selling
balance between demand and supply, especially n a price thus helping t mpart a degree of progressivity.
developing economy. It is argued that a deliberate gap In Malaysia, while luxury items do not attract higher
between supply and demand may be created for some sales tax rates, they are subjected to excise taxes levied

commodities, which can be met by differential taxa- at a combination of minimum specific and ad valorem
tin.18 Information requirements for using rate rates. Thus, Malaysia uses the excise systernt impart a

differentiation in such a manner are, however, likely to degree of progressivity in the tax system. Indonesia, the
be considerable. Philippines, and Thailand have very limited excise

systems, consisting of excises on traditional items such
Finally, rate differentiation may also be used to dis- as alcoholic, tobacc and petroleumproducts.20criminate against capital ntensive techniques to pro-
mote employment and against mported goods to While the objective of mparting prgressivity is clear

prvide protection to domestic industries. from the sales tax rate structure, its realization is likely
to be limited due to the small revenue derived from the

To what extent are the above bjectivesfrate differen- items attracting higher rates. Thus, n Indonesia, n
tiation discemible in the sales tax structuresofASEAN 1975-76, only 6.6 percentf the revenue from domestic
countries To answer this, we first briefly state the sales sales tax was from the items attracting the highest rate
tax rate structures in ASEAN countries. In Indonesia, of 20 percent, while a further 24.6 percent was from the
the sales tax rates vary from 0.0 percent for most items attracting the 10 percent rate. In contrast, the
essential goods t 20.0 percent for luxury and selected lowest rate category of 5 percent contributed 68.7 per-
capital intensive goods, with ve other rates in between.
Services are taxed at a unifrm rate of 2.5 pe.rcent. In
Malaysia, the basic sales tax rate is ve percent, with
only a handful of commodities attracting a 10 percent
rate. In the Philippines, the sales tax rates vary from 1.0 17. Stanley Please, Saving Through Taxation: Reality or

Mirage, Finance and Development, March 1967, pp. 24-32. Hispercent on certain locally produced agricultural explanation rests on the political pressures on the governmentto
prducts to 50.0 percent for luxury items. For many spend the revenuesgenerated from the higher taxes.
semi-luxury items which are locally produced, the sales 18. This argument has been made by D.T. Lakdawala, Value
tax rates are progressive with respect t price. Thus, Added Tax, The Indian Economic Joumal, Vol. 24, October-

discrimination against mports f certain semi-luxury December 1976, p. 200.
19. In Thailand, however, the rate differentiationis much greatergods, e.g. T.V. sets, and agricultural products is a part than any esentiality criteria may warrant. It is interesting to

f the formal sales tax structure in the Philippines.The observe that among the three countries, only the Philippines
sales tax rates on services vary from 1/4 percent on gross makes any systematic attempt to determine the consumption
selling price of stock transactionsto 20 percentn gross patterns of different income groups through a survey of essentiali-

receipts of nightclubs. In Thailand the sales tax rates on
ty.
20. No excise taxes on petroleum products are levied in Indo-

goods vary frm 1.5 percent on many raw materials to nesia, these being included in the oil company tax.
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There is a general similarity in the treatment of capital domestically produced goods. The reasons fr such a

goods in ASEAN countries. While there is no provision treatmenthave been stated by Due as follws:
for exemptionf capital goods under the sales tax laws, Atgiven exchange rates, if exportsare not freedof tax,
they are partially or fully exempted from the sales tax domestic producers are placed at a disadvantage in
and customs duties undervarious fiscal ncentive laws. 14 foreign markets compared with firms in countries that
While relevant data are difficult to obtain, if the do not impose equivalent taxes, and if imports are not

proportion of total capital gods exempted under the taxed, foreignproducersare given an artificialadvantage
fiscal inentive laws is large, there may be a case for over domestic producers. Were exchange rates free to

complete exemption of all capital goods. This is to avid moue, the difference would not be nearly as great as

discrimination amongvarious firms and industries. Hw- might appear.... but the introduction of artificial
ever, as noted above, broad development policy con- elements nto import and export prices in the form of
siderations are likely to require taxation of capital sales tax differentials may distort international econ-

goods. omic activity generally, particularly when the tax com-
,1s

Except in Singapore, the main omission from the sales ponents ofprices vary amongcommodities.
tax on services is the utility srvices, If such a tax is All four of the ASEAN countries which do levy manu-
regarded as regressive, mininal husehold consumption facturers' sales taxes exempt exports. However, varying
of utility services may be exempted as is the practice in degrees of the sales tax element remain. In Indonesia,
Singapore. The omission of professionalssuch as lawyers direct exports as well as exports through wholesalers
and accountants from the list of those subject to sales and others are exempted under Article 29(8) and (9) of
tax in Thailand and the Philippines should also be the 1951 Sales Tax Act. However, as no special efforts
nted. Except in the Philippines where foreign travel is are made t mitigate the cascading and multiple taxa-
taxed under a separate statute, little effrt is made to tin effects n exports, complete exemptin is m-
tax foreign travel in the ASEAN region. possible. In contrast, in the Philippines, a tax credit

Ideally, sales tax exemptionshould not be dependentn method is used for exports. Any excise tax or ad
whether an enterprise is in the private or the public valorem sales tax, ncluding that on servces, can be
sector. However, Thailand exempts from sales tax a wide credited against ther tax liabilities of the manufacturer-

variety of enterprises in the public sector such as rail- exporter, provided the tax is shown as a separate item

ways and port services. Such practices are particularly on the invoice. Sales to tourists directly made by a

objectionableon resource allocationgrounds. manufacturer are also considered as exports. Since
Malaysia uses the suspension system to avoid multiple
taxation and since its taxation of services is very limited,D. Treatmentof domestic, imported and exported exemption of exprts, including re-exports, encounters

goods little difficulty. The practice in Thailand is similar to
Unlike other forms of sales taxes, imports are not auto- that of Indonesia, in that no special efforts are made to
matically covered under a manufacturers' sales tax. mitigate the multiple taxation and cascading effects of
Thus, mports have to be brought under the sales tax the sales tax n exports.
net. However, mports and the correspondingdomestic
goods are unlikely to be taxed at the same point on the E. Rate differentiation
distributional channel. In some instances, mports are

likely t be favored over domestic goods while in other Even in a broad-based sales tax a case can be made for
instances the reverse is likely to be the case. The usual

some differentiation in the tx rates. First, the tradi-
solution, hoWever, has been to apply a mark-up to the tional case for uniformity in tax rebates on the grounds
import value of goods. The rate of mark-up varies that it does not create any excess burden as far as the
among the ASEAN countries. In Indonesia, it is 5 per- choice between products is concerned has been found
cent, in the Philippines 25, 50 and 100 percent depend- deficient. In an mperfect world of distortions and
ing on the type of god, and in Thailand it varies from externalities, non-uniform rates are likelyt be required3.5 to 31 percent. Malaysia does not apply any mark-up. to achieve greater efficiency in allocation of resources.
The above mark-up rates apply to the import sales tax However, while extensive theoretical work has been
base. This base is defined in Indonesia and Thailand as done on the differentiation in sales tax rates which
c.i.f. value of mports plus the mport duty; in the would be optimal for efficiency, no simple rule has
Philippines as home consumptionValue of an mprted emerged which can be readily applied in sales tax
item, plus freight, postage, nsurance and the custons design.16 Therefore the policymaker may still preferduties and charges. While in Indonesia, there are sub- uniform rates.
stantial deviations between the sales tax rates on

domestic and mported goods, in other ASEAN coun- Secondly, it is argued that rate differentiation is justi-
tries the domestic and import sales tax rates, with few fied because it mparts some degree of progressivity to

exceptions especially in the Philippines, are identical.
The main effect of the abve treatmentof mports is to 14. See Zenaida S. Reyes. InvestmentIncentive Laws ofASEAN

transform the sales tax as a device to protect domestic Countries, Quezon City, University of Philippines Law Center,
1978, for letailed provisions regarding exemptions of capital

industries, especially in Indonesia, Thailand, and the goods from the sales and customs taxes.
Philippines. 15. Due, op. cit., p. 152.

Since sales tax is a consumptionlevy, exports should be
16. See, David F. Bradford, and H.S. Rosen, The Optimal
Taxation of Commodities and Income, American Economic

exempted and mports taxed in the same manner as Review, May 1976, pp. 94-101.
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some exemptions.The first is to mitigate the regressivity services have to be exempted on social grunds
of the general sales tax. This is generally accomplished (educational and health services) or on economic
by exempting unprocessed food and basic clothing. It grounds (services supplied to businesses) or on adminis-
shuld, however, be recognised that to the extent that trative grounds (repair services), the differencebetween
exemptions of such goods increase their demand and the two approachesmay not in practice be very great.
thus their relative price, the full beneficial impact of We now turn to an examination of the exemptionsuch exemptions will not be felt by the very poor. A structures n ASEAN countries. While all the countriessecond reason for exemptions may be to promote exempt unprocessed foodstuffs and other basiccertain social objectives such as education and health very

care. A third reason is to mprove the balance of pay-
necessities, Indonesia and the Philippines have recently
introduced a one percent sales tax nmany agriculturalments by exempting exprts. A fourth, already referred products and basic necessities. While this has been doneto earlier, is on grunds of administrative ease; certain to increase the sales tax base, it is also likel to increasetransactions and taxpayers are simply very difficult to the regressivity of the tax.tax. Therefore, it may be better to legally exempt them.

Lastly, in the context of the nanufacturers' sales tax, Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand have provisions for
exemption of many raw materials and intermediate exempting certain goods to promote social and educa-

inputs is necessaryt avoid multiple taxation. tional objectives. Thus, in Indonesia, textbooks, certain

There are tw additional issues concerningthe coverage
goods delivered to charitable institutions, etc. are ex-

of thesales tax which require discussion.The first is the empted from the sales tax. Similarly, n Malaysia, items
such as approved educationalandscientificmaterialsandquestion of whether capital goods should be subjected certain articles used by the blind tax exempt. Exceptareto sales tax. Since capital goods are inputs in the in the Philippines, the other countriesprovide long listproduction process, the principle of non-taxaton of a

of raw materials and intermediate inputs which arenputs would suggest that capital goods should not be
exempt from the sales tax. In Indonesia and Thailandsubjected t sales tax. It is argued that taxation of this is done to mitigate multiple taxation and cascadingcapital but not labour articially encourages labour
effects; in Malaysia this is done to facilitate theintensive techniques and thereby reduces efficiency. opera-

Also, such a tax reduces the favourable substitution
tion of the suspensionmethod. Since the Philippines has
been using variants of the vlue-added technique toeffect on saving of consumption taxes. Moreover, non- avoid multiple taxation, such list of exemptio.ns isno

exemption of capital goods makes more difficult the necessary.13complete exemption of exports and other commdities.
Thus, traditional arguments suggest exemption of All the ASEAN cuntries define the term manu-
capital goods. However, it has also been argued that facturer broadly, including those who have a Inanu-

sound development policy may require taxing rather facturing activity performed by others on their behalf.
than exempting capital goods.l o This is because, in The practice of exemption small manufacturers differs
many developing countries, labour is articially over- between goods and services. For goods, except in Indo-
priced because of above-equilibriurn wage rates in the nesia, small manufacturers are exempted. The exemp-
organised sector, overvalued exchange rates, the mpact tion level, however, is quite low in the Philippineswhere
of various fiscal incentive schemes for new investment, those with annual sales of 2400 or below are ex-

practices f foreign lending agencies, and so n. There- emptd, a level set in 1969. In Mlaysia, till recently,
fore, taxing capital goods may, at least in part, redress thse manufacturers whose annual turnover did not
the discrimination agai:nst using labour intensive tech- exceed M 20,000 and those whose annual value of
niques. Taxatin of some capital goods, e.g. office work done n taxable materials supplied by another
furniture and motor vehicles, may alo be defended on person did not exceed M 4,000 were exempt from the
administrative grounds. If these capital goods are not sales tax. However, in the 1981 budget, the above limits
taxed, elaborate efforts would have to be made to were raised to M 100,000 and M$ 20,000 respectively.
ensure that they are not resold to final consumers. Since no exemption levels are set for services, many

small personalisedservices, such as repairs, are subject to
The second issue concerns the nclusin of services jn sales taxation. In practice, however, these types of
the sales tax base. The discussion on this point has establishment are difficult to tax and frequently escapefocused on whether those services provided to final payment.
consumers which have the characteristics f private
rather than public goods should be taxed on a compre- 10. See, R.M. Bird, An Appraisal of the Colombian Sales Tax,
hensive basis r on a selective basis.1 The case for com- in R.M. Bird and O. Oldman (eds.) Readings on Taxation in

prehensive taxation has rested on its allegedly favour- Developing Countries; second edition, Bal'imore: The Johns Hop-
kins Press, 1967, pp. 322-323.

able effects on equity, revenue productivity, and tax 11. For a detailed examination of this issue, se Ved. P. Gandhi,
neutrality among consumption phoices. Recently, Sales Taxationr of Seruices in Developing Countries, Washington:
Gandhi has argued in favour of a more selective InternationalMonetary Fund, DM/77/114,December, 1977.

approach to taxation of services, suggesting that by
12. Ibid.,p. 7.
13. For a complete list .of exemptions from sales tax in Indo-using such an approach, ... the developingcountries nesia, see Business News, Jakarta, May 2, 1979, No. 3292/3293might not be losing much in terms of the improvement and May 4, 1979, No. 3294. For Malaysia, see Warta Karanjaan,

in equity and elasticity that they would have acheved Sales Tax Exemption Order, 1978, P.V.C.A. 421. The exempted
had they brought the bulk of the potentiay taxable items for .the Philippines are in Section 202 of. the National
services sectors of their economies into the base of their

Internal Reuenue Code 1977. For Thailand, see S. Valaisathien,The Thai Taxation, Bangkok: SGV-Na Thailand & Co., Junegeneral sales taxes. ''12 However, since many of the 1975.
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multiple taxation feature also leads to cascading effects, producers' consumables which do not form part of the

and therefore causes the tax to be more inflationary. finished product, are still not allowed to be deducted.

, Two possible methods of avoidingmultipletaxationare

the suspension methd and the value-added method. B. Valuation problem
Under the suspension method, a certain sector f the

This problem the determinationof the taxableconcerns
economy is labelled as manufacturers. Every firm in

price. Ideally, broad based tax such the sales tax
this group is licensed and such firms are allowed to

a as

should be neutral among varius methods of doing
purchase nputs without payment of sales tax. The sales

business. However, since the manufacturers' sales tax is
tax becomes applicable only when a licensed firm sells

levied early in the prduction-distribution flow, t
to an unlicensed firm. The value-added method may be

discriminates against those firms who integrate forward.
applied by using the subtractionr the tax credit tech-

There is incentive, therefore, to push activities suchan

nique. Under the former, deduction of some or all tax-
advertising and freight services far possible

able purchases from taxable sales is allowed. The tax
as as as

beyond the point of tax mpact. Some firms may gain
credit technique consists of providing a partial or a full control over distributors and sell their services at arti-
credit for the sales tax paid on purchases against the tax

ficially low prices. Conversely,powerful retail firms
payable on sales.

may
integrate backwards and buy at artificially low prices

The methods used for avoiding multiple taxation vary from their manufacturing firms. Since the extent of

among the ASEAN countries. In Indonesia and Thai- integration is likely to vary among different products,
land, neither of the above methods is used. Instead, in the effective sales tax rate, other things beifg equal, is

order to mitigate the effects of multiple taxatin, a low also likely to vary.
or zero rate is applied to raw materials and other ntr- While various approaches such uplifting provisions
mediate goods. Thus, in Indonesia, complementary

as

have been suggested to mitigate this problem, in
materials and half-finished goods are taxed at a rate of

2.5 percent while many raw materials are taxed at 1.0 practice, as Due has indicated, no approach is likely to

percent.6 In Thailand, most raw materials are taxed at a
be entirely satisfactory,8 Moreover, any adjustment

rate of 1.5 percent.7 In both Indnesia and Thailand, provisions are likely to increase the complexity of the
tax.

there is no provision to offset sales tax paid on services

purchased by businesses. The severity of the multiple ASEAN countries have made little attempt to solve this

tax is, however, reduced n the case of services due t problem besides incorporating provisin for an arm's

their generally low rates and the absence of any require- length transaction fr gods, but not for services, in

ment for an arm's length transaction. their sales tax laws. This indeed seems to be the practice
in mst countries.9

In Malaysia, the suspension method is used to mitigate
the multiple taxation effect. Under the Malaysian
system, however, there is a need to appl for refunds on C. Coverage and exemption structure

goods on which tax has been paid. This need arises Since the sales tax is a broad-based tax, ideally it should
because sales tax is levied on imports and thus any tax- cver as broad a range of commoditiesas possible. There
able purchases from an importingfirm would necessitate

are several reasons for this:
and application for refund. Given the very limited (1) If certair/commoditiesare taxed but not others, the
nature of sales tax on services in Malaysia (nly night- pre-tax pattern of consumption is affected, creating
clubs, dance halls and other such establishments are

a potential excess burden. Alo any exemption
covered), only minor multiple taxation effects are likely favours those people with a high preference for the
due to their inclusionin the sales tax base. exempted goods and shifts resources in that direc-

The Philippines practice regarding multiple taxation tion.

went through an important change in 1978. Before (2) Exemptions reduce the tax base, thus necessitating

Presidential Decree No. 1358 of April 21, 1978, two a higher rate on the remaining items to bring forth

approaches were used t avoid multiple taxation. For the same amount of revenue. This high rate may be,

goods, except automobiles, the value-added method at least for a single stage tax, quite out of line with

using the subtractin technique was used. However, the the trade margin, thus giving an incentive to evasin.

cost of only those raw materials physically included in (3) Exemptions tend to complicate the administration

the product and on which the sales tax had been paid at of a sales tax. But at the same time it is worth

the same rate as the finished goods was allowed to be noting that certain gods and services and certain

deducted from the gross selling price. For autmobiles, taxpayers are, practice, so difficult t tax thatin

a tax credit technique was used. Since the 1978 decree, their exclusion is likely to ease rather than ncrese

the value-added method using tax credit technique has the administrativecomplexity.
been used for all goods. However, credit is given only on In spite of the general acceptance of the need for a

sales, excise, or mining taxes paid on any material, part, broad-based sales tax, several grounds exist for at least

or accessory forming part of the finished product,
provided these taxes are shown separately on the in- 6. These rates became effectivunder the clcreef the Minister

voice. While the current practice reduces the extent of of Finance No. 175/KMK.4/1979 of April 19, 1979.

multiple taxation, it does not eli:minate it. Thus, sales 7. Thailand,Reuenue Code, 1975.
8. J.F. Due, Indirect Taxation in Developing Economies, Balti-

taxes paid on services purchased by businesses, and on more: The Johns HopkinsUniversityPress, 1970, p. 87.

some intermediate goods, e.g. capital goods and 9. Ibid., p. 85.
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TABLE 1 TABLE 2

RELIANCE RATIOSa FOR SALES TAX IN ASEAN EFFRT RATIOSa FOR SALES TAX IN ASEAN
COUNTRIES,SELECTED YEARS COUNTRIES,SELECTEDYEARS

Reliance Ratio . Effort Ratio

Fiscal Yearb ic M P Sd T Fiscal Yearb I M P Sc T

1970 12.9 16.1) Nil 24.5 2.9 21.7 1970 1.16 NiI 2.45 0.38 2.71
1974 11;5 18.4 6.8 18.7 2.0 20.6 1974 1.62 1.36 2,83 0.30 2.77
1977 9.5 22.6) 5.6 19.5 2.2 23.3 1977 1.76 1.29 2.12 0.35 3.12
1979 8.5 (19.6) 5.7e N.A. 2.0 20.6 1979 1.66 1.17 N.A. 0.34 2,73 ,

Notes: I = Indonesia; M = Malaysia; P = Philippines; S = Singapore; Notes: I, M, P, S, T are as defined in Table 1.
T = Thailand.

a. efined as the ratio of revenue from a particular tax to national in-
a. Defined as proportion of total tax revenue accounted for by a particu- come. For Singapore GDP is used as a national income measure, while

lar tax. for other ASEAN countries, GNP is used.
b. . Fiscal year for Indonesia and Singapore is April-March. Malaysia's b. See footnote b for Table 1. The national income data are for calendar

fiscal year coincides with the calendar year. While Thailand's fiscal year.

year. is October-September, the data in this table refer to calendar c. See footnote d of Table 1.
year. Till 1975, fiscal year for the Philippineswas July-Junebutsince
then it has coincided with the calendar ear. Sources: For sales tax revenue, same as for Table 1. For national incore:

c. Figures in bracket are with respect to the non-oil tax revenue. InternationalFinancial Statistics, variousssues.
d. Excludes revenue from sales tax on hotel rooms and meals as data are

not available for all years. Their revenue significance is, however,
negligible, being 0.6 percent of total tax revenue in the fiscal year by sales tax on services is quite high in the Philippines,
1977. being about one-third in the fiscal year 1976. In

e. Based on revised estimates. contrast, revenue importance of sales tax on services is
negligible in Malaysia, being only 4.0 percent of totalSources: Indonesia: Central Bureau of Statistics, Monthly Statistical sales tax revenue in the year 1979.4 For Indonesia andBulletin, Jakarta,various issues.
Thailand, data on sales tax revenue from services are

Malaysia: Esmates of Malaysia's Federal Revenue, Kala available only for the fiscal year 1976and 1970
Lumpur, various years. respectively. In both cases, the services accounted for
The Philippines: Data provided by the National Tax Research about one-fifthof the total sales tax revenue,s

Center in Manila.
Given the above, the economic effects of the sales tax

Singapore: Accountant General's Department, Financial State- systems will be largely determined by the following
ments, various years. features: methods of avoiding multiple taxation, the
Thailand: Bank of Thailand, Monthly Review, various issues. valuation problem, coverage of the tax and the exemp-

tion structure, treatment of domestic, mported, and
exported goods, and rate differentiation. Each is
discussed in tum.Ill. THE STRUCTUREOF SALES TAXES

In broad terms, the sales tax systems of ASEAN coun- A. Methods of avoiding multiple taxation
tries may be characterizedas follows. Nominally,all the Under the manufacturer's sales tax, the tax is collectedcountries of SEAN, with the exceptin of Singapore, on sales by manufacturers to wholesalers or retailers.levy sales taxes on goods at the manufacturing-import- Multiple taxation may arise if the taxes paid on rawing level. As noted, Singapore does not levy any sales materials, capital goods, and other intermediate nputstax on goods. While in Singapore and in Malaysia, the are not allowed to be deducted from the final sales taxsales tax is levied on only a limited number of services, liability.their coverage is extensive in the remaining ASEAN

The existence of multiple taxation results in arbitrarycountries. an

variation in the effective sales tax rates on various
The revenue importanceof domestic sales tax -- consist- products and thus results in arbitrary non-neutralitying of sales tax on domesticallymanufacturedgoods and among products and methods of doing business. The
on services, and of import Sales tax -- varies amongthe
ASEAN countries. In spite of the decline in recent
years, the revenue mportance of mport sales tax 2. This ahd the subsequent proportions in this paragraph areremains substantial in Indonesia, Malaysia, and the calculated from the same sources as for Table 1.
Philippines. No such data are available for Thailand. 3. Based on the data supplied by the National Tax Research
Thus, in Indonesia, the imprt sales tax accounted for Center, Manila.

4. Estimates f Malaysia's Federal Revenue, Kuala Lumpur,41.7 percent of total sales tax revenue in the fiscal year 1980.
1980.2 The correspondingproportion for Malaysia was 5. For Indonesia, this proportion is based on the data supplied45.2.percent for the year 1979, and for the Philippines by the Directorate General of Taxation in Jakarta. For Thailand,
44.2 percent for the scal year 1976. this proportion is based on the data given in Anan Lewchalerm-

wong, Taxation and Tax Reform in Thaand, Bangkok: Kuru-The proportion of total sales tax revenue accounted for sapha Ladprao Press, 1975. Table 6, p. 159.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The standard criteria used in an economic evaluation of a tax are those of

equity, allocative efciency, stabilization, capacity output,_.and revenue

productivity. Since the extent to which a particular tax mets the above

criteria is crucially dependent on its nature, structure, and administrative

efficiency, their examinatini a crucial first step in an economic evaluation
of a tax.

The main purpose of this article is to examine the structural features of the

sales tax systms of ASEAN1 countries. While the space limitations do not

permit full evaluationof the economic effects of the sales tax systems, many
of these, as noted, are implicit in the discussionwhich follows.

Il. THE ROLEOFSALESTAXES

While the general meaning of a sales tax as a tax on sales of all or a wide

range of commodities is clear, it is not always easy to distinguish between

sales and related taxes such as excise and gross receipts taxes. The need for

comparability among countries may also necessitate some departures from

the strict definitionof the sales tax.

Among the ASEAN countries, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Thailand levy
sales taxes on goods and on a wide range f services. Malaysia levies sales
tax on goods and on a few minor services. In coatrast, Singapare does not

levy any sales tax on goods, but does levy sale tax on publc utilities, and on

hotel rooms and meals. In the Philippines, gr-oss receipts tax on businesses at

specific but graduated rates is also levied. Strictly, the Malaysianand Singa-
pore taxes on services should be oidered excises, but, for reasons of

comparability, these taxes and the Philippines gross receipts tax are con-

sidered as sales taxes in this paper.
* This article is a part of a larger project

We now turn to the revenue importance of sales taxes in ASEAN countries
on sales, excise, and foreign trade taxes in

as measured by reliance and effort ratios (see Tables 1 and 2). For both the the ASEAN countries carried out jointly

ratios, the numerator is revenue from sales tax. The denominator for the with Anne Booth of the Australian
National University, under the auspices of

reliance ratio is the total tax revenue while for the effort ratio it is national the Institut of Southeast sian Studies.
income. The author is grateful to the ISEAS for

nancing the study, and to Susan Osborne
The data in Table 1 indicate that while there is a substantial degree of for helpful comments.

reliance on sales tax by the Philippinesand Thailand, Singapore'sreliance on ** Senior Lecturer, Department of

sales tax is negligible. Indoneia's reliance on sales tax is also substantial, if Economics & Statistics, National Univer-

sity of Singapore.
oil revenues are excluded. As compared to the reliance ratio, the variability 1. The Association of Southeast Asian

of the effort ratio among the ASEAN countries, as shown in Table 2, is Nations (ASEAN) came into existence

much less. However, once again the importance of sales tax in the total tax through a declaration signed by the

governments of Indonesia, Malaysia, the .

effort of the Philippines and Thailand, and of Indonesia, if only non-oil philippines, Singapore, and Tailand in

revenues are taken into account, is evident from the data. Bangkok on August 8,1967.
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The use of time series is even nore relevantsince it con- direct taxes as it otherwise would have.
centrates on a specific country at different levels of It is the opinion of the authors that Iran has the poten-developmentas measured by per capita ncome. tial and capability of increasing its direct taxes once

political stability is reestablished. Thus far it has failed
Our results further suggest that the advent of the oil to exploit this source as a vehicle f revenue earning
boom (the sudden quadrupling of oil prices in the early potential. However, given the fact that the il sector
1970s) did not significantly affect the tax structure cannot serve as permanentsource of public fjnance, and
changes. During the entire period investigated the gov- assuming the existing level of social services is to be
ernment relied largely on foreign trade taxes. This maintained, more attention should be paid to direct
enabled it not to be concerned with added emphasis on taxes as an alternative.

INDONESIA:
To safeguard the interests of the public when pur-
chasing bonds of private companies entitled to is-
sue and offer bohds on the stock exchange, it is

Tax incentivesfor interest-bearingbnds revealed that such companies must have an auth-
purchased through the stock exchange orized capital of at least 500 million Rupiahs with

a paid-up capital of at least 100 million Rupiahs
With a view to equalizing income distribution in and a net worth of at least 100 million Rupiahs.
society in conformity with the General Economic The companies must have obtained a prot during
Development Policy f Indonesia, and considering the last two years before listing their bonds on the
the further develpment of the stock exchange as stock exchange and must have an earning ratio
well as the greater need of funds by the business arnounting to 10 percent of the invested working
world for investment during the Third Five-Year capital of the company.

2

Development Plan (1979-1985), it was felt neces- The listing of interest-bearing bonds by privatesary to attract those funds from the public by al- Indonesian companies is vehiclelowing the purchase through thestock exchange of a new as a means
to acquire funds for nvestment in Indonesia. Sointerest-bearingbonds issued by private companies. far, companies have borrowed from banks andTo stimulate sch activity tax incentivesare granted financial institutions. However, because of theunder the Decree f the Finance Minister N.

58/KMK.04/1981 dated January 27, 1981. 1 The government's credit ceiling policy, foreign banks
are obliged to arrange many of their loans offshoretax incentives apply to bonds issued up to March to meet a strong demand from domestic borrwers31, 1984 which pay interest on a fixed date nt and multinational companies. Bank Indonesia, theearlier than three years before redemption. The central bank, sets individual credit ceilings eachbonds may be purchased by individuals or com- on

panies and by either residents or non-residents of foreign, state and commercial bank to restrain

Indnesa. mney supply growth, running at about 40 percent
annually. 3

The tax incentives include:
No nvestigationinto the source of money used--

for the purchase of the bonds will be under- 1. Tax incentives granted to companies going public and
taken. to individuals buying shares through the stock exchange
Interest and other income frm bonds will be were already granted in the March 27, 1979 Tax Package

--

subject to the 5 percent tax on dividends, n- discussed in an article entitled: Indonesia: Tax Incentive
terest and royalties as a final tax, thus being Package to Support the Third Five-Year DevelopmentPlan

further exempt fron corporate income tax and (1979-1984), by Jap Kim Siong in Bulletin for Inter-

individualincome tax. national FiscatDocumentation1980/2-3 at 95-105.

The value of the bonds will be exempt from 2. Bulletin Ekonomi, Warta C.A.F.I., Jakarta, February--

14,1981.net wealth tax. 3. Credit Ceiling Policy in Indonesia Forces ForeignTransfer of bonds on resale will not attract--

Banks to Arrange Loans Offshore, by Peter Knight-
liability to corporate income tax and ndividual Barnard, in The Asian Wall Street Journal, Hong Kong,
ncome tax with respect to capital gains. February 28, 1981.
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revenue. As time went on taxes (direct and indirect) TRdt : 0 (YPt) bl (Opt) b2. (HRt)-b3. (ARt)-b4.

were relatively deemphasized and reliance on il reve-

nues grew even larger. With the relatively high level f or in log linear frm,
revenues generated in the oil ndustry, the government lnTRdt lno bllnYPt b21nOPt-b31nHRt-b4lnARt,= + +

, did not find it politically prudent to increase taxes n

income. Hence, despite the absolute increase in total in- where TRd denotes direct tax ratio defined as total di-

come taxes collected, the relative share of taxes (as a rect tax divided by total tax revenue. All other variables

fraction of GDP) vis--vis oil income fell. have already been defined.
26

It is also possible that the increase in total tax revenue The estjmated model using OLS is as follows:

relative to GDP comes about as a result of tax rate in- lnTRd lnYP**-=

creases on other existing as well as new direct and in- ln 6.224-0.706 0.0031 lnOP

direct tax sources. This inference is in line with Chel- (0.27) (0.126)
liah's argument that one of the important underlying
reasons behind the increased tax ratio was the ntroduc-

- .293 lnHR**-l.77 lnAR**
=

tion of new sources of taxes. 23 (0.078) (0.607) F 36.96**
R2 = 0.93

A structural change was expected during the 1973-75

period because of a sudden and substantial increase in ** Significantat the 99 percent level.
oil revenues. It is desirable, then, to test the impact of
this sudden shift n ndividual coefficients. This will Note: Figures in parentheses are the standard errors of
enable us to determine whether or not unexplained the regression coefcients.
shifts or structural changes have in fact occurred during The obtained results corroborate the hypothesis that
the 1973-75 period. heavy reliance was put on direct taxes (as opposed to
To this end, the Chow test was employed. 24 This test other types) the Iranian developed. HR andas economy
examines the validity of the hypothesis that the values AR carry the expected signs and are significantat the 99
of ndividual coefficients, in each regression, have percent level of cnfidence. However, OP carries a nega-
changed between sample periods. tive sign which is not significant.
The. test is conducted as follows. First, a regression over

the first sample period of n observations (1960-72) is
V. CONCLUSION

run. The sum of squared residuals of this regression is
denoted by SSE1. Next, extending the same period
through 1975 (n+m sample period) another regression

In summary, through the use of time-series analysis and
on one

is run. The sum of squared residuals from this secnd by concentrating developing country, namely,

regression is denoted by SSE2 with k being the number Iran, we have been able to come up with results, some

of which are consistent with those f cross-section
of independentvariables. Then studies. Specically, empirical results support pastour

studies with respect to:
(SSE2-SSE)/m

F= (a) total tax ratio changes as related to the degree of
economic development;SSE1/ (n=k)

(b) direct tax ratio changes at different stages of econo-

is distributed as an F-statisticwith (n-k) degreesf free- mic development.
dom.

The empirical estimate of F is given by
23. Chelliah,op. cit., pp. 294-295.

(.0991-.0882)/3 24. See Chow, G.C., Test of Equality Between Sets of Coeffi-

F= = 0.494 cients in Two Linear Regressions: An Expository Note, Econo-

(.0882)/(16-4) metrica, XXVIII (3): 591-605,July 1960.
25. However, one cannot be conclusive about the significant ef-

The critical value of F (3, 12) at the 95 percent level of fect of oil revenue changes in the Iranian tax structure, the rea-

confidence is 3.49. From this we may conclude that the son being the short time period involved.

value of individual coefficients, in each regression, has 26. The test for autoregression was inconclusive for this model

not significantly changed during the sample period. It too. Although the coefcient of autoregression, p, was not sta-

tistically significant, the Durbin approach was used to further
follows that the increase in oil revenue after 1973 did estimate the coefficients in the model to that the original
not significantly affect the Iranian tax structure. This

ensure

results were reliable. The estimated model using the Durbin ap-
further supports our earlier arguments regarding income proach is
taxes and the negativity of sign carried by YP. 25

lnTRdt2 n**
= ln 5.1-.73 lnYr -.0027 lnOP2

To test our second hypothesis, a method similar to that (.23) (.120)
used in testing the first hypothesis is employed. The - 0.31 lnHR** -1.85 lnAR** F = 28.1

second hypothesis states that as the economy develps, (.079) (.55) R2 = 0.92

its tax structure changes towards more intensive collec- Note: Figures in parentheses are the standard error of the re-

tion of direct taxes. gression coefficients. The subscript2 is used to denote the re-

sult of the Durbin approach. Here again no significant change in
The regression equation is specified as follows: the signs and parameters is observed.
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Generally speaking, foreign trade helps to transform O (lnTRt)
subsistence economies into monetary ecnomies by pr-

- 0, which implies that bl 0 (3)
viding a market for cash crops. Along with the agricul- (lnYP)
tural and industrial sectors, the export sector also plays
a vital role in determining the rate and structuralpattern (lnTRt)
of a country's development.17 These theoretical argu- 0, which mplies that b2 0 (4)
ments, combined with the fact that past studies have (lnOPt)
used oenness to represent the freign trade sector,
provide the basis for the inclusion of this explanatory (lnTRt)
factor in our model. 0, which mplies that b3 0 (5)

0 (lnHRt)The use of per capita GDP as an indicatorf the degree
of economic development in our mdel seems obvious.

(lnTRt)Past studies have used it, and its inclusion in our model
O, which implies that b4 0 (6)allows us either to substantiate or cast doubt on these ,

findings. 18 O (lnHRt)
It js a matter of conventionalwisdomthat the less de- Since double logarithmic equation is postulated, the
veloped the country, the more it depends upon raw ma- bi (i = 1,2,3,4) coefficients measure respective elastici-terialsand agricultural production for its income gene- ties.
ration. It i believed that a higher agricultural share of .

The estimated 'model, using the ordinary least squaresnational income is associated with a lower per capita
incme, a larger subsistence sector, and a lower level of (OLS) method, is as follows: 22

industrialization. 19 Consequently,one expects to find a lnTRt lnO.205-0.486lnYP* 0.213 lnOP*= +
negative relationship between agricultural share (the (.308) (.143)share of ncome generated in agriculture as a fraction of F = 9.07GDP) and tax ratio. -0.189lnHR**-1.01lnAR*
Since 66...in the process of economic development, (.089) (.69) R2 = .77
emphasisisplaced on improvement in education, health,
and Social welfare, 2oa relevant question is: Should the * Significantat 90 percent level.
proportion of government expenditure on health in- ** Significantat 95 percent level.
crease or decrease as the economy develops Health is
considered to be an infrastructural type of investment Note: Figures in parentheses are the standard errors of
for the economies trying to develop. As a result, one the regression coefficients.
would expect its relative share of total expenditure to
be high in the early stages of economic development. The result obtained strongly supports our general hy-
Clearly, at later stages governmentpririties in regard to pothesis of direct relatinshipbetween tax rati and the

budget allocations change. This implies that the propor- degree of economic development in the case of Iran. All
tion of expenditureon health decreases. the variables in the model are significant and carry the

expected signs except YP.
One explanationmay be offered fr the negativity of es-Based upon the foreging theoreticalarguments, the fol- timated YP coefcient (bl 0). During the 1960-75lowing relationship is postulated. 21 pe-
riod the government relied heavily on oil as a source of

TRt = a (YPt) bl.(Opt) b2 .(HRt)-b3.(ARt)-b4 (1) 17. Ibid.,p. 477.
18. See Tripathy, R.N., Pubc Finance in UnderdevelopedCoun-

or tries (Calcutta: The World Press Private Ltd., 1968), p. 2.
19. See Chelliah, op. cit., pp. 294-295.

lnTRt = lna + bl (lnYPt) + b2 (lnOPt)-b3 (lnHRt) 20. Bash, A., Financing Economic Development (Chicago: The

-b4 (lnARt) (2) Universityof Chicago Press, 1964), p. 4.
21. When the linear model was estimated a high degree of multi-
collinearity was observed between pairs of Variables. To correctWhere
for multicollinearity a double logarithmic model was estimated.t = 1,2 16 time periods 22. The test for autoregression inconclusive. Although the

.

was
TR = total tax ratio (defined as total tax revenue di- coefficient of autoregression .was not significant, the Durbin ap-vided by GDP) proach was used to further estimate the coefficients in the modelYP =.per capita GDP to ensure that the original results were reliable. The estimated
OP= openness (defined as total exports divided by modelusingthe Durbin approach is

GDP) lnTRt2 == ln.706 -.59 lnYP2 + .187 lnOP2HR = ratio of governmentexpenditureon health (.29) (.133) F = 10.77
AR = proportion of income generated in agriculture, .192 lnHR2-1,2 lnAR2 R2 0.80-

=

forestry and fisheries (.084) (.65)
Note: Figures in parentheses are the standard error of the re-

gression coefficients. the subscript2 is used to denote the re-The separate hypotheses state that the followingpartial sults of the Durbin approach.' As the model indicates, there is no
derivatives should hold: change in the sign and th level of sigrificanceof the parameters.
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Ill. RELIANCE ON DIRECT TAXATION the relative share of direct taxes as a fraction of total
tax revenues tends to ncrease.

It has been noted that the extent of reliance on direct To test the foregoing hypotheses, relevant data for the
taxation usually increases with greater economic devel- 1960-75 period are used. A multiple regression model
opment, 12 When comparing the feasibilityof direct tax using time series data is employed.
collection at early stages of economic development to
that at more developed stages, the following points can

be made: IV. VARIABLESAFFECTING TAX RATIO

(a) Corporate taxes are usually levied at a flat rate on all

companies at the early stages of development. 13 It is hypothesized that the total tax ratio in Iran could

(b) Usually, at the early stages of development, the be affected by the four variables selected to reflect the

owners of capital assets have a high degree of control degree of economic development. Those variables are

over political nstitutions, thereby influencing tax legis- openness (defined in the introduction), per capita in-

lation in their favor. Goode points out that, Intensive come, proportion of governmentexpenditureon health,
use of the property tax s blocked in most Latin Ameri- and proportion of income generated in agriculture,
can Countries by a small but politicallypowerfulgroup forestry, and fisheries. Generally, a higher volume of

of large landowners.
14 trade has been treated as a favorable factor in accelerat-

ing the growth rate of different countries. a6 The argu-
(c) At the early stages of economic development, perso- ment in favorf increased reliance on trade is strong for
nal income tax generally has a very limited coverage. It pre-revolutionary Iran. Capital goods are vital for the
frequently cannot be applied to the agricultural sector, economy if it intends to grow. Exports are the best
for constitutional or administrative reasons. Hence, per- source of obtaining the needed foreign exchange. The
sonal income tax plays a less significant role in the tax revenues obtained from exports facilitate the finance
structure. 15

and implementationof developmentplans.
From Table 1, it is evident that within the period of
1960-75, Iran's GDP rose from a low of $4,387 million
to a high of $52,501 million. This implies an average 12. Hinrichs (1966), op. cit.

rate of GDP growth of 18 percent. In view of these facts 13. Clearly, not much revenue can be generated by such a levy

and the proceeding arguments it is the objective of this because (a)company income is often only a small part of national

paper to determine the mpact of economic develop- income; (b) if the tax on companies where high, there might be
more

ment on Iran's tax structure.
less incentive for private investment; and (c) importantly,
because of loopholes in tax laws, a substantial degree of tax

avoidanc might take place.
TABLE 1 14. Goode, R., Reconstruction of Foreign Tax Systems, in

R. Bird and O. Oldman (eds), Readings on Taxation in Develop-
Iran's GDP and growth rate of GDP ing Countries (Baltimore: The Johns HopkinsPress,1964),p. 178.

during 1960-75 Absence of records, inaccuracy of the records kept, dubious

GDP in Rate ofgrowth means of assessing the value of capital assets, and administrative

Year million U.S. $ of GDP problems make this type of tax costly and inefficient to collect.

Unless there are some changes in the social, economic, and poli-
tical institutions, adoption of capital and wealth taxes -- without

1960 4,384 0.15

1961 4,602 0.05 wholesale evasion- would seem to be impractical.

1962 4,949 0.08 15. There are three reasons for the low level of personal ncome

1963 5,204 0.05 tax collected at this stage. First, there are problems in dening

1964 5,814 0.12 income. Second, there are difficulties in assessing individuals'n-

1965 6,597 0.13 comes, even if one knows how to define income. A large sectorf

the economy is not monetized, and wage-earners, independent
1966 7,133 0.08

1967 7,959 0.12 craftsmen, and small shop-keepers are unable to read and write

1968 8,912 0.12 well enough to complete the simplest income tax return. Some-

1969 10,220 0.15 times, even if income earners are so literate as to be able to keep

1970 11;671 0.14 records of their income, one can hardly rely on such documents;

1971 14,455 0.24 more than one set of income records can b kept in order to

1972 17,444 0.21 avoid tax payment. In the absence of a well-developed banking

1973 29,045 0.67 and credit system, most transactionsare conducted either in cash

1974 46,594 0.60 or barter. Consequently, it becomes very difficult for tax agents

1975 52,501 0.13 to trace out business transactions for income tax collection. Ad-

ditionally, a voluntary tax payment is not common at the early

Source: Different issues of the United Nations Statistical Yearbook. stages of economic development. The alternative to this is the

application of the pay-as-you-earn system. The latter approach
covers nly a small group of income earners in the community
and therefore is neither equitabl nor efficient (in terms of reve-

Accordingly, the following hypotheses are developed.
nues generated). Parenthetically, it should be pointed out that at

the. later stages of economic development, the aforementioned
First, there is a direct relationshipbetween the degree of problems (problems pertaining to corporate, income, and proper-
economic development and tax ratio. Second, as the ty taxes) will be dramaticallyreduced.

economy develops, the tax structure of the country 16. See Meier, M. (ed.), Leading Issues in DevelopmentEcono-

changes towards more intensive use of direct taxes, i.e. mics (New York: Oxford Uiiversity Press, 1970), pp. 492-509.
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Iran: TaxStructureChanges ATimeSeriesAnalysis-

by Sohrab Abizadeh * and Mahmood Yousefi **

The authors would like to thank ProfessorJanet Rives of the University of Nebras- TABLE OF CONTENTS
ka at Omaha for her helpful comments.The responsibility for any errors, however,
rests with the authors. I. INTRODUCTION

Il. RELEVANCE OF PART RESEARCH
FOR PRE-REVOLUTIONARYIRANI. INTRODUCTION

IlI. RELIANCEON DIRECTTAXATIONIn the past two decades a number of researchers have attempted to investi-
gate the tax ratio differences among developed and less developed countries IV. VARIABLESAFFECTING TAX RATIO

(LDCs). They have also extended their nvestigation to a group of coun-

tries at different stages of economic development. V. CONCLUSION

Martin and Lewis 2 compared the revenues and expenditures fr 16 coun-

tries at different levels of economic development. Their objective was two-
fold: (a) to determine the patterns of expendituresand sources of revenue as

related to economic developmentand (b) to explore the pattern of taxes and * Visiting Professor of Economics, Uni-
expendituressuitable for different countries. versity of Manitob,Winnipeg, Canada.

** Associate Professor of Economics,Martin and Lewis' study was followedbyWilliamson3 who employeda more University of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha,
comprehensive approach. 4 Hinrichs s raised sone questions regarding the Nebraska.

validity of the former studies. He stressed openness 6 and concluded that 1. Tax ratio is usually defined as the ratio
of all taxes and tax4ike changes (includingthe latter ... may serve as a much better estimator of 'taxable capacity' gross social security contribution from pri-

than the usual per capita income measures.
7 Per capita income, however, vate sector, if any) to gross national pro-

iS not the only factor determining the level of development as has been dis- duct (GNP) of gross domestic product
(GDP).cussed elsewhere by one of the present authors. 8 Later, in a more thorough 2. Mrtin, A. and W.A. Lewis, Patterns

study of taxes, Hinrichs 9 became most concerned with the achievementof of Public Revenue and Expenditure, The
economic development. Manchester School of Economics and So-

cial Studies, XXIV (3): 203-244, Septem-
Chelliah also conducted a stdy of taxation in developing countries. His ber 1956.

3. Williamson, G., Public Expendituremajor findings could be summarizedas follows: and Revenue: An International Compari-
a. In the sa:mple countries, the rate of growth of tax revenues has exceeded son, The Manchester School of Econo-

mics and SocialSciences, XXIX (1): 34-56,that of GNP; consequentlythere has been a rise in tax ratio. 1961.
b. One of the important underlying reasons behind the increased tax ratio 4. For criticism ofWiltiamson'sapproach,

was the introduction of new sources of taxes, namely sales as well as ex- see S. Abizadeh, Tax Componentsand the
Degree of Economic Development un-cise taxes. This is attributed to changes in the compositionof taxes and published Ph.D. dissertation, Oregon 'State

tax rates. 0
University, 1976, pp. 26-27.
5. Hinrichs, H., Determinants of Gov-
ernment Revenue Shares Among less De-

Il. RELEVANCEOF PAST RESEARCH FOR PRE-REVOLUTIONARY veloped Countries, The Economic Jour-
IRAN nal, LXXV (299): 546-556, September

1965.
6. Defined as total imports as a share ofThe purpose of the present study is to nvestigate the relevance of past re- GNP.

search for pre-revolutionary Iran. 11 Specificallywe are concerned about the 7. Hinrichs, cit., 546.op. p.
changes in the total tax ratio and structural tax changeswhichhave occurred 8. See Abizadeh, op. cit., pp. 48-58.

9. Hinrichs, H., A General Theory ofas the Iranian economy has developed. This objective will be examined on Tax Structure Changes During Economic
the basis of the followingconsiderations: Development, Cambridge: The Law

School of Harvard University,1966.a. Highly developed countries exhibit a higher tax ratio than do the LDCs. 10. Chelliah, R.J., Trends in Taxation in
It is particularly relevant to examine this ratio for a given country at Developing Countries, International Mo-
various stages of development. netary Fund Staff Papers, XVIII (2): 254-

331, July 1971,b. In order to clearly test the hypotheses concerning tax ratio, structural 11. In the past few years, particularly the
tax changes, and their relationship to the degree of economic develop- last two, the extent of economic disloca-

ment, extended time series data should be utilized. This approach will tions which largely stem from political in-
stability has been substantial. Hence, this

ensure that the time period is long enough to allow for changes in the study concentrates on the pre-revolutio-
level of development. nary period 1960-75.
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It should be recalled that the General ConsumptionTax type of turnover tax will be adopted. Since retailers will
which in January 1979 was proposed by the Japanese be excluded it is expected that taxable persons will be

Government was a certain type of value-added tax in registered in one way r another to prevent abuse of the

that purchases could be deducted from sales. However, possibility to take a credit for tax paid on purchases.
this proposal met with strong opposition and was con- The Governmentand the LDP contemplate designating
sequently rejected by Parliament in December 1979. the new tax as a welfare tax since they envisage ear-
One of the important objections voiced by the opposi- marking the revenue derived from this tax for social se-
tion was that the tax paymentmechanismof the Gener- curity expenditure.
al Consumption Tax was defective, so that many influ-
ential tax experts supported the value-added tax type in-
troduced by the European Communityunder which tax

on purchases is credited against the tax on sales. VI. CONCLUSION
It is the author's opinion that eventually a new large-
scale consumption tax will be introduced in Japan The development of the Japanese economy has reached

patterned along the lines of the VAT as it is applied by a stage wherein tax increases will be unavoidable, since

the European Community.Although there are a number there is no other way to liquidate the enormous finan-

of problems inherent in this tax, it is currently the most cial deficit. Although a policy aimed at the increase of

sophisticated among the general consumption taxes. taxes is always difficult, the Japanese Government is at

However, there is little doubt that the ntroduction of this moment in a rather fortunate positin. Not only has

this type of VAT will also meet with strong opposition. the Government which rests upon the LDP a majority
Apart from the protests of the trade unions and the con- in Parliament but also some of the opposition parties
sumers, the strongest opposition is to be expected from agree in this respect with the LDP. The next general
the retailers so that the Government and Tax Commit- elections are relatively far removed -- in 1983 -- so that

tee are contemplating the exclusion of this group of en- the Government -- and in particular the Ministry of Fi-

terprises from the new tax. The new tax would then be nance so its seems- believe that at this moment the

either a production or manufacturing tax or a tax en- chances for a successfuloperationunder which taxation

compassing manufacturers and wholesalers. It is likely will be ncreased on a large scale are best. However, a

that a credit mechanismwill be adopted which is similar major concern remains and that is the international
to that applicable in the European Community type of economic situation and the repercussion of such a tax

VAT. This means that most probably a non-cumulative increase on Japan's power to compete internationally.
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IV. THE TAX INCREASES FOR FISCAL YEAR 1981 It is the author's opinion that the corporate income tax
rates will indeeed be reduced when the general con-

On January 13, 1981 the Japanese Governmentdecided sumption tax is introduced. In order to compensate to
on a tax reform based on the recommendationsof the some extent for the increase in the corporate income
Tax Committee and the Tax Committee of the LDP. tax rate, the Government decided to introduce a new

This reform consists mainly of an increase of the present special investmentcredit for investment in energy-saving
tax rates and is estinated to result in an ncrease of total equipment of 7 percent of the acquisition cost of such
tax revenue of 1,390 billion yen which can be broken investment. The loss of revenue resulting from this mea-

down as follows: sure is estimated to amount to 80 billion yen.

corporate ncometax 6 20 billion yen
liquor tax 280 billion yen 2. Liquor tax

commodity tax 80 billion yen The rate of the liquor tax will be ncreased by 10 or 25
stamp tax 350 billion yen percent. As a result the retail price of beer is increased
securities transaction tax 60 billion yen from 240 to 265 yen (bottle of 633 ml), Japanese whis-

ky (Suntory old) from 2,500 yen to 2,770 yen (bottle
total 1,390 billion yen of 760 ml), special sake (rice wine) from 10,000 to

12,500 yen (per 1.81 litre).
1. Corporate income tax

3. Commodity tax
The rate of the corporate income tax is to be raised by 2 The number of items subject to commodity tax has
percentage points. The following rates will thus apply: been expanded and the rates have been increased. The

tax is mostly levied on automobilesand electrical appli-A. Tax rates for ordinary incomenot distributedas
ances.

dividends

a. Ordinary corporations 4. Stamp tax

(i) Corporationswith a capital ex- The rates of the stamp tax will be doubled.
ceeding 100 million yen 42 percent

(ii) Corporationwith a capitalnot 5. Securities transaction tax
exceeding 10 million yen

annual income exceeding-- The rates of the securities transaction tax will be in-

8 million yen 42 percent creased by 20 or 50 percent. For example, the rate of

annual income not ex-
-- tax on the transfer of shares (except by portfolio hold-

ceeding 8 million yen 30 percent ing companies) will be increased from 0.45 to 0.55per-
cent and the rate on the transfer f corporate deben-

b. Coopertiveassociationsand corporations tures from 0.03 to 0.045 percent.
created forpublic interest 25 percent

6. Individual income tax
B. Reducedratesapplicable toordinary income The individual ncome tax will not be amended. How-distributedas dividends the ncome tax rates of 1978 still apply that theever, so

a. Ordnary corporations burden of ncome tax has relatively ncreased because
wage ncreases to compensate for inflationhave resulted

(i) Corporationswith a capital ex- in the impositionof higher graduated taxes.
ceeding 100 million yen 32 percent

(ii) Corporationswith a capital not Another problem is that the personal exemption for in-

exceeding100 million yen dividual income tax purposes is less than the sustenance
annual income exceding a-- allowance which is granted under the law protecting
8 million yen 32 percent certain standard of living. For instance, the tax exemp-
annual income not exceeding tion for a family of four persons (taxpayer, spouse and--

8 million yen 24 percent two children) is 1,190,000 yen whereas the sustenance
allowance available from the Government for a family

b. Cooperativeassociations 21 percent of four persons is 1,620,000 yen. per year. This discre-
pancy makes it possible for the so-called povertytrap

The above increased ratesare to be applid to income to occur in Japan.
derived in accounting years ending April 1, 1981 or

later. V. THE INTRODUCTIONOF THE
The Keidanren, whih is the Japanese Federation of GENERALCONSUMPTIONTAX
Economic Organizations, has objected to this tax n-
crease since in its opinion this ncrease weakens the Both the Tax Committee and the Japanese Government
competitive power of Japanese export businesses and are planning to introduce a new large-scaleconsumption
will in general have an advese influence on business tax in 1982. The discussionsof the subcommitteeof the
conditions. Therefore, it has requested the ntroduction Tax Committee to take place in August or September
of the rate ncrease nly .for a limited period of time. 1981 will clarify the principles of this tax.
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least 80 percent of national expenditureby national tax

JAPAN:
revenue, i.e. to restore the balance which existed n the
1960s.

In order to reach this goal -- so explains the Reprt --

MediumTermTaxPolicy national tax revenue must be increased and the ultimate

target is an increase of approximately3 percent of GNP

and theTaxIncreasein
in fiscal year 1984. One percentage point of this 3 per-
cent considered necessary will be expected to be achiev-
ed through the automatic tax revenue increase, i.e. the

FiscalYear1981/ increase of the tax revenue caused by economicgrowth.
However, in order to obtain the' remaining 2 percent the
Government will have to increase the tax rates or to re-

by Makoto Miura* form the tax system or to introduce new taxes. This 2

percent figure was estimated to amount to approximate-
ly 5,000 billion yen ($25,000,000,000) for fiscal year
1981. However, in reality it turned out to amount to

1,390 billion yen in fiscal year 1981. However, the Gov-
I. INTRODUCTION ernment will receive 4,470 billion yen as a result of

automatic tax revenue increases through the increase of
On November 7, 1980, the Tax Committee 1 submitted economic growth, which is the highest in advanced in-
a report entitled Measures for a change in the tax sys- dustrial countries.
tem to mprove Japan'spublic finances 2 tothe Prime

Minister, Mr. Suzuki.
Ill. SOME SIGNIFICANTCONCLUSIONS

The main thrust of the Report is to recommend an SET FORTH IN THE REPORT
overall increase of the taxes levied under the present tax

system and the ntroduction of a new type of general The Report reaches the following important con-

consumption tax. In addition, on December 20, 1980, clusions:

the Tax Committee presented a recommendationto the 1. It states that there is no need for the reduction of
Prime Minister for a tax increase to be introduced in fis- the level of individual income tax, since the burden
cal year 1981. At the same time, the Tax Committeeof of this tax is as a whole lower than that in the Euro-
the LDP (Liberal Democratic Party), which is the pre- pean countries and the United States.
sent government party, recommended almost identical 2. The introduction of an mputation system may be
measures for a tax increase in fiscal year 1981. On the useful as a tool to achieve a certain measure of har-
strength of these recommendations, the Japanese monizationwith foreign tax systems. It is noted that
Government has decided to increase the taxes by under the imputation system a shareholder is per-
1,390,000,000,000 yen ($7,000,000,000),which is the mitted to credit a certain amount of corporate n-
largest increase introduced since World War II. come tax, which can be attributed to his dividend

The Tax Committee will start its discussions on the in- receipts, against his individual income tax liability.
troduction of a new general consumption tax in March Therefore, the Tax Committee will fr this purpose

1981 for which purpose a subcommittee has been ap- continue its discussions on this subject, placing spe-

pointed. It will in August or September1981 report on cial emphasis on the internationaI repercussions.
the feasibility of the introduction of such a consump- 3. The Committee foresees problems should a net

tion tax in fiscal year 1982. wealth tax or a net worth tax be introduced so that
it will continue its discussions on this subject.

4. The Report insists on the necessity of increasing
I.I. THE BACKGROUNDOF THE REPORT indirect taxation. Not only should existing indirect

taxes be increased, but the Report advocates the

The Report sets forth the reasons for the large-scale introduction of new turnover tax which is indicated

tax increase in the followingmanner. as a wide scale consumptiontax.

The present deficit of the Japanese budget has reached
tremendous proportions. In fiscal year 1980 only 62 * Professor of tax law, Hosei University,Tokyo. Earlier articles
percent of national expenditure was covered by national published by Mr. Miura in the Bulletin are: Japan: The Tax
tax revenue. In the 1960s this ratio varied between 80 Committee recommendsa large scale tax increase, in 32 BULLE-

and 90 percent. Therefore, in 1980 the Japanese Gov- TIN 168 (1978), and Japan: The 1979 tax reform- paving the

ernment was obliged to issue bonds in an amount of way for a new tax, in 33 BULLETIN 390 (1979).
14,000 billion yen ($70,000,000,000) which was ap-

1. The Tax Committee (sometimes designatedas Tax Commis-

proximately 34 percent of the 1980 governmentexpen-
sion or Tax Council) is an advisory body which advises the

diture and the cumulative amount of bonds issued to
Prime Minister on tax matters. It is composedof 30 members re-

finance budget deficits has reached an amount of presenting business and trade unions and also includes scholars,
journalists and economists. The Tax Committee was established

72,000 billion yen ($360,000,000,000) by the end of in 1956 and has almost annually submitted recommendationsto
fiscal year 1980 (which terminates at the end of March the Japanese Government. The Government usually adopted
1981). It is felt that in order to place the Japanese bud- these recommendationsas a whole or to a large extent.

get on a sound basis it will be necessary to finance at 2. Hereinafterindicated as the Report.
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during the preceding four years, must file a return dis- In the case of each typef informationretum described
clsing the name and address of each foreign person abve, additional information may be requiredby regu-
who was a shareholder at any time during the year, to lations to be prescribed.
the extent such information is known by the corpor-
ation. Where a foreign person owns stock in a U.S. cor-

poratin through a nominee and the foreign person has G. Effect of treaty exemption
not supplied the U.S. corporationwith the necessary in-
formation, the nominee also must file an annual return. As already noted, the. new law will not override treaty
Publicly traded crporations are exempt from this .re- exemptins until December 31, 1984. Moreover, where ,

quirement (but note that the identity of 5 percent an existing treaty is renegotiated and signed before
shareholders in such corporations regularly will be sup- 1985, but is not ratied by December 31, 1984, the
pliedt the SEC under the securities laws). existing treaty my continue to apply for up to an ad-

ditional two years, depending upon what is provided inThe second type of information return invlves en- the new treatyr accompanyingdocuments.tities other than U.S. corporations, i.e. freign corpor-
ations and U.S. or foreign partnerships, trusts and es-

A new Canadian treaty had been signed rior to the
tates. Where the entit is a partnership, trustr estate, it enactment f the new provisions but has not yet been ,

must file an annual return disclsing the name and ad- ratified. The new treaty cntains a numberf provisions
dress f each substantial investor. The latter term is which anticipated some of the earlier legislative pro-
defined as a f.oreign person whose pro-rata interest in posals to tax forigners on real property gains. Neverthe-
USRPIs is held by the entity had a fair marketvalue f less, there are some significant differences,and whether
mre than $50,000. For this purpose, if the entity is it- or not this will cause difficulties in obtaining Senate
self a substantial investor in a U.S. or foreign corpor- ratication is not at all clear.

ation, such entity's pro-rata share f the corporation's Several of the existing U.S. treaties provide that in the
USRPIs are taken nto accunt, without regard to absence of a permanent establishment in the U.S., a
whether the corporation was a USRPHC, and without resident of the treaty country wuld be exempt from
regard te whether the entity's interest n the corpor- U.S. taxation on gain derived from the sale of capital as-
ation was a controlling interest. The same rules also sets. Generally, this exemption does not extend to real
apply where the reporting entity is a foreign corporation property situated in the U.S., but the current Canadian
(even if it is publicly traded), except that the term sub- Treaty is an exception,applying to U.S. real property as
stantial nvestor is not limited to foreign persons, i.e. well as other assets. The effect of the new law where
the identity of both U.S. and foreign persons investing these treaties apply will be as follows:
n the foreign corpration must be disclosed. The re- 1. Dispositions of real property held directly will beporting entities also are required to furnish each of their subject to tax, exceptunder the current Canadian treatysubstantial investors with annual statements reflect- in the case of Canadian residents without a U.S. perma-ing the investor's share of USRPIs held directly or in- nent establishment.directly by the entity.

2. The treatmentof dispositionsof interests in partner-The new law cntains a highly unusualprovisionmaking ships or of benecial interests in trusts and estates hold-this second type of reporting requirementinapplicable if ing real property is not abslutelyclear.security is furnished to the IRS to ensure that any tax
mposed by chapter I (the income tax) with respect to 3. Dispositions of stock in a U.S. corporation are still
United States real property interests held by such entity exempt, except possibly where the collapsible coror-
will be paid. It will be interesting to see what kind of atin provisionsapply.
security will be considered adequate by the IRS for it to 4. Distributins of real property by a corporationresi-
be considered so ensured. dent in a treaty country are treated in the same manner

as described in 1 r 2, above, and distributionsby suchThe third type of information return relates primarily corporation of stock of a U.S. corporation are treated into foreign ndividuals who (i) hold USRPIshaving a fair the same manner as described in 3, above.market value of $50,000 or more, and (fi) were not en-

gaged in trade or business in the U.S. at any time dung 5. The reprting provisions of the new law will apply
the year. It als may apply to foreign entitieswhich are in any case.

exempt frm the second type f filing requirement as 6. Where property is transferred to a related persondescribed above either because they prvide adequate and gain on such transfer is exempt solely by reason of a
security to the IRS, r because they have no substan- treaty, the related person will not obtain a step-up in
tial investors. This third type of information return basis fr the transferredproperty. It is not clear whether
must disclose the name and address of the foreign per- this rule will be applied to deny a step-up in basis for a
sn, and a description of the USRPIs held during the foreign shareholderf a U.S. corporationwhere the cor-
year. prationdistributes a USRPI in liquidation.
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qualify as a USRPHC for at least the next 5 years, even E. Real estate investment trusts
though the increase in value of its stock during such

period is attributable entirely to its manufacturingop- A domestically-controlledReal Estate InvestmentTrust
eration. The rules applicable to nvestment throgh a (REIT) 4 is expressly excluded from treatment' as a

foreign corporationor a partnership are quite different; USRPI and therefore foreigners may sell shares in such
they create taxable income only to the extent the gain is companies without being subject te tax. However, a

actually attributableto appreciation in valuefUSRPIs. foreigner selling shares in a REIT which is not domesti-
This suggests the need fr careful considerationf the cally controlledwill be subject to tax under the new law
form in which a foreigner makes future investments n to the same extent he would be subjectt tax on a sale
U.S. real estate. Similarly, careful consideratin is of sharesf a U.S. corporation that is not REIT.
necessary in determining whether real estate and non-

real estate assets should be owned thrugh the same In addition, the new law adds several prvisions that

U.S. corpration. Such mixing of investments may may affect REITs and their sharehlders.To appreciate
sometimes prevent a corporation from becoming a these new provisions, it should be noted that for a REIT

USRPHC, thereby sheltering the real estate from the to maintain its status as such, it must distribute substan-
new tax. On the other hand, it is also possible that the tially all of its income on a current basis. A REIT is, in

effect of the mixingof investmentsmay be that the real general, entitled to a deduction for the amount of cur-

estate assets would taint the appreciation in value of the rent income it distributes so that, in effect, a REIT gen-
other assets. erally pays little orno tax. However, except as noted be-

low, its shareholders are required to nclude in ncome
s a dividend the amunt f the distribution received
from a REIT. To the extent any shareholder is a non-

C. Non-recognitionrule resident alien r freign corporation, a dividend distri-
bution is taxed at a 30 percent or lower rate prescribed

The new rule also modifies the non-recognitionrules by an applicable tax convention. Furthermore, in the

otherwise applicable under the Code, e.g. for like-kind event a REIT realizes a capital gain, it may pass on to its

exchanges, reorganizations, etc. Ultimatel, regulations shareholders the benefit 9f the lower tax rate afforded

will be issued to deal with the entire matter, and it is to capital gains by denominating the appropriate por-
now possiblet predict what those regulationswill pro- tion of any distribution it makes as a. capital gains dis.

vide. In the nterim, the rule will be as fllows: If a tribution.

freigner exchanges a USRPI in an otherwise tax-free The new law provides two changes. First, it provides
transaction, then the non-recognitionprovisionswill.ap- that any diStribution made by a REIT to a non-resident
ply if, and only if, the property received by th for- alien or foreign corporation will be treated as gain from
eigner in the exchange wuld be subject to taxation the sale of USRPIs owned by the REIT to the extent at-
(taking into accunt any treaty exemptions) if sold by tributable theret. This will have the effect of subject-
the foreigner. ng such gain to tax under the new law. Second, because

gain from the sale of shares in a domestically-controlled
REIT.is not subject to tax under the new law, where a

REIT is dometically controlled, any distribution made
D. Related party transactions by t of a USRPI will, to the extent provided by regu-

lations, require the REIT to recognize as gain the por-
A two-part special rule has been ncluded with respect tion of the appreciation in value of the distributed
t dispositions made after December 31, 1979 to a re- USRPI attributable to the foreign ownershippercentage
lated person. The first part involves dispositions made of the REIT.
before June 19, 1980 (the effectivedate of the new tax);
the transferee in such case does not obtain a step-up in
basis. The inclusion of this rst part of the rule was not F. Enforcementof tax and information returns
a complete surprise. However, at the last moment, a

second part was added involving a disposition to a relat- The new law does not impose any requirementfor with-
ed person, either before or after June 19, on which the holding of tax. Instead, three types of information re-

gain wa exempt under a treaty; again, the transferee is turns are required to be filed anually, with penalties of
denied a step-up in basis. It is not yet clear whether the up to $25,000 per year for a failure to comply. First,
latter rule will be applied to a distribution from a U.S. every U.S. corporation which had at least one foreign
corporation to a shareholderresident in a treaty country. person as a shareholderduring the year and which was a

While the corporation and the shareholder may be re- USRPHC at any time during the year, or at any time
lated persons, the gain exempt by reason of the treaty
i the shareholder's gain on the stock and not the cor-

poration's gain on distribution of the property. Ac- 4. A REIT is a U.S. corporation, the shares of which ordinarily

ordingly, the. step-up in basis of the distributed
are Widely-held, the assets and income of which are predominant-

' prop- ly from real estate and mortgages on real estate. A domestically-
erty should not be precluded by the new law. However, controlled REIT is a REIT which at no time during the five-year
it is quite possible that the IRS will seek a broader ap- period ending on the date of disposition (or shorter period since

plication of the statute and attempt to reduce the share- June 19, 1980) had 50 percent or more in value of its stock di-

holder's stepped-up basis.for the property distributedby rectly or indirectly (broad attribution rules apply) owned by non-

the amount of exempt gain onthe stock. U.S. persons.
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sition of a stock of a foreign corporation will not be account in valuing a non-controllingi:nterest, but will be
subject to tax (except in the limited circumstances irrelevant in the case of a controllinginterest).
under which prior laws impsed a tax). On the other It should be noted that the denominator for the 50hand, section 337 is made inapplicable to a disposition percent test does not necessarily nclude a corporation'sof a USRPI by a foreign corporation. Morever, if a total assets. For example, a corporation's investments inforeign corporation distributes a USRPI in liquidatin mortgages or securities would not be taken nto accunt
or otherwise, it must recognize as gain any appreciation unless the crporation was in the lending business.in value of the USRPI. Losses are not recognized, and Similarly, stock which does not constitute a control-apparently will not even be offset against gain where ling interest would not be taken into account unlessboth appreciated and depreciated assets are distributed the noncontrolling interest was in another U.S. ortogether. The new rules apply only to USRPIs owned by foreign 3 coporation which itself was a USRPHC at
a foreign corporation (including the stock of certain

some time during the latter's base period.U.S. corporations as described below); prior law con-

tinues to apply te assets of freign corporations which There are two exceptions to the above rules. First, (i) if
are not USRPIs. a class of stock is regularly traded on an established se-

Mention might be made of a special election available to curities market, and (fi) at all times during the base

corporations resident in certain treaty countries. If such perid the taxpayer (together with certain related per-
a corporation has a permanent estblishment in the sons) owned not more than 5 percent of such class, then

U.S., it will have a right to elect to be treated as a dom- the shares of such class wned by the taxpayer are not
estic corporation for purposes of the new provision. consideredt be a USRPI. Second, (i) if the corporation
This may be helpful, for example, where it is intended does not own a USRPI on the date of disposition, and
that the corporation will be liquidated and the appreci- ii) if it held any USRPI interests during the base
ation in value of the U.S. assets at the corporate level is period, and such interests were disposed of by the cor-

greater than the appreciationin value of the stock of the poration in a transaction in which all the gain was

corporation. recognized, then the interest in th corporationwill not
be considered a USRPI. Unless the regulations provide

(2) Rules relating to UnitedStates corporations some de minimis rule, the latter exception may nt be
of much practical value, since it is likely that a corpor-With respect to U.S. corporations,2 the rules applicable ation will own some USRPI at the time of the dispo-at the corporate Ievel remain unchanged. However, as
sition of its stock (e.g. lease of office space).noted above, foreigners' gains from the disposition of a

stock in certain U.S. corporations are made subject to A special rule is also provided for certain non-liquidating
tax. This is accomplished by including in the definition distributions made by a U.S. corporation (whether or

of USRPI stock of a U.S. corporation if, at any time not the U.S. corporation is a USRPHC) to a foreign
during a base period, the corporation qualified as a shareholder. If the distribution cnsists of a USRPI
United States Real Property Holding Corporation (this would include the stock of a U.S. corporation
(USRPHC). The base period is the five-yearperiod end- which was a USRPHC during the base period, but would
ing on the date of disposition or, if shorter, the period not include the stock of a foreign corporation), the dis-
beginning after June 18, 1980 during which the tax- tributing corpration's tax basis for the property dis-
payer held the stock disposed of. The statute in effect tributed carries over to the shareholderwith two adjust-
presumes that every corporation meets this test unless ments. First, the basis of the property is increased by
the taxpayer establishes the contrary. The manner in the gain, if any, recognized to the distributing corpor-
which a taxpayer may establish the contrary is left to ation on the distribution; and second, the basis is in-
future regulations. creased by the U.S. tax, if any, paid by the distributee

with respect to such distribution. Under prior law, theA corporation is a USRPHC if the market value of the shareholder would have received step-up in basis foraUSRPIs held by the corporation equals or exceeds 50 the property.percent of the fair market value of the sum of (i) its
USRPIs, (i) its interests in real property located out- One aspect worth emphasizing is the all-or-nothingap-
side the U.S., and (iii) its other assets used or held for proach used for investment through U.S. corporations.
use in a trade or business. Apparently, this test will be If a U.S. corporationmeets the test of a USRPHC at any
applied with reference to gross assets, i.e. without re- time during the base period, then the entire gain on the
gard t mortgages r other liabilities. If a corporation disposition of the stock will be subject to U.S. tax, even
owns a controlling interest in another U.S. or foreign though none of the gain is attributable to U.S. real
corporation (i.e. ownership, determined by applying estate. For example, if a manufacturingbusiness is be-
broad attribution rules, of 50 percent or more in gun by acquiring a plant, the corporation is likely to
vlue of all the outstanding stock), the 50 percent gross
asset test is applied by taking into account a pro-rata 2. Other than certain Real Estate Investment Trusts, discussed
share of each of the assets of the other corporation; if below.
the stock owned in the other corporation is less than a

3. The term USRPHC literally is not restricted to U.S. cor-

controlling interest, then the 50 percent test is ap- porations, but may also apply to foreign corporations. However,
plied by taking into account only the value of the stock

whether or not a foreign corporation is or has been a USRPHC is
relevant only where the U.S. corporation owns less than a con-in the other corporation. This can make a material dif- trolling interest in a foreign corporation; the status of the for-ference when the other corporationhas substantial liab- eign corporation as a USRPHC would then be relevant in deter-ilities (in effect, liabilities will indirectly be taken into miningwhether the U.S. corporation is a USRPHC.
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S.A.
--oreicn nves-men-.in Rea Drooer-.y-xAc.o-98,2d
by Herbert H. Alpert and Fred Feingold*

The provsions for subjectingforeigners to U.S. tax with local taxation. Sale of an nterest in a U.S. corporation,
respect to gains from the dispositionof interests in US. however, probably would not result in local taxation.

real estate becamepartof the law on December5, 1980,
when the President signed the bill enacted by Congress.
The following is a briefsummary of the new prvisions. B. Ownership of USRPIs through corporations

The most unusual part of the new law is the provisions
A. General provisions dealing with corporations and shareholders. To appreci-

ate the ramifications of these provisions, it is necessary

The new law subjects foreign persons to tax on their net to keep in mind the basic rule under U.S. tax law that a

gains from the disposition of United States real prop- corporation does not recognize any gain or loss if it

erty interests(USRPIs).This term is defined to include distributes appreciated property to its shareholders,
not only interests in real property held directly, but also either as an ordinary distribution in kind or as a liqui-
interests in certain U.S. corporations. Interests in dating distribution. This basic rule applies even where

foreign corporations are not included in the definition the shareholders obtain a step-up in basis for the assets

of USRPIs, but, as noted below, compensatingchanges distributed. Moreover, if a corporation adopts a plan of

are made in the taxation of foreign corporations to en- liquidation and completely liquidates within 12 months

sure that they will not escape taxation on gains from the thereafter, section 337 provides that no gain or loss s

dispositionof any USRPIs held by them. recognized to the corpration on a sale of assets during

With respect to partnerships, trusts and estates, foreign
that 12-month period. Where applicable, this rule ap-

partners and beneciariesare in effect treated as owni:ng plies even though the purchaser of the assets obtains a

a pro-rata share of the USRPIs held by the entity. As a Step-up in basi. There are, of course, exceptions to the

consequence, foreign partners or beneciaries are sub- above rules.

ject to tax on (i) their respective shares of the gains In light of the above-describedrules, if the new tax were

from dispositions of USRPIs by the entity, and (ii) their to apply only to dispositions of U.S. real estate held:di-
gains frm the disposition of their nterests n the en- rectly by foreigners, the tax likely would have little

tity, to the extent such gains are attributable to USRPIs practical effect. The tax easily could be avoided if, in-

held by the entity. The implementation o.f these rules, stead of selling real estate, a foreign person sold the

which will raise many technical questions, is left to fu- stock of a corporation owning the real estate. The pur-
ture regulationsand is not discussed below. chaser could then liquidate the corporationand obtain a

The new tax applies to dispositions of USRPIs after step-up in basis without a tax being incurred. Alterna-

June 18, 1980, except where the gin is exempt under tively, in appropriate circumstances the corporation
owning the prperty could adopt a plan of liquidatin

an existing treaty, in which case the effective date is de- and then sell the property; the corporation would not
ferred until at least December 31, 1984. However, cer-

tain transfers made after December 31, 1979 between recognize gain under section 337, and the foreign share-
holder would be exempt from tax on his stock gan re-

related parties may be affected by the new provisions. alized when the corporation distributed the sales pro-
In general, 1 the new tax will be at capital gains rates, ceeds in liquidation. Thus, provisions dealing with cor-

i.e. at a rate not to exeed 22 percent, plus, in the case porate ownership of real property were necessary in or-

of a corporation, 1.67 percent, the latter being the ef- der to make the new tax meaningful.
fective rate of the add-on minimum tax on tax prefer-
ences. Individuals are not subject to the add-on mini- (1) Rules relating to foreign corporations
mum tax, but they sometimes are subject to an alterna- With respect to foreign corporations, the law
tie minimum tax, and the latter provisions have been

new ap-

amended to provide that the total U.S. tax on a non-
proaches the problem only from the corporate level. An
interest in a foreign corporation is not included n the

resident alien's capital gains from dispositionsof USRPIs definition of USRPI; therefore, gain from the dispo-
will not be less than 20 percent.

a

As many states or cities base their taxes on federal in-
* Partners of Roberts& Holland,NewYork (N.Y.),Washington,

come tax definitions, the new law may also result in in-
creased local income or franchise taxes for foreigners.

D.C. and Miami (Florida).
1. In certain circumstances, the highest tax rate applicable to

This is most likely to be the case where real property in- ordinary income (46 percent in the case of,corporation.s and 70
terests are held directly or through a partnership,since, percent in the case of individuals) will apply to all or some por

in such cases, the foreignertypically would be subject to tion of a gain from the dispositionof a USRPI.
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treatmnt of capital gains taxation. The law is stated as of July 1,
1980. (B. 103.039).INVESTMENTOPPORTUNITIESIN THE PHILIPPINES

Manila, Board of Investments, 1980.46 pp. (B. 51.647)

SINGAPORE

SINGAPOREMASTER TAX GUIDE U.S.A.
Fourth edition. By Brij S. Soin. North Ryde, CCH Australia, FEDERALTAX HANDBOOK 1981Ltd., 1980. 550 pp., $29.
Revised and updated fourth edition of monograph explaining Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1980. 636 pp., $9.50.
income tax n companies and individuals in Singapore. Handbook providing information for filing corporate and indi-
(B. 51.651) vidual income tax returns for the 1980 tax year. (B. 103.050)

1981 U.S. MASTER TAX GUIDE
SOUTH AFRICA

For returns of 1980 income. Chicago, Commerce Clearin House,
Inc., 1980. 560 pp., $9.TAXATION IN SOUTH AFRICA Guide featuring the tax changes made by the Technical Correc-

London, Touche Ross International, 1979. 43 pp. (B. 13.064) tions Act of 1979, the Crude Oil WindfallProfit Tax Act of 1980
and the Installments Sales Revision Act of 1980. Explanatory
text for filing 1980 income tax returns is appended. (B. 103.049)SPAIN
INTERNATIONALASPECTS OF U.S. INCOME TAXATION:

MEMORIADE LA ASOCIACIONESPANOLADE CASES AND MATERIALS
DERECHO FINANCIERO

Part I: Introduction to international income tax law; Part II:
Volume I. Madrid, Asociacin Espaola de Derecho Financiero, Taxation of non-resident aliens and foreign corporations on U.S.
1980. 379 pp. source income. By Elisabeth A. Owens. Cambridge, Harvard Law
Volume I of annual report of the Spanish Branch of the Interna- School, 1980. 395 pp.
tional Fiscal Association with respect to 1979 activities (both na- Introductory textbook on international aspects of U.S income
tional and international). (B. 103.008) taxation. (B. 102.943)
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GERMANY (FED. REP.) Monographdiscussing the tax aspects of the alienationof substan-
tial shareholdings in corporations and the alienation of shares in

AUSLNDISCHEBETRIEBSTTTENIM ERTRAG- partnerships, illustrated with numerouspractical examples.
UND VERMGENSTEUERRECHT (B. 103.024)
By Alfred Storck. Frankfurt am Main, Alfred Metzner Verlag;
Deventer, Kluwer, 1980. 442 pp., 74.88 Dfl.
Study of the taxation of foreign permanent establishments,main- INDIA
ly from the point of taxation of foreign permanent establish-
ments in German tax law. The book is divided into three parts, A TREATISE ON TAX PLANNING
i.e. a review of the applicabilityof the alternative elementswhich
can be used in a model for internationaltaxation of businesspro- By D.D. Shah. Mombay, N.M. Tripathi Private, Ltd., 1980,235
fits and capital, the definitions of permanent establishments Pp.
under various tax laws and, finally, the allocation of business pro- Study on tax planning under Indian tax laws for both individuals
fits and capital. An extensive index and bibliographyare append- and corporate taxpayers. The author also deals with some instru-
ed. (B. 102.701) ments which help the taxpayer in taking recourse to tax planning

such as Creating trusts, executing wills, taking insurance,etc.
DIE BASISGESELLSCHAFTALS INSTRUMENT (B. 51.649)
BETRIEBLICHERSTEUERPOLITIK

By Klaus Dieter Friedrich. Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag, 1980.
Steuerwissenschaft,Band 8.328 pp. INTERNATIONAL
Systematical analysis of the legal framework for setting up a base
company, taking into consideration the legal, fiscal and economic STEUERNIN EUROPA, U.S.A., KANADA UND JAPAN
aspects in base companies in general and of foreign base compa-
nies in low tax countries in particular. (B. 103.026) Edited and supervised by Annemarie Mennel. Prepared by Rita

Domann, Harmut Groos, Wolfgang Hauser, Hans Mayer, Ingo
Mssener and Dorothea Strmberg. Herne/Berlin, Verlag NeueGmbH-GESETZ '81
Wirtschafts-Briefe,198. 418 pp., 120 DM.

Textausgabe und praktische Hinweise fr Geschftsfhrer,Gesell- Loose-leaf publication in German (when finished in two binders)
schafter and ihre Berater. By Bert Tillman. Cologne, Verlag Dr. containing an outline on a comparative basis of the major taxes
Otto Schmidt, 1980.77 pp., 16.50 DM. levied in 19 countries (the nine of the European Communities
Txt of the new 1981 Law on Limited Liability Companies, in- and also other European and non-European industrialised coun-

cluding several practical hints for managers, directors, sharehol- tries). The initial release contains the German Federal Republic,
ders and their advisors. (B. 103.012) United Kingdom, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden. Other

forthcomingcountries will include Belgium,Denmark,Greece, Ire-
KOMMENTARZUM EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ land, Japan, Canada, Luxembourg, Norway, Austria, Portugal,
By Franz Klein, Paul G. Flockermann and ChristianKhr. Neu- Switzerland,Spain and the U.S.A. (B. 103.007)
wied, Hermann Luchterhand Verlag, 1978. 1888 pp.
Comprehensive commentary on the German Individual Income
Tax Law with extensive reference to case law and administrative ITALY
rulings. The commentary is preceded by an introductionconcern-

ing the historical development and the system of the individual CODICINOIRPEF
income tax and of related laws. An extensive index is appended.
(B. 103.009) Evoluzione legislativa dal 1974 al 1979. Milan, Editrice II Sole --

24 Ore, 1979. 464 pp.
LADEMANN-- KOMMENTARZUM KRPERSCHAFT- The development of the individual income tax legislation from
STEUERGESETZ the introductionof the law up to 1979. (B. 102.976)
Prepared by Hand Birkholz, Paul Jnger, Bruno Gassner and Vik-
tor Sarrazin. Stuttgart, Richard Boorberg Verlag, 1980.
Updated edition of a loose-leaf publicationproviding an extensive MEXICO '

commentary on the 1977 German Corporation Income Tax Law.
(B. 102.993) IMPUESTOSFEDERALESY LEYES CONEXAS

PRAXIS DER STEUERBEGNSTIGTENKAPITALANLAGEN Mexico, Ediciones Andrade, 1975.
Loose4eaf publication in three volumes, containing laws, decrees,

Band III: Haftung, Aktuelle Steuerfragenbei Bauherrenmodellen, regulationson federal taxation. (B. 18.014)
Einzelprobleme bei Bauherrengemeinschaften, ffentlich gefr-
derter Wohnungsbau in Berlin. By Dieter Quast, Heinz Richter
and Karl-Heinz Schmider. Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag, 1980.
212 pp., 98 DM. MIDDLE EAST
Practice-oriented analysis on the basis and the tax consequences
of tax favorable capital investments, such as liability questions, THE ARAB BUSINESSYEARBOOK 1980/81
tax problems with respect to so-called Bauherrenmodellen,etc. Edited by Simon M.A. Barrow. London, Graham & Trotman,
(B. 103.027) Ltd., 1980. 661 pp.

First Arab business yearbook consists of two parts: Part A con-
BERSICHTBER DIE WICHTIGSTENSTEUERN cerning Pan Arab data describes taxation in the Arab world cover-

14. Auflage 1980. Munich, Bayerische Vereinsbank, 1980. 220 ing the following countries: Algeria, Bahrain, Djibouti, Iraq, Jor-

Pp. dan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Ara-

Overview of the most important taxes levied in Germany, includ- bia, Syria, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates, Yemen Arab Republic
ing the 1980 VAT Law and 1979 Motor Vehicle Tax Law. and the People's Republic of Yemen, prepared by Ernst & Whin-

(B. 102.995) ney (Chartered Accountants) and Whinney Murray & Co. Part B
covers country data, e.g. government institutions, foreign invest-

VERUSSERUNGVON WESENTLICHENBETEILIGUNGEN ments, import regulations, economic and financial information.
The countries covered are: Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan,AN KAPITALGESELLSCHAFTENUND MITUNTERNEHMER-

ANTEILEN Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, Oman, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, United Arab Emi-

By Gnther Mihatsch. Herne/Berlin, Verlag Neue Wirtschafts- rates, Yenen Arab Republic, Yemen People's DemocraticRepub-
Briefe, 1980. 140 pp. lic. (B. 51.650)
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SONEGAOFISCAL COMMONMARKET (EEC)
5a. Edio. By Francisco das Chagas Mariano. Fortaleza-CE,
ThemaPublicigrfica, Ltda., 1977. 301 pp.

DIE EINKOMMENSBESTEUERUNGDER NATRLICHEN
Recommendationsclarifying fiscal queries about fiscal fraud and PERSONENIN DEN EG-PARTNERLNDERNUNTER

incorporating into this manual Law No. 4729/65 and Decree No. BESONDERERBERCKSICHTIGUNGDER FR DIE

57609/66 on confiscation of property and unlawful enrichment LANDWIRTSCHAFTGELTENDENREGELUNGEN

as well as legal oinion on coordination in the taxation system. By Rdiger Parsche and Georgios Spanakakis. Munich, Ifo-Insti-
(B. 18.032) tut fr Wirtschaftsforschung,1978. Ifo Studien zur Finanzpolitik,

No. 23.340 pp.
Comparative analysis of the income taxationof individuals in the

CANADA EEC member countries with emphasis on the taxation of agricul-
tural income. (B. 102.923)

CANADIANTAXATIONOF MINING INCOME TAX LAW AND POLICY IN THE EEC
An analytical evaluation. By Nicolaas E. Holland and Ronald M.
Kemp. Don Mills, CCH Canadian, Ltd., 1978. 270 pp.,$28. By A.J. Easson. London, Sweet & Maxwell, 1980. 284 pp.,£20.
Monograph on Canadian taxation of mining income by both the Study of the tax law and tax policy of the European Economic

Federal and ProvincialGovernments. (B. 103.043) Community. The book was completed t the end of 1979 and
covers an analysis of the tax provisionsof the EEC Treaty, especi-

CORPORATIONCAPITALTAX IN CANADA ally those relating to the free movement of goods and discrimina-
tory taxation (B. 103.036)

By Allan Taitz. Don Mills, CCH Canadian, Ltd., 1980. 197 pp.,
$19. DIE UMSATZBESTEUERUNGDER ANDWIRTSCHAFT
Monograph describing the corporation net worth tax levied in

IN DEN LNDERNDER EG
some provinces in Canada. Examples and forms are appended.
(B. 103.004) By Rdiger Parsche and Georgios Spanakakis. Munich, Ifo-Insti-

tut fr Wirtschaftsforschung, 1977. Ifo Studien zur Finanzpoli-
INDUSTRIALASSISTANCEPROGRAMSIN CANADA tik, No. 22.200 pp.

Interpretation, law and regulations. 6th Edition. By Phillip H. Comparative analysis of value added tax with respect to agricul-

Doherty, Peter E. McQuillan and Marc R. Sylvain. Don Mills, tural turnovers in the EEC member countries. (B. 102.922)
CCH Canadian, Ltd., 1979. 255 pp.
Sixth edition of guide to the various forms of governmentassist- CYPRUS
ance available to Canadian industry. Certain income tax incen-
tives are also covered. (B. 103.042) CYPRUS IN INTERNATIONALTAX PLANNING

INVESTINGIN CANADIANFILMS A practical guide for foreign firms and individuals. By Chrysses
Demetriades. London, Kluwer Publishing, Ltd., 1980.447 pp.Evaluating the risks and the rewards. By Peter E. McQuillan. Don

Mills, CCH Cnadian, Ltd., 1980. 79 pp.
Guide containing information acquired from practical experience

Study on investing in Canadian feature films. (B. 103.044)
on using Cyprus for international operations and international
tax planning. It is designed to provide informationon doing busi-

TAX SAVING STRATEGIESFOR THE CANADIAN
ness in Cyprus, especially when used as an off-shore financial

INVESTOR centre, as a place for direct investment, as a stepping stone in tax

treaty planning and as a place for retirees. The material is up to

Prepared for the 1980 tax year. Toronto, Coneducor, Ltd., 1980. date as of the end of March 1980. (B. 102.981)
182 pp.
Study designed to explain how investments in Canada are taxed
and to provide explanationsof how to reduce personal taxes. The
information is based on tax law as of March 1, 1980. (B.103.045) DENMARK

VALUATIONOF BUSINESSES BESKATNINGAF SELSKABEROG FORENINGER

A practitioner's guide. 2nd Edition. By Peter E. McQuillan,Phil- 2. reviderede udgave. By Hendrik Landt and Hans-Jrgen Mai-
lip H. Doherty and Graham E.B. Donald. Don Mills, CCH Cana- land. Copenhagen,G.E.C. Gads Forlag, 1979. 190 pp., 99.45 Dkr.
dian, Ltd., 1979.85 pp., $7. Second revised edition of monograph explaining the incometaxa-
Second edition of guide to businessvaluationpractices in Canada. tion of corporations and associations in Denmark. Texts of rele-
(B. 103.046) vant statutes are appended. (B. 103.041)

OPGRELSEAF DEN SKATTEPLIGTIGEINDKOMST

CHINA (PEOPLE'SREP.) 13. Udgave. By C. Helkett. Copenhagen, G.E.C. Gads Forlag,
1980. 800 pp., 274.50 DKr.

LES POLITIQUESECONOMIQUESCHINOISES Thirteenth revised and extended edition, by Jan Hinze, Erling
By Thierry Pairault. Paris, La Documentation Franaise, 1980. Rimborg and Eigil Thielsen, of a handbookon income taxation in

Notes & Etudes Documentaires, Nos. 4581-4582. 180 pp., 28 Fr. Denmark with reference to rules, circulars, etc. as of December 1,
Frs. 1979. (B. 103.040)
Monograph on the Chinese political economy describing the state
of planned economic development, in terms of both past and pre- FRANCEsent policy. (B. 51.691)

LE SYSTEME FISCAL FRANAIS

COLOMBIA Questions pratiques concernant les entreprises trangres qui ont
des activits ou ds intrts en France. Prepared by Claude Gam-
bier. Paris, Editions Francis Lefebvre, 1980. 142 ppFOREIGNINVESTMENTIN COLOMBIA Description of the French tax system (company tax, personal in-

By Klynveld Kraayenhof & Co., Accountants, Bogot. The come tax, employer's pyroll tax, value added tax and other
Hgue, Fenedex, 1980.30 pp. taxes). Forms of doing business in France by foreign enterprises
Guide considering matters of interest to foreign investors con- are dealt with. An English edition, The French.tax system, is
templating investmentsin Colombia. (B. 18.013) also available. (B. 102.869)
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The publications listed in this bibliography have Das Gesetz ber Gesellschaften mit beschrnkter Haftung in der
recently been acquired by the Breau's library which ab 1.1.1981 geltenden Fassung. By Firtz Schnherr. Vienna,
will gladly supply further informationupon request Manzsche Verlags- und Universittsbuchhandlung,1980. 160 pp.,

(please quote the reference numbers). They should, 122 S.

however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct Annotated text of the Austrian law on limited liability compa-

from the publisher indicated, and not through the
nies, as amended by the 1980 law. (B. 103.014)

Bureau. DIE RECHTSKRAFTUND IHRE DURCHBRECHUNGIN DER
BUNDESABGABENORDNUNGUND IN DEN ABGABEVER-
FAHRENSVORSCHRIFTENDER STERREICHISCHEN

AUSTRALIA BUNDESLNDER

TAXATIONREVENUE AUSTRALIA1978-1979 By . Cornelia Leitl. Vienna, Verband der wissenschaftlichen Ge-
sellschaften sterreichs, 1979. Dissertationen der Wirtschaftsuni-

Canberra, AustralianBureau of Statistics, 1980.40 pp. verstt, No. 29. 216 pp.
(B. 51.632) Dissertation on the concept force of law in court proceedings

and the violation thereof under the provisions of the Austrian
Fiscal Code and the rulings dealingwith tax procedures issued by

AUSTRIA by the AustrianLnder. (B. 102.999)

ABC DER WERTPAPIERE STEUERLICHRICHTIG PLANEN!

Handbuch des Wertpapiersparens.3. neu bearbeiteteund stark er- 4., neu bearbeitete Auflage. By Franz Weiler. Vienna, Industrie-
weiterte Auflage. By Rudolf Zirkounig. Vienna, Industrieverlag verlag Peter Linde GmbH., 1980. 140 pp., 172 S.
Peter Linde GmbH., 1980. 224 pp. Monograph on tax planning in Austria. The author discusses such
Third revised edition of a general guide explaining several aspects, questions as the legal form of enterprises, tax allowance in the
including tax aspects, of saving by means of securities. case of mergers, possibilities to influence profit taxation, depre-
(B. 103.019) ciation, investment allowances and other questions which are of

interest to foreignand domestic investors in Austria. (B. 103.016)
ARBEITSTABELLENFR DEN STEUERPRAKTIKER

5. vollstndig berarbeitete und erweiterteAuflage.By Friedrich
Hubner. Vienna, Industrieverlag Peter Linde GmbH., 1980. 103 BENELUX

pp., 258 S.
Fifth edition of the working tables for use by tax practitioners MERKENBESCHERMINGIN DE BENELUX

which outline rates of tax deductions and other tax facilities for By W. Mak and H. Molijn. Deventer, Kluwer; The Hague, Fene-
the years 1976 to 1980 (without wage tax) as of July 1, 1980. dex, 1980. Fiscale en juridischedocumentatievoor internationaal
(B. 102.998) zakendoen, No. 8. 126 pp., 39.50 Dfl.

Monograph dealing with the protection of trademarks in the
BUNDESABGABENORDNUNG Benelux. Relevant statutes are appended. (B. 103.001)
Handbuch mit eingehenden Erluterungen, Verweisungen und
Hinweisenauf die Rechtsprechung(nach dem Stand der Gesetzge- BRAZIL
bung vom 1.6.1980). In Fortfhrung der 5. Auflage Reeger-
Stoll, Bundesabgabenordnung. By Gerold Stoll. Vienn, Wirt- FISCALIZAOschaftsverlagDr. Anton Orac, 1980. 890 pp., 798 S. A NA EMPRESA

Te:tbook providing extensive commentary on the Federal Fiscal By Francisco das Chagas Mariano. Fortaleza-CE, Thema Publici-

Code, with referencet Austrian (and, as far as applicable, Ger- grfica, Ltda., 1977. 245 pp.

man) case law. (B. 102.025) Manual on all a company must know to comply with its fiscal
obligations, analyzing the goods trade tax, industrializedproducts

FACHLEXIKONBETRIEBSWIRTSCHAFT tax, income tax, and service tax. (B. 18.033)
Kennzahlen- Formeln -- Methoden. By Emil Weinzierl. Vienna,
IndustrieverlagPeter Linde GmbH., 1980. 402 pp., 297 S. QUESTOES FISCAIS

Practical guide providing an introduction to business economics, By Francisco das Chagas Mariano. Fortaleza-CE, Thema Publici-

prticularly those aspects enabling entrepreneurs to better make grfica, Ltda., 1977. 270 pp.
decisions with respect to business management,e.g. financing,n- Studies on administrative fiscal matters and jurisprudenceformu-

vestment, cost accounting, valuation of fixed assets, profitability, lated in the courts of six of the states of the Brazilian nation.
business capacity, etc. (B. 103.018) (B. 18.034)
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An indispensableaid for American businessmen,investors and
corporationsengaged in or planning foreign operations and for those
in foreign countriesplanningor doing business in the United States --

TAX TREATIES
This definitive guide is indispensable for any businessmanor corporation that sells,
buys, manufactures, or invests in the United States -- as well as fr any American
businessman or corporation that does business in foreign countries. It tells you:

How and where to handle your investments while eliminating the chance of
double taxation.

How much of your investment inconie will be protected by tax treaty exemp-
tions.

How much business Americans can carry on in a foreign country and vice versa,

without becoming taxable as a permanentestablishment.
. How to protect your employees wh are temporarily at work abroad from a

double tax burden.

In Tax Treaties,you'11 also finEI:
1. The full ofcial text of every existing treaty, supplementary treaty, or protocol

relating to income taxes and estate and gift taxes between the United States and
each of its tax-treaty countries, including model treaties showing the latest
trends.

2. Annotated editorial text arranged in Uniform Paragraph Plan... makes fora

easy direct comparison of rovisions of one tax treaty country with another . . .

permits a single unied index which works hand in hand with this unique setup.
: You'11 make sure, speedy decisions at the flip of a wrist.

3. Ofcial reports on each treaty givingyou the backgroundbehind the provisions;
why particular treaty articles were ncluded; and what each provision means to

you.
4. A Special Finding List at the beginning of the editorial summary for each

country... speeds you quickly to explanatory and ofcial material that affects

To order a one-year introductory you.

subscription to this unique
5. Monthly REPORT BULLETINS, analyzing the latest treaties, decisions and rul-

ings, keep you right on top of today's fast breaking tax treaty developments...publicationat the Iow rate of
Current Matter containing the most recent U.S. court decisions and IRSonly $156, address (plus

DepartmentS-TT-103. rulings givingyou the latest judicial and official word on tax treaties.)

PRENTICE-HALL,INC. In today's constantly expanding international commerce, expert tax-managing or

Englewood Cliffs, tax-counseling of business activities between the United States and each of its
New Jersey 07632 treaty countries is must -- keep to date with Prentice-Hall's TAXa so up
U.S.A, TREATIES.
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the case of industries set up in other areas the per- not entitled to accelerated depreciation and nvestment
centage of investment/reinvestment should not be allowance.
less than 15 percent.

3. The income from fisheries, poultry, duck, cattle and

dairy farming and horticulture is exempt from income
tax for a period of ten years with effect from July 1980 IV. OTHER INCENTIVES
irrespective of whether the owner of such enterprise is a

company or not. The only condition is that the invest-
ment in such an enterprise must not be less than 10,000 A. Exemption of intereston foreign loan

Tk.
(1) Interest on money borrowed from outside Bangla-

desh under a loan agreement entered into with any
B. Alternative incentive to tax holiday such financial institution n a foreign country as

ma be approved n:this behalf by the Government.
(1) Accelerated depreciation

(2) Interest on money borrowed or debt ncurred n a
As an alternative to the tax holiday, there is provision foreign country in respect of the purchase outside
for allowance of accelerated depreciation. An ndustrial Bangladesh of capital plant and machinery or raw

undertaking owned by a company registered in Bangla- materials to the extent such interest does not ex-
desh set up by 30 June 1982, in the mre developed ceed the amount of interest calculated at the rate
areas, is entitled to accelerated depreciation at the rate approved by the Government.
of 80 percent of the cost of machinery or plant of the
undertakingin the year in which commercialproduction
begins and the remaining 20 percent in the following
year. For an undertaking set up in less developed areas,

B. Employmentof foreign technicians and exemption
accelerateddepreciationof 100 percent is allowed in the of their earnings from tax

first year of commercialproduction. The newly set up industrial undertaking may employ a

(2) Investmentallowance foreigner as a technician under a contract of service ap-
proved before the commencementof his service or with-

In addition to accelerated depreciation, as a special in- in one year of such commencement by the National
centive an investment allowance of 20 percent of the Board of Revenue. The technician may be employed
cost of machinery or plant of an undertaking set up i before commercial production for the purpose of the
more developed areas and 25 percent for an industrial erection of the factory building, the installationof plant
undertaking set up in the less developed areas is granted and machinery or the trial production or after com-
in the first year of commercialproduction. mencement of commercial production. Such a foreign
In order to enjoy the facilities of accelerated deprecia- technician is allowed a tax exemption in respect of his
tion and investment allowance, the undertaking is re- salary in Bangladesh for three years from the date of his

quired to be approved by the National Board of Reve- arrival in Bangladesh, subject t the condition that his
nue. The application for approval is to be made within salary is also exempt from income tax in his country of
four months of the month in which the undertaking domicile. Thereafter, tax-on-tax is exempted for a

goes into commercialproduction. further period of five years if the tax on salary of the

The industries mentioned under Tax holiday are en- technician is paid by the employer on his behalf.

titled to accelerated depreciation and nvestmentallow- The tax rates are fixed by the Parliament every year
ance, but undrtakings which ask for tax holiday are through the Finance Act.

In next issues:

Japan: Medium term tax policy and the tax increase in fiscal year 1981
by Makoto Miura--

United States: Foreign Investment in Real Property and Tax Act of 1980

by Herbert H. Alpert and Fred Feingold--

Iran: Tax structure changes: a time series analysis
by Sohrab Abizadeh and Mahmood Yousefi--

Structural features of sales taxes in ASEAN countries
by Mukul Asher--

Taxation of non-residentsin India for royalties and fees for technical services
by DharmendraBhandari--

- I
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3. Rates of income tax . Rates of tax

(a) in the case of every industrial 50 percent of

company using wholly or total income
Where taxable income Tax thereon mainly ndigenous raw

,Flat rate on materials
amountex--

(b) in the case of any other 55 percent of
But does not Fixed ceeding figure industrial company total incmeExceeds exceed amount in co. (1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (c) all other companies 60 percent of
total income

Tk. Tk. Tk. percent A rebate of 10 percent of the tax is allowed to a
5,000 - 10--

Bangladeshi much of the incomecompany on so ac-
5,000 10,000 500 15

cruing or arising (excluding income on which export10,000 15,000 1,250 20
rebate is allowed) outside Bangladesh as is brought15,000 25,000 2,250 25
into Bangladesh.25,000 40,000 4,750 35

40,000 60,000 10,000 45 (ii) On income from dividendsdeclared and 15 per-
60,000 80,000 19,000 55 paid by a Bangladeshicompany in cent of
80,000 100,000 30,000 60 respect of the share cpital issued, the in-

100,000 -- 42,000 65 subscribed and paid after 14 August come

1947Total tax in each slab isthe amount in column (3) plus column (4).

(a) Where the capital gains arise as a result of dispo-
sal of capital assets after not more than 12Income tax is chargeable on capital gains as detailed

below: months, income tax is payable at the normal
rate on total ncome (includi:ng capital gains).

(a) Where the capital gains arise Income tax at nor-

as a result of disposal of ca- mal rate on total in- (b) Where the capital gains arise as a result of dispo-
sal of capital assets after 12 months, ncome taxpital assets after more than come (including

12 months frm the date capital gains)
is payable at the rate of 25 percent of such

of their acquisition gains.

(b) Where the capital gains arise Incometax at the
as a result of disposal of the normal rate on total
capital assets after two years income (including Ill. TAX CONCESSIONTO NEW INDUSTRIES
but before five years from capital gains) or in-
the date of their acquisition come tax at 35 per- A. Tax holiday

cent n the amount
of capital gains, 1. A new industrial undertaking owned by a company
whichever is lower registered in Bangladesh under the Companies Act, set

(c) Where the capital gains arise Income tax at the up by 30 June 1985 in places within radius of ten

as a result of disposal of the normal rate on total miles of the municipal limits of Dacca, Narayanganj,
capital assets after five years income (including Khulna and Chittagong, is entitled to a tax holiday for

from the date of acquisition capital gains) or in- five years beginning with the month in which the com-

cme tax at 30 per-
mercial production of the undertaking is commenced. If
the undertaking is set up in other areas of Bangladesh,cent on the amount

of capital gains, the period of the tax holiday is nine years.

whichever is lower 2. Tourist industries, i.e. hotels, motels, hunting lodges
and private picnic areas, are also entitled to a tax

holiday for five years if these are set up within 15 miles
of the cities of Dacca, Rajshahi, Khulna and Chittagong,

B. Companies and sven years for such industries set up in other areas.
/

The,,tax holiday is available subject to the following con-
All companies incorporated in Bangladesh are assessed ditibns:
to tax at company rates. Foreign corporationsor associ- l

ations of persons do not ipso facto qualify for assess- (i) / The undertaking is to be approved by the National

ment as companies. However, the Income-tax Act pro- Board of Revenue. The application for approval is

vides for declaration of such corporations or associa- to be submitted to the Board within four months of

tions as companiesby the NationalBoard of Revenue the month in which the undertaking goes into com-

upon application. mercialproduction.
(ii) Not less than 30 percent of the profit of the under-

The rate of income tax for companies for the current taking is to be reinvested in the undertakingr in-
assessment year (1980-81) is as below: vested in the purchase of bonds issued by the Gov-

ernment inthe case of tourist industries set up with-
(i) On the total income excluding income from divi- in a radius of ten miles of the municipal limits of

dends from a company registered in Bangladesh: Dacca, Narayanganj, Khulna and Chittagong, and in
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(ii) Residentbut not ordinarilg resident All individuals, unregistered firms, Hindu undivided

If both the abve two conditions are not satisfied, a resi- families and associations of persons having a total in-

dent individual would fall under the category of a resi- come exceeding 12,000 Tk. are liable to ncome tax on

dent but not ordinarily resident person.
their taxable income, i.e. the income after deductingal-
lowances.

(iii)Non-resident
Individuals wh do not fall in any of the above catego- 2. Allowances
ries are treated as non-resident.

(a) Earned income relief: Tax is not payable in respect
of earned income at the rate f 20 percent of
such income or 5,000 Tk., whichever is less.

B. Status of a company

A company may be either resident Or nn-resident in (b) Personal allowance: 3,000 Tk.

any year. The status of resident but not ordinarily resi-
dent does not apply to a company. (c) Education allowance: This allowance is given at the

rate of 800 Tk. for every child or child wholly de- ,l
() Residentcompany pendent n the assessee, subject t a maximum of

2,000 Tk. and subject. to the conditions that the
A company is resident in Bangladesh in any year if it is total ncome of the assessee does nt exceed 50,000
registered in Bangladesh under the Bangladesh Compa- Tk. and the age of the child is not less than 5 years
nies Act or if the control and managementof its affairs and not more than 21 years; where the expenditure
are situated wholly in Bangladesh in that year. of an assessee on the educationof one child exceeds

800 Tk. or in the case of two children exceeds 2,000
(ii) Non-residentcompany Tk. the education allowance is restricted to 2,000
A company which does not satisfy the abve conditions Tk.
is treated as a non-residentcompany.

(d) Allowance up to the extent of contributin to the
BenevolentFund and Group Insurance Scheme.

C. Status of firm or association of persons

(e) Investment allwance is available at the rate f 30
A firm or an associationof persons is resident in Bangla- percent of the ttal incme or 30,000 Tk. whichever
desh unless the control and management of its affairs s less, in respect of the following:
are situated wholly outside Bangladesh. -- Contributin to a recognised Provident Fund or

A residentcompanyor a resident firmr a resident asso- a GovernmentProvident Fund.
ciation of persons is treated as resident and ordinarily -- Premium paid for life insurance of the taxpayer
resident for the purpose of determination of tax liabili- or his wife or a minor child.

ty.
-- Invstmentin new and fresh share capital or ap-

proved companies, debentures and debenture
stocks issued by a company.
Investment in the purchase of savings certificates--

Il. LIABILITYTOTAX and Government securitis (including Develp-
ment Loans).

A. Individuals -- Investment in the purchase of books f a pro-
fessional or technicalnature or of general utility.

1. Residential status
-- Contributionby a Governmentservant fr secur-

ing deferred annuity for wife and children sub-
(i) A resident and ordinarily resident taxpayer is liable ject to a maximumf 1/5 of the salary.
to pay tax on all income of any-previous year which:
(a) is received or deemed to be received in Bangladesh (f) Allowance for donation to any recognised education

in such year; institution, hospital or any Government apprved(b) accrues or arises or is deemed to accrue or arise in
Flood Relief Fund to other approvedor or any re-

Bangladeshduring suh year; ligious charitable institution. The allowance isor re-
(c} accrues or arises to him outside Bangladesh. stricted t 20 percent of the total income of the
(ii) A resident but nor ordinaril resident taxpayer is assessee.

liable to tax on all income as shown in (a) and (b) above
and also on the income which accrues or arises outside (g) Conveyance allowance: A salaried person who wns
Bangladesh during the previous year if it is derived from and maintainsaa car and does not receive any ther
a business controlled in Bangladesh or a profession or conveyance allwance is entitled to an allwanceof
vocation set up in Bangladesh. 3,600 Tk.; if any other power driven vehicle is own-

(i)A nor-resident taxpayer is liable to tax on all in- ed and maintained the amount of the allowance is
come of any previous year as shown in (a) and (b) 1,800 Tk. and if no vehicle is maintained the allow-
above. .- ance is 1,500 Tk.
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SOMEASPECTSOF
:

TAX LAWS IN BANGLAD
.r... ':

by K.A. Gofran * .:':{,j'::..1

Economic co-operation between developed and developing countries has
been an increasingphenomenon in the latter part of this century.

'S ,

,

The transfer of technology and capital between states in the fields of trade -

and industry has necessitated knowing about taxes. In a bid to give a fair
idea about the tax laws in Bangladesh, I have endeavoured to give a para-

j
.

meter of tax implications for international investors regarding some aspects
of tax laws in Bangladesh.

I. STATUS OF TAXPAYERS

Income tax is not charged on the concept of nationality.A foreigner is treat BRAHMAPUTR/p==,
ed for tax purposes like any other Bangladeshi. Liability to tax in respect of f -r
any previous year depends upon the residential status of a taxpayer as de- .

fined in the Income4ax Act. An assessee may be (i) resident and ordinarily t INDIA

resident, (ii) resident but not ordinarily resident, or (iii) non-resident. -

BANGLADESH
A. Status of ndividuais 7/VG
Before the above terms are explained, the definition of resident is necessary. / DACCA

An individual is resident in Bangladesh in any year if he:

(a) is in Bangladesh in that year in all for 182 days or more;or d
(b) maintains or has maintained for himself a dwelling place in Bangladesh in .CAL

that year in all for 182 days or more and is in Bangladesh at any time in CHITT
that year, or CUTTA '*W *GONG

(c) has been in Bangladesh in all for 365 days or more within four years pre-
ceding the previous year and is in Bangladesh for any time in that year 4- 0
otherwise than on an occasional or casual visit. BAY OF BENGAL

There is, however, some relaxation regarding the period of stay for a Bang-
ladeshi serving abroad. If such a person comes to Bangladesh or leave or

1) Population:
vacation in any year the period of stay is 90 days in place of any time re- 87,657,000 (Page 59 of statisti.cal year book of

ferred to in paragraph (b). Similarly, the period of stay is 90 days in place of Bangladesh, 1979, published by the statistics

any time in that year otherwise than on an occasional or casual visit re- Division, Ministry of Planning).

ferred to in paragraph (c) above. 2) Area:

55598 sq. miles(Page 46 of above).

(i) Residentand ordinarily resident 3) GDP per capita:
The GDP per capita is 745/- Tk. n estimated

Any person who is residentunder any of the conditions as stated aboVe InuSt figure at constant factor price of 1972-73 as pub-
also satisfy the following two conditions to be treated as resident and ordi- lished at page 1-7 of chapter 1 of 2nd Five Year

narily resident: Plan of 1980-85 published by the Ministry of

(a) he has been resident in Bangladesh in nine out of ten years preceding the Planning, Government of the People's epublic
of Bangladesh. 745/- Tk. is equvalent to USS

previousyear, and 50/- at the current exchange rate

(b) he has been in Bangladesh in all for more than two years during the seven 4) Inflation rate:

years preceding the previous year. 17.9 percent (1970-78).
5) Currency:
1 taka = 100 paisa

* Editor, Bangladesh Tax Decisions. (USS 1 = 16.2635 Tk. as on 24.1.81)
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lation that their employees resident in China for more article, these are amng the issues about which foreign
than a year will have to pay ncome tax on a global corporations and ndividuals are most concerned. Their
basis. clarification has cleared the air and to that extent the

two sets of rules and regulations are a positive step to-
An important clarification concerning tax liability for wards the realization of the main objective of the tax

income earned abroad has been made n the detailed laws, namely t facilitate China's modernizationwhile
rules and regulations. Thus in the principal tax law, it is at the same time ensuring an adequate source of tax

merely stated that an ncome tax shall be levied on in- revenue.

comes gained within or outside China by any individual
residing for one year or more. In the rules and regu. Despite this advance, some unresolved problems still re-

lations, however, Article 3 states that only those who main. First, in the joint venture tax law, it is expressly
have been resident in China for five years or more shall stated that the ncome tax rates on joint ventures ex-

be taxed on their income earned abroad; for those who ploiting petroleum, natural gas and other resources shall

have been resident between one and five years, their be stipulated separately (Article 3). No such infor-

liability for income earned abroad is limited to that part mation is available in the rules and regulations, though
actually reitted to China. A resident is defined as one the Deputy Directr of the Bureau of Taxation was re-

who resides in China for a full 365 days within a tax Ported to have told a visiting delegation from the
'

year, with no allowance for temporary absence from American Chamberof Commerce in Hong Kong that the

China. It is to be noted that in both the joint venture tax rates for the extraction of coal and crude oil would

tax law and the individual income tax law, a tax year be fixed at 8 percent and 5 percent respectively. 3 Sec-

is defined to start on January 1 and end on December ond, although a tax credit is nw provided for, China

31 on the Gregoriancalender. has not yet signed any formal tax treaty with other
countries n order to avoid double taxation. Third, as

As in the case of joint vnture ncome, a tax credit is mentioned above, while the term first profit-making
also provided for ndividual income. Article 16 stipu- year has now been much mre clearly defined, the for-

lates that personal ncme tax already paid outside mal tax holiday is still conned to one year only,
China for income earned abroad may be credited against which compares unfavurably with the prevailing prac-
individual income tax liability computed according to tice in other developing countries anxious to attract

the tax rate prescribed in the tax law. foreign investmentand technology. Fourth, as also men-

Articles 17 through 27 are again concerned with admini- tined earlier, the discrepancybetween the tax rates ap-

strative matters, including the penalty for violating the plicable to firms inside and outside the Special Econ-

provisionsof the tax law. omic Zones rmains disconcertingly large. Fifth, ac-

counting conventions and methods of foreign rms may
differ considerably from that currently in use in China,

IV. ASSESSMENTAND CONCLUSION and since the right of interpreting the rules and regu-
lations rests entirely with China's Ministry of Finance,

By clarifying certain concept and provisions of the some difficulties concerning accounting practices may

principal tax laws, as well as by stating clearly th admin- conceivably arise unless a standardized set of rules and

istrative procedures to be follwed, the detailed rules procedures can be agreed upon by both sides.

and regulations for the mplementationof the joint ven-
Whethr foreign firms and individuals wl be deterred

ture income tax law and ndividual income tax law have
cleared up some misapprehensionsand uncertainties on by these uncertainties from nvesting and working in

China remains to be seen. However, a recentnews reportthe part of prospective taxpayers, particularly foreign is revealing in this respect. Since the prmulgatin of
business firms and individuals. In the case of the joint the joint venture law in 1979, China is said to have
venture law,. the most mportant clarifications concern

con-

cluded sme 330 joint venture and cooperative agree-the definitions of first profit-making year and taxable
ments, with total investment of USS 1,800 mil-

income, and the rules governingdepreciation,nventory
a some

lion. Of these, however, only 17 are joint ventures inside
valuation, and deductible expenses. In the case of the in-

China, while the rest either projects the jintdividual income tax law, the meaning of a resident 1s
are on ex-

more precisely defined, and tax liability in respect of in- ploration of offshore oil, or cooprative projects and

come earned outside China is considerablymore, circum- joint ventures in other countries or Hong Kong and
Macau. 4

scribed than would appear from the text of the principal
law. Also, both sets of rules and regulations explicitly
allow income taxes already paid abroad to be credited 3. See Economic Reporter (English edition), Hong Kong, Dec.

against a firm's or an individual's total tax liabilities in- 1980, p. 12.

side China. As noted in the present author's previous 4. Ibid., p. 36.

-
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lack of references to depreciation rules and accounting
practices, and the discrepancy between the tax rates
payable n profits of joint ventures and those earned by

A FuriherNote
firms in the Special Economic Zones. Some of these
problems have been taken care of by the newly released
rules and regulations.

onTax
There are altogether 35 articles in the rules and regula-
tions. The most important ones can be briefly noted as

follows.

Developments
Article 5 defines the term the first profit-makingyear
more precisely. It means the year in which a joint ven-

ture has begun making profits after its losses in the n-
itial stage operation have been made up; in other

inChina words, carry-over of losses is explicitly taken nto ac-

count for the purpose of determining the first prot-
making year. However, the formal tax holiday is still
confined to one year only.

By Y.C. Jao*
Articles 8 through 18 are concerned with the more

technical aspects of taxation, such as the definition of
taxable income (for which different formulae are pre-
scribed for manufacturingindustries, commerce, service
trades and others), non-deductibleitems, assessmentand

I. INTRODUCTION depreciation of fixed assets, amortization, valuation of
inventory, etc. For example, for the depreciation of

In a recent article n the Bulletin, the present author capitl assets, the straight line method is prescribed
discussed the ntroduction of two new taxes- joint (Article 12), while for the valuation of nventory, the
venture ncome tax and personal ncome tax --in the joint venture firm is allowed to choose one of the fol-

People's Republic of China and their economic signifi- lowing methods: first-in first-out, shifting average, and
1 Natinalcance. The new tax laws, enacted at the weighted average (Article 18).

People's Congress in September1980, cntainnly gen-
eral statements with no specific details as to their en- Other Articles (19 through 31) deal with the submission
forcement. Because certain concepts and provisions in of tax returns, accounting procedures, penalty for viol-
the laws are not precisely defined, there are also uncer- ation of the tax law, etc.
tainties about their nterpretation.

Article 32 stipulates that income tax paid abroad by a

The two tax laws do state explicitly, however, that de- . joint venture or its branches on income earned outside
tailed rules and regulations for their implementationwill China may be credited against the firm's total tax liab-
be formulated by the Ministry of Finance (Article 17 of ilities, but such credit shall not exceed the tax payable
the Joint Venture Tax Law and Article 14 of the Indi- on income derived abroad computed according to the
vidual Income Tax Law). This was dne by the Ministry tax rate in China's tax law.
towards the end of the year, when two sets f such rules
and regulations were published on December 13,
1980.2

Ill. PERSONAL INCOME TAX
The purpose of this short note is to summarize the main

points of these rules and regulations,particularlywith a As pointed out in the present writer's previous article,
view to clarifying certain ambiguities that have caused the general reaction to this new tax (individual income
considerable concern to foreign business firms and indi- tax) is that it to be aimed primarily at foreigners,seems
viduals. since the present average income of most Chinese is so

low thattheflatmonthlyallowanceof 800 yuan a month
(about USS 6,530 a year) virtually excludes all the

Il. JOINT VENTURE INCOME TAX working Chinese population from the tax bracket.
Foreign companies are also worried about the stipu-

, When the Joint Venture Income Tax Law was passed
last September, the general reaction among foreign firms

* Reader in Economics, University of Hong Kong.wishing to invest in China was that while it marked a

breakthrough n China's policy towards foreign invest- 1. Y.C. Jao, Recent Developments in China's Tax System,
Bulletin for InternationalFiscal Documentation,Jan. 1981, at 16.

ment, further clarificationof its contentswas necessary. 2. For the English version of the full texts, China Economicsee

Specifically, many foreign firms were concerned about News, Supplement No. 11, Hong Kong, December 17, 1980, and
the shortness of tax holiday, the precise meaning of the Bureau's own publication, Taxes and Inuestment in Asia and
first profit-makingyear, the absence of tax credit, the the Pacific, China chapter, Appendices 16 and 17.
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useful in their sensitive task of formulating fiscal and atmosphere of friendship and mutual respect. SGATAR,
tax policies. It can therefore be said that the SGATAR in its own way and amongits members,has acconplished
papers and discussions have helped, however indirectly, precisely this.
in the reshaping of the tax sytems and in the formu-
lation of effective tax policies by the responsibleofcials
n some of the SGATAR countries.

The SGATARprojects which have been discussed earlier
are examples of the concrete and solid accomplishments

XVII. PROSPECTS FOR SGATAR

of the Study Group. The significance and usefulness of
these projects cannot be overemphasized. They remain The idea of creating SGATAR first came into being in

1970 during the fifth Southeast Asian Ministerial Con-
as good sources of information for govemment policy ference for Economic Development. Ten later,
makers, tax administrators, businessmen, and other years

SGATAR is still active while the SEAMCED,which was
interestedparties. responsible for its creation, has given way to other more

Finally, there is no question of the fact that SGATAR active regional groupings. If this is any indication of
has been very successful in the unquantifiabl aspects SGATAR's usefulness, then it might safely be prdicted
of promoting regional cooperation and the fostering that the SGATAR will be here for a long while yet.
of good will among its member countries. The SGATAR The benefits that have been derived by the member
countries have realized that by reasons of geographyand countries from SGATARaremrethanenoughassurance

cultural affinity, it is inevitable that they will have to that the Study Group will continue to be performing
interrelate and nteract with each other and they are its functions and achieving its goals in the immediate
aware that these things are better accomplished in an and distant future.

cent tax rate imposed by section 871(a)

A NewBlowtoTaxTreatyShopping
(1)(A) applies.
Section 1441(a) of the Code provides
that all persons, in whatever capacity

Netherlands patent holding company required to withhold U.S. tax on royalties acting, having the control, receipt., cus-

tody, disposal or payment of any of the
The U.S. Revenue recently issued Ruling 80-362 which established that where a Netherlands patent items of income specified in section

holding company is used as an intermediary by an individual person who is a citizen and resident of 1441(b) (to the extent that any of such

a foreign country with which the United States has no income tax treaty to receive U.S.-source items constitute gross income from

royalties, the company is required to withhold 30 percent U.S. withholding tax. The text of the
sources within the United States), of any
non-resident individual shall deduct and

Ruling is reprinted below. withhold from such items a tax equal to
30 percent thereof.
Section 1.1441-2(a) of the regulations

ISSUE by the United States-Netherlands Sup- provides that royaltiesare included in the
Are royalties paid for the use of a patent plementary Income Tax Convention, items of income enumerated under sec-

in the United States, under the circum- 1967-2 C.B. 472, provides that royalties tion 1441(b) of the Code.
stances described below, subject to paid to a resident or corporation of the In the present factual situation, the

Netherlands shall be exempt from tax by roy-
United States tax alties from Y to X are exempt from

the United States. There is no income tax United States tax under Article IX(l) of
FACTS convention between A's country of resi- the Convention. However, the royalties

dence and the United States. from X to A are not exempt from tax-
A, a citizen and resident of a country ation by the United States because there
other than the United States or the
Netherlands, licenses the United States LAW AND ANALYSIS is no income tax conventionbetweenA's

rights on a patent to X, a Netherlands Section 861(a)(4) of the Code provides country of residence and the United

corporation. X is a bona fide corporation that royalties for the privilege of using a
States providng for such an exemption.
Since the royalties from X to A are paidunrelated to A. X agrees to pay A a fixd patent in the United States are treated as in consideration for the privilege of using

royalty each year in return for the patent income from sources within the United
license. X relicenses the patent to Y, a States.

a patent in the United States, they are

United States corporation, for use in the Section 871(a)(1)(A) of the Code im- treated as income from sources within the
United States under section 861(a)(4) of

United States. Y agrees to pay X royalties poses a tax of 30 percent of the amount the Code and subject to United States
based on the number of units produced received from sources within the United are

income taxation under section 871(a)(1)by. Y each year under the patent. X's States by a non-resident alien individual
(A).fixed royalty to A is not contingent as interest, dividends, rents, salaries,

upon the receipt of royalties from Y. A's wages, premiums, annuities, compensa-
royalty income is not effectively con- tions, remunerations, emoluments, and HOLDING

nected with the conduct of a trade or other xed or determinable annual or Royalties paid by X to A are subject to
business within the United States within periodical gains, profits, and income. United States tax at the 30 percent rate
the meaning of section 871(b) of the Section 1.871-7(b) of the Income Tax pursuant to section 871(a)(1)(A) of the
Internal Revenue Code. Regulations provides that royalties, in- Code. X, under section 1441(a), is re-

Article IX(l) of the United States- cluding royalties for the use of a patent, quired to withhold from the royalties
Netherlands Income Tax Convention, constitute fixed or determinable annual paid to A a tax equal to 30 percent of
T.D. 5778, 1950-1 C.B. 92, as amended or periodical income to which the 30-per- such royalties.
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In three subsequent SGATAR meetings, therefore, the The Philippine National Tax Research Center has sub-
ACTAR issue was discussed. The advantages (mainly mitted the completedproject during the tenth SGATAR
that of providing continuity and facilitating the ex- meeting in Jakarta, Indonesia.
change of information) of having a permanent organ- A third project now underway is a sequel to the Tax
ization such as the ACTAR were discussed. However, Systems entitled Tax Administration Procedures ofin view of the existence of SGATAR and other organ- Selected Countries in Asia and the Pacific. The project'sizations which were already serving the same purpose. objective is to analyze the various phases and stages offor which ACTAR was to be created, it was decided not tax administration procedures in SGATAR countriesto endorse the proposal. The Study Group hoped that and recommend designed to maximize taxthe International Seminar on Taxation for Asian Coun-

measures

benefits through maximum tax administrativeefficiency.tries (ISTAC) which Japan was sponsoring and the This project proposed and approved during theNational Tax Research Center of the Philippines would
was

ninth SGATAR meeting in Manila and is expected toexpand their presentactivitiesto include fullyrpartially be completed in 1981.the functions envisionedunder the proposed ACTAR.
Finally, during the tenth meeting in Jakarta, the Philip-
pine delegation presented a new proposal for another
SGATAR joint project. The project, entitled Property
Valuation Practices in Selected Countries in Asia and

XV. SGATAR PROJECTS the Pacific, was approved by the member countries and
the Philippine National Tax Research Center was again

Following its main objective of exchanging information designated to undertake the project.
on each other's tax structures for the purpose of im-
proving one's tax system, the Study Group on Asian The main goal of this SGATAR project is to come up

with a descriptive, informativeand comparativestudy ofTax Administrationand Research has embarked on and
completed several projects aimed at providing meaning- the property valuation practices of member countries.

ful information on the tax systems and practices of Specifically, it aims to meet the following objectives:
SGATAR'smember countries. (a) gather nformation on the classificationof property/
The first of these projects was the Glossary of Tax landholdings; type of property covered by property
Terms in Member Countries of the SGATAR which taxation; and methods or valuation techniques
was published in 1978 by the Philippine National Tax employed;
Research Center for the Study Group. The Glossary of (b) determine similaritiesand differencesn the valuation
Tax Terms is a handy compendiumof the tax definitions of properties of the member countries;
of tax terms and phrases commonly used in SGATAR (c) identify specific problems on property valuation
countries. Its objective is to present a more or less common to all member countries;
comprehensive listing and clear description of these tax
terms to serve as convenient reference material during (d) look into the revenue performance of the real pro-
international conferences in taxation and as a basis for perty tax.

comparative studies which may be conducted by n-
terested parties.
The Glossay is divided nto two parts: Part I which XVI. SGATAR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
presents a consolidated glossary of tax terms used by
two or more countries, and Part II which is a glossary of The past decade has witnessed an increase in the scope
tax terms as defined in the internal laws of the ndividual of nfluence and activities of regional organization.
countries of SGATAR. There has been an irreversible trend towards groupings
The second SGATAR project is entitled Tax Systemsof and alliances ih almost all fields of human endeavor. The

Selected Countries in Asa and the Pacific. This project overriding goal of economic development, particularly
is a synopsis of the tax systems in each of the SGATAR among the developing nations, became the mpetus that

member countries and is aimed at providing simple and drew these countries together to work for common

factual information to investors and other members of goals, interests and ideals. The Study Group on Asian

the business community; to government administrators Tax Administration and Research has been a product
and policy makers who can broaden their perspective of this decade.

through an insight into comparative tax practices and In its ten years of existence, the Study Group, during
procedures; and to students and researchers in public its annual meetings, has discussed 39 major topics and
finance and other interested parties. issues all relating to scal policy, tax systems and

The Tax Systems is made up of three parts: Part I administration, and tax research. These annual meetings
consists of the country papers briefly describing the have served as an effective forum for the exchange of

structure of the tax system of each member country ideas and nformation among the member countries.

by an identification of the tax bases, rates and sig- They have also been very effective as an avenue for the

nificant administrative provisions; Part II is a com- ventilation of taxation problems and discussion of their

parative presentation of the significant elements of the possible solutions.

tax systems of the member countries; and Part III Tax officials from the SGATAR member countrieshave
is a presentation of the fiscal ncentives offered by each found the nformatin and experiences they have
member country to promote economic development. gained from the SGATARmeetings and discussionsvery
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sale of land under land taxation, whereas in other Although the reporting systems in the participating
countries these are classified as income tax. countriesvary from country to country, they all provide
Rates on land are imposed by Federal or Central govern- a picture of the activities of the national economy in-

ments as well as by local or district governments. In cluding income, property, consumptionand distribution.
almost all participating countries, the revenues from This nformation is indispensabIe in the estimation of '

land taxescomprise the principal source f finance for the tax revenue in relation to the preparation of the
local governments. governmentbudget.
On the other hand, land tax revenue when compared to In the framework of standardizationand simplification,
central government revenue is generally small. It is only all participating countries are gradually computerizing
when compared to total local government revenue that the nter-office administrative work, although they do

property taxes play an important role. so at different levels and to different degrees, in ac-

cordance with the needs and means of the countryThe problems encountered in the area of land taxation concerned.
in most countries are concentrated on administration
and valuation. Suggestions were made to improve the effectiveness of

reporting by conducting frequent seminars and training
2. Development of fiscal incentives to promote dom- courses for tax administrators to achieve optimum

estic and foreign investments efciency and effectiveness.

In general, all participating countries already have a 4. Administrativeimplementationof income tax treaties
considerable number of scal ncentives to promote
investments. Several participants, however, expressed All participating countries have concluded tax treaties,
doubt as to the effectiveness of fiscal ncentives in including some under negotiation with other countries.
encouragingdevelopment. Practicalproblems that arise in the administrationof the

Some participants were of the opinion that both the agreements are generally resolved by reference to the

host country as well as the home country of the investor provision of the agreement concerned and the domestic

should benefit from the incentives. Others, however, law. No serious problems are encounteredin the admin-

found that the advantages were questionable. As an
istration of tax treaties.

example, Malaysia and Japan both have lcational Several countries experience problems in deciding the
ncentives, aimed at developing certain sites or regions. correct amount of head ofce expenses that are de-
Even in the case where a given region showed definite ductible n calculating the taxable ncome of branch
industrial development, neither Malaysia nor Japan offices and subsidiaries. The meeting agreed that this
could say with certainty to what extent the locational was intrinsically a question f obtaining adequate in-
incentiveswere contributoryto that development. formation.

The delegates were in agreement that other factors, such As most of the participating countries had adopted the
as infrastructure, availability of skilled labour, com- OECD model in form and intent, thought was given to
munication and other facilities, were of greater m- having somemultilateraltype ofconventionin the future.
portance to prospective investors than tax exemptions
or allowances.

With regard to the xchange of experiences concerning
technology transfer, most of the participants of the
meeting identified this as a difficult area of taxation. XIV. ATTEMPTS TO FORMALIZE SGATAR VIA

Exemptions were not seen as the real way to achieve ACTAR

developmentor technology transfer.
Considering that SGATAR is just an informal StudyIn the issue of overlapping administration on scal Group with no permanent structural machnery to

ncentives, it was agreed that a synchronized approach out its functions, there have been several attemptsbetween tax offices and other government ofces may
carry
(as will be noted in the discussions of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd

be the answer. and 4th meetings) to create a more formal organization. \
The idea was first advanced during the 1st SGATAR ',
meeting in Manila when the Philippine delegation pro- '\

3. Reporting and statistical systems for tax adminis- posed the establishment of a permanent tax center
tration purposes in Asia to be called the Asian Center for Tax Admin-

istration and Research (ACTAR). The Philippine pro-Statistics are of major importance for the tax administra- posal was based on the need for regional tax cooperationtion machinery of any cuntry, as they provide the basis in Asia and on the fact that existing facilities cannot
for revenue estimation and are a valuable surce of base- with the present needs. ACTAR proposed to
line data for decision and policy making.

cope was

act as a clearing house for the exchange of information
Reporting, in particular management reporting, is an and to conduct seminars and conferences among tax
equally important means by which management of an ofcials in the region. In principle, most of the SGATAR
enterprise can be exercised. Some of the participating member countries agreed with the idea but they re-

countries classify reports as informational reports, quested more time and further study befre finally
which are primarily used for tax administration. deciding on the proposal.
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(a) the exploitation of the gap between company and 4. Problems and recent developments in dealing with
individual tax rates; tax evasion

(b) ver-reportingof expenditures;
(c) taking advantage of loans to or from stockholders; Alglrowithe pgaprtriocibpleatminrgescuolutinntgriienstaregmreeenddtohuastteavxenevuaeslioosnsesis

and a

(d) supply of incomplete and false information. to their respective governments. As reported, the most

To counter the above problem, most of the SGATAR common forms of tax evasionnclude:

countries have adpted remedial measures such as the (a) unreported ncome of taxpayers through non.filing
imposition f punitive or special tax rates on undis- of returns, omission of certain types of income like

tributed profits and the use of more effective audit dividends and fixed deposit interest and other

procedures. similar methods;
(b) understatement of income through reduction in or

non-recordingof sales and incorrect accounts;
(c) improperand unallowabledeductions;and

2. Management practices in the enforcement of the (d) false allocation of ncome through, among others,
income tax law false charges for salaries and diversion to fictitious

partners.
On the second topic commn problems in the enforce-
ment f the income tax laws were found, ncluding: Among others, an intensied campaign to ferret out tax

fraud information was reported to be underway in most
(a) non-compliance with the requirement of filing in- SGATAR countries to remedy the above problems.

come tax returns; Also, a more effective use of.auditingand the computer
(b) underdeclaration or non-declaration of income by are being resorted to.

those who have filed returns;
(c) difficulty in determining the veracity of deductions

claimed by those who have filed returns; and

(d) collusion between taxpayers and tax authorities.
Xlll. TENTH SGATAR MEETING IN JAKARTA

One remedial measure employed by most of the parti-
cipating countries is computerization. This mdern The second meeting of the second round (the tenth
technique ensures a more efficient processingof retums meeting) of SGATAR held in Jakarta, Indonesia,aed collection of tax. The use of taxpayercode numbers

was

17-21 1980. A total of 35 delegates from eight mem-
for identification purposes is als cmmon among the

ber countries participated in the meeting. The host
SGATAR countries.Tax informatincampaignsdesigned
to improve the level f public tax consciousness, thereby country, Indonesia, sent four observers and, for the

rst time, Korea, a non-member, sent two observers.
ncreasing voluntary compliance, are also undertaken
in most countries. Mr Sutadi Sukarya, Indonesian Director-General of

Taxatin, was unanimously elected chairman of the

meeting while Mr. Sikwan Sutanto, Technical Adviser
for Investment Affairs of the Directorate General of

3. Problems and recent improvements made n the tax Taxation, discharged the duties of the Secretary-General.
collection machinery

The Indonesian Minister of Finance, Dr. Ali Wardhana,
The third topic dealt specifically with methods of col- gave the opening remarks expressing the hope that the

lecting taxes with particular emphasis on the system of Study Group would continue to encourage the develop-
tax payment, collection by enforcement and problems ment of closer economic ties among the countries of

of late payments; control f taxpayer's account and tax the region.
payments; and problems on receivables, particulary the The lOth meeting is the second time that Dr. Ali
causes of accumulationof receivables and steps taken to Wardhana, Messrs. Sukarya and Sutanto performed the

remedy the situation. same tasks they did in 1972.

The two predominant tax payment schemes used in The meeting discussed four topics, namely: (1) land
SGATAR countries are the self-assessment and the tax taxation; (2) development of fiscal incentives to pro-
office assessment methods. Most cuntries also use mote domestic and foreign investments; (3) reporting
withholding or salary deduction schemes of collecting and statistical systems for tax admi:nistrationpurposes;
taxes. To enforce collection, administrative and judicial and (4) administrative mplementation of income tax
measures are commonly resorted to. treaties.

The most common measures to control taxpayer's
accounts and records f payments are the use f tax- 1. Land taxation

payer account numbers, registration cards and ledger
accounts. Regarding the problem of accumulating re- On the first topic, it was noted that taxes on land in the

ceivables, the major causes pointed out are the evasive region take the form of both property taxes and transfer
devices of taxpayers and slow processingof tax receipts taxes. Land taxes fall into the category of property
due to lack of manpower and inadequate computer taxes while stamp, gift and death duties fall into the
services. Steps taken to remedy this problem are im- category of transfer taxes. Some of the participating
proved computerizationand judicial measures. countries classify the taxes on profits gained from the
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Most of the participatingcountrieshave already adopted The staff trainingmethodsvary fromcountryto country.
methods and procedures to cope with said increases in Some countries such as Japan have established taxation
the volume of tax returns,the most cmmon of which colleges which train the tax fficialsnot only in taxation
are the following: subjects but also in accounting and ther related dis-

(a) streamliningin the processingof tax returns; ciplines. Others have establihed within their manage-

(b) adoption of sample checking nstead of complete ment and training structures special staff training
checkingof all tax returns; sections which are run by officers skilled in teaching

(c) tolerances allowed in the case of smalldiscrepancies methods. Finally, the problem of retaining qualified
in the income and claims for deductible items; staff was discussed since mst SGATAR countries face

(d) computer checks which make possible the quick this problem. The higher salary structures in the pri-
and efficienthandling of a large volumefwork of a vate sector was cited as a majr cause of this problem
repetitivenature; and until the taxation offices can match these higher

(e) legislative assistance through the enactment of tax salaries, the difficulty of retaining qualified staff

laws reducing the number of tax returns in the case will continue to be a problem.
of low income earners; and With the ighth meeting in Wellingtn, the SGATAR

(f) delegation of powers with respect to making certain annual meetings have come full circle. It was unani-
decisionsdown to lwer graded ofcers according to mously agreed by the delegates that, considering the '

defined levels of respnsibility. benets derived from them, the annual SGATAR

The Japanese blue return system was cited as an ef- meetingsshould continue.

fective method of streamlining the processing of tax
returns. Xll. NINTH SGATAR MEETING IN MANILA

As in the first round of annual SGATAR meetings, the

3. Recent developments in dealing with tax avoidance Philippines again hosted the first in the second round
(the ninth meeting) of SGATAR. It was held in Manila,arrangements 11-17 Nvember 1979, with 37 delegates * and observers

On the third topic of problems and recent developments participatingfrom the eightSGATARmember-countries.

in dealingwith tax avoidance arrangenents,a distinction Mr. Efren I. Plana, Philippine Commissionerof Internal

was made between tax avoidance and tax evasion. Revenue and head of the Philippine delegation, was

Fortunately, all the SGATAR cuntries have the same unanimously elected Chairman of the meeting. Dr.

interpretation of the tw terms. It was reiterated that Angel Q. Yoingco, Executive Director f the Philippine
tax avoidance refers to the legal means by which tax- National Tax Research Center, again acted as the

payers are able to take advantage of loopholes and Secretary-General, the same position he held during
deficiencies in the tax laws while tax evasion refers the rst SGATAR meeting in Manila in 1971.

to the illegal and criminal means by which a taxpayer Minister f Finance, Cesar A. Virata, welcomed the
defrauds the governmentof its revenue. delegates on behalf of the Philippine government and

Most of the participating delegations reported the pre- delivered the keynote address, the same task he also
had the privilege to perform during the first SGATARsence of widespread tax avoidance in their respective

countries, made possible thrugh the operation of a meeting held in Manila. Minister Virata praised the

variety of income splitting and diversion schemes. SGATAR for having successfully provided a forum for

They agreed that this is a problem of serious dimensions fruitful discussions, exchange of ideas, experiences and

and is particularly prevalent in the business community problems on tax policy formulation, administration

which has the greatest resources available to obtain the and research.

necessary legal and accounting skills in devising tax There were four major topics on the agenda of the ninth
avoidance arrangements. meeting and these were: (1) problems in dealing with

To counter the problem f tax avoidance, it vas agreed family-owned or closely-held corprations; (2) manage-
that there should be a continuing review of existing tax ment practices in the enforcementf the income tax

laws to plug any lopholes that ngenious taxpayers law; (3) problems and recent improvementsmade in the

capitalize on. Also, it was recgnized that tax ofcers tax collection machinery; and (4) problems and recent

need a great deal of technical skill and expertise to developmentsin dealing with tax evasion.

combat the complex problem of tax avoidance.
1. Problems in dealing with family-owned or closely-

held corporations
4. Organizationand implementationof staff training

Regarding the first topic: such corporations have re-

All the participating delegations reportedn the various sorted to certain tax avoidance and tax evasionpractices
systems and techniques employed in their respective to minimize their tax liabilities. The most common of

countries under staff training programs. The need for these practices are:

in-depth staff training as a means by which tax fficials
btain the necessary technical and management skills * Mr. Ray P. Kellaway, Chief delegate of the New Zealand dele-
vital t the successful administratin of a tax office gation, passed away on the opening day. He was replaced by Mr.
was accepted. Paul Novak as head of the delegation.
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StudyGrouonAsianTaxAdministration
anc Research(SGATAR)

An Exoerimen. in Rec_tona -axCoo :)era:ton..- ar .

-

By Angel Q. Yoingco * and Sutadi Sukarya **

3. Role of computers, microfilming and other modern of problems common to all the paricipating countries.
techniques in taxation offices The policy of multinationals to minimize their tax

liabilities through the transfer of profits to countries
With the exceptionof Australia and Japan, the SGATAR with a low tax structure including tax haven contries
member countries were found to be in the early stages is regardedas the basicproblemconfrontingthe SGATAR
of cmputer applicatin. It was hoped therefore that cuntries. The problem is aggravated by the lack of
they would learn much from the experiencesofAustralia resources to adequately check the financial records of
and Japan. The substantial benefits that can be gained multinational companies. More specifically, these dif-
from the use f computers was acknowledged without ficulties are brought about by the following:
question. As pointed out, some of the benefits were (a) insufficient nformation held by the resident com-
speed and accuracy in prcessing tax returns and docu-
ments, savings in labr costs and storage capability. The pany on the methods applied by the overseas parent

in fixing prices and other charges;data stored in computers f tax administrations may
cmpany

also be used in the productionfnational statistics, the (b) lack of expertise on the part of tax officials in
handling tax audits and investigations;examination of prposals for changes in tax laws and in (c) inadequate comparative infrmation particularlythe frmulationof national economic policy. where the multinational company is in a monopoly
situation; and

XI. EIGHTH SGATAR MEETING IN WELLINGTON (d) the processing f accounting information through
highly sophisticated computer systems which are

programmed and controlled within the parent com-
The eighth SGATAR meeting was held in Wellington, pany's country of residence.
New Zealand, 12-17 November 1978. Twenty-eight
delegates representing the eight member countries of To overcome the above problems, most SGATAR coun-

SGATARparticipated in the meeting. tries employ the arm's length method in determining
the taxable incomes of multinational companies. This

Mr. Ray P. Kellaway, Chief Deputy Commissioner of
means that the profit ratio expected are those that

the New Zealand Inland Revenue Department, was would have been derived had the parties to the trans-
unanimously elected Chairman of the meeting. The actions been uncontrolled or independent. Another
task of the Secretary-General was given to Mr. Paul remedy employed by some of the participating coun-
Spicer, Chief Executive Officer (Administration), also tries, is the ntroduction of withholding tax systems at
of the Inland RevenueDepartment. source with respect to payments of interest, dividends
Mr. Hugh Templeton, the Minister in charge of the and royalties to the parent companies. Finally, the
Inland Revenue Department, welcomed the delegates participating countries agreed that there should be
and delivered the opening address. He emphasized the greater cooperation and discussion among them in the
benefits which can be derived from regional cooperation exchange of information relative to multinational
and commenced on the vital and important task of companies.
formulating tax plicy and carrying out the admin-
istration of tax laws.

2. Methods of dealing with increases in the volume ofThere were four major topics discussed in the meeting, tax returns
namely: (1) practical problems in dealing with the
taxation of multinational companies; (2) methods of The second topic discussed concerned the methods of
dealing with increases in the volume of tax returns; dealing with ncreases in the volume of tax returns.
(3) methods and recent developments in dealing with
tax avoidance arrangementsand (4) the organizationand
implementationof staff training.

* Executive Director, National Tax Research Center (NEDA),1. Taxation of multinationalcompanies Manila, Philippines.
** Director-General of Taxes, Ministry of Finance, Jakarta, In-

The taxation of multinational companies i one source donesia.
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change in income apprtinedunder the California the ICC has adopted the attachedReslutinwhich
formula which bears no relationship to the commer- it recommends shuld be given the widest pssible
cial realities. publicity.

5. Substantial profits may be earnedin somedeveloping
territories but may well not be available to the or- Resolution
ganisation outside those territories by reason of ex-

change control regulations. The ICC views with the invitability that n-concern an

6. Quite apart from taxation cnsiderations, there are crease in cases in which profits taxes are levied by politi-
many regulations which prtect minority sharehol- cal sub-divisions unencumbered by treaty obligations,
ders and ensure that companies in which govern- will result in mounting duble taxation of profits
ment or the public have minrity shareholdings are (which tax treaties set out to avoid). This isparticularly
dealt with on a rigorous arm's length basis. But s if the basis of assessment in any such plitical sub-
the California formula, based on assumed unity, is divisin is not entirely consistentwith that of the coun-

applied to all prfits where there is more than a 50 try itself and extends t operations carried on outside
percent common nterest. Minority shareholdersare the cuntry. This problem has manifested itself in an

thereby called upon to pay taxes n a fictitius al- acute form in connectinwith the attemptsof the State
location of the profits f a Grup in which their n- of Califrnia to impose the glbal r unitary form
terest is confined to,a minority nterest in ne of of assessmentbased on ncomef companies nvlved in
the members. internationaloperations outside the U.S.

7. The computatin of wrld-wide profits accrding The dangers of double taxation and the administrative
to the rules of a plitical sub-division could be a prblems arising from the taxation polic of California,
Herculean task, particularlywhere home country ac- and other political sub-divisions, have undoubtedly de-

counting standards differ substantially from those terred wuld-be investors from making nvestments

followed in the tax-levying political sub-divisions. which would otherwise have been undertaken. This ap-

The adption of a California type tax reprting sys- proach, if it should spread, could easily become a most

tem would thus entail considerable additional ex- important threat to nternational trade since nterna-
tional operations would inevitably be confronted with

pense in providing the necessary nformationand in
a real danger of multiple taxation of the same profitsrecasting the accounts of a group f companies to
and unacceptable administrative burdens. The dangersconform with a political sub-division's accounting
were also recognized by the Cuncil of the OECD in

principles. This cost is multiplied in cases where
rejecting the s-called global method in its recent re-

other plitical sub-divisions adopt similar but not
port n Transfer Pricing (TransferPricing and Multina-

identical systems. If sufficiently significant, such tional Enterprses (OECD, Paris, July 1979) pp. 14-15).costs would inevitably find their way nto higher
consumer prices. In addition, the use of a California- The ICC reconfirms its view that, as a general rule, tax

type system virtually guarantees duble or multiple should be based on a fair measure of income as com-

taxation of the same ncome, which also nereases puted by reference to the amount which could be ex-

costs. pected to arise between ndependent parties dealing
at arm's length. This rule has universal application. The

Moreover, the acceptance f the California system ICC therefore recommends that, in all cases where the
could give encouragement to other governments taxation policies of political sub-divisions extend to
who could be led to believe that its adoption, per- non-domestic operations, all possible measurs should
haps in modified forms, would give rise to substan- be taken to ensure that the terms of an agreement er
tial additional tax revenue however unjustified this treaty dealing with taxation n ncome should bind all
may be. The system is especially injuriousduring the authorities having jurisdiction within the bundaries of
start-upf a new business since the formula will pro- each contracting State. This recommendation is in
duce fictitious profits, particularly if the initial n-

ac-

cordance with the OECD mdel taxation Convention
vestment is a heavy one. 1977 (Art. 2) and a considerable number of interna-
In view of the situation explained in the foregoing, tional friendship, trade and shipping treaties.
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tries, but the taxing authorities now regard business as arm's ]engg' basis. Ratificationof treaties requires the

being prima facie unified if it meets the test of commn approval of the U.S. Senate and, although the Foreign
ownership only, notwithstandingthe fact that it may be Relations Cmmittee recommended adoptin of the

operating in many disparate business enterprises and Treaty incorporating the restriction mentioned above,
autonomous units. Now, the California authorities the Treaty failed to attract the necessary tw-thirdsma-

determine organisations as prima facie being unitary on jority in the full senate vote. It should be noted that
the basis of a more than 50 percent common ownership, in the meantime the Treaty had received full approval
and tax returns are required on a world-wideconslidat- by the U.K. Parliament. Those Senators objecting to
ed basis so that the formula is applied to global world- ratification claimed to be motivatedby a concern not to
wide profits. infringe State rights in an unconstitutinalway (a con-

Despite claims by the State taxing authorities that the cern shown t be misplaced since, as previously men-

three factor system attributes a fairer share of profits to tioned, the U.S. Supreme Court has now said that such

the taxing authorities, there is no denying that the sys- rights are constrained by internationalagreements) and,
tem is arbitrary and completely inapprpriate in the in- since the U.S. administration judged that the Treaty
ternational context and can result in taxatin by the would not pass in the agreed form, it acquiesced to an

State of the income of corporations that have no real amendment which had the effect f permitting States

contact or connexionwith that State. such as California to require businessf U.K. groups to
be subject to California tax by reference to world-wide

This California initiative has attracted the attentinf profits.
other States, so that Oregon and Alaska have passed
legislatin enabling similar methods t be used (al- Acting upon advice from its U.S. contacts the U.K. Gov-

thugh Alaska has quickly eliminatd it for oil produc- ernment judged that the Senate wuld not countenance

tion operations where the effect would be to decrease the re-introduction of the State limitation and, whilst

profits taxable in Alaska) and eight other States have expressing regret that U.S. administration could not de-

been reported to be about to adopt, ofto be considering liver the Treaty as negotiated, accepted the revised pro-

the adoption of, this method. vision n the basis that it was the best deal btainable.
This acceptance was, however, coupled with a publicly

Under the U.S. Constitution, each State has the right to announced condemnation of the unitary basis as ex-
tax prfits of business carried n in that State and re- tended to internationaloperatins.
cently the U.S. Supreme Court has endrsed in the case

of Moorman Manufactoring Co. v. Bair the right of one There is hardly any need to list those factors which
State to use the so-called unitary method having regard would distort ncome allocation if each political sub-
to one factor only, namely, sales -- albeit in inter-state division, e.g. California in the U.S., is allwed to have re-

commerce (i.e. the case did not involve sales outside the gard to wrld-wide profits of a foreign multi-national
U.S.). The U.S. Supreme Curt has, however, recently and the follwing summary does not pretend to be ex-

ruled in the case of Japan Line Ltd. v. County of Los haustive.
Angeles that the powers of the States must be subsidiary 1. Sales values are determined by a number of factorsto any international agreement entered nto by the U.S.

which have uniform relationship to profits. For
on a national level and to the constraints of the U.S. no

Constitution which was nterpreted as not permitting example, the proportion of sales taxes varies enorm-

multiple taxation of foreign commerce. It was also de- ously from country to country and a high sales tax
increases sales values but does not ncessarily n-cided that the rights f the States must not involve the

impairment of the U.S. to speak with ne voice in in- crease profits. (An example of this distortion arises
in connection with the current proposl to levy aternational affairs. The U.S. should ensure therefre, windfall profits tax the oil industry in the U.S.that States limit their purview t profits directly re-

on

If this proposal is adopted the gross sales in the U.S.lated t the activities of the U.S. taxpayer in situations
would substantially increase but the after-taxwhere nternational trade or foreign relations can be pro-

adversely affected through unitary taxation. The pre-
fits would not increase in the same ratio.)

sent claim being pursued by California appears to be 2. Payroll costs will vary significantly between one

directly in conflict with the friendship, trade and ship- country and another dependentupon the prosperity
ping treaties which the U.S. have concluded with many of the country concerned. The California formula
countriesand which are designed to encourage trade and assumes that the higher the payroll the higher the
investment. proprtion of profits, but this can be and often is

the complete reverse of the truth.
When the U.S./U.K. Tax Treaty came up for re-negotia-
tion following a change in the U.K. corporate tax struc- 3. Property costs in under-developed territories are

ture, the negotiators agreed that the Treaty should in- normally far lower than they are in more advanced

clude a clause preventingStates from applying the uni- countries but, once again, this does not necessarily
tary basis to profitsf companieswithin a U.K. Group mean that the profits arising from those properties
in so far as they were operating outside the U.S. With- are lower.

out this limitation total income charged to tax levied 4. Exchange fluctuations can have a marked effect
by States could have exceeded that attributable to the upon profits earned as between one country to an-

U.S. by the Federal Government but, nevertheless, the other. A change in the value of the dollar resulting
clause gave necessary recgnition to the sanctity of terri- in an increase or decrease in dollar equivalents of
torial taxing rights which would be satisfied n an earnings in ther countries will be accompaniedby a
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tion 482 of the Internal Revenue Code which governs

The International
these matters.

Other countries have fllowed the U.S. initiative. For

ChamberofCommerce: example, the Federal German Republic and the United

Kingdom re in .the process f formulating their wn

rules. Treaties between countries such as the U.S. and

THE POTENTIALLYDANGEROUSEFFECT the U.K. provide for inter-change of information to as-

sist in the adoption of uniformity in these matters, and
UPON INTERNATIONALCOMMERCE OF THE it s customary for the administrators to discuss differ-
GLOBALOR UNITARYBASIS ences of approach, at the request of the taxpayer, where
OF ASSESSMENT differing procedures result in the same profit being

taxed in both countries. In all cases, however, where
international agreement exists, the guiding principle is
the arm's length price which would be appropriate

In the preceding issue we published the article: Identifica- in the case of independentpersons. The Council of the
tion of the source of income- the unitarysystemof taxa- OECD has recently adopted a recommendationon the
tion by James C. Redmond evaluating the pros and cons determination of transfer prices between associated en-

of the separate accounting system and the unitary system terprises, which endorses this principle. (See Transfer
of taxation. We also published a statement of the Council Pricingand MultnationalEnterprises (OECD, Paris, July
of the Dutch Employers' Federation which .it submitted to 1979).)
the California Senate Committee on Revenue and Taxation The procedures outlined above are generally accepted
outlining its objections against the unitary system of taxa- by international business since they fllow the maxim
tion. that an operating unit shuld exact a fair price when
We now take pleasure in reproducing Document 180/195 selling goods or services to another part of the same

Or. Rev. in which the International Chamber of Commerce, organisation. Apart from fiscal considerations, a fair
Paris, sets forth its opinion on the subject. price system is also necessary where the company

acquiring or disposing of assets has to have regard t
minority interests.

In the past thirty years or mre internationalcommerce It is accepted that, in the absence of proper regulations,
has expanded at a rapid rate t the benefitof all peoples, taxpayers could be tempted to divert profits from coun-

particularly those in the more advanced ndustrialised tries imposinghigh tax rates to those where tax rates are
countries. To a large extent this trend has been the re- lower and this adds to the necessity of ensuring that a
sult of government initiatives in lowering trade barriers system of fair prices prevails.
and in providing, through bilateral agreements, a mea-

sure of certainty in relation to the proper measure of In so far as the U.S. is concerned, the regulations issued

taxation by each of the taxing authorities involved. The under Section 482 are aimed at ensuring a fair allocation

explosion in technological innovation has been festered of taxable profit to the U.S. as a whole and there is no

by these arrangements, enabling companies to utilise justication for altering such allocation by completely
knowledge not available in one country alone. The com- arbitrary means.

plexity of modern manufactured and processed pro- However, for many years nter-state commerce in the
ducts has necessitated a chain of facilities in different U.S. has been bedevilled by the inability of States to
locations to exploit each processt the best advantage. agree to a uniform system of profit allocationand many

Strategic direction requires central planning, but most States have adopted a formula basis unrelated to the

complex organisations which have developed into multi- arm's length principle. It is not uncommonfor States

nationals grant as much autonomy as possible to the such as California to have regard to the total profits of

plants located in ndividual countries. the U.S. enterprise including foreign subsidiariesand ar-

bitrarily to allocate a profit to Califrniaby a three fac-
The complex nature of modern business jnvolves many tor method. This method compares State sales, proper-
transactions which cross fiscal frntiers and taxing au- ty and payroll with total figures for each enterprise con-
thorities are understandablyanxious that taxable profits cerned. Total figures at one time were confined to U.S.
should be fairly measured in each of the countries con- operations, but more recently Caljfornia has extended
cerned. The principal area of difficulty has been con- this principle to foreign corporations carrying on busi-
cerned with the price at which raw materials, semi-

ness in California either through a branch or subsidiary
manufactured goods and completed goods are trans- and has demanded from those corporations information
ferred from one branch or subsidiary of an organisatin on a world-wide basis. There can be no justification for
to another in a differentcountry,and the internationally adopting this formula in the case of a group of compa-
accepted principle which governs inter-group pricing is nies or foreign corporatins perating in a number of
based on the arm's length or marketvalue method. countries, some of which will be much more advanced
This principle is in some cases implementedby detailed ndustrially than others and all of which would have

regulations and in many cases by general guidelines differing economic environments. Until fairly recently,
which provide for proper and consistent commercial the California authorities have applied this three factr
criteria to be adopted. In the United States, for ex- system only to genuinely unified business operations in

ample, there are detailed regulations issued under Sec- a number of States r in a number of different coun-
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Perhaps the mst fascinating possibility is that the possible for the expatriate managers to come in, set
Bahamas should become a center for the setting up of up and direct the operations for the first few years.
manufacturing companies perating under sub-contract. It is interesting that a small country like Liechtenstein,
In the future, assembly wrk in electronics will be a whose nternational reputation is normally that of a

major source of employment and it has already been letter-box tax haven, has a population of which 60
demonstrated that, because f the minimum size of percent is employed in local industry. Presumably,
electronic components, these can be carried by air at it is nt necessary to underline further the value of such
a minimal cost for assembly and subsequent sale in the companies to the Bahamas. They could bring to it a

markets of the world. This form of company could be new prsperity based on a substantial employment of
a major source of employment of Bahamians in a new skilled labour in new technologies.
field, but it is absolutely imperative that it shuld be

BRITISH INLAND REVENUE POISED TO ATTACK
CORPORATEPROFITS IN TAX HAVENS

The British Inland Revenue has been instructed represented by the ownership of shares by parent
by the Government to issue a consultative docu- companies in the U.K. The tax will apply to all
ment on 'Tax Havens and the Corporate Sector'. interests in excess of 10 percent.
The most important legal weapon in the hands of
the Inland Revenue for the last 30 years to counter The charge will apply if the controlled company is
international tax avoidance in the corporate sector resident in a country with 'a privileged tax system'
has been section482 of the Incomeand Corpration and if the dividend distribution,t the U.K. is not
Taxes Act 1970. (This sectin made unlawful, substantial. The 'privilege' referred to is absence of

company migration, transfers of trade abroad, and tax, or tax substantially lower than the U.K.
certain transactionsrelating to overseascompanies). Genuine trading activities and transactions in the
The section reinforced exchange control, and now tax haven would be excluded frn the charge.
that sterling is free on the intemationalexchanges,
it is felt that section 482 has lost sone of its bite. This attack on taxhavenconpaniesis supplemented

by a further consultative document issued by theThe Inland Revenue is, however, loth to repeal Inland Revenue which proposes changes in thesection 482 without some replacement, on the law relating to criteria for determining companyground that there might be a loss to the revenue by residence for tax purposes. At present the U.K.further tax avoidance. It states that there has been rule is the test of'centralmanagementand control'.
a marked increase of tax avoidance in the cor- According to the Inland Revenue, the considerable
porate sector in recent years, and the Government weight given to the place where the formalmeetingswishes to counter avoidance of U.K. tax by ac- of directors takes place has been eroded by instantcumulationof profits and investmentin taxhavens. communication, rapid transprt, and changes in
It is proposed that the United Kingdom should the ways n which companies decide and implement
emulate the U.S.A., Grmany, Canada, Japan and policy. Accordingly, the new rule proposed to de-
France by imposing a tax charge on unremitted cide company residence is the test of practicalday
incme and capital gains of overseas companies to day management, r principal acts of manage-
contrlled by U.K. residents. Corporate share- ment, or principal place of business. The place
holders resident in the U.K. will be taxed in the where the formal meetings of directors takes place
U.K. on the proportinof income and capital gains would no longer have its present significance.
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answer to those assaults is a creation of realmanagement systems. This arises because of the inordinate suspicinsby resident managers and this involves, as a prerequisite, that national tax authorities have of any operations
a fexible system of work permits for important top within tax havens so that any discussion n transfer
management until local people can be trained to do the pricing where a tx haven is involved means that, in
job. Unless this is done, then one can seea pretty dismal tennis terms, you start the argument at a 15-1ove
future for companiesset up in tax havens. disadvantage and possibly, where tax authorities are

Where services or goods or facilities are transferred be- either recalcitrant or obstreperous, it might even be a

tween external companies and tax haven cnies, 40-love disadvantage.
under common control, it will be essential for the future There is, of course, a real limit to the value of a tax
that these transactions, i.e. the transfer pricing adjust- haven company. If, as i the normal case, a tax haven
ments, should be at arm's length. This concept of arm's has no double tax agreements with the outside world,length is now a matter f consensus between all govern- this means that transfers of dividends and interest are
ments, and figures in almost every double tax treaty, penalized by comparisn with similar flows comingand is common to almost every organization which out of other countries. Only the Netherlands Antilles
speaks with any authority n international business and Switzerland have any mportantntemationaldouble
relationships in their scal context. As regards tax tax treaties and in the case of other tax havens, like the
havens, the problem of transfer pricing is even more Bahamas, this means that profits generated inside the
difficult than it is between companies established in two tax havens can only be used without tax penalty by
r more developed countries with fully-fledged fiscal treating the tax free funds as an ever-circulator. This is

probably not a majorhazard inside a group ofcompanies
I

i because the funds can normally be: lent at interest
Spur OiI Ltd. v. Her Majesty the Queen outside the tax haven for nancing new development

elsewhere.
(Federal Court of Canada 22.2.80) As regards the positive possibilities in the Bahamas for

setting up companies, it is obvious that it would be aSpur Oil, a subsidiary of Murphy O of Canada, allegedly
bought crude o from Tepwin Co. a Bermuda corpomtion good base for shipping company management. The
owned by Murphy Oil of Canada. Tepwin charged Spur Oil failure of the group of seventy-seven4 to abolish
a freight charge of 27c a barrel. This charge was disallowed flags of convenience shows that the management of
by the Canadan Revenue and the disaUowance was the shipping companies from tax havens has an interesting
reason for Spur's appeal. futre.

Tepwin was in fact set up by Murphy Oil of Arkansas, the There is a growing tendency by large companies to set
parent of Murphy O of Canada, on behalf of the latter. up their own captive nsurance company subsidiariesAll the acts of control and managementof the operations and there is no reason why the Bahamas should not beand decisions of Tepwin were done in Arkansas, Calgary, able to capitalize on this possibility.Alberta and MontreaL The Bermuda directors,and officers
were mere scribes for Murphy Oil in Arkansas. They ex- I need not say anything on the subject of setting up
ercised no control and manqgementand made no decisions banking compa:nies in the Bahamas because most of
on opemtions. As regards the procurement of crude oil them are here because of this pssibility. I would beand its transportation, they did nothing and did not eren the last person to tell bankers how to run their busi-give instructions on these matters. Tepwin was supposed ness, but I do feel that the banking companies in theto buy o in the Middle East and have it transported to Bahamas will come in for ncreasing scrutiny by thePortland, Maine. But Murphy Ol Tradng, headquartered tax authorities of other countries, unless they can showin Arkansas did all that. All invoices to Tepwin were from
Murphy Oil Trading and so were all bills of lading and that the operation is autonomousand properly managed
eidence of title. The freght was a bookkeepngentry. It in the Bahamas.
was instructed to be charged by the parent company and There should be a fruitful future for the setting-up fSpur's accountants said they would 'bury it before going companies in the Bahamas for the purchasing of inter-to bed'. Arkansas instructed the solicitors in Bermuda to national raw materials and subsequent selling to com-write up directors' minutes declaring a dividend equal to

panies around the world. The only essential fact thatthe freight charge..The whole of the freight charge was
must be borne in mind is that the transactionsbetweenin fact declared and passed by way of taxfree dividend to

Spur'sparent company. controlled companiesshould be at arm's length.
Expert evidence, showed that the freight contract was not Patent licensing companies shuld have a useful part
typical of the market at the tme, dd not consttute far to play in the Bahamas, especially if patent licenses
market value, and did not have any valid commercial are sold to third parties in other parts of the world.
reasons. It was found that officers and directors of Tepwin Here again, it is essential that the Bahamas companydid not exercise management and control of ts busness. has a mind and management of its own and is not aThey merely carried out instructionsgiven by Arkansas, or stooge company.Calgary from the parent or associatedcompanies.

International holding companies, intermediate betweenThe transactons of Tepwin were found to be artificial the top company in a multi-national and the operatingon the ground that Tepwin was resident in Arkansas or
down below, can act as temporarywarehousesCanada but not in Bermuda, and that contracts executed by companies

Tepwin were done while it was resident n Arkansas or for dividends, interest and royalties within a group.
Canada.

4. UNCTAD led by Peru.
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port to and from major industrial countries, good telex One of the difficulties which has accompanied the

communications and efficient telephone communi- setting up of companies in countries like the Bahamas

cations with the rest of the world. is that the managements of parent companies are pos-
sessed of, what I like to call, the Maria Theresa complex.

Six Commandment Maria Theresa was, you may recall, the Empress of the

Effective legal, accountingand administrativefacilities Great Empire of Austria-Hungary. At one stage in her

career.she was invlved in a fairly nefarious conspiracy
It should be possible to set up companies quickly and with the Emperor of all the Russias and the King of

efficiently and to obtain efcient help in perating Prussia to dismember the Kingdom of Poland. She

those companies. didn't like the idea very much but nevertheless took
part n the partition of Poland. The French writer,

Seventh Commandment Voltaire,said of her, elle pleurait et elle prenait which

The ambiance of the tax haven should be attractive
can be loosely translated as, she cried and took her
share of the loot. The top managements of companies

There is a tax haven fairly remote from the inhabited which have subsidiaries inside countries like the Bahamas
world called Pitcairn Island. I am told that its inhabitants have often felt that the set-up was not entirely respectable
are descendants of Captain Bligh of the Bounty and no but they have nevertheless been very happy to accept
doubt it would be interesting to have long talks with the tax free status of the proceeds from the tax haven,
his descendants, but as this is presumably the only and also to run the tax haven company-on a shoestring.
matter ne could engage in on the island there is no

On the ther hand, governments in many countrieshave
great rason to go there. There is another tax haven

asserted that the setting of companies in the Bahamas
called Campione, which is an Italian enclave inside up

Switzerland. One of the problems about Campine is is a rip-off and that the profitability of companies in

that apart from anything which may amuse you in your
the Bahamas is the other side of the coin to their loss

hotel bedrom your only alternative occupation is to of revenue that would otherwise have accrued in their

visit the casino across the road; while this may have its own territories, if the tax haven companies possess

interest, this s hardly a full-time occupation for an
business and economic reality. This assertionisnonsense.

nternationalinvestor. There has been an increasing tendency by these coun-

tries to pass legislation to prevent the avoidance of tax

Eighth Commandment
caused by the flight of capital to tax havens and the

challenge of this legisltion has been an emphasis on

Adequate commercial legislation to enable conpanes two factors. Firstly, that they should be truly resident
and trusts to function effectiuely;adequateand prompt in the tax haven in the sense that mind and management
official procedures for setting up and administering is present there, and secondly, that the pricing of trans-

companies actions between related companies outside and inside
the tax haven should be at arm's length.

Ninth Commandment This means that the letter-box company is already con-

Facilities for the importation of top personnel and for demmed to death and that, for the future, tax haven

the acquisitionof gouernmentalwork permits for them companies must be able toshow that they have a life

of their own and that they have an economic and com-

While it is true that letter-bx companies can survive mercial In other words, the emphasis will in
withut any real management, my feeling is that any

purpose.
the future be on mind and mnagement vs. sham.

future tax havens must possess real top managmentand,
initially at least, this has to be imported from wherever

If anyone needs further persuading on this matter, he

should study the judgement in the Canadian case of
the. top company operates. Without a flexible system
of work permits for expatriates, no tax haven has any

Spur Oil vs. Her Majesty the Queen, where a judgement

future in the real world where foreign governmentswill was delivered in the Federal court of Canada on the

attack fiscall any company n a tax haven which is 22nd February 1980.3 The judgement runs'to thirty-

without effective mind and management in the tax seven pages and spells out why in that case the Canadian

haven. government was able to secure a verdict which in effect

destroyed the tax haven subsidiary which had been set

up. The judge in the Spur Oil case said that the people
Tenth Commandment running the tax haven company were nothingmore than

Governmentblessingof a postvekind for the operations the scribes f a certain gentleman in Toronto noting
ofnon-residentowners his commands and obeying his wishes, passing reso-

It is not sufficient that the governmentmerely tolerates lutions and declaring dividends at his behest so that

companies wishing to cme under the protection of the
the compy in the tax haven could properly be de-

tax haven government, there should be positive en- signated a caricature and a sham.

couragementfor them to do so. Therefore, an urgent problem faces all companiesset up
in the Bahamas if they wish to survive the attacks and

I have indicated that the problem of tax haven com-

panies in future is that they will have t show that they
assaults which will be made upon them by national

represent economic reality in substance as well as governments outside the tax havens. The only adequate

satisfying legal forms. In other words, the future re-

presents a search for legitimacy. 3. See box on next page.
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The main attrction of the Bahamas as a center of Third Commandment
international banking is that it is a no-tax haven. The Freedom of inward and outward cash ows
French, as usual, have a word for this type of country This would that there exchange controlsand they have called tax havens in that exquisite phrase, mean were no

les paradis fiscaux. I suggest that for no-taxhavens or other inhibitions on the movement of cash, whether
there are Ten Commandments. They are not written by way of loans or other capital payments or dividends
in any tax bible anywhere but they are nevertheless or inward advancesand that there shouldbe no limitation
the indicators for a tax haven which are acceptable as to the currencies in which cash mves in either
to those in search of a fiscal paradise. direction.

Fourth CommandmentFirst Commandment
Political, economic and social stabilityThe absence of income tax and capital tax
This is perhaps the most important of the Command-

It used't0 be said by Oliver Wendell Holmes that taxes ments becasue the only real choice that international
were the price of civilization -- I prefer to say that they capital has in relation to any particular cuntry is
were the cost of the handoutsociety. whether it wishes to enter that country or not. Inter-

natinal capital is extremely sensitive to instability and
Second Commandment this has been shown in the virtual destructin of the

State of Lebanon as an international financial centreThe absence of withholding taxes
once its politicaland socialstabilitybecamequestionable.

Although Switzerland is classified as a tax haven, it
does n fact levy a withholding tax of 35 percent on Fifth Commandment
dividends and interest leaving Switzerland although this

Adequate and inexpensive internationalcommunicationspercentage is reduced through the medium of several
double tax treaties with other countries. This covers such matters as rapid and efficientair trans-

D

MICKEYMOUSE:A BRITISH TAX EVADER

Fleet Street in London is the centre of the national news- genuine, and the price for getting this Revenuewas a am-
paper industry. It employs 6000 people by way of casual nesty for the past tax notpaid.
labour, at high .rates ofpay. Under the rules ofPay-as-you- The story .mghthaveended there, but the legality of theRe-eam, no Income Tax is deducted from casual earnings. The

uenue amnesty is about to be tested before the House ofcasual workers, when signingfor theirpay, were required to Lords. The National Association of the Self-Employed,gie ther names and addresses. When the Inland Reenue
some of whose members claim to have been harassed re-examined the pay dockets, they found that the names on
cently by the Revenue for past tax deficiencies, havethe dockets were in the highest degree unkely to have ap-
plied to the Courts for a declaration that the Revenue hadvisited printing prenises. They included Mckey Mouse of acted unlawfully in grantingan amnesty, and seekinga writSunset Bouleard, Donald Duck of Hollywood,Sir Gordon
of Mandamus directing the Revenue to collect the past taxRichards (the great jockey) of Tattenham Corner, and JF. in accordance with the law. The question before the CourtKennedyof the White House.
was whether people should be taxed by law, or untaxed by

The employers did not know the true names, but the trade concession. The Court of Appeal found that the Revenue
unions did. They operated a closed shop, and knew all was exercising a,dispensingpower, which had been refused
the casuals. The union authorised each casual to go to to the Crown on the occasion of the Bill of Rights in 1689,
work. He receied his pay. He signed his pay docket as which had been presented by the House of Commons to
Mickey Mouse or whatever, and went home. The Revenue William of Orange and his wife, Queen Mary. (The Bill of
were defeated n ther attempts to find the true names, be- Rghts is the nearest approach to a written constitution in
cause the employers did not know them. The Unions did, the United Kingdom. The provisions, so far as applicable,
but the Revenue had no access to the Union books, and no were subsequently introduced into the US. constitution.)
powers to insist.

The Inland Revenue have appealed from the Court of Ap-
In his affidait to the Court, the inspectorof taxes said that peal to the House of Lords. If the Lords declare the Inland
even the proposal for collectingfull tax for the future caus- Revenue to have acted unlawfully, what then Where do
ed a strike which cost 10 mllion copies of newspapers, even they collect the lost tax from, Sunset Boulevard Or the
though the employers and the Unionsagreed with thispro- White House Mickey Mouse must be laughing, but the
posal. His main objecve was to secure full collecton of tax question of whether the Revenue can exercise the dispens-
for the future, to stop the tax loss. He consdered that he ing power s a serious matter. It puts all the extra-statutory
would collect more revenue this way than if the first tried concessions in jeopardy. The courts have indicated on
to collect back taxes from hostile workers, in a situation several occasions that they don't like them. If they dis-
where no records were available to the Reenue. He could appeared ouernight, t would ndeed be pretty awful for the
not haue coectedany back taxes, and there might be an in- general body of taxpayers, who might yet come to the con-
definite delay in the introduction of new arrangements. clusion that the affair ofMickey Mouse and the Fleet Street
Hence the guarantees that future sgnatures would be casuals is anything but funny.
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The CommonwealthoftheBahamasasaCentepof
' Inte'nationaiBusinessInvestment*

By Alun G. Davies**

I find myself a little like the ugly.duckling.inthe banking from putting their hands in the taxpayers' pockets but

farmyard because I am outside the world of banking. I normally this rule applies to legitimate methods of
have never understood bankers because I have found escaping tax and not to the more elementary methods
that they don't have nuch respect for money, except such as single entry bookkeeping, namely, the passage
when they are thinking of lending it to me, when it of money straight frm the till nto the taxpayer's
becomes all-important. I understand most of you are pockets.
offshore bankers and when I asked what the difference There has been a great deal of nternationalsermonizing
was between a banker and an offshore banker I was tld notably by organizationslike the Council of Eurpe, the
it was merely a suntan. I should imagine that in the European Economic Cmmunity, and the United
present highly tense internationalsituation of currencies Nations Group of Government Tax Experts. Broadly,
that the banker's job, which used to be considered so they are all contemplating a comprehensive multi-
conservative and safe, has become highly dangeros. In national attack on the avoidance of tax and the evasion
fact, I undertand that in your industry the present of tax in the international field.
definition of a coward is a man who dared to leave the
bank and volunteer to fight against the Russians in Apart from the international organizations, which of

Afghanistan. course are spearheaded by national governments, these
governments themselves take a pretty poor view of what

We have been hearing about th value of the Bahamas they consider to be the unwarranted increase in avoid-
as a center f intemational business investment but I

ance and tax evasion in the international field including
feel a little like the small boy when the Emporor was the use of tax havens such as the Bahamas. Indeed, The
parading in the nude and he was advised by all his Times of Lndon referred to the views of national
courtiers that nobody would notice, and nobody did, Government on this matter as being like the angry
except a small by who observed that the Emperor rhinoceroswhich will turn and charge at the soundf its
was wearingno clothes. own droppings. We all know that the rhinoceros is not
The main attraction f the Bahamas is that it is a tax over-endowed with htelligence and that it reactions
free center but this, apparently, is a factor nobody are slow and cumbersome, nevertheless, it carries at the
notices and takes for granted. end of its face a vary large and sharp horn which can do

In international business, the minimization of tax is, a great deal of damage to the human anatomy. This

of course, a legitimate business objective. It is indeed rhinoceros reaction has been shown in the case of the

an objective of most of the members f mankind, n- United Kingdom by making it unlawful, without the

cluding the casual labourer in the British printing consentf the U.K. Treasury, to create companies over-

industry who was found by the United Kingdom Inland seas, including the Bahamas. 2 In the case of Caada,
Revenue the other day to have forgottn to pay any

the reaction has been to attack Bahamian companies as

income tax on his earnings for several years. This was containng no substance and so far as the .S. is con-

due to the fact that while the employer had to make cerned, t treat them as being artificial and fictitious.

returns on the employees, these returns were signed It is necessary therefore that companies set up in the

by characters like Mickey Mouse of Sunset Boulevard, Bahamas be companies of substance, properly directed

J.F. Kennedy of the White House, and nany other n- from the Bahamas. The day of the letter-box company

ternational characters -- in other words, the British is finished. The writing is on the wall because it is well

workman cloaked himself behind anonymity, thereby knwn that governments outside of the Bahamas will, if

avoiding paying many millions of pounds to the United they can, eliminate attempts to create profit enters
KingdomExchequer. 1 within the Bahamaswhichare tax free. The only effective

counter measure to this nternational pressure is to
A large section of the national economy of most coun- make quite certain that companies in the Bahamas
tries is not n dialogue with the Revenue authorities have a mind and managementof their own, and that the
and this silent section has been variously called the relationship between them and affiliated companies
subterraneansociety or the black economy. There outside the Bahamas is at arm's length.
are other even more pejrative names which have been

applied to it. The size of the black economy in most * (Revised)Paper submittedat the Second InternationalBanking
of the developed countries is probably between 10 and Conference under the joint sponsorship of The Association of

15 percent of the gross national product and this is International Banks in the Bahamas and The Central Bank of the

causingagreatdealofworry to the various tax authorities. Bahamas on March 17, 1980, at Nassau, Bahamas.
** Taxconsultant,Presidentof the InternationalFiscal Association:

The courts have always said that individuals and com- 1. See box on next page.
panies are entitled to prevent the Revenue authorities 2. Sect{o 482 Income and CorporationTaxes Act 1970.
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Article 15 event, the Convention shall have no effect in the two texts having equal authenticity, thisTermination respect of transfers of estates of individuals ...... day of ....... 19 ..

dying, gifts made, and generation-skipping trans-This Convention shall remain in force until Forthe United States of America:fers deemed made after the December 31 whichtermjnated by a Contracting State. Eitlier Co- either is or next follows the date of terminationtracting State may terminate the Convention at specified in the notice of termination. .........

any time after 5 years from the date on which
the Convntion enters into force provided that For.... ... ...........at least 6 months prior notice of terminationhas DONE at .............. ., in duplicate,been given through diplomatie channels. In such in the Englishand... . ........ languages, .........

Residenceand IntenttoRemaininthe U.S.A.

The ;U.S. Revenue recently issued Ruling No. 363 establishing that an emptoyeeof an international The question of domicile depends on
organization who entered the United States on a so-clled G-4 visa and who intended to remain in whether the decedent had formed the
the United States indefinitely, which intent persisted until his death, was a residentof the United intent to remain in the United States
States and that his estate was subject to U.S. estate tax. The text of the Ruling reads as follows: indefinitely. In the present situation,

D was a resident decedent since, theat
time of death, domicile had been estab-
lished in the United States. D had formedISSUE dent who was a non-resident not a the intent and did, in fact, reside in theFor purposes of the federal estate tax citizen of the United States at the time
United States with definite, presentno

imposed by Section 2001 of the Internal of death. The taxable estate of a decedent
intention of leaving. This is true notwith-Revenue Code, was a person who entered who was a citizen or resident of the
standing that D had entered and remainedthe United States as a non-immigrant United States is subject to the tax in

the United States with G-4 visa.n aalien on a G-4 visa a resident of the accordance with the table set out in
United States when that person intended section 2001.

HOLDINGto remain in the United States indefinitely Section 20.0-1(b)(1)of the regulations
at the date of death provides that a resident decedent is one At the date of death, D was a resident of

who, at the time of death was domiciled the United States. Therefore, the transfer
FACTS in the United States. A person acquires a of D's taxable estate is subject to the

domicile in a place by living there, for federal estate tax mposed by sectionThe decedent, D, a citizen of a foreign even a brief period of time, with no 2001 of the Code.country, was an enployee of an inter- definite present intention of later moving.national organization until death. In Residence without the requisite intention
1965, D entered and remained in the to remain indenitely will not suffice to EFFECT ON OTHER REVENUE
United States with a G-4visa. A G-4 constitutedomicile. RULINGS
visa is a non-immigrant visa granted to The Supreme Court of the United States, In Rev. Rul. 74-364, 1974-2 C.B. 321,employees of international organizations. in Elkins v. Moreno, 435 U.S. 647 (1978), the Service concluded that a FrenchAfter arnval, D formed the intent to re- held that, under federal law, a non-immi- citizen, who was the holder of a G-4main in the United States indefinitelyand grant alien holding a G-4 visa has the visa that was valid at date of death, wasthe intent persistd until death in 1978. legal capacity to establish domicile within under a legal disability and could not

the United States. The Court concluded form the necessary intent to remain
that when federal law, such as the statute indefinitely in the United States. Rev.LAW AND ANALYSIS
that governs the granting. of G-4 visas, Rul. 74-364 is hereb revoked.Section 2001(a) of the Code imposes a did not impose restrictions on intent or Pursuant to the authority contained in

tax on the transfer of the taxable estate duration of stay, Congress intended that, Section 7805(b) of the Code, this rveueof every decedent who is a citizen or resi- while permanent immigration would ruling will not be applied with respect todent of the United States. normally occur through immigrant chan- decedents dying prior to December 29,Section 2101(a) of the Code sets out a nels, non-restricted non-immigrant aliens 1980, the date of publication of this
table of graduated rates of tax to be cold adopt the United States as their revenue ruling in the Internal Revenue
applied to the taxable estate of a dece- domicile under certain circumstances. Bulletin.
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'sonal services)) an amount equal to the tax other Contracting State to any taxation or any the Convention insofar as the taxation there-

paid to ......... with respect to sueh requirement connected therewith which is other under is not contrary to the Convention. The

transfer or deemed transfer. This subpara- or more burdensome than the taxation and exchange of jnformation is not restricted by

graph shall not apply to a former United connected requirements to which citizens of that Article 1 (Scope). Any information received by

States citizen whose loss ofcitizenshiphad as other State in the same circumstancesare or may a Contracting State sha]l be treated as secret n

, one of its princjpalpurposesthe avoidanceof be subjected. However, for purposes of United the same manner as information obtained under

Uxited States tax (including, for this pur- States taxation, United States citizens who are the domestic laws of that State and shall be

pose, ncome tax). not residents of the United States are not in the disclosed only to persons or authorities (includ-
circumstances citizensof.......who ing courts and administrative bodies) involved in

2. Where ....... imposes tax by reason same as

of an individual's domicile or citizenshp,double are not residents of the United States. the administration, assessment, or collection of,
enforcement prosecution in respect of,

taxation shall be avoided in the following man- 2. The taxation with respect to a permanent
the or or

the determination of appeals in relation to, the
ner:. establishment which a resident of a Contracting
(a) where the United States mposes tax with State has in the other ContractingState shall not

taxes covered by the Convention. Such persons

respect to the transfer or deemed transfer of be less favorably levied in that other Stat than
or authorities shall use the information only for

property in accordance with Article 5 (Real the taxation levied with respect to residents of
such purposes. They may disclose the informa-

property) or 6 (Business property of a that other State carrying on the sane activities.
tion in pubIic court proceedings or in judicial
decisions.

permanent establishment and assets pertain- The provision shall not be construed as ob]iging
ing to a fixed base used for the performance a Contracting State to grant to residents of the 2. In no case shall the provisions of paragraph
of independentpersonalserivces), ...... other Contracting State any personal allowances, 1be construed so as to inpose on a Cdntracting
sha]l allow as a credit against the tax cal- reliefs, and reductions for taxation purposes on State the obligation:
culated according to its law with respect to account of civil status or family responsbilties (a) to carry out administrative neasures at

such transfer or deemed transfer an amount which it grants to its own residents. variance with the laws and administrative

equal to the tax paid to the United States practice of that or of the other Contracting

with respect to such transfer or deemed 3. Entities of a Contracting State, the capital State;
transfer; of which is wholly or partly owned or controlled, (b) to supply information which is not obtain-

(b) if the individual was domiciled in the directly or mdirectly,by one or more residents of able under the laws or in the normal course

United States. at the date of his death, gift, the other Contracting State, shall not be sub- of the administrationof that or of the other
jected in the first-mentioned State to tax-

or deemed transfer, then ........shaIl any ContractingState; or

allow as a credit against the tax calculated ation or any requirement connected therewith (c) to supply information which would disclose

according to its law with respect to the which is, other or more burdensome than the
any trade, business, industrial, commercial,

transfer or deemed transfer of property taxation'and connected requirements to which or professional secret or trade process, or

other similar entities of the first-mentionedState
(other than property which ...... may information the disclosure of which would

tax in accordance with Article 5 (Real are or may be subjected. be contrary to public policy.
property) or 6 (Business property of a 4. The provisions of this Article shall apply to 3. If information is requestedby a Contracting
permanent establishment and assets pertain- taxes of every kind and description mposed by State in accordance with this Article, the other
ing to a fixed baseused for the perfornance a Contracting State or a political ubdivision or

of independentpersonaservices))anamount local authority thereof.
Contracting State sha]l obtain the informationto

equal to the tax paid to the United States
which the request relates in the same manner and

with respect to such transfer or deemed Article 11
to the same extent as f the tax of the first-

transfer. Mutuai agreementprocedure
mentioned State were the tax of that other

State and were being imposed by that other

3. If a Contracting State imposes tax upon the 1. Where a person considers that the actions of State. If specifically requested by the competent
transfer of an estate, the credit allowed under one or both of the Contracting States result or authority of a Contracting State, the competent
paragraph 1 or 2 shall include credit for an tax will result for him in taxation not in accordance authority of the other Contracting State shall

mposed by the other Contractg State upon a with the provisions of this Convention,he may, provide information under this Article in the

prior transfer or deemed transfer of property by irrespective of the remedies provided by the form of depositions of witnesses and authenti-
the decedent if such property s included in the domestic laws of those States, present his case to cated copies of unedited original documents
estate. the competentauthority of the ContractingState (ncluding books, papers, statements, records,

4. The credit allowed by a Contracting State of which he is a resident or citizen. Such pre- accounts, or writings), to the same extent such

under paragraph 1 or 2 shall not be reduced by sentation must be made within one year after a depositions and documents can be obtained

any credit allowed by the other ContractingState clain under the Convention for exemption, cre- under the laws and administrative practices of

for taxes paid upon prior transfer or deemed dit, or refund has been finally settled or rejected. such other State with respect to its own taxes.

transfers. 2. The competent authority to which a case is 4. For the purposes of this Article, the Con-

5. The credit allowed by a Contracting State presented shall endeavor,f the objection appears vention shall apply to taxes of every kind im-

according to the provisions of paragraphs 1, 2,3, to it to be justified and if t is not itself able to posed by a ContractingState.

and 4 shall include credit for taxes paid to arrive at a satisfactory solution, to resolve the

political subdivisions of the other Contracting case by mutual agreement with the competent Article 13
State to the extent that such taxes are allowed as authority of the other Contracting State, with a Diplomaticagents and consular officers
creditsby that other State. view to the avoidance of taxation not in accord-

ance with the Convention. Any agreement 1. Nothing in this Convention sha]l affect the
6. Any credit allowed under paragraph 1 or 2 reached shall be mplemented notwithstanding fiscal privileges of ciplomatc agents or consular
shall not exceed the part of the tax of a Contract- any time limits or otherprocedural limitations in officers under the general rules of international
ing State, as computed before the credit is given, the domestic law of the ContractingStates. law or under the provisionsof special agreements.
which is attributable to the transfer or deemed
transfer of property jn respect of which a credit 3. The competent authorities of the Contract. 2. The Convention shall not apply to officials

is allowableunder such paragraphs. ing States shall endeaver to resolve by mutual of jnternational organizations or members of a

agreement any difculties or doubts arising as to diplomatic or consular mission of a third State,
7. Any claim for credit o: for refund of tax the interpretation or application of the Conven- who were established n a Contracting State and

founded on the provisions of this Article may be tion. They also consult together for the were not treated as being domiciled in either
Inay

made until two years after the final determina- elimination of double taxation in cases not Contracting State in respect of taxes on estates,
tion (administrative or judicial) and payment of provided for in the Convention. inheritances, gifts, or generation-skippiIg trans-

tax for which any credit under this Article is fers as the case may be.
claimed, provided that the determination and 4. The competent authorities of the Contract-

payment are made within ten years of the date of ing States may communicate with each other

death, gift, or deemed transfer. The competent directly for'the purpose of reachingan agreement Article 14

authorities may by nutual agreenent extend the in the sense of the precedingparagraphs. Entry into force

ten-year time limit f circumstances prevent the 5. The competent authorities of the Contract- 1. This Convention shall be subject to ratifica-
determination and payment within such period ing States may prescribe rues and regulations to tion in accordancewith the applicable procedures
of the taxes which are the subject of the claim

carry out the purposes of the Convention. of each Contracting State and instruments of
for credit. Any refund based solely on the pro- ratificationshall be exchangedat........ as

visions of this Convention shall be made without Article 12 soon as possible.
payment of interest on the amount so refunded. Exchange of information 2. The Convention shall enter into force upon

1. The competent authorities of the Contract- the exchange of instruments of ratificiation and
Article 10
Non-discrimination ing States shall exchange such information as is its provisions shal apply to transfers of estates of

necessary for carrying out the provisions of this individuals dying, gifts made, and generation-
1. Citizens of a Contracting State, wherever Convention or of the domestic laws of the Con- skipping transfers deemed made on or after the

they are resident, shall not be subjected in the tracting States concerning the taxes covered by : date of such xchange.
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2. Where by reasn of the provisions of para- aircraft, and movable property, ncluding con- law of a Contracting tate shall be deducted from
graph 1 an individual was domiciled in both tainers, pertaining to the operation of such the'gross value of property the transfer of which
Contracting States, then, subject to the pro- ships and aircraft), forming part of the business may be taxed by that State n the proportion
visions of paragraph 3, his status shall be deter- property of a permanent establishment situated that such gross value bears to the gross value of
mjned as follows: in the other Contracting State may be taxed in the entire transferredproperty wherever situated.
(a) the individual shall be deemed to have been that other State.

2. The value of Property transferred whichdomiciled in the Contracting State in which 2. For the purposes, of this Convention, the be taxed by Contracting State shall behe had a permanent home avala.blfif such
tern permanent establishment means a fixed

may
reduced by allocable

a

or apportionableanountindividual had a permanent home available an

place of business through which the business of of any debts of the transferor or deemed trans-in both Contractjng States, he sha]l be
an enterprise is wholly or partly carried on. feror assumed by the transferee or deemed trans-deemed to have been domiciled in the Con-

tracting State with which his personal and 3. The term permanent establishment shall fere, or to which the property is subject, other
than debts .allowed as a deduction under para-economic relations were closer (center of include especially:
graph 1.vital interests); (a) a branch;

(b) if the Contracting State in which the in- (b) an ofce; 3. The transfer or deemed transfer of property
dividual had his center of vital interests (c) a factory; to or for the use of a corporation or organization
annot be determined, or if he had no per- (d) a workshop4.nd of one Contracting State organized and operated
manent home available jn either Contracting (e) a mine, oil or gs'wll, quarry, or any other exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific,
State, he shall' be deemed to have been place of extraction of natura resources. lterar, r educational purposes shall be exmpt
domiciled in the Contracting State in which from tax by the other ContractingState if and to4. A building site or constructionor installtionhe had an habitual abode; the extent that such transfer:project, or an installation or driliing rig or ship(e) if the individual had an habitual abode in

being used for the explorationor developmentof (a) is exempt from tax in the first-mentioned
both Contracting States or in neither of natural resources, constitutes a permanent estab-

ContractingState; and
them, his domicile shall be deemed to be in ment in a ContractingState onlyif ithasremained (b) would be exempt from tax in the other
the Contracting State of which he was a in that State more than 24 months. Contracting State if it were made to a

citizen; similar corporation or organization of that
(d) if the individual was a citizen of both Con- 5. Notwithstanding the preceding provisions other State.

tracting States or of neither of them the of this Article, the term permanent establish-
4. The tax of Contracting State with respectcompetent authorities of the Contracting ment shall be deemed to include: a

to the transfer of property (other than com-States shall settle the question by mutual (a) the use of facilities solely for the purpose munity property) which is transferred by anagreement. of storage, display, or delivery of goods or
jndividual domiciled n the other Contractjngmerchandisebelonging to an enterprise;3. Where an individualwas: State to his or her spouse sha]l be determinedas(b) the maintenance of a stock of goods or mer-(a) a citizen of one Contracting State, but not chandise belonging to enterprise solely
follows:

of the other ContractingState,
an

(a) such property shall be included in the tax-for the purpose of storage, display, or(b) within the meaning of paragraph 1 dom- able base only to the extent that the valuedelivery;iciled in both Contracting States, and of the property exceeds 50 percent of the(c) the maintenance of a stock of goods or(c) within the meaning of paragraph 1 dom-
merchandise belonging to an enterprise

value of all property (after taking into
iciled in the other Contracting State in account any applicable deductions) whosesolely for the purpose of processing bythe aggregate less than 7 years (including another enterprise;

transfer may, under this Convention, be
periods of temporary absence) during the txed by the fixst-mentioned Contracting(d) the maintenance of a fixed place of businesspreceding 10-yearperiod, State; andsolely for the purpose of purchasing goodsthen his domicile shall be deemed, notwith- (b) in the case of the United States, the tax

standing the provisions of paragraph 2, to have
or merchandise, or of collecting informa-

shall be computed by applying the taxtion, for an enterprise;been in the Contracting State of which he was a rates applicable to an individual domiciled
citizen. (e) the maintenance of a fixed place of business

in the United States.solely for the purpose of carrying on, for an
4. An individual who, at the time of his death enterprise, any other activity of a prepara- 5. A Contracting State which may tar the
or the making of a gift or deemed transfer, was tory or auxiliary character; transfer of an estate solely by reason of Article 5
a resident of a possession of the United States (f) the maintenance of a fixed place of business (Real property) or 6 (Business property of a
and who had become a citizen of the United solely for any combinat;ion of the activities permanent establishment and assets pertaining
States solely by reason of (a) being a citizen of a mentionedin subparagraphs(a) to (e). to a fjxed base used for the performance of
possession, or (b) birth or residence within a independent personal services) sha]l allow a6. Except for real property as defined in para-possession, shall be considered as having been credit against its tax in an amount no less thangraph 2 of Article 5 (Real property), transfersneither domiciled in nor a citizen of the United $ 3,600, or shall allow an equivalent exemptionand deemed transfers of assets by an individualStates at that time for the purposes of the Con- in computing the tax otherwise due.domiciled in a Contracting State pertaining to avention.

fixed base situatedin the other Contracting State
and used for the performance of independent Article 9

Article 5 Relief from double taxationpersonal services, may be taxed in that otherReal property State. 1. Where the United States imposes tax by
1. Transfers and deemed transfers by an reason of an individual's domicile or citizenship,individual domiciled in a Contracting State of Article 7 double taxation shall be avoided in the following
real property which is situated in the other Property not expressly mentioned manner:
Contracting State may be taxed in that other 1. Transfers and deemed transfers by (a) where mposes tax with respect toState. an .....

individual domiciled in a Contracting State of the transfer or deemed transfer of property
2. The term real property shall have the property other than property referred to in in accordancewith Article 5 (Real property.)
meanjng which it has under the law of the State Articles 5 (Real property) and 6 (Business pro-

or 6 (Business property of a permanent
in which the property in .question is situated. The Pert of a permanent establishment and assets establishment and assets pertaining to a

term sha]l in any case include property ccessory pertaining to a fixed base used for the perform- fixed base used for the performance of
to real property,livestockand equipmetused in ance of ndependent personal services) shall be independent personal services), the United
agriculture and forestry, ]:ghts to which the taxable only in that State. States shall allow as a credt against the tax

calculated according to its law with respectprovisions of general law respecting landed pro- 2. If the law of a Contracting State treats to such transfer deemedperty apply, usufrct of real propert,and rights
a or transfer .an.

property right as property described in Article 5 amount equal to the tax paid to withto variable or fixed paymens as consideration (Real property) or 6 (Business property of
...

a respect to such transfer deemed transfer;orfor the working or, of the rightto .work,mineral permanent establishment and assets pertaining to (b) if the individual citizen of the Unitedwas adeposits, sources, and other natural, resources; a fixed base.used for the performance of indepen- States and domiciledinwas atships boats, and aircraft shall not be regarded as dent personal services) but the law of the other
. .......

the date of his death, gift, or deemed trans-real property. Contracting State treats that right as an interest. fer, then the United States shall allow as a
in a partnership or trust governed by paragraph 1 credit against the tax calculated accordingArticle 6 of this Article, the nature of that right sha be to its law with respect to the transfer orBusiness property ofa permanent establishment determined by the law of the Contracting State deemed transfer of property (other thanand assets pertaining to a fixed base used for the in which the transferor or deemed transferor is property whose transfer deemed transferorperformance of independentpersonal services not domiciled. the United States tax inmay accordance

1. Except for real property as defined in para- with Article 5 (Real property) or 6 (Busi-
graph 2 of Article 5 (Real property), transfers Article 8 ness property .of a permanentestablishment
and deemed transfers by an individual domiciled Deductionsand exemptions and assets pertaining to a fixed based used
in a Contracting State of assets (other than ships, 1. Debts deductible according to the domestic for the performance of jndependent per-
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Title companies in Florida, I might add, are equally are subject to estate tax if held until death.

vulnerable. 4. Consider the formation of a foreign holdingcompa-
ny for holding investmentsn the United States. Fol-
low corporate formalities to ensure its recognitionas

Xil. PLANNING
an owner of its assets.

5. Consider changing investments in ncludible proper-
ty nto non-includibleproperty.

The planning of the affairS of a non-resident alien in: 6. Avoid custodial accounts in the United States.
order to subject him or his estate to the lowest taxes 7. Avoid storing or otherwise locating tangible assets in
legally permissible is an individualized study. However, the United States, e.g. jewelry in a safe deposit box.
the reader will have recognized that certain general 8. Consider the effect of recourse and non-recourse
rules may be gleaned from the previousportions of this obligations the calculation of the estate tax.
article.

on

9. Avoid locating assets n high tax states, e.g. New
1. Avoid the risk of double domicile. Although the risk York, California, and Connecticut.

is small, the consequences could be disastrous.Ade- 10. Remember that lifetime gifts are subject to the

quate counselingcn generally prevent the risk. higher gift tax rates applicable to residents, while a

2. Check citizenship. lesser tax rate is applicable to assets passing at death.
3. Take advantage of the gift tax exclusion of stock in 11. Transfer assets prior to changing status from a non-

domestic corporations. Stocks in these corporations resident to a resident.

signature of the Convention in addition to or in

place of, the existing taxes. The competent

U.S.A.: ModelEstateandGiftTaxTreaty authorities of the Contracting States shall notify
each other of any changes which have been made
in their respective taxation 'laws and shall notify

The Treasury Department's revised model treaty released November20, 1980
each other of any official published material
concerning the applicationof the Convention,in-
cluding explanations, regulations, rulings, and

CONVENTION BETWEEN judicial decisions.

THE GOVERNMENTOF THEUNITEDSTATES OF AMERICAAND 3. For the purposes of Article 10 (Non-dis-

THE GOVERNMENTOF ..............................
crimination), the Convention shall apply to taxes
of every kind and description imposedby a Con-

FOR THE AVOIDANCEOF DOUBLE TAXATIONAND THE tracting State or a political subdivision or local
PREVENTIONOF FISCAL EVASION WITH RESPECTTO authority thereof. For the purpose of Article.12

TAXES ON ESTATES, INHERITANCES,GIFTS, AND (Exchange of information), the Convention shall

GENERATION-SKIPPINGTRANSFERS apply to taxes f every kind mposed by a Con-
tracting State.

The Government of the United Sttes of America by reason of citizenship may tax transfers and Article 3

and the Governmentof ...... , desiring to deemed transfers of its citizens, as if the Con- General definitions
conclude a Convention for the avoidance of vention had not come jnto effect. For this

1. For the purposes of this Convention,unless
double taxation and the prevention of fiscal purpose the term citizen sha]1 include a former

the context otherwise requires:
evasion with respect to taxes on estates, inherit- citizen whose loss of citizenshiphad as one of its

means

ances, gifts, and generation-skipping transfers, principal purposes the avoidance of tax (includ- (a) the term United States the United
States of America, but does not include

have agreed as follows: ing, for this purpose, income tax), but only for Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, or
a period of 10 yeazrs following such loss.

Article 1
any other United States possession or

Scope
4. The provisions of paragraph 3 shall not territory;
affect: (b) the terIn . ...... means.......;

1. Except as otherwise provided in this Con- (a) the benefits conferred by a Contracting (c) the terms Contracting State and the

vention, this Conventionshall appl to: State. under paragraph 3 of Article 8 (De- other Contracting State mean the United

(a) transfers of estates of individuals whose ductons and Exemptions) or under Articles States or. as the context
domicile at their death was in one or both 9 (Relief from Double Taxation), 10 (Non- requires; and
of the ContractingStates; Discrimination), and 11 (Mutual Agreement (d) the term competent authority means:

(b) transfers of property by gift of individuals Procedure);and (i) in the United States, the Secretary of

whose domicile at the time of gift was in (b) the benets conferred by a Contracting the Treasury or his delegate, and
one or both of the Contracting States; and State under paragraph 1 of Article 13 (ii) in

,

.........

(c) generation-skippjng transfers of deemed (Diplomatic Agents and Consular Officers)
transferors whose dmicile at the time of upon individuals who are neither citizens 2. As regards the application of the Conven-

deemed transfer was in one or both of the of, nor have immigrant status in, that State. tion by a ContractingStte, any term not defined
therein shall, unless the context otherwise re-

ContractingStates.
quires and subject to the provisions of Article 11

2. The Convention shall not restrict i any
Article 2

(Mutual agreement procedure),have the meanirg
Taxes covered

manner any exclusion, exemption, deduction, which it has under the laws of that State con-

credit, or other allowance now or hereafter 1. The existing taxes to which this Convention ceming the taxes to which the Convention
accorded: shall apply are: applies.
(a) by the laws of either Contracting State; or (a) in the United States: the Federal estate tax,
(b) by any other agreement between the Con- the Federal gift tax, and the Federal tax on Article 4

tracting States. generation-skippingtransfers; Fiscal domicile

3. Nothwithstandingany provison of the Con- (b) in ........... ...........

1. For the purposes of this Convention, an

vention except paragraph 4 of this Article, a
......................... indivdualhas a domicile:

Contracting State may tax transfers and deemed 2. The Convention shall apply also to any (a) in the United States, if he is a resident or

transfers of its domici]iaries (as determined in identical or substantially similar taxes which are citizen thereof under United States law;

accordance with Article 4 (Fiscal Domicile), and imposed by a Contracting,State after the date of (b) in . . . . . . . . . . . ,if. . . . . .......
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of fairness and due process were met, and that the law U.S. or foreign, brirgs an original action based on. its
upon which the judgmentwas based does nt offend the own tax laws in the other jurisdiction. 128

forum state'S settled public policy. Several justifications
for the revenue rule have been put forth, including the
possibility of embarrasing a neighbor sovereign, the ne- Xll. ATTORNEY'S LIABILITY
cessity and difficulty of interpretingand reconciling for-
eign public policy with that of the forum, the effect on The executor is responsible for filing the estate tax
international relations, and the reluctance of courts to return, disclosing all assets that may be subject t

129further the governmental jnterests of a foreign coun- United States estate tax and paying all estate taxes.
try. 121 In addition, the executor is required to notify the In-

ternal Revenue Service of the name of every personUntil recently, it was through that perhaps the side of holding a legal or beneficial interest in the estate, if thethe revenue rule barring the enfrcementof a judgment executor is unable to make a complete return of all ofwas an outmoded historic relic. 122 However, in the 130the gross assets of a decedent. In certain cases, anrecent case of Her Majesty in Right of the Province of executor may be held personally liable for payment ofBrtish Columbia v. Gilbertson, a Federal Court of Ap- estate taxes. 131 Criminal penalties exist for failing topeals upheld a District Court decision dismissing an ac- file a return or for filing a false or fraudulentreturn. 132
tion brought by a Canadian province to enforce an in-
come tax judgment. 123 The principal bases for the de. The executor is any person in actual or constructive
cision in Gilbertson were twofold: first, the revenue possession of any property of the decedent, if there is
rule, and, second, a lack of reciprocity in the enforce- no executor or administrator appointed, qualified and
ment of tax judgments between the U.S. and Canada. acting within the United States. 133 Thus, the attorney

be the statutory executr liable for the filing of theThe reciprocity requirement is simple, although some-
may
return, the paying of the estate tax and the notificationwhat circular. Generally, before one court will recog- of beneficial nterest. The problem is important. Ournize the judgment of another court, a factor whch is
Florida office has nstances whereconsidered is the requirement of reciprocity, which is come across many
Florida attrneys are acting as trustees or possiblythe principle that the courts of one jurisdiction will re-
nominees for foreign clients that U.S. real estate.cognize a judgment from a second jurisdiction only if own

the courts of the second jurisdicton would recognize a

judgment from the first jurisdiction's courts. 124 While
noting that reciprocity is no longer a requirement, the 121. Her Majesty th Queen in Right of the Province of British

Columbia v. Gilbertson, 597 F.2d 1161 (9th Cir. 1979),'aff'g 433Court in Gilbertson relied heavily on the absence of any F. Supp. 410 (D. Or. 1977).reciprocal enforcement provision in U.S.-Canadian tax 122. According to the Restatement (Second) of Conflicts oftreaties, and the refusal by Canadian courts to recognie Laws (1971), the enforceabilityof a judgment for the paymentofthe tax judgment of a U.S. court in United States v. Har- taxes will depend on whether it is deemed to be penal. If it is, itden. 125 In Harden the Supreme Court of Canada, rely- will generally not be enforced. Secs. 89; 120, Connent d. The
ing on the revenue rule, refused to enforce a U.S. tax Restatement opines that a judgment for taxes in fvor of a sister
judgment against a taxpayerwho fled to Canada with all state is not penal. Sec. 120, Comment A. The Restatement re-

her assets. The reasoning in these income tax cases fuses to express an opinion on whether an action by a foreign
would seem to be equally applicable to estate or gift nation on a claim for taxes will be entertained in the United
taxes. States, absent a treaty. Sec. 89, Comment b.

123. Her Majesty the Queen in Right of the Province of BritishAlthough United States treaties routinely have exchange Columbia v. Gilbertson, 597 F.2d 1161 (9th Cir. 1979), aff'g 433of information provisions, compared with income tax F. Supp. 410 (D. Or. 1977).
treaties, few have effective enforcement provisions. 126 124. 597 F.2d at 1164. The reciprocity requirement has fallen
However, even those with collection or enforcement into some disfavor. See, e.g, Restatement, Second, Conflict of
provisions may not effectively handle all enforcement Laws (1971), sec. 98, Comment e.

problems. A Significant aspect of many of the enforce- 125. United States v. Harden, 41 D.C.R. 721 (Sup. Ct. of Cana-
ment provisions is that the taxes subject to collectin da, 1963) aff'g Court of Appeal for British Columbia,63-1 USTC

9217 (1962).thereunder are limited to amounts ncessary to ensure 126. Compare, e.g. Netherlands (no collection provision) withthat any exemption or reduced rate of tax granted Netherlands Income Tax Treaty, Art. XXII; Compare, Modelunder the treaty does not nure to the benefit of unin- Treaty, Art. 14 (Exchange of Information) with Model Incometended beneficiaries. 127 These provisions thus would Tax Treaty, Art. 26(4) (Exchange of Information and Admin
not be applicable to situations of the type presented in istrative Assistance). Of special interest in this regard is Norway,Harden or Gilbertson, where a taxpayer simply fails to Art. IX (collectionprovision). This provision was not accepted by
pay the tax that is due and removes himself and his the U.S. and is deemed deleted and of no effect.
assets from the taxing state. 127. .g., Finland, Art. VIII.

128. The author has settled one estate tax case favorably, prima-
In the absence of an applicable treaty or clear indication rily on the ground of lack of enforceabilityof a judgment.
that the taxing jurisdiction would enforce the taxes m- 129. I.R.C. secs. 2002, 6018(a).
posed by the other jurisdiction, the viability of the reve-

130. I.R.C. sec. 6018(b).
131. 31 U.S.C. sec. 192. See Hochberg and Silbergeit, Recentnue rule casts doubt on the enforceabilityof foreign tax Cases Narrow Scope of Executor's Personal Liability for Estatejudgments in the United States and of United States Taxes, 7 Estate Planning 1 (January, 1980).judgments abroad. This reasoning would seem to call for 132. I.R.C. secs. 7201, 7203, 7206, 7207, 7269.

a similar result where the taxing jurisdiction, whether 133. I.R.C. sec. 2203.
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tion-skipping transfers, s treated asif he had made an the countries will aid each other in the collection of

actual lifetime or deathtime transfer, it would be taxes due under the convention, 118 the problem of the

anomalous to include transfers in the generation-skip- enforcement of the tax would arise where the Commis-

ping tax base which would be exempt if the demed sioner institutes a suit in a foreign jurisdictionto recover

transferor was the actual transferorof the property. Ac- the taxes allegedly due, r where the Commissioner re-

cordingly, the statute provides that only property which duces a tax claim to judgment in the U.S. and then in-

if transferred outright by the non-resident alien would stitutes an action in a foreign jurisdictionto enforce the

be taken into account under Chapter 11 (estate tax) or U.S. court's judgment. 119

Chapter 12 (gift tax) is subject to inclusion in the Chap- Historically,tax claims, whether reduced to judgment or

ter 13 (generation-skipping)tax base. 113
not, not enforceable in foreign jurisdictions. 120

were

If the deemed transferor is alive at the time of the trans- The basis for this lack of enforceability is the principle
fer, the statute provides that there shall be taken int known as the revenue rule. Like the penal rule,
account. only property which would be taken nto ac- with which it has been compared (the rule that one

count for purposes, of Chapter 12.. . '. As a general jurisdiction will not enforce the penal laws of another),
rule, a non-resident alien is subject to gift tax only on the revenue rule constitutes a major exception to the

the transfer f real property and tangible personal general principles of comity, which ordinarily provide
property situated in the United Statesat the time of the for the judicial recognition and enforcementof a foreign
transfer. 114 The net effect of the foregoing is that x- judgment upon showing that the foreign court had

cept for certain expatriates only real property and jurisdition over the parties, tht th basic requirements
tangible personal property situated in the United States
at the time of the deemed transfer will be included in

the generation-skippingtax base. 113. If the deemed transferor of any generation-skippingtrans-

fer is a non-residentalien, the generation-skippingtax is to be im-
If the deemed transferor has died at the same time as, posed only to the extent that estate gift tax would be m-an or

or before, the transfer, the statute provides that there posed in similar circumstances in the case of an outright gift or

shall be taken into account only property whch would bequest by the alien. General Explanation of the Tax Reform

be taken into account for purposes of Chapter 11 . If Act of 1976, at 580.

the deemed transferor had died owning the property he 114. Reg. sec. 25.2511-3(a). In the event that the decedent is an

is deemed to have transferred, only real property locat- expatriateand 2501(a)(3) is applicable, the non-residentaliensec.

ed in the United States, tangible personal proerty is also subject to gift tax on intangible assets which are deemed

located in the United States and intangible personal to be situated in the United States. I.R.C. sec. 2511(b); Reg.

property deemed to be property within the United 25.2511-3(a)(2).I.R.C. secs. 2103, 2104 and 2105.

States vould be ncluded in his gross estate. According- 115. In such a case, it has been suggested that the non-resident

ly, only such prperty will be ncluded in the genera-
alien deemed transferormay be entitled to the unused part of the

tion-skippingtax base.
credit (as provided by I.R.C. sec. 2601(c)(3)) which would have

been available if he had been a United States citizen or resident.

In cases where Chapter 13 is applicable to a non-resident See Covey, supra at 103-104. However, since the statute speaks of

alien deemed transferor, the generation-skipping tax is that portion of the credit under sec. 2010(a)... which exceeds

computed in accordance with the U.S. domestic estate the sum of... the tax mposed by sec. 2001..., neither of which

tax rate table (as provided in sec. 2001(c)) and not n
is applicable to a non-resident alien, it is most likely that no cre-

accordance with the substantially lower rates applicable
dit s availableat allt
116. See Covey, supra at 103-104: Schmolka Miscellaneous

to the estates of non-resident aliens. Accordingly, the Foreign Overtones of Unified Rates, Generation-Skipping and

generation-skipping tax will, in situations where the Carryover Basis, in Foreign Trusts and Foreign Estates: Plan-

deemed transferor.dies at the same time as, or before, ning for United States and Foreign Persons, at 284-286 (P.L.I.
the transfer, result in a greater tax than would be the 1977).
case if the deemed transferor had died owning such 117. For example, an exchange of U.S. situs property for

property (i.e. the tax computed pursuant to sec. 2602 stock issued by a foreign corporation and then a distribution of

would exceed, in such cases, a tax computed pursuant the stock should not, absent attack on a step transactionor other

to sec. 2101). 1is related theory, constitute a taxable distribution, as a non-resi-

dent alien would not incur a gift tax on such a transfer. Alterna-

It has been suggested that the generation-skipping tax tively, a sale of the property and a deposit of the sales proceeds

can be avoided in situations where a non-residentalien would appear to eliminate any generation-skippingtax problems,

is the deemed transferor by converting, prior to trans- although it may be subject to income tax as effectivelyconnect-

fer', any property situated in the United States nto ed income. But see Marie-Anne de Goldschmidt-Rothschild,9

non-U.S. situs property. 116 Absent an attack by the T.C. 325 (1947), affd 168 F.2d 975 (2d Cir. 1948).

Internal Revenue Service based on th step transac- 118. E.g., Finland, Art. VIII; France, Art. 16 (effective October

tion or other similar doctrine, such a contention ap-
1980); Italy, Art. VII; Union of South Africa, Art. XV, Protocol,
Art. VIL See generally A.R. Johnson, L. Nirenstein and S.E.

pears sound. 117
Wells, Reciprocl Enforcement of Tax Claims Through Tax

Treaties, 33 Tax Lawyer 469 (1980).
119. See Sidney I. Roberts, ed., Selected U.S. Tax Develop-

XI. ENFORCEMENTOF TAXCLAIMS ments, text (accompanying notes 29-48) by Arnold B. Panzer,
28 Canadian Tax Journal (July-August,1980).
120. The origin of the revenue rule is generally credited to Lord

Notwithstandingthe mposition of a tax by the Internal Mansfield, who in the 1775 case of Holman v. Johnson, 98 Eng.
Revenue Code, the collection of the tax may be more Rep. 1120 (1775) observed that no country ever takes notice of

difficult. In the absence of a treaty with a provisionthat the revenue laws of another.
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party to only four gift tax treaties: with Australia, B. Generation-skippingand the non-residentalien
Japan, France and the United Kingdom. This should be
compared with the 13 estate tax treaties and the OECD As might be expected, Chapter 13 dealing with the tax
Draft Trety dealing only with taxes on estates and in- on generation-skipping transfers provides a special rule
heritances. 101

for non-residentaliens. Code sec. 2614(b) provides that:

If the deemed transferorof any transfer is, at theA. Primary jurisdiction time of the transfer, a non-resident not a citizen of.
the United States and-The treaties reflect the United States' standard position (1) if the deemed transferor s alive at the time ofof retaining its jurisdiction to tax based on dmicile or the transfer, there shall be taken into account onlycitizenship. The determination of either status is made
property which would be taken into account for j

by each jurisdiction and an attempt to alleviate ncon-
puposesofchapter 12,sistent determinations is provided by the allowance of

or

samean additionalgift tax credit. 102 (2) if the deemed transferor has died at the
time before, the transfer, there shall be takenas, or.

into account only property which would be taken
B. Secondary jurisdiction into account.forpurposesof chapter 11.

In cases where a non-resident alien is a deemed trans-A second ground for imposing the gift tax is that based feror, this section produces conformity between all
upon the situs of the property. The treaties prescribe three taxes (Chapters 11, 12 and 13). Since the deemedrules for determining situs with respect to the more transferor, for purposes of computing the tax on genera-common types of property. The situs rules are used
both for determining whether the transfer of the prop-
erty is subject to tax and for the purpose of obtaining 101 For a discussion of the potential double, triple or even

tax credit. 103 quadruple taxation of gifts and the lack of unilateralor treaty re-

lief, see Jones, J.A. Timeo Danaos, 2 British Tax Rev. 105
(1977).
102. E.g., Australia, Art. V; Jalean, Art. V.
103. E.g., Australia, Art. III; Japan, Art. III.

X. GENERATION-SKIPPINGTAX 104. Pub. L. No. 94-455, sec. 2006(a). The new tax is generally
applicable to any generation-skippingtransfer made after June

A. In general 11, 1976, sec. 2006(c).
105. For excellent analyses of the new tax, see Covey, Genera-

-The Tax Reform Act of 1976 added a new Chapter 13 tion-Skipping Transfers in Trust, AmericanBankersAssociation;
and Stephens and Calfee, Skip to M'Loo, 21 Tax Law Reuiewto Subtitle B of the Internal Revenue Code, 104 mpos- 447 (1977).ing a tax on every generation-skippingtransfer. The 106, I.R.C. sec. 2612.

provisions seem modeled after the United Kingdom ca- 107. I.R.C., secs. 2611, 2613. The term transfer or genera-
pital transfer tax. Although an extensive analysis of the tion-skipping transfer is defined to mean any taxable distribu-
new generation-skipping tax provision is beyond the tion or taxable termination with respect to a generation-
scope of this article, 105

a few general comments are in skipping trust (or its equivalent). A generation-skippingtrust
order. .is defined as any trust having younger generationbeneficiaries...

who are assigned to more than one generation. For example,The tax on generation-skippingtransfers is not mposed such trust would result where a grantor conveys property to a
on the actual transferor of the property. The statute trustee, to pay the income to his son for life, with corpus beingseeks out a deemed transferori, 106 (who generally will distributable to the son's children the son's death. A tax-upon
be one of the parents of the transferee of the property) able distribution, in general, may be defined as any distribution
to whom the transferi, 107 is attributed for the purpose not out of the income of the trust from a generation-skipping
of computing the tax. Once the deemed transferor is trust to a younger generation beneficiary who is assigned to a

identified, the tax is computed, taking into. account the generation younger than the generation assignment of any other
current deemed transfer, 108

any prior deemed trans- person who is a younger generation beneficiary. I.R.C. sec. 2613
fers of the deemed transferor, 109

any prior adjusted (a)(1). A taxable termination will generally occur when the in-

taxable gifts 110 and the deemed transferr's taxable
terest or power of any younger generation beneficiary wh is

estate (if the deemed transferor has died at the same
assigned to any generation older than the generation assignment
of any other younger generationbeneficiary terminatesby reasontime as, or before, the current deemed transfer). 111 The of death, lapse of time, exercise non-exercise (of the power)or or

excess of the tentative tax on the sum of the aforesaid otherwise. I.R.C. sec. 2613(b)(1).
items (computed in accordance with the U.S. domestic 108. I.R.C. sec. 2602(a)(1)(A).
estate tax rate table set forth in see 2001(c)) over a ten- 109. I.R.C. sec 2602(a)(1)(B).
tative tax computed on the sum of prior deemed trans- 110. I.R.C. sec. 2602(a)(1)(C).
fers, prior adjusted taxable gifts 112 and the deemed 111. I.R.C. sec. 2602(a)(1)(D).
transferor's taxable estate (if applicable) is the genera-

112. I.R.C. sec. 2602(a)(1)(C) provides that the amount of the

tion-skipping tax imposed on the current deemed trans- adjusted taxable gifts (within the meaning of sec. 2001(b))be
made by the deemed transferorbefore the current deemed trans-fer (disregarding any of the deductions and credits fer is to be taken into account in computing the Chapter 13 tax.enumerated in sec. 2602(c)). In essence, the deemed Sec. 2001(b) defined adjusted taxable gifts as the total amount

transferor is treated, solely for the purpose of comput- of the taxable gifts (within the meaning of sec. 2503) made by
ing the tax, as if he had made an actual lifetime or the decedent after December31, 1976, other than gifts which are
deathtime transfer taxable at his highest marginalrates. includible in the gross estate of the decedent.
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Over $750;000 butnot over $1,000,000 $248,300, plus 39 percent of the lists of charitable purposes and donees to which a

the excess of such amount non-resident alien's gift may be eligible for a gift tax
ver $750,000 charitable deduction are similar, the deduction and the

Over $1,000,000but not over $1,250,000 $345,800, plus41 percent of beneficiaries or donees are domestically oriented. Thus,
the excess of such amount gifts to corporations eligible for the deduction are limit-
over $1,000,000 ed to transfers to domestic corporations; and gifts to

Over $1,250,000 but not over $1,500,000 $448,300, plus 43 percent of trusts, foundations or fraternal societies are allowed

the excess of such amount only if such gifts are to be used within the United
over $1,250,000 States. 95

Over $1,500,000but not over $2,000,000 $555,800, plus 45 percent of The exclusion for annual gifts of $3,000 per donee per
the excess of such amount annum is available to both citizens or residents and non-

over $1,500,000 resident aliens on the same basis. 96

Over $2,000,000but not over $2,500,000 $780,800, plus 49 percent of

the excess of such amouot D. Expatriates
over $2,000,000

Over $2,500,000butnot over $3,000,000 $1,025,800,plus53 percent Similar to the United States estate and income tax pro-
of the exeess of such amount visions an exception is made for the taxation of United
over $2,500,000 States citizens who voluntarilysurrendered their United

Over $3,000,000but not over $3,500,000 $1,290,800,plus 57 percent States citizenship within ten years of the gift and one of
of the excess of such amount the principal purposes for the surrender was the avoid-
over $3,000,000 ance of Federal income, estate, or gift taxes. In such

Over $3,500,000but ,not over $4,000,000 $1,575,800,plus 61 prcent case, the rate base includes the transfer of intangible
of the excess of such amount property situated in the United States. 97 For this pur-
over $3,500,000 pose, shares of stock issued by a domestic corporation

Over 4,000,000 but not over $4,500,000 $1,880,800,plus 65 percent and debt obligations of a United States person or the

of the excess of such amount United States or a political subdivisionare deemed prop-
over $4,000,008 erty situated in the United States. 98 Unlike the similar

provision applicable to the estate tax, the Code does not
include as property subject to the Federal gift tax,

B. Rate base shares of stock of a foreign corporationcontrolledby an

expatriate. 99 Thus, it would appear that an expatriate
Since January 1, 1967, the United States has limited the could transfer intangible property situated in the United
gift tax applicable to a non-resident alien to lifetime States to a holding or investment company that is later
transfers of tangible or real property situated in the transferred to a donee or beneficiary without the im-
United States. 88 This is to be contrasted to the estate position of a United States gift tax. Alternatively, the
tax provisions that are applicable to transfers of tang- assets could be sold and the proceeds delivered to the
ible property also. 89 Thus, the gift tax provisions have donee. However, if the assets sold are precisely those re-

little, if any, effect on the lifetime transfers of non-resi- purchased by th donee, the sale and repurchase might
dent aliens, except perhaps to the transfer of real prop- be ignored. 100

erty. The major values in the world today are in intang-
ible assets, e.g. shares of stock, debts, securities, patents, If the sales and repurchases are of publicly traded secu-

etc., all outside the purview of the United States gift tax rities or shares which are sold and bought at fluctuating
on non-resident aliens. Moreover, tangible property can prices, the repurchase is not necessarilydispositive.
be removed from the United States for purposes of

making a gift, although a prompt return would probably
render the transfer taxable. 90 However, an attempt to IX. GI.FT TAX TREATIES

transfer taxable property by sale followed by a forgive-
ness of the debt may be treated as a transfer of taxable Reflecting the lack of interest in the federal gift tax

property. 91 applicable to non-resident aliens, the United States is a

C. Deductions 88. I.R.C. secs. 2511, 2501(a)(3).
89. I.R.C. secs. 2103-2105.

A citizen or resident of the United States who transfers 90. Cf. Marie-Anne de Goldschmidt-Rothschild, 9 T.C. 325

property to his spuse is allowed a deduction (marital (1947), aff'd 168 F.2d 975 (2d Cir. 1948).
deduction) in computing his taxable gifts for the first 91. Geoffrey Davies, 40 T.C. 525 (1963).
$100,000 of such gifts and for 50 percent of all gifts 92. I.R.C. sec. 2523.

to his spouse exceeding $200,000 in the aggregate.
92 93. I.R.C. sec. 2523(2)(1).

The marital deduction is limitedto citizensand residents; 94. I.R.C. sec. 2522(a).

it is not allowd to non-residentaliens. 93 In addition to 95. I.R.C. sec. 2522(b).
96. I.R.C. sec. 2503(b).

the marital deduction, a citizen or resident of the 97. I.R.C. 2511(b).sec.
United States is allowed a charitable deduction for the 98. I.R.C. sec. 2511(b).
entire amount of all gifts made to various specified reli- 99. See I.R.C. sec. 2107(b) discussed primarily in text.

gious, charitable, scientific, literary or educationalorga- 100. Cf. Marie-Anne de Goldschmidt-Rothschild, 9 T.C. 325

nizations, or to specified fraternal societies. 94 Although (1947), aff'd 168 F.2d 975 (2d Cir. 1948).
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dit available is based upon the amount of tax imposed resident aliens on death, 86 the rate table applicable to
on the transferor's es.tate which relates to the property lifetime transfersf non-resident aliens is the rate table
that is included in the decedent's estate. The amount of which is applicable to life and death transfers of citizens
the redit is equal t the same proportion of the tax le- and residents. Since the estate tax rate on non-resident
vied on the estate of the transferr (with some adjust- aliens is lower than either the life or death transfer rates
ments) that the property received bears to the trans- imposed on citizens and residents, a lifetime transfer by
feror's taxable estate (decreasedby any death taxes paid a non-residertalien is likely to be subjected to a gift tax
with respect to such estate); and the credit thus com- that will exceed the tax that would have been applic-
puted is limited to the amount of the increase in estate able if the non-residentalien had held the prpertyuntil
tax caused by the inclusion in the decedent's estate of death! A strange result, but the legislative history n-
the property received. dicates that Congress was well aware of this anomaly. 87

The credit diminishes with the passage of time. In the Of course with the elimination of intangibles from the
case of property received from a transferor who dies gift tax on non-resident aliens, the rate base is consider-
after the decedent, the credit will be allowable in full if ably different.
the transferor dies within two years of the death of the The gift tax rates are:

decedent; however, no credit will be allowed if the
transferor dies more than two yers following the de- If theamountwith respectto

tax tocedent's death. If the transferordies within the ten-year which the tentative be
1taxperiod preceding the death of the decedent, the credit computedis: The tentative is:

will diminish in 20 percent ncrementsfor each two-year Not over $10,000 18 percent of such amount
interval following the death of the transferor, com-

mencing with the third year following the transferor's Over $10,000 but not over $20,000 $1,800, plus 20 percent of

death. 80 the excess of such amount

over $10,000
Over $20,000 but not over $40,000 $3,800, plus 22 percent of

D. Credit for gift taxes the excess of such amount

over $20,000
A credit is available for gift taxes paid on transfersmade Over $40,OO but not over $60,000 $8,200, plus 24 percent ofbefore January 1, 1977. 81

the excess of such amount

over $40,000
E. Credit for foreign death taxes Over $60,000 but not over $80,000 $13,000, plus'26 percent of

the excess of such amount

Following the principle that the country of situs has over $60,000
priority to tax no credit is authorized under the Code Over $80,000 but not over $100,000 $18,200,'plus28 percent of
for death taxes paid to foreign governments. 82 A death the of suchexcess amount
tax treaty may permit a credit in the rare instance where over $80,000
a foreign state is given a prior right to tax. 83

Over $100,000 but not over $150,000 $23,800, plus 30 percent of
the excess of such amount

over $100,000

Vlll. GIFT TAX Over $150,000 but not over $250,000 $38,800,Olus 32,percentof

the excess of such amount

A supplement to the Federal estate tax is the United over $150,000

States gift tax. 84 Over $250,000 but not over $500,000 $70,800, plus 34 percent of

the excess of such amount
In additon to the Federal gift tax, various states have

over $250,000
enactedgift taxes also, e.g. New York, California.

Over $500,000 but not $750,000 $155,800, plus 37 ofover percent
The Federal gift tax imposed upon the transfers of non- the excess of such amount
resident aliens 85 s very similar to the Federal gift tax over $500,000
imposed on citizens and residents, with certain signifi-
cant differences: (1) the rate of tax; (2) the base to
which the tax is applied; and (3) the limitations on de- 80. I.R.C. secs. 2013, 2102(a).
ductions. Until recently there were only two gift tax 81. I.R.C. secs. 2012(e), 2102(a).

treaties, with Australia and Japan. Recently gift tax 82. Cf. I.R.C. sec. 2014.
83. E.g. Model Treaty, Art. 10; Netherlands, Art. II; Unitedtreaties were signed with France and the United King- Kingdom, Art. V.

dom. 84. Title 26, Subtitle B, Chapter 12 U.S.C.
85. Like the estate tax provision, the statutory phrase is a

A. Tax rate non-residentnot a citizen of the United States.
86. The federal estate tax rates applicable to non-residentaliens

As mentioned above, the Federal estate and gift tax are much lower than those applicable to citizens and residents.
The lowest rate applicable to citizens and residents is 18 percentrates are now unified for citizens and residents of the
and the highest 70 percent. The comparable rates applicable toUnited States. However, the Federal estate and gift tax non-residentaliens are 6 percent and 30 percent.rate tables applicable to non-residentaliens are not uni- 87. General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, at

fied. In contrast to the rate table used for taxing non- 529.
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Unlike the computation of the federal estate tax of a estate tax credit, the full credit is always available to the

citizen or resident (which is computed by determining estate of a resident or citizen. The credit allowable to

the excess of a tentative tax on the decedent's taxable the estate of a non-residentalien is limited to an amount

estate and adjusted taxable gifts over the aggregate which has the same ratio as the value of the property
amount of gift tax payable on all gifts made by the de- uon which state death taxes were paid bears to the

cedent after December 31, 1976), a non-resident's fe- value of the property situated in the United States. 78

deral estate tax is computed by determining the excess

of a tentative tax 69 on the decedent's taxable estate C. Credit for prior transfertax on

and adjusted taxable gifts over a tentative tax on the
amount of the adjusted taxable gifts. 70 Although it is The estate f decedent (whether not citizena or a or

understandable why a non-resident alien should not be resident) is entitled to a credit for the Federal estate tax
able to offset the full amount of any gift tax he may paid on the transfer of property to the decedent by an-

have paid based on the higher rate table applicable to other decedent (designated by the statute as the trans-
his actual lifetime transfers 71 (i.e. since the non-resi- feror). The credit is available only if the property
dent's estate tax rates are much lower than the gift tax transferred to the decedent was included in the gross
rates, it would create distortion if an offset for actual estate of the transferorwho has died within a period be-
gift tax paid was permitted), it is totally unclear why ginning ten years prior to the death of the decedent and
the offset for gift tax in the current statute only takes ending two years thereafter. 79 The amount f the cre-

into account those taxable gifts of a non-resident alien
which are not included n his gross estate (i.e. only ad-

justed taxable gifts). The legislative history is confused 69. The rate taxable used is much lower than that applicable to

on this point. 72 If not amended, the statute would life and death transfers of citizens and residents and that applic-

deny credit to a non-resident alien for any gift tax paid able to lifetime transfersof non-residentaliens. See discussionbe-

(based on the rate tables prescribed in sec. 2101(d)) on low in text.

gifts which are subsequently included in his gross es- 70. I.R.C. sec. 2101(b). Adjusted Taxable Gifts are those

tate. 73 taxable gifts made by a non-residentalien other than gifts which
are includible in the gross estate of the decedent. I.R.C. sec.

At present the federal estate tax rate schedule applicable 2101(c).
to a non-residentalien is: 71. See discussion below in text. Taxes on pre-1977 gifts are

creditable.
If the amountwith respect to 72. The Act also provides for the unificationof estate and gift
which the tentative tax to be taxes in the case of estate of non-resident aliens who owned or

computedis: The tentative tax is: transferred property situated in the United States. As under prior
law, the gift tax provisionsapplicable to citizens and residents are

Not over $100,000 6 percent of such amount also to apply to gifts of property situated in the United States by
Over $100,000 but not over $500,000 $6,000 plus 12 percent of a non-resident alien. Also, a special estate tax rate schedule is to

excess over $100,000 apply to the estate of non-residentaliens, as under prior law. The

rate schedule is revised to provide rates ranging from 6 percent on
Over $500,000 but not over $1,000,000 $54,000 plus 18 percent of

the first $100,000 in taxable transfers to 30 percent on taxable
excess over $500,000

transfers over $2 million. As in the case of the regular estate tax,
Over $1,000,000but not over $2,000,000 $144,000 plus 24 percent of the amount of estare tax would be determined by applying the

excess over $1,000,000 unifid rate schedule to the cumulative lifetime and deathtime

Over $2,000,000 $384,000 plus 30 percent of transfers subject to United States transfer taxes and then sub-

excess over $2,000,000 tracting the gift taxes payable on the lifetime transfers. The life-

time transfers to be taken into account in computing the estate

tax would include gifts made by the decedent after December 31,
1976. General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, at

VII. CREDITSAGAINST ESTATE TAX 529-530. The problem does not arise with respect to pre-1977
transfers for which a credit is available. I.R.C. secs. 2012, 2102.

A. Unified credit 73. This may not be true for residents of countrieswith which

the United States has a treaty because either (a) the treaty speci-

With the adoption of a rate schedule applicable to cu- fically grants the credit or (b) the statute vi6lates the equal pro-

mulative lifetime and deathtime transfers, Congress also tecton provision.

eliminated the $30,000 estate tax exemption for estates 74. I.R.C. sec. 2106(a)(3), repealed by Pub. L. No. 94-155, sec.

was never
of non-resident aliens. 74 In its place, there is now a uni- 2001(c)(1)(F). The former $30,000 gift tax exemption

fied credit equal to $3,600. 7s Expatriated former
applicable to non-resident aliens. See I.R.C. sec. 2521, repealed
by Pub. L. 94-155, sec. 2001(b)(3).

United States citizens are allowed a credit of $13,000.76 75. I.R.C. sec. 2102(c)(1). Compare Model Treaty, Art. 10.(5).
76. I.R.C. sec. 2107(c)(1)(A).

B. State death tax credit 77. I.R.C. sec. 2011.
78. I.R.C. sec. 2102(b).

In order to partially alleviate the burden of the imposi-
79. It is possible for property to be included in the transferor's

even
tions of both a state and Federal estate tax on the same

gross estate though the transferor died after the decedent in

those situations in which includibilityof the property in the gross
assets or transfer, the Internal Revenue Code authorizes estate of the transferee is not based upon ownership (by the
a credit for state death duties. 77 The credit is limited to transferor) the time of death, but the basis of pre-deathat upon a

the actual state tax paid. However, since no state fails transfer, e.g. a transfer by the transferorwithin three years of his

to impose a tax that is at least equal to the Federal death.
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at the time of his death is situated or deemed situated in that aa personal liability relating to the United States
the United States is reduced by that proportion of the property be avoided. Non-personal liabilities based on,

administrative expenses, losses and taxes attributableto the security of the property alone are preferable. This. !

them, based on the ratio that the value of the United would avoid apportionment. Normally, the decedent '

States gross estate bears to the value of the entire gross can accomplish this result by increasing the equity in-
estate wherever situated. 59 No deduction is allowed, vested in the property; presumably even while on his
however, unless the executor ncludes in the Federal death bed.
estate tax return the value of the world-wide assets. 60

The requirement of including a list of the world-wide C. Charitablededuction
assets in the return is not for purposes of taxing the
foreign assets, but is rathr for the purpose of determin- The amount of all transfers to the United States or any
ing a proper allocationof the deduction. Accordingly, if political subdivision or to any domestic corporatinor-
an executor is willing to forfeit the deductionfor admin- ganized and operated exclusively for religious, scien-
istration expenses, losses, indebtedness and taxes, the tific, or educational purposes or to a trustee or frater-
foreign assets of the decedent need not be disclosed on nal organization for use in the United States for similar
the return. purposes are deductible from the value of the gross

64
In order to obtain a deduction, in addition to a schedule estate. 1

of world-wide assets, the Internal Revenue Service r- The amount of the transfer is either fully deductible or

quires an executor to submit a certified copy of the totally non-deductible depending on the domestic r-

schedule of claims and liabilities against the estate and ganization of the charity or the United States use. It is
expenses of administration filed under foreign death not apportioned as are expenses, liabilities and debts.
duties law. If no schedule was filed, then the executors The other limitations upon deductions applicable to the
must submit a certified copy of the schedule of these estates of residents and citizens re applicable to such
liabilities, claims and expenses which were filed with the transfers. 65 A return disclosing the world-wide assets
foreign court in which administrations occurred. In the is required although the reason for requiring disclosure
absence of such filings, a written declaration made of the foreign assets is not apparent since there is no

under the penalty of perjury is required in order to ob- apportionment. 66 Some treaties permit charitable de-
tain a deduction against the UnitedStatesgross estate. 61 ductions for transfers to charities of the other jurisdic-

67The expenses that are deductible include the general ex- tion.
penses of the decedent, the court fees and executor's
fees, as well as the costs of gathering and reporting the D. Marital deduction
assets, paying applicable taxes of the estate and liabili-
ties of the decedent and distributing the assets to the The marital deduction for transfers to a surviving spouse
heirs. is not allowed. The significance of the unavailability of

the marital deduction depends, in part, on the status of
the marital property. The ownership of community

B. Mortgages and indebtedness in respect of property achieves the same result as a marital deduction
property where the surviving spouse has a vested interest in the

property during marriage.
A distinction is made under the Federal estate tax law
between general liabilities of a decedent and those that
can be satisfied out of specified property only, i.e. no VI. TAX. RATES
personal liability mortgages and liens. If the decedent's
estate is liable for the amount of an indebtedness, the Notwithstandingthat the federal taxable estate is limit-
full value of any-property from which it may be satis- ed to assets situated in the U.S., the rate is based only
fied is included as part of the value of the gross estate, on those assets. There is no exemptionwith progression.
the liability is apportioned among all assets and a pro- State rates, however, may be based on world-wide as-

portionate amount is deductible. If the decedent's sets, thereby increasing the effective tax. 68

general estate is not liable, only the value of the equity
of redemption (i.e. the value of the property less the

59. I.R.C. 2106(a)(1). Compare OECD, Article 9, whichsec.
mortgage or indebtedness) is includible in the gross es- allocates debts to either immovable property or a permanenttate. 62 Thus, the liability is deducted in full and is not establihmentand all other debts to the country of domicile.
apportioned. 63 The lesson is obvious. If the propertY 60. I.R.C. 2106(b).sec.
that is subject to an indebtedness is not situated in the 61. Reg. sec. 20.2106-2(b).
United States, a non-personal liability mortgage indebt- 62. Reg. sec. 20.2053-7. City Bank Farmers Trust Co. v. Bo-
edness (i.e. secured by the property alone) is not de- wers, 68 F.2d 909 (2d Cir. 1934).
ductible; but if the decedent's estate were liable for the 63. Estate of Harcourt JOhnstone, 19 T.C. 44 (1952), Acq.,
indebtedness, the obligation could be ratably deduct- 1952-1 C.B. 5.

ed against the United States assets, even though the 64. I.R.C. sec. 2106(a)(2).
property itself would not be includible in the United 65. I.R.C. 2106(a)(2)(E).

66. I.R.C. sec. 2106(b).States gross estate; provided, of course, a schedule of
67. E.g., Canada, Art. III(2); Model Treaty, Art. 10(3).world-wide assets was disclosed. One the other hand, if 68. E.g., New York taxes a non-resident'sestate on its propor-

the decedent has assets situated in the United States tionate share of a tax on world-wide assets, i.e. taxation with pro-
which are subject to an jndebtedness, it is preferable gression.
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If the interest in the partnership is treated as a separate ducted. Compare GCM 18718, holding that a French
chose in action, further decision must be made. Is it a socit en commandite that did not terminate upon the

debt, for example, from the other general partner or death of a partner was a separate entity and the partner-
partners No partner owns an nterest in any partnership ship's assets were not attributable to the estate of the

asset, all he owns is an nterest in a partnership.On the resident alien decedent partners, 56 The entity was a

death of a general partner, a partnership terminates and partner in a New York partnership which was doing
the only interest that the deceased partner's heirs ac- business in the United States. Under our Internal Reve-

quire is a right against the surviving partners for their nue Code, a partner is deemed to be engaged in business

share of the assets remaining after satisfaction of all lia- if the partnership is engaged in business. Assuming that

bilities. Under this view, the location of the asset would this concept applies under the estate tax provisions, the

depend on the location of the survivingpartner or part- French socit en commandite would have been doing
ners. Alternatively, the partner's interest in a partner- business in the United States, yet the GCM concluded

ship may be viewed as a separate nterest in an entity that the assets were not subject to estate tax. On the

similar to a share of stock in a corporation. This is the other hand, in Revenue Ruling 55-701, 57 the Internal

position adopted by sections 26 and 31 of the Uniform Revenue Service concluded that under the U.S.-U.K.

Partnership Act and sections 18, 20 and 21 of the Uni- Estate Tax Conventionthe situs of a partnership interest
form Limited Partnership Act. Under these provisions, is where the business is carried on.

a decedent's nterest constitutes intangible persnal
property, regardless of the assets owned by the partner- 4 Trust interests
ship. For example, in Blodgett, Tax Commissioner of
State of Connecticut v. Silberman, 277 U.S. 1, the A trust, on the ther hand, is not deemed an entity but

Supreme Court of the United States held that for pur- a cnglomerationof assets. Accordingly, a non-resident

pose of the Connecticut inheritance tax, a deceased alien decedent's interest in a domestic or foreign trust

partner's interest constitutedntangible personal proper- is deemed an interest n each asset of the trust. Taxa-

ty, notwithstanding that a considerable portion of the tion therefore depends upon the situs of each trust

partnership assets consisted of real estate located in New asset. 58 The rule seems nconsistent with the authority
York. This is still the unanimousposition of the United on partnership in situations where the partnerhip is re-

States courts when the question nvolves state death spected as a juridical entity not terminatingon death. It

duties. is also inconsistent with local substantive law which

Asuming that a decedent's interest is intangible per- generally treats trusts as entities and beneficiaries own-

sonal property, it would appear that its location would ing a chose in action similar to a share of stock.

be at the decedent's place of domicile. The Internal Re-

venue Cod does not define the location of all assets; V. DEDUCTIONS
nor does it contain a catch-ail or remainder provision.
Certain assets are given a specific situs. The remainder Since the estate of non-residentalien for United
are left to court decision. If the courts make an interest gross a

States estate tax purposes is limited to the prperty situ-
in a partnershipanalogous to a share of stock, then the ated in the United States, the deductions permitted to
interet will be located in the country under whse laws reduce the gross estate to the taxable estate limited.
the partnershipwas created. Howver, intangibleproper-

are

The Code disallows (1) completely deductions attribut-
ty is not necessarily located n the country under whose able solely to property not situated in the United States,
law it is created. Prior law held that shares of stock and (2) a portion of the deductionsnot specificallyallocable
debt obligation were situated where the physical em- to property situated in the United States. Deduc-
bodiment of the right was physically lcated at the date any

tions are apportioned, not disallowed, on the ratio of
of death or at the location of the transfer books. the assets ncludible in the gross estate to the total
The fractional interest rule is clearly not the U.S. do- world-wide assets of the decedent. These apportionable
mestic rule. Under the Uniform PartnershipAct and the deductions include, for example, administration ex-

Uniform Limited Partnership Act, a partner, whether penses and general obligations.
general or limited, does not own a fractional interest in
each of the partnership's assets. Notwithstanding this A. Administrationexpenses, losses, indebtedness
aspect of local law, there is authority that where the and taxes
partnership terminates on death of the decedent that
each partnership asset must be treated separately as if In determining the non-resident alien's taxable estate,
the partner had a fractional interest in each asset, 55 It is the value of that part of decedent'sgross estate which
not clear whether the Internal Revenue Service accepts
that position. In connection with the interpretation of
the U.S.-U.K. Estate Tax Treaty, the position was re- 55. Sanchez v. Bowers, 70 F.2d 715 (2d Cir. 1934), involving

jected although it is possible to explain that position on a Puerto Rican conjugal partnership that terninated on death.

the basis that the British position was contrary and a 56. 1937-2 C.B. 476.

treaty should be interpreted in a consistent manner.
57. 1955-2 C.B. 836.
58. Commissionerv. Nevius, 76 F.2d 109 (2d Cir. 1935), reu'g

Where the partnership does not terminate on the death, 30 B.T.A. 70, and rejecting the contentionof decedentwh hada

then the criteria for taxation may be the law under aa life estate and who exercised a general power of appointment
which the partnership was formed, similr to a corpora- that the beneficiary's interest was only a right against the English
tion, or the place or places where the business is con- trustee. See also Rev. Rul. 55-163, 1955-1, C.B. 674.
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unit. 44 The situs of such intangibles as partnership in- as is also the case with a trademark or a copyright. It
terests, goodwill of sole propritorships, patents, trade- would appear that the rights should be treated as sepa-
marks, copyrights, franchises and similar rights ap- rate property for transfer tax purposes and subject t.
parently is to be determined under this broad, general tax in each country of registrationor use.

regulation. In the absence of this authority some guid-
ance may be gained from the U.S. tax treaties. 2. Unincorporatedbusiness interests

Neither the statute nor the regulations define the situs
1. Industrialand commercialproperty rights of an unincorporated business nterest. A sole pro-

prietorship may be treated in the income tax area
sl

as aThere are a number of situs issues that could arise in the
conglomerate of assets situated where physically locat-field of ndustrial and commercial property rights: (1) ed. However, this does not answer where the goodwillsitus of the property of the owner of the rights; (2) situs is located. The regulation description of the situs of anof the property of any licensee from the owner; and (3) intangible right to be where it is issued, or the residencesitus of multi-territorialrights. of the party against whom it is enforceable, does not ap-

a. Owner pear to be applicable to goodwill. Goodwill is generally
treated by United States etate tax treaties to have its

Under older United States treaties, patents, trademarks situs where the business is principallycarried or.
52 The

and designs are generally deemed to be situated in the provisions of the U.S. Model Treaty situateit where the
United States if they have been issued or registered in business has a permanentestblishmentor fixedplace, 53

the United States and copyrights, if exercisable in the This may raise problems in a situation where the dece-
United States. 45 These rules are within the broad ambit dent's trade business carried in severalor was on coun-
of the regulations, i.e. they are either issued by the tries.
United States governmentor are enforceable against any
infringer in the United States. However, some rights are 3. Partnership interests
not statutory and do not require issuance or registra- One of the largest investments that non-resident alienstion, e.g. a common law copyright or a trade secret. In have acquired in recent years in the United States isone case, a famous non-residentalien author of a manu- partnership interests in U.S. real estate. Is this U.S.script transferred it to his wife prior to registering the

a

aset
copyright in the United States and selling the rights to a

publisher. The manuscript was held to have a foreign The situs of an interest in a partnership has not been
situs for gift tax purposes.

46 On the other hand, a judicially determined. Nor is it coverecl in the Cocle.
transfer of rights in a manuscript subsequentto the reg- There are at least three possible poitions that the courts
istration of the copyright and sale was held to be a gift could adopt: (1) that the interestn a partnershipnter-
of property situated in the United States. 47 It is not est, whether a generl or limited partnership, constitutes
clear whether the gift was taxable because it was a trans- a separate chose in action and is located where the enti-
fer of a copyright registered in the United States or be- ty is ncorporated or the chose is located; (2) that the
cause the purchaser had been a United States obligor. It entity is treated in the same manner as a conglomerate

of assets and that the situs of the interest is where eachwould appear that it was the latter reason, since the
court taxed the portion of the value attributable to Ca- individual item of the partnership assets is located; and
nadian serial rights also. (3) that the situs of the partner's interest is where the

business is carried on.
54

b. License to use 44. Reg. sec. 20.2104-1(a)(4).
45. Canada, Art. II(k) and (1); old United Kingdom, Art. III(2)Since a license is not issued by any governmentalagency (h) and (j); old France, Art. 3(a)(e) and (f).but stems from a contract with a private licensor, if the 46. P.G. Wodehouse,:9 T.C. 487 (1952).

person issuing the license is foreign it can be argued that 47. Sax Rohmer, 21 T.C. 1099 (1954).the situs of the license would not be in the United 48. See Clary, Edward T., TerritorialLimits of Fiscal Authorir
States. 48 Under this theory, if a non-resident alien ties on Succession and Wealth Taxes, 22d Cong. International
licensee of a patent were to die and the patent license Fiscal Association (1968), LIII CahiersDe Droit, Tome II at 378.
had been issued to him by a non-residentof the United 49, Caada, Art. II(k); United Kingdom, Art. III(2)(i); France,
States, that license would not have its situs in the Art. 3(2)(f).
United States since it would not have been issued by a

50. Article 8 of the OECD Draft Convention proposes that all

resident of the United States. As a matter of policy, it intangibles should be considered as being situated at the domicile
of the decedent.would appear that the licensor's residence should not be 51. Williamsv. McGowan, 152 F.d 570 (2d Cir. 1946).controlling, and the rule that has been adopted under 52. E.g., Canada, Art. II(j); Japan, Art. III(1)(f).the United States treaties that the licence to use a pa- 53. Model Treaty, Art. 6(1).

tent and trademark is located where exercisable should 54. In Boyd v. AttorneyGeneralfor British Columbia, 36 DLR
prevail. 49 Even this rule is subject to some dispute, 50

266 (Sup. Ct. Can. 1917), the Supreme Court of Canada discuss-
ed the divergent views for taxation of a decedent's interest in an

c. Multi-trritoril rights Ontario partnership that Owned real estate in British Columbia
and determined it wastaxable. Each of the various theories forAnother question that may arise in connectionwith pa- treating a partnership was adopted by at least one of the fivetents, copyrights and other industrial rights is the terri- judges participating in the decision. The more recent case of The

torial use of those rights. A patent granted in the United King v. National Trust Company, 1933 S.C.R. 670 (Sup. Ct. Can.
States may also be registered in other parts of the world, 1933) may indicate a reversal of that decision.
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below. Deposits with persons not in the banking busi- assets situated in the United States to a foreign corpora-

ness, such as brokers, are includible in the decedent's tion within three yearsf death will be ncludible in the

estate. 31 non-resident alien's estate. 40 This may depend upon
whether the transfer of assets in return for shares is a

41

E. Debt obligations transfer for full cnsideration in money's worth.

Debt obligations of a United States person, the United G. Retirementrights
States, a State, or any political subdivision thereof, or

the.District of Columbia are deemed prperty situated Survivorship rights under pension and profit sharing
within the United States. 32 This provision, adpted in plans would appear to be governed by the debt obliga-
1966, is a change from the prior regulationsthat treated tion rule, i.e. includible if the obligor is domestic. The

any written evidence of intangible personal property, exemption for insurance payments is inapplicable as it

such as a bond for the payment of money, which ws is limited to the proceeds of life nsurance. However, to
deemed to be the property itself, as situated within the the extent the benefits are attributableto employer con-

United States, if the written evidence of ndebtedness tributions and are payable from a qualified employee's
was physically lcated in the United States. The corol- trust forming part of a pension, stock bonus or profit
lary is also true: a debt obligation of a foreign country sharing plan or consist of qualified retirementannuities,
to a foreign person will be deemed to be situated out- the value is excluded from the gross estate. 42

side the United States whether or not it is evidenced in
written form (which would normally be deemed to con- H. Proceedsof life insurance
stitute the property) and is physically located in the
United States. 33

The amount receivable as insurance on the life of a non-

Debt obligations of certain domestic corporations do resident alien is not deemed situated within the United
not have a U.S. situs if (a) less than 20 percent of the States. 43 Policies owned n the lives of others are not

gross ncome of such crporation was derived from covered. They may be treated as obligations of the in-
sources within the United States for the three year pe- surer, in which case their taxation will depend on

riod preceding the date of the decedent's death, or (b) whether the issuer was a domestic insurance company.
the debt obligation in question was part of certain debt Alternatively, they may be treated as ntangibles em-

issues, with respect to which an election had been made bodied in an instrument and taxed if the policies are

under subsection (c) of section .4912f the repealed In- physically located in the United States. Or, taxation
terest Equalization Tax, or (c) the debt obligation was may depend on the status of the life of the insured. The

part of certain issues outstanding on April 1, 1971, status of the issuer appears to be the most likely criteria.
which were treated as the debt obligation of a foreign
obligor under the prior statute. 34

I. Other intangiblepersonal property
Some estate tax treaties still contain a remnant of the

dichtomy between obligations that were deemed to be The Internal Revenue Code does not contain rules gov-
the property and obligations that were merely evidence erning the situs of other intangible personal property.
of the debt. For example, bearergovernmentbonds and The regulations adopt the rule that intangible personal
bills of exchange are still treated like currency and are property has a situs in the United States if issued by or

deemed to have a situs where physically located under enforceable against a resident of the United States, a

some treaties. 35 domestic corporation or a domestic governmental

F. Shares of stock 31. Rodolfo Ogarrio 40 T.C. 242 (1963), aff'd 337, F.2d 108

(D.C. Cir. 1964).
Shares of stock owned by a non-residentalien are deem- 32. I.R.C. sec. 2104(c).

33. Reg. sec. 1.2105(1)(k).
ed property within the United States only if issued by a 34. I.R.C. secs. 861(a)(1)(B),861(a)(1)(G)and 861(a)(1)(H).
domestic crporatin. 36 This is true regardless of the 35. Canada, Art. II(e); United Kingdom,Art. II(2)(b).
location of the certificate at the time of death. 3VAs a 36. I.R.C. sec. 2104(a). Contra, OECD, Art. 8.
result, a non-resident alien can avoid the United States 37. The exclusion of intangibles is legislative grace. It is,not re-

estate tax if he is willing to transfer his United States quired by the U.S. Constitution.Burnett v. Brooks, 288 U.S. 378,
assets to a foreign entity that will be treated as a corpo- C.B. XII-1, 362 (1933). Thus, the rule may be different for state

ration for United States tax purposes. A Stiftung has death tax purposes. E.g., Cory v. Bank of America (Estate of

been held nt to be a corpration notwithstanding it is Banerjee) 74 Cal. App. 3d 473 (Ct. App., 1st Div. 1977), aff'd 21

a separate juridical entity under the laws of Switzerland Cal. 3d 527 (1978).

and Liechtenstein. 38 38. Oei Tjong Sivan v. Commissioner, 327 F.2d 144 (2n Cir.

1957), affW 24928 (1955).
Just as important as the characteristics of the entity is 39. Fillman v. United States, 355 F.2d 632, 66-1 U.S.T.C.

the decedent's treatment of it. Where the decedent 12.374 (Ct. Cl. 1966).
treats the entity's assets as his own, the entity will be 40. I.R.C. sec. 2104(b).
treated as an agent or custodian and its assets subjected 41. I.R.C..sec. 2035(b)(1). See Oei Tjong Swan, 24 T.C. 829

to Federal estate tax. 39 (1955) at 854, 857.
42. I.R.C. sec. 2039(c).

It has been suggested by some writers that a transfer of 43. I.R.C. 20.2104-1(a)(4).
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at the time of the gift and the trustee has reinvested in die while his work f art were here for purposes of sale
property situated outside of the United States at the at an art auction, it could be subject to estate tax. The
date of death, it would literally be includible in the de- common law rule that personality follows the domi-
cedent's estate. On the other hand, if the decedent had cile of the owner

25
may not be applicable where it is

not created the trust or had revoked it prirt investing clear that the owner has determined to dispose of the
in the foreign assets, the property would not be includ- aset.
ible. Less extreme cases can be imagined when the de- The harsh results of the general tangible personal prop-cedent transferred assets situated outside of the United erty rule have been mitigated by judicial decision for
States to an independent trustee who unbeknownst to those items of tangible property that are personal in
the grantor reinvested some of them in the United nature, e.g. jewelry and persnal effects of a vacationingStates, or a person to whom foreign situs assets had non-residentalien. 26 On the other hand, personalprop-been given, in contemplation of death, reinvested them erty items that are not accompanying a nn-resident
in the United States. All of these situations do not ap- alien on a temporary visit in the United States will be
pear to be situations where tax should be imposed. It deemed situated in the United States. Examples are cash
has been suggested that the provision was designedt or jewelry left in a safe deposit box in the United
avoid gifts of property which were situated in the States. 27 Assets in transit are generally deemed situated
United States and were converted into foreign situs as- at the place of their destination. 28

.

sets soon before death. This situation has been covered
by judicial decision where there has been a reinvest-
ment. 20 Where there has not, there would seem to be D. Bank deposits
no reason to impose a tax.

Domestic bank deposits, withdrawable accounts with 3

savings and loan associations or similar institutions,
B. Real property amounts held by insurance companiesunder agreements

to pay nterest theren, and deposits with a foreign
The situs of real property wned directly by a nn-resi- branch of a domestic corporation or domestic partner-
dent alien decedent is the place where the property is ship engaged in a commercial banking business are not

actually located. 21 The determination of the physical deemed property situated within the United States. 29

location of property should rarely be a problem, but the This statutory exemption was enacted to promote the

meaning of the term real property could, since banking interests of the United States, and is a corol-
neither the statute nor the regulations define real prop- lary of section 861(c) of the Internal Revenue Code

erty. Generally, obligations secured by mortgages are which exempts the interest earned on these deposits
considered debt bligations, rather than real property, from United States income tax. If such deposits are ef-
under United States law. Most of our treaties are in con- fectively connected with the conduct of a trade or busi-

formity with that conclusion. 22 A similar problem re- ness within the United States, the estate and income tax
lates to the ncludibility of a lease in the term real exemptions are not applicable. A United States deposit
property. For example, Article III, paragraph 2(a), of with a United States banking branch of a foreign corpo-
the old French treaty specifically excludes leases of less ration or a foreign partnershipwill also be exempt if the
than 18 years from the definition of real prperty. foreign corporation or foreign partnership is engaged in

Presumably, any lease for 18 years or longer would have the banking business and is deemed to be engaged in a

been deemed to be real property for the French-United trade or business within the United States at any time
3o

States estate tax convention. In the absence of a treaty during the taxable year. This rule is, of course, an ex-

definition, it is doubtful that even a long-term lease is ception to the general rule on debt obligations discussed
real propert under United States law.

20. See Marie-Anne de Goldschmidt-Rothschild, 9 T.C. 325

(1947), affd 168 F.2d 975 (2d Cir. 1948).
C. Tangiblepersonal property 21. Reg. sec. 20.2104-1(a)(1).

22. E.g., U.K., Art. 6(2); France, Art. 5(2); Netherlands, Art.

Tangible personal property physically present in the 6(2). But cf. Greece, Art. IV(2)(h).
23. Reg. sec. 20.2104-1(a)(2).United States is deemed situated in the United States 24. I.R.C. sec. 2105(c). Adopted originally as a Joint Resolu-

for Federal estate tax purposes.
23 A specific statutory tion of Congress for the benefit of the National Gallery of Art.

exception has been made for works of art which are im- Pub. L. No. 749, 81st Cong. 2d Sess. (1950).
ported into the United States solely for exhibitionpur- 25. Two legal maxims conflict: mobilia sequentur personm
poses and are loaned for such purposes to a public gal- (movables follow the person) and expressio unius est exclusio

lery or museum.
24 Arguably, the statute was passed alterius (mention of one thing implies the exclusion of another

merely to give foreign owners of art collectionssecurity thing). The former maxim was specifically disavowed by the

that exhibiting works in the United States would not Supreme Court in Burnet v. Brooks, 288 U.S. 378 (1933) stating

produce adverse estate tax consequences and to thus Congress did not enact a maxim and taxing intangible persona-

prmote the interest of the United States in having for- lity with a U.S. situs.

eign private art collections made available for display in
26. Murchie v. Delaney, 82 F.Supp. 1976 (D. Mass. 1949),
aff'd 177 F.2d 444 (lst Cir. 1949).public museums. However, this is not clear as there ap- 27. Rev. Rul. 55-143, 1955-1 C.B. 465.

pears to be no legislative history in point. The terms of 28. E.g., Canada, Art. II(b).
the statute may be construed to tax all work of art un- 29. I.R.C. sec. 2105(b).
less on exhibition..Thus, if a non-resident alien were to 30. I.R.C. sec. 2105(b)(2).
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' sons are found in the laws of many other countries, A. Peculiarity of prior transfers
e.g. Netherlands, Germany, and the United Kingdom.

As most readers of this article know, prperty previous-
ly transferred by a decedent will frequentlybe included
in his gross estate. The transfersthat are incomplete for

B. Resident
estate tax purposes include (1) transfers within three

16

For purposes of the Federal estate tax, the term resi- years of death; (2) transfers, by trust or otherwise,
dent means a decedent who, at the time of his death, over which the decedent had retained for his life or for

is domiciled in the United States. 9 This is to be con- any period not ascertainable by reference to his death,
trastedwith the use of the term residentfor purposesof or for any period which does not n fact end before his

death either: (a) the possession or enjoymentof, or the
the Federal income tax. For that purpose, an alien ac-

tually present in the United States who is not a mere right to the ncome from, the prperty, or (b) the right,
transient or sojourner is a resident of the United either alone or in conjunction with any person, to

States. 10 Thus, for jncome tax purposes, a taxpayer designate the persons who shall possess or enjoy the

may have a dual residence. A taxpayer may not have a property or the incme therefrom, or (c) the voting
dual domicile. A taxpayer acquires a domicile in a place rights in any stock that the decedent may have trans-

17

by living there, even if for only a brief period of time, ferred during his life; (3) a transfer, whether in trust

with no definite present intention of later removing or otherwise, and the enjoyment of the property is sub-
,

himself. Residence without the requisite intention to re- ject to any change by the exercise of a power by the

main indefinitely or to return in the future is not domi- decedent to either alter, amend, revoke, terminate or in

cile. Conversely, once United States domicile is estab- any other way determine who shall enjoy the property,

lished, an intention to change domicile does not effect the property will be includible in the decedent'sestate;
the change unless accompanied by actual removal from and (4) finally, even where the decedent has not retain-

the United States. 11 Since it is conceivable for an in- ed any power over the property transferred, it will be

dividual to have a domicile in the United States even includible in his estate where: (a) the ownership or en-

though resident abroad, in order t avoid the applica- joyment of the property can only be obtained by sur-

tion of the Federal estate tax to the world-wide assets viving the decedent, (b) the decedent has retained a re-

on the basis of domicile, a taxpayer, as a minimum, versionary interest or a possibility that the property
should maintain a permanent residence located outside would be returned to the decedent himself or his estate

of the United States. Although a decedent may nor-
or would be subject to a power of disposition by him,

mally have one domicile only, that does not mean that and (c) the value of that reversionary interest immedi-

the decedentmay not be subject to tax by more than one ately before the decedent's death exceeded five percent
jurisdiction, with each claiming the decedent as its do- of the value of the entire property (determined actu-

18

miciliary at the time of his death. 12 arially).
Of particular interest for advisors of foreign nvestors is
the peculiar provision that property that is the subject
of any of the foregoingprovisions on lifetime transfer is

IV. ASSETS INCLUDIBLE includible in the non-resident alien decedent's gross es-

tate if the property was situated in the United States at
The gross estate of a deceased non-resident alien is that ether the time of transfer or at the date of the dece-
part of his gross estate which at the time of his death is dent's death. 19 The ramificationof this provision could
situated in the United States. 13 The entire gross estate be surprising. For example, if decedent transferred toa

of a non-resident alien is determined in the same way as a revocable trust property situated in the United States
the gross estate of a citizen or resident of the United
States, 14 however, only that part of the entire gross
estate situated in the United States s ncluded n the 9. Reg. sec. 20.0-1(b)(1).

10. Reg. sec. 1.871-2(b).taxable estate.
11. Reg. sec. 20.0-1(b)(1). Compare Rev. Rul. 74-364, 19746-2

The stated test in determining what portion of a non- C.B., 321 iA citizen of France admitted to the United States on a

resident alin's estate will be subjected to Federal estate G-4 non-immigrantvisa was held incapable of forming the neces-

tax is the determination of the situs of the property sary intent to remain in the United States) with Rev. Rul. 80-209,
owned by the decedent at his death. Situs, however, is 1880-31 IRB 13 (An illegal alien present in the United States

not necessarily identical with location. It is a term used for years was ruled a domiciliary).
12. See In Re Dorrance's Estate, 309 Pa. 151, (1932), cert. de-

to mask a conclusion reached by either the legislature or nied 288 U.S. 617; and In Re Etate of Dorrance, 115 N.J. Eq.the tribunal that it is appropriate, a value judgment, to 268 (1931), aff'd 13 N.J. Misc. 168, aff'd 116 N.J.L. 362 (1936),
impose a tax. The factors that enter nto that value judg- cert. denied 298 U.S. 678 (1936), in which both Pennsylvania1 ment may nclude ability to pay or, most mportantly, and New Jersey successfully asserted that they were the dece-
an ability to enforce a determination.The situs rules are dent's domicile.
found in the Internal Revenue Code, the regulations 13. I.R.C. sec. 2103.

promulgated thereunder, the decided cases and the vari- 14. Reg. sec. 29.2103-1.

ous tax treaties. 15. See I.R.C. sec. 7852(d); Rev. Rul. 54-21, 1954-1 C.B.203.
16. I.R.C. sec. 2035.

A decedent's estate has the right to choose to apply 17. I.R.C. sec. 2036.
either the statutory or the treaty situs rules, depending 18. I.R.C. sec. 2037.
upon which it finds more favorable, 15

19. I.R.'C. 2104(b).sec.
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In addition to the Federal government, the states also intent to either forego United tates citizenship or

impose death and transfer taxes, although in many in- which are inconsistent with such allegiance. These judi-
stances the state tax is merely an amount that would cial limitations are the result of the fact that the immi-
otherwise be paid to the Federal government. gration and nationality statutes are, like any other

Since many of the problems of practitioners will relate statutes, limited by the Constitutin of the United

to Canadian investors, the largest investors in the United States. Accordingly, it has been held that loss of citizen-

States, I should point out that the existence of the Ca- ship absent subjective intent to become expatriated
nadian Treaty is not clear. Although Canada repealed its wuld involve an unconstitutionaldeprivation of a cn-

5

dominion estate tax in 1971, it has not formally termi- stitutionallyprotected right.
(

nated its treaty with the United States. The United The holding of foreign citizenship is not incompatible
States estate tax form for non-resident alien estates or mutually exclusive with holding United States citi- /

(706NA) is ambiguous about the existence of the trea- zenship. Examples of dual citizenship arise where the
ty, as was the response of the prior InternationalCoun- decedent was born in the United States of non-resident
sel of the Treasury. However, the position of the present alien parents, notwithstanding the purpose of the pa-
International Tax Counsel of the United States Treasury rents' visit in the United States; or the birth of the dece- I
Department is that the treaty is still in force. This allows dent outside of the United States where both parents
for an exchange of information about taxpayers and are United States citizens, one of whom lived at any
their assets between the two countries. The exchange of time in the United States prior to the decedent's birth; 6

information provisions in the proposed Canadian n- or even where only one parent was a United States citi-
come tax treaty will cover information on estate and zen and the other parent was an alien, providing that the
gift taxes, as well as income taxes. Subsequentto the ra- parent who was a citizen wa physically present in the
tification of the income tax treaty, the United States in- United States for a period or periods totalling not less
tends to give notice of the terminationof the estate tax than ten years, at least five f which were after that pa-
treaty. rent had attained the age of 14 years.

7 Moreover, in
light of the strict protection the Supreme Court has pro-
vided for United States citizenship, many individuals
who may have believed that they had lost their citizen-

Ill. TAXPAYER CATEGORIES ship may be living under a misconception.For example,
failure of an ndividual who was born outside of the

For estate tax purposes, the Internal Revenue Cde clas- United States but who is a citizen because of this pa-sifies persons as follws: (1) citizens, (2) resident aliens, rentage to satisfy certain return requirements, if he con-
and (3) non-residents, not citizens of the United tinues to reside for three years in the state of which he
States. 3 Both citizens and resident aliens are taxed is national by birth after 22, longer results na age no an
alike. The taxable estate of a decedent who was a non- automatic loss of citizenship. In this regard, note that
resident alien is similar to that of a citizen or a resident the Federal estate tax return for a non-resident alien,with the following differences: (1) The Federal estate Form 706 NA, requests the decedent's place of birth.
tax imposed upon the transfer of an estate of a decedent

In the case of a decedent who leaves the United Stateswho was a non-resident alien is limited to that part of
and voluntarily surrenders his citizenship, if of thethe decedent's entire gross estate which at the time of one

his death was situated in the United States. (2) A sepa- principal purposes for the surrender was the avoidance
of estate taxes and the decedentdied within ten years ofrate rate schedule and unified credit is applicable. (3) As
such Ioss of citizenship, the Code imposes the taxa result of the limitation of the gross estate to proper-

same

ties situated within the United States, deductions from
rates as those applicable to any citizen or resident of the
United States. In addition, it extends the definition ofthe gross estate must be allocated. (4) Certain deduc-

tions are denied. (5) Credit for foreign death taxes is not property situated in the United States to include the

allowed. property situated in the United States owned by a for-
eign corporation n which: (a) the decedent owned, at
the time of his death, ten percent or more of the total
combined voting power of all classes of stock entitled toA. Citizen
vote of such foreign corporatin; and (b) the decedent
owned or is considered to have owned, through the ap-The determination of citizenship cannot be ignored by

advisors. We discovered a number of instances of foreign plication of various attribution rules, more than 50 per-
ent of the total combined voting power of all classescitizens being unaware of their U.S. citizenship in the
of stock entitled to vote of such foreign corporation.course of our practice. This provision is applicable if death occurs within ten

The term citizen is not defined by the Internal Reve- years following the loss of citizenship, 8 Similar provi-
nue Code or by the regulations. It is defined by those
sections of the United States laws applicable for pur- 3. This article will refer to this latter category as.non-resident
poses of nationality and mmigration. 4 alien.

4. Immigration nd Nationality Act of 1952, 8 U.S. Code sec.Citizenship may be obtained either by birth or by na- 1401 et seq.turalization. Similarly, United States citizenshipmay be 5. Afroyim v. Rusk, 378 U.S. 253 (1967).lost by certain of the prescribed specific acts of expatri- 6. U.S.C. sec. 1401(c).
ation. Generally, as the result of judicial decision, these 7. U.S.C. sec. 1401(g).
expatriating acts are limited to those which evidence an 8. I.R.C. sec. 2107.
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b. -License to use

c. Multi-territbrial rights
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B. Rate base
C. Deductions

United States is also a party to the OECD Draft Cnvention on death du- D. Expatriates

ties. 2 IX. GIFT TAX TREATIES
A. Primary jurisdiction

The existing United States estate tax treaties are with: B. Secondary jurisdiction

Australia Greece Netherlands Union of X. GENERATION-SKIPPINGTAX
A. In general

Cnada Ireland Norway South Africa B. Genertion-skippingand the non-

Finland Italy Switzerland United Kingdom residentalien

France Japan
XI. ENFORCEMENTOFTAX CLAIMS
XlI. ATTORNEY'S LIABILITY

Estate tax treaty negotiations are presently being conductedwith Denmark, Xlll.PLANNING

Germany and Austria among other countries.

The existing United States gift tax treaties are with: Satford H Goldberg. This Article will ap:

Australia-France -- Japan -- United Kingdom. pear fn CurrentLegetApectof tnternation-
ai Estate Ptanntng' to be pub/,hed by the

The generation-skipping taxes are covered in treaties with France and the AmeticanBarAsocatonin tte.summer1981

United Kingdom. Real Estate Investments;Canadian Invest-
ments in U.S. Real Estate, Canadian Tax
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APPENDIX 11 APPENDIX IV

Tax payable by various taxpayerswth same annual ncome Tax payable by various taxpayers with same annual ncome
(Hong Kong dollars) (Hong Kong dollars)

Married Marred
with 2 with 2

Single children Single children
with 2 Married Married and 2 with 2 Married Married and2

dependent with no with 2 dependent dependent with no with 2 dependent
Single parents children children parents Single parents children children parents

Annual salary/ Annual salary/
income $72,000 $72,000. $72,000 $72,000 $72,000 income $50,000* $50,000 $50,000* $50,000* $50,000*

less: less: 1
Personal and Personal allowances $10,000 $10,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000

supplementary $40,000 $40,000 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000
allowances $22,500 $22,500 $45,000 $45,000 $45,000

$49,500 $49,500 $27,000 $27,000 $27,000
Jess:

Child allowances -- $ 5,500 $ 5,500
/ess: Jess:
Child allowance -- -- -- $12,000 $12,000

Dependent parent

Dependent parent allowances -- -- -- --

allowance ---- $14,000 .... $14,000
Net chargeable

Net chargeable income $40,000 $40,000 $30,000 $24,500 $24,500
income $49,500 $35,500 $27,000 $15,000 $1,000

Tax thereon $ 5,500 $ 5,500 $ 3,000 $ 2,175 $ 2,175
Tax thereon $ 7,375 $ 4,100 $ 2,500 $1,000 $ 50

Effective rate 11.0% 11.0% 6.0% 4.4% 4.4%
Effective rate 10.2% 5.7% 3.5% 1.4% 0.14%

Source: The 1981-82BudgetSpeech, February 25,1981. * Equivalent to $72,000 at 1980 prices.

APPENDIXV

Outcome of-major tax reform recommendations
as at February 25, 1981

APPENDIX III 1

Recommen-

Marginal tax rates applicable to salary tax/ dation Governmentdecision Budgetspeech reference

personal assessment

(Hong Kong dollars) A deferred 1979-80, Annex 15, p. 81

B rejected 1979-80, Annex 15, pp. 81-82

Net taxable income Tax rates C accepted 1978-79i Para. 177

D major recommendation
(a) Upon thelst. $10,000 5 percent rejected; 1978-79, Paras. 170-171

minor recommendations
(b) Upon the next $10,000 10 percent accepted 1980-81, Paras. 277-278

E partly accepted 1978-79, Paras. 172-176
(c) Upon the next $10,000 15 percent and Annex 15, p. 135

(d) Upon the next $10,000 20 percent F major recommendation

accepted; minor
' (e) Upon the remainder 25 percent exceptions rejected 1979-80, Annex 15, pp. 84-85

G deferred 1979-80, Annex 15, p. 85
(Effective from the year of assessment 1 978/79)

, H rejected 1979-80, Annex 15, p. 86

major recommendation
Source: Inland Revenue Ordinance, Chapter 112, Revised edition 1979, accepted; minor

Second Schedule, p. 129. suggestions rejected 1979-80, Annex 18, p. 88
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-e DesindScecuaranc Gooa Sys-emso-
ncome-axa-ion-The InternationalDimension

by Syl9ain R.F. Plasschaert*

I. THE FRAMEWORK: COMPETING JURIS-
DICTIONALPRINCIPLESAND WAYS TO
ALLEVIATE DOUBLE TAXATION Contents

I. THE FRAMEWRK:COMPETING JURISDICTIONAL

A. Internationaleconomic involvement PRINCIPLESAND WAYS TO ALLEVIATEDOUBLE

TAXATION

When factors of production flow across borders, the A. International economic involvement

question arises which government has the right to levy B. Two major assignment rules

taxes and according to which criteria. A British citizen, C. Double taxation
1. Unilateral relief in the residence countries

for example, may live in Switzerland on ncome from
a. The foreign tax credit

real estate on the French Riviera, possess shares in b. The exemption method
American companies and conduct business activities in c. The separate rate system
Italy. Or a Dutch corporation carries out production d. The deduction method
in a number of foreignjurisdictions,both in Europe and 2. Bilateral tax conventions
Latin America, thus qualifying for the standard defini- Il. THE SCHEDULAR OR GLOBAL TAX ARCHITECTURE
tion of a multinationalenterprise;the same firm may AND INTERNATIONALTAXATION
also earn royalties upon the licensing of know-how to

IlI. CONCLUSION
an unrelatedcompany in India.

Unquestionably, international economic involvement is
on the rise. Nowadays portfolios of securities held by
individual or institutional investors, typically, are inter- tween nations and the need not to unduly obstruct

nationally diversified. More articularly, non-American intemational trade and investment mpose significant
portfolios tend to contain shares issued by American restrictions on fiscal sovereignty by both custom and

companies and traded on the New York Stock Ex- treaty law.

change, the world's largest. But the flow of foreign in- In essence, two basic principles shape the right of
come, in the form of dividends, interest payments and sovereign countries to levy taxes. They are, respectively,
other proceeds from capital, accruing to individual tax- the territoriality or the source criterion, on the
payers has become dwarfed by the profits or other one hand, and the residence, domicile or situs
proceeds from investments (such as royalty payments) principle, on the other hand. Obviously, no problem
which multinational enterprises obtain from their direct whatsoever arises when the territoriality and residence
investments in foreign host countries. rules coincide for a given taxpayer, e.g. those who are

The tax problems resulting from the international in- domiciled in a given country and who derive all their

volvement of firms and individuals render the sub- income from (whatever) domestic sources.

discipline of international taxation exceedingly com- According to the source rule, income must be subjected
plex. Fortunately, for our specific purposes, there is no to taxation in the country in which it originates, ir-
need to embark upon a full-fledged analysis of the sub- respective of whether the income accrues to a non-

ject. Yet, prior to discussing the compatibility of alter- resident or to a resident taxpayer. In the first example
native techniques of taxing foreign income with the above, France and Italy would be entitled to exert a

basic tenets of the schedular or global tax architecture, tax claim on real estate and on business income respec-
an overview of the main principles which, in the midst tively, whereas the United States would mobilize reve-

of a bewildering variety of detailed provisions, govern nue out of dividends paid by U.S. companies to the
the field of internationaltaxationappears useful. foreign investor (abstracting from some difficulties in

defining source and from divergent interpretations
B. Two major assignment rules amongst countries).

Some good reasons support the claims to tax jurisdic-
A sovereign country, in principle, enjoys unrestricted tion according to the territoriality principle. In the
powers to design and implement taxes. However, a source country, inputs have been put to fruition by the
government's fiscal claim would remain theoretical if non-resident, production is greatly facilitated by inter-
the physical possibility to reach the taxable object and/ mediate public goods, such as transport facilities,
or the tax subject were lacking. Taxable objects and/or
subjects must be linked with that country in a fiscally * Professor at the University Faculties St. Ignatius, University
relevant way. Besides, the requirements of comity be- of Antwerp, and at the University of Leuven (Louvain).
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provided by the host government. A political argument and unrealistic to expect governments to treat foreigners
which carries a nationalistic taint is that foreigners have more leniently than their nationals. Hence, it comes as

been allowed to operate in the national economy and no surprise that numerous countries combine th taxa-
to compete with domestic entrepreneurs. Finally, in tion of residents on their world-wideincome(s) and that
countries in which foreigners supply a substantial part of non-residents on proceeds originating within their
of productivity resources, as is typically the case in the borders.
developing world, the. adoption of only th residence One should add that countrieswhich adhere exclisively
principle would involve a significant loss of revenue. In to the territoriality principle renounce their clains on

terms of national accounting, n those countries, the
Gross National Product (GNP)is smaller than Gross

one type of revenue, viz., the one that could be secured

by taxing its residents on income from foreign sources.
Domestic Product (GDP) on which the source criterion Realistically, however, that country must heed the fact
is predicated. that the foreign host country will already have exerted

The residence principle assigns the taxing authority to a claim on the same income by virtue of the territoriali-

the country in which the taxpayer has his residence. In ty principle.
this respect, tax law, generally, looks through formal This overview of jurisdictional criteria must be comple-
criteria, such as the taxpayer's nationality, and retains mented with two remarks about the taxation of non-

the place where the taxpayer really has settled more residents in host countries. First, the host country sub-
or less permanently. In the above example, not Great jects those incomes not only to its individual income or

Britain but Switzerland would lay claim to income corporate tax (with, possibly, specific modalities, as

taxation. For companies, most often, the locus of the discussed hereafter) but most often also to a withhold-
effective managementis the controlling factor.1

ing tax. The latter is levied when the incomes are

The justification for the claims by the residence or effectively transmittedabroad (in the formf dividends,
interest or royalties) to the non-resident recipient.home country appears less solid. It could be asserted
Second, countries only submit foreign ncome to

that the source or host country benefits from the inflow some

their own income tax to the extent profits are effective-
of factors of production which have been nurtured by
educational and other outlays of the home country ly remitted by the foreign subsidiary to the resident

government; to the extent those resources could have parent company. In other words, dividends and not the
total net earnings of the subsidiary are held taxable in

been as productively employed in the home country,
the letter sacrifices a portion of its potential welfare. the home country. This is the so-called deferral rule:

Another and in fact probably the main argument in foreign income only comes within the grasp of the resi-
dence state upon its effective remittance.

support of the residence criterion is related to the very
philosophy of the global approach to income taxation It follows that both the withholding tax on outflowing
which postulates that all net incomes, from whatever earnings of the subsidiary in the host country and the

source derived, can be brought within the taxable base. deferral rule discriminate against distributedprofits and

But this remark already foreshadows our discussion in contain a built-in incentive to retain profits within the

the next section. subsidiary in the host country -- abstracting from the

If only either the source or the residenceprinciple were
measures of relief for international double taxation

unanimously applied, few problems would emerge as
mentioned hereafter and which may significantly

rgards international taxation and, in princple, no modify this outcome.

double taxation would ensue. In the first hypothesis, The system just outlined, however, only applies to

for example, Switzerland would refrain from any juris- profits generated in subsidiaries, i.. in business units
dictional pretense; only the various source coutries abroad which are incorporated in the host country and
would hit the net receipts flowing to the resident in enjoy legal personality. Subsidiaries re the prevailing
Switzerland. Conversely, f the residence principle were form of doing business abroad. The other form, the

universally and exclusively adopted there would again branch, which is not a legal person, is commonly sub-
be no risk of intemational double taxation: Italy, jected to another tax status. Provided the branch can

France and the United States would renounce their right be characterized as a permanent establishment, the
to tax, and the various incomes would onl become profits accruing to it are subjected to the corporate tax

liable to tax when they accrue to the resident in Swit- in the host country, as are the profits of subsidiaries.
zerland. The home country, however, taxes them on a current

But in actual tax practice and for valid reasons, many basis; total profits of the subsidiary are added to those

countries do concurrently mplement the two basic of the parent company. Another difference is that

jurisdictional rules. If countries were to exercise only remittances to the parent normally are not subject to

the residence principle, they would forego any tax claim the withholding tax. To simplify matters, in the sub-

on income which originates within their borders and sequent analysis we no longer look at branches, but onl
accrues to non-residents.No country has been willing to at subsidiaries.

renunce this right. As a matter of fact, no government The deferral rule is to be contrasted with the accrual
can reasonably be asked to grant exemptionto non-resi- method, whereby all net profits of the foreign unit,
dents on income gnerated within its boundaries. A whether retained or distributed,would be broughtwith-
government may be put under pressure to treat foreign-
ers and nationals alike, in accordance with the non- 1. Although some countries, notably the United States, relate
discrimination standard, but it would be inequitable residence to the country of incorporation.
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in the taxable base within the home country. As just theoretically due on the world-wide profits and the
mentioned, 'the latter method is typically used with taxes incurred in the host country. For example, let us

respect to foreign branches. assume that the host country levies a 30 percent cr-

porate tax and subjects dividends to a 20 percentwith-
C. Double taxation holding tx, whereas the home country impses 50

percent corporate tax on world-wideprofits. In the host
The preceding analysis readily suggests that the same country, out of earnings of US $ 100, tax liabilities of

income component becomes subject to double taxation $ 44 would already have been incurred. As a matter of

] whenever the residence state reaches for the taxpayer's fact, the host country Would have applied a 30 percent
world-wide income while the source state concemed corporate tax to the net profits before tax of $ 100 and

observes the territoriality rule. Income or profits pro-
have withheld 20 percent on $ 70 (i.e. on the profits

duced in the host country would be subject to (a) tax after corporate tax). If we now assume that the home
on income or profits and, upon distribution, to a with- country assesses world-wide profits at 50 percent, the

holding tax in, the host country and to (b) individual firm, upon the renittance of the prefits originating
income or the profits tax, predicated upon world-wide within its subsidiary abroad, would have to pay a

income, in the home country. Such a sequence of taxes, balancing tax of $ 6 in the home country. However, in
if unmitigated, would at present-day rates result in a

the contrary case, in which the creditable tax burden in

confiscatory burden and would fatally discourage inter- the host country : exceeded that in the home country,
national economic intercourse. the firm woUld not be entitled to any'refund.

.

Frtunately, number of rules have been evolved Supposing (a) full distributionof the subsidiary'sprofitsa to
put order in the conflictingclaims of sovereigncountries and (b) a higher tax rate in the home country as com-

and to alleviate international double taxation. These pared to the host country and under (c) the customary
procedures fall into two distinct categories. Several ceteris paribus assumptions, the firm would face the

countries which adhere to the residence principle uni- same tax burdens on its foreign as on its domestic

laterally retreat from their claims on their residents' projects. The tax factor would not disturb the efficient

foreign-source income: to this effect, n setting their allocation of investible resources among countries.

own tax parameters they take into account the taxes After-tax returns are equalized from the viewpoint of

already suffered in the source country. Besides, sover-
the investingcompany. So-calledcaptal export neutrali-

eign countries have entered into bilateral tax treaties ty would ensue.

which harmonize the claims of the contracting govern- As to the division of the revenue proceeds between the
ments and further eliminate elements of double taxa- two countries, the source country will nrmally obtain
tion. the lion's share. The balancing tax levied by the resi-

dence country, if at all, will usually be small, the more
1. Unilateral relief in the residence countres2 that the deferral rule tends to reduce or to delay remit-

tances to the parent company. But in case the host
a. The foreign tax credt

country, in order to attract direct nvestment from
Among the four major systems to be distinguished, the abroad, grants generous tax incentives, the benefit of
foreign tax credit is widely used. In fact, the main capi- such favors might be nullified by the baiancing tax in
tal-exporting countries, viz., the United States, the the home country, which would then recoup whatever
United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany and the host country has renounced. Tax sparingprovisions
Japan, apply the foreign credit system, obviously in number of bilateral agreements between developed
with signicant variants. In this approach, the taxes and developing countries tend to counter this unfavor-
effectively paid in the host country on the dividends able boomerang effect of incentive provisions; the taxes
remitted are deducted from the tax on world-wide in- condoned in the host country could nonetheless be
come which is due in the home country. Portfolio in- credited against world-wide income taxation in the
vestors will be able to credit the taxes withheld on capital exportingcountry.
dividends and the like against the individualincome tax
in their country of residence. In some countries, and b. The exemption method
foremost in the United States, parent companies are also The second approach consists in exemptingthe foreign-entitled to a credit, i.e. to deduct from their tax liability source income from taxation in the home country. This
on world-wide profits, not only the withholding tax on method is tantamount to the application, in the two
dividends remitted, but also the underlyinghost country countries, of the territoriality principle. In the
tax on the net profits of the subsidiary, to the extent process,

the residence country, in fact, abandons its claim to
that tax bears on the distributedportion of prots. world-wide assessment on the basis of the residence
This system contains a built-in balancing mechanism principle. One related consequence is that, taxwise,
which is illustrated here with respect to corporations. foreign and domestic companies are put on equal foot-
Assuming full distribution of profits, and whenever the ing in the host country. Capital import neutralty is
taxes levied in the host country are lower than those in
the home country (which is often, though not always, 2. Where corporations involved, this limits itselfare paper to anthe case in veloping countries), the parent company, analysis of the relationship between taxation in the host
when receiving the profits from abroad, pays what I country

and corporate taxes in the home country; the complex issue con-
would like to call a balancing tax. This extra tax nected with the relationship of the parent companyand its share-
amounts to the difference between the domestic tax holders is not dealt with there.
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thereby achieved. The Netherlands and France adopt set of concepts and criteria which have been multi-
the exemptionapproach. laterally adopted within O.E.C.D.4 Limitations in the

This approach contains an incentive, other things being withholding taxes levied by the source country on divi-

equal, to channel investible funds to the host country, dends and interest are one of the main ingredients of

if the rate is lower than in the home country. such conventions; royalties, as far as they do not derive
from immovable property, are held to be taxable only

c. The separate rate system in the residence state.

A few other countries, such as Belgiun (with respect to Among industrial countries, a comprehensive network

permanentestablishments),apply a (substantially) lower of bilateral agreements has become established. The

rate to foreign-source than to domestic income. Double number of conventionsbetween developedand develop-
taxation is not thereby eliminated. Whether ventures ing countries, or between the latter, is also on the in-

abroad are taxed more heavily than domestic ones crease.

depends upon the parameters involved. It is conceivable, The asymmetry of investment flows betweenrich and

indeed, that the combined burden of a (comparatively poor countries, with the latter typically acting only in a

low) tax on income in the source country and of the capital-importing role, however, raises objections by
(much reduced) tax which the residence country levies developing countries about the appropriateness of
on the foreign source income may be lower than the O.E.C.D.-type conventions. Developingcountries, there-
rate which applies to domestic income in the home fore, strive towards adapting their bilateral conventions

country. more to their needs. To some extent, treaty law heeds

In case corporate taxes in the host and the home coun- such desiderata. The concept of permanent establish-

try carry the same rate, this system would result in a ment is somewhat broadened. Developing countries,

higher burden on income from foreign operations, as especially in Latin America, are also loath to soften the

compared to domestic ones. fairly high withholding taxes which they apply on out-
flows of dividends and the like.

One may notice that this approach carves the theoreti-

cal, world-wide taxable base into two segments which This brief discussion of prevailing rules in the field of

are then taxed separately. international taxation suggests some rather interesting
conclusions. First, although many countries apply the

d. The deduction method residence criterion and reach out for world-wideprofits,
the simultaneously exercised claim by the source coun-

A last approachwould consist in allowing the deduction try forces them to a substantial retreat. Second, on the
of taxes already paid in the host country not against whole -- and although treaty law reduces the withhold-
the home country tax (as in the foreign tax credit) but ing taxes levied -- the host countries exert, so to say, a

against the (world-wide) taxable base in the country of right of pre-emption to taxable revenue. The various
residence. The taxes due abroad, then, are viewed as methods to alleviate international double taxation
costs of doing business. Although, to my knowledge usually only leave a minor slice of the taxable cake to
this system is nowhere used as the basic scheme for the home country. Even if the deduction method
alleviating international double taxation, it is worth were applied, the home country would only retain a

analyzing on account of its underlying philosophy and comparatively small portion of the taxable base out
its implications for the allocationof investible resources of foreign direct investments which have actually been
between the home and host countries. Obviously, from made; but the deduction method would act as a ds-
the viewpoint of the company, in most circumstances, incentive against investmentsabroad.
this deduction method is considerably less favorable
than the foreign tax credit or the exemption
method; hence, it will discourage the flow of outward Il. THE SCHEDULAROR GLOBAL INCOME TAX
investment from the home country. But this is precisely ARCHITECTUREAND INTERNATIONAL
the outcome which the deductionmethod is striving for. TAXATION
It approaches the choice between domestic and foreign
investment not in terms of the interests of the rm, but In the previous section surveyed, in broad outline,
of those of the home country; more specifically, the

we

generally accepted principles which bring some order
extra revenue, which flows into the coffers of the

in what would otherwise be uncivilized strugglean

Treasury -- as compared to the foreign tax credit
among countries for tax revenue. We now investigate,

formula -- must also be taken into account. It can be
shown that such national efficiency is attained when

n systematic fashion, whether the territoriality or the
residence principle, or a combination of the two, is

the after-tax return from foreign-source operations or

equals the gross return from domesticventures.3 comptible with the schedular the global paradigms.
Occasionally, so far, aspects of the specific query to

2. Bilateral tax conventions 3. In the United States, the deduction method is advocated by

Unilateral relief measures often are inadequate to relieve
several groups, especially in trade union circles. The theoretical

analysis owes much to Richard and/orPeggyMusgrave, in various
all elements of double taxation. Further progress to- publications.
wards a more neutral international tax environment is 4. See Company Tax Systems in O.E.C.D. Member Countries
achieved through bilateral double taxation agreements. (Organisation for Ecoomic Co-operation and Development,
Negotiation of such treaties is facilitated by a common Paris, 1973).
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which this section addresses itself have already come taxpayer that originate elsewhere. It follows that the
to the fore. taxation of non-residents bears on a partial taxable

Let us first look at global income tax systems. base; in other words, it has a schedular character. In
fact, the taxable base. for non-residents most often is

As regards individuals, they aim at subjectingall income segmented even more as each income type --

say, sala-
items to a progressive rate formula and at personalizing ries or various types of capital incomes -- is usually
tax liability. One must therefore naturally expect that taxed separately and, where feasible, through withhold-
the global income tax systern country will adhere to the ing. 6 The taxes on non-residents also have npersonal
residence criterion ,and reach for world-wide income. features. The tax (= object) and not the taxpayer (= sub-
Otherwise, interpersonal equity between persons with ject) is the primary concern;personalizing features, such

I the same overall income and identical personal circum- as allowances for dependents, would make no sense
stances would be seriously distorted. To tum the argu- when only a portion of trie overall income of the non-
ment around: under the assumption that the global in- resident is canvassed and when the resident country, as
come tax would adopt the territoriality principle to long as it succeeds in securing the intended yield from
resident taxpayers, the latter would gain by spreading the taxable object (preferably, thrbugh stoppge-at-th- :

their overall income over arious jurisdictions. Such source), may not even care. to identify. the income reci-
splitting into two or more separate lots would allow pient.

'

them to soften the full impact of high marginal rates.
Third, the residence, countries, while asserting their

A world-wide reach s clearly inherent (in progresive right to impose the foreign-source incomes of their
taxation in a global lncome tax framework. But, both residents, are constrainedin effectively taxing thern not
conceptually and in practice, the application of the only because of the inefficiencies in tax administration
residence principle in global systems is breached in already mentioned but on account of the need to
several ways. provide statutry relief for double taxation. Otherwise,
First, in order to effectively include foreign-source in- as we have already explained at some length, the com-

come in the world-wide taxable base, the home country bined burden of source and residence countries would
must be in a position to ascertain the existence of those become prohibitive and their own companies would be
incomes obtained abroad. In some cases, as when multi- prevented from entering foreign markets. The only
national enterprises prepare consolidated accounts, the alternative option would consists in retreating into an

scope for concealing foreign source profits i severely isolationist shell and in discouraging outward foreign
curtailed -- even abstracting from the fact that the investment; as discussed earlier, such a policy would call

foreign tax credit mechanism contains a built-in n- for the adoption of the deduction method (see
centive to declare foreign-source income to the tax I.C.l.d). Thus, the joint effect of the residencecriterion
authorities in the home country.But, frequently,oppor- and of the relief measures reminds one of the Echter-
tunities for hiding foreign-source income remain avail- nach procession: two steps forward are followed by
able to the alert taxpayer. one step backwards. The tax revenue that accrues to the

home country is usually a small portion of the yield pre-Income from so-called Eurobonds may serve as an ap-
propriate example. From the early days of that market, empted by the host country.
in the 1960s, it has becme standard practice to organ- Fourth, the inclusion of foreign-source income in the
ize the issues in such a way that no withholding tax taxable base of global systems is eminentlsensible with

applies in the country of the issuer.5 Countries in respect to individual taxpayers whose tax liablities are

which the bondholder is residing oblige the latter to modulated by progressive rate formulas, according to
declare the interest from Eurobonds. But as these bonds the canon of (interpersonal) capacity to pay. The same

are issued and circulate in bearer form and since bond- rationale, however, is not appropriate for companies. As
holders have little difficulty in cashing the coupons in explained in another paper,7 taxes on the corporate
jurisdictions which do not withhold tax vis--vis non- level, whether on total profits or only on retained earn-

residents, the dpportunities for evading income taxa- ings, should carry fat rates and inpersonal features.
tion on Eurobonds are quite large, indeed. Accordingly, This i particularly true for large, open companies
the fisc of the residence cuntry, in attempting to cap- (small, closed ones are often much more akin, in thei-
ture foreign-source income, must often put its hopes on economic characteristics, to partnerships).
high standards of honesty and voluntary compliance
of the resident taxpayer and on cooperation with 5. When the country of residence of the company applies a

foreign tax authorities. However, international colla- withholding tax on interest paid to non-residents, the practice
has emerged to assign the issue to an ad hoc small subsidiary in

boration, while progressing (as amongst E.E.C. part- a tax haven (e.g. Luxembourg or the Netherlands Antilles.). In a

ners), is still limited. legally valid way, the issue is then launched by, say, a Luxem-

Second, while countries with global-type income taxa- bourg company; the small capital base of that launching pad
'

tion impose their residents on a world-wide footing, subsidiary does not deter investors as the parent companyuncon-

they are bound to apply, at the same time, the terri- ditionally guarantees the obligationsof that subsidiary.,

toriality standard to non-residents. At an earlier stage
6. Except for companies whose net receipts from whatever
source (commercial turnovr or income from capital participa-we noted the reasons for this dichotomy. As a matter
tions) merged into the taxable base.

of fact, the fisc of the residence country only perceives
are same

7. See Syluain R.F. Plasschaert, The Treatment of Enterprise
, those ncomes tlat are produced within its territory; it Profits in Schedular and Global Frameworks of Income. Taxa-

has neither the right nor the physical possibility to tion, in 35 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation,
meddle in the income streams of the same non-resident June 1981.
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The ability-to-pay principle and the associated gradua- istered by the national tax authorities of the home
tion of rates provide no solid argument for the world- country. And yet, such an approach can no longer be
wide taxation of companies operating on an inter- ruled out as unconceivable. As a matter of fact, some

national scale. But are there other rationales that can be states in the United States, among them Califomia,
construed in support of the world-widetaxationof cor- devise their state income taxation along those lines.

porate profits By splitting their overall income over California-based units of companies, with their head-
various jurisdictions, individuals can escape the brunt quarters outside the state, are assessed on the basis of
of high marginal rates; but this argument, which solidly the percentage which the Californian unit represents in
backs the world-wide base for taxing the income of in- the wrld total of given parameters such as turnover,
dividuals, is not relevant for corporations which should employment and assets. In coming years, progress can

be subject to flat rates. A multinationalcompanywould be expected as regards the harmonizationof accounting
only fetch a lower overall tax burden, as compared to a standards; the obligatory criteria, imposed by the

hypothetical uni-national firm with the same aggregate Financial Accounting Standards Board in the United
taxable profits, if the tax rates abroad were lower than States, have in themselves already achieved uniformity
in the home country. in accounting fr the foreign operations of the large
One other explanation stems from revenue considera- number of U.S.-based multinational enterpri.ses. While

tions. A net capital exporting country would surrender agreement on allocation keys would run nto thorny
all claims substantial part of taxable income if it questions, one must not overlook that in other areas of

on a

were to apply only the territoriality standard: foreign- public policy, such as the apportionment of tax reve-

source income would only remain taxable n the host nues over various levels of jurisdictions in federal states,

country, indeed. Although the ambitions of the resi- similar problems had to be solved. Finally, the scheme

scaled down, in order to avoid unbearable international of world taxation -- or unitary taxation, as it is term-

double taxation, the world-wide reach of the residence ed in the Amrican states concerned -- would do away

principle, attenuated by the foreign tax credit mech- with the need to monitor the internal or transfer prices
anism, ensures a tax treatment of corporations which practicedwithin multinationalenterprises.
does not significantly dicourage foreign nvestments In sum, unitary taxation, as specified a moment
and which provides, in many cases (when foreign tax ago, is no longer to be discarded as an impossible dream,
rates are lower than those in th host country), a neutral although its implementationon a large scale is still many
treatment of national companiesirrespectiveof whether years away. It would install a truly global type of in-

they operate in the home country or abroad. come taxation, but of a special kind: as under present
Another conceivable argument for world-wide taxation, global income tax systems, corporations would be

and an eminent one, would point to the fact that for- assessed on their world-wide net profits. But this would

eign subsidiaries have intimate links with their parent no longer occur after the source countries have applied
company and are subordinated to the latter's overall their corporation tax to the subsidiaries within their

strategy: often, the various stages of a vertically nte- borders whereas the foreign tax credit mechanism

grated production process are performed in different softens the imposition of the home country tax on

subsidiaries and are technically interdependent. Hence, world-wide income. Consolidated net profits would be

the separate assessment of profits of the foreign sub- assessed only once, uno actu, in the home country, and

sidiary, in isolation from the overall functioning of the the revenue thus collected would be apportioned over

multinational enterprise, be rather artificial. The all the countries in which units of the same multi-
may

large internalized payment flows, on account of trade national firm have been contributing to the overall

or other transactions among associated units of the profits.
same multinational family, also give scope for mani- We now turn our attention to schedular systems of in-

pulating the prices on internal trade so as to minimze come taxation, to ascertain how they should, and how
overall tax burdens, by shifting part of the taxable base they actually, treat foreign incomes accruing to their
from the severely to the more leniently taxed coun- residents, on the one hand, and domestic income bene-
try.8 fitting non-residents, on the other hand. In a first stage,
But the most appropriate and logical way of taxing we assume that the schedular system applied incor-

multinational enterprises in an integrated way would porates the ingredients which should logically follow

consist in the single assessment, in the home country, from the schedular paradigm, i.e. from the segmented,
of the consolidated prots of the multinational enter- separate assessment and imposition of different types
prise, whereby the yield would be allocated over the of income. The schedular design is essentially object-
various countries involved. There are many objections, centered; it should carry proportional rates which are

both of principle and especially with respect to feasi- differentiated according to the nature of the income

bility, that can be levelled against such a daring ap-
involved. It comes as no surprise that pure shedular

proach. Among other things, countries would have to systems typically adopt the territoriality rule with

agree, almost on a world-wide basis, about the keys regard to the international dimension of income taxa-

for allocating the revenue, taxed and collected in the tion. That criterion focusses upon the object of taxa-

residence country, over all countries in which the firm tion, not on the subject of the taxing process, i.e. on the

is productively engaged. Accounting standards would 8. On the complex problems connected with those internal
have to be largely harmonized. Since a supranational prices, see Sylvain R.F. Plasschaert, Transfer Pricing in Multi-
tax authority, on a world-wide scale, is as yet unthink- national Enterprises -- An overview of concepts and mechanics

able, this world taxation would have to be admin- and regulations, ECSIM and Saxon House, 1979.
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taxpayer. As, by definition, no progressive tax formulas industrial states which have the opposite characteristics.
are operated, there is no need to globalize the partial There are several exceptionsto those general statements,
incomes in order to rationally set tax liabilities accord- however.
ing to each taxpayer's ability to pay. Furthermore, as An interesting survey of Latin-American practicein a strictly, schedular system, each type of income

generally confirms the above correspondence betwen
would be administered separately; the assessment jurisdictional rules and basic architectural styles of in-
process would not, in itself, imply a global look at all com taxation. Out of 20 countries, eight apply the
incomes, including the foreign-source ones, contrary to criterion of world-wide income both to resident in-
what is required when the residence principle is being dividuals and corporations. Among them one finds
used. Colombia which has a global system; and Mexico where
With respect to non-residents, the stance of schedular a hybrid scheme, with separate progressive taxes on

systems is basically similar to that in global systems; as labor and on capital incomes, is in force. Two countries,
just mentioned, taxation of non-residents must, of Brazil and El Salvador, apply the rsidence criterion
necessity, have an impersonal and a schedular profile, only to individuals but the territoriality principle to
the same outcome also derives from the object-centered companies -- a practice which is alo basically that of
character of schedular income taxation. France: The same overview of Latiri America also re-

The same objectivity of schedular taxation also ex- veals, interestingly, that of the eight countries men-

plains that rsidents are taxed nly on domestic-source tioned above- which totally or partially apply the

income; in pure schedular systens, differentiated world ncome criterion- all with the exception of

personal circumstances and graduated rates should not Honduras have provisions in force with regard to ad-

determine the taxpayer's liabilities. mission of the foreign tax paid abroad as credit against
the tax payable in the country, and Mexico even

One may further notice that if all countries were to authorizes crediting of the exempted tax (tax sparing)apply schedular income taxes and the territoriality rule with the exception of income deriving from capital
as well, nternational double taxation would logically gains,lobecome impossible.
Although, in substance, in consistent schedular systems
of income taxation only the source principle should be IIl. CONCLUSIONS
adopted, in form, any extension of the claims of a given
country beyond the territoriality criterion and the con- This paper deals with highly complex substantive and
ceivable exercise of the residence principle could be technical problems. In contrast to much of the literature
easily accommodatedwithin a schedular system. To that on international taxation, it is advisable to go beyond
effect, foreign income would form a separate segment the discussion on the competing criteria of residence
of taxable income and be imposed at its own fIat rate. and of territoriality and to investigate the measures,
This extension may derive from revenue considerations. taken unilaterally by home countries and agreed-upon
As a matter of fact, countries may wish to lay claim on bilaterally, to alleviate internationaldouble taxation. As
some revenue which would otherwise remain outside a matter of fact, the final tax burden on individuals and
their reach; the potential revenue foregone would be of companies which are involved in international opera-
some importance whenever a given country has become tions derives from the application of both the above-
a capital exporter and the seat of a growing number-of mentioned jurisdictional rules and of the procedures
companies which go multinational. But, even then, the tending to delineate the claims of the host and hme
schedular country would have to recognize the prior countries. The outcome of the residence-principle-cum--
claim of the source country on the income which resi- relief-measures tells a substantially different story than
dent taxpayers receive from foreign sources; hence, the what could be superficially inferred from the residence
net revenue proceeds to the residence country are likely criterion itself. Considering the prior enitlement of the
to be rather small. source country to the taxable base, the residence coun-

In actual fact, in some countries, schedular systems have try is bound to tune down its own claims.

extended their claims beyond those postulated by the One must also lok at the objectives which underly the.

territoriality principle. Thus, before Belgium shifted to relief provisions enacted by the residence countries.
' a more or less global system in 1963, some of the Thus, the foreign tax credit, in given circumstances, in-

schedular taxes were based on the residence system. For volves exactly the same tax liability as if the individual
example, residents were also subject to Belgian tax on taxpayer had received all his, income from domestic
proceeds from real estate abroad. Other examples could sources. But in other cases, as under the exemption
be cited. In this context, however, on must recall that
some schedular systems had already turned into semi- 9. For a synopsis of practices in major industrial countries, see

, personalized ones, thus rendering a world-wide taxa- Mitsuo Sato and Richard M. Bird, International Aspects of the
tion of income more advisable. Taxation of Corporations and Shareholders, IMF Staff Papers,

On the whole, today's developing countries adhere to Vol. XXII: 2 (July 1975), pp. 452-53. This excellentstudy delves
further into the subject by investigating the internationalaspectseither the source or residence principle, according to of those schemes which seek degree of integrationsome

whether or not they have a schedular or a global-type between the taxation of the corporate body and the latter's share-
system of income taxation. In passing, one may recall holders within a given state.
that the territoriality principle involves less revenue loss 10. See Latin America: Source versus ResidencePrinciple (Inter-
for a net capital importing, developingcountry than for tax 1978/11-12,pp. 443-44. Citation from p. 444).
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method of relief, the unity of the taxable base is de- ments is largely equalized. But f other views shape the

stroyed and foreign-source income is segregated from unilateral relief measures adopted by the residence
domestic-source income. Furthermore, for various countries, world-widetaxation of corporate profits is no

reasons, theoretical and practical, the taxation of longer achieved, or not even aimed at.
domestic-source income which accrues to non-residents
iS bound to have a schedular nature and impersonal Finally, we briefly discussed a conceivablealternative to
features; it is taxed separately from other income of taxing multinational enterprises. This approach would
the same taxpayer (which is taxed by the latter's resi- consist in assessing the world-wide prots in the home
dence country). country, and in apportioning the revenue collected by
Another finding which is often overlooked is that care that country over the countries in which the multi-

should be taken to distinguish the taxation of corpora- national enterprise operates through its subsidiaries,
tions and of individuals. Modern corporations should branches or other permanent establishments. This is,
not be subjected to progressive rates; hence, the ability- obviously, an ambitiousscheme, which is beset by many

to-pay doctrine cannot possibly provide a convincing difficulties and whose implementation is not feasible

rationale for the world-wide taxation of corporate overnight. But, apart from the fact that a few states in

profits. And yet, countries with global-type income the United States base their state income tax on this

taxation assess corporations on world-wide profits. concept, one may not overlook that the present system
Upon further reflection, the world-wide reach of those whereby two basic jurisdictional principles often clash

corporate taxes could be predicated upon the objective and relief measures are not able to completelyeliminate

of achieving so-called capital export neutrality,whereby intemational double taxation is neither an ideal nor a

the overall burden on foreign and on domestic invest- simple system.

INDIA:

TaxIncentivesforEnergyand Environment

In view of the social, economic and industrial needs of R & D programmes related to production of improved
India, the government has introduced in the Finance or cheaper basic drugs for the treatment of communic-

(No. 2) Act, 1980, with effect as of September 1, 1980, able diseases or the more prevalent human and animal
a weighted deduction of 125 percent of expenditure diseases; new methods or cheaper techniques of family
incurred on all research and development programmes planning acceptable to the masses; discovery of new

approved by the Secretary of the Departmentof Science building materials with a view to reducing cost or sub-
and Technology. stituting scarce material with special references to rural

The term weighteddeductionis not nentioned in the areas, improving varieties of fertilisers, plant nutrients

Income-taxAct, 1961, as amended, but is understoodto and plant production chemicals aimed at achieving
mean a deduction of more than the actual amount of greater yield per hectare, devising new manufacturing

expenditure - so as to promote nvestment in such areas techniques of production of goods resulting in sub-

as desired by the Government. stantial conservation of foreign exchange by way of m-

port substitutionor through export promotion.
A weighted deduction will be enjoyed by approved pro-
grammes for research and development absorbing im- R & D programmes relating purely to market research,
ported technology or relating to the development of a sales promotion, quality control, testing, style changes,
new source of energy capable of being commercially etc. will not qualify for consideration. Similarly, ex-

exploited. It will also apply to R & D programmes penditure incurred on acquisition of land or buildings
geared to mproving the efficiency of existing methods will not qualify for the weighted deduction.

of energy generation and distribution as well as conser- It should be noted that sub-section (2A) of Section 35
vation of energy, or improving the existing processing of the Income-tax Act of 1961, as amended by the
and manufacturing techniques applied in agriculture, Direct Taxes (Amendment) Act 1974 with effect as of

industry, etc. R & D programmes also entitled to the April 1, 1974, already granteda 1331/3 percentweighted
weighted tax deduction include development of water- deduction where an assessee pays any sum to a scientific
shed hydrologic instruments as well as watershed research association or university or college or other
management and flood control; better techniques for institution approved by the prescribed authorities for
utilisation or recycling of wastes, better techniques for research programmes undertaken by scientific research
reducing or controlling pollution and developing new institutions or universities. With effect from September
sources of nutritional food for human consumption. 1, 1980, R&D programmesundertaken in public sector
In addition, the new sub-section (2B) of Section 35 of companies shall also enjoy the 1331/3 percent weighted
the Income-tax Act 1961, as amended, also covers tax deduction.
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Reporton
l. INTRODUCTION

The Netherlands and the United Kingdom have entered into a new

treaty for the avoidance of double taxation and the prevention of

thePn,lo-Dutch
'fiscal evasion with respect to taxes on income and capital gains. The
new treaty was concluded on November7, 1980 and entered into force
on April 6, 1981, and replaces the earlier 1967 convention and 1977
protocol.

TaxSeminar Although the changes introduced by the new treaty are not numerous,
they nevertheless importantand will have far-reachingare consequences
for the affected taxpayers. This is particularly true of the new Sub-
paragraph (d) which was added.to Para. 3 of Article 10 on dividends..

HELD ON MAY 7-8, 1981 The new Subparagraph (d) was designed specifically to curtail the
growing use of Netherlands conduit companies to lower their overallIN AMSTERDAM*
liability to U.K. tax. Thus, the new provision makes it more difficult
for companies resident in the Netherlands to obtain the one-half tax
credit with respect to dividendspaid by companies resident in the U.K.

Taxpayers have not exactly greeted the enactment of the new Sub-
Outline of the program for the seminar paragraph (d) with open arms. For one thing, they frown on the pur-

pose of the provision, since it aims to close a loophole in the treaty by
Thursday, May 7 means of which it had been possible for them to chop an appreciable
panel discussion -- general comments on the new amount off their tax bill. But the problem in the case of the new Sub-
Netherlands-UnitedKingdom (income) tax treaty paragraph (d) goes beyond the mere elimination of treaty abuse. In
Panelists: other words, not only does it prevent the extension of the tax credit to(1) Mrs. A.H. Smallwood, Member of the Board of

United Kingdom Inland Revenue. those taxpayers not intended to benefit under the treaty; in addition, it
(2) Mr. R.A. van Gorkum, Deputy Director for Inter- requires taxpayers who are entitled to the credit to show that they are

national Fiscal Affairs, Ministry of Finance of the so entitled.
Netherlands.

(3) Mr. J. F. Spierdijk, Loyens & Volkmaars, Den Haag. This shifting of the burden of proof to the taxpayer is one objection
(4) Mr. Lindsay Duncan, tax consultant, Amsterdam. which has been voiced agai:nst the new Subparagraph (d). Another
Mrs. Smallwood delivered a general discussion of the criticism of the new provision is that its application is unclear in the
treaty as a whole, and many of the points she addressed

case of a dividend distribution effected through chain of companies.are set forth in Sec. I1. below. The speeches delivered a

by Messrs. van Gorkum and Spierdijk are reprinted in In other words, is it required that all the links in the chain of companies
full in the May-June 1981 issue of EUROPEANTAXA- qualify for the credit This question, in turn, raises other problems
TION (see below for further details). Mr. Duncan con- related to the scope, application, and interpretation of Subparagraphfined his remarks to the two Consultative Documents (d).recently released by the U.K. Inland Revenue on Com-
pany residence and Tax havens and the corporate Given these questions and objections, and the potential for controversy
sector.** which they create between the tax authorities and the affected tax-

payers, the Dutch and British branches of IFA decided to arrnge a

Friday, May 8 seminar during which interested parties could pose their questions and
generally air their views concerning the new Subparagraph (d) and theMorningSession:
new treaty as a whole.A. Exchange of information

Speaker: Mr. Max Widmer, until April 1980 Chief of The forum for these discussionswas the Anglo-DutchTax Seminar held
the Division for International Fiscal Law and Double in Amsterdam on May 7-8, 1981. The members of the panelsTaxation Matters of the Federal Tax Administration of repre-
Switzerland. sented both the Revenue and the private sector of both the U.K. and

, B. The treatmentof the concepts of domicile and resi- the Netherlands. The Seminar was attended by the tax representatives
dence under the Dutch and U.K. legal systems of Netherlands and U.K. companies, accounting firms and law firms.

Speakers:
Mr. John Avery Jones, Solicitor, London. The main focus of the discussions conducted during the corse of the
Mr. D.A. van Waardenburg, Executive Director, Inter- seminar was on the new Subparagraph (d). Other topics which were
national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation. given special attention included the treatment of the concepts of resi-
Afternoon Session: dence and domicile under the Dutch and U.K. legal systems, and the
Panel discussion -- open-floored question and answer treaty provisions for the exchange of informationbetween the contract-
period, with particular emphasis on the new Article ing states.10(3)(d).

* * The text of these two Consultative Docu- * This report was written by Mrs. C.S. Salomons-Bobbett and Ms. L.M. Stern
ments is printed in full in 21 EUROPEANTAX- with the assistance of the staff of the International Bureau of Fiscal Documenta-

, ATION 2 (1981) at 56 et seq. tion.
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The following pages contain a summary of certain began to use Netherlands conduit companies so as to

points of nterest emphasized by various panelists, as qualify for the U.K. dividend tax credit. The U.K.

well as a synopsis of the panel discussions and the government sought a means of resolving these problems,
question and answer period which followed.This report but decided against the enactment of an additional

should be read in conjunction with the special double protocol. Rather, the previousNetherlands-U.K.treaty
issue of EUROPEAN TAXATION (May-June 1981) was renegotiated, thus affording both sides an oppor-
which is devoted almost entirely to the seminar and tunity to incorporate any and all changes they desired,
related matters, and includes: and also allowing the new treaty to be brought into line

1) an article on treaty shoppi:ng, with a particular with the 1977 O.E.C.D. Model Double Taxation Con-

emphasis on the efforts to curtail the use of treaty vention.

shopping schemes under the U.S.-U.K. and Nether- The new treaty was concluded on November 7, 1980,
lands-U.K. conventions; and entered into force on April 6, 1981 (which, co-

2) the full text of the speeches addressed during the incidentally, is also the beginning of the U.K. individual
seminar by: tax year). Some of the differences between the 1967

a) Mr. R.A. van Gorkum, Passing the Test for the treaty -- as amended by the 1977 protocol -- and the

U.K. Dividend Tax Credit: A commentary on new treaty, and between the O.E.C.D. Model Treaty and
the New Article 10(3) Subpara. (d) of the the new treaty, are as follows:
Netherlands-U.K. Double Taxation Conven-
tion. SOME SIGNIFICANTDIFFERENCESFROM THE

b) Mr. J.F. Spierdijk, Netherlands-UnitedKing- 1967 TREATY/1977PROTOCL
dom Double Taxation Convention: The New
Article 10(3) Subpara. (d) -- Warnings of Over- (1) Under Article 2, TAXES COVERED, the new

kill. treaty now includes the U.K. developmentland tax,

c) Mr. John F. Avery Jones, Domicile and Resi- and excludes the Netherlandscapital tax.

dence in the United Kingdom. (2) Under the SHIPPING AND AIR TRANSPORT

d) Mr. D.A. van Waardenburg, The Concept of article (Art. 9 in the 1967 treaty; Art. 8 in the new

Residenceunder NetherlandsTax Law. treaty), liability to tax is now determined on the

e) Mr. Max Widmer, Exchange of Information. basis of the place of effective management,

3) a tax note discussing the treatment of the concepts rather than on the basis of residence.

of residence and domicile in the Isle of Man; and (3) Article 21, OTHER INCOME, of the new treaty

4) an article on Estate, Inheritance and Gift Tax con- (having as its counterpart in the 1967 Treaty Art.

sequences for persons moving between the United 23, INCOME NOT EXPRESSLY MENTIONED)

Kingdom and the Netherlands. has been altered so as to expressly exclude trust in-
come from its coverage.

(4) Article 26, DIPLOMATIC AGENTS AND CON-

Il. GENERAL PANELDISCUSSION SULAR OFFICERS, has been introduced into the
new treaty so as to bring it in line with the O.E.C.D.
Model.

A. A Bit of Backgroundi
DIFFERENCESFROM THE O.E.C.D. MODEL

The first comprehensivedouble taxation treaty between CONVENTION
the Netherlandsand the United Kingdomwas concluded
ih 1948. This was replaced by a new convention in (1) In the BUSINESS PROFITS article (Art. 7 in

1967, and amended by a protocolin1977 following the both cases), the reference in the O.E.C.D. Model to
introduction of the imputation system into the United the independent method of assessment is not in-

Kingdom taxation scheme. The protocol introduced a cluded in the new Netherlands-U.K.Treaty. 2

provision granting the dividend tax credit to recipients (2) Similarly, in the ASSOCIATED ENTERPRISES
resident in the Netherlands. Individuals and companies article (Art. 9 in both cases), the reference to adjust-
9wning less than 10 percent of the voting power in the ments which is made in the O.E.C.D. Model does

company paying the dividend were entitled to a full not appear in the new Netherlands-U.K.treaty.3
credit, and companies owning 10 percent or more of the (3) Under the article on DEPENDENT PERSONAL

voting power in the company paying the dividend were SERVICES (Art. 15 in both cases), the O.E.C.D.
entitled to a one-half credit. provision dictates that remunerations derived in

respect of an employment exercised aboard a ship
Initially the U.K. stance was opposed to the credit for or aircraft are taxable in the ContractingState in
direct dividends paid to non-residents; however, this which the place of effective management of the
stance has been altered and current legislation favors the
granting of the credit. In this respect, the United King- . The materials in this sub-section are based primarily on the

dom is considerably less restrictive than other coun- speech delivered by Mrs. A.H. Smallwood of the United Kingdom
tries having imputation systems which do not allow the Board of Inland Revenue.

credit to non-residents, even when they are resident in a 2. It was suggested during the seminar that this reference to the

treaty partner country. independent method of assessment was excluded because it ap-
peared to be an endorsementof the unitary system.

Problems arose when taxpayers resident in third coun- 3. However, it was mentioned during the seminar that such ad-

tries, who were not themselves entitled to the credit, justments would be made in practice.
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enterprise is situated, whereas under the new but who are not intended to benefit from the credit
Netherlands-U.K. treaty such remunerations are provisions. The controversywhich has arisen concerning
taxable Gonly in the State of which the employee Subpara. (d) stems not from the objective of the provi-
is a resident. sion, but rather from the manner in which it is sought to .

:

(4) As mentioned earlier, under the OTHER IN- achieve this objective. In other words, the objections
COME article (Art. 21 in both cases) the Nether- voiced in respect of Subpara. (d) are directed against the
lands-U.K. treaty expressly excludes trust income form of the provision, and not against its substance.
from the scope of the article.4

The operation of the provision involves the application
of a two-prongedtest, viz.:

B. The New Art. 10(3) Subpara. (d)5 (1) Are the shares of the controlling Netherlands com-

pany quoted on the Netherlandsstock exchange
The principal departure found in the new treaty from
both the 1967 treaty/1977 protocol and the O.E.C.D. If the answer to that question is no, then:

Model is Article 10, Para. 31 Subpara. (d). The text of (2) Can the controlling company show that it is not

the.new subparagraphreads as follows: controlled by taxpayers who are not entitled to.the
credit

(d)(i) Notwithstanding the provisions of Subpara-
graphs (b) and (c) of this paragraph, no tax Thus, the ultimately decisive question is one of control

--

or, rather, non-control..Although this negativecredit shall be payable where the beneficial
owner of the dividends is a company, other than approach (i.e. requiring a company seeking the credit

a companywhose shares are officially quoted on
to show that it is not controlled by unqualified tax-

a Netherlands stock exchange, provided that the payers) may not be the ideal method, the treaty nego-
tiatrs feel that it is the most comprehensiveand work-conditions for admission to such quotation, and
able test.in particular those governing the minimumvalue

of the shares to be admitted, the transferability During the course of the Anglo-Dutch Tax Seminar, a

and the dispersionof the shares, are in conformi- number of general questions were raised regarding the

ty with the conditions set out in schedule A to Subpara. (d) approach. One area of concern was that the
the Directive of th Council of the European provision was tailor-made so as to apply specifically ,c.

Communities dated 5 March 1979 No. 79/279/ to Netherlands conduitcompanies receivingdividends \

EEC, unless the company shows that it is not from companies resident in the United Kingdom. The
controlled by a person or two or more associ- justification offered was that the Netherlands is not
atd or connected persons together, who or any being singled out in this area. Rather, it is intended that
of whom would not have been entitled to a tax this type of provision will, in the future, form part of
credit if he had been the beneficialowner of the the U.K. standard treaty package, and will be in-
dividends. cluded in treaties concluded with any other countries

(ii) For the purposes of this subparagraph a person where it is found that routing of this kind is being
or two or more associated or connected persons practiced. The negotiation of such treaties will call for

together shall be treated as having control of a the cooperation of the other government involved, as

company if under the laws of the United King- well as for a high degree of technical expertise.
dom related to the taxes covered by this Con- Along the same lines, i.e. by way of objection to the
vention he or they could be treated as havng tailor-made approach of Subpara. (d), it was queried
control of it for any purpose, and persons shall why a nore general approach was not used, e.g. a kind
be treated as ssociated or connected if under of safe haven test under which companies seeking
those laws they could be so treated for any the credit have only to show that they are owned to a

purpose. However, where an individual is treated certain extent, say 75 percent, by Netherlands resi-
as having control of a company by reason only dents It was suggested that such a general test would
of the fact that he holds ordinary shares in the be preferable in that (1) it is nore flexible and could be
company carrying full voting and dividend rights included in treaties with all countries;and (2) it relieves
and that individual holds not more than 10per- the taxpayer of the onerous burden of proving non-
cent of the total number of such shares in the control. The reply from the panelists representing the
company, the shares held by him shall be left tax administrations was that the general approach was
out of account in determiningwhether the com- not used because it was inadequate for dealingwith the
pany is controlled by a person or two or more complex and difficult subject matter involved. It was
associated or connected persons together, who also pointed out that Subpara. (d) does make available
or any of whom would not have been entitled to one very large safe haven, namely, the quoted com-
a tax credit if he had been the beneficial owner pany (i.e. quoted on the Netherlands Stock Exchange).

) of the dividends payable to the company, And although it was not explicitly stated during the
provided that not more than 25 percent of the conference, it might be implied that a general safe
total of such shares in the company may be left haven rule was undesirable because it would allow
out of account. greater opportunitiesfor tax avoidance, and that the tax

The objective of this new provision is to. prevent the
granting of the U.K. one-half tax credit through the 4. The effect of this exclusion is that the U.K. loses its tax
intermediary of a Dutch company to non-residentswho charge on non-residentbeneciariesof discretionarytrusts.
receive dividends from a company resident in the U.K. 5. See note 1 supra.
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administrations wished to exercise a stricter control in in light of the Consultative Document on Company
this area. Residence recently released by the U.K. Internal Reve-

l0
nue.

A number of other more specific questions were raised The basic problem in this area is that no definition of
regarding the application and interpretation of Sub- the concept of company residence currently exists.
para. (d). One question concerning the 10 percent and The old test relied upon by the Inland Revenue, which
25 percent levels established in Sub-subpara. (d)(ii) is no longer used, was where the central management
asked, firstly, whether these levels were fair ones and, and control abide. At present, the Inland Revenue
secondly, how the tax administrationplanned to apply emphasizes as an important criterion for the determina-
the provision in borderline cases. The panelists repre- tion of company residence where the company's
senting both the Dutch and U.K. tax administrations board meetings are held. This assumes, however, that
asserted that these levels were, indeed, regarded as central management and control are exercised by the
fair, and that they felt a good balance had been Board, which is not always the case since there can be
struck. It was pointed out that the results of the appli-
cation of the new Subpara. (d) would be closedlymoni- many layers of managementwithin a company.

tored,6 and the two tax administrations have agreed Two reasons were cited for wanting to adopt a new test

that if the dividend provision proved unsatisfactory, for the determinationof company residence,viz.:

negotiations would be resuned and the clause could (1) The U.K. has becone a nenber of the E.E.C. and
be altered (including a readjustment of the 10 and 25 the current rules are inconsistentwith its obligations
percent levels) and given retroactive application. It was to other E.E.C. members;and
also stated that in bona fide borderline cases the tax (2) The abolishment in the U.K. of exchange control in
credit will be extended where reasonable, and it is anti- 1979 destroyed the spirit behind the Income and

cipated that in practice the fears of overkill in con- Corporation Taxes Act (ICTA) Section 482.11 If

nection with the new Subpara. (d) will not be realized. Sec. 482 is abolished,amended or replaced, the rules
While on the one hand this seems to be an equitable for the determination of company residence will

solution, on the other hand it still leaves the taxpayers become an important tool for combating tax avoid-
involved in a position of uncertainty. ance.

Perhaps the biggest bone of contention lies in the ques-
tion of the chain of control. In other words, would 6. In this same connection, the following reference was made

control by an intermediate companywhich is not quali- in an article concerning the new Art. 10(3)(d) of the Nether-

fied for the credit break the chain of entitlement, such lands-U.K. Treaty published in ONDERNEMINGNo. 19. of May

that the credit wuld be unavailable to any and all com- 15, 1981 at 11:

panies further down the chain A private letter sent in It is important that in practice it be monitored to what extent

February by a Member of the U.K. Board of Inland the above-mentioned limitation [under Art. 10(3)(d)] of the

Revenue to an accountant firm in London7 had in- right to claim (one-half of) the British tax credit has more far-

dicated that, no, the chain would hot be broken; how- reaching consequences than simply the prevention of the un-

intended use of Netherlands holding BVs. Therefore, the VNO
ever, the panelist representing the Inland Revenue em- (Dutch Employers' Federation) requests that it be informed of

phasized, along with an apology, that this letter was in concrete instances in which there is no improper use of the so-

error and its contents had been retracted. The correct called close company, but in which the British tax authorities

answer in the U.K. view is that, yes, each and every have nevertheless refused to grant (one-half of) the tax credit.

company in the chain must be qualified to receive the The VNO will contact the Ministry of Finance upon the request

credit, and that an unqualified link at any intermediate of the interestedparties in such cases.

level will break the chain of entitlement. This question 7. Somehow the contents of this letter were given wide circula-

was discussed at some length in the panel discussion tion among the private sector.

conducted on the second day of the seminar, and is 8. The material in this sub-section is based primarily on the

reported in greater detail in Sec. III infra. speech delivered by Mr. Lindsay Duncan.

9. Also discussed in this connection was the related Inland

Also in the area of the control question, it was asked Revenue Consultativ Document of about the same date on Tax

what the result would be under the new Subpara. (d) Havens and the Corporate Sector. It was suggested by represen-

if no one s in control The example used was a Dutch tatives of the privte sector that the proposals set forth in that

corporation (B.V.) which is 25 percent owned by each Consultative Document are comparable to the U.S. Sub-part F

of four different foreigners none of whom is entitled to legislation, although the U.K. revenue representative countered
consultative document were more

the credit. Would the Dutch B.V. be entitled to the one-
that the proposals in the
restricted and did not go as far as the Sub-part F rovisions. The

half credit It was suggested that if such a case actually main critisms of the Consultative Document Tax Havenson

existed it should be brought to the attention of the were: (1) that it suggests the implementationof legislationallow-

Inland Revenue for their consideration, but that under ing the Inland Revenue to tax income which is not paid to and

these circumstances it would most likely be difficult for in no way belongs to the U.K.; (2) that point 6) of the Docu-

the Dutch corporation (B.V.) to qualify for the credit. ment, in particular, creates problems because it allows no flexi-

bility n the case e.g. of tax holidays; and (3) that, above all, the

C. Company Residence: The U.K. Viewpoint proposals are objectionable because they are extremely arbitrary
and taxpayers have no way of ascertaining their tax liability in

any tax haven situation.
One principal area of discussionduring the Anglo-Dutch 10. See note ** supra.
Tax Seminar was the U.K. test for the determinationof 11. The text of Section 482 ICTA is reprinted in full in 21

company residence.9 This topic was brought to the fore EUROPEANTAXATION 2 at 56.
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The Consultative Document suggests a number of alter- For the purpose of this sublaragraph a person or two
native tests that might be adopted. One suggestion was or more associated or connected persons together shall
where the company's day to day management is be treated as having control of a company if under the
carried out, which is the test currently used in the law of the United Kingdom related to the taxes covered
Netherlands. It was asserted, however, that this test by this Conventionhe or they could be treated as havingcould not easily be administered in the United King- control of it for any purpose, and persons shall be
dom. treated as associated or connected if under those laws
Another approach which might be employed is the in- they could be so treated for any purpose.
corporation under domestic law test, i.e. companies
incorporated under U.K. law are subject to U.K. tax. Question:
This is the test that has already been adopted by many According to Art. 10(3)(d)(ii) of the new treaty personsof the O.E.C.D. countries. However, one school of (i.e., individuals and companies) shall be treated asthought is that if the incorporationtest is adopted in the associated or connected if under the laws of the UnitdUnited Kingdom it will result in an exodus out of the Kingdom they could be so trated for any purpose.United Kingdom of non-resident companies. The only
additional requirement to leaving the United Kingdom Section 302(1) ICTA 1970 contains a definition of
which did not previously exist is that the migratingcom- associated company, whereas Section 303, Subsec-
pany must now first obtain permission from the U.K. tions (3) and (4) contains.a definition of associate
Treasury. Such a mass exodus would have no positive which basicall refers to the relatives of an individual.
repercussions for either the companies or the Inland Is there any provision in U.K. law, accordingto which aRevenue. The Inland Revenue will wind up in the same company and an individual can be deemed to be associ-
position in which it now finds itself, that is to say, with ated or connected person, as that situation is apparent-nothing. And the migratingcompanieswill stand to lose ly not covered by either Section 302 or Section 303
even more since, although they are not subject to tax,
they are subject to the rules and regulationsof the Com- Response:
panies Act which provide a well-defined and regulated
structure within which to operate, not to mention the The Section which treats companies and individuals as
sources of knowledgeand expertise available in the U.K. connected is Section 533 ICTA.
to assist them in conductingtheir operationsefficiently.
The danger is that the companies will migrate to coun- 2. Subjecttries in which these conditionsdo not exist.

In sum, the old test for determiningcompany residence The second question was concerned with two concepts
has proved inadequate, but the proposed altematives in Dutch company taxation. The questioner wanted to
have met with considerable opposition. It is generally know what the effect of the participation privilege
agreed that there is a definite need for a statutory (deelnemingsvrijstelling) is on fiscal unity (fiscale een-
definition of company residence in addition to the heid).
definition established by case law. In light of the
numerous and strong objections to the Consultative Question:
Document, it will be interesting to witness what reac-
tion they will elicit on the part of the Inland Revenue, The questioner provided a concrete example when more

and even more intereting to see what test will finally be details were requested. A U.K. company had apparently
adopted for the determinationof company residence. taken over a Dutch trading company, which has two

subsidiaries. As the two subsidiaries are losing money,
the plan is to liquidate them. How can tax relief be ob-

Ill. QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD tained for these losses

The afternoon of the second day of the seminar was Response:
devoted to a panel who answered written questions sub-
mitted by the participants. These gave rise to an in- The reply clearly stated that the participation privilege
teresting, and sometimes controversial, discussion be- has nothing to do with fiscal unity. The participation
tween the participantsand the panel members. privilege is only concerned with tax free dividends and

capital gains between associatedcompanies.The panel members numbered six: three from England Fiscal unity, however, implies treatment as/one singleand three from Holland. The three English members
were. Mr. R.T. Esam (Chairman),Mr. H.R. Roe, and Mr. taxpayer of a parent company and its 100 percent

owned subsidiary or Subsidiaries and consequently theJ.D.B. Olver; and the three.Dutchwere: Mr. T. Dekker, setting off of losses of subsidiary against the profitsMr. P. den Boer and Mr. N. Nobel. a
of the parent. There would, in this case, be no problem
in obtaining relief for a subsidiary's losses on the liqui-1. Subject dation of the subsidiary. The taxpayer must be sure to
liquidate, since if he merely sells the shares he will notThe first question was on Article 10(3)(d)(ii) of the qulify for the set-off. The shares must have beentreaty. The text of the relevant part of this sub-subpara- owned for a certain period of time, i.e. from the begin-graph (see Sec. II.B. supra for the complete text of that ning of the relevant accounting period, but not neces-

, section) reads as follows: sarily for the whole of the accountingperiod.
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Some of the conditionsto be satisfied are: Canadian side to concede a like benefit to U.K. resi-

1) the shares must have been held by the parent since dents.
the beginningof the parent's financialyear; and

2) the losses must be made after the date of the forma- It was also pointed out that there was no discrimination
in a failure to grant the tax credit to a non-residentwho

tion of the fiscalunit. paid no U.K. tax on his income anyway. If the recipient
Note: Lossesmadeprior to the take-over of the sub- of the dividend was also a U.K. company, that company
sidiary by the parent are not eligible for set-off. This would suffer U.K. tax in one way or another on its

can provide accounting problems as to whether the profits. The U.K. resident was granted the crdit to

losses existed on the date of the formationof the union prevent U.K. tax being paid on the some profits twice.
or not. When it is accordedto a non-residentit means effective-

The requirements for the participatioh privilege to ly that no U.K. corporate tax, or less in case of half the

operate were also given. The participation privilege is credit is being paid on that part of the U.K. prots.
available, in the case of a Dutch parent and subsidiary, ACT (advance corporation tax) is only a part of the tax

if the parent owns at least 5 percent of the shares of the which U.K. compniespay on their profits.
subsidiary. If less are owned the Minister of Finance

may upon request grant the participation privilege, 4. Subject
provided that either one of the following two conditions
is satisfied: On various occasions, the Netherlands Under-Minister
a) the parent hold the shares in the course of its nor- of Finance has apparently declared that, in his opinion,

mal business operations;or the beneficial ownershipcocept in tax treaties could
b) the acquisition of the shares is of general interest. be used against abuse or mproper use of, inter alia,
The participation privilege is available to a Dutch parent conduit companies established in the Netherlands. In

with a foreign subsidiary if: his view, the shareholders of e.g. a conduitcompanycan

a) the above conditions applying to a Dutch parent/ be regarded as the beneficial owners of the income

subsidiary relationship are satisfied; of the conduit company, which implies that the tax

b) the foreign company is subject to tax similar to the authorities would be able to pierce the corporateveil

Dutch corporation tax (the rate of the tax is not im- on the basis of beneficial.ownership.
portant); and The Under-Minister once formulated his opinion as

c) the Dutch company does not hold the shares as a follows (in our translation):
portfolio investment. It is pretended (by the Netherlands 'conduit com-

Note that in practice, a Dutch holding company in an pany') that the income is enjoyed by a resident of the
international group of companies will always be ac- Netherlands. If this is actually not the case, in that the
corded the privilege. 'conduit company' redistributes the income, the

Netherlands tax administration is able to inform the tax

3. Subject authorities of the other country (i.e. the country of

source) that the beneficial owner (emphasis added) is

The next questioner criticised the attitude of the U.K. not a resident of the Netherlands. That is the way it

government in limiting the tax credit in the way em- works. The tax authorities of the source country can

ployed in Article 10(3)(d)(ii) of this treaty. He claimed then determine whether the 'conduit company' is en-

that it discriminates between Dutch companies, and titled to the benefits of the treaty provision.
even punshes bona fide companies. He gave the ex-

ample of a Canadianparent companywith a U.K. manu- Questions:
facturing subsidiary. In such a case the Canada-U.K.
tax treaty does not afford the Canadianparent the U.K. a) Do the members of the panel agree with the Under-

tax credit. Before the new Netherlands-U.K.treaty, the Minister that under British and/or Dutch law in the

Canadian parent could interpose a Dutch company
absence of specific provisions a shareholder in a

which would have been entitled to a tax credit under company can be deemed to be the beneficial

the old Netherlands-U.K. tax treaty. According to the owner of the company's income If so, would that

new treaty, the tax credit is not available. apply generally, or under special (improperuse)
circumstancesonly

Response b) If the answer to the above question is yes, could the
members of the panel indicate why it was felt

In response it was pointed out that the mputation necessary to change the dividend article in the

system does not discriminate. The Canadian company U.K.-Netherlands treaty by adding more specific
will suffer double taxation on the profits derived by the rules against conduitcompanies to the unchanged
U.K. company, but its only recourse is to a bilateral beneficialownership requirement
treaty between its country and the United Kingdom as

it is the purpose of such treaties to solve the problem of Response
double taxation. Such treaties are a result of negotiation
and, as it is the policy of the U.K. governmentto grant The U.K. members of the panel confirmedthat U.K. law

the tax credit to non-residents in its bilateral treaties, did not support the Dutch Under-Minister of Finance's

the absence of the appropriateprovision in the Canada- point of view on beneficial ownership. Under U.K. law

U.K. treaty probably evidences the reluctance on the beneficial ownership cannot be transferred, and the
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concept cannot be used to pierce the corporate veil in source dividends. Thus the chain is broken by Canada
the absence of specific rules. Ltd., and B.V. will not be entitled to the tax credit.

It appeared from the discussion that followed that the On reflection, it is obvious that if N.V. owned the
term benecialowner in Article 10(3)(d) has been trans- shares of B.V. directly, instead of through a Canadian
lated into Dutch as uiteindelijke gerechtigde, which subsidiary, the tax credit would be available. Also, if

means the ultimate owner. This concept is decidedly Canada Ltd. was a mere nominee the tax credit would
different from the British concept of beneficial owner. be payable to B.V. because, in that case, Canada Ltd.
The problem for the Dutch will be in understanding would not control B.V.
that concept. The crux of the Article 10(3)(d) provi- Suppose, however, that Canada Ltd. is substituted by a
sions revolves around the words in Sub-subparagraph(i), Bermudan company, i.e. a tax haven company. Such
which state: a situation makes it obvious why the U.K. government
... no tax credit will be payable where the beneficial introduced the provision into the treaty, and the use of
owner (emphasis added) f the dividends is a company, tax haven companies will longer be beneficiai inno
other than a companywhose shares are officially quoted this type of situation.
on a Netherlands stock exchange.... unless the com-

pany shows that it is not controlled by a person... 5. Question:
who... would not have been entitled to a tax credt
if he had been the benecial owner of the dividends.

During the negotiations for the treaty, ws the taxation
It is the U.K. government who is giving the tax credit. of the profits from the exploration and exploitation of
Consequently, the two crucial terms beneficial owner- the seabed and subsoil discussed
ship and control --which operate hand-in-hand
within the context of the provision -- will, in practice, Response:
be interpreted according to U.K. law, and the English
version is therefore the more important. Yes, substantial agreement was reached, but it would

have held up the main correction if it was to be in-

Example cluded. A protocol on the subject may be expected in
The following example was consideredto illustrate how the future.

the chain of entitlement to the tax credit is broken
when the beneficial owner of the dividend is controlled 6. Subject:
by a company Which itself would not be entitled to a

tax credit on direct receipt of the dividends from the A questio.n was raised in connectionwith the quotation
U.K. company. of a company's shares on a Netherlandsstock exchange,
Dutch N.V. as passing this test entitles the Dutch company to claim

the tax credit without having to show who controls it. It
CanadaLtd. was asked whether shares included certificates.

Dutch B.V./ Response:
A

It was not clear to the British members ofthe panel nor

the British participants what was meant by this ques-U.K. Ltd. tion, as only a company's shares are quoted in Britain.
The arrows indicate the flow of dividends. The Dutch The followingexplanationwas provided:
N.V. is quoted on a Netherlandsstock exchange but the It is possible in Holland for a fund, similar in some ways
B.V. is not. Each company is a 100 percent subsidiary to a trust, to own part or all of the shares of a company.
of the other. The fund retains all the rights, e.g. voting rights, given
Under U.K. law the Dutch B.V. is the beneficial owner by the shares, and issues bearer certificates which pass
of the dividends from the U.K. Ltd. To see whether it on a right to the income of the shares to the certificate-

is entitled to the tax credit under the treaty, it must holders. The shares can be considered as being held in

pass one of the following tests, applied in the followiing trust by the fund for the certificate-holders,who enjoy
order: the financial rights attached to these shares. The fund

not be incorporated. In either the
1) Is it quoted on a Netherlandsstock exchange may or may case,

certificatesmay be quoted on the stock exchange.2) Is it controlled by a company which would not it-
self be entitled to the tax credit in the same situa- The arrangement described above is commonly used by
tion two very different types of companies,viz.:

a) Large Dutch N.V.'s (similarto publiccompanies),such
The Dutch B.V. fails on the first test. Unilever,prevent the control of the fall-as company
Under U.K. law, the Dutch B.V. s controlled for the ing into unknown or unwelcome hands in this way.
purposes of the second test by both the Canada Ltd. Their shares are not quoted on the stock exchange
and the Dutch N.V. Although B.V. passes the second but are owned by such a fund whose certificatesare

test in respect of N.V. (as a Dutch quoted company it is quoted on the exchange. The fund, therefore,
entitled to the tax credit), it fails in respect of Canada retains the voting power and control of the com-

Ltd., since the Canada-U.K. treaty does not accord the pany. The company can never come under anyone
tax credit to the Canadan corporate recipient of U.K. else's control without its knowledge.
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b) It may also be used in close companies where the the purposes for which it was originally organizedwere

shareholders cannot agree about the running of the not only fulfilled, but surpassed. As planned, panelists
company. Their shares may be transferred to a fund and participantsalike were given an opportunity to pose
which will objectively run the company, exercising their questions and express their views concerning the

the rights of the sharehoIdersas a group and passing new treaty. In the course of the discussions, it became
on the dividend to the certificate-holders, i.e. the evident that there is a considerably widespread degree
previous shareholders. Such certificates would, of of dissatisfaction with some of the new provisons-
course, not be quoted on the exchange. especially the new Art. 10(3)(d) -- and doubt as to

whether they will prove adequate. In response to these
In the first case, a problem can arise when the N.V.

indications of discontent, however, the representativesreceives dividends from a U.K. subsidiary. Its shares are
f the U.K. and Dutch tax administrationsexpressed the

not quotedon the stockexchange, so it does not pass the
first test in Article 10(3)(d)(i) applied to the benecial concern of their respective governments that these

owner of the dividends; it must therefore pass the problems will be accorded the attention they deserve,
second control test. If the fund is regarded as being

and that every effort will be made to reach a workable
solution. Thus, the seminar provided a forum nt onlyin control of the N.V., its certificatesare quoted on the
for general airing of views, but also for the

stock exchange and so, if it was the beneficial owner it a opposers
and supporters of the new provisions to confront one

would seem that the second test is satisfied and the N.V.
directly'another with their arguments concerning the

is entitled to the tax credit.
shortcomings or merits of these measures. It is hoped

However, Article 10(3)(d)(i) says that the company's that everyone came away from the seminarwith at least
shares must be quoted. Is the fund a company Yes, if one reaction in common, namely, that the new treaty
it is incorporated. Do shares include certificates The provisions are not flawless, and that the tax administra-
answer to this question is not clear. If yes, the second tions and taxpayers share a mutual interest in working
test is passed. If no, the question then becomes: Who together to discover and correct these flaws. It should
controls the fund As the certificates are bearer cer- be kept in mind that the U.K. Government has ap-
tificates, this is not an easy question to answer. It was parently com:nitted itself to revising the controversial
hoped that the Inland Revenue would regard shares as Article 10(3)(d) if and when it proves to be inequitable.
including certificates so that the problem would be
avoided. Control of the fund will not necessarily be in --

the hands of the certificate holders of the fund. If it is
a company, the shareholders will most likely control
the fund. Who will these shareholdersbe The N.V. will

probably hold all the shares. In which case there is a

chicken and egg situation whereby the control test will
be satisfied.

If the fund in this case is not incorporated, one is EUROPEAN
thrown back onto Article 10(3)(b) of the treaty which

stipulates the circumstances under which other persons

TAXATION(including unincorporated persons) resident in the
Netherlands are entitled to the tax credit on the receipt
of U.K. dividends. If the fund is incorporated and its
certificates are quoted on the exchange it becomesmore

difficult to see what the answer would be. Perhaps, it
would be regarded as controllingthe N.V., in which case Articles by the Bureau's team of internationaltax specialists,
the tax credit would be available since the fund is resi- and its networkof local tax experts.

dent in the.Netherlands. If one must look through the
fund to the certificate holders the same problem of

identity mentioned above arises, i.e. it is unlikely that Developmentsand trends in European tax law

anyone will know who the holders are. Where a private
company's shares are held by a fund, the problem News in brief; court rulings; case notes

remains that of determiningwho controls the company.

An attempt was made to draw an analogy between a
EEC tax developments

fund and a British trust fund. In a capital gains case

dealing with a voting trust which owned company
shares, the court looked through the trust to its bene-
ficiaries and regarded them as the owners. However, the Further details and free samples from:

answer to the questionstill remainsuncertain. INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF

8 FISCAL DOCUMENTATION

Sarphatistraat 124 - P.O. Box 20237 --

IV. CONCLUSION l@
1000 HE Amsterdam -- the Netherlands

Tel.: 020- 267726 Tlex: 13217 intax nl

Cables: Forintax
All in all, everyone that attended the seminar would 1

undoubtedly agree that it was a huge success, and that
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recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which
Leitfaden fr Deutsche Unternehmer. By Michael Scheiner.
Vienna, Deutsche Handelskammer in sterreich, 1980. 15 pp.,

will gladly supply further information upon request 25 DM.
(please quote the reference numbers). They should, Leaflet containing informationon the Austrian VAT law, particu-
however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct larly such information which is important for German and other

from the publisher indicated, and not through the foreign entrepreneursdoing business in Austria. (B. 103.188)

Bureau. UNTERNEHMENSGRNDUNGIN STERREICH
Errichtung von Niederlassungen und Tochtergesellschaften. By
Kurt Heller, Heinz H. Lber and Georg Bahn. Vienna, Deutsche
Handelskammerin sterreich, 1980. 242 pp.
Loose4eaf publication explaining the various legal aspects con-

cerning the foundation of enterprises in Austria, which are of

AFRICA
interest to foreign investors, e.g. company law, customs duties,
tax law, labour law, foreign exchange law, etc. (B. 13.058)

AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SHARA 1980-81

Tenth edition. London, EuropaPublicationsLtd., 1980. 1372 pp. BELGIUM£ 36.
Tenth edition of a survey and reference book on all the countries
south of the Saharan Desert including lists of all major African DE INKOMSTENBELASTINGEN DE FUSIE VAN

regional organizations and a Who' Who of major personalities VENNOOTSCHAPPEN

in the region. (B. 13.086) Een vergelijkende studie van het recht in Belgi en de Verenigde
Staten. Volume I en II. By Frans Vanistendael. Brussels, Eta-
blissementsEmile Bruylant, 1979. 981 pp., 1990 Bfrs.

ARGENTINA Thesis in two volumes dealing with the comparativestudy of the
company law and the taxation aspects in Belgium and the USA

EL NUEVO IMPUESTOAL VALOR AGREGADO arising with respect to corporate merger. (B. 103.219)
By Carlos A. Raimondi; Raul J. Otero and Ruben A. Lauria.
Buenos Aires, Ediciones Contabilidad Moderna S.A.I.C., 1980.

BRAZIL437 pp.
Discussion of the Argentine VAT law and recent amendments
thereto. (B. 18.060) A DUPLA TRIBUTAAOINTERNACIONALDA RENDA

By Francisco Neves Dornelles. Rio de Janeiro, Editora da Funda-
o Getulio Vargas, 1979.95 pp.

AUSTRALIA The book discusses international double taxation of income.
(B. 18.063)

AUSTRALIANINCOME TAX GUIDE 1981

Being the twenty-sixth edition of Gunn's Guide to Common- INCORPORAAODE SOCIEDADESE IMPOSTODE RENDA

wealth Income Tax, By. E.F. Mannix and J.E. Mannix. Meadow- By Alberto Xavier. So Paulo, Editora Resenha Tributria, 1978.
bank, ButterworthsPty Ltd., 1980. 798 pp. 106 pp.
Annually updated reference guide providing an explanation of Study dealing with the income tax consequences of th re-
the income tax law and an outline of important tax cases. organization of companies. The text of several lav// regulations
(B. 51.734) and official instructionsare included in the book. (B. 18.069)

AUSTRIA CANADA

KODEX DES STERREICHISCHENRECHTS DOMINIONTAX CASES

Wirtschaftsgesetze; Stand 1.11.1980. By F. Brande. Vienna, Volume 34, 1980. Cited 80 DTC. Don Mills, CCH Canadian
Industrieverlag Peter Linde GmbH, 1980. 535 pp., 180 S. Limited, 1980. 1360 pp., $35.
Source book containing the texts of the most importantAustrian The full text of all reported judgements on federal tax questions
economic business and trade laws effective as per November 1, printed as received in 1980 from the Tax Review Board and the
1980. (B. 103.010) Federal Courts. (B. 103.220)
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COLOMBIA

CONCEPTOSTRIBUTARIOS ANNOUNCEMET
Bogota, Ministerio de Hacienda y Crdito Pblico, 1980. 217 pp.
Compilation of opinions issued by the legal division of the tax MONACO
administrationduring 1977, 1978 and 1979. (B. 18.064)

Trait Pratique de DroitEconomiqueet
LEGISLACIONTRIBUTARIA1978-1979

Fiscal Mongasque
Bogota, Impuesto Nacionales. 195 pp. Par Andr Thrioreau
Compilations of tax laws enacted in 1978 and 1979. (B. 18.065)

Mise jour no. 2 dcembre 1980 en vente chez
TRANSFERENCIADE TECNOLOGIAY CONTRATOS
DE LICENCIA EN COLOMBIA l'auteur

11 boulevard Albert ler - Principautde Monaco
Requisitos legales. By German Cavelier. Bogot, Cavelier, Per-
domo & Cavelier, 1980.39 pp.
Discussion of Colombian rules on the transfer of technology, [loose-leaf handbook on business and tax law

registration of relevant contracts and taxation of royalties. in Monacol
(B. 18.062)

CHINA (PEOPLE'SREPUBLIC)
DE CHINESE ECONOMIE

Een aantal verkenningen onder redactie van Michael Ellman.
Leiden, H.E. Stenfert Kroese B.V., 1980. 211 pp., 35,25 Dfl.
Assessment of the Chinese economy which emerged from a round THE GERMANCORPORATIONTAX LAW WITH
trip through China by students of the University of Amsterdam 1980 AMENDMENTS
in March 1979, edited by Michael Ellman. (B. 51.724) Series international taxation, No. 2. By Hugh J. Ault andon

Albert J. Rdler. Deventer/Frankfurt, Kluwer/Alfred Metzner,
EUROPE 1980. 146 pp.

Second revised edition of a book containing an introductory
comment on the 1977 German Corporation Tax Law, with theJOINT VENTURES IN EASTERN EUROPE
1980 amendments. The German and English texts of the law as

Geneva, Business International, 1980. 182 pp. well as a glossary of terms are appended. (B. 103.130)
Reprint of parts of major loose4eaf service entitled Doing busi-
ness in eastern Europe, dealing with commercial, legal and fiscal KRPERSCHAFTSTEUERGESETZ
aspects of the establishment and running of joint ventures in
Eastern Europe, including a compilation of relevant legal docu- By G. Frotscher and E. Maas.,Freiburgim Breisgau, Rudolf Haufe

ments. (B. 103.089) Verlag, 1980.
Updated edition of a loose-leafpublicationprovidingan extensive
commentary on the 1977 German Corporate Income Tax Law,

ECUADOR illustrated by numerouspractical examples concerning the impact
of the imputationsystem. The text;s of the Corporate Income Tax

LEGISLACIONTRIBUTARIAECUATORIANA Law as well as of related laws and ordinances and an extensive
index are appended. (B. 103.060)

By Flores Washington Durango. Quito, Editorial Universitaria,
1979. 371 pp. MEIN LOHNSTEUER-JAHREAUSGLEICHFUR 1980
Introduction to the tax system of Ecuador. (B. 18.059) 10. Auflage, Stand: October 1, 1980. Beck-Rechtsberaterim dtv

By Dietmar Schreyer. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1981. 298 pp.,

FRANCE 6,80 DM.
Practical guide dealing with questions relating to the levying of

LE CREDIT-BAIL(LEASING)EN EUROPE: the wage tax in 1980/81. (B. 103.109)
DEVELOPPEMENTET NATURE JURIDIQUE STEUERVORTEILEDURCH AUSLANDSBEZIEHUNGEN
Etude comparative avec rfrenceparticulire aux droits franais,
allemand, belge, italien et suisse. By Mario Giovanoli. Paris, Organisationsformen, Wahlrechte, Gestaltungsmglichkeiten.By

Manfred Jahrmarkt and Gerd Fischer. Freiburg im Breisgau,LibrairiesTechniques, 1980. 530 pp. 230 Fr.Frs.
Rudolf Haufe Verlag, 1978. 304 34,80 DM.

Thesis on the economic development of the concept of leasing in pp.,
Second updated edition of a monograph outlining tax facilities

general, and in Europe in particular. Legal and tax aspects of
leasing are compared in France, German Federal Republic, granted to Germans under German law and double taxation

treates in connection with foreign operations, illustrated byBelgium, Italy and Switzerland. (B. 103.224) practical examples. (B. 103.095)

GERMANFEDERAL REPUBLIC UMSATZSTEUERGESETZ1980

By J. Meyer-Landrut, F.G. Miller and Georg F. Thoma. Frank-
DIE DIENSTLEITUNGENIM INTERNATIONALEN furt, Fritz Knapp Verlag, 1980. ].73 pp., 49,50 DM.
KONZERNUND IHR ENTGELT IN FORM VON Synoptic English-German text of the German Turnover Tax Law
KONZERNUMLAGENUND EINZELABRECHNUNGEN 1980 with an introductionin English. (B. 103.167)
By H. Becker. Cologne, Verlag Dr: Otto Schmidt KG, 1980.

VORSTEUERABZUGUND GEBUDEERRICHTUNG96 pp.
Special reprint of part of an updating supplement to a loose-leaf Eine Darstellung wichtiger Praxisfragen. By Helmut Schuhmann.
service on the German Foreign Tax Law, dealingwith the render- Wiesbaden, Forkel-Verlag,1980.94 pp., 24 DM.
ing of services between related companies and the consideration Monograph discussing the impact of the VAT-credit for input tax
therefor in the form of allocation of profits or single accounts. in the case of development of real property and the use thereof
(B. 103.088) after the developmenthas been completed. (B. 103.106)
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--

INDIA blad voor fiscaal recht, No. 5481, January 1981. pp. 1-13.
Printed text of farewell lecture -- also the last lecture n the 1980

COMMENTARIESON THE LAW OF INCOME TAX IN INDIA course on individual income tax -- held on November 25, 1980 at
the Catholic University at Tilburg. (B. 103.217)Vol. III, Golden Jubilee-Eleventh Edition. In 4 Volumes (Sec-

tions 138-264). By V.S. Sundaram. Allahabad, Law Publishers, LEASINGVAN ROERENDEN ONROERENDGOED1980. 1050 pp.
Volume III of the Golden Jubilee (eleventh)Edition in 4 vlumes By H. Beckman and A.W.A. Joosen. Leiden, Stenfert Kroese
contains detailed comment on the income tax law in India. B.V., 1980. 327 pp., 53,75 Dfl.
Volume III covers the Sections 138-264. (B. 51.733) Monograph describing the legal and tax aspects of leasing of

movable and immovable properties under Netherlands law with
summaries of lesing in Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the

INTERNATIONAL Nordic countries (Scandinavia and Finland), Austria, Spain,
United Kingdom, German Federal Republic and Switzerland.

LAW AND PRACTICEOF INTERNATIONALFINANCE (B. 103.207)
By Philip Wood. London, Sweet & Maxwell, 1980. 426 pp.
Discussions on the mechanics of international finance in the
context of international and comparative law considering loan

PAPUANEW GUINEA
agreements, syndications, bond issues, project nance, ship
finance and taxation. (B. 103.206) PAPUA NEW GUINEA INCOME TAX LEGISLATON 1
UN DRAFTMODEL TAXATIONCONVENTION Legislation Service -- Income Tax.Act -- Income Tax regula-
33rd Congress IFA, Copenhagen, 1979. Proceedingsof a Seminar tions -- Rates Acts -- Historical Background -- Depreciation -

held in Copenhagen in 1979 during the 33rd Congress of the Schedule- Index. Sydney, CCH Australia Ltd., 1980.

International Fiscal Association. Deventer, Kuwer, 1979. 76 pp.
One volume loose leaf service which reproduces in full all the

(B. 1'03.295) significant income tax legislation of Papua New Guinea with
annotations. Supplementswill update the material. (B. 51.686)

UNITED NATIONSMODEL DOUBLE TAXATION
CONVENTIONBETWEENDEVELOPEDAND
DEVELOPINGCOUNTRIES PERU
New York, United Nations, 1980. 265 pp., $14. CB. 103.157.)

INDUSTRIALIZACIONY DESARROLLOREGIONAL
EN EL PERU

JAPAN By Hugo Cabieses, Dirk Kruijt, Raul Lizarraga and Manno Vel-
linga. Lima, Economia,politica y desarrollo, 1980. 253 pp.

AN OUTLINE OF JAPANESETAXES 1980 Study of industrializationand regional developmet in Peru and

Tokyo, Ministry of Finance, 1980. 295 pp. the influence of tax incentives. (B. 18.058)
Annual guide explaining the taxes in Japan updated as of the
1980 tax charges. (B. 51.715)

PHILIPPINES
LATIN AMERICA

METRO MANILAPUBLIC FINANCE: A CASE STUDY
EL PROCESO ARBITRAL EN IBEROAMERICA Prepared for Metro Manila Financing and Delivery of services
Estudio comparativo. By Enrique Vescovi. Montevideo, Instituto (Mmetrofinds). Manila, National Tax Research Center, 1978.

Uruguayo de derecho comparado,1980.21 pp. 370 pp.

Comparativestudy on arbitrationproceedings. (B. 18.071) A consolidation of previous studies on the revenue system of
Metro Manila (the integrated urban area of Manila). (B. 51.737)

ESCUELAEMPRESARIALANDINA DEL CONVENIO
ANDRESBELLO SEGUNDO CURSO SUPERIORDE MODEL FOR A MUNICIPALREVENUE CODE
ADMINISTRACION Drafted by the National Tax Research Center for the Bureaoeof
Tema: Investigacin sobre la Decisin 24 y el Desarrollo Nacional Local Government,Ministry of Local Governmentand Communi-
de los Pases que integran el Grupo Andino. (Fotocopies). Lima, ty Development. Manila, National Tax Research Center, 1979.

November,1978.73 pp. 117 pp. (B. 51.719)
(Andean Pact). A study of decision 24 of the Cartagena Agree-
ment, referring to the common rules applicable to foreign invest-
ments, etc. in the member countries. CB 18.073) SAUDI ARABIA

DOING BUSINESS IN SAUDI ARABIAAND THE
MAURITIUS ARAB GULF STATES 1978179

Supplement. By Nancy A. Shilling. Dallas, Inter-CrescentPublish-
GUIDE TO THE FOREIGN INVESTOR ing Company Inc., 1979. 116 pp.
Non governmentalservices. Port Louis, The Mauritius Chamber of 1978/79 Supplement updating the basic volume on doing busi-
Commerce and Industry, 1980.29 pp. ness in Saudi Arabia and Arab Gulf States (Bahrain, Kuwait,
Guide to doing business in Mauritius including an outline of in- Oman, Qatar, United Arab Emirates). (B. 51.738)
dividual and corporate income tax. (B. 13.089)

SINGAPORE
, THE NETHERLANDS

INVESTOR'S GUIDE TO THE ECONOMICCLIMATE
INFORMELEKAPITAALINBRENG OF SINGAPORE

Afscheidcollege -- tevens laatste college in de cycls Inkomsten- Singapore, Singapore InternationalChamber of Commerce, 1980.
belasting (exclusief winst) in de cursus 1980 -- uitgesprokenop 108 pp.
25 november 1980 in the Katholieke Hogeschool te Tilburg. By Revised guide providing relevant information for investors in
J.C.K.W. Bartel. Deventer, Kluwer, 1981. Overdruk uit Week- Singapore. Taxationis included. (B. 51.716)
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SOUTHPACIFIC Historical background described as it influences the nature and
reason for imposing, cohtribution, levies and taxes through

SOUTH PACIFIC AGRICULTURECHOICESAND civilization of mankind with emphasis to the United Kingdom.
CONSTRAINTS (B. 103.290)
South Pacific Agricultural survey 1979. Editors R. Gerard Ward TAXATIONAND THE INCENTIVETO WORKand Andrew Proctor with an introductory comment by Sir
John Crawford. Canberra, Australian National University Press, A report prepared for the Commission of the European Com-
1980. 525 pp., £ 4.25. munities, Directorate-General for Employment and Socil Af-
General report prepared by a team on the South Pacific agri- fairs. By C.V. Brown. Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1980.
cultural trends with country reports on Kiribati, the Cook 122 pp., £ 3.95.
Islands, Tonga, Western Samoa, the Solomon Islands, Fiji and Study designed to give a relatively non-technical introduction
Papua New Guinea. (B. 51.723) to the effects.of taxation on the supply of labour. (B. 103.241)

SPAIN UNITED STATES

VESTIGINGALS PARTICULIERIN SPANJE NORTH AMERICANGASOLINETAX CONFERENCE

Samengesteld door Harer Majesteits Ambassade te Madrid, 6e Proceedings of the fifty-fourthannual meeting. Stateline, Nevada,
uitgave, juni 1980. Den Haag, StichtingEconomischePublicaties, September 7-10,1980. Washington, Federation of Tax Adminis-
1980. 118 pp. trators, 1980. 167 pp.
Guide for persons intending to reside in Spain, includinga section Articles include: New Mexico's varible fuel tax law (Cnnie
on taxation. (B. 103.245) Gomez) and tax evasion problems and developments in New

Jersey (J. Robert Murphy). (B. 103.250)

TANZANIA PROCEDINGSOF THE FIFTY-FOURTHANNUAL
MEETINGOF THE NATIONALTOBACCOTAX

A HANDBOOKFOR THE PROMOTIONOF INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION
PROJECTS Mystic, Connecticut, October 5-8, 1980. Washington,Federation
Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania Industrial Studies and Consulting of Tax Administrators,1980. 106 pp.
Organization,1980, 85 pp. Report and proceedings of the annual meeting of the National
Comprehensive guide to the regulations and practices relating Tobacco Tax Association held in 1980. Articles include: Ciga-
to the initiation of hew industrial projects in Tanzania. Text of rette tax evasion developments in Massachusetts by Fred L.
statutes in connectionthereto are appended. (B. 13.084) Colbert and State Tax Evasion Developmentsby Earle E. Fennes-

sey. (B. 103.288)

UNITED KINGDOM TAX SHELTERSHANDBOOK

Washington, TWR Fund, 1980. 111 pp.THE BRITISH TAX SYSTEM Handbook contaiing instructions to IRS agents on techniques to
Second edition. By J.A. 'King and M.A. King. Oxford, Oexford be used in the audit of tax shelter returns. (B. 103.216)
University Press, 1980. 266 pp., £ 4.95.
Second updated edition of study using economic analysis to
examine the British tax system with emphasis on the evaluation VANUATU
of the economic effects of each kind of tax and with respect to
the tax system as a whole. (B. 103.243) DOING BUSINESS IN THE NEW HEBRIDES

Vila, Price Waterhouse,1977. 53 pp.A SHORT HISTORY OF TAXATION Guide describing areas such asthe investment climate, doing
By B.E.V. Sabine. London, Butterworth Law Publishers Ltd., business forms, accounting and taxation in the New Hebrides
1980. 147 pp., 4£ 7.95. (at present called Vanuatu). (B. 51.731)

_oose-Lea-' Services L'INDICATEURFISCAL

release 4
CED-Samson,Brussels.

Received betweenMay 1 nd May 31, 1980.
CANADA

AUSTRALIA BELGIUM
CANADA INCOME TAX GUIDE
REPORTSAUSTRALIANINCOMETAX - DOORLOPENDEDOCUMENTATIE

LAW AND PRACTICE INZAKE BTW/LE DOSSIER release 155
PERMANENTDE LA TVA CCH Canadian Ltd., Don Mills.Bulletin--

releases 6,7 and 8 release 126
Cases Editions Service, Brussels.

--

-- CANADATAX SERVICE RELEASE
releases 7,8 and 9 releases 326-329
Replacementpages FISCALE DOCUMENTATIE Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto.

--

releases 3-6 VANDEWINCKELE
ButterworthPty. Ltd., Chatswood.

Tome VII, release 40 CANADIANCURRENTTAX

Tome VIII, release 184 releases 14-17
AUSTRIA CED-Samson,Brussels. Buttterworths,Pty., Ltd., Scarborough.

KOMMENTARZUM ZOLLGESETZ1955 GUIDE PRATIQUEDE FISCALITE CANADIANTAX REPORTS

release 11 Tome II, release 30 releases 479-484
WirtschaftsverlagDr. Anton Orac, Vienna. CED-Samson,Brussels. CCH Caiadian, Ltd., Don Mills.
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DOMINIONTAX CASES '-
' '

releases 12 and 13 PUBLIC FINANCE/FINANCES PUBLIQUES
CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills.

FOREIGNINV.ESTMENTIN CANADA InternationalQuarterlyJournal founded by J.A. Monod de Froideville

Report Bulletin Revue TrimestrielleInternationaleFonde par J.A. Monod de Froideville--

release 78
Prentice-Hallof Canada,Ltd., Scarborough.

Publisher / Editeur

FoundationJournal for Public Finance

PROVINCIALTAXATIONSERVICE FondationRevue de Finances Publiques

release 386 (StichtingTijdschrift voor OpenbareFinancien)

Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toront. Editorial Board / Comit de rdaction

M. Frank, A.J. Middelhoek,A.T. Peacock

COMMONMARKET (EEC) Managing Editor / Editeur Grant: D. Biehl

HANDBOEKVOOR DE EUROPESE
GEMEENSCHAPPEN: Volume XXXVI/XXXVImeAnne

Europesemededingings-en kartelrecht No. 1/1981--

release 59
Kommentaarop het EEG-, Euratom- '

-

en EGKS-verdrag;verdragstekstenen

aanverwantestukken
release 217

Klwuer, Deyenter.
Articles

DENMARK Suphan Andic, Does the Personal Income Tax DiscriminateAgainst
Women .................................................. 1

SKATTEBESTEMMELSER:. Chiou-nan Yeh, Musgrave's Paradox and Progressive Income

Skattenyt
Taxation . .-.,-.,....... ....................................... 16

--

release 140 ParthasarathiShome, The General EquilibriumTheory and Concepts
Skattebestemmelser of Tax Incidence in the Presence of Third More Factors ....... 22-- or

release 134 David Colander, New Approaches to Anti-Inflation Policy 39........

A.S. SkattekartoteketInformationskontor,
Copenhagen. Luc de Wulf, Incidence f Budgetary Outlays: Where Do We Go

from Here ..........
.

..................... 55

Amihai Glazer, Congestion Tolls and Consumer Welfare ......... 77

FRANCE Samuel A. Rea, Jr., Private Disability Insurance and Public Welfare

Progrms ..................................................... 84

BULLETINDE DOCUMENTATION Steven M. Sheffrin, Taxation and Automatic Stabilizers 99
PRATIQEDE SECURITESOCIALE

..........

ET DE LEGISLATIONDU TRAVAIL BrunoTheret,Un pointdevuemacroconomiquesur le traitementde la

taxe sur la valeur ajoute dans le systme largi de comptabilit
release 10 nationale franaise 108

Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret.
.-......................................

.

Editions
H.-Dieter Wenzel and Wolfgang Wiegard, Merit Goods and Second-

DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT- best Taxation ................................................ 125

DROIT DES AFFAIRES

releases 76 and 77
EditiosLgislativeset Administratives,
Paris.

The articles published in English, French or German are followed by summaries in the three
DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT-

languages. Annual subscription rate (3 issues): DM 94,50.
FISCAL

releases 107 and 108 PUBLIC FINANCE/FINANCESPUBLIQUES
Editions Lgislatives et Administratives, TechnischeUniversitt, Uhlardstrae4-5,
Paris. D-1000 Berlin 12, Federal Republic of Germany

JURIS CLASSEUR- CHIFFRE
D'AFFAIRES-COMMENTAIRES GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC KOMMENTARZUM GEWERBESTEUER-
release 6107 GESETZ
EditionsTechniques,Paris. DEUTSCHE STEUERPRAXIS-- release 41

NACHSCHLAGWERKPRAKTISCHER Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.
JURIS CLASSEUR-- DROIT FISCAL -- STEUERFLLE
ODE GENERAL DES IMPOTS

KOMMENTARZUR ABGABEN-
release 79 ORDNUNGUND FINANZGERICHTS-

J release 3 Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. ORDNUNG
Editions Techniques,Paris. releases 96 and 97

HANDBUCHDER EINFUHRNEBEN- Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.
JURIS CLASSEUR-- DROIT FISCAL-- ABGABEN
FISCALITE IMMOBILIERE

RECHTS- UND WIRTSCHAFTSPRAXIS
release 2 STEUERRECHT

release 31 Von der Linnepe Verlagsgesellschaft, release 256
Editions Techniques,Paris. Hagen. Forkel Verlag, Stuttgart.
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STEUERKLASSEIN KARTEIFORM FED'S FISCAALREGISTER UNITED KINGDOM
release 236 releases 100 and 101
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. FED, Deventer. BRITISH TAX GUIDE

release 226
STEUERRECHTSSPRECHUNGIN FED LOSBLADIGFISCAALWEEKBLAD Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.
KARTEIFORM

releases 1820-1824
releases 352 and 353 FED, Deventer. SIMON'S TAX CASES
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. releases 13, 14 and 15FISCALE WETTEN Butterworth& Co., London.WORLD TAX SERIES -- GERMANY
REPORTS releases 105 and 106

FED, Deventer.
release 142 SIMON'S TAXES
CommercleClearing House, Inc., Chicago. HANDBOEKVOOR DE IN- EN release 47

UITVOER: Butterworth& Co., London.

Belastingheffingbij invoer--

INTERNATIONAL releases 272 and 273 SIMON'S TAX INTELLIGENCE
Tarief voor invoerrechten releases 16-18--

INTERNATIONALTAX AGREEMENTS release 266 Butterworth& Co., London.
Kluwer, Deventer.

release 34
United Nations, Geneva. KLUWERS SUBSIDIEBOEK

releases 22 and 23 U.S.A
Kluwer, Deventer.

LIECHTENSTEIN
FEDERALTAXES -- REPORT

NEDERLANDSEREGELINGENVAN BULLETINSTEUERN IN LIECHTENSTEIN INTERNATIONAALBELASTINGRECHT

release april releases 68 and 69
releases 20-23

Grafos Verlag Aktiengesellschaft,Vaduz. Kluwer, Deventer. Prntice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

LUXEMBOURG OMZETBELASTING(BTW) IN FEDERALTAX GUIDE
BEROEP EN BEDRIJF

CODE DE LA LEGISLATIONFISCALE release 62
releases 30-33
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

releases 1-6 S. Gouda Quint -- D. Brouwer, Arnhem.

Imprimerie Saint-Paul, Luxembourg. FEDERALTAX GUIDE REPORTS
RECHTSPERSONEN

releases 30-33
release 38 CommerceClearing House, Inc., Chicago.

THE NETHERLANDS Kluwer, Deventer.

FEDERALTAX TREATIES--

VAKSTUDIE-- FISCALE REPORT BULLETINDE BELASTINGGIDS
ENCYCLOPEDIE:

release 90 release 4
S. Gouda Quint -- D. Brouwer, Arnhem.

-- Loonbelasting1964 Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.
releases 216-219

BELASTINGWETGEVING:
-- Successiewet 1956 STATE TAX GUIDE

releases 81 and 82
Algemenewet inzake rijksbelastingen -- releases 741 and 742--

Vennootschapsbelasting1969
release 24 release 83 Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.
Successiewet--

Kluwer, Deventer.
release 26 TAX TREATIES
Vermogensbelasting1964 release 351

--

release 19 SWITZERLAND CommerceClearing House, Inc., Chicago.Noorduijn, Arnhem.
DIE PRAXIS DER BUNDESSTEUERN U.S. TAXATIONOF INTERNATIONAL

CURSUS BELASTINGRECHT OPERATIONSTome I, release 32
release 63 Tome III, release 24 release 7
S. Gouda Quint -- D. Brouwer, Arnhem. Verlag fr Recht und Gesellschaft, Basel. Prentice-Hall,Inc., Englewood Cliffs.
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C. V _A-V- \DEX 98., \os. -7-

I. ARTICLES Japan:
Makoto Miura:

Argentina: Japan: Medium term tax policy and the tax

Dr. Jorge Macn: increase in fiscal year 1981 199

Adjustment for inflation in Argentine income
tax law 295

Kenya:
ASEAN: Lawrence A. Rupley & Brendan P. Finucane:
Mukul G. Asher: Kenya's 1980 Budget 24

Structural features of sales taxes in ASEAN
countris 207 Latin America:

Angel Q. yoingco and Sutadi Sukarya: Pedro Massone:

Study Group on Asian Tax Administrationand
. Adjustmentsof prots for inflation-Develop-

Research (SGATAR)-- An experiment in regional ments in Latin Amerca
tax cooperation

-- Part I 3

Part I 110
-- Part II 51

--

Part II 173--

Pakistan:

Bahamas: N.M. Qureshi:
Alun G. Davies: Pakistan'sBudget for 1980-81 in perspective--

The Commonwealthof the Bahamas as a center Importantscal measures 35

of international businss investment 165
Philippines:

Bangladesh: Cornelio C. Gison and Serafin U. Salvador, Jr.:

K.A. Gofran: Philippine taxation of alien individuals 223

Some aspects of tax law in Bangladesh 181
Portugal:

China (People'sRepublic): Paulo de Pitta e Cunha:

Y.C. Jao: Tax reform in Portugal in the context of accession

Recent developmentsin China's tax system 16 to the European Communities 75

A further note on tax developmentsin China 179 Singapore:
Lee Fook Hong:

India: Singapore's1981 Budget 243
DharmendraBhandari:
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InternationalTaxAvoidance- I. INTRODUCTION - THE INTEREST
IN TAX AVOIDANCE

A. As a catalyst for cooperative inter-

governmental activities

TheImpactonLegalSystems* B. Distortion of legal concepts and

entities .

C. Distortion of normal commercial

relations and judicial approaches

by Nathan Boidman, C.A., B.C.L., LL.B.** D. 'Effect on business ethics and

morality

II. TAX AVOIDANCEVERSUSTAX
I EVASION

Ill.. TAX AVOIDANCE -- ETHICS AND

I. INTRODUCTION-THE INTEREST IN TAX AVOIDANCE MORALITY

IV. TAX AVOIDANCE -- METHODOLOGY
A proper starting point is perhaps an inquiry as to what may reasonably be A. Intercompany transactions
the interest of the World Peace Through Law Center in tax avoidance, which B. The use of corporations
is the attempt to use the law so as to redhce or eliminate the obligation to C. Trusts

pay tax. D. Third (stepping-stone) countries
E. Use (abuse) f treaties

A. As a catalyst for cooperative inter-governmentalactivities F. Role of tax residence
G. Tax shelters

A first interest could be that efforts to counteract tax avoidance have the H. Family income splitting arrange-

effct of promotingcooperative inter-governmentalactivities. Much as in the ments

case of international programs to combat criminal activities, governments V. TAX AVOIDANCE-- GOVERNMENT

(and to some extent groupings of governmentsorganized along geographic or RESPONSE

socio-economic lines) increasingly seek to deal with nternational tax avoid- A. Statutory provisions

ance, particularly as it might arise out of the operations of multinational 1. With respect to intercompany

corporations, by cooperating with each other in structuringand carrying out transactions

anti-avoidance measures. Such efforts, aimed at a common third party ad-
2. W,ith respect to the use of cor-

versary, certinly can be considered helpful in increasing the degree of
porations

3. With respect to the use of trusts

harmonious, benign relationships between governments and in diverting 4. With respect to tax residence

governmental time, energies and resources from what might otherwise be 5. With respect to tax shelters
areas of inter-governmentconflict. 6. Other types of anti-avidance

Thus, tax avoidance could be considered in a somewhat perverse fashion to provisions
B. Judicial doctrines and approach to

be an agent for promoting pece among governments. Such efforts have in-
tax avoidance

tensified over the last ten to fifteen years, perhaps proportionately to .the 1. The business purpose test

development of other areas of inter-governmentaleconomic cooperationand 2. Substance.over form

activities;examples follow. 3. Sham (agency and piercing the

In Strasbourg last March the Council ofEurope held a Colloquyon Inter- corporateveil)

national Tax Avoidanceand Evasion. The scope of this activity was reflected
4. Step trnsactions

in the foreword to the Compendium of Documents ublished by the
5. Considerationof improper

documentation
Council, a portion of which reads as followS: C. Treaties

In accordancewith Order369 (1978)and Resolution699 (1979), the Com- VI. SUMMARY ANDCONCLUSIONS
mittee on Economc Affairs and Development, in liaison with the Legal
Affairs Committee, organized a Colloquy on Internaonal Tax Avoidance
and Evasion from 5 to 7 March, 1980 at the 'Palais de l'Europe' in Stras-

bourg. The main purpose of this colloquy was to study in depth the pro-
posals made in Recommendation833 (1978) of the ParliamentayAssembly * Paper submitted to the 10th Confer-
and to enlighten parliamentary and public opinion on the complex aspects ence on the Law of the World, World Peace

of international tax avoidanceand evasion (as well as related subjects such as Through Law Center. This article describes

bank secrecy and tax havens). Approximately 200 participants, parlia-
the state of law as of March 30, 1981 and
therefore des not, for example, include

nentarians from member states of the Council of Europe, governmental reference to the landmark decisior of the

' officials, experts, representatives of inter-governmental and non-govern- House of Lords in W.T. Ramsey Ltd. v.

mental organizationsand journalists took part in the colloquy. Commissionerof Inland Revenue.
** Tax Consultant to Courtois, Clarkson,

On 18 September 1980 the Internatonal FiscalAssociationheld an unusual Parsons & Tetrault.
session in the course of its annual meeting (which brings together 500-1000 1. The paper has been published by
senior governmental officials and members of the professions nvolved in Kluwer and includes reports from the

United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Ger-
international tax) in Paris to deal with Recourse to Tax Havens- Use and
Abuse.1

many, France, Japan, the United States,
Switzerlandnd Canada.
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On 12 January 1981 the United States Treasury tabled
a special report on Tax Havens and the Use by United

NATHAN BOIDMAN, C.A., B.C.L., LL.B., Tax Consultant
States Taxpayers -- An Overview which would, inter to Courtois, Clarkson, Parsons & Ttrault, Advocates, Bar-
alia, lead to more cooperationbetween governments.2

: ...... risters & Solicitors,
In its comprehensive study of the topic, the Rotterdam Montreal, Canada.

Institute for Fscal Studies reported in Intemational Educational & profes-
Tax Avoidance, a Study by the Rotterdam Institute for sional affilations: Mc

Gill University, B.Fiscal Studies3 on anti-tax avoidance measures n Bel-
Com., 1962; Admit-

gium, France, Germany, the Netherlands, the United 4v ted to the Order of
Kingdom and the United States. In Part Six of the Chartered Account-
study, a review is made of collaboration between f*t ants of Quebec, 1964;
governments, citing the following cooperative inter- Admitted to the Ordert

governmentalprograms:
k of Chartered Account-

the first bilateral agreements for exchange of infor- ' ants of Ontario, 1977;--

mation in the 19th century;
' McGill University

the first multilateral work on international tax-- :iiii::......... Bachelor of Civil Law

evasion, emerging from the League ofNations; ., (B.C.L.) 1980; McGill

the third report on tax treaties between developed ! Bachelorof
-- University

Common Law (LL.B.)and developing countries (United Nations, New 1980; will be called to the bar of Quebec in November
York 1972) dealingwith tax fraud and international 1981; a member of several taxation organizations; and a

cooperation; member of the Tax ManagementAdvisoryBoard of Foreign
various efforts of The League of Nations culmi- Income.Professionalhistory: Publicpractice in accountancy,

--

nating n the LondonModel Conventionof 1946; 1964-1974; since 1974 practice restricted to taxation.
the model tax conventions of the Organizaton for Publications: author of numerous articles and papers on--

EconomicCooperationandDeuelopment(O.E.C.D.) international taxation, Canadian contributing and consult-

in 1963 and 1977; ing editor to several international tax journals and news-

the 1973 Report commissioned by the Council of a on
-- letters,completing book treaty interpretationin Canada,

and one on the impact of recent domestic law and treatyEurope on the use and abuse of holdingcompanies; changes on structuring Cariadian investment in U.S. real
the Council of Europe Resolution of 10 February estate, scheduled for publication in late 1981 by CCH

--

1975 on the measures to be taken by the Com- Canadian Limited.
munity n order to combatnternationaltax.evasion
and avoidance;
the E.E.C. Directive on Mutual Assistance by the--

Competent Authorities of Member States in the The Press Release respecting the meeting (A(81)8 dated 27

field of direct taxation, December1977, which was February 1981) reads as follows:
Tax inspectors and auditors met at the headquartersof theintended to combat fiscal fraud or evasion or avoid-
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

ance across tax frontiers; in Paris on 23-25 February 1981. This was their fourth
the 1979 O.E.C.D. study multinationalpricing;4 meeting to discuss the detection of tax avoidance and eva-

--

on

the Nordic Convention n 1973 dealing with--

co- sion. These meetings form part of the regular cooperation
operative administrationof tax law; between national tax administrations in O.E.C.D. countries
the 1977 Recommendationof the Council (of the carried out under the sponsorship of the O.E.C.D. 'Commit---

O.E.C.D.) on Tax Avoidanceand Evasion,
tee on fiscal affairs'.

in 1967 the United Nations established the ad hoc The theme chosen from this meeting was transferpricing by--

group of experts on tax treaties between developed multinational enterprises and constituted one of the follow-
ups to the publication in 1979 of a report 'Transfer Pricing
and Multinational Enterprises' by the O.E.C.D. Committee

2. The report, prepared by Richard A. Gordon, Special Counsel on Fiscal Affairs'. This report -- in addition to the original
for International Taxation, the Internatinal Revenue Service, publication in English and French -- has now been translated
states in a covering letter: or is in the process of being translated into Dutch, Finnish,

In response to your request, I aI pleased to submit the German, Italian, Japanese and Spanish.
enclosed report which is based on a study and an analysis The meeting was attended by some 60 tax inspectorsactually
of tax haven transactions, United States Internal Tax Laws engaged in auditingcompany accounts in O.E.C.D. countries.
applicable thereto, United States Income Tax Treaties, and The focus was, therefore, on the practical aspects of detect-
the attempts of the tax administrators to deal with these ing transfer prices which do not correspond to arm's length
transactions. prices, that is, prices which could be charged between in-

See also the article Highlights of the U.S. Treasury Report dependent enterprises. Participants discussed questions
on Tax Havens and Their Use by U.S. Taxpayers, by Victoria related to the selection of cases for in-depth audit, transfer
Tkachenko,in this issue. prices for the exchange of goods, research and development,
3. Published by Kluwer, 1979 (project leader: Dr. J.C.L. Huis- capital end services, and the differentopportunitiesavailable
kamp; principalauthors: Dr. Barry Bracewell-Milnesand Mr. M.A. to tax administrations to co-operate with other countries

Wisselink). through exchanginginformatin,simultaneousaudits or joint
4. Published by Kluwer. The report is entitled TransferPricing audits. The discussionswere based on expositionsby national
and MultinationalEnterprises.In February 1981, the fourth in a rapporteurs drawing upon actual experience but respecting
series of regular meetings by some 60 tax inspectorsand auditors confidentiality as to the indentity of the taxpayers involved.
was convened at O.E.C:D. headquarters in Paris to follow up on It js intended that there should be further meetings of this
the 1979 Report. type.
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and developing countries; the group has Considered entire rrangement turns on the right of incorporation,
programs designed to detect tax haven operationsof separate legal personality of companies and literal read-
multinationals and in 1979 published a draft double ing of the relevnt tax treaty. As we shall see, courts in
tax agreement for relationships between developed some countries 'move to counteract such activities by
and developingCountries.s invoking discretionary doctrines such shamas or

As well there have been efforts by the Andean Pact agency. The difficulty,however, is that in the absenee
of widespread and consistent concetualization,recog-

countries to counteract multinational intercompany nition and application of such doctrines, tax avoidance
pricing and licensing arrangements aimed at income

objectives will often be achieved by unintended use of
reallocations from branch and subsidiary operations in

South American countries. legal concepts and entities.

In 1980, the O.E.C.D. published a Report on Tax C. Distortionof normal commercial relationsand
Evasion and Avoidance, reflecting the views of govern- judicial approaches
ment officials in Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada,
Finland, France, West Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxem-

A third of interest in tax avoidance for
bourg, Norway, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Spain,

area concern or

the World Peace Through Law Center could be the
Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the U.K. and the U.S.

tendency that tax avoidancedistorts normal commercial
The Bulletin for Intemational Fscal Documentation relationships and procedures and to some extent the

recently repoted on the activities of the Study Group manner in which courts interpret and apply relevant
on Asian Tax Administrationand Research(SGATAR).6 laws in respect thereto. The interplay of these two con-

Between February 1971 and November 1980 ten cerns can be considered by delineating commercial

meetings were held, at which tax avoidance and related transactionsinto three groups.
topics were a recurring theme. For example, with

First, there transactions entered into without regard
respect to proceedings at the second meeting, at Jakarta

are

to the consequential tax results, that is non-planned
in 1972 (at page 113): transactions. In such cases, devoid of tax avoidance
on the second topc, income tax evasion and avoid- motive, a court in applying relevant tax law uses usual
ance, all participatingcountries agreed that this was in- rules of interpretation of tax law and, in the usual
deed a seriousproblem . . ., to combat this, the develop- fashion, there will presumably be no reason to deviate
ing countries need to bond themselves together ... from consistentpatterns of application.
Finally certain countrieshave recently developedad hoc The second category is transactions which, although
bilateral simultaneous audit programs designed par- entered into primarily for business or commercial pur-
ticularly to detect tax haven operatons of multina- poses, are structured in order to achieve the best
tionals. consequential tax results. Here the tax avoidance

Thus is seen the effect of tax avoidance in bringing motive aises. In such a casea court not only brings to

governments nto harmonious non-adversary relation- bear orthodox rules of interpretation of tax statutes

ships. but also may be required to consider judicial doctrines
such as step transaction, form versus substance, etc. in

uncovering the true legal significnce of the transactin
B. Distortion of legal concepts and entities for tax assessment purposes, Furthermore, in the appli-

cation of rules f interpretation there can be a
The second effect of tax avoidance of possible interest tendency in such cases to alter evolved patterns or
to theWorld Peace Through Law Center is somewhat theories (in the particular jurisdiction) as to the role of
less benign. The methodology of tax avoidance is strict or literal rules of interpretationversus more

grounded in the accentuated use of the formalities of contextual or liberal rules of interpretation in
legal concepts and entities and formalistic, literal inter- respect to tax statutes.
pretation thereof designed to achieve the ends of tax
avoidance. In other words, it is the art and purpose of
the author of tax avoidance arrangements to seek not 5. The Intrnational Fiscal Association published, as a seminar

the spirit, purpose and intent of legal systems and paper delivered at the 1979 Congress in Compenhagen,the The

entities, but rather the limits to which the elasticity United Natons Draft Mdel Double Taxation Convention
Between Developed And Developing Courtries (Unofficial draft

often inherent therein can be stretched, justified by
reference to highly literal and/or formalistic nterpreta-

to be considered at its 8th Meeting in December 1979 by the

group of experts on Tax Treaties Between Developed and
tions, which, more often than not, go beyond the con- Developing Countries) (Kluwer). The *aft was nalized in

templation of the legislator and achieve unintended 1980, and as noted in 35 Bulletin for InternationalFiscal Docu-

results inconsistent with general legal norms and public mentation (1981) at 138, both English aid French versions are

policy. available. The treaty is analyzedby Prof. Stanley S. Surrey in Vol.

The incidence of such misuse or abuse of legal entities
5 (1980) of the Selected Monographs on Taxation, a joint publi-
cation of the Harvard Law School InternationalProgram and the

or concepts abounds. Consider, for example, the n- InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation.

congruous results of a resident of a tax haven country 6. An Experinent in Regional Tax Cooperation- PART I;
being able to reduce tax on income derived from a high Angel Q. Yoingco (Executive Director, National Tax Research
tax jurisdiction by the expediency of forming a letter- Center, Manila,Philippines)and Sutadi Sukarya (Director-General
box corporation base in a third, stepping-stone of Taxes, Ministry of Finance, Jakarta, Indonesia); 35 Bulletin

country having a treaty with the country of source; the (1981) at 110.
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Finally, there are transactions which have no indepen- filed rmade as requiredby or under this Act of
dent economic significance, being carried out simply to Regulation,
achieve an apparent tax avoidance result. In these cases (b) to evade payment of a tax imposed by this Act,
a greater burden will be placed on the judicial doc- destroyed, altered, mutilated, secreted or other-
trines with perhaps a more definite alteration of the wse disposedof the records or books ofaccount
manner iff which a court selects between strict and of a tax payer,
literal rules of nterpretation. This class f transaction (c) made, r assented to or acquiesced in the
can have two distinctive faces: first, the nternal re- making of, false or deceptive entries, or ad-
organization which does not even purport to create r mitted, or assented to or acquesced in the
change relationships with third parties;7 second, the omission, to enter a material particular, in
area of the tax shelter where ostensibly new econ- recordsor booksofaccountofa tax payer,
omic relationships are created, but which on closer (d) wlfully, in any manner, evaded or attempted to
examination.revealthat no such thing has occurred. An evade, compliance with this Act or payment of
example is the various tax shelters based on acquiring taxes imposedby this Act, or

property (the cost of which may be deducted against (e) conspired with any person to commitan ofence
other sources of incone) at inflatedprices and financed describedby paragraphsa to d
by non-recourseobligationswith the only real economic is guty of an offence and, in addition to any penal-
impact being a reduction of the tax liability, the true ty otherwise provided, is able on summary con-

patrimony of the taxpayernot being otherwise affected. viction to :

In Canada and n some other countries both the legis- (f) a fine of not less than 25 percent and notmore

lative and judicial respns.e has been to reject such plans than double the amount of the tax that was

see, for example, the Canadianmovie film shelter case sought to be evaded, or
---

Mandel v. The Queen ((1978) D.T.C. 6518) and the (g) both the fine described in paragraph (f) and
recent changes under the Internal Revenue Code of the imprisonment for a term not exceeding two
United States prohibiting the use of most forms of non- years.
recourse debt in tx shelters.

(2) Evey person who is charged with an offence de-
scribed by subsection 1 may, at the election of the

D. Effect:on business ethics and morality A.ttorney-General of Canada, be prosecuted upon
indictment and, if convicted, is, .in addtion to any

A fourth area ofinterest for the World Peace Through penalty otherwse provided, liable to imprisonment
Law Center arising out of tax avoidance schemes is the for a term not exceedingfive years and not less than

possible effect on the general level of social and business two months.

community ethics and morality. Although this is dealt This type of provisionshould providefr clear demarca-
with in some greater detail below, for ntroductory tion between civil tax avoidance disputes and criminal
purposes it should suffic to note that the oft quoted tax evasion prosecution. For similar provisions under
dictum in CIR v. Duke of Westminister((1936) A.C. 1)8 the Internal Revenue Code of the United States see,
stems from an earlier and less complex,era when laissez- inter alia, Sections 7201 -- 7217.
faire capitalism was more acceptable andwidespread However, the distinction in concept and in law between
and, perhaps more importantly, when the tax struggle pure tax avoidance and tax evasion blurs when one
was often between a private individual seeking to considers, first, penal sanctions which are often imposedprotect his property from the grasp of the tax collector, by a taxing statute for transgressions devoid of evasion
rather than under today's conditions of the indus- mens rea, such s negligence or innocentmisrepresen-trialized welfare State and the faceless multinational tation, that is, non-willful defaults, and, second, the
corporation which is often subjected to. a multitude of characterizationand treatment to be accordedso-called
socially mposed strictures to exhibit good corporate sham transactions. In the words of Lord Diplock in
citizenship, holding, inter alia, tax avoidance proce- Snook v. London and West Riding ((1067) 1 All. E.R.
dures to be socially unacceptablebehaviour. 518) a sham means:

7. Newstead (Inspector of Taxes) v. Frost 1980 S.T.C. 123
Il. TAX AVOIDANCEVERSUS TAX EVASION (H.L.).

8. CIR v. Duke of Westminister (1936) A.C. 1 at 19-20:

The distinction between tax avoidance and tax evasion Every man is entitled if he can to order his affairs so that
the tax attaching under the appropriate Acts is less than itshould be clear, the former comprising,at worst, highly otherwise would be. If he succeeds in ordering them toso as

creative, artificial but open uses of business rganization secure this result, then, however unappreciative the com-
relationships and legal entities, the latter bsed on clan- missioners of Inland Revenue.or his fllow taxpayers may
destine, covert and non-disclosed transactions. For ex- be of his ingenuity, he cannot be compelled to pay an in-
ample, under the Canadian Income Tax Act, Section creased tax.
239 provides as follows: See also Ayrshire Pullman Motor Service v. IRC (1929), 14 T.C.

754 at 763:
(1) Every person who has No man in this country is uhder the smallest obligation,(a) made, or particiated in, assented to or acqui- moral or other, so as to arrange his legal relations to his

esced in makingof false or deceptivestatements business or to his property as to enable the internal revenue
n a retum, certicate, statement or answer, to put the largest possible shovel into his store.
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acts done or documents executed by the parties to in Partington v. Attorney-General ((1869) L.R. 4 H.L.
the 'sham' which are intended by them to give third 100 at 122):
parties or to the court the appearance of creating be- As I understand the principle of all fiscal legislation it
tween the parties legal rights and obligations different is this: if the person sought to be taxed cmes within
from the actual legal rights and obligations (if any) the letter of the law he must be taxed, howevr greatwhich the parties intend to create. the hardship may appear to the judicial mind to be. On
The inherent clash between, on the one hand, open the other hand,f the crown,seekingto recover the tax,
disclosure inherent in a sham transaction and, on the cannot bring the subjectwithin the.letterof the law, the
other hand, the defined objective (of a sham) of subject is free, however apparently within the spirit of
misleading the tax authoritiesor court makes it difficult the law the case might otherwiseappear to be. In other
to assign such transactions as between the avoidance words, if there be admissible in any statut, what is
class and the evasion class. It would appear that in most called an equitable construction, certainly such a con-

countries, other than perhaps the United States, the tax struction is not admissible in a taxingstatute, where you
systems and courts to date have treated sham arrange- can simply adhere to the words ofa statute.
ments as comprising matters of civil dispute and not The mechanical approach to applying tax law suggestedhaving criminal tax evasion status.9

by this rule clearly undermines the establishment of a

Governmental pronouncements can be helpful in high standard of morality or ethics.in tax planning. To
making the distinction between evasion and avoidance. be sure this rule of strict or literal nterpretation does
Consider, for example, Information Circular No. 73- not generally govern the interpretation of revenue

10R2 issued in 1978 by the Canadian Department of statutes today. For example, in Canada the Interpreta-
National Revenue which considers acceptable tax avoid- tion Act specifically provides for broad liberal inter-
ance planningto comprise: pretation of every statute although the actual approach
'... cases in which a taxpayer,in seeking a beneficial of Canadian courts varies, ranging from Partington
tax result, has merely selected a certain course ofaction (supra), to the rule of the InterpretationAct.11, 12

that is either clearly provided for or not specifically The question often arises of whether a ourt is to read
prohibited in the law and had implemented that into taxing statutes the need for a business purpose
decision in a real way. Indeed the Departmentdoes not in a transaction or a series of.transactions,particularly
view itself as having any special responsibilty in respect where there is an obvious tax avoidance motive. Such a

of any form of tax planning that consists of a genuine doctrine is highly developed n the United States but
arranging of one 's affair openly and within the frame- less so in other countriessuch as Canada and the United
work of the law .so as to keep one's taxes to a mini- Kingdom. In Canada there is a great deal. of vacillation
mum. on the issue. Consider for examle Foreign Power

On the other hand, the Departmentwill attack: Securities Corp. Ltd. v. M.N.R. 66 D.T.C. 5022 (Ex-
chequer Court of Canada, 1966):

... those Itransactionsl where the taxpayer has ap-
parently circumvented the law, without giving rise to a

criminal offense, by the use of a scheme, arrangementor

device, oen of a complex nature, the main or sole 9. In Regina v. Myers et aL ((1977) D.T.C. 507), non-disclosure

purpose of which is to defer, reduce or completely avoid of the income of a Swiss compny by a Canadian financial writer

the tax payable under the law. Usually a series of trans- was held to be tax evasion and not merely tax avidance.The tax-

actions is involved which do not truly reect what is payer argued the propriety of non-disclosureon the basis that the

actually happening; and sometimes the avoidance is Company was a non-resident,hence its income exempt from

accomplished by shifting the liability to tx to other tax
CanadianTax.
10. Revenue Canada expressed its view of. tax evasion in IC

payers not at arm's length in whose hands the tax pay- 73-10R2 as follows:
able is reduced or eminated.,10 (emphasis added) Tax evasion is the commission omission of act know-or an

It is clear that in the latter excerpt Revenue Canada is ingly with the intent to deceive so that the tax reported by

referring to the third category of transaction described the taxpayer is less than the tax payable under the law, or a

earlier or the sham transaction as defined by Lord Dip- conspiracy to commit such an offense. This may be accom-

' lock as not comprising tax evasion,notwithstandingthat plished by the deliberate omissionof reveue, the fraudulent

claiming of expenses or allowances, and the deliberate mis-
it will attack such arrangements on a civil dispute basis, representation, concealment or withholding of material
as comprisingunacceptable tax avoidance. facts.

11. Section 11 of the Interpretation Act, R.S.C. 197, c. I-23,
provides that:

Ill. TAX AVOIDANCE -- ETHICS AND MORALITY Every enactment shall be deemed remedial and shall be

given such fair, large and liberal construction and nter-
' The view of the Department of National Revenue cited pretation as best insures the attainmentof its object.

above culd be considered by some to reflect a rather 12. In a dissenting judgement in a 1980 Supreme Court decision

modest standard of tax compliance ethics or morality involving a succession duty tax avoidance scheme, Frank M.

and seemingly quite consistent with the policy adopted Covert, John S. Jodrey and the Canada Permanent Trust Com-

by the courts in Duke of Westminister and Ayrshire
pany v. The Ministerof Finance of the Prouince of NovaScotia,
issued 18 July 1980, the HonorableMr. Justice Dicksonmade the

Pullman Motors (supra). This perhaps had its genesis in following statment respecting the contention by the taxpayer
the approach to interpreting tax law advocated by the that a taxing statute is to be strictly construed:
House of Lords in the 19th century in the famed dictum If the submissions made on behalf of the appellants as to
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There is indeed no provison n the Income Tax Act However a subsequent decision of a lower court earlier
which provides that, Where it appears that the main this year appears to be contrary to the dctum of the

purpose or one ofthe purposes for which any trans-, Supreme Court in Campbell (supra) and would seem to
action or transactions was or were affected was th perpetuate the lack of judicial support for the establish-
avoidance or reduction of liability to income tax, the ment of a business purpose test as the foundation of a

court my, if it thinks ft, direct that such adjustments firm and reasonably high standard of ethics or morality
shall be made as respects liability to income tax as it in tax planning. In Daly v. The Queen (81 D.T.C. 5025)
considers appropriate so as to counteract the avoidance the Federal Court, Trial Division stated (at page 5027):
or reduction of ability to ncome tax which would One other matter was raised on these appeals and is
otherwise be affected by the transactionor transactions.

1

referred to. It was pleadedand submitted that there was
The only authority of this character conferred by the no valid business purpose As to this, it should be
stature'isconferredon TreasuryBoard by Section 1 38. '

...

noted that there is no statutory basis for the proposition
This rule has been confirmed, rejected and reconfirmed that John J. Daly had the onus of establshing that the

a company caus-
in an ad hoc and inconsistent pattern ever since. For incorporation of management and the

ing of that management to enter into
example, n 1976 n M.N.R.v. Leon (76 D.T.C. 6299) company a con-

the Federal Court Appeal Division held that a manage-
tract for managementservices with a thirdparty was to
achieve a bona fide business purpose and, there-

ment company utilized by an executive to render ....

services to his emploer was to be disregarded on the fore, in the absence of a charging provision in the In-

basis of lacking a business purpose.13 On the other come Tax Act, mporting this business purpose require-

hand, the same Court later in 1976 in Produits LDG ment, in my view, there is no such onus. As to this,
Products.Inc. v. The Queen (76 D.T.C. 6349) upheld the further, the dichotomy of opinion in respect to this so

taxpayer's use of an employee pension fund to achieve called 'business purpose test' in the cases in the Courts

tax savings, and rejected the assertions of the tax perhaps may be resolved by confining the decisions to

authorities that the arrangements comprised an undue the factsof these cases.

avoidance of tax withoutbusiness purpose. In the United States it appears that the courts have set a

The latter (traditional) attitude of the courts continued higher standard of ethics or morality in tax planningand
5

in cases such as Alberta and Southern Gas Co., Ltd. v. the proper principles to be applied in constructing fiscal
The Queen (76 D.T.C. 6362), Esskay Farms Ltd. v. legislation, simply mean that it is impermissible to bring to
The Queen (76 D.T.C. 6010) and Massey Ferguson Ltd. the task of construing a fiscal statute a bias in favour of the

v. M.N.R. (75 D.T.C. 6529),Withexceptions for certai Crown, then Iamin entire accord....

tax haven operations considered to be manifestly sham If on the other hand, the submissions of the appellantmean

in their substance and nature such as Dominion Bridge that there are special principles of constructiongoverning the

Company Limited v. The Queen (75 D.T.C. 5150 and interpretation of fiscal legislation, or that a Court must un-

77 D.T.C. 5367), Spur Oil v. M.N.R. (80 D.T.C. 6105) critically and supinely accept the form of the transaction,
blind as to v4hat is actually happening, then, with respect, I

and Natural Retreats of Nova Scotia Ltd. v. M.N.R.
(79 D.T.C. 391). The latter cases were consideredto be disagree ...

A Court should ask -- what would the words of the statute be
abusive and capable of being dealt with by the orthodox meanreasonably understood to by those governed bythe
cncept of piercing the corporateveil, a variant of Lord statute Unnatural or artificial constructions are to be

Diplock's sham approach. avoided.

One would have thought that the uncertaintyof the role The correct approach, applicable to statutory construction

of business purpose had been resolved by the Supreme generally, is to construe the legislation with reasonable

regard to its object and purpose and to give it such inter-
Court of Canada n a 1980 decision in Campbellv. The
Queen (80 D.T.C. 6239) where in upholding the right of

pretation as best insures the attainment of such object or

purpose ....

a doctor to assign fees to a hospital corporation, the Although a Court is entitled, in the case of fiscal legislation
court distinguished a previous contrary decision by as with other enactments, to look to the purpose of the Act

specifically focussing on the business purpose for the as a whole, as well as to the particular purpose of the given
arrangement (at page 6242): section it must still respect the actual words which express

A prme consideration for Heald J. was the judgement
the legislative intention.

In support of the restriction implicit in the previous paragraphof Cattanach J. n Kindree.... wich he found to be Mr. Justice Dickson cites the Privy Council in Corporationof the
indistinguishable from the present case. It is my view City of Toronto v. John Russell ((1908) A.C. 493):
that the Kindree case s readly dstinguishable. Al- Their lordships are more of the opinion that, since the
though then, as here, a doctor incoporated a company main and obvious purpose and object of the legislature in

of which he became a salaried employee and there, as passing the Act... was to validate sales made for arrears of

here, the relevantprovincial legislation dd not envisage taxes... the statute should, where its wordspermit, be con-

the practice of medicne by a corporation, but the strued. so as to affect that purpose and attain that object.
finding in the Kindree case was that there was no real (emphasis added)
change n manner in which the doctor conducted his 13. The Federal Court of Appeal in Leon states (at 6302) as

follows:
practice after incorporation from the manner in
which it was previously conducted. In short, I take the

In my view for the respondents to be successful in this

appeal, they must establish a bona fide business purpose in
nding to amount to a conclusion that the ncorpora- the transaction, which on the evidence in these cases, they
tion of the company was a mere facade .... That is not have failed to do If the agreement or transaction lacks...

so in this case. a bona de bsiness purpose, it is a sham.
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tax compliance; it is generally conceded that a trans- country) will allow interest, royalties and other charges
action devoid of a business purpose or substantial to flow to the home country at rather low and in some

economic effect can be disregarded by a court. How- cases nil tax rates. The result will be to shift the tax

ever the record may not be entirely consistent in the burden (and revenue) from the host country to the
United States either. For example in Gregoy v. Helver- home country, enriching the treasury of the latter at the

ing (69 F. 2d. 809 (2 D) Cir. 1934, Aff'd, 293 U.S. 465 expense of the former. Also tax sparing measureswill

(1935)), Judge Learned Hand stated: generally not be recognized, meaning that if the host

We agree with the Board and the taxpayer that a trans- country grants incentive tax concessions (reductions) to

action, otherwise within an exception of the law, does a multinational, the home country will effectively neu-

not lose its immunity, because it is actuated by a desire tralize the effects of the concession by not granting a

to avoid or, if one choose, to evade taxation since any- notional tax credit for the incentive taX reduCtion.

one may so arrange his affairs that his taxes shall be as Under all of Canada's new or renegotiated treaties with,
low as possible; he is not bound to choose thatpattem for example, the United Kingdom, Switzerland, France,
whch will best pay the treasury; there is not euen a Italy and the United States, withholding taxes on

patriotic duty to increase one's taxes. ,14 interest are at 15 percent and royalties at 10 percent
Reflective of the main thrust of the U.S. approach was (which may be compared to the 1977 O.E.C.D. model

the attitudef a U.S. court in a treaty abuse case involv- which calls for 10 percent in the case of interest and

ing the professional boxer Ingemar Johansson who 0 percent in the case of royalties). To this extent,

sought to avoid U.S. taxes by utilizing a Swiss service Canada as a net importer of capital and exprter of

crpration. In the case Johanssonet al. v. U.S. (336 F. interest, dividends and royalties takes steps similar to

2d 809; or 64-2 U.S.T.C. 93907) the court said (at those advocated by the developing countries to prevent
93909 and 10): multinational corporations (and overly generous tax

treaties) from unduly shifting, revenues from its own

Scanart, S.A. IJohansson'scompanylhad no legitimate coffers to that of a foreign government. The approach
business purpose but was a device which was u,.ed by advocated in the draft model treaty between developing
Ingemar Johansson as a controlled depositary and and developed countriesi5 favours taxation in the host
conduit by which he attempted to divert, temporarily, country;examples of this are as follows:
his personal income, earned in the United States,. so as

to exempt taxation thereon by the UnitedStates.
-- Unlike the O.E.C.D. Model whch would place a

maximum withholdng tax on dividends, Article X
In considering ethics and morality in tax avoidance or of the dra treaty merely refers to a certain
tax planningarrangements there are several other factors percentage to be establshed through bilateral
which can be assessed. For example, one can refer to negotiations'.
the trilogy of types of transactions referred to earlier

Again, in respect of interest payments, Article XI--

(those structured without tax law in mind, those struc-
of the draft merey stipulates that any restriction

tured with tax law in mind but having independent on withholding tax is one that would be established
economic significance and those structured for no other

by bilateral negotiations
purpose than to achieve a tax savings) or to the effect
of high, confiscatory tax rates (see Part VI below) or to -- With respect to royaltes, Article XII unlke the

the insight which may be gained by considering two O.E.C.D. Model which would preclude any with-

distinct types of adversary tax encounters. holding tax providesonly that any restrictionon the
withholding rate would be established through

First, there is the traditional taxpayer versus govern- bilateralnegotiations'
ment struggle over tax dollars, comprisihg the main

focus of the comments in this paper; however, as well, -- Whereas most bilateral treaties and the O.E.C.D.

one can give thought to the tug of war over taxation Model would preclude host country taxation of
revenues which can take place at intergovernmental capital gains realized on property other than im-

levels, in particular between developed and developing mouables, paragraph 5 of the draft would permit
countries. Considerations, ethical, moral, economic, the host country to tax gains from the sale ofshares

etc., play what role in tax treaty arrangementsbetween representinga substantialparticipationin the com-

developing and developedcountriesTo what extent are pany which s a residentof the state.

multinational corporations pawns in such a struggle, the -- Generay Articles V and VII of the draft seek the
developing countries (as reflected by the model treaty widest possible allocation of business proits to the
published by the United Nations referred to earlier) host country and the narrowest possible scope for
seeking to apply source of income rules and rights and exemption
rates of taxation as will give the largest slice of the tax

dollars to the host country, which is normally the 14. In Fraser Companies, Limited v. The Queen (81 D.T.C.

developing country in the developed-developingcountry 5051) a Canadian Court almost 50 years later reiterated Mr.

context; on the other hand, the home country (general-
Justice Hand's statement in the following words (at page 5060):

ly the develoled country) usually seeks to obtain for. its
I know of no provision in the Income Tax Act nor any
moral obligation that, if courses. are- open to a taxpayer

. multinationals tax concessions from the host country in which if followedvould result in no tax being exigible ifor

order to increase its share of the tax by reducing the one course would attract a lessor tax than another, dictates
amount of credits that it must allow for foreign taxes. that the taxpayer must slect the course which attracts a

For example, in a typical double tax agreementbetween tax or the maximum tax.

two developedcountries the country of source (the host 15. As noted in footnote 5, a final version was issued in 1980.
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These inter-governmental relationships can hardly be ance plans in a varity of situations. In a purely dom-
seen to differ from those between individual taxpayer estic context the substantial tax rate differential be-
and government in the struggle over tax dollars, with tween income received by a corporationand an individ-
the ethics or morality of the developed countries in- ual is often the incentive to interpose a corporation in
dicated to some extent by their treaty relationshipswith the commercial relationship which otherwise would be

developing countries. Although to date the record is directly between an individual and a third party. Or in
rather thin and considerable time will be required to those countries where corporations are entitled to such
assess fully tax morality and ethics at the nter-govern- an incentive as low rates of tax on a first level of in-

mental level, it is sufficient to note that both the U.S. come, use of multiple corporations to affect a tax
and Canada decline to recognize the tax sparing savings may arise.

principle (mentioned above) in their treaty arrange- In the international contextand dealing strictly with in-
ments with developingcountries.

come tax avoidance, properly stated (that is, not dealing
with the improper clandestine use of corporations to
effect tax evasion or perhaps to effect proper avoidance

IV. TAX AVOIDANCE- METHODOLOGY of estate, inheritance and other non4ncome tax levies),
the use of corporations often arises in one or two situa-

Tax avoidance comprises those structures and arrange- tions. First, a corporation, foreign to the home country,
ments designed and implemented either to mprove the

may achieve a proper but significant tax deferral or
tax results of a legitimate business transaction (the avoidance, although most countries today -- such as
second type of transaction previously mentioned) or Canada, the United States, Japan, Germany and France,
achieve a reduction of existing tax liability without and in the near future the United Kingdom -- have
effecting any ignificant economic change or under- mechanisms to disregard in certain circumstances the
taking (the third category). A brief review of the metho- existence of separate foreign corportions for purposes
dology of tax avoidance follows. of levying domestic income taxes. The secondmajor use

of corporations in the international tax avoidance

A. Intercompanytransactions context usually revolves around attempts to benefit
from third country treaties, for example, the well

In the multinational corporate context, tax avoidance known use of Dutch Antilles crporations in respect of

usually takes the form of nproper chrges (prices) for certain nvestments and business operations into and

goods or services rendered by a member of the cor- with the United Sttes.

porate group situated in a low taxing jurisdiction to a

member situated in a high taxing jurisdiction. While C. Trust
such transactions may well have a legitimate business
purpose, particularly for multinationals engaged in Trusts can serve purposes similar to that of corporations
ntegrated operations, the quantum of such charges in either the domestic or the nternatinalcontext. For
often is or is capable f being manipulated to achieve where taxation turns residence and resi-example, on
a tax advantage. Revenue authorities often make such a dence of the trustee is attributed to the. trust, a foreign
presumption where the payer is in a high taxing juris- or third country trust can be used to either defer or

diction, the recipient in a low or no tax jurisdiction.The avoid home country taxation or achieve benefits of tax
problem is particularly acute where there is an absence treaty relief with third countries.
of readily available, independently determinable arm's
length pricing (comparablearm's length prices) to evalu-

D. Third (stepping-stone)countriesate the propriety of the particular intercompany
charge.16 Where the home country does not have a suitable treaty
Prices for transfer of inventory between related parties, with the host country (of investmentor businss opera-
financingcharges, those in respect of royalties, rents and tions), the investor may seek to use (abuse) a treaty
management services and in respect of the provision of which a third country has with the host country, such
non-proprietary know-how and other industrial tech- arrangements also requiring favourable domestic tax
Iology are part of this class. treatment in the third (stepping-stone)country in order
A variation of this arises where an enterprise carries on that the overall taxes be lowered. Particularly with
business in another jurisdiction through a branch and respect to the United States, which traditionallyhas had

intra-company charges and accounting allocations are some of the highest domestic withholding tax rates on

then the focl point of possible tax avoidancemanipula- payments made to foreign investors, the use of struc-
tions. tures nvolving the Netherlands -- U.S. or the Nether-

lands Antilles- U.S. treaties has common currency.Some industries have been singled out as potentially (or
actually) extreme examples of such procedures. In Third countries might also be used as a base to carry
Canada the pharmaceutical ihdustry is under close on business operations in a high taxi:ng jurisdictin
governmentaudit at present. which provides exemption for transitory business opera-

tions under a treaty but does not under purely domestic
law. For example, under Section 253 of the CanadianB. The use of corporations
16. See footnote 4 respecting the O.E.C.D. Report on Inter-

Single purpose corporations can form part of tax avoid- company Pricing and the MultinationalEnterprise.
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Income Act non-resident business enterprisewould be try by of the provisions of the treaty. Thus,a reason

liable to Canadian tax by merely offenggoodsfor sale while a corporationcarrying on business through a per-
n Canada through an agent and notwithstandingthe ab- manent establishment in a treaty country will normally
sence of any permanent place of business in Canada. be.fiableto full tax in that country:,__it.may be possible
However, such liability would be eliminated under to reorganize the operations so as to achieve the same

double tax agreemnts which require the existence of a level of economic activity but without using a per-
permanent establishment before Canadian taxation manent establishment, thereby isolating tax to the
could arise. Thus a business enterprise based in a coun- home country and.reducing overall tax .through use of
try which does nt have a treaty with Canada would the home country write-offs.
seek if possible to carry on its Canadian operations from
a treaty base. F. Role of tax residence

urprisingly, high taxing countries can often serve as a

stepping-stone ountry by reason of particulr inter- As indicated earlier, some countries base taxtion of

action between domestic tax laws and treaty provisions. :worId-wide ncom on residence or place of ncorpora-
As an example, under Section 861(a)(1) and (2) of the tion of companies, leading to the use of non-resident

Internal Revenue Code, a U.S. orporation which corporations or trusts owned by residents of the home

derives less than 20 percent of its gross revenue fron country in order to defer and in some cases escape taxes

U.S. surces can pay interest and dividends to third entirely in respect of foreign investnents and business

country shareholders or lenders free of the standard undertakings.
U.S. 30 percent withholding tax. Therefore it may be On a more direct approach, individuals resident in high
possible for a tax haven based company to utilize the taxing jurisdictions may seek expatriation.And, subject
United States as a stepping-stone into high tax coun- to few exceptions the most notable of which is the
tries such as Canada, although modern treaties, includ- United States, continued citizenship in the absence of
ing the recently renegotiatedtreaty between Canada and ordinary residence will not maintai_n the basis for
the United States, often contain anti-avoidance provi- general liabilit to the home country tax systen. How-
sions to deal with such arrangements. The latter ever, establishing residence in a tax haven or low taxing
approach is particularly seen in treaties with countries jurisdiction for tax avoidance purposes may not be
whose tax systems include tax haven type provisions entirely legal where residence ties and involvements
and are thus likely stepping-stones. with the home country are maintained. Or issue can

arise where substantial vacation time Or. .business so-

journing time is spent in high txing jurisdictions.
E. Use (abuse) of treaties Disputes in. this area arise particularly where the n-

dividal nvolved does not have a fixed;. fnil based,
As noted, the use of treaties i the cohtext of third living pattern in any particular place;perhaps s un-

(stepping-stone) countries can be a foundation of tax married or married without dependentchildren, in semi-
avoidance arrangements. Treaties can also be used retirement or retirement and spends considerable time
directly between a home country and a host country n more than on jurisdiction.
to achieve tax minimization. There are no particular
patterns in this area, each case depending upon the

particular fact, the dometic laws of both countries G. Tax shelters

involved and partiular provisions of the relevant

treaty. Tax .shlters contemplate investments n capital assets
often in leveraged financing situations which under the

Normally the purpose of a bilateral tax treaty is to domestic law of a particular country afford immediate
prevent double taxation and to provide a means of allo-

or fast write-off against all sources of ncome, not
cating tax revenues between the two jurisdictions-- not merely the ncome from the particular investment.
to provide the basis to lower overall taxes. But as an Although the domestic tax laws which permit such
example of the unusual situations that can arise, con- arrangements are usually designed to encourage and
sider that a Canadian Corporationwhich carries on busi- provide incentive for desired investment activity, un-
ness operations directly in a third country with which expected avoidance (abuse)is often sought through the
Canada has a treaty would, at bt, be subject to full

use of aggressive leveragingandnon-recourse financing
Canadian taxation but none in the other country. How- and revenue guarantee techniques. For example,
ever, by reason of Canada's foreign affiliate rules the consider the acquisition of a tax shelter ata cost of
conduct of the business operations through a subsidiary $100,000 where the nvestor pays $10,000 in cash
formed in the host country, with which Canada has a and assumes a $90,000 non-recourse balance of ale,
treaty, can lead to exemption from Canadian tax upon due without nterest at the end of, say, ten years and is
repatriation of the operating profits and, to the extent entitled to immediate 100 percent write-off with tax
that lower taxes arise in th foreign country by reason savings at the 50 percent tax rate. In such circumstances
of its own domestic law, overall tax savings will be the taxpayer can manufacture a $40,000 cash flow
achieved. profit. Even if one assumes reasonable financingcharges
In the direct host country -- hme country context, on the balance of sale, taxpayers liable to tax rates in
treaties can be used to reduce tax in situations where the 70 percent rea will usually profit, even if the in-
there are write-offs available for home country purposes vestment producesno revenue, by reason of inflationary .

only, by taking steps to isolate tax to the home coun- devaluation of the real amount of the balance of sale.
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Furthermore, even if discounted cash flow analysis persons. Similar results will arise under the Internal
would militate aginst the investment, the psychological Revenue Code.
appeal of immediate tax savings often motivates high- Where a Canadian would seek to shelter foreign source
taxed individuals to follow such a course of acton. passive income through the use of a foreign corporation,

Canada's ForeignAffiliate Property.Income(F.A.P.I.)
H. Family income splitting arrangements rules under Sections 91 to 95 will often give rise to

attribution of undistributed income of the foreign cor-.

Corporations and trusts are often used to split currently poration to the Canadian shareholder which would
taxable income among members of a family so as to thereby be subject to Canadian tax as though the
achieve multiple use of the law rates in progressive tax income were earned directly. Similar rules exist in coun-

rate schedles. The particular arrangements will depend tries such as the United States, Germany, Japan, and
upon the rules in the particular country. In this area France and apparently are being considered in the
perhaps more than any other the rules of the game United Kingdom.18
are constantly changing, with the tax legislator and the
tax court moving to closeloopholes and opportuntes 3. With respect to the use of trusts
as quickly as they are designed and implementedby in-
dividuals and their advisors.17 With respect to trusts, the aforementionedFAPI rules

can defeat a tax deferral or avoidance arrangement
based on utilizing a trust controlled by non-Canadian
trustees (see Sections 91 through 95 and in particularV. TAX AVOIDANCE- GOVERNMENT
Section 94, I.T.A.). Agin, comparable provisions exist

RESPONSE in other countries.

In response to tax avoidance plans and procedures,
governments have three basic tools, aside from ad- 17. Revenue Canada lists instances of tax avoidance arrange-
ministrativesurveillanceand enforcement: ments in IC 73-10R2 as follows:

statutory provisions; 59. Some of the complex tax avoidance schemes--

judicial doctrinesapplied by the courts; designed to circumvent the law, which the Department has--

double tax agreements. investigated and will continue to have under review, involve--

the use of one or more of the following:
With respect to administration and enforcement, refer- (a) Tax haven companiesand trusts used to
ence should be made back to Part I of this paper. i) divert revenue from sales and services,

ii) inflate purchases,
A. Statutory provisions iii) inflate expenses,

iV) divert investment income,
v) hide investments.

Tax sttutes such as the Income Tax Act of Canadaand
(b) Loss companies acquired for the of divertingthe Internal Revenue Code of the United States have by

purposes
profits from existing businesses. Under the law it is

now established firm rules designed to counteractmuch possible in certain circumstances to reduce taxes on

of the avoidance techniques described in the preceding business profits by selling a business to a loss company.
section. However, some taxpayers try to achieve the same results

by buying up a loss company and diverting profits to it

1. With respect to intercompany transactions without transferringthe business.
(c) Exempt entities used to defer unduly or completelyWith respect to ntercompany transactions, and by way avoid tax on business profits or other income actually

of example, under Sections 67, 69 and 245 of the earned by a taxpayer, such as:

Income Tax Act of Canada (I.T.A.) unreasonable i) retirementsavings plans,
charges made to Canadian subsidiariesby foreign parent ii) deferred profit savings plans,
or affiliated companies can be denied as a deduction in iii) shareholderpensionplans,
computing taxable income of the Canadian subsidiary. iv) foreign business corporations.
Furthermore such excess or unreasonablecharges can be (d) Appropriationsto shareholdersby

subject to a 25 percent withholding tax pursuant to i) giving notes of doubtfulvalue to the company,

Part XIII of .the Income Tax Act. Similar provisions ii) paymentof insurance by the company,
iii) stranger companiesacting as agents or nominees,from part of the tax laws of most of the western in- iv) dividend-stripping,

dustrialized countries,' the effectiveness thereof usually v) offshore companies.
being more a question of the surveillance of the tax (e) Articial deductions by corporations or individuals in
authorities than the scope and operation of the statu- rspectof ,

tory provisions. i) shareholderpension plans,
ii) deferred profit sharingplans,

2. Wth respect to the use ofcorporations iii) supplementaryunemploymentbenefit plans,
iv) interest on loans to buy shares or insurance.

With respect to the use of corporations and again by (f) Income splitting to reduce tax rates by
way of example, under Sections 247(2) and 256 of the i) limited partnerships,
Income Tax Act multiple use of low corporate rates of ii) multiple corporations.
tax for certain Canadian controlledprivate corporations 18. The U.K. proposals would tax U.K. parent companies on
in respect of active business income would be denied to income of foreign subsidiaries where arrangements are made or

companies controlled by the same person or group of transactionsentered into with the object of avoidingtax.
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4. With respect to tax residence Canada has gained some foothold in the past ten years
and one would think that the 1980 decision of the

As far as those who would seek to utilize tax residence Supreme Court in Campbell (supra) would in fact have
as a means of avoiding tax, Canada has a number of unequivocally imported that doctrine into the Canadian
specific rules which can undermine such arrangements. law; but, as noted earlier, lower courts appear not to
For example, an individual who spends more than 183 nterprt the decision in such an embracingfashion.
days in Canada would be deemed to be a resident for
the entire year except ina year where he either took up
or gave up ordinary residence (see Sections 114 and 2. Substanceover form
250(3), I.T.A.). As well, case law residencesyndrome
rules could result in an ndividual being held resident The traditional doctrine of substance oyer form in tax

even if he is not physicallypresent in Canada. avoidance matters will often apply as it does in other
areas of legal determination. The court will seek to give

Canada will tax the world-wideincome of a corporation effect to th substance of a transaction to determine
which is formed outside of Canada but which is man- the applicable tax lw rather than its particular legal
aged and controlled by Canadian residents (Section form.
250(3), I.T.A.).

The issue can arise in such diverse activities as leasing
5. With respect to tax shelters arrangements which seek to allocate to a financier cer-

tain tax write-offs which might not otherwise be usable
With respect to tax shelters, Section 245(1), I.T.A. by the lessee if he chose to purchase rather than lease.
would deny deductibility for expense which artificial- Other applications may arise in the context of charac-
ly reduces income otherwise subject to tax. Section terizing entities. For example, under U.S. laws, the
67(1) provides for the non-deductibilityof unreason- question of co-ownership versus partnership or partner-
able expenses. ship versus taxation as a corporation can be a frequent

issue. The landmarkdecision of the U.S. SupremeCourt
6. Other types of anti-avoidanceprovisions in Morrissey v. Commissioner (296 U.S. 344 (1935))
In addition, in Canada there are several other broadly has been codified under Regulations, Section 301.7701-
worded anti-avoidance provisions. For example, under 2; pursua.nt to Section 7701 of the Internal Revenue
Section 245(2) tax may arise where the result of one Code where an attempt will be made to determine
or more sales, exchanges, declarations of trust, or other whether an unincorporated association has sufficient
transactions of any kind whatever is that a person con- corporate characteristics so as to render it liable to
fers a bent on a taxpayer. Furthermore, a.provision U.S. tax as a corporation notwithstanding its lack of
(Section 246) which has yet to be invoked could cast a formal incorporation. In Canada, attempts to cloak em-

net over any tax avoidance schemes: ployment as self-employment, partnership as co-owner-

Where the Treasury Board has decided thatoneof the ship or vice versa, sale-financing as lease or vice versa,

main purposes for a transactionor transactionseffected or financings as partnerships or vice versa can all be re-

before or after the coming into force of this Act was characterized under the substance over form doctrine.

improper avoidance or reducton of taxes that might Finally in this area are cases which would treat the
otherwise have become payable under this Act, ...the profit on the sale of shares, nomally taxed as capital
Treasury Board may give such directons as it considers asset, as ordinary income where the sale was an alter-
appropriate to counteract the avoidance or reduction. native to the sale of inventory by the company.19
Comparable or analogousprovisionsmay often be found
in the statutory law of the United States and some of
the other industrializedcountries.

19. According to an ar.ticle by William J. Baillie in the Alberta
Finally, with respect to anti-avoidnce provisionsunder Law Review (Volume XVIII, No. 2 at page 237), the role of the
the Canadian Income Tax, a complete review thereof doctrine in Canada is not free from doubt. Mr. Baillie concluded,
would require reference to, inter alia, the surplus strip- according to the editor's introductorynote:

ping provisions of Section 247(1), the appropriations ... the 'so called' doctrine of 'the substance' is inconsistent

and benefits to a shareholder provisions of Section 15, with the fundamental philosophical principles of our legal
the indirect payment provisions of Section 56, the system and that the doctrine had not been accepted by the

articial reduction of capital gain provisions of Section Courts as part of our law.

55, and Part XIII which incorporates some of the fore- However, as Mr. Baillie noted, the decision of the Supreme Court
of Canada in 1954 in Dominion Taxi Cab Association v. M.N.R.

going with respect to non-residents as well as a host of
(54 D.T.C. 1020) stated:

other less evocative provisions designed to exact a high
.

... in considering whether a particular transaction brings
degree of compliance for purposes of the Income Tax the parties within the terms of the Incme Tax Act its sub-

Act, such as mechanical thin capitalization rules in stance rather than its form is to be regarded.
respect of loans to Canadian corporations by related Perhaps the author's formulation of the doctrine of the sub-

' non-residents,per Section 18(4). stance (as being: if the purpose of a transaction is tax avoid-

ance, the legal environment which a taxpayer creates for himself

B. Judicial doctrines and approach to tax avoidance
may be disregardedand another less favourable legal environment
from the point of view of the taxpayermay be substitutedby the

1. The businesspurposetest
Minister of National Revenue for the purpose of assessing the tax-

payer's liability for tax in respect of a particular transaction)
As already noted, the use of a business purpose test in differs from that of substanceover form as discussed above.
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3. Sham (agency andpiercing the corporateveil) interposing the trust company but the arrangementwas

As already mentioned, sham in the sense of Lord Dip- upheld by the court. A similar finding for the taxpayer
lock in Snook v. London and West Riding (supra) can arose in the Massey Ferguson Ltd. v. M.N.R. case

22 23
be invoked by a court to ignore or recharacterize a (supra) and the Fraser case discussed elsewhere.

transaCtionor a step in a transaction. It seems that the step transaction doctrine plays a

Closely associated is the concept of piercing the cor- greater role n other courts such as those n the U.S.

porate veil where the use of acorporationis considered than in Canada, at least to the present.
to have no independent legal significance or viability.
Thus, for example, in Dominion Bridge Company 5. Considerationof improperdocumentation
Limited v. The Queen (supra) the use of a trans-ship- Finally, another type of doctrine which the courts
ment company by a Canadian manufacturer for the might bring to bear on tax avoidance transactions is the
purposes of skimming profit upon the importation of mechanism of applying a stiff test or standard to the
raw materials failed on the basis that the captive or degree of compliance by the taxpayer with formality
trans-shipment company was to be disregarded, its and proper preparation and execution of documenta-
operations and profits to be consideredpart of those of tion. Thus, the courts, instead of seeking to defeat tax
the Canadian taxpayer. avoidance with some of the more broadly based and

Again closely associated with the basic concept of sham stated principles noted above, may lean towards seeking
is that of agency as invoked by the U.S. Tax Court in a decision for the tax collector by close examinationof
the famed Aikens2o case where an attempt to utilize a the attention to contractual and property law require-
Honduras corporation to take advantage of. the then ments. In the 1970s the Department f National

existing U.S. -- Honduras ncome tax convention failed Revenue successfully assessed three tax avoidance
on the basis .that the Honduras company was not the arrangements based on the use of trusts, allegingbefore
owner of the debt instrument upon which nterest was the court that the trusts were not properly constituted

being paid from the United States, rather it was a col- and therefore never came nto existence .(see Leon

lecting agent for the true beneficial owner, a company (1964) Limited v. The Queen (74 D.T.C. 6451); Kings-
situated in a tax haven country which did not have a tax dale Securities Co. Limited v. The Queen (74 D.T.C.

treaty with the United States. 6674) and Gate Paper Products Lmited v. The Queen
(75 D.T.C. 5203)).A good example in Canada of the application of Lord

Diplock's definition of sham was seen in Susan Hosiery
Ltd. v. M.N.R. (69 D.T.C. 5346) where the court dis- C. Treaties
missed the tax effects of establishing and mmediately
thereafter collapsing an employee pension plan stating In dealing with international tax avoidance, modern
that it [the pension plan]-mascaradedas an employee's double tax agreements employ three effective mechan-
pension plan but was nothing of the sort, the parties isms to prevent abuse or misuse of treaties, particularly
having no desire to have a pension plan but merely the in the third (stepping-stone) country situations de-
tax advantages related to the pension plan. Presumably scribed earlier.
the decision would have been different had the pension First, most modern treaties provide that preferentialplan remained in existence even if the prime motivation
was to enjoy the benefits of the tax law related thereto. withholding tax rates apply only to the extent that the

Such a findingwould be consistentwith that of the U.S. recipient is also the beneficial owner thereby, serving
to prevent the use of stepping-stone countries throughTax Court in the Perry Bass21 case where, notwithstand-
mere nominee arrangements. Although one would thinking the admitted tax motivation of establishing a Swiss that the beneciai owner test might also strike atcorporation, the U.S. court upheld the propriety of the a

conventional common law trust this is not so, at leastarrangement holding that it (the court) ought to dis- in the of the U.S.-Canada treaty. The U.S.case newregard the personal purpose of a taxpayer in creating Treasury has stated in its Technical Explanation there-
a corporation provided that all necessary steps were

taken to cloak the.corporationwith ongoingcommercial
viability. 20. Aikens IndustriesInc. v. C.LR. 56T.C. 925.

21. Perry Bass v. C.LR. 50 T.C. 595.
4. Step transactions 22. For Fraser, see footnote 14.

23. Antonie Guertin Ltd. v. Her Majesty, The Queen (81 D.T.C.A doctrine closely associated with substance over form
5045), 1981 decision of the Federal Court, Trial Division, isa ais that of a step transactionwhere a courtmay disregard good example of a successful tax avoidanceplan which ostensibly

a step designed simply to achieve a tax result in the could have fallen on the basis of sham as utilized in the Susan
course of carrying out an otherwise ordinary commer- Hosiery case or the step transactio doctrine, which perhaps can

cial transaction. However, in one of the few Canadian be expressed as doing indirectly that which you cannot do direct-
cases specifically on point, the court rejected the step ly. The Court accepted, as a deductible expense, salaries paid to
transaction doctrine: in Esskay Farms Ltd. v. The employees who immediately made deductible charitable gifts to

Queen (76 D.T.C. 6010) the taxpayer interposeda trust a foundation which re4ent the funds to the employer company.

company in the course of selling land to a municipality Such gifts if made directly by the employerwould not have been.

in order to achieve instalment-sale treatment, the muni- deductible by reason of a 20 percent of income donation limita-
tion. Obviously, the variable content which Courts can give thesecipality being unable to transact except on a cash basis. doctrines can lead to a great deal of uncertainty to permissibleRevenue Canada attempte to ignore the tax effects of

as.

as opposed to impermissibletax avoidance schemes.
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of that a trust otherwise considered resident in a State r'

will be considered a beneficial owner for purposes of

treaty relief provisions.
Secondly, in regard to the use of companies formed in
third (stepping-stone) countries, many new treaties will EUROPEAN
deny a reduction in withholding rates when ncome
items are paid to a corporation resident in the other

TAXATIONtreaty country if more than a specified percentage of
the shares of the corporation is owned by third country
persons and the corporation does not pay regular busi-
ness tax rates on the subject income. See, for example,
Section XXIX (6) of the new Canada-U.S.Treaty.24
Thirdly, modern treaties prov.ide for both a broad range

Artclesby the Bureaus team of international tax specialists,

of exchange of infornation as well as substantial dis-
and its networkof local tax experts.

cretion to the tax authorities to mutually interpret the

treaty, including as in the case of the new Canada-U.S.
Treaty the right to define terms otherwise undefined Developmentsand trends in European tax law

in the Treaty (see Article XXIV (3)(d) of new U.S.-
Canada Teaty). Also the right given the country seeking

News in brief; court rulings; case notes

to impose the tax to unilaterally interpret undefined
. EEC tax developments

terms by reference to its own domestic tax laws can

serve to reduce tax avoidanceplanning.25

VI. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS Furtherdetails and.freesamples from:

INTERNATIONALBUREAUOF

In summary, tax avoidancecould be saidt be a natural FISCAL DOCUMENTATION

instinct of investors and business enterprises but the
.

Sarphatistraat 124 -- P.O. Box 20237 --

combinedffectof domestic statutory provisions, treaty ----- 1000 HE Amsterdam -- the Netherlands

provisions, judicial doctrines and the emergingcoopera- IilU'llilUl Tel.: 020- 267726 Telex: 13217 intax nl

tive enforcement efforts between nations in exchanging luUl/lunli
-tuB, ,, Cables: Forintax

information and dealing with tax avoidanceandevasion

presents formidable obstacles.

Undoubtedly the weight of the governmental response
in the past ten to fifteen years in each of thse areas has
served to substantially reduce the opportunities and the highest of current tax tystems. This would reduce

incidence of tax avoidance. the degree to which tax laws encourage undesirable
distortion of commercial transactions and abuse of

Presumably, however, those countries with excessively legal systems, concepts and entities.
high tax rates will continue to be subjected to constant

attempts by taxpayers and their advisers to seek new

ways of reducing or eliminatingtaxation. It would seem 24. Under the renegotiated U.K.-Netherlands Treaty signed in

that only a reduction of the overall tax burden to levels 1980, Dutch companies owned by third country residents will

perceived to be reasonable and non-confiscatory will not be entitled to the half credit for U.K. Advance CorporateTax

lead to true elimination of tax avoidance activities. In (ACT) otherwise available. The interaction of Canadian and

this context the experience in the U.S. of the 50 percent Dutch domestic law, the Duch--Canadiantreatyand the current

maximum tax on earned income appears to work well Dutch-U.K. Treaty has rendered the Netherlands a favorite

and to have eliminated much tax avoidance planning in stepping-stonefor Canadian-ownedoperations in the U.K.
25. In 1962 Switzerland adopted unique, unilateral anti-treaty

respect to qualifying earned incone. President Reagan's abuse legislation. The Federal decree of 14 December 1962 im-
tax cut program tabled in Congress in March 1981, poses punitive taxation on a Swiss company which has been
which would reduce the highest personal tax rate to 50 availed of to exploit Switzerland's tax treaty network. This is

percent, should serve to enhance this trend. accomplished by withholdingcertification for claiming of treaty
benefits from other countries and the manner in which the com-

In summary, it would seem that the effectiveness of
pany's income and distributionsto its shareholdersare taxed.

government initiatives against tax avoidance would be Article XXII of the recently ratied treaty between Belgium and
optimized by concomitantlyreviewingand where neces- Switzerland contains anti-buse provisions which are formulated

sary modifying the overall income tax burden, in par- with regard to the Federal decree of 14 December 1962 of
ticular as it applies to those exposed to the worst and Switzerland.
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SomeProblemsofTaxPolicy
inDevelopingCountries
By Nizar Jetha* .

I. INTRODUCTION
Contents

Interest in the study of tax policy in developing countres seems to have
waned in recent years. Greater concern with income distribution, and the I. Introduction

accompanying shi of attention from taxation to public expenditures, s I I. Personal income taxation
reason many A. Generalprobably the main for this. The transience of conclusions of

tax theory and the pessimism aboutprospects for tax reform may also have B. Simplicity
discouraged research on tax structures of developing countries. Interest in C. Exemption of the poor

tx policies of developing countries declined at a time when the theory of D. Deductionsversus credits

taxation was undergoing major transformation.2Not surprisingly, therefore, E. Encouragementof saving

there is now uncertainty and confusion about the desirability of many tax F. Treatment of owner-occupiedhous-

practices. This paper reviews selected aspects of tax policy in developing ing

contries n light of recent ideas, and concludes wth some thoughts on IIl. Corprate taxation

future research. Specifically, taxation ofpersonaland corporate incomes, in- IV. Indirecttaxation
direct taxes, taxaton of agricultural incomes and capital taxation are dis A. General

cussed. B. Effective protection and optimal
indirect taxation

C. Sumptuary taxes

Il. PERSONAL INCOME TAXATION D. Taxation of capital and inter-
mediate goods

V. Agricultural taxation
A. General

Vl. Capital taxation
Implicit in the tax strategy recommended to developing countries by econ-

omists.is the assumption that the structure of economiesand administrative Vll. Concluding remarks

capacity severely constrain the use of personal ncome taxation. The basic

strategy' is well summarizedby Musgrave and Musgrave.3 Accordingto them,
given the impediments to a broad-based income tax, the importance of

luxury consumption n total income, and the concentration of private
savings in vry high income brackets, the key to development finance
appears to lie in progressiveconsumptiontaxation. They would supplement
this tax by a progressive property tax on residences to deal with housing
consumption. Finally, the complete replacement of progressive income and * World Bank, Washington, D.C. I am

wealth taxation by progressive consumption taxation is not considered indebted to Robert Burns, Angelo Faria
and Carol Meyer Johnson for comments on

desirable, and a proper balance between the three taxes is urged. Due and an earlier draft. The responsibility for the
Friedlaender also favor high reliance on a progressive consumption tax: they views expressed is entirely nine.
view such a tax as providing the progressionwhich in developedcountries is 1. The date of publication (second
providedby income taxes.4 edition) of Alan R. Prest's influential

Public Finance in. Underdeveloped Coun-
While this broad strategy is difficult to fault, few developing countries levy tries (London: Weidenfeld & Nicholson,
the kind of income and wealth taxes that it seems to postulate. Lack of 1972) is indicative.

political will has constrained the evolution of income taxes in line with 2. Comparison of Richard A. Musgrave,
The Theory of Public Finance (New York:

general economic develoment, and few countries levy wealth taxes. Thus, McGraw Hill, 1959) and Anthony B. At-
the circumstances in which heavy reliance on consumption taxes could be kinson and Joseph E. Stiglitz, Lectures on.
tolerated do not'often exist. This section comments on the appropriateness Public Economics (New York: McGraw

of certain income tax practices; taxation of capital is discussed briefly in a Hill, 1980) will reveal the changes in the
methodology and conclusions of thelater section. theory of taxation that have taken place
over the past two decades, and especially

B. Simplicity during the 1970s.
3. Richard A. Musgrave and Peggy B.

The income tax structure of many developing countries is not substantially Musgrave, Publc Finance in Theory and

different from that inherited on independence, when the proportion of the Practice (New York: McGraw Hill, 1980).
4.. John F. Due and Ann. F. Friedlaender,local population paying taxes was small, and the tax structure was, quite Government Finance (Homewood, Illinois:

understandably, tailored to the needs of the expatriate civil servant. Richard D. Irwin, 1977).
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The tax structures continue to embody a wide range of saving, discussed below. While there cannot be hard and
allowances and are often far too complicated in relation fast rules concerningthe relative roles of deductionsand
to the available tax personneland the educationalback- credits, the case made by Due and McLure is sufficiently
ground of the majority of taxpayers. Some countries persuasive to deserve thought in developing countries
have even retained allowances for a large number of contemplatinga changeover from-deductionsto crdits.

dependents and for education, with the tax benefit
undr the latter often related to actual costs; the opera- E. Encouragementof saving
tion of such allowances is very time consumingand cost-

ly. A simpler structure, embodying allowances only for
the taxpayer, the spouse and children, and perhaps some

Many developingcountries give tax inducements for cer-

tain forms of personalsaving. The main icentives relate
txrelief for saving, could release the manpowerneeded
for improving the overall working of the income tax. It

to nvestment in owner-occupied housing, pension and

might even be fairer since the danger of overpaymentby provident funds and life insurance.7 Low rates,of per-
sonal saving in man developedcountrieshave provided

those who can neither understand the tax structure nor

afford the services of accountantswould be reduced.
a strong mpetus to research on the taxation of income
from capital, notably in the United States. What con-

clusions have been reached What relevance do they
C. Exemption of the poor have for the tax treatmentof saving in developingcoun-

tries
Those with insufficient income to meet the basic needs Research has proceeded along three main lines. The
for food, shelter and clothing have rarely come under most critical question that has been asked is whether
the scope of income taxation in developing countries.

a

reduction in the taxation of capital income combined
Exemption levels have been high relative to per capita with ncreased taxation of consumption of labor n-
incomes (often unrealisticallyso) in most countries, and

or

come so as to kep the tax yield constant would raise
they have been raised periodicallyto compensate ior the private saving. It tums out that the effect on the rate of
effects of inflation. However, with the world economy private saving under these cnditions is theoretically
plagued by high rates of inflation and developingcoun- indeterminate.8 This means, for example, that theory
tries relying more and more on indirect taxes, there is cannot predict the effect on saving of a shift from direct
now a need to review the relationship between poverty to indirect taxation. The issue can, therefore, be only
levels and income tax exemptions more carefully and resolved empirically. In this connection,effort has been
frequently than in the past. Yet few countriescalculate made to determine the relationship between private
poverty levels for households of different size on a saving and real after-tax return on capital. A recent
regular basis. study found a significant relationship,9 but the result is :

still controversial.1o Finally, the welfare cost of the
D. Deductionsversus credits taxation of capital ncome has begun to be studied more

The replacementof exemptionsby credits seems to have

preceded an understanding of all its ramifications.s The 5. Note that a deduction reduces tax liability by the amountof

popularity of the measure is not surprising. It is pohti- the deduction times the marginal tax rate whereas a dollar of tax

cally attractive since it can be presented as a measure credit reduces tax liability by a dollar. The replacement of x-

that would remove an unintended benefit conferred on emptions by credits benefits taxpayers in lower income groups

the wealthy. The measure also has appeal from the view- with large families and reduces the differential in tax liability of

point of administration since the task of projecting householdsof differentsize at higher incomes.

revenues is made simpler; unlike the cost (in terms of
6. John F. Due, Personal Deductions,in Joseph A. Pechman,

revenue foregone) of exemptions, that of credits does ed., Comprehensive Income Taxation (Washington,' D.C.: The

Brookings Institution, 1977), pp. 37-65. See also comments by
not depend on taxpayers' marginal tax rates. Some Charles E. McLure, Jr., pp. 69-74.
countres have replaced single, married and child allow- 7. The incentives in nany developing countries are sinilar to

ances by credits. Recent thinking suggests that the those in the United Kingdom. For a descriptioof the incentives

wrong kind of deductionsmay have been converted into for savings in the United Kingdom and a discussion of their

credits. effects on the composition of personal wealth an d structure of

the capital market, see J.A. Kay and M.A. King, The British Tax
Due and McLure argue that the most appropriateway of System (Oxford: Oxford UniversityPress, 1980).
refining the concept of income is through deductions.6

.
.

8. The reason for the indeterminacy is that while a higher
Costs of earning income, and allowances for family size after-taxreturn on saving wouid induce some to save more, others

are ncluded in this category. Although deductions will might save less because a given future consumptionmay now be

give a less progressive tax structure than credits, this purchsed with lower saving. See Martin Feldstein, The Rate of

factor is not considered relevant for arriving at a defini- Return, Taxation and Personal Savings,. The Economic Journal,

tion of taxable income. Crdts, on the other hand, are vol. 88, no. 351, September1978, pp. 482487.

seen as the most suitable way of favoringspecific expen-
9. Michael J. Boskin, Taxation, Saving and the Rate of In-

ditures on the grounds that there is no rationale for terest, Journal of Political Economy, vol. 86, no. 2, pt. 2, April

relating tax relief for such purposes to taxpayers' mar-
1978, pp. S23-S28.
10. E. Philip Howrey and Saul H. Hymans, The Measurement

ginal tax rates. Deductions for consumption expendi- and Determinationof Loanable-FundsSaving,BrookingsPapers
tures are not as important in developing countries as in on EconomicActiuity, 3: 1978, pp. 655-685.
the developed. The main deductions in developingcoun- 11. The welfare cost of taxation is the loss of real income due to

tries under the second category are for certain for:ms of tax-induceddistortions in the allocationof resources.
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carefully.12 The main conclusionthat has emerged is that from a large number of persons would have been very
the taxation of capital income, by distorting the choice cumbersome. The situation has changed in recent years.
between present and future consumption,may inflicta Strapped for domestic financial resources, many coun-

substantial welfare loss, even if private saving is not tries have steadily raised the rates of contributions as

responsive to the net return on capital. An innovative well as the income level for the maximum rate, with the
feature of the recent work is that it allows for the result that the relatively rich now benet substantially
possibility that. reduced revenues from the taxation of from the generous tax treatment of public social securi-
capital income may have to be made up by taxes that ty schemes. This is especially so where the employee
may also distort the allocationof resources, although in contributionis deductible.
different ways. Reliable research on the empirical ques-
tions touched upn n this paragraph is sparse in both F. Treatmentof owner-occupiedhousingthe develpedand developingcountries.

Opinions will differ on whether the present state of The tax treatment of owner-occupiedhousing has been

knowledge justifies substantial tax incentivesfor saving. widely criticized n developed countries. The subsidy
Be that as it may, recent work has certainly clarified the implied by the exclusion of mputed rent from taxable
considerations that have to be borne in mind in formu- income and the deductibility of mortgage interest has

lating tax ncentives for saving. The nost basic point is been considered undesirable: it benefits the rich nore,
that the form and extent of tax ncentives must recog- since the subsidy increases with the marginal rate, and it
nize that the sole purpose of a preferential treatmentof encourages inefficient use of housing, not to mention

capital income is to raise the real net-of-tax return on the construction of luxury housing. Since in most
net private saving or certain major forms of private developing countries, the ownership of nontraditional

saving. Another consideration is that the calculationsof housing tends to be more concentrated and the re-

welfare cost are not supposed to and nor do they take sources available for housing investment are more

account of the effect on income distribution. There is limited, the adverse effects are probably also more

therefore a continuingneed to assess the implicationsof serious. Yet most, if not all, developi:ng countries

changes nn the taxation of capital income for income emulate the tax practice of developedcountries,most of

distribution, specifically, tax relief must not be too which exempt imputed rent.14

generous for the rich. Though these points may appear The taxation of net imputed rent should be adminis-
self-evident, tax practice does not Seem to have taken tratively manageable in many developing countries,
adequate account of them. The tax ncentive for life especially if it is coordinated with property taxes.
insurance provides a good illustration. The incentive Neither the taxation of net mputed rent nor the
normally has three features:. premiums are deductible elimination of the mortgage interest relief may be
fully or prtially; the investment income from life funds politically feasible, hwever. Given then that some sub-
is taxed at a preferential rate; and proceeds from life sidy for home owners is unavidable,what form should
policies are not taxable, providedpolicies have run for a it take The replacement of the deduction by a tax
specified number of years. The deductibility for pre- credit for mortgage interest would be preferable.s This
miums raises the net-of-tax return for all taxpayers,but will ensure that the cost of home loans is subsidized at
it does not raise it equally: the higher the marginalrate the same rate for all taxpayers. Moreover, a tax credit
of tax, the greater the increase in the rate of return. may be more consistent with the social philosophy of
There cannot be any rationale for this. If the rte of many countries since tax benefits received by persons in
return on life policies isto be raised by the same per- lower income groups (i.e., those with marginal tax rates
centage for all taxpayers, then the tax relief should take below the rate at which tax credit is given) would
the form of a tax credit. actually increase.
The tax credit approaeh is not applicable to retirement
schemes because the primary purpose of such schemes
is to change the timing of tax payments rather than to
exclude income from the tax base, although this is not
always the case in practice. The tax treatmentof private 12. Martin Feldstein, The Welfare Cost of Capital Income Taxa-

pension and provident funds does not diverge too tion, Joumal of Political Economy, vol. 86, no. 2, pt. 2, April

widely from that suggested by theory.13 For the funds 1978, pp. S29-S31.
13. The problem of the proper tax treatment of retirementsatisfying specified conditions, both employer and em- schemes is discussed in Musgrave and Musgrave (1980), pp.ployee contributions are deductible and interest is 354-356.

accumulated tax free, but benefits are taxable, except 14. United States, the United Kingdom, France, Australia,
for the part that may be commuted into a lump sum. Canada and New Zealand exempt the notional income from
However, the treatment of public social security owner-occupied dwellings, but such income is taxable in some

schemes is more generous in most deveIoping countries European countries, including Germany, the Netherlands,
and needs to be reviewed. The employercontributionis Belgium, Luxembourg, Italy and Denmark. See J.R.M. Willis and
deductible but the employee contribution is generally P.J.W. Hardwick, Tax Expenditures in the Unted Kingdom
not deductible; all benefits are exempt from taxation. (London: Heinemann, 1978), ch. 5.

Since initially the rates of contribution were low and 15. Some implications of replacing deductions by credits in the
United States are examined in Harvey S. Rosen, Housing Deci-the maximum rate was reached at modest incomes, sions and the U.S. Income Tax: An Econometric Analysis,there was much to be said for this arrangement on ad- Journal of Public Economcs, vol. 11, no. 1, February 1979, pp.ministrative grounds; taxing relatively small lump sums 1-24.
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Ill. CORPORATETAXATION oped, savings receive a generous tax treatnent and
where large employer and employee contributions to

Economists' attitudes concerning company taxation national provident funds prevail, capital ncome may
have turned full circle. At one tim, the predominant not be more highly taxed than labor income. This is
view was that a company was no mre than the totality probably the situation in most developing countries.
of shareholders and that at least the companies' distrib- Only a careful balancing of various factors can, there-
uted profits should be taxed at the relevantmarginal tax fore, indicate the magnitude of benefits that are likely
rates of shareholders. Then it became fashionable to to flow from a change iff corprate tax policy. This is I

argue that companies and their shareholders were made more difficult by a dearth of empiricalstudies on

different entities and a separate corporation tax was the quantitativesignificanceof the effects of taxation in

justified. Now, once again, the maximum possible inte- developingcountries.
'

gration of corporate and personal taxes is in favor. One possible consequenceof eliminatingor rducing the
These turnarounds have left tax administratorsin many discrimination in favor of retained earnings woldned ,developingcountries bewildered. epecially careful consideratin in countries with low
The present case for full ntegration (or the adminis- rates of saving and underdevelopedcapital markets. In

tratively more manageable partial integration) is based such countries, a crucial question is: would the lower I
on economic considerations rather than on philosophi- corporate saving, caused by higher dstributions, be

I cal attitudes and deserves attention in developingcoun- offset by higher personal saving or result in a decline in
tries.16 Two questions need to be asked. What argu- the overall private saving This problem does not seem

ments have been put forward for ntegration in devel- to have received attention in developingcountries, but a

oped countries Are those arguments equally valid for recent study for the United States concludes that the

developingcountries removal of tax incentives for corporate retentions is

Some of the major inequities and nefficienciesassoci- likely to reduce the rate of private saving.19
ated with the separation of corporate and personal 1income taxes, which would be reduced or eliminated IV. INDIRECTTAXATION
even by partial integration, are as follows.17

(a) violation of horizontal and vertical equity. The
A. Generalformer is due to the overtaxation of dividend n-

comes relative to other ncomes, whereas the latter
A major recent advance in public finance has been thearises because the extent of overtaxationfalls as the

marginal rate of income tax increases. development of theories of optimal taxation.2 Some of

(b). distortion between corporate and noncorporate
the conclusions of these thories are at variance with

activities. The higher taxation of corporate incomes traditional prescriptions. The central conclusion in the

in relation to noncorporate incomes diverts area of indirect taxation, to be elaborated later, is tht

rsources from the corporate to the noncorporate
sector. Man studies have found the welfare cost of

16. The term partial integration here denotes that only cor-

porations' distributed prots would be taxed at the relevant
the resulting misallocation of capital to be signifi- marginal rates of taxpayers. Where tax is deducted at source from
cant.18

dividends, dividends of the tax deducted would be part ofgross
(c) distortion between future consumption and present the shareholder's taxable income but the tax already deducted

consumption. Taxation of capital income, by would be credited againsthis total tax liability. Full integration
reducing the net return on saving, increases the price normally refers to the taxation of corporations' total prots at

of future consumptionin terms of presentconsump- the relevant marginal rates of shareholders.

tion. The distortion will be the more mportant 17. These factors are discussed in detail in Charles E. McLure,
where capital incomes bear higher taxes than labor Jr., Integration of the Personal and Corporate Income Taxes:

incomes. A recent study (see footnote 12) has found
The Missing Element in Recent Tax Reform Proposals,Haruard
Law Reuiew, vol. 88, January 1975, pp. 532-582, and Martin

the welfare cost of the distortion from this source to Feldstein and Daniel Frisch, Corporate Tax Integration: The
be as high as under (b). Estimated Effects on Capital Accumulationand Tax Distribution

(d) bias in favor of retained earnings. Retentionsare en- of Two Integration Proposals, National Tax Journal, vol. XXX,
couraged since dividends bear higher taxation. no. 1, March 1977, pp. 37-52.

(e) bias n favor of debt finance. Debt finance is en- 18. The welfare cost is due to the movement of capital from

couraged at the expense of equity finance., since higher productivity applications in the more highly taxed sector

interest payments are deductible from gross profits to lower productivity applicationsin other sectors. See Arnold C.

whereas dividends are part of corporate profits. Harberger, Efficiency Effects of Taxes on Income from

Capital, reprinted in Taxation and Welfare (Boston: Little,
All these factors will be relevant for formulating cor- Brown and Company, 1974), pp. 163-170.

porate tax policies in developingcountries, although the 19. The conclusion follows from the finding that undistributed

significance of each factor will vary with individual cir- corporate profits have no direct influence on consumption. See

cumstances. The case for some form of integration
Kul B. Bhatia, Corporate Taxation, Retained Earnings and

Capital Formation,Journal of'Public Economics, vol. 11, no. 1,
seems strong on equity grounds. In contrast, the welfare February 1979, pp. 123-134.
cost of the distortion between future and present con- 20. A simple account of the optimal tax theory will be found in
sumption may not be a matter for serious concern in David F. Bradford and Harvey S. Rosen, The Optimal Taxation

many developing countries. Where capital gains and of Commodities and Income, American Economic Review, vol.

property taxes are nonexistent or inadequately devel- 66, no. 2, May 1976 (Papers and Proceedings, 1975), pp. 94-101.
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anoptimal structure of indirect taxation will not n proportionate reduction of demand for each good will
general imply a uniform rate of taxatin on all com- also vary widely. Equity considerations can be ntro-
modities. This is in sharp contrast to the traditonalview, duced nto the framework of optimal taxation, but at
which considered a single ad valorem rate on all com- the cost of greater complexity. One complication that
modities to be neutral (nondistortionary). While would be ntroduced is that revenue requirementswould
research on the empirical nvestigation of the theory, affect not only the absolute tax rates but also relative
albeit under simplified assumptions, has already begun tax rates. We need not, however, be concerned with
in developed countres,21 the ramifications of the such complicationshere. All that need be noted is that a

theory for developing countries remain to be explored. complex structure of commodity taxation, ncorporat-
This section discusses the theory of optimalcommodity ing a wide range of tax rates, would be required if
taxation in a specic context -- the problem of recon- revenues are to be raised in a way that minimizes the
ciling different sets of indirect tax structures implied by welfare loss caused by taxation.
theories of optimal taxation and effectiveprotection. In Corden brings out the main probleinvery clearly:
addition, it discusses the taxationof sumptuaries,and of
intermediate and capital goods, where tax practices There are a number of qualifications to the simple
frequently appear to be nconsistent with notions of uniform effective protection idea. First, nonuniform
equty and efficiency, respectively. nominal rates are needed to yield uniform effective

rates. This means that there wll be distortions in the

pattern of consumption of manufactures. The aim ofB. Effectiveprotectionand optimal indirect taxation the exercise is to foster domestic producton of manu-

factures uniformly, not to discourage consumption
Prescriptions on the reform of ndirect taxes tend to fall

nonuniformly. In principle, the argumentfor uniformityshort of what is needed for policy purposes. Trade
applies as much on the consumpton side as on the

theory, concernedwith the avoidanceof unnecessary in-
production side. But on the consumption side it is

efficiencies in production, suggests a set of nominal nominal rates that matter, and on the production side,tariffs. On the other hand, fiscal theory, concernedwith
effective rates. Consumption distortion affects not onlythe avoidance of unnecessary inefficienciesin consump- final consumers but also manufacturingindustries them-

tion, suggests a different set of nominal tariffs. This
selves, which are consumers ofmanufactured inputsgives rise to the problem of reconciling the two sets of

. . .

Given the uniformity objective, the conclusion is that
tariffs. Can they be reconciled To my knowledge, the there are two incompatible deals. One is uniformity ofonly satisfactory solution is fraught with administrative

effective, rates, which is mportant in terms Of the
difficulties. Let us retrace our steps and look at the

pattern of production, the other is uniformity ofmatter n a little more detail.
nominal rates, important in terms of the pattern of con-

The notion of effective protection is widely known, It sumption. In practice some kind of compromise s
is the effctive rates of tariff, and not the nominal rates, probably best. A system ofuniform nominal rates might
which determine the allocation of resources in produc- be used, to be modfied later in cases where very non-
tion. Effective rates of protection take account of uniform effective rates result. Alternatively, a roughly
nominal rates of tariff on products, the relative shares of uniform effective system could be used initially and
various inputs utilized n production and the nominal then modified to smooth out nominal rates, avoiding
rates of tariff on those nputs. The basic purpose is to excessive nonuniformities in nomnal rates. ,,23

correct the nominal rate on the product for the nominal As explained,modern theories of taxationsuggest that a
rates on inputs and to define protection in relation to
value added rather than gross value.22 The main point system of uniform nominal rates would distort the

pattern of consumption.24 More importantly, recon-
which is relevant for our purposes is that a uniform ciliation of the different structures of nominal rates
structure of effective protection, which is frequently
thought desirable for productive efficiency, would call 21. See, for example, Angus Deaton, Equity, Efficiencyand the
for highly complicated and disparate nominal rates of Structure of Indirect Taxation, JournalofPublic Economics,
tariff. vol. 8, no. 3, December 1977, pp. 299-312.

The crucial assumption underlying the optimal tax 22. In the simplest case, where there is only one manufactured

theory is that not all commoditiescan be taxed; leisure, input, the rate of effective protection on the final product may

fr one, cannot be taxed. The optimal tax theory poses
be derived as follows:

-- zr
a simple question: which structure of commodit taxa-

t
e=

1-Z
tion will ninimize the welfare loss, given that not all where e = the rate of effective protection;t = the nominal rate of
commodities can be taxed and that a specified amount tariff on the product; r = the nominal rate of tariff on the input;
of revenue must be raised The answer, somewhatloose- and z = the relative share of the input in a unit of the product.
ly, is that taxes should be set at levels that would result Taking t = 0.62, r = 0.10 and z = 0.20, gives' -

in an equal proportionatereductionofdemand for each 0.62 -- (0.20) (0.10) 0.60
_

e = --= 0.75,taxable good. In other .words, the relative pattern of 1' -- 0.20 0.80

demand must be kept unchanged. Without going into or an effective rate of protectionof 75 percent.
the details of the solution, in which optimal taxes 23. W.M. Corden, Trade Policies, in John Cody an'd others,

depend on direct and cross price elasticities, it should be eds., Policies .for Industrial Progress in Developing Countries

(Washington,D.C.: The World Bank, 1980), pp. 74-75.
clear that since direct and cross pricel elasticities of 24. Corden recognizes this in his more technical writings. See
different goods will vary widely, the price ncreases (and W.M. Corden, Trade Policy and Economic Welfare (Oxford:
consequently the tax rates) needed to secure an equal ClarendonPress, 1974), pp. 70-75.
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suggested by considerations of production and con- equity in taxation, etc. Sumptuay taxes fa to achieue
sumption through ad hoc adjustments would not be their commonly stated ends -- discouragementof con-

satisfactory. In the slippery world of the second-best, sumption of potentially harmfulproducts -- and render
common sense may not lead up the right alley. attainmentof the equity goals ofsociety more difficult.

The policy conclusionwe reach is thatdevelopingcoun-
The conflict discussed here would not arise if produc- tries should place less reliance upon these taxes in--

tion subsidies can be used. Then, the sole purpose of relative terms over time,, if not immediately and in ab-
indirect taxation would be revenue, and desired protec- solute terms.27

tion could be granted through subsidies. Any set of
nominal tariffs considered to be optimal could be levied Gvernments genuinely interested in income distribu-

.

on final goods and, providedequivalentexcises were im- tion need to review their policies on sumptuary taxes.

posed on domestic production, the ndirect tax struc- Their task would be eased by further research-on price
ture would be completely free of protective effects. and income elasticities of demand for tobacco and

Such a system could bring as much revenue as a system alcoholic beverages in developing countries. It is sur-

where indirect taxes performed both revenue and prising how little research has been done in this area; of

protective functions, but it would be much more diffi- the 44 studies surveyed in the paper cited above, only
cult to operate.25 This may be the main reason why 13 referred to developing countries. Future research

subsidies have not been widely used for protective needs to pay greater attention to the relative shares of
income spent on sumptuaries at various income levels,purposes. the relationship between the variability ofprice data

The rates of protection in developingcountriesvary too and estimates of rice elasticities, and the plausibilityof
widely to be justified on any reasonable grounds for
differential protection. In view of this, the evaluationof

a constant income elasticity assumption.

protection in terms f the effective rates has a major
contribution to make toward a more rational ndustrial D. Taxation of capital and.intermediategoods
development. But further guidance on the harmoniza-
tion of the conflicting requirements of efficiency in There has been a trend towrd the imposition of n-

productionand consumptionis clearly needed.26 direct taxes on intermediate and capital goods for
revenue purposes. These taxes start out at low rates but

C. Sumptuary taxes
grow progressively as governments discover the revenue

potential of small across-the-boardupward adjustments.
Advice on this subject has sometimes been confusing.

Tax structures of most developing countries are charac- Does the taxation of intermediate and capital goods for
terized by relatively high tax rates on tobacco and alco-

revenue purposes make sense
holic beverages. Frequent hikes in-taxes n these
commodities are. often justified in budget speeches in The clearest discussion on the tax treatment of inter-

terms of medical, social and moral considerations, but mediate goods is perhaps to be found in Little and

expediency may be the main explanation for heavy Mirrlees:

sumptuary taxation: because the consumption of ... the primary intentionof taxationbeing, normally,
tobacco and alcoholic beverages is widely diffused to restrain private consumption, indirect taxes are best
throughout the population, a few more cents on a imposed on the sales of final consumers'goods. Where
packet of cigarettes or a bottle of beer bring substantial possible the taxation of intermediate goods should be
revenues. Finance ministers seldom dwell on the equity avoided. The only pointof taxing internediates is really
implications of a steadily rising level of sumptuary to raise the price of those consumers'goods which use
taxes. them. It is much better to tax these lattergoodsdrect-
McLure and Thirsk have .made a valuable contribution ly, for this does not result in producers trying to mini-
to the literature on tax policy in developing countries mize the use of those inputs which happen to be

by highlightingthe consequencesof sumptuary taxes for taxed 28 There can admittedly be administrativereasons

income distribution. Their review of empirical evidence
confirms the impression that both price and ncome 25. A lucid discussion of the case for production subsidies for

elasticities for tobacco and popular alcoholic beverages industrial development in developing countries will be found in

are low. It follows that taxes on these commoditiesare Ian Little, Tibor Scitovsky and Maurice Scott, Industry and

regressive. A related mplication where low-income Trade in Some Developing Countries: A Comparatie Study

households spend a high fraction of their ncome on (London: Oxford UniversityPress, 1970).

these commoditiesis that heavy taxation of sumptuaries
26. Some of the implications of optimal taxation in open econ-

omies are explored in Partha Dasgupta and Joseph E. Stiglitz,
may leave insufcient resources for meeting the basic Benefit-Cost Analysisand Trade Policies, Journal ofPolitical
needs. The main conclusion is best expressed in the Economy,. vol. 82, no. 1, January/Februar1974, pp. 1-33. Most
words of the authors: discussionsof optimal taxation assume a closed economy.

... in virtuay a developing countres indirect taxes 27. Charles E. McLure, Jr. and Wayne R. Thirsk, The Inequity

on tobacco products and alcoholic beverages are very
of Taxing Iniquity: A Plea for Reduced Sumptuary Taxes in

Developing Countries, Economic Development.and Cultural
.high and constitute an important.sourceof tax revenue. Change, vol. 26, no. 3, April 1978, pp. 487-488.
We contend that this state of fiscal affars s undesirable 28. This does not apply when a value added tax is used because a

(experience demonstrates that literally speaking, it is producer purchasing taxable inputs can deduct all taxes previous-
not intolerable), judging rom the recent worldwide ly paid against his tax liability. In consequence,all intermediate

surge of interest in income distribution, socialjustice, goods are effectivelyexemptunder a value added tax.
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for taxing the npt of aa material nto a consumption is some evidence that even in the least developedcoun-

good: this arises, for instance, when the producers of tries, the supply elasticity.of smallholder production is
the input are relatively few and large, while those of the sizable.31 The probable supply response of smallholder
consumption good are sma and many. But before production, combined with the high taxation of agri-
doing .so, the end-uses of the intermediate, and the cultural exports relative to other activities, is bound to
possibilities open to producers to use other inputs in- distort the allocation of resources. Unfortunately,very
stead, should be carefullyconsidered. 29 .

cost oflimited research has been done on the welfare

Import tariffs on intermediate goods, whether for distortions introduced by export taxes in developing
revenue or protectivepurposes, would discourage the countries.

flow of resources to export industries in countrieswhich.
primarily rel on tariff for protective purposes. An

export is protectednot by a tarffbut by an export sub- VI. CAPITAL TAXATION

sidy. Therefore, if the ncreased costs resulting frm
tariff on inputs are not offset through export subsidies, Interest in the taxation of capital, which surged in the

export industries would face negative effective protec- years following the publication of Nicholas Kaldor's

tion. Since nost industries producing for the home An Expenditure Tax, has subsided in recent years.32
market normally receive some positive effective protec- Only limited progress seems to have been made in this

tion through tariff, the overall effect would be to favor area. Comprehensive capital gains taxes and net worth

production for domestic consumption over that for taxes of an kind are rare, and even the effectivenessof

export. This is a further reason for avoiding indirect estate duties is severely circumscribedby the absence or

taxes on intermediate goods for revenue purposes as far inadequacy of gifts taxes. Taxes on real property (land
as possible. While many countries refund duties paid on or buildings) and on realized gains from such property
inputs utilized in production, the negative rates of have come to feature in tax strutures of many coun-

effective protection frequently found for exports tries, however. These taxes vary a great deal from coun-

suggest that, for one reason or the other, the duties may try to country, partly reflecting the lack of consensus

the appropriate structure of property taxes innot be fully refunded. ..
on

developingcountries.33
Revenu duties on capital goods are also not desirable
for similar reasons. Taxtion of capital goods is som- Taxation of urban real estate (land and buildings) has

times recommended as a means of correcting the distor- many advantages over the taxation of land lne. For

tion in the relative prices of capital and labor, which one thing, since developing countries do not in general
may arise due to minimum wage legislation, strong have the capcity to prepare annual valuationsand since

unions and a host of other reasons. This. approach will frequent increases in tax rates are not politically feas-

reduce the relative price of labor, but it would also tend ible, the inclusion of buildings in the tax base would

to raise the cost of production. Instead, subsidizationof better meet the need for higher revenues. As new con-

wage costs should be considered dspite its greater ad- structio.n takes place, the tax base and revenues would

ministrativecomplexity. expand in tandem. This is an mportant consideration
since few local authorities have sufcient independent
sources of revenues. Second, except in countries at very

V. AGRICULTURAL.TAXATION
29. I.M.D. Little and J.A. Mirrlees, Project Appraisal and

Squeezing resources from agriculture to promote in- Planning for Developing Countries (London: Heinemann, 1974),
dustry used to ba major objective of development p. 76. Dasgupta and Stiglitz (1974) show that in the context of

strategy. Now rapid aric-ultural development is con- optimal taxation the conclusion requires the assumption of 100

sidered essential for satisfactory growth, mproved in- percent taxation of pure prots (which arise under competitive
come distribution and generation of sufficient oppor-

conditions when there are decreasing returns to scle). The

tunities for gainfut employment. The change in percep-
relaxation of this assumption greatly complicates the results

tion conceming th role of agriculture in economic
derived from theories of optimal taxation in both closed and

development has yet to be reflected in agricultural taxa-
open economies.
30. For an interesting analysis of the effects of taxes on rice ex-

tion in many developingcountries. ports in Thailand, see Edward Van Roy, The Pursuit of Growth

Few countries have admittedly been willing to pay the and S.tability through Taxation of Agricultural Exports: Thai-

political and administrative cost of effective land taxa- land's Experience, Public Finance, vol. 23, no. 3, 1968, pp.

tion. On the other hand, export taxes, levied primarily
294-313.
31. In many small island economies of the South Pacific, the

for revenue purposes or to depress the domestic price of number of coconuts farmers pick up and the number they con-
the main staple or a raw material for a major industry, sume, and consequently the quantity of copra available for
place a heavy burden on smallholders in many coun- export depends n export prices. For evidence on Solomon
tries.3 Not only do farmers become liable to export Islands, see G.J. Eele, Indigenous Agriculture in the Solomon
taxes at incmes that are far below the exemption levels Islands,' Development StudiesMonographno. 11 (Canberra: The
for income taxes, but their tax liability is several times Australian National University, 1978), pp. 46-71.

greater than the liability of other taxpayers for income 32. Nicholas Kaldr, An Expenditure Tax (London: Allen &

taxes at similar incomes. Unwin, 1955).
33. See Roy W. Bahl, ed., The Taxation of Urban Property in

The conventional wisdom that smallholders are not Less Developed Countries (Madison: University of Wisconsin
responsive to prices is being seriously questioned.There Press, 1979).
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early stages of development, there is likely to be more (if you like, a subsidy) to building n general. Though
market evidence concerning built-up property than for there are some sorts of budings which may vey well
vacant land. In such circumstances the division of the deserve some encouragement, a blanket encouragement
value of a property between land and buildings will be to .all sorts of budings seems hard to justify. Once
more or less arbitrary. Third, further tax concessionsfor again, one has to challenge the assumption, concealed in

owner-occupied housing, given the considerable ad- the terminology adopted, that every building is an

vantages conferred through income taxes, seem unde- 'improvement'.i,34

sirable.

Why then do a large number of countries impose site
value taxes or tax buildings at a lower rate than land, Vll. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Many economists support site value taxation on the

grounds that it wuld discourage the holding of idle We have discusseda number of problems of-tax policy
in developing countries which could benefit from

land. The importance of this consideration seems to
further study. For t to be directly relevant for tax re-

have been exaggerated where property taxes are con-

fined to urban areas. Th conclusion Sir John Hicks form, research might usefully proceed along three lines.

reached in reviewing this matter is of nterest: First, comparative studies of tax structures, which seem

to have fallen into disfavor, need greater attention.
We are accordngly brought back to the central argu- Second, inplications of recent developments in the
ment for site value taxation, its effect on the induce- theory of public finance for developing cuntries need
ment to bUilding development. It is often maintained to be explored. Third, empirical investigations of the
that a rate on land plus budings is a net disincentive to econonic effects of taxation, which have tended to be
buding;and since bulding is a part (usually an essential neglected, need to be established as an integral part of
part) of economic growth, the tax is an obstacle to research nto .tax policy in developing countries. With-
economic growth. But it is not clear that this is the right out.a revival of nterest in the study of taxtion n
way of putting the matter. The seruices that are pro- developing countries, the gap between the state of tax
vided out f the rates are usually demanded in greater theory and tax praeticeswould continue to widen.
quantties when there is more budng; the cost of these
services should be reckoned as part of the socal cost

incurred when a new building is put up. That is done

(admittedly in no more than a very rough nanner) when 34. John R. Hiks, nimproved Vlue Rating - The Case of

buildings are rated. If buildngs are exempted from East Africa, in Essays in World Economics (London: Oxford

rates, what is being done is to giue a net encouragement UniversityPress, 1959), pp. 243-244.
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enterprises and investments in general, and on ex-

INDONESIA: perience in the fields of industry, commerce and
science in particular. 3

Anti-TaxAvoidanceMeasures In plain words, the term royalties is in practice inter-

preted rather broadly and may include: charter fees;
remuneration for feasibility studies, rentals fron the .

by Jap Kim Siong leasing of equipment; fees for the use of technicalknow-

how; royalties for the exploitationof Indonesiannatural
resources such as oil, gas and minerals. 4

I. INTRODUCTION II. ANTI-TAXAVOIDANCEMEASURES

The Indonesian corporate income tax law denies
interest, royalties, and any other payments as business A. Imported movie films

expenses if it is believed that the contracts giving rise
to such payments are not made n accordance with the Importers of foreign movie films into Indonesiahave to

methods usually followed n business practice (i.e. pay the IDR tax before the films can be imported and

the arm's length basis. 1 distributed in Indonesia n accordance with the ro-
cedures set out in the Joint Circular by the Director

The Law on the Tax on Interest, Dividends and Roal- General of Taxes and the Director General of Radio
ties of 1970, as amended (hereinafter '.IDR tax) im- and Television Films dated March 28, 1978 No. KEP -

sposes, nter alia, a withholding tax of 20 percent on 266/PJ.2/1978- ll/KEP/DIRJEN/RTF/1978,
royalty payments. The Explanatory Memorandum to
the Bill (No. 2942 to Law No. 10 of 1970) states that IDR Tax on imported foreign cinematographicfilms
the Indonesian Government thought it expedient to
introduce the IDR tax. It was put forward that freigri Type of films Amountof royalty IDR tax on royalty

enterprises transferred patents, licenses,-trademarks, imported per meterof film per meteroffilm
for each.title (20,percent)

designs or models, plans, trade secrets and other similar
rights, and rented equipment and tools for industry, 1. Films for children of
trade and science to nterprises in Indonesia for which all ages Rp. 250 Rp. 50

some sort of remuneration generally designated as 2. Cultural and educa-

royalties was received. The Explanatory Memorandum 3. Non-action films Rp. 750 Rp. 150
. tional films Rp. 500 RP. 100

considers such royalty pyments as profits derived 4. Action films Rp. 1,000 Rp. 200

thrugh ndirect operations n Indonesia. Therefore it
was believed reasonable that royalties should be subject Official exchange rate: USS 1.00 = 615 Indonesian Rupiahs (Rp.)
to tax in the same manner as interest and dividends. 2 In
practice, the asessnent and collection of the IDR tax
on royalties for the use of trademarks,patents, licenses, B. Foreign ships chartered by Indonesian enterprises
models or designs, etc. may be difcult where there is
no written contract specifying the amount of the Indonesian enterprise which charter ships owned by
royalty payment to the non-residententerprise.To solve foreign shipping conpanies have to withhold IDR tax
this problem the Indonesian tax authoritieshave fixed a from the charter fees paid to the foreign shipping com-
deemed royalty payment on a case by case basis where panies.
no royalty payments are specified in written agreements
between an Indonesianand a foreign enterprise,and any

The effective rates of this IDR tax, which is a final tax,
liability to pay such royalty to the foreign enterpriSe is are:

--

denied by the Indonesian enterprise. This article is to voyage charter 3 percent
--

provide an overview of those new anti-tax avoidance time charter 2.5 percent
bareboatcharter 2 percent--

measures.

The IDR Tax Law provides that the IDR tax is levied
on the proceeds in whatevername or form derived from 1. Article 5 Paragraph (2), Number 3, in conjunction with

ptent, license, trademark and other rights, and from
Article 9, Paragraph (1) of the Corporation Tax Ordinance

the leasing of industrial, commercial and scientic 1925, as amended.
2. See: Jap Kim Siong, Tax Incentivesand Income Tax Liabil-

equipmentand tols. ity of Foreign Business Enterprises Operating in Indonesia as

The Law further sets out examples of taxable royalties, Affected by the 1970 Amendment Laws, in 26 Bulletin for
which nclude: International Fiscal Documentation (March 1972) at 105-113.

(a) the use of, or the .right to use, patents, licenses,
3. Article 1, Letter (d), in conjunction with Article 3(c) of the

trademarks, designs or models, plans, secret for-
Tax Law on Interest,Dividendsand Royaltiesof 1970.
4. See: Pengertian royalty (The concept of royalty)inBerita

mulas, processes, copyrights of literary, artistic or Pajak (Tax News), Jakarta, No. 691, dated May 4, 1981 at 30-32,scientific works, including cinematographic work; 41
(b) the use of, or the right to use, industrial, commercial 5. See: Pehgertian overriding royalty, hubungan dan aspek-

and scientific tols and equipment; aspeknya (The concept of overriding royalty and its related
(c). the obtaining of data and mformation on business aspects) in Berita Pajak, No. 694, dated May 25, 1981 at 23-30.
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The IDR tax must be withheld by the payor of the Indonesia. The effective rate of tax is 0.5 percen;
charter fee, so that the foreign shipping company bears (No. SE - 12/PJ.222/1981 dated April 2,1981). o

the tax. The payor is obliged to pay the tax withheld
over to the Treasury in conformity with Circular No. 4. Electronicand electricalappliances
SE - 08/PJ.222/1979dated April 11, 1979. 6

Three percent of the sales price in Indonesia for as-

semblers of foreign electronic and electrical appliances
C. Soft drinkindustry (such

'

televisions, radios, refrigerat.rs, washingas

machines, cassette recorders, radio telecommunication
The Head Office of the Directorate General f Taxes, receivers, air conditioners, calculators, fluorescent
when investigating the royalty payments for the use of lamps, sewing machines, generators, etc.) in Indonesia
trademarks n the soft drink industry, found that the haviig licenses to sell them in that 'country. The effec-

royalties paid were ncorporated into the purchaseprice tive rate of tax is 0.6 percent (SE - 8 PJ.222/1981dated
of the concentrates bought by the bottling enterprise in March 14, 1981). 11

Indonesia from foreign soft drink companies. In his The tax must be paid at the moment the products are
Circular No. SE - 03/PJ.222/1979 dated February 1, sold. The royalty payments not considered busi-
1979, the Director General of Tax has instructed the

are a ]
ness expense and are therefore not deductible in com- I

Heads of the Regional Directorates General of Taxes puting the taxable profit of the enterprise involved.
and the Heads of Tax Inspections in Indonesiat apply
the following rules: 7 These rules apply from April 1,1981 through December

31,1982.
(1) Where the amount of the royalty payment for the

use of the trademark is not known owing to the lack
of any written contract specifying the amount of III. CONCLUDING REMARKS 1the royalty payment, the deemed royalty is:

for the calendar year 1978 and earlier years: Under the anti-tax avoidance measures the deemed
--

26.12 percent of the purchase price of the con- royalty payments are not deductible as a business
centrate; expense. are--

for 1979 and following 25 of the
In other words, they not deductible in

years: percent computing the taxable profits of the enterprise paying
purchase of the concentrates. the deemed royalty.

(2) The IDR tax is withheld at the moment of payment
for the concentrateb the purchaserusing the trade- Only those royalty paymentscan be deductedabusiness
mark (n accordance with the provisionsof the IDR expenses which are evidenced by written contracts and

tax law 1970). documents, provided the contractshave been concluded

(3) The withholding tax is an advance tax and is credit- on an arm's length basis.
able against the IDR tax when the tax authorities In general, the enterprise paying the royalty must with-
have completed their investigations. hold the IDR tax from the royalty payments and pay

In other recent circulars issued by the Director General the tax to the Treasury. The tax, therefore, is borne by
of Taxes, the tax administration is instructed to levy the licensor. For resident licensors, the IDR tax with-

and collect the IDR .tax from Indonesian agents, dis- held is an advane tax which is creditable against the

tributors, assemblers and manufacturerswho sell foreign ultimate individual or corporate income tax liability.
designed products if there is no written contract speify- The result is that royalty paymentswhich are deductible

ing the amount of royalty payable to foreign enter- from the payor's profits, i.e. those which are evidenced

prises. In such cases, the deemed royalties paid by the and on an arn's length basis, are taxed at the level of

Indonesianenterprisehave been fixed as follows: the recipient (licensor)..For non-resident recipients, the
IDR tax withheld for the royalty is, in essence, a final

1. Pharmaceuticalindustries tax. In other words, it is a separate tax. 12

Three percent of the sales price of the medicine sold in The situation is different for royalty payments which

Indonesia. The effective rate of the IDR tax is thus 0.6 are not deductible as business expenses. Such royalties
percent of the total sales price (No. SE - 31/PJ.222/ are not considered as profits for the recipient resident in

1979 dated October 17, 1979). 8 Indonesia, meaning that the recipient is exempt from
corporation tax and also from the IDR tax. The overall

2. Automobiles effect is that there is no national double taxation of
royalties. Only the resident paying company is in fact

2.5 percent of the sales price in Indonesia for agents,
distributors, assemblers and manufacturers of foreign
automobiles having licenses to sell then n Indonesia.
The effective rate of tax is thus 0.5 percent of the total 6. For the text of the Circular see: BeritaPajak, No. 585, dated
sales price (No. SE - 7/PJ.222/1981 dated March 14, April 23, 1979 at 38.

1981). 9 7. Berita Pajak, No. 575, dated February 12, 1979 at 30.
8. Berta Pajak, No. 612, dated October 29,1979 at 34.

3. Motorcycles(includingscooters) 9. Berita Pajak, No. 686, dated March 30, 1981 at 30.
10. Berita Pqiak, No. 691,datedMay 4, 1981 at 34.

2.5 percent of the sales price in Indonesia for agents, 11. Berita Pajak, No. 6863-dated_Mach30,_1981at 31.
assemblers, and manufacturers of foreign motorcycles 12. Article 9 of the Tax Law on Interest, Dividends and Royal-
(including scooters) having licenses to sell them in ties 1970.
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taxed, because the royalties are not deductible as busi- they do not prohibit the IDR tax from being creditable
ness expenses, and the result is that the tax is levied at against the ultimate individual or corporate income tax
the payor's (licensee's level). 13 liability of the resident payor. It is, therefore, assumed

Since the anti-tax avoidance measures prevent the that the IDR tax is creditable against the ncome tax of

deduction of deemed royalty. payments from the the resident payor. Thus, the result is that these deemed

payor's profit and provide that the IDR tax be levied royalties are exclusively taxed at the resident payor's
on deemed royalties, this would seem to imply that level, so that there is again no double national taxation.

there is national double taxation at the level of the resi-
dent paying enterprise. The Circulars do hot prescribe
that the IDR tax must be borne by the non-resident
recipient,nor do they state that the IDR tax,f borne by 13. But compare to: 'Taxes and Inuestment in Asia and the
the resident payor, is not an advance tax. Consequently, Pacific', Part Indonsia, SectionTaxes.

ConferenceDiary
NOVEMBER 1981 FEBRUARY 1982

Management Centre Europe: Managingand BusnessPerspectvesLtd.: 7th Internation- FOR FURTHERINFORMATION

DevelopingForeign Subsidiaries (including: al Tax Conference (ncluding: develop- PLEASE WRITE TO:

tax in international operations), Brussels ments in legislation and practice in U.S.A.,
(Belgium),Novembr4-6 (English). U.K., Canada, Australia and the Far East Business Perspectives Ltd., 11 Alexan-

der Place, London SW7 2SG, United
as they affect companies and individuals

Management Centre Europe: Leasing (in- with world wide interests; and tax prob- Kingdom.
cluding: tax aspects of leasing), Brussels lems involved in investment in Mexico and
(Belgium),November23-25 (English). the Caribbeanarea). Mexico City (Mexico), Inter-American Center of Tax Admin-

February 1-5 (English). istrators (C.I.A.T.), Executive Sec-

Management Centre Europe: Captive Insur- retary of C.I.A.T., P.O. Box 215 zona

ance Companies (including: tax considera- 1, Panam.

tions),Brussets. (Belgium),November23-25
(English). JUNE 1982 International Fiscal Association

(I.F.A.): General Secretariat, Wouden-
The Inter-AnericanCenter of Tax Admin- stein, Burgemeester Oudlaan 50, P.O.

DECEMBER 1981 istrators (C.LA.T.): XVIth General Assem- Box 1738, 3000 DR Rotterdam (the
bly on the basic subject: Tax evasion and Netherlands).Investment and Property Studies: Overseas tax complianc,Asuncin (Paraguay),Junecompanies, setting up, uses and practices (date unknownyet) (Spanish). Institute for International Research,(including: tax efficient finance for over- 70 Warren Street, London WlP 5PA,

seas operations; successful use of tax United Kingdom.
havens; double tax agreements; personal
taxation of international executives) SEPTEMBER 1982 Investment and Property Studies Ltd.,
(Seminar), London (United Kingdom), Norwich House, Norwich Street, Lon-
December 2 (English). 36th Annual Congiess of IF.A.: I. The tax don EC4, United Kingdom.

treatment of interest in international
Management Centre Europe: International economic transactions. II. Taxation of pay- Management Centre Eurpe, Avenue
Cash Management (including: international ments tonon-residents for independent des Arts 4, B4040 Brussels (Belgium).tax aspects in cash management), London personal services. Montreal (Canada), Sept-
(United Kingdom), December 7-9 (Eng- ember 12-16 (Engiish, French, German,
lish). Spanish). A.
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L .S.A :oreicr-axCreci-- Under Paragraph (b)(3), a person upon which a charge is imposed
receives a specic economic benefit if the person receives an

.

economic benefitthat, in general, is not being received by persons

TemporaryRegulations
upon which the charge is not being imposed. The term economic
benefit includes a good, a service, a fee or other payment, or a

right to use or extract property that the government owns or

controls.

Under Paragraph (c)(1), a foreign charge is computed on the
bsis of realizednet income if any only if it meets the realization,

The document reproduced below contans tempor- gross receipts, and net income requirements.Under Paragraph (c)
ary regulatins setting forth the requirements for (2), a foreign charge meets the realization requirementif it is im-

the creditability of foreign taxes against U.S. posed, without substantial deviation, upon th.e occurrence of:

income tax. They apply to taxable years ending
realization events in the U.S. sense; events subsequent to U.S.
realization events; or e.vents that are the transfer or processingof

after June 15, 1979 unless the taxpayer elects to readily marketable property (but only if the foreign country does

apply earlier regulations. not impose any charge with respect to the same amounts upon
the occurrence of another event). Under Paragraph (c)(3), a for-

eign charge meets the gross receipts requirement if it is imposed,
without substantial deviation, on the basis of: gross receipts; or,

Supplementary information: Background in certain specified circumstances, gross receipts computedunder

This document contains temporary and proposed income tax a method that is designed to produce an amount that is not

regulations under Sections 901 and 903 of the Internal Revenue greater than fair market value and that, in fact, produces an

amount that approximates, or is less than, fair market value.
Code of 1954. The amendments set forth the requirements for

Under Paragraph (c)(4), foreign charge meets the net incomea
the creditability of foreign taxes against a person's U.S. income
tax liability. They are ssued under th authority contained in requirement if the base.0f the charge is computed, without sub-

stantial deviation, by reducing gross receipts by the costs attrib-
Section 7805 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (68A Stat.

utable, under reasonable principles, to such receipts. A
917; 26 U.S.C. 7805).

gross
special rule is provided for cases in which certain personssubject

A notice of proposed rulemaking relating tothe creditability of to the charge may elect periodically to compute a portionof the

foreign taxes under Sections 901 and 903 was published in the base of the charge under another method. In addition, certain

FEDERAL REGISTER on June 20, 1979 (44 FR 36071). Many gross foreign charges imposed on items of income specified in
interested parties have commented on this proposal. These com- Section 871(a) or 881(a) need not meet the net income require-
ments have been taken into account in the drafting of the tem- ment if the foreign country makes a resonable distinction be-

porary and proposedregulationscontained in this document. tween income that is subject to the gross charge and income that
is subject to tax on a net basis.

Explanationof Provisions:

Section 901 allows to taxpayers a credit against U.S. income tax In lieu of txes:
liability for the amunt of any income, war profits, and excess

Under Paragraph (a) of 4.903-1, foreign charge is tax in lieu
prots taxes paid or accrued during the taxable year to any

a a

of an income tax, and thus is consideredaa creditable income tax
foreign country or to any possession of the United States. for of Section 901, if and only if: the charge is not
Section 903 provides that the term income, war prots, and purposes

a
excess prots taxes includes a tax paid n lieu of a tax on in- compensation for specific economic benefit within the meaning

of 4.901-2(b); the charge follows reasonable rules of taxing
come, war prots, or excess profits otherwise generally imposed jurisdiction within the meaning of 4.901-2(a)(l)(iii);the charge
by any foreign country or by any possession of th United

meets the substitution requirement set forth in Paragraph (b);
States.

as

and the charge meets the comparability requirement as set forth
in Paragraph (c).Income taxes:
Under Paragraph (b), a foreign charge meets the substitution

Under Paragraph (a) of Section 4.901-2, the standard for deter-
requirement if the charge is clarly intended, and in fact operates,

mining whether a foreign charge is an income tax is the U.S. in-
charge imposed in substitutionfor, and not in addition to,as a an

come tax. Thus, a foreign charge is an income tax if and only if:
income tax otherwise genrally imposed. Under Paragraph (c), a

the charge is not compensation for a specific economic benefit
foreign charge meets the comparability requirement unless it is

within the meaning of Paragraph (b); and the charge is based on
reasonably clear that foreign law imposing the charge is struc-

relized net income within the meaning of Paragraph (c); and the tured, or in fact operates, so that the amount of liability of
charge follows reasonable rules of taxing jurisdiction. A foreign
charge may meet these requirements even if,the provisionsof the persons subject to the charge wl generally be significantly

law of the foreign country imposing the charge differ substantial- greater, over a reasonable period of time, than the amount for
which such persons would be liable if they were subject to the

ly from the income tax provisions of the Internal RevenueCode. income tax otherwise generally imposed. Under Paragraph (d),
A freign charge does not follow reasonable rules of taxing juris-
diction if liability for the charge is clearly related to the availabili-

an income tax is otherwise generally imposed by a foreign coun-

if the country imposes an income tax or a series of separate
ty of a credit for the charge against income .tax liability to an- try

income taxes (within the meaning of 4.901-2) on significant
other country. amounts of income.
Under Paragraph (b)(1), a foreign charge imposed only on persons Pursuant to Paragraph (e)(5), a foreign tax credit may be allowed,
that do not receive any specific economic benefit from the for- under Section 903, if payment of charge tht is compensationa

eign country is not compensation for a specific economic bene-
for specic economic benefit discharges person's liability fora a

fit. A foreign charge imposed on persons that receive any specific
economic benefit from the foreign country is presumed to be

an otherwise creditable charge.

compensation for a specic economic benet. Under Paragraph'

(b)(2), this presumption is rebutted if: the same charge is also Amounts paid or accrued by the taxpayer:

imposed on income of persons that do not receive any specic A credit is allowed' under Sections 901 and 903 only for the
economic benefit; the amount of charge paid by persons that amount of income tax (or in4ieu-of tax) that is paid or accrued
receive the specic economic benefit is not significantly increased by or on behalf of the taxpayer. Paragraph (f) of 4.901-2 pro-
over what this amount would be if such persons were, instead, vides special paid-or-accrued rules in the case of refunds, sub-

subject to an income tax imposed on income of persons that do sidies, liability for more than one charge, noncompulsory
not receive the specific economic benet; or it is demonstrated amounts, contested'liability,interest and penalties, and amonts

that no significant part of the charge is compensation for the for which consideration is received. Under Paragraph (g), incom

specic economic benefit received. tax is paid or accrued by or on behalf of a person if forign law
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imposes legal liability for income tax on that person. Special rules rebutted onlyas provided in Paragraph (b)(2) and (4) of this
are provided for taxes paid on combined income and taxes paid Section.
by the payor of income.

(2) Same or similar charges. A foreign charge imposed on persons .

Commentsand requests for a public hearing: that receive a specic economic benefit is not compensationfor a

Before adopting as final regulations the temporary and proposed specic economic benefit if-

regulations contained in this document, consideration will be (i) The same charges also imposed on income of persons that

given to any written comments that are submitted (preferably six do not receive any specic economic benefit from the foreign
copies) to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. All comments country;
will be available for public inspection and copying. A public (ii) The amount of the charge paid by persons that receive the

hearing will b held upon written request to the Commissionerby specic economic benet is not significantly increasedover what

any person who has submitted written comments. If a public this amount would be if such persons were, instead, subject to an

hearing is held, notice of the time and place will be published in income tax imposed by the foreign country only on income of
the FEDERALREGISTER. persons that do not receive the specific economic benefit; or

(iii) It is demonstrated that no significant part of the charge is

Drafting information: compensationfor the specic economic benefit received.

The principal author of these regulations is Daniel Horowitz of (3) Definitins -- (i) Specific economic benefit. A person uponthe Legislation and Regulations Division of the Office of Chief which a charge is imposed receives a specific economic benet if
Counsel, Internal Revenue Service. However, personnel from and only if the person receives an economic benet that, in
other offices of the Internal Revenue Service and Treasury general, is not being received by persons upon which the charge
Department participated in devloping the regulation, both on is not being imposed. The term economic benefit includes a
matters of substanceand style. good, a service, a fee or other payment, a right to use, acquire or

extract resources, patents, or other property that the foreign
Adoption of regulations. country owns or controls, or a discharge of a contractual obliga-
Accordingly, 1.901-b and 1.903-1 are deleted, a new Part 4, tion. The term does not include the right or privilege merely to

Temporary Income Tax Regulations Relating to the Creditability engage in business generally or to engage in business in a particu-
of Foreign Taxes, is added to Title 26 of the Code of Federal lar form.

Regulations, and the following temporary regulations are adopt- (ii) Control of property. A foreign country controls property to
ed: which it does not hold legal title if the country exhibits sub-

stantial indicia or. ownership with respect to the property, for
Reg. 4.901-2 example by regulating the quantity of property that may be

extractedand the price at which it may be disposed of.
(TD 7739, filed 11-12-80.) (iii) Receiving a benefit. A person is considered to receive a

specific economic bent from a foreign country if anotherIncome, war profits, or excess profits taxes paid or accrued.
person receives a specific economic benefit from the foreign
country and that other person --

(a) Definition of income, war profits, or excess profits tax (A) Is owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by the same

(1) In general. Section 901 allows a credit for the amount of any interests that own or control, directly or indirectly, the first
income, war profits, or excess profits tax (income tax) paid or person;or

accrued by or on behalf of the taxpayer to any foreigncountry. (B) Engages in business transactions with the first person under
Whether a charge imposed by a foreign country (foreign terms and conditions such that the first person receives, directly
charge) is an income tax is determined independently for each or indirectly, some portion of the value of the specific economic
separate foreign charge. Each separate foreign charge will be 'benefit.
considered either to be an income tax or not to be an income
tx, in its entirety, for all persons subject to the charge. The (4) Pension, unemployment, and disability fund payments. A
standard for detrmining whether a foreign charge is an income foreign charge impoed on individuals to finance retirement, old-
tax is the U.S. income tax. Thus, a foreign charge is an income age, death, survivor, unemployment, illness, or disability benets,
tax if and only if -- or for some similar purpose, is not compensation for a specific
(i) The charge is not compensation for a specific economic economic benefit if the amount of charge imposed on each in-
benetwithin the meaning of Paragraph (b) of this Section; dividual is not computed on a basis reflecting the characteristics
(ii) The charge is based on realized net income within the mean- of that individual. A foreign charge is, however, not considered
ing of Paragraph (c) of this Section;and an income tax if it is imposed with respect to any period of em-

(iii) The charge follows reasonable rules regarding source of in- ployment or self-employment that is covered under the social
come, residence, or other bases for taxing jurisdiction. security system of the foreign country in accordance with the

terms of an agreement entered into pursuant to Section 233 ofA foreign charge may meet these requirements even if the provi- the Social Security Act.
sions of the law of the foreign country (foreign law) imposing
the charge differ substantially from the income tax provisionsof
the Internal Revenue Code. A foreign charge does not follow (c) Realized net income
reasonable rules of taxing jurisdiction if liability for the charge (1) In general. A foreign charge is computed on the basis of
is clearly related to the availability of a credit for the charge realized net income if and only if it meets the realization, gross
against income tax liability to another country. receipts, and net income requirements as set forth in Paragraph

(c)(2), (3) and (4) of this Section.
(2) Other rules. - Paragraph (d) of this Section contains rules
describing what constitutes a separate foreign charge. Paragraphs (2) Realzation -- (i) In general. A foreign charge meets the
(f) and (g) of this Section contain rules for determining the - realization requirementif it is imposed,withoutsubstantial devia-
amount of income tax paid or accrued by or on behalf of the tax- tion, upon the occurrenceof events that --
payer. Paragraph (h) of this Section defines the term foreign (A) Result in the realiztion of income under the income tax
country. provisionsof the Internal Revenue Code;

(B) Occur subsequent to events described in Paragraph (c)(2)(i)(b) Compensationfor a specific economic benefit (A) of this Section;or

(1) General rule. A foreign charge imposed only on persons that (C) Occur prior to events described in Paragraph (c)(2)(i)(A) of
do not receive any specific economic benefit from the foreign this Section, but only if the events are the transfer or processing
country is not compensation for a specific economic benefit. A of readily marketable property (within the meaningof Paragraph
foreign charge imposed on persons that receive a specific econ- (c)(2)(iii) of this Section).
omic benefit from the foreign country is presumed to be com- Paragraph (c)(2)(i)(C) of this Section applies only if the foreign
pensation for a specic economic benefit. This presumption is country does not impose any charge with respect to the same
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amounts, upon the occurrence of another event (other than a sons) or nonincome amount (such as wages paid) identified by
distributionor a deemed distributionof such amounts). foreign law. Identified types of income or nonincome amounts

(ii) Different taxable entity. A foreign charge meets the realiza- constitute one base only if costs related to one type may reduce

tion requirement if it is imposed, but only once, on amounts that the' other types. If no deduction for costs is permitted, each

meet the realization requirement with respect to a person that, identified type of income or nonincome amount is a separate
under foreign law, distributes or is deemed to distribute such

'

base, regardless of whether the types are aggregated for purposes
amounts. of applynga rate of charge.
(iii) Readily marketable property. Property is readily marketable
if it -- (3) Separate rates. Foreign law mposes separate charges if

(A) Can be sold on an open market without further processing; separate rates of charge are applied to the same base.
or

(B) Is exported from the foreign country;and (4) Particular industry. If foreign law imposinga charge contains
is stock in trade or other property of a kind that properly would provisions that significantly increase the liability only of persons
be included in inventory if on hand at the close of the taxable engged in a particular industry or industries, and if thoe pro-

year, or is held primarily for sale to customers in the ordinary visions would prevent the charge from being an income tax if
course of business. persons engaged in the industry or industries were the only

(3) Gross receipts. A foreign charge meets the gross receipts persons subject to the charge, then foreign law imposes a separate

requirement if it is imposed,without substantial deviation, on the charge on persons engaged in the idustry or industries.

basis of-

(i) Gross receipts; or
(5) Contractualmodifications. If foregn law imposing a charge is
modied by contracts entered into by the foreign country, then

(ii) Gross receipts computed under a method that is designed to
foreign law imposes separat charge that parties

produce an amount that is not greater than fair marketvalue and
a on persons are

t substantiallysimilar contracts with the country.
that, in fact, produces an amount that approximates, or is less

than, fair market value, but only in the case of -- (e)
(A) Transactions with respect to which it is reasonable to believe Examples.
that gross receipts may not otherwise be clearly reflected;or The following examples illustrate the application of Paragraphs
(B) Situations to which Paragraph (c)(2)(i)(C) of this Section (a), (b), (c), and (d) of this Section.

(relating to a transfer or processingof readily marketableproper-
ty) applies. Example (1). Country X imposes separate 30percentcharges on

interest, dividends, and royalties paid by residents of country X

(4) Net income. -- (i) In general.A foreign charge meets the net to residents of the United States or of country A, B, C, D, or E,
income requirement if the base of the charge is computed,with- that are not engaged in trade or business in country X. Interest,
out substantial deviation, by reducinggross receipts by -- dividends, and roylties paid to residents of other countries are

(A) Expenses and capital expenditures (costs) attributable, exempt from tax by country X. Like the United States, countries

under reasonableprinciples, to such gross receipts;or A, B, C, D, and E each allows its residents to claim a credit

(B) Costs computed under a method that is designed to produce against the income tax otherwise payable to it for income taxes

an amount that is not less than costs attributable, under reason- paid to other countries. Because the 30 percent charge is imposed
able principles, to such gross receipts and that, in fact, produces by country X only on residents of countrieswhich allow a credit
an amount that approximates, or is greater than, such costs, but for taxes paid to other countries, liability for the charge is clarly
only in the case of transactionswith respect to which it is reason- related to the availability of a credit for the charge against income
able to believe that costs may not otherwise be clearly reflected. tax liability to another country. As a result, under Paragraph
(ii) Formulary base. NotwithstandingParagraph (c)(3) and (4)(i) (a)(1)(iii.) of this Section, the charge does not follow reasonable
of this Section, a foreign charge meets the gross receipts and net rules of taxing jurisdictionand is not an income tax.

income requirements if the base of the charge is computed by
reducing gross receipts by costs as described in Paragraph (c)(4)(i) Example (2). Country X imposes a 25 percent charge on royal-
of this Section except that certain persons subject to the charge ties. Country X has a atent license agreementwith D, a corpora-

may, under foreign law, elect periodically to compute a portion tion organized in the United States. Country X and D agree, as

of the base of the charge under another method. part of the patent license, that the 25 percent charge will be m-

(iii) Charges on xed or determinable income. Notwithstanding posed on royaltiesdue from country X to D only to the extent of

Paragraph (c)(1) of this Section, a foreign charge need not meet the amount available to D as a credit against D's U.S. income-tax
the net income requirementif and only if -- liability. Under Paragraph Cd)(5) of this Section, country X im-

iA) It is imposed, without substantial deviation, on items of gross poses a separate charge on D. The liabilityforthis charge is clear-
income specied in Section 871(a) or 881(a) (or on such items of ly related to the availability of a credit for the charge against in-

gross income reduced by specified amounts);and come tax liability to another country. As a result, under Para-

iB) Foreign law makes a reasonable distinction, based on the graph (a)(1)(iii) of this Section, the charge does not follow

degree of contact that the foreign country has with the recipient reasonable rules of taxing jurisdiction and is not an income tax.

of the income or with the activities or assets that generate the

income, between items of income that are subject to the charge Example (3). Country imposes a 55 percent charge on the
and such items of income that are subject to a charge computed realized net income of orporations owned by nonresidents.
by reducing realized gross receipts by costs as described in Para- These enaged businessesin

t.

country Xcorporationsare n various
graph (c)(4)(i) of this Section. including mineral extracton. Country X. owns all mineral re-

(d) Separate charges
sources located within the country and licensesprivatepersons to
extract those minerals. Country X does not retain a share of the

(1) In general. Whetherseparate charges are imposed by a foreign minerals extracted by licensees or receive a separately computed
country depends upon the structure of foreign law. Charges are royalty from licensees. The law of country X imposing the 55

separate if they are separately computd undr foreign law as percent charge does not distinguish significantlybetweenpersons

rovided in Paragraph (d)(2), (3), or (5) of this Section, or if extracting minerals and other persons that do not receive any

foreign law contains particular industry provisions described in specific economic benet in determining gross receipts, allowing
Paragraph (d)(4) of this Section. deductions for expenses and recovery of capital (includingdeple-

tion), permitting losses from .one activity to offset income from

(2) Separate bases. Foreign law imposes separate charge on other activities, applying rates of .charge, or in ahy other manner.

each separate base if a separate rate of charge is applied to each With respect to both licensees and others, the charge is not com-

base or a flat rate is applied to bases that are combined. If a pensation for a specic eonomic benefit under Paragraph (b)(2)
progressive rate of charge is applied to bases that are.combined, ii) of this Section.

foreign law imposes a single charge on the aggregate of the bases.
A separate base may consist of a particular type of income (such Example (4). The facts are the same as in example (3), except
as interest income or income derived by a particular class of per- that country X impses different rates of charge on the ralized
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net income of various corporationsas follows: overall burden on corporations engaged in mineral extraction is
Industry Rate ofcharge the same as that on other foreign corporations, neither of the
Manufacturing 45 percent charges imposed on corporations engaged in mineral extraction
Technicalservices 35 percent is compensation for a specific economic benet under ParagraphConstruction 30 percent (b)(2)(ii) of this Section.
Mineral extraction 45 percent
In addition, country X imposes a 25 percent charge on interest Example (9). Country X imposes an 80 percent charge on the
paid by residents of country X to corporations not engaged in realized net income of corporations engaged in the extractionof
business in country X. The 25 percent charge and the charge mineral resources owned by country X and on several other cor-

imposed on persons engaged in manufacturingare income taxes. porations. Country X also imposes a 40 percent charge on the
For purposes of Paragraph (b)(2)(ii) of this Section, the charge realized net income of all corporationsengaged in business in the
on gross income of corporations not engaged in business in coun- country that are not subject to the 80 percent charge. Most cor-
try X cannot be compared with a charge on corporationsengaged porations engaged in mineral extraction in country X have re-
in business in country X. The charge on mineral extraction can, alized net income in excess of $10,000,000. The other corpora-
however, be compared to the charge imposed on corporations tions subject to the 80 percent charge generally have less than
engaged in manufacturingin country X. Thus, the charge imposed $100,000 of realized net income. Paragraph (b)(2)(i) of this
on corporations engaged in mineral extraction is not compensa- Section does not apply because the income of corporations not
tion for a specific economic benefit under Paragraph (b)(2)(ii) of engaged in mineral extraction that are subject to the 80 percentthis Section. charge is so insignificant that no meaningful comparison can be

made between the amount of charge imposed on such personsExample (5). The facts are the same as in exanple (3), except and the amount of charge imposed on persons engaged in mineral
that corporationsengaged in a business other than mineral extrac- extraction. The 80 percent charge is presumed to be compensa-tion are subject to a 35 percent charge on realized net income if tion for a specific economic benefit under Paragraph (b)(1) of
they are closely held and to a 55 percent charge on realized net this Section. This presumption is rebutted only if it is demn-
income if they are widely held. Both of these charges are income strated that no significant part of the charge is compensationfor
taxes. Corporations engaged in a business other than mineral the specific economic benefit received by corporations engagedextraction are both widely and closely held. Corporations n- in mineral extraction.
gaged in mineral extraction are subject to a separate 55 percent
charge on realized net income whether they are widely or closely Example (10). Country X imposes a 46 percenb charge on the
held. The latter charge is not compensation for a specific econ- realized net income of corporations engaged in the extractionof
omic benefit under Paragraph (b)(2)(ii) of this Section. minerals owned by country X. Country X mposes no income tax

on other persons. The 46 percent charge is presumed to be com-

Example (6). The facts are the same as in example (3), except pensation for a specific economic benefit under Paragraph (b)(1)
that realized net income in excess of $1,000,000 is subject to a of this Section. This presumption is rebutted only if it is demon-
rate of 70 percent. Most corporations engaged in mineral extrac- strated that no significant part of the charge is compensationfor
tion in country X have realized net income significantly in excess the specific economic [benefit] received by corporationsengaged
of $1,000,000. Other corporations never have an amount of in mineral extraction.
realized net income significantly in excess of $1,000,000. The
charge imposed on corporations engaged in mineral extraction, Example (11). Country X owns'all the subsoil mineral resources
which varies from 55 to 70 percent, is a separate charge under within country X and retains privately owned corporations to
Paragraph (d)(4) of this Section because the 70 percent rate provide the services of extractingand marketingsuch minerals for
signicantly increases the liability only of persons engaged in country X in return for a fee. Country X generally mposes a 30
mineral extraction. This charge is presumed to be compensation percent charge on realized net income of corporations. The rate
for a specific economic benet under Paragraph (b)(1). This pre- of charge for mineral service corporationsis, however, 60 percent.
sumption is rebutted only if it is demonstratedthat signicant Under Paragraph (b)(3)(i) of this Section, the fee paid to theno

part of the charge is compensation for the specific economic mineral service corporations is a specic economic benet pro-
benefit received by corporations engaged in mineral extraction. vided by country X to these corporations. The charge imposed

on these corporations is presumed to be compensation' for a

Example (7). Country X imposes a 45 percent charge on the specific economic benefit under Paragraph (b)(1) of this Section.
realized net income of all corporations doing business in country
X. Corportions engaged in the extraction of mineral resources Example (12) Country X allows resident individuals to deposit
owned b country X pay an additional charge of 40 percent of amounts of earned income in a retirement savings account
the same base as the 45 percent charge. In computing the base of (RSA) and claim a deduction for the deposit in computingeach of these charges, n deduction is allowed for the amount of taxable income under its income tax. When amounts are paid out
the other charge. The fact that no such deduction is allowed sig- of a RSA, country X subjects those amounts to a separate charge
nificantly increases the amount of each charge paid by corpora- of 20 percent. The RSA does not meet the standards.of an In-
tions engaged in mineral extractionover what this amount would dividual Retirement Account set forth in Section 408(a) and no
be if such corporations were subject to the 45 percentcharge on deduction would be allowed under Section 219(a)(1) for the
the basis of realized net income (that is, if a deduction for the deposits. Because the charge is imposed only on the occurrenceof
40 percent charge were allowed). The 40 percent charge and the an event (withdrawal) that occurs subsequent to an event that
45 percent charge imposed on corporations engaged in mineral results in realizationunder the income tax provisionsof the Inter-
extraction are separate charges under Paragraph (d)(3) and (4), nal Revenue Code, the charge meets the realization requirement
respectively, of this Section. Each is presumed to be compensa- under Paragraph (c)(2) of this Section.
tion for a specific economic benefit under Paragraph (b)(1). This
presumption is rebutted only if it is demonstratedthat no signifi- Example (13). Country X imposes on all individuals a charge
cant part of the charge is compensationfor the specific economic that is similar to the individual income tax provisions of the
benet received by corporations engaged in mineral extraction. Internal Revenue Code except that taxable income is defined to
The 45 percent charge imposed on other corporations is a separ- include imputed rental income from owner-occupiedhousing and
ate charge that may be an income ax. unrealized appreciationof investmentproperty. The charge meets

the realizationrequirementunder Paragraph (c)(2) of this .Section
Example (8). Country X imposes a 40 percent CorporateTax on because the charge is imposed, without substantial deviation,
the realized net income of foreign corporations engaged in the upon the occurrence of events described in Paragraph (c)(2)(i)
extraction of minerals owned by country X. These corporations (A).
are also subject to a BranchProtsTx of 10 percent imposed on
the same base as the 40 percent charge. Other foreign corpora- Example (14) Country X imposes on all individuais a charge that
tions are subject to the CorporateTax at a rate of 30 percent and is similar to the individual income tax provisions of the Internal
to the Branch Prots Tax at a rate of 20 percent.'The20 percent Revenue Code. In addition, country X imposes a separate charge
charge and the 30 percent charge are income taxes. Because the on imputed rental income from owner-occupied housing. No
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other amounts are includedin the base on which the latter charge Example (20). Country X imposes a charge on the value of
is imposed. The latter charge does not meet the realization exported petroleum. The value of such petroleum is deemed to

requirement because it is not imposed,withoutsubstantial devia be the spot-marketprice although a signicantportion of ex-

tion, upon the occurrence of events described in Paragraph (c)(2) ported petroleum is sold to related and .unrelated persons under
(i) of this Section. long term contracts at arm's-lengthprices substantiallybelow the

spot market price. The charge does not meet the gross receipts
Example (15). Country X imposes a separate charge on corpora- requirement under Paragraph (c)(3) of this Section because the
tions engaged in the extractio and processingof petroleum. The value of petroleum used by country X is an amount deter-
base of the charge is gross proceeds reduced by cots. Gross mined under a method that is not designed to produce an amount

proceeds is defined as actual gross receipts from sales plus the that is not greater than fair marketvalue.
value (determined on an arbitrary basis) of petroleumused by
the corporation. Petroleum is used by the corporation, if the Example (21). Country X uses a set pric in imposing a charge
petroleum is consumed in powering the vehicles or machines on the net gain of petroleumcompanies. The set price is equal to
employed by the corporation in extracting or processing pet- 102 percent of the fair market value of the petroleum. The charge
roleum. In country X, used petroleum is likely to be an in- does not meet the gross receipts requirementsunder Paragraph (c)
significant portion of total extracted petroleum. Despite the fact (3) of this Section because it is computed under a method that is
that the base of the charge includes used petroleumvalued on not designed to produce an amount that is not greater than fair
an arbitrary basis, the charge meets the realization and gross market value.
receipts requirements under Paragraph (c)(2) and (3) of this
Section because it is computed,withoutsubstantialdeviation, on Example (22). Country X imposes a charge on business income
the basis of realized actual gross receipts. which is computed by deducting costs from realized gross re-

ceipts. However, country X limits the amount of costs which may
Example (16). Country X imposes a separate charge on petroleum be deducted to 80 percent of gross receipts. Costs incurred in
extraction income. The base of the charge is gross proceeds deriving gross receipts in country X frequently exceed 80 percent
reduced by costs. Gross proceeds is defined as gross income of such receipts. The charge does not meet the net incone
from sales of extracted petroleum plus the fair market value of requirementunder Paragraph (c)(4) of this Section.
unsold petroleum transported from the well-head and delivered
for processing. The charge meets the realization requirement Exainple (23). Country X imposes a charge on realized gross busi-
under Paragraph (c)(2)(i)(A) and (C) of this Section because it is ness receipts. The legislative history of the charge indicates that
imposed upon the occurrence of sales and transfers(transport)and the rate was reduced to make up for the fact that deductions
the transported petroleum is readily marketable property. In were not allowed. The charge does not meet the net income
addition, .the charge meets the gross receipts requirement under requirementunder Paragraph (c)(4) of this section.
Paragraph (c)(3)(i) and ()(B) of this Section.

Example (24) Country X imposes a charge on the realized gross
Example (17). Country X imposes a separate charge on the excess receipts, less allowed deductions,derived by domestic and foreign
of fair market value costs of readily marketable mineralsover persons from business activities conducted within country X.
removed from a mine. Country X imposes another separate Country X allows deductions for all costs except royaltiespaid to

charge on realized net income of corporations. Included in the a related prson, interest exceedingcertain limits paid to a related
base of this charge are proceeds from sales of minerals, including person by a person other than a financial institution, social
minerals subject to the former charge. The former charge does security tax payments to other countries, and generaladministrat-
not satisfy the realization requirement under Paragraph (c)(2)(i) ive costs incurredby home offices outside country X. Despite the
of this Section because country X imposes a charge with respect disallowance of the costs described above, country X's charge
to the same income upon the disposition of the same minerals. satisfiesthe net incme requirement under Paragraph (c)(4)(i) of

this Section because it is computed, without substantial devia-
Example (18). Country X imposes a CorporationTax on realized tion, by reducinggross receipts by costs.
net income. Country X also imposes a tax on dividends paid to
shareholders resident outside of country X by corporations or- Example (25). Country X imposes a 40 percent charge .on realized
ganized in country X, and a Branch Profits Tax on corporations net income of all corporations that have offics in country X,
organized under the law of another country. The Branch Profits including corporations that maintain a headquarters office to
Tax is imposed when ralized net income is remitted to home provide management services for related corporations. Country
offices outside of the country X. The Branch Profits Tax meets X allows a person subject to this charge to elect every 2 years to
the realization requirement under Paragraph (c)(2)(ii) of this calculate its realized net income from headquarters management
Section. services by way of a formula rather than by subtracting costs

from gross receipts. The formula provides that realized net in-
Example (19). Country X imposes.a charge on the net gain of come from such services is deemed to be a specied multiple of
petroleum companies and another charge on the net gain of other the costs of providing the services. This amount is added to the
companies. Net gain of petroleumcompanies is determined when amount of any other realized net income and the 40 percent rate

petroleum is sold or exported, whichever occurs first. Country of charge is applied to the sum of the amount:s. The charge m-
X's Tax Board uses a set price in determining net gain derived posed by country X meets the gross receipts and net income re-

from both sales and exports of petroleum. The set price is a quirementspursuant to Paragraph (c)(4)(ii) of this Section.
weighted average based on reported prices for arm's-length sales
of country X petroleum and comparable petroleum from other Example (26). Country X imposes a charge on the realized net ,

countries under long and short term contracts and on the spot income of individual residents of the country. A resident individ-
market. Th set price takes into account transportation costs, ual that does not engage in commercial activity within country
delivery time, payment time and prices for petroleum products. X may elect annually to calculate his income from sourceswith-
The set price is determined retroactively every 4 months by the out country X either by reducing realized gross receipts by costs
Tax Board and is applied to sales and exports that took place or under a formula. The formula provides that taxable income is
during that period. The set price is in fact nearly equal to the fair deemed to be a specied multiple of the rental value of the in-
market value of substantiallyall the petroleumsold and exporte dividuai's residence. This amount is added to his income from
by companies subject to the charge. With respect to companies sources within country X and the rate of charge is applied to the
other than petroleum companies, country X uses actual 'gross sum of the amounts. The charge imposed by country X meets the
receipts in computingnet gain. It uses the set price for petroleum gross receipts and net income requirements pursuant to Para-
companies because the Tax Board believes that the gross receipts graph (c)(4)(ii) of this Section.
of petroleum companiesare not otherwise clearly reflected. Since
the exported petroleum is readily marketable property, the Example (27). Country X imposes an income tax on income
realization requirement under Paragraph (c)(2) of this Section is derived from manufacturing operations in Country X. Province
met. In addition, the charge meets the gross receipts requirement A of country X imposes a charge on gross receipts, less deduc-
under Paragraph (c)(3)(ii)(A)and (B) of this Section. tions, derived from manufacturingoperations in province A. No
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deduction is allowed in computing the provice A charge for the Section, the 20 percent charge may be an income tax notwith-
country X income tax. Notwithstanding the failure to allow a standing the fact that country X determines th source of per-
deduction for the portion of the income tax that is attributable sonal, services income on the basis of the residnce of the payor.
to manufacturingoperations without province A, the provinceA Pursuant to Paragraph (c)(4)(iii) of this Section, the 20 percent
charge may meet the net income requirement under Paragraph charge need not meet the net income requirement.
(c)(4) of this Section because this portion i not a cost attribut-
able to gross receipts subject to the province A charge. Notwith- Example (32). Country X imposes a 50 percent charge on the

standing the failure t allow a deduction for the portion of the net gain of corporationsengaged in a trade or business in coun-

country X income tax attributable to manufacturingoperations try X. In calculating net gain, deductions are allowed for all
within province A, the charge may meet the net income require- business expenses. In addition, corporationssubject to the charge
ment because the failure of a charge to allow the deductionof an are permitted to amortize capital expenditures over a reasonable
income tax imposed on the same gross receipts is not a substantial period. Country X does not permit related corporations to file

deviation within the meaning of Paragraph (c)(4)(i). consolidated returns. It does, however, permit a carryover of
losses from the period in which the losses are incurred to other

Example (28). Country X imposes a 25 percent rate of charge on periods. Country X requires that each oil well within the country
interest, dividends, and royalties paid by residents of country X be operated by a separate corporation. Otherwise country X im-
to persons that are neither residents of, nor, in the case of foreign poses no restrictions on whether businesses may operate as a

persons, established in, country X. The law of country X single corporation. As a result, foreign persons wishing to engage
allows non-resident nancial institutions to operate in the coun- in the extraction of oil within country X typically form several

try only through representative ofces. The functions of a orporations, each of which operates a differentwell. Country X

representative office are limited by law to solicitation of does not own or control the petroleum resources in country X.
customers for its home office or branchesoutside country X, ad- The provision of foreign law precludingthe filing of consolidated

vertising for its home office, performance of credit analyses on returns significantly increases the liability onl of corporations
prespective borrowers, and the transmission of information be- engaged in the extraction of oil because country X requires each
tween prospective borrowers and the home office. Deposits from oil well to be incorporated separately and it can reasonably be
residents of country X may not be accepted by such respresenta- expected that oil wells will, frequently not be protable. Extrac-
tive offices. A rpresentative office cannot legally bind the non- tion corporations that incur costs with respect to an oil well that.
resident nancial institution. Loans must be recorded outside the does not produce revenues will never be able to recover those

countr. Non-resident financial institutions doing business in costs. Therefore, the 50 percent charge as it applies to corpor-
country X through representativeofces are not considered to be ations engaged in the extraction of oil is considered a Separate
established in courtry X and interest paid to them by residents charge under Paragraph (d)(4) of this Section. That charge does
of country X is subject to the 25 percent charge. Interestpid to not satisfy the net income requirment under Paragraph (c)(4)(i)
resident financial institutions is subject to a 50 percent charge on of this Section because it is likely that the aggregate of the basis
realized gross reeipts reduced by costs. The 25 percent rate of of the charge imposed on the profitable members of a group of

charge, as applied to interest is a separate charge under Paragraph related corporations engaged in the extraction of oil will fre-

(d)(2) of this Sectin and need hot meet the net.income require- quently be signicantly greater, over a reasonableperiod of time,
ment pursuant to Paragraph (c)(4)(iii). than the excess of the aggregate gross receipts of the entire group

of related corporations over the costs attributable, under reason-

Example (29). The facts are the same as in example (28), xcept able principles, to those gross receipts. The 50 percent charge, as

that certain non-resident finncial institutions have been granted it applies to other industries, is a separate charge and may be an

the right to open branches in country X and to perform all income tax with respect to other corporations that are subject
normal banking activites within countr X. Financial institutions to it.
that exercise this right are considered established in country
X and are subject to the 50 percent charge on realized net income Example (33). The facts are the same as in example (32), except
attributable, under reasonable principles, to the establishment. that countr X does not require that each oil well within the
The interest received by such financial institutions that is not country be operated by a separate corporation. Instead, it re-

attributable to such an establishment is subject to the25 percent quires that persons engaged in unrelated lines of business cnduct

gross charge. The 25 percent charge need not meet the net in- each line of business through a separate Corporation. Thus, a

come requirement pursuant to Paragraph (c)(4)(iii) of this person wishihg to engage in the extraction of oil within country
Section. X and to invest in a rsort hotel in country X is required to

conduct each activity through a separate corporation. Even
Example (30). The law of cuntry X requires that loans made to though country X does not permit the filing of consolidated
residents of country X by non-residentsbe recorded and executed returns by related corporations, country X's charge meets the
outside the coUntry. There are no other restrictionson the activi- net income requirementunder Paragraph (c)(4)(i) of this Section.
ties that non-residents can perform within country X. A separate
charge of 25 percent is imposed on gross interest paid by resi- Example (34). Country X generally imposes a 45 percent charge
dents of country X to non-residents.The 25 percent charge is not on the realized,net income of corporations doing business in
excused from the net income requirement of Paragraph (c)(4) of country X. However, the law of country X provides that in the
this Section by Paragraph (c)(4)(iii) because country X does not case of a corporation engaged in mining operations, a separate
make a reasonable distinction, based on the degree of contact of 35 percent charge is instead imposed on the excess of the gross
the recipients of the interest or the activities or assets that gener- receipts over costs attributable to each specified ore body. Thus,

, ate the interest, between interest income that is subject to the losses from ,one specified ore body may not offset gains from
25 percent .charge and interest income that is subject to a charge another specified ore body or from other activities and losses
on realized gross receipts reduced by costs. The 25 percent charge from other activities may not offset gains from specified ore

does not meet the net income requirement because the base of bodies. Losses attributable to one taxable year may be carried
the charge is not computed, without substantial deviation, by forward and used in subsequent taxable years. Country X owns

reducing gross receipts by costs that may be incurred by lenders. the mineral resources in country X. Corporations engaged in
mining operations often also are.engaged, in country X, n related

Example (31). Country X imposes a chare computed on the activities such as processing or refining. The realized net income
basis of realized gross receits reduced by costs on residents of from these activities is subject to the 45 percent charge. It is
country X and on nn-residents that have a permanentestablish- demonstrated that it is likely that these related activities are

ment Within country X. Country X also imposes a 20 percent profitable over a .reasonable period of time. It is also demon-
charge on the gross amount of fees paid by residents of country strated that due to the nature of the involved in miningexpenses
X for technical services performedwithin or without the country ore in country X, the scope of the mining areas encompassed
by non-residents that have no permanent establishment within within ore bodies, the value of country X ore, and the prospects
country X. A non-resident has a permanentestablishmentwithin for the recovery of ore, the aggregate of the basis of the separate
country X if it has a place of business in the country for a period charges imposed with respect to each protable specified ore

9f more than 1 year. Pursuant to Paragraph (a)(1)(iii) of this body will rarely, if ever, be significantlygreater, over a reasonable
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period of time, than the excess of the aggregate of gross receipts amount of income tax (within the meaning of 4.901-2(a)(1))
from all specified ore bodies over all costs attributable, under that is paid or accrued to a foreign country, subject to the pro-
reasonable principles, to those gross receipts. The charge imposed visions of this Paragraph (f). The amount of income tax paid or

with respect to each specified ore body satisfies the net income accrued is determinedseparately for each taxpayer.
requirementunde Paragraph (c)(4)(i) of this Section.

(2) Refunds. An amount is not income tax paid or accrued to

, Example (35). A charge imposed by the law of country X is not a foreign country to the extent that it is reasonably certain that
bsed on realized net income. A, a U.S. person, represents to the the amount will be refunded. It is not reasonably certain that n
Internal Revenue Service that the law of country X is admin- amount will be refunded if the amount is a reasonable approxi-
istered, with respect to A, in a manner such that in practice the mation of final income tax liability to the foreign country.
charge is based on realized net income. Notwithstanding this

representation, the charge is not an income tax because it does (3) Subsidies -- (i) General rule. An amount is not income tax
not meet the standard set forth jn Paragraph (a)(1)(ii) of this paid or accrued to a foreign country to the extent that --

Section under the law as well as in practice. (A) The amount is used directly or indirectly by the country to

provide a subsidy by any means (such as through a refund or

Example (36). Country X imposes a charge on all interest paid by credit) to the taxpayer;and
residents of country X to lenders, regardless of whether the (B) The subsidy is determined directly or indirectly by reference
lenders are commercial or whether they are residents of, or to the amount of income tax, or the base used t compute the

operate within, country X. Country X's law does not specifically income tax, imposed by the country on the taxpayer.
identify separate classes of taxpayers or types of interest. Under (ii) Indirect subsidies. A foreign country is considered to provide
Paragraph (d)(2) of this Section, country X imposes one charge a subsidy to a person if the country provides a subsidy to anothr
on interest income. The charge does not meet the net income person that --

requirement of Paragraph (c)(4)(i) of this Section. It is not ex- (A). Is owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by the same

cused from meeting this requirement by Paragraph (c)(4)(iii) interests that own or control, directly or indirectly, the first
because no interest is subject to a charge computed by reducing person; or

realized gross interest by costs as described in Paragraph (c)(4)(i). (B) Engages in a business transaction with the first person, but
only if the subsidy received by such other person is determied .:

Example (37). The facts are the same as in example (36) except directly or indirectly by reference to the amount of income tax,
that country X's law does specically identify residents and non- or the base used to compute the income tax, imposed by the
residents as separate classes. Under Paragraph (d)(2) of this Sec- country on the first person with respect to such transaction.
tion country X imposes separate charges on interest paid to resi-
dents and non-residents. However, the charge on non-residentsis (4) Multiple charges -- (i) General rule. If a person or one or

not excused from meeting the net income requirement by Para- more related persons are liable to a foreign country for one or

graph (c)(4)(iii) of this Section because interest paid to residents more charges that are not income taxes in addition to an income
is not subject to a charge computed by reducing realized gross tax, an anount is income tax paid or accrued to a foreign country
interes..t by costs as described in Paragraph (c)(4)(i). only to the extent that the total of all amountspaid or accrued to

the country exceeds the amount for which the person or persons
Example (38). Country X imposes a single rate of charge on the wuld have been liable to the country if the person or persons
sum of an individual's wages and gross business income. The wage were not liable for any income tax. This Paragraph (f)(4) applies
income and the business income each constitute a separate base even if liability for the income tax and liability for the charges
under Paragraph (d)(2) of this Sectionbecause these amounts are that are not income taxes are attributable to different taxable
identied by foreign law and no deductions are allowed for

years.
costs. Since a flat rate of charge is appIied to the sum of the (ii) Offsettingcharges. If under foreign law --

bases, the charge on each base is a separate charge. Acordingly, (A) Liability for an income .tax can be reduced by the amount of
under Paragraph (a)(1) of this Section, the determination of

a charge that is not an income tax;
whether the charge on gross business income is an income tax is (B) Liability for a charge that is not an income tax can be re-
made independently of the determination of whether the charge duced by the amount of an income tax; or

on wages is an income tax. (C) The total amount of liability is the greater of the amount of
an income tax or the amount of a charge that is not an income

Example (39). Country X requires persons to pay an amount tax;
equal to 25 percent of a specified base and another amount equal then an amount is income tax paid or accrued to a foreign coun-
to 15 percent of the same base. Country X imposes two separate try only to the extent that the income tax exceeds the other
charges under Paragraph (d)(3) of this Section. charge.

(iii) Simultaneously determined amounts. If liability for an in-
Example (40). The facts are the same as in example (39), except come tax and liability for one or more charges that are not
that the 15 percent rate is applied to the specified base reduced income taxes are computed so that their sum cannot be less than
by the amount of the first charge. Country X imposes two a third amount that is not an income tax, then an amount is in-
separate charges under Paragraph (d)(2) of this Section. come tax paid or accrued to a foreign country only to the extent

that the income tax exceeds the third amount.
Example (41). Country X imposes a charge on realized net in- (iv) Advance corporation taxes. If, pursuant to foreign law that
come except that no deduction or other allowance is granted for partially or fully integrates corporate and shareholder taxation,
mineral royalties paid or accrued. The disallowance of a mineral liability of a corporation for an amount, imposedwith respect to
royalties deduction significantly increases the liability only of a distribution of the corporation's prots (advance amount),
persons engaged in mineral extraction. If such persons were the reduces liability of the corporation, or a related corporation, for
only persons subject to the charge, the charge would not be an an income tax imposed on corporate prots, whether or not
income tax because it would not satisfy the net income require- distributed, then the corporate income tax is paid or accrued in
ment under Paragraph (c)(4) of this Section. Country X imposes the taxable year for which it is imposedand the advance amount
a separate charge on persons engaged in mineral extractionunder is not paid or accrued to the extent such.amount reduces the
Paragraph (d)(4) of this Section. corporate income tax. The amount of corporate income tax.paid.

or accrued is reduced to the extent the advance amount is paid or

Example (42). The facts are the same as in example (41), except credited to shareholdersof the distributingcorporation.
that the deduction disallowed applies only to royalties paid or

accrued for the right to extract gold ore. Country X imposes a (5) Noneompulsory amounts. An amount is not income tax paid
separate charge on persons engaged in gold ore extraction under or accrued to a foreign country to the extent that the amount
Paragraph (d)(4) of this Section. exceeds liability under foreign law for income tax. An amount

does not exceed such liability if --

(f) Amountof income tax paid or accrued (i) The amunt of such liability is determined;and

(1) In general. A credit is allowed under Section 901 for the (ii) All effective and practical remedies are exhausted;
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in a manner that is consistent with a reasonable interpretation allowance paid to a customer is not based on the amount of in-
and application of the substantive and procedural provisions of come tax imposed on the electric company with respect to its
foreign law (including applicable tax conventions) so as to re- transactionwith that customer. -

duce, over a reasonable period of time, such liability. An inter-
pretation or application of foreign law is not reasonable if there Example (5). A is an accrual basis U.S. corporationdoing business
is actual or constructive notice that the interpretationor applica- in country X. The general law of the country X provides that in-
tion is likely to Se erroneous. A remedy is effectiveand practical come tax due to country X for any taxable year must be paid by ,

only if it is reasonable to believe that the potential reduction in the end of the next taxable year. Country X and A agree by con-

liability would justify the expenses of pursuing the remedy. A tract that A is not required to pay the income tax due for calen-
person need not alter its form of doing business or its business dar year 1980 until December 31, 1984. A is not required to pay
conduct to reduce its liability under foreign law for income tax. interest to country X on the unpaid income tax. The fair market

value of the use by A in 1982, 1983, and 1984 of the amountof
(6) Contested amounts. An amount may be income tax paid or A's 1980 income tax liability is a subsidy determined by refer-
accrued to a foreign country notwithstandingthe fact that liabili- ence to the amount of income tax imposed on A by country X.
ty for the amount is contested. Under Paragraph (f)(3)(i) of this Section, the amount of income

tax otherwise accrued by A for 1980 is reduced by the amountof
(7) Interest and penalties. An amount is not income tax paid or this subsidy. No additional amount of income tax is paid or
accrued to a foreign country to the extent that the amount dis- accrued when the amount due is paid.
charges a liability for interest, fines, penalties, or any similar
obligation. Example (6). Country X imposes an income tax on persons en-

gaged in a trade or business in country X. In addition, country X
(8) Consideration. An amount is not income tax paid or accrued require petroleum companies .to pay a royalty. Petroleum com-
to a foreign country to the extent of the fair market value of panies are allowed to deduct the amount of the royalty in com-
consideration received explicitly in exchange for the amount. puting net income subject to the income tax. The. tax is then
Unless it is demonstrated otherwise, the fair market value of the determined by applying the generally applicable tax rules and
consideration will be considered to be equal to the amount ex- rates in country X. The amount of royalty imposed by country
changed for the consideration. X is determined in such a way that the sum of the royalty and the

amount of the net income tax on petroleum companies equals an
(9) Exaniples. The following examples illustrate the application amount which is based on a percentage of the gross value of
of this Paragraph (f). petroleum production. Under Paragraph (f)(4)(iii) of this Section,

the amount of the income tax paid or accrued is zero.
Example (1). The law of country X provides that 25 percent of
the amount of a person's income tax liability to that country Example (7) Country X owns all mineral resourceswithin coun-
will be refunded to that person after 5 years. The amount to be try X and licenses corpration A to extract such minerals. Cor-
refunded is not income tax paid or accrued under Paragraph poration A is permitted to sell the minerals to B a related cor-
(f)(1) and (2) of this Section. poration at fair market value. CorporationB is required under the

law of country X to sell the same minerals within country X.
Example (2). The law ofcountry X requires a resident of country Country X inposes an incone tax on A's realized net incone
X that pays interest to a non-resident to withhold and pay over under the generally applied rates and provisions of its corporateto country X 25 percent of such interest. A tax convention be- income tax. Country X imposes a separate charge on B that is not
tween the United States and country X provides that interest paid an income tax. This charge is computed so that the sum of the
by a resident of country X to a resident of the United States is amount of income tax imposed on A and the amount of chargesubject to a maximum rate of charge of 10 percent and that such imposed on B equals an amount based on a percentage of the
charge is an income tax. The excess over the 10 percent rate is gross value of the minerals sold by B. Under Paragraph (f)(4)(i)refunded to the U.S. resident after the end of the taxable year. and (iii) of this Section, the amount of income tax paid or ac-
Under Paragraph (f)(1) and (2) of this Section, the excess of the crued by A is zero.
amount withheld over the 10 percent rate is not income tax paid
or accrued. Example (8). The tax system of country X grants individuais that

receive a dividend from a country X corporation a credit for a
Example (3). Country X imposes a 30 percent charge on interest portion of the income tax paid by the corporation.When a'coun-
paid by its residents to non-resident lenders. This charge is with- try X corporation pays a dividend, it is required to make an ad-
held by resident borrowers and paid over to country X. Country vane payment equal to a specified percentage of the amountof
X refunds to borrowers a subsidy equal to 20 percent of the the dividend. The advance payment, under the law of country X,interest paid. Because the subsidy is based on the interest paid, it may offset the country X income tax liability of the distributingis determined by reference to the base used to compute the corporation or related country X corporations. In 1973, A, a
income tax imposed on the non-residentlender. Under Paragraph country X corporation, pays a dividend to B, its U.S. parent cor-
(f)(3)(ii)(B) of this Section, the subsidy is considered to be pro- poration, and also makes the asociated advance payment.Vided t the non-resident lender since it is provided to a person Neither A nor any of its related corporations is liable for any(the borrower) that engaged ina business transaction with the country X corporate income tax for 1973. In 1974 pursuant to
lender and is based on the amount of income tax imposed on the countr X law, the entire advance payment made by A in 1973
lender with respect to this transaction. Therefore, two-thirds (20 reduces the liability of C, a related corporation, for the country X
percent/30 percerit) of the amount withheld by a resident corporate income tax for 1974. The advance payment is not in-
borrower from interest payments to a non-resident lender is not come tax paid or accrued by A. Instead, the corporate income tax
income tax paid or accrued under Paragraph (f)(3)(i) of this Sec- for 1974 is paid or accrued by C under Paragraph (f)(4)(iv) of
tion. this Section.

Example (4). Country X grants a rebate to each province of Example (9). A, a corporation organized and doing business
country X of a specified percentage of the income tax paid in the solely in the United States, owns all of the stock in B, a corpora-
prior year to country X by the electric company in the province.. tion organized in country X. A and B deal extensively with each
Each province may decide the manner in which it will use the other. A reasonable interpretation of country X's income tax
rebate. Province A uses the rebate to pay an allowance to each provisions requiring that transactions between related persons be
person that is a customer of the electric company in province A at arm's length would allocate $100,000 of icome to B and
during the year the allowance is paid. The allowance is based on $100,000 to A in 1978. Instead, A and B allocate $10,000 of
the amount of electricity used by the customer in that year. income to A and $190,000 to B. This allocation is not conistent
Country X regulates electric utility rates and does not vary them with a reasonable interpretationof the law of country X. The
to reflect the allowance paid to customers. Country X is not Internal Revenue Service does not audit the 1978 tax return of A.
considerd to provide a subsidy to the electric company in The amount paid or accrued to country X by B that is attribut-
province A under Paragraph (f)(3) of this Section because the able to the improperly allocated $90,000 exceeds legal liability
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and is not income tax paid or accrued under Paragraph (f)(5) of even though the use of the formula would produce a lesser
this Section. amount of income. B elects to calculate such income under the

formula even though the use of realized gross receiptS reduced by
Example (10). A, a corporation organized and doing business costs would produce a lesser amount of income. The amountpaid
solely in the United States, owns all of the stock in B, a cor- or accrued to country X by A and B that results fr0m.their elect-
poration organized in country X. Country X has in force a tax ing to use the method that produces a greater amount of income
convention with the United States. The conventionprovides that exceeds legal liability and is not income tax paid or accrued under
the profits of related persons shall be determined as if the persons Paragraph (f)(5) of this Section.
were not related. A and B deal extensivelywith each other. A and

B, with respect to a transaction between them, allocate $30,000 (g) Taxpayer
of income to A and $70,000 of income to B. Subsequehtly, the
Internal Revenue Service reallocates $20,000 of income from B (1) In general. Income tax is paid or accrued by or on behalf of

to A under the authority of Section 482 and the convention. a person if foreign law imposes legal liability for income tax on

This reallocation constitutes notice that the interpretation of that person and income tax is paid or accrued under Paragraph (f)
ountry X's law and the tax treaty is likely to be erroneous. B of this Section.

does not seek a refund from country X and does no(establish
that its liability to country X was determined in a manner con- (2) Taxes paid on combined income. In the case of an income

sistent with a reasonable interpretation of country X's law and tax imposed on the combined income of two or more related

the tax convention. The amount paid to country X by B that is persons (for example, a husbandand wife or a corporationand its

attributable to the reallocated $20,000 exceeds legal liability and subsidiaries) that are jointly and severally liable for the income

is not income tax paid or accrued under Paragraph (f)(5) of this tax under foreign law, foreign law is considered to impose legal
Section. liability on each such person for the.amount of the incom tax

attributable to its portion of the base of the tax under foreign
Example (11). C, a U.S. corporationdoing business in country X, law, regardless of which person actually pays the tax.

pays an income tax consistent with what appears to be a reason-

able interpretation of the law of country X. A court in country X (3) Taxes paid by payor of income. Foreign law is considered to

subsequently holds that corporations organized outside country impose legal liability on a person that realizes an item of income
specied in Section 871(a) or 881(a) for an income tax paid orX are entitled to a deduction not claimed by C. The statute of
accrued by behalf of the of such income iflimitations of country X has not expired. C does not follow the or on payor -

procedural provisionsof the law of country X allowing it to claim (i) The payor has the right under foreign law to withhold the

a refund in a country X court, although the expenses of doingso amount of the tax from such income;
are small in relation to the potential country X tax savings. An (ii) The payor does not have the right under foreign law to

amount equal to the refund that C could have received from reduce by part or all of the anountof the tax withheld any other

country X exceeds legal liability and is not income tax paid or liability imposd on the payor by foreign law; and

accrued under Paragraph (f)(5) of this Section. (iii) The person that realizes such income does not have the right
under foreign law to recover from the payor the amount of the

Example (12). D, a U.S. person doing business in country X, is tax withheld.

subject to the country X income tax. D determines its 1977
country X income tax liability in a manner that is consistentwith (h) Definitionof freign country
a reasonable interpretation and application.ofthe law of country For purposesof this Section, the term foreign country includes
X. After D les its country X return for 1977 and pays to coun- any foreign state or possession of the United States, or political
try X the amount shown as de thereon, D files claim for subdivision or agency or instrumentlity thereof. The term pos-
refund for 1977 in order to claim a deduction for certain addi- session of the United States includes Guam, Puerto Rico, and
tional business expenses on its return. Urider the law of country the Virgin Islands.
X it is not clear that the deductions claimed by D in requesting
the refund are allowable. Under Paragraph (f)(5) and (6) of this (i) Effective date.
Section, the original income tax payment made by D to country
X may be income tax paid or accrued notwithstanding the fact Thi SeCtion shall apply to taxable years ending after June 15,
that D has filed a refund claim. However, if D obtains a refund, 1979, unless the taxpayer chooses to apply this Section to taxable

D must, pursuant to 1.905-3(a), immediatelynotify the Internal years ending on r before such date. If a revenue ruling in effect

Revenue Service of the refund. on November 13, 1980 is inconsistent with this Section, then,
notwithstanding this Sction, a taxpayer may choose to apply

Example (13). A is a U.S. person doing business in countryX. In such ruling for any taxable year ending on or before December

computing its income tax liability to country X, A calculates its 31, 1980.

depreciation on the basis of a reasonable asset life that is longer
than the shor.test life permitted by country X. Under Paragraph Reg. 4.903-1
(f)(5) of this Section, the use of such asset life by A does not
result in a payment in excess of legal liability for the income tax (TD 7739, filed 11-12-80.)
since the use of a shorter asset life would not reduce, over a

reasonable period of time, A's income tax liability to country X. Taxes in lieu of income taxes.

Example (14). A is a citizen of the United States and a resident of (a) In general.
country X. Country X imposes no tax on gains from the sale of Section 903 provides that the term income, war prots, and
investment property. A travels to country Y, which imposes a excess prots taxes shall include a tax paid in lieu of a tax on

10. percent charge on such gains, to sell investment property. A income, war prots, or excess profits (income tax) otherwise
had no significant purpose for doing so other than to avoid the generally imposed by any foreign country or any possession of
ule of Section 904(b)(3)(C). Under Paragraph (f)(5) of this the United States. A charge is a tax in lieu of an income tax if
Section, the amount paid by A to country Y is not income tax and only if-

paid or accrued because A has altered his conduct to incur un- (1) The charge is not compensation for a specific economic
, necessary liability to country Y. benet within the meaningof 4.901-2(b);

(2) The charge meets the substitution requirement as set forth
Example (15). Country X imposes an income tax on all individual in Paragraph (b) of this section;
residents of the country. Such a resident may elect, 3 months (3) The charge meets the comparabilit requirementas set forth
after the close of the taxable year, to alculate his income from in Paragraph (c) of this Section;and
sources without country X .either by reducing realized gross (4) The charge follows reasonable rules of taxing jurisdiction
receipts by costs or under a formula. A and B are U.S. citizens within the meaningof 4.901-2(a)(1)(iii).
resident in country X. A elects to calculate his income from The amount of a tax in lieu of an income tax that is paid or

sources without country X by reducing gross receipts by costs accrued by or on behalf of the taxpayer is determined under
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4.901-2(f) and (g) by treating the tax in lieu of an income tax rate of tax). Under Paragraph (d) of this Section, the separate in-
as an income tax. come taxes constitute an income tax otherwise generally im-

posed.
(b) Substitution.

A foreign harge meets the substitutionrequirenent if the charge Example (3). Country X imposes separate charges, at different
is clearly intended, and in fact operates, as a charge imposed in rates, on significant amounts of ralized net income from invest-

substitution for, and not in addition to, an income tax otherwise ments, petroleum operations, and other business activities. The

generally imposed. rate applicable with respect to petroleum operations is sub-
stantially in excess of the rates applicable to investments and

(c) Comparability. other business activities. Those engaged in petroleum operations
are extracting oil owned by country X. The charges on other

A foreign charge meets the comparabilityrequirementunless it is business activities and investment are income taxes. Country X
reasonably clear that foreign law imposing the charge is struc- enters into a contract with D, a domestic corporation, to sub-
tured, or in fact operates, so that the amount of liability of stitute a charge on gross petroleum income for the otherwise
persons subject to the charge will generally be signicantly applicable charge on realized net petroleum income. The charge
greater, over a reasonable period of time, than the amount for on gross petroleum income will, over a reasonableperiod of time,
which such persons would [be] liable if they were subject to the approximate in amount the charge imposed on realized net in-
income tax otherwise generally imposed. come from petroleum operations. Under Paragraph (d) of this

Section, Country X has an income tax otherwise generally im-
(d) Otherwisegenerally imposed. posed. However, under Paragraph (a)(1) of this Section and
An income tax is otherwise generally imposed if the country m- 4.901-2(b), the charges on gross petroleum income and on re-

poses an income tax or a series of separate income taxes (within alized net .income from petroleum operations are each presumed
the meaningof 4.901-2) on signicantamounts of income. to be compensation for a specific economic benefit. Therefore,

the charge paid by D is presumed not to be a tax in lieu of an in-
(e) Rules of application. come tax.

For purposes of applyingParagraph (a) of this Section the follow- Example (4). Country X imposes a 40 percent tax on realized net
ing rules apply. income of persons doing business in country X. Persons in the

insurance business may elect instead to be subject to a 5 percent(1) The charge need not be mposed because of administrative charge on a formulary base. The 5 percent charge does not meet
difficulty in determining the base of the income tax otherwise the net income requirement under .4.901-2(c)(4)(i) because
generally imposed. or,

it is a charge separate from the 40 percent tax on realized net

(2) All the income derived by persons subject to the charge need income, under 4.901-2(c)(4)(ii),and thus is not an income tax.

not be exempt from the income tax. However, the 5 percent charge meets the substitution require-
ment under Paragraph (b) of this Section.

(3) The base of the charge be income, receiptsmay gross gross Example (5). Country X imposes a tax on realized net income of
or sales, or the number of units produced or exported; the base all persons engaged in business in country X other than persons
of the charge need not bear any relation to realized net income. engaged in the banking business. Country X also imposes a gross

receipts charge (deductible from realized net income) on persons
(4) Paragraph (a) of this Section is applied independently to engaged in business in country X includingpersons engaged in the
each separate charge (within the meaning of 4.901-2(d)) im- banking business. The gross receipts charge does not meet the
posed by the foreign country (within the meaning of 4.901- substitution requirement under Paragraph ib) of this Section
2(h)). Each separte foreign charge will be considered either to because it is imposed in addition to, and not in substitutionfor,
be a tax in lieu of an income tax or not to be such a tax in its the tax on realized net income.
entirety for all persons subject to the charge.

Example (6). Country X imposes a 30 percent tax on significant
(5) If- amounts of realized net business income. Persons engaged in the
(i) Payment of a charge (including the third amount referred shipping business are required to pay the greater of this income
to in 4.901-2(f)(4)(iii)) that is compensation for a specific tax or 8 percent of gross receipts. The gross receipts charge does
economic benefit discharges a person's liability for -- not meet the substitution requirement under Paragraph (b) of
iA) An income tax impsed on significantamounts of income of this Section because it is imposed in addition to, and not in sub-
persons to which this Paragraph (e)(5) does not apply; or stitution for, the income tax. Thus, the gross receipts charge is
iB) A tax in lieu of such an income tax; and not a tax in lieu of an income tax.

(ii) Foreign law requires the income tax or the tax in lieu of the
income tax to be separatelystated and computed; Example (7). Country X imposes an individual income tax and a

Then, subject to 4.901-2(f) (other than 4.901-2(f)(4)(i), (ii), corporate income tax. Persons subject to the individual income
and (iii)) and (g), the amount of tax in tax are also liable fora minimum charge equal to a stated per-person pays or accrues an

lieu of an income tax equal to the amount of liability referred to centage of the rental value of their residence. The minimum
in Paragraph (e)(5)(i)(A).or(B) of this Section. charge does not meet the substitution requirement under Para-

graph (b) of this Section because it is imposed in addition to, and

(f) Examples.
not in substitution for, the individual income tax and because it
is not clearly intended as a charge imposed in substitution for

The following examples illustrate the application of this Section. the corporate income tax.

Example (1). Country X imposes an income tax on significant Example (8). Substantially all business income, other than in-
amounts of business, investment, and personal services income come derived by insurance companies, is subjectto one of several
derived from within country X by foreign persons and corpora- separate income taxes. Insurance companies are subject to a

tions owned by foreign persons. Country X does not impose an charge on gross premiums. Income derived by insurance compa-
income tax on nationals of country X or corporationsowned by nies is not specifically exempted from the application of any of
such nationals even though those persons also derive significant the income taxes although none, by its terms, applies to such in-
amounts of business, investment, and personal services income come. The charge on gross premiums meets the substitution re-
from within country X. Under Paragraph (d) of this Section, the quirement,under Paragraph (b) of this Section because it is clearly
income tax of country X is otherwise generally mposed. intended, and in fact operates, as a charge imposed in substitu-

tion for, and not in addition to, the income taxes.
Example (2). Country X imposes separate income taxes on in-
come from: investments (30 percent rate of tax); business.activi- Example (9). A significantportion of the business income derived
ties (45 percent rate of tax); and personal services (40 percent within country X is subject to one of several separate income
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taxes. Insurance companies are subject to a charge on gross pre- the presumption is rebutted, pursuant to 4.901.2(a)(1) and
miums. Income derived by insurance companies is hot specifically Paragraphs (a) and (e)(5) of this Section, no tax in lieu of an

exempted from the application of any of the income taxes al- income tax is paid or accrued by any licensee.
though none, by its terms, applies to such income. Income
derived by insurance companies was subject to an income tax by Example (12). The facts are the same as in example (10) except
country X until that income tax was repealed by the legislation that the law of country X does not require the 40 percent charge
that enacted the charge on gross premiums. The charge on gross to be separately computed and stated. The law of country X
premiumsmeets the substitutiohrequirementunder Paragraph (b) does state that the 80 percent charge is, to an unspecifiedextent,
of this Section because it is clearly intended,and in fact operates, in lieu of the 40 percent charge imposed on persons that are not
as a charge imposed in substitution for, and not in addition to, engaged in mineral extractin. Pursuant to Paragraphs (a)and
the income taxes. (e)(5) of this Section, no tax in lieu of an income tax is paid or

accrued by any licensee.
Example (10). Country X imposes a 40 percent charge on the
realized net income of corporationsengaged in variousbusinesses Example (13). The facts are the same as in example (12) except
in country X including mineral extraction. Country X owns all that, in computing the 40 percent charge, a person that is not
mineral resources located within the country and licensesprivate engaged in mineral extraction qualifies for an additional deduc-

persons to extract those minerals. Country X imposes an 80 per- tion equal to one-third of its realized net income. Licensees do
cent charge on the posted price of minerals sold by a licensee. not qualify for this deduction. Under 4.901-2(4) and (b)(1),
Posted price is equal to 105 percent of the amount realized on the 40 percent charge imposed on licensees is presumed to be
the sale. A licensee's liability for the 80 percent charge is reduced a separate charge that is compensation for a specific economic
by the 40 percent charge. The law of country X imposing the 40 benet, because the failure to qualify for the additional de-
percent charge does not distinguishsignificantlybetweenpersons duction significantly increases the ,amount of the 40 percent
extracting minerals and other persons that derive significant charge paid by licensees over what this amount would be if they
amounts of income and do not receive any specific economic were subject to the 40 percent charge imposed on others. Thus,
benefit in determing gross receipts, allowing deductions for ex- the 40 percent charge imposed on licensees is presumed not to
penses and recovery of capital (including depletion), permitting be an income tax or a tax in lieu of an income tax. Therefore,
losses from one activity to offset income from other activities, unless the presumption is rebutted, pursuant to 4.901-2(a)(1)
applying rates of charge, or in any other manner. The excess of and Paragraphs (a) and (e)(2) of this Section, no tax in lieu of
the 80 percent charge over the 40 percent charge is allowed as a an income tax is paid or accrued by any licensee.
deduction in computing the 40 percent charge by the law of
country X. That is, the amount of the 40 percent charge imposed Example (14). The facts are the same as in example (13), except
on a licensee is always equal to (G-C-K) (R) / 1-R.'R' is the rate that licensees do qualify for the additional deduction. Licensee
of the charge (.40) imposed on persons that derive significant A, however, does not claim this deduction in computing its
amounts of income and do not receive any specic economic liability for, and payment of, the 40 percent charge. A receives
benefit. 'G' is the gross receipts of the licensee. 'C' is the costs no refund, subsidy or consideration within the meaning of
attributable to those gross receipts. 'K' is the amount of the 80 4.901-2(f)(2), (3), or (8) and dischargesno liability for interest,
percent charge imposed on the licensee. The 80 percent charge is fines or any similar obligations within the meaning of 4.901-

,

presumed not to be an income tax or a tax in lieu of an income 2(f)(7). Under Paragraph (e)(5) of this Section, A pays an amount
tax pursuant to 4.901-2(b)(1). The 40 percent charge is an in- of tax in lieu of an income tax equal to the amount of the 40 per-
come tax under 4.901-2(a)(1), but is not considered paid or cent charge imposed on A reduced, pursuant to 4.901-2(f)(5)
accrued by a licensee under 4.901-2(f)(4). Under Paragraph by the amount of the 40 percent charge that is attributable to the
(e)(5) of this Section, a licensee pays or accrues an amount of tax additional deductionthat A did not claim.
in lieu of an income tax equal to the amount of the 40 percent
charge imposed on the licensee (subject to 4.901-2(f) (other Example (15). Country X imposes an income tax on corporations
than 4.901-2(f)(4)(i),(ii), and (iii)) and (g). engaged in business in country X other than corporationsengaged

in mineral extraction. Country X owns all mineral resources

Example (11). The facts are th same as in example (10) except
located within the country. Corporations engaged in mineral

that the 80 percent charge is imposed on realized net income and extraction are subject to' two charges neither of which is an in-

the excess of the 80 percent charge over the 40 percent charge is come tax. Each charge, considered separately, may meet the

not allowed as a deduction in computing the 40 percent charge requirements of Paragraph (a) of this Section. However, if the
were a

imposed on persons engaged in mineral extraction. Thus, the aggregate of the two charges considered to be single
amount of this 40 percent charge is one-half of the amount of charge, the aggregate charge would not meet the requirement of

4.901-2(b)(2)(ii) or Paragraph (c) of this Section. A taxpayerthe 80 percent charge. If the excess were allowed as a deduction,
the amount of this 40 percent charge would be only approxi- may establish which of the two charges is the tax in lieu of an

income tax and may only claim a foreign tax credit for that
mately one-sixth of the amount of the 80 percentcharge. Under

4.901-2(d)(4) and (b)(1), the 40 percent charge imposed on charge.
licensees is presumed to be a separate charge that is compensation (g) Effective date.
for a specific ecnomic benet because the failure to allow the
excess (a cost of extractingminerals that is not an income tax) as This Section shall apply to taxable years ending after June 15,
a deduction significantly increases the amount of the 40 percent 1979, unless the taxpayer chooses to apply this Section to tax-

charge paid by licensees over what this amount would be if they able years ending on or before such date. If a revenue ruling in
were subject to the 40 percent charge imposed on others, which effect on November 13, 1980 is inconsistent with this Section,
charge allows the deduction of costs of doing business. Thus, the then, notwithstanding this Section, a taxpayer may choose to
40 percent charge imposed on licensees is presumed not to be an apply such ruling for any taxable year ending on or before
income tax or a tax in liu of an income tax. Therefore, unless December31, 1980.
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IRELANI:): creases representing4p pergallonon petrol,
4p per gallon on road diesel and 8p per

SupplernentaryBudget1981 gallon on liquid petroleum gas used in
motor vehicles. Combined with the pro-
posed VAT change on 1 September, total
tax increases of approximately 13.4p on

Extracts from the Financial Statementsubmitted by the Minister for Finance, petrol and 12p on road diesel will be in-
volved. These duty increases will yieldMr. John Bruton,.T.D., on July 21, 1981 £6.2 million in 1981 and 114.0 million in
1982. I am arranging that the existingt

rebate for handicapped drivers will be in-
creased so that the excise duty increase

REVENUE percent in order to offset the consequent now will not affect them.

increase in VAT on farm inputs.
Private motor vehiclesThe actiontaken in reducingspendingwhich I will refer later in my Statement to the

I have just outlined is very substantial, es- Government's commitment to provide a The purchase of private motor vehicles,.
pecially in the circumstances of a mid-year VAT relief for agricultural contractors. which reached record levels earlier this
djutment. It has had the effect of' reduc- year, represents a large element in the
ing the amount of taxation which wold Excise duties balace of payments decit. While the
otherwise have had to be raised: But.the VAT change proposed will apply to such
scale of our problem is such that tax In reviewing the levels of excise duties, I purchases, the Governmentare notsatised
measuresmust still be significant. have taken into account the fact that the that the mpact will be adequate having

new 15 percent VAT rate will apply to the regard to the serious balance of paymentsWe cannot have recourse to income tax for main excisble goods from 1 September. position. I accordingly to increasetwo reasons. Firstly, the Government's propose
the excise duty on private motor vehicles,commitment is to a reduction in the burden Beer including motorcycles, from 40 percent toof taxation on the ordinary worker com-

bined with a special t;ax credit for the I am proposing a duty-based increase of 50 percent with immediate effect. The

spouse. It would be quite inconsistent 2p in the retail price of the int of beer, to revenue yield is. estimated at £8.5 million

with this commitment to impose new take effect immediately.This is expected to in 1981 and £32.3 in 1982.

burdens on the income taxpayer. Secondly, bring in extra revenue of £5.3 million this

incone tax changes cahnot be introduced year and 114.5 nillion in 1982. This in. Road tax

in the middle of a tax year because of the crease, together with the VAT Change on 1 The abolition by the previous Government
nature of the tax systen and the method Septenber, will nake for a total tax in- of road tax on alnost all cars not only nar-

of calculating taxable incomes. It is for this crease of 5p to 6p on the pint of beer. rowed the tax base but ran counter to all
I reson that, as was always envisaged, I will balanc of payments and energy consider-

mplement the Government's tax reform Spirits ations. I propose therefore to reintrodce
proposals, including the £9.O tax credit An immediate duty-based increase of 2p road tax on cars of 16 horse power and
for spouses and the new augnented child ill the retail price of a glass of spirits is pro-

under with effect on and from 1 September
benefit, from the beginning of the next posed. This is expected to yield £2.5 mil- at the rates in force in July 1977. As a

income year. lion in 1981 and £4.5 million in 1982. result of the restoration of road tax, the

For similar reasons it is not possible to Combined with the VAT change on 1 Sep- annual registration charge on these vehicles

have to capital taxes in budget tember, total tax increase of 8p to 9precourse a a will be repealed for renewals on and from

introduced at short notice. Measures of would be expected in the class of spirits. 1 September. I am also increasing the road

capital taxation are of their nature com-
tax on cars exceeding 16 horse power by

plex and, if drafted with insufficient care, Wine £2 per horse power. These changes will
bring in £8 million in 1981 and £27.5can have unintended adverse effects on I propose to increase by 10p the duty-based million in 1982.the economy as a whole. The Government element in the retail price of a bottle of

are, as indicated in our Programme,under- wine, to have immediately effect. The in- I shuld say at this point that I will come

taking a review of capital taxation with crease will be pro rata for stronger wines, later in my Statement to the Government's
special reference to non-productivecapital. and for sparkling wines it will be 20p per commitment to provide a measure of relief

We are therefore compelled, whatever bottle. The yield is estimated at £0,8 mil- on industrial fuel oil.

might be our wish otherwise, to rely today lion in 1981 and 11.6 million in 1982. For
for the most part on indirect taxation. a bottle of wine at present costing £3, a

Stamp dutiestotal tax increase of 24p would result from
Value-added tax this additional tax together with the VAT I turn now to stamp duties.

change on 1 September.
My main proposal in this regard is for an I propose to increase the stamp duty on
increase in the present 10 percent VAT cheques from 3p to 5p and to impose a
rate to 15 percent with effect from 1 Sep- Cigarettesand tobacco

new stamp duty of £5 on credit cards
tember next. This rate band covers by far The duty-based tax on twenty cigarettes issued by banks and on charge cards issued.

the major share of expenditure liable to will be increased mmediately by 4p, es- by international companies. I am also in-
VAT and accordingly must be looket to timated to yield £5.4 milIion in 1981 and cresing the stamp duty chargeable on
in a situation where additional revenue is 113.1 million in 1982. There will be a pro transfers of property between associated
needed urgently. 15 percent as the main rata tax increase on tobacco. This tax in- companies from a nominal rate of 50p to
VAT rate will still stand comparison with crease, together with the VAT change on 1 an ad valorum rate of 2 percent. These
the corresponding VAT rate in most September, will result in an aggregate tax changes will come into effect shortly. They
countries in Western Europe. This measure increase of 8p on 20 cigarettes. will yield an extra £0.65 million this year
will, it is estimated, yield £28.2 million this and £2.5 million in 1982.
year and 1188.5 million in 1982. In con- Petrol, road diesel, liquidpetroleumnection with this change, I should say that

motorI am providing that the effective 3 percent gas (LPG) used in uehicles
Banks

VAT rate on building, which is related I am very conscious of the contribution
statutorily to the 10 percent rate, will to the balance of payments deficit by ex- The Government's Programme includes
remain unchanged;and that, because of the penditures r,elated to motor vehicles, provision for a temporary levy on the
importance of agriculture to national pro- particularly motor vehicle fuels. Accord- banks pending the completion of the
duction and exports, the flat-rate VAT ingly I propose to supplement the VAT- review of the taxation system affecting
refund for farmers will be raised to 1,5 relted increases by immediate duty in- banks. I have consulted the Central Bank
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and have received representationsfrom the The Government would impress on the industrial fuel oil mposed in the 1980

Associated Banks about this proposal. I House and on the community at large that Budget. This tax increase was 5 pence 'a gal-
have come to the conclusion that a levy to increases in taxation are unavoidable if lon and, in accordance with the commit-

yield £5 million irt 1981 would be an ap- we are to make a serious attempt to meet ment, the tax will be reduced by 21pence
propriate contribution from the banking the cost of our day-to-day public services, a gallon from 1 December next on pur-

sector. In arriving at this amount, I have It would be unrealistic to expect or to chases by manufacturingindustry of oils in

attempted to strike a balance between pretend that the process of phasing down a the Residual Fuel Oil category. The reduc-

what could be regarded as resonable in current decit of the presentscale could be tion will cost £z million this year and £6

view of the need for additional revenue a painless experience for the community. I . million.in 1982.

and what would be a prudent charge on have already referred to the need for
the banks. This measure will require legis- moderation in income trends. All the more Small businesses - VAT

,

lation and, subject to this, it is intended so, it would be unrealistic and indeed self- I wish to assist small business in some way
that the levywill bepayable on 1 December defeating for the community to attempt to through the tax mechanism. There is limit-
next. The method of assessmentof indivd- compensate through higher incomes for ed scope at this time because of the cost
ual banks will be decided after consultation these tax increases. I cannot sufficiently implications. I will however increase the
with the Central Bank. stress the fact that this would merely give present registration thresholds for .VAT

a new mpetus to the spiral of inflation and I would hope to make
Prices with consequent losses in employment.

purposes pro-
vision for this in the Finance Bill.

The Government would be anxious that ...

VATon agriculturalcontractors
price increases consequent on today's tax- Taxation incentives
ation proposals should be fully justified The Government wish to encourage and

and, in the case of items subject to.. price The dominnt objective in the Govern- maintain agricultural contracting services

control, price increases must be notied ment's taxation programme is the reform throughout rural areas. On foot of our

and, where appropriate, await the making of the income tax code including the intro- commitment in this regard, I propose to

of new maximum price orders. These will duction of a tax credit system. Because of reduce the effective VAT rate on agricul-
be made by the Minister for Industry, the administrative problems associated tural contractor charges to 3 percent with

Commerce and Tourism who will deter- with income tax changes in mid year, this effect from 1 September1981.

mine the appropriate size and timing of reform must necessarily await the begin-
increases. ning of the next income tax year for its Profit sharing
These price increases will of course be implementation. The social insurance and A further commitment in the Government
reflected in' the Consumer Price Index. health contribution changes which form Programme relates to the exemption from
Because of the delayed nature of some of part of this reform will come into effect income tax of shares given by companies to

the tax increases, the immediate effect on at the same time.
'

their workers under profit sharing arrange-
the Index will be slight-less than one per- ments. Other European countries have
cent of the August quarter. The full effect In the meantime other taxation changes in

made considrable progress in promoting
of the tax increases will be approximately

the Programmeare being implemented. the financial involvement of workers in
3 perccent. I shall be announcing later

Industrial fuel oil their rms. I am anxious that we should
measures which will fully protect the move forward in this area with the mini-
weaker sections of the community against There is a commitment in the Programme mum of delay. I am, therefore, having this
this prie rise. to reduce by 50 percent the tax increase on matter examinedurgently.

r
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and therefore reduce the effectiveness of ventions,upon such a form of exchangesof
this form of assistance; information, both in the OECD area and inO.E.C.D.: RECOMMENDATION

relationswith non-Membercountries;
Considering that the use by all Member

OF THE COUNCIL CONCERNING countries of a form with uniform lay-out RECOMMENDS
and content would remove these obstacles That Governments of Member countries

ASTANDARDIZEDFORM FOR irrespective of the language used, would use the OECD standardized form annexed
make such exchanges more effective and hereto when making automatic exchangesAUTOMATICEXCHANGESOF make it easier for Member Countries to of information under bilateral or multi-

INFORMATIONUNDER
agree, under bilateral or multilateral con- lateral.conventions.

INTERNATIONALTAX
ANNEX

AGREEMENTS*

Informationprovided under exchange of informationarrangements

NAME OF ORIGINATINGCOUNTRY
YEAR

CODE OF ORIGINATING COUNTRY

The Council,
PARTI NAME AND ADDRESSOF RECIPIENTOF INCOME

Having regard to Article 5(b) of the Con- 1. RECIPIENT (Beneficial owner)
'

2. AGENTOR INTERMEDIARY
vention on the Organisation for Economie .(if beneficial owner not known)
Co-operation and Development of 14th

December, 1960; la Name (last, first, middle initial, 2a Name (last, first, middle initial,
if an individual) if an individual)

Having regard to the Recommendationof l b .. Taxapayer identification number 2b Taxpayer identification number

the Council of llth April, 1977, concern-
in residence country: in residence country:

ing the Avoidance of Double Taxation
in originating country: in originating country:

[C(77)40(Final)] and the Model Conven- l c Mailing address: 2c 'Mailing address:

tion set out in the Annex thereto (Model Number and street Number and street

Convention for the Avoidance of Double
City, state or province, postal zone City, state or province, postal zone

Taxation with respect to Taxes on Income
and Capital); Country Country

Having regard to the Recommendationof ld Code for residence country: * 2d Code for residece country: *

the Council of 21st September, 1977 on
PART !1 NAME AND ADDRESS OF PAYER OF INCOME

Tax Avoidance and Evasion [C(77)149
(Final)]; 3. ACTUAL PAYER 4. AGENT OR INTERMEDIARY

(if actual payer not known)
Consideringthat most double taxation con-

ventions signed by Member countries fol-
3a Name (last, first, middle initial, 4a Name (last, first, middle initial,

f an indivdual) if an individual)
low Article 26 of the Model Convention re-

ferred to above in providing for co-opera-
3b Taxpayer dentification number 4b Taxpayer identification number

tion between the competent authorities of in originatingcountry: in originating country

the Contracting States, in the form of ex- 3c Mailing address: 4c Mailing address:

changes of informationnecessary for carry- Number and street Number and street

ing out the provisionsof the convetionor

of their domestic laws concerning taxes City, state or province, postal zone City, state or province, postal zone

covered by the convention; Country (if other than Country (if other than

originating country) (originatingcountry)
Considering that exchanges of information
should be encouraged as an effective form PART Ill TYPE OF RECIPIENTAND PAYER
of administrative assistance for a better im-

plementationof domestic tax laws; 5a Enter code for type of recipient (see below):

5b Enter code for type of paper (see below) :

Considering that differences in languages
and format used for automatie exchanges Codes for type of recipint and payer:
of information create obstacles for tax ad- 01 Individual 04 Business organization 05 Governmentor International

ministrations in using information received, 02 Corporation other than corporation Organisations
03 Partnership or partnership 06 Other (please specify)

07 Unknown
* Adoptedby the Council on May 5, 1981 un-

der the written procedure [C(81)58; C/M(81)7]. * Code ISO 3166.
The present document is cited under [C(81)39
final].
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PART IV INCOME AND TAX

l6t8CO

!ueoeujua
5 Typ of income (numbers refer to artioles of the (A)Date of payment* (B)Gross amount I (C)Rateof tax (D)Amountof tax (E)Arount (if any) (F)Date of refund

OECD Model Income Tax Conventionso.they are not day month year paid** wthheld (.) withheld** f tax refunded day month year

necessarily consecutive)
O
= 6. Real property income, total

o
a Agriculture

.jgnene b Natural resource royalties
c Other leasing

_

o
o 7. Business profits
13

mesom_
10. Dividends, total

a To parent corporation
O

eGo1lu8=B!ueonouo
o b Other

B 11. Interet, total

a On securities
8 b On other indebtedness

= 12. Royalties, ttal (other than for natura
I resources)
cn8 a Patents, trademarks, etc.

11rN3I1
r- b Copyrightsr-
m c Other

13. Capital gains

14. Remuneration for independent personal services

15. Wages and salaries (other than for government
services)

16. Directors' fees

17. Earnings of artists and athletes

18. Pensions, annuities, alimony

19. Remuneration for governmentservice, total

a Wages and salaries
b Pensions
c Other

21. Other (Specify)
a

b

C

PART V OTHER TRANSACTIONSBY THE NON-RESIDENTTAXPAYER

22. Type and amount of transaction
a Real property Purchase price of property acquired Sale price of property disposed of:

b Securities (stocks, bonds, etc.) Purchase price of property acquired Sale price of property disposed of:

C Bank accounts Balance at end of yar
d Loans (mortgages, etc.) Amount of loan received'or granted

e Other property Specify type and value acquired Specify type and value disposition:

-4SLP.
* Or the .applicableperiod

If in foreign currency, indicate currency code used (ISO 4217/1977)
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BOLIVIA

The publications listed in this bibliography have
recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which MANUAL DE PROCEDIMIENTOPARA EL INVERSIONISTA
wl gladly supply further information upon request La Paz, Instituto Nacional de Inversines,1981.16 pp. Survey of

(please quote the reference numbers). They should, all formalities to be fulfilled for investment submitted to the

however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct NationalInstituteof Investment (INI). (B. 18.076)
from the publisher indcated, and not through the
Bureau. BRAZIL

DO LANCAMENTO-- NODIREITOTRIBUTARIA
BRASILEIRO

ALGERIA By Alberto Xavier. SMo Paulo, Editoria ResenhaTributria, 1977.
384 pp.

GUIDE DES ENTREPRISES ETRANGERES EN ALGERIE; The author discusses the assessment of taxes nd different the-
ories of its nature and effects. (B. 18.068)

ALGERIA.

PATENT AND TRADEMARKDEPARTMENT

GUIDE DES ENTREPRISESETRANGERESEN ALGERIE General information and schedule of charges. Rio de Janeiro, Pin-

Juillet 1980. 7me edition. Alger, Chambre franaise de commerce
heiro Neto, 1980.10 pp.
General information and schedule of charges on the registrationet d'industrie en Algrie, 1980. 222 pp.

Guide for foreign enterpriss in Algeria provides information of patents and trademarks. (B. 18.077)
on the tax system, labur and social ihsurance system, foreign ex-

change ,regulations and other matters connected with doing busi- CANADA
ness in Algeria. (B. 13.094)

FEDERALAND PROVNCIALTAXATIONOF THE

ARGENTINA MINING INDUSTRY

By M.J. Gungl and A.M. Pilling. New York, Coopers & Lybrand,GESCHFTMIT ARGENTINIEN 1980. 134 pp.
Fakten :und Vorschriften. Stand: Januar 1981. Buenos Aires, Detailed explanatin of the taxation of the mining industry in

Deutsch-ArgentinischeIndustrie- und Hndelskammer,1981'. 214 Canada with respect to both the federal and provincial levels.

Pp. (B. 103.319)
Guide to doing businesS in Argentina and a summary of various
regulationsincluding taxation. (B. 18.067) FISCAL DIMENSIONSOF CANADIANFEDERALISM

Edited by Richard M. Bird. Financing Canadian Federation: 4.
Toronto, Canadin Tax Foundation,1980. 151 pp. $ 9.00.

ASIA Studies on some aspects of the present and future fiscal dimen-
sions of Canadian fedralism. Topics include Alternative Equali-

INVESTMENTINCENTIVEPROGRAMSOF THE zation Programs: Two-tier Systems by Thomas J. Courcheneand
PACIFIC BASIN Glen H. Copplestone; and Tax Harmonizationand its Importance
International business education and research program. Los in the Canadian Federation by Wayne R. Thirsk. (B. 103.226)
Angeles, Universityof Southern California, 1980.50 pp.
Loose-leaf publication designed to provide informationabout the INCOME TAX ASPECTS OF CORPORATEFINANCING

developmentprogramsof the non-communistAsian countriesand Corporate ManagementTax Conference 1980. Toronto, Canadian
the Pacific Basin, including an introduction to the basic guidelines Tax Foundation, 1980. 399 pp. $ 20.00.
in the field of tax incentives and financial incentives. The coun- Printed texts of papers concerningcorporate financing,particular-
tries dealt with include: Australia, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Ma- ly the income tax implications, dealt with at the 1980 Corporate
laysia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Singapore, Management Tax Conference held in Toronto in June and in Cal-
Fiji, Western Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Taiwan, Thailand gary in October. Papers include: Income Tax Treatment of Fi-
and Indonesia. (B. 51.739) nancing Charges by Robert Couzin; Income Tax Considerations

of Leasing: An Update by Eric A. Ostfield, etc. (B. 103.321)
TAX AND TRADE PROFILES

Southeast Asia & Korea & Taiwan. London, Touche Ross & Co.,
1980. 100 pp. COMMONMARKET
Basic information for doing business, including taxation, in Hong
Kong, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines,Singapore, Taiwan DIE WETTBEWERBSWIRKUNGENUNTERSCHIEDLICHER
and Thailand, in the series Tax & Trade profiles prepared by NORMALABSCHREIBUNGENIN DEN ERTRAGSTEUER-
Touche Ross International. (B. 51.771) GESETZENDER EG-STAATEN
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By Lutz Fischer. Schriften des Instituts fr auslndischesund in- the Federal' Republic of Germany. The concepts are systematical-
ternationales Finanz- und Steuerwesen der Universitt Hamburg. ly presented in theory and applied as in practice. (B. 103.278)
Band 1. Baden-Baden, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft,1980. 159 pp.
64 DM. USTG 1980;SONDERAUSGABEZUM UMSATZSTEUER-

Study on the competitive operations among the different general GESETZ 1980
,

depreciation allowances under the income tax systems in the Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1980. 458 pp. 42 DM.
countries.ofthe European Communities. (B. 103.239) Special edition about the 1980 German VAT-Law in a series of

handbooks containing materials on German VT. (B. 102.994)

DENMARK DIE VERANLAGUNG1979 AUSSENSTEUERRECHT

EJENDOMSSALG2. HALVAR 1980 Steuerinlndermit Auslandsbeziehungen;Steuerauslndermit n-
landsbeziehungen. Dsseldorf, IdW-Verlag GmbH, 1980. 712 pp.

Udarbejdet af StatsskattedirektoratVurderingsafdelingen.Copen- Practical guide on tax aspects for Germansobtaining income from
hagen, Stougaard Jensen, 1981.79 pp. or owning property abroad as wll as for forigners obtaining
Statisticson the free sales of real property in the second half of income from or owning property in Germany, including the text
1980 in Denmark (not including, for example, auction sales) pre- of the Foreign Tax Law and other relevant statutes. (B. 103.023)
pared by the Evaluation Department of the National Tax Direc-
torat. (B. 103.263) DIE VERMGENSTEUER-HAUPTVERANLAGUNG1980

Bewertungsgesetz und Vermgensteuergesetz,Durchfhrungsver-
EASTERNAFRICA ordnungen, Vermgensteuer-Richtlinien 1980, Erbschaftsteuer-

gesetz, weitere Nebengesetze,ber 50 Anlage, Stichwortverzeich-

INCOME TAXATION IN EASTERN AFRICA nis. Dsseldorf, IdW-Verlag, 1980. 535 pp.
Triennial guide for purposes of filing the net worth tax return for

Policies and ProspeCts. Seven country surveys. Edited by Profes- the so-called 1980 main assessment. Relevant text of statutes is
sor Ali Ahmed Suliman and Elizabeth de Brauw-Hay. Studies on appended. (B. 103.015).
Taxation and EconomicDevelopment.Vol. II, Amsterdam,Inter-
national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation,1980. 244 pp. GUAM
Comparative study by seven African scholars from seven Eastern
African countries presenting some of the important issues of in- THE GOVERNMENTCODE OF THE TERRITORYOF
come taxation in that region. The authors and countries covered GUAM 1979
are Egypt: Dr. Ahmed H. El-Gowainy; Ethiopia: Dr. Duri Mo-

hammed; Kenya:Dr. Oyugi Aseto; Somalia:Mr. Ahmed Mohamed Volume II. Sections 13000 to 30003. Prepared under the direc-

Nuur; Sudan: Professor Ali Ahmed Suliman; Uganda: Mr. F.R. tion of the Tenth Guam Legislature by John A. Boh. Guam,
Banugire;Zambia: Dr. Shadrack Ojndo Kwasa. (B. 13.090). GovernmentPrinter. 524 pp.

Full text of sections 13000 to 30003 of the GovrnmentCodeof
Guam, which include local taxes levied in Guam. (B. 51.748)

EUROPE
INTERNATIONAL

PERSONALTAXATIONIN CONTINENTALEUROPE
ACCOUNTINGFOR LEASES INTERNATIONALLY

London, Peat, Marwick,Mitchell & Co., 1978.70pp.
Survey of taxes levied on individuals in some European countries, Zurich, Deloitte Haskins & Sells, 1980..30pp.

inter alia, individual income tax, net wealth tax, value added tax Study of the concept of leasing and its accounting treatment in

and estate duties. (B. 103.311) various countries, prepared from the results of an International
Finance Conferenceheld in Zrich, Switzerland. (B. 103.300)

INTERNATIONALTAX SUMMARIES
GERMANFEDERALREPUBLIC

New York, Cooper & Lybrand, 1980. 824pp.
BEWERTUNGDES GRUNDVERMGENS Summaries of the tax systems in 84 countrisdesigned to provide

a general understanding of the principal features of the tax sys-
Bewertungsgesetz mit Richtlinien zur Bewertung des Grundver- stemsof the countries concerned. (B. 103.312)
mgens, Grundsteuergesetz mit Grundsteuer-Richtlinien,weitere
Gesetzesauszge und zahlreiche Anlagen. Stand 1.1.1980. Dssel- PRINCIPLESOF TAX PLANNING
dorf, IdW-Verlag, 1980. 383 pp.
Text of relevant statutes for purposesof the valuation of and the Second edition. By M. Roy Saunders. London, Tax Management
tax on real property. (B. 103.021) International,1980. 109 pp.

This book providesa simplified view of the problemssurrounding
HANDBUCHZUR LOHNSTEUER1980 tax avoidance in the form of ssential questions and answers.

(B. 103.238)
Stand: 1. Januar 1980. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1980. 663 pp.
53 DM. WHAT SHOULD BE TAXED: INCOME OR EXPENDITURE
Annual compilation of the text of the implementary wage tax
ordinance relevant for the assessment year 1980 with related Edited by Joseph A. Pechman. A report of a conference spon-

material. (B. 102.996) sored by the Fund for Public Policy Research and the Brookings
Institution. Studiesof GovernmentFinance. Secon Series. Wash-

HANDBUCHZUR VERMGENSTEUER-- HAUPTVERAN- ington. The BrookingsInstitution, 1980. 332 pp.
j LAGUNG 1980 Papers by various authors considering the economic merits, rela-

tive fairness, administrative complexityand complianceproblems
Munich, C.H. Beck Verlag, 1980. 527 pp. of the income tax and the expendituretax. (B. 103.322)
Handbookon the 1980 main-assessmentof net worth tax.

(B. 103.029)
ITALY

STEUERRECHT

By Klaus Tipke. Ein systematischer Grundriss. 8., vllig berar GESELLSCHAFTSRECHT,STEUERN,BUCHFHRUNG
beitete Auflage. Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, 1981. 678 pp.

UND RECHNUNGSPRFUNGIN ITALIEN

52 DM. By Paul R. Muller, Alfred Rsli and Roberto Zei. Bern, Verlag
This book provides a comprehensivedescriptionof the tax law of Paul Haupt, 1981. 148 pp. 38 Sfrs.
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Study on company law, taxation, accountingand auditing in Italy VRAAGSTUKKENVOOR BELASTINGSTUDIE
based on the law as of August 31, 1980. A technical dictionary
in Italian, German and English is appended. (B. 103.279). Vijfde druk. By J. Gevers, J. Meulenbeld and J.A. Rouwenhorst.

Groningen,Wolters-Noordhoff,1980. 126 pp.
Fifth edition of exercise book complementing a textbook on

JAPAN taxation in the Netherlands. (B. 103.308)

TAXATION IN JAPAN

InternationalTax and Business Service. New York, Deloitte Has- PHILIPPINES
kins & Sells, 1980.86 pp.
General introduction to the tax system in Japan in the Series In- DOING BUSINESS IN THE PHILIPPINES 1980
ternational Tax and Business Services prepared by Deloitte Has- Manila, Sycip, Gorres, Velayo & Co., 1980. 106 pp.
kins and Sells. (B. 51.744) Guide providing a general outline of doing business in the Philip-

pines. Some aspects of the tax system, business regulations and
business organizationsare dealt with. (B. 51.751)MACAU
MODEL FOR A PROVINCIALREVENUE CODE

DOING BUSINESS IN MACAU 1979
Drafted by the National Tax Research Center for the Bureau of

Hong Kong, SGV Sun Hung Kai Ltd., 1979.55 pp. Local Government,Ministry of Local Governmentand Communi-
Guide providing a general outline of doing business in Macau. t Development. Manila, National Tax Research Center, 1979.78
Some aspects of the tax system, business regulationsand business pp. (B. 51.718)
organizationsare dealt with. (B. 51.749)

MEXICO SWITZERLAND

INVESTITIONENIN MEXICO SCHWEIZ. STEUER-LEXICON
2. Auflage. Schriftenreihe:AuslndischesWirtschafts-und Steuer- B Eduard Gygax and Klaus A. Vallender. Band 3. Kantone und
recht. Band 48. Cologne, BFAI, 1980. 144 pp. Gemeinden. Interkantonale Doppelbesteuerungsrecht. Stand
Second edition of guide providing basic nformatioh on doing Januar 1981. Zrich, Verlag Organisator AG, 1979181. 247 pp.
businessnd investments in Mexico, including taxation. Volume 3 in the series Swiss Tax Lexicon contains an outline of
(B. 18.078) the taxes levied by the cantons and municipalitiesin Switzerland,

an outline of the taxes levied in Liechtenstein and an introduc-
tion to the basic principles of intercantonal double taxation law

NETHERLANDS adopted by the Swiss tax sovereignty levels (federal, cantonal,
nunicpal). (B. 103.303)

GIDS VOOR BELASTINGSTUDIE

Zevende druk. By J.A. Rouwenhorst and J. Meulenbeld. Gronin-
TAIWAN

gen, Wolters-Noordhoff,1981. 365 pp.
Seventh edition of textbook on taxes with respect to income tax

(individual income tax, corporate income tax), .net wealth tx and DOING BUSINESS IN TAIWAN, THE REPUBLICOF CHINA

turnover tax on value added and related taxes such as wage tax Taipei, SGV Soong & Co., 1979.75 pp.
and dividend tax. (B. 103.309) Guide providing a general outline of doing business in Taiwan.

Some aspects of the tax system, business regulationand business
HANDBOEKBELASTINGENVOOR DE LAGERE OVERHEID organizationsare dealt with. (B. 51.750)
VOOR STUDIE EN PRAKTIJK

By Timmermans-Thijssen.Alphen aan den Rijn, Samson Uitgeve- TAIWAN: KONOMISCHEFAKTEN UND TRENDS

rij, 1980. 1779 pp. 85 Dfl. By Anton Galli. IFO-Studien zur EntwicklungsforschungSonder-
Three-volume loose-leaf handbook on taxtion by local authori- reihe Information und Dokumentation Nr. 1. Munich, Welt-
tiesin the Netherlands providing an explantion for quick refer- forum Verlag, 1980. 178 pp. 48 DM.
ence purposes of the kinds of taxes levied by the central govern- Stud on Taiwan -- economic facts and trends- containing .sta-
ment (Rijk) and the provinces in Volume 1. The taxes, levies and tistics. The most importantphases of economic developmentdur-
contributions levied by the various municipalities are covered n ing the past 20 years are highlighted with emphasis on industry,
the other two volumes. Supplementswill keep the material up-to- external trade and foreign investment. (B. 51.736)
date. (B. 103.296)

OECD ECONOMICSURVEYSNETHERLANDS THAILAND

Paris, OECD, 1981.56 pp. (B. 103.270) DOING BUSINESS IN THAILAND 1980

ENIGE PROBLEMENIN HET NEDERLANDSBELASTING- Bangkok, SGV Na Thalang & Co., Ltd., 1980.64 pp.
RECHT Guide providing a general outline of doing business in Thailand.

By Ch. P.A. Geppaart. Mededelingender KoninklkeNederlandse Some aspects of the tax system, business regulationsand business

Akademie van Wetenschappen, afd. Letterkunde, Nieuwe reeks, organizationsare dealt with. (B. 51.752)
deel 44, No. 1. Amsterdam, Noord-HollandscheUitg. Mij., 1981.
30 pp. 12,50 Dfl.
Brief text of lecture on some problems arising in the Netherlands TRUSTTERRITORY
tax law. (B. 103.252)

CODE OF THE TRUST TERRITORYOF THE
SCHEMATISCHOVERZICHTVAN DE NEDERLANDSE PACIFIC ISLANDS
BELASTINGEN

Vol. 1 and 2. 1980 Edition. Titles 1-44 and 45-83. Charlottesville,
15e druk. 1 januari 1981. By J.W. Ilsink. Deventer, Kluwer, 1981. The Michie Company, 1980. 1250 pp.
4 PP. Consolidated text of the Code of the Trust Territory of the Paci-
Comparative schematic survey of Netherlands tax laws, effective fic Islands in two bound volumes. Volume I contains Titles 1-44
as of January 1, 1981. (B. 103.264) of the Code and Governmental Authority. Volume II contains
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Titles 45-83, the Constitution and Laws of the Federated States A comprehensiveand detailed guide to development land tax, n-
of Mcronesia, the Marshall Islands and the Republic of Palau. cluding the legislation, practice and relevant case law as of 1 De-

(B. 51.747) cember 1980. (B. 103.208)

TUNISIA UNITED STATES

DIE STEUERLICHEBEHANDLUNGDEUTSCHER 1981 MEDICAREEXPLAINED
INVESTITIONENIN TUNESIEN Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1981. 283 pp. $ 6.

By Lothar Hintzen. Cologne, BFAI, 1980.90 pp. 10 DM. Concise refrence book explaining aspects of federal health iri-

Study on comparative taxation with an introduction to taxation surance for the aged and disabled. (B. 103.211)
in Tunisia and discussionof the comprehensiveincome tax treaty
between the GermanFederal Republicand Tunisiawith emphasis
on its effect for German investorsin Tunisia. (B. 13.093)

URUGUAY

UNITED KINGDOM RECOPILACIONDE NORMASTRIBUTARIAS

Tomo I and IL Montevideo, Ministerio de Economia y Finanzas,
DEVELOPMENTLAND TAX Direceion General Impositiva, 1980. 1146 pp.
Third edition. By Robert W. Maas. Croydon, Tolley Publishing Text of the tax laws, decrees and rulings in two loose4eaf vol-
Company Ltd., 1981. 234 pp. £ 8.95. umes. (B. 18.061)

- -----

Loose-Leaf Services
ReceivedbetweenJune 1 and June 30,1981.
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Portugal: Die Besteuerungder Unternehmensgewinne.......... 483 Portugal: Impositiondes bnficesprofessionnels ........... 483
Dieser Artikel stellt die-Steuern vor, die in Portugal auf Unterneh- Dbat portant sur les impts portugais sur les revenus professionnels
mensgewinne (einschliesslich den Einknften aus beweglichem Ver- (y compris les revenus de capitaux mobiliers),sur les plus-values,sur

mgen), auf Gewinne aus der Verusserung von Vermgen und auf le revenu global, sur la taxe remplaant les droits de succession ainsi
das Gesamteinkommenerhobenwerden. Ferner werden die Er- que sur les droits de timbre.
satzerbschaftsteuerund die Stempelabgabeuntersucht.

Ange 'Q. oingco: Angel (2. Yoingco-

Anstze einer Neugliederungdes Einkommensteuersystems Tentativesde restructurationde l'imptsur le revenu aux
der Philippinensowie neuere Entwicklungen ............... 487 Philippineset dveloppementsrcents 487. . .

Ein bedeutender Teil dieses Artikels beschftigt sich mit dem Kabi- Une partie importante de cet article met l'accent sur le Projet de
nettsentwurf Nr. 34, der die Einfhrung eines Schedulensteuersy- Cabinet no: 34 qui propose l'ntroductiond'un type'cdulaired'im-
stems vorsieht, wobei bei den Arbeitseinknftendas Bruttoinkom- position sur le revenu retenant le concept d'impt sur le revenu brut
men zur Besteuerung herangzogen werden soll. Es steht zu erwar- dans le cas de revenus salaris. On espre que cette rforme fiscale
ten, dass diese Steuerreform Vereinfachungen bei der Verwaltung conduira une simplificationadministrativeet une imposition plus
sowie eine grssere Steuergerechtigkeitzur Folge haben wird. quitable.

G. Thimmaiah:
G. Thimmaiah:

Der Stand der internationalenDiskussion zur Ausgabenbesteuerung.. 498

Dieser Artikel untersucht die Vorzge der Ausgabenbesteuerung,
Rcentdbat internationalsur l'impt sur la dpense ........ 498

wobei insbesondere die Theorien von Nicholas Kaldor, William E. Dbat portant sur les mrites de l'impt sur la dpense,en particulier
Simon aus Blueprints for a tax reform (Denkschrift zu einer sur les thories de Nicholas Kaldor, William E. Simon dans Blue-

Steuerreform), der Meade Report sowie der Bericht der schwe- prints for a tax reform, le Rapport Meade et celui de la Commis-

dischen Steuerlommissionbercksichtigtwerden. sion sudoise sur l'impt.

Erwin Spiro: Erwin Spiro:

Die Steuer'nderungen1981 in Sdafrika ................. 508 Les modificationsde 1981 de l'impt sur le revenu en

Die Haushaltspolitik der Regierung dafrikas ist auf eine Konsoli- RpubliqueSud-africaine 508.........................-

dierung der Staatsfinanzen und die Anpassung an die wirtschaft- La politique budgtaire sud-africaine est une politique de consolida-
lichen Gegebenheiten ausgerichtet. Es ist nicht beabsichtigt, Haus- tion et d'ajustement. Le Gouvernement n'a pas l'intention de finan-
haltsdefizite durch die Erhhung der Einkommensteuer oder die cer les dficits par une augmentation soit de l'irpt sur le revenu,
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I. A GENERALOVERVIEWOF THE
PORTUGUESETAX SYSTEM

Contents
1

The Portuguese tax system is a composite system made I. A general overview of the Portuguese tax. system
up of taxes on income, on gifts and inheritances (non-
periodic general taxation)and on expenditure. I I. Scope of the article

The income taxation system itself is equally a composite
III. Taxation on business profits proper

one, considerng that it presents a whole series of IV. Taxation of income from the mere application of capital

schedular taxes 1 levied on different kinds of income V. Capital gains tax

(income from immovableproperty, ncome from labour, VI. Taxaton on the entire income of companies
profits from agriculture and income from forestry and
cattle-raising activities, business profits, income from

Vil. Substitute'inheritancetax

movable capita,l and capital gains and, in addition, a Vlll.Stampduty

complementary tax on total income, i.e. Portuguese-
source income (resident and non-resident taxpayers) 2

and foreign-source income (resident taxpayers),3 after they may arise, i.e. taxation is levied on a world-wide
deduction of Portuguese schedular taxes and foreign
taxes. Capital gains are not subject to the complemen- basis, except for profits derived through a permanent

establishment (i.e. any fixed place of business throughtary tax. which the buiness of the enterprise s wholly partlyor

carried on) in Macau, in which case such profits are

excluded from taxation in Prtugal.II. SCOPE OF THE ARTICLE
Companies without a head office or effective manage-

The present survey shall be limited to a discussionof the ment in Portugal (non-resident companies) are liable to
taxes on ncome derived by businesses (including in_ industrial tax only when a permanent establishment,
come from movable capital), on capital gains and on i.e. a branch, an agency, a representative or any other
ttal income and also the substitute inheritance tax form of permanent representation, or any commercial

and the stamp duty. or industrial installation, exists in Portugal. Tax is then
levied on profits derived within the country. This
provision is, however, interpretedby the tax administra-/

tion in the sense that the principle of attractive force
Ill. TAXATION ON BUSINESSPROFITS PROPER of the permanentestablishmentdoes not apply.
Prots attributable by law to the even occasional exer- In addition to the fact that resident enterprises are

Cise of a commercial or industrial activity are liable to taxed on world-wide income and non-residents only on

industrial tax. business income derived in Portugal through a perma-
nent establishment, the computation of taxable profitsAfter it has been established that a commercial or in-

dustrial activity is exercised, the determination of tax-
able profits depends on whether the enterprise is resi- * Legal adviser Tax Studie Center, Law School of the Uni-
dent in Portugal or not. In this respect, the place where

versity of Lisbon.
the company's head office or effective management is 1. Editor's note: See for theconcept of schedular taxes: Prof.
situated is decisive. The effectivemanagementgenerally Sylvain R.F. Plasschaert, The Definition of Statutory Net In-
corresponds to the top management of the enterprise, come n Schedular and Global Income Tax Systems,32 Bulletin

namely to the performance of the functions of the for InternationalFiscal Documentation201 (May 1978).
board of directors or, in the case of private limited com- 2. Companies with neither head-ofce nor effective manage-

panies, the functions of their management. ment in Portugal are not subject to the complementary income
tax.

Companies with their head office or effective manage- 3. Legal persons, other than companies, (resident or not), are
ment in Portugal (resident compaIies) are liable to in- only liable to complementary income tax concerning income sub-
dustrial tax on the entire amount of profits wherever ject to SchedularTaxes.
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also depends on whether the taxpayer falls under Group contos, and 40 percent on that portion of income over
A or B. 4 5,000 contos. In other words, the rate of the industrial

7

Group A comprises, for example, joint stock companies, tax is progressive and as stated before they are higher
cooperative societies and partnerships limited by shares. than the general rates of the other schedulartaxes.

Also falling under Group A are trading companies
(sociedades comerciais, or sociedades civis sob forma IV. TAXATION OF INCOME FROM THE MERE
comercial) whose capital exceeds 3,000 contos 5 and APPLICATIONOF CAPITAL
any other taxpayer whose taxable business income was, Income derived from the application of capital ismere
on the average, more than 300 contos a year during the liable to tax income from movable capital.on
years preceding the tax year in question. Residentcom-

panies deriving profits from abroad and non-resident The tax is divided into two sections - A and B --

companies deriving business ncome from Portuguese according to the method of taxation chosen by the
sources are always included in Group A. legislator: by way of assessment of the income received

The other taxpayers are in Group B. 6 (Section A) or by way of withholding at source by the
payer, who must deduct tax from the amount attribut-

The distinctionis relevant in two manners: able to the recipient (Section B).
Taxpayers in Group A are taxed on the assessable profit
which is derived from the effective profit as shown in Section A includes, inter alia, interest on ordinary loans.

the enterprise's financial records (assessableprofit is not Section B includes, inter alia, dividends paid by joint
necessarily the same as accountingprofit) and taxpayers stock companies and partnership limited by shares to
in Group B are taxed on profits which they are pre- their shareholders, and profits made available to partici-
sumed to have obtained. pants in trading companies and civil companies under

Another difference with regard to taxationof taxpayers commercial form, nterest on bonds and debentures,
in Groups A and B is that taxpayers in Group A are

even if such securities can be converted into shares, and

liable to industrial tax not only on profits from their interest on deposits with banks and other persons legally
authorized to accept money on deposit as well as n-commercial or industrial activity but also on income of

any other kind (except in case of an exemption,such as
terest on ordinary loans made by the shareholdersof or

income liable to agricultural tax), unlike taxpayers in participants in.companiesto these companies.
Group B who are liable to ndustrial tax only on profits In case profits are placed at the disposal of members of
derived from a commercialor industrial activity. trading companies and ivil companies under commer-

Such a differenceis notto be disregarded,consideringthe cial form (not.joint stock companies and partnerships
difference in idustrial tax rates and other schedular limited by shares) but are not collected by them at the
tax rates which means that income derived by compa-

end of the year in which such profits were placed at

nies in Group A is more heavily taxed than if such their disposal, the company must also withhold the tax.

income were derived by other entities. As fas as profits are concerned, the fact giving rise to

As a matter of fact, income which is not business profit taxation is their being plaed at the disposal of share-
derived by taxpayers in Group A is taxed first under the holders or participants, and not the mere attribution

corresponding schedular tax (thus, income from the thereof by any organ of the company to its shareholders
mere application of capital is liable to tax on income or participants, as was formerly the case, or their pay-
from movable capital, income from real property to tax ment.

on income from immovable property etc.) and then it is With regard to interest on bonds and debentures and
again subject to industrial tax. interest on deposits for a fixed period, the fact giving
The resulting double taxation is, however, eliminated rise to schedular tax is their maturity. In respect of

through one of the followingmethods: interest on ordinary loans and other advanced credits

(a) an effectiveexemption from industrial tax by means granted by shareholders of or participants in companies
of a deduction of the amount of the non-bsuiness to those companies, the interest is not subject to the

income from net income computed for purposes of schedular tax at the moment of maturity, but upon
the industrial tax up to the amount thereof. This is, approval of the profit and loss account or placing of
for instance, the case for dividends received from a

income at the disposal of those entitled thereto before

participation in a company during the accounting the closing of accounts, irrespective of their formal

year; approval.
(b) the credit of the amount of such schedular taxes

(e.g. tax on income from real property or tax on
4. There is also a Group C, but this group comprisesvery small

income from movable capital) against the industrial businesses, which will be disregarded in this article.
5. 1 Conto = 1,000 Escudos.tax up to the amount of the industrial tax levied on
6. See footnote 4.

such income. 7. The tax is augmented by a derrama (local tax) for the

Considering the level of the industrial tax rates (they are municipalitiesup to 10 percent thereof- the revenue of which is
in most cases higher than those of the other schedular allocated to the accomplishment of any urgent improvements to

taxes), the method used is significant. be made within the area of the respective local authority --as

well as by a surchargewithin the districts of Viana do Castelo and
At present, the industrial tax rates are 30 percent of Aveiro for the respective Autonomous Board of Ports with rates
taxable income up to 1,000 contos, 36 percent on that of 2.67, 7,9 and 10 percent according to administrative sub-
portion of income over 1,000 contos up to 5,000 divisionS.
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Income on which the tax is levied s either real or pre- Portuguese law has not adopted any of the above
sumed income, as in the case of interest on loans and methods;neither does it adhere to the classicalmethods,
other advanced credits made by shareholders or partici- wheren distinction is made either at the company level

pants to their companies as well as income (interest or
-- between taxation on distributed profits and on un-

presumed interest) from profits not drawn up by the distributed profits -- or at the level of the shareholders
end of the year during which they were made available. of the company, to the extent they ar taxed on profits
In such cases, it is assumed by law (iuris et ure pre- placed at their disposal as well as on any other income.

sumption) that interest is due at an annual rate of at As a matter of fact, in Portugal at the company leuel-

least 5. percent. as we will see below -- undistributedprofits are taxed at

Nevertheless, such presumption shall not apply to in- higher rates, although it does not apply the splitting rate
method between taxation on distributedprofits and un-

come from 1977 to 1981.
distributed profits; at the level of shareholdersof com-

In order that income may be liable to tax under Section panies, profits placed at their disposal are taxed at a rate
B, it is necessary that the person paying the jncome which is lower than the general rate of tax on ncome
(interest) be a resident of or have his effective manage- from capital (18 instead of 30 percent).
ment in Portugal, or its payment (as a charge) be
attributable to a permanent establishment situated
therein. V. CAPITAL GAINS TAX
The rates of tax on income from movable capital are

proportional, although they are not identical for every The Portuguese capital gains tax is not levied on capital
kind of income. The general rate is 30 percent but in gains, in general, but only on certain gains, specified in

case of profits distributed to shareholders or partici- the law. For the purpose of this articIe the following
pants of companies the tax rate is 18 percent, for transactions which are liable to. tax on capital gains
debenture interest 12 percent, and for interest on depo- are important: increase in capital of resident joint stock

sits for a fixed period of time 18 percent. (Section B companies, or partnerships limited by shares and com-

interest). panies with limited liability (sociedades per quotas)
reserves or

Several reasons can be given for this diversity of tax through the incorporation of the issue of
shares.

rates.
Liable to this tax are shareholders who derive gainsIn addition to the fact that the general tax rate of 30
liable thereto, without prejudice of the requirement of

percent meets the requirement in the sense of makinga the withholding by the The rate is 12 percentdistinction between income from different sources
company.

and it is applied to 50 percent of the ncorporated(thus, taxation of income derived from the mere appli- reserves and of the difference between the actual value
cation of capital shall be more burdensome than, for of the shares issued by of the ncrease of capitalreason
example, taxation of income from work), some distinc- and the issue price.tions have been made, taking into account, the need to
favour bonds and debentures in order not to influence
negatively their market value and the mitigation of VI. TAXATION ON THE ENTIRE INCOME OF
economic double taxation in the case of dividends and COMPANIES9

other distributionsof profits.
Complementary income tax (Section B) is levied on the

In case of profits made available by companies to their entire income of companies. Nevertheless, only om-
shareholders or partners out of profits that have been panies having their head office or effective management
subjected to industrial tax (see III), the shareholdersof in Portugal are liable to this tax (for the definition of
or the participants in the company are liable to tax on effective management, see III).
income from movable capital on the amounts placed at

The entire income is the sum of the following:their disposal, so that double taxation occurs with
--

different taxable persons: companies and its share- income from rural and urban real property;
--

holders or participants. income from agriculture;
business profits;--

In order to eliminate or to mitigate this economic
-- income from movable capital.

double taxation several methods may be used, the most

important of which are the splitting rate method (taxa- 8. There is, however, proposal for Council Directive in thisa a
tion of distributed profits at a rate much lower than

respect which was submitted to the Council on July 23, 1975
that of undistributed prots) and the credit method (COM (75) 392 final).
(from tax levied on income of members a deduction is 9. Individuals are subject to the complementary income tax
made of a portion or, less common, the whole amount (Section A) on their total world-wide income. This income n-
of the tax levied on the business profits). cludes business income, income from employment and inde-

Under the first method double taxation is mitigated at pendent work, income from imnovable property and income
from movable capital, e.g. dividendsand interest. Schedular taxes

the company level, whereas under the latter, a proce- paid deductible.
dure adopted by most E.E.C. countries, although it has

are

The rates of the complementary income tax are progressive from
not been the subject of any communitaryguidance 8

_

4 to 70 percent for married taxpayers and from 4.8 to 80 per-
such elimination or mitigation is operated at the level of cent for unmarried taxpayers. The maximum rate is levied on

the shareholdersof the company. income in excess of 1,400,000 escudos (approximately$23,500).
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However, from the amount of the above-mentioned If registration has been made, tax on such nterest is
income are deducted (1) profits distributed to, or placed levied as in the case of interest on registered bonds or

at the disposal of, the shareholders or participants in debentures, that is to say, together with other income.
relation to the year in which the tax refers, i.e. the year If there is no such registration of bearer bonds or de-

following that in which the profits are made, and (2) bentures the respective holder s unknown and tax is

correspondingschedular taxes. levied by withholding complementary ncome tax at

Therefore, it could be said that complementary income source at a 24 percent rate on the amount of interest,
tax is levied only on undistributed profits, in so far as after deduction of the tax on ncome from movable

it concerns companies. That is why under IV it was capital, so that the effective rate on the gross amount

stated that, at the company level, undistributed profits of interest is 21.12 percent.
are liable to higher taxation, to the extent they are

liable to complementary ncome tax n addition to n-
dustrial tax.

Vll. SUBSTITUTE INHERITANCETAX
Tax rates are progressive as follows:

Owing to difficulties of controlling the taxation of gifts
and nheritances bearer securities, a small annual taxTaxable income Rate
has been established. This is the substitute inheritance

(contos) (%) tax. Considering the influence that the tax system may
Up to 120 6 exercise upon quotation of seCurities, both registered
On that part of profits between securities and bearer securities issued by entities having
120 and 1,200 8 their head office in Portugal are liable to tax. The tax

rate is 5 percent on the gross amount of interest. This
On that part of profits between tax is also withheld at s'Surce.
1,200 and 6,000 10

The above system ceased to apply to dividends as from
On that part of profits over 6,000 12 1977, owing to the fact that such shares are now obli-

gatorily liable to registration at the head office of the
issuing entity or to deposit with a credit institution.

Nevertheless, such tax rates are doubled in the case of

holding companies, i.e. those companies whose activi-
ties are limited to the managementof property or vales
held for investment, as well as those which also exercise

Vlll. STAMP DUTYother activities, when the profits or gains resulting from
such property or values reach an average in the last three

Whenever dividends, interest income of other
years of more than 50 percent of the average of their or any

total profits or gains for the same period of time. kind ar paid on registered shares or bonds or deben-

tures, then the so-called registration Stamp duty shall
Reference must be made to the complementaryincome be due, deducted each year from the payments made.
tx scheme applyingt bond and debenture interest.

The rate of the stamp duty is five per thousand of the
Interest on registered bonds and debentures is liable to marketvalue of securities.
complementary incme tax in the same manner as any
other ncome liable to tax on income from movable In case registered securities are converted into bearer

capital. With regard to nterest on bearer bonds and securities, or vice versa, a stamp duty shall be due at

debentures, a distinction must be made according to variable rates depending on the nominal value of such

whether the respective holder has or has not registered securities.

such securities with the issuing entity (or in certain With regard to the so-called receipts stamp, a rate of two

cases, with its permanent representative on Portuguese per thousand applies to the amount after deduction of
territory) for tax purposes. any sum having the nature of a tax.

.
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B. Indexation
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national government revenue from taxation during the year 1979. Import D. Itemized deductions
duties accounted for 21.2 percent, the income taxes represented 20.1 per- E. Liability of corporations to devel-

cent and specific taxes, 14.2 percent. In terms of revenue potential there- opment tax

fore, income taxes, both at the personal and corporate levels, only ranked F. Passive income as approved under

third as a major source of government revenue. Between the personal and PD 1739 and PD 1800

corporate income taxes, the former has been more productive of revenue, Vl.' CONCLUSION

accounting for at least 10.6 percent of total national governmenttax revenue

as opposed to 9.5 percent for the latter.

This has not always been the case as personal income tax collections have
lagged behind those derived from corporate income tax. Personal income tax
collections as a percentage of the nationalgovernmenttaxrevenues stood at
6.84 percent in 1970, 8.07 percent in 1973 and 9.60 percent in 1976. Those
of corporate income tax were 17.43 percent in 1970, 20.07 percent in 1973,
and 14.78 percent in 1976. Apparently, the individual income tax base has
been eroded or manipulated.to some extent relative to the corporate income
tax base, thereby accounting for the former's law percentages during the

, years mentioned. The rise in personal income tax as a proportionof total tax * Dr. Angel Q. Yoingco is Director of
revenues in recent years evidences the revenue generating potentials of a the National Tax Research Center.

properly structured and implemented ncome tax system, especially at the The author was assisted in the preparation

personal level.
of this paper by Mr. .Dante Sy and Ms.
Bernardita Lamberte, members of the
Technical Staff of the National Tax Re-

During the years 1972-1976, income taxes were 2.51 percent of gross search Center.

national product, and 24.8 percent of total tax collections. In the same 1. Alan A. Tait, et. al., International

period, the averages for some 63 developing countries (as per IMF Staff Comparisons of Taxation for Selected

Papers) were 4.77 and 26.6 percent, respectively. DevelopingCountries, 1972-76,IMF Staff
Papers, Vol. 26, No. 1 (March, 1979).
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B. Income tax and wealth redistribution policy desiderata, a number of refinements, over the

years, have been introduced into the system which have
Furthermor, income taxes levied at progressive rates complicated rather than simplified tax administration
are also effective as a redistributive tool. They are ex- (sophisticated rules and regulations for dealing with
pected to reduce the concentration of wealth in the deductions and exemptions).
hands of a few and promote the equalizationof benefits
therefrom. In this connection, Philippine personal in- B. Discretion in the determinationof allowable
come tax rates range from 3 to 70 percent for individu- deductions
als; and, generally, 25 and 35 percent, for corporations,
plus an additional tax of 10 percent for close corpora- Through the system of deductions (generous or other-
tions. But due to the regressivity of the tax system in wise), a wide latitude of discretion on the part of the
the Philippines, wealth redistribution through income taxpayer and/or tax officer has been allowed. Thus,
taxes is hardly noticeable. the income tax base is subjected to undue erosion. Con-

sequently, the revenue potential of the tax is mpaired.
C. Income tax and allocation of resources On deductions for fixed income addaverage, earners up

to 46 percent of gross income. With personal exemp-
Much is also expected from income taxation in pro- tions, accounting for 26 percent of gross income, only
viding direction to the allocation of resources. The use 28 percent is left as taxable income.
of income exemptions (exemption from capital gains if

proceeds invested in certain activities) and ofare

preferential income tax treatment (lower tax rate for C. Uniform treatmentof different types of income

educational institutions) illustrateshow the involvement
of private enterprise in preferred or desired areas of The income tax system does not generally distingush
undertakings can be solicited or nfluenced.Conversely, between types of incomes. Thus earned or employment
the unproductive use of resources can be deterred income and incomes from business are treated in a

through heavy or confiscatory income tax rates (a sur- similar way to income from capital investment. Such

tax on undue accumulation of surplus, as in the case of treatment does not recognize the fact that wage or

corporations). employment and business income is generally earned
through mental exertion and physical effort which is
not usually the case with income from capital.

D. Income tax and economic stability
It is in this light that efforts have been made, time and

Economic stability and other socioeconomic and wel- again, and more persuasively during the years of martial

fare goals are equated with the built-in flexibilityof the rule, to reform the Philippine income tax system. Some

inCome tax and the package of exmptions and prefer- of these reforms sought to correct flaws found within

ential treatments accorded by the same to certain enter- the structure in order to make it more responsive to

prises. Thus, in times of prosperity during which people economic vagaries. Laws were promulgated to enhance

usually have too much spending capacity, the ncome the progressivity of the income tax, simplify its ad-

tax allows a government to collect more and in the ministration and enable it to conform with the Socio-

process reduce spendingpower as in the long run it leads economic and welfare aspirations of Philippine society.
to nflation. In times of depression during which tax- Likewise, the adoption of a scheme of a final withhold-

payers may not have much spendingpower,the income ing tax on passive income, income from capital and the

tax may (although with some fiscal sacrifice) help imposition of a shedular capital gains tax on capital
reduce tax liabilities through liberal deductions and ex- gains from real estate transactions are efforts to intro-

emptions. With reduced tax liabilities, the spending duce distinctions between the taxation of different

power of taxpayers is enhanced. types of income.

Ill. CABINET BILL NO. 34
I1. PROBLEMSOF THE PHILIPPINE INCOME

TAX SYSTEM The most ambitiousefforts to restructure the Philippine
income tax are to be found, however, in Cabinet Bill

A. Complexityof income tax administration No. 34 filed in the Interim Batasang Pambansa (IBP) or

Parliament last year (1980). Its main thrust is the
Given the variety and diversity of roles that income adoption of schedular taxation of income with the gross
taxation plays in the attainment of policy objectives, it income tax concept proposed to apply in the case of
iS not surprisingtht its administrationhas been guarded employment income. The Bill is also premised on a

with much zealousness and rapt concern by the taxing policy desire to simplify the administration of the

powers. Quite often, however, this zealousness and Philippine income tax in order to make it productive in

concern translate themselves into far too many compli- yield. To attain these considerations, the IBP Commit-
cated rules and regulations which render tax admin- tee on Finance commissioned its sub-committee on

istration unwieldy and thus dissipate the capability of taxation to devise a gross income tax scheme to replace
income tax to achieve its rason d'tre. Wittingly or un- the existing income tax approach. The sub-committee

wittingly, in our eagerness to use income tax to achieve consideredvarious proposals based on studies conducted
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by the NTRC-BIR Study Group. 2 In May 1980, the allowances. The proposed rates applicable from 3range
Committee on Finance agreed to adopt the proposal to 50 percent and with wider ncome brackets, thus
which calls, for a schedular approach to taxing incomes. resulting in a relatively much reduced tax liability
This proposal epitomizes the policy consideration to (particularly for those opting for optimal standard
make not merely piecemeal revision or partial reform, deductions) compared to the present steeply graduated
but rather to effect an overhaul of the entire income tax scale of 3 to 70 percentwith narrower income brackets.
system through the possible adoption of another
approach to income taxation in the Philippine frontiers. 1. Adoptonofa gross income taxationconcept

While generally the trend in income taxation is towards on employmentincome

the global approach as it is deemed to be the more A great number of employees in a developing country
effective way of achievi:ng progressivity, Philippine ex- like the Philippines do not earn much. For tie most
perience says otherwise. Thus, a preference for sched- part, they belong to the lower income brackets but
ular taxation for more effective compliance and collec- ironically, pay relatively more under a net income tax
tion, and probably more revnue in the long run, has scheme. The reason for this is that this group of tax-
been synthesized even at the expense f global pro- does not have items of which they
gressivity. After all, if income tax compliance and tax

payers many expense
can deduct from their employment ncome to be able

collection can be improved, it will also be easier to to reduce avoid their tax liabilities. These taxpayers
achieve equity and progressivity by the introductionof

or

generally resort to the optional standard deduction
this type of incme tax. Besides, there is also a growing (10 percent of gross ncome) in computing their tax
sentiment among some tax practitioners that the Philip- liability and have no elbow room to escape the full
pines should not have started at all with a global income brunt of the income tax. On the other hand, some em-
tax (considering its many ramifications and complexi- ployees with larger incomes with multiple ofor sources
ties) patterned on the U.S. income tax system, especial- income able to reduce their tax liabilities quite
ly when economic and non-economicconditionsdo not

are

effectively. Sometimes, they even find themselves in
parallel those of the model. Thus, without belittling the comfortable tax brackets, that is, below the 10 percent
merits of a global income tax, the idea of a schedular
income tax has been endorsed by parties interested in

or within the 3 percent tax rate, which is already very
low compared with prevailing rates in other ASEAN

achieving other policy goals and also keeping in mind countries. 3 It is for this reason that a preference for a
such issues as revenue, equity and progressivity. income tax has been put forward. Under thisgross

approach, employment income will be taxed at the
Phases. With this orientation, the proposal has been sub-

gross level at relatively lower rates and deductions are
divided into four phases, as follows: eliminated. These features are expected to reduce the
Phase I -- taxation of employmentincome; liability to income tax of employees who make use of
Phase II -- taxation of income from business, pro- the optional standard deduction as opposed to those

fessions and analogousactivities; who use itemized deductions. They also help to simpli-
Phase III -- taxation of corporate income; fy the tax administrationfor employmentincome.
Phase IV -- taxation of passive and other income.

2. Adoption of a schedular income tax approach

Objectives. The proposal seeks the attainment of the The schedular income tax approach is an offshoot of
following objectives: the adoption of gross income taxation on employment
1. to simplify income tax administration; income. Since the rates applicable to this source have
2. to reduce discretion in the determinationand allow- been lowered, the same treatment cannot be applied to

ance of deductions on the part of taxpayer/tax business income or the ncome of professionals, the
officer; latter being allowed to remain taxable on their net in-

3. to rationaliz income tax treatment of different come. Thus, a low schedule of rates for employment
types of income. income and another schedule for business/professional

income resulted in schedular taxation.

A. Employment income
3. Personal and additionalexemptions

The schedular taxation of employment income (that is, In line with policy considerations to extend relief from
income arising from employer-employee relations) in

the first phase is a marked departure from the global 2. NTRC or National Tax Research Center and BIR refers to

income tax system that is currently in force. Included the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

in this category are the following types of incomes: 3. Comparative Table on IndividualMarginal Income Tax Rates

(1) salaries, wages, compensation, emoluments and of ASEAN Countries
'

honoraria; (2)bonuses; (3) allowances, except cost of

living allowances mandated by law; (4) fringe benefits Marginal rates (in percent)
Country Lowest rate Highest ratein cash and in kind; (5) fees (director's fees and the

like); (6) taxable pensions; and (7) other similar sources Indonesia 10 50

of income. Malaysia 6 50

Philippines 3 70
No deduction of expenses shall be recognized in this Singapore 5 55

phase except for personal and additional exemptionsor Thailand 7 60
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the ill effects of inflation, personal and additional ex- For an employee receiving employment income from
emptions, which were last adjusted in 1959, are to be one employerand for a husband and wife both of whom
increased as follows: receive income from the same employer, the withheld

tax shall be considered final income tax payments. A
Personal From To Change simplified income tax form or information return shall
circum- be filed with the employer, who in tum forwards the
stances a U.S.$ B U.S.$ % return to the BIR on or before 15 March each year.

Single 1,800 233.16 2,500 323.83 39 For all other employees, i.e. employees receiving wages
Single, h.ed from muItiple employers and husband and wife em-

of family 3,000 388.60 4,000 518.13 33 ployed by two different employers, the employee shall
Married 3,000 388.60 5,000 647.67 67 be subject to withholding tax at each level of employ-
Dependents 1,000 129.53 2,000 259.07 100 ment. Filing as in the present law shall be maintained

each each whereby the employee files a tax return directly with
but not but not the BIR which shall make corresponding adjustments
exceed- exceed- either for refund or additionalpayment.
ing four ing three

B. Business income and income from professions
These amounts are to be applied prospectively so that The taxation of business ncome or income from pro-all other dependentswho qualiedprior to the proposal fessions has long been a thorny area in the histry ofshall still be allowed at4 1,000 each. In case of multiple the Philippine income tax system. Some of the problemsmarriages recognized as valid under the Code of Muslim

engendered by the present system of net income tax onPersonal Laws of the Philippines, a Muslim taxpayer these types of income are: (1) injudiciouserosionof the
may be entitled to an additionalexemption for qualified tax base through a scheme of deductions which givesdependents up to five or a maximum of * 10,000 elbow room to the taxpayers to exaggerate their de-(U.S.$ 1,295.34). ductions and claim excessive expenses; (2) under-

declaration or non-declaration of income which cannot4. Indexationscheme
easily be checked under a global approach; (3) difficulty

To further contain the onslaughts of infiation, ndexa- of covering all taxable persons, especially professionals
tion of personal exemptions at ntervals of 3 or more and operators of single proprietorships;and (4) negotia-
years is proposed. Indexation is an inflation adjustment tion and discretion as to the substantiation of deduc-
mechanism which links the income tax system to an tions gives too much discretionary power and occasion
index which is taken as representative of the prevailing for haggling to tax officers and taxpayers.
rate of nflation. Under inflation, indexation implies a Be that as it may, no major change is proposed in the
widening of tax brackets in money terms as well as determination of the tax base of those deriving income
restoring the real value of personal allowances. The from business, profession and similar activities in
scheme is practised in countries such as Canada, Den- recognition of the costs of producing such income, an

mark, the Netherlands, Switzerland and Brazil, to name argument which, if ignored, is feared will cause ominous
a few. The motive for indexation, therefore, under the repercussions for industries vital to economic growth.
proposal is to increase exemptions between 10 and 50 Deductions, however, for this category of taxpayer are
percent based on the percentage increase of the con- restricted to those which are business cost-related, in
sumer price ndex or an appropriate indicatoras an anti- order to do away with unwarranted tax base erosion.
inflationarydevice. More specifically, the following deductions shall not

be subject to further restrictions: (1) ordinary and
5. Withholdingscheme/filing necessary business expenses, except entertainment,

travel and promotional expenses; (2) interest; (3) losses;To ensure administrative simplicity and convenience, a (4) payments to employees' pension trust funds, (5) de-final withholding tax for employment ncome derived preciation; (6) depletion;and (7) taxes.
from only one source and the filing of a simplified tax
form is proposed. Further restrictions by means of a permissible ceiling

on entertainment, travel and promotional expensesUnder the presentsystem, fixed income earners undergo are recommended as these are deductible items which
untoldhardshipsand inconveniencesrangingfrom a much have been regarded as being highly susceptible to mani-too detailed income tax retum form to forming queues pulation and, by experience, these are the items usuallyin order to be able to file their tax returns. Considering claimed by high income earners. The sum of these threethat this group of taxpayers cannot bear a heavy tax items be deductible follows: (1) to theburden and that they are already a captive sector, then

expense may as

extent of not more than 2 percent of gross income with-it is but fair that this group be spared the rigors that out investigation or (2) to the xtent of not more thanusually accompany tax filing by a nal withholding 20 percent of gross income per industry subject to in-scheme.
vestigation (excess amounts shall be disallowed).

The proposal is to adjust the withholding tax rates on Bad debts are deductible subject to further restrictions
wages to approximatethe actual tax due. that are presently applied to interest, i.e. these shall be
Withholding and filing is proposed as follows: disallowed if sustained in transactions entered into
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between certain parties, e.g. between members of a depending on government policies, and are set at 10, 15
family. and 20 percent, with certain exceptions. Thus, interest

on savings deposits and dividends received by ndividuals
Under the proposal, persons receiving professional n- would be given preferential treatment as gainst other
come, can use the optional standard deduction of 10 receipts of passive income. Also, passive ncome received
percent of the gross income without a maximum limit. by pensioners who are at least 65 yars old and have no

The tax rate applicable to this category ranges from 5 to other source of income except their passive investment
60 percent, a schedule which is less burdensome than would also be treated leniently. The proposal is to sub-
the existing rates (3 to 70 percent) to soften the impact ject this group of taxpayers to the 3 to 50 percent tax
of some limitationson deductions. rates applicable to earned ncome provided that the

effective rate shall in no case be higher than that applied
to passive ncome. The reason for this special treatmentC. Corporate income
is to provide relieft pensionersduring their old age.

Relatively speaking, corporate income taxation is less This approach, however, still puts a premiumn passive
fraught with problems than the personal income taxa- income and, therefore, negates the object of ration-
tion of self-employed businessmen and professionals. alizing the taxation Of different types of income. (See
However, there are also gray areas in the corporate in- objective No. 3 of Cabinet Bill No. 34.) The very much
come tax structure which if left unbridled might give lower tax

'

rates of 10, 15 and 20 percent definitely put
rise to certain economic and non-economic repercus- individuals receiving income from capital in a more

sions. For instance, there is the matter of tax base favored situation than those receiving income from em-

maneuvers through excessive claims of certain deduc- ployment. The situation is further aggravated by the
tions. There is also the urgency of making the corporate fact that passive income earners usually belong to higher
income tax rates more progressive and, therefore, more income brackets than wage earners. The better approach
capable of producing increased revenue. And then there would be to strike a balance between the bottom and
is the nagging question of whether or not the tax system top individual income tax rates and use this as a basis
should be neutral on the choice of corporate forms, that for taxing passive income.
is whether the corporation is organized as a close or

public corporation. (See Table 1.)
Restrictions applicable to deductions under the second
category are extended to corporate taxpayers in order IV. OVERALL EFFECTSOF CABINETBILL NO. 34
to minimize tax base erosion. The 5 percent develop-
ment tax currently imposed on close corporations (a The proposed restructuringof the Philippine income tax
number of which are related to multinationals) is pro- system including a gross income tax concept for em-

posed to be repealed and integrated with the prevailing ployment income is expected to achieve the fllowing:
corporate income tax rates, that is, 30 percent for tax-
able income not exceeding * 100,000 (or U.S.$ 1. Administrative simplicity -- This is attainable

12,953.37) and 40 percent on the excess. The repeal of through schedular taxation and gross income taxation of
the development tax is the beginningof a neutral policy employment ncome as it: (a) does not recognize de-
on corporate form. However, its integration with the ductions, thus eliminating the administrative problems
general rates is expected to make the corporate tax of verifying deductions; and (b) adopts a nal with-
structure more progressive as a recompense for the holding tax scheme and simplied filing for employ-
revenue loss resulting from such repeal. ment income.

Corporations enjoying incentivesunder the Tax Code or Likewise, the mposition of a final tax on passive n-
under special laws shall continue to do so. Non-resident comes makes simple their taxation and is deemed to

corporations will continue to be taxed on the basis of reach effectively the taxpayers at source.

gross income for reasons of administrativesimplicity.
2. Reduction of discretion and preventionof collusion

This is attainable through the use of restrictions--

D. Passive income and/or ceilings on certain deductible items.

The last category of income covers passive and other 3. Rationalization of taxaton of different types oftypes of income, such as interest, dividends, royalties income -- This is to be achieved through the simplifiedand the like. These types of income have not been taxed taxation of employment income and schedular taxation
effectively for some time as they may be easily nder- for certain types of income. Some incomes that aredclared or not declared at all. The tax authority,on the generally not declaredmay now be taxable.
other hand, s not able to verify the income sources for
one reason or another (secrecy of corporate books, 4. Effectve taxation of passive incomes- This is tounless there is an authority for examination thereof). be achieved by the use of a final withholding tax at
Under this proposal, all passive income is to be subject source.
to a final tax under a withholding scheme in order to
simplify it treatment and to tax effectively the recipi- 5. Softening the effects of inflation -- This is achieved
ents of such income at the source point, thus preventing through reliefs in the form of increases in personal and
instances of tax evasion. The tax rates would differ additionalexemptionsand indexation.
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TABLE 1

Comparative table on corporate tax rates of ASEAN countries

Country Taxpayer Tax base Tax rate

Indonesia Crporationsdomiciled in Global taxable profit For domiciledand non-residentcorporations in

Indonesia Indonesia

Corporationsnot resident Domestic taxable profit First Rp. 25 million of %

in Indonesia. taxable profit 20

Next'Rp. 50 million of
taxable profit 30

Balance of taxable profit 45

Cooperativeassociation Global taxable profit For cooperativeassociations

First Rp. 10 million of

taxable profit 25

Next Rp. 25 million of

taxable profit 5

Balance of taxable profit 10

Malaysia Residentcompanies Income from sources within

and outside Malaysia 4O

Cooperatives (registered Icomefrom sources within

in Malaysia) and outside Malaysia 5 to 40

Non-residententities Income from within Malaysia 40

Philippines Domestic corporations Net income derived from all For domsticand residentforeign corporations
sources within and outside
the PhiJippines

Net income not over 100,000 25

Resident foreign corporations Net income derived from Net income in excess of

all sources within the P 100,000 35

Philippines

Non-residentforeign Gross income receivedfrom

corporations all sources within the

Philippines 35

Note: A ten,percent (10%) corporate development tax is also imposed on domestic and

resident foreign:corporationswhich qualify as closely-heldcorporations.

Singapore Resident and non-residents Net income from sources Flat rate 4O
within and utside Singapore

Thailand Domestic juridical companies Net profit 35

or partnership

Foreign companies carrying Net profit 35

on business in Thailand

Foreign companies carrying Gross receipts 1

on international transport
business

Foreign companies not carry- Net income For interest income paid to

ing on business in Thailand a juridical company or partner-

ship carrying on banking,
insurance or similar business 1O

6. Promotion of progressive and equifable aspects of 1,813.47) annual gross income. On the other hand, the
income taxation -- The proposal is strong on the equi- group of taxpayers using itemized deductions represents
table aspects of income taxation as they greatly benefit around 35 percent of total taxable fixed-income filers.

employees in the low income brackets. These are em- With the proposal, employees under the optional
ployees presently using the optional standard deduc- standard deduction scheme will enjoy a tax reduction.
tion who represent around 65 percent of total taxable Those using the itemized deductions will experience
fixed-income filers in 1978. These filers are concen- increases in tax liability, all of which should be inter-
trated in income brackets below * 14,000 (USS preted as making the tax system more equitable,which
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iS a basic norm of income taxation. On balance, it is hoped that the gains in administration

The proposal also reflects the desire to inject progres- will, in the long run, offset the losses resultingfrom the

sive features into the tax system. This is achieved by initial implementationof the proposal.
the tax ncreasing as income rises as in the case of em-

ployees, professionalsand businessmen. V. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

The problem of non-declaration or under-declaration (PD 1773, issued on January 16,1981)
of taxable income may still persist. However, with fewer

The task of restructuring the Philippine income tax
problems in the area of deductions, tax authoritiesmay
now effectively grapple with this problem-area. system has not been a very easy one. Cabinet Bill No.

34, for all ntents and purposes, has met with criticism
Revenue loss may be expected to reult from: (1) the and opposition. In the meantime, however, the govem-
application of lower tax rates to employment income; ment has deemed it fit that reforms be introducedinto
(2) the restructuring of tax rates for individuals with the income tax system as palliative or curative measures.

business incomes: (3) the shift from a global to a With this framework of objectives, Presidential Decree
schedular approach; and (4) the increase in exemptions. No. 1773 (iSsued January 16, 1981) has adoptedon

On the other hand, possible revenue gains may arise certain provisions of Cabinet Bill No. 34. More specifi-
from (1) the increased corporate tax rates and (2) the cally, the reforms introduced by PD No. 1773 are as

adoption of a final tax on passive incomes. follows.

A. Personal and additional exemptions

Personal
circumstances 1980 CB 34 Change PD 1773 Change

Single E 1,800 U.S.$ 233.16 22,500 U.S.$ 323.83 39% 9- 3,000 U.S.$ 388.60 67%

Single, head of

family 3,000 U.S.$ 388.60 B 4,000 U.S.$ 518.13 33% a 4,500 U.S.$ 582.90 50%

Married P 3,000 U.S.$ 388.60 5,000 U.S.$ 647.67 67% B 6,000 U.S.$ 777.20 100%

Dependents 1,000 E 2,000 100% a 2,000 100%

each but not each but not each but nt

exceeding exceedihg exceeding
four three four

The generous increase in exemptions under PD 1773 is idexation, it is expected that each level of income will

highly erosive of tax revenue. One particular aspect of continue to be taxed at approximately the same rate as

this increase, however, is the equitable treatment of in the base year. In effect, tax relief elements are

single and married persons. Under the old system, strongly injected into the system.
married persons who were able to file separate returns

enjoyed a greater exemption than those who filed a C. Optional standard deduction
joint return. This was so because, by filing separately,
each of the taxpayers was able to claim * 1,800 (USS The standard deduction which is in lieu of itemized
233.16) or * 3,000 (USS 388.60), depending on his/ deductions is now without any absolute maximum
her particular circumstances. With PD 1773, this situa- amount limit except the percentage retained at 10 per-
tion has been corrected and it is hoped that there will cent. Prior to this, taxpayers were allowed a standard
be more encouragement to file joint returns on the deduction equivalent to 10 percent of gross income or

part of married persons as the exemption is now on a 5,000, whichever was less. With the amendment, it
per capita basis. is hoped that itemizing taxpayers would switch to the
The new rates of exemptions are among the highest in standard deduction thus eliminating the need for
the ASEAN countries (see Table 2). examinationand simplifyingthe tax administration.

B. Indexation D. Itemized deductions

Adjustments in personal and additional exemptions Itemized deductions are stl. recognized, but the

once every three years, upon recommendation of the Minister of Finance, upon recommendationof the BIR
Minister of Finance -- based on, inter alia: (1) move- Commissioner, is now empowered to prescribe limita-
ments in consumer price indices; (2) minimum wage tions or ceilings for any of the itemized deductions

levels; and (3) bare subsistence levels --have been allowed by law. The use of this power is ntended to

provided as a counter measure to inflation and to reduce abuses especially in the matter of tax base mani-

increase the significance of income tax relief granted pulations through excessive and often unsupprted
especially to small income earners. With the adoption of deductions.
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TABLE 2

Personal exemptionsgranted tO individual resident taxpayers by countr, by type
and by the amount of exemption in the ASEAN countries

Country Type of exemption Amountof exemption U.S.$

Indonesia Basic exemption (for residentsnd non-residents)
1. Each taxpayer Rp. 240,000 384
2. Each legal spouse Rp. 240,000 384
3. For each member of the family and adopted Rp. 120,000 for each dependent 192

children who are 21 years old or younger for
whom the taxpayer is fully responsible, up to

the maximm of 5 persons

Malaysia For residents in Malaysia
1. Relief for individuals MS 5,000 2,158

MS 60 rebate 25.91

2. Wife's relief MS 2,000 863.60
MS 30 rebate 1.2.94

3. Children's relief 1 st child MS 800 345.44
2nd child MS 700 302.26
3rd child MS 600 259.08
4th child MS 500 215.90
5th child MS 400 172.72
Retarded child MS 400 each 172.72

4. Allowancefor children educated abroad Four (4) times the normal deductionsallowed
aschildren's relief

5. Insurance premiumsand approved employee The aggregate amountof payments or contri-

providentfund contribution butions or both subject to a maximum of
MS 3,500 1,511.30

Non-residentrelief
1. Non-residentcitizens The difference between the tax chargeableon

the individual at the non-residentrate and the
tax that would have been charged on that
income had he been a resident.

2. Non-residentswho are not citizens The difference between the tax charged on the
pension or pensions and employment income
at the non-resident rate and the tax that would
have been charged had the taxpayer been a

resident.

Philippines 1. Personal exemption P 3,000 if single or legally separated 388.85
P 6,000 if married 777.70
B 4,500 if head of family 583.27

2. Additional exemption for qualified dependents 2,000 for each qualified dependent (the 259.23
number of dependentsmust not exceed four)

Singapore Residentcitizens
1. Personal relief for single individuals or married S$ 8,500 3,995

persons legally separated from their spouses
including relief for maintenanceof parents and

grandparents
2. Personal relief for married persons including S$11,500 5,405

relief for maintenanceof parents and grandparents
Thailand 1. For a single individual or married couple 7,000 baht for the taxpayer 35O

7,000 baht for the taxpayer's spouse 35O
3,000 baht for each lawful or adopted child 150

2. An estate 6,000 baht 300

3. Unincorporatedpartnership or body of persons 7,000 baht for each partner but shall not 350
exceed 14,000 baht in total

4. Dividend Amount actually received by not exceeding 500 or

10,000 baht or 5,000 baht 250

Dollar Conversion (as of March 6,1981).
Indonesia -- 1 Rp. oe.00164; Malaysia -- 1 MS = .43184; Singapore- 1 S$ = .47; Thailand -- 1 baht ---.-.05004.
Source: Departmentof Ecnomic Research Central Bank.
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E. Liability of corporationsto developmenttax

The corporate developmenttax has been upgraded from
5 to 10 percent. It shall not apply, however, to open
corporations, banks and non-bank financial interrnedia-
ries. A possible repercussion of this amendment is the EUROPEAN
dampening effect that it may have on foreign investors

TAXATIONwho are usually organized as close corporations, the

target of the developmenttax.

F. Passive income as approved under PD 1739 and
PD 1800

Articles by the Bureaus team of internationaltax specialists,
PD 1739 (issued September 17, 1980) and PD 1800 and its networkof local tax experts.

(issued January 11, 1981) imposed fi:nal withholding
taxes at source on passive income, except royalties.
These are designed to achieve administrative simplicity Developmentsand trends in European tax law

and effective taxation of passive income. The new rates
are as follows: News in brief; court rulings; case notes

. EEC tax develpments
Individuals Interest Dividends Royalties

Citizens and 15%, if from savings 1'5% 15%*

resident aliens deposits. Further details and free samples from:

20%, if from time INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF
deposits and deposit FISCAL DOCUMENTATION .

su bstitutes.
Sarphatistraat 124 -- P.O. Box 20237 --

All other interest is 1000 HE Amsterdam -- the. Netherlands
taxable as part of gross IBllll!81 Tel.: 020- 267726 Telex: 13217 intax nl
income subject to the Cables: Forintax--

1usual 3-70% tax rates.

Aliens not en-

gaged in trade
or business 30% 30% 30%

The amendments, however, tend to favor the rich as

Corporations their income-is now subject to much lower tax rates
Domestic 15%, if from savings 10%, if inter- 15%* compared to the steep progression of the 3 to 70 per-

deposits. corporate cent tax rates applicable to other incomes. With these
20%, if from time new rates, the progressive element of the income tax
deposits and deposit system is also weakened (see Table 3).
sustitutes.

Al l other i nterest is
taxable s part of gross VI. CONCLUSION
income subject to the
usual 25 and 35% tax As can be noted, some of the.amendmentsunder PDs
rates. 1773, 1739 and 1800 render certain provisions of

Non-resident 35%, if from sources- 35%, if there is 35%** Cabinet Bill No. 34 academi, such as the increase in
foreign Within the Philippines. no tax sparing personal and additional exemptions, the indexation

provision scheme, the limitations or ceilings on itemized deduc-
15%, if from foreign 15%, if there is a tions and the imposition of final withholding tax at
loans. tax sparing source for passive incomes.

provision Be that as it may, an ideal ncome tax system remains
Offshore 10%, on loans to a much sought after target. This attitude is, of course,
banking units residents inevitable considering the high level of expectationthat
Depository banks 10%, on foreign currency is pinned on the income tax system as a final and non-

under expanded granted to residents. fiscal instrument.
foreign currency

deposit system Thus, the remaining features of Cabinet Bill No. 34
which are worth salvaging should still be given con-

* Not final. sideration. The adoptionof the gross income concept on

** Final. fixed or employment ncome would to a significant
extent simplify administration and reduce the discre-
tions given to the taxpayerand the tax authority.
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TABLE 3

Tax treatmentof passive incomes in ASEAN countries

Country Interest Dividends Royalties

INDONESIA *

Individual Lumped with other income but subject Lumped with other income but subject 20 percent of the proceeds.-
to a 20 percent withholding tax which to a 20 percent withholding tax which the taxpayer is the entity
could be credited against the individ- could be credited against the individ- providing such proceeds. The

ual's income tax. ual's income tax. tax can be credited against the
individual's income tax.

Corporation Lumped with other incomes but sub- Lumped with other incomes but sub- 20 percent of the proceeds
ject to 20 percent withtiolding tax ject to a 20 percent withholding tax credited against the corpora-
which could be credited against the which couldbe credited against the tion's income tax.

corporation's incometax. corporation's income tax.

Interest paid to a foreign creditor is

subject to a final tax of 10 percent.

MALAYSIA *

Individual Taxable'as part of gross income. Taxable as part of gross income. Taxable as part of gross income
for income more than M$3,000.Interest received from the'National

Savings Bank not more than M$1,400
Income up to M$3,000 is

or not more than M$600 from exempt.

savings accounts with any commercial Royalties received by non-resi-

banks are exempt from tax. dets are subject to 15 percent
withholding tax.

Corporation Iaxable as part of gross income. Taxable as part of gross income. Taxable as part of gross income
on income of more than
M$3,000. Income up to

M$3,000 is exempt.

Interest received from the National a') Dividends received by corporations
Savings Bank not more than M$1,400 are treated as part of gross income.
or not more than M$600 from savigs But when a resident company dis-
accounts with any commercial barks tributes its profits to shareholders
are exempt from tax. by way of dividends, the share-

holders are taxed on the gross divi-

dends, and the income tax paid by
the company is fully passed od to
shareholdersas credit.

b) Dividends received by foreign
shareholdersfrom resident com-

panies are subject to a 40 percent
withholding tax.

c) Dividends received by cooperative
societies are exempt from. income
tax.

PHILIPPINES
Individual
a) Citiznsand resident 15 percent final tax if from savings 15 percent final withholding tax on 1 5percent withholding tax

aliens deposits. 1 dividends. 2 creditableagainst the recipient's.
2

20 percent f.inal tax if from time income tax.

deposits and deposit substitutes. 1

Interest other than derived from
aboye is taxable as part of gross income

subject to 3-70 percent on the part of
recipients.

b) Aliens not engaged in 30 percent final withholding tax. 30'percent final withholdingtax. 30 percent final withholding
trade or business. tax.

Corporation
a) Domestic and resident 15 percent final tax if from savings 10 prcent final tax if received from 15 percent withholding tax

foreign corporation. deposits. 3 a domestic corporation liable to tax creditableagainst the recipient's
under the Code. (Provided that income tax. 5

20 percent final tax if from time
deposits and deposit substilutes. 3 interest paid or incurred on indebted-

ness abroad shall be allowed as

Interest other than enumerated deduction from intercorporatedivi-
above is taxable as part of gross in- dends to computethe 10 percent if
come subject to 25-35.percent. such loans was incurred to provide

funds for investment in a dmestic
corporation.) 4
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Country Interest Dividends Royalties

b) Non-resident foreign 35 percent on interest incomes from 35 percent final tax if there is no tax 35 percent final withholding
corporation not engaged sources within the Philippines. sparing provision.' tax.

in trade or business. 15 percent tax'on interest on foreign 15 percent tax if there. is a tax

loans.. sparing provision.

c) Offshore banking units 10 percent final withholding tax on

interest income from loans granted
to residents.

d) Depository banks under 10 percent final withholding tax on

the expanded foreign interest income from foreign currency
currency dposit system. loans granted to residents.

SINGAPORE **

Individual Taxa61e as part of gross income. The Taxable as part of gross income. The Taxable as part of gross income

tax deducted at source is allowed as tax is allowed to be credited against ssessed at gross less anyallow-
a credit against individual income tax. income tax. able deductions.

Interest payable to, non-residents is
taxed at 40 percent on gross income
at time of payment.

Corporation Taxable as part of gross income and Taxable as part of gross income and
assessed at gross. Tax deducted at assessed at gross less allowable
sourc is allowed as a credit. deductions.

THAILAND **

Individual Received before 1983 - 10 percent of Taxable as part of gross income.

gross amount of interest.

Received after 1983 -- interest is added Dividends received from listed com- Royaltiesare treated as

to gross income and taxable at income panies not exceeding 10,000 baht -- ordinary income and are not

tax rates. exempt; excess (up to 400,000 baht) subject to-deduction. A 20 per-
30 percent is exempt. cent deduction is allowed for a--

Dividends not exceeding 5,000 baht patent however, but not ex-

received from other Thai juridical ceeding 20,000 baht.

companiesor partnershipsexempt;
excess (up to 200,000 baht) -15 per-
cent is exempt.

Corporation Received before 1983 -- 10 percent of Dividends received by a registered Taxable as part of gross income.

gross amount of interest. company from a Thai limited company, If a recipient is a non-resident
a listed company or a mutual fund are company, royalties shall be

Received after 1983 -- interest is added
to gross income and taxable at income not included as revenue. Any other subject to withholdihg tax at

Thai company is required to include tbe rate of 25 percent of the
tax rates.

as revenue only one-half of the divi- gross amount.

dends received from a Thai company.

* Source: Tax Systems of Selected Countries in Asia and th Pacific, Project study of SGATAR, Prepared by the Republic of the Philippines,
National Tax Research Center, November 1980.

** Source: Tax Systems of Selected Countries in Asia and the Pacific, November 1980.

1 . PD 1739 (issued September 17,1980).
2. PD 1800 (issued January 16,1981).
3..Provided by PD 1739 (issued September 17,1980).
4. Provided by PD 913 (issued March 29,1976).
5. Provided by PD 1800 (issued January 16,1981 ).

-
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TheNewInternationalDebate
onExpenditurelax:
AnAssessment
3yGThimmaia*

:

proposed a spending tax in the U.S.A. In 1974, the Ad-
visory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations

TABLE OF CONTENTS (ACIR) prepared an information report on the expen-
diture tax. In 1975, the Seeretary of the Treasury,

I. BACKGROUND William E. Simon, suggested basic reforms of ncome
II. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE tax; at his suggestion,Blueprintsfor Basic Tax Reform 2

Ill. JUSTIFICATION FOR THE EXPENDITURETAX were prepared in 1977 in which expenditure was pro-
IV. SCOPE OF THE PROPOSALS posed as an alternative to either a comprehensive in-
V. TAX BASE

come tax or the presently operating income tax.
VI. EXEMPTIONSAND DEDUCTIONS
VIl. UNIT FOR TAX PAYMENT

In Europe, the Swedish Gouernment Commsson onVIlI. EQUITY OF THE EXPENDITURETAX
Taxation initiated a detailed study on a progressive ex-IX. THE ECONOMICSTABILIZATION ISSUE.

X. REVENUE IMPLICATIONS penditure tax as an alternative to income tax in 1976. 3

XI. TAX EVASION In England, the Institute of Fiscal Studies appointed a

Xll. ADMINISTRATIVEPROBLEMS Committee 4 in 1976 under the chairmanship of J.E.
XIII.RELEVANCEOF AN EXPENDITURETAX FOR A Meade to examine the structure of direct taxes and to

DEVELOPING ECONOMY suggest required reforms. This Committee produced an

elaborate proposal for an expenditure tax in 1978. All
these reports considered an expenditure tax as a feasible
alternative to the existing income tax as well as to the
ideal but impracticable Haig-Simons comprehensive in-

I. BACKGROUND come tax. s This revival of interest in expenditure tax
deserves close scrutiny to understand afresh the prob-

In the idea of an expenditure tax is as old as the science lems and prospects of expenditure tax in both develop-
of economics. It has been repeatedly discussed as an ed and deveIopingcountries.
alternative to income tax but without any decisive im-
pact on policy makers. In the 1970s, a new debate on

the desirability of introducing the expenditure tax
emerged in several developed countries, notably in Swe- * The author is Prfessor of Economics and Head, Economics

den, the U.K. and the U.S.A. There are several reasons Unit, Institute for Social and Economic Change, Bangalore, In-
for this latest revival of interest in the expenditure tax. dia.
The inflationary trend which engulfed the entire west- 1. The Expenditure Tax: Concept, Admnistrtonnd Possible
ern world severely affected .taxpayers when the increase Applications (ACIR, Washington,D.C., March 1974).
in their nominal incomes pushed the lower slab income 2. Departmentof Treasury, January 17, 1977.

--

tax payers upwards nto the higher slabs. Besides, busi-
3. Progressive Expenditure Tax An Alternative (Stockholm,

ness rins and the corporate sectr could not plough 1978). Professor Sven-Olof Lodin, the athor of this Swedish
. study, has also published a summary of the Swedish proposal inback savings from their own sources to undertake new Intertax, Nos. 11-12, 1978 and No. 1, 1979.

investments and, as a result, productivity suffered. Fur- 4. The Structure and Reform of Direct Taxation: Report of a

ther, the type of income tax which has been operating Committee Chaired by Prof JE. Meade (George Allen and Un-
in most developed countries has its own defects which win, London, 1978).
added to the dissatisfaction of taxpayers and the frus- 5. It is called comprehensive income tax because Robert M.
tration of tax administrators. All these problems re- Haig (in The Concept of Income -- Economic and Legal As-

quired not merely ad hoc tax reforms but also funda- pects, The Federal Income Tax (ColumbiaUniversityPress, New
mental long term changes in the tax structures. Perhaps York, 1929)) defined taxable income as the money value of the

the most vocal discussion on the need.to reform the in- net accretion to one's economic power between two points in

come tax structure and to consider the possibility of time; Henry C. Simons (Personal Income Taxaton (Chicago,
p. as sumintroducing an expenditure tax has been going on in the 1938), 128) also defined it the algebraic of (1) the

market value of rights exercised in consumption; (2) the changeU.S.A. As far back as 1921, CongressmanOgden L. Mills in the value of the store of property rights between the beginning
was reported to have proposed a tax on spending. Later, and end of the period in question. Hence the concept has come
in 1942, the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Morgenthau, to be associatedwith their names.
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Il. HISTORICALPERSPECTIVE maximum marginal rate of 45 percent, an expenditure
tax, an estate duty, a gift tax, a capital gains tax and

The idea of an expenditure tax is traced to the writings wealth tax, all operating simultaneously. But because

of Thomas Hobbes, 6 though the proposal to exempt the Government of India could not implement it in the

savings from income tax is found in the writings of way he recommended and also because the bureaucracy
J.S. Mill, Alfred Marshall and A.C. Pigou in England and could not establish the expenditure tax base n the way

Luigi Einaudi in Italy. 7 However it was Irving Fisher 8 suggested by Irving Fisher, it became a consumptiontax

of the United States who put forward in 1937 a propo- based on the declared consumption of individuals. This

sal for a more practicable expenditure tax which was made the tax unpopular, administratively complicated
published in 1942. 9 Until that tine, the expenditure and, in terms of yield, unproductive. The tax was abol-

tax was conceived as a tax on consumption, but the ished in 1962 but reintroduced in 1964 and nally abol-

difficulty of imposing a tax on individual consumption ished in 1966. With this demise, the first practical ex-

makes it administratively mpracticable, although in periment after its second birth came to an end. In the .

terms of economic logic it is rated a better tax than 1970s, the American Blueprints, the Swedish proposal
the income tax. It was Irving Fisher who for the rst and the Meade Committee proposal revived internation-

time showed that this administrative problem could be al nterest n the expenditure tax. These proposals have

overcome by deriving the expenditure tax base from in- also started an international debate which deserves cri-

come in terms of aggregate economic entities. This was tical assessment.

a major breakthrough in designing a practicable expen-
diture tax. In 1947, William Vickrey io suggested a Il1. JUSTIFICATIONFOR THE EXPENDITURE

spending tax for the U.S.A., either as a supplementary TAX
tax to the then existing progressive income tax in the Of several justifications 12 for the expenditure tax, at
middle income ranges or as a complete substitute for
the income tax on all ncome slabs except the highest.
Expenditure tax shot nto cademic prominence and 6. See Nicholas Kaldor, An Expenditure Tax (George Allen and

attracted world-wide attention after the publication of Unwin, Ltd., 1955), pp. 11-15.

Nicholas Kaldor's book in 1955. 11 From then onwards, 7. Ibid., pp. 11, and 79-80.

the expenditure tax has been seriously considered by 8. Incone in Theory and Income in Taxation in Practice,

many governments in both the developed and the de- Econometrica, January 1937, and A Practical Schedule for an

velopingworld. Income tax, The Tax Magazine, July 1937.
9. Irving Fisher and Herbert W. Fisher, Constructive Income
Taxation (New York, 1942).

It should be mentioned here that although an admin- 10. Agenda for Progressive Taxation (The Ronald Press Co., New
istratively practicable expenditure tax was expounded York, 1947). However, he slightly modified his suggestion in a

as early as 1937 by Irving Fisher, it did not catch the subsequent paper and recommended ... to reform the income
attention of the policy makers, mainly because of the tax at least as applied to upper bracket tax payers, so as to pro-

unfavourable economic situation at that time in the vide full inclusion of capital gains and losses and some form of

westem world: during the 1930s all these countries were averaging and.., to adopt a spending tax for upper bracket tax

reeling under the impact of the great depression. The de- payers (Expenditure, Capital Gains and the Basis of Progressive

pression called for expansion of aggregate expenditure Taxation, The ManchesterSchool of Economic and Social Stu-
dies, January, 1957, p. 24).

and since private expenditure was considered inadequate 11. OP. cit.
to utilise the then existing productive capacity, public 12. These are mainly peace time justifications. It is interesting to
expenditure was expected to expand to fill the gap. The know that Milton Friedman justified the expendituretax (spend-
expenditure tax was believed to curb private consump- ing tax) during World War II to achieve (i) maximum total output
tion, and was therefore considered an inappropriate fis- as well as that required for war, (ii) efficient allocation of scarce

cal policy tool for initiating economic recovery during consumer goods available for civilian consumption and (iii) a

depression. Thus the first proposal for an expenditure smooth economic transition to the post-warsituation by using ac-

tax was born at an inauspicioustime and hence faced in- cumulated savings (The Spending Tax as a Wartime Fiscal Mea-

fant mortality. After this sad demise, the expenditure sure, American EconomicReview, March 1943, p. 62).
tax was reborn in the 1950s when Kaldor became its William Vickrey also justied a spending tax during war for the

foster father. Kaldor's proposalwas not sympathetically following reasons: There is a case of a different order to be

made, not discussed by Kaldor, for a temporary expenditure tax
considered either by the British Royal Commission on to be applied at a time of great general shortage of consumer
Taxation of Profits and Income, before which he pre- goods, as during a war, or other emergency period. In this case

sented it, or by the British Government,because of their the tax is specifically not expected to continue after the emergen-
ignorance about the nature of the proposed expenditure cy is over, or at least only at much lower rates, so that deferment
tax. Undaunted by this failure to sell the expenditure of expenditure not only defers the tax, but reduces the applicable
tax at home, when called upon to achieve the Govern- rate, and the incentive for individuals to save, at last temporari-
ments of India and Ceylon on tax reforms Kaldor sold ly, is greatly enhanced. In such contexts the argument for the ex-

his expenditure tax there. He recommendedthat the ex- penditure tax is much stronger than it is for a permanent tax; in-

penditure tax be introduced as a supplementary tax
deed it can be considered as a form of graduated generalized ra-

along with moderate rates of income tax. He also recom-
tioning. One could even argue that the possibility of such emer-

use would be a reason for using the tax in normal times in
mended that it be an integral part of an integrated

gency
order to have the administrative machinery ready for the emer-

direct tax system to curb tax evasion and to reduce the gency (Expenditure, Capital Gains and the Basis of Progressive
nequality of income and wealth. Thus in India he re- Taxation, The ManchesterSchool of Economic and Social Stu-

commended retaining a progressive income tax with a dies, Jan. 157, pp. 7-8).
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least one is as old as the idea itself: income tax amounts in an inflationary situation, but it is difcult to believe
to double taxation of savings and hence discourages that expenditure tax would automatically index for
savings. This allegation against income tax was first changes in the real value of incme from other sources.

made by J.S Mill, although it was modified by Alfred
Marshall and A.C. Pigou and became a very fashionable All three proposals, which have unanimouslyadvocated
argument against ncome tax. However, on close exami. expenditure tax, have recommended it with a view of
nation this is an exaggeration, as pointed out by Raja also achieving other objectives of tax reform. For in-
Chelliah. 13 Because income tax first taxes the income stance, the American Blueprints emphasise three objec-
earned/received in a particular year, and savings or in- tives of tax reform, namely, equity, simplicity and effi-
vestments are made from that income, the incomewhich ciency. In other worlds, the American Blueprints have
flows from those savings and/or nvestments will be tried to examine the alternativeproposals for reforming
taxed and not the original savings themselves. Therefore, the existing income tax with a view to making the direct
it is far from true to say that ncome tax is double tax structure of the U.S.A. more equitable, easier to un-

taxation of savings. However, what happens in practice derstand and to justify, and more conducive to the effi-
is that under an ncome tax regime, if there is a wealth cient operation of the private economy. The Meade
tax or an inheritance or gifts tax, this would amountto Committee has maintained that its proposals aim at
double taxation of past accumulatedsavings though not providing incentives and achieving economic efficiency,
in the same year. Thus income tax taxes the savings distributional equity, simplicity and low cost of admin-
which were already included in income; when savings istration and compliance. More or less the same objec-
are accumulated and become wealth in the future, that tives are kept in view by the Swedish proposal. Thus all
is taxed in later years under the wealth tax or inherit. three countries' proposals for an expenditure tax have
ance tax. But even this is not double taxation of savings examined it both as a supplementary tax and as a tax
in the same year. And this kind of integrated taxation is supplanting income tax from the viewpointof the above-
based on equity considerationswhich are relevant even mentioned objectives of tax reform. They also happen
under an expenditure tax regime as will be shown be- to be the essentialcharacteristicsof any good tax system.
low. This means that in all these countries their respective

direct tax systems have lost these characteristics;hence,
An mportant argument in favour of an expenditure tax these proposals assume that, among other things, if an

iS that, for a fast growth of productivity, high rates of expenditure tax is introduced the necessary characteris-
savings and capital formation are required. Self-financ- tics will be restored to their direct tax systems.
ng is necessary for business and the corporate sector to
undertake new nvestment and to improve productivity. IV. SCOPE OF THE PROPOSALS
In an inflationary situation, the cost of borrowing be-
comes discouraginglyhigh and, under the income tax re- The three proposals examined the weaknessesof the ex-
gime, a plough-backof savings is made mpossible;hence isting income tax in the respectivecountries, and against
an expenditure tax would encourage self-financing and this background the AmericanBlueprnts and the Meade
promote savings in developed as well as developing Committee proposed a comprehensive income taxand
countries. This is the argument put forward by the an expenditure tax as alternatives whereas the Swedish
American Blueprints, the Swedish proposal and the proposal did not directly examine a comprehensive
Meade Committee. Thus it is nteresting to know how income tax and expenditure tax as alternatives. The
the tide has turned; namely, in the 1930s when the ex- American Blueprints examined the comprehesive in-
penditure tax was first proposed, over-saving was con- come tax and a full-fledged expenditure tax as alterna-
sidered an economic malady and an expenditure tax tives and came to the conclusion that it is very difficult
hence ruled out as an nappropriate renedy as it was to administer the eonprehensive incorne tax even
feared to kill the patient. But by the 1970s, the lack of though it is the ideal way of taxing income. Hence the
adequate savings became a nalady and hence an expen- Blueprnts opted for an expenditure tax. The Meade
diture tax has been advocated to encourage savings in Committee examined the relative merits of the com-
both the household and corporate sectors. prehensive income tax, the universal expenditure tax,

and the two-tierexpenditure tax, and recommendedthe
Yet another argument for expenditure tax advanced in two-tier expenditure tax to start with on the grounds of
the three proposals mentioned above is that the infla- administrative feasibility, with a gradual phased switch
tionary situation has created serious problems for in- over to the universal expenditure tax. The Swedish pro-
come tax payers and for the business and corporate sec- posl recommended conversion of the present progres-
tors. Income tax cuts into the capital structure of com- sive income tax into a proportional income tax with a
panies through the capital gains tax, reduces the flow of 30 percent rate, and the introduction of a progressivefunds in the corporate sector and imposes a heavy bur- expenditure tax (along with the proportional income
den of tax on individuals whose nominal incomes shift tax) on expenditures which exceed 30,000 kroners.
them to higher brackets on accountf inflation. An ex- Therefore, all three proposals have opted for an expen-penditure tax is therefore advocated as a solution to diture tax not merely as an economically efficient
those problems created by inflation. It is argued that an substitute but also as an administratively feasible tax as
expenditure tax automatically indexes incomes for in- compared to the comprehensiveincome tax.
flation. This argment is open to dispute. It is possible
that capital gains may receive more favourable treat- 13. Case for an Expenditure Tax, Economic and Political
ment under an expenditure tax than under income tax Weekly (Bombay),January 26, 1980, pp. 158-174.
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V. TAX BASE lified accounts, loans and proceeds from asset sales,
minus gross business expenses, gifts made, deposits in

Expenditure tax was originally known under other qualified accounts, repayments of loans, and proceeds
names: American authors used the term spendingtax of asset purchases, make the consumptionbase almost
and British authors used the term consumption tax. equivalent to the comprehensive ncome tax base with-
But it was Nicholas Kaldor who called it an expenditure out requiring an ctual tally of the purchases of con-

tax. There are certain valid reasons for calling the tax sumption goods and services. The earlier-mentionedex-

on consumption base an expenditure tax. Traditionally, periments with expenditure tax in India and Ceylon
the tax on consumption has been in the form of com- considered the actual amount spent by individuals on

modity taxes which assume the form of ndirect taxes. goods and services as the tax base. Proof of purchases
They include excise duties, turnover tax, sales tax and through vouchers or bills was required which was very
value added tax. Conceptually such a tax, though a tax difcult to obtain; hence the measure became admin-
on consumption, is not neutral between different forms istratively unpopular. Precisely for this reason, namely,
of consumption as the rates of tax differ from commo- difculty of enforcement, it could not yield adequate
dity to commodity dependingupon their nature and im- revenue and became unproductive. But the proposed
portance. Even the value added tax assumes the form of expenditure taxbase tries to overcome this problem.
a consumption base tax. Several problems are therefore The Swedish proposal worked out the tax base for an

associated with the measurement of consumption for expenditure tax on the basis of cash recipts, such as

the purpose of direct taxation and it is this difficulty regular ncome, proceeds from the.sale of nvestment
which leads to the administrative unpopularity of the assets, legacies, gifts, loans, lottery prizes and the like

expenditure tax. Realising this drawback, Irving Fisher plus all dissavings such as reduction of bank deposits,
suggested the derivation of consumption through in- reduction of claims, loans, minus all outgoing deduct-
come by deducting savings from gross ncome. Thus the ible amounts like accumulated outlays for the acqui-
technical aspect of a consumption base tax was con- sition of income, outlays for investmentyielding activi-

ceptually solved. In this form, the tax will be neutral be- ties and also new savings in bank deposits, ncreases of
tween different commoditiesand differentconsumption claims and repayment of loans. The net amount consti-
units. It is as universally applicable for all consumption tutes the individual .tax base for the expenditure tax.
as is an income tax. Therefore, it was rightly designated Thus, as against the exiting income tax which is based
an expenditure tax since the expenditure is derived in on the principle of ability to pay, the progressive ex-

the aggregate sense by deducting aggregate savings from penditure tax is based on the principle of standard of

aggregate ncome. Consequently, the total expenditure living of the family or the ndividual as the tax base.
is the tax base in the case of an expenditure tax. How- The expendituretax, as discussed in the three proposals,
ever, the Meade Committeeexamined different forms of becomes a tax on standard of living. Kaldorjustifies ex-

expenditure tax, namely: (i) the expenditure tax adjust- penditure as a better index of taxable capacity. This is

ment of the income base, (ii) the value added method supposed to indicate the ability to pay better than

and (iii) the hundred percent capital allowancemethod. mere ncome. However, this argument does not stand

The expenditure tax adjustment of the ncome base is close scrutiny in terms of economic logic as ncome. is

called the universal expenditure tax and the remaining always a better index of economic ability by the mere

two are called two-tier expenditure taxes. Under the fact that income is of a greater magnitude than expen-
universal expenditure tax, the tax base is estimated in diture at higher levels of income.
the following way: all personal income (such as wages,
salaries, dividends, interest, rent, profits and royalties)
plus all capital receipts (like realisation of capital as- VI. EXEMPTIONSAND DEDUCTIONS
sets, amounts borrowed, receipts of repayment of past
loans, reduction in money balances) plus all windfall All three proposals have examined the items of savings
earnings (like inheritances, gifts received and lottery and other allowances to be deducted from the total

earnings) are added and considered as total income. income to arrive at expenditure as the tax base. While
From this total income are deducted non-consumption all receipts of income in vrious forms become part of

outgoings (such as for acquisition of assets, the amount total income, all items of saving such as bank deposits,
of money lent, repayment of past loans, iricrease in life insurance premia, stocks and shares become part of

nioney balances, payment of interest on money borrow- deductions. Ticklish problems arise, however, in regard
ed). What remains is the tax base for the universal ex- to assets like housing, life insurance funds, durable con-

penditure tax. Even in the case of a two-tier expenditure sumer goods, borrowing and lumpy (meaning sub-

, tax, where it is suggested that it take the formof a sur- stantial amounts of money to be paid in one amount)
charge on incomes above a.particularlimit, the tax base items of expenditure such as education and health. The
would be the same, except that income tax paid will be nvestment in housing is usually large, and if it is allow-

' deducted from the tax base. In the case of the American ed to be deducted in one year, the tax base may be-

Blueprints, for purposes of the expenditure tax (also come negative. Similarly, if the amount borrowed for
called consumption base tax or cash flow tax), all n- housing is added to the income base and if the tax is
come minus all positive and negative changes in net levied on lumpy expenditures incurred on education
worth are taken into account. In other words, all re- and health, the amount of tax would be prohibitively
ceipts of income such as wages, salaries, gross business high. Therefore, several suggestions have been made by
receipts, pensions, gifts and inheritances, all forms of the three proposals to overcome these problems: One

public assistance, alimony and withdrawals from qua- suggestion is to add the annuity or mortgage payments
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on houses each year as deductible savings. Another set as deductible when purchased and to be added to
suggestion is to take the rental value of the house. In the tax base when sold.
regard to expenditure on education, if we treat it as an

investment in human capital formation, then it should Thus the expenditure tax, while making it possible to
be deducted from the tax base. This is consistent with arrive at aggregate expenditure as the tax base by de-
the philosophy of the expenditure tax which is sup- ducting aggregate savings from aggregate income, creates
posed to exempt all savings and investment. If the same the problem of a negative tax base and an excessive tax

logic is used, then expenditure on health becomes a de- base because of the need to take into account lumpy
preciation or maintenance cost of human capital, but expenditures and capital assets. The three proposals at-
if it is exempted on such economic theoretical grounds tempted to solve these problems though not successful-
it erodes the tax base enormously. It is precisely for this ly. The solutions are only indicative and not conclsive.
reason that the Swedishproposal suggested that deduct-
ible items of savings should be identified purely on prac-
tical considerations and not on the basis of economic Vll. UNIT FOR TAX PAYMENT
theory. So in such cases suggestions are made to allow
some limits up to which they are exempted. Another In all three proposals the recommendedunit of tax pay-
suggestion made by the Swedish proposal is to give ment is the family, including husband, wife and minor

allowances, e.g. child allowance for education and dependents. If the family is considered as the tax paying
health, so that lumpy expenditures are reduced to unit, then, unless prperprovisions are made for income
reasonable levels. In the case of interest, if the amount splitting, there will be hardship for earning couples.
borrowed is used for capital formation, it should be Therefore the Meade Committee suggested the following
treated as part of investment income and hence be ex- guiding principles for the tax treatment of ndividuals
empted. But this violates the principle of equity and and families: (i) the decision to marry or not to marry
therefore it has to be taxed separately as income from should not be affected by tax considerations; (ii) fami-
cpital. In the case of durable consumer goods, the lies with the same joint resources should be taxed equal-
Meade Committee suggested that some of the smaller ly, and (iii) the tax system should be fair between fami-
consumer goods of daily use may be exempted from lies which rely upon earnings and families which enjoy
taxation as it is administrativelydifficult to cover them. investment income.,14 The same view is taken by the

American Blueprints which suggested two guidelines:
However, other high priced durable consumer goods (i) families of equal size with equal incomes should pay
such as TV sets, stereo sets, refrigerators, motor cars, equal taxes; and (ii) the total tax liability of two indivi-
etc., will have to be taken into account for purposes of duals should not change when they marry. The Meade
taxation by adding the annuity payment if they are pur- Committee suggested partial income splitting and par-
chased on credit. If they are purchased with cash, the tial quotient methods to levy expenditure tax on fami-
lumpy amount may be averaged over the life span of lies to satisfy these criteria.
the assets. For the purpose of distinguishing items of
savings and durable consumer goods which qualify for
deductions, all three proposals suggested a more or less Vill. EQUITY OF THE EXPENDITURETAX
similar administrative procedure. The Meade Cmmit-
tee suggested classifying the assets into registered and With expenditure as the tax base, families with more

unregistered assets. All registered assets should be n- children and other dependents are compelled to spend
cluded as savings deductible from income and all un. more, and hence larger families will be more highly
registered assets (which include small cash, small house- taxed than smaller families whose expenditure may be
hold articles and the like) nay be left out of both the limited and who can afford higher savings. Besides, the
tax base and the tax deduction. For this purpose, the expenditure tax discriminates against income from em-

Swedish proposal suggested that registration of such ployment or labour and falls lightly on income from
items as bank deposits, financial assets, houses, motor capital or wealth. This, in ther words, suggests that the

vehicles, refrigerators, etc., be made compulsory. The expenditure tax discriminates against ncome from
American Blueprints made a similar distinctionbetween labour and hence fails to satisfy the neutrality criterion

15qualifying and non-qualifying accounts which corres- of the optimal taxation theory, Thus the expenditure
pond to registered and unregistered classification. How-
ever, it is necessary to recognise the practical problems 14. Op. cit., p. 377.
involved n neatly classifying all the assets for purposes 15. The theory of optimal taxation is a new attempt to design
of tax deduction. The Meade Committee tried to get income taxation (and also commodity taxation) with a view to
over this problem bysuggesting that all assets whose achieving both economic efficiency (or neutrality or abence of
market value appreciates over time should be classified excess burden) and equity, simultaneously, by deriving approp-
as registered assets. But this principle fails to help the riate rate schedules. According to this theory, income tax, in

tax authorities during periods of stable and falling order to be efcient, should have a linear rate schedule (moder-
prices. The Swedish proposal, on the other hand, sug-

ately progressive rates). This requirementmakes income tax an ef-
fective tool of achieving equity in tax burden. Therefore, it isgested that for purposes of identifying savings for tax
suggested that it would be good to devise taxes complementarydeduction, economic logic should be relegated to the to the income tax, designed to avoid the difficulties that tax is

background and administrative feasibility should be the faced with (J.A. Mirrlees, An Exploration in the Theory of Op-determiningfactor. The Swedish proposal recommended timum Income Taxation, Review of Economic Studies, April
consideration of the principle of income yielding as- 1971, p. 208). Hence, th expenditure tax may be consideredas
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tax creates both efficiency and equity problems. It fails sals have taken into account the stabilisaton potential
to be an efficient tax because it is not meutral (i) be- of expenditure tax. According to the Swedish proposal,
tween labour income and capital income and (i) be- in a period of inflation a rise in the rates of the expen-
tween consumption and savings. Furthermore, ncome diture tax would serve the purpose of reducing aggregate
tax is neutral between consumption and savings, both demand by reducingprivate consumption. Reducing the
different forms of savings and different forms of con- rates of tax will encourage expansion of aggregate de-

sumption. Hence it can be made to satisfy, at least theo- mand in times of recession. But when the income from

retically, the criterion of horizontal equity, namely, employment goes on losing its real value in an inflatio-
those who earn/receive the same amount of ncome nary situation, if expenditure tax rates are raised across

should pay the same amount of tax irrespective of the the board, a heavier burden will be mposed on the
pattern of its allocation between consumption and sav- poorer sections who depend upon income from labour.

ng. But the expenditure tax violates the criterion of This means that although it is possible to use the expen-
horizontal equity by taxing heavily those who spend diture tax as an anti-cyclical fiscal tool, such use will
more than those who save, given the same level of in- conflict with vertical equity considerations. As a fiscal
come. It also fails to satisfy vertical equity because t policy tool for stabilisation, raising the tax rates during
falls heavily on larger families and relatively lightly on inflation will no doubt bring down expenditure, but if
smaller families. Since the size of the family is inverse- that revenue is used by the government either for its
ly related to level of income, the expenditure tax makes own spending or for repayment of debts, then the con-

rich people pay proportionately less of their income as tractionary effect of high tax rates will be offset by the

expenditure tax whereas poor people will be compelled expansionary activity of governmentspending. During a

to pay proportionately more because at the lower end recession, if expenditure tax is cut 1o leave more money
most of their ncome is consumed. The Swedish pro- in the hands of the people, the expansionaryeffect will
posal attempted to solve this equity problem by suggest- not be as much as if the government increases expen-
ing a wealth or inheritance tax on the one hand and by diture, because the expansionery effect of government
fixing a higher exemption limit by allowing child allow- expenditure is much more than that of private expen-
ances for large families on the other. The American diture. Therefore the compensatory financial characte-
Blueprints tried to solve this problem by fixing a higher ristics of the expenditure tax are not all that certain.
exemption limit. But the Meade Committee did not However, it would help encourage savings and capital
bother to tackle this problem,.except that from the formationin the long run.

point of view of equity it suggested a supplementary
wealth or inheritance tax. This question of inequity still No doubt the expenditure tax may be neutral between
remains an unresolved issue as far as the expenditure tax different forms of consumptionbut it will not be neu-

is concerned. In fact in an attempt to get over this prob- tral between different forms of savings. It should be
lem by suggesting an alternative or. a supplementary mentioned in this context that none of the early propo-
wealth tax or inheritance tax, the three proposals are ex- nents of an expenditure tax made any distinction be-

posed to the criticism of being nconsistent with the tween productive and unproductive savings from the
philosophyof an expenditure tax whose main concern is point of view of society. If such a distinction is not fol-
encouraging capital formation by exempting savings. 16

lowed, then the expenditure tax becomes neutral be-
Though the rate structure proposed for the expenditure tween different forms of savings. However, n recent
tax by the American Blueprints vis--vis the existingn- years such a distinctionhas been felt to be desirable. Ac-
come tax rates shows that the expenditure tax becomes cordingly, all three proposals suggest, and rightly too,
slightly more progressive as compared to ncome tax, some form of discriminationagainst undesirable savings.
this may be due to the suggested hypothetical rate If this suggestion is accepted, the expenditure tax.can-
structure. Therefore, the real issue is not merely to
chose the appropriate rate structure in order to make
the expenditure tax progressive, but also to design the one of such complementary taxes to achieve equity. But the ex-

tax in such a way as to achieve horizontal as well verti- penditre tax itself creates problems of excess burden and in-
cal equity. 17

equity. See David F. Bradford and Harvey S. Rosen, The Opti-,

mal Taxation of Commodities and Income, American Econo-
mic Review, May 1976, and A. Sandmo, Optimal Taxation -- An

IX. THE ECONOMICSTABILIZATION ISSUE Introduction to the Literature, Journal of Public Economics,
January 1975.
16. Dr. Barry Bracewell-Milnes has maintained in this context

It has already been mentioned above that the expendi- that There is a contradictionat the heart of the Meade Report,
ture tax proposal was not accepted during the depres- because the Committee could not decide whether, how or where

' sion years because of its problable anti-economic re- saving should be taxed more or less heavily than spending (The
covery mpact. Similarly, it became a popular tax pro- Meade Report and the Taxation of Capital,British Tax Review,

' posal in the 1970s because it was considered a potential No. 1, 1979, p. 40).
scal tool to curb inflation by reducing consumption 17. However, s compared to indirect taxes on commodity con-

expenditure. This stabilising aspect of the expenditure sumption, direct tax on expenditure is considered a better way of

tax was not considered by the AmericanBlueprints, ex-
achieving equity. In this context Chelliah has observed that: It
would be a far better method to restrict the consumptionof the

cept to state that since the American economy lags in rich through a direct tax on expenditure and simultaneously re-

capital formation to increase productivity, the expen- duce the rates of taxes on commodities in general, so that many
diture tax would encourage savings and capital forma- of them would come within the reach of the common people
tion. But the Swedish and the Meade Committeepropo- (op. cit., p. 169).
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not be neutral between different forms of savings. This than in the case of income tax, since all income is taxed
can be justified on the basis of planned non-neutrali- equally. The loss of revenue owing to tax avoidance
ty. 18 Further, the expenditure tax, by substituting the should therefore be substantially reduced. Tax fraud can

expenditure base for an income base at higher levels of never be entirely prevented. But there is reason to be-
income, reduces the disincentive effect f marginal tax lieve that the scope for fraud is less in the case ofexpen-
rates on higher incomes. This would reduce the distor- diture tax than it is in income tax. ,20 However, the
tion effect of direct tax on the choice between work scope for tax evasion is equal if not greater under the
and leisure. However, it has now been accepted that expenditure tax. For instance, if a loan for investment
planned non-neutrality of taxation is necessary to in an income yielding asset is deducted from the tax
achieve certain broader economic and social policy base, taxpayers may declare their lans as investments
goals. Hence, the expenditure tax cannot be disqualified to reduce tax liability. But in actual practice they may
on the ground of its possible allocational distortion ef- use the funds for consumption. Further, borrowingmay
fect. be so timed as to reduce the tax liability without ac-

tually incurringany net debt liabilities. In order to avoid
this possibility, the tax rate should be lower thn the

X. REVENUE IMPLICATIONS rate of interest on borrowing. This would affect the tax
yield in the short run. Similarly, if higher exemption

Whenever a new tax is proposed in place of an existing limits are inevitable on lumpy expenditure, it is pos-
one, the first condition which the new tax is expected sible to convert most of the normal expenditure nto
to satisfy is that it should not result in any loss of net lumpy expenditure. Further, it is possible to evade
revenue yield to the government. Keeping this revenue expenditure tax through barter transactions of goods
implication in view, all three proposals have examined without subjecting them to registrationtransfers, and by
the revenue impact of ntroducing an expenditure tax fals valuation of goods. 21 Hence, the expenditure tax in
in place of the existing income tax. The AmericanBlue- order to be evasion-proof requires full computerisation
prints contended that there would be no loss of reve- of all assets, financial transactions and capital transfers
nue if a progressive expenditure tax were introduced in of the taxpayers. Thus cross checking and updating of
place of the present income tax. And it even went to the such information virtually every year becomes an inte-
extent of arguing that the yield might increase in the gral part of administeringthe expenditure tax.
long run because savngs and nvestment would be en-

couraged by the expenditure tax, thus generating more

income and thereby enhancing the tax base. But the Xll. ADMINISTRATIVEPROBLEMS
Meade Committee, which examined the revenue aspect
in detail, put the loss at a considerable amount if hous- Expenditure tax has been considered a utopian idea
ing is left out of the tax base. This divergence in con- by such economists as Alfred Marshall, A.C. Pigou and
clusions may be attributed to different forms of expen- J.M. Keynes, mainly on the ground of its administrative
diture tax proposals and different forms of income tax impracticability. But Irving Fisher ttempted to change
operating at present in those two countries. The Swe- this misconceived notion by making the base an aggre-
dish and the Meade Committee proposals, however, gate remainder of income minus savings. Even after that
though similar in form, arrived at different conclusions simplification, the failure of the expenditure tax in India
in regard to revenue mpact: a loss of revenue in the im- and Ceylon created scepticism in the minds of those
mediate future if the expenditure tax replaces the exist- who might otherwise be supporters of an expenditure
ing income tax. But i th long run, the yield ma in- tax. However, the AmericanBlueprints tried to convince
crease as the administrationbecomes easy. If in the long the sceptics by suggesting the minimumnecessary modi-
run expenditure tax replaces income tax, and a supple- fications in the existing income tax self-assessmentform
mentary tax on wealth or inheritances is levied, then it and in other procedures. The Swedish proposal also con-
is doubtful if the yield could be much higher through tended that the present procedures for income tax ad-
the Laffer curve effect 19 than under the present di- ministration may also be sufficient for mplementing a
rect taxes regime. This is mainly because the tax base progressive expenditure tax. However, the Meade Com-
under the expenditure tax is necessarily smaller than mittee raised certain doubts about the administrative
that under income tax, unless expenditure rates are .set feasibility of expenditure tax in the U.K. The Commit-
higher than under ncome tax in the short run and/or
the tax base expands in the long run, so that revenue

from expenditure tax will be lower than under ncome 18. See for details on this concept, G. Thimmaiah, Tax Reform
tax. The revenue aspect is thereforevery much connect- in India -- An Evaluation of the Indirect Taxation Enquiry Com-
ed with both rate structure and administrativefeasibility mittee (1977-78), 33 Bulletin for InternationalFiscalDocumen-
of the tax. This leads us to the problem of tax evasion tation, February 1979.
under an expenditure tax regime. 19. This refers to the incentive effect of the tax rate cut on the

private sector, which will generate a higher GNP which in turn ex-

pands the tax base and enables the government to collect more

revenue even
, XI. TAX EVASION

been advanced
at
in

lower
the U.S.A.

rates of tax.

part
This

of Reaganomics.
Laffer curve effect has

as a

Of the three proposals, the Swedish proposal examined
20. Sven-Olof Lodin, Intertax, No. 1, 1979, p. 37.
21. See for further details, Kenyon E. Poole, Problems of Ad-this issue in broaderperspective. It maintained that the ministration and Equity under Spending Tax, American Eco-a

possibiltiesof avoidance are considerably more limited nomic Review, March 1943, pp. 63-73.
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tee thought that taxpayers will feel the initial burden of recommended the ntroduction of a two-tier expendi-
educating themselves about the two-tier expenditure ture tax to start with, then replacing the income tax by
tax. In order to make it administratively simple, tax- a universal expenditure tax.

payers should be made to accept the self-assessmentpro-
cedure. This is considered a precondition for successful Expenditure tax was introduced in India from April 1,
implementation of expenditure,tax in the U.K. This 1958 on the recommendation of Nicholas Kaldor. It

may be possible in a country like England where volun- was levied along with income tax. Kaldor recommend-

tary tax compliance is surprisingly high. Even so, Pro- ed moderate rates of income tx with a maximum rate
fessor A.R. Prest 22 observed that the Meade Committee of 45 percent on ncome, but steeply progressive ex-

tried to justify the expenditure tax by comparing its penditure tax rates as shown in Table. 1. But the gov-
hypothetical merits with the actual demerits of the pre- ernment of India levied high marginal rates of income

sently operating income tax in U.K. tax (up to 90 percent) and also high rates of expendi-
ture tax. However, the expenditure tax was applicable

The controversy on the administrative aspect of the only to those ncome tax assessees whose income ex-

expenditure tax has been aptly summed up by Chel- ceeded 60,000 Rs. per annum. Further, the administra-
liah: The administrators usually contend that it would tive procedure introduced to assess the expenditure tax
be considerably more difficult to administer an expen- required the spenders to declare their total consumption
dture tax than an income tax. In putting forward this and submit vouchers or bills in support of it. Though
contenton, they implicitly compare the present form the governmentof India accepted the expenditure tax as

of income tax with the full-fledged expenditure tax. a desirable tax policy measure for reducing tax evasion
Economists favouring the expenditure tax on the other and conspicuous consumption, the Indian bureaucracy
hand argue that it is almost impossble to administeran did not accept it wholeheartedly and hence throttled

equitable form of income tax; in saying ths they have the experiment by creating administrative comlica-
in mind the comprehensive income tax which they con-

trast with the expenditure tax. 23 The position which
emerges from the new international debate on expendi- 22. He observed that the Conrnittee is a little inclined to play
ture tax is a compromis: it is possible to combine the the old game of comparing an imperfect present (income tax)
best features of the existng income tax with the prac- with a perfect future (expenditure tax) without the comparison
ticable advantages of the expenditure tax to improve the to be valid (The Meade Committee Report, British Tax Re-

direct tax system in developed as well as developing view, No. 6,1978, p. 191). However, Alan T. Peacock has given

countries. This would suggest the emergence of an n- just the opposite interpretation for the Committee'sjustication

come-cum-expendituretax in these countries in the nar of expenditure tax. He has observed that: In fairness to the

future. But in countries like India, where tax evasion has Committee, however, it must be emphasised that it has not com-

mitted the fallacy of comparingan imperfect existing income tax
become a commonpractice, administrationof an expen- with ideal hypothetical alternative (Do need to Re-
diture tax requires adequate preparation for both the

some we

form Direct Taxes, Lloyds Bank Review, July 1978, p. 36). But

administrationand prospectivehonest taxpayers. in all fairness to both, A.R. Prest's statement is nearer the truth.
In fact, Nicholas Kaldor also resorted to the same old game when
he advocated an expenditure tax. ProfessorR.A. Musgrave, .in.his

XIII. RELEVANCEOF AN EXPENDITURETAX review of Kaldor's book An Expenditure Tax, observed that Kal-

FOR A DEVELOPING ECONOMY dor holds that it is much simpler to devise a proper concept of

spending than a proper concept of income. However, in his high-

The three international proposals which recommended ly stimulating discussion, he seems to overstate the difficulties
of the income tax and to understate those of the spending tax....

an expenditure tax have not been unanimous on the pat- The proof of the pudding, of course, is not in comparing a per-
tern of its actual introduction. For instance, the Ameri- fect income tax with a perfect spending tax, but in.comparing
can Blueprints recommended the expenditure tax as an both as they turn out in practice. Again Kaldor tends to overstate

alternative to the existing income tax in the U.S.A., the administrative difficulties of improving the income tax while

whereas the Meade Committee and the Swedish propo- understating those involved in the spending tax (AmericanEco-

sal suggested that the expenditure tax first be intro. nomic Review, March 1957, pp. 201-202).
duced in the form of a surcharge at higher levels of n- 23. Op. cit., p. 163. William Vickrey has rightly observed that:

come, converting the prsent progressive income tax In this area, more than in most, there is a sharp distinction to be

into a proportional incone tax. However, the Meade drawn between considerations that would apply to the compari-

Committee recognised the initial administrative prob-
son of theoretically perfect taxes of the various types and those

that would apply to the taxes as actually administered....On the
lems involved in implementingsuch a proposal and also other side even less tolerable is the reverse error of ignoring the
the problem of educating the public in regard to the difculties of the present system erely because they are some-

combined operation of a proportional income tax and how being lived with, while making the most of all of the diffi-

a progressive structure of expenditure surcharge above culties, real or imagined, associated with the new..

a particular level of expenditure. It should be mention- Evenhanded comparison of two taxes in terms of imperfectprac-

ed here that levying a surcharge on higher levels of ex- tice is difficult, however, rot only because mperfection,is always

penditure by retaining moderate rates of progressive in- more complex than perfection but because the nature of the

come tax at all levels was first recommendedby Kaldor. imperfections to be encountered in practice is difficult to pre-

Th Meade Committee and the Swedish proposals have dict, particularly with respect to the new law. As a'first approxi-

only revived Kaldor's proposal with certain modifica-
mation, therefore, it is helpful to compare a reasonably perfect-
ed income tax with an equally idealized expenditure tax (The

tions. However, the Meade Committee suggested a uni- Manchester School of Economic and Social Studies, January,
versal expenditure tax in a phased manner, that is, it 1957, pp. 1-2).
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as on expenditure. That is, the taxable base is income
minus certain forms of savings and hence is a tax on

TABLE 1 consumption and on certain unapproved savings, such as

bank deposits in India. The suggestion made in India is
Rate structure of the expenditure tax which that the income tax should be converted into an expen-operated in India diture tax by allowing socially desirable savings to be de-

ducted after taking nto account all forms of income.Rate structuresuggest- Rate structure introducedby the
For instance, Raja Chelliah 24 has suggested the follow-ed by Nicholas Kaldor Governmentof India in
ing tax base to make the present incom tax a more1958-59 1964-65
comprehensive income-cum-expendituretax: gross total

Taxable Rate Taxable Rate Taxable Rate income as computed for income tax plus gifts, interest
Expenditure of tax .Expenditure of tax Expenditure oftax received on post office savings and fixed deposits (which
(Rs.) (%) slab (Rs.) (%) slab (Rs.) (%) are exempted now up to 3,000 Rs.), plus agricultural

income (which is indifferently levied), and realised capi-
Up to 10,000 10 Up to 36,000 Nil tal gains and all other casual income, minus taxable
Betwen 10,001 Between 36,001 gifts made, net contributions to provident funds, com-and 20,000 20 and 48,000 5 pulsory deposits required to be kept by the income tax

Up to 10,000 Nil Between 20,001 Between 48,001 payers, life insurance premia, minus the increase in net
and 30,000 40 and 60,000 7.5 worth at previous year's prices minus taxes on capital

Up to 12,500 25 Between 30,001 Between 60,001 gains, wealth and on income. The proposal does not re-
and 40,000 60 and 72,000 10 commend whosesale replacementof the existing income

Above 50,000 300 Between 40,0001 Between 72,001 tax by an expenditure tax, mainly because expenditure
and 50,000 80 and 84,000 15 is not accepted as a better measure of taxable capacity

and has its administrativecomplicationswhichown mayAbove 50,000 100 Above 84,000 20
adversely affect the revenue yield.

Note: The Bill levying the expenditure tax was introduced in the Indian
Parliament on May 15,1957; the tax became operative from April 1,1958. In India it is easy to justify the expenditure tax, as itIt was discontinued from April 1,1962, but reintroduced on April 1,1964 iS derived from income tax, because of thesome argu-and finally abolished from April 1,1966.

ments against expenditure tax in developing countries
may not hold good for India. For instance, the expen-
diture tax is opposed in the west on the ground that it
would hurt large families much more than small fami-TABLE 2
lies; although large families have to spend more, they

Revenueyield from the expendituretax and spend a relatively smaller proportion of their income
number of expenditure tax payers in India than poor families, and hence the tax will be regressive.

But this argument does not hold good for India because
the Indian national policy has been to limit the size of

Yield from expenditure Numberof the family through the family planning programme. If
Revenueyield tax as percentof total expenditure the families whose total income and expenditureexceedYear (Rs. million) tax yield of the country tax payers the exemption limit face higher rates of expenditure tax

because they spend more, it will act as a further disin-1958-59 6.9 0.10 421
centive to large families in India. Further, the concentra-1959-60 8.9 0.11 553
tion of wealth in India has been increasing as a result of1960-61 10.5 0.12 789

1961-62 9.6 0.09 807 widespread tax evasion resulting in black money opera-
1962-63 4.2 0.04 348 tions. This has been flowing into lavish consumption,
1963-64 0.9 0.01 042 urban real estate and gold. The expenditure tax when in-
1964-65 3.8 0.02 367 troduced should disallow any expenditure on luxury1965-66 3.5 0.02 599 durable consumer goods, on gold, investment in urban

land (except one approved plot per family for buildingSource: OP. Chawla, Personal Taxatin in India (1947-70) (Somaiya a house for own living), and in agricultural land (not in-PublicationsPvt. Ltd., Bombay, 1972), pp. 156. tended for own cultivation).This would discourage soci-
lly undesirable savings. Besides these, expenditure on

all durable luxury consumer goods like cars, TV sets,
stereo sets, refrigerators, etc., should be included in thetions. Consequently the revenue yield was poor (see tax base. The past accumulation of black money has al-Table 2) and the administration became a muddle. ready become a fund and the future accumulationHence. the tax was abolished. Expenditure tax faced the will manifest itself in flow. The expenditure tax maysame fate in Ceylon. not be able to tax the black money which is in fund.
This will have to be covered by estate duty, wealth taxHowever, in the light of the new intemationaldebate on and gift tax. However, if all gifts made in the form ofexpenditure tax, there are suggestions in Indi to intro- jewellery, luxury durable consumer goods and realduce some elements of expenditure tax into the present-

ly operating progressive ncome tax. In most countries
the income tax is a mixed form of tax on income as well 24. Op. cit., p. 171.
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estate n the past five to ten years are included as part of
the expenditure tax base by averaging the amount, even

this fund part of the black money may be brought TABLE 3

under the expenditure tax. In the case of future flow of
black money, all expenditure incurred on these items Chelliah's rate structure and my modified rate structure

will automatically come under the.expenditure tax. To of supplementaryexpenditure tax for India

that extent, the expenditure tax will go a long way in My modified rate on

reducing black money. In order to achieve this kind of Raja Chelliah'ssuggested individualassesses

tax base computation, registration of all such purchases Slab of taxable rate (% of taxable expen- (% of taxable expen-

and computerising the informationwill become a neces- expenditure (Rs.) diture of family) diture)

sary part of tax administration.
First 20,000 Nl NiI

No doubt there will be some opposition to the expendi- Next 20,000 7.5 NiI

ture tax in India on the grounds of its past failure. The Next 20,000 10 10

past failure, however, was mainly due to the way it was
Next 20,000 15 15

Next 20,000 20 20
implemented by a disinterestedbureaucracy.Therefore, Next 50,000 .30 25
if the expenditure tax is designed technicallyby deriving Next 50,000 40 35
the expenditure from total income by deducting desir- Above 200,000 50 40

able savings, then no additional assessment authority
will be required. The present income tax department Source: Op. cit., p. 171.

will be able to assess and collect the tax. As far as the
revenue from an income-cum-expenditure tax is con-

-

cerned, it should be more than what is realised under in-
come tax if it is implementedin the way suggested. Raja

was only Kaldor who mentioned this distinction in

Chelliah has proposed a progressive expenditure tax to passing. SuCh a distinction may not be relevant in de-

supplement the existing progressive income tax without veloped countries but it is relevant in a developingcoun-

reducing the present income tax rates. His proposed rate try like India where scarce resources have to be allocat-
ed among .competing social ends. This is the reason I

structure and my modified rate structure may be seen in
Table 3. It may be observed that he has treated the suggested above that investment in gold and real estate

family as the unit for expenditure tax paymentwithout should not be considereddeductible.

making provision for splitting the expenditure of mar-

ried couples. Thiswould impose undue hardship on mar- Expenditure tax will go a long way to meeting the social
need of reducing lavish consumptionof a few, and wide

ried earners. Hence, it would be better to treat indivi-
duals as a tax unit for tax payment, though the common inequaities of property and wealth in India. Wide in-

exemption limit may be fixed for individuls as well as equalities of consumption and wealth are increasing in

for a family. Further, Chelliah has suggested a very low the urban area and if a tax on expenditure is introduced

exemption limit for a family. I would suggest that the it will tend to minimise them and the original integrated

exemption limit be fixed at 40,000 Rs. in view of the direct tax system will fully revert to its effective opera-

nflation factor and not at 20,000 Rs. as suggested by tion to reduce widespread tax evasion and thus reduce
wide inequality of income and wealth.

Chelliah. In fact the income tax exemption limit itself
has been raised to 15,000 Rs. in 1981-82. It has been
suggested by the internationalproposals that the expen-

The time is opportune now to bring the expenditure
diture tax come into operation at higher levels of n- tax back into the direct taxes armoury in India. It has

come tax, and the exemption limit be fixed at two and the suport of intellectuals and policy advisers of the

half times the exemption limit of ncome tax. Also the leading democratic countries of the west. Incidentally,
overall rates would increase moderately and not steeply this was absent when the expenditure tax was intro-

because of the operation of a progressive incme tax. duced in 1958, and in fact policy advisers were antago-

Confiscatory rates do not work in practice as they cre- nistic to the very idea of the expenditure tax. Hence,
ate tax resistance and hence evasion, through a vicious. the expenditure tax needs only acceptance on the part
circle of tax evasion as pointed out by Kaldor. 25 Be- of policy makers in India, for bureaucracy can be roped
sides, it is necessary to decide what forms of savings and in once the governmentmakes up its mind.

investment should be encouraged and what forms of
savings discouraged. In the west the proponents of an 25. Indian Tax Reform: Report of a Suruey (The Departmentof

expenditure tax did not bother to distinguish between Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance, Government of India,
socially desirable and sociall undesirable savings. It New Delhi, 1956), p. 5.

I
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-e-98 ncome-axCncesin-e

Reouoico-Sou-A-rica
by Dr. Erwin Spiro

While the Minister of Finance,Mr. Owen Horwood,had of the Black Tax Act of 1969, will be effected as from
described in his Budget speech in March last year the March 1, 1982, by subjecting the incomes of all indivi-
government's broad economic policy for the period dual taxpayers to tax in terms of the Income Tax Act,
ahead as one of growth from strength, he arrived in his 1962, under the jurisdictionof one tax authority.Table
Budget speech, delivered on August 12, 1981, at the I shows the present taxation of Black people.
conclusion that the present situation called for a bud-

getary policy of consolidation and adjustment --con-

solidation of the enormous economic gains made during
the recent upward cyclical phase and adjustmentt the
adverse impact on the South African economy of the TABLE I (BLACKS)
set of conditions created by the prevailing world
recessionary tendencies, the abnormally high nterest Where the taxable income does not exceed R 1,800, no

rates in the United States and elsewhere, the spectacular income tax is due.
appreciation of the U.S. dollar and the sharp decline in
the gold price. In present circumstances it did not seem Taxable income in R Rate
to the Minister to be in the best interest of South
Africat finance the deficits from direct tax surces by Does not Fixedamount + ..R for each com-

increasing the income tax or reimposing loan levies. The Exceeds exceed in R pletedamountof
mpact of inflation leading to higher incomes and there- R 30 by which the
by pushing earners nto higher ncome tax brackets- taxable incomeex-
so called fiscal drag -- must, however, not be over- ceeds the amount
looked. It is against this backgroung that the following in col 1
changes must be understood.

1,800 2,100 nil 0.24

2,100 3,120 2.40 0.72
I. STRUCTURAL INCOME TAX REFORMS 3,120 4,140 26.88 1.68

4,140 5,160 84.00 2.40
Fringebenefits 5,160 6,180 156.60 3.12
The new basis for the determination of the value of 6,180 7,200 271.68 3.36
remuneration in kind and the treatment of certain 7,200 8,220 385.92 3.84
allowances will be phased in over the next two years, 8,220 9;240 516.48 4.80
commencing on March 1, 1982, and March 1, 1983, 9,240 1.0B60 679.68 5.28
respectively. The proposals as finally drafted will be 10,260 11,280 85920 6.24
submitted to Parliament, it is hoped, during the present 11,280 12,300 1,071.36 6.72
session. 12,300 13.320 1 ,299.84 7.68

13,320 14,340 1,560.96 8.16
FinalP.A.Y.E. deductionsystem 14,340 15,360 1,838.40 8.88
It is proposed to relieve, with effect from March 1, 15,360 16,380 2,140.32 9.60
1982, individual taxpayers with taxable incomes of not 16,380 17,400 2,466.72 10.32
more than R 7,000 per annum from the necessity of 17.400 18,420 2,817.60 10.80
rendering income tax returns where such incomes are 18,420 19,440 3,184.80 10.80
derived entirely r almost entirely from salaries or 19,440 20,460 3,552.00 10.80
wages, the P.A.Y.E. deductions from their earnings 20,460 21,480 3,91920 11.04
then being regarded as the full settlement of their tax 21,480 22,500 4;294.56 11.04
liability. The deduction allowed from the earnings of 22,500 23,520 4,669.92 12 DO
married women will be increased from R 1,200 to 23,520 24,540 5,077.92 12.00
R 1,600, the increased deduction to be spread over two 24,540 25,560 5.485B2 12.72
years, allowing R 1,400 With effect from March 1, 1981. 25,560 26,580 5,918.40 1320

26,580 27,600 6,367.20 13.68
Phasingoutof separate taxationfBlacks. 27,600 28,020 6,832.32 13.92
After consultation with and subject to the approval of 28,020 7,02720 14.40
the governments of the various Black national states
the final phasing-out of the taxation of Blacks, in terms
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Donations to educational institutions
It is intended to extend the current tax concession in

regard to donations to universities and colleges to cer- TABLE 11 (WHITES, COLOUREDSND INDIANS)
tain other educational institutions as well.

Where the taxable income does not exceed R 6,000, affat
Undesirablepractices in leasing agreements 8 percent rate applies
There will be proposals to curb certain undesirable
practices which have appeared in leasing agreements Taxable income in R Rate
whereby the cost of the asset is artificially increased
in order to allow the lessee to reap the benefit of bigger Does not. Fixedamount + percentof tlfe..

investmentallowances on the inflated costs. Exceeds exceed n R amountby which
the taxable income

exceeds the
amount in col. 1

II. ONGOING TAX REFORMS

Reliefto the aged 6,000 7,000 48O 1O
All taxpayers who are 70 years and older will be given 7,000 8,000 580 12
an additional rebate of R 80 with effect from the tax 8,000 9,000 700 14
year which commenced on March 1, 1981. Persons in 9,000 10,000 840 16
this age group will consequently not become liable for 10,000 11,000 1,000 18
income tax until their income, after the deduction of 11,000 12,000 1,180 20
medical expenses, exceeds R 5,000 per annum com- 12,000 13,000 1,380 22
pared with R 4,000 per annum at present. 13,000. 14,000 1,600 24

14,000 15,000 1,840 26
Lump sum payments by an employer to an employee 15,000 16,000 2,100 28
The tax-exemptamount of lump sum payments received 16,000 18,000 2,380 30
by an employee from his employer by way of bonus, 18,000 20,000 2.980 32
gratuity or compensation upon retirement due to the 20,000 22,000 3,620 34
attainment of the retiring age or due to old age, ill- 22,000 24,000 4,300 36
health or other infirmity will be increased from 24,000 26,000 5,020 38.

R. 15,000 to R 20,000 with effect from March 1, 1981. 26,000 28,000 5,780 40
The portion of the lump sum remaining after the 28,000 30,000 6,580 42
deduction of the exempt amount will be subjected to 30,000 32,000 7,420 44
tax at the taxpayer's average rate of tax applicable to his 32,000 34,000 8,300 46
other income and not at the marginal rate which would 34,000 36,000 9,220 47
otherwise have applied. 36,000 38,000 10,160 48

38,000 40,000 11,120 49
Relef to parents who mantain children suffering from 40,000 - -- 12,100 50

physicaland mental disability
Parents who maintain a child or stepchild, who due to

physical or mental disability is unable to maintainhim-

self, Who is wholly or partially dependent for his main- Undistributedprofits tax

tenance upon the parent and has not himself become The plough-back of 35 percent allowed to public com-

liable for inCome tax will be granted an allowance equal panies in respect of their dividend income will be n-

to so much of the expenditure as the Commissionerfor creased to 50 percent.
Inland Revenue is satisfied was necessarily incurred by
the parent in consequence of the child's physical or Incentive allowances
mental disability, but subject to a maximum of R 1,200 The machinery and building investment allowances

per tax year. provided for in the Income Tax Act will be extended
for a further two years, i.e. up to June 30, 1985.

Phasng-out the requirements wth regard to purchased
breedingstock Tax-free sharesof building societies

Contrary to other livestock, purchased breeding stock The rates on tax-free shares of building societies are

must at present be brought into account at the end of increased from 8.25 percent to 8.75 percent. Simul-
the tax year at cost price and not at standard values taneously the limit on tax-free indefinite period shares
where the cost of such an animal exceeds the minimum is raised from R 10,000 to R 20,000 per taxpayer.
amount laid down for that class of livestock in the
Income Tax Act, the farmer then being entitled to write
off the purchase price over a period of four years. This Ill. RATES OF INCOME TAX (NORMAL TAX)
requirement will be phased out over two years with (NON-BLACKTAXPAYERS)
effect from the year of assessment which commenced
on March 1, 1981, after which all classes of livestock Persons ther than companies
will be treated similarly for tax purposes. Persons other than companies are, in respect of the tax-
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able income derived in the year of assessment ending the position is the same as in the case of a non-

on February 28, 1982, or June 30, 1982, whichever is mining company (see (i) above);
applicable, subject to normal income tax at the rates (v) taxable income derived from mining for natural oil:
contained in Table II, with a maximum basic marginal in respect of taxable ncome derived from mining
rate of 50 percent and with the addition, in th case of for natural oil (excludinggas) normal tax at the rate
unmarriedpersons, of a 20 percent surcharge on the tax. applying to non-mining income plus an amount
The maximum rate is reached where the taxable income equal to 40 percent of the balance remaining after
exceeds R 40,000 in the case of married persons and deducting the normal tax and in respect of taxable
R 28,000 in the case of unmarriedpersons. ncome derived from mining for natural oil in the

form of gas normal tax at the rate applying to non-

Companies mining income, the normal and additional taxes
The rates for companies in respect of taxable ncome chargeable being subject to such a reduction as the
derived in the Republic of South Africa in the year of Minister of Mines, n consultation with the Minister
assessment, that is the financial year ending during the of Finance, may determine. Where sulphur, salt or

twelve-month period from April 1, 1981 to March 31, any other mineral is won in the course of mining for
1982, are as follows: natural oil, the ncome derived from the mining of
(i) taxable ncome derived ortherwise than from min- sulphur, salt or other mineral is deemed to be

ing: 40 cents per R 1. A surcharge of 5 percent of derived from mining for natural oil.
such tax is to added to such tax. The effective rate
is thus 42 cents per R 1.

(ii) taxable income derived from gold mining: IV. RATE OF OTHER TAXES CONTAINED IN THE
(a) on any mine other than a post-1966 gold mine INCOME TAX ACT

an amount determined in accordance with one

of the formulae laid down plus a surcharge Non-residentshareholders'tax
which is not ayable in respect of certain assis- The non-resident shareholders' tax is 15 percent of the
ted gold mines equa to 5 percent of the said amount of the dividend or interim dividend in question.
amount;

(b) on post-1966 gold mines an amunt determined Undistributedprofits tax
in accordance with one of the formulae laid The undistributed profits tax is 3313 cents on every
down plus a surcharge of 5 percent of the said R 1 by which the distributable ncome as defined
amount; exceeds the amount of dividends distributed during the

(c) in the form of excess recoupments over capital specifiedperiod as defined.
expenditure accruing to companies which are or

have been gold mining companies the average Non-residents'tax on interest.
rate of tax as determined in accordancewith the The non-residents' tax on interest is 10 percent on the
Act or 35 cents per R 1, whichever is higher; amount of the interest in question.

(iii)taxable ncome derived from mining for diamonds:
45 cents per R 1 plus a surcharge of 5 percent of Donationstax
such amount; The donations tax is at progressive block rates, the

(iv) taxable income derived from mining operation other block exceeding R 90,000 being taxable t the rate of
than mining for gold or diamonds (or natural oil): 25 percent.

-

In next issues:

Indirect tax harmonization:The case of LAIA
by CarlosA. Longo--

Taxation of individuals in the People's Republic of Yemen
by AhmedAbduUa Al-kadi--

Impact of tax liability in Nigeria
by A.C. Ezejelue--

The financing of the Southern Region and other regional govrnmentsof the Sudan
by John F. Due and Jean M. Due--
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OECD:
THE IMPACT OF CONSUMPTIONTAXES
AT DIFFERENT INCOME LEVELS

In OECD Member countries as a whole, around 90 per-
-- since differentyears and differentmethods are used,

cent of revenue receipts are derived from three sources: it has not been pssible to make comparisons be-

(i) taxes on income and profits; () social security con- tween the seven countries.
tributions and payroll taxes; () consumption taxes Yet some interesting,and not generally appreciatedcon-

(i.e. taxes on goods and services). Annexed Table 1 clusions do emerge, as regards the value-added tax. In all
shows that in 1978 consumption taxes represented on

seven countries the mpact of the value-added tax bur-
average just over a quarter of OECD revenues and that den varies very little over the income range covered,
between 1965 and 1978 there was a decline n the share whether measured as a percentage of income or expen-
of consumption taxes in all OECD Member countries. diture. Measurement against an income base produces
Since 1978, various statements of governmentntentions more variable results as between countries, sometimes
and increases in rates of consumptiontaxes suggest that becoming progressive at lower and regressive at higher
this trend has come to an end. ncome levels. Thus, there is no support for the tradi-

Among the various reasons why governments allowed a tional view that value-added taxes are regressive, even

relative decline in consumption taxes is the Widely-held though the pertinent question is what is their relative

belief that such taxes are regressive. It is n this issue propgressivity in relation to income and payroll taxes,

that the first of a new series of technical OECD mono-

graphs concentrates. It analyses, through the use of Conclusions tentative regarding the impact ofare more

sample surveys, the impact of the two most important excises on alcoholic drinks, tobacco and petrol, since
kinds of consumption taxes (value-added taxes and the distribution of tax paid, over the income range
excises on alcoholic drinks, petrol and tobacco), on considered, fluctuates considerably in most countries
married couples without chldren and with two chil- and the report has to conclude that although it is often
dren, in seven countries. 2

said that excises regressive than VAT, the dataare more

A number. of limitations are discussed, the main ones presented in this report neither support nor refute this

being: hypothesis.
the report has to deal with the first round impact--

of these taxes, not their final incidence, since there An Annex to the report gives detailed tables of the

iS no unanimity about how these taxes are finally consumption tax systems rates and yield of all OECD

shifted, Member countries. Annexed Table 2 (Table B in the

the sample surveys have nherent limitations in- report) provides an example.--

eluding the fact that highest and lowest income

groups are under-representedand consumptionhabits
are notlways reliably reported, especiall regarding 1. Under the title The impact of ConsumptionTaxes at Dif-

consumptionof alcohol and tobacco; ferent Income Levels (OECD, June 1981). The new series is
called OECD Studies in Taxation (and the second volume,

the tax may be considered as a proportion of n-
which analyses the distribution of taxpayers under income tax

-

come or of expenditure; and there are advocates of schedules in eighteen OECD countries, is expected to be publish-
both approaches. When treated as a proportion of ed towards the end of 1981).
spending it tends to be mildly progressive,but when 2. Belgium,Finland,France,Germany, the Netherlands,Norway,
seen in terms of income it is roughly proportional. and the United Kingdom.

.

--
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TABLE 1

Tax revenue as percentage of total taxation

Income and Profits Tax Social Security Consumption tax
Heading 1,000(I) Heading 2,000(1) Heading 5,100(1)

.

Change in Change in Change in
Country 1965 1978 percentage 1965 1978 percentage 1965 1978 percentage

points points points
i

Australia 50 54 3 m 30 2 - 6
Austria 26 27 1 25 31 6 36 3 - 4
Belgium 28 41 13 31 30 - O 35 2 - 9
Canada 39 45 6 6 12 6 35 2 - 9
Denmark 46 54 8 5 1 -- 4. 38 36 - 2
Finland 44 48 4 8 1O 2 43 39 - 4
France 16 18 2 34 42 8 38 30 - 8
Germany 34 36 2 27 34 7 3 25 - 6
Greece 10 .15(2) 5 27 28(2) 1 47 39(2) - 8
Ireland 26 34 8 6 14 8 49 46 - 3

.@ Italy 18 29 11 34 41 7 37 25 - 1

Japan 40 40 O 19 29 1O 26 15 - 11

68 Luxembpurg 36 48 12 32 28 - 4 23 17 - 6OD

Netherlands 36 33 - ,33 31 37 6 27 24 - 3
New Zealand 61 6.8 7 26 22 - 4

Norway Z13 41 - 2 12 18 6 41 37 - 4
O -

-

D Portugal 27 22 5 20 30 1O 40 37 4e!auuoue Spain 25 24 - 1 28 50 22 41 21 - 20
CD
c Sweden 54 45 - 11 12 27 14 30 22 - 8

enna Switzerland 38 43 5 22 30 8 28 19 - 9

Turkey 25 48 13 14 15 1 49 30 19o
-

Jo

-G United Kingdom 37 41 4 15 18 2 31 25 - 6

ose! United States 46 46 O 16 25 9 19 15 - 4

awe9uuoonooca.
o 6 27 8-

c Average OECD 35 40 5 19 24 35
9

1-) These headingnumbersrefer to the OECD List of taxes -- see publication refrred to above.
I 2) 1977 figures.

n8c Source: R'evenue Statistics of OECD Member countries 1965-1979,OCD, Paris, 1980.
f-
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TABLE 2
l68O0

lu!eaoueum_

Standard general consumption tax changes between 1968 and 1979(1)
3 Fgures shown are in all cases percentagesof the value exclusive of the tax itself
O
D

ID April 196. 1968-9 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979.

e3agntn
_

t-
Australia 126; 25; 2* 15; 25; 26 15 27; 2

wholele ,'

sales
o
oJ Austria f 5.5 cascade 16 VAT

I

!omesz
13 (also 8) 18 (also 8) 1/78 18

(also 8;
30)

m_ 18 VATBelgium 7 cascade 1/71 1/78 16
cD (also O; 6; (also 6;

OO(nUOeUaG Finland 12.4 IR(2)

o 14 i 25) 25)
Canada 12 manu-

B (Federal) facturer
20.25

(9 sales

Denmark 10 VAT 4/68 12A 6/70 15 10/75 3/76 15(3) 10/77 10/78 20{
9*(3) 18

D
1/78

1
16.28

Frahce 16 2/3 VAT 12/68 19 1/70 23 1/73 20 1/77
CD
Cn8 (also 6; (also 7; (also 7; (also 7; 17.60

13; 20) 15; 25) 17 2/3 17; 2/3; (also 7;
r-

1F131N1
F-

33 1/3) 33 1/3) 33 1/3)
m Germany 10 VAT 7/68 11 1/78 12 7/79 13
-4 (also 5) (also 5) (also 6) (also 6)

Greece 7 produc-
tion or

sales

Ireland 2 retail 2 rtail 5 retail 11/72 1637 9/73 19.50 3/76 20 3/79 1o

and 5 plus 1o or plus 10 VAT (also (also 20) 20&O

wholesale 15 wholesale or 15 O; 5)
sales wholesale

Itly 4 cascade 1/73 12 1/75 12 5/76 also 2/77 14
VAT (also (also 6; 9 12/76 (also 1; 3;
6; 18) 18; 35) also 1; 3 6; 9; 12;

18; 35)

Luxembourg 5 cascade 1/78 8 VAT 1/71 10
(also 4) (so 2; 5)

Netherlands 6 cascade 1/69 12 VAT 1171 14 1173 16 10/76 18

(4) (4) (4) (4)
New Zealand various 20 to 30 exempt to exempt to

wholesale and zero to 10, 20, 40; 10, 20 to

sales 20 for cer- 20 to 30, 30 or 40
tain goods 4, 50 for for cer-

certain tain goods

Norway 13.64 re- I 1/70 20 VAT goods
tail sales I

Portugal 7 and 20 I 7; 12; 20 7; 15; 25 10; 20; 30; 10; 20, 30 7/79 15;
wholesale 40 & 50 (addi- 30; 45;
sales i tional 20%) 75 (addi-

tional 200

Spain 1.5 cascade

Sweden 11.11 te 1/69 11.11 17.65 4/74 20.60

tail sales VAT 13.64(3)
19/74
17.65

Switzerland 3.6 retail 4; 6 4.4; 6.6 5.6; 8.4
or 5.4
wholesale
sales

United 12.5; 20; 11.25; 18; 11.25; 18; 4/73 10 VAT 11/74 8 4/76 8 6/79 15

Kingdom 33.1/3; 50 30; 45 25 (also O) (also O; (also O; (also 0)
wholesale 25) 12.5)
sales ,

1) There are no such general consumption taxes in Japan and, at Federal level, in 1:he United States.

2) At retail stage the tax is levied n. the value added.

3) Temporary reduction.
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. that the loss of any business concern to the
extent of cash subsidy receipt from the

Bangladesh BUDGET1981-82 Government shall not be allowed to be ad-
-

justed against its profits and/or carried for-
ward.

41. Under Section 46(5A) of the Income-
Extracts from the Budget Speech pronounced by Mr. Mohammad Saifur Rahman, tax Act, the Deputy Commissioner of

Minister of Finance on June 6,1981. Taxes may recover the tax by issuing a

notice requiring any person from whom
A comprehensive description of the tax system of Bangladesh is contained in our money is due or may become due to the

publication: Taxes and investment in Asia and the Pacific. assessee. If, however, such a person fails to
pay the tax as notified by the Deputy

- Commissioner of Taxes, there is no legal
provision for recovering the tax from the

vided that they declare income of not less person. In order to remove the lacuna in
than A th ofthe capital investment. In such law and facilitate the recovery of tax, it is

INCOME-TAX cases no enquiry into the source of nvest- proposed to provide for treating such a

ment will be made. In other cases, any person as a defaulter of tax payment with
35. One f the chief problems of income- concealment of income r assets shall all its attendantconsequences.
tax in our country is the rigidity and disqualify a person under the scheme and 42. There is a requirement for obtaining
narrowness of the tax base caused by the will be penalised up to ve times the tax clearance certificate from the income-tax
evasion and avoidance of tax by a section sought to be evaded. Assessments com- authorities for registrationof documents in
of potential tax-payers wholly remaining pleted under the scheme can be reopened connection with the transfer of immovable
outside the tax system. This was also the without any time limit, if they involve con- properties. A considerable evasion of tax
nding of the Taxation Enquiry Commis- cealment of income or assets. takes place through the understatementof
sion. Although efforts to widen the tax the value of such properties. There is, how-
base are being continuouslymade, yet it is 37. A considerable evasion f tax takes

penal provision for the offence ofever, no
felt that without adequte public coopera- place in the area of imports particularly such understatementof the properties. It isunder the Wage Earning Schme. Often-tion, substantial improvement in this

times it becomes difficult to trade out the accordingly proposed to provide for penal-
respect may not be possible. In order, ty in cases of such understatement.
therefore, to broaden the tax base through

actual importers. In order to meet the

public participation,relieve the asSessees of problem and facilitate the timely collection 43. Under the existing rules the accounts
the requirement of compli'ance with the of tax, it is proposed, in accordance with of partnership firm with turnover exceed-the recommendation of the Taxation a
troublesome procedural formalities and ing Tk. 500,000 or net assets over Tk.
help liquidate the backlog of assessments, Enquiry Commission, to provide for de-

100,000 required to be audited byare
it is proposed to introduce the scheme of duction of ncome-tax at the rate of 2.5

chartered accountants,although in the case
self-assessmentfor income-tax. percent on the C&F value exceeding Tk.

of privat limited such100,000 of all imports including those a company a re-

36. The salient features of the scheme are under the Wage Earning Scheme save and quirement applies only if a company's
that all persons as dened in the Income- except foodgrains, fertiliser, POL, plant capital exceeds Tk. 2,000,000. It is accord-
tax Act, excluding limited companies and and machinery and imports under in- ingly proposed to do away with the dis-
their directors, partnership rms which dustrial licences. The tax will be allowed as

crimination and provide for a uniform
have applied for registration but not yet credit against the liability of the relevant requirement of audit of accounts of part-
been registered, contractors/suppliers/in- assessmentyear. nership firms and private limited compa-

nies alike with capital n of Tk.debitors, who submit returns showing in-
38. On similar grounds stated before it

excess

come above the exemption limit and upto
as 1,000,000.

Tk.: 25,000 will be entitled to the benefit
s proposed to deduct income-taxat source

@ 10 percent on the commission receipts 44. I would now turn to proposals for
of the scheme. This restriction will not, reliefs and concession. Under the present
however, apply to persons more than 80 of all indentors.

tax-holiday scheme, expansion units of the
percent of whose total income is derived 39. Considerable amounts of expenses are existing industrial undertakings are not
from salaries. Assessees deriving income now incurred by and on behalf of business eligible for tax-holiday. This would hinder
from business, profession or vocation houses and establishments and charged to the development of ihdustrialundertakings
would be required to submit copies of the their respective expense accounts. The and inhibit economic growth. It is accord-
trading, prot and loss account and the verification of the genuineness of the ingly proposed to extend the benefit of
balance sheet along with the returns. In charges often raises controversieswith the tax-holiday also to new and identifiable
cases where accounts are not maintained, tax authorities. In order to reduce the expansion units of the existing tax-holiday
statements showing the particulars of in- scope of such disputes and restore disci- concerns.
come and expenditure as well as of assets pline and accountability in the keeping of
and liabilities as prescribed under the In- accounts as well as restrain tax evasion 45. Repair charges in respect of house
come-tax Act will have to be submitted. through the guise of expense account, it is property income are now allowed @ 1/6th
Assessees with business income will have to proposed that expenses incurred on behalf of the bona de annual value of such

declar at least 10 percent higher income of business houses and establishments property. Having regard to the higher cost

than that of each preceding year. Returns under the expense account should not be of building materials these days as well as

the fact that residential buildings unlikeshowing losses or lesser income than that allowed if such expenses do not bear the
commercial buildings not eligible forareof the latest assessment year will not be excise stamps in cases of sales and services

entitled to the benet of the scheme. All liable to excise duty. depreciation allowance, it is proposed, to

assessees, new and old, will be entitled to enhance the allwance for the cost of

self-assessment. The scheme shall apply 40. Some nationalised concerns have been repairs of residential houses from 1/6th to

not only to all assessments for the year the beneficiariesof substantial cash subsidy 1/5th of the bona fide annual value of such
1981-82 and subsequent years but lso from the Government over the years. In properties.
the earlier years where assessments are their accounting system, however, these 46. Advance tax under Section 18A of the
pending, if the assessees submit returns or concerns show the subsidies as capital Income-tax Act is now required to be paid
revised returns for those years showing receipts while carrying forward the entire by persons with income exceeding Tk.
correct higher income and pay the tax on amount of their business losses, if any, 20,000. With the proposed upward revision
the basis of such returns by the 15th Sep- over the years as admissible under the In- of the exemption limit of income-tax, it is
tember, 1981. New assessees having busi- come-tax Act. This gives undue advantage also proposed to raise the minimum limit
ness income with capital up to Tk. to these concerns and is detrimental to the of income for advance payment of tax to
100,000 may avail of the benefit, pro- interest of revenue. I accordingly propose an amount exceedingTk. 25,000.
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47. At present wealth statements are provide enough incentive to the maximum their true and higher income. This is also

statutorily required to be furnished along marginal savers. In order therefore to expected to have a salutary effect on

with the income-tax returns of assessees promote higher investment particularly by private savings, investment and employ-
having income exceeding Tk. 20,000. In marginal savers it is proposed to raise the ment.
order to relieve the lower income group of limit of investment from Tk. 30,000 to
assessees from such compulsions, it is pro- Tk. 35,000 or 30 percent of the total in- 60. In the case of personal income-tax,the
posed to make such requirementobligatory come. For this purpose, the full amount revision will result in tax reduction by
in the case of assessees whose income of Provident Fund contribution and in- about 14 percent acros the board. For
would exceed Tk. 25,000. surance premia will be taken into account. example:

Of the other investments, an initial sum of
48. In order to relieve inationaryeffects, Taxable Tax at Atpro- Redue- PC

the exemption limit of casual and non-
Tk. 5,000 plus sixty percent of the balance income existing posed tion

recurring receipts is proposed to be raised will be allowed. rate rate

from Tk. 2,000 to Tk. 2,500. 54. It is understood that besides the in- Taka. Takc Taka %

49. Interest on securities is now exempt
come remitted under the Wage Earning (1) 40,000 10,000 8,500 1,500 15

from tax upto Tk. 5,000. In order to Scheme, there is considerable income (2) 60,000 19,000 16,500 2,500 13.1

promote savings through the banking earned abroad by the residents in Bangla-
system as well, I propose to exempt bank desh. In order to encourage the remittance 61. Industrial companies are now to pay

interest upto a sum of Tk. 3,000 from tax of such business prots and commission income-tax @ 50 and 55 percent of their

subject to the overall exemption limit of into Bangladesh, it is proposed to tax them income dependingn their use of indigen-
Tk. 5,000 for interest on securities and @ 30 percent or the personal rate of the ous raw materials. Since this leads to

debentures as provided in the existing law. remitter, whichever is less. certain discrimination amongst the in-

50. At present pension income is totally 55. Prior to July, 1980, a non-resident's dustrial companies some of whom have

exempt from tax whereas gratuity receipt income in taxable territories used to suffer necessarily to fall back on imported raw

in excess of 65 percent or Tk. 36,000, a flat rate of tax at 30 percent which was materials, I propose to reduce the rate of

whichever is less, suffers tax. Considering actually the income-tax rate applicable to tax to 50 percent in the case of those

the hardship of retired persons, it is pro.
a company. Owing to .the integration of companies which now have to pay tax @

posed to enhance the exemption limit to income-tax and super-tax in the Finance 55 percent of their income.

Tk. 48,000 or 65 percent of gratuity, Act of 1980, however, the non-resident's

whichever is less. incone-tax rate became 60 percent. In 62. In the case of wealth tax, gift tax, and

order to promote foreign investnent in estate duty also the tax burden is proposed
51. The allowance for perquisites is now Bangladesh, it is proposed to reduce the to be substantially reduced by liberal ex-

restricted to 50 percent of an employee's non-resident's income-tax rate to 30 per- emptions and restructuring of rate sched-

salary or Tk. 50,000, whichever is less. cent, as before. ules. Although in terms of revenue, the re-

Having regard to th rising cost of such 56. The present exemption limit of in-
ceipts from these taxes in the past have
never exceeded even half a crore, the mere

perquisites particularly of rent and con-
come up to Tk. 12,000 seems to need some of these taxes has proved hin-

veyance expenses, it is proposed to en- upward revision in view of the present
presence a

drance to the declarationof correct income
hance the limit of such admissible perqui- inflationary situation. In order to give and by besides tendingsites to Tk. 60,000 or 50 percent of his assets assessees, to

salary, whichever is less.
some relief to the lower income group of retard economic growth. In view of these
persons it is accordingly proposed to raise considerationsand also for inflationaryad-

52. Salaried employees oftentimes suffer the general exemption limit fron Tk. justment, I propose as follows.
the rigour of tax particularly in an in- 12,000 to Tk. 15,000.
flationary situation. In order to relieve 57. It may be mentioned here that the
their hardship., I propose the following Government provides a lot of subsidy to
enhancement in the limits of certain the agriculturalsector in various forms. But WEALTH TAX
allowancesand prequisites: the tax return from this sector is negligible,

The existing conveyanceallowances of although the major share of the GDP is 63. Self-occupied houses now rank for
Tk. 1,500, Tk. 1,800 and Tk. 3,600 contributed by it. For these reasons and exemption up to the value of Tk.
are enhanced to Tk. 1,800, Tk. 2,400 also in view of the enhancement of the 1,000,000. Considering the hardship of
and Tk. 4,200 respectively. Similarly, general exemption limit, there is hardly persons of smaller and limited means of
the existing exemption limits of Tk. for the continuanceof the income in the present inflationary days, it
900, Tk. 2,400 and Tk. 3,000 are

any justication
special exemption of Tk. 3,600 for agri- is proposed to raise the exemptionlimit of

raied to Tk. 1,200, Tk. 3,000 and Tk. cultural income which is accordingly such houses from Tk. 1,OOO,OO to Tk.
3,600 respectively. proposed to be withdrawn. 1,500,000.
Tax exemption for house rent allow-
ance receivable in cash is proposed to 58. In view of the upward revision of the 64. In order. to build up a fayourable in-

be raised from Tk. 1,200 p.m. or 30 exemption limit, the total income in the vestment climate in the private sector of

percent of the basic salary to Tk. case of presumptive assessments is now the economy, it is proposed to exemptunit

1,800 or 50 percent of the basic proposed to be determined at Tk. 20,000 certificates issued by the Investment Cor-

salary, of an emploee, whichever is in place of Tk. 15,000 as at present. poration of Bangladesh upto the value of

less. Tk. 200,000.
While allowing enhanced benefits for 59. The existing rates of our drect taxes

65. The existing schedule contains too

conveyanceand house rent allowances, have been alleged to be excessive contribu-
hair-splitting rates. I accordinglymany

we are not, however, unmindfulof the ting to tax evasion and creation of black
to reduce the rates from 8 to 5

tendencies of business houses and money. There seems to be some truth in propose

establishments to provide costly and the allegation. Although there is no em- only and apply the maximumrate of 2 per-
cent on net wealth exceedingTk.5,000,000

lavishly furnished accommodationsto pirical evidence that the reduction in tax
against the present marginal rate of 2.5as

their employees. In order to curb such rates yields higher returns of income, yet
percent net wealth exceeding Tk.on

wasteful expenditure and tax avoid- many people hold the same view. In fact, 3,500,000.
ance, I propose to raise the rate of tax- there is of late a tendency in many coun-

ing perquisites for furnished and un- tries to reduce tax rates. Considering these 66. It often appears that the total of the

furnished accommodation from 15 is also the fact that the real income of per- income-tax and wealth tax takes away the

and 10 percent of an employee'ssalary sons is getting eroded by nflation, I pro- lion's share of the tax-payer's income. This

to 20 and 15 percent respectively. pose to reduce the rates of all direct taxes acts as a serious disincentive to his work
and restructure the rate schedules with effort and initiative. Accordingly, I pro-

53. The existing limit of investmentallow- lower incidehce of tax. I hope this will pose that the total incidence of income-tax
ances at 30 percent of the total income of restrain the tendency to tax evasion, and and wealth tax should in no case exceed
an assessee or Tk. 30,000 does not seem to provide incentive to assessees to disclose 60 percent of a tax-payer's total income.
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G I FT TAX and 3 to 4 and 2 percent, respectively, for
let out and self-occupied houses, respec- APPENDIX67. On the introduction of the Gift Tax tively.

Act in 1963, an. assessee could for a year -

make a tax-free gift of a value up to Tk.
100,000 to his real sons, daughters, father
and mother. There is some justificationfor FOREIGN TRAVEL TAX A. CUSTOMS DUTY
allowing such tax-free gifts to one's kith
and kin in-asmuch as the gifts help create 74. At present Bangladeshi nationals 1. (a) Proposal has been made to allow
self-reliance and initiative in them by holding dual or multiple passports do not full duty refund on imported raw

providing an initial capital. Hence, I pro- pay the Foreign Travel Tax by showing materials to domesticsuppliers bidding
pose that a tax-payer will be allowed to non-Bangladeshipassports only. In order to in international tenders against pay-
make tax-free gifts up to a value of Tk. remove the lacuna of law in this behalf, I ment in foreign exchange treating the
300,000 for once in life to his real sons, propose to amend the definition of a transaction on the same footing as

daughters, father and mother. Bangladeshi national to include the cate- export.
gory of persons who have permanent resi- (b) Concessionary rate of duty of 20 per-68. Gifts made in the form of dowry on dence in Bangladesh or own property or cent and no sales tax on the machin-the occasion of the marriage of an as- business in Bangladesh or enjoy other

sessee's real daughterare now exempt upto facilities not available to foreign nationals.
ery, components, accessories and

Tk. 50,000. In ordert curb the pernicious spares of machineryhas been proposed
to be withdrawn. (+ Taka 1572 lakhs).social evil of the dowry system, I propose (c) The concessionary rate on packingto withdraw the exemption. materials of pharmaceutical industry

69. In view of the steep inflation over the SALES TAX which are roduced or can be pro-
years, the old rate structure of 1963 is duced in the country or have alter-
proposed to be revised so as to bring down 76. At present sales tax is. a general levy native uses has been proposed to be
the maximum rate from 30 to 20 percent on all goods with specific exemptions for withdrawn.
on the value of taxable gifts exceedingTk. selected goods. This scheme of general (d) I)uty on aluminium rod has been
3,500,000 as against Tk. 1,800,000 as at taxation in respect of domestically pro- proposed to be reduced to 5 from 35
present. duced goods has given rise to much con- percent and the duty on finished

fusion and misunderstanding in the minds aluminium conductor steel reinforced
of the tax-payers. In order, therefore, to and all aluminium conductor has been
remove any doubt and uncertainty in the proposed to be enhahced to 35 from

ESTATE DUTY state of law and facilitate tax collection, it 20 percent with no sales tax (- Taka 9
iS proposed to change the present system lakhs).

70. The value of a residential house up to to specic liability m respect of certain (e) Duty on accumulatorbattery has been
Tk. 1,000,000 is now exempt from estate goods and general exemption in respect of proposed to be raised to 150 from 125
duty. ConSidering the present inflationary all other goods. I also propose to reduce percent and duty on containers, lids
situation, I propose to raise exemption the rate of sales tax from 20 to 10 percent and .separators for accumulator batte-
limit of a residentialhouse up to a value of on a number of such goods. Thus from ries has been proposed to be reduced
Tk. 2,000,000. now only 30 items of locally manufactured to 15 from 50 percent. (+ Taka 13

71. In order to promote saving and invest- goods are proposed to be liable to sales tax lakhs).
out of which only 12 items will be taxed (f) Duty electric fan imported underment, I propose to exempt the unit certifi-
@ 20 percent and the rest at the reduced WES has

on

been proposed to becates issued by the InvestmentCorporation en-

of Bangladesh upto the value of Tk. rate of 10 percent. The proposed change in hanced to 100 from 75 percent (+
200,000, provided that such certificates the system of sales taxation of the dom- Taka 10 lakhs).
were held continuously for 3 years by the estic manufactures is intended to simplify (g) Duty on fatty-acid palm oil has been

and rationalise the system, reduce the cost proposed to be reduced to 100 fromdeceased person. and the prices of goods, promote savings 125 percent.
72. The present rate structure of estate and investment, and provide relief to the (h) Duty on components and spare parts
duty containing as many as 12 slabs with common man. Imported goods will how- of domestic sewing machine has been
the maximum marginal rate of 50 percent ever continue to be taxed in the existing proposed to be reduced from 75 to 35
on the value of an estate exceeding Tk. manner and the rates with all exemptions. percent.5,000,000. seems to be unduly compli- (i) Duty on gramophone recording blanks
cated and punitive in character. I therefore has been proposed to be reduced from
propose to simplify the rate schedule with 300 to 75 percent.only 5 slabs reducing the maximummargi- COURT FEES ACT, 1870 2. Proposal has been made to reduce the
nal rate of 50 to 25 percent on the value of rate of duty on X-ray, medical, surgical,
an estate exceedingTk. 5,000,000. 77. The rates of court fees have virtually optical, dental and veterinary equipmentsrernained unchanged since 1960. Apart and nstrunents to 10 percent from the

from the fact that the cost of administer- existing 15 percent. (- Taka 17 lakhs).ing the Court Fees Act has gone up necessi- 3. (a) Proposal has been made to reduce
URBAN IMMOVABLEPROPERTYTAX tating a revision of the rates, simplification the extent of concession on raw

and rationalisation of the rate structure in materials imported under WES from
73. The Urban Immovable Property Tax regard to court fees is also considered 40 percent of the effective rate to 25
Act of 1957 of the erstwhile Provincial necessary. This was also suggested by the percent of the effective rate. (+ Taka
Government needs to be updated and Taxation Enquiry Commission. According- 80 lakhs).
brought in line with the provisions of the ly it is proposed to substitute the existing (b) Proposal has been made to exclude
Central Income-tax Act. The National -schedules by simple and rationalised rate snowcem colour paints, tools and
Board of Revenue is taking steps in this schedules. workshop equipments, sand, glass and
behalf to rationalise the procedure of emery paper, domar batu, prepared
assessment and collection of the tax by glue in retail packing, photographic
framing necessary rules within its power. I STAMP ACT, 1899 film in reels, plates and paper, brake-
now propose to amend the Urban Im- fluid in retail packing, PVC and ad-
movable Property Tax Act to provide for 78. In the Stamp Act, 1899, an anomaly hesive tapes, paint brush all sorts,
penalty equal to the sum of the unpaid tax exists in the rate for reconveyances of stapler and steel files, embroidery
in case of default in the payment of tax. mortgaged property. This anomaly is thread in retail packing, condensed
Further, the rate schedule is proposed to proposed to be removed by suitable milk in retail packing, nuts and bolts
be revised to reduce the tax rate from 5 amendment in the Schedule. and ball-point refils, etc. from the
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concessionary rates for raw materials (c) Duty on musical instruments of vari- 13. Nylon yarn of three plies having a

imported under WES. (+ Taka 15 ous kinds including tape-recorder and weight not more than one gramme per

lakhs). cassettes thereof has been proposed to metre used in making fishingnets by fisher-

(c) Proposal has been made to withdraw be reduced to 75 from 100 percent men has been proposed to be exempted
the special concessionary rates on and the duty on two-in-one in which from the existing duty of 35 percent ad

refrigerator, deep-freezer, gas and radio is an integral part has been pro- valorem. (- Taka 35 lakhs).
electric cooking range, pressure posed to be reduced to 75 from 150 14. Duty on storage battery has been

cooker, washing machine, electric fila- percent. (- Taka 20 lakhs). proposed to be reduced from 20 to 15 per-
ment lamp, cassette recorder and tapes (d) Duty on coloured and black and white cent of the retail price. (- Taka 10 lakhs).
thereof and locks and pad-locks etc. television has been proposed to be 15. Duty on syrups, squashes and fruit

when imported under WES. (+ Taka reduced to 50 from 60 and 75 percent. juices has been proposed to be reduced

15 lakhs). (- Taka 10 lakh). from 30 to 15 percent of the retail price.
(d) Proposal has been made to accrd con- (e) Duty on water sterilizer has been pro- (- Taka 5 lakhs).

cessionary rate of duty for raw posed to be redued to 50 from 125 16. Duty on vegetable non-essential oils

materials when imported under WS percent. has been proposed to be reduced from

for M.S. Billets. (- Taka 10 lakhs). 7. Duty on educational instruments like Taka 7 to Taka 5 per cwt. (- Taka 6.

4. (a) Duty on cotton fabrics of below slide rule, geometry and biology box, blot- lakhs).
57 counts has been proposed to be ting paper, microscop and telescope has 17. Duty on toothpaste and shaving cream

refixed at 40 percent in place of exist- been proposed to be reduced to 15 and 50 has been proposed to be reduced from 35
ing 30, 75 and 150 percent. (+ Taka from 25, 50 and 100 percent. (- Taka 42 to 25 percent of the retail price. (- Taka
50 lakhs). lakhs). 10 lakhs).

(b) Duty on cotton fabrics like jeans, 8. (a) Proposal has been made to with- 18. Duty on coIour T.V. of a screen size
broken jeans, twill, denim, corduroy, draw the partial exemption on raw not more than 19 and of a screen size ex-

sheeting and bd-sheeting of width materials imported by private dock- ceeding 19 has been proposed to be
exceeding 45, furnishing and up- yards. (+ Taka 10 lakhs). reduced from Taka 3,000 and Taka 4,500
holstery in which the percentage of (b) Proposal has been made to withdraw to Taka 2,000 and Taka 3,000 respectively.
cotton is 85 percent or mor by the present exemption on television in (+ Taka 10 lakhs).
weght is proposedto be refixed at CKD condition and to levy a duty 19. Duty on metal containers and wires
125 from 30, 75 and 150 percent. @ 5 percent ad valorem. and cables has been proposed to be
(+ Taka 65 lakhs). (c) Proposal has been made to withdraw reduced from 30 to 25 percentad valorem.

(c) Tariff value on all types of fabrics has full exemption on ocean-going vessels (- Taka 156 lakhs).
been proposed to be enhanced by having capacity of 7,000 DWT and to 20. It has been proposed to merge the
10-15 percent. (+ Taka 410 lakhs). impose a duty @ 2.5 percent and to existing exchange duty and sales tax on

(d) Tariff value on grey fabrics has been reduce the rate of duty on aircrafts paperboard, jute manufactures and
proposed to be kept 10 percent lower from 3 to 2.5 percent. (+ Taka 50

paper,
to rex a single rate of excise duty on each

than that of white fabrics. lakhs). of these items after giving relief in some

5. (a) Duty on yarn of man-made bre (d) Duty on betelnut has been proposed cases at the rate of 15 percent on paper
has been proposed to be reduced to 50 to be converted to and fixed at 125 and paperboard, 25 percent on jute carpets
from 60 percentwhen imported under percent from the specific rate of Taka and Taka 1,250 per ton on Bitumen.
normal licence and to 30 from 35 per 11.00 per kg. (+ Taka 50 lakhs). (+ 2301 lakhs).
cent if imported under WES. (- Taka (e) Duty on alcoholic beverages has been 21. Duty on mild steel products has been
190 lakhs). proposed to be enhanced to 125, 150 proposed to be enhanced from Taka 250

(b) Duty on coasters and tankers has been and 300 percent from the existing to Taka 500 per ton. (+ Taka 500 lakhs).
proposed to be reduced to 10 from 15 100, 125 and 250 percent respective- 22. It has been proposed to marginlly
percent. (- Taka 10 lakhs). ly. (+ Taka 12 lakhs). increase the existing duty on qulity

(c) Duty on tyres and tubes of auto- (f) Proposals have been made to marginal- packed tea (+ Taka 15 lakhs).
motive vehicles has been proposed to ly enhance the concesinsand simpli- 23. Proposal has been made to withdraw
be reduced to 75 from 100 percent fy the Baggage Rules, Transfer of Resi- existing exemption on steel furniture,
(-Taka 173 lakhs). dence Rules and Tourist Baggage Rules fittings and fixtures and restore statutory

(d) Duty on springs and leaves of auto- and to fix fiat rates of duty on goods duty of 10 percent ad valorem and impose
motive vehicles has been proposed to not covered by the Baggage rule. duty at the rate of 20 percent ad valorem
be reduced to 100 from 125 percent. (g) Duty on coal has been proposed to be

(-Taka 15 lakhs). enhanced to 7.5 from 5 percent.
on aluminium fixtures and fittings. (+ Taka
25 lakhs).

(e) Duty on tyres and tubes of motor (+ Taka 62 lakhs). 24. It has been proposed to impose duty
cycles, motor scooters and auto-rick- 9. Proposal has been made to impose a at the rate of 10 percent ad valorem on

shaws has been proposed to be development surcharge @ 1 percent ad wooden furniture. (+ Taka 25 lakhs).
reduced to 35 from 50 percent. valorem on all dutiable mports. (+ Taka 25. It has been proposed to enhance duty
(- Taka 53 lakhs). 3,350 lakhs). on natural gas from Taka. 4.50 to Taka

(f) Chains and parts thereof of motor- 10. Export duty on tea has been proposed 6.00 per 1000 cft. used in the generation
cycles and notor scooters has been to be reduced fron 50 poisha to 25 poisha of power and nanufactureof fertilizer and
proposed to be reduced to 50 from per pound. (- Taka 200 lakhs). from Taka 5.00 to Taka 14.00 for other
125 percent. (-- Taka 5 lakhs). uses and to impose duty at the rate of Taka

(g) Duty on reeds and wire-healds has 6.00 per imperial gallon on condensate
been proposed to be reudced to 50 obtained in the gas fields. (+ Taka 2471
from 125 percent. (- Taka 10 lakhs). B. EXCISE DUTIES lakhs).

(h) Duty on computer has been proposed 26. It has been proposed to the
to be reduced to 50 from 100 percent. 11. Rate of duty on blended yarn up to 48

merge
sales tax of 20 percent with the duty on

6. (a) Duty on flask has been proposed counts has been proposed to be reduced narcotics and liquor. (+ Taka 200 lakhs).
to be reduced to 50 from the existing and exceeding 48 counts has been pro-
100 percent. posed to be enhanced. (- Taka 20 lakhs). (+ Taka 5300 lakhs).

(b) Duty on advertising materials (diary 12. Hard waste cotton yarn has been pro-
and calender) has been proposed to be posed to be exempted from the existing
reduced to 50 from 125 and 150 per- duty of 10 percent ad ualorem. (- Taka
cent. 5 lakhs).
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SEPTEMBER 1982

ConferenceDiary treatment of interest in internationalecon-

36th Annual Congress of I.F.A.: I. The tax

omic transactions. II. Taxation of pay-
-

ments to non-residents for independent
personal services. Montreal (Canada), Sept-

DECEMBER 1981 FEBRUARY 1982 ember 12-16 (English, French, German,
Spanish).

Inuestmentand Property Studies: Overseas BusinessPerspectivesLtd.: 7th Internation-
companies, setting up, uses and practices al Tax Conference (including: develop-
(including: tax efcient nance for over- ments in legislation and practice in U.S.A., FOR FURTHERINFORMATIONseas operations; successful use of tax U.K., Canada, Australia and the Far East

PLEASEWRITE TO:havns; double tax agreements; personal as they affect companies and individuals
taxation of international executives) with world wide interests; and tax prob-
(Seminar), London (United Kingdom), lems involved in investment in Mexico and

British Branch f I.F.A.: Secretariat

December2 (English). the Caribbean area). Mexico City (Mexico), c/o Williams & Glyn's Bank Ltd.

February 1-5 (English).
New London Bridge House, 25 Lon-
don Bridge Street. London SE 19 SXManagement Centre Europe: International

Cash Management(including: international Management Centre Europe: International (United Kingdom).
tax aspects in cash management), London Tax Management (including: tax treatment

Business Perspectives Ltd., 11 Alexan-(United Kingdom),December7-9 (English). on technolog import and export; anti tax
der Place, Lohdon SW7 2SG (Unitedhaven legislation, handling of disputes

Seminar Services International: Intema- between tax administrations). Brussels Kingdom).
tional tax planning (including: introduc- (Belgium), February 1-2 (English). Inter-American Center of Tax Admin-tion to international tax and business

istrators (C.I.A.T.), Executive Sec-planning; tax systems in major European British Branch of LF.A.: Tax haven and
retary of C.I.A.T., P.O. Box 215 zonacountries; tax treatment of exchange gains company residence. The revenue proposals

and losses; the taxation aspects of inter- (tax workshop), London (United King- 1, Panam.

company pricing), Amsterdam(The Nether- dom), February 9 (English).
lands), December 7-9 (English). International Fiscal Association

(I.F.A.): General Secretariat, Wouden-Management Centre Europe: Leasing (in- stein, Burgenmeester Oudlaan 50, P.O.UK Tax CongressLtd.: 1st Annual UK tax cluding tax aspects of leasing), Brussels
congress (including: business tax incentives (Belgium),February 24-26 (English).

Box 1738, 3000 DR Rotterdam (the
(workshop); tax planning review; tax Netherlands).
avoidance today and (concurrent sessions) Institute for International Research,agricultural taxation; group tax administra- MARCH 1982 70 Warren Street, London WlP 5PA,tion, taxation of intellectual property;

(United Kingdom).effective tax administration), Wembley British Branch of I.F.A.. Indirect taxationCnference Centre, London (United King- of international services (tax workshop), Investment and Property Studies Ltd.,dom). December 10 and 11 (English). London (United Kingdom). March 4 Norwich House, Norwich Street, Lon-
(English). don EC4 (United Kingdom).British Branch of LF.A.: Stock relief,

London (United Kingdom). December 9
Management Centre Europe, Avenue(English). MAY 1982 des Arts 4, B-1040 Brussels (Belgum).

The inter-American Center of Tax Admin-o Seminar Services International, 1- pas-
JANUARY 1982 istrators (C.LA.T.): XVIth General Assem- sage Perdonnet CH-1005 Lausanne

bly on the basic subject: Tax evasion and (Switzerland).
British Branch of LF.A.: Treaty shopping, tax compliance, Asuncin (Paraguay), pro-
London (United Kingdom). January 19 bably in May, 1982 (date unknown yet) UK Tax Congress Ltd., Freepost,
(English). (Spanish). Horsham, West Sussex RH 12 1ZA

(United Kingdom).

THE INSTITUTE The Editors of the Bulletn wish to draw the Ths year's autumn programme of the Insti-
FOR FISCAL attention of readers to the Institute for Fis- tute includes a conference on Local Gouern-
STUDIES cal Studies, 1/2 Castle Lane, London SWE ment Finance (16th November), a lunch-

6DR. The IF.S. is an organsationestablish- time seminar on Share Repurchase (25th1/2 Castle Lane ed in the early 1970s for the purposeof do- November) and a lunchtime lecture on Tax
London SW1 E 6DR ing or promoting impartial research in all Based Incomes Policies (llth December).
United Kingdom sectors of the fiscal area. It also organises Detailed nformationabout membership, the

conferences or lectures on topics of current Institute's overall activities and its publica-
interest. tions may be requested from the Director

at the above address.
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GOODBYE MR. DAVIES WELCOME MR. LAXAN

On September 25, 1981 Mr. Alun G. Dauies'presidency On September 25, 1981 Mr. Max Laxan, who success-

of IFA came to an end. How successful the period 1977- fully presided over the Paris Congress in 1980 and who
1981 has been can be measured by IFA's growth from was elected as Mr. Davies' successor at that Congress,
about 5,000 members in 1977 to over 6,000 in 1981. took office as President of IFA. It is a happy coin-
The General Assembly, wishing to honorMr. Davies' in- cidence that the first Congress to be held under hs Pre-
spired leadership during these past years, unanimously sidency of IFA will be in a French-speaking environ-
elected him Honorary President. The InternationalBu- ment. The International Bureau of Fiscal Documenta-
reau of Fiscal Documentation, which s proud to have tion, which is proud to have Mr. Laxan as a memberof
Mr. Davies on its Board of Trustees, is happy to con- ts Advsory Council, congratulates him on his election
gratulate him on this election and expresses the wish and wishes hm the best of luck.
that IFA may benefit from his wisdom and experience
for many years to come.

SOME HIGHLIGHTS Kerlan (France) was the discussion leader, Mr. Robert J.
Patrick Jr. (U.S.A.) the general reporter and panelists

from the Secretary General's 1980-81 Report were Messrs. S.O. Lodin, A.R. Lopz, A.J. Rdler and

presented at the Berlin Congress 1981 H. Kaneko.

Chairman of the seminar on Recourse to tax havens --

use and abuse was Prof. Dr. K. Vogel (Federal Repub-
lic of Germany) and persons who contributed back-

PARIS CONGRESS 1980 ground material and/or acted as panelists were Messrs.
M.J. Ellis, E. Gnazzo, R. Baconnier, M.J. Langer, R.E.

The 34th Congress held in Paris organized by the Moore, John Avery Jones, Hans Flick, J.C. Goldsmith,French Branch of IFA under the supervisionof Mr. Max Yoshihide Ishiyama, W. Ryser and D.A. Ward.
Laxan was very successful and all sessions were well at-
tended. Mr. Laxan was appointedpresident-electto suc- MITCHELL B. CARROLLPRIZE
ceed Mr. Alun Davies of IFA.

' With respect to Subject I: The dialogue between the Mr. LofumbwaBokila -- who originates from Zaire -- re-

tax administration and the taxpayer up to the filing of ceived the MitchellB. Carroll Prize (1980) for his work

the tax rturn, Prof. Baron J. van Houtte (Belgium) Les rgimes fiscaux visant encourager les investisse-

acted as the discussion leader. Mr. GuyDelorme(France) ments directs et de portefeuille dans les pays en voie de

was the general reporter and panelists were Messrs. B. dveloppement, l'interaction du systme cal zafrois
1

Meier, M. Abrutyn, N. Amros Rica and J.B. Shepherd. et des rgimesprfrentielsdes pays de l'OCDE.

With respect to Subject II: Rules for determining n- 1. See 34 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation
come and expenses as domestic or foreign, Mr. Pierre (1980)at 507.
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lFA OFFICERSCOME AND GO FUTURE CONGRESSES

The Permanent Scientific Committee regretfully an- 11. Montreal Congress 1982
nounces the death of its memberProf. G.A. Micheli who
will be replaced by Prof. Avv. A. Fantozzi (Italy). Dr. During the spring meeting of the Permanent Scientific

E.J. Reig and Dr. Macn (Argentina) attended the spring Committee (PSC) the directives for the Montreal Con-

meeting in view of the Buenos Aires Congress, 1984. gress were thoroughly discussed. At the request of the
Canadian Branch, Subject II, which was initially to have

The Executive Committee met in spring and welcomed dealt with international transportation, was changed.
a new member in the person of Mr. C.A. Poissant (Cana- The topics which will be discussed are:
da). Mr. R. Caraza Escobedo (Mexico) was nominated
3rd vice-president. Mr. R.M. Hammer (U.S.A.) and Dr. SubjectI -- The tax treatment of interest in interna-
K. Beusch (Federal Republic of Germany) will remain tional economic transactions. General re-

1st and become 2nd vice-presidents,respectively. porter: Prof. E. Hhn (Switzerland).
SubjectHII -- Taxation of payments to non-residents

Mr. J.L. Perez de Ayala (Spain) is due for statutory re- for ndependent personal services. Gen-
tirement from the Executive Committee at the Berlin eral reporter: Mr. G. Coulombe(Canada).Congress.

The Montreal Congress will be held from September 12-
Mr. A. Elvinger (Luxembourg) was appointed Chairman

17, 1982. (See for more details, p. 521.)of the NominationsCommittee.

2. Venice Congress 1983

NATIONAL BRANCHES During the PSC's spring meeting the following subjects
were selected:

During the Paris Congress two new branches were recog- Subject I Tax avoidance/Tax evasion. General--

re-
nized: Indonesia and Malaysia. Singapore applied for

membership. 2 porter: Prof. V. Uckmar (Italy).
SubjectII -- International problems in the field of

turnover taxation. General reporter:
Prof. Dr. H.G. Ruppe (Austria).MEMBERSHIPFEES

The Venice Congress will be held from October 10-15,
IFA will not increase its membership fees for 1981-82. 1983. (See for more details, p. 521.)
Thus they will remain:

USS 38 for individual members of IFA branches--

USS 40 for direct individualmembers of IFA--

USS 90 for corporate members, bth direct and of--

National branches. MITCHELL B. CARROLLPRIZEFOR
DR. MORIS LEHNER

BERLIN CONGRES 1981
On September 25, 1981,

At the time of writing the 1980-81 Report the prepara-
at the final meeting of ', . ,.

:': .. '.'
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tions for the Berlin Congress 1981 were nearing comple- the General Assembly of .
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IFA during the Berlin i:.:,::-:,:.u,;
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tion. The general reporter for Subject I: Mutual agree-
.
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Congress, the Mitchell B.
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ment -- procedure and practice is Dr. K. Koch (Fede- '9
ral Republic of Germany) and the discussion leader Carroll Prize was present- ': .-:-/:): ,

Prof. P. Fontaneau (France). With respect to Subject II: ed to Dr. Moris Lehner '. 7 '' -, : ,$] ,

9
Unilateral measures to prevent double taxation Dr. (32) forhis workentitled: , .' !

'..
-

,t
,'.P
2.tt, .'..'

*
.

D. Juch (Netherlands) acts as general reporter and Prof. Mglichkeiten zur Ver-
besserung des Verstndi-

'

E. Hhn (Switzerland) as discussion leader. The Chair- :,,;,',. .

gungsuerfahrens auf der 4-...
.....

men of the respective resolutions committees are Mr. iA'..j .,
t&

A. Elvinger (Luxembourg) and Mr. J.G. O'Brien Grundlage des EWG-Ver- HS,-

(U.S.A.). trages. Dr. Lehner receiv- :,
ed his doctor's degree at

Seminar 1 deals with a virgin subject in the field of the Ruprecht-Karl University in Heidelberg (Federal Re-
international tax law, i.e. the taxation of income arising public of Germany) for this work on the mutual agree-from the international seabed. The Chairman of the Se- ment procedure as proposed by the EC Commission in
minar is Prof. Dr. K. Vogel (Federal .Republic of Ger- ts Draft Directive of November 29;1976. The medal
many) and panelists are Messrs. Ch.M. Bruce (U.S.A.), which goes with th prize was awarded in the presenceJ.C. Delespaul (France), K.H. Oetting (Federal Repub- of its founder, Dr. Mitchell B. Carroll. Dr. Lehner is cur-
lic of Germany) and P. Kirthisingha (Sri Lanka). rently employed by the research institute for interna-
Seminar 2 given in a number of languages is meant to tional financial and tax law of the University of Munich
explain the German tax system. which is headed byProfessorDr. K. Vogel.

2. Singapore was recognized as a branch during the Berlin Con-
gress 1981.
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BRITISH BRANCH M.J. Gammie J.D.B. Oliver
D.N.C. Gray H.R. Roe

The Annual General Meeting of the British Branch of L. Halpern B.E,V. Sabine

IFA was held on May 28, 1981. E.J. Henbrey F.H. Seale
J. Hickman (co-opted) D. Tapper

A number of officers were reelected, Mr. R.T. Esam as

Chairman and Messrs. D.A. Clarke, C.J. Crowe and Messrs. Esam and Davidson will represent the British
Branch on the IFA Council with Messrs. Reynolds andD.F.A. Davidson as Vice-Chairmen and Messrs. J, Rey-

nolds and L.B. Havard as Honorary Secretary and As- Henbrey as their respective alternates. Dr. Barry Brace-
well-Milnes will represent the Branch at the Permanentsistant Secretary, respectively. Scientific Committee.

Mr. R.J.G. White wishes to retire as Treasurer and it was

agreed that Mr. White would for some time share the On October 8, 1981 the British Branch will discuss the

position with Mr. J.S. Phillips and that the latter would draft national report on Subject I of the Montreal Con-

take over at a mutual convenienttime. gress 1982 (The tax treatment of interest in internation-
al transactions). The British national reporter is Mr. Eric

For 1981-82 the Branch's Committee comprises the fol- Henbrey.
lowing persons: On October 21, 1981 the British Branch will discuss the
J.F. Avery Jones H.L. Duncan draft national report on Subject II of the Montreal Con-
I.D. Barnett Miss M.S. Erskine gress 1982 (Taxation of payments to non-residents for
Dr. J.B. Bracewell-Milnes W.K. Evans independent personal services). The British national re-

J.F. Chown D.E. Evennett porter is Mr. John Staddon.

36th IFA CONGRESS 37th IFA CONGRESS
MONTREAL (CANADA) VENICE (ITALY)
September 12-17,1982 October 10-15, 1983

PROVISIONALPROGRAMME PROVISIONALPROGRAMME
(subject to change) Apart from the working sessions the social events

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1982 include:

Day: Registration SUNDAY, 10OCTOBER: Registration and Welcome

Evening: Welcome Reception Cocktail . at Fondazione
Cini

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1982

Morning: Opening Ceremony, Place des Arts
MONDAY, 11 OCTOBER: Opening ceremony at Pa-

Afternoon: WorkingSession, Subject 1
lazzo del Cinema

Evening: Dinner in Old Montreal, Street dancing Evening: Reception by the
TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 14,1982 Mayor of Venice
Morning: Breakfast, Quebec style

WorkingSession, Subject 1 TUESDAY, 12 OCTOBER: Musical performance at
Afternoon: WorkingSession, Subject 2 the Theatre La Fenice
Evening: Opera or Concert (to be detrmined)

WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 15,1982 WEDNESDAY, 13 OCTOBER: Musical performance at

All Day: Excursions, including Quebec City or other the Theatre La Fenice

areas

Evening: Free THURSDAY, 14 OCTOBER: Choice df excursions

THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 16, 1982
FRIDAY, 15 OCTOBER : Gala Dinner

Morning: Working Session, Subject 2
Afternoon: Seminars & Committees

' Evening: Gala

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 17,1982
Morning: Seminars & Committees
Afternoon: General Discussions on Resolutions and An-

nual Assembly
Evening: Free

-
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Boos
CANADAThe publications listed in this bibliography have

recently been acquired by the Bureau's library which CANADATAX CASES 1980
will gladly supply further information upon request Judgmentsof Supreme Court of Canada, Federal Court of Canada
(please quote the reference numbers). They should, and provincial courts on txatipn matters and reported decisions
however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct of the Tax Review Board during 1980. Editor-in-chiefH. Heward

from the publisher indicated, and not through the Stikeman. Toronto, Richard de Boo Ltd., 1981. 1595 pp. $10.00.
Bureau. (B.103.244).

INCOME TAX ACT ANNOTATED

llth Tax Reform Edition 1980-1981, consolidated with amend-
ments to February 1981 with related tax legislation and the

ARGENTINA income tax regulations. Editor-in-chief H. Heward Stikeman.
Toronto, Richard de Boo Ltd., 1981. 1256 pp.

IMPUESTOSNACIONALES1981 The texts of the Canada-U.S. and Canada-United Kingdom in-
come tax agreements are appended. (B.103.274).Leyes -- Decretos reglamentarios disposiciones complementarias.

Numero extraordinario de la Informacin, Revista mensual de
impuestos, sociedades, laboral. Cpital Federal, Editorial THE NATIONALFINANCES 1980-81

Cangallo, 1981. 534 pp. An analysis of the revenues and expendituresof the Government
Compilationof tax laws and regulations for 1981. (B.18.070). of Canada. Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation, 1981. 317 pp.

$10.00.
This edition focuses on the highlights of the federal government's

AUSTRALIA activities in the energy sector. Chapter 4 describes the revenue

structure ncluding energy, petroleum and gas revenue tax.
INCOME TAX ASSESSMENTACT 1936 (B.103.260).
Reprinted as at 31 December 1980, with tables of provisions,
note and index to act and regulations. Canberra, Commonwealth PROVINCIALRETAIL SALES TAX HANDBOOK
GovernmentPrinter, 1981.1009 pp. $16.00. (B.51.767). Third edition 1980/81. By J.R. Brown and J.S. Draffin. Toronto,

Richard de Boo Ltd., 1981. 774 pp.
Annual quick reference guide providing an outline of the provi-AUSTRIA sions of sales tax statutes on a province by province basis.
(B.103.261).

DIE EINHEITSBEWERTUNGDES BETRIEBSVERMGENS
Bewertung und Ermittlung in Theorie und Praxis. By A. Thor-
mann. Vienna, Industrieverlag Peter Linde Ges.m.b.H., 1981.
520 pp. 497 S. COSTA RICASource book, providingan extensive, practicalcommentaryon the
valuation law, with the emphasis on the valuation of business DATOS Y CIFRAS DE COSTA RICAassets for tax purposes. (B.103.185).

San Jose, Export Investment Promotion Centre, 1981. 222 pp.
The book provides general information about Costa Rica, in-

BELGIUM--LUXEMBOURG cluding information on tax incentives and taxes. (B.18.066).

OECD ECONOMICSURVEYS:BELGIUM-LUXEMBOURG

Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development,
1981.80 pp. (B.103.234). DENMARK

SKATTELOVE1980/81BOTSWANA
23. rgang. By V. Spang-Thomsen. Copenhagen, Foreningen af

TAX INFORMATIONSUMMARY StatsautoriseredeRevisorer, 1981. 937 pp.
Consolidated text of current income tax and net wealth tax as

Gaborone, Cooper & Lybrands, 1981. 20 pp. amended at the end of 1980, compiled and annotated by V.
Outline of individual and corporate income tax in Botswana. Spang-Thomsen. The estate and gift duties law is appended.(B.13.088). (B.103.318).
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PROZESSKOSTENHILFEGESETZ -- KOMMENTAR

Journalfr Betriebswirtschaft1/81, Ergnzungsband zu Zller, Zivilprozessordnung. By. R. Zller

published by IndustrieverlagPeter Linde, and E. Schneider. Cologne, Dr. Otto Schmidt Verlag KG, 1981.

Dominikanerbastei10,1011 Wien, Austria 196 pp. 28 DM.
Monograph providing a supplementary comment to a source

We have received the above-mentioned new Austrian perio- book on the Code on Civil Law Procedures. In this monograph
dical dealing with business economics. the authors discuss in detail the aspects and consequencesof the

new 1980 Law on Financial Aid for Costs in Court Proceedings.
In the first issue various authors wrote on such subjects as: (B.103.162).
the capacity of management in government enterprises;
licences issued by the public sector; company loyalty and DIE VERANLAGUNG ZUR EINKOMMENSTEUERFR 1980

job-hopping; calculation of expenses must be built up in Einkommensteuergesetz, Durchfhrungsverordnung,Richtlinien,
such a way that it can be used for management decisions; Anlagen, Rechtsprechung, Nebengesetze, Tabelle, Stichwortver-

zeichnis. Dsseldorf, IdW-Verlag,1981. 1294 pp. 37 DM.
computer application in business administration and ac- Annual guide for purposes of ling individual income tax return

counting. for 1980 assessment year. Relevant text of statutes is appended.
(B.103.292).

DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR GEWERBESTEUERFR 1980

FRANCE Gewerbesteuergesetz, Durchfhrungsverordnung, Richtlinien,
Anlagen, Rechtsprechung, Nebengesetze, Stichwortverzeichnis.
Dsseldorf, IdW-Verlag,1981. 310 pp. 23 DM.

LAMY SOCIAL Annual guide containing the text of the business tax law, the
Edited by F. Jullien. Paris, Lamy S.A., 1981. 1574 pp. regulatory ordinance to the business tax law, case law and other
Annual publication containing an explanation of French labour relevant material for the 1980 tax assessment year. (B.103.294).
and social legislation; supplements are issued regularly.
(B.103.228). DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR KORPERSCHAFTSTEUER

FUR 1980
MEMENTOPRATIQUEFRANCIS LEFEBVRE Krperschaftsteuergesetz,Durchfhrungsverordnung,Richtlinien,
Fiscal 1981 jur au 10 ,avril 1981. Paris, Editions Francis Anlagen, Rechtsprechung, Nebengesetze, Stichwortverzeichnis.

Lefebvre, 1981. 1117 pp. Dsseldorf, IdW-Verlag, 1981. 646 pp. 29 DM.
Annual guide for 1981 containing explanation of the French tax Annual guide containing the txt of the corporate income tax

law as of April 10, 1981. (B.103.268). law, the regulatory ordinance to the corporate income tax law,
case law and other relevant material for the 1980 tax assessment

MEMENTOPRATIQUE FRANCIS LEFEBVRE year. (B.103.291).
Social 1981, scurit sociale, droit du travail, jour au 10 avril

DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR UMSATZSTEUERFR 1980
1981. Paris, Editions Francis Lefebvre, 1981. 973 pp.
Annual guide for 1981 containing explanations of French social Umsatzsteuergesetz, Durchfhrungsverordnung,Anlagen, Recht-

security and labour law as of April 10, 1981. (B.103.276). sprechung, Nebengesetze, Stichwortverzeichnis.Dsseldorf, IdW-
Verlag, 1981. 1239 pp. 44 DM. .

Annual guide for purposes of filing turnover tax return for 1980
assessment year. Relevant text of statutes is appeded.

FRENCHPOLYNESIA (B.103.293).
CONTRIBUTIONSDIRECTESET TAXES ASSIMILEES

Recueil de textes. Edition mise jour au ler janvier 1981.

Papeete, GovernmentPrinter, 1981. 332 pp. INDIAConsolidated text of direct taxes and similar taxes effective as

of January 1, 1981 levied in French Polynesia. The text of the
InvestmentCode is appended. (B.51.735). TAXATION IN INDIA

International Tax and Business Service. New York, Deloitte
Haskins & Sells, 1981. 91 pp.
General introduction to the tax system in India in the Series

GERMANFEDERALREPUBLIC International Tax and Business Services prepared by Deloitte
Haskins & Sells. (B.51.743).

HANDBUCHZUR LOHNSTEUER1981

Tabellenband. Munich, Vrlag C.H. Beck, 1980. Schriften des
Deutschen Wissenschaftlichen Steuerinstituts der Steuerberater INTERNATIONAL
und Steuer-bevollmchtigtenE.V. 430 pp. 58 DM.

Monograph containing all tax tables relevant to the West German. DE DOUANEWAARDEVAN GOEDEREN

wage tax. (B.103.059). By H. de Pagter and R. van Ran. Deventer, Kluwer, 1981. Nr. 10

LEHRBUCHDES INTERNATIONALENSTEUERRECHTS
van de serie Fiscale en juridische documentatie voor internatio-
naal zakendoen. 86 pp.

Steuerfachkurs/Steuerrecht in Kurzform. By K.M.Wilke. Berlin, Monograph on the customs value of merchandise as introduced

Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe,1981. 199 pp. 32 DM. by the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade Code.

Introductory textbook on international tax law with emphasis on (B.103.237).
German taxation. (B.103.259).

RECOURSETO TAX HAVENS, USE AND ABUSE
MEINE EINKOMMENSTEUER-ERKLRUNGFR 1980 34th Congress IFA, Paris 1980. Deventer, Kluwer, 1981. 148 pp.
2. Auflage, Stand October 1, 1980. By D. Schreyer. Munich, Proceedings of a Seminar held in Paris in 1980 during the 34th

Verlag C.H. Bdck, 1981.Beck-Rechtsberater im dtv., 327 pp. Congress of the International Fiscal Association including
7.80 DM. nationa] reports or anti-tax haven legislation, presented as work-

Practical guide for ling the 1980 German individualincome tax ing papers before the Seminar and a selected bibliography on

return. (B.103.108). internationaltax avoidance. (B.103.190).
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ITALY NEW ZEALAND

CONVENZIONIPER VITARELE DOPPIE IMPOSIZIONI NEW ZEALAND INCOMETAX LEGISLATION
SUI REDDITI INCORPORATING1980 AMENDMENTS

Milano, Banca CommercialeItaliana, 1981. 1376 pp. Eighth edition. Auckland, Commerce Clearing House, 1981.
Texts of the treaties concluded by Italy for the avoidance of + 1200 pp.
double taxation on income in Italian and sometimes in the other Consolidated text of the Income Tax Act, Income Tax (Annual)
official languages. (B.103.275). Act, Land Tax Act, Inland Revenue Departments Act, Regula-

tions and Orders. Texts of the comprehensiveincome tax treaties
are appended. (B.51.740).

NETHERLANDS
NEW ZEALANDINCOME TAX TABLES 1980/1981

BELASTINGPROCEDURES AND 1981/1982
Hoofdlijnen van het procesrecht in belastingzaken. By Ch.J. Auckland, CommerceClearing House, 1981. 308 pp.
Langereis. Deventer, FED, 1981. Fiscale studieserie No. 1. This book contains tables for the determination of tax payable
186 pp. 38 Dfl. by individuals for 1980/81 and 1981/82. (B.51.742).
Monograph dealing with the procedure of litigation in the field of
tax matters with reference to case law as of November 1, 1980. 1981 NEW ZEALANDMASTER TAX GUIDE
Texts of the relevant Dutch statutes are appended. (B.103.253). Auckland, CommerceClearing House, 1981. 698 pp.
BELASTINGVERDRAGEN Annual revised guide designedprimarily for use in the preparation

of income tax returns for 1981. (B.51.741).
Kluwers Wetboeken en Wetten samengesteld door C. van Raad.
Deventer, Kluwer, 1981. 328 pp.
Text of the relevant comprehensive double taxation treaties con- PHILIPPINES
cluded by the Netherlands compiled as student reference
material. (B.103.235). THE NEW CORPORATIONCODE OF THE PHILIPPINES

BELASTINGWETTEN Batas Pambansa Blg. 68. Includes: Salvage Law; Carriage of
Goods by Sea Act; the Philippine Overseas ShippingAct of 1955;

Twaalfde druk. Deventer, Kluwer, 1981. Kluwers Wetboeken en Law on Philippine Ships and Shipyards. Sixth edition. Manila,
Wetten. 591 pp. Central Book Supply, Inc., 1981. 250 pp.
Twelfth edition of compendium containing consolidated text of Full text of the new corporation law and related statutes.
all relevant laws on taxes and duties in the Netherlands. (B.51.753).
(B.103.332).

ELEMENTAIRBELASTINGRECHTVOOR ECONOMEN SPAIN
Naar het basismanuscriptvan Prof. Dr.B.Schendstoken Prof. Drs.
A.L. Brok. Vijfde herziene druk. By L.G.M. Stevens. Deventer, OECD ECONOMICSURVEYS:SPAIN

Kluwer, 1981. 249 pp. Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development,
Fifth revised edition of an introductory textbook explaining the 1981.60 pp. (B.103.297).
major tax laws (individual income tax, corporate income tax,. tax
on value added, net wealth tax, etc.) in the Netherlands for
students in ecnomics. (B.103.331). SRI LANKA

ELSEVIERSALMANAKVOOR DE VERMOGENS- TAXATION IN SRI LANKA
BELASTINGMET SUCCESSIEEN SCHENKING

International Tax and Business Service. New York, Deloitte
By J.H.G. Brenninkmeijer and C.G.J. Korteland. Amsterdam, Haskins & Sells, 1981.66 pp.
Annoventura,1981. 160 pp. 26.50 Dfl. General introduction to the tax system in Sri Lanka in the series
Explanation of the net wealth tax and the gift and inheritance International Tax and Business Services prepared by Deloitte
tax. The texts of the tax laws are appended. (B.103.307). Haskins and Sells. (B.51.745).
ELSEVIERSVENNOOTSCHAPSBELASTLNG

Uitgave 1981. Bestemd voor de aangifte over 1980. llde jaar- SWITZERLAND
lijkse editie. By A.C. de Groot and W.H. van dr Meer. Amster-
dam, B.V. Uitg.mij. Annoventura,1981. 216 pp. 36.50 Dfl. SCHWEIZ. STEUER-LEXIKON
Eleventh annual edition of the guide for the completion of the Band 2: Bundessteuern,Warenumsatzsteuer,Wehrsteuerund Ver-
1981 corporate income tax return with respect to 1980 corporate rechnungssteuer, Militrpflichtersatz, Stempelabgaben. Stand
income. (B.103.269). Januar 1981. By K.A. Vallender, F. Vuillemin and B. Zingg.

Zrich, Verlag OrganisatorAG, 1981. 131 pp.
TRANSFERPRICINGAND MULTINATIONAL Volume 2 of the Series Swis Tax Lexikon containingan outline
ENTERPRISES of federal taxes including corporate and individual income tax,
Inleiding door Mr. J.F. Spierdijk. Geschriften van de Vereniging anticipatory tax, sales tax, stamp duties and excise duties. The

voor Belastingwetenschap No. 153. Deventer, Kluwer, 1981. material is up-dated as of January 1981. (B.103.302).
45 pp.
Text of lecture and following debate on transfer pricing and UNITD KINGDOMmultnational enterprises, held at the annual meeting of the
Association fr Tax Knowledge on October 18, 1980.
(B.103.271). CASES IN INCOME TAX LAW

The M&E Casebook series. By H. Toch. Plymouth, MacDonald
VERONTREINIGINGSHEFFINGIN DE PRAKTIJK & Evans Ltd., 1981. 276 pp. £ 4.50.

By A. van der Hoogt, P. Soetekuw, J. Uitslag and M.J. Vos. Casebook containing a summary of the judicial interpretation of

Deventer, Klwer, 1981. 106 pp.
the statutes concerning income and corporation tax. (B.103.242).

Mongraph explaining the duties levied on.persons who pollute
watrunder Dutch law. Texts of statutes are appended. TOLLEY'STAX CASES 1981

(B.103.236). Fifth edition. By V. Grout. A comprehensive digest of reported
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tax cases applicable to current legislation at 31 December-1980. UNITED STATES
Croydon,Tolley PublishingCompany Limited, 1981.
The tax cases inlcude not only United Kingdom cases but also AMERICANFEDERALTAX REPORTS
decisions of the Privy Council and those Irish cases turning on

legislation similar to that of the United Kingdom. (B.103.240). Second Series. Volume 46. Table of cases to Vols. 41-46. Engle-
wood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1981. 1367 pp.
This bound volume contains unabridged federaland state court
decisions arising under the federal tax laws (previously reported
in Prentice-Hall Federal Taxes) on income tax, estate and gift
tax and excise tax. (B.103.304).

TOLLEY'S TAXATION IN THE CHANNELISLANDS
AND THE ISLE OF MAN 1981

YUGOSLAVIA
By D. Harrington. Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company Ltd.,
1981. 169 pp. £ 6.25. OECD ECONOMICSURVEYS:YUGOSLAVIA
A comprehensive guide to taxation legislation in Guernsey,
Jersey and the Isle of Man, revised to include the laws at January Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development,
1, 1981. (B.103.335). 1981.60 pp. (B.103.298).

Loose-Lea- Services
Received between July 1 and July 31, 1981

AUSTRALIA COMMONMARKET (EEC) DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT--

FISCAL
AUSTRALIANINCOME TAX- DROIT DES AFFAIRES DANS LES releases 111 and 112
LAW AND PRACTICE: PAYS DU MARCHE COMMUN Editions Lgislatives et Administratives,

Cases releases 130 and 131 Paris.--

releases 18 and 19 EditionsJupiter, Paris.

Butterwrths,Pty., Ltd., Chatswood. JURIS CLASSEUR-- CHIFFRE
HANDBOEKVOOR DE EUROPESE D'AFFAIRES-- COMMENTAIRES
GEMEENSCHAPPEN: release 6108

AUSTRIA Europees mededingings- en kartelrecht EditionsTechniques, Paris.--

release 60
DIE EINKOMMENSTEUER: Commentaar op het.E.E.G., Euratom en--

Band I Texte EGKS verdrag; vrdragsteksten en aan--- -

release 17 verwante stukken
Band II Rechtsprechung release 218 GERMANFEDERALREPUBLIC

-- --

release 13 Kluwer, Deventer.
Band III Kommentar DEUTSCHESTEUERPRAXIS--

-- --

release 18 NACHSCHLAGWERKPRAKTISCHER

Wirtsehaftsverlag Dr. Anton Orac, Vienna. DENMARK STEUERFALLE

SKATTEBESTEMMELSER: release 80
STEUERLICHE TABELLENSAMMLUNG Verlag D. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.

Skattenyt--

releases 43-45 release 141 HANDBUCHDES UMSATZSTEUER-
Wirtschaftsverlag Dr. Anton Orac, Vienna. Skattebestemmelser-- RECHT

release 135

BELGIUM A.S. Skattekartoteket Informationskontor, release 8

Copenhagen.. Hermann Luchterhand Verlag, Neuwied.

GUIDE FISCALPERMANENT RECHTS- UND WIRTSCHAFTSPRAXIS
release 427 FRANCE STEUERRECHT
EditionsService, Brussels. release 258

BULLETINDE DOCUMENTATION Forkel Verlag, Stuttgart.
L'INDICATEURFISCAL PRATIQUEDES IMPOTS DIRECTSET

release 5 DES DROITS D'ENREGISTREMENT

CED-Samsom,Brussels. release 15
STEUERLASSEINKARTEIFORM

Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret releases 237 and 238
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.

CANADA DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT--

DROIT DES AFFAIRES STEUERRECHTSSPRECHUNGIN

PROVINCIALTAXATIONSERVICE KARTEIFORM
release 80 and 81

release 387 Editions Lgislatives et Administratives, release 354
Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. Paris. Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.
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WORLD TAXSERIES -- GERMANY KLUWERS SUBSIDIEBOEK MANUAL DE IMPUESTOS INTERNOS
REPORTS

release 24 release 45
release 144 Kluwer, Deventer. Editorial Economiay Finanzas, Lima.
Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.

KLUWERS TARIEVENBOEK
SPAINreleases 241-245

Kluwer, Deventer.
INTERNATIONAL MANUALDE LA ADMINISTRACION

LEIDRAADBIJ DE BELASTINGSTUDIE release June 1981
FISCALITEEUROPEENNE TALE, Madrid

release 59
release 2 S. Gouda Quint -- D. Brouwer,Arnhem.
Les Cahiers Fiscaux Europens, Nice.

SWITZERLANDMODELLEN VOOR DE RECHTS-
TABLEAUXFISCAUXEUROPEENS PRAKTIJK

RECHTSBUCHDER SCHWEIZER.
release II release 72 BUNDESSTEUERN
Les Cahiers Fiscaux Europens, Nice. Kluwer, Deventer.

release 68

NEDERLANDSEBELASTINGWETTEN Verlag fr Recht und Gesellschaft, Basel.

THE NETHERLANDS W.E.G. de Groot
release 173 UNITEDKINGDOM
Samsom, Alphen a.d. Rijn.DE BELASTINGGIDS

SIMON'S TAX CASES
releases 91 and 92 OMZETBELASTING(BTW) IN BEROEP

-

S. Gouda'Quint-- D.Brouwer,Arnhem. EN BEDRIJF releases 20-24
Butterworth & Co., London.

release 63
BELASTINGWETGEVING S. Gouda Quint -- D. Brouwer, Arnhem. SIMON'S TAXES
Editie J.M.M. Creemers
release 40 RECHTSPERSONEN release 48

S. Gouda Quint- D. Brouwer, Arnhem. Butterworth & Co., London.
release 40

BELASTINGWETGEVING: Kluwer, Deventer. SIMON'S TAX INTELLIGENCE

Inkomstenbelasting1964 DE SOCIALEVERZEKERINGSWETTEN--
releases 24-28

releases 80-82 Butterworth & Co., London.
releases 164 and 165

Loonbelasting1964--

Kluwer, Deventer.
releases 73 and 74 U.S.A.

Noorduiijn,Arnhem. STAATS-EN ADMINISTRATIEF-
--

EDITIE VAKSTDIEBELASTING-
RECHTELIJKEWETTEN FEDERALTAXES REPORT

WETGEVING: release 180 BULLETIN

EVB No. 8 GemeentelijkeBelastingen-- --
Kluwer, Deventer. releases 29-31

Prentice-Hall, Inc., EnglewoodCliffs.
e.a.

release 44 VAKSTUDIE-- FISCALE

Kluwer, Deventer. ENCYCLOPEDIE: FEDERALTAX GUIDE

Algemeen deel-- releases 39, 41 and 42
FED LOSBLADIGFISCAALWEEKBLAD release 102 Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

releaes 1829-1833
-- Inkomstenbelasting1964

FED, Deventer. releases 322-326 FEDERALTAX GUIDE REPORTS

Loonbelasting1964 relases 39 and 40--

FISCAAL FUNDAMENT releases 221-224 Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.
Omzetbelasting1968--

release 34 release 81 FEDERALTAX TREATIES--

Kluwer, Deventer. Vennootschapsbelasting1969 REPORTBULLETIN--

releases 86-88
FISCALEWETTEN release 6

Investeringsregelingen--

releae 107 release 24 Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

FED,.Deventer. Kluwer, Deventer.
STATE TAX GUIDE

HANDBOEKVOOR DE IN- EN releases 746 and 747
UITVOER: PERU Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.

Belastingheffingbij nvoer--

releases 276 and 277 IMPUESTOA LA RENTA TAX TREATIES
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A Spur in the Side of Revenue Canada

The FederalCourtofAppeal in Canadareversesthedecisionofthe Federal CourtofCanada(Trial Division)
onthecaseofSpurOI Ltd. v. Her Majestthe Queen.

By Alun G. Davies

Thewaysofjudgesare past findingout. Thetrial judgeof -thetrial judgemadeno specificfindingoffairmar-

the FederalCourtofCanadagave his decisionin the case ket value. Moreover, the appeal judges did say that
of Spur Oil Ltd. v. Her Majesty the Queen on 22nd Feb- the fairmarketvalue of the oil purchasedby SpurOil
ruary 1980. The case went to appearbefore the Federai from Tepwin was in excess of Spur Oil's purchase
Court of Appealof Canadawhich renderedjudgmentat price fromTepwin. In itsverbalsubmissionto the ap-
Ottawaon July3rd 1981. Notonlywas the decisionofthe peal court, the Revenue conceded this, but submit-
trial judge reversed, but on every point in the case, his ted that it did not make the contract less artificial.
judgmentwas set aside. (iv)A great deal of the Revenue case was taken by evi-

In Bulletin No. 4 of 1981 (at 168) the case at trial was dence that therewereno acts ofcontrolandmanage-
summarised.For convenience,the salient facts and find- mntofits Bermudaoperationsby Tepwin, and that

ings are recapitulated: they acted as puppets of the various parent officers
and directors in Arkansas, Calgary, Alberta and

(i) Spur OilLtd., a Canadiancorporation,boughtcrude point east. The Tepwin companyexercisedno deci-
oil from Tepwin, a Bermuda corporationset up for sions on any of its operations and the freight was
the purpose, under a contract dated February 1, dealt with by way of book-keeping entries. (How1970. else)

(ii) Prior to the date oftheTepwincontract,Spurbought
crudeoil froman affiliate,MurphyOil TradingCom- The Revenueclaimsare detailedin9pagesofthe reasons

pany (U.S.) under an arrangementwhich the trial for judgment of the trial judge, and include page after

judge held to be a continuing and valid contract page of quotationsfrom Canadianand English jurispru-
(dated 2 August 1968). The differencebetween the dence on artificiality and sham. After reciting all

purchases from Murphy Oil Trading and the pur- these things, th trialjudgesaid that the questionsforde-
chases fromTepwinamountedto27c. abarrel. Itwas termination were whether the sub-charter arrange-
this 27c. which was the subjectof the case. The Rev- ments with Tepwin and the delivery of crude oil under
enuehad disallowedit, and the trial judgeupheld the them by Tepwinwere artificaltransactions.He said that
disallowance. his determinationmust be based on either where the

(iii)In order to challenge the arm's length nature of the residence of Tepwin was in reality or on the validity of

Tepwin contract with Spur Oil, the Revenue pro- the so-called contract of 2 August 1968 (which was re-

duced an expert witness whose evidence is con- placedby the Tepwincontract) or a mixture of both,
densed into 91/2 pageS of the trial judge's reasons for He held thatmanagementand controlofTepwinwasnot
judgment. The witness said, inter alia, that the sub- in Bermuda; that Tepwin did nothingwith the purchasecharter which Tepwin signed with a fellow-affiliate of the crudeoilinquestion;andthatthecontractof2Au-
company was unusual and untypical of the trade (it gust 1968 was the basis of trading in crude oil purchased
was drawn up by an in-house manager who clearly by Spur Oil, as it was never fornally abrogated. Con-
did not understandthe technical terms of the trade). sequently, all the Tepwin transactionswere artificial, so
As regards the terms of this sub-charter,whichwere that the freight chargeby Tepwinwas not allowable.
below market rates, not above them, the expert said
that therefore the fixing of the terms could not have The judgmentof the FederalCourtofAppealisrefresh-

been motivated by commercial considerations. It ing and short when comparedwith that of the trial judge
was therefore not related to the market, and could (17 pages comparedwith 37 pages). Of the 17 pages, 3

not, according to the expert, be said to constitute pages merely reproducethe contractof 2 August1968.
fair market value. (If this was meant to help the The Court of Appeal found that the trial judge was in
Revenuecase, the expert's logic is astounding.With error in findingwhat theycalledthequotationletterof
friends like him, the Canadian Revenue does not 2 August 1968 to be a valid subsisting and enforceable
need enemies). The sub-charterfreight rates paid by contract. There was no considerationby Spur Oil in the
Tepwin were of course charged out in the same agreement. Two critical terms of the contract had not
amounts to Spur Oil. The expert witness said that been settled, namely quantity and quality of crude oil.
they were below fair market value at 1st February The questionwas decidedby the AppealCourtas a mat-
1970buthadbeenarrivedat arbitrarilywithno refer- ter of law, not on whether the parties intended to enter
ence to marketfactors.Theydid not reflect the going into a binding contract. Neither did the Appeal Court
market rate nor were they arrived at for .valid com- find that there was any contractby conduct. The Tep-
mercial reasons and therefore according to the ex- win contractsupplantedthe Quotationletterof2 August
pert could not be taken to constitute fair market 1968 and the fact that therewasno formalterminationof
value. It is interesting to note that despite what the the latter did not matter ifSpur Oil was aware that it was

expertsaid-andhislackoflogicisdifficultto follow no longer operative.
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By rulingoutany part of the 2 August1968 arrangement The Revenuehad argued before the Appeal Court that
in having anyvalidityafter 1st January 1970, the Appeal the trial judge's finding of artificiality amounted to a
Court left only the artificialitypoint to be decided. findingof sham. But the facts of the case did not indicate

sham. Detailed, uncontradictedevidencewith regard to
The way the Appeal Court dealt with this is most in- sales and complex accountingproceduresdid not make
teresting. The Court said that it was not enough to find possible a findingof sham.
that the transactionswere artiicial. In order to disallow The Court of Appeal pointed out that the contract of 2the payments to Tepwin, there must be shown to be an August 1968 could itselfhave been amendedon 1st Feb-

'

artificial reduction of income. Undue means exces- 1970 to the Tepwin level, leaving Spur with thesive. As Spur Oil was admitted by the Revenue to be ruary

payingslightly less than fairmarketvalue for its crudeoil
same reduced income as it had under the Tepwin con-
tract.

from Tepwin, it could not be said that the Tepwin
charges resulted in an artificial reductionof income. The prohibition about disbursementswhich unduly or

artificially reducedincome (Section 137(1) of the Cana-
When the AppealCourt examinedthe meaningofarti- dian IncomeTax Act) was only validif the costs ofcrude
ficial in relationto the reductionofSpur's incomeby re-

oil were increasedabove the cost prevailingin the indus-
ference to the paymentto Tepwin, itpointedout that the try at the same time and under similarcircumstances.

paymentswereneitherfictitiousnorsimulated.The con- The Revenue allegation of puppets, artificiality,
tracts set out preciselywhat quality crude oil should be and shamfell awaywhen the CourtofAppealsaid that
provided by Tepwin, and stated precise prices. The ac- the price was fixed under a valid contractat a price from
tualpaymentseffectedbyset-offsin theTepwinaccounts an affiliated company which was no greater than that
were all fully documented.Therewas no fictionor simu- arising from a similar party with whom Spur Oil might
lation in these entries. have dealt with at arm's length.

-

India: _

DOUBLETAXATIONAVOIDANCEAGREEMENT
BETWEENINDIAAND IHE U.K.

by Kailash C. Khanna

A Conventionfor the avoidanceof double taxation and prevention of fiscal The rate of tax to be imposedin the countryofsourceon interestpaidto a resi-
evasionwith respectto taxeson incomeand capitalgainsbetweenthe Govern- dentof the othercountryin respectofa loan first made afterOctober21,1981,
ment of India and the Governmentof United Kingdom has been notified in will, in general,not exceed 15% of the gross amountof the interest. In the case
the Official Gazette. of interest paid to a bank, the rate of tax in the country of source will not ex- .

ceed 10% irrespectiveof the date the loan was made. Any interestpaid to theUnder the Convention, business profits derived by an enterprise will be
charged to tax only in the countryof its residenceunless the enterprisecarries Government,or a local authority,ofeithercountrywill be exemptin the coun-

source.on businessin the othercountrythrougha permanentestablishment,n which try of

event the profitswhich are attributableto that permanentestablishmentmay The rate of tax in the country of source on royaltiesand fees for technicalser-
be taxed in that other country. vices flowingtothe othercountry in respectof rights first grantedon contracts

first signed after October21, 1981, wiIl not exceed 30%.Income derived from the operation of aircraft in internationaltraffic will be
taxed only in the countryof taxpayer'sresidence. Income fromthe operation Incomefrom immovablepropertymay be taxed in the country in which such
of shipswill be taxed only in the countryof taxpayer'sresidenceunless the in- property is situated. Capital gains may be taxed by either country in accord-
come arises during the first 10 years for which the Conventionhas effect, in ance with its domestic law.
which case the income may be taxed in the country from which it is derived. Governmentalremunerationand pensionswill normallybe taxedbytheHowever,for the first5 yearsthe tax charged in the countryofsourcewill be li- pay-

ing Governmentonly. The remunerationofvisitingteachersand certainpay-mited to 50% of the tax which wouldhave been chargedin the absence of the
ments made to certain visiting students and trainees will, subject to certainConventionand for the next 5 years to 25% of such tax.
conditions,be exempt for specified periods in the country visited.

The Conventionprovides that where a UnitedKingdomcompanypays a divi- Where a particularincome is taxable in both the countries, relieffrom double
dend to a residntof India (other than to a company which controls 10% of taxationwill be given by the country of the taxpayer'sresidence.The credit to
more of the votingpowerin the payingcountry), the recipientwill, subject to be given in the UnitedKingdomfor tax payable in Indiais to includecreditfor
crtainconditions, receive the tax credit to which an individualresidentin the tax spared under certain specifiedprovisionsof the Indian law.
United Kingdom in receipt of a dividendwould be entitled, less tax at a rate
not exceeding15% on the aggregateof the dividendand the tax credit. In the

The Conventionalso provides for exchange of informationor documentsfor
case of a dividendpaidby an Indiancompanyto a residentof theUnitedKing-

the preventionof fraud, or the administrationof statutoryprovisions against
dom, the tax chargedin Indiawillnotexceed15% wherethedividendis paid in legal avoidancein relation to taxes which are subjects of the Convention.

respectofa new investmentmadeafterOctober21,1981,that is, the datewith The Convention will have effect in India in respect of income arising in anyeffect fromwhichthe Conventionhas come into force. previousyears beginningon or afterApril 1,1981.
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I IndirectTax Harmonization: TABLE OF CONTENTS

he CaseofLAIA
1. INTRODUCTION

2. LAIA'S RECENTHISTORY

3. FISCAL PROVISIONSOF THE
LAIATREATY

by Carlos A. Longo *

4. . BASIC STRUCTUREOF
INDIRECTTAXATION

1. INTRODUCTION 5. TAX HARMONIZATION
PRINCIPLES

For a long period, Latin Americancountriespursued import-substitutionin-
dustrializationpolices, in many cases closelygeared to autarkiegoals. Theoil 6. PROBLEMSOF IMPLEMENTATION

crisis and the recent problems of trade balance changed the development 7. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION

strategy of most countries toward reliance on export-ledgrowth, with nega-
tive implicationsfor intra-area trade. However, export expansionof the re-

quired magnitude will encounter some significant difficulties: domestic

policies towardthe exportsectormustcome attheexpenseofnet subsidies,
and success in deploying export promotion measurs is likely to engender
threatsofretaliationfrom importingcountries.In thissetting,growthin intra- * Fundao Instituto de PesquisasEconmicas

Latin American trade could be expected to brighten trade prospects for the and Universidade de So Paulo. This pper was

region as a whole wthoutrunning into those difficulties. presented at the XIV Meeting of the Asociacion

Argentinade EconomiaPoltica-AAEP,Facultad

The Treaty of Montevideo,1 which first brought the Latin American Free
de CienciasEconmicas,UniversidadNacionalde

Cuyo, Mendoza,Argentina,November1979.
Trade Association (LAFTA) into existence in mid-1961, was originally 1. Treaty of Montevideo, Tratado que Estab-

signedby 7 LatinAmericancountriesin early 1960, andshortlyafterwardsby lece una Zonade Libre Comercioe Instituyela As-

Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela and Bolivia. LAFTA covered all of South sociacin Latinamericana de Libre Comercio,

America (with the exceptionof the Guianas) and Mexico. The Treaty estab-
suscritoen Montevideoel 18 de febrero1960, in In-
strumentos Relativosa la IntegrationEconomicaen

lished a rather complicated trade negotiationsystem suggesting the gradual America Latina (Instituto Interamericanos de

eliminationwithin 12years-orby Inid-1973-ofcustomsdutiesand any other Estudios Juridicos Internacionales, Washington,
restrictions on essentially all reciprocal trade. On August 12,1980, the D.C., 1964), pp. 177-92. On August 12, 1980, the

membercountriesvoted to abolishLAFTAand to replaceit during 1981 with membercountriesvoted to abolishLAFTAand to

LAIA, the Latin AmericanIntegrationAssociation. replace it during1981 withLAIA, the LatinAmeri,
can IntegrationAssociation.
2. A group of countries forms a preferential

The originalTreaty establishedproceduresfor arrivingat a free trade area as tradingarrangementwhen they place lowerrestric-

a step toward an eventual Latin American common market. The goal is a tions on trade with each other than on trade with

higher level of welfare to be attained through faster economicdevelopment,
the outsideworld. We can magineseveraldfferent
mechanisms for describing preferential arrange-

which in turnwill requirea largermarketthan any one of the nationsoffers at ments: (1) Free-Trade Area: members eliminate

present.2 Most of the Treaty is concerned with reducing tarriffs among the tariffs among themselves but keep their original
member countries and making their national economies more complemen- tariffs against the outside world; (2) Customs

tary. Even though LAFTA did not inject much dynamism into Latin Union: members not only eliminate all tariffs

America's economic development, it succeeded in raising regional nter- among themselves but also form a common tariff

against the outside world; (3) Common Market:

change during a particularlydifficultperiod. The intraregionalshare of total membersproceedbeyondtherequirementofacus-
trade rose from 7% in 1961 to 12% in 1973. In absolute terms, trade among toms union to eliminate restrictions among them-

LAFTAmenbersincreasedfromabout $500millionin 1961 to about$12bill- selves on international movements of factors of

ion in 1973. This representsa 320.5% increasein intra-LAFTAtrade against production; and (4) Economic Union: members

an increase of only 147% in the member's total exports for the same period.3
proceedbeyondtherequirementofacommonmar-
ket to unify their fiscal' monetary, and social

While LAFTA has not met the expectationsof its promotersor the broader .policies. The preferentialarrangementsare analyt-
needs of the LatinAmericaneconomies,,it cannotbe considereda failure as a icallyinteresting-andcomplex-becausetheyboth
trade liberalizationmechanism.4 distort and liberalizetrade. Trade is freed because

the inter-memberflow of goods faces lower restric-
tions than before (trade creationeffect). but trade

A major factorin LAFTA'slackofsuccessmayhavebeenitsinitialatteInptto is also distorted because goods coming into a

copy theEECmodeland thus notpayingmuch attention to differencesin the member country from outside the grou face a

level of economic development of the countries involved. Therefore, sub- common external tariff (trade diversion effect).

groups were formed, such as the AndeanGroup, as an additionalalternative Becauseof this two-facedcharacterof preferential

to further regionaleconomicproblems.
arrangements, they can either improve or worsen

the economie welfare of their members or of the
world as whole. See R.E. Caves and R.W. Jones,

The literatureon tradewithinLatinAmericahas paid little attentionso farto World Trade and Payments, An Introduction

its fiscal aspects. Essentiallywe are interestedin suggesting the way in which (LittleBrown, Boston, 1977), chap. 14.

LAIAcountriesshouldgo about taxharmonizationif they decide to do so. At 3. See AppendixI.
4. See J. Grunwaldand others, Latin American

the outset, in section2, thispaperwilloffersomepossibleexplanationsforthe Economic Integration and U.S. Pocy (Brookings
apparent lack of interest in the effcts of national finances in this free trade Institution,Washington,D.C., 1972).
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area. Next, in section 3, it will examine the fiscal provi- can move freely from one country to another without
sions of the Treaty of Montevideo.The actualpatternof complex customs inspection. But this is not likely to be
indirecttaxationwithinLatir Americancountrieswill be achievedwhere largepartofintra-areatradeentersand
described in section 4 and in section 5 we discuss princi- leaves through the same channels as trade with third
ples of tax harmonization.5Finally, in section 6, the im- countries. This could also be an explanationfor the lack
plementationproblems associatedwith these principles of incentives to form close integration within LAFTA,
are presented. A summaryand concludingsection close including the harmonization of internal indirect taxa-
the paper. tion. 10

Furthermore,it maybe arguedtht the lack of interestin
fiscal harmonizationsimply indicates that Latin Ameri-2. LAIA'S RECENT HISTORY
can countries do not want a close integration of their
economies. They might pursue the freedom to have anyThe original Treaty of Montevideo envisaged comple- kind of tax system that bet suits their particularneeds.tion of a free trade zone by 1973. In view of the progress In this case they committed themselves in the treaty ofin LAFTA'sfirst 8 years, a target of 1985 for a common Montevideo only to the formation of a free trade area,marketwas agreedon at a summtmeeting.The Council thus retainingnationalcontrolofdomesticfiscalpoliciesof Ministers have failed to reach agreement on several and their tariffs toward the outsideworld, except for thekey resolutionsso far, including the reschedulingof the

reductions of still existing tariffs, the reduction of such agreement to maintain the margin of preference
non-tariffbarriers as quotas, the preferential treatment negotiatedfor LAFTAproducts.11
of the least developedcountrieswithinLAFTA, and the On the other hand, the least developedcountries of the
establishment of a common external tariff on goods area have expressedtheirfear thatwithoutdeliberatein-

originatingoutside the LAFTA zone. 6 terferencein the allocationofinvestmentthe bulkofnew

investmentwill go to the most developedcountries,suchWhile Latin Americansare showing a strong interest in Argentina,Brazil and Mexico, and widen the.gap al-
tax reform, there is little evidence that they relate their

as

plans for fiscal reform to the successful operation of readyseparatingthemfromtherest. Theleastdeveloped
countries (Ecuador,Boliviaand Paraguay)have alreadyLAFTA. In eneral, their concern for their public fi- recognized that they may have national markets too

nances is national rather than area-wide, being directed small for the development of certain industries. Also,toward increased public revenues and economic de-
some businessmen operating in LAFTA countries and

velopmentin eachcountry. Even a slight reductionin the hoping to expandwith the growthofthedomesticmarketconventional barriers to trade among the member na- have expressed fear for their enterprises in a too rapidtions must revealmany conflictsbetweenthe 9 different approach to free trade in the area. Their fear is that a
tax systems and the goals of integration in the area. In foreign company accustomed to large-scale operationsfact, interested business groups, public officials, and will enter the area and by ts greaterefficiencyeliminate
even membersofLAFIA'sSecretariatdo not generally the older Latin American enterprises before they canconsiderthe fiscalaspectsofthe free tradearea. Theirat- adapt to the larger market. 12

tention is concentrated more on problems of customs
duties, foreignexchange, transportation,and the lack of LAIA is more flexible,however,and less ambitiousin its

It only gradual integration of Latinbalance in the economic development of the area as a goals. pursues
whole.7 American economies which are further classified by

levels of income per capita. Three groups of countries
Although unharmonized tax systems can create differ-

were formedfrom the outset: (i) the relativelydevelopedences in costofproductionand returnon investmentthat
interfere with competition and distort the allocation of
resources, it seems that internal taxes are not considered 5, Only general indirect taxes Will be considered here such as production
as a serious obstacle to free trade until other barriers taxes, value-added taxes, turnover taxes, and retail sales taxes; the common
have been removed. Along this line, LAFTA countries element is that they .apply to all goods and services, or at least a very.large
have been confrontedwith serious problemsof inflation share of the ttal, not to one or afew as dothespecialxcises. We implicitlyas-

and exchange depreciationwhich might produce differ- sume that member countries are not expected to integrate their special ex-

ences in costs of productionand investmentyields grea- cises. Special excises would be justifiedforincreasedrates imposedon luxury
ter than those resulting from the difference in the coun- goods or on those deemed injurious to health.

tries' internal taxes or from likely changes in them.8The 6. While in 1965, 90% oftheproductstradedwithin the area receivedfavor-

TreatyofMontevideocontainsno provisionscurbingthe able treatment, today the special treatment is reduced to 50%. See Gazeta

distortions of competition and the allocation of invest- Mercantil,Aladi:Andinos Criam Impasse, 19/11/80, p. 2.
7. See M.H. Gillim, Some Fiscal Aspects of the Latin American Freement thatmay result from changes in price levels and ex- Trade Association, in C.S. Shoup (ed.), Fiscal Harmonizationin Common

change rates. Thus, it is not suprising that consideration Markets,Vol. II(ColumbiaUniversityPress, New York, 1967), pp. 524-52.
of the experience of the LAFTA nations with inflation 8. If inflation and depreciationtend to follow one another, each mitigatingand depreciationcauses these nations to put these prob- the effects on trade of the other, no major problemarises. If, however,prices
lems in the area ahead of the harmonizationof their in- rise, say, fasterthanexchangerates the effectshouldbe similartothat of an in-
ternal taxes.9 crease in taxeswithoutrebatefrexportsandwith no compensatingtaxonim-

An additionalconsiderationis related to transportation, ports; in other words, similar to adoption of an origin-principlesales tax.
9. See Gillim, note 7, pp. 529.

i.e. that the likelihoodofestablishingan areawithoutin- 10. Id.,p. 531.
ternalcustomscontrolsislimited. One ofthe advantages 11. Id.,pp. 531-32.
to be sought in a commonmarket is an areawheregoods 12. Id.,p. 53.
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(Argentina,BrazilandMexico);(ii) the intermediatede- for a product and then attempting to replace at least a

veloped (Venezuela, Colombia, Peru, Chile and Uru- part of the sacrificed revenue, eitherby levying internal
gua); and (iii) the less developed (Paraguay, Bolivia indirect taxes on the productor by reducingthe external
and Ecuador). Trade agreements in LAIA fall in two duty on the product just enough to facilitate its import
generalcategories:partial agreementswhichcomprise from outside the area.

sub-groups of countries and general (multilateral)
agreements which necessarily include all members. In fact, the Treaty anticipated that changes in internal
LAFTA re.cognized only the latter. In both types of taxes as well as in tariffs might offset trade advantages
agreements, differentiated treatment is expected to negotiatedwithinthe area. It providesthata memberna-

favor countries in the lower categories, in the above tion cannot levy internal taxes on products coming
sense. largely from other countries of the area after negotia-
The LAIAcountrieseliminatedthe most favorednation tions have reduced the barriers to trade in these pro-
clause, which means that special treatment can now be ducts. Article 31 states:

accordedbetweentwo or morecountrieswithouthaving Each Contracting Party shall endeavor to ensure that
to .extend it to the remaining countries of the area. It chargesorotherdomesticmeasuresappliedtoproducts
seems thatLAIAcountriesare notyet ready for an over- included in the liberalizationprogram which are not
all reduction of trade barriers but prefer instead to go produced, or are producedonly in smallquantities, in
slow in that direction with bilateral agreements. Trade its territory, do notnullify or reduceany concessionor
rules of the new association are not too different from advantage obtained by any Contracting Party during
LAFTA's except for those already mentioned. Proce- the negotiations.
dures which actually will govern future trade are still
pending, being legislatedby special delegationsof each According to Article 33, membercountriescan estabish
country. It is not difficult to discern two blocs of interest supplementary rules on trade policy which regulate,
in LAIA: first, countrieswith arelativelylargeconsump- among other things, the adoption of non-tariff restric-
tion market and a reasonable level of industrialization, tions, the principle of origin, the adoption of other re-

who clearly favor free trade in the area; second, coun- strictive clauses, tax rules of export subsidies and the
tries with a smallmarketand whichare basicallyproduc- flow of border trade.
ers of raw material which would favor planned integra-
tion of their economies. Anotherpossible source of discriminationwithin a free

trade area is the taxation of goods as they are shippedThe above fears of both government and business
suggest that member countries may resist integration through a country. Article 35 of the Treaty provides tax

beyond that agreed to in theLAIATreaty, includingany exemptionfor goods in transit, as follows:
sacrificeofcontrolover their internaltaxes in the interest Products importedor exportedby a ContractingParty
of tax harmonization. However, as we will try to show shallenjoy freedomof transitwithinthe areaandshall
below, an adequate system of internal tax coordination only be subject to the paymentof the normalrates for
should not necessarily impose any control on national services rendered.
autonomy.

The explicit permission for rebates of internal taxes,
drawbacks of tariffs on exported goods and charges on

3. FISCAL PROVISIONSOF THE domestic consumptionsuggests the expectationthat in-
direct taxes shouldbeleviedon a destinationbasis.In all,LAIA TREATY
we must recognizethat the Treatyprovidessomeprinci-

The LAIA Treaty signed in Montevideo in the fall of ples for tax harmonizationthroughits provisionsagainst
1980 has some articles that are applicable to internal discrimination of products traded with or within the
taxes.13 Specifically, Articles 30 and 31 refer to internal area. But it does not touch on other important fiscal is-
taxation. These provisions prohibit the use of internal sues. There are no explicitprovisionscallingfor the har-
taxes resulting in the discriminatory treatment of the monization of fiscal systems in that entity or for treat-

trade or capital of LAIA members or in offsetting the mentofthe specialproblemsof turnovertaxesandvalue-

progress made toward free intra-area trade. Thus, a
added taxes. The fact that the Treaty contains no provi-
sions for the harmonizationofnationalfiscalsystemswasmembernation of LAIA cannot use its internal taxes to

discriminatein favor of its own productsagainst those of not an oversight. In the discussionsprecedingthesigning
other countries. Article 30 (Treatmentin Respectof In- of the Treaty, one of the main concerns expressed was

ternalTaxation) states: that the membernationswould distort the allocationsof
investmentwithin the area by continuingto competefor

Withrespectto taxes, ratesandotherinternaldutiesand investmentthrough the grantingof fiscalincentives.But
charges, productsoriginating in the territory ola .Con- provisionfor seekinguniformincentiveswas omittedbe-
tracting Party shall enjoy, in the territory of another cause of the anticipated difficulty in consolidating the
ContractingParty, treatmentnolessfavorablethanthat widely differentnational tax laws.
accordedto similarnationalproducts.

The Treaty contains another set of provisions designed
to conserve the progressmade towards a free trade area

in each annual negotiation. Under these provisions,na- 13. See Gazem Mercantil, ALADI, a Busca da Integrao Regionaltions are prevented from negotiating a tariff reduction Flexvel,818/1980, pp. 7-9.
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4. BASIC STRUCTUREOF INDIRECT textbooks, drugs and exports. Imported products and
TAXATION raw materials are included in the tax base except those

used in re-exportoperations.18Present rates vary from 6
Indirect internal taxes have yielded over one fourth of to 35% according to the type of product. Municipaland
the central governmentrevenuesof each of the LAFTA sales taxes are generallyof minor importance.19members except Colombia and Venezuela.14Recently,
many LAFTA countries switched from multiple stage As of March 1975, a nationalvalue-addedtax was intro-

duced in Chile to replace a national turnover tax.2o Im-turnover taxes to taxes of the value-added type. A
roughly general type ofvalue-addedtax is a main source ports, transfers and other operations regarded as sales,
of indirect tax revenues in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, as well as servicesingeneral, are subjectto a20%vlue-

Ecuador, Mexico, Peru and Uruguay. General sales added tax. Exports of all products are exempt from the

taxes of the turnover type are essentiallyutilized only in tax. The base for local purchasesis the sale price and the

Bolivia. A single stage retail sales tax is utilized in Co- tax is applied on imports at the same rate. The value-

lombia, Paraguay and Venezuela. Currently, the desti- added tax paid on imports and local purchases and ser-

nationprinciple, implicitlyor explicitly, is adoptedby al- vices incurred on exports may be recovered either as a

most all member countries. In the following,we briefly credit against the tax due or by requesting reimburse-
describethe principalfeaturesofthemajorindirecttaxes ment.21

in each LAIAcountry. A 5% sales tax of the value-addedtype is leviedin Ecua-
A value-added tax was introduced in Argentina to re-

doron all sales and commercialtransactions,with the ex-

place a sales tax in 1975. This is a federal tax appliedon a ception of sales of food staples and medicines. The tax

nation-widebasis in accordancewith uniform rules and applies to imports as well as to the manufacturing,
rates. The value-addedtax is assessed on the sales value wholesale and retail sectors. Most exports of manufac-
of products and of certain specificservices; it is also ap-

tured and semi-manufactureditems and minor agricul-
plicable to imports. Its assessment is on a financialyear

tural goods have been exempt since 1972.22

basis, and thlawincludesa large list ofproductsexempt Mexico introduced in January 1980 a national value-
from the tax. All exportsare tax exempt. The rate of tax added tax to replace the gross receipts tax and a number
is 13% except for certain specifically mentioned pro- of special taxes. The value-addedtax is appliedat a 10%
ducts, services and imports, which are subject to a 21% rate on sales ofgoods, services, rentals and imports. The
rate. The amount of tax is invoiced separatelyfrom the law defines a sale as any transfer of goods, including
sales price of the products or services and taxpayers are those made on a conditional basis. Services are consi-
generally entitled to take credit in their own tax returns dered to be those renderedby one person to anotheron
for the value-added tax paid by their suppliers of raw an independent basis, transportaton of persons or

materials, finishedproducts, services,and fixed assets. 15 goods, insurance, agency activities, technical assistance
In Bolivia sales tax is applied to the sales made by indi- arid transfersof technology.Any type of rent of tangible
viduals and corporations whose annual sales exceed a propertyin exchangefor a fee is taxable. The tax applies
certainamount. The tax is appliedgenerallyat a5% rate. to imports of goods and services; exports are exempt.
Thereare a numberofproductsexemptfrom this tax and The exporterhas the right to recoverchargeson his pur-
otherswhich are subjectto rates of 10, 15 and20% in ad- chasesofgoodsand services,eitherthrougha refundor a

dition to 5%.16 deduction against tax liabilities on domestic sales. A
number of significantexemptions is provided for in law.

IndirecttaxationinBrazilisregulatedby the nationaltax Sales of cattle and agriculturalproducts are exempt un-
code which was issued in 1966. This code defines the less theyhavebeenprocessed.Servicesrendereddirectlytaxes which may be levied by the federal, state and by the Governnent are exernpt as well as services of
municipal governments. There are two important indi- banking institutions. Rentals of real property for resi-
rect taxes in Brazil, both appliedaccordingto the value- dences also used for agriculturalpurposes are exempt.23added criterion. The IPI (Imposto sobre Produtos
Industrializados)is a federal tax payable, with. a few ex- 14. See AppendixII.
ceptions including exports, on all industrial goods im- 15. See Price Waterhouse, InformationGuide, DoingBusiness.inArgentina
ported or produced in Brazil. The IPI rates are deter- (1975).
mined on a selective basis, e.g. chemical are taxed at 16. See Price Waterhouse,Doing Business in Bolivia (1974).
3%, clothingat 12%, automobilesat 20%, andcigarettes 17. See Cdigo TributrioNacional (Law 5172, October 1966), (Atlas, So

at 300%. The ICM (Impostode Circulagode Mercado- Paulo, Brazil, 1978).
rias) i a state tax payable with few exceptions, on all 18. See Investing, Licensing and Trading ConditionsAbroad (Business In-

goods importedinto orproducedinBrazil.Theexportof ternationalCorporation,New York, 1978).
19. Price Waterhouse, Information Guide, Doing Business in Colombiamanufacturedgoods is not taxed and the export of ag- (April 1978).ricultural goods is often exempt. The ICM is uniformly 20. In 1977, indirect taxes produceda considerablyhigherproportionof the

appliedat a 15% rate (14% in some states). The amount national tax revenue than direct taxes (71% as comparedto 29%).of tax is invoiced separately from the sales price of the 21. Price Waterhouse, Information Guide, Doing Business in Chile (March
productsand taxpayersare generallyentitledto takecre- 1979). See also Cdigo Tributrio(EditoraJurdicado Chile, Santiago,Chile,
dit in their own tax returns for the value-addedtax paid 1978).
by their suppliersofrawmaterials,finishedproductsand 22. Investing, Licensingand Trading Conditions Abroad. See also Cdigo
fixed assets.17 Tributrio (Corporationde Estudiosy Publicacion,Quito, Ecuador, 1977)

23. Price Waterhouse, Information Guide, Doing Business in Mexcio (Oc-A national sales tax is applied in Colombia on services tober 1979). See also CdigoFiscaldela Federacion(EditoraPorrua,Mexico,and sales of finished products, except food, school D.F., 1979).
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A national single stage sales tax is levied on the sales On the otherhand, a tax onvalue-added,VAT,couldbe
value of imports and certainnationalgoodsinParaguay.. a perfect example,ofan originprincipletax. In this case,
The tax does not apply to exports, to transactions be- goods (and ideally services) are only taxed on the value
tween registeredindividualsorentities,ando rawmate- added at each stage of the productiveprocess, whether
rials, semi-processedproducts and other material they they are produced domesticallyor imported. Thus, the
may use. The law exemptscertain importedandnational tax is leviedonlyuponproduction,orinthenationofori-
goods such as unprocessed agricultural, livestock and gin. But what ifwewished to tax commoditiesunderthe
forestryproducts. Machinery,tools and equipmentused VAT where consumed, and only there In that case we

in these activities are also exempt. The basic tax rate on would need to exempt exports from tax and refund any
local goods is 3%, on importedgoods5% and on special tax alreadypaid so that they could enterworld tradeun-

goods (usually luxuries) 10%. Tax liability is calculated encumberedby taxes levied in their nation(s) of origin.
on a monthlybasis of the net sellingprice of the goods.24 Similarly, it would be necessaryto levy a tax on imports
In Peru, a value-addedtax was introducedin 1973 which fo equalize tax burdens vis--vis domesticallyproduced
replacedvarioustaxes, in particularstamp taxes. The tax goods. The exemption from and rebate of taxes on ex-

applies to product.ion, trade, constructionand some ser- ports and the compensatingduties on imports levied to

vices. Imports are includedin the tax base. The basic tax convert an otherwiseorigin principleVAT to a destina-

rate is 22%, but there are exceptionsto whichother rates tionprincipleare calledborder tax adjustmentsor BTA.

apply. Some luxuries are' taxed at 42%, certain types of Whereas it is possible under a VAT or a retail sales tax
foodstuffsat6% and fuel and lubricantsat 7%. Exports system to impose a samepercentageof tax-i.e. place an

are subject to a tax rate of 3%. As a general rule, the tax identical tax burden- on the products of various indus-
is chargedon the sales price at the level of the wholesale tries, the (cascade-type cumulative) turnover tax dis-
manufacturerand retailimporter;Sellers are authorized criminatesn favorofverticallyintegratedindustries.As
to deductthe taxpaiduponpurchaseoftheproductsthey a rule, the turnover tax discriminatesagainst industries
sell. 25 the value-addedof which is created early inthe produc-
In Uruguay, of the total national tax reveue collected, tion process. It was because of thedistortionscreatedin

70% comes from indirect taxes. Approximately40% of the domesticeconomiesby this non-neutraltax plus the

the sales of goods and services renderedby industrand difficultiesin calculatingborder tax adjustmentsthat the

trade are subject to a value-addedtax whichis applies at NeumarkReport recommendedthat cascade-typeturn-

two different rates: a basic rate of 18% and a reduced over taxes be replaced in the countries of the European
rate of7% for somespecialgoodsand services (foodpro- EconomicCommunityby thenon-distortingtaxonvalue

ducts, constructionactivities, medical goods, fertilizers added.28For industriesin whichvalue is addedin earlier

and others). All exports are exempt and the sale of sev- stages, it wouldbe virtuallyimpossibleto implementac-

eral products and servicesis also exempt. The tax is col- curately export refunds under the turnover tax, espe-
lected according to the credit method. In the case of cially if goods had passed throughseveral stages. This is

exemptsales, no credit is allowedwith respectto taxpaid easily understood by noting that, beides the direct

in previousstages. Such credit is allowedonly in the case exemption of exports from the tax, a refund of taxes

of exports.26 would need to be made at different rates on th value of
input purchases at several stages.29 There is no way that

Indirect general taxes are of minor imprtancein Vene- in this case refundscould be given automaticallyand ac-
zuela. Concessionairesengagingin manufacturingor re- curately, as under the VAT. Refundswouldofnecessityfining activitiespay an excise tax on manufacturedor de- be bsed on averages, which means that discrimination
finedproducts-suchas cigarettes,tobaccoandalcoholic would occur between industries,methodsof productionbeverages- soldwithinthe country.A refundmaybe ob- and firms. Thesituationis, of the ontheim-
tainedby the purchaserif the products are subsequently side.30

course, same

portexported. The tax is established at 50% of the import
duties that could have been assessed, had the products Although in theory the VAT and the retail sales tax are

beenimported.27
24. See C. A. Mersn, Legilacin Fiscal delParaguay (Asuncin, Para-

5. TAX HARMONIZATIONPRINCIPLES guay, 1979).
25.
See P.F. Polo, Mahual del Codigo Tributario (ultural Cuzco, Lima, Peru,

Commodity taxes on products entering international 1977).
trade can be levied on eitherof two bases. If the product 26. Price Waterhouse,DoingBusiness in Uruguay (January 1979).
is taxed where produced (and not where consumed) the 27. Price Waterhouse, Doing Business inVenezuela (1975).
tax is an originprincipltax, or a tax on production.If, 28. See NeumarkReport, Reportof the Fiscal and FinancialCommittee,
on the other hand, the product is taxed where it is con- in TheEECReportsonTaxHarmanization,tranlatedby H. Thurston(Inter-
sumed (but notwhere it is produced)we have a destina- national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, Amsterdam, 1963), pp. 95-156;
tion principle tax, or a tax on consumption. A retail also translated by the editors of Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Tax Har,

sales tax is an almost perfect example of a destination monization.inthe CommonMarket (Chicago, 1963).
no reason to expect tax rate,principle tax. In this case, goods (and ideally services) 29. Notethat thereis that the effective which is

to same
are taxed at the point of sale to the ultimateconsumers,

given by the ratio of tax liability value added, is the along the various

stages of the productiveprocess.
whether they are produced domestically or imported. 30. See C.E. McLure, Jr., The Tax on Value Added: Pros and Cons, in
Thus, the tax is levied only upon consumptionor at the Value Added Tax: Two Viws, C.E. McLure, Jr., and N.B. Ture (American
point of destination. EnterpriseInstitute,Washington,D.C. 1972), pp. 24-26.
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economically equivalent, in actuality the two taxes are changes in general tax tructures are equivalnt in the
likely to be differentfromthe standpointofinternational long run to da devaluationor an appreciationof the cur-
fiscal relations, quite aside from differences in their tax rency and therefore should not have major implications
bases that resilt from administrative reasons.31 While existingpatterns of trade.36on
the retailsales tax autmaticallyenforcesthe,destination
principle, the value-added tax may be applied more or

Discussionofthe BTA issue hasusuallybeenconfinedto

less easilyon eitherbasis. It followsthat the enforcement cases of open economies under balanced international
of a mixture of origin and destinationprinciples, as well trade, flexibleprice levels and/orexchangerates, and in-

as the origin principleonly, if deemed necessary,would ternationallyimmobile factors of production. In this set-

require a tax of the value-addedform. ting the allocation effect of a general tax on products is
equivalentto a generaltax on incomes,sinceno factorin-

The first systematic treatment of BTA appeared in the come flows betweencountries. Thus, an interestingcor-

Tinbergen Report of 1953 in connectionwith the diffe- respondencedevelopsbetwen the origin-principlepro-
rent treatmentaccordedtointernalsales tax by the coun-
tries of the EuropeanCoal and Steel Conmunity.32De-
spite the eliminationof customsbarriers, the productsof 31. For the administrative contrasts between these two taxes see McLure,
the CommonMarket still passed from ne taxation sys-

The Tax on Value Added: Pros and Cons.; and C.S. Shoup, Theory and

tem to anotherwhen theymovedfromonecountryofthe Backgroundof the Value AddedTax, Proceedingsof the 48th Annual Con-

Communityto another. A solutionhad, therefore, to be ference on Taxatin, NTA (Detroit, Michigan, October 1955), pp. 6-19.
32. See TinbergenReport, European Coal and Steel Community, High Au-found which avoided superimposing taxes of the sme thority, Report on Problems Raised by DifferentTurnoverTax SystemsAp-kind, and which thus enabled products to move freely plied within the CommonMarket (Luxembourg,March,'1953)throughoutthe Community.33 33. The provisionson the treatmentof internal taxes in the GeneralAgree-

Oneofthemainresults.thatemergedfromthe analysisof ment on Tariffs and Trale (GATT), the most widely accepted international

BTA is thatwhen exchangeratesorprice levels are flexi- agreement,containrulesprohibitingthesubsidizationofexportsand discrimi-

ble and taxes are truly general, international trade will ationagainstimportsthroughinternal taxsystems.However,the rationaleof
the GATT provision was implicitly based on a partial equilibrium analysis,not be disturbedif a countrymoves fromthe destination and was written with respect to excise taxes and tariffs particular goods,on

principle to the origin principle, or vice versa, provided rather than broadly based indirect taxes which apply to all or nearly all goods.that internationaltrade is balncedand providedthat in- See R.H. Floyd, GATTProvisionson BorderTax Adjustments,Journalof
ternationalflowsoffactorsand transferpaymentsare ei- World Trade Law, Vol. 7 (5), Sept./Oct. 1973, pp. 489-99.
ther zero or balancedbefore and after the exchangerate 34. See NeumarkReport; H. Shibata,TheTheoryof EconomicUnions: A
or price levels are altered.34 Comparative Analysis of Customs Unions, Free Trade Areas, and Tax Un-

ions, n Fiscal Harmonizationin Common Markets, Vol. 1, edited by C.S.
The aboveargumentis nothingbut the directapplication Shoup (Columbia University Press, New York, 1967), pp. 145-264; H.G.
of the theoryof comparativeadvantagebased on a static Johnson and M. Krauss, BorderTax Adjustments,ComparativeAdvantage
equilibrium model of international commodity trade. and the Balance of Payments, Canadian Journalof Economics,Vol. 3(4),
Essentially,it states that internationaltrade is not based November 1970. pp. 595-602; E. Berglas, Dvaluation, Monetary Police,
on any absolute cost advantage a country may possess

and Border Tax Adjustments,CanadianJournalofEconomics,Vol. 7 (1),
over other countries in the productionf any particular February 1974, pp. 1-11.

35. Note the similarityof movementfrom origin to destinationprincipleandgood, but, rather, it depends on the differencebetween movementfrom export tax to tariff. The symmetrybetweenexport taxes and
relativecosts ofproducinga particulargood in one coun- tariffs was first noticedby A.P.Lerner, The SymmetryBetween Import and
try or another. A truly generaltax does not change rela- ExportTaxes. Economica,Vol. 3, August 1936, pp. 306-313.
tivepriceswithina country, regardlessofwhichprinciple 36. See R.A. Musgraveand P.B. Richman,AllocationAspects,Domestic
of taxation that country employs, since the rate of tax is and International,in TheRoleofDirectand IndirectTaxes in the FederalRev-
the same for every product. Since the relationsbetween enue System, N.B.E.R. and Brookings (Princeton University Press, Prince-
the two countries in real terms remain the same, the ef- ton, 1964), pp. 81-139; R.A. Musgrave, Tax Policy, The Review of
feet of a change in tax principleis a nominalone, expres-

EconomicsandStatistics, Vol. 46,May 1964, pp. 127-30, Effectof Business

sed inmonetryterms, andis compensatedfor automati- Taxes upon InternationalCommodityFlows, in M. Krzyzaniak(ed.) Efects

callyby changesin thevalueof the respectivecurrencies, of Corporation Income Tax (Wayne State University Press, Detroit, 1966),

or, undera systemoffixedexchangerates, by changesof pp. 118-35; W. Salant, The Balanceof PaymentsDeficit and the Tax Struc-

the absoluteprice level.35 ture, TheReviewfEconomicsandStatistics, Vol. 46, May 1964, pp 131-38;
R.W. Lindholm, National Tax System and International Balance of Pay-

National Tax Journal, Vol. 19, June 1966, pp. 163-72, The ValueProposals in the late 1960s to substitute a value-added ments,
Added Tax: A Short Review of the Literature,JournalofEconomicLitera-

tax for the corporation income tax in the U.S.A. arose ture, Vol. 8(4),December1970, pp. 1178-89,TheValue AddedTax:Rejoin-because the provisions of the General Agreement on der to aCritique,JournalofEconomicLiterature,Vol. 9(4),December1971,
TariffsandTrade(GATT)donotallowtax rebateson di- pp. 1173-79;C.E. McLure,Jr., Taxesand theBalanceofPayments:Another
rect taxes. Itwas contendedthatnationslike theU.S.A., AlternativeAnalysis,NationalTaxJourna4 Vol. 21, March 1968, pp. 57-69,
which use factor taxes rather intensively, are at a com- TheTax on Value Added: Pros and Cons, in ValueAddedTax: TwoViews

petitivedisadvantagecomparedto nationswhich rely re- (American Enterprise Institute, Washington, D.C., 1972), pp. 1-68,
lativelymoreonproducttaxes.Thebasicshortcomingof EconomicEffects ofTaxingValue Added, in Broad-BasedTaxes:New Op-
this argumentis thatit fails to distinguishclearlybetween tions and Sources, R.A. Musgrave (ed.) (Johns Hopkins University Press,
the effects a nation's tax structuremay have on interna- Baltimore, 1973), pp. 155-204; R.H. Floyd, DomesticTax Systems and the

Provisions of the GATT: A Theoretical Analysis of their Implications fortional trading patterns on the one hand, and the effect EconomicEfficiency, ibid.; M. Krauss and R. Bird, TheValueAddedTax:that changesin the nation's tax structuremayhave on in- Critiqueof a Review,JournalofEconomicLiterature, Vol. 9(4), December
ternationaltradingpatterns on the other hand. In other 1971, pp. 1167-73;A.C. Harberger, Taxationand Welfare(LittleBrown,Bos-
words, when price levels are allowed to fluctuate, ton, 1974).
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duct tax and the source-principleincome tax on the one furthermorerestrict ourselves to uniformas well as.gen-
hand, and the destination-principleproduct tax and the eral taxes across products and countries, the choice of
residence-principleincome tax on the other hand.37 BTA need not be irrelevant.42 In.effect, a change-o.ver
Suppose, however, that besides product trade there are

from an over-alldestinationor originprinciple to the re-

movementsof factors of productionacross borders and/ stricted originprinciple (ROP), i.e. the origin principle
or movementsof residence of factor owners. For exam- applied to domestic trade and destinationprinciple ap-
ple, an individual may export his capital but stay in his plied to foreign trade, may affect the interstatedistribu-

home state, or he maydecide to move to someotherstate tion of revenuesand the domesticand foreign tradepat-
but leave his capitalservice in the formerhome country.

terns as well. In particular,when a triangulartrade flow

Once we allow for the existence of factor mobility and of goods takes place and, say, two countries decide to

changes of residence betweencountries, the correspon-
form an economic union or a federation and. the re-

dence between origin and source principles on one side strictedoriginprinciple is adopted in this union or coun-

and destination and residence principles on the other try, a reallocationof tax revenues is generatedbetween

side ceases to hold. Only in the specialcase wherean ori- these two countries or states which cannot.in generalbe

gin-principletax is fully reflectedin lower factorprices is compensatedby a change in the exchange rate or abso-
the origin-source correspondence preserved. The cor-

lute price levels.43

respondencebetween destination and residence princi- Efficiency, as seen above, from a worldpointofview re-

ples, however, is less close, sinceincomesearnedabroad quires that an investor's (individual's)choice of country
may be spent and used abroad, thereby avoiding the in which to invest (live) should not be affectedby diffe-
domestic destination tax but not the domestic residence rentials. However, government expenditures have not
tax. 38. been considered explicitly in this framework. Thus, in
The long runequivalencebetweenthe originandthe des- the followingwe suggest that inter-nationequity as well

tinationprinciplesin connectiowithgeneraltaxes is not as efficiency will require that an investor and a house-

universal and depends crucially on the assumptions of hold's choice of a country in which to invest and live

the model. In fact, the equivalenceof principles.breaks should not be affected by tax-benefitdifferentialsor fis-

down completelywith factor/ownermobility. Whenfac- cal residues( la Buchanan).44 In this settingwe examine

tor servicescan move across the border, an origin-princi- the choiceofBTAbyintroducingthe expendituresideof
45

ple tax induces movementsof factor services, unless the the public.
rate of tax is the same as that applied by the rest of the
world. Similarly, when factor owners, instead of factor 37. The closedeconomycounterpartof this result is the equivalencebetween

services, can move across the border a destination-prin- a generaltaxon factorpaymentsand ageneraltaxon sales. SeeMusgrave,The

ciple tax induces movementsof factor ownersunless the Theoryof Public Finance,pp 350-53.

rate of tax is the same as that applied b.y the rest of the 38. The tax rate will not provokemovementsof factorservicesand/orfactor
ownersacrosstheborderifitcanbeassumedthatincomerecipientsregardtheworld.39 Finally, when factor servces and factor owners
tax as a paymentfor governmentalservicesprvided. See C.K. Sullivan, In-

can move across the border, any form of tax inducesone direct Taxationand Goals of the EuropeanEconomieCommunity,in Fiscal
of these movements,except when tax rates are equal in Harmonizationin CommonMarkets, Vol. II (see note 34), pp. 1-102, particu-
all jurisdictions, since factor owners can minimize their larly pages 73-79.
destination tax burden by living in the low tax state or 39. Aside from considerationsof commutingtransportcosts.

employingtheir factors in the state of low origin tax.40 40. See R. Varsano, Border Tax Adjustments, Factor Mobility, and
Growth, doctoral dissertation, Stanford University, July 1977; M.

A switch from the origin to the destinationprinciplehas, Schmundt,TheValue AddedTax and InternationalFactorMobility-A Ge-

in this case, allocative effects which are absent with im- neral EquilibriumAnalysis,unpublishedpaper, 1974.
41. See Schmundt,note 40.mobile factors of production. Suppose that capital ser- 42. See C.A. Longo, Restricted Origin Principle under TriangularTrade

vices are internationallymobile. While changes in BTA Flows: Implications for Trade and Tax Revenues,JournalofDevelopmentdo not affect capital services directly, changes in the ex- Economics, forthcoming.
change rate do affect the rate of return of international 43. Difficultiesrelatedwith the adoptionof the ROPhavebeenanalysedfor
factors of production. A switch from the origin to the general and uniform taxes which are not equal between countries. See H.
destination principle which leads to an appreciationof Shibata,note 34, T. Georgakopoulos,TaxHarmonizationand International
the exchange rate can be thoughtof as an importsubsidy Income Distributions,National Tax Journa4 Vol. 25, December 1972, pp.
of factor services. Domestic residents supplying capital 541-55.

servicesabroad face a reducedvalue for theirrepatriated 44. ee J.M. Buchanan, Federalism and Fiscal Equity, American

factor earnings at the new exchange ratio. On the other EconomicReview, Vol. 40, September1950, pp. 583-600. More specifically,

hand, foreignresidentssupplyingcapitalservicesdomes-
we would like to establish a set of guidelines which can be used to define a

neutral system of border tax adjustments, applicable to product taxation.
tically face an increasedvalue for theirrepatriatedfactor Analogousproblemsarisewith thetaxationofincomeand profitsbut theywill
earnings at the new exchange ratio. Thus, a switch to- not be dealt with here. See however R.A. Musgrave and P.B. Musgrave,
ward the destination principle induces capital to flow Inter-nationEquity, in R.M. BirdandJ.G. Head (eds.), ModernFiscalIs-
into the country. For a similarreason a switch towardthe sues, Essays in HonorofC.S. Shoup (UniversityofTorontoPress, Toronto,.
origin principle induces capital to flow out of the coun- Canada, 1972), pp. 63-85. For a recentatempttoapproachthis problemin the

try.41 contextofLAFTAseeR.A.Balbi, LosPafsesdelaALALCylosTratados,
SintesisALALC Ano 13 (129), Sept./Dec. 1978, pp. 6-9.

It has been shown that even when we allow for the as- 45. See C.A. Longo,TaxCoordinationUnderBenefitTaxation,National
sumptions embodied in the standard analysis of BTA Tax Journa4 Vol. 31(4), December 1978, pp. 385-89. See also N. Andel,
(balanced international trade, flexible exchange rate or Problems of GovernmentExpenditureHarmonization in a Common Mar,

price levels and internationally immobile factors) and ket, in C.S. Shoup, PubcFinance (Aldine, Chicago, 1969) chapter25.
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The properchoice ofborder tax adjustmentsby national
governnentsmay be regarded as essentially concerned TABLE 1
with the ben-efit aspects of product taxation in a geog-
raphicallylimitedarea. Producttaxesmaybe intendedas Benefit rule for the choiceof BTA
a method of collecting taxes from individuals in their
capacityas consumersorproducers.In otherwords,pro-
duct taxesmaybe intendedas a tax assessedon individu- -roductprice
als in their capacity as consumers offinalpublic goods. Rise Unchanged

Alternatively,product taxes may be used as a tax asses- Benefitsto:3..sed on businessenterprisesin theircapacityasuersof in-
termediatepublic goods. Under such a system, a distinc- Consumers

Destination Origin

tion would be drawn between the financing of final and principle principle

intermediatepublic expenditures.46,47
Business Origin
firms principle Exporttariff

The cost ofpublic expendituresused to renderfinal ser-

vices to the consumer woild be defrayed from taxes
levied directly upon him. Such taxes would be imposed
on the consumerat the placewherehe lives andwherehe The application of product taxation according to the
enjoys the consumptionbenefits.Whenproductsare ex- criteria suggested above to the actual categories of gov-
ported, such taxes should not be paid forby the foreign ernmentactivitiesis bound to raisemanystatisticalprob-
consumerwho, in fact, does not become the beneficiary lems. The only way in which goods and service expendi-
ofpublicservices.Revnuestocover the cstofsuchser- tures of the governmentcan be dividedbetweenexpen-vices should be collected according to the destination ditures of final and intermediate products is through a

principleifproductprices rise as a result of the introduc- qualitative analysis of each expenditure item in the
tion of the tax. Otherwise non-resident purchasers of budget. A few expenditures fall clearly into one or the
domestic outputwill be subsidizingdomesticconsumers other category. For nstance, the followingcategoriesof
of imports, who are exempt, under the origin principle, governmentservices maybe distinguished:from the tax collected on exports. However, if product
prices remain unchanged, the originprincipleshouldbe
enforced, otherwise non-residentpurchasers of domes- 46. The use of benefit taxation in connection with the choice of BTA has
tic output will be subsidized by domestic consumers of bee suggested before. See C.S. Shoup, Export Exemption and Import
imports,who cllect,under the destinationprinciple, the TaxationunderSalesTaxation.,papercontributedat requestof the Waysand
revenue lost on exports. Thus, in renderingservicesthat Means Committee, in Excise Tax Compendium(U.S.House of Representa-
basically benefit resident consumers, the government tives, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. Government Printing Office,
functions in the same way as privat producers of final Washington,D.C., 1964), pp. 57-64; E.R. Morss,TaxPolicy Implicationsof

gods and acts to reeover the cost of these services FreeTrade,PubcFinance, Vol. 21(3), 1966, pp 372-89; andMusgrave,Fis-

through consumptiontaxes. cal Systems, chapter9.
47. The problemofseparatinggovernmentservicestobusinessfrom those to

consumers is discussed extensively in the literature on national income ac-

On the other hand, intermediate public goods provide counting, where its significance lies in the need to identify the final outputof

for the supply of public services that reduce the cost of the economy. Some part of the outputof the public sector is not final output,

private output. This cost, under the benefit rule, should
but may be used up in the productionof other goods (maintenanceof law and

be charged to the producerof that output. Thesecharges
order, roadsusedfor businesspurposes, and so on). To reckon this as well as 1
otherpublicservicesprovideddirectly to individuals(publicparks, roadsused

enter into his cost of productionand may be reflectedin for recreation, and so on) as national output could involve double counting.
the pricepaidbytheconsumer.Iftheproductshappento The contention that it is impossible to distinguishfinal and intermediateout-

be exported,such taxes shouldbe paid for by the foreign put ofgovernmentactivity is scarcelydefensibleif it means inabilityto identify
consumer,who, in this case, becomes the beneficiaryof the two categoriesof output as distinct from measuringthem in the ordinarily
thepublicservice.Revenuestocoverthecostofsuchser- available data. See S. Kuznets, National bzcome and Its Composition, 1919-

vices shouldbe collectedaccordingto theoriginprinciple 1938 (NationalBureau of EconomicResearch,New York, 1941), Natinalln-

ifproductprices rise as a result of thejntroductionof the come:ASummaryofFindings (NationalBureauofEconomicResearch,New

tax. Otherwisenon-residentpurchasersofdomesticout- York, 1946), C.S. Shoup, PrinciplesofNationalIncomeAnalysis(Houghton

put.will be subsidizedby domesticconsumersof imports,
Mifflin, Boston, 1947), chapters4 and 7; and Musgrave, The TheoryofPublic
Finance, note 37, chapter9. Samuelson'sformulationof pure publicgood has

who collect, under the destinationprinciple, the revenue been extended to include intermediatepublic goods by K. Kaizuka, Public
lost on exports. However, if product prices remain un- Goods and Decentralizationof Production, The Review of Economics and

changed, exports should be taxed, otherwise non-resi- Statistics, Vol. 47,1965,pp 118-20.
dent purchasersof domesticoutputwill be subsidizedby 48. Intermediate public service can be represented as a form of technical

domestic consumers of imports, who collect, under the change well cost reduction type of public service. We distinguish be-as as a

origin'principle, the revenue lost on exports. Thus, in tween a governmentservice to business firms which reduces the cost of pro-

rendering servces that basicallybenfit business enter- ducinga given outputor increasesequally the productivityof household'sfac-

prises, the governmentfunctions in the same way as pri- tors, from a governmentservice to consummerswhich increases household's

vate producersof intermediategoods and acts to recover
income directly.A governmentservice to businesshas been comparedwith a

the cost oftheseservicesthroughproductiontaxes.48The
technical change which is neutral in the Hicks sense. See P. Mieszkowski,

conditions indicated in the precedingand the foregoing
The Distributive Effects of Local Taxes: Some Extensions, in Public and
Urban Economics, R.E. Grieson (ed.) (Lexington Books, D.C., Heath,

paragraphsare summarizedin Table 1. Lexington, 1976), pp. 293-312.
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(1) servicesofdirectbenefit to individualsin theircapac- principle taxes. It follows that enforcementof a mixture
ity as final consumers such as public parks, health oforiginanddestinationprinciples,ifdeemednecessary,
care, welfare programs, housing, free entertain- would require a tax of the value-addedform.
ment, and transferpayments;

(2) servicesof directbenefit to businessfirms such as in-
dustrial and agricultural research, economic and 6. PROBLEMSOF IMPLEMENTATION
statisticalreporting, and subsidies to enterprises.

We have indicated above that fears of both governmentIn many instances, however, the same expenditures and business suggest that LAFTA member countriesbenefit both consumers and business firms, thus ele- resist integrationbeyondthat agreedto in the Trea-
mentsofbothfinalandintermediateproducts.Highways may

are used for pleasure driving and business transport; ty of Montevideo,includingany sacrificeofcontrolover

their internal taxes in the interest of tax harmonization.educationprovidesconsumersatisfactionand raisespro- However, adequate system of international tax har-
ductivity,and so forth. Thoseexpendituresofjointbene-

an

monization might not unduly impose problems on na-fit to consumers and business firms include general ad- tional autonomy. It reasonable to expect that in-
ministration, judiciary, police protection, transporta-

seems

tion, communcaton,and educationexpenses.
49 Ifall ex- dependentunits ofnationalgovernmentsshould, in prin-

to rev-
pendituresof the public sectorwere of this latter type, a ciple, be free improve the allocation of public

enues through diversificationof public services accord-mixtureoforiginanddestinationprinciplesshouldbe ap- ing to local preferences.5o A.lso, decentralizedprovi-plied on interjurisdictionaltrade, ideally reflecting the
a

sion of public services usually implies non-uniform tax
tax induced change in the absoluteprice level as well as rates across countrieswhich in turn may generateprob-the share ofbenefitswhich accrues to bothproducerand lems of international reallocation of andrevenues re-
consumer.

sources. In this sectionwe enquireas to what typeofgen-
A rigorous enforcement of BTA along the foregoing eral tax could best implementthe foregoingbenefitrule
lines might pose administrativedifficulties which could of inter-nationequity. As we statedbefore,while the re-
neutralize the positive effects of a well designedborder tail sales tax enforcesthe destinationprincipleautomati-
tax plan. This mayhappen, forinstance,ifthebenefitsof cally, the value-added tax may be applied more or less
public expenditures and/or the tax induced change in easilyoneitherbasis.It followsthat the enforcementofa
price level are specific across jurisdictions. Each state, mixture of origin and destination principles, as well as

then, would have to calculate separately differentiated the originprincipleonly if deemednecessary,would re-
rates of BTA. The complexity of such a system would quire a tax of the value-addedform.
seem impossiblein the contextofa federationwherebor- Thetwmost straightforwardmethodsofcalculatingtaxder controls on interstate commerceare not sufficiently liabilitiesunder the VAT variantsfwhat be cal-
implemented.On the otherhand,ifthebenefitsofpublic

are can

led the deductionmethod. Under the first, the subtrac-
expenditures and the tax induced change in price level tion method, the statutory tax rate is applied directly to
are fairly uniform across jurisdictions, then the enforce- the firm'svalue added,whichin turn is calculatedby sub-
ment ofBTAwould pose no majoradministrativeprob- tracting purchase inputs from sales. Under the second
lems. variant of the deduction method the firm calculates its
The type of VAT which should be adopted depends on gross tax liabilityby applyingthe statutoryrateto its total
the treatment of investment goods. The gross product sales. It then deducts from the result the amountof taxit
variant makes no allowancewhatsoeverfor investment has paid on its purchases in order to calculate its net tax
and its conceptual base is the gross domestic product. liability. Because a credit is allowedfor the taxes previ-
The incomevariantpermits the deductionof annual de- ouslypaidon inputs, thismethodofcalculatingtax liabil-
preciation and its conceptual base is net domestic in- ity is called the credit method.
come. Finally, the consumptionvariantexempts the full It has beensuggestedthat the destinationprincipleis thevalue of investment goods and, in this form, the VAT

only alternative to existingborder tax adjustmentreaches only consumption expenditures. The value-
tices, when equal countries,

prac-
51n

added tax of the gross product type seems to be the best
tax rates are not among

form ofbusiness taxation to be implementedon a benefit Because the tax rate in the last jurisdictionalong the

basis. This tax, which is related to the jurisdictionalcon- productiveprocess is the only one that matters with the

cept of outputon a gross productbasis, providesabetter
approximationto a firm's volume of activity, for the use 49. For an analysisofthebenefitsofthechiefservicescommonlysuppliedby
of government services accrues whether capital is re- governments,see C.S. Shoup,PublicFinance,note45,chapter5.The difficul-

placedor not. The consumptionbasis, by excludingcapi- ties related to estimation of the benefits of public expenditures are well

tal goods as well as depreciation, omits an important known. See, for instance, C.E. McLure, Jr., On the Theoryand Methodol-

share of the business activity and thus is an inadequate ogy ofEstimatingBenefitandExpenditureIncidence,paperpresentedatthe
index of the firm's utilization of public services. On the workshopon IncomeDistributionand Its Role inDevelopment,RiceUni-

other hand, the retail sale tax or the value-addedtax of versity, 1974, L. De Wulf,FiscalIncidenceStudiesinDevelopingCountries:

the consumptiontype seems to be the best form of con- Surveyand Critique,IMFStaffPapers,Vol. 24, March1975, pp. 61-131;and
C. Ballentine,J. Dean, and W.R. Thirsk, SomeMeasuresofFicalIncidence,

sumptionbenefit taxation. While the retail sales tax en-

forces the destinationprincipleautomatically,the value-
in Canada:1969, unpublishedResearchReport, 1977, chapter4.
50. See C.A. Longo, FederalismoFiscal e as Alquotasdo ICM entre Es-

added tax may be applied on either principle, since by tados, RevismBrasileirade Economia, Vol. 33 (2), 1979, pp. 301-17.
means of BTA jurisdictional taxes of the value-added 51. K. Messere,ADefense-ofPresentBorderTax AdjustmentPractices,
formcanbe trnsformedeasilyfromoriginto destination NationalTaxJournal, Vol. 32(4) December1979, pp. 481-92.
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creditmethod, the rates appliedinpreviousjurisdictions plete harmonization of national fiscal systems. Even
are irrelevant and it becomes difficult to treat different though, many LAIA countries have recently switched
jurisdictions differently. A formal representation will from multiple-stageturnover taxes to taxes of the value-
clarify this argument. Let tx and tm be the tax rates ap- added type, there still remain significant differences in
pliedonthevalueaddedaccordingto the originprinciple their indirect tax bases and methods of tax collection.
n the exporting,X, and importing,M, jurisdictions,re- In the beliefthat taxharmonizationmayultimatelybe es-
spectively. If, for example, X sells a productvalue at Vx sential to the successful operation of LAIA, we
to M, and this productreachesthe consumerin M, at the examinedsomeproblemsofbordertaxadjustmentsgen-value VX + Vm, then tax revenue in M should be: erated by non-coordinatedsystems of indirect taxatjon.
Tm = tm (Vx + Vm) - txVx In this respectwe stressedthe inconveniencesassociated
or with cascade turnover taxationand suggested that while
T

m (tx tm) Vx + tmvm the retail sales tax enforces the destinationprinciple= -- au-

Thus, unless tax rates are equalized (tx = tm), tax rev- tomatically, the value-addedtax maybe appliedmore or

enues in M will not be proportionalto the jurisdictional less easily on eitherbasis. Thus, if divergentsystemsof a

value added, Vm.TM Alternatively, unless the destination national fiscal structure must remain independentin an

principle applies (tx = 0), tax revenues in M will not be integrated area, indirect taxes of the value-added type
proportionalto the jurisdictionalconsumption. shouldbe preferredon administrativegrounds.

By introducingthe expenditureside of the publicbudget
We have indicated that the subtraction method of tax we suggesteda set of rules which can be used to define a

collection can apply the origin principle as well as the neutral system of inter-nationtaxes, as it applies to pro-
destinationprinciplewithoutmajoradministrativeprob- duct taxation. We concludedthat, when publicexpendi-
lems.52 This methodof tax collectionapplies the tax rate tures are in the nature of final services, inter-nation tax

directly on the value added in each stage of the produc- neutralitywouldrequireadoptionofthe destination(ori-
tion process, without affecting tax collection in sub- gin) principle if product prices rise (remain unchanged)
sequent stages. Thus, different treatmentof a particular with the tax. On the other hand, when public expendi-
stage, if deemed necessary, will be transferred to later tures are in the nature of intermediateservices inter-na-

stages in the form of reduced (or increased) tax burden tion tax neutralitywould require adoption of the origin
on the products that have passed through that stage. 53 principle (exporttariff) ifproductprices rise (remainun-

changed)with the tax.
Considering that the subtractionmethod may discrimi-
nate betweenproductivestages and, therefore,between An adequate system of internal tax harmonization
different jurisdictions, this method can be utilized ad- shouldnot imposeunnecessarycontrolon national fiscal

vantageously, instead of the credit method, to imple- autonomy. In fact, independentunits of nationlgovern-
ment a value-addedtax accordingto the originprinciple ments should be free to improve the allocationof public
with differentiatedrates among jurisdictions.Adoption resources through the diversificationof services accord-
of the origin principlerequiresthe application, by each ing to localpreferences.However,a decentralizedprovi-
firm, of the jurisdictional tax rate to the difference be- sion of public services implies, in general, non-uniform
tween sales receipts and input costs independently of tax rates across countries which in turn might generate
theirdestinationandorigin, respectively.Thus, thetaxis problems of international reallocation of revenues and

applied to exportsbut imports are exempt and the desti- resources. Thus we enquired as to what type of general
nationprincipleis notnecessaryto regulateinterjurisdic- tax wouldbest implementthe benefitrule of inter-nation
tional taxationofcommodities.However,if the destina- equity with non-uniformtax rates amongcountries, and
tion principle is appliedand taxes are actuallyrebatedat suggested that adoptionby LAIA countries of differen-
the border, then either the subtraction or the credit tiated rates of tax on value added, if deemed necessary,
methodof tax collectionwould.enforcenon-uniformtax would requirethe subtractionmethodof tax collectionor

rates on value added across countries. the creditmethodcoupledwith the destinationprinciple.

7. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION 52. C.A. Longo, Uma Contribuiopara a Reforma do ICM: O Caso dos

Ajustamentos de Impostos na Fronteira, Pesquisa e PlanejamentoEcon-

Although unharmonized tax systems can create differ- mico, Vol. 9(3), December1979, pp. 803-18, Defenseof PresentBorderTax

ences in costs of production and return of investment AdjustmentPractices: A Comment,National Tax Journa4 Vol. 33(4), De-

that interferewith competitionand distort the allocation cember 1980, p. 501.

of resources,werecognizethatnon-coordinatedinternal 53. Note that the creditmethodcan be used to discriminateamongfinal out-
but applya distinct in productive ifnecessary.Ontaxes will not appear as a serious topic in the agenda to put, cannot treatment stages

the other hand, the subtraction method can discriminate among productivefree trade until other, more conspicuous barriers have stages, but cannot provide distinct treatment to final output. See C.E.
been removed. While the Treaty of Montevideo has McLure, Jr., The Tax on Value Added: Pros and Cons, in Value Added
some Articles that are applicable to internal taxes, the Tax: Two Views (Washington, D.C., American Enterprise Institute, 1972),
fact is that this documentcontainsno provisionfor com- pp. 1-68.
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APPENDIX I

Tradewithin LAFTAcountriesand the rest of the world
(thousand dollars)

LAFTA Restoftheworld Totaltrade Balance

Countries Exp (FOB) Imp (CIF) Exp (FOB) Imp. (CIF) Exp (FOB) Imp (CIF) LAFTA R.O.W. Total

Argentina 747 . 440 2501 1657 3248 2097 + 307 + 844 +1151
Bolivia 32 33 233 145 255 178 - 1+78+77
Brazil 543 598 5658 6257 6201 6855 - 55 - 599 - 654
Colombia. 123 96 759 752 882 848 +27+7+34
Chile 127 267 817 774 944 1041 - 140 + 43 - 97
Ecuador 38 52 267 301 305 353 - 14 - 34 - 48
Mexico 156 126 1454 2926 1610 3052 + 30 -1472 -1442

Paraguay 24 50 103. 72 127 122 - 26+31+5
Peru 88 174 962 852 1050 1026 - 86 + 110 + 24

Uruguay 32 122 290 163 322 285 - 90 + 127 + 37
Venezuela 142 111 2881 2434 3023 2595 + 31 + 397 + 428

TOTAL 2052 2069 15915 .16383 17967 18452 - 17 - 468 - 485

1973
RATIOI972
- + 30.0% + 27.3% + 28.3% + 18.9% + 28.5% +19.8%

1973
RATIO_. +320.5% +253.1% +134.7% +147.6% +147.1% +156.2%

1961
.

Source: Latin American InternationalTrade Yearbook, 9th edition, 1974-75 (EPISA-Editoresde Publicaciones Interamericanas,Rep. de
Costa Rica).

APPENDIX II

Domestictaxes on goodsand servicesas a

percentageof total tax revenues

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

Bolivia -- 28 32 32 32 26

Brazil -- 35 33 30 57 54

Chile 27 30 30 29 -- --

Colombia 16 16 16 20 22 --

Ecuador -- 20 17 21 18 --

Mexico 32 32 33 35 -- --

Paraguay 30 27 26 25 24 --

Peru -- 39 40 40 46 48

Uruguay -- 36 39 50 46 69

Venezuela 09 07 03 04 04 --

Source: Govemment Finance Statiscs Yearbook, Vol. Il (International
MonetaryFund, Washington, D.C., 1978).

Ecuador ....... 5%
VAT RATES IN LATIN AMERICANCOUNTRIES Honduras ...... 3%

Mexico ........ 10%
Argentina ........ 16% Nicargua ...... 8%
Bolivia .......... 5% Panama ....... 5%
Brazil........... 15% Peru .......... 22%
Chile .......... 20% Uruguay ....... 14%
Colombia ...... 15%
Costa Rica ..... 8% The rest of the Latin American countries have general
Dominican Rep. .. 4% consumption taxes, with the exception of Venezuela,

(not yet in force) which has none.
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1) Der Steuerpflichtigesollte das Recht haben, einenIILI.II.. I
. .... , .. -

IFA NEWS
Antrag auf Einleitung des Verstndigungsver-
fahrenszu stellen und darauf, dass sein Antragnicht
unbegrndetabgelehntwird.

2) Der Steuerpflichtigesollteberden Verlaufdes Ver-
-

..........

....
.

, ...... fahrensinformiertwerdenund berechtigtsein, seine
Auffassung zu jedem Zeitpunkt im Verfahren vor-

BerlinCongress1981 zutragen.
3) Die Steuerpflichtigensollten durch Richtlinienber

Resu-so -

e Discussions die Verfahrensweiseaufgeklrtwerden.
4) Man sollte sich bemhen, das Verfahren abzu-

krzen.
At the end of the Berlin Congress of IFA the following 5) Das Verstndigungsverfahrensollte nicht dazu be-
tworesolutionswere adopted. nutzt werden, weitere Steuertatbestnde,die nicht

im unmittelbaren Zusammenhang mit dem Ver-

SUBJECThI: fahrensgegenstandstehen, zu berprfen.
6) Bereits whrend der Laufzeit des Verstn-

Mutuai agreementprocedureand practice digungsverfahrenssollten sich die zustndigen Be-
hrden darauf einigen, eine doppelte Belastugbis

The resolutions on Subject I were originally drafted in zum Abschlussdes Verfahrenszu vermeiden.Dabei
Germanand latertranslatedinto English. We reproduce solltenUnbilligkeiten,die sich aus einer eventuellen
here first the final German original text and below the Zinserhebungergeben, beseitigtwerden.
English translation.

III

Der Kongresshat zumThemaI DasVerstndigungsver- Um das Verstndigungsverfahrenweiterzu verbessern:
fahren - Verfahren und praktische Handhabung 1) Sollten die Staaten ihre Abkommensoweit als mg-folgendeSchhssfolgerungenerarbeitet: lich an Art. 25 des OECD-Musterabkommens1977

und Art. 25 des UN-Musterabkommensapassen.I

Das Ergebnis des Verstndigungsverfahrensstellt ein 2) Die innerstaatlichenGesetze sollten so angewendetbereinkommen zwischen den zustndigen Behrden und wennntig ergnztoder gendertwerden, dassdarundnicht - es sei dennein Gesetzsiehtetwas anderes a) die Umsetzung der zugunsten des Steuerpflich-vor - ein ErweiterungdesVertrages.Diesist unabhngig tigen erzielten Verstndigungsergebnisse un-davon, ob das Verstndigungsverfahrenals Mittel zur abhngig von den zeitlichen Grenzen des in-Vermeidung der Doppelbesteuerung in einem kon- nerstaatlichen Rechts sichergestellt wird, undkreten Einzelfall im Wege der gegenseitigen Sachver- die Einleitungdes Verstndigungsverfahrensdiehaltsermittlung (einschliesslich einer Gewinnberichti- innerstaatlichenFristen hemmt, ebenso wie diegung), zur Abkmmensauslegungoder zur Lckenfl- Einlegung innerstaatlichter Rechtsbehelfe dielung des.Abkommens dient oder ob es ein Konsulta- Fristenfr die Einleitungeines Verstndigungs-tionsverfahren zum Ziel hat, um bestehende Abkom- verfahrenshemmensollte;mensbestimmungenfr eine Vielzahlvon Fllenklarzu- b) Die ErgebnisseeineszurAusfllungvonLckenstellen oderzu ergnzen. des Abkommens eingeleitetenVerstndigungs-
Dem entspricht es, dass das Ergebnis eines Verstndi- verfahrensaufgrunddes innerstaatlichenRechts
gungsverfahrens, das die Lsung eines Einzelfalles Gezetzeswirkungerlangen;
anstrebt,vom Steuerpflichtigennicht akzeptiertwerden c) eine Gerichtsentcheidung,die eine Doppelbe-
muss und dass es die Gerichte,auchsoweites diesenFall steuerung bestehen lsst, die Durchfhrung
betrifft, nicht bindet. eines Verstndigungsverfahrensnicht hindert;
Ohne Rcksicht darauf, ob das Ergebnis sich auf einen d) der Steuerpflichtigenicht gezwugenist, den in-
Einzelfall bezieht oder eine allgemeine Regelung vor- nerstaatlichen Rechtsweg zu beschreiten und

sieht, kommt ihm in den meisten Lndern - anders als auszuschpfen.
dem Abkommen- keine Gesetzeskraftzu. Daherbindet 3) In die Abkommen sollten Regelungen aufgenom-
es weder die Steuerpflichtigennoch die Gerichte. men werden, die das Entstehenvon Doppelbesteue-
Im Hinblickdarauf ist das Verstndigungsverfahrenein

rungenaufein Minimumbeschrnken,insbesondere
bei der Gewinnabgrenzung verbundener Unter-wirksames und geeignetes Instrument zur Auslegung, nehmen. Dies sollte dadurch erreicht.werden,dass

Anwendung und Weiterentwicklung der Abkommen die Vertragsstaaten Beschrnkungen fr die Ge-und ein sachgerechtesMittelzurBeseitigungsowohlder winnberichtigung unterliegen, insbesondere zeit-
juristischen als auch der wirtschaftlichen Doppelbe- licherArt.
steuerung. 4) Das Ergebenisvon Korisultationsverfahrenund all-

gemeineRegeln, die frEinzelfllezur AnwendungII kommen, sollten verffentlichtwerden, wobei die
Fr die Durchfhrungeines Verstndigungsverfahrens Belange der Steuerpflichtigeninsbesondere jedoch
im engerenSinne sollte folgendesbeachtetwerden: das Steuergeheimnis,zu wahren sind.
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IV 3) Guidelinesshould inform taxpayers as to the proce-
Dem Kongress ist es ein besonderes Anliegen, dass dures to be followed.

baldmglichstfolgendeMassnahmengetroffenwerden: 4) Efforts shouldbe made to shortenthe procedure.
5) Mutual agreementprocedureshould not be used to

1) E soll anerkanntwerden, dass der Steuerpflichtige review other tax mattersnot directlyconnectedwith
ein Recht auf eine bindendeLsungzur Beseitigung the subjectof the procedure.der Doppelbesteuerungdurch die beteiligten Ver- 6) The competent authorities,should, subject to-the
waltungenhat: daher sollte den zustndigenBehr- finaloutcome,agreeamongthemselvesso astograntden eine Verpflichtung auferlegt werden mit dem relief for double taxation during the course of the
Ziel, bei den Verhandlungen eine Einigung zu er- procedure. Hardship which could result from in-
reichen. terestbeing payableshouldbe eliminated.

2) Es soll gewhrleistet werden, dass die Auslegung
von Bestimmungen eines Doppelbesteuerungsab- III
kommens,berdie imWegederVerstndigungsver- --

einbarungEinigkeit erzielt wurde, Vorrangvor Be- In order to further improve the functioning of this in-

griffsbestimmungendes innerstaatlichenRechtshat. stitution:

3) Es sollen auf regionaler oder internationalerBasis 1) Countriesshould, to the extentpossible, adapt their
Voraussetzungengeschaffenwerden, die es ermg- treaties to Art. 25 of the 1977 OECD and Art. 25 of
lichendenRatvonGutachtern,Schiedsrichternoder the UN Model Conventions.
Gerichten einzuholen oder sich.deren Urteil im 2) Domestic legislation should be used, and if neces-

Einzelfall oder aufgrund allgemeinerVereinbarung sary, completedor amended, so as to ensure that
zu unterwerfen. a) settlements reached under mutual agreement

procedure in favour of the taxpayer can be in-

The work of the Congress on the institutionof mutuai plemented irrespective of time limits imposed
agreementprocedurehas ledto the.followingconclusin: under domestic law; the initiation of mutual

agreement procedure should suspend domestic
time limits and conversely, the initiation ofI
domestic procedures should suspend the time

Mutual agreementprocedureresult in an understanding limits of mutual agreementprocedure,
between the competent authorities and is not, unless b) the results of mutual agreement procedure in-
domestic law is to the contrary, an extensionof the trea- itiated with a view to filling gaps in treaty cover-

ty. This is true regardlessofwhetherit is contemplatedas age shouldbe given forceof law through the nor-
a means to avoid double taxation in a particular tax- mal constitutionalprocedure,
payer's case by mutual recognition of facts, (including c) if double taxation has occurred as a result of a
the case ofprofit adjustment),interpretationof the trea- court decision, this shouldnot be an obstactle to
ty, or filling up of a gap in the treaty'sprovisions, or as a the mutual agreementprocedure,
consultationaiming at generalapplicabilityby clarifying d) the taxpayer should not be obliged to introduce
or completingexisting treatyprovsons. or exhaustdomesticremedyprocedures.
Accordingly, if its purpose is the solution of a specific 3) Provisions should be included in the treaties to

taxpayer's case, its result may be declinedby him and is minimise the occurrenceof double taxation, specifi-
not bindingupon the courts evenwith respect to the tax- cally in respectof cases involvingtransferpricing,by
payer individuallyas to his specific case. means of imposing upon the contracting parties

limits as to the time during which correcting asess-
Whether it is specific or general, its result will, in most

countries,unlike the treaty, not be law, and accordingly
ments can be made.

is not binding upon the taxpayers generally and the 4) The resultofthe consultationprocedureand thegen-
eral rules applied in specific taxpayers' cases should

courts. be published provided that the interest of the tax-
So described, the institution is an efficient and flexible payerswith regard to secrecy is safeguarded.
instrument in the interpretation, application and de-

velopment of the treaties and a suitable means for the
eliminationof both juridicaland economicdouble taxa- IV

tion. The Congress expressed its particular interest in having
countries take as soon as possible the following mea-

II sures:

In implementing the mutual agreementprocedure on a 1) Countriesshould recognize the rightof the taxpayer
specific taxpayer's case, the following shuld be ob- to obtain a solutionfor the avoidanceofdouble taxa-
served: tion by way.of agreementbindingupn the compe-
1) The taxpayer should have the right to submit a re- tent authorities.To this end, an obligationshouldbe

quest for mutual agreement procedure to be insti- imposeduponsuch authoritiesto pursuenegotiation
tuted and for such requestnot to be unreasonablyre- so as to reach agreement.

1
fused. 2) Measures should be taken to ensure that the in-

2) The taxpayer should be kept informed of the pro- terpretationofprovisionsof a doubletaxationtreaty
ceedings and be authorized to submit his observa- on whicha settlementhasbeenreachedin themutual
tions during the course of the procedure. agreement prcedure should take precedence over
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the definitionof the terms under domesticlaw. internationalstandards regardingsources of income
3) Voluntary or compulsory arrangements should be and refrainfromtaxation that would tend to hamper

made for regional or international expert, arbitra- internationaltrade and investment.
tion or judicial facilities or institutions to resolve 5. In order to preventthe possibilityofdoubletaxation,
doubletaxationconflictswhere they cannotbe resol- unilateralmeasures for relief should be available to
ved by mutualagreementprcedures. non-residents. ,

Theresolutionson SubjeetIIweredraftedin Englishand
we reproducethe final text below.

FRENCH BRANCH OF IFA

SUBJECT11:
The Board of the FrenchBranchof IFAmet on October

Unilateral measures to prevent double taxation 8, 1981 under the presidency of Mr. Max Laxan. How-

(Originalverson) ever, because the latterws electedPresidentof central
IFA he resigned as presidentof the FrenchBranch. The

1. The further development of adequate unilateral Board acceptedhis resignationafterhavingexpressedits
measures to avoid international double taxation is high appreciation for the work Mr. Laxan had done for

highly desirable. This is especiallythe case whereno
the FrenchBranch.Underhis presidencythe numberof
members of the French Branch has considerably in-tax treatyexists.

2. Each country should consider, in the light of its own creased and the success of the Paris Congress of IFA in
tax system, whether it is preferble to adopt an 1980 was to large extent due to his efforts. The Board

exemption or credit method or to adopt a combina- electedunanimouslyMr. GuyDelormeas the new Presi-
dent of the FrenchBranch of IFA.tionfsuch methodsfor differentclasses of income.

3. Each countryshould consider, in the light of its own The following meeting of the Board will take place on
tax system, economic policies and fiscal affairs, March 10, 1982.
whether it is preferable to respect incentivesystems The Board announced a study meeting to be held on
of other countries through tax-sparing,credits or November 6, 1981 devoted to the discussion of the net
othermeans. wealth tax. Speakers-wouldbe Mr. Willemsen, head of

4. In every cse each sovereignstate must consider the the tax divisionof the BundsverbandderDeutschenIn-
mutualityof interestsbetweensource countries and dustrie (Confederation of German Industries)whoresident countries. In those cases in which double would speak on the German net wealth tax and Mr.
taxation has not been eliminated by exemptions, a Delmas-Marsalet,head of the Legal Tax Departmentof
country should, subject to appropriate source and the Ministryof Financewho would speak on the French
limitationrules, allow credit for foreignwithholding proposed tax on large fortunes (impt sur les grandestaxes. A country which adopts the credit system fortunes)which is currentlyunderdebate in FrenchPar-
should also allow credit for other income taxes im- liament.
posedon orwith respectto earningsdistributedor at-
tributed to taxpayerssubject to tax by such country. 1. A discussion in Englishf the French proposalshas been published in 21
It also follows that source countries should observe European Taxation 10/1981.

ERRATUM

OECD Reporton TransferPricing and Multinational
Enterprises

(BuetinOctober 1981)
In footnotes4 and 16 (at pages436 and442,respectively)to the
article of Mr. Nathan Boidman entitled InternationalTax
Avoidance- The Impact on Legal Systems, it was errone-

ously indicated that the OECD Report on Transfer Pricing
and Multinational Enterprises was published by the Dutch
publishinghouse Kluwer. It was broughtto the Editors' atten-
tion that it was the OECDwhichpublishedthis Report. Nore-

print publishedby Kluwerexiss.
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TmpactofResidenceon
4f1tn.

TaxLiabilityinNigeria,
.

i,: .'.:

by A. C. Ezejelue*
. ..

. .i.1 -*-
.J

I. INTRODUCTION -. -1

t -

The importanceof the determinationof residence for income tax purposesin t

:.:.
.

;....,
,

':-. - .

Nigeria, in fact in many countries, cannot be over-emphasized. Its necessity hva,. ,:.,. + ... /l.-':b
may vary, dependingupon the tax laws of the countryconcerned. In Nigeria
the determinationof residencehas relevancefor a numberof reasons, includ-
ng: * The authoris ProfessorofAccounting,School

of Business Administration,Imo tate University,(a) the determinationof whether a person is liable to Nigerian tax; Aba Campus, Imo State, Nigeria
(b) the determinationof the relevent tax authority for purposes of income 1. Relevanttaxauthoritymeans, inrelationto

tax, and hence the tax authority2; an individual for year of assessment, the tax au-

(c) the determinationofwhetheran incomehas been accruedin, brought thority of the territory on which the individual is
deemed to be residentforthatyear.SeeSection2of

into, receivedin orderivedfromNigeriafor purposesof taxingnon- the IncomeTaxManagementAct 1961 (ITMA) (as
residents3; amended).The Sectin lso statesWhatit inmeans

(d) the determinationof whether a non-residentNigerian could be assessed relation to an executor, a trustee, a partnership,
on the remittancebasis; and a village. Howeverthe FederalBoardoftnland

(e) the determinationof the double taxation relief4 in respect of common-
Revenue is the relevant tax authority in respect of

such members of the armed forces, to
wealth income tax;

persons, as

whom the Income Tax (Armed Forces and other

(f) the determinationof liability to Capital Gains Tax5.; persons) (Special Provisions)Act (DecreeNo. 51)
(g) the deterninationof entitlenentsto personalreliefsandincomessubject of 1972 apples (see Section 1(2) (a) (1) of Decree

to deductionat source.7 No. 51).
2. Tax authority means the person or body of

The importanceofresidenceis furtherhighlightedby Section4 of IncomeTax
persons responsible under a law of a territory im-
posing tax on the income of individualsfor the ad-

ManagementAct (ITMA) 1961 (as amended)whichprovidesthat tax shallbe ministrationofthat law. See Section2, ITMA.

payable upon income accruing in, derived from, brought into, or receivedin 3. The terms accrued in, derived from,

Nigeria in respect of gains, profits, salaries, wages, fees, rent, dividends and brought into and '5.received in have been com-

pared,or likened,orcontrasted,orexplainedin de-
pensions among others. Whether these incomes are subject to Nigerian tax cided cases. See, for example: ReJohnRobertPot-
depends on whetherthey arise in Nigeriaor are remittedtoNigeriafrom out- ter 11 WAC 144; TouficKaramv. Commissioner

side. for Income Tax 12 WACA331.
4. See Sections22, 23 and 10, ITMA.
5. See Sections2 and 46, CapitalGainsTax Act,For an exhaustive treatmentof the subjectwe shall examine the meaningof 1967.

residence and.thereafter,for convenience,.discuss it frOm the two aspects of 6. See Section 20A(3), ITMA as amended by
extra-territorialty and intra-territoriality, incorporating where neces- Schedule 1 of Income Tax Management (Uniform
sary the positions of juristic persons.8The issue of extra-territorialitywill TaxationProvisions,etc.) Act, 1975 (N.7)
del with whether a taxpayer is deemed to be resident in Nigeriaor not, and 7. See, for example, Section 14, Finance Law

asCC.intra-territoriality will deal the State or territory of residence within
(EasternNigeria), 1962 amended.
8. Juristic persons are those things or groups of

Nigeria. persons which the law.deems capable of holding
rights nd duties. Corporations,which in Nigerian

Il. MEANINGOF RESIDENCE lawareeithercorporationaggregateorcororation
sole, typify juristicpersons..
9. TheFirstScheduletoITMAdealswiththede-

A. Indictive rules terminationof residence.
10. G.M. Colley anE.J. Newman, TaxPrinciles

Neither Section 3(2) of, and the First Schedule9 to, ITMA nor any other to Remember- An introductorycourse in Canadian

known NigerianTax Acts defined the terms residence,or ordinary resi- Income Tax (Toronto; CICA publications, 1973),
2-6. See also Section 250 of Canadian Incomedence despite the free use of the terms in the Acts. This position is notpecul- pp.

Tax Act, 1973-74.
iar to Nigeria. According to Colley and Newman,ao there is no definitionof 11. See for example, Mervyn Lewis, Britih Tax
resident in the Canadian IncomeTax Act, and it has been statedaboutBri- Law (London, M&E 1977), p. 296. .See also R.
tain by many authors1 that residenceand ordinaryresidencearenot de- Glynnewilliams,CmprehnsiveAsectsofTaxa-
fined by the Tax Acts. tion (Londn,Cassell, 1980), p.157.
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As a guide to the determination of residence our Tax consideration.It follows thereforethatapersonwhoisin
Law enumerated some factors and circumstances the Nigeria for some temporarypurpose only and not with
considerationofwhichwouldbe necessaryto determine the intentionof establishinghis residence there shallnot
residence or non-residence. Some of these factors are be deemed to be residentin Nigeria ifhe hasnot spent in
based on the following, among others: the aggregate at least 183 days in Nigeria in that year of

(a) whetheritis an earnedincome, nunearnedincome, assessment.
or a Nigerianpension; The Tax Act specificallyprovides that any incomeofan

Ibl whetherthe employmentis foreignor Nigerian; individual chargeable to tax solely by reason of it being
whether the taxpayerhas a placeof residence or a brought into or received in Nigeriaduring any yearpre-
principalplace of residence, ceding a year of assessment if the individual is not in

(d) whether the non-residentcan be deemed to be resi- Nigeriaat any time during that year of assessment, or is
dent in Nigeria for a periodor periods amountingto not in Nigeriafor a periodor periods amounting to 183
183 days or more in that year; days or more during that year of assessment21shall be

(e) whether the income is earned in or outsideNigeria; exemptfrom Nigerian tax.
(f) whether the tax is imposed on an individual, an

executor, a trustee, a partnership, a family, a com- Using the same criterionof 183 days as a measureofresi-

munity,abodyofindividuals,a corporationsole, ali- dence in Nigeria, paragraph (e) of the Third Scheduleto

mited liabilitycompany.
ITMAspecificallyexemptsfromNigeriantax the follow-
ing interest accruing to any personwho is not residentin
Nigeria:

B. A matterof fact (a) the interest on any loan charged on the public rev-

enue of the Federation and raised in the United
It follows from the foregoing that no single factor will Kingdom;
necessarily be decisive to determine residence in any (b) the interest on any bond issued by the Government
situation. It is in fact a matterfor the courts to determine of the Federation to secure repayment of the loan
whether a person is resident in Nigeria or not and if so raised from the InternationalBank for Reconstruc-
where, dependingon theparticularset offactsavailable. tion and Development under the authority of the

Railway Loan (International Bank) Ordinance,
Residenceisnormallyaquestionoffact. Ithasnothingto 1958;
do with the person's legal right to reside12 and does not (c) the intereston any moneysborrowedby the Govern-
dependon the individual'sdomicile.13 It has been estab- ment of the Federation of Region (now State)
lishedby Lloydv. Sulley14thatapersoncanberesidentin

or a

terms which include the exemptionof such in-
two countries.The termsshouldbe construedn theiror-

upon
from in the hands of non-residentterest tax any per-

dinary sensel5 since they possess no technical or special son;
connotation.AccordingtoLordBuckmaster, Itmaybe (d) where the Minister of Finance of the Federationso
true thattheword 'reside'0r 'residence' inotherActsmay consents, the intereston any moneys borrowedout-
have specialmeanings, but in the IncomeTaxActs it is, I side Nigeriaby a corporationestablishedby a law in
think, used in its commonsensemeaning and it is essen- Nigeria upon terms which include the exemptionof
tially a questionof fact whether a man does or does not such interest from tax in the hands of any non-resi-
complywith itsmeaning.16

dent person.
However, attempts have been made in some decided It seems that the criterion of 183 days is not peculiar to
cases to attach some connotations to the terms. In Nigeria. For example, Section51(2) of the BritishTaxes
Levene v. C.LR. 17 Lord Cavestated, I think that 'ordi- Act 1970 provides that shall be treated resi-a person as

nary residence' connotes residence in a place with some dent in the United Kingdom only if he has in the aggre-
degreeofcontinuityandapartfromaccidentalor tempor- gate spent at least 6 months n the United Kingdom in
ary absences,18 and Lord Warrington of Clyffe em- that year of ssessment. A comparablerule is extended
phasized, If it has any definite meaning I should.say it to chargeable income on personsn respect of profits or
meansaccordingto the way in whicha man'sfe is usuay gains received from possessions or securities outside of
ordered.19 In Lysaght.v. IRC2o Lord Buckmaster con- the United Kingdom.22According to the British Inland
cluded,.nter alia,

.

if residence be established,once RevenueBooklet23,6 months is regarded aggregateas an

rdinary residence' means in my opinion no more than of 183 days, notwithstandingthat the year is a leap year.that the residence is not casualanduncertainbut that the
personheld to reside does so in the ordinarycourseofhis
lie.

12. See BayardBrownv. Burt (1911)5T.C. 667.

lII. DETERMINATIONOFEXTR-
13. Cooperv. Cadwalader(1904) 5 T.C. 101.
14. (1884) 2 T.C. 37.

TERRITORIALRESIDENCE 15. Lysaghtv. I.R. C. (1928) 13 T.C. 511; A.C. 234.
16. Id., at pp. 533-4.

A. Residenceof personsworkingabroad 17. (1928) A.C. 217; T.C. 486.
18. d., at p. 225.

It would appear from the relevantprovisionsof the Act
19. Id., at p. 232.

r
20. (1928) 13 T.C. 511,533-4.that a resident abroad can be deemed to be resident in 21. See Para. (x) ofThird Schedule to ITMA.

Nigeria only if the person has spent in the aggregate at 22. See Section51 (1) of BritishTaxes Act 1970.
least 183 days in Nigeriain the year of assessmentunder 23. See IRB, Paragraph8 of IR 20, Residentsand Non-Residents, 1973.
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Similarprovisionsare foundin the CanadianIncomeTax (ii) Certainemolumentspayablefrom
Act. Subsection 250(1)(a)24 extended the person U.K. funds33
deemed to be resident in Canada throughouta taxation The emolumentspayable from United Kingdom Funds
year to include a person who sojourned25 in Canada in to membersf Her Majesty's Forces and to persons in
the year for aperiodof, orperiodsthe aggregateofwhich the permanent service of the United Kingdom Govern-
is, 183 days or more. ment in Nigeriain respectoftheirofficesunderthe Unit-
The fact of the 183-daycriterionis not based on the exis- ed Kingdom Governmentand the emolumentspayable
tence of an established place of residence.26Provided to meI]bersof the armedforcesofanypoweror bodyal-
that the person spends an aggregate of 183 days in lied to or associatedwith the Federation, including the

Nigeria, the availabilityof a permanentabode is irrelev- emolumentspayable to membersof any civiliancompo-
ant. Places of temporary lodgingwill satisfy this particu- nent, and the incomeof any authorizedserviceorganisa-
lar conditionof residence.Confirmingthe questionofan tion accompanyingany such visiting force; providedthat
abode in this respect, Rowlatt, J. said: this exemptinshall not apply to any individualwho is a

onemust remember thatonemustnot lookforan citizen of Nigeriaor who ordinarilyresidesinNigeria.. ,

establishment. a tramp has a 'residence' Ifa man

chooses to live at hotels insteadofin his own house, or (iii) Gainsfromships or aircraftoperated
evenstay withfriends, it really doesnotaffect the ques- by non-residents34
tionofresidence.27 Gains or profits from the business of operating ships or

Cooper, expressing the same view, said: where he Ithe aircraft carried on by an individual not resident in

taxpayer] is engagedwhole-time in an office or employ- Nigeria in so far as in the case of ships the businessis not
ment all the duties of which are performedabroad, the carried on in inlandwaters only and by means of ships to

questionof his residence is determinedwithout regardto which the provisionsofPart IVof the ShippingandNavi-
the existenceofan available 'abode'.28 gation Ordinanceapply; provided that:

One implicationof the 183-daysojourn rule in Canadas (a) the relevant tax authority is satisfied that an equiva-
lent exemption from tax is grantedby the country inthat such a taxpayerwillnotbe treatedas a part-yearresi-
which such individual is resident to residentdent, butwill be deemedto havebeenresidentinCanada persons

throughoutthe year, and thereforewill be liable to taxa-
in Nigeria;

tion in Canada on his world income for the entire year, (b) a person shall be deemed to be residentin thatcoun-

subject to appropriate credits for foreign taxes paid on try only in whichthe centralmanagementandcontrol

the same income.29 But it seems that in Nigeria, ,the lia- of his business are exercised.

bility should be restricted to that part of the income It is to be noted that the provision in relation to com-

vhich is brought into or receivedin Nigeria.30 panies (as will be discussed later) is different.

It is to be noted, however, that remunerationfrom an

employment by a Government in Nigeria is liable to C. Employmentswhollyor partlyperformed
Nigerian tax, wherever the remunerationis paid, if the in Nigeria
employee performs the duties of that employment in a

country other than Nigeria, which country under an Where the duties of an employmentare whollyor partly
agreement or diplomatic usage exempts the employee performed in Nigeria, the remuneration from such an

from tax on that remuneration.31 employment is deemed to be derived from Nigeria and
therefore subject to Nigerian tax.35 There is, however,
no liability to Nigerian tax if;

B. Some foreign nationalsworking in Nigeria (a) the duties are performed on behalf of an employer
who is in anothercountry;

Although it seems that liability to Nigerian tax is based (b) the employeeis not in Nigeriafor 183 days ormore in

t on residence, there are a few instances in which exemp-
a year of assessmentand

tions under certain conditionsare granted to foreignna-

tionals working in Nigeria. These instances include the

following incomes which are exempted from Nigerian 24. See Canadian IncomeTax Act 1973-74, part XVII.

tax: 25. The word sojourned implies stayed temporarily.
26. Placeof residence in relation to an individualmeans a place available

(i) Consularfees32 for his domestic use in Nigeria on a relevant day, and does not include any
hotel, rest-house or other place at which he is temporarily lodging unless no

All consularfees receivedon behalfof a foreignstate, or more permanentplace is availablefor his use on that day. See Paragiaph l of

by a consular officer or employee of such a state for his First Schedule to ITMA.

own account, and all income of such an officer or 27. Lysaghtv. IRC (1928) 13 T.C. 511,516.

employee other than income in respect of any trade, 28. J.M. Cooper, EmploymentAbroad and Tax Liability, The Certified

business,professionor vocationcarriedon by suchanof- AccountantsJournal, February, 1970, pp. 106-108.
29. G.M. Colley and E.J. Newman, op. cit., pp. 2-6.

ficer or employeeor in respectof any other employment
exercised by him, within Nigeria; provided that this

30. See Section 4 of, and Paragraph (x) ofThird Schedule to ITMA.
31. Section 8(2).

exemptionshall not applywheresuch an employeeis en- 32. See paragraph (b) ofThird Schedule to ITMA.

gaged on domestic duties or where such an officer or 33. See paragraph (c) ofThirdSchedule to ITMA.

employee ordinarily resides in Nigeria and is not also a 34. See paragraph (d) ofThird Schedule to ITMA.
nationalof such foreignstate. 35. Section 8(1)(a).
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(c) such remunerationis liable to tax in that other coun- from a Nigeriancompanyor a companyin Nigeriare-

try.36 gardless of how the interest may have accrued.41

Such a remunerationwill, however,be liable to Nigerian
tax if the employer is in Nigeria, unless the duties of the E. Businesspartiallycarried on in
employment are wholly performed, and the remune- Nigeria by non-residents
ration paid, in a country other than Nigeria save during
any temporary visit to or leave in Nigeria.37 This latter The gains or profits from a trade or business the opera-
provision of our law appears to be in line with the posi- tions of which are only partiallycarried on in Nigeriaby
tion in Britainwhere if a personworks full-timein an of- an individual, or an executor,or a trusteewho is outside
fice or employment, the question of whether he is resi- Nigeria, shall be deemed to be derived from Nigeria to
dent in the United Kingdom is to be decidedwithoutre- the extent to whichsuch gainsorprofitsarenot attributa-
gard to any place of abode maintained in the United ble to that part of the operations carried on outside
Kingdom for his us, provided that all the duties of the Nigeria.42

office or employmentare performedoutside the United
Kingdom.38 In this regard, any duties of an office or

employment performed in the United Kingdom are IV. DETERMINATIONOF INTRA-
treated as overseas duties provided, inter alia, that they TERRITORIALRESIDENCE
are merely incidental to the other duties outside the
United Kingdom. Duties of an employmentperformed The issueofresidencefor income tax purposesin Nigeria
in the United Kingdom which were qualitatively of a does not stop with the determinationofwhetherthe tax-
similar nature to duties outside the United Kingdom payer is subject to Nigerian tax. It extends to the deter-
were, in Robson v. Dixon,39 held not to be merely inci- minationofintra-territorialresidence, i.e. the determina-
dental to the other duties outside the United Kingdom. tion of the taxpayer'srelevant tax authorityin relation to
One expects that the Nigerian situation will follow any of the States or the Federal territoryof Lagos. This
exactly the Britishapproachwhenput to test. Henceit is latter issueof residencehad greater impacton taxpayers
provided in Section 8(5) of ITMA that remuneration before the promulgation of the Uniform Taxation De-
from anyemploymentthe dutiesofwhicharemainlyper- cree of 1975 when rates of taxes as wel as reliefs and al-
formed outside Nigeria shall be deemed to be derived lowancesvaried from one State to another. Some States
from Nigeria to the extent that those duties are per- were then high-tax States and others were low-tax
formed in Nigeria. States. But the rates, reliefs and allowances have.since

1975 been unified.

Temporaryabsenceon duty fromNigeria is withoutpre- The determination of intra-territorial residence is pro-
judice to Nigeriantax liabilityif the dutiesof the employ- vided for in Section 3 of and the First Scheduleto ITMA
ment are wholly or mainlyperformed in Nigeria.40 as amended. Generally,an individualother than an itin-

erantworkeris subjectto tax, for anyyearofassessment,
D. Certain intereston foreign loans in the State in whichhe is deemed to be resident.43How-

ever, the Actprovidesrulesandpositiveindicationsas to
Section11 ofITMAas amendedby DecreNo. 65 of1966 the circumstancesin which the qestion of a taxpayer's
providesa numberofconditionsunderwhichthe income residence within Nigeria is to be decided. These rules,
from any interest on money lent by an individualor an which hinge on a number of factors, are discussed sepa-
executor, or a trustee, outside Nigeria to a person resi- rately for clarity.
dent, presentor in Nigeriaat the time of the loan shallbe
deemedto be derivedinNigeriaand thereforesubjectto A. Persons holding foreign employments44
Nigeriantax. Specifically, these conditionsare:

(a) ifthereisarighttopaymentoftheinterestinNigeria; An individualwhoholds a foreignemploymenton the re-

(b) if the interest is by deed, will or otherwise charged levant day45 in a year of assessmentis deemed to be resi-
upon or reserved out of real or personal estte dent for that year in the territory or State in which the
situatedin Nigeria, the propertyof thepersonpaying principal office of his employer is situated on that day.46the same, orasapersonaldebtorobligationbyvirtue
of any contractwhich is entered into in Nigeria; or

(c) in the case ofmoneylent to Nigeriancompany, the 36 Section 8(1)(a) (i-iii).
loan is evicenced by mortgage, debenture, loan or

37. Section 8(1)(b).
otherstock,whethersecuredorunsecured,issuedby

38. See Section 50, British Taxes Act, 1970.
39. (1972) 48 T.C. 527.

the company in recognitionof its debt; 40. Section 8(4).
(d) if the interest is payableon money lodged at interest 41. See Section 8(2), Companies Income Tax Act (CITA), 1979.

in Nigeria. 42. Section5, ITMA (as amendedby Section3(1) of DecreeNo.58 of 1968).
The conditionsare, however, different in the caseofcom- 43. Section 3(2).

panies. Forcompanies,interestshallbe deemedto be de- 44. Foreign employmentmeas any employment the duties of which are

rived fromNigeria if: wholly performed outside Nigeria save during a temporary visit of the
to paragraph 1 of First Schedule to ITMA).(a) there is a liability to payment of the interest by a

employee Nigeria (see
45. Rlevatday in relation to Nigeria is the first day of January; year of

Nigerian company or a company in Nigeria regard- assessment being a period of twelve months commencingon the first day of
less ofwhereorinwhatformthe paymentismade;or January.

(b) the interest accrues to a foreign-companyor person 46. Paragraph2 of First Schedule.
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But where he first becomes liable to income tax in D. Employeeswith indeterminate
Nigeria for a year of assessmentby reasonofhis entering residencestatus

j such foreignemploymentduring that year, he is deemed
to be resident for that year in the State where the princi- An employeewhose remuneration is subject to income

pal office of his employer is situated on the day his tax in Nigeriafor any year of assessment,butwhoseresi-

foreign employmentcommences.47 dence cannot be determinedunder the provisions relat-
ing to individualswho hold Nigerian employment,shall
be deemed to hold foreignemployment.If thereafterhis

B. Persons holding Nigerian employment48
residencecannotbe determinedby reference to the pro-
visions relating to persons who hold foreign employ-

Paragraph 3(1) provides that an individual who holds ment, he shall be deemed to be residentin Lagos.52This
Nigerianemploymenton the relevantday in a year ofas- is subject to treatingas comingunder the authorityofthe
sessment is deemed to be resident for that year in the FederalBoard of Inland Revenue.53

State in whih he has a place or principal place of resi- (a) prsons employed in the Nigerian army, navy or air
dence49 on that relevant day. Where the individual first force other than in a civilian capacity;
becomes liable to income tax in Nigeria in a year of as- b officers of the Nigerianforeignservice;
sessmentbyreasonofhis enteringsuchNigerianemploy- (c) persons in receipt of Nigerian pensions where such
ment during that year, he is deemed to be resident for pensionsare payableoverseas; and
thatyear in theterritorywherehe has a place orprincipal (d) persons residentoutsideNigeriawho are sharehold-
place of residence on the day on which he assumed the ers of Nigeriancompanies.
full duties of that employment in Nigeria.5o However,
paragraph3(1) has a proviso to the effect that if an indi-
vidal is on leave from Nigerian employmenton the re-

E. Pension as onlysourcof earned income54

levantday in a year of assessment,he shallbe deemed to Paragraph 5(1) provides that an individual whose only
be resident for that year in the State where he had his source of earned income arising in Nigeriaorr a relevant
place or principalplace of residence immediatelybefore day in a year of assessnentis a pension shall be deemed
his leave began. to be resident where he has a place or principalplace of

residence on that day. But if such an individualhas no

C. Persons in full-timeemploymentin place of residence on that day, he shall be deemed to be

the Nigerian armed forces resident:
(a) if the pension is a Nigerianpension55 whollypayable

Paragraph 3(2) makes a sharp exception to the provi- by a State Government,in that State;
sionsofparagraph3(1) as it concernsindividualswho are (b) if the pension is not a Nigerianpension, in the place
in full-time employment in the Nigerian armed forces in whichthe principaloffice in Nigeriaof thepension
whether in a militaryor civilian capacty. Such individu- fundor otherperson authorisingpaymentofthepen-
als who are so employedon the relevantday in a year of sion is situated.56

assessment, or who first become liable to income tax in Where however the pension is a Nigerian pnsion pay-
Nigeriaforthatyearby reasonofbeingso employeddur- able by more than one Governmentor if there are two or

ing that year, shall be deemedto be residentfor thatyear more pensions arising in different territories to the indi-
in the Federal territoryof Lagos. vidual on that day, the individualshall be subject to the

This provision is, however, subject to the proviso that FederalBoard of Inland Revenue.57

the aggregate tax collected from such individuals for
each year of assessment shall be apportioned between 47. Id.

the States either by reference to the place where each 48. Nigerian employment means any employment, not being a foreign
such individual has resided longest during that year, Or employment, the duties of which are wholly or partly performed in Nigeria
by any other basis acceptable from time to time to the (see paragraph 1 ofFirst Schedule).
State Governments. This proviso is highlightedby Sec- 49. Where an individual has more than one place of residence in different

tion 149 of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of territorieson a relevantday, his principalplace ofresidencemeans: (a) ifhis

Nigeria, 1979, which excepted the proceeds from the only source of earned income is a pension liable to tax in Nigeria,theplace in
which he usually resides; (b) if he has a source of earned income, other than a

personalincmetax of the personnelof the armedforces pension, liable to tax fn.Nigeria, the placewhich relevantday is nearest to
of the Federation,the Nigerianpolice force, the ministrY

on a

his usual place of work (see paragraph 1 of First Schedule).
or departmentof governnentcharged with responsibil- 50. Paragraph3(1) of First Schedule.

ity for external affairs and the residents of the Federal .51. See Section 150 of the Constitutionof the Federal RepublicofNigeria,
CapitalTerritoryfromthe specalaccountofthe Federa- 1979.

tion called the FederationAccount into whichshall be 52. Paragraph4 ofFirst Schedule.

paid all revenues collected by the Government of the 53. See IncomeTax (Armed Forces anl other persons) (Specialprovisions)
Federation. It s, however, furthersubjected to thecon- Act, 1972, Section 1(1) and (2)
stitutionalprovision that where under an Act of the Na- 54. Earned income of an individual means remuneration from mploy-

tional Assembly, tax or duty is imposed in respectof any
ment; income derived from a trade, business, profession, or vocation; and a

of the mattersspecifiedin item D ofPart II ofthe Second pension derved in respectof past service, (see paragraph1 ofFirstSchedule).
55. Nigerianpensionmeansa pension in respectofpastserviceunder, and

Schedule to the Constitution(which includes imposition payable by, a Government or Governments in Nigeria (see paragraph 1 of
of income tax on certain persons), the net proceeds of First Schedule).
such tax or duty shall be distributedamong the States on 56. Paragraph5(2) of First Schedule.
the basis of derivation.51. 57. See Income Tax (ArmedForces, etc.) Act 1972, Section 1(3).
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F. Earned incomesother than from tomarily receives that income in the first instance in
employmentor pension Nigeriausually resides.60

An individual who has a source of earned income in J. Incomeof settlements,trusts and estates
Nigeria, other than from an employmentor a pension,
for a year of assessmentis deemed to be residentfor that Income tax on income arising to a trustee of any settle-
year in the territory where he has a place or principal ment or trust, or to an executor of any estate of a de-
place of residence on the relevant day of that year.58 If, ceased person, may only be imposedby the relevant tax
however, the source of such earned income is first ac- authorityin relation to such settlement,trust or estate.61

quired by the individual during the year of assessment
and he has no place of residencen the first day of that In relation to an executor, the relevant tax authority is

year, he is deemedto beresidentforthatyearintheState the tax authorityof the territoryinwhich the deceasedin-
wherehe first establishesa placeof residenceduringthat dividual was last deemed to be resident or would have

year. The paragraph further provides that in any other been deemed to be resident if the provisionsof the Act
case the individualshallbe deemedto be residentfor that had been in force prior to the date of his death.62 But n

year in any place from which any part or the wholeofhis relation to a trustee of any trust or settlementthe relev-
earned income arising in Nigeria is derived, if such in- ant tax authoritybecomes:
come is derived from more than one territory. (a) where all the income of the settlementor trust for a

year of assessmentarises in one territory, the tax au-

G. Unearned income thority of that territory; or

(b) where the income arises in more than one territory,
or where the relevant tax authoritycannototherwise

Paragraph 7 of the First Scheduleprovides that an indi- be determined, the Federal Board of Inland Rev-
vidual whose only incomein Nigeriafor a year of assess- enue. 63

ment is derived from unearned sources is deemed to be
resident for that year in the Statewherehe has a place or The foregoing is subject to treating anypartof the com-

principal place of residence on the relevant day in that puted incomewhichaccrues to any beneficiaryunderthe

year. But if he has no placeofresidenceon the firstdayof terms of the deed of settlementor trust or will under the
that year, he is resident; discretion of the trustee or executor as income of that

(a) if all suchunearnedinconearises in oneState, in that year which is assessable to tax in the hands of the be-
State: neficiary.64 In that case, the relevant tax authorityof the

(b) if all such unearned income arises in more than one beneficiary becomes the tax authority of the State in

State, in the territory from which any part of the un- which the beneficiary resides. This is further subject to

earned incomearises. the provision that if during the life of the settlor any in-

H. A corporationsole or a body:of individuals
come s paid to or for the benefit of a child of the settlor
who is an infant and unmarried, that income shall be
treatedas the incomeofthe settlorfor thatyearofassess-A corporationsole or a body of individuals(other than a ment. 65

family or community)shall be deemed to be residentfor
a year of assessmentin the territoryin which its principal
office in Nigeria is situated on the relevant day in that K. Itinerantworkers66

year.59 If it has no office in Nigeria on that day, it is
deemed to be resident in the territory in which any part Tax may be imposedon an itinerantworkerfor any year
or the whole of its income liable to tax in Nigeria arises by any territory in which he is found during that year.

67

for that year. However, in assessing him for any year, credit shall be
given against the tax payable, but not exceeding the

I. Communityincomeand family income
amount thereof, for any ncome tax he may alreadyhave
paid to any other tax authority for the same year. If an

Section 3(4) of the Act provides that in the case of a vil- itinerant worker leaves any.territory in any year of as-

lage or other indigenous community, '

tax may be im- sessmentwith an unpaid tax in that territory, the collec-

posed for any year only by the legislatureof the State in tion of such unpaid tax shall remain n abeyance during
which thatcommunityis found. It is to be noted thatuch his absence in that territory. But if he returns to that

tax may be based on: territory, having during his absence paid tax in another

(a) the estimatedtotal incomeof all its members; or

(b) the estimated total income of those of its members 58. Paragraph6 of First Schedule.

whose income, in the opinionof the relevant tax au-
59. Paragraph9 of First Schedule.

thority, it is impracticableto assess individually;or
60. Section 3(5), ITMA.
61. Section 3(6);-ITMA.(c) the amount of any communal income which, in the 62. Section 2, ITMA.

opinionof the relevanttax authority,it is impractica- 63. Id.
ble to apportionwith certaintyamong its members. 64. See paragraph3 of Second Schedule to ITMA.

But in the case of a family income recognised as such 65. Id., paragraph4(1).
underny lawor customin Nigeria, and in whichthe sev-

66. An itinerantworker is an individualwho works at any time duringa year
of assessment(exept in the armed forces) for a dailywage or who customarilyeral interestsof individualmembersof the familyare n-
earns his livelihoodin more than ne place in Nigeriaand whosetotal income

determinate or uncertain, tax may be imposed only by does not exceed N 400. (see Section 2, ITMA).
the State in which the member of the,family who cus- 67. Section 3(3), ITMA.
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territoryfor the sameyear, he will be givencredit against The profit f a company whose presence in Nigeria is
that unpaid tax in the first-mentionedterritory (but not only for the purposes of installation or similar services

exceeding that unpaid amount) for the tax paid in that may not be deemedto be derivedfromNigeria. But even

other territory. where such a profit of a non-Nigerian company is

The effect of Section 3(3) is that any State in which an deemed to be derivedfromNigeriait couldbe exempted
itinerantworkeris found may collectsome tax fromhim as comnercial profit of a non-residentcompany which

as long as the tax imposedby the presentState is greater has no permanent establishment in Nigeria; provided
than the aggregate amount of tax he may have paid in that it comes within the terms of a double taxation ar-

other States that might have imposed tax on him in that rangement existing betweenNigeria and the country of

same year. However, such individuals are not easily residenceof the company.
tracdbecausetheyhavenoknownorfixedaddressany- Before the promulgatinofthe 1979 CompaniesIncome
where. Tax ActwhichtookeffectfromAprill, 1977, a company

was a Nigeriancompanyonly if the controland manage-

L. Partnershipincome ment of its activities were exercised in Nigeria.78 Al-
though the place of incorporationwas important, it was

The income of a partner from a partnership in Nigeria not decisive. Consequently,the position then was that a

shallbe deemedto be derivedfrom the territoryofthe re- companywhichwas incorporatedundertheNigerianlaw

levant tax authority68 in relation to that partnership.69 mightbe a non-Nigeriancompanyif its managementand

But wherethe partner is taxablefor a year of assessment control were exercised outside Nigeria.. What consti-

in the territoryof some other authority, by virtue of his tuted management and control was a matter of fact.79

residencestatus, the relevant tax authorityin relationto Underthat condition,whatwas establishedin anEnglish
the partnerslipslall supply to tlat other authoritypar_

case ofDe Beers ConsolidatedMines Limited v. Howe,80
ticularsof the determinationof the incomeor loss of that that a company resides where the centralmanagemeit
partner from the partnership.7o However, an appeal and controlactuallyabides,was ofparticularrelevance

against an assessmentby anypartner,no matterto which to Nigeria.
tax authorityhe pays his tax, shalllie only to the appeal Since 1977, drastic changes have taken place in Nigeria.
tribunal or court specified for income tax purposes in a The concept of residence of a companyis now based on

law of the territorythe tax authorityofwhich is the relev- whetheror not the companyis incorporatedunderNige-
ant authority in relation to that partnership.71 rian law, and no longeron the place of effectivemanage-

ment andcontrol. It follows, therefore, that the findings
in some Englishcases -that registration(thougha strong

V. LIMITED LIABILITYCOMPANIES72 circumstanceto be taken into consideration)is not ofit-
self a sufficient test of residence,810rthat a companyis

Companies are subject to the Companies Income Tax capable of having double residencewhere control of its
Act 1979 (CITA) as amended. Tax is payable at the generalaffairs is distributedamongmore than one coun-

specifiedrate for anyyear of assessmentupon the profits
of any companyaccruing in, derivedfrom, broughtinto,
or receivedin Nigeriain respectof any tradeor business,
rent, dividends, interest, discounts, charges, annuities,
etc.73 Companies which are liable to Nigerian tax are 68. The relevanttax authorityin relationto a partnershipfor a year fassess-

deemed to be resident in the Federal capital of Nigeria ment.is the tax authorityofthe territoryin which theprincipalofficeor placeof

irrespectiveof their location, and their profits are asses- businessofthatpartnrshipinNigeriaissitatedonthefirstdayofthatyearor
sed to tax by the FederalBoard of Inland Revenue.74 is first establishedduring that year (see Section2, ITMA).

69. Section 6(6), ITMA.
70. Section 6(4), ITMA.

A. Nigerian companies75and non-Nigerian 71. Section6(5),ITMA.

companies 72. Companymeans any company or corporation (other than a corpora-
tion sole) establishedby or under any law in forceinNigeriaor elsewhere(see

Theprofits ofa Nigeriancompanyshallbe deemedto ac- Section78 of Companies IncomeTax Act (CITA) 1979 as amended).
crue inNigeriawherevertheyhavearisenandwhetheror 73. Section 8, CITA 1979.

not they have beenbroughtinto or receivedin Nigeria.76 74. See Sections 1 and 2, CITA 19790.

But the profits of an non-Nigerian company from any
75. Nigeriancompanymeans any companyincorporatedunder the Com-

trade or business shall be deemed to be derived from panies Act 1968 or any enactmentreplacedby thatAct (see Section78, CITA

Nigeriaonly to the extenttowhichsuchprofitsare notat- 1979)..
76. Section 11(1), CITA 1979.

tributable to any part of the operationsof the company 77. Section 11(2), CITA 1979.
carried out outside Nigeria.77 Whether any part of the 78. See Section2, CITA 1961.

operations of the conpany is carried out in Nigeria is a 79. See Bullockv. Unit ConstructionCo. Ltd. (1959) 38 T.C. 712; 38 A.T.C.
matterof fact. 351. Apthorpe v. Peter Schoenhofen Brewing Co. (1899) 4 T.C. Kodak v.

It is unlikely that the profit of a company incorporated, Clark (1903) 4 T.C. 549. Stanley v. Gramophone& Typewriter Co. (1908) 5

managed and controlledoutsideNigeriawill be deemed T.C. 358.
80. (1906) A.C. 455; 5 T.C. 198. See also Swedish CentralRailwayCo. Ltd.

to be derivedfromNigeriaifall that the companydoes is
v. Thompson(1925)A.C. 495; 9 T.C. 342.

to do businesswithNigeria.This is differentfroma situa- 81. See Cesena SulphurCo. v. Nicholson(1876)1 T.C. 88; Swedish Central
tion where the business is operated in Nigeria, and has Railway Co. v. Thompson (1925) A.C. 495, 9 T.C. 342;EgyptianDelta Land

staffwho reside and work for it in Nigeria on ts payroll. and In'vestmentCo. v. Todd (1929) A.C. 1,14T.C. 119.
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try82 - cannot apply to Nigeria.83 The same is true of the outside Nigeriawere equivalent to the shippingor load-
decision in the American Thread Co. v. Joyce,84 that a ing of passengers, mail, livestockor goods in Nigeri.88

companyregisteredabroadcouldbe residentin the Unit-
ed Kingdomforthepurposeofassessmenttoincometax.
Once a companyis registeredunder the Nigerian Com- VI. CONCLUSION
paniesAct of 1968 or any enactmentreplacedby it, it be-
comes a Nigerian company ard its profits shall be It has been shown that tax liabilityin Nigeriais inextrica-
deemed to accrue in Nigeria wherever they have arisen bly tied up to the issue of residence. With only a few ex-

and whether or not they have been brought into or re- ceptions, all residents are generally liable to Nigerian
ceived in Nigeria. As a corollary, a company incorpo- tax. Non-residentscan, in some cases, be liable to Nige-
rated under a law other than Nigerian law but which is rian tax if their incomes are derived from or accrue n

managed and controlledin Nigeria shall not be deemed Nigeriaor if they are deemed to be residentin Nigeriafor
to be a Nigeriancompany. tax purposes.
It is worth noting that any income accruing or derived The impact of residenceon tax liability is of importance
from the use in Nigeria of the asset of a foreign com- mainly in the case of the determinationof extra-territo-
pany,85wherenoaccountsin respectofsuchincomehave rial residence. While a resident is nvariably liable to
been rendered, shall be liable to Nigerian tax at the Nigerian tax, a non-resident may escape liability. The
specified rate, subject to a deductionof 45% of such in- territoryof residencewithinNigeriahas littleor no influ-
come as capital allowanceand for other expenses.

86 Sec- ence on the amount of tax payable. In the case of com-
tion 9 of CITA 1979 also provides for the imposition of panies, the degreeof liability is the same and to the same

appropriate tax on interest accruing to a foreign com- authority, notwithstandingthe territory of residence of
pany from Nigeria subject to some waivers granted by the Company within Nigeria. In the case of individuals,
subsections (6) and (7) in stipulated cases relating to the tax liability has remained virtually the same in all
foreignand agricultural loans respectively, States with the introduction of uniform principles in

1975. Any differences may be in other forms of taxes
such as purchase tax89 which has not been introducedby

B. Non-Nigeriancompaniesengaged in all States. But even then, it is not solelydependenton re-

shippingor air transport idence per se in the State where it operates, but on the
utilization of taxed facilities such as restaurnts and

Where a non-Nigeriancompanycarries on the business drinkinghouses in those States.
of transportby sea or air, and any ship or aircraftowned In viewof the importanceofresidenceon tax liabilityit is
or charteredbyitcalls at anyportor airportinNigeria, its expected that the tax authoritieswill come up.withcom-

profits or losses deemed to be derivedfromNigeriashall prehensiveguides, particularlyfor foreignnationalswho
be the full rofits or losses arising from the carriage of do business in or with Nigeria.
passengers, mail, livestock or goods shipped, or loaded
into an aircraftin Nigeria.87 This provisionwill not apply
topassengers,mail, livestockorgoodswhicharebrought

82. See Union Corporationv CIR (1953) 34 T.C. 207, 32 A.T.C. 73.
83. The change has not extended to Pioneer Companies. Tothat extent,to Nigeria solely for transshipmentor for transfer from therefore, such English decisions may be of relevance to Nigeria. See th In-

one aircraft to anotheror in either directionbetweenan dustrial DevelopmentIncomeTax Act 1971 (.PioneerLegislation).
aircraftand a ship. 84. (1913) 6 T.C. 163.

Where a non-Nigeriancompanycarries on the business 85. Foreign company means any company or corporation (other than a

or any orof transmissionof messages by cable or by any form of corporationsole) established by under law in force inany territory
outside Nigeria (see Section 9(8)(c), CITA 1979).wireless apparatus, it shall be assessableto tax as though country

86. Section 8(1)(g), CITA 1979.
it operates ships or aircraft, and the provisions which 87. See Section 12(1), CITA 1979.
apply to ships or aircraft shall apply mutatismutandis to 88. See Section 13, CITA 1979.
the computationof its profitsdeemed to be derivedfrom 89. Only a few States, such as Imo and Oyo, have introducedpurchasetax in

Nigeria as though the transmissionofmessages to plces restaurantsand drinkinghouses.
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I. THE CONSTITUTION

Taxing competencyaccording to the Constitution is a legislative competency. The
Constitution empowers2 the People's Supreme Council, and between sessions the
PresidentialCouncil, to impose taxes by means of Laws or Decree-Laws.3

However, in order to be able to impose tax two requirementsprovidedfor ii the Con-
stitution have to be fulfilled. The first as indicated above is the legislation require-
ment: taxes may only be imposedby Law. The second requirementis that, when im- l. The Amendd'Constitutionof October1978.
posingtaxes, the Stateshould take into accountthe citizens' incomes, theiramountof The first ConstitutionoftheRepublicwas the Con-
earnedincomeand their socialstatus,4 i.e. married, single, etc. This shouldbe distin- stitutionof 1970.

guished from the administrativeor executivepowers of the Council of Ministers or
2. Article71 of the AmendedConstitution.
3. The power of passing Laws is vested in the

MinisterofFinancein the courseof enforcingand executingthe tax laws. Articles71 People's Supreme Council. Decree-Laws are ves-

and 59 of the AmendedConstitutionare the only two articlesembodyingconcrete tax ted in the Presidential Council. Decree-Laws

principles. should be approved' by the People's Supreme
Council in its next session.
4. Article 59 of the AmendedConstitution.

Il. HISTORICALBACKGROUND
5. The country was a British Colony for 129
years. It acquired its independence on 30
November1967.

Before independence,5 taxes were of little significance except in two areas of the 6. Ku'aitiSultanatewas part ofwhatis now Had-

country: Aden Colony and Ku'aiti Sultanate.6 In the territoryof Aden Colony, the ramoutprovince,one of the six provincesin the Re-
taxes were collected taxIndian Tax Law of 1922, which was the governing tax legislation in the British East public. Two kinds of then -

on importersat rates ranging between4% and 7%
AfricanColonies,was then in force. InAden, itwas revoked in May 1937 by TaxLaw ofthe estimatedvalueofimportedgoods, and taxes
No. 4 of 1937. The latterwas repealedby Law No. 5 of 1951. on high governmentofficials.
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Law No. 5 of 1951 was issued togivemore reliefand tax incen- and wages in accordance with the approved framework of
tives for the prosperingcommerceintheportofAden. It has in salariesandwages for local workersand also thosewhosebasic
its turn undergone several amendments, and finally was re- payments are taxed under the Special Tax Law. The reason

pealed by the current IncomeTax OrdinanceNo. 8 of 1961. for introducinga specific interpretationof the expression in-
dividualsfor taxationpurposes is examinedin this article.

Ill. INCOMETAX ORDINANCE
IncomeTax OrdinanceNo. 8 of1961 (hereinafter, Ordinance) (c) A resident 1
Until 1969 the Ordinancewas effectiveonly in the territoryof A resident in a yearof income (a tax year) is definedunderthe
Aden province.ByvirtueofResolutionNo. 17 of 1969, issued Ordinance as meaningwhen applied to a bodyof persons or a

by theMiniterofFinance,7the Ordinancewas enforcedinthe body corporate, etc., that the control and managementof the
entire territoryof the Republic. affairs of such a bodyof persons is exercisedin the Repblic in

All direct taxes payable by individualsand legal entities,with such year of income.

few exceptions,8 are laid down by this Ordinance. In its The definition of resident when applied to individuals was

amendedform, the rdinanceremainsthe rulinglegislationin slightly alteredby Law No. 52 of 1971.
the field of direct taxation. It came into force on April 19609

Under the Ordinance the fact that owned home in the
and consists of fourteenparts and three schedules.

one a

Republic and was present for any period in a year of income
was enough to qualify an individual as resident.

IV. INCOMETAX
Law No. 52 of 1971 approved the test of ownershipof a resi-
dence in the Republic,but the ownershipmust last for aperiod

(a) Chargeable income or periodsofnot less than six months in oneyear:ofincomeand
the ownermust havebeen in the Republicfor a periodof thirty

Tax is chargedupon the incomelo of any person in respect of: days or more in that ear of income.
(a) gains or profits from:

(i) any business, for whateverperiodof time carried on;
An individualshall also be deemed to be resident if:

(ii) any employmentor services rendered; (i) he was in the Republicfr a periodor periodsexceedingin

(iii) any right granted to any otherpersonfor the use0roc-
the ggregatesix months in a year of income, or

cupation of any property; (ii) he was present in the Republicat some time during a year

(b) the occupationof premises for residentialpurposes;
ofincomeand in eachof the twoprecedingyearsofincome

(c) dividends, interests or discounts;
for periods averagingmore than four months in each year

(d) any pension, charge or annuity; of income.

(e) any amount receivedby way of alimonyor allowance; The idea behind insistingon keepinga house for not less than

(f) the value receivable in respect of the use of capital, prop- six months in one year of income and beingpresentfor at least

erty, seed or stock for the purpose of husbandry or any thirty days in that year of incomein the Republicwas a conse-

share of profits receivable in respect of such use. quence of the fact that many individuals,mainlybusinessmen,
In addition to the above-listedsourcesof income, the wholeof kept homes in the Republic as well as running businesses

any gains or profitsderivedfrom any trade,professionorvoca- through agents or their partners in the Republic, but were ef-
.

tioncarriedon partlywithinandpartlyoutsidethe Republicby fectively settled outside the country where they conducted

aresidentpersonorbodyof persons11shall be deemed to have anotherbusiness;when taxed in the Republicon their gains or

accrued in or have been derivedfrom the Republicand is, con- profits accruing in the Republic, they applied for the resident

sequently, taxed under the provisionsof this Ordinance. individualrate treatment (see below).

(b) Individuais

The expression individual is not defined by the Ordinance, 7. The Minister of Finance was granted such a power under Law No. 8 of

although resident individualrate, individualinterest rate
1969.
8. Special Tax Law No. 10 of 1968, and National Defence Law No. 45 of

and non-exempt individualrate are frequently used by the 1972.
provisions of the Ordinancewhen computingthe taxablepro- 9. Under the Ordinance, the tax year or year of income began on 1 April,
fits and gains of individuals. However, it defines the expres- and ended on 31 March. Now it coincideswith the calendaryear.
sion person as including any body of persons, any corpora- 10. For a residentperson, the chargeableincome is that which accrued in, is
tion sole and any trustee. derived from or is receivedin the Republic: for a non-resident,that accrued in

The amending Law No. 52 of 1971 clearly defines the term
or derivedfrom the Republic.
11. A body of persons means any company, association, fraternity, e.gperson as any person whether natural or a body corporate. Hindu fraternal society, fellowship society, whetherincorporated unin-

Hence, individualsunderboth the Ordinanceand LawN. 52
or or

corporated.
of 1971 are all naturalpersonsearning income from any source 12. Partnershipsarenotdefinedin the Ordinancenorinanyother taxlegisla-
in any year of income. This includesworkersand employeesin tion. Nevertheless,the expressionpartner is defined under the Ordinance as

both State and non-Statesectors and private businessmenin- any person over the age of twenty-onewho is carryingon businessin partner-
cludingpartners in partnerships.12 ship with any other person or persons. Chargeable income of a partnership is

same way as a.company.The latest amendingLaw No. 5 of 1980 gave a specific defini- computed in the that of After deductionsfrom gains
and profits,expenses,capitaldepreciationlosses incurredinthecourseofpro-tion of the expression individuals.Section 2 ofLawNo.5 of ducing the chargeable income are made, the net profits are distributed to

1980 interpretedindividualsas: Thosewho receivesalaries partnerswho are taxed at the individual tax rates.
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(d) Allowances (3) Otherallowances

Chargeableincomeas interpretedunderthe Ordinancemeans (i) Educationallowance
the total income of any personfor any yearof income less per- A sum of 100 Y.D. is deductedfor each child studyingabroad
sonal allowancesto which he is entitledin respectof such year at the personalexpense of the taxpayer.
of income. To render more relief to certain categories of tax-

payers, the interpretationof chargeableincomewas alteredby (ii) Insuranceallowance

LawNo. 52of1971. In additionto thepersonalallowancesany Any residentwhoproves that in anyyearf incomehe haspaid
resident individual is entitled to deduct the special tax paid in a premiumfor insuranceconcludedby himonhis lifeor the life

that year of income. Furthermore, this interpretation was of his wife; or has made a contributionto an apprvedpension
modified under Section2 of LawNo. 5 of 1980, by adding the scheme, is entitled to the insuranceallowance. The amountof

nationaldefence tax paid in the yearof incometothepersonal the insuranceallowancepursuanttoLawNo. 5 of 1980shallbe

allowances and special tax paid in that year of income. Con- the amountof the premiumsand contributions,providedthey
sequently, the resident individual, in respectofanyyearof in- do not exceed 200 Y.D. or one-tenth14of the total income of

come, is entitled to deduct special allowances, defence tax the resident in the year of income, whicheveris less.

pid and special tax paid ifhs income is subject to the Special
Tax Law. (e) Tax rates

Individual tax rates provided for in the Ordinancehave been

(1) Personalallowances subjected to several modifications. The latest is the one pro-
vided for underLawNo. 5 of 1980.

Personal allowances under the Ordinance are either married
orsingleallowances.Schedule2 of the Ordinanceprovidedfor (i) For individuals15

500 Y.D. (Yemeni Dinars) as married allowance and Taxableincome(Y.D.16) Rate
350 Y.D. as single allowancein any year ofincome. Non-resi- On the first 200 2.500.

dents are not entitled to any personal allowances. The Ordi- On thenext 200 5.0%
nance, from thestandpointofpersonalallowances,didnotdis- On the next 400 4.5%
criminate between residents who are governmentemployees On the next 400 10.0%
andotherindividualresidents.LawNo. 22of1968, an amend- On the next 400 12.0%

I ment to the Ordinance, started the trend. Under Section 5 of On the next 400 14.0%
Law No. 22 of 1968, the amountof marriedallowancewas re- On the next 1,000 15.0%
duced to 300 Y.D. and the single allowances to 175 Y.D. for On the next 1,000 16.0%
those residents who are not governmentor public institution On the next 1,500 17.0%
employees,13 or whose salaries, in respect of private-sector On thenext 1,500 18.0%
employees, are not chargeable under the Special Tax Law. On the next 2,000 19.0%
These two categories of taxpayers shall, pursuant to Law in excessof 9,000 25.0%
No. 22 of 1968, continue to enjoy the personalallowancepro-
vided for under the Ordinance (500 and 350 Y.D.). (ii) For others (not individUalsas interpretedunder this Law)
Furthermore, Section 4 of Law No.. 5 of 1980 raised the per- Taxableincome(Y.D.) Rate
sonal allowance for the above-mentioned two categories of

On the first 200 10%
resident individuals to 600 Y.D. as a married allowance and Onthe next 200 15%
420 Y.D. as a single allowancein a year ofincome:othershall On the next 400 20%
contnue to enjoy the 300 Y.D. and 175 Y.D. married and On the next 400 25%
single allowances. On the next 400 30%

(2) Familyallowances
Onthenext 400 35%
On the next 500 40%

(i) Childallowance On thenext 500 45%
On thenext 1,000 50%

The expressionchild includes a step-child, an adoptedchild On the next 2,000 50%
and an illegitimatechild. The child shouldbe less thansixteen On the next 2,000 55%
years ld, unless it is receiving fuIl-timeinstructionat any uni- On the next 2,000 60%
versity, college, etc. For an unmarried,widowed, or divorced On the next 2,000 65%
femalechild, regardlesof her age, the taxpayermay claimthe In excessof 10,000 75%
child allowance.

The non-residents'rate is 20 percent on the first three slices of(ii) Dependentallowance
taxable income shown in table ii) above but otherwise is the

This allowanceis availablefor thosepersonsmaintainedby the same.

taxpayer. These include wife, parent and parent-in-law.
13. Wages and salaries of government and public institution workers and

Under the Ordinance, child and dependent allowances are
employees curtailedby Law No. 1 of 1968 at the rate of 1 to 60%.were

70 Y.D. This was raisedby Law No. 5 of 1980 to 12 Y.D. per 14. Under the Ordinance these amounts were limited to one-sixth of the
person. Childanddependentallowancesare enjoyedprovided total income.
that the subjectsof the allowancedo not exceedsix and eachof 15. See Section IV(b) of this article.
them doesnotearn more than 170 Y.D. from any sourceofin- 16. One YemeniDinar is divided into20Dirhams(Shillings):oneY.D. is al-
come in the year of income. most USS 3.
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V. INCOME EXEMPTFROM INCOMETAX Vlll. DOUBLETAXATION RELIEF

In respect of individuals, certain income is exempt from in- Unilateral relief for double taxation is provided in the Ordi-
come tax. Examplesof exempt income are: nance. This was slightlymodifiedby LawNo. 52 of 1971. Any
(1) emolumentS'receivedby the armed forces; personchargeableto tax for nyyear of incomerelatingt any

part of his income, proving to the satisfactionof the Director
(2) emolumentsreceivedby persons working in the Republic that he has paid income tax in any countryfor thatyearandon
who serve in the public services of foreign countries in accor- that part of his income in accordancewith the Law applicable
dance with the agreementsmade betweenthe Governmentof in that country, will be exempted from tax in the Republic.
the Republic and the governmentsof those foreign countries, Non-rsidents do not enjoy the reliefunless there are special
provided that such emoluments are paid by the governments arrangements between them or their governments and the
of those foreign countriesin lieu of servicesrenderedby those governmentof theRepublic.
persons inside the Republic,17

(3) gratuitypayable to an employeeon the terminationof his
serviceunder the contractualterms of servicebetweenhimself IX. TAX CLEARANCECERTIFICATE
and his employer:providedthat the exemptionshall not apply
to any part of a gratuity in excess of 13.5% of the total salary Any person intendingto leave the Republicmustbe in posses-
payableunderthecontract; sion of a tax clearancecertificate. Certainpersons are not ob-

(4) pensionsor gratuitiesgranted in respectof wounds or dis- liged to possess such certificates.18Tax clearance certificates

abilitiescaused in the courseofperforminga dutyor in warand re granted to applicants by the Director of tax authorities

sufferedby recipientsof such pensions or gratuities;
when an applicantproves to the satisfactionof the Director:

(1) that he has.paidall taxes due according to the Law; or

(5) scholarshipsgrantedtomeet the cost of education; (2) is not a chargeableperson; or

(6) intereston personalaccounts in a bank or incomefrom an (3) that sufficient measures have been taken to ensure the

approvedpensionscheme. payment of taxes due. 19

Ownersof any means of transportare prohibited.by Law from

VI. COLLECTIONOF TAXES conveyingany personoutof the Republic,unlesshe has the tax
clearance certificate. Conveyorswho transport any person in

Generally, the Department of Income Tax serves every contradictionto this requirementare liable to pay the taxes as

chargeablepersonwith an annualassessmentof the amountof if they were the actual chargeableperson.
tax to be paid. Pursuant to the provisionsof Section 90 of the
Ordinance, the tax charged shall be payable on or befre a

date thirty days after the date of service of such notice. X. LAW NO. 5 OF 1980

Thosewho fail to paythe tax on or beforethe due date incuran

additionalsum eqiaal to 5% of the tax then payable by way of .LawNo. 5 of 1980was issuedon 8 September1980, andretros-

penalty. The 5% penalty is not regardedas a tax. TheDirector pectively applies with effect from Januaryof the yarof issue.

of the TaxDepartmentmay in his discretionremitthe wholeor It is to be consideredas part of the Ordinance.

part of the penalty. He may also extend the perid within The principal aim of this Law is to decrease the tax burdenon

which any tax is payable andmay specify anotherdue date for governmentworkers and employees.
payment. In addition to the discussed amendments to the Ordinance,
In practicethe powerof remittingthe wholeorpartof thepen- Law No. 5 of 10980 includes the followingnew tax provisions:
alty is exercisedby the Ministerof Finance. (1) The personal allowances for any employed married
Taxes from salaries and wages are usually withheld by the couple shall be 660 Y.D. for each spouseprovided that such a

employers who are bliged to remit the withheld taxes either couple does not enjoy the child or dependentallowancewhich
to the tax authoritiesor to the departmentof Treasury. This is raised under this Law to 120 Y.D. per person with a

mechanismis well observedby governmentofficesand depart- maximumof six persons.
ments.

Vil. DISPUTES
17. There are no specific taxes imposedon foreigners.Foreignersare either

Taxpayers are granted by Law the right of objection and ap- residents or non-residents.Consequently,they are chargedat either the resi-

peal. A taxpayermay by noticein writingto theDirectrofthe dent individual rates or non-resident individual rates. Moreover the Ordi-

Tax Department object to the assessment made upon him nance grants unilateral double taxation relief, regardless of the existence or

within fifteen days after the date of service of the notice of as- non,existenceof reciprocalagreements.
sessment.Notwithstandingthe factthat the disputingtaxpayer 18. These persons are: publicservantsassignedon officialduties outside the

,

is not satisfied with the assessmentmade upon him, he is ob- Republic; persons whose age does not exceed sixteen years; passengers in

liged to pay eitherthe first instalment,where the tax is payable
transit or tourists whose stay in th Republic does not exceed 90 continuous

in instalments,or one-halfof the tax so chargedas the case Inay
days; membersof the foreigndiplomaticnd consularcorps; employeesofthe

United Nations and its specialized agencies; employees of foreign govern-be. This payment should be made before the Director deter- ments visiting the Republic on duties concerning their governments and the
mines to confirm or modify the assessment. If the disputing like.

taxpayer does not agree with the decision of the Director, he 19. If the applicant is in possessionof real estate, the competentauthorities

may appeal to a judge within forty-two days after the date of may acknowledgeby written notice that measures, e.g., a mortgage charge,
service of the Director'sdecision. have been applied to secure the paymentof taxes due.
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(2) Incomeearnedbyindividualsin additionto theirofficial Special tax taxpayers enjoy higher personal and dependent
wage and not connectedwith their officialemploymentis sur- allowances equal to State sector employees. Under Section 7
taxed at the rate of 10%. of this Law, foreigners working in the private sector with

(3) Until 1980, the incomeofa marriedwoman livingwith her whom employmentcontractswere concludedoutside the Re-

husbandwas deemed to be the income of the husbandfor the public are exempted from special tax. Employersare obliged
purposesof ascertaininghis totalincome,andwas assessedon, to withholdthe due taxeson theiremployeesand remitthem to

and the tax thereon charged on, the husband. This provision the tax authoritiesmonthly. Seeing that the base of special tax

was revoked by this Law and under Section 5 the incomeof a
iS the monthly basic salaries of their employees, employers

marriedwoman livingwith her husbandis assessedand the tax cleverly reduce the basic salaries and constituteseveral kinds

chargedseparatelyon her. of increments and non-salary emolumentsn order to evade
the paymentof the special tax.20

AlthoughLaw No. 5 of 1980 was enacted to decrease the tax

burdenon Governmentemployeesand thosewho pay the spe-
cial tax, the real beneficiariesare those male taxpayerswhose XII. NATIONALDEFENCETAX
wives are not employees. This is due to the fact that women

have recently, i.e. after Independence, entered the labour Unlikecertain tax systemswhere defence tax is collectedas an
marketwith full and equal rightswith men but the averageof a obligationon malecitizenswho do not entercompulsorymilit-
woman's income from a profession is in general below that of ary service,21 defence tax is imposed on all individuals (males
chargeable income. The male spouse, being deprived of the and females) who earn income and on all bodies corporate
child and dependent allowances, is more burdened with in- operatinginthecountry.NationalDefenceLawTax No. 45 of
come tax than before. 1972 was issued on 19 November1971. Pursuant to the provi-
(4) Exemptionfrom tax on leave salaries njoyedby persons sions of the Law, defence tax is imposed on all salaries and
on leave outside the Republicwas abolishedby this Law. wages of workers in governmentoffices, public and social or-

ganizations, and bodies corporate.
XI. SPECIALTAX The defence tax rate on salaries and wages is 3% of the total

monthly salary. Self-employed persons, craftsmen, private
The special tax is imposed on workers and employees of the businessmen,retailshop owners, those runningprivaterestur-

privatesector. It is ataxon theirsalariesonly. Othersourcesof nts etc., are liable to pay the defence tax monthly.TheMinis-
income are not subject to this tax. Special Tax Law No. 10 of terofFinancewas authorizedby this Law to decidethe rates or

1968 was issued on ll June 1968. The tax base is the basic amounts of tax to be levied upon this group of taxpayers.
wages and salaries received monthly by this group of tax- UnderResolutionNo. 25 of 1974, the secondgroupofdefence
payers. On the one hand, this Law was passed to narrow the taxpayerswas classified, and the amountsof tax payablewere

gap between payments in the State sector and those monthly also specified.
wages and salaries earned by employees in the private sector. In the following table, examples are given of defence tax-
This gap was created by the applicationof the salaries reduc- payers as well as the amountsof tax payableas provided for in
tion scheme introducedby Law No. 1 of 1968 to government the Minister'sResolution:
workers and employees. On the other hand, levies from spe-
cial taxes would feed the State budgetwith new sources of im- monthlytax in monthlytax in
portant revenue. Aden otherprovinces
Special tax rates are: Taxablepersons Dinar/Fils22 Dinar/Fils

Basicmonthlysalary(Dirhams) Rate Ownersofvehiclesfor
470- 500 O-5% publictransport -/500 -00

500- 600 5 - 7.5% Driversofvehiclesfor
600- 700 7.5 - 10 % publictransport -/300 -/250
700- 800 10 -12.5% Publicandmixed
800- 900 12.5-15 % corporations 10/100 5/000

900-1,000 15 -17.5% Factories 2/000 2/000

1,000-1,500 17.5-27.5% Private importers(more
1,500-2,000 27.5-37.5% than50,OOOY.D.ayear) 10/000

2,000-3,000 37.5-42.5% Retailshopsand restaurants -/500 -/250

3,000-4,000 42.5-45 % Lawyer'soffices 2/000 -/500

4,000-5,000 45 -47.5%
Over5,000 47.5% From the table above, it is clear that the Minister'sResolution
Note: 20 Dirhams equal one Yemeni Dinar: instead of the is discriminatory.Those residing in Aden province pay more

word Dirhampeoplestill use the word Shilling. defence tax than their counterpartsresiding in otherprovinces
The tax is calculated by applying the first percentage for the

ofthe Republic.This discriminationdoesnot at allproveorre-

slice to the first amount quoted for that slice. The excess is
taxed at the higher rate, e.g. a monthly salary of 20. This situation is under considerationof fiscal authoritieswho may prop-

1,250 Dirhams is taxed as follows: ose to modify by Law the interpretationof chargeable income.

1,000 Dirhams X 17.5% = 175 Dirhams 21. As in thecase ofHungary:see HungarianPeople'sRepublic:Taxationof

250 Dirhams X 27.5% = 68.75 Dirhams Individualsand Companiesin the Non-socialistSectorand ForeignLegal En-
tities. Prof. Dr. Tibor Nagy in 20 European Taxation 11 (1980), p. 347.

Total tax payable 243.75 Dirhams 22. 1,000 Fils equals one YemeniDinar; 50 Fils equals one Dirham.
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flect the fact that those residing in Aden earn more than those on productsmanufacturedor re-manufacturedor producedin

residing in the other five provincs. the Republic.25

Defencetax is deductedfrom wages and salariesby employers
from their employees' monthlypayments and remitted to the

XV. RELIGIOUSTAXES
tax authorities. The collectionof defence tax from those pro-
vided for under the Minister's Resolution is one of the most

boring tasks of the tax authorities. Severalnn-taxauthorities
The Shari'a26 lays downfour kinds of taxes:.27

help in the processofcollectionof defencetax especiallyin the (1) Zakaat - A tax levied on property from able Muslims at

provinces far from the Capital. From the point ofview of rev- specified rates;

enue, contributions to the State budget from defence levies (2) Khums Al-ganaem - one-fifth of the booty won by Mus-

equal special tax contributions. The situation, in the writer's
lims on the battle-field;

opinion, should be different. Defence tax is more universal (3) Jizya (tribute) - paid by able non-Muslims in return for

than the special tax limitedto certaincategories,and can yield protectionby the Muslim State and also for being exemp-
ted from any militaryduties;28

more revenuethan the latter. This can be made possibleby re-

moving the discrimination indicated above and improving (4) Ushoor at-tijara (commerce duties) - generally, an

methods of tax collection.
amount of money, similar to customs duties, imposed on

foreign traders entering the Muslim country to sell their
Exemptionsfrom defence tax levies are enjoyedby daily-pay- goods. Rates of these duties ranged between 2.5% and
ments workerswho do not stay in one job for thirty days con- 10% of the estimatedvalueofthewares destinedfor sale.
tinuously. This exemptionwas provided for underResolution The period during which the foreign seller was supposed
No. 26 of 1974 ofthe MinisterofFinance. to stay and the name ofthe countryhecame fromwere the

factors determiningthe rates of duty payable.
Revenues levied from the above-mentioned four kinds of

XIIh OTHER DIRECT PAYMENTS taxeswere remittedto BaitAl-ml(HouseofTreasury)which
was the financing organ of public needs and of charitable dis-

These payments are of no significant importance. They take tributions to the needy.
the form of obligatorycontributions.These include contribu-
tions to the trade unions and to such approved funds as the Nowadays, the only remainingand most universal Islamic tax

Martyrs' Fund and the Yemerii Child Fund. is the Zakaat. Ushoor at-tijara was replaced by modern cus-

toms duties.

XIV. INDIRECTTAXES Zakaat

Indirect taxes include stamp duties, duties imposedon the im- Until recently, Zakaat was collected regularly by the tax col-
portationofgoods and gifts, and taxes imposedon locallypro- lectors of the ultan in Hadramout,29one of the six provinces
duced or manufacturedproducts. of the Republic. Two kinds of Zakaatexist: the Sadaqa'(char-
Stamp dutie are imposed under Law No. 8 of 1971. They are ity) voluntarily given by able3o Muslims and the bligatory
levied on various kinds of writings, i.e. documents, such as Zakaat, collected for the needs of the nation. Those who

commercial licenses, different kinds of certificates (including evaded the paymentof obligatoryZakaatwere pursuedby the

school certificates), contracts, agreements, bank loans, etc. Sultan's authoritiesand in certain cases punishedby confisca-

Contracts and agreements include those establishingpartner- tion of up to half of their land. Mainly peasants fell into the

ships, sales, and exchange or transfer of property. Stamp hands of the Sultan's brutal Zakaat collectors. Large estate

duties are either fixed duties, i.e. 100 Fils on a contract, owners were feared and left unharmed. They paid Zakaat at

15 Y.D. on the incorporationof a stckcompany,etc., orthey their own pleasure.
can be proportionaldutiesrisinggraduallyin proportionto the
amount of money comprising the subject matter of a docu-
ment. There are severalmethodsofcollectingstampduties:by 23. The general tariff first introduced in 1970 by Law No. 28 of 1970 is-was
the purchaseof a stamp for a specificvalue or by applyingspe- sued 8 September1970.on

cial stamp-valueindicatorson the documentin question. Rev- 24. In practice export duties do not exist.
enues to the State budget froni stamp duties are so far not en- 25. Like Income Tax Ordinance 8 of 1961, the Imports and Exports Ordi-

couraging owing to the fact that this Law is not yet well en- nance No. 2 of 1961 has been subjected to numerous modifications and

forced in otherprovincessave Aden and Hadramout. amendmentsby Laws, PresidentialResolutionsand even Ministerialones. In

Customs duties are of great importance to the current State October 1979, this Ordinancewas repealedby CustomsLaw No. 12 of 1979,
and by Law No. 14 of 1979 in connectionwith the impositionof a Production

revenues.Theycomprisealmostone-halfofall revenuestothe Tax on local products.
State budget from obligatory levies. This is due to the intro- 26. The Shari'a is the Islamic Law which is more correct than the term

ductionof the general tariffon all goods mportedinto the Re- KoranicLaw used by many Europeanwriters.

public.23LawNo. 28 of 1970,which is to be read as part of Or- 27. Abdul Sami' Al-Massri, Taxes in Islam (Arabic text).
dinance No. 2 of 1961 in connectionwith import and export24 28. When a Jizyapayertakespart in battlewith the armyof the Statecollect-

duties, embodiesall indirect taxes save the stamp dutieslevied ing Jizyafromhim or when the state fails to protecthim, he is entitled to be re-

in the country. funded the tributes levied upon him.
29. Mohamed O.Al-Habshi, South Yemen (Beirut, 1968), pp. 459-463

Under this Law specified tariffs are imposed on classified (Arabic text).
goods entering the country and gifts either accompanied by 30. Every Muslim owningpropertyin excess of his needs is consideredto be

travellers or sent by post, duties on tobacco and alcohol, and able. Mentallysick Muslims are consideredunable for Zakaatpurposes.
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Zakaat, according to the teachings of Islam, should be levied wealth, lying idle for a year, and not put to any productive
on the whole of the Muslim'spropertywhich includes: use.36
(a) agriculturalproducts for human consumption;
(b) fruits such as dates, etc.; XVI. CONCLUSION
(c) livestock;
(d) items ofvalue includinggold or silver coins; Thecontributionto the Statebudget from taxes chargedupon
(e) movablegoods. individualsaccording to the author is as follows:
Those whose farms do not yield as much as they themselves (a) income tax %
need are accordingto the Shari'aexemptedfrom Zakaat. (i) wages andsalaries(notincludingspecialtax) 1 - 1.5
On the first two categories of property listed above, the (ii) all other gains and profits 6 -7

owner31 pays Ushr3a or Khums33 of products as Zakaat. The (b) Defence tax 3 - 3.5
season of harvest is regarded as the time for estimation of (c) Special tax 2.5 - 3
Zakaat. (d) Stamp tax 0.5-1

Ushr of the agriculturalproducts is levied on products which The above figures are calculatedin proportionto current local
were irrigated by rain. Khums is levied on products irrigated revenues. These figures with all other taxes, duties (including
by artificialmethods. As for cattle, one out of thirty male and customs), fees and obligatoryreceipts, payable by all charge-
ne out of forty female cattle is the rate of Zakaat. On other able persons (including legal entities) accounted in the latest

property Zakaat is levied when the property is for one year in fiscal years for approximately80% of all local revenue pay-
the taxpayer'scontinuouspossession. ments to the State budget. In the future, the proportionsesti-

mated above will remain stable. Where, in certain cases, cer-In Aden,positivetaxlawswere longago in force. Thepayment tain increases n two of the referred taxes,of Zakaat is left to the conscienceof the able Muslims. Now, in
occur one or e.g.,

the whole territoryof the State, Zakaat in the form of Sadaqa stampor defence tax, thiswillbe mostlyfrom legal entitiesand

is voluntarilydistributedto the needy by the end of Ramadan
as a result of improvementof methods of collection.

of each year,without the interferenceof the fiscal authorities. 31. Under the Koran the ownerofeverythingis God. Human owners are

Zakaat is a wealth tax levied in respect of all property (ml). regarded as His mere trustees. They are asked to pay contributionsfrom the

The idea of min Islamic Law is simple. It means all forms of wealthputby Him in their trustto thepoor, the needyandwayfarersotherwise

propertyoverwhich dominioncan be exercised.34The expres- they are liable to His punishment.
'

sion Az-zahirais an adjectivewhichmeansvisible or seen. But 32. Ushr is not a tax by itself- see Bulletinfor InternationalFiscalDocumen-

when we apply it for tax (Zakaat)purposes,Al-amwalaz-zah- tation 1981. Vol. 35, No. 3, p. 132. Ushrisatax (Zakaat) rate. Itsimplymeans

ira,35 the accurate interpretationis all tangible assets which
one-tenth of ...

33. Khumswhich meansone-fifthof...,isregardedby severalwriters as a
are visible in the sense that theycan be seen orpubliclyused or tax by itselfand not a tax rate. This is simplybecauseit was citedby theKoran-
invisiblein the sense-that they can be concealedand hoarded. Whateveryou (Muslims)gain fromwar, Khumsgoes to God, hisprophet,or-

This is well illustrated,from the pointofview of the economic phans, the needy and the wayfarers. See Economic foundationsof Islam -

role of Zakaat which is emphasizedby Shari'a, under one of S.A. Ali, Orient Longmans, 1964, p. 132.
the Koran's teachings, namely the avoidance of hoarding The expressionKhums above, corresponds the word whatever,which into

wealth which is directly prohibitedby the Koran: Allah has other words means all that can be acquired by Muslim warriors winning a

grantedyou an abundanceofwealth to use in the directions in- war. One fifth goes to the State.

dicated by Him, not for hoarding. 34. Outlines of MuhammadanLaw- AsafA. Fyzee - Oxford, 1960, p. 194.
35. Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation- thesame issue,p. 134.

Thus Zakaat is also a tax on that hoarded, invisibleor unseen 36. S.A. Ali - the same reference, p. 134.

In next issues:

The financingof the SouthernRegion and other regionalgovernmentsof the Sudan
-by John F. Due andJean M. Due

Bangladesh: 1981 Income tax amendments
-by K.A. Gofran

Hong Kong: Tax aspects of foreigncurrencygains
-by LW. Harris

Pakistan'sBudget for 1981-1982: Fiscal measures for economicdevelopment
by AhmadKhan-

Pakistan: Summaryof new tax concessionsi Budget 1981-1982
-by AbdulWaheed
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September, 1980 is to be furnished by 15th November,
1980.

Pakistan: 4. The return inter alia would show:
(a) the amount paid or payable whether in or out of

AIRTRANSPORTATIONTAX* Pakistan to the principal, or to any person on his
behalf, on account of the carriage of passengers,
mail, livestock or goods loaded from the Pakistan
airport, and

1. The mode and manner of assessmentof air transport (b) the amount received or deemed to be received in
business by non-residents has undergone major change Pakistan, by, or on behalf of the principal, on

due to amendments brought about by Finance Ordin- account of carriage of passengers, mail, livestock or

ance, 1980. goods at any airport outside Pakistan.

2. Under the newly introduced Section 80A, if a non- 5. The person signing the return must be the represen-
resident person carries on the business of operation of tative of the airlines holding powers of Attorney on

aircraft and any aircraft owned or chartered by such behalf of that airlines in Pakistan.
person calls on any airport in Pakistan, the aggregate of 6. On receipt f the return, the Income Tax Officer
the receipts arising from the carriage of passengers, mail, after calling for such particulars, accounts of 1livestock or goods carried from Pakistan [shall] be may,

documents as he may require, determihe the aggregatedeemed to be the income received in Pakistan by the of the amounts referred to in para. 2 and charge tax at
Principal from the said business. Such non-residentper- 3 percent.
son is required to file return showing:
(a) the assessment paid or payable to him, or to any 7. The specimen of form of quarterly return which

person on his behalf, on accunt of carriage of has been designed for non-resident operators of air

passengers, mail, livestock or goods loaded at any transport business is enclosedherewith.This'return is to

airport in Pakistan;and be filed with the Income Tax Officer C-3, Central Zone

(b) the amount received, or deemed to be received in C, Karachi.
Pakistan by him, or on his behalf of, on account of 8. Tax is to be paid in the State Bank of Pakistan and
carriage of passengers, mail, livestock or goods at a photo copy of the challanalngwith other documents
any airport outside Pakistan. is to be attachedwith the return.

The total receipts would be treated as ncome and 9. Following documents should the
charged to tax at the rate of 3 percent of the receipts. accompany quar-

terly return:
The tax so paid shall be deemed to be the discharge of

(a) Photo-copy of the company's, documents from
tax liability of the assessee and he shall not be required which the gures filled in the return have been
to file the return of ncome under Section 55 of the

ex-

tracted (e.g. computer tabulation) or any other
Income Tax Ordinance, 1979. authenticated statement in support of income and
3. Under the new law, the principalor an agent author- other particulars declared in the quarterly return.
ized by him in his behalf shll prepare and furnish the (b) Photo-copy of challan showing tax paid.
reutrn referred to in para. 2, to the Income Tax Officer 10. Where the principal fails to tax due for
on a quarterly basis, which will cover the periods as

pay more

than three months, the Commissioner of Income Tax
under:

may issue to the authority by whm clearance may be
(1) 1st Quarter ....... July/August/September granted o that aircraft, a certificate empowering and
(2) 2nd Quarter ...... October/November/December rquiring him to refuse clearance from any airport in
(3) 3rd Quarter ...... January/February/March Pakistan to any aircraft owned or chartered by such
(4) 4th Quarter .......April/May/June person until the tax has been paid.The return is to be filed within 45 days from the last

day of the quarter to which it pertains. To give an ex-

ample, the return for the first quarter i.e. July, August, * Circular No. 26 of 1980 (Income Tax).
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Books
KODEX DES STERREICHISCHENRECHTS

The publications listed in this bibliography have Social-Versicherun{. Stand 1.2.1981. Vienna, Industrieverlag
recently been acquired by the Bureau' library which Peter Linde, 1981. 524 pp., 180 S.
will gladly supply further information upon request Source book containing the texts of all Austrian social security

(please quote the reference numbers). They should, laws effective as per February 1, 1981. New, updated editions
will be published regularly.

however, be ordered through a bookseller or direct (B. 103.222)
from the publisher indicated, and not through the
Bureau. KODEXDES STERREICHISCHENRECHTS

Steuerrecht. Stand 1.1.1981.Bundesabgabengetze.Textausga.be.
ARABIANGULF Vienna, Industrieverlag Peter Linde, 1981. 540 pp., 180 S.

Source book containing the texts of all Austrian tax laws effec-

LEGAL DEVELOPMENTIN ARABIA tive as per January 1, 1981. New, updated editions will be pub-
lished once or twice per year.

A selection of articles and addresses on the Arabian Gulf. By (B. 103.382)
W.M. Ballantyne. London, .Graham & Trotman, Ltd., 1980.
125 pp. £19.50. STEUER-ERLSSE
Artieles on various legal aspectsn Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain,
Qatar, United Arab Emirates, Oman (Arabian Gulf States). It Stand 1.3.1981. Vienna, Industrieverlag Peter Linde, 1981.

S.includes such topics as: Taxation on income in the Arab Gulf -
572 pp.., 180

Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar, United Arab Emirates and Source book containing the text of implementing regulations to

Oman; Arabia: Commercial law and contract guarantees. The Austrian tax laws and the tax tables of the individual income tax

Gulf: Business Law etc. and wage tax as per January 1, 1981.

(B. 103.402) (B. 103.383)

BELGIUMARGENTINA
HANDBOEKVOOR FISCAALRECHTINFLUENCIADE LA FISCALIDADEN LA FORMA DE

LA FINANCIACIONDE'LAS EMPRESAS By A. Tiberghien.Brussels,CED-Samson,1981. 699 pp.,1850Bfrs.

Tema I, IX Jornadas Luso-Hispano-Americanas de estudios 1981 Edition of handbookon tax law explains the taxes levied in

tributarios. Trabajo presentdo por el relator nacional de Argen- Belgium as of January 1, 1981. Avoidance of double taxation

tina -- Contador Alberto T. Lopez, Porto-Povoa de varzim, (both rational and internatiohal)is also dealt with.

AsoeiaoFiscal Portuguesa,1980. 41 pp. (B. 103.425)
The influence of taxation on the nancingof enterprises.
(B. 18.083) BOTSWANA

AUSTRIA A QUESTIONAND ANSWERGUIDE FOR TAXPAYERS

Department of taxes. Gaborone, Commissioner of Taxes, 1981.
DIE BEEINTRCHTIGUNG DES AUSSAGEWERTES DER 39 pp. Printed text of a series of Radio Programmes broadcast
JAHRESABSCHLSSEDURCHDIE STEUERGESETZ- during 1980. The booklet answers in broad and general terms the
GEBUNG major and most common questions usually asked by taxpayers
Aus Bilanz und Rechnungswesen, herausgegeben von Wolfgang about the requirementsof the income tax.

Gassner und ElisabethPointner.Sonderdruck.ByRobertBechinie. (B. 13.095)
Vienna, Verlag Dr. Anton Orac, 1980. 28 pp.
Reprint of the chapter from Balance Sheet and Accounting BRAZIL
(Bilanz und Reehnungswesen) on evaluation of the declaration
of the annual balance sheet at year's end for purposes of taxation. CODIGO TRIBUTARIONACIONALE LEGISLAAO
(B. 103.374) COMPLEMENTAR

GRUNDRISS DES STERREICHISCHEN STEUERRECHTS Rio de Janeiro, Grfica Auriverda, Ltda., 1981. 218 pp.
Text of the Tax Code covering general rules on taxation. Some

Band II: Bewertungsrecht, Vermgensteuern, Verkehrsteuern, complementarylegislation is also included.
Allgemeiner Teil. By Werner Doralt and Hans Georg Ruppe. (B. 18.086)
Vienna, Manzsche Verlags- und Universittsbuchhandlung;
WirtschaftsverlagDr. Anton Orac, 1981. 212 pp. TEORIADA NORMATRIBUTARIA
Second part of a systematic explanation of Austrian tax law.
This part mainly discusses the following taxes: valuation Iaw, By Paulo De Barros Carvalho. Sio Paulo, Editoria Revista dos
net worth taxes, transaction taxes. The book also contains a tribunais, 1981. 123 pp.
discussionof general tax law. Thesis on fundamental tax principles.
(B. 103.399) (B. 18.089)
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CHINA (PEOPLE'SREP.) Practical guide on investmentalternativesregarding bonds, shares,
deposits,etc., and the tax aspects thereof.

DAS CHINA-GESCHFT.DIE VOLKSREPUBLIK (B. 102.483)
By Peter Lemke. Frankfurt, Maschinenbau-Verlag,1980.422 pp. MGLICHKEITEN ZUR VERBESSERUNGDES VERSTNDI-
Handbook on the People's Republic of China designed to provide GUNGSVERFAHRENS AUF DER GRUNDLAGE DES EWG-
information on the political, economic and business trnsaction VERTRAGES
climates, as well as travel in China.
(B. 51.776) Inaugural dissertation zur Erlangung der Doktorwrde der Juris-

tischen Fakultt. By Moris Lehner. Heidelberg, Ruprecht-Karl-
DOING BUSINESS IN TODAY'SCHINA Universitt,1981. 402 pp.

Thesis on the possibilities of improving the mutual assistance
Edited by Jane Ram. Hong Kong, The American Chamber of procedures based on the EEC agreement, as viewed through the
Commerce,1980. 236 pp. proposed directive concerning the eliminationof double taxation
Guidebook for foreign businessmen, especially American busi- in connection with the adjustmentsof transfer of prots between
nessmen, who are interested in investing in China. Contributions associated enterprises (arbitration procedure) with emphasis on

by experts in various elds include such subjects as: How de- the German Federal Republic Law in connection therewith.
centralization of China's economy affects business, by Daniel (B. 103.432)
Tretiak; Joint ventures and compensation trade in China, by
Jerome Alan Cohen, Owen D. Nee Jr. and Jack T. Huang; Audit- OECD ECONOMICSURVEYS. GERMANY
ing the assets of a joint venture in the PRC, by George Betts; The
role of overseas chinese in the four modernizationsprogram, by Paris, Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development,
Melinda Liu. 1981. 75 pp.

(B. 51.746) (B. 103.353)

WIRTSCHAFTSPARTNERCHINA 81/82 TAXATIONIN GERMANY
Chancen nach der Ernchterung. Erfahrungen und Fakten.

International Tax and Business Service. New York, Deloitte
Mglichkeiten und Grenzen. Praxis und Erfolg. Herausgegeben Haskins & Sells, 1981. 94 pp.
von Eckard Garms. Hamburg, Institut fr Asienkunde, 1981. Second edition of comprehensive guide to taxatjon in W. Ger-a
556 pp. After introduction to the tax system, taxes
Compilation of studies considering the present opportunities to many. an ncome

and other taxes are featured.Als included is a comprehensivedo business with the People's Republic of China. Th political of rate tables. The appendices include list of countries
and economic aspects in China have been treated by various array a

with which Germany has entered into tax treaties and specimenauthors. China's taxation aspects in the non-agriculturalarea have tax computations of the personal and corporation income tax,been described by Frank Mnzel with reference to specic docu- the corporationtrade tax and turnover taxes.
ments. (B. 103.315)
(B. 51.777)

HONG KONG
EUROPE

INVESTINGIN HONG KONG
CORPORATETAXATIONIN EUROPE

Hong Kong, Peat, Marwick,Mitchell & Co., 1978. 19 pp.
New York, Deloitte Haskins & Sells, 1980.98 pp. Booklet providing introductory information for prospective
Booklet containingbrief synopsis of corporatetaxationin Western investors considering investing in Hong Kong. Taxation aspects
Europe as of September 1, 1980. Countries covered are Austria, are included.
Belgium, Denmark, France, German Federal Republic, Greece, (B. 51.770)
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,United Kingdom.
(B. 103.339) INTERNATIONAL

THE ECONOMICSOF TAXATION
FRANCE

Edited by Henry J. Aaron and Michael J. Boskin, Studies of
DROIT PUBLIC, DROIT FINANCIER,DROIT FISCAL Government Finance: Second Series. Washington, The Brookings

Institution, 1980. 418 pp., £4.95. Library edition £12.50.
1re anne. Tome 2,6e dition. Cours lmentaire -- droit --

Compilation of 24 essays on tax policy to commemorate the
conomie. By Jean-Marie Auby and Robert Ducos-Ader. Paris, 20th anniversary of the series Studies. of Government Finance.
Editions Sirey, 1980. 184 pp. The articles published include: A.B. Atkinson, HorizontalequityIntroductory textbook on public nance including taxation and the distribution of the tax burden; James Buchanan and
aspects. Geoffrey Brennan,Tax reformswithout tears;Peter Mieszkowski,

.

(B. 103.367) The advisability and feasibility of an expenditure tax system;
David F. Bradford, Tax neutrality and the investment tax credit;
Richard A. Musgrave, Theories of fiscal crises: An essay ih fiscalTAXATION IN FRANCE
sociology.

International Tax and Business Service. New York, Deloitte (B. 103.359)
Haskins & Sells, 1980.74 pp.
Bound booklet in the Series International Tax and Business HANDBUCHDER FINANZWISSENSCHAFT
Service prepared by Deloitte, Haskins & Sells designed to Dritte, gnzlich neubearbeitete Auflage unter Mitwirkung von
provide information of a general character regarding taxation Norbert Andel und Heinz Haller herausgegeben von Fritz Neu-

T in France for those who are considering conducting business in mark. Lieferung 31-33. Tbingen, J.C.B. Mohr, 1981. 240
I France. pp.,

58.50 DM.
(B. 103.340) Supplements 31 to 33 to the Handbookon Finance contain con-

tributions on the followingsub-subjectas part of the main subject
Financial policy instrument to realize economic and-- as an

GERMANFEDERALREPUBLIC social goals -- Financial allocation policy, by Herbert Timm;
Financial distribution policy, by Gerold Krause-Junk; Financial

INVESTOR'SGUIDE GERMANY equilibriumpolicy, by Heinz Haller.
Dsseldorf, Westdeutsche Landesbank Girozentrale,1981.61 pp. (B. 103.148)
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1981 INTERNATIONALFINANCECONFERENCE,MONACO JAPAN
23rd, 24th, 25th March 1981. Seminar Services International.
Lausanne, Seminar Services SA, 1981. 152 pp.

TAXATIONIN JAPAN

Summary of talks held at the 1981 International Finance Con- Corporate income taxes -- Individual income taxes -- Income
ference. taxes n expatriates' compensation. Tokyo, Peat, .Marwick,
(B. 103.273) Mitchell & Co., 1979. 64 pp.

Description of Japanese taxes including corporate income taxes,
MUTUALAGREEMENTPROCEDUREAND PRACTICE individual income taxes, and income taxes on expatriates' com-

XXXV Congrs International de Droit Financier et Fiscal, Berlin pensation as stated in the Law as of April 1, 1979.
1981. Cahiers de droit scal international. Vol. LXVIa, premier (B. 51.768)
sujet. Deventer,Kluwer, 1981. 414 pp.
Congress report for the International Fiscal Association on-

taining the general report and national reports on the title ub- KUWAIT
ject. A summary of each report in English, French, German and
Spanish is appended. The report by the general reporter, Dr. K. LAW OF COMMERCENO. 68 FOR THE YEAR 1980

Koch, is printed in full in the four languages. National reports Safat, Furani's Translation, Publicity & Advertising Est., 1980.
include: German Federal Republic, Australia, Austria, Belgium, 203 pp.
Canada, Spain, United States . of America, Finland, France, The Law of Commerce (Unofcial translation).
Greece, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,Portugal, United Kingdom, (B. 51.754)
Sweden and Switzerland.
(B. 103.337)

MEXICO
TAX TREATMENT OF EXCHANGE GAINS AND LOSSES
IN SELECTEDCOUNTRIES ELEMENTOSDEFINANZASPUBLICASMEXICANAS
Countries included: Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Los impuestos. Vigesimosegunda Edicin. By Ernesto Flores
the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Switzerland,,United Kingdom, Zavala. Mexico, EditorialPorra, 1980. 509 pp.
Japan, Canada, USA. Paris', Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., 1979. Discussion of public nance principles and fiscal law, from both
40 pp. a general and theoretical approach with reference to Mexican
Mterial assembled in July 1979 born out of the Eleventh Annual law.
European Tax Conference of the Continental European Firm of (B. 18.090)
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., held in Paris on November 9-10,
1979. LEY DEL IMPUESTO SOBRE LA RENTA
(B. 103.348)

Exposicin prctica y comentarios. By Agustih Lpez Padilla.
THE VALUATIONOF GOODS FOR CUSTOMSPURPOSES Mexico, Editorial Trillas, 1981. 288 pp.

Practical sttement and comments on the Mexican Income Tax
By Henk de Pagter and Richard van Raan. Deventer, Kluwer, Law.
1981. 81 pp., 50 Dfl. (B. 18.091)
Introduction to the doming into force as of January 1, 1981 of
the Customs Valuation Code of the GATT, an agreementapplied REGIMEN Y APLICACIONPRACTICADE LA LEY DEL
unilaterallyby the EEC and the U.S. since July 1, 1980. IMPUESTO AL VALOR AGREGADO Y SU REGLAMENTO
(B. 103.404)

Segunda edicion. By Jaime Dominguez Orozco. Mexico, Edicions
ISLAND OF JERSEY Fiscals ISEF, 1981. 397 pp.

Practical application of the VAT Law and Regulatins.
JERSEY COMPANIES (B. 18.092).

December 1980. Toronto, Royal Trust International,1980.9 pp. NETHERLANDSBrochure explaining the company law of the Island of Jersey.
(B. 103.282) OPGAAN,BLINKEN EN VERZINKEN

\

ISLE OF MAN Kroniek van het voormalige dienstvak der registratie en domeinen
1812-ca. 1940.Ars NotariatusXXIII. By H. Schuttever. Deventer,
Kluwer, 1980.59 pp.INVESTMENTIN THE ISLE OF MAN
Study in the series published by the Institute to promote notarial

Douglas,Peat, Marwick,Mitchell & Co., 1978.28 pp. knowledge dealing with the history and establishmentof adminis-
Booklet providing introductory information on company law, trative registrationand public lands (domeinen).
taxation and related matters for those considering operation in (B. 103.310)
the Isle of Man.
(B. 103.342) TAXATIONIN THE NETHERLANDS

ITALY International Tax and Business Service. New York, Deloitte
Haskins & Sells, 1980.78 pp.
Bound booklet in the series International Tax and BusinessMINISTERIALINSTRUCTIONSON NORMALVALUE Service prepared by Deloitte, Haskins & Sells designed to pro-

(Circular No. 9-2267 of September 22, 1980. Transfer price in vide information of a general character regarding taxation in the
the determination of income f foreign controlled enterprises). Netherlands for those considering conducting business in the
Milan, Studio tributario Deiure, 1980. 78 pp. Netherlands.
Unofficial trnslationinto English from the Italian text. (B. 103.333)
(B. 103.323)

NEW ZEALAND
IL NUOVISSIMOCODICETRIBUTARIOFISCALE
ANNOTATOPER ARTICOLO CUSTOMSTARIFF OF NEW ZEALAND, 1978
By Giovanni de Riso, Mario Spina and Francesco Dibari.Piaeenza, (As at 1 January 1981) New Zealand Customs Department.
Casa Editrice La Tribuna, 1981, 1468 pp., 25,000 Lire. Wellington, P.D. Hasselberg, Government Printer, 1981. 92 pp.
Updated texts of the most important tax laws with some com- Loose leaf publication containing the normal and preferential
mentary thereto. customs tariffs of New Zealand effective as of January 1, 1981.
(B. 103.411) (B. 51.772)
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NORWAY COMPARATIVEASPECTSOF THE TAXATIONOF BUSINESS
IN THE UNITED KINGDOMAND GERMANY

SKATTELOVENAV 18. AUG. 1911 MED SENERE
ENDRINGSLOVER By Jack Wiseman. London, Anglo-German Foundation, 1980.

149 pp.,£8.50.
Kommentarutgave1981. By Harald Ajer. Oslo, Sem & Stenersen, Study aiming to identify in practical manner, interesting dif-
1981. 961 pp. ferences in fiscal style between businesses under the United
Third revised edition of the consolidted text with comments on Kingdom and German Federal Republic tax systems.
the income and net worth tax law of August 18, 1911 as amended (B. 103.356)
up to the end of 1980.
(B. 103.362) FINANCEBILL 1981

Summary. Edited by P.J. Cooke. London, Ernst & Whinney,SKATTERETT
1981. 51 pp.

Handbok for naeringsliv og studier 1981. By Harald Ajer. Oslo, (B. 103.324).

NKS Forlaget, 1981. 327 pp.
Handbook for businessmen and students explaining income and INVESTMENTIN THE UNITED KINGDOM
net worth tax in Norway effective as of the end of 1980. London,Peat, Marwick,Mitchell & Co., 1977. 42 pp.(B. 103.361) Booklet providing introductory information on company law,

taxation nd related matters for those considering operating
SINGAPORE in the United Kingdom.

(B. 103.344)
TAXATIONIN SINGAPORE TAXATIONAND TRUSTS
International Tax and Business Service. New York, Deloitte Modern legal studies. By G.W. Thomas. London, Sweet & Max-Hakins & Sells, 1980.57 pp. well, 1981. 205 pp.,£6.95 net in U.K. only.Bound booklet in the series International Tax and Business Textbook on the law of trusts in connection with income tax,Service prepared by Deloitte, Haskins & Sells designed to pro- capital gains tax and capital transfer tax. Tax planning considera-vide information of a general character regarding taxation in tions are not neglected in the treatment of taxation of trusts.Singapore for those who are considering conducting business in

(B. 103.389)Singapore.
(B. 103.341) TOLLEY'S SURVIVALKIT FOR SMALL BUSINESSES

Financial management in a changing economic climate. Croydon,
Tolley Publishing Company Ltd., 1981.43 pp.SPAIN A booklet designed to help small businesses survive a recession.
Pt. I consists of checklists and questinnaires. Pt. II discussesINVESTMENTIN SPAIN relevant topics including taxation.

Madrid, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., 1980. 37 pp. (B. 103.429)
Booklet providing introductory information on company law,
taxation and related matters for those considering operating in
Spain.
(B. 103.343)

UNITED STATES
REGIMEN FISCAL DE LOS INCREMENTOS Y DISMINU-
CIONESDE PATRIMONIO THE CRUDE OIL WINDFALLPROFIT TAX ACT OF 1980
By Santiago RodriguezMirandaand FernandoSempereRodriguez. By Myron Kaufman and Gerald A. Leener. New York, Coopers
Madrid, Ediciones del Foro, 1980. 309 pp. & Lybrand, 1980. 24 pp.
Handbook on the taxation of capital gains and losses, the histor- Description of th windfall prot tax as of March 1, 1980.
ical development of this tax and the inclusion of it in the present (B. 103.328)
income tax law.
(B. 103.388) FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION

LOS RENDIMIENTOSDEL CAPITALEN EL NUEVO Volume two: Taxation of corporations, shareholders, partner-
IMPUESTO SOBRE LA RENTA DE LAS PERSONAS ships and partners. Third edition. American Casebook Series.

By Adrian A. Kragen and John K. McNulty. St. Paul, West Pub-FISICAS
lishing Company, 1980. 989 pp.

By Francisco Clavijo Hernandez. Madrid, Editorial Civitas, 1980. Third edition of textbook dealing with cases and materials in
283 pp. the eld of federal income taxation of corporations and share-
Handbook on the taxation of income from capital received by holders, partnerships and partners. This volume replaces an
individuals. earlier edition in which these subjects were combined: with the
(B. 103.387) Federal Income Taxation of Individuals.

(B. 103.365)

UNITEDKINGDOM INTERNALREVENUE CUMULATIVEBULLETIN 1979-1

ASPECTS OF COMPANYLAW, TAXATIONAND OTHER January-June. Washington, Government Printer, 1979. 645 pp.
Consolidation of all official rulings, decisions, executive orders,RELATEDMATTERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 1975 and other items of a permanent nature published in the weekly

London, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., 1975. 44 pp. Bulletins in the rst half of 1979.
(B. 103.345) (B. 103.355)

COMPANIES, INCENTIVESANDSENIORMANAGERS INVESTING IN THE UNITED STATES
By G.C. Fiegehen and W.B. Reddaway. Oxford, Oxford Univer- April 1980. Ernst & Whinney International Series. New York,
sity Press, 1981. 141 pp., £12.00 net in UK. Ernst & Whinney, 1980. 9 pp.
Report on the results of a study on the effects of the tax and Booklet providing an overview of the investment climate, tax-
salary position of senior managers in companiesmainly operating ation, forms of business organization and business accounting
in the manufacturingsector in the United Kingdom. practices in the U.S.A.
(B. 103.407) (B. 103.330)
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TAX AND TOTAL COST OF U.S. CITIZENSABROAD of 1978 and other relevant legislationare described.

December 1980. Ernst & Whinney International Series. New (B. 103.346)

York, Ernst & Whinney, 1980.28 pp.
Bok assisting U.S. multinationalemployers to determine the tax

and total cost of U.S. citizens and residentsworking in 60 foreign URUGUAY
countries.
(B. 103.327) RECOPILACIONDE NORMASTRIBUTARIAS

TOMO III. Montevideo, Ministerio de Economia y Finanzas,
U.S. EXPATRIATETAXATION Direccin General Impositiva, 1980. 378 pp.
New York, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., 1978.41 pp. Third Volume of loose4eafpublicationof the tax administration,
Booklt on U.S. expatriate taxation. The major provisions of containing tax laws, rulings,etc.
the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the Foreign Earned Income Act (B. 18.061)

. .

Loose-LeafServices
Received between August 1 and August 31, 1981

AUSTRALIA CANADIANCURRENTTAX JURIS CLASSEUR-- DROIT FISCAL--

FISCALITE IMMOBILIERE
AUSTRALIANINCOMETAX --

releases 22-24

LAW AND PRACTICE: Butterworths,Pty., Ltd., Scarborough. release 32
EditionsTechniques,Paris.

Cases CANDIANTAX REPORTS--

releases 20 and 21

Butterworths,Pty,, Ltd., Chatswood. releases 489-493
CCH Canadia, Ltd., Don Mills.

GERMAN FEDERALREPUBLIC
BELGIUM DOMINIONTAX CASES

FISCALE DOCUMENTATIE releases 18 and 19 HANDBUCHDER GMBH

VANDEWINCKELE CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. Wilke - Gottschling- Gaul - Berg
release 24

Tome I, release 38 FOREIGNINVESTMENTIN CANADA Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.
Tome III, release 48
Tome VII, release 41 release 80

-

Tome XIV, release 139 Prentice-Hallof Canada, Ltd., KOMMENTARBEWERTUNGSGESETZ

CED-Samson,Brussels. Scarborough. VERMGENSTEUERGESETZ
release 52

GUIDE PRATIQUEDE FISCALITE PROVINCIALTAXATIONSERVICE Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.

Tome I, release 38 release 54

Tome III, release 36 Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. KOMMENTARZUM GEWERBESTEUER-
GESETZ

CED-Samson,Brussels.
E. Lenski und W. Sternberg

L'INDICATEURFISCAL COMMONMARKET (EEC) release 42
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.

release 6 HANDBOEKVOOR DE EUROPESE
CED-Samson,Brussels. GEMEENSCHAPPEN: KOMMENTARZUR ABGABENORD-

WETBOEKVAN DE INKOMSTEN-
-- Europese mededingings-en kartelrecht NUNG UND FINANZGERICHTS-

BELASTING release 61 ORDNUNG

Kommentaarop het E.E.G., Euratom en Hbschmann - Hepp - Spitaler--

release 56 EGKS verdrag;verdragstekstenen release 98
Ministre des Finances, Brussels. aanverwantestukken Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.

release 219

CANADA Kluwer, Devnter. KOMMENTARZUR EINKOMMEN-
STEUER

CANADAINCOMETAX GUIDE FRANCE (einschl. Lohnsteuerund Krperschaft-
REPORTS steuer)
releases 158 and 159 BULLETINDE DOCUMENTATION release 131
CCH Canadian, Ltd., Don Mills. PRATIQUEDE SECURITE SOCIALE Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.

ET DE LEGISLATIONDU TRAVAIL
CANADATAX LETTER STEUERERLASSEIN KARTEIFORM

release 11
releases 328-330 Editions Francis Lefebvre, Levallois-Perret. release 239
Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne.

DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT--

CANADATAX SERVICE- FISCAL STEUERRECHTSSPRECHUNGIN

RELEASE KARTEIFORMreleases 113 and 114
releases 335-342 Editions Lgislativeset Administratives, release 355
Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. Paris. Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne,
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UMSATZSTEUERGESETZ(MEHRWERT- UITSPRAKENV.D. TARIEFCOMMISSIE releases 327-329
STEUER) EN ANDERE RECHTSCOLLEGES -- Loonbelasting1964

INZAKE IN- EN UITVOER release 225G. Rau und E. Drrwachter
--

release 36 release 4 Vennootschapsbelasting1969

Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. Kluwer, Deventer. release 89
Vermogensbelasting1964--

releases 70 and 71WORLDTAX SERIES GERMANY VAKSTUDIE- FISCALE Investeringsregelingen
-

REPORTS ENCYCLOPEDIE:
--

release 25
release 145 -- Inkomstenbelasting1964 Kluwer, Deventer.
Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.

INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONALTAX AGREEMENTS PUBLIC FINANCE/FINANCESPUBLIQUES
release 36
United Nations, Genva. InternationalQuarterlyJournal founded by J.A. Monod de Froideville

Revue TrimestrielleInternationaleFonde par J.A. Monod de FroidevilleTABLEAUXFISCAUXEUROPEENS

Tome III Publisher / Editeur
Les Cahiers Fiscaux Europens, Nice. FoundationJournal for Public Finance

Fondation Revue de Finances Publiques
(StichtingTijdschrift voor Openbare Financien)

THE NETHERLANDS Editorial Board/ Comit de rdaction
M. Frank. A.J'. Middelhoek, A.T. Peacock

BELASTINGWETGEVING: Managing Editor j Editeur Grant: D. Biehl

Inkomestenbelasting1964--

release 83
Loonbelasting1964 Volume XXXVI/XXXVImeAnne

--

release 75
No. 2/1981:

Vennootschapsbelasting-

release 34
Noorduijn,Arnhem.

Articles

EDITIE VAKSTUDIEBELASTINGWET- Tetsuya Nosse, The Effects of'of Tax Structure Change Upon Income
GEVING: Redistribution Under Inflatic,nary Economic Growth 145............

Accijnsvan alcoholhoudendestoffen Devinder K. Gandhi and Anthony Saunders, A Stochastic Dominance
--

releases 18 and 19 Analysis of Taxation and Risk ..... : .......................... 162
GemeentelijkeBelastingen e.a. Keith Hartley and Pat McLean, U.K. Defence Expenditure 171

--

release 45 . ......

Kluwer, Deventer. J.R.G. Butler and D.P. Doessel, Efficiency and Equity in Natural
Disaster Relief .............................................. 193

FED'S FISCAALREGISTER Joseph C. Cox, The Interprovincial and International Impact of

releases 102 and 103 Federal Grants to Provincial Governments: Evidence From the

FED, Deventer. Canadian Federation ....................................... 214

K. Cuthbertson,J.S. Foreman-Peck,and P. Gripaios,A Model of Local
FED LOSBLADIGFISCAALWEEKBLAD Authority Fiscal Behaviour . .................................. 229

releases 1834-1837 Claude Montmarquette, Politique budgtaire de stabilisation et taille

FED, Deventer. relative des gouvernements ................................... 244
Howell H. Zee, Local Income Taxation and Optimal Jurisdiction .. 267

KLUWERSFISCAALZAKBOEK

release 169 Communications

Kluwer, Deventer. Richard A. Musgrave, A Non-existing Paradox: Response to Professor
Yeh ......................................................280

KLUWERSTARIEVENBOEK W.D.A. Bryant, A Note on a Generalization of a Second Best Tax

release 246 Theorem ...................................................282

Kluwer, Deventer. Eliakim Katz and Ben-Zion Zilberfarb, On the Stabilizing Effects of
Taxation ...................................................286

NEDERLANDSEBELASTINGWETTEN David A. Peel, On Fiscal and Monetary Stabilization Policy Under
W.E.G. de Groot Rational Expectations .................. ..................... 290
release 174 New Publications/PublicationsNouvelles. 297
Samson, Alphen aan de Rijn.

NEDERLANDSEWETBOEKEN The articles published in English, French or German are followed by summaries in the three
languages. Annual subscriptionrate (3 issues): DM 94,50.release 169

Kluwer, Deventer. PUBLIC FINANCE/FINANCESPUBLIQUES
TechnischeUniversitt, Uhlandstrae4-5,DE SOCIALE VERZEKERINGSWETTEN D-1000 Berlin 12, Federal Republic of Germany

release 166
Kluwer, Deventer.
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SPAIN SIMON'STAX INTELLIGENCE FEDERALTAX TREATIES- REPORT

releases 29-32 BULLETIN
MANUALDE LA ADMINISTRACION Butterworht& Co., London. release 7
release July 1981 Prentice-Hall,Inc., Eiglewood Cliffs.
T.A.L.E.,Madrid. VALUE ADDED TAX - DE VOIL

release 82 STATE TAX GUIDE

Butterworth& Co., London. releases 748 and 749

SWITZERLAND Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago.

TAX IDEAS - REPORTBULLETIN
PRAXIS DES UMSATZSTEUERRECHTS

releases 14-16
release 35 U.S.A. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.
Verlag fr Recht und Gesellschaft, Basel.

FEDERALTAXES - REPORT U.S. TAXATIONOF INTERNATIONAL
BULLETIN OPERATIONS
releases 32-37 releases 12-14UNITEDKINGDOM Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

BRITISHTAX GUIDE FEDERALTAX GUIDE

releases 227 and 228 releases 40, 43-.46 ZIMBABWE
Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs.

JUTA'S RHODESIAN INCOME
SIMON'S TAX CASES FEDERALTAX GUIDEREPORTS TAX SERVICE

releases 25-27 releases 41-47 release 21
Butterworth & Co., London. Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago. Juta & Co., Ltd., Capetown.
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internationaldouble taxation 254
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